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P A() All rIght. 1{e I 11 tI t • r t r 19h t 0 ff wit h 
Don, and then we'll take your quo6Lions. Don Puddy, the 
!'llght Oi re ~tor. 

PUODY Okay. well, vel re still playing the 
thermal b&lau.:e J<Gme. as expected. We are also in our laet 
depres8urizdll~n cycltt. Right now we are at 0.8, plcln-
nins to go down to 0.1 and from that point we'll be 
moving up to 5 ?si at just prior to the rorev sampling 
?eriuQ on .Jay 2. Thert! rCl.U.y are no new problems to report 
to you. So. let's .lust open it up for ,.ue"ticns and go froll 
t '~e re . 

QUERY I ~UA81i I got a stream of theil, Don. 
First of all, the cCtolar.t loops, I understand, are back 
down to around to about 34 one or t\o'o, or what€ve~. what 
is that? 

PUDDY Okay. what we've bAen doing on that 
tod~y, we have noticed a general decrease in what we call 
the SUS temp, which we'v! tal~ed to you about before. 
Cenerally it's dropping ,'lbout a PCM co~nt, or about a half 
a degree in temperature eve!"y 14 hours. And so what we do 
is, we go intc what we cali a temperature reset routine 
and we're In the process ·Jf doing that right now. We have 
our baseline pitch, when we started out today was around 
50 degrees. We pitched down to 4) degrees in order to 
condition ourselves clectric&11y for the subsequent maneuver. 
And 6Tound 5:40 this evening, we will be pitching up tQ an 
attitude of 68 degrees pilchout. We will maintain ourselves 
in that particular attitude foc t..:o revolutions and around 
9 :00 this evenillg we w11:i be pitching back down to a baseline 
of 45 degn.~es. Our intent on this particular paraaaetcl' is 
to insure th3t we put ourselves in a posture by tomorrow, 
such that we do .lot have to get into this reset routine. In 
other words, during the shift this evening and during the 
evening hou~s, we will go throu~h as many of these maneuvers 
as are required to insure that duritlg the rendezvous day, 
which, as yoy're well aware is quite a Itlng day. We do not 
have to make any m~neuvers, particularly tu maintain this 
temperature within the rel~ we'd lika to have it, which is 
around 3!4.5,34.7. 

QUERY What about temperatures in other areas 
(",f the workshop? Have we seen any, really, decrease or 
increase. Are they sti~l goin~ up? I know th~y're stab11z~d, 
but increasing, I think is 

P"LDY W~ have been at a little higher pitch 
angle most of the day. Primarily because we have ~xperiftnced 

a little drift in the RATE GYROs, and that drift has tended 
to cause us to pitch up. as opposed to pitching down, so 
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while we started out this morning at around 47 degrees. we 
gradually moved on up to 52 or 53 degrees before we went 
into this last correction maneuver. SOt tn general you 
can say that these temperatures have morEl or less stablized 
and lIaybe dropped off a d~8ree. However. we're just pl ... y
ing in a boundary now, where you can 8ay for a given period 
of time they're steady. and may \.e decreasing lillghtly, and 
at other attitudes they're steady and increasing slightly. 
1 think we're going to be In that posture until we actually 
get some sort of a sail. that you've all been briefed on. 
d~ployed. It's a very delicate balance between this coolant 
loop temperature. the ATM instrumentation temperatures, and 
of course the overall habitation area, food. film. and 
m~dtcal provisions. 

QUERY One other thing. You ail have been 
playing with this thing. now, ninth da)' today. Is that it? 

rUnDY l"H~ lost track, Whatever you say. 
Q1JERY Whate-..er i: is. And there w_a no 

intention this early 1n the mission to go this long. They 
considered, you kno ..... I think, be a 5 day slip to begin 
with, you know, the p08s~.bll1t tes of that. Were you all 
ready to start this or have you really learning a heck of 
a lot about t!lat craft and ho," to maneuver it. As much as 
yoe're do1ng. you're changing several times every day and 
all. Did you all just have to regroup and start ledrning 
allover or ~ere you ready for it? 

PUDDY Well, we like to say that we're ready 
for any contingency. And that'a the reason .... e go through 
a rather extensive 

END I1F TAPE 
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PUDDY Well. we like to 8My that we are ready 
for any contingency. And that's reaSQn we 80 through a 
rather extensive period prior to the start of any mission 
or 8 1 IIU 1 at ion perl 0 d • Top r a d ice the 9 e t h in 88, as you are 
well a~aret this i8 more of a 10011 tera problell than 
we can generally 8imulate 1n the Control Center. So, no, 
I cannot say we were compJ.etely ready for this type of total 
spacecraft management. I will 8ay, however. that durin~ 
our sillulations we haJ treated a lot of the t~pe oC problems 
that ve are experiencing now to some dearee or another. I 
think, ho~evert that the area that we are in right now we 
have had a very steep learning curve. And we are continuing 
to learn because generally, as you are wcll aware. the 
attitudes that we expect to find ourselves in are solar 
inertial or ZLV. And when you start talking about the 
areas where we are pitched up ~7 degrees or pitched up 
70 degrees, not only were we not totally prepared to cope 
with them, but none of the premission predictions were 
dcne to simulate these particu!ar attitudes. They have 
been designed, all the components and everything had been 
designed around a certain sigma band around what we expected 
to get into as far as the nominal attitudes. So. it'l been 
a steep learning curve. I think after the first 3 or 4 days, 
we had a pretty good feel for just exactly what effect 
and action we took would have upon the spacecraft. But, 
we alf;o, I think. h:ave seen some ve'f'j long terl! thermal 
effects start to take place say 4 or S days after WP. got 
in there that we didn't see the first 3 days. This SUS 
temperature being one Qf them. I think since it has a 
very large m8ss, 1 .. took a long lime for us tc, see that one. 
And it is just now grad!Iij,liy - ~e are still learning on 
that one. 

l-AO An)' more questions? 
~UERY When they are working on the Skylab, 

or working from the c:olllllland service module, ho,,' are they 
going to control the countP-r forces? How are they ~oing 
lo keep from putting Gomething into rotation? 

PUnoy Well, '.If course, we are in a attitude 
control mode as far as the workshop itself is concerned, 
where we are essentially deadbandtng, So it will maintaln 
its attitude. As (ar 81:4 the CSK is concerned, the commander 
has translational control capability to maintain his posi
tion and the devL:.:e that you are talking about, the device 
that they're using, possibly to deploy the wing. That 
device is designed such that it·· I guess that you could 
call it a shepherd~ hook. where you can both push and pull 
with that partic~lar d~vice so that you do nnt impart Delta 
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motions to either spacecraft. 
PAO Peter Oake •• 
QUE RY 'lhe n you' ra go 1n g to itt aroun d to push-

out this paraaol, do you know exactly what the cOllllllander 
and the pilot are going to be doing? 

PUDDY No, and I had th"t infor •• tion and I 
was just talking to Kilt abOlJt that a minute ago. I did 
not bring that with me. We aay have it here in j\\st a few 
minutes. just exat:tly .... ho is doing what when. There - Cer-
tain of the crewmen have practiced certain of ~hAse events 
and I don't want to guess on that one. Let me wait until 
W(> ge~ that information. But; .... e can provide that to you. 
No p rob :elll. 

QUERY In the flight plan, it sayg something 
about preparation for TV if required. What kind of TV 

.... ould that be, and what would the requirement be that 

.... ould involve the TV? 

PUDDY I think that woulJ be strictly be ~ doc-
umentary TV of the particular action. 1'111 Sure it would 
be of tnte rest to the AtJle ri can public if they could view 
it. 

QUERY Would that be real time live. or would 
it be taped and dumped down later? 

PUDDY Milt, do )'ou have a fl1~ht pillo tor 
that particular day? I don't. It looks liKe, according 
to the flight plan here. that it is. it 1s out planned 
to be brought back real time. So if they have it. 1t W:luld 
be recorded, subsequently dumped &nd thp.n provided. 

QUERY Is the parJJslll on the way to the Capt> 
now, or is it 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY 
provided. 

QUERY 
110100', or 1, it 

PUnOy 
the Cape. 

..... Q r 
is subsequently dumped and then 

18 the parasol on the way to the Cape 
8 till h t: re ? 

As far as 1 know, itls on its vay to 

SPEAKER ~ot yet. 
PUDDY Not yet? 
SPEAKEP. It hasn't departed yet. 
PUDDY Okay, Sorry about that. 
QUERY On day 2, when the astronauts enter thid 

12~ degree temperature, what will they be wearing? How 
will they k~ep cooll 

PUDDY As far as I know - Deke went tilat ratht:r 
extenSively, I believe this afternoon. They are loading 
the parasol on t;he plane now? Okay, I wasn't too far off. 
As Car as I :<now. right 00100' the lQst wo-rd 1 had on t~\at 
was it is gOing to be shirt sleeves. 

PAO Jill. 

QUERY 1hey are gOin£, to have an awful lot to do 
in heat that hLgh and wearing masks besides. Now are you 
planning rest points along the way? Are you _ is there 
a t.i.llle that you are going t.o try to aim to have all this 
done in unde\· these dreadfully warm conditlous? How Is 
that golr.g to work? 

PUDDY I think, the timelines that I've seen 
indicate that you can - probably after youlve gone through 
the AM MnA area, which by the way is not hot, and that Ioo'ill 
take a ~onsiderable period of time to do. Once you have got that 
activation pretty well squared away, the actual deployment 
of the sail itself is not that long an op~ratlon. We are 
talking somewhere in the urder of an hour, an hour and 
a half maximum. Itls warm. I certainly won't argue that, 
it's warm but, they're froln HOu8lun. 

P AO P to! t e r Ho 8 a . 
QUERY I sep.tIl to remember way back hearing 

that one of the first things th~ crew Would do on getting 
into the works,lop, ""ould be to SWitch on some Sort of fans, 
heat exchange units. Are they still gOing to do that? 

PUDDY Yes they are. 

QUERY What 1s likely to be the effect? Will 
t hat b r i n g b r in g the temp era t u re dow n s i go i f i can t 1 Y 0 r 
Just move it around a bit? 

PUDDY I don't think that - I don't think we are going to see a marked decrease in te~perature in the 
Spacecraft until several hours after we have deployed the 
sail. You've got a lot of mass there, and if you're circu-
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lating hot air. you are still goIng to come out with hot 
air. So it'. aOing to take a ",hile after we aet the shield 
out before - and 1 think an estimat( on that has b~en IOAe 
where around 36 or 48 hours before you can dctual~y expect 
those temper3tures to reach what we would call comfortGble 
tempe rat ures. 

QUBRY You said 36 to 48. I' III almost sure 
it 'Whl> you who Batti earlier 12 to 24. maybo 36. It seelllB 
to be increaaing. Has there been a chanae or 1~ that jut't 
~lnd of a better flg~re now? 

PUnDY No, 1 don't think 1 have ever quoted 
fi t~rnperature stabilization there. The fi~ure6 that I have 
heTe are sOllie thAt wele quoted to me a day or so ago that 
the Harshall p~ople had estimated and since moat of the 
shields essentially have the same thermal characteribtics _ 
feel those (igures ~re still tsirly valid. 

QUERY Can you tell us how th~ humidity Is 
running And if there is a motIon of air, if the air is in 
motion? 

PUDDY No, the air right now is not tn motion 
except for the amount that we will have as [a1· as the gas 
flow from the pressurization sequence itself. You viiI 
get Sllme ll1olion there. but no the air is not in lIIotion. 
Of c~urse, when we - since we are dropping the Dpacecr~ft 
pressure dQwn to a tenth of a psi, it is going to be dry, 
very dry. 

QUERY It might be a silly question, but what 
ki8d 0f sn airplane takes this parasol to Kennedy ~pace 
Center? And d~ you have any kind of 3pe~ial delivery or 
how do you bring it over there? 

SPEAKER I thir.k the parasol is going on a 
Lear jet. The. parasol OT! a Lear jee and Some other 
equi pmt!nt and a T- 38. 

END OF TAPE. 
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it 'Whl> you who Batti earlier 12 to 24. maybo 36. It seelllB 
to be increaaing. Has there been a chanae or 1~ that jut't 
~lnd of a better flg~re now? 

PUnDY No, 1 don't think 1 have ever quoted 
fi t~rnperature stabilization there. The fi~ure6 that I have 
heTe are sOllie thAt wele quoted to me a day or so ago that 
the Harshall p~ople had estimated and since moat of the 
shields essentially have the same thermal characteribtics _ 
feel those (igures ~re still tsirly valid. 

QUERY Can you tell us how th~ humidity Is 
running And if there is a motIon of air, if the air is in 
motion? 

PUDDY No, the air right now is not tn motion 
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pressure dQwn to a tenth of a psi, it is going to be dry, 
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QUERY It might be a silly question, but what 
ki8d 0f sn airplane takes this parasol to Kennedy ~pace 
Center? And d~ you have any kind of 3pe~ial delivery or 
how do you bring it over there? 

SPEAKER I thir.k the parasol is going on a 
Lear jet. The. parasol OT! a Lear jee and Some other 
equi pmt!nt and a T- 38. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PUnDY - Ye~t the parasol. the LeaT jet and 
10Dle o~her equipment in a 1-38. Two aircraft. 

PUnDY If you want me to, 1'11 be 1I0rc than 
happy to SLlY a ie'W words about the flight plan tOllorrow, if 
that.ls of some intorest. ~e. of course, aTe expecting to 
have a lift-off. at 800 cur time. 900 eastern daylight time. 
l' hen 0 ,d n a 1 8 e q ue n (; e i 11 m u c h t. he 8 a me a s a 8 t It n dar d H· 5 
rendezvous profile that l'm sure most of you are familar 
with. We expect Co insert into an A4 by 190 orbit. followed 
shortly therc~fter by separation. and then go into our 
nominal maneuver sequence. The workshop, actually .... ill not 
be maneuvering at all until after the terminal phase maneuver. 
Excuse l7Ie, 1'1 ght be fo re the te rm!nal phase maneuve r. We .... ill 
be maneuvering from our attitude of a pitch of 45 degrees 
do'Wn to solar !n!?rtial. And .... e 1 re doing this 80 that the 
crew can usc the VHf ranging equipment and the tracking 
lights that .... e have to get their final marks (or the last 
mid-course corrections. Shortly after they have completed 
those particular rnane~vers, we will be going to essentially 
~ur flyaround atlltude, which is again a pitchup of 45 
degrees. And we will be holding that particular attitude 
for buth the flyaround activities and for the SEVA. The 
exact tillles of those maneuvers, if you'd like to have [hem, 
based on uur pr~liiminary plan right no., and this may be 
refined somewhat during the night. The maneuver to solar 
inertial 'Will occur at 6 hours and 12 mir.utes into the 
sequence. Probably be uplinked ov~r Goldstone. The maneuver 
to our flyaround attitude will Occur at 7 hours and 31 
minuteG, and all the maneuve rs that we arc conducting on the 
workshop this particular day. will be 10 minute maneuvers. 
l~ other woeds, 'We 10uded a factor into the computer that 
says, on('e He give you the command, ex.!cute the maneuver, take 
10 minutes to get to the new attitude. After the fly-
around over the states, and by the .... ay. we 3hould have 
some TV Juring that particular maneuver, that last one I 
talked to you about at 1 hours and 37 minutes, that is over 
Guam, and .... e are expecting some real time TV there. We .... il1 
be conducting the flyaround and we should have real time 
TV from the states. At around 8 hours and 15 minutes .... e 
expect to, right before sunset, we expect lo go ilhead and 
perform what .... e (all a soft docking, which is just the 
capture latches, and He'rc doing thi .. so that the ere .... cah 
go ahead and have an evening meal and go ahead and make 
preparations foe the SLVA activity. As far as ~he SEVA 
activity Is concerned, depending on just exactly .... hat their 
illumirlation requ~_re1Jlents are ..... e may be required to maneuver 
the spacecraft. Our flyaround attitude is offset slightly 
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In fact it's offset about 28 degree8 In roll to provide the 
best 111uminatton, and according to whieh eolar array tt 
looks like they would like to view that area beat on. T~~y .ay 
request a Delta maneuver of another 20 dearees. In other 
words, we could be ~o11ed off as much 88 48 dearee. or we 
could be rolled back to essentially 8 dearees froll wl:at we 
call roll O. And that maneuver, it it 1& executed. would 
he accomplished somewhere around 9 hours and 4L .1nutes 
after liftoff. We will be giving a GO/NO GO for the ~EVA 
at arour.d 10 hours into the sequence, and right after the 
darkues8 period, whlc~ ends at around 10:34. We will I,,:tgln 
the SEVA. and of course that will last for about one d"yl{ght 
period. Follo\o'!ng the !:lEVA activity, alld prior to th2 
next sunset. which occurs at around 11: 32. we will __ 

END OF TAPE 
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rUDDY - lapsed for one daylight period. Fol-
lowing the SRVA activity, and prior to the next aunset, 
which OC~UC3 at around 11:32, we will dock and do the 
minimum activitie~ that we have to 1n crder to get the crew 
reedy for a nights rest. They will helve had a very long 
day. And ttlat's ~bout it, I think, 4S (IU as the generl11 pI an. 

QUERY Don, you said minimal tl.e, you know, 
lets see, fj lut orlC, two, looks like about 5 hours or so 
before they sleep after they redock. Is that minimal time? 

FUDDY That' 8 about the minimulD length of time 
where t.hey can Jlctually go through the debriefing, get Out 
of the suits, get the spa,~ecraft squared away, put all the 
tools up, and get into 80m~ po~ture for sleep. 1 think 
we're taJking about somethins like It 16-1/2 _ 17 hour crew day. Long day. 

QUERY That SEVA Is to try to get the solar pane lout? 

PUDDY That SEVA is deSigned prlmU-ily for that. 
It is not intended - may be to clear any debris, say there 
is some debris around one of the SALs or so~ething of this 
nature. It's a kind of a general spacecraft police-up. It 
is not lntended~ however to deploy any 6/Il1s or anything of this nature. 

QUl-:kY There will be an at:elJlpt to get out the workshop solar panel on that? 

PUDDY There certainly will, if it lOoks like they can do it. 

QUERY And there will be no TV on that SF-VA? 
PUDDY No, that ~d.("t1clllar SEVA Occurs essent-

ially Out~lde a ground station con~act. so there's not llIuch possibility there. 

~UERY Let's SUppI>se that for sorae reason or 
another that the SEVA ends up taking up mOTe time than 
originallyal:i.oted. How - What is the rlaximl'm time you ~an allow for SEVA? 

PUDDY Well I think the primary deSire there 
is not to put the crew through the additional effort of 
trying to keep, essentially st3tion keep ~ith the workshop 
during the night time frame. And as far as wt.ether or not 
that would be e~tended an~ give th~m another daylilht pa~s 
at it. I t h ink i s go i n g to have t 0 be bas e don are a 1 tImE 
situation dnd their assessment. Rut, In general, right now, 
it's not planned to extend that over the one daylight pass. 
Bllt. you knou, the way t.lis hae got to be played is real time. 
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QUERY What J had In mind there, was any equip.ent limitations, ntlt raanagellent type decisions. P 1I DIW E qui pile n t limit at i on 8 ? 
QUERY Whether - Can they stay in the 8pacesIltt mode, hatch open, 80 forth for 3 hours, 4 hOIJt's? Is there any kind of 11mitatio~ there? Equipment wise? 
PU.DDY No, if you will re~ember. there was a the oriainal flight plan that we had there. originally had two SEVAs on that particular day, and the pripary reason for backing off of that was, it was just too long a day with that type of activity. So I know of no constraints if in real t11DA it looked like we could actLially accomplish something. I think the primary consideration would be the crey day. 
PliO r ~ieht menrion one other proble. before we close out. Y~u lDay h~ar about it during the evening. Itts 

Ohe that we ba"e just started to take a look at. We have had a - I 6houldn't say it's a problem, it's a - right now it's a what w~ cail a funny associated with one ~f the regulators on one of the CBRMs, battery 17. and baSically what itts doing rlgh~ now, it's changing its characteristics, sOllie time sit's c h a r g 1 n g the bat t e r y l\ 0 t a 5 III U c has we w 0 u 1 d 1 ike to have it, and at othe r time s, it' oS allowing the battery to di8char.~e more chlln we would like. And ""Po are looking into that this evening and right now It's not e x p e c ted to b e any i ilIp act a taIl. 
PUDDY Okay. We got some Inforl'llation here. 'fo-:! 1-38 departed about 5:20 central daylight time for the KSC skid strip. The Lear jet 1s taxiing to the runway right nov. QUERY What's th~ - This is probably an unfair question, but r'm going to ask it anyhow. What's the worst that this funny could mean? 
PUDDY The worst case that you could run into, if this should turn out to be a total failurA of that regulator, would be the lo~s of 1/18 of your power capability. As Car as ATM power is concerned, or about 150 wa!ols. However, it 1s certainly not eXibiting the characteriHtics that i I ~ die ate t hat we' rea n y n ear a tot a 1 f a il u r e • We t h 1 n,k t his could very easily be ap.sol'iatc.d with some of the thermal characteristics that we have $een in our most recent attitude. We may have cooled it down too much. Also then: arc some re-dundant circuit ry that we can ground command tu s\oIit ch. and wetrl.! just taking a look .at it. I Just wanted [0 let you knotl that that is being looked at. But right now. we'rc certainly n"t concerned about it. But 1 have given you the abs.:-lute worst that could happen. Right now, we're not anywhere near that. ItR on line, every things working. 
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QUERY JU8t follow to .ake sure 1 understand. 
Aro yo.! talking about that you would lose. the ablolute 
won. 1/18 of the powe1' cap~b1l1ty. Are you talking strickly 
of use In the ATM or ate you talking about 1/18 of the 
overall cluster of power? 

PUooY 1/18 of tbat .'8ociated with the ATM. 
but the ATM power, right I'OW, is the only ~ower we :,&ve. 

PAO Okay, no aorc questions. Thanks. lot. 
Thank you, Don. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, letts get started, rl19ht 01rector Hilton Windler Ha,_hall Space Flight Center. your shift, Hilt, plea.e? 

¢ Qi $4 iC 2..wg;@kJiJj( . 43114-« $i. 

Il1848e. He hAve 
and Mr. Georqe Hardy from the Will you give us a sumnary of 

WINDLER We've had a relatively quiet day, al 1 thi.nk Neil. explained to you this morning. We had put the spacecraft in an attitude to sort of let it thermally stabilize. We h4ve (utjusted it ft couple of times during the day. Essentially wo're tryin9 ~aintain a 48 degree pitch and -roll zero, ~nd of r.ouree, the yaw zero. Towards the end of the d~y, essentially the te~perature8 continuod to rise in the c(lhin. 1 think the suit wnhilical syateM temperatures haw heen stablo all day riqht around 35 de9roes - 34 .1. And the cdbin teMperatures, however, have gradually risen -J believe they were prohably around 126 this Morning, I believe they're 126 or 80 now. We h~ve heon evaluating tho constraints on tht~ food and film «'\8 well as tho other h",rdwClre - you might call them objects. You've already qottun a briefing on the food, J hel ~eve, and essontially we've agreed that the food can probably he satisfactory up to 130 degroos. The film is still undergoing a review, althouqh a~ you're prob~bly well aWdre, most of the film items, I think we Montioned this yesterday - the ones that are very critical are being replaced and being stored on the command module for trClnsfor to the Skylab ~hen the crew gets there. We did try Cl - have just executed Cl maneuver, and it's too early to tell much about it, hut we are now pitching up to 65 degrees, and plan to stay there for two sunlight periods. And the reason for this is twofold. One, we think that the higher temperature - I mean the higher angle will reduce, of course, the effect of the Sun on the workshop, allow us to radiate clnd cool that down, ",nd dlso the ge~etry is such that it does provide some heat into tho area - the forward end of thp vehicle where this suit u.m.bilical system is located. So, we thinK it will help hoth of those. of course, it's hard on the power systeM and that's the main reason for not going longer than two revolutions. And then we expect after that two Sun passes through - at that attitude - to come back down to 45, which was our attitude yesterday, if you'll recal!, and hold that for five daylight passes, which will allow the batteries to corne hack to d fully-chargecl state. Other than that, I think the other systems on the spdcecraft are pretty well behavinq quite nicely. And wo are just trying to rnanaqe the thermal condition and wait for the crew to get there. PAO Hr. Hardy. 
:!J...RD'i I don't have anything to add. I think Hi 1 t ('t,vered very well the status we' re in right now. 
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:!J...RD'i I don't have anything to add. I think Hi 1 t ('t,vered very well the status we' re in right now. 
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PI\O Okay, nruce Hicks. 
QUERY ~1i1 t, I have B6var~ 1 quostions. F ir&t of 

dil. tho manouvnr - tho 65 degree8 pitch ft you're goiog to 
you say, warm up back there whero thf.! coolant loops are, hut 
t thought 34.7 was wh~t y~u wanted. Anrt I understand that's 
what you're at, 80 ~re you juat trylnq to stabilize it more 
or do you really want it higher? 

WINOLtR Well, we'd ~e very happy if we were Assured 
tt'.at it wOl.'ldn't C]O below 34.7, but a8 you racc'\ll frOM yes
terday, we made a lot of ~aneuverH, and it's not easy to toll 
which one had what affect on it. It depends cl lot on the lag, 
in other words, it it's a lag of 10 hours then this ~clneuver 
was the one that did us 90od. If it was a 14-hour lag, thon 
i. t was another one. And I quess Wt'1 Clre - since we do hc,ve 
lias opportunity to cio - to kill two hirds with one stone, 
to affect both systems in a positive manner, well that's the 
reason for choosing tho attitude. You're right though, if 
the temperat.ure stayed whore it is, we'd be very happy. 
However, wo're trying to - while we're cooling off tho hack 
end of the vehicle, wo're alao trying to put a little bit 
more hl~at into the front end where that Buit urn.bilical loop is. 

QUERY George, wh~t is thu third device going to 
be tak(ln for the hackup .. third aunshade? 

Ul\RO¥ t 'm not - y,')u fa llows have to excuse me, 
J have a little cold here, can't talk very woll. I'M not 
sure exactly. The desiqn review was in Huntsville, today, I think 
most of you know. lepresentatives from JSC WAre there and 
that review was sti 11 going on ahout .In hour ago when I checked 
in, f;O I can't conune"t right now just exactly what that will 
be. We'll still haVE" a statuB report coroing from Hr. Schneider 
so maybe that will - -

QUERY no you hdve any irtea if the inflatable device 
ha~ been readied yet? 

HARDY Well, the inflatahle device was being tested 
last night, was being tested aqain today, and they were 
proceeding to build flight hardware for the inflatable device 
in case it was selected as one of the shields. 

EIW OF TAPE 
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IlAROY ... they w~re boinq teste(\ again today 
and they were proceeding to build flight hardware tor the 
inflat4ble device in case it was seloctcrl as one of the ahlelds. 

PAO Arthur II U 1. 
QU£nv Mil t, on th i 8 thorll\a 1 rnanaqcl1'Iont bus-

iness - Are you all operating from ~ calculated kind of approAch 
or are you having to work this thing more or less AS an empirical 
problem? I guoss I'm asking, is your thermal management a 
science or an art? 

WINnt.f.R Well, it's hoth, of course. Thert:'s a 
lot of art to it. There' 8 " lot of hest ongineerinq judqornent 
bascu on experience. A lot of people wa'ro working with at 
M., rfloha 11, and George knows who they ,\ro het tor than I 1:10 and 
their backgrounds, but they've had ~ lot of experience in this 
field and \-If! arc plowinq new (",round hf're , so, we - we'1'o learning 
as we qo and we're usin~ the pa~t year's ex~rience as woll as 
what (iata i~ aVClilahle to us from where we are riqht now. 
nut there is still a lot of judqcMent in it. 

QUf.nV O)t.,lY, I wonder if anyhody could toll 
me how thin~s look as far as getting items stowed on hoard tho 
Apollo spacccra ft tomorrow? Docs it look like you I re goincJ 
to be puttinq things on as late as 12 hours hefore launch, 
or will you have it all huttoned up 50l"le til"le before then? 
"'helt does it look like? 

HAROY f~st of the hardware that has been 
hlentifi.:-d or is beinq identified oven today is being shipped 
to the Cape tomorrow J'l'Drning or tomorrow afternoon. We hope 
to have an orderly bench review and stowage of the command 
clnd service module. However, if there are one or two it(!ms 
that come on late, we UndQr6tan~ that the Cape could 
accommodate those as late as 10 to 12 hours. 

QUERY Whftt is - -
HARDY Well, I think the majority of the items 

will be there much earlier than that. In fact, as t mentioned, 
the several candidates of sunshields or sunshades flight hard
ware is being delivered to the Capt1 and even those that may not 
get selected as flight items. 

QUERY . •• 'lues tions. First of all, 
they enter the workshop? 
or som~ kind of a cooling 

what is the crew going to wear when 
Are they qoinq to wear shirtsl~~ves 
qarment? 

WINOLF.R The only thing that I know of that thflY 
are goinq to weClr is a mask, which, I belip.ve, is primarily a 
carbon absorption - charcoal absorption-type. I don't think 
thc~e's any plans - I'~ not aware of any plans that they are 
wearing any special qa~ent8. 

HARDY - they'll wear the constant-wear garment 
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or .o~o lightweight shirtsleeve ga~nt. They will wear, 
1 beli.eve, special gloves in CAle of any .. protect againat 
hot spot.s and they will wear the 8po0141 m~8ka thAt, I bell(we, 
Ott Hawkins talke~ ahout c'\ day or '0 a90. 

QUf,RY 1 n",y have ITlisaed tt,is bofore, but, I 
understood you were running teats with the • with varioua te~p
oral-urea with t.he CJfttJ8ing 1M ter ia Is and 2 or 3 days ago 
the tests were atill negative. But at the same time, 1 under
stand you are still keeping - pre8surizinCJ and depre88urizing 
the spacecraft, so, I gather you still 8USpect that something 
may he there. What ia the current Rtatu8 on that? 
WINDL~R Yea, we're continuing with that, aa 

we agree~ several days ago, now, I've forqotten how many, 
tJut we're coming up to the last cycle At 2 and we'll drop 
it ~gain and then pop it hack up to 5. And I think we did 
talk about this before and you know it - there's S~e people 
whoso an~lysi8 indicatcs that thore may not he any, and there 
,\~'C othor people that suspoct that there could be some, and 
dS a procautionary meARure, we're trying to dilute it 
down to a level that we are sure can be handled by the onboal'd 
sy8tel'l~ - and w~'re doing that as a cornr'on precaution. 

QUERY 00 ycu havo any roaul t on the grounct - on 
the ldb test - the heating test of the material? 

HARDY J 'rn not familiar with the latest results 
of those tests. I do know they are heing conducted hut I'm 
not familiar with that. 

WINDLER 1\s you pointod out earlier, they were 
negative, I believe. 

QUERY Coulu I just cOll\e back a minute to these 
llquid cooling garments? The uncterstandinCJ 1 had a few days 
ago was that they would he flown in the SI,-2, anyway, with the 
option of using them. When tho - -

Erm Of TAPF. 
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~P£A~~R A few days ago, it was th~t they wuuld be 
f lmm 1n tho 614 .. 2 anyway, wi th the o(lt ion of UB lng the. after 
real timt' aSdClS8Mnt of what the temperature was inside tho 
workahop. Aro you fald lar wi th that? 

WINOLf;R They "lw~'ys plan to be f low.n, and, of 
cour.e, they could we"r them it they chose. I guess I don't 
really know ... have any hc'\ckgrollnd nn that. 

QUBRY 1 f by chance we sUpped another 5 days 
by Friday, can you redlly, safely, keep everythl~g going up 
there as you arc now, or will you just be holdin~ the baby 
toqether alit t 1e bi t lonqar, you know? YO\l seelll to be 
playing with it a whole lot. 
WINOL~R YOR, we are, in a way, anrl in other 

ways, we I ro not. I th ink the control center is c,:msiderably 
more calmer, or ~hatevor yo~ want to say, than it was the 
firat couple of dI\YR. Wo understand what wolre doinq. The 
results of it, in all the areas, arc a lot better than we 
dld then. Haybe the 'l'ACS control of the attitude control 
systelt\ may he a C)ooo ('>xAl'lple there. 1 think we better 
understand how th(\t rcsronne, and are botter able to \lSO 

the TACS in ,l VC.fy optimum fashion to keep its uaage at 
~ ~inil'l\um. So, we have thoso kinds of advantages, and I 
think that yes, we can kocp the vehicle C)oinC) for Another 
5 days if we have to. I'd like very much to see the 
temperl\tures level out a<]ain. We arc below, thouCJ~", the 
1 iml ts on the - as we understand therll now, on th6se item. 
But nob~ty likes to suhject them to any higher temperature 
than they ca~ - than they have too. 

QUERY In that regard has any oecisio" boen 
made about slipping it 5 days, or is it going to be day to 
day? 

WINDLER I know of no decision to slip. He was 
asking a question About how we could handle it if that happened. 
Hypothetical question. 

QUERY If you had to slip Friday, what would 
it be to, Saturday? 
SPEAKER We have an opportunity Saturday~ and 

I believe there's also one on Sunday, which I don't ~now 
how long it is, hut il's probahly in your press rele&8e8, 
1 would "ssume. 

QUERY 00 you plan to do that if you have to, 
rather than 5 days? DAY to day rather than 5 days? 

HARDY As far as I'm concerneo, I 'Ill not per-
sonally aware of any serious oiscussion right now in that 
regard, but the capability does exist. I do know that 
Fli<}ht control people have been looking at the option!1 
that are available. And I have been adviseo that thex.'e 
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e opportunitiea Aval1~blft on Saturday and Sunday, too. 
t \~uld relult in a longor time tor rendelvlua, but the opport

unitiee ~re available on Saturday and Sunday. 
o QUERY 1'0 11ke to know whether you people have 
hoard how lonq astronauts can work in l~5-de9roe teMperature 
to qet that parAsol deployed, it that'. what. they have to do? 
Uow 10n9 can thoy work without their mental facultiol 
becOl'1ling i\ litlle <lull? 

WINOLER I can't an8wer that. 1 don't kn~ the 
answer to that. 

IIAROY 
I'm quite lure that 
of the temperatur.es 
Con\Inont on it. 

I don't know the answer to that oithe~. 
the medical people, however, are aware 
that we're t,.\lkinq about, and 1 couldn't 

QUERY In that req~rd, Milt, ~aybe you could 
tell us - let's see, you're q01ng to have the Astronauts 
st~nding back hohind tho scientitic airlock. What kind 
of temper~ture, now - if the Astronaut were there now, what 
kind of terftPflrature in the middle there, kind of, would 
he be subjected to? 

WINDLER Well, that's subjective, and in ~y 
mind I really have the hopo, the whole cabin area kind of at 
125 or so degrees, ~lonq in that area, and, you know, 
ifferent people can advance theor.ies as to thermal lags, 
d heat transfer, and all that, but 1 --

END OF TAPE 
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W1NDLRR - 25 or so doqreos along in th~t ftrOA. 
And you kno~ di f (",rent people CAn advancfI theories 88 t,,, • 
with ~her:fI\a 1 la'}I'. and heat t ransler and all th.,t hut • 1 just 
figure that th4t·. ~bout tho environmont in there. 

PAO Louis Alexander. 
H1N01.f:R 1 don It th i uk there' 8 vOL'y I'\uch d1 ffer-

ence 1n the tefllperaturcs up at that; point - you're talking 
about the fact that ills not - well the food is slored at _ 
an area not too far away from there for example. 

QUERV Aeing a hundred and .. ... 
\"lNnl,~~N He think it's ",bout 127 or 28 along 

1n thoro. 
t,)UERV w(~ 11 in the workshop i tso If do you hap-

~)(11\ to recall - arc 1'\11 those sensors oft-scale or do you 
h,"\ppon to reCd 11 (1 tenperature r3n<J~ just in the workshop now? 

\ilNOJ,r.R No, they are not all off-scalo .. there's 
one that's 111 - is I think" -

IIi\ROY Hell th~t's right in the opposite side 
of the ..... orkshop is of couroo <]ui t.e ft bit cooler than the - the 
~.ot side ... I cton't recall right now what those temperatures 
are but J do believe th~t thpre are Rome that are - well they 
,He munberoci. - they're '-lnder 100 dogreos. 

WtNOLER SOITIO of the ones tht'lt w~lve heen using 
- the sonsors we've heen trying to use to control the roll 

tha t '" ro of f -sca Ie .H 120 of la te todAY - have kind of popped 
back ~nd forth hetween - I think - 118 I beliove I saw on it 
one time - 119. And during the daytime it tends to go off-scalo 
,lOci durinq tho darksicie it'll come h.'\ck on and it's boen 8ti\y inc:r 
on a littlo Ilit long~r each rev - I think the attitude is 
probably helping it slightly" you know we have heen pitching 
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we're in. We're anxious to seo what it's like whon I get 
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QUERY I read that you hi\d plenty of reserve for 
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you'd usC!d about half of your reserve - what 
1S the status now? 
WINOLER It's ahout the sruTle .. I think you aHked 

that question the other day - I think the fliqht plan didn't 
ch.,\nqe a great deal . we're still operatinq at - I think ,,"'e 

- instead of 25 it was 29 percent that we've used or so~o
thin<) like that - but it's in the s~e order. 

QUERV • • • 
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yoatorday and thfln 1 .. during the d~y I've forgotten it ag4in. 
WINOLER We did? Ok~y. WhAt did we 6~y? 
QUERY If is question k.ind at tied into ",1 no _ 

and mino WAS 90109 to presume that we - we nover shout _ but 
thore was a problem with the Saturn - and my _ perhaps it wo 
h~d it - d 10 or a 15 or it 20-day hold or evon longer bftsod 
on thd rate that you're lIsing your propel14nts now .. how 10n9 
if you had to could you hold it up there right where it is? 
WINOLF.R Woll we could 90 that 10,,<} .. J don't 

know how much longer we can go .. I helieve wO're still u8ing 
it .. say approXi~ately 500 pounds a day - pound-soconds it day. 
And we must hl\ve arounrl .l 40,000 ..... No _ .. 

HAROY We hrwo about 51,000 I he Hove right l!'N. 
WINDI.ER Riqht now, hut I mean otlr original .. 1 'm 

tryinq to think of how much we required _ it was _ we roquin:~d 
dround 40 or a little 10s8 - a little more. So, I 9U8SS thftt's 
for ,\ number of days ynt - must be "bout 20 or so _ I'~ runninq 
out though - I'd hate to have you put that nl~ber down but we 
can go the other 5 days or 10 days. 

QUERY Thank you. 

END OF' TAPf. 
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PAO Okay. Let'u get started with this chanq-of-
Shift Brieting, We're waiting tor another participant, but 
we'11 QO aileAd and get started. Fl1cJht Director Neil 
Hutchinson will <Jive us a IW'NIlary of the velliele status over 
tho night, And very uhortly, we .hould have Don Arabian hore, 
who's manager of the Program Operations office of the Johnson 
Space Center, who can discuss the touting of tho various 
mechanisms that we've been developing here. Neil, do you 
want to go ahead and give us a summary, please? 

HUTCHINSON We had a very very quite night last night, 
no new anomalies. Wo did a couple of ~aneuver. to keep our 
thormal balance going. We did a 2-dogree pitchup and a roll 
of minus-1S ~egrees. And that maneuver left us 1n the vacinity 
of a 4S-deqree pitchup angle and wings level. We've been pretty 
much holding our own on the temperatures in the water loop, 
which is, of course, the one that we're primarily protecting 
against. It's holding at about 34.7 or 34.9, right in that 
region, degrees Fahrenheit. We, at the beginning of my 
shift last night, started a third cycle, I believe it was 
tho third cycle, on the purge where we're going up to 2 psi, 
using nitrogen, and then back down to 0.6 and back up to 2 psi. 
And ah - This time, when we ware going up, we ran a cheCK on 
the habitation valves, those are the vent valves that we use 
to dump the atmosphere overboard. There are four of the~, 
a series parallel arrangement of valves. And last night, we 
did the pressurization with only one valve closed in each 
leg to make absolutely certain that we didn't have any leaks 
or anything, and that all went exactly according to Hoyle. It 
tOOK just exactly my entire shift last night to get the 
c luster back up to 2, and this morning, abo\: t 1: 4S, we started 
~nother dump overboard to take it back d~. ~o 0.6. We did some 
momentum management last night. Did a reset this morning,and 
our momentum is all straight. The current temperatures inside 
the OWS are running, estimated now, using the thermal models 
at Marshall, somewhere in the neighborhood of a 125 degrees 
Fahrenheit. And we've been pretty much holding our own right 
there. Today, in store, we have just more of the same. And, 
as you know, w~'re getting ready to start the countdown at 
the Cape. I t~ink we've pretty much homed in on our mission 
plan for the first about 5 days for the mission. Welve got 
all of our alternate procedures fairly well straight And I 
think welre about to get this thing in high gear 8gain. That's 
about all I have. It was a very quite night. 

PAO Okay. Why don't we qo ahead and take any 
questions you might have for Neil, so that he can get home 
and get some rest. 

HUTCHINSON Well, I wouldn't miss this next thing for 
anything. I'm going to stay here and watch this. (Laughter). 
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PAO You've 880n Hr. Arahian bofore. Okay. 
Wo do hAve Don Arabian here with us now, the manager of the 
Proqram Operations Office here at the Johnson Space Center. 
And he, as I under8tand, i8 901n9 to qive us ~ run-down on 
the test1nq we've been doing here. 18 that right, 00n1 

ARABIAN Yea, Also, describe whitt the parAlol is 
all al~ut and how it works, if they are not already aware 
of that. lias that boen described to them yet? 

PAO Not in Any detail. 
SPEAKER We could use it. 
ARABIAN You could use \t1 Okay. That - ... 
PAO You want to use the blackboard, or would 

you rather do it up here first? 
ARABIAN 1111 pronahly \lRe a comhination of hoth. 
PAO Okay. 
ARABIAN And ah - Fiest ot all, lot me ;ust draw 

a sketch on the board so you can see what it looks like on 
the bird" then 1111 (garble) wi th a very crude model. I d idn' t have 
much more than 15 minutes to prepare a model, you know, so 
you can see how th" thing works. Out 1111 describe that 
to you. And then any questions you have, you know, 
then we c"n talk about at that time. 1111 elraw the wOTkshop. 

PAO We have listeners at Kennedy Space Center, 
too, Don, so you might want to use words that you roiqht not 
use with the just the drawing, here, more cleser ipti \'e. 

ARAIHAN All right. NOw, this is the cws workshop. 
This is looking at what I would call the bal!k end. And 
here is the front end, where the solar array pan~l is for tho 
teloscope. And the deployable wings, of course, I'm sure 
you I \'€' heard the problems with those, would be sticking 
out in a f.,shion like so. NO\/, there is a opf'.ning on, one 
on each side of the workshop, « square openir.g about 8 inches 
by 8 inches. And that square openiny is uSf'.d to cxposc 
instruments out into the atmosphAre to loo~, I mean out into 
the environment, and make certain t.ype sclcntlfic measurements. 
Well, the idea of our scheme is to go ahp.ad and cover the 
portion of the workshop with this micro~eteoroid panel that's 
missing, which is in this portion 0: the drawing. Now, our 
principle involves four booms that arp. telescopic. And they 
come to a common head. There are se\'en sections to the boom. 
Looking at the top vicw, there's a F.heet thatls 22 feet by 
24 feet of speci"l fabric that has properties to radiate and 
reflect heat. And it's a thin sheet of material that's 
attached to the corners of the poles in a fashion like so. 
And hpre is the fabric then. And we have a pole then coming out 
with the hoard. This pole ther. would appear like so and there 
would be the sheet of fabric ~'ou see sitting on top of the 
on top of the workshop, just on a pole. These are the ribs, 
then, the four ribs that s·,~pport the fdbric and holds it out 
flat. 

END OF TAPE 
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ARABIAN NOW, in ordor to qot tho 'abrio out, it's ~uoh 
l1ke. or sil'l\i14r to that what 1 would say 18 <lop1o:l1n9 an w.br«lUa. 
Now let me 90 ahoad and take the model. This ill about 1 inch
to-the-foot 8cale, This would b~ tho fabric, and this would 
be four polas, and thay h4v~ freedom in o£scntially all direo
tions. Thoy are retained at tho hub by a 6et ot springs 
tor each one, such that if you would let the polos go under 
~ero·g t thoy \'lOuld come up into 4'\ position, and this would 
be plainer then. I.ike I would - it would be like that. That's 
what would happen 1n zero-g. This is upside down now, this 
would c~e out with the vohicle. All right. Now in order to 
got it out of the vehicle, this is all folded up in a falhion 
like so, like one would do tor an umhrella. Now the poles are 
all teloscopic, except the center polo, such that I can take 
these poles and squeeze then a 11 down into a box. Ar.d hert" is the 
box, and all this fahri~ is !olQcd in the certain fashion, it 
goes right into the l~x, ~nrl : can just take those poles and 
then push them down in, such that I have a packago that looks like 
so. That particular package, by thA way, j<J the sAJt\e case that 
the T027 experiment uses, and it interfaces with the airlock wall, 
in a fashion like so. ,lust clAll'lp& right up. All right. But 
those poles, then, are all squeezed in the inside, except the 
lonq one. So what the crew has to do is att~ch·thi8 to the 
wall, like they were going to do tho experiment - the '1'027 
exper imt"!nt. The next ttl lng they do is attach the cent~r poles 
which are - come in five different segments. And the lotal 
length of that pole would he, then, 27 feet. Rut they don't 
~ttach all tho segments at one time - 4--foot section at a 
time. And aA they get the p~le out, this keeps on going up 
and up and up and further. And, finally, the spr.ings that 
aro attached to the huh, that wants to strai~hten out the 
poles, finally come outside, and they spring open. You see. 
And the spring forc~ then drives these '",p like so. So that's 
how it gets out. It just gets pushed right out of the system 
and springs, then, allow the poles to come up. Now what we 
have done, we have run several tests to de~n~trate the de
ployment in the packaging of the system. Now what we have 
done is to have this system completely packaged, ~nd we raise 
it up in the air. We then deploy the parasol and insure that 
the paCKing is right - is proper, becausa, you sce, it all 
has to accordian in, in order to get into the length of the 
box. And as this comcs down, the telescoping polesat-
tach to a back plate, and thatls how you stretch the whole assembly 
out. And the ends of the poles are then disconnected, and 
you continue to push out. And then, finally, when the odge of 
the poles come out of the box or outside the vehicle, then 
they swing out and up. And I'll go ahead and just SKetch 
th18 to show you th~ different stage~. First, we wvuld 
lOOK and see the square hole for the scientific experiments. 
Then we ~old see~ protruding from this vehiclo as it came out, 
this long section just like I showed you here, at which 
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th18 to show you th~ different stage~. First, we wvuld 
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tim~, when ~e got 21 feet in the air, which is the length of 
these poles, these segment poles then are pulled and they 
are all snapped into place. They then swing up, like so. 
The canopy then appears in that part, like S~, only in re
spect to spacecraft, tangent to this surface, but 
21 feet in the air, or in space, I should say. Then what 
the crew does is s~art pulling the assembly back in. As 
they pull it ira, they r~mo."e sectlons until they get it down, 
essentially, resting on the surface again. That's the sequence 
that one goes through to deploy it. The other feature is that 
since it is on a pole, and, of course, this goes through a 
seal in the blcK end of the case of this box, which I didn't 
s~~w here, this is a sealed section just like the experiment 
usus when the poles 90 in to deploy the experiment. It's the 
same system, sa.I,e basic configuration to choose, same box, 
except the experiment's not there. Since there is a sh~ft 
in the center, we can go ahead and rotate it. And the process 
of rotating, I'll draw a top view looking down now. Solar 
arrays is a square hole, here is the sail deployed. uOW 
the reason for the off-cente~ is because the box, or the 
opening, that ~~ put the pole on, is off center in r~spect 
to the area wewant to cover. We want to cover from }-,ere 
to here. See, so rather than having the fabric go all th, 
~ay from this area, see, we just cut it baCK, such it's lihe 
that. Well, that fortuna~ely gives us another advantage. 
It allows us then to rotate the poles such that they can 
put the sail in this direction and expO!)e more or le"s area 
to the sun, which allows you then to modulate the temperature. 
Now, in the event - in the event for some reason something 
breaks or there's a foul-up in some fashion, thi.s pole can 
be ejected. And the ejection L; identical to the way you 
eject any experiment that happens to get stucK out in the 
area in order to deploy the experirr.ent as a fixture on the 
end of the pole. Let me go ahead and draw the box. 
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ARABIAN Go ahead and draw the box that the -and that's the T027 - T027 box or case. There's the plate on the bottom. Th~rets the hole with the seals in it that the pole goes through in order to deploy the system. This being the outer edge of the spacecraft or the square opening. So these poleR are all attached one to the other. We have deployed the system and let me bring it back down to the surface and so here we see the telescoping poles. Here's the spring joints that holds the poles flat. And in order to eject an experiment there is a sp~cial tube onboard with a handle on it and a little knob and you just turn the little knob and what that does it disconnects the tube joint and there is a spring in there and the spring just literally shoves the pole out. Then it would leave the space vehicle. It would be just like an p.xperiment that could not be retracted so we use the sarne hardware and the same equipment onboard in order to do that. So from that standpoint then if for some reason somQthing did happen, we could get rid of it. The other advantage - there is an advantage of deploying from interior of course it's not an FNA operation, it's the question of going into the workshop and taking this T021 which we'll take up in the spacecraft, and there's a particular place that's allotted to have it stowed and the package size is about S3 inches by 8-1/2 inches by 8-1/2 inches. That's the size of the pack. Looks like so. So the crew then takes this into the workshop and attaches it to the air-lock the way they would normally attach that T027 package. The poles that are used to depLoy the system are carried in a separate package. And they are 4 - six 4-foot length poles. And they all screw and attach together. And as the experiment - as the Skylah parasol is deploYdd one just keep. on adding seconds clnd pushes it out. And as .t.t comes out then the wing8 come open. NOW, what we have done is tested the assembly for deployment out of the box. And I'll draw for you then how we did that. There is the box and here is the floor. This was on a crane of cOllrse. Here is the pole. The system was then deployed. We have verified the packing technique just how, in fact, that everything clears and is free and the whole process works. This has bp.en done. Now there is one little problem, however, when you operate in 19. Now as you are all aware things in zero 9'9 will go - anybody or any particle, lincs, you Ilame it, will go and move until the forces go to zero. If there in any stress~s on Hny material it will go ahead and deform !tac 1 f unti 1 the stresses then re Heve or they cancel out. So if I have ~ spring, light apring, let's say this pole arrangem~nt you can unnerstltond, if I had this dwn In 19 it would fold down although I h~d springs trying to pull it up. I've had very gtrong springs, of course, th~t would 
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come up and stretch out like they wo~ld in space but there are 
certain disadvantages of having too strong springs on the 
joints, of course. So on the zero 9 then you would have 
a different position that the poles would go that's GARBLE 
gravity. So, therefore, if I would go ahead and 
have to demonstrate how this would deploy and open up on the 1 9 it 
becomes a l~ttle bit difficult~ As a matter of fact, let's 
go ahead and deploy the system, and here are the poles. We h~ve the 
fabric then when it comes out you see will drape like so, 
attach back up to the poles. I think you can envision that 
all right. There's all this fabric hanging. The fabric 
weighs about 12 pounds, between 8 and 12 pounds, about 9 or 
12 pounds. Now you can see if the weight of the fabric on each 
pole is identical and all the poles are let go at the same 
instant it would just open up. It would open up just from 
the force due to gravity, the weight of the fabric itself, 
you see, pivoted about this point, you see we have a GARBLE which 
would then open up. In zero g, of co~rse, you don't have 
that. You end up with a little problem then in trying to 
just get them all to come out the same instant. So we've 
do~e this and we have let it go of course and demonstrat~d that 
yes it will come out. But frequently what happens when you 
do this, you see, if 1 have more fabric on one side than the 
other and there's no way that you can control that, if you 
can envision the situation here. You notice, for example, 
I ~uess I lost one of my ties, but here's where it goes right 
here, you see just due to the unsymmetrical method of putting the 
fabric on, and there's a reason for that, I have more weight on 
one aide than the other, so that says right off the bat if I 
rele4s& these ooles at the same instant there is a good chance 
that this heavy fabric would cause these poles to qet ahead 
of the other poles and the other fabric pulling over, you see, 
would cause these other poles then to go in that direction. 
If a situation like that did happen in zero g, there Is no reason 
Cor it to happen like that since there are no forces there to cause 
that to go on. There is no gravity getting the weight off centor. 
Then what would happen they would spring out and fold around, you see, 
because they arc free floating. They have a position they seek. They 
would finally straighten themselves all out and the whole 
curtain would then be deployed, So the Rocalled problefll or 
difficulty is, in fact, to show juat how thoy would array out. 
But you can aee, if you can conceive just what happenn in 
zero g's, that it will deploy in that fashion. We hove den~n
strated that we ',n and it does. But the main featuro - the 
main problem to :..;Arcome was to make su:ce that we can tack 
and push out and have the forc~8 properly, you see, and ~~ do 
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have control of it and be able to pull it back ~nd ori.ent it 
where we want it, you see. That's the concept. Now do you 
hnve any questions? 

QUERY nave you practiced putting up sort of 
a lopsided umbrella in zero g1 

ARABIAN No.. He have not practiced putting 
a lopsided umbrella up in zero g. Let me just try to show 
you what would happen if you have a nOlmniforrn weight in 
zero g. I think you can appreciate and let me just go ahead 
and talk this way and have a pole with two arms on it such 
that they have springs and if I let them go they would come 
up in this position. Now let me do one thing. I'll just add 
a mass .. or weight let's say on this pole and none on this 
pole such as this pole is heavier than that pole, however, they 
have the same moment trying to lift it up. 

END OF TAPE 
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ARABIAN ••• and none on this pole such that this 
pole is heavier than th~t pole, however, they have the same 
moment trying to lift it up. What happens now - this one 
would get up there much faster than this pole 
because of inertia in other words it has to accelerate the 
weight, and get. the weight movement. So it would not reach 
thin spot at the same ~ime this one would. This one would 
be much Rlower. But still it would move the weight up there. 
I could add more weight on to it even. It would 
eventually get it up there, it's just a question of time. 
If I had an infinite weight it would take an infinite time 
but it would eventually get to that point, you see, now it's 
just a question - it's just like I had a big box on rollers, 
you know, it was light, it doesn't take much to move it. 
If it's heavy, you know, it takes a while to qet it going but 
once you get it going it keeps on going. So that's how it 
woulcl happen so there is, yes, there would be mor.e inertia or 
more mass on one side than it would on the other. And the 
curtain then would not come up. One side would get there before 
the other, as a matter of fact, it would isolate a pass and 
it would then damp on down you know just like as you would 
imagine you know something that was a spring - I just plucked it 
you know and it went damp you see. So that's the type of 
motion that we'd have. 

QUERY Really a couple of questions. Won't 
it oscillate anyhow and how long do you expect it to take for 
it to reach a level position? Is it going to be a l~P or is 
it going to be a slow motion thing or what? 

ARABI1\N Well, it would start out and gradually 
accelerate probably about just like I'm showing you here now. 
NOW how fast it would rlnrnp would depend on - all the damping 
comes from the motion of the fabric and so forth, you see. 
If there was no damping whatsoever - it would forever oscillate 
back and forth. Dut because of damping, you see, it gradually steps, 
you know, and finally dies down. Now damping comes about from jUlt 
friction in the system. Out here on ~he ground the air 
provides damping too, in fact, very much you see, and it would stop it. 
Which is another thing about deplo~nent, when you do deploy 
it and it starts to move then the air velocity on thl$ big 
area you can imagine just a big sheet like that. You see it 
tends to - it's not rcal as compared to what happens up there 
because the~~'8 no air. Yes. 

QUERY Okay. How are the springs arranged to 
atop it at that neutral positlon and what happens when you rotate the 
pole since you've «Jot essentially a h ~e hub up there? 

ARABIAN Right. In response to your first 
question, I wi 11 draw the data ill I have a spring that t 8 
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coiled in this fashion, comes out and the poles attach to it. And that's just like one of these clothes pins that you squeeze, you know, these clothes pins the two wooden bills with a coil epring that holds it, sarne type of spring. The spring if you draw it three dimension looks like so, you see, such as I c~n take to bend the spring. My spring has a memory. There's oaly one place it goes for its stresses balance out you see and that's in this position. So if I pull that spring down and let it go you see this would oscillate back and forth and damp out. So the spring - the formation of the stresses in the spring is the thing that positions the pole. Now looking at the top view there is really two springs th&t se have, one or. each side of the pole, attached to the pole. There's another one over here, coming in here, see. Now you can, I think, visualize, too that I can take in any plane and move that spring and it has some spring force in any direction see so it's juot these springs attached to that huh or piece of piano wire, for example a pieca of piano wire, you can t~ke and move it in any direction and if you let it go it retorns back to the position where it's attached, you see. So it's the s~~e principle. 1 want you to think of ju£c a piece of piano wire if you can envision that attached to the pole such thAt I could pluck it any way and it would stay in that position so that's what the joints like. Now what was your second question? QUERY Okay. When you rotate it does inertia cause it to deform in the flat plane and then -ARABIAN Well. Lot's look at the top view and see what happens when you do that. And just for the sake of simplicity It 11 draw (-his as II symmetrical curtain attached at the center point here with the poles coming out. tiow if you can envision what would happen if you would take an umbrellA for cxnrnplo and you move an u:nbrella, you know, it takes a little force to get it goiog hnd once it gets spin~ing it will spin pretty good. And the reason for that is becftuae you have the I'I'.4SS out pretty far - long arms. This will operate pretty m~ch the same way. There is a tie aee across every corner. If you've seen one of these old fashioned clothes lines - pole clothes lines, you know, with the arms coming out and the strings holding you could take that and swing that around and the same thing would happen to this that would happen to that. So whAt would happen these poles would ta~e a while to get them goln<) but I could rotate it hp.causc we don't neod to rotate it more than about 90 degrees. We could rotate it in any position, hO''''9ver, 80 you would rotftte it slow and then when it would SI:OP the poles would tend to move eventually they'd stop and oscillate a little bit, you know, and then that'd be it. And the way you would stop it is just from 
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the friction on the pole. 
QUF.RY Okay. But the spring serves as the hinge? 
ARABIAN The spring oerves at the hinge and it 

hinges in any direction. 
QUERY Presumably that white material is the 

material you're going to use? 
ARADIAN No, this is not. This is just a piece 

of fiberglas fabric that I got. The material that we plan to 
use is about 2 mils of Mylar and it's coated on the - I might 
call this the lJottom side, with aluminum. Then on the upper 
side there is a fine nylon fabric. It's orange and bonded to 
the entire assembly. The Mylar has strength of it's own, you 
know, to give it rigidity. So does the nylon. In fact, the 
nylon does have fine - this material by the way in construct
ing it like this - it ends up - it's very, very difficult to 
tear it see. It's not like a piece of paper. once you puncture 
it some place it'll just want to tear. If you can puncture it, 
the puncture just stays there. You would take it in your hands 
and I wish I'd brought some of it with me to show you but it's 
very, very thin ana light, but it's quite resilient, you know, 
and very tough. In the nylon in the fiber cords in there 
because the Mylar itself, you know, makes it that way. 

QUERY It's from the same material that some 
of us saw that SEV~ curtain being made of yesterday? 

A RAn IAN Yes. That is correct. 
QUERY Just one other question. There was a 

rumor going around this morning that the parasul had failed 
its deployment test. This was presumably - this arose pre
sumably out of the difficulty of deploying it in 19. 

ARABIAN That's correct, yes. It did deploy 
properly but it's a quention of getting the pet.als, I say, 
to open up -

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Peter Mosley. 
QUEPY It did deploy properly, but it's the ques-

tion of getting the petals, I say - to open up, you see. 
ARABIAN And I think I described to you why that 

would happen. You can enVision, you know, poles and fabric 
in this room, if you try to stand it up, you know. In zero-qs, 
I think you can appreciate, it would fold out. In 1-q, 
you know, it's a little difficult. 

QUERY You were sayinq that during deployment the 
booms or rods are held at the base while they extend. Hhat 
do the crew have to do to free that? 

ARADIAN Hara's the hex. In fact, let me draw it in 
a little l~rger scale. There's the base plate of the box, 
and there's a tube - I'll draw it - well, let me draw it 
in the inside, I think it's probably better. There's the 
base of the box, it's attached exterior. I'll just draw a 
short hOx, for convenience here. Here's the pole. The pole's 
about 1.4 inches in diameter. That's approximate, it's a 
little less than that. It's actually 0.359 inches, if you 
want to know precisely what it is. On the back end there's 
a clamping device that goes around here with a knurled nut on it, 
and I'll drawanother view, so you can appreciate how it works. 

SPEAKER If this thing doesn't deploy, you k.now 
where you can get a good illustrator, anyway. (Laughter). 

ARABIAN Thank you, Jack. 
SPEAKER No, that w&~ Neil, that wasn't Jack. 
ARABIAN Oh, was that - oh, r won't thank hi~ for 

that. (Laughter). 
SPEAKF.R Listen, I'm t~e guy that's going to have to 

put it out, i~ better work. 
ARABIAN You see, this is a Bcissor device that goes 

around the outsidel it's attached to this plate. This is that pin, 
and th~re's one on this dide, you sae, like so. And the 
screw qoes through with a threaded device so I can just 
squeeze the Bcrew, sp.e, hy turning it, and it just grabs on 
the pi~! and acts as a hreak. That's right on the back plato. 
So wh~t happens, whon they do get up in orbit, there's a stub 
sti-:.:king out here that has threads on it. Ar.d this is locked. 
Of course, one can appreciate thAt, ~ince inside the cabin 
here it's 5 poi, and outside h(!re, it's loro psi, we have a 
force, like a piston,you know, of 5 PSI over the area, trying to 
push it out. I n fact, that force is som~here in the ba 11 park 
of 8 pounds, trying to force the tuhe out. Therefore, we've got to 
molke sure it's clamped. It would h~ embarrassing to loose 
that tube. So, in order to prevent that frOM happening, one 
leaves this clamped until he adds the next scction on. Now whon the 
next section's screwed on, then we have a collar that goeo 
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on here that acts as a handle, too, you know, so you can push 
on. Then one can release this, you see, and you can't 10,'38 
the tube, because of this handle, would go up against here 
and just stop. And once he gets to this point over here, if he 
stops, clamps this down, makes sure it's clamped~ takes this 
off and adds another segment of tube on. So, this process 
continues until we - about 21, 22 feet above the vehicle. 
Then once that's happened, then the reverse process is used, that 
they pull a section back in, clamp it, take the section 
off, put this on and you pull it back down. Finally, in 
the cabin, you end up with a configuration that looks like 
that with the parasol up against the skin. Any time you 
want to rotate it, it's just a question of losening and ro
tating and turning this crew and locking it again. 

PAO Arthur, go ahead - go ahean Peter, and then 
we'll get Auther. 

QUERY Sorry, yeah. I'm still not - I can see 
how that works with the rod, the centr~l rod, but you said 
that the end3 of the telescoping poles alao had to be held 
until they had extended, and then they w?uld be freed in order 
to come out? 

ARABIAN Yes. Well, how that works is, - I'll 
draw a spring, and here's the pole, it's held against. 
You see, there's a force trying t~ spring them up, hold it 
down. And this section, then, has these, all these telesr.opic 
sections. It's just like a fishing pole, sa~e type of thing. 
So, in order to pullout this fishing pole, I have to hold it 
to this end so, as it goes out, th~ 91escopes extend. And once 
I get it fully extended, see, then I have to dis·· 
connect at this point, sec. So the way we do that is fairly 
simple; we have a scr~w that goes throuqh the - goes across the 
plate, and it's a question of backing the screw up, and finally 
it lets the end of the pole go. And there are 4 such screws. So, once 
I've released the pole, then 1 can push it on out. But, I 
know when I've gotten to the limit, because I can't push 
any more. Because I push, and all poles an! extended, snapped 
into place, and 1 can't go any more. That's the time you go 
ahead and let the screws go, and you continue pushing on out 
for the remainder of 5 feel. Thin is roughly 5 feet here, 
and that swings out. 50 the device is very simple. Mechan
ically, it's about as simple as you car. <Jet. 

PAO Art II i 11. 
QUERY 'lOW long ~oes it t~ke to fully rleploy this 

thing? 
ARARIAN Once you have it mounted, anci there's a. 

tripod ~hat the experiment qocs onto that has to he attached 
also. Now, I'll '10 ahend and just change that direction here, 
! '11 put a floor in tho OW5, and here's the wa 11 goIng C'ut. Thh' 
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is the outside, this is the opening that I illustrated at 
that point. The tripod Rupport that's there for the experiment. 
In fdct, if one would have looked at that box, and what not, 
that looks like T027 experiment, same case, same everything. 
so, you have to make that installation. Wow, once you get 
to that point - -

SPEAKER We have to move the water tank I be - we 
have to move the big water tank, I believe. 

ARABIAN Well - well whatever - however you do it 
for the experiment, you uo the same thing for this one. So, 
that part of the procedure is the same all the way up to that 
point. See, what you have to do in order to put the T027 
experim~nt, attach it, it's the same thing for the paraaail. Excuse 
me, ~he Sky lab parasol. Then once that's done, it would take 
probably in the order of - it depends - See, we hadn't 
done this in zero-gs w!th the crew - I mean seeing timewise - I 
mean time in the motion. But, I would think, it would take 
probably in the order of, oh, a half hour or so, certainly, 
15 minutes, somewhere in that ball park in order to get it fully 
deployed. 

PAO Carolyn Callahan 
QUFRY Considering your und~~standing of ~nis and 

your enthusiasm for it, are you the individual who designed it? 
ARABIAN No. There was - The basic concept, first 

of all, was thought of from Jack Rinsler. And he was orig
inally going to use fishing poles. And from that point, fishing 
poles for the telescope and sections. NOW, as a result of that, 
there was - it developed in fairly short order, you know, 
as one might imagine. And ah - There were inputs from various 
i nd i vtduc"ll sand Wh.lt not, and so forth, and so on, and from 
that we developed the system as you see it today. nut, 
basically, it was his concept to start with. 

PAO Let's go to KSC for some questions. 

END OF TAPF. 
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QUEflY I' ve t)()t several questions. But first. to make sure 1 understand you correctly without the benefit of your blackboard sketches, if I had an umbrella and I kept the ribs locked and then squeezed it out through a very small window open until the ribs were clear or about to clear the window, and then released the ribs, as I pushed on out we get the spring action and the parasol would open? Do 1 understand you correctly? 
ARABIAN Yes, that's the basic principle, Yes. of course, there's no center section with little ribs going to each outer telescopic pole like you have in the umbrella. Out if you can imagine an umb~ella with springe up at the apex ot' the umbrella to pull the ribs out" to deploy the ribs, but your description of how it gets out lnd how - the principle of deployment is, in fact, correct. QUERY Thank you. Another thing I wanted to ask was, you want to get this now on the skin of the workshop, not slightly ~bove to get a shaoow line. Is thia because of attitude maneuvering and you wc1nt to Maxe sure it's just firm? ARABIAN Well, for one, there is a point where if you went far enough out, you woulo then attend to allow the t'~rnperllture to change because of the distance tnat you were away from the workshop. So there's - thermally, there's no advantage to ~, let's say, being right on thA surface or being, let's say, 10 to 20 inr.hes from the surface. Of course, bein9 (m the surface, any motion th!t YOll have would tend to move the parasol in the direction of the motion of the body. So there is an advantage to ~!,' ',-ing the parasol against the body, from that standpoin~. QUERY One other question I wa"ted to ~9k was apparently the parasol i8 going to be the 1~9t part ~o arrive at Cape Kennedy, have you got an EETA on when you mtght get it in here tonight? 

ARABIAN ProbAbly, ""5 it looks right now, it witl probably leave Houston before midnight. It would ~rrlve at th., Cape -
QUERY Could you tell us why the 22 hy 24 feet was selectnd rnther than tho 22 by 22, or 24 by 24? ARAB IAN Yes, tho .,rea th<lt t 8 uncovered on the workshop is such that if you were to project it on ~ flat tJurface, it comes out to tihout 22 feet by 24 feet. PAO OkolY, we'll corne back here (01' questions Ilqain. 
QUERY 'No queRtion£>, one for Heil, <\nd I'll save it to the last~ Number 1, what is the Maximum distance from the skin will tho parasol bE. bofore you begin to pull it back down to the skin? 
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AAABIAN A little more than 21 feet. QUERY And then you pull it down - 21 feet from the skin, and then you pull it back down. ARABIAN That is correct. QUERY okay. Neil, did I detect a note of skepticism in your voice a few minutes ago? HUTCHINSON No, sir. 
PAO Any further questions? Abbie. 
QUERY Have the crew practiced deploying this parasol in the water immersion tank at Marshall? And if not, will they? 
ARABIAN No, they have not. This - they are well fazrdliar of how you operate the T027 experiment. And you can appreciate, since the exterior is essentially the TO'-7 experiment and the pole diameters are the same siz~, the ejection system i 8 the sarne, crew training is real!:, unnecessary. QUERY And exactly how far away from this ~kin will it be onca it's deployed? Once you pull it in? ARABIAN Oh, probably about 6, 2, 3, 4, 5 inches, something of that sort. We can pull it back any position we want1 it may be right against the skin, too. PAO Just a minute, we'll get one back here and then we'll come up. 
OUERY How soon &fter launch is it likely to be deployed? 
ARABIAN You have to rf!nctezvous with the space vehicle, first of all. And the idea would be to dock with the workshop, and then go into the workshop, take the package that r showed you, that would be the T027 ~ackage, mount it in the spacecraft, take it into the workshop, and thp. details of t.he tiMo-line ! can't tell you, (maybe Neil might be able to shed some light on that), but at the appropriate time, then they would go into the workshop and attach it. 
Itu'l'CHINSON Yes, we have this all set up in the time-line, and baSically, as Don described, the first day, of course, is the rendezvous and the SP.VA and docking. And they're g~in9 to sleep in the CSM that night, and we're allowinq them 8 hours of sleep, Clnt\ I believe, the last time 1 looked at the timellne, we wore getting theM up at 12130 Zulu, which is about an hour and Cl half late - an hour and a half after their normal wakeup 12:30 Zulu which io like 8:30 -1:)0 lIouston tine. I\nd ,",,0'11 spend the morning going into the workshop - going into tho airlock MnA nnd tUfning it on, nnd getting the air circulating \n there, dnd ~oinq Various things like thAt. And basically, we have allo~te~ the entire afternoon for this operation of the second d~y - and like Don said, the timelinc, as we see it, doesn't require anywhere near that much time. However, there are some preparatol,! things we hQve to do. Like I said, wn hava H big water tank down there which has to bo moved to ita on-ort'it location up in the dome, and than they've <Jot to deploy the hox And get the tr ipOOA sot up ",nd g(~t it" 11 mo\lnt.~d, ftnd that all takeD sorne time. nut 'IIe haV(~, e~ocntially, the entire afternoon of the second tt('\y to conduct thn opnra t ion. 
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AAABIAN A little more than 21 feet. QUERY And then you pull it down - 21 feet from the skin, and then you pull it back down. ARABIAN That is correct. QUERY okay. Neil, did I detect a note of skepticism in your voice a few minutes ago? HUTCHINSON No, sir. 
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UU'i'CH ~NSO~ But we have, essentially, the entire afternoon of the se.cond day to conduct the operation. QUERY About Saturday l.fternoon, Houston t:ime. HUTCHINSON Yes, sir. 
QUERY After everything is set up, and you've got the ~rella retracted to whatev~r distance you decide to have it from the skin, does all this arrangement, then, have to remain up - the tripod, the projection into the work area, and so forth? Or how does that go? 
ARADIAN Yes, you must retain this mounting in the tripod, anu so forth. necause, you see, the parasol is attached at this point on this bectring. That's the attach point, and it's ctttachcd to this point on the pole, you Gee. QUF.RY SO what you're t'llking about there is that - that minimum 5 feet, or so, of pole lenqth hold within the box in this case, huh? 
ARABIAN That's correct. 
QUERY Will that cause any impac~ throughout the rest of the mission, in terms of the prOjection being out in the work area, you know, fo~~ver and ever, amen? ARAlHAN Nell, certainly, one could not use this portion of the experiment that's supposed to be used. That's the only eff':!ct that will occur. Of course, you reali'le thero is an airlock for experiments on the other si~e. But the T027 experiment, for example, seo, will not go out here. QU£RY The diameter of - well, of course, it'd ~e a changing diameter, but the dia~eter and material of the rlbs. And woul~ you run throuqh agAin lengths and nu~rs 0f the joints in the ribs and in tho pole. 
ARABI~N The ribs are con8tructe~ of aluminum tubing. And th~ - there are seven sections. (Later corrocted to fiva) ~he smallest section is 3/8 inch outside oiaMeter, and the cent~r tube is "bout 1 inch diameter, the one that's '!losest to the sprinCj. And the total lengt.h of the extended rib is 21 feet - about 21 feet. And there are four such poles. 'rhe springs ~re nothinq rr~re th~n spring steel, or piano wire. 'rhe hub that the spring is attached to, which is nnthing more th~n two block!' ()~ .:tluminum thctt's henn nachined circulc,r, (lnr" thero's 5cr(,W5 that hClld the M;seMhly together; that's ahlMinmn. The l~les, then: th~t attaches the assamhly together down into the hf'"rinq, th<1t's (,luminum tubinq too. 
C'{1F:RY 'I"Wo apr Ings P" r rib? 
ARABIAN There ara two sprin<)s per rlb, r' total of fOll~ Aprlngs. Excuse MO, it's .. , total of eight srrings. PAO Ye~h, t understand we have some more questions at KSC, and let me tp.Il tho people ~t KSC I'vp ju~t been inform~d thAt i\ virlco tape of th.h~ hrieHnq will b(> shlppec\ to KSC this Clfternooll. So you Bhoulci have it ther~ th i.s ~ven i nCj SOMet ill1o, complete wi th hlackho."I"ct drawi nqs. w~ will take ~ny questions frOM KSC now. • 
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QUERY This is Rod Hoore again. .1 just want to 
make sure we understood an Answer to a question correctly. 
I think Neil angwered a question about have you got a time 
blocked out fer this, and the way my notes read, Neil said, 
-Firr~ day rendezvous, SEVA, dock, sleep, 7,30 a.m. get them 
up, MDA in the morning, parasol in the afternoon.- If we 
read that correctly, wny the SEVA on the first day? 

HUTCHINSON Well, the SEVA on the first day, of 
course, is being done for a couple of reasons. One is - the 
SEVA is heing done for a couple of reasons. And I don't know 
which one you place more importance in, but one is to clear 
away any possible debris that is in the vicinity of the 
place we have to deploy this ~hing. We're not totally sure 
exactly how much of that meteoroid shield might be around, and, 
of course, we have to have a clean hole ~o go through here and 
a clean area, to be able to deploy it. The other thing, of 
course, we are still hopeful that we can get SAS wing 1 
out~ ~nd, depending on the crew's evaluation of that situation, 
we will, hopefully, make an attempt to deploy the wing. 

PAO Okay. There a~e no more questio~s from 
KSC. Reg. 

QUERY Two questions. One, have the crew ex-
pressed any views about this and their choice? Is this their 
first choice, too? 

ARABIAN Their feeling, I believe, is that this 
is much easier to do. And their f.i.rst choice, I beliove I'd 
say a first choice, to deploy a system from internal - the vehicle 
itself out through the airlock. If that doesn't work, of 
course, you can eject it and go out and do something else. 
The reason that's the easiest is because they're familiar 
with the entire operation, except, you know, what's going to 
happen at the end of the pole. 

QUERY One for Neil. Could you tell me, please, 
when they enter the - into Skylab, is -
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QUERY One for Neil. Could y~u tell me please 
when they enter the - into Skylab is the :,.::tch between the 
airlock module and the workshop open or closed? 

HUTCHINSON Well, we havp. - there are really basically 
of course four hatches between them and the OWS and in order 
there are the MDA hatch, well there are really five when they 
start out. There is the hatch in th~ tunnel in the CSM. There 
is the MDA hatch. Thet"e's the airlock forward hatch, and 
the airlock aft hatch and then the OWS hatch. In that order 
going back they are all closed. The two lock compartment hatches, 
the pressurization equalization valves in them are open so 
that even though the hatches are closed there is air flow 
through the hatch. And, as you know, we have a check valve 
that flows air through the OWS hatch, going into the OWS and 
the hatch is leaking coming the other way. So that hatch 
essentia.l! y has air flo· .... t:uough it also. 

QUERY Can you tell me wha~ the earliest meal 
the astronauts might eat in the wardroom. Wo\;.Ld they eat some food 
tha~ is packed in the workshop? 

HUTCHINSON Yeah. Let's see ",e're on command 
module food nominally through day four. That's nominal plans 
so I guess you'd have to say - I believe it's the breakfast of 
day five, is the first workshop food we eat. We really ought 
to get them an absolute answer on that Jack. I'm almost sure 
that's right but -

SPEAKER Or..lY. We'll double check. 
HUTCHINSON And that's nominal by the way that's 

what we planned on doing all along. They take essentially 
day 2, 3, and 4's food in the command module. Now they pre
pare it down in the workshop after day 2. 

QUERY As a follow to that - I'm sorry if I 
missed this because I got in late but you may have said it, 
but on which day do they reckon to first sleep in the workshop? 

HUTCHINSON If all goes according to exactly the 
plan we have now and the parasol is deployed, we'll sleep in 
the workahop for the first ti~e on day 3. That's one day late. 
That's one day past nominal. The obvious reason being that 
once the parasol is u9 it's going to take that volume a while 
to cool down and basically once we get the parasol up we're 
going to came back out of there and we'll sleep in the command 
module the night of day 2 and then day 3 we're going to get 
up and go into the workshop and turn it on. And they will 
sleep there day 3 - the evening of day 3. 

PAO Okay. Ne'll take one more from 
Ed DeLong. 

QUERY If I understood you correctly, Don, 
when the crew deploys this parasol or attempts to deploy it 
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that will be the first time that they have done it period, 
is that correct? They will not have practiced it? 
SPEAKr.R There is a possihility that they will 

have tried it at the Cape. They plan to have a unit down 
there and if we can fit it in the time they will have, you 
know, they \o,'il)' be oble to go ahead and actually deploy one. 
Dut from - they have lOOked at the system and they feel like 
the training really is not necessary hecause they are familiar 
with T027. 

PAO Okay, Carol, one more. 
QUERY Is there anyone factor right now that 

~ould force you to delay again oS far as training or stowage 
or anything like that? Are you really going to be able to 
do all that? 

ARARIAN Well, having been tied up with this 
operation for the last several days there i~ nothing that I 
am aware of that would cause any further delay but Neil can 
probahly answer that hetter. 

IIUTCliINSON '-lothing that 1'm aware of. 
PAO Okay. Thonk you. 

END OF TAPF. 
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PAO All right, we'll get started here. We have 
Hilton Windler here, Flight Director alld in about 10 minutes, 
Dick Johnston, the Life Sciences Director, will join us. We'll 
get started with Milt Windler right now. 

WINDLER I really, primarily, ca~ over to answer 
questions about things other than food because Dick will be 
hexe. Since you didn't get a little briefing this morning you, 
probably however, though are aware that we did go back to, for 1 
revolution - daytime revolution through sol~r inertial, and 
we rezeroed in the attitude reference systen - the rate gyros 
with the Sun sensors - and we're - I started ~o say pleasantly 
surprised, and, I guess, surprised isn't really the word. We 
were pleased, though, that the attitude turned out to be within 
a couple of degrees of what we had thought it was by using the 
techniques I described yesterday. that is, the temperature 
measurement devices on either side of the spacecraft and also 
the power from the solar arrays. So, actually that turned 
out to be - to work out well. We did update the gyros. We 
also got some better drift information on the gyros and \,'ere 
able to compute some compensations and inserted those into 
the computer to make that compensation. After that time, we 
went through one rev pitched up at 80 degrees. Essentially, to 
cool the spacecraft down, as you recall, we talked about 
yesterday. We still have this problem between these two areas -
one of them too cold and the other too hot. And, since yester
day, of course, the suit W'nhi 1 lca 1 system io come back up to 
where it's well above the - you might call it the red li~e. 
However, the cabin continues to be hot and we're still con
cerned about the food ~nd Dick Johnston will tell you a lot 
about that when he comes in. And, after that one revolution at 
the high angle, we then dropped down to the attitude that "<ie 
maintained all day long, which was a pitch angle of 4S degrees. 
And throughout this day, basically, the suit umbilical system 
temperature has stabilized. Probably come up, I believe, ~lout 
1 PCM count, about 0.2 of a degree. Last I looked at it, I be
lieve it was 34.9. The cabin has not decreased any, really -
it's just about - VeIl, it decrea~ed some when we pitched up, 

but it's still quite difficult to tell what the temperature is 
in the cabin because the sensors are off-scale at 120 degrees. 
The estimates of it are in the order of around 125 degrees. 
You might - They vary, I gucss, plus or minus a couple of degrees. 
So, we're now comtemplating pitching up another 3 degrees to 
help alleviate that situation. As lOu can imagine, too after 
this revolution at the high angle, we did have to take some 
some time to gct the solar - the batteries, I should say, b&ck 
fully charged. And that essentially happened today while we 
were in this 45 degree attitude. So, other than that, we've 
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been - things have been pretty quiet as far as the spacecraft 
is concerned~ and we continue to zoom around waiting for the 
crew to do their thing and get th~re. And that takes us up 
to where I am now. 

PAO Start right over here. 
QUERY Milt, what was the arguement between you 

and Huntsville this afternoon over the attitude weld be in 
for the next couple of revs? What attitude were they wanting 
the spdcecraft, and what was Houston wanting. and who won? Why 
the difference of opinion? 

WINDLER Well, I don I t think that I hi\(l an argument 
with Huntsville. They had a recommendation and I had some 
questions and, I guess, in true fashion we - The 3 degrees is 
d kind of a compromise between the 45 degrees that we are in 
and the 50 degrees that we experienced 2 or 3 days ago - when
ever it was - that seemed to hold our cabin temperatures down. 
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WINDLER - days ago, whenever it was, that seemed 
to hold our cabin temperatures down. We - there was some 
question of both of these two areas is subjective, as you proba
bly got the idea yesterday. The exact point at which and the 
exact extent of the potential damage to the suit umbilical sys
tem and AM coolant loop is - hadn't been tested and there is 
som~ engineering judgement involved there. And likewise the 
food is subjective in another sense, So we're still trying to 
balance it and the question was what, I guess the - you know, 
the effects were of either staying where we were or going to 
50 anyway. So the 48 degrees represent~ an intermediate posi
tion. And the intent that - in fact we havc~'t really decided 
to go to 48. As a matter of fact, Chuck Lewi~ will decide 
that. I would dehate it, however you wish to l00k at it. 
But anyway, the intent is to - we also want to take a - put 
some roll in the spacecraft to fix our attitude a little bit 
there. nut we plan to look at it for one more rev and then go 
to 48, assuming that there is nothing unusual happens in the 
next rev. 

QUERY Also the 12S-degree estimates you're giving, 
are those estimates from the surface temperature sensors or 
are these average gas temperatures? And how do you go about 
guessing what the temperature ig when its off scale at 1201 
What things do you use? 

WINDLER Well essentially - first of all we really 
don't have any gas temperatures because the gas isn't circulating 
and actually the measurements which would give us the gas temp
erature if they were circulating are really just, you know, 
they're sitting on a - in a piece of duct work, so they are 
structural measurements just like the rest of them ate. But 
what we've done when we first observed the temperatures to be 
climbing right after the spacecraft got on orbit - of course all 
the temperatures then were on - the inside temperatures were on 
scale, and they were - relationships were developed between 
different sensors. And also when the concern came up about 
the food and the film and other parts of the spacecraft, the 
various sensors were identified an being some that were the 
best estimates of temperatures in those concerned areas. And 
the cases where we've gone off-scale high, we tried to develop 
a relationship between that sensor and another sensor. And 
as long as we stay in this relatively - at least we think -
as long as we otay in this stable attitude, relatively stable 
attitude, with zero degrees roll and we're trying to keep our 
yaw to zero and just varying the pitch, relatively, a small 
amount - in fact we've essentially heen between 40 and 50 
degrees all the tilne, except for these small periods. So we 
hope that we can maintain this same relationship. But this is 
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_ also its an engineering judgement as to how you relate 
tho~e ~ensors and it's part of the questions and answers that 
we have to go~hrough. 

QUERY What's the current situation as far as the 
TACS usage io concerned? 

WINDLER We're using around, a little under 500 
pound-seconds a day. I believe the number is 487 or something 
like that - it was this morning. We h~ve not used any today. 
And during my shift we used some I beliave just before - well 
we used some just as 1 came on. And I really don't have a real 
up to date number because I'm not familiar with the new flight 
plan. We were operating 1 think I indicated yest~rday - we have 
about a 50 perr-ent margin and we've used half of that. So we 
were about 25 percent above our old flight plan. But I don't know 
what the new flight plan numbers are. And we could get the 
answer to that I think over in the control Center. But I don1t 
kn~1 what. it is. 

QUERY t~at's the status on the cabin ~urge? 
WINDLL~ We are going down from the second cycle. 

We wer~ dbout 1.3 psi going down to 1.6 indicated when I left. 
And we of course still plan to make two more, and get up to 
5 at entry into the MDA - into the airlock module. 

QUERY I was goinq to ask that, but I will ask 
another one, and that is why are you doing these purging cycles? 

WINDLER '''ell this is the number that is felt to 
be effective 
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WINDLER Well, this is the number that is built 
to be effective to reduce the potential contamination level. 
And I've forgotten the exact number. I think it was probably 
stated for us. Was it O.~2? Was that the numbnr? Something 
like that. 1 forgot where the decimal was. But, it's felt that 
if we get down to that level, we'll be in reasonable position 
becbuse it can be scrubbed by the mol sieves and the charcoal 
bed~, 6tcetera, and this is whdt we think will take to get us 
there. Does that answer your question? Okay. 

QUERY Do you know what the status of revising 
the flight plan is at this time - <\t this stage of the qaJ'l'le 
and how far along it is? 

WINDLER It' 5 •• I'd have to say that it's probably 
- just give you a rough estimate - probably 80 - 90 percent 
done; maybe even above 90. Virtually all of the 
documentation has been through more than one review cycle 
and it's pretty well falling into place. A lot of it has gone 
to the printers and I think that the documentation and 
so forth is really s~aping up well. 

QUERY As far as you know, Milt, what is the pre-
sent - what are the - what is the present priority for the 
various plans to put out sunshades'! Which one is to be tried 
first, as far as you know now? 

WINDLER Okay, ~ow ••• will have to update me on 
what they're calling things these days, but the - I think that 
the parasol or the umbrella or w~atever it is, is still number 
one in the Marshall, EVA or technique with the - we'll just call 
it a sail, I guess. What do you call it? The VIG? Is that it? 

SPEAKER The V-frame. 
WINDLER The V-frame? A-frame? A-frame. Okay! 

thank you. And those are the only two, I think, that are 1n 
primary contention. I think there's still some talk about 
the inflatable mattress or whatever you want to call it, but 
that's not - -

QUERY What about the standup EVA from the com-
mand module? Is that p~etty much ruled out all together? 

WINDLER Well, I don't know that it's been 100 per-
cent ruled out, but it's down farther on the priority list. 
1 think Mr. Disher said something about that this morning_ 
In fact, that's about the only part of his conversation I heard. 
He pointed out, I think, that it's lightweight and it still has 
some advantages, but it also had disadvantages and it looked 
like these other thingR \-!Quld payoff more in the long run. 

QUERY I take it from your opening statement that 
there's no tro'.'.ble with increasing drift rates now in the rate 
control 9yros or anything like that? 

WINDLER No, I wouldn't call it trouble. We're kind 
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of concerned,if that's the right word to use. We're curious, 
maybe is a better word, about why it's behaving like it is. 
The drift rate doesn't seem to be continuous and - constant, 
I ~ean. We feel like that we h~ve it under control and every
thing. And we've made these updates that essentially take out 
the effect of it, but it does vary slightly and we didn't 
expect this, of course, and we are trying to figure - understand 
it better, I guess, is the right way to say it. 

QUERY We have had Mr. Richard S. Johnston join 
us here, now. noe's the Director of Life Sciences at th~ John
son Sp~ce Center, and weill let him make a brief statement 
before we go on with the questions. 

JOllNS"rON Okay, I understand there's a lot of in-
terest in how the food is doing in Skylab. Let me start off 
by saying I think that when we found we were experiencing some 
elevation in temperature, we were concerned to know how hot 
it was going to get and the effect it might have on the food. 
Now, we've - as a part of the food qualification program, we 
did take certain of the foods and run them for periods of up 
to 14 days at 131 degrees Fahrenheit. And I think the main 
thing that welre trying to do, like we do everything else in 
the space business, is to be thorou1h and understand if we 
do have problems. And I can say right now that where we stand 
with the food - We do not think we havd any safety problems 
whatsoever; that is, in the way of food spoilage. We have 
taken samples of the food and have tried to track the space
craft stowage temperatures for the bulk food, and are taking 
these samples out on a periodic basis and inspecting them. 
And we're run~ing - we'v~ run one lot at 130 degrees Fahrenheit 
and, the others, we've tracked the spacecraft temperature. And 
I just came back from a session where we opened some of it, and 
I ate some of it myself and it tastes just great. So - -
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JOHNSON - the spacecraft temperature. And I just 
camb back from a session where we opened some of it and 
ate some of it myself, and it tastes just great. So 
I think that - we really don't think we have any problem. 
It's our intention to take samples of all the food, all 
the nonfrozen food~, and to follow the temperature pro
fil~ through SL-2, through the dormant period between 
SL-2 and SL-3 so that we'll have a pretty good under
standing of the quality and the condition of the SL-3 
l00d. And that's all I really have to say. Thank you. 

QUERY Okay, Dick. First of all, what were 
the foods that you tasted that tnsted great today? And 
okay, you don't think you have a problem but what kind of 
limits - where would you have a problem on the food -
1 mean how much can this thing take without having 
to worry about it and for how long? And what could happen 
as far as the taote of the food is concerned in the long 
te~? Can you describe it to us in tasting terms rather 
than i~ scientific terms? 

JOHNSTON I would almost like you to write that 
queRtion down. Let's see, what are we going to do as 
far AS limits are concerned? I think first of all, the 
crew is being trained to recognize visual signs of, or 
indicators of, food spoilago before they even open a can. 
What food technologists call a "hard swell- which is an 
indicator of gas prod~ction. There are procedures being 
put into the tlight plan, and they are being - the crew 
is being bri~fed to recognize that. Now we really don't 
anticipate that sort of a problem. But that's kind of 
the worst case. Where the temperatures are right n~~ 
in the spacecraft, the predicted temperatures we were 
well under the temperatures we are running our worst 
case testing, which is 130 degrees. I think the fluid 
locker temperature is 125-1/2 or something of that Bort 
of a level right now. The foods that I've tasted - I 
ate some peanuts and yesterday I ate some peaches, straw
berries, veal. That's just a pretty good sample of it. 
The foods that we have - the most concerned about are 
stabilized foods. And these are the ones that we're fol
lowing most closely. And that is the reason they're be
cause in their initial preparation they are not, I don't 
know i f th~ word is ster i li zed, but t.hey are net hea' !!d 
to the same temperature level some of the other foods 
a~c, and there is a possility of anerobic spores that 
could - no, don't use that botulism b 
-anerobic spores that could if they got to the right 
temp~ratures with the right humidity conditions - could start 
growing. 
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standing of the quality and the condition of the SL-3 
l00d. And that's all I really have to say. Thank you. 

QUERY Okay, Dick. First of all, what were 
the foods that you tasted that tnsted great today? And 
okay, you don't think you have a problem but what kind of 
limits - where would you have a problem on the food -
1 mean how much can this thing take without having 
to worry about it and for how long? And what could happen 
as far as the taote of the food is concerned in the long 
te~? Can you describe it to us in tasting terms rather 
than i~ scientific terms? 

JOHNSTON I would almost like you to write that 
queRtion down. Let's see, what are we going to do as 
far AS limits are concerned? I think first of all, the 
crew is being trained to recognize visual signs of, or 
indicators of, food spoilago before they even open a can. 
What food technologists call a "hard swell- which is an 
indicator of gas prod~ction. There are procedures being 
put into the tlight plan, and they are being - the crew 
is being bri~fed to recognize that. Now we really don't 
anticipate that sort of a problem. But that's kind of 
the worst case. Where the temperatures are right n~~ 
in the spacecraft, the predicted temperatures we were 
well under the temperatures we are running our worst 
case testing, which is 130 degrees. I think the fluid 
locker temperature is 125-1/2 or something of that Bort 
of a level right now. The foods that I've tasted - I 
ate some peanuts and yesterday I ate some peaches, straw
berries, veal. That's just a pretty good sample of it. 
The foods that we have - the most concerned about are 
stabilized foods. And these are the ones that we're fol
lowing most closely. And that is the reason they're be
cause in their initial preparation they are not, I don't 
know i f th~ word is ster i li zed, but t.hey are net hea' !!d 
to the same temperature level some of the other foods 
a~c, and there is a possility of anerobic spores that 
could - no, don't use that botulism b 
-anerobic spores that could if they got to the right 
temp~ratures with the right humidity conditions - could start 
growing. 
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QUERY What do you mean by thermostabilized 
foods? 

JOHNSON Things like puddings. 
QU~RY You've tasted the peanuts and peaches 

and all but not the puddings and the turxey and gravy. 
JOHNSON live tasted some butterscotch pudding 

that was heated for 6 days at 130 degrees and I've tasted 
some that's been through the temperature profile in 
the spacecraft. l'n not the tasting expert in the Center, 
1 just happen to be there - not that we have any. That's 
the next question. 

QUERY Are you taking any foods at all, 
sending any foods up at all in the command module as !'e~ 
placements? And are there any limits on the medical testa 
that you will - I don't know how to ask this question, but 
are you scrubDing or changing any of the - limi~ing the 
results from any of the medical tests because of the 
changes in temp<!ratures? 

JOHNSTON The answer to your first question is 
no, we're not taking any additional foods in the command 
module. Dr. Malcolum Smith, the head of our food group, and 
I just left him and I think he is very opt~.istic as 
far as the food being in good shape and we don't see any 
change or any effect on any of our mineral balance stud
ies or any of the other medical experiments at this time. 

QU~RY OVer the loop from the MOCR we've been 
getting a lot of predictions that the high temperatures - -
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QUERY OVer the loop from the MOCR we've been 
getting a lot of predictions that the high temperatures might 
cause unpalatability. Just what does that mean? A really 
serious unpalatability to where the crew wouldn't want to, or 
be able to eat it? And in what foods? 

JOHNSTON Now, 1 think yeaterday, we had opened 
some food that was - some scrambled eggs, that we'd had 6 days 
at 130 - and they had turned to look something like Gt'ape-nuts. 
They kind of tUi-ned a brownish color, But in gcing back and 
checking the lot of food that they were produced under, we 
actually had hurried the production up to ~~eet our SMEAT test 
last sununer, and we had waved the head gas lequirement. That's 
the gas j.'ou have above the food I and there was sOl'le oxygnn in 
there. AND so, we went back and repeated ~:ith our lot B food, 
which is the food we're flying and it has an inert gas above 
l~, nitrogen, and those eggs looked great. So, I think that 
the first indicator we had yesterday on the Gcrambled eggs 
was really not having the absolute flight-type food. Okay? 
So, I think that as far as palatability - you know, that's any
body's guess. There could be dome of the freeze-dried 
foods and things may fuse or something of this sort, but as 
I say right now, everything we've looked at, to date i looks lixe 
the food will rehydrate. And, from the little bit of tasting 
some of us have done around the center, we don't sec any blg 
change in it. 

PAO We'll take one more question from here 
and then wetll go to the Cape. 

QUERY What's the status of the fil~ in the work-
shop? How much do you think it's oeen affected by these high 
temperatures? 

WINDLER tvell, 11m not re~lly - I haven't been 
aR~ed that question in about 2 days. They had a - some of the 
film they were talking about taking along - I think the most. 
sensitive film was the S183 and maybe some of ya'll have some 
••• And they do plan to take t~at up, I believe, is 
the last I'd heard - some repllcement film. ~d I think some 
of the EREP film and tape was '.fOing to be taken up. Not a cornph:tc 
supply, ... 5 I unders tood. I haven't reall} followed that too 
closely other than to be aware that thay were obviously con-
cerned about it since this film is relatively sensitive -
ver.y sensitive, 1 guess, is the way to say it. 

QUERY Some questions concerning the activities 
of the astronauts. Has it been decided yet who is going to 
push out the umbrella device? And who would attempt to re
pair the solar wing and who would make the EVA with the A-fr&Jle 
thing? 

WINDLER I expect that's been decided and 1 don't 
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know 
JOUNSTON I Do. 
WINDLER eh, he docs. Okay, thank you. 
JOHNSTON • just want~d to see if you knew. 

The standup EVA, Weitz will perform, the Jeployment of the 
Marshall sail will be Joe Kerwin. And I think the pilot and 
Conrad and Weitz would go down and work with theS027 ~ackage, 
which they are trained on, which would be the deployment of 
the para-s~i\ or any other airlock heatshield devices. 

QUERY For Milt Windler. In .311 o~ your simulations 
for Skylab, did you ever run across anything Lwen approaching 
this type of situation? Did you ever simulate anythirg quite 
like this? 

WINDLER You know, we Here talkin<.! about thlt about 
) days ago. And we rellurked how much like a simulation this was, 
~xcept that at the end of a simulation, you can say, "Well, that's 
th~ end of that.- And you Cdn forget ab~ It it and come back in 
) or 4 day~ and tlY somethi~q different. And in that case, 
of course we had to continue on. hctual~~, it's remarkably 
11 ke a simulation I I think, in that there t to just one problem af'Cer 
another, We have not simulated this preciso case. We've been 
concerned ahout attitudc control, individual things, but 
nothing really is all put together just like this one is. 

QUERY In the flight planninq, is there any con-
sJ.-ieration being given to a launch on other than Frida~', say 
Saturday or Sunday or 50 on, when they'd have a 20-rev ren
dezvous? 

WINDLER Dick may be in the best position to answer 
that. I know that ycs, there is conalderation being given -
I melln, it's an option and we're - have investigated to 
see 

t:NO or TAPE 
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WINDLER I kn~~ that yes, there is consideration 
being 9iven, I mean it's an option and ~~ have investigated to 
sec what it would involve. 

JOHNSTON I think we're planning on a Friday launch. 
We're going to launch when we're rnady. I guess that's all 
I can say. I think that everything points that we're trying 
to qet it off on Friday. There arc other launch opportunitie~ 
if for some reason equipme.lf: or something isn't ready. 

QUERY The heat shield is going to be set up to 
reradiate the sunshine or heat radiation back into space. It 
will however absorb some - physics tell us this. Will it 
absorb enough to melt or has anybody looked at that problem? 

JOHNSTON There's testing underway - looking at those 
problems, and I'm really not qualified, let alone Milt. I know 
that is a consideration and there is a lot of testing going 
on both at Mnrshall and here at the Johngon Center to understand 
this. And I don't think we, I'm sure we have ways - materials 
that we feel can do the job, but we are verifying tt.is aspect 
of it. 

WINDLER I understood that there was a numher of some-
thing of around 300 uegrees that they expected this material 
to reach. And that they had investigated it and they knew h( 
it would change and also I believe it's the ultraviolet that 
affects it or something like that. But they expect - oh pardon -
and they have, as Dick says, they have looked at the environ
m~ntal conditions it will be subjected to. 

QUERY Although the standnp, although the cOmtndnd 
module EVA to deploy a sunshield h~8 now ~ tower priority than 
it did a couple of days ago, do they 6till pl",n to deploy 
the solar shield, the solar array, from the c~and module? 
WINDLER I think the answer to that is yes. 
PAO ~ny more questions here? 
PAO Nobody has any questions? 
WINDLER We need that power. 
SPEAKP.R You've got what? 
QUERY Dick, i.n bri~f form, hc;\., (lr~ they 'Joing 

.,bout running theRe t~ots on the food? 
JOHNSTON Hell w~~ hl'lve l.u'ge ov~ns which we hav~ 

temperature controls on. And we, it's like youX' wife bilkin!] 
(' cake, \oje set it at thn t(mpcrc"1 tUrf' we want it ancl lcC\ve it 
thrre (or' a ~riocl of tirle. r."ch rlilV, we .inspect the cans for 
swe 11 i ng, ., s I Mcn t ion~(l ea r Ii (' r. Alln then we have a r 1 an WhPH' 
we pull the foods out c'\nd open the l~(1n8 up and do other testing 
with the food - visual inspections, color comparlsonA and 80 on. 
So this i9 really the w~y we'rc doing it. 

QUERY t f you put theM in an oven, they", re 901nl') 
to qet heal from all sides. nut i~ that the way they would 
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be heated as far as this solar radiation thing is impinging 
on the spacecraft? 

SPEAKER Well solar - the cans of food are in an-
other overcan, and they are inside a locker, which you are 
really concerned here with is conducted heat. It's not a 
question ot solar rad1ation or anything of that sort. It's 
just a thermal question. 

QUERY SO the cans on board the spacecraft are 
really being canned just as if they were in an oven? 

SPEAKER As best we can in zero g. We don't know 
about convective heating and all that. But we're - I think 
that the situation of food~ in the spacecraft - the way we're 
heatin~ in our ovens here - this would be a pretty good test of 
how the foods are being heated there. 

QUERY 00 you have any word on what the crew's 
evaluation is of the various plans fro~ testing at Marshall 
in the water immersion tank? 

SPEAKER No, I don't. 
QUERY Or. Johnston, you qave us one example 

where the food that you're testing at a maximum - at the max
imum heat is di fferent for the food that' s Cf'I hoard. Is this 
true for the whole lot that you're putting under - -

END Of' TAPE 
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QUERY - testing at the maximum heat. It's dif-
fe~ent from the food that's on board. Is this true for the 
whole lot that you're putting under the maximum temperature 
test? 

JOHNSTON No, let me make that clear. Back last 
summer, we wer(! trying to get this 56-day chamber run-off and 
we were in the midst of completing the formulation of foods 
and, at tho sanle time, we were trying to get the tests startod. 
We had made a opecial purchase of what we call lot A foods, 
which was the first production run of food, and in trying to 
get that food delivered, we were not able to get certain of 
the foods packed with the right gas above them. And that'S 
the only difference. NOW, let me make it real clear to. 
~ll the flight food we have in the spacecraft has been pro-
duced, renlly, under very rigid controls, an~ those certain things, 
like the head <Jas space and all like that, hilS been checked 
very carefully and I'm confident we have no problem with any 
of our fli9ht food in that regard. 

QUERY I may bo mistaken or misinformed or con" 
fused or a little blt slow, but it soems to me that Mr. Disher, 
this morning, said that there were no certain ~lans to try and 
act.ivatn the solar wing on - by the first crew. And ,does 
it boil down to whether or not there's a lot of debris up thore 
or are you guys conflicting with what your - th~ planning is? 

WINDLER I may be confused also, b'.!cause I thought 
we were going to try to do that. I didn't krloW that he said 
that - -

QUERY It seems to me he said that there are no 
certain plans to try and activate the solar wing •• The second 
crew could possibly do it. 

WINDIJf.R Now .:.11 of YCl'11 understand wh"t hl' just 
said the same way? 
WI~DLER Well, we'll call and find out if it's still 

in the flight plan. t thought it was. I sure would like to 
have some more PCtp·/'f"· 
~'RRY 10 back to the food a minute. You 

made this reference to something under gas. I don't under
stand what wp're talking about. 

JOHNSTON What you're - wh~n you package the foods 
there's always - We don't pack it in a vacuum. So that meano 

there's 80mo - eithol' you have air .. l\ layer of air or Borne 
gaR above c'- ol'l\a 11 rosi r1ual volume tha t' 8 1f! ft aboY«! the food 
in the can. 00 you under8t~nd what I·m t~lking A~)ut1 Okay? 
And that' 8 whllt I'm ta lk i no about head gas. So, j f you put 
nitroq(m in there you prevent oxidation in sorne of the food. 
And we, 1n lot A foodR, did not have that. Okay. 

QUERY Will you explain" How about poisonou8 <.Jaa 
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fused or a little blt slow, but it soems to me that Mr. Disher, 
this morning, said that there were no certain ~lans to try and 
act.ivatn the solar wing on - by the first crew. And ,does 
it boil down to whether or not there's a lot of debris up thore 
or are you guys conflicting with what your - th~ planning is? 

WINDLER I may be confused also, b'.!cause I thought 
we were going to try to do that. I didn't krloW that he said 
that - -

QUERY It seems to me he said that there are no 
certain plans to try and activate the solar wing •• The second 
crew could possibly do it. 

WINDIJf.R Now .:.11 of YCl'11 understand wh"t hl' just 
said the same way? 
WI~DLER Well, we'll call and find out if it's still 

in the flight plan. t thought it was. I sure would like to 
have some more PCtp·/'f"· 
~'RRY 10 back to the food a minute. You 

made this reference to something under gas. I don't under
stand what wp're talking about. 

JOHNSTON What you're - wh~n you package the foods 
there's always - We don't pack it in a vacuum. So that meano 

there's 80mo - eithol' you have air .. l\ layer of air or Borne 
gaR above c'- ol'l\a 11 rosi r1ual volume tha t' 8 1f! ft aboY«! the food 
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in the cabin - that come ••• (garble) shield - some kind of 
that matter - 1 have there ••• where that kind of poisonous 
gas come from - th~ walls are - -

WINDLER I didn't understand the queotion. You're 
talking about the gas that's being generated - outgasaing 
in the flpacecraft, but what - what was the question now? 

QUERY I - There is poisonous gas around 
1n the cabin? 

WINDLER Is there some? Well, we - I guess the 
best way t.o say that is - 'rhere' s a possibil i tj' that there 
is some and that's the reason for doing this so-called purge 
or pump or whatever you want to call it, where we're dumping 
the cabin and filling it back up and dumping it four times - or 
five times, I gUC98, counting the first time. So, in a way, it's 
a safety precaution. You C3n show that it could be there. Other 
people can show that it isn't there, but we think that it's 
a chance that it's there and we'll getting rid of it if it is. 

QUERY Dick, as I recall, it's 10 percent of the 
total food content that'a thermostabilized? Is that right? 

JOHNSTON Actually, it's S percent. 
QUERY Okay, what percentage - and is it also 

limited to just thermostabilized food - might be affected by 
the unpalatahiljty aspect, but still be safe? 

JOHNSTON Well, I don't really think we're g01ng 
to have any pal~tability problems of nny - -

f.ND OF TAPI-: 
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QUERY A unpalatibility aspect but still be snfe? JOHNSTON Well I don't really think that we're gOing to have any palatibility problem with any food with what we've seen right now. That was the unknown we had a few days ago, but I think from wh~t we've seen so far, we feel we don't even hnve that palatibility problem. OUF.RY Okay, so you Si\y you don't think you have " palatability \roblem. You don't think unciar CUITent conditions you've got a food safety problem either. So are you saying that unless conditions get worse, you'n~ pretty much writing off your worrico about this area? JOHNSTON Well, we're going to continue certainly to watch it. We are also goinry to ask the crews to bring some samples back. When the crew gets up there, we're going to learn an awful lot. I think we're doing everything we can on the ground to \IF'Hlf'rstanil thf". problem as best we can so that we c~n qive the crew qood intelleqence ,IS to what we thln~. t.he t'0nditions of the f<){)d would he. And I th i nk i ( they H('re launching tomorrow I;lorninq, 1 would tell them that Wi: don't think they have got any problems <lnd we're telling th('M h0\4 t.O recoc;nlze problems ., s they do occur. And we will of COUI'~e b~ corrununica ting with them daily. And as 1 said e~rlier, I think there t\n~ lots of th ing8 1 ike this in the space L\l~ i nCst; that you always look at thinq8 in a negative way initially and 
try to run tests to understand it. And I think we have a lot better understanding of th is wh(,lo food problem nc;w thc1n we did <1 week ago. 

PAO All right, in caRe ther~ are any ques-tions concerning this fliqtlt plMI item, the SJ:VA, we will call the Control Center and get the final word on that or what tho word is now. And you can chock with the query desk. In case anybody at the Cape doesn't Jo:nO\ol how to spell Mr. JohnRton' 9 flaJI'\e # it is .Johnston. PAO Thank you. 

END OF TIIPF. 
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FAO Okay, we have ,dth us again this morning Hr. John H. Disher who's Deputy Director of the Skylab Program out of NASA Headquarters. John. DISHER Thank you, Bill. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I'd like to recap where we stand on the sun shade development. I'll aek that you let me go through a brief narrative, ,':ld then I'll be happy to answer questions. Let me use a little visual ain here to try and organize the activity. We have four types of devices under development. We are going to - assuredly going to carry two of them, the two that I have blacked checked. We may carry a third, depending on final weight and volume rackup late tomorrow or edI'ly Thursday. I'd lir..e to describe the devices. I've tri~d to uso the same terminology that was in yesterday's press releaseJ hopefully, this is con-sistant with that you have b~en exposed to lately. First of all, and I'm qoing to talk about these devices in the order that we see ourselves using them as of the morning. First is a parasol device thatls under development here at JSC. It is a mechanically or manually ~eployed umbrella or parasol. It will be put Ollt through the scientific - the sun facing scientific dirlock on the sun side of the workshop, which is ordinarily used for prOjecting certain scientific instruments. We are planninCJ now to divert its use on the slln side only. There iR an identical lock on the Earth-looking side through which m"ny of the cxperir:lents can be conducted. We are planning to divert. the use of that scientific airlock to d~ploytl'\ent of this parasol-type devic~. It, the parasol device, I think Aome of you may have seen sketches in a release. tt's approximately 22 hy 24 foot, rouqhly very close to ~quare. It's an asymmetric square, if you will, as fdr as its deployment point is concerned; t.hat is, it ('xtf!nd~ further hrle).; than forward in order to cover the former meteor.oid shielded area. In its erection, fortunately the scientific airlock, certain experiments had a pressure tight canistr>r which extended well into the volume of tho wort.Rhcp. It'A possible now to place the collapsible uJn.hrell.1 in tha t voluM(" poss i ble for the crewman in shirt .. sleeve environment to extE:'nd ttl!!'! umbrella device much the Hame a~ he would selact~d of the other experiMents. The de-V1CC )),\5, when retracted, fit" int.o a volume "hout B inches ~qu<1re, ,'9 J remember, 8 ,incnef; round. It hlls telescoping poles. The to lascopinf,f paleR arc extondcn by the creWT'".en insido pll~hin<] (, rod through static seals, just .'l!'l would be done with ordin"ry experiMents. The pole that he pushes on has sever~l lengths. So au he re~chcs the extromity of one section, he ,,(Ms anoth~r until he' 8 out ahout 25 feot from the surface. I\t th.'t pOint, the umbrelllt iA rcltHlsc(' hy its disengagement from it.s confining collar and it: crects much i\9 an lltl'\br()lla. .. ,\ squal:c ~h'lpcd umbro 11a without a bow in it, by the way, would do here on r., rth. Okay, so much for that device (or thfl moment, <,no wc'll come b .. 1Ck and t..1H: about it in netail LHcr, but l~t'R c~tftloguc the others. The-
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DISHER The second de~ice, twin pole, had previously 
been called twin boom. They are one and the same. This is 
the device that is under development at Marshall Center. It 
is manually erected also; it entails the crew exi tin'l from 
their normal EVA hatch much as they would do for a Honnal 
ATM film retrieval. They a~e ascending the ladder that goes 
to the film station 0.'1 the ATM. They will attach a new foot 
support, foot restrain~, on that ladder. They will attach a 
fixture through which they will manually assemble an A-frame 
that will extend from that point on to the back of the meteoroid 
shield. The A-frame has on the end of it pulleys and lines 
so to speak. The - upon completion of the assembly of the 
A-frame, an accordian-like unfolding sail is polled out by 
the crew to the full extended length; again affording about 
a 22 hy 24 foot shadowing area over the workshop. The sail 
line8 are then attached at that same station and the crew 
proceed back inside. 

END OF TAPE 
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DISHER Now these two devices we firmly plan to 
carry, with one proviso that I'll mention in a moment. We 
have the possibility - the strong possibility, I would say 
at this point, of carrying one or the other of two additional 
devices. The first is the CSM standup EVA deployed device 
that we had originally thought would be our fIrst choice. As 
we proceeded, tne parasol approach appeared simpler, more at
tractive. We, therefore, said we're going to work the parasol 
first; however, the standup P.VA still has many attractive 
features, among which are extreme light weight, small size, 
small volume~ so it could well be carried as a second backup, 
if you will. A - there is an alternate approach to the parasol. 
The parasol 1 describe~ is a mechanical, unbrella-type device. 
There is a similar inflatable type device. Actually, there are 
two variations of an inflatable device that ~erves the same 
fUnction. One - both of these are under development under 
the cognizance of the Marshall Center. One is hejng done by 
our Langley Resl!arch Center. The other by Marshall contractors. 
Doth of these inflatable devices use inflatable structures of 
a t'lpe that take - they take a set - that is, they do not rely 
on internal pressure for integrity. The pressure is there to 
inflate the~, but upon inflation, they take that set and 
thereafter do not require further presRure integrity. Now 
we think, at this pOint, that weight and volume will allow us 
to carry one or the other, oepcnding on their final status 
tomorrow evening. There is, further, the possibility that the -
one or the other of the ~wo inflatable devices could supplant 
the parasol as the scientific ~irlock deploy device. I say 
th~t's a chance. It's cert~inly not a strong likelihood at 
this point, but I wanted to advise you that there is that 
chance. So recapping on the several devices, it is our firm 
plan to carry these two. It may well b~ possible to carry a 
third. Which of the third will be c3rried will be determined 
tomorrow - late to:norro\1. Now let me talk a little bit about 
the weight of the devices. 'I'he mechanical piu'asol weighs a 
total of ab()ut 95 pounds. The twin boom, twin pole scheme 
we ighs a tota 1 of Jlbout 112 pounds. The SEV/\ sai lwei ghg 
about )0 pounds. The ~lternate inflatable device I don't 
have a firm estimate for at this point. It exists. I just 
don't have it at the tip of my tongue. I would guess that 
it's in the sam~ ordel as th) parasol, perhaps a bit lighter, 
being ~n inflatahlo structure. Tho fabric that will cover i~ 
a fabric ~ade by the Sheldol Corporation. It's the layer of 
nylon callod ~lpstopped nylon, which moans nylon with reinforco
ments in it so that it won't tear, a layer of Mylar, and a 
layer of aluminum. The alu!''Ilinum sida goes down. This is not 
an actual to-scale shield bllt simply indicate the manner in 
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which it would be deployed directionalwise. Now I guess with ttQt, 1111 open to questions. Yes. 
QUERY Could you tell us why the twin pole weighs as :nuch as .it does? And, also, I'm a little confused on the parasol bec~use I looked up the weight of the T027 experiment in the book, and it was 270 pounds. Of course, I guess that included a lot of things that you might have taken off, but if you could go a little bit more into detail on that, I'd appreciate it. 
DISHER Sure. Okay. The reason for the weight of approximately 112 on the twin pole is primarily the long structural run of the A-frame, which needs to go from here, clear down to here. They're approximately I-inch diameter, aluminum tubes, that and the end 8uPl~rt, the work stalion, the foot restraint, and the total length of line plus the total area of the thing just add up to that weight. But itls primarily bcca'lse of the lony structural run with tubular members that helve to extend tha.t totlll length. Let's see, I think itls about SO feet, but don't hold me to that. You can scale it if you like. Now your second question was the weight on the cell compared to T27? The weights? Yeah. The weights 11m talking about are, of course, incremental to what did exist for T27 as far as its structure was concerned, and we fit this device within a slightly modified structure that's - that was used for the T27 experiment. And the weight that I'm talking about is incremental over that which had been there for T27, and it is, of course, a quite light weight device that does not have a long c~ntilever run on it. It has a central support, as versus, say a long cantilever run. 

END OF TAPE 
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DISHER - .. and ah - It is of course a quite 
lightweight device that does not have a 10n9 cantilever run 
on it. It has a central support as versus a long cantilevor 
run a.nd that' 5 why it can be somewhat lighter. The tubulAr 
supports here are on the order of a half inch. well, no they're 
about 5/8 of a~ inch, as I remember. And that's reprasentive 
of an umbrella type structure. 

PAO Angus. 
QUERY Two. First of all, that ma~erial you were 

showing us, is that the material for all these types of devices 
or for JUBt one. And secondly, assurning I is it right that 
the .. assuming even if you did carry a backup, the SEVA sail as 
a backup, you would first attempt to deploy tht~ parasol frt)D\ 
inside the workshop and could you give us some sort of tim~
line when all this might have happened. Which day would you 
do .. do you think y':Ju would C:!O the SF-VA deployment if you ·,io 
do it? 

DISHER Okay. We will, as our plan now exists, 
we will try the parasol deployment first from inside, that i& 
our plan. The fabric that I described is firmly that used 
in the parasol and the SEVA sail and at the moment I'm not 
positive that the - that it's the same fabric used her~. I 
Know it's not the fftbric that's used here. This d~vice uses 
a C!i f fe. ent kind of mater ia 1 that.' s adaptable to inflation. 
Your other question, the timelinn for all of t.hi.s. The para-
801 would be erected on day 2, as I recall. And if that 
were not successful we would i~ediately proceed into the 
twin p<',lta deployment at as early an opportunity existed. The
This inflatable device is obviously a bac)w;t;p to this one 
since it would - if thlS fa11ed and if \ole h"cl this, we might 
try thettl in sequence hut that's speeulation at this point. 
't'he SEV/\, as we !See it, if c(\rrieJ, would he tho last that 
we'd t.ry, dS we now see it. 

""0 Bruce • 
.)UERY Yeah. A c':>lJple of thlllqs, .John. First 

of 1\11/ t I ve beer. told this morning thAt the inflatable de
vico b!inq clevcloped nt Marshall, not th~ L~ngley Research, 
has heC'£' flc(ubbt...·d, th,lt it d(){!Il not worK 1n '.(>l1t. Go "h('.'\d 
with thilt on£> fi fa t, plea se • 

OtSHER o).:"y. 'fha"tt s p09~ibl{', you May hAve nore 
recent 6t~tU3 th,m 1. 1 .,\ttertpted to 'lualify fl'\y nt"teMf'nt:l 
by flaying depending on their lJtate of readi..n('R~. That'n '4hy t 
Cindy chc'cked these and I Rh<:)Uld, perhaps, put. H 'llle .. tlon 
mark in addition to dnn either/or on tha last cateqory. 

C'UERY .\nd you eai(l t'\ m}.nHte Itgcl th,l'll it l'ight 
90 tt' the twi.n polE! 1l:.J, or, "hlcl~ ever Hl irr\.rnadiately - T 
under'ltood that wot,lel be day 3 if you l:OU Id not do the pa t i-
801 or any of t.he ~cientiflc airlock f'1E"thods? 
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DISHER Okay. I can't tell you if the parasol deployrr.ent .• ere not success ful with that on the fi rst try. I can't recall, now, our precise time and when we'll be able to do the twin pole. I'll get that for you. PAO David. 
QUER'{ Yeah. Three questions. First of all, what ~ind of provisions have you made, for inotance, if the parifml f>artially deploys and doesn't deploy all the way_ Do you have a way that you c~n sort of jettison it and then try something else? And secondly, why the orang'! side up? And I have c·,)e more after that. 
DISHER Okay. Lat me take the second one first. The therm~l characteri£tics of a shield like this are twofold. '"irst, there's the absocbtivity of the materiul, }),,,, much energy that it will absorb. Secondly, there'o th~ emittence, how much energy does it radiate? And the ratio of th~se is the important factor. When you're lookin9 at the t'un you want to absorb vory little an.l emit a lol. If you're lookin~ at the bC>dy you're trying to protect, you want to emit a very little. Now, this orange bhade is a great radiator, i~ absorbs more than the alumin~ but it radiates much more. So, in terms of ratio, the i~portAnt thing is the side that you want to look at the 8un. Now, the othr!1:' side, the shiney side for the same .. it's a poor radiator, 80, even it if doe~ get relatively hot itself, it's not goin9 to pass much heat on to the w~rkshop at ructure. Ooos that follow? 

QUERY Yeah. 
DISHER And your other question, please. QUERY The second question was, if the astronauts go ahead ~nd try and deploy this parasol - -
tHSHER Oh, yes. Was it ejectable? .,)tJERY Yeah. 
OISHER Yes, the T-27 experiment mechani8m h~8 a provision for eject~on of a faulty mechtnism and it'a our goal to havp th~t {n this deVice also. I believe ~e h~vo that, I'm. not l'I hondr~d percent certain c\t this point. I believe W~ have the ahility to ejPct a faulty device. 
QUEPY IIn(l, one CJther a Uttlo bit MOre for genetlll q\lo~tion, In the pa~t fow dllYS we've soen a (!~'cle of chanqinq de~iqn concepts ~h -
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QUERY And one other, a little bit more qaneral, 

question. In the past few days we've seen a cycle of changing 

design concepts. Like at one time this looks like the SEVA 

was the number one ann 110\1 the parasol. And we've been kept 

up to date on what these changes ar .• , hut we haven t t really been 

filled in on the reasoning behind the,e various changes. 
OISHER All right. Let ~e take a crack at that. 

I alluded briefly to that, but let me cover it a bit rooru. As 

you say, originally we thought the standup EVA deployed device 

would be the most attractive, and one of the reasons was that 

you could do it earliest before you entered. ~nd obviously 

tha t was advantageous r howcwer, as we rroceeded to analyze 

the actual SEVA operation, it looked like it could take more 

time and, in particular, could entail more ReS propellant 

utilization than we'd like. And thatls not a problem as re

gards the consumption, but it could be a problem as regards 

deterioration of this \'3ry importilnt radiator .at the 3l,rface 

of the workshop, which cools the - provides the freezer for the 

food. The emissivi,ty of that radiator is very important. The 

exhaust products could have a slight deteoriating effect there. 

The longer you are there, of course, thrusting, the more that 

effect could be. That's not a major concern, but it is a con

sideration, certainly. Similarly, up at this end when you're 

attaching the forward end of the p~il, there is some concern 

about contamination on the solar arrays. But, by and lalg., it 

was an assessment of longer t:.ime, more c·.:Mtlplexity in the 

deployment than we had initially estimat.ed. At: the same time, 

the parasol d~vice which originally had beep a kind of a long 

~hot - we thought it would be too complex :" device to get 

developed and built in such a short time, has come on strong, 

and we're optimistic that we can do that. And it is very 

simple. One of its big merits is that it uses the same pro

cedures that were used in the T27 experiment. So the tr~ining 

is a wuy minima 1 thing. 
OUER~ One time before we were told that there 

was a certain amount of doubt as to how operational the SAL 

was Has that situation changed? 
DISHER I think that was - perhaps someone was -

possibly, someone was forgetting that the SAL was always 

designed to operate in the sunlight. Someone may have been 

thinking that the absence of the shield could have ever heated 

the SAL, but the SAL, of course, to do its function, was always 

exposed to the sunlight. It's always possible that there 

could have been some d&nage done to it mechanically, although 

that's very unlikely, and there sh~~ld not be any thermal 

problem because it's designed to operate in full sun. In 
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other words, it had a hole in the meteoroid shield for ita 
operation. 

OUERY If, by chance, that there is no provision 
to eject, say the parasol or the infl~table device or 
whatever would be erected through the SAL, and it fouled up, 
could either of the - either the twin pole or the SEVA sail 
be erected above it or around it, or could they do a SEVA to 
pull off what's there? And, also, woul,\ you describe the 
inflatable device from Langley, how it operates? All we're 
told it's pneu~~tically inflatable, and that means nothing to 
me. 

DISHER Okay. On your first question, we are 
going to carry s~veral special tools, including a cutter that 
can be operated from the end of a pole. That will he a con
tingency kind of a tool. It'll be carried incase we 
find remains of the solar array or the meteoroid shield that 
would int'!rfere with operation. And depe,'lding on the site 
~sscssment of the feasibility of removing that debris, there 
are - they're basically adaptations of !.1neman's tools, used 
for high tension kind of work, similar distant kinds of 
rigging. There will be tools, including a toglle-type cutter, 
that could simp that pole off, as an example. So we are going 
to prepare for that .. for the contingency that we could have 
something projecting that would interfere with the other 
deployment. Your other question, please. 

QUERY The Langley inflatable device. 
DISHER Oh. Okay. I'm afraid I'm not able to 

describe that to you. I've not seen it. It has been described 
to me, but I'm afraid that I would not do it justice. 

OUERY We 11, is it any, do you have any ine« of -
is it anything like the liferaft concept from Marshall, or is 
it 4 completely - is it a balloon or, you know, something 
like that? 

DISHER Yeah. I believe that it's a layered -
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DISHER I'm sorry, I'll just have to - I'll be happy to get with you afterwards. I just can't describe that one to you. I just do~'t know. 
PAO We'll take one more here and then we'll switch to the Cape, and then come back. QUERY Could we have at some stage. now if, of courso, as happened, what is going on at Marshall, what exactly iB the crew deploying under water at Marshall, and, maybe it's already happened, but. if it hasn't happened, could we please have a rundown as soon as possible on h~ it's gone, and what they've done, and preferably with the the addition of a few quotes from Conrad on ther.al shields, generally. DISHER Okay. Right now the prime crew at Marshall are either in a process or getting ready to evaluate these two devices under water. The parasol and the inflatable device are not - one of their virtues is, as I mentioned earlier, is that th~y don't require a special training. They use the same procedures, generally, that we'v~ used in the experiments. So the pr.ime crew is in the process of working these underwater, with appropriate simulations right now. 

PAO Okay, we'll take questions from the Cape now. 
QUERY Can you read me? If the parasol, or umbrella deployment is successful, and we all hope it is, wh,'t impact would that have on such experiments as Sl83 - th~t's 5183, 5073, and S027? And could part or all of these experiments be salvaged by rotating the Skylab? 
DISHER Okay, to answer your first last, no, it would not be feasibln to roll the Skyl~b completely for con-duct of those experiments. But there are several exeriments that are eliminated by this operation. They are the Sun-looking experiments, 5020, which is a solar astronomy experir.lellt. Partthere are sevecal experiments that, in their original protocol, looked both on the Sun and the Earth side. The Sun-looking part of their protocol would now be eliminated. They still have tht:1 Earth-looking side, which, you might say, half of their p~otocol will have been wiped out. Let's see, 183 is not affected. That's the Earth-look lng, on the Earth-lookirlg side. QUERY Okay, for example, if Skylab 2 goes well, does NASA sti 11 plan to go ahead wi th the launch of Skylab 3 and Skylab 4 on August 8 and November 9, respectively? DISHER The timing, I think, will remain open at this point. I ,,",'auld !'lee no reason to say that those dates would change, and certainly when Sky lab 2 goes well, and we fully expect that it will now, we will expect to proceed with 3 and 4. 
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QUERY On the p~oblem of heat, why was a 120 degree 
Fahrp.nheit maximum temperature readout eet on the temporature 
sensors and why are these readings going off ... scale - why wasn't 
this excessive temper~ture anticipated? Does a 150 degree 
temperature sensor, for example, ~ost more or weigh more than 
an arbitrary 120 degrec cutoff? 

DISH£R No, it compromiscs your accuracy. When one 
selects instrumentation, you make a choice - D. judgment on the 
maxilT,wn range you'd like to cover all conti~gencieB versus the 
accuracy you'd like to have in its normal range of operation. 
And generally you strike a compromise, and that's what the 120 de
gree limit represented. If you chosa a 150 degree full scale, 
your accuracy under normal conditions would, of course, suffer. 

END OF TAPF. 
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~IERY Just how close ~ro you to getting these 
things .. how tiyht are you to getting these devices to KSC 
for that 1100 p.m. Wednesday deadline that you apP3rently 
have now sett It.~d elO? 

DISHER Okay. The first two devices that I spoke 
of., we think we're in quite good shape for getting them there 
late tomorrow. I'm not aware that it's, necessaril~', a bOO 
o'clock tOl'AOrrow afternoon deadline, but ill that vlcinity, cer
tainly. The standup r.IIA sail is also in condition to make that 
delivery, and the inflatable device is a question in my mind at 
this moment. I just don't happen to know its status. 

QUERY Well, originally, there was a noon dead-
line set, " noon dead~.ine Wednesday for gotting everything 
here, so that it could be checked Gut and so on and so forth, 
in time for Friday morning launch. Has that slipp~d, or wad 
I mistaken? 

DISHER I'M just 8~ying, I think it's a little bit 
later than that Wednesday. But, essentially, mid-day or early 
afternoon Nedneoday. The final stCNage itself - I beg your 
pardon? 

QUERY - - after the startup of S-183, the UV 
panorama experiments. 

DISHER It is not affected by the use of the 
scientific air.lock. 

QUER~ According to the information here, and 
I he-ve an experiment data summary in front of me, 183 docs 
utilize on~ or both airlocks. The reference directly is to 
the plus-?' side ~r the sunside airlock. 

DISHER It looks out t.he Barth-looking side -
QUERY Two more general questions, Are you more 

than SO percent f.ure that you can launch Skylab 2 on Friday? 
And second question, what is the most crucial pl"oblem which 
might cause you to postpone the Friday launch? 

DISHER Okay. With regacd to the probability, 
we have a number of tasks that are proceding today, tomorrow 
morning. It's a very tight schedule. j won't try to put a 
number on il at this pornt. We're very hopeful that we can 
keep that date, and as of the moment, there are no reasons that 
say we can't. And what was your second question, please? 

QUERY \~hat is the most crucial problem right 
now, which might cause you to postpone tJ.e launch? 

DISHER Si~ply the tightneas of the schedule. 
OUERY 1 gather you're going to start the count-

down clOCK on S~ylab 2 and then stop it dnd start fiddling 
around witt, it and jump it all ove!' the place. primarily, as 
I understand it, to reload the CSH and to save batt~ries. What 
do you need? You only need about 22-1/2 hours a~tual count-
down, don't you? 
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DISHER We CAn do the final last item stOWAge as 
late as about 10 to 12 hoors before \au~ch. That's-

QUERY I have three quest-Jons. .Iow (~lose to the 
OWS skin will the pacasol be after deployment? Number 2, ~ill 
the cre~ carry h hel~et visor and EV gloves in the CSM~ And 
numb\!~ 3, could you please expand on the visual characteristics 
of the parasol side that faces the sun? 

OISIlER Okay. It will be - r.et me go through the 
sequence of its deployment. When it's initially e~ected, it 
will be approximately 2S feet out from the surface. The crew 
will then draw it in to a space a distance about l feet off 
the surface. Actually, that distance could vary in the 
ranCje of 1 to 4 feet. '''e' re making calculations riqht ney..' to 
determine whilt that optimum spacing ~hould be. The crew will, 
then, remove the projecting rod, the unufled part of the r~~, 
that would project inside the work spacp-. ~our other question, 
please? 

BND Of TAPE 
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OISH~R Your other question, please. OUF.RY Will the crew carry a helmet visor and EV gloves in the CSMl 
DISHER Yes. And you a3ke~ about visibility of the outer surface of the sail? 
QUERY I just wanted you to expa~d on the visual characteristics of the parasol side, which faces the sun. Like what kind of an orange Is it - is it very very ahiny? DISHER Oh , ok~y. It's like an international orange, or 1 guess like a Florida orange, of course, like Florida. I mean lnternational orange in the flag scale. In fact it is very much like a Florida orange I guess or a California orange. 
PAO We have no more questions at the Cape? QUERY Will the crew also carry a helmet visor and EV gloves in the CSM? 
DISHER Yes, they will. 
P~O Okay. We'll take questions back hAre in Houston now. Abbie. 
QUERY Are you still planning to have the crew clear awa~· the debris and try to fix the solar panel on day 1 in that SEVA? 
DISHER They will make an inspe~tion and if it is necessary to clear away debris they would either do it immediatel~ or dock - 80ft dock if it looked like an extenaive job, soft dock and then come back and clear the d~hris. 'I'he question of attempting to dislodge a stuck solar array, we're fitting the tools that we antiCipate cculd be useful in that regard. It will be up to the discresion of Pete with discussion with the ground based on what he sees whet.her such an operation would actually be attempted. 
QUERY Would that operation take place on day 11 DISHER Not likely. It's not likely that deploy-ment could be done on day 1. The - a simple debris cutting might be but here we're speculating on what the visu".l inspection would show. 
QUERY In other words you would try to do the therMal shield before fixing the solar array? 
DISUER Yes. 
QUERY I'm getting confused about the changes in the flight plnn. Does it go like this now, liftoff 7 hours later, look around still pressurized and then a soit dock and then a consideration of whether to do another look ~round, whether to do a SEVA and a solar deployment. DISHER Okay. First up, a visual inspection. If there were extensive debris operatiolls n&cessary that look like they are going to take th« 9reate~ part of a Sun pass th~n 
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the crew would likely dock, soft dock, sleep, go back ~I~ 
second day and remov~ that debris. If there were no debris 
the~ would immediately after the fly around go to a hard dock, 
proceed in - go through their sleep and then proceed into the 
parasol deployment. 

QUERY I'm sorry. Two things I forgot earlier. 
First of all, coul~ you apeak a little on what constraints, 
assuming that this parasol is successfully deployed, what 
constraints that ~ould have on ~aneuvering the vehicle, I 
"lean fr<'m solar inertial to other attitudesl and 8econdl~', 
could you just clear up which panel it is you think you may 
be able to deploy and which one you suspect may be darnag.'ld? 
Which is the one th~t you are thinking you may be able to 
deploy? 

DISHER Okay. On the dp.ployment as you look at 
it, this 1s wing 1 on your right, wing 2 on your left; and 1'm 
going to look back and tell you later which is which because 
I've forgotten which is 1 and which 1s 2. 

QUERY And the maneuverability of the vehtcle -
the maneuverability of the vehicle with the parasol deployed? 

DISHER Oh , yes. Yes. The accelerations ace 
very - very nominol and that was part of the structutal 
&nalysis to determine that the integrity would exist. It 
was called to my attention that I didn't - 1 did talk 
about the CSM deployed sail hut it did not come through to 
people in '.:he F lor ida end. I wanted to make sure that every
one understands the third item on my chart. The so called 
SEVA sail is that device deployed from the CS~. It - the 
deployment would be as we had talkf!d about it last week 
with the CSH maneuvering, attaching the sail at two points 
in the back, proceeding forward to attach it at a third point 
forward; snubbing it to form a complete sunshade, much the 
same area although slightly different shape than that desc~ibed 
as the ATM station deploy_ So I'd like to insure that e\,'1ry
one understands that is an alter~ative that remains a full 
alternative that we'r~ weighing in addition ~o tho two that 
we firmly plan to car,y. 

QUERY A couple of questions. The first about 
this petrasol. The crew ohviously won't be ahle to see what 
they arc doing when t.hey deploy the parasol - or do they know 
that it's in place - properly in place? 

DISHER Well it turns out that from the command 
module you can get a pretty good view of it. 

END OF TAPE 
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When they deploy the parasol, how do they know that it's in 
pl~ce ~nd properly in place? 

DISHER Well, it turns out. that from the command 
module you can get a pretty good view of it. Wo're - Vou 
soe, from the docked command module, a quite good view will exist. 
And ah - -

QUERY (Garhle) to watch it? 
OISlmR That. is open at this point. I suepect 

that we will. But, certainly, one can go back later to look 
or can look at the same time. 

QUE~Y Second question. If they Uge the three 
pole arrangement, won't the presence of the tubing and the 
sail and what have you - won't it interfer with the ATM EVA, 
eep8cially when they go to the sun end of the ATM to retrieve 
the stuff there? 

DISHER No. It's really not an impediment, it's 
very simple to step around it in going to the ATM film or 
cable station. 

PAO P~ter.. 
QUERY Do you have any results from investigating 

the original cause of the anomally during launch? What made 
the shield come off in ~he first place? 

DISHER I don't, as of this morning. Engineering 
evaluations are continuing. I don't have anything further to 
add to that I said last week, wherein a structural failure 
appeared at 63 ~econds and that is near the ti~e of maximum air 
dynbmic loading, al.d it could well have been a structural fail
ure associated with a combination of vibration and the struct
ural loading at that noment. That will be determined in due 
course, and I'm confident - we just don't hap~1\ to know yet. 

PAO (Garble) 
QUERY That's for me. I wonder if this delay has 

compromised the M07l mineral balance study in any way? As far 
as the crew is concerned, hava they maintained their diet and 
sampling and 80 forth, during their training period here, and 
going to Huntsville, and so forth? 

DISHER Yes. They have maintained their diet. 
We have had to mak~ some compromise in the basic protocol 
because of the calendar considerations, But, by and large, the 
protocol has been maintained, and, in particular, the diet has. 

QUERY I wonder if you can comment on things 
which might have had to be removed from the CSH to allow space 
for these things you're going to have to take, and, specif
ically, a resupply cooler that was to return some data at the 
end of this mission. 

DISHER Okay. There are several things that have 
been removed because they're no longer feasible. For instance, the 
several items of equipment and film associated with sev~ral 
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ot those experiments that wore obviated by the thermal shield. 
Thera were several devicos which were quite dosirable, but in 
today's priorities were not essential. For instance, 
sevoral small computers, hand computerE, for the use of the 
crew on board in working contingency problems and the like. 
Those are example items that occur to me. 

QUERY What about personnal preference items? 
DISHER The very small allowance of personnal 

preference, which is a very mlnor weight and volume allowance, 
has not been compromised at this point. 

QUERY And the resupply cooler that I mentioned, 
do you know about that? 

DISHRR That doesn't ring a bell with me. 
resupply cooler - there is the provision for - I'm sorry, 
resupply coolAr doesn't ring a bell with me. could you 
anlplify that? 

QUERY Well, at least one student experiment might 
be affected by this. Something that was to bo returned - -

DISH~R Oh, okay. I'm with you, I'm with you. 
These were heat sinks, so to spoak. Just cold bricks, if you 
will, to - that were put in the freezer and then provided 
cold storage for a couple of items on return, and, to my 
knowledge, those have not been compromised. 

PAO Bruce. 
QUERY I want to follow on her question a 

minute, John. You said the handheld computers 1 I guess 
there's about three, or so, of those - are you taly.ing about the 
small 3 or 4 inch long and a couple inch wide? 

DISHER Right. Together with it's packing. In 
each of these cases, of course, the packing docs entail some 
weight and volume too. 

QUERY It just seems that that wouldn't be as 
heavy as personal preferance kit items. I'm just curious why 
theee were deleted and other things# not specifically itema -
the personal preferance kit, but other things weren't0 The 
handheld compv~er just doesn't seem to be very big to me, even 
with the packing. 

DISHER It's an item that would be nice to have, 
but we con$lder not necessary. 

PAO David 
QUERY Can we - Do you have any intormation on 

the themal simul.etions at l"arshall and how they are being 
used to figure out the p:renent prc,blem with the coolant loop 
and the foo~ lockers and how accurate the the~mal s~mulation 
models have proved in the past? And I take it that these 
models are what you based the size and the characteristics of 
the - you know, of these heat shields on. I just want to know 
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PAO David 
QUERY Can we - Do you have any intormation on 

the themal simul.etions at l"arshall and how they are being 
used to figure out the p:renent prc,blem with the coolant loop 
and the foo~ lockers and how accurate the the~mal s~mulation 
models have proved in the past? And I take it that these 
models are what you based the size and the characteristics of 
the - you know, of these heat shields on. I just want to know 
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how accurate is your model pradicting temperatures and so 
forth? 

OISHER OkaYft The thermal models are in very 
active use at both Uarshall and here at Houston. And it 
was on the basis of these that we concluded we had to 
cover the whole area of the .. the area formerly covered by 
the meteoroid shield. Initially, it was our thought t~~t if 
we covered the ~rea completely with an effective shield such 
as this, we could have the problem of overchill. We don't -
based on the calculations from those models, we don't think 
thdt's the ca8~, currently. We estimate that the temperature 
would cool dowl from approximately 115 degrees, 110 degrees 
in the cabin, down to about 70 degrees in approximately 
12 hours, as I remember. And those kinds of answers come 
(rom thermal models and computer ca1culatj OIlS. 

QUERY Well, now you've been operating the 
Sky lab for a period cf time in a number of different atti
tudes, it would seem to me you would be getting - have made a 
series of predictions on certain temperatures based on th~se 
thermal models. I'm just wondering how well, how accurate 
are these thermal models proving out to ne, in your experience 
at this time? 

DISHER Okay. The - We're tal~ing about inside 
air temperatures, which have a 

END OF TAPE 
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DISm!R '" insid~ al" te~perat.ure8 which have a 

very substantial lag t.o them OeCAUl3e of the whole MSS of the 

system. It's quite easy to calculate a sustained condition 

temperature. It's quite a bit more difficult to accurately 

calculate the internal temperature response to attitude 

maneuve~s that are made ev~ry several orbits or so, but we can 

predict qualitatively what the effect of a particular mane~ver 

will be. That it will cool the interior on the order of 

5 degrees or ~o. I don't think that we could say that a com

puter program would precisoly predict that answer because of 

unknowns of a quite complex equation in a transient state of 

attitude as versus a steady state. 
QUERY In other words ynu really don't know yet 

how accurate these thermal simulations are? 
[)ISIIER Under a transient condition of attitude 

that changes every several orbits in a manner that we had 

not originally planned, we can't compute the internal tom· 

perature closer than abC'ut.. 5 degrees say. We know that it 

will go up or down. We use those calculations in the atti

tude that we plan. We use them in determining the size of 

the sunshade th~t we'll put out, but we can't c~lculate them 

with the order of 1 or 2 degrees as W~ can measure theM. We 

have the data, measured to a fraction of a deqree, of course. 

QUERY r.arlier the plan was for the cre~ to fix 

that one solar panel and now they're going to do the thermal 

fix first. What was the reasoning behind the change? 
DISHER I'm not aware it was a ch~nqe. Okay. 

All right. 
PAO Okay. We'll go now and take some MOre 

question~ at the Cape anu then come back. 
QUERY Fi rst. \oIhy is there water in one cooling 

loop an antifreeze or Coolanol in the other, and second, 

when will the detailed or revised flight plan for SL-2 be 

made available? 
DISHER Okay. The coolant fluid is tailored to 

its requirementg. For instance, a freezer loop which has to 

cool tood to below zero has to use a liquid other than ~ater. 

Coolanol is one of those liqUids. Water is used where the 

normal temperature range is above 32 degrees and less than 

th~ boiling temperature. Water, of course, is easier to work 

with in a number of applications. We use it where we can. 

And the other questions was when would an accurate tiMe -

QUERY I'd like to know why, particularly in 

view of NASA's previous problems with personal preference kits, 

why the personal preference kits for Skylab weren't the very 

first item taken off the spacecraft when you had to look 

for things to remove. And I have two more questions after this, 

please. 
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DISHER Okay. Well, we will certainly reexamine 
that. 

QUERY Okay. The second question ist where is 
the parasol being tested? I understand it is not being tested 
in the water tank, but at JSC. Is that correct? 

DISHER That's correct. The parasol is being 
tested here, correct. 

QUERY And the status of that testing? 
DISHER It's co~tinuing. 
~JERY And the status of that testing at J~C? 
DISHER 1'm sorry I did not hear. 
QUERY What is the status of that testing at 

JSC? 
DISHER Okay. It's been underway for several 

days and it' s continuing. We expect that the test ing will 
be complete by tomorrow morning. As for as the flight article 
is concerned, some additional testing will continue afterwards 
to determine if there are any idiosyncrasies that we should 
know about in the flight deployment. 

QUERY And the last quE'tstion is: {'", just not 
sure it I have you clear. 00 I understand that what you're 
going tv do is go up there, look around, then if there is any 
debris you're going to soft dock, and you're going to ~at and 
sleep, whatever youl~e going to do, and then you're going to 
get out and clear off that debrisJ and the .. you're going to 
hard dock, you're going to go into the airlOCK, you're goinq 
to deploy the parasol and then after all t~at you're going to 
get baCK into the command module and undock and go back and 
try to pull the panel free? 

DISHER No. We do not know for sure that we will 
try to release a solar panel. That will depend on the or!ginal 
inspection and Pete's report and discussion with the ground. 
If the deployment were considered fea,sible we would then make 
a real time decision as to if it would be attempted, when 
it would be attempted in the mission, or possibly might it 
be attempt - deferred to the second rniasion. There is no cer
tain plan as regards the solar - the freeing of a st~ck solar 
array. I t wi 11 depend on what we sep. when we 9(·~. there. 

QUEPY Okay. I'd like to repeRt my question I 
asked earljer about when will the detailed revised flight 
plan for SL-2 be made available? And second, yesterday ~fter
noon at the 18:00 briefin9, the food experts said that pro
longed heat. in pxcesss of 24 hO'.lrs would probably compromise 
the food onboard there. What is the prerent status of the 
food? 

DISHER Okay. The attitude of the spacecraft 
has been chanC)ed to bring the temperaturf:ls down from t.heir 
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approx,matoly 120 degre. level. the teap4rature., I believe 
are • I .hould lay froa their approxlaate 135 degree level that 
they were ye.terday. I believe that the te.peritur •• are 
currently in the 115 to 120 degree ranCj8. The timing of 
the flight plan rel •• I.t, 8ill, when would you expect that that 
would be printed and available? 

SPEAXER Aa 800n as we can get our handa on it. 
DISHER All right. 1 would Cjueaa the mrltinq of 

launch would be a fair e.timate at thl~ point. We're talk
ing about availability to the prel' that ia 1 preaume. 

SPEA~ER Yel. Soon as we get it. 
DISHER Yea. 
PAO 18 that all froN the Cape? Okay, we'll 

come back here tor questions. We left Abbie hanging in the 
middle of one here. I'm sorry. 

QUERY It's tha change that - you have aort of 
obandoned planning to tix that solar panel for thia tirdt 
mission, is that correct? 

DISHER No. We've providod the cont~ngency toola 
to do it if it looks lik" a simple ~ob 80 that we could make 
the decision real tim~ to 90 ahead and do it -

END OF TAPE 
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provided that contingency toola to do it if it look, like 
a aimple job, 80 that vo could "ako the deal. ion real-time 
to go ahead and do it and fit 1t into tho plan. 

QUERY But you haven't put it in the flight 
plan the way you hAve with these thermal fixes. 

DISHER That i8 correct. 
QUERY And hal the crew simulated fixing the 

.olar panel in any of the simulators? 
nIS"~R T~ey have - they worked with the tool 

in a simulated struoture that duplicate. the solar array 
fairing just to praotice the use of the tool, and that's being 
rlone under water at Marshall. 

QUF.RY There was some talk about Pete Conrad 
flying to California to look at the solar panels, Is he 
still go109 to do that, do you think? 

DISHER That was oonsidered - I don't think 
that it" currently in the plan. 

QUERY There haa been some, fr~ our point of 
View, quite dramatic chanqe about the aolar panel deployment 
which has just sort of come out by the way. 1 mean, can you 
tell us - has it been dAcided that this is too dangerous to 
do? 

DISHER No, no, it is not. That would depend on 
what we see when we get there. 

QUERY Thore haa heen, but perhaps 1'-/e been 
mi&understandlng all along, but there has been some change, 
some crucial change in the whole plan, hasn't there? This 
was to be the first thing to be done; so now you've dor.ided, 
for some reason, you're not gOing to attempt to deploy the 
solar panel unles8 it's fairly easy, and you're going to have 
a 28 day mission - we' re ba.~k to, presumably I 11 days ot work 
<'\nd l! days of doing nothi,'\';, for lack of power, is that right 1 

DIsnr.n Well, addros8inC) the power first. With 
the power that we have, we think that a duration approaching 
28 days can be attained. With regard to tho part that dOn 
ploying one of the workshop solar arrays plays in the - plays 
jn our thinking, I think we're .. I don't interpret that 
there's been a major change there. e've all along talked 
about a contingency providing for that, depending on what's 
seen on sight. It's - could you - could you elaborhte on 
your - you're talking about change from what? 

QUERY Yes. I'm sorry. What I was saying is 
now it looks \'~ry unlikely there will be a solar panel deploy .. 
ment on the first mission. Therefore, presumably, weill be 
back 

to the situation we faced a week ago when we were told 
there'd be 11 dayb of fairly serious exPerimental activity and 
11 days doing very little to conserve power. 

DISHER Okay, I missed your comment. You are 
adding up to 28 days with 17 - yes, if we are, in fact, not 
able to deploy a solar array, we do have a reduced power 
profile in the latter part of the mission. That is correct. 

., I ':' , 4. t· . 
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PAO Okay, one last question from Peter. 
QUERY HAft anyone voiced any concern at all OVdr 

the 11kely condition of tho orew on Friday, after all this 
lntenaive tralnlnq of the paat few daya? 

OISHRR We'l, certainly, they will under90 a ~lnu_-
2 day, a minu .... l day physical at the Cape, and, certainly, the 
medical team will take that factor into account in the exaMina· 
tion. 

OUf.R\, lias there been concern expressed at this 
.tage regarding that? perhaps ea81ng up on their training 
in aome way or even coneiderin9 a slip again on that 
account? 

DISHER 
Sunday, it you 

PAO 

END OF TAPE 

Well, they were given a light day on 
will, from that standpoint. 

Okay, thank you very much. 
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SPf!AXER 
SPEAXBR 
SPEAI(ER 
SPEAKER 

••• th18 red 119ht , 
No, 1 don' t know about that. 
Okay. 
If you want the C~pe, there it ls, 

r i9ht there. 
SP~~BR Okay, hut when you get questions froa 

the Cape, don't start your answtiring until the red li9ht 
coneS on becaoae, they have qot to do A lot of switching. 

SPEAKER Wait for the red light? 
SPEAXER Wait tor the red light. 
SPEAKER You start on the red. 
SPEAKER Right. 
SPEAKER Okay, we'll get started with this 

change of shift briefing. P4rticipants are Flight Direc· 
t~r, Hilt Windler, and Craig Staresinich who il the EGIL 
on Ml. Windler'S shift, that'~ Electrical, General In,tru
mentation and Life Support Officer. Hilt, do you want 
to give us a s~ry of your shift, please? 

WINOLER Okay, I guess the first thing I ought 
to say is that what EGIL really stands for is ~ne of the greatest 
jugglers that's been around lince I saw that guy do his 
little thing with The Harlem Globetrotter halt-time show 
with all his little balla and everything, because he's been 
juggling the power require~ents and the heating requirements 
and cooling requirements and everything else to try to ~ke 
the spacecraft stay in a stable condition until we can 
get the crew ~p there to make s~e changes or fixes that 
improve the situation. And let me also say that if you 
folks have been through at least one of theBe press con-
ferences you have been through one mol'e than I have. So 
I have really not kept up with everythinq that's been said 
to y'all and Jack, if 1 make any mistakes you kick me now, 
if I say something that haa been said differently by 
somebody else. But basically I plan to tell you what 
we've been doing today. And I've been spending really all 
of my time in the control Center, on the console and have 
not been participating in the training operation as y'ail 
are probably already well aware of. And Craig is in the 
same situation. We were one of the teams that haa stayed 
in there, and live been in most of the nights and I quess 
have gone directly home or something and not come over 
here and briefed y'all. I think most of you are interested 
any way on what was going on with the planning. But basic
ally, as you are aware, we are- we're doing this juggling 
act and in fact we are trying to control the spacecraft 
attitude through, or the spacecraft temperature I should 
say, through a series of attitude maneuqers. It's com-
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have gone directly home or something and not come over 
here and briefed y'all. I think most of you are interested 
any way on what was going on with the planning. But basic
ally, as you are aware, we are- we're doing this juggling 
act and in fact we are trying to control the spacecraft 
attitude through, or the spacecraft temperature I should 
say, through a series of attitude maneuqers. It's com-
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pounded by t.he fact thAt we have these atrap-(\own rate 
gyr08 and they have a current, you ~iqht call it, drift. 

'1'hoy are deligned to, aa you have probably bellO told, to 

be updated every rev hy aqulrin9 the Sun thro\.lgh the Sun 

eensors and re~vlng the errora ~hat have acc~ulated over 

the back-side night time pas6. Of courso we havan't 86en 

the Sun with these 8ensor8 tor 8everal days now, 1 couldn't 

evon te 11 you how lIany to te 11 you the t.rut.h. And we 

have a conlinuinq dri.ft proble" because wo've been unable to 

update the c~puter's knowlege ~f what tho drift rate in the gyros 

is. Con8equently from time to time we havo to chango the 

attitude of the spacecraft just to keep it whete we 
really want it, a.nd wo've been doing that. PluB there's 

ddditional attitude maneuvers that are required to make 

the spacecraft do di f ferent things ternperature.·wiae, ei thor 

cool aorno part of it or heat some other part. Don puddy 

probably told you of some of the attempts that were made 

to heat parts of the spacecraft. And 7 'rn not leally going 

to go into a lot of detail personally. I'm qoinq to ack 

Cra.ig in just a minute to tell you of some of the thing! 

we are concerned about, and how we're managing them. But 

basically, we're using three references instead of the stand

rd - you might call it attitudo inertial refer~nces. We 

are using a temperature ~n the other side of tho workshop 

that we are trying to balance equally on left and right 

sidol so we know that we are in the right roll nttitude. 

We're using the power output of the solar cells to deter

mine that we are at the right angle, pitch angl~, with re

spect to the Sun. And we're u8ing a momentum state to 

determine if the spacecraft is actually in tho orbital 

plane. And those are the cues that we're using and you 

m3Y already be familiar with thoBe. Craiq, why don't you 

tell them a little bit about how you are managin'3 the 

systems that you're concerned with, .,nd then we'll stand 

by for questions. 
STARESINICH Okay, originally I think the two big 

systems we're trying to manage are the ATM power systems 

and the ~s thermal systems. we tried originally to get 

up to a pitch attitude that would - -

END OF 'rAPE 
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STARRSINICH We tried originally to get up to a 
pitch attitude that would out down the inoident anglo on the 
OWS, the workshop itlelf, just enough 80 that we oan get the 
ATM batteries charged at lunlet. At that attitude, 1 think 
one of \:he bjg eventl was tryinq to keep the luit Wlbi110al 
8y.te~ water loop above 32 degrees to keep it frOil freesing. 
Now, today, we had to pitch down about 10 degree., total, to 
keep the inoident angle on the whole cluster • to increase 
the incident angle on the whole cluster so that we can get 
the suit loop to wam up or maintain a stable tCiaperature. 
And, 80 far, we've manaqed to do that. At that lower pltc~ 
anglo, the power system increase. cdpability ard we have no 
worries now. As a natter fact, we have excess energy as far 
dS the power system g~s. The ows temps at tho lower incident 
angle is - may increase slightly. We have - well, it's hard 
to tell exactly what it i8 now because, eal'lier, we did a 51 
degree counterclockwise roll to let the suit UMbilical sya-
tum aee the Sun for 1 dayliqht pas8 and brought it back 4g4in 
at the end of that daylight paBs. With that, it Bort of threw 
all of OU1' - it threw our temperature trends off sOI'I\eWhat be
cause tho roll maneuver increased the temperatures on the other 
side of the I,pacecraft and decreased the ones that wore seeing 
the Sun bef~~e. ~o, until they come back and stabilize again, 
well, hell - when they do we'll have a better handle where 
the stable temperature of the cluster 1s now. \'Ie' ve managed 
to charge one of the airlock module batteries, especially at 
this lower incident angle. We've gotten battery 7 up to 72 
percerlt state of charge. And charqing up battery 1 all10 in
creased, added s~~ heat into the airlock module coolant loop, 
which also is a lower temperature we'd like it to be. So, 
I think, other than that, overythinq's pretty geod. 

WINDERI. If it hadn't already been mentioned, you 
might mention one other point, that is, you've had to apply 
heat to the airlOCK module to heat U.f! walls up - -

STARESINICH That's right. 
WINDLER - that I s required power whic.'h, unti 1 today, 

you haven't really had available, very ~uch available to you. 
STARESINICn This is the first day we've managed to 

keep the MDA wall heaters on for a full duty cycle. They are 
on all the time, and ~e have enough power to do that and itls 
heating up the MDA wall temps to a poi~t where it - the hot-
test temperature we've seen yet because of this manaC)ement Bcheme. 
And that should help the airlock module walls keep up also. 

PhO Okay, before we take questions, do you 
have the spelling of Mr. Staresinich t 8 name? I t 18 Staresinich. 

-
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II that correct? 
STARBSUnCI. That.' I rlqht. 
PAO Okay, Sruce Hickl. 
QUERY Yel, Hilt or Craig, either one. The daily 

atatua report .how. the avera<j8 t~l'lperature in the U.vimJ 
quarter area il 117 degree., ,,;hlch i. above what we' VI heen 
getting earlier and there's been leIS concern. And, we under
stand that the .. We vere told in the lalt briefing that the 
readings were off so~Je • 120 off Icale, which I que •• were 
wall teaperatures in the food area. And, aa I r.call, I think 
it was off a~ale 120 when we Itarted, believing there .1ght 
be Ilome outqaa81ng and all. What further concern ia there 
that thore will be additional outga •• ing and how - at what 
point in time, before the crew entera, are you going be able 
to stop the outgassing or this high temperature? 

WINDLER Well, we - First ot all, the outgassing 
had to do with a temperature that was up around 115. It was 
a temperature - a difterent t.e.perature. There 1. one thermo
couple - 1 think it.'. the only one left, ilnlt it, that'. on 
scale in that area. It's lOS degrees, .0 we really think 
that the te~perature is - it is hotter today because, of courle, 
we're at this lower angle - pitch angle, which means that the 
Sun •• i~pin9ing .are directly, ~re like a 0 degree angle 
on it, of course. Plus the fact that, as Craig already mentioned, 
we took a large influx of heat when we turned che - did the roll 
maneuver. So, there'. no question but what the teftperature. 
are higher, and it's aleo difficult to tell exactly how much 
higher they are. The beet gue88 is probahly 8OMewher6 around 
125 to perhaps 128, 29 degrees along up in there. 
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SPBAtCSR .. exaotly how muoh higher they are. Th-
belt 9ue.s 18 probably .omewhere .round 125 to parhapi 138, 
2~ degree., along up in there. And the ~dloal people have 
looked at the food situation and they e'pect .. thoy have laid 
it will be okay if we can just stay at the •• elevated te.p
orat-urea tor around 24 hours. So, we expeot - if we - don't 
expeot to have to do anyroore roll mal\ouvera l\J\d we think that 
the t~lIlperatures will qradually decr"" •• in this area. Al\d 
so we - but they are elevated today, that'. rl<jht. 1 don't 
think outgaslinq II an tnereaft.. I really didn't .. do 
you know that te~perature off hand? 

SPEAXEA It'. 175. 
SPEA~ER Still 115. 
PAO Hruce. 
QUERY One other thing. Kxactly how deep i. the 

concern over the coolant loops and if thoae - the liquid, 1 
believe itls plain water in thoso loops - frozen in the loops 
and the linea l'uJltul'ed, what would be the overall impact? 

8Pr.A~ER Well, we don't • first of all we don't 
believe that the temperature ia down low enough to - itts not 
at the free?ing point. The te~perature transition that welre 

• 

monitoring now is right near a heat exchanger that exchanges 
heat with the airlock module coolant loop. And I think that 
the prime concern 1& not to get that temperature down to the 
(n .. ezin9 point, because if you did and if something did break, 
the airlock module coolant loop has a chance of being damaged. 
flas a chance of being damaged because it's a heat exchanger _ 
it could exch&nge hoat with both loops. Itls interconnected 
between the two loops. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Is that what you just described, your plan 

for reducing the temperature inside t.he cabin? There was a 
refercnco that Dennis ~4de that you were going to be able to 
get the coolant loop warmer but still bring the temperatures 
down in the cabin by means of a new thermAl manager plan which 
is being worked on, or s~ething at that nature, and I didn't 
quite understand what he W~8 saying at the time and 11m won
dering if you do have some kind of magic ne~ plan. 

SPEAKER Who did you sBay said that? 
PAO Dennis over the PAO in ope of his commen-

taries, 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

ware that's being 
OUERY 

of orienting the 
SPEAKER 

Maybe he's talking about the ••• 
I guess I'm - I don't know of any hard

proposed, there may be some but - -
I dontt mean hardware, I meant some way 

vehicle. Are you - -
I guoss you're talking - well we need 
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the model. There's no way 1 can hardly - wo're flyinq along 
and I don't which ends following, t.o t.ell you the truth. 

SPF~KER Well we're flying along the • well we're 
flying at. ••• 

SPF.AXER Who's 90in9 first? If I'" the ~Arth, then 
the Sun's ovor there. We're pitched up like this flying alon] 
like this with the OWS radiator shield down here. Now - at 
b negative beta, it's such that one ftide of the dark side is 
aeeing deep apace and the other aide of the dark side ia aeeing 
the Earth. Okay. 00 you want .a to describe ••• 

SPEAKER I'll tell you what - well let's jUlt pu~ 
it this way - we're flying along and the Earth is kind ot off 
to our rltJnt hand side, a8 opposed to being directly under 
us. We're propoling to just turn around and fly backward and 
we don't know if this will work yet or not. It's atill being 
evaluated, but we're proposing to essentially turn around and 
fly backwards so that the Earth is off to the left side and 
the albedo will probably increase the te~p • we think it will -
or has a chance of incroasing the t •• perature - and the thing 
that welre concerned about .. it happens to be on the left 
side - all we I re saying is we III put that toward the Earth 
instead of putling it towards space and like 1 say, both the 
maneuver and the good that's donA by the maneuver - our ther~l 
deficiancy - are being looked at. That's probably what he was 
referring to I quess. 

QUERY I.et me ask you if - how you woulll fee 1 
about keeping this up past Friday if there should happen not 
to be a launch on Friday and the decision was say to go 5 
more days or so.' 

SPEAKER Well, we've .. how w~ny days have we been 
doing it now? We think we can keep Joing it. It's - it'a 
not - of course it'a not the way yo~'d like for the systems 
to be working obviously but. they are - we're in a stable con
dition we think and able to - we can't do auything very fancy 
but as long as we stay like we are why we can handle things 
pretty well ~e think. 

QUERY Can you go over this cold problem again? 
W1at coolant loops are affected? How are they associated with 
t\~is hcat exchanger? What happens to the heat exchanger if 
thc)' freeze? 1\nd what .. did you see any rise in temperatures 
after doing this change in pitch and the ~oll maneuver? 

SPEAKER Go ahead. 
SPEAKER Okay, the two - to answer your first question -

t.he two coolant loops that are affected is the suit umbilical 
coolant loop number 1 and the airlock module primary coolant 
loop. They interact with each other. The suit umbilical 
coolant loop dumps heat into the airlOCK module coolant loop 
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which radl~te. out to apAce through the radiator. To an.wer 

your 'Gcond que'tion, the con~er" 18 of freealnq the water • 
oh, by the way. the prill.ry coolant loop hal coolonol which 

frooaea at a very low temperature and the .uit ooolant loop 

ha8 wAtor 1n lt which fre~.e. at 32 A8 you know. The prlaary 
concern ia trying to - 18 freeling thft water in the suit loop 

and poallbly gettinq down to a BoUd state whioh lG.Y crAck the 

heat exchanger. And if it doe 8 , it would depend on where it 

happen8. It ~Ay ~r ~ay not affect the primary coolant loop. 

And to answer your third question - the temperature'. steady 

at thiB ti~l. It's neither decreasing or increasing_ 
QUERY • • • 
SPE~KER Well, the particular point we're looking 

at, it's about 34 degrees. 
QUERY • • • 
~PEAKER It's about a8 hAPPY a8 35. Or 36. No, 

it'a not v"r)' co:t\fortahle at all. We'd 11ke to figure out 

a way ~f increasinq it and in fact we'd like to get it up 

around )~. l think we'd all breuthe a lot ."sier if it -..48 

up at 15, but welre - the only way we can think - well we 

really- we don't know how to do that yet. We're .. but we 

havo stopped it from going (lown. It hasn't gono down in the 

last - -
SPtAKER In the last 8 hours, as a matter of fact. 

SPF.AKF.R Well, it hasn't gone down 8i9r~ificantly 

though, I think, since about 2 days ago. 
SPEAKER Oh, that's right. It hasn't budged. Right. 

QUERY \i!'lat temperature did it start out 1 In 

oth~r words, what kind of a decrease have you seen? 
SPF.AKER It hasn't decreased very much. It started 

out a couple of days ag() at not more than 36 degl'ees. It' 8 

been very slow, qradual decreases that we're wor - that we've 

seen, ana - -
SPEAKER You ffiight mention the other loop is about 

38.8 or 39 degrees along up in there. 
SPEAXER That's all right. 
SPEAKER There's - there's 
QUERY ••• 
SPEAKER No, there's 

bilieal cooolant loops. Number 
about, the number 2 is about 39 
a feel for you know the kind of 
about. 

two suit umbilical - suit urn-
1 is the one ~e're concerned 
de9re~s. Just to give you 
numners that we're talking 

QUERY 
cracks? 

What happAns to the heat exchanger if it 

SPF.AKER 
QUERY 

I don't understand your question really. 
Well, in other words, if the worst happens 

· . , 

----------------------------.......... 
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in othor words, and th& water traaacs, and it affeota tho pri
mary cooling ... -

RPF.AKf.R 1 quess we roa l1y (Ion' t know whether t.hat 
would hdVO any real damaqinq effoct on the prim4ry heat oxohange 
or not. 1 suppose in the ultiMto it could crack the primary. 
But I don· t know that that' 8 the case. YO\l jU8t don' t like 
to freeze things. Like R~otime8 your car radiator will freeze 
and it doesn't hurt it any. 

PAO Let's CJo to the Kennedy Space Center ques-
tions theru, please. 

OUF.RY The mission status report earlier today 
says that the serioul concern, and they used those words, about 
the primary coolant loop WAS that if it ~racked it would dump 
co01an01 into the Ai rlock. t{ow lid like to know is that true? 
f\nd number 2, what is coo\anol? And nwnb(~ 3, what would be 
the effect of CC>olanol being d~ped out into the airlock? 

SPF~~ER Go ahead, answer. 
SPEAKER Ok~y. The heat exchangers we're talking 

about is located in the external side of the skin. It's not 
inside the airlc)ck module. eoolanol is a form of ethylene 
glycol, so it's alaoat like the antifreeze you put in your 
car. And the effect of dumping the eoolanol - 1 think you 
asked what the affect was if we dwnped it in the aitlock 
module and that's of no ~oncern because it's external. And 
I guess the worst that could ha,pen is if you did break it 
you'd lose that coolant loop and w~'d be on secondary coolant 
loop at all times, which ia no great consequence, because we 
can operate the whole mission on one coolant loop. 

QUERY And the other question, I guess, goos to 
the PAO. Are we going to have 4 management or planning press 
.•• to answer sume of the questions whi~h have just come 
up in tho - -

END 01" TAPE 
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QueRY And the other que8tion, I 9ue,'I, qoes 
to PAO. Are we 901n9 to have a management or planning 
person over to answer some of the questiona which have 
Just c~e up? In the lalt program director', atatuB re
port such AI the - now r,anqloy 1n worKing on 80l'\~ 
kind of a device tor a shield, a third one. We u~der8tand 
that J;VA is out, that the primary Mthods are two techr,lquea 
from the eL21 area. We just keep getting conflicting 
trends and no management person or plannin9 person ever 
comea over to Ray whftt they are. 

PAO I can't anawer you.- '"JuGation directly, 
Hr. Dloom. I'", sure that Mr. O'Donnell .. ~:: heard your ques
tion and he i8 taking it into consideration out in the 
News Conter. We'll have to let you know. I just don't 
know the answer right now, Mark. 

QUERY I think that this i8 more or less an 
~d hoc. Is it possible that the result of thp EVA that 
the prime crew will do tomorrow at Marshall Spaceflight Center 
could change options again? That means that ~,he umbrella type 
device would be second dqain, and the sunshield would bS firot 
again? 

PAO Okay, Jive just been handed a slightly 
revised program director's daily status report and to be 
lnserted ahead of the last draft is this aente"ce. ·Cur
rent plans are to carry at le~st one SAL device and one 
sail.-

QUERV We were told this morning that there 
were only tWQ options left, and now you said -at least.
That could i~ply that there are still three. Are there 
three devices to take up to the station, or should a deci-
sion be made before that that only two devices could be brought 
up? 

PAO I don't quite understand the question, 
I quess. The latest information is what I just read on 
the insert. I have no further information than that at 
this time. 

QUERV I I d like to know whethor the command 
module could take up three devices, or if it's only pos
sible to take up two devices? 

WINDLF.R Let me - I really havenlt been very in-
volved in that. That's of course a hypothetical ques-
tion and, certainly, there is priorities and trade offs. 
And there a~e things that are being taken in the command 
module that you could trade off if you chose to, but I 
don't believe there are any plans to do that. I think 
that the question you're talking about is not under real 
serious consideration. 
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PAO Reg Ternal. 
QUERY A more factual ~hing then. What time 

do we pick up the count tomorrow? 
SPP.AKER I don't have any idea. Do we pick it 

up tomorrow? I plan to be in trying to make the space
craft wor~ right, therMally, tomorrow. 

PAO . We'll get than answer for you Reg. 
SPEAKER What day is tomorrow, Tuesday? 
SPEAKER 1 think our interface with the Cape 

ie very small at this point. 
QUERY I'm sorry, I'm still concerned with 

your hot-cold problem~ and that is, how can you hold at 
34 degrees and at the same time decrease those tempera
tures in the workshop area? 

WINDLER Well, I thin~ what we're trying to 
say is that nobody really understands, at least they're 
working on this, but t don't believe we've qot the com
plete story yet - that full understanding of exactly how 
the things that make that temperature respond. For some 
of the things we've tried do not appear, at least at first 
glance, to have a significant effect on it. So, we're still 
looking, as I mention~d - One other aspect is to try to 
turn that side of the spacecraft towards a little bit or 
a warmer body, that is, the Earth's reflection of the Sun. 
And there may he other techniques involved. I think we 
pretty well understand the mechanics involved with the 
w~y that the temperatures respond to the pitch maneuver since 
~. have tried sevoral different attitudes. nut we don't 
have that kind of understand;ng with this suit umbilical 
loop. But, as I say right now, it is stabilized at a point 
where we can live with it, 1f we have to, at. this tempera
ture. But we would like to understand it better and 
we would like to raise the temperature if we can, and 
vetIl still be workin~ on doing that. 

QUERY When do you plan to hring the temp-
eraturc9 insidQ the workshop down? Aren't they too hl~h 
now? 

WINOLP.R Well, wetll h~ve to do that within the 
next 12 or IS hours or something like that. But we can 
do that by raising the pitch angle. 

QURRY Yes, thatts a point 1 wanted to ex-
plor~ with you. If the food people SAY you h~v~ to lower 
the cahin temperature within a certain amount of time, 
and yet you have not, within t.hat certain amount of time, 
been able to work out everytbing as far as this new 
procedure that you're thinking ahout, what do you do 
then? Do you go ahead and say, wolt, if the thing freezes, 
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we'll let it freeze. Which has a higher priority, the 
coolant loop or the food? 

WINDLER Well, I guess we'll take the next sev-
eral hours to decide that. Let me point out to you, it is 
my understanding that the food is not an instantaneous 
thin<j. I mean, at 130 degrees, it doesn't maC) icall:, turn 
into ashes or anything like that. And also, it is a thing 
that happens over a period of days and to varying degrees. 
And also, I understand that there is only about 10 percent 
of the food that is affected by this high te~perature. 
I don't know, that's the number I understood from the pro
gram office. So, we're not talking about 100 percent of 
the food being affected by this higher temperature. Aleo 
we were at temperatures Which, I mean, sorry - We were 
at angles, pitch angles, which were satiafactory from the 
food and the internal environ!T\ent point of view. And this 
suit temperature, suit loop temperature, was satisfactory 
at that time. Now, as you are probably also aware, we 
did have a switchover from the primary coolant, airlock 
module coolant l(~p, to the secondary. For a short while, 
we were back on the prl~ry, but that's 30 minutes or so 
or something like that. Since that time, we've remained 
on the ser.ondary, which Craig has already saiu is a du
licatc and it works fine. So that transition probably 
ad some ~ffect on the - on the response of this temperature, 

which we don't complotely undfrstand yet, either. All 
I'm trying to say 1s that we really - There's reason to believe 
that we can go bac~ to this other attitude and perhaps 
not have U.e suit temperature dr.op below the freezing 
point. 

QUERY Let'o hear ~nother case where the cool-
ant loop does freeze and let's even say that the heat 
exchangor cracks. What does that do as far as the mission 
is concerned? 

WINDLER That's all that happens, nothing. 
SPEAKER Right? 
STARESINICII That's right. 
WINDLER We've got another loop that works, 

and we also have another suit capability. 
QUERY ••• 
SPEAKE~ Oh, yeo. 
PAO l.et's get one from Hary. 
QUf-:RY I m~y have nisBc,", this carl ter but now 

that wc'rf' up in the hiqh tem~rature range of 120, I be
lieve it is insid~, is it pooAiblc thnt we might have more 
outgas9inq of TOI. 19 there still a residual in that foam? 
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WINDLER I really don't have a very good answer 
for your question there. I think that the temperatures -
We were at higher temperatures than this before, earlier 
in the mission. And it is my understanding that those 
were what ~aused the outgassing and the temperatures that 
we are at now, plus the pressures, restrict the outgassing. 
You know, we're in these cycles, cycle the pressure 
up to about 2 ~si, drop it down, fill it up again, dump 
it, etcetera. There is about 4 of these cycles. We are near 
the end of the first one, or close to it, although we did atop 
it for a few minutes - a few hours - to allow th~ attitude 
to stabilize. And we think that this, even at the temp
eratures that we're at, this will clear up the outgasding. 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER And we think that this, even at the 

temperatures that we are at, this will clear up the out

gassing situation. 
Q~ERY Do we know if there is any residual 

though in the foam that could out9as if we go higher again? 

Is there any way to 888eS8 that? 
WINDLER 1 don't know the answer, I'm sure some-

body must, but 1 don't. I don't really know the answer 

to that. live certainly been led to believe it i8 undeaire

able to get back up to those higher temperatures. And those 

are in excess to thoAe I was talking about earlier. 

QUERY And the pressure in the cabin right 

now is what? 
WINDLER The prp.ssure? 
STARESINICH I'm sorry 0.98, somewhere around there. 

QUERY I t is prohably a stupid question but 

why docsn't the backup umbilical freeze? Is that on the 

other side of the spacecraft? 
WINDLER It's probably a very good question, 

and J don't know the answer ~nd I've asked that question 

royself. And no, they are not. They are on the same place~ 

STARESINICH They're at the same radial location. 

They are located right underneath - right on the outside skin 

of the airlock module, in the same module. 
WINDLER 1 guess, without getting into a com-

plicated explanation which I COUldn't co anyway, CrAig 

could, but the way that the coolant flows through the 

loops is kind of complicated and has various paths that 

it can qo through depe~dinq upon what is calling for fluid. 

We don't have you know a large meaSU1"ement of every path 

that it can take. So there is some subjective evaluation 

there, but exactly where the flow is all going, 80 that 

makes it difficult to preciaely say just exactly why one 

of them is responding differently than the other. 
STARES INICH 't. t' A a lAo functioned to where the trans-

ducers are. You know the temperaturo transducer on the 

loop May be closp~ to a hot pi~ce of structure - closer to 

the internal wall or whatever. And without knOWing exactly 

where theytre located, it is hard to 89seS8 that. 

SPF.AKF.R Okay, thank you. 
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PAO Okay. Good mornin~. Wetll - This morning 
~ .. e have Don puddy, the off-coming flight dlrector, and John 
Aaron (that's A-a-r-o-n) t who is workshop systems engineer, 
call siqn EAGLE. And, Don, you want to run over what the 
current .lltatus is after coming off from the past - You're on 
8 hours now aren't you, instead of a 121 

PUDDY Well, that's a modified 8 hours. 
PAO Modified 8 hours with 2 hours on either side 

it it maybe? 
PlIDDY Anil a little in the middle. Okay, basically, 

our activities this evening have centered around continu~l 
th~rmal management. We'r.e still, of co~rse, trying to main-
tain the habitatlon area temperature wi~hin as low a limit 
as we possibly ca." primarily for, of ~ourse, the film and 
the food considerations. We have had a decrease in one of 
our coolant loops ~ssociated with the EVA suit loops. And 
basically what we're trying to do here is to keep it from 
getting too cold. Right. now we're at a temperature of ar\lund 
34 to 34.2 degrees, And w~'d like to keep that temperature 
somewhere in the region of around 34.7 degrees. Basically, 
all of the thermal management is still going on by varying 
our attitude and by managing the various load~ that we have 
the capability of SWitching via ground cO~3and. We're presently 
at a pitchup attitude of about 40 llegrees. Hopefully, some 
time dur lng the day we may br ing that att.i tude back up in the 
order of 4S or 46 degrees, which is very close to the attitude 
that lIve talked to you about previously. There are also a 
couple of other maneuvers that are being investigated, such 
that we might be able to get a little more heating on t}>.is 
~articular area by using the effect of Earth albedo. And 
basically what this involves is actu~lly yawing the space~raft 
around 180 degrees, and then taking cut the pitch we have in 
there now, plus putting it back in tile oppeai te dl rection. 
Or, if you want to phrase that in diffe.~ent terms, actually 
after we complete 1\ l80-degree yl\W man£'uver, we t d actually be pi tch
lng somewhere in the order of, say, 90 degrees - 90 to 94 de-
grees. I think we're - You can't Sl\y we're completely sta-
bilized, but we are able to maintain, I think, a succe8sful 
balance of the temperatures in each of thes£~ areas, and this 
is a continuing real-lme management problem. But \e think lolC 

have it under control and there uhould be no problem. As f~r 
a8 the Skylab 2 lift-off ia concerned, to the h .at of my 
kn(~ledge, we are still looking at a Friday launch. I did 
bring with me today a nample of the material that we are using 
for the alternate meteoroid shield, and this will give you 
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some idea of what it looKS like. It, is aluminized Mylar on 
one side and a nylon fabric an-
other e This wah cut to 

the scale of one of the earlier concepts; I mainly brought 
it just to show you an ideawhat the material looks like. 
As it stands right now, our plan is to carry with us two 
alternate types of shields, the prime candidate being the 
one that is deployed from the plus-Z SAL. Its dimensions 
being in the order of 22 by 24 feet, capable of being extended 
to just above the spacecraft's surface on up to a distance, 
1 believe, of around 20 feet. The alternate - Of course, 
this one does not involve an EVA, this is strictly going into 
the worKahop area, installing some modified equipment from 
one of the experiments - corollary experiments that we had 
scheduled for the mission - T027, in the SAL, and extending 
the rods. And there's a lot of detailed mechanism that we can 
go into if you want to later, hut basically it just involves 
extending these rods through the SAL, putting a small down
ward mo'lem mt once you have it the area you would like to 
deploy it, and it releases some springs which allows the sail 
to unfold and it can be modulated from there. After it is 
deployed, it can be rotated or it can be moved in distance 
from the spacecraft surface. The alternate approach to that 
is the -
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PUDOY The alternate approach to that is the 
Marshall-developed sail which I thiTlk George Hardy briefed 
you all on the other day_ To best my ~nowledge those are 
the only two that are being carried, primarily due to weight 
limitations. Any of you that would li~e to view a picture 
of what the rods looK like and things of that n~ture, I do 
have a picture here. One thing that we did talk about 
the other day and there was a question on that I '"'apt to 
clarify. It looks li~e we're getting a little firmer on 
our rendezvous and docking timeline and we do expect to 
have real-time TV from Guam, and this is just prior to 
tne flyaround maneuver, starts at about 7 hours apJ 32 
minutes elapsed time and runs for about 10 minutes to about 
7:40 elapsed. And hopefully egain picking up the States around 
a hours and lasting there for about 10 or 11 minutes. This 
is our present pl~n and should have that real time assuming 
there is no perturbations to the rendezvous. Of course, the flight 
plan for that day is the standard n "" 5 rendezvous which 
we had normally planned to have for Skylab 2. In addition 
to that we do have the one SEVA activity which is designed 
to see if we can free up one of the AM solar array wings. 
One or both as the case may he. And that's about all I 
have and opening up for qu~stions. 

PAO Please wait for the mike, Bruce Hic~s. 
QUERY What would be the time of the SEVA 

activity basically? 
PUDDY Okay, the plan is that they will 

accomplish the flyaround. They will come bac~ in after 
that for a soft docking. They will go through a - a supper 
period and will actually undocy. after preparing for the 
SEYA at around 10 hours and 35 minutes. They will QSO the 
entire next dayside pass for that particular SEYA activity. 
Hopefully docking just prior to sunset, and this docking 
should occur somewhere in the order of 11130 elapsed time 
from lift-off. 

QUERY And the fix methodA being taken, you 
said earlier two alternate. I supposp what you meant 
WAS just two, and not two alternate tc a prime. Junt the 
two - -

PUODY There 8\:"e two methods to t,he bast of 
my knowledge only being carried. The prime, ..... hich is the 
ono from the plus-Z SAl., the alternate which is the one that's 
attached to the ATM structure. The A-frame. 

PAO Darry (garble) 
QUr.RY Have you determined whAt kind of problema 

you are g01ng to have in tho event the water in the coolant 
loop doos freeze? 
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PUOOY Well, there are possible ~rOblems as-
sociated with the - our main cooling loop. There is a 
common heat e;(changer aBsociated with the. main cooling loop. 
We don't know whether or not this could be considered the 
weak point in the system or not, but O'Jr primary concern 
is just not to let it freeze and we think we can do this. 

PAO Peter Mosley. 
QUERY A follow on that question. I'm not 

quite clear what this AM coolant loop feeds, what it's there 
for. Could you tell me that? And is it different - I mean 
originatly when was this glitch with a switch from - the 
switch to a backup cooling loop, remember this happened twice. 
Is thi~ the same coolant loop, and is it serving the same 
purpose? 

PUODY Right. We have two primary equipment 
cooling loops in the workshop. And the problem that you 
referred to where we had the switchover; yes, we did have a 
switchover, in fact we've had it occur twice. 1snft that 
right, John? Basically the - and we did switch back by the 
way, and basically we feel rigtt now based on the data that 
we have, that it is some sort of a logic problem associated 
with switc over circuitry itself ~nd not actually a problem 
with the operation of the coolant loop. After we did have 
that first switchover we did go b~ck to the primary loop 
and were able to stay on that loop for a period of time and 
shortly thereafter we - we did get a switchover 8gain to 
the secondary loop. But wp know there is nothing wrong as 
far as any leakage from th, loop. We oI'\lso kr.~ that the 
pump which circulates the fluid in the loop is operatlng properly 
so we feel we just have a logic problem. We are flying 
right now on the secondary coolant loop with the switchover 
capability enabled. 
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PUODY We are flying right now on the secondary 
coolant loop with tho switchover capability enabled, which means 
that if we should have some sort of f~ilure in the secondary 
loop we woulcl go bac~ to that primary loop. As far as the 
question that you asked on the commonality, there is a heat 
exchanger that is c~n in that loop that we have the cool 
temperature proble~, that is common to this AM coolant loop. 
And the AM coolant loop that we're talking about is the 
primary loop in the workshop that has equipment such as the 
batteries, charger modules, major electronic equipments mounted 
on it, MUch as the Apollo coolant loops that I'm sure you're 
familar with. This is the main coolant loop for the space
craft. 

PAO Manuel Doza. 
QUERY 00 you have any rundown on the time line 

unt.i 1 they actually get into the OWS and start working? 
PUODY I can give you that in only ~ very 

summary fashion. 1 t has not been completely defined. Basically, 
after we have completed the rendezvous, docking, SLVA, we will 
be hal-d docking. The crew will go to sleep without removing 
the command module hatch, probp, drogue, or any of those opera
tions. They will sleep in the commanct module that f1 rst niqht. 
The next day we will be performing so~e checks for the - any 
contamination in the workshop and we are able to do this after 
we've opened up the cOl'luMnd moclule ha tch, removed the probe 
and drogue, we're actually able to do this through the hatch 
itself. There is an adapter th~t has becn made to fit on onA 
of the valves on the hatch and we can cheCK for any contaminants. 
Ascuminq no contaminants are found we just continue this opera
tion riqht on throuqh the spacecraft until - be advised that 
all the hatches in tho spacecraft were launched closed. We'll 
continue this operation riqht. on down until we qet to the 
SAL. Now exactly - I b~lieva it's the afternoon, don't quote 
me on that because I'm not positive. I believo it is the 
afternoon of th~t day when we do plan to go ahead and put the 
shield out through the plus-Z SAL. That timcline is still 
being worked, but that's the general trend of activity. Of 
courso, in therp., there is some small activation functions that 
must occur. 

SPEAKER Inaudible. 
puonv That is, starts out with the sampling 

first thing Saturdf\Y morning and cndfl up wtth tho dcp~r.yment 
Satln'day .1 f ternoon, that t s correct. 

PAO Arthur Iii 11. 
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QUERY What's the current rundown on the tape 
recorder in the ATM and why it was getting hot? What the 
problems were there? 

PUnDY Well, this is due primarily to the 
fact that we are in an attitude that is not optimum for loca
tions where the tape recorders are in the ATM. There is no 
serious problem there. We are trying to maintain a continuous 
operation of those recorders below a temperature of 86 degrees. 
When I came off duty one of them was in the 60s and one of 
them was in the 70s. And ba~ically, what we've done is we 
have just restricted our recorder operations to those periods 
where we are accomplishing maneuvers or where there is some 
idea that - of a specific area in ATM data th~t we would like 
to have during a rather exteneive LOS period. 

QUERY What are the tape recorders recording? 
PUDDY Basically what the tape reocrders are 

recording is the same dat.a that we get down on the 1\Tf-i systems 
durin~ real time. And the recorders are only there to give 
us that same d~ta while we are not in station contact. We're 
running not only thG recorders for the 1\TM but we're also 
running a couple of recorders for the airlock module data. 

QUERY J..et me rephrase the question. 
n"siCQ lly, what you're lop-cording is information on how the 
systems are operating but no experimental data or anything like that? 

rUDny Those recorders would be recording experi-
ment data if we were conducting experi~ents. But, as you're 
well aware right now. other than the OCMs, the quartz crystal 
microbalance, contamination ~asuring instruments, and the MDA 
spectrometer which is a rania~ion measuring experiment, we 
are not conducting any other experi.ment operations. So, no, 
there is no experiment data on there right, Art. 

PAO Okay. Let's take one lnelrc here with 
Bruce Hic~s and then go to the Cl'lpe for a fcw. 

QUERY Don, you said that 86 d~grees, trying to 
keep it bt!low that. is that 86 degrees the hiCJhest you want 
t·,) go or is safe to go, and what - if not, what temperature 
will you have d~Ma<Jp. to the tApes. 

rUDny Let me gay t.hAt 86 degrecG is what we 
h.ld present ly df! finert as a redline liml t for those particular 
rL'corders. 1 t is certainly not, to ny knowledge, a temperature 
at which WP. would expect any damage to occur to the tape or 
to the tape recorder itself. It's mcroly a limit under which 
we would like to keep the tape recorders such that we could 
have contlnued usc of tho~c once wr hlve been ahle to get into 
a norM" 1 i,t t i tu(ie and go into our oxto:msi ve operations which 
m6ko higher usc of the recording capa~il~ty. 

1'1\0 Lel;.'s take some frOM the CApe. 
QUERY To borrow a cliche, J td like to htlve 

you ~ke one thing pc!fectly clear. First of All, ~6 I 
understand U, deployment of the umbrella will he atteMpted 
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through the Hcientific airlock. The second alternative would 
be to deploy the sail from the Gemini hatch of the Apollo -
I mean o! the ATM. Does that mean that they have completely 
excluded deployment of a sail from a standup EVA out of the. 
CSH? 

PUDDY To the best of my knowledge at this 
particular point in time, that is entirely correct. 

QUERY Has the plan changed for the time of 
intercept, the time of closest approach, or has the information on 
tracking data revised the timing which would h~ve had it out-
side of the period of the first TV possibility via Guam? 

PUDDY No, I think basically that, if you will 
l:emcMer, the rendezvous plan, our attempt there is to try 
to provide the TV coverage of dockin9 itself. And that was 
to occur over Guam. And oasically what we have done is we 
have (!xtended the period of tiMe between our first doc!<ing 
su~h that we can conduct the flyaround operatinns and 
the fir1'>t site that I quoted to you was Guam. We can also 
bring this TV in from the State coverage and that is during 
the daylight period and the continuation of the flyaround 
exercise. So, there has been no real cha~ge in that area. 

l:ND Ot· TAPE 
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'r, 

QUERY Can yOJ just confirm something. It's an 
elapsed ti~e of 7:32 until 7:42 (garbla) 

,: ., 

PUDOY I don1t have the exact AOS and LOS times, but 
within the granularity of what I can read here, it is 7:32 to 7:42, 
that's correct. And 7 -

QUERY I just want to make sure whether ! got 
the sequence right. So you would go up, fly along, look for 
the damage on the solar wing, dock, and then later on undock 
again and make an EVA to repair the solar wing, and then 
dock again, is that correct? 

PUDDY That's correct. Basically what we would 
be doing the first time is what we call a soft docking, which 
means that we have only engaged the capture latches, and sub
sequent to an eat period and the preparation itself for the 
standup EVA, we would then aubsequently go out and conduct 
that standup EVA operations for - and we're allowing a full 
days ide pass for that. 

QUERY With this second deviced you deploy, is that 
what you referred to earlier AS fragmented sail, just to 
make sure? 

PUDDY I'm going to have to defer that one to 
somebody else, maybe. Do you have an answer on that one? 

AARON No, I haven't. 
PUDOY I have not heard it called the fragmented sail. 

Basically, this is the one that has been described to you as 
~n A-frame type device that is mounted on the ATM Htructurel 
has a sail device that can he deployed much like you would 
pull a sail down a flag pole. It extends fro~ the ATM area • out over the workshop. Again, 1 think the dimensions on the 
saIl arc essentially the same. Most of the deSigns that were 
talked about were approximately 400 square feet. Aut I haven't 
hcaro that particular one called a fragmonted sail. 

QUERY Is it definite now that you only arc tAking 
up two devices, not three? 

PUDDV To the best of my knowledge, that Is trlle. 
We Are only carrying two devices at this time. 

QUERY Then it's not - When will you have the 
definil~ flight plan? 

PU~DY Those flight plAns are in thn process of 
t>(! inf} gelle rated now, and I would expect it - we wou let have the 
1M jor i ty of the flight plans completed within the next 2 days. 
We' n:~ in the process of rnak ing the required ch.,nges to the 
crew checklist now, what we call the Fliqht Data File. We're 
reviewing these as time permits on each of our console shifts, 
a:d they're being released to the printe~s on an as-available
~s-reviewed basis. And we expect - In fact, some of them are 
going to print. this morning, the remainder will be going to 
print ov~r the next couple of days, and I believe we're planning 
to have f1'IOst cv~rythinCJ Rto\lcd in the spacecraft hy Thursclay 
evening. 

QUERY You mentioned usc of an ~-(rame for dQploy-
ment from the ATM. Is this the 1'U\fOO device thAt Wi' have he,d 
previously described for us as a T-frame or a T? 
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PUOOY Yes, I believe it cO'lld be referred to as 
a T-frame, yes. Or a V-frame if you want to look at it that 
way. 

PAO Okay, we're back in Houston now, no more 
q\.lestions from the Cape. Anyone have any questions here"? 

Ql1ERY How mr.ny complete new flight plans, how 
many days are you renewing the flight plan for? 

PUODY Basically what we're working on extenuively 
now is to get the Oay 1 activities, which is the rendezvous, 
docking, SEVA 1; the Day 2, which is to accomplish the SAL 
deployment; and Day 3, which is the alternate flight plan 
should we go ahead and have to ~ccomplish the EVA operation 
for the other meteoroid sail deployment, and then some ""'ork 
on just exactly - I think welre going - trying to go through 
around Day 5 of the abbreviated activation checklist are in-
cluded in there -

ENO OF TAPE 
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PUDD'i The abbreviated activatio:1 checklists are 
included in there. Subsequent to completj.ny \.he checklist 
that - basically get the workshop configured with some 
type of alternate meteoroid shield and the basic experiment 
activation completed. Of course, we will go into our normal 
cycle which is basically working up the flight plans on a 
real-time basis. Where doing one shift, we more or less 
forecast what we are ~oing to do for the next day and also 
extrapolate that plan out for approximately a week. And then 
the next shift we - subsequent shift, we actually work up 
the detailed plans that we would up-link to the crew on the 
teleprinter as to the exact sequence of operations that 
we would like for them to follow. And of course, 0ne shift 
devoted strictly to the execution of that fliqht plan. 

PAO I understand that the earll summary by 
Don Puddy didn't get on the tape for the purposes of the 
transcript. I wonder if you couldnrt just quickly summarize 
in a couple of minutes your shift just completed. 

P~DDY You really think I can go back through 
that in the same sequence, huh? Okay, well let me say that 
the IT\a;or activity that we're going through right now is 
to try to optimize the spacecraft thermal environment. And 
basically the way that we're accomplishing this is through 
attitude maneuvers and a~tually managing the electrical loads 
that we have the capability of turning off and on by 
ground command. We basically have been able so far to 
mai.ntain the habitation area near t.he temperature that 
we've been quoting to you. We do expect some small rise 
in that in the next few days because werre also have ex
perienced a - a problem with one of the suit cooling loops 
becoming too cool. Actually the temperature right now is 
running around 34.0, and our desire is to keep that temperature 
in the area of 34.7 degrees. We have during the evening 
actually rolled the spacecraft over one entire days ide 
revolution in order to put as Much sun il"'lpinge:nent on that 
particular area as possible to see if we coule effect a 
short-term recovery in that particular area. And subsequently 
we plan to maintain a decreased - slightly decreased pitch 
profile in order to maintain that temperature. Right now 
we are at a present pitch of 40 degrees and as we do get 
that temperature stabilized we will try to move the pitch 
back up close to 47 degrees in order to maintain an optimum 
balance between this particular temperature whicli iF. ~etting 
too cold and the O\'lS habitatioH area temperatures which of 
co'!::':'\e, we want to maintain au low as possible from the 
standpoint of film ann fo~j consideration. And medical 
sample considerations. 
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SPEAKER Okay. 
p~o Thank you, OOn - -
PUnnY llm4 much of it - Did we get all the 

sail description on tape? PAO I think so, yeah. lie says we did. So 
thany you very much. That ought to wrap it up. 

PUDDY I do have a picture here if any of you 

would like to taKe a look at that. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we have a small crowd here in Houston. J. don't know how many are at the Cape. I understand we have a few questions to come from t~le Cape a little later. We have here, this evening, Mr. George Hardy who's Director of Engineering Development Integration at Marshall Spaceflight Center, and the off-coming Flight Director, Neil Hutchinson. Do either of you have something you want to run over, say, the last 8 hours of operations. We'll go to questions from there. 
HUTCHINSON We'll just give you a quick rundown on what's been going on; today, very little. As you know, last night, or yesterday afternoon late, we had a switchover in the coolant loop in the airlock module and on one of the alii fts last night, in fact, the early evening shift last night, we switched back to the primary loop and, indeed, we got another unexpla.tned switchover. back to the secondflry. The switchback to the primary loop that was done, none of this was done on my shift today, last night indicated that we, indeed, had a very good loop and that we probably have some logic problem in the switchover logic, which is the automatic failure detection circuitry that rlecides that a loop is bad and turns it off and calls the other one up. So, in a nutshell, our airlock module coolant problem is nothing, as far as we can tell, wrong with any of the equipment concerned with the coolant loops, either one of them. It has to do with the logic that switches it over from one loop to the other, and right now, the configuration is, we're on the secondary coolant loop with the number one pump on, or A pump, as some people call it, and we have switchback enable to the primary loop. We don't have any qualms about going back to the primary loop if we get a switchover. And if, and when we do, or would get a switchover back to the primary loop because of something wrong in the secondary loop, then we would probably h6ve to take some action to try and either isolate how - ~ome we don't have - we hav~ this automatic switchover that keeps t4ipping us off the primary loop. But for now, we're in great shape, and we'll probably just leave it sit right where it is. The airlock ATH data recorders are off. We're cooling down the recorder module and the reason it's warm is because of this strange attitude we're flying around to preserve the the1~al balance in the workshop as best we can. This won't be a probleM when we finally get up there and get the curtain up and get back to a solar inertial. We'll have the recorders back on all the time. If we chose to use them now, we could turn them on. We're just being super conservative and there's no real reason to have them on. We aren't having any problems with any of the systems that they record data for, so we'vo got 
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the recorder package for the ATH telemetry system turned off. 
We're continuing to balance loads and modulate heaters on 
and off in the front end. The front end of the vohicle's 
still fairly cool. The airlock module coolant loop's still 
running fairly cool. However, we've bean turning a couple of 
defunct peGs off one of the SAS wings on and off. We're get
ting a small amount of current, as you know, out of PCGs 5 
and 7, I believe it is, and we are turning the battery 
chargers on and off on those two re~ularly to add a little 
heat to the airlock coolant loop. Another thermal thing 
which we have been baby sitting especially carefully over 
the last 24 hours are the w~ter suit coolant loops, which 
are on the airlock module coolant loop to heat exchangers on 
the airlock m06~~e coolant loop, and these are the water loops 
that cool the creWAan EVA. We have actually made a vehicle 
maneuver. We've rolled the vehicle. I like to think of it as 
north and south. In plain English, we've rolled the vehicle 
a little bit to the north to expose this area outside a 
little more to the Sun so we can warm up one of the guit 
coolant loops that's been getting fairly cool, and we've 
discovered we I va been able to maintain a temperature aro'Jnd 
35 degrees, which is above any -
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HUTCHINSON - the, one of the suit coolant loops that's 
been qetting fairly cool, and we've discovered we've 
been able to maintain a temperature around 35 degre6s, 
which is ,above any place where we'd be worried. The ob-
vious thing we're worried about there is water - it's 
really a water loop, and water freezes at 32 degrees. 
And when it freezes it expands and it cracks things. And 
we seem to have that under control and seem to be able 
to maintain the temperatures right where we want them. We're 
continuing to monitor our attitude. Of course, we've not 
gone back to solar inertial, so we've not had the Sun 
sensors on the Sun. We 1 1'e continuing to monitor our at
titude using ~l~ctrical current for pitch control, two 
temperature t.ransducers for roll control, and momentum 
use for yaw control in and out of plane. 50 the thing 
that is really kind of amazing, the EGILs and the G&5s, 
the guys who worry about the electrical ~urrents and 
everything, .lre having the last laugh in tl.e control center, 
because they finally got one up on the guys that are 
suppcsed to know all about inertial systems. I thin}: 
that's about all. We cooked along real well today. We 
had no failures at all in anything today, and I think 
every day we do this. we seem to understand a little more 
about the thermal situation and about how to sneak around 
and keep it in tow, So we're controlling it instead of 
it controlling us. The planning has been proceedin~ for 
the - for the manned part of the mission. Being on the 
console today, I just get bits and pieces about what's 
going on. But I think w~ finally pretty much under-
stand how we're going to do the activation, and I think 
that whole thing is moving alonq pretty well. I think 

'

in the next couple of days - in fact, I suspect probably 

I 
by tomorrow afternoon, there will be a fairly coherent _ 
flight plan out that you can all look at and see where 
all the big C?ver.ts are going to happen. That's all I 
had, Terry. 

HARDY I don't have anything to add to the 
activities of the last 12 hours. I think Nejl has covered 
those very satisfactorily. 

QUERY Could you discuss the change in sun-
shade deployment plans. I understand now 1ou;ve decided 
to go ahead, and the prime sunshade would be through the 
SAL rather than one of the EVA plans. 

HUTCHINSON Yes. I have been on the console, so 
I have not been directly involved i~ the planning. George 
may be able to add some to this. I can kind of give you 
a rough cut of what we're planning on doing now: and, as 
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far as the rationale behil1d why we have gone prime inside, 
I have my own opinion. F.ut I have not been involved in 
it and I'd 5001' not commant on that. The basic plan is, 
when we gel into the workshop in the morning, we're going 
to turn on the airlock 1n the MDA - in other words, make 
it habitabl~ and turn on the ~ir scrubbing and turn on 

. ':, . :"". :~: . 
",r 

the air conditioning and the lights and so on and so forth. 
That pretty much takes the morning by the time you get 
through the hatch and get all the work done in there. 
Thatls ahout a 4, 4- 1/2 hour job. We're going to eat 
lunch. We're going to go into the workshop, and then we 
will - we'll probably make some decisions on whether we 
can work in there with the temperatures in shirt sleeves 
or whether we're going to use the LCG. As you know, we're flying 
up the geiu:' to be able have a <.:rewman in the workshop, 
\lquid cooled with no suit on. And we have some very basic 
things we need to do when we first get in the workshop. 
At probably an hour after we first open the hatch, weill go 
to work to deploy this device. And we'll have the entire 
afternoon of day 2 to do it. Now I don't ki,\ow anything 
abol.t the particulars of the deployment, and I I m not 
sure anybody does yet. I think they're just now starting 
to home in on the kind of a checklist we need to do it and 
so on and so forth. It is using some existing equipment. 
Besides the stuff you have to take up, it is using some 
existing experiment gear to get it out. George, do you 
... rant comment ,'\nymore on the shield itself? 

HARDY Well, I think - the reason behind it - I 
think there have been some advantages known all alonq, 
and that mode is rather popular. Itls - as you know, of 
course, doesnlt require an EVA. The task is relatively 
straightforward. As Neil said, there is a lot of details 
that need to be worked out on it. We have several ex
periments that are deployed out of the 5cientific airlock. 
And we have one, in particular, that has a means of de
ployment which is quite similar to the on~ - -
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HARDY - hard to flow it out of the scientific 
airlock. And we have one in particular that has a means of 
deployment which is quite similar to the one that would be 
used for deploying the scientific airlock solar shade. 

QUERY In other words, the crew knows h~ to do it. 
HARDY Right. And I think - -
QUERY Or has a semblance of knowing how to do it. 
HARDY One of the key factors is that, in looking 

at the several modes, it's felt that this is one in which would 
require the least crew training and still have a high competence 
in deployment. 

HUTCHINSON It's also completely leisurely. I t also 
has the advantage of the crew having a good solid aleep before 
they have to tackle it. And like George said, the one big 
thing - I mean, ~oing an EVA is not a particularly difficult 
thing, but it's a long, arduous task that takes all day long 
by the time you get the preps, and get out there, and get back 
in, and get all the suits off. I just think that the whole 
SAL plan, if it works out right, it's easier - plain and simple. 

QUERY That's like that means it's also safer. Any-
thing that doesn't involve an EVA would be safer. Is that right? 

HUTCHINSON r'ertainly. Not t,hat there was any particular 
peril with the other technique, but, I mean, if you're in tha 
cabill - -

PAO John Pollock. 
QUERY I got "I bunch of t!lem on relatively minor 

things, I guess. First of all, since we're talking about the 
SAL, I've heard, 3 or ~ days ago, that there miqht be some real 
high temperatures around that airlock. Do we have any numbers 
on that, and are we at all concerned about the possibility of 
the thing sticking because of expansion o~ anything like that, 
or about burned fingers? 

HUTCHINSON Well, I'll address the burned flngers, George 
might want to ~ddre98 the temperatures. The burned fingers thing 
is certainly no problem because we have gloves. If there's 
any question whatsoever of the touch temperatures in the area, 
we'll be wearing either EV glOVeS or we've got some - well I 
know we have EV gloves. 1 don't know wh~ther they've decided 
to put those other gloves on board th~ CSM or not. 

HARDY Yeah - -
HUTCHINSON I don't know what the temperature's been 

running. 
HARDY Well, I'll just comment. We do have a temp-

erature sensor on the scientific airlock, have been looking 
at it. I haven't looked at it lately. I don't know what it 
is, but the people that are engaged in design of this concept 
are aware of the temperatures. They know what temperatures they 
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will be having and, of course, they will take that into considera
tion. So, we don't expect, certainly, to qet surpri~ed by the 
temperature we're going to see when we deploy this shade. 

QUERY Okay, ever since this boat hook or shepherd's 
crook was proposed to possibly try to get that sola~ array un
stuck - something Isaac Newton said has been bothering me. 
How are you ~oing to hold those t~o spacecrafts stable in 
relation to each other while you're trying to pl'J' this thing 
out? 

HAROY That - of course,the simulati~n in that 
regard is still being conducted. I think one of the tnings 
that's being considered that - the crew members - in th~t 
situation might use a push-pull type rod. He might have one 
rod which he puts against the solar beam, solar array beam, 
and then he pulls with the other one. 

HUTCHINSON There obviously has to be some - I mean, 
you can't just go up there and give it a shove or you'll shove 
yourself away, or give it a tug, you'll tug yourself into it. 
There has to be some arrangement like that. 1'11\ not flure that 
people really understand how much - and I SUSI~ct we won't 
understand, until we get up there, exactly what we have to do 
to free it. For all I know, you just might have to get some 
garb~ge off the front of it and the thing will qo. 

h,\RDY Now, one of the things of course that we 
feel real confident of is that the wing nearest the end of 
the beam has been released and is s~owing some 5 to 6 or 7 
degrees deployment. Now, there is a ••• actuator that pushes 
the deployment of that wing and theref~ springs in that system. 
So, there are some forces we know that will exist, and, as Nei1 
~ays, that it just may be, that when they release the debrio th~~'s 
holdinq it, that the win~ will deploy itself. 

QUERY What's the gas preosure status inside the 
worksh09 now? You took it down to 0.7 psi last night, ~ha~'s 
the last 1 heard is that - -

HUTCHINSON Right, we took it down to 0.6. 1 t'hink 
it's probably back to about 0.7. We are just a tao warmer in
side, not much, just a tad. We think that's probnbly why it 
came b~ck to 0.7. We're not add~ng any gas ~ -
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HUTCHINSON We are just a tad warmer inside. not 
much just. a tad, and we think that' s probably why it. came back 
to 0.7. We're not adding any gas. We intend to 
leave it there - I knew 1 should have brought this profile 
with me. \'I'e have a plan for Put'9inqthe vehicle prior 
to the crew getting there, which we won't launch into 
here for quite some time. We're Cjoing to leave it out
gasin~ right where it is. It's not venting. We're not 
doing anything with itJ we're just le&ving it at 0.6. 
Now we're going to go through a series. I believe the 
entire plan takes like 100 hou~s all told, something like 
that. And there are like four p~rti~l pressu~e cycles at 
which we will pressilrize from thf! 0.6 up up to about 2 psi~ 
if I remember the n~~ers, then back down to 0.6 up to 2, 
back to 0.6, the idea being we're purging the gas inside. 
The last time down, we' xe going to :.Jo down to 0.1 and ther. 
we're going to take her up to orbital pressure. And I 
understand that there is some discussion as to whether we're 
going LO do this with 02 or N2. 

HARDY Yes, that's right. And the idea is 
we just w.'lnt to use the gas that we have the most of. 
Wa don't think we have a big problem either way. I think 
the latest d.i.scus3 ion i"; we'll probably use nitrogen. 

SPEAKER Yes, one of the votes tOl' nitrogen 
is that it is truly an inert gas and, of course, one of the 
gasf!$ we're trying to dispE"l is C02 and, if you add 02, 
you're providing one of the ingredients for forming CO. 
I suspect we'll go with nitrogen. But, like 1 saill, this 
isn't going to st3=t until like Wednesday or so, a couple 
of days her.ce. 

PAO One more question here. Hal Roster, 
and then we'll go to the Cape for a while. 

QUERY A couple more on the sunshade thing. Is 
the current plan to take two SAL deployable shades? And 
also one or two of the EVA as backups? Or just how does 
that sland? And also, why is the airlock module full 
EVA sail the prime backup, if I can ~ay that, instead of 
the SEVA sail, which was the prime? 

SPf;AKER Well, the crew plan is to t.ake - is still, 
as it IS heen fOl' quite some time - to take at least two solar 
shades. We've mentioned that it appears now that the 
9cientific airlock umbrella or parasol appears to be the 
pr imc mode. The two 'f:VA one ~tan-:! ... ~ :~.'."., '.:.!-.:: ~:th~r l:VA 
from the airlo.;:k - shields will be evaluated by the prime 
crew in Huntsville on Tuesday. I think th~.t announce-
ment was mane to you last night. And it will be that eval
uation by the crew that will have a great deal in making 
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you're providing one of the ingredients for forming CO. 
I suspect we'll go with nitrogen. But, like 1 saill, this 
isn't going to st3=t until like Wednesday or so, a couple 
of days her.ce. 

PAO One more question here. Hal Roster, 
and then we'll go to the Cape for a while. 

QUERY A couple more on the sunshade thing. Is 
the current plan to take two SAL deployable shades? And 
also one or two of the EVA as backups? Or just how does 
that sland? And also, why is the airlock module full 
EVA sail the prime backup, if I can ~ay that, instead of 
the SEVA sail, which was the prime? 

SPf;AKER Well, the crew plan is to t.ake - is still, 
as it IS heen fOl' quite some time - to take at least two solar 
shades. We've mentioned that it appears now that the 
9cientific airlock umbrella or parasol appears to be the 
pr imc mode. The two 'f:VA one ~tan-:! ... ~ :~.'."., '.:.!-.:: ~:th~r l:VA 
from the airlo.;:k - shields will be evaluated by the prime 
crew in Huntsville on Tuesday. I think th~.t announce-
ment was mane to you last night. And it will be that eval
uation by the crew that will have a great deal in making 
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the final selection of the backup m~le. 
QUERY Did you say the umbrella is the prime 

of the SAL rather than - the last status report we had, 
had them both even, the inflatable and the umbrella? 

HARDY I think the umbrella - of course, this 
thing is developing as it goes and evaluation is going 
forward, and I would say that the umbrella approach eval
u~tion, to date, strongly favors that as the prime. I may 
mention one thing. The many modes are still continuing 
through development, through evaluation, and, in most cases, 
even flight hardware schedules - schedules to get flight 
hardware built and delivered on each one of these is 
still gOing. They tend to be prime or coming to a position 
of prime as the evaluation tends to favor one toward the 
other. But that's the ~ay it is right now. 

PAO Okay, let's take one more back hert> , 
and then go to the Cape. 

QUERY Is this umbrella shade of the same 
material as the sail that they'r~ m~king here? 

HARDY The umbrella sh~de is being made here 
at JSC r dnd it is rna ter ial tha t you ,lre famil iar wi th. 
Material evaluation is also still in process. But that 
tendG to favor that material right now. It is rectangular. 
All shades orsails or shields that are being considered 
are generally 22 by 24 feet. 

PAO Okay, switch to the Cape. 
QUERY liouid it be possible to take up two EVA 

sunshields and the umbrella device in addition to it, 
that means three all together? Or do you h3ve to ~ake 
a decisi0n on that before the launch? 

HARDY It appears from - The primary conetraint 
here is the corunand module stowage and command module 
weights. Ar,d that evalu3tion is still being made. How
ever, as of last night, it appeared definitely that we 
had found accommodC!:;ions, space- and volwnewise, for two 
modes and some possibility that there might he accomoda
tions fo~ three. nut that has not been verified. 

QUERY If they deploy the umbrella and they 
taKe this df>vice and this would be the prime mode, 
would the astrunauts then unfold or try to unfold the 
solar w~ng hefore they de?loy the umbrella. I mean, up to 
now, we've thought that at first they're going to make the 
[VA .:-nd try t'O deploy the solar wing. What about the solar 
wing n~, if they make the umbrella method first? 

HUTCHINSON Current plans have not changed in that 
regard. The SEVA or standup EVA is still going to be 
conducted on the same day as rendezvous. And the wing -
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attempted wing deplo}~ent and cleaning off whatever 
debris and the inspection will all be done prior to - on the 
first day, prior to 90in9 into the workshop, which will 
be done on the second day. So, therefore, the wing deploy
ment is done - or the attempted wing deployment will be 
made on the first day, the rendezvous day. And the 
thermal shield will be put Otlt on day 2, through the 
airlock. 

QUERY Up until now, 1 learned that everything 
had to be at the Cape Tuesday, that means all the hard
ware. now, in this last status report of 2: 00 p.m., you 
say it has to be on Wednesday. 

HARDY Well,! wouldn't want to comment too 
authorotatively on the requirements date for hardware at 
the Cape, but I do know that it will certainly be on Tuesday. 

QUERY Itls an iffy question, I realize, 
but is it possible that, as a result of what the crew find -
the prime crew finds in the neutral buoyancy simulator at 
Hunlsville, that this might change again and there might 
again he a switch between the prime and the backup syste~? 

IIAROY Such a thing is indeed possible. 
QUERY Following that up ~ bit, can one assume that 

one reason for this change is that tests or rehearsals 
in the tank have suggested that it is going to be very 
difficult to deploy these curtains on r.VA? 

HARDY Contrary to that, I think that the 
one-g test in the laboratories have indicated that the um
brella itself is going to be easier than initially an
ticipated. There's been a great d~al of popularity for 
dt.!ployment through the scie~'tific airlock. Itls just that 
we did not really start the ccncepts, or we didn't get out 
the conceptual phase on those modes quite as early as we 
did on the sails. So, as that concept caught up, it 
became ~ore and more popular. 

~JF.RY Wonlt using the scientific airlock 
cause an additiondl day delay in getting iuto the work
S:lOp? 

IIUTCIIINSON Yes and no. Basically, 1 don't know 
how much yOll folks knew about the plan of attack we had 
if we ended up doing an EVA out of the ,,1 rlock. But it 
won't C03t any more; in f~ct, it won't cost as much as that 
would have cost us. Because our plan there was to go in 
and turn on the airlock MDA so it was liveable then go 
down into the workshop i\nd retrieve the gear that we had 
to hi\ve to do the r.VA because,as you know. there is an 
umbi liea 1 down there and there's d sui t uni t and there's 
a helmet visor that we've got to get out of the workshop 
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before we can do an EVA. And that wo~ld have taken a h~lf 
d day, and then we would have done the EVA on missioh day 3. 
Now as it is, with this deployment, what you say is true. 
Rased on a n~iinal activation sequence, we will not sleep 
in the workshop on day 2. We'll slep-p in the CSM becauso 
weill spend Qur entire afternoon, instead of turning on 
the workshnp, deploying thp shield 0ut the SAL - -

! ii!!' 1 'n! 
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HUTCHINSON - on day 2, we'll sleep in the CSM because 
we'll spend our entire afternoon, instead of turning on the 
workshop, deplol,ing the shield out the SAL. And then we'll 
come back up, sleep, and then qet up th~ next morning 
and turn the workshop on, and we'll be fully up and sleeping 
in the worKshop at the end of day 3, which is one day late. 
However, if we had done the EVA, we probably would have 
been day 4 before we would have been in there sleeping_ 

QUERY However, if you had done the ~EVA technique, 
an SEVA technique, it could have been on day 1 you could 
have gotten in the workshop_ !s that not true? 

tfUTCHINSON Pos-:" lbly. 
QUERY And one further question. Is it pOSSible, 

dnd once again this is iffy, hut will it be up to the Com
mander, if he gets up and doeR this SEVA and looks out, wi~l 
he have the equipment on board if he decides that the SEVA 
techn i(lue for th~ shield ia a good one, wi 11 he have the equip
ment on loard to do it? 

IlIJTCIIIN50N \o1e11, I think George already anl'lwereci 
'hat. Il's not clear yet, and I ca~'t address the stowage 
queAtion at all, hut it's not totally clear yet if we have 
the "bi li ty to carry three separate methods. And we've a 1-
!('"dy saio that the (\irlocK one, right now, is the frontrunner, and 
~;H' INII from the airlock - the scientific airlock is a front 
lunner - and the EVA from the airlock by the man is sort of 
thE.' next strongest with the SEVA third. So I think it'll 
rcally depend on the evalu~tion we have in Huntsville, and 
it'll depend on how the stowage finally works out AS to whether 
we have the perogative to do that or not. 

QUERY I'~ sorry to aSK you thls, but it's just 
not clear i.n my mind. The primary mode is pushing the tun
hr~ 11., ou l in a shirts leeve envi rorunent through the sci nnt i
fi~ airlOCK, is that true? 

nUTCII.ISSON It's the front runner ,".<-,,<lay at 5:.::.> Houston 
t. ime. 

QUERY 'l'h,lt ill at thiS point in the 9"me. N\lmber 
2 is an EVil, is th"t rtlJhl? 

lIAR[)Y Well, number 2 will be selected after 
ev,lhMt Ion by thn prime crew in Huntsville - hoth the> S}:VA 
.lnd the F.VJ\ from the air lock Achpm(~. 

Ol1f.RY 1\ query from (g<\rh1e). How many ilt Har-
~h611 Ar~ workinq on the Skylilb 1 problem? 

HlITl'H INSON Would you repel\t the .lueation please? 
SPEAKER lie w!tnt.ed to know how m.,ny people are 

... ·oL"ki"9 on it. 
Qm~RY 110\01 many at Harshall are working on the 

Skylah 1 prohloT!\? 

\ ~~ 1 J. ',. J - • ~. , 
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HUTCH INEON I' ,i say just about everybody there. 

QUERY One more for Ed Tip. We've heard that 

90 pounds is the limit that can be carried on the CSM. la 

it still the limit? 
SPEAKER That doesn't sound eight to me, I don't 

HUTCHINSON Initially - I think you are referring to 

an ~llocation that was initially made in the early days of 

these solar shield concepts. That has been revised. I can't 

quote yo,", the number, hut t.ne cs!-t can accommodate a higher 

stowage than that, in fact, significantly higher stowage than 

that for tools and the sunshield. 
SPEAKER That was a very preliminary number. 

PAO Okay, that ends ~.t at the Cape. John 

Pollock. 
QUERY Getting back, you're going to do a SEVA 

right After rendezvous? 
HUTCltlNSON Yes. 
QUERY And you're going to, at that time, clean 

away any debris and take a look at the - well, essentially, 

the whole plus-Z side of the - -
HUTCHINSON Ta.ke a look at tho whole vehicle, plus 

we're ~oing to clear away the dearie, plus we're going to 

try and get the wing out. All that, based on the onseeing 

evaluation by Pete as to wl1at he can do and can't do. 

PAO Okay, let'~ take one last one here from 

Al Rositer and close it off. 
Ql1ERY 1\ day or two ago, thp.re was some concecn 

C'xpresflf!d by someone, 1 forqet who, that the SAL MIGHT BE 

Bl.OCKED BY OF-BRIS SHIEI,O THE HETE.OROltl SHIELD OR SOME 

Tn ING ON TUF. OUTS IDE, ANO TJTA'l' WAS Tn}:; RF.ASON MORE f;H.PHAS!S, 

TUF.N, HAS PLACF.O ON THE EVI\. Is there any r~ason now why that 

hl\~ chl\n<J~d, and doe8 thTs mean you will have at least om.' 

~VA-typc shield just in ca~e that is block~d? 
HAROY YeB, that's - thero is nothinq particularly 

lh~t is chdnged. J think that was purely speculation. We 

were not lookinq at instrumentation or anyt.hinq t.o ryive us 

any idr.a that. the 5}\7, was blocked, but it WCUJ speculation. 

However, in the (>Vf!nt that it miqht he and could not be cleared, 

then it.IS cert,linly prudent to have B hackup which would not 

require the fiAL. So, I think there is a very strong indication 

here th.lt We' will have, as a backup, an EVA node for deploy

ment. 
PAO Thank you very much. 

END OF T"P(~ 
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PAO We'll go ahead and get started. We still 
expect a doctor to be here for the briefing. He hasnlt. ar
l"i.ved yet. He' 8 in a JI'.eetiny over in the control center 
so wo'll go ahe~d and get started anyway. This morning we 
have - here COMeS Dr~ Hawkins. Okay. We have starting on 
my right, Mr. George Hardy, who is Chief f SystoMs Engineering 
for the Skylai> prograJll office at the Marshall Spilce Flight 
Cent$r. Flight Director, Chuck Lewis who has just gotten off 
the shift in the control center that's been managing the 
vehicle durinq the night. And, Dr. Royce Hawkins from the 
Johnson Space Center, the Life Scienc6s Director. Chuck, you 
want to give us a systems status please to start off. 

LEWIS Okay, I think Don Puddy mentioned to you 
last evenin9 that we would initiate the depressurization of 
the vehicle. We did that last ni9ht. WA started from 4 psi. 
We qot down to about a little over 2 - 2.1 psi and found out 
that wo were getting some propulsion or torquing from the 
venting Anough to saturate our control movement gyre so we 
had to inhibit or terminate the vent ~nd we'r6 looking at that. 
We're loo~ing at a way to naneuver the vehicle, offset the 
vehicle such that thft gravity - gradient torc .. ··e will counteract 
the venting torque. And then it can pick up che venting again 

continue on down to about 1/2 pound. And then, I don't 
whether Don Puddy mentioned to you or not, prior to crew 

ress there will be several what you might call pumpi~g and 
purging operations where we h~ve to purge tho cabin gas and 
refresh it. Other than that there wasn't anything significant 
that went on last night. Other systems looked nominal to us. 

PAO Dr. Hawkins do you have any kind of SUll-
mary you want to qive UG on the possibility of toxic 9830S or 
what we're looking at in that area. 

HAWKINS Well, what you just heard - this cycling 
and wa"hout of the vehicle is the, of course, result of a 
problem that is generated by the heat that we're 8~e.ng in, 
heating up the \0,"/1118 of the vehicle and generating 6.Jllle -
possibly generating some toxic Rubstancea ~ithin the workshop. 
This ia a polyurethane liner inside ot th,'! vehicle wall. It's 
adherent to the outer wall and then it has an epoxy surfac~ 
within the alUMinum covering inside. Now we've - we're run
ning testa in the laboratory but at Marshall and here, with 
similar mhterials, at various temperatureo in order to try 
to de.termine what outgassing products we may have. And the 
likely suhstanco. ar~ what is c~~nly known as TO! w~ich is 
toluenediiaocyan.te. And then U(:N which is cyanide and then 
some aldohy~e. and then CO, carbon monoxide. NOW the toluenediiso
cyanato is re.l11 th~ prinCipal aubstance of which velre worried 
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likely suhstanco. ar~ what is c~~nly known as TO! w~ich is 
toluenediiaocyan.te. And then U(:N which is cyanide and then 
some aldohy~e. and then CO, carbon monoxide. NOW the toluenediiso
cyanato is re.l11 th~ prinCipal aubstance of which velre worried 
bout at this point. Artd this 1s uled, we know, in the chel'lical 
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prooess - formation - making of urethane. It's usen in the 
chemical reaction. It gives you the foaming and hardening 
of the urethane. So it is there. An~ at the teMperatures 
whioh possibly the - it may bp. aeon. There may be some out
gassing or there JUly he pyrolYAi~ effect that the laminar 
surface with the outer wall and, therofore, a byproduot of 
t~at. So we're lookinl at what type of concentrations we 
would po8sibly he seeing. ~nd it could range anywhere froM 
2 to 20 parts per million. Two h\\ndred and twenty heinq the 
worst caae by far, the worse, worse, worse case by far and 
I doubt that it's really up to that level. nut the washouts, 
which you descrlhed, here are doaiqned to reduce that to the 
lowest possihle le'/el in what we would certainly consider to 
t~ a safe level of .01 part per million at the tlm9 at which 
the crew would be read'l to enter the orbital or the MD" and 
then the orbItal vehicle. Now the plan is we will fly SOlIe 
Gregor(?) tuhes which are sensors that we can sample the air 
immediately upon entry and dAte~ine what levels of TDI and 
also carhon I1'W)noxi<!e that we would have left. If this i8 
safe, well then they'd proceed on into tho ows, again sample, 
and ag.lii\ we would expect that that ",ou1d be a safe level. 
Now, thoy would he entering in the - make this initial entry 
...... Jth J'T'.asks which arc trying to qP.t ahoard. And we'vo been 
running BOMe tests again all ni9ht to datermino just what would 
be tlm f),OAt offp.ctive type of mask to provide. I\nd wo've 
corne up with a very - well, it's not one that wa've developed 
really. It's l\ comrncl'cia1 product that it's just boen recently 
introduced on the market, as a Matter of fact, hy mine safety 
applicance. That what thoy call an in-type caniatt-tr contains 
hoptolyte i\nd charcoal. The hoptolyte t"kes care of the 
TOI and the - 1 J'l'tean the charcoAl tl\kea care of tho TOI, elim
inatOR that "'nct filters that out. And the hoptolyte take. 
care of the roo So with this Mode of entry and the sensora 
that WP. hope to fly up in the cOI'U'\and f'lK)(lule And the wafllhout 
procedures that wolve taken I think we will h:we a safe hird. 

PJ\() O<x:tor, I won It, suggeat tlll,t any ot our 
ne ..... c:nnen prOfH'mt. would havo dlff'icultieD, but for the benofit 
or our transcript typiRt8 could you spell the proper naJ'\e of 
'I'n:, pl~a8e. 

l1J\WJ<INS JJ( t rH'l 9f't' if. I clt.n spe 11 1 t (laughter). 
Lven that's got .. , CJ\tostion Mark hy It. I' VA qot 1 t written 
down on 1\ piece of pnpor. It'R qot (\ question roark by it. 
tAlt "'~ see it'A toluollndii8ocynnate. It'A tho only word 1 
~:n<w ot thl\t has n clouhlo 1 in it. Pllrdon.. Hoptolyte
hnptolyte. 

TAO IIr. IIllrdy <to you have BOM(! sort of 8\Wury 
you t (\ like to tj i v~ \lR. 
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HARDY I donft, really have anything to add with 

~, ' 

respect to the status of the vehicle now, I think Chuck has 

covered that quite well. I think most of you have been in 

the briefings for the last several days know where the ac

tivity going on to build hard~are and test hardware that will 

be used to shade the solar side of the vehicle, that work is 

still active and progressing according to schedule. Several 

options are still being evaluated and -
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SPEAkER ••• that work is still active and pro-
gressing according to schedule. Several options are Itill 
being evaluated and in the next few days we will expect that 
to proceed to a point of - of the crew being proficient in 
their training on those options. And we would also still 
expect at this time that more than one option will be flown 
into orbit with the opportunity to use which ever appear to 
be the best under conditions that are observed by the commander 
at the time. 

SPEAKER 
Mosley. 

We will take your questions now. Peter 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins, could you describe the - the 
affects of a worse case concentration of these gases on some
body wlthout masks, for instAnce(?) What would they do you 
and I if we were in that situation. 

SPEAKER Well it depends again on the concentrations, 
but of course, 1 think most everyone is pretty - pretty 
knowledgeable about what carbon ~onoxide does. The - this 
is an asphyxiant which ties up the hemoglobin of the oxygen 
transport system of the blood and therefore the body just 
does not get eno~gh oxygen. The TOI is - is an ir~itant 
in really very low concentrations of which affects the eyes, 
which get the burning, l"lt primarily the - it's an respiratory 
irritant wher~ ills breJ.thed in to the lungs causing edema 
and you get those - can g~t bronchial spasme and even pull 
an pulmonary edema. 

QUERY 
SPEAJCER 

:~ow, you mentioned cyanide. 
Well, that's of course - that's a poieon 

in itself. Again 
death • 

it effects th~ hemopoetlc(?) sy.te~ and cauoae 

SPEA~ER 
QUERY 

got another. Aside 
seriously concerned 
named. 

Ed Delong_ 
TI' follow up on that one, and then I' va 
from TOl and carbon monoxide, how really 
are you about the other contaminents you 

SPEAKER I really - 11m heginning to think really 
.IOW thbt it's really just the TOt thAt we'll be having because 
it'd used in the process of the making the urethane and it's 
probahly - and there's usually about , as I have learned, 
uautilly about a. 5 percent excess that's there in the - as 
the reau 1 t of just tho chemica 1. The amount needed in the 
chemical roaction - there's a residual about 5 percent left 
there, and I think thAt's what we rfl!llily possibly could be 
get.ting out of it And what wo're 8eeing. N~ our lab teste 
over here in our labR have not ehown any HeN. And this is 
leading lie to believe that really that ie the eXCCS8 amount 
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get.ting out of it And what wo're 8eeing. N~ our lab teste 
over here in our labR have not ehown any HeN. And this is 
leading lie to believe that really that ie the eXCCS8 amount 
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that was there that's really what would possibly be coming 
out, and therefore should be a limited process and that 
we're probably not seeing any pyrolysis eff~ct that deterioration 
of the walls. 

SPEAKER Ed has another. 
QUERY Chuck, I wonder if you could toll us what 

time you started the venting from 4 psi~ what time it was 
terminated: how much of a yaw were you getting, and what 
was the effect of it. Were you just using up more gas than 
you wanted to to counteract it or were you nctually getting 
some yaw in the vehicle change attitude? 

SPEARER Okay, we initiated the venting at 
03:31 GMT. And we terminated at 07:19, at 2.1 pai. And the 
re~son we terminated is that we saw the - the yaw which 
affected our Z-momentum, begin to saturate and we terminated 
the vent 3 minimum impulse flying from the tacta. That's 
about 15 to 16 pounds seconds. A very minimum amount. But 
be~nuge we did saturate, we had to do what we call a CMG 
~p.set routine which sort of oages the CMGs again, that cost 
us somewhere in the neiqhborhood of 250 pound seconds, per 
pound seconds of tact, pound seconds of tact. of course, 
I don't think that we saw anything that really in the 
chnnge of attitude in the vehicle. 

QUERY (garble) 
SPEAKER Now we suspect that there will be a SMall 

maneuver. 1 don't know that value yet, they're looking at 
that now to maneuver the vehicle and try to offset this 
t.orque when we go back to the vent. We doni t anticipate 
any big problem. 

SPEA~~R (garble) 
QUERY Or. Hawkins, those air sensors that they 

are going to use to det;ermine the presence of gal08 in the 
atmosphere, ar~ they standard ~quipment than the I~S or 
they taking it with them? 

St'EAJ(ER Standard aquiprnent within the orbi tal 
vchicl~? No, it's not really. The - these - welre flying 
up in the command module - these particular tubes that would 
give us those indications. 

SPEARER We havA some questions from the Kennedy 
Space Center. J,et I 8 takA those now please. 

SPEAKER IIaving problems (garble). Okay, that's 
good. Go ahead and ulke somemore here. Anybody has anymore 
here? John. 

OUERY I have a question on the time line. About 
When will tho firAt opportunity be for the crew to actually 
enter the cabin? 

SPEAKER Thnt'll be the Rccond day after wake up. 

". .. .. 
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Okay. 
When do they actually go into the OMS 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 

t., live? 
SPEAKER That all depends on whether or not our 

thermal shade fix works and the internal temperatures fall 
within living conditions. 

SPEAKER I'd just like to add to what Chuck have 
sAld there. I thin~ we and everybody feels liKe it will work 
if we get it satisfactorily deployed, but the thermal profil~ 
(garble) are t~ing run to give us a prediction on how long 
we think that would be. And until we have that and even the 
~ctual experience in flight the crew would not go in for 
continued habitation but it might indeed be possible if 
ner,essary they can go on for a short stay even before the 
temperature starts to coming down appreciably. 

SPEAKER I might add that one question was when 
do we enter the airlock module. That w~uld be on the morning 
of the second day. A~d assuming that the atmosphere has 
been scrubbed properly there no problem there, we'd probably 
plan now to enter the OMS to pick up some - some transfer 
items in the CMS in the afternoon period. Al"ld of course 
they would do their sampling at th.l!t time. 

QUERY Is there a capable tilne conceAled? 
SPEAKER SinCf! the urethane is outgassing now 

can we presump that that thia ~aterial will have a lower 
point _ lower bleeding point from now on. ITt other words, if 
the temperature rise8 again while the crew is later on in the 
mission will it start doing the same thing ~ll over again? 
Is it - will it more easily outgasses that has already begun 
thi8 breakdown period? 

SPEAKER Well, it - excuse me, it really is - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER It really is a function of temperature, 
and with the high temperatures, that's what happens. You 
do get the outgassing. Y6S, that's what I'm going to try to 
answer. It depends upon whether you're really getting the 
generation of the material, or wheth,!r you're just getting 
rid of the excess of TO! that's there, a8 I mentioned a 
moment ago, which the latter is what I think. So as we Clln 
w3sh this out, burn it out, and really, this would be what's 
really happening now is really the best thing, I guess you 
could do is to bake it out and get rid of it. nnd you 
should no longer have any problem with it. 

PAO Okay, Peter Mosley. Let me gD through 
this first. We've had a que8tion called in apparently from 
a black box listener, who's a little confused on how far 
~e're going to depressurize. I think you said down to a 
half pound, did you not? 

SPEAKER We're going to depressurize down to 
about 0.5 PSI. 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins, just wanted to finally, 
could 1 hold on this TtH. At t~v part. per tdllion, would 
that be lethal? 

HAW~INS Yes, that's a prt!ttl' heavy concentration, 
really, and you would definitely expect to have 3. lot of 
pulmonAry dAMage there, 80 that you want to definitely 
get it 10wn to something like 0.02. 

PAO His question presumed lethality, and 
you answered initially -with, yes, and then you went on into 
deacribing only pulmonary daaage. Did you ~an to say that 
yea, at two p'lrt.s per million, it would be lethal. 

HAWKINS Well. Okay. Yes, it could be leth&l, 
becauso of the damago, the pulmonary dll.mage that would 
result. YOSt A8 I say, you die from the results of the 
damage, rather than as of a poison. 

QUERY Ooctor will any of the gaoe& that you 
have up there right now, have an adVerse effect, aa far &8 

you know, on t for o~ample, any of the electronics, any of 
thA transistors, any of the experimental Will it act al 
an airhorne acid, for Axample on it, to give you aome wrong 
roadings? 

HAtaINS Not that It rr. aware of. I quell8 you need 
to 90 bacic in step 2, really, you kr.ow we really don't -
really yet know whether we even have ftny sl1ch gaa up t.here, 
but "Ie are certainly suspecting that we would, with th~ 
te.peraturell that the walla are probably seeing. 

QUERY My question, you're not certain yC)U 
have the gas? And you don't know if you do how much, to 
what deqree? 
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HAWXJNS That's right. We're playinq it very 
safe. W6're taking all precautions so that we can cope 
with the p~oblem, whdtever the degree of risk it is. 

PAO Wetll try the Kennedy Space Center 
l1gain. 

QUERY I wonder if Mr. Hardy could tell us, 
please, exactly when the prime crew will arrive at Marshall, 
and actually work in the tank, and will it finally be their 
choice which of the four options on the shades are taken? 
Which two, presumably? 

HARDY I can't tell you the exact time that 
the prime crew will be there. I know that sa.e of the 
backup crew members, well, Joe Kerwin has already been 
the~e, one member of the prime crew. Rusty Schweickart hal 
been there. I do know that they do plan, I believe it's 
Hon~ay and Tuesday to be there, and I'm rather confident 
that the prime crew will be in that contingent. With respect 
to the selection of the schemes to be deployed, I think we 
mentioned earlier that to some degree, at least, the selection 
of t~e sche~ to be deployed will be made after the space
craft has been inspected in orbit, and centainly the 
commandor of that cre~ ~ill have a very significant decilion. 
Part of that of that decision. 

QUERY My question earlier w~s directed to the 
fact that you apparently have four options, of Which before 
n~~t Friday, two muat be decided on, and two taken. Will it be 
th() crew who decides which of the two to take? 

HARDY The crew training, and the crew ability, 
the eKperience that they have in the training that they 
will do between nO'tt and the latter part of the week ·..,ill 
certainly have a signifJ.cant influence on the selection of 
the options that will bo taken up, an~ I think that ~e hAve 
said that at least two options. We woulJ expect at least 
two options to be flown up. 

QUERY And Hie (garbled), is hI!! concerned 
about the effect on the environment outside Sky lab, as a 
rosult of all this depressurization and 80 on? 

LF.WIS No. You mean contimin1tion? That type 
thing? 

QUERY That's right. 
LEWIS No, ~elre not concerned about that. As 

you probably know, all the instruments that we plan to use 
lat. r for the ftxl-'Cr lmenta, they have door6, they're closed, 
and we don't expect any kind of contaminants from tha 02 into 
dry gas (garbled). 

QUERY Ot'. Hawkins, two questions. Can these 
gas masks you tAlk about, are they already aboard, are they 
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standard equipment, or are they being added? 
HAW~INS No, they're not standard equipment at 

all, and they have not, AS such been approved by management, 

to take them aboard. We're just at that point, and we'll 

present that today to theln. 
QUERY Then the second part. Do you cousider 

this a new threat to the mission? 
HAW~INS I'm sorry, I didn't quite get the ••• 

PAO -DO you consider it a new threat to the 

mission?-
HAWKINS Oh , well, I guess you're talking about the 

outgassing. I guess you would say, if you couldn't. certainly 

if you couldn't control the tel'PperatureR, yes, this possibly 

could be a threat. However, with the fix that is advocated, 

we feel highly confident that this can be made to work, and 

we should be able to control the situati~n very nicely 1 think. 

FAO Okay, no more questions. Let me give 

you a T.undown on what the crew is doing today, that we've 

just gotten. The three priMe crewmen are now in the multiple 

docking ac1l"iJtor trainer at the Johnson Space Cer.ter, engaged 

in pre and post EVA procedures involved with the concept 

that would use the airlock EVA. Later today the prime crew 

will be in the command module simulator doing these same 

pre and post EVA procedures for the standup EVA. Backup 

cl-ewmen Rusty Schweickart and Story Huograve workE:d late 

yesterday in the water immersion facility at the Marshall 

Space Flight Center on the deployment of the shade from the 

airlock module. Bruce McCandless is at the Johnson Space 

Center wor~in9 on the development of tools to be usod in 

d~ployln9 all of the various shade concepts. 
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SPEAKER -- And are working on the development of 

tools to be used in deploying all of the various sha~e c~n

cepts. Later today the backup crew will be in the simulators 

at the Johnson Space Center going U,rouqh the samo exercises 

the prime crew is doing this morning. TOROrrow, the crews 

will have a half day .Iff and will fly to the Marshall Space 

Flight Center in tha aiternoon, probably so.£ wh~re aroun~ 

5 o'rtock. ~ny more question.? Don? 
SPEAKER Okay, 1 guess to clarify what you said 

they'll have a h~lf day off and then fly to MSFC arolmd 

5. Is that arrival time - departure time, what? 
SPEAKER That ts an estimated departure ti~~ right 

now but, don't pin us to any depa~ture time at the moment. 

It will be sametimG in the afternoon, probably around that 

hour sometime but., it could change. We'll have ~re information 

on that tomorrow. 
QUERY And now for the reul question. Sort of 

a double thing. Firat, Dr. Hawkins, I understood that the 

original plana were that the crew would either have or wear 

some sort of face mask when they initially entered the lab, 

what you're proposing then 1s a swap or an additi~n of a new 

~4sk or what with this mask you can up vith in your ~ eye 

testing and secondly, sort of aimed at all three of you 

gentlel"~n. Dr. Hawkins said that if the temperatures dcm It. 

come down you've still got A thre~t to the mission. Chuck, 

you and Mr. Hardy p.aid, if you don't get ~ proper deploymGnt 

you may have temperatures that make the workshop unhabitable 

except for brief entries. I wonder how we reach that Mix in 

there in the middle? 
HAWXINS Maybe I confused you on this thing then. 

Let me try to clarify wbat I WA,S talkir.g about then. The 

quelt.ion, as t int~rpreted the meaning of WAS, if the tem

peratul'es did not COlIC down could you have a continuatlon of 

this outqassin9, and I said yes. And ~f you did have thnm 

this could possibly be a threat. So here Again it depends on 

whether you1re getting that out9a8sin~ or not, one. Two, what 

the l(Jvel of the t.emperatures are really that you'r6 talking 

about, in the particular areas, and he~e again I don't think 

·~e· re absolute 1y certain of exactly what all - what temperatures 

really are preeenl 1.n all areas there either. So 1 - that W88 

what I was tddressin9. NON' I'll let Chuck clarlf~' the other 

poiJ\t. 
I,EWIS Okay. If the temp<H'atures - if thip, 

d~8n't - isn't 8uc~P'8aful and the temperatur~o romain up 

whare they a~e now and a8s~ing that we don't have the gal18a 

we'ro t" 1)-:.1n9 about at the pres~nt which we'll test for then 
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we'll c.rtainly - can enter the OMS periodically, tran.fer 
it ... ne.dad and we'd run the alternate mi •• ion out of the 
HDA airlock ROdule, transfer food and thing. like that. If 
the ga8 ••• are present, I don't know much about thea. maaka 
th.t Dr. lIawkina haa been talking about, but I suppose they 
co~ld wear a aask into the OWS for that oame transfer of 
it.... So 1 would think t~at at a minimum we would get a 
mi •• ion out of the MDA airlock module. I don't know George 
l'Iaight. have -

HARDY I agree with that. It's obvious we have 
to satiefy the safety question. I'm sorry, what was it again? 

QUBRY Are you replacing a mask, dre you adding 
a mask? Hasn't there origJnally a mask aboard and why isn't 
it adequate? 

SPEAXER Okay. We do have masks aboard. ~hey are 
oxygen masks, just straight oxygen masks, which, you know, 
for under nOrMal conditiona you would just wear that for 
nOrDal entry where you didn't feel that maybe you had yet had 
adequate mixing of your nitrogen oxygen within the orbltal 
vehlcle, or something like that. But we do have that type of 
mask aboard. Aut we do not have anythir.g of the type that 
I'm talking about now adding. 

QUERY Why would an oxygen mask be inadequate? 
MAWXINS Well, a 8elf contained system could be, 

yes. As long as you're isolated 10u could resort to that. 
You just exclude yourself, you know, from the gasses. You 
might get soae burning of the eyes if they ~ere exposed, that 
would be the thing. 

PAO Question here in the back. 
QUERY If I understand correctly, you are going 

to try and deploy one of the Bolar arrays that you think is 
still there and possible to deploy, I qather with this 
Shepherd's crook, is that correct and if so wh~n in the flight 
plan? 

HAWKINS With the what? 
QUERY Shepherd's crook? Am I correct in that? 
HAWXINS I hsdn't heard the term but, yes, you 

are correct. It, again, is something we're planning for and 
1 think that they're working at Marshall on various tools, 
'evices to try to deploy the wing. Again that will be crew 
JudCJll8nt when they are there I think we'll provide the tools 
we think necessary to do that and when they're there can sur
voy t~ situation and it'll be there judgment as to why don't 
they try it. And, of course, that would be done as part of 
the standup EVA on the first day, at the end of the first 
day. 1 don't know George may have some more information of 
the type toola they would use. 
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HARD~ That'. what I had heard. It'. aoae kind 

of a pole hook arrang ... nt whero they could latch on to the 

end of th. be .. fairing and try to pull it. 
QUERY Would they do it before thd deploynent 

of the .hade, or after? 
SPBAKER Well, I think that's going to depend on 

what they see when they get there. And if in the proceAa of 

the etandup EVA in the fly-around they ~ight Oblerve what 

appeared to be an obstruction toward the end of this - of 

the be~ that was preventing this from being deployed and then 

the decision of the coma~nder was that he was at the place 

he wanted to be and now was the time to do it, then he'd 

probably proceed. If the task seemed to be more complicated, 

might require more time, then the decision ftight be made in 

real time to proceed and get the solar shade out and come 

back and worry about the baa. at a later time. 
PAO One more question. 
QUERY Okay. I want to make sure I understand 

you perfect.ly. You have no .eans at this time with telemetry 

or any other way of telling whether or not you've got any 

kind of outgassing in the ship and, number two, TOt or any 

of the other gases that could be there - would they be clear 

or would they b~ cloudy? Would you be able to see them? 

Could they see them, for example, by peering through the 

scientific airlock? 
ltAWXINS No. There would not be any visual evidence 

of it and we do not have any telemetry or sensora onboard for 

thAt type gas analysis. 
PAO Thank you. 
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PAO All riqht, we'll (Jet star',_d here with 
a chanqe of stli ft hrief tng. We have non puddy, Fli ght Director, 
on l'Ily right. On his riCJht, George B. Hardie, Chief of the 
System Engineering Skylab Proqram Office at the Marshall Space 
Flight Center. We'll just stArt off with Don. 

rUDDY Okay, well let me start off by saying that 
the vehicle is performing very, very well. We have had no 
new vehicle problems, As far as the habitation area is con
cerned, we feel we're stabilized somewhere in the 100 to 110 
degree region. The MDA wall temperatures are running 901lle
where in the order of 43 to 45 degrees. The airlock module 
is stabilized somewher~ around 40 degrees Fahrenheit. We did 
have some concern in the airlock module about getting too cold, 
so we have brought on s~e additional heat loads in thn ~ir
lock module. Pri~arily our concern there was, that we might 
freeze the wat.er in the coolant loops that are located in that 
area. But, we did bring on so~e addItional loads nnd have 
been ~anaging thoBe loads, and feel like right now, that we 
have that area very well stabilized, and p-xpect no problems 
in this particular area. As far as our TACS status, which 
I'm sure you all are interested in. Right now, we're at 77.1 
percent, which is about 13 percent helow what we had planned 
to be at this particular time. But we're still some 43 percent 
&hove what we ~all our experiment redline. We're using TACS 
gasage at the rate of somewhere at'ound 1 perr-ent per day. We 
did go through some exercises today, by making several maneuvers 
about the Z-axis, wh-<!re we feel like we're getting a much 
better hack on the momentum builrlup. And by making these 
maneuvers we are able to go ahead and command what we call a 
reset routine, much less regularly. And as a result of that, 
we feel like, where we had been doing this c~~and, which useR 
about 800 pound-seconds, or somewhere around that percent of 
TACS gas - two of these a day, we think we may be able get 
down to maybe 2 every, or excuse me, get down to 1 about every 
three quarters of a day. So, right now we're using it at 
about 1 percent per day, but we feel like it's very likely 
in the near future, from what we found out today, that we 
may be able to decrease this. So, under worst-case conditions 
right now, we expect that we would be somewhere at about 70 
percent TACS at the time of Skylab 2 lift-off. Even with some 
of the maneuvers that we're contemplating, which will use some 
TACS for the rendezvous, we still feel like that we're going 
to be somewhere in order of 2S percent above what we need to 
go ahead and conduct a completely nominal experimental mission 
for both Skylabs 2, 3, and 4. So, no problem in that arpa. 
As I did indicat,~, we did have severa 1 rnaneu\'ers where - what 
we were really trying to do was to correct for the rate gyro 
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drift, and also to optimize our momentum buildup. W. have 
been discussing today the faot that we may have had, due to 
the elevated t~mperatures, ao.e outgassing in the habit&tion 
area. Juat exactly what type of outgassing that we may havo 
had is unrler study, both here ar.d at Marshall. A lot of 
testing ia gOing on in this area. Again, if it does turn out 
that we do have 80m. outgasling produot. that we would like 
not to have in the vehi~lft when the crew inhabits it, enter. 
the area, we foel like there won't be any problera there, cause 
al you are probably well aware from what we've done in Apollo, 
we can 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAK~R ~ it enters the area. Me feel like there 
won't be any problem there because, aB you're probably well 
a~are from what wetve done in Apollo, we can very eaaily 
clear theae thinga simply by depreasurizing the vehicle 
Gnd repreasurizing the vehicle again. In fact, we prob-
ably have a procedure like this due to Res conta.ination 
that we aay experien~e if we do a atand up EVA. So this 
1a really nothing new, and we certainly have more than 
enough consumables in the area 02 and N2 to accomplish • 
this if this should be requirod. We h~ve, this afternoon, 
gone ahead and decreased the habitation area of prelsure 
froa 5 pai to 4 pai and that was completed just a few mo
menta ago. We took it down this initial ~tep merely to 
give ourselves 6011'\8 baseline infoI1\lation to see whether 
or not decreasing the pressure in this particul~r attitude 
would have any adverse effects on our momentum build-
up and therefore some effect on the TACS budget. ~"e f~und 
that it hadabaolutely no effect whatsoever, ~o we're con
fidel\t that If a depressurization is required, in order 
to purge out the habitation area, that there cretainly 
would be no problem as far as effecting any other system. 
I think that we can say that all of the planning is pro
gressing very well. There are sti 11 many opt,ions that 
are being diocussed in several areas, but the finding js 
proqressing very well. And right now at least, I don't 
think anyone that I have talked to has given any indicn
tion that we're not going to be prepared to go for our 
scheduled 13s00 GMT Skylab 2 liftoff on Hay 25. And iT. 
case the figure hasn't been quoted to you, I believe the 
window on that particular launch is about 9 minute3 lo~~. 
I think the, just to give you a few words as far a~ the 
rendezvous flight plan is concerned, we're not talking 
anythintj significantly dffferent from what we would ex
pect to fly in the nominal mission. It will be an M~S 
rendezvous. There will be a little variation in the 
actual maneuv&r sequence for the workshop, there again 
trying to keep ourselves optimised from a thermal stand 
point. Several literations on that are in work at the 
present time, and should be able to have a better feel 
for that sometime in the next one and a half or two days. 
We have done some work as far as items that we are adding 
and deleting from the command module stowage list. And 
Milt, maybe you can help me here, has this been covered 
it all? We are for instance carrying up a whole new 
load of EREP film. This is not something that is abnor
mal for say a Skylab 3 mission. We did have the EREP 
film aboard for Skylab 2, but we normally expect to resupply 
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with the ccmaand module the EREP film for Sky lab 3 and 
Sklyab.e. We are carryinq up some addItional photographic 
equipment to give us a chance to got better photographic 
coverago of the workshop, if we do the SEVA. We are 
also, of course, and George may be able to add several 
addltional worda to t.hls. We are also carrying up sev-
eral items of course that are aSBoci~ted with the various 
mechani8~8 that have been discussed with you as far as 
providing the ther.al protection for the habitation area. 
And several additional pieces of euqiprnent that are asso
ciated with the stand up EVA. As far 4S the food is con
cerned, I think, I don't know whether or not there Are any 
specific plans 8S far as CArrying up additional food other 
than what we normally would expect to carry up in the command 
module for a nominal mission. We do feel like there are 
probably .. or S ite~8 that nave meat products- -

END OF TAPE 
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PUOOY - a na.inal mi •• ion. We do feel like 
there are probably 4 or 5 iteMs that hav& meat produotR in 
them, thftt ~y be on the debatable list as far aa quality, 
but the medical people here a~e .x~lning that right now and 
I don't think we ~xpect to have any proble.s aa far ae the 
menus are concerned. As tar as medical saaples, or .. dical 
equipll\ent, 1 think. most of that has been eXailined, and 1n 
genvral, we feel like we're in pretty good shape herew There 
may be soae drugs that are - that would have to be re.upplied. 
But again, these are all very minor in nature. So, the general 
trend that I'm trying to give yo~ here, is that, in general, 
we are not expecting to make Significant resupply, except in 
the area of items that are necessary to go ahead and d~ploy 
the alternate device for the meteoroid shield. As far as a 
gross timelin. is concerned, rlqht now we're talking day 1 
being the rendezvous and the SEVA, and of course, at the present, 
our pre~eDt plan is, that we will have a 80ft dock as they 
prepare for the SEVA, and t.hen we' 11. undock and go ahead and 
acc~pli8~ the SEVA. And the only reason we're doing the soft 
dock is merely to give the crew time to go ahead and .ake 
the preparations without ~he additional task of being required 
to stationkeep. Day 2 is AM HD~ actiVAtion, and possibly An 
OWS ent~y for EVA A~1'8, if we go th~t particular route, 48 
far AS the deployment of a mechanism. Day 3 would be an EVA. 
During the night of day 3, we will be doinq some ~round com
mands as far a. activating the ATM experiments. On day 4, 
we plan to spend about a half a day to bring the OWS up to the 
statua for habitation. The afternoon of day 4 is more or le.s 
cc~sidered excess time, such that anything that h48 heen un
forseen, we'vo got time to take care of that without crowding 
the crew timeline. And on day 5, we will go ahead and start 
on our orbital operatlons. I think all in all, things are 
beginning to gel, And very shortly, I think we can expect 
to see most of the ma')or decisions being made, and !roft\ the 
standpoint of the on-,::ons01e team, we feel like we have tl'1e 
vehicle well under control. We're learning a little bit lilors 
about it e~ch day, and have nll the confidence in thd world. 
That'. About all I have. 

PAO [lid you have something, George? 
HARDIE J: mi.ght add a !<iW cocnmenta about the so.tar 

shades, the various (!oncepts that I mentioned the other day 
tl'.at were being look.~d at. We still have several concepts for 
the Bolar shade unde:r consideration, and well into the stage 
of evaluation, and i'l'\ 80me cases, even have SOlfte actual f1 ight 
~ardware ready to go. Two of those concept. are deployed by 
EVA. One is deployed by the 8tandup EVA froa the command aod
ule. The other is deployed by EVA, after docking fron the airlock 

~--~------------------------------------------------~------~ 
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module EVA hatch. The other 2 concepti are deployed from in
side the orbital workshop, throuqh a scientific airlock that 
we have on the solar side of the orbital workshop. Both of 
thes~ concepts that are being looked at, that would be deployed 
from inside the orbital workshop, would be deployed by the crew 
in a pressurized environment. It would not require depres
surizing. The concepts t~at ace being looked at are in work 
here at JSC, and also at Huntsville, and at McDonnall D~uglal 
at Huntington beach. The crew haa been to Huntsville, evaluat
ing some of the concepts - -

ENn OF TAPE 
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SPEAKBR The crew haa been to Huntsville eval-
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uating some of tho concepta in the water emeraion faoility 
in the neutral buoyanoy facility. They will be in Hunt_ville 
during the early part ot next week. The training proce-
dur~ for the crew on each one ot these concepts haa been 
laid out, and they are in that procedure at this tl~. I 
would expect that in the next couple of days, that the 
concepta will be boiled down to at least two and posaibly 
three copriMe optiona~ 

SPEAKER All right wait for the Rike would you 
pleaae. 

QUERY I have a good list of questiona here, 
Don and George. Firat of all, liro curious about the out 
qasing. What guesaes would you have f~om whflro it I!\ight 
be coming from, and what types of things coul.d it be? 

SPEAKER Let me say that primarily we think 
the outgasing is from some of the foam insulations. Aa 
far as a detailed chemical analysis of just eXdctly what 
these products might be, I don't believe that work has 
been completed. Like I say, the exact l'equlr-ement tor 
this depressurilation has not been completely finaliled. 
What we were attempting to do today on console, was to 
determine whether 01' not there was any adverse effect. 
as far as ~entum and TACS Ud4ge was concerned from ac
c~pli8hing this if it was subsequently required. George, 

may have some later word on that than I do, but I don't 
ink all of the chemical analysis of all the constituants 

that may bu out 9asing is known. They do know some of 
the items that could be outgasing, let's put it that way. 

SPEAKER There are teats in progres8 on that 
and a8 Don saya, we feel like the depressurization and 
represaurization time l~ne that will be developed will take 
care of ~ny concerns that we have tor outqasing. 

QUERY Another one. The temperatures you men-
tioned 100 to 110 stabilized in the living quarters. W~ 
were told yesterday, and I forgot now by who, in a briefing 
that it was 90 to 105 stabilization, depending on exact 
location. This seems to be quite a bit different, 100 to 
110 is considerably different than 90 to 105. I vas 
wondering hds it climbed back up and exactly why? 

SPEAKER I prefer to speak in terms of averages 
over the entire area. There are certainly areas in the 
habitation area t~at are down in the 90 to slightly above 
90 reglon. There are aleo other areas that are in, letls 
say the 110 to 120 region. But an overall gas tumperature 
inside the habitation area is running somewhere between 
100 and 110. And we leel right now a realistic average 
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been completed. Like I say, the exact l'equlr-ement tor 
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What we were attempting to do today on console, was to 
determine whether 01' not there was any adverse effect. 
as far as ~entum and TACS Ud4ge was concerned from ac
c~pli8hing this if it was subsequently required. George, 

may have some later word on that than I do, but I don't 
ink all of the chemical analysis of all the constituants 

that may bu out 9asing is known. They do know some of 
the items that could be outgasing, let's put it that way. 

SPEAKER There are teats in progres8 on that 
and a8 Don saya, we feel like the depressurization and 
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QUERY Another one. The temperatures you men-
tioned 100 to 110 stabilized in the living quarters. W~ 
were told yesterday, and I forgot now by who, in a briefing 
that it was 90 to 105 stabilization, depending on exact 
location. This seems to be quite a bit different, 100 to 
110 is considerably different than 90 to 105. I vas 
wondering hds it climbed back up and exactly why? 

SPEAKER I prefer to speak in terms of averages 
over the entire area. There are certainly areas in the 
habitation area t~at are down in the 90 to slightly above 
90 reglon. There are aleo other areas that are in, letls 
say the 110 to 120 region. But an overall gas tumperature 
inside the habitation area is running somewhere between 
100 and 110. And we leel right now a realistic average 
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ie so~here around 105 degree mar~. 
SPEAKER Nick. 
QUERY You 8eem to be sounding even eore 

optomi8tic today. And I wanted to ask you a couple ~f 
thing8. Are you really talking about completely nominal 
Skylab missions 2, 3, 4, when you continuously have new 
things cropping up such as this out gasing? And a180,wo 
have been told earlier, perhaps as much as 50 percent of 
the medical supplies that would have been degraded 
or deteriorated. Prir Irlly, could you ue specific about 
completely nominal Skylab mi8sions? 

SPEAKER Well, what I'm trying to say there i~ 
I have never been pe8simistic. Let's get that one on the 
record first. I felt from the etart that we had a good 
chance of being able to control the vehicle in an unmanned 
configuration to stabilize t.he ',ehicle thenaally, and at
titude control wise which are the two prlme requireMents 
I feel like, strictly from a stand point of ground con
trolling an unmanned confi~uration. As far as, when I 
say flying a nominal Skylab 2, J, 4, mission, what I'. 
referring to here i8 the capability, assuming no other additional 
failures and Assuming that we can deploy some sort of 
meteoroid shield which will allow us to go into our 
nominal attitude profile, I think that we can say that 
we CAn conduct th~ experiments on seperate missions that 
were originally d~~igned to be conducted on Skylab 2, 3, 4, 
nominal Skyl~b time frame plan. I think that, and George 
may have so~e ComMent on this, I think that in general, 
most ot the designs that we're talking about for an alter-
nate shield do preclude those few experiments that were 
scheduled to be executed from the plus Z SAL. 

SPEAKER That's correct. 
SPEAKER But as far as ope~~ting the ATM exper-

iments, as far as limited Z local verticals for EREP op
erations and this i8 primarily a power consideration type 
thing here, as far Aa the biomedical experiments and as 
far as the majority of the corallary experiments, I feel 
we can operate them. Now it ~ay not be that we can oper
ate all of these experiments as rapidly as we would like 
to. In other words because of power constraints, we may 
not be able to operate a preponderence of these experiments 
olmultaneously, but we can a~complish those experiment 
operations. 

SPEAKER I'd like to aake one c~ent with 
respect to the lead into your question there. Talking 
about the outqasing as it might relate to a long term 
mission. I'd li~e to ftmphasize that the outgasinq 
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we've leen hAS been due to the v~ry high temperature, 

that we saw during the initial part of the mission. And 

that's the reason, of course, we wanted to take the pre.aure 

down and allow the atmosphere to leak out. We do expect 

that with stabilization that we've seen, that the lower 

temperatures now and with the even lower t~perature8 

that will see after we deploy the shield, then our concorn 

for outgasing under ttoae conditions would not continue. 

So that would not have any direct effect at all on the 

length of the mission. 
SPEAXER Let me also add to that one that the 

cycling or the depressurization and subsequ~nt repressure~ 

ization is also something, strictly from the stand point 

of purging of contamination is a nominal procedure and 

is ~l.o a procedure that nominally we follow between var

ious missions. We do not leave the habitation area air

lock ~dule MDA combination at 5 psi between say Sky lab 2 

and Skylab 3, 
QUERY Then in other words moat of the dis-

cU8sion welve had so far about the tail end of tho mission 

28 day mission, leave alone the 56, that the tail end would 

be severely curtailed, it really doesn't stand any more. 

Is that correct? 
SPEAKER I think Don has said all ready, and 

they can say it again that the critical consumable for 

that part of the mission is definitely electrical power. 

How the electrical power is there for the maintenance 

of the basic systems to stabilize the vehicle to maintain 

the crew. Ar.d one of the activities that is underway 

here and at Huntsville now, is looking critically at the 

things that we can do with less of, like lights for inatanc6 

not as many lights on as one would otherwise have, in 

an effort to be able to get into that part of the mission, 

then to budget our electrical power so that we car. allocate 

sufficient power to some of thd experiments. I think it's 

certainly true that all of the experiments operating in 

a simultaneous or near simultaneous time frame, which 

by the way we never pla"ned anyway in a mission would 

be impossible. There will be a good active power manage

ment, critical budget activity that will be required at 

that time. 
SPEAXER We'll take a couple of more questions 

here, then we'll go to the Cape. 
QUERY A follow up on Nick's question to Ree 

if you want to stand by this completely nominal 28 day - -

END OF TAPE 
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If you want to .tand by thi8 completely nominal 28-d8Y, two 

56-day ~i.sion, with your reduced power eituation, and the 

fact that you ar~ eliminating exper1nent. on the fir8t .ission, 

before they've even seen the work8hop. 
PAO Want to try that one George? 
PUODY I'M .orry, JiB, I will be happy to answer 

that queytion. There i8 still a lot of inve8tigation going 

on, •• to just exactly what the detailed electrical profiles 

are g01ng to be. The point that I was priaarily trying tc 

make ia that we feel like we do have 8ufficient electrical 

power, at least during the time fr~ that the CSM can aain

tain its loadl. We do have suffioient electrical power to 

accoapliah the basic workshop electrical 10ad8, to provide the 

additional loads that are required for habitation of the entire 

workshop, and to provide some excess for experiment operations. 

And we teel that that excess power, that i8 available for 

experiment operations, i8 sufficient to run such things a8 

the AYM e~periRents, the biomedical experiments, ERBP, for 

short intervals, and corollary. ~s far as how all of these 

are put together in a time line for any given particular day 

i8 going to be a job that we had already accepted for Skylab, 

and that is one of a daily, real-time, flight planning exercise. 

And electrical power will certainly playa paramount role, a8 

far aa selecting those experl~ent options that we can run at 

a particular time. 
HARDIE Now, we have Mother Nature working for us, 

in one regard, in this mircion, with the scheduled launch date. 

We will now be in the latter part of the mission, we will be 

at higher beta angles, and therefore, in the Sun on each revo

lution, longer than we would otherwise be, and so, that within 

itself, is going to give us more power. 
QUERY You mentioned you're planning a a~ft 

docking. Does that mean you've given up the idea that a hard 

dock might jar loose the solar array panels? 
PUDDY Let De answer that one by saying that, 

we're starting out the entire, or the philosophy surrounding 

the activities, after the Skylab 2 crew arrives on scene, is 

highly dependent on what the crew sees, and is able to relay 

back to us. Tho commander of that mission certainly i8 given 

the option of what actions that he conoiders necessary. The 

reason I mentioned a soft docking is strictly to provide the 

capability of enabling the crew to go ahead and make the neces

sary preparations for a standup EVA without the extra work

load of stationkeeping. Sooner or later, we are going to hard 

dock. All we're doing 1s precluding making the first docking 

a hard docking, because it'a not required at that particular 
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point in ti .. to aohieve our objec~lv., which 1 ••• rely to 
avoid station-k.eping for a long period of tiMe. 

QUBRY What te.perature rang. and other conditions 
do you conaider to find the habitation area al acceptable tor 
entering? 

HAROII Well, there are leveral waya that the crew 
could potentially enter the orbital workehop. The way that 
we would expeot them to enter and would like for the. to 
enter "ould be in - ••• ontially in .h1rt.leeves. 1 think .1ith 
the te~ratu~es that we're ••• inq right now, and expect cO 
stabilize at, that we're .tlll quit. comfortable with 
ft shirt.leavo entry. I don't aean by that the crew's going 
to be comfortabl. at tho •• temperature. for any long period 
of tl~o, b~t t mean of teraa of their .afety and the health 
and the well being ot the orew the temperatures are not to 
the point that you would have to have tor an entry, anything 
other than shirtsleeve entry. HOW, this is g01n'1 to depend 
to s~ degree upon what we expect the crew to do when they 
get there, and it there's a heavy talk for the initial entry 
into the work.hop, then the worktiln6 might obviously have to 
be shortened. But, the sequence, which of courso, Don has 
elready reterred to, that we would atte~pt to achieve, would 
be one in which the 801ar shade WAS deployed by the - if it 
was deployed EVA-wise, wouJ.d be deployed betore the require
.ant tor crew entry. But, wefre not - I don't think I've ans
wered your question very well, but we're not at a point that 
there'& anything that's goin9 to restrict 1n a severe aanner 
the crew entry because of temperatures. It's just obvious 
that tho higher the temperatures the lower the workluad that 
theY've got to be submitted to. 

QUERY Is your tentative timeline, which has on 
~he night of day 3 activating the ATM, is that based on getting 
power from the solar array, that it would be fixed, or would 
you do that any CAse, no matter what the power situation 
was? 

PUDDY Oh, I think this timeline that I have 
quoted you is based strictly on the (X)';er generation capability 
that we have right now. I'm not talkin J about any additional 
power. 

PAO Okay, we'll go to the Cape and take some 
quest.ions from there. 

QUERY Two questions. And firstly, can you give 
us, oven proviSionally, any time by which you think the shield 
may be deployed by the SEVA method? At leaat a time, say by 
which, if a deadline, by which if it is not achieved, it has 
to be abandoned for that d~y at least? And the second question 
i8, HORAn now r~port8, a large number of objects, 1. believ~ nine, 
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either trailing or 1 •• Jing Sky1ab. DO you have Any indication 
~at one of thele a.y involve part of one of the eolar panell, 
1n other word" aay you have loat one? 

PUDDY I, perlonally, have not looked at, or re-
viewed any of the NORAD data. So II~ afraid I could not C~· 
.. nt on thAt que.tion at all. Aa far al the length of time 
that we would nominally expect to be completed with the .tand
up EVA operationl, let Me e.phaailo that tht, 1e a tenat1ve 
flight plan, but we are talking about the end of rev 8. Hop.
tully that we would have the lal1 deployod, th!1 ia loae 13 
hours elapaed time after the launch of Skylab 2, Shortly 
thereafter, the orew would go into a post EVA prep. And, coura. 
doffing thair suita, and stOWAge, and check gear, I think they 
begin their sleep period at around 06.00, local. 

QUERY We got a timeline here, for TV viewing, 
rend.avous, and fly-around, based on a 09.02 lift-oft. ~ow, 
vhere the lift-olf haa been ~ved back by 2 .1nutea, 1 pre
sume the same g08s for this TV timeline, ia this correct? 

PUDDY I'm not aure exactly what TV ti~line you 
have, or what flight plan yo~ have. The TV that we would hope 
to get, all things boing equal, is some TV over GU •• , which 
occurs somewhere around 1 hours and 29 ~lnute8, excuse me, 
that'd be about 7 hours and 30 minutes into the miasion on 
the Skylab 2. 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY • 7 hour» and 29 ~1nut8', •• OUI • .. , that'd 

be ~out 1 hours and 30 .inute., into the million on the Skylab 2. 

QUERY 008. anybody know, plea.e, how aany •• tro-

nautl are now vorkln9 on liaulation. and 10 on, or whether thil 

lituation will affect the plana 'or Stafford and Oek. Clayton, 

and varioue people, to attend the Paril airlhow? 
PUDDY Let me lay, th.t I'm .ure that the entire 

•• tronaut corpl 1. involved in loae way or other, in working 

with the flight control tea •• , in one fora or another, in uklng 

lure that ~ have a total integrated approach to thil operation. 

AI tar a. whether or not lome ot them are going to be able to 

attend the Parie air Ihow il - that'8 co.pletely outaide my 

ball park, and I'm afrald I couldn't Ansver that quelt'.on at all. 

QUERY For Mr. nard1e. You Nentioned that there 

are two new techniques being Itudied tor the deployment of thl. 

lolar shield, and that the •• two techniqu" do not require EVA. 

Bxactly how will they be deployed, step by step, if you can? 

HAROU: I think theBe technique. are - have been 

mentioned earlier, 80 I didn't want to introduce them here as 

~pletely new. They are deployed through the Icientitic air

lock, which is located on the solar side of the- at least one 

of thea, we have two, located on the solar Bide of the vehicle. 

Now, we have onboard the Skylab, in the orbital workshop, an 

experiment, or have several experiments, that are deployed 

through that scientific airlock. But one in particular, haa 

a large box~type ~ffair, that goes with it, that is mounted 

directly to the scientific airlock. It protrude. back into 

the orbital workshop, and the experiment, after the Icientific 

airlock door is opened, the experiment 18 put into space, 
extended into apace with pushrods, that are ~unted onto th6 

box, with the crewmen actually puahing these out into space. 

They remain attached, but you can push them out various dis
tances out trom the side of the orbital workshop. We're looking 

at two Bchemes or two different designs that would go inside of 

this box attached to the scientific airlock. The scientific 

airlock door would then be opened, and in much the ~ame manner 

as these experiments are deployed with push-rods through ~~e 

side of the box, by the crewmen, they would deploy, then, the 

two devices. Now, one of them is an expandable structure that would 

be deployed from the scientific airlock by the crew, and then it 

would be - it would expand, under a very sm~ll preasure, and 

would then align itself in the right position, of course. The 

othor one is completely mechanical. That expandable structure, 

by tha way, is being investigated and developed at HcDonnell 

Douglas, at Huntington Beach. And here at JSC, they are looking 

at a device that would be deployed in much the sa.e way. However, 
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it 1a co.plotely .. chanlcal, and itts folded with spring-loaded 
joint., into a very a~all and coap~ot package. But, once e.
tended into Ipace, it will .1~ply untold, and provide an ua
brella. 

QUERY • • • 
I~ROIE Well, I can't tell you exactly, but ba.ically, 

a equare and rectangular wh~n it's folded. And the ai.o of 
the lolar shade and umbrella, or aal1, or whatever na.e you 
want to 9ive to it, that we're looking at, generallzed, at 
about 20 by 24 feet, 1 uelieve. Thil 1118 hal been changing 
a little bit in the last few hours, becau •• we have to d.119n 
it to the thfrmal requirementa to get the protection that we 
want. 

PAO In answering the question concerning the 
ASTP crew, it's uncertain at this time whether all three moabera 
wlll be able to make it, but at least one .ember of the crew 
will be present at the Paria Air Show, and ~aybe more. 

QUERY Stephen ••• WACC News. About how 
lonq after deploYl~nt of the solar shield will temperat~re. 
drop to nOl~al, and what is considerod normal? 

PUODY We are right now runnlnq computer models 
which sirouldte the thermal conditions, both outside ther~Al 
protection of the shiAld and the thermal conditions inside. 
We do expect to complete these models within the next few hours, 
in fact. From those models, we can predict, then, the profile 
at which the temperature will drop. 1 think we're talking 
in terms of a large number of hours. I don't think we are 
talking in terms at all ~ in fact I'm positive we're not talking 
in terms of a large number of days. So, we expect, once we 
qet the shields out there, and the shade out there, that the 
temperature will come down quite satisfactorily. Now, initially, 
the thermal control system, with the shade, and with active 
cooling, we have heat exchangers to provide active cooling, 
in the orbital workshop, too. The active cooling cornes from 
the airlock module, that has the radiators and the cooling 
loop. But initially, we had designed the orbital workdhop to 
be controllable, in a range thdt would normally be about 70, 
72 degrees, which wou\~ be basically about the condition that 
you would have your house. We expect that we will be slightly 
higher than that, as a normal temperature, with the solar 
shield deployed, and with the actived cooling employed. By 
slightly, I vouldn't want to quote a number, because the analysis 
is still continuing, thA thermal models are still going, but 
quite confident that we can with this design, make the environ
ment comfortable and livable for the astronauts. 

QUERY Yesterday you mentionod a shepherd's crook 
• • • a specific tool to be used in this mission. 
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Are the.e tool •• odified or Adapted from exiltin9 tool., luoh 
al thole u.ed on the Apollo rd •• ion. , or are they ooapletely 
new ones thAt you've had to develop? 

PUppy Well, there are a lot people 1nvolved in 
.earching around for both ideas and existing tooll that aiqht 
be used. Toole that are used by linemen or working on power 
lin.a, toole thAt Are uled for epecial outting of tree 11~. 
or anything of tnat nature are being inVestigated. And eo.e 
of thol. tools have been, have beo~ available, and Ire at 
Huntsville, a8 well as here at JSC for investigation. Now 
one would expect that there would be 80me of those tooll that 
would be usable in their current state,current design. There 
will be others whero the concnpt will be adaptable, but becAUI. 
of ~he size of the tools, they will have to be redesigned for 
wei9ht lAving purposes. We have theae tool8 for the flight 
crew to evaluate, and we want to be prepared to take up any 
kind of tool for just about any kind of purpose, that they 
or the engineers can feel like that they might have a UI. for. 
So, the tools are in a collection procosa right now. But tool. 
of all aorta are being looked at. 

OVERY I didn't ~nderltand you answer a moment ago 
about A large I,~~er of hours, and a small number of daye, and 
80 forth. Could you SAY - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY 1 didn't underst4n~ your answer. 
moaont 490 about a larq. no.f\\»81' of hour .. and a .rMll nWllber 
of days and 80 forth. could ~ou say, glve U8 A better 
feel. Are you talking about. ped\aps 2-1/2 to 3 daye to 
get down to 10 c.\egrees in U'lt: OWS or perhapfJ 24 hours or 
just what do you mean a bit more specifically than that 
even though I understand you haven't seen the profilea 
yet. 

SPEAKER 1 th1n~ that we're talking about 
lomething between 24 and 36 hours. It's possible that I 
can be ott there ,,\8 much aa e hours 0 ither way. But I 
do feel like itls in that b&11park. 

SP£AK~R All right, do wo have any more ques-
tions here in Houston? 

QUERY ~h·. II~ reii', I don I t qui te understand the 
shape of these sciontific airlocK type Ull'\hrella or air 
mattr.ess configuration. '1\o1enty by 24 teet, they will be 
rectangular shapes. 

HARDY 'fhat I s correct. 
QUERY And will they have reefing line8 or 

some method of being abl(l t.o bo roell'HI? 
IIAROY They will have essentially extension 

or stand off from the scient.i fic airlock itsolf, and they 
will remain in place as thoy are deployed from the scien
tific airlock. The concept at this time did not imp08ulate 
the requirement for or the t~)d9tence of reefing lines from 
each corner or tie downs or <mythii'lq of that nature. 

QUERY Rut aft I understand it designs on the 
Seva shield and dlso tht} dirlocx module shield they use, 
would have 1 ee f ing lines 'lO + hat at the cnd of the 28 day 
mission because of high Bet~ angles and such, you would 
change the configurations pr.or to leaving them. 

HAROY 1 understand your question. The con-
cepts that are being looking at arl3 cOTI~idering wheth"r 
the final design will have this feature or not, I don't 
know, but are con8i~~rinq the possibity that the rectangu
lar 8had~ could be rotated oli<Jht1y to allow more of the 
projected arc~ of the ~urface to be exposed and therefore 
more solar energy to come in. However, the twenty by 
twenty-four essent(lilly provides a maximum covorage 80 
there is not really anything you coul~ do to cover a 
larger area. HO'«ever, that does cover essentially the 
entire projected area of that side of the worKshop. Does 
that answer the question? Well, let me try just one more 
time. Since welre covering a rect~nqular area, if you 
rotate it 90 degrees, new W(!I X'C going to cover a t«enty 
by twenty instead of a twef~ty by twenty-four. So we can 
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vary the area that ware ooverng by $()M rotAtion of that 
reotan91o • 

QUERY l'v. jUlt been wondering why the RVA 
and SBVA type approach.. .eolll! to doalnato over the aolen
title airlotk typp.. la thAt juat becau.e becaua~ of tho 
difftculti •• ot manufacturo and the ti .. involved? 

HARDY One doean't know for an Abaolute fact 
that the acientifio airlocke are operatlon~l. It ia poe
libla although we don't havo any reason to know thAt now, 
that ao.e piece of .. teorlod ahield CQuld bo in a polition 
to block the soientific airlock. We have done an&ly.il, 
we know what the temperature on the acientitic airlock ia 
And we've done analysia to aaaure ourselvee that the aeal on 
the door and that the mechania~ itaelf that open. and cloaes 
the door CAn withstand thoa~ types of temperature.. But, 
in the event that the 8cientiflc airlock waa not operable 
and at that all your egg a were in that basket, then you'd 
be in a little bit of trouble. 

QUERY I've got several queationa. Don, do 
you know how much of the SEVA will be on TV, if any? 
1 mean other than the fly Around and looking at it, I'm 
talking about the actual deployment of the shield on the 
SEVA falhion. 

• 

PUDOY I think just because of the gro~nd 
coverage time line that we have right now, and we are 
going through some reaS8elll'lent of just exactly what the 
~ws attitude profile is going to be during that partic-
ular time from. I think it would be very difficult for 
me to quote exactly what the TV cov~rage 18 going to boo 
Let me jUlt say, that we have certainly taken that into 
conaideration and we're just a8 interested 1n seeing it 
on TV AI 1·~ aure you are, and we are gOing to try to 
maximize it, but a. far al an exact TV schedule, until 
we have a completely defined flight plan, I would hate 
to quote that, but I will make sure that you get that 
information as soon as it's available. 

QUERY We keep more optinistic outlooks 
toward repairing at leAst ono of the solar panela or maybe 
dOing something with it. I'm curious why we've, you know 
the chAnging the mind. At first it waa the imposaible, 
nobody, it couldn't be done, and now we're taking tools 
along and we're more confident thAt it's possible that one 
of them could be fixed. And they keep tftlking about one, 
I'm curious why only one of them, and which one that it 
would be. 

PUOOY I think in general the wing tyat 
~ are talking about, that we feel that we have soae feeling 
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that we .ay be able to tix, and I'm not .aying this 1. 

r.lltlve in any .tr.tch ot the iaaginat10n, but a~ fee1in9 
e v1n9 1. And the realon that "'. f •• l a little .ore 

confldent on thia partioular wing, 1. froa the .tand point 
that a. I indicated to you a couple of eveninqa ago, "'I 
did not loa. the aecured indic.tion, which meant it val 
.till coapletely attached to the workshop atruoture until 
after we had aotually ground com.anded that particular wing to 
~eplOY. W. have al.o loon lome indioation. al ha. b .. n 
reported to you of lome fluotuatiQn. and SAS voltagol and 
SAS ourrents. It would indioate that we might be getting 
a .-.11 degree of charging, in other worda on one of 
the outboard wing sections of whioh there are three a •• o
ciated with the OWS BAS. We may have had partial deploy
ment there and as George Hardy ~ust pointed out to yuu, 
we are not aure just exactly where the meteoroid shield 
i8 wrapped around, and it 18 possible, I won't say it is 
very possible, but it's po8sible that a portion of the 
meteoroid shield has restrained thia particular wing frca 
deploying. And if that 18 tha case, then reaov1ng that 
may indeed allow that particular wing to be freed and to 
go ahead and deploy. It does not take much force at all. 
In fact, correct me if It~ wrong here George, but I think 
the force normally is around 2 pounds, that Wt'·~· .. d be re
quired to restrain that wing in the nondeployed position, 
after it had been released from the Mtructure. 

QUERY The firet part of ~y question WAS 
askinq about why the change in thou9ht. Somebody came runnln-j 
into Mission Control one day with the Answer or did every
body start thinking about it more 8eriously and come up 
with kind of gradual ideas. 

PUODY Well I think that aD we gathered more 
and more of the data, a8 to exactly the sequence of events 
the possibilities of jupt exactly what the status was of 
the m6teoroid shield we felt, ~verything has been evolving. 
And we felt that there was a polsibility that this could 
be the reason that the wing had not been deployed and that 
our intent i8 strictly to be totally p~epared for anything 
that we might encounter and if that is all that is re
quired to deploy that particular wing i9 to say move a 
piece of meteoroid Bhield out of the way, we cert6inly 
would want to have the tools and the training. Crew 
training as far as observation and this type of thing 
SCittared away such we would ;;8 able to do that. And that' s 
what welre working on at this time. 

QUERY In addition to your limitation and 
stowage on the CSM, can you say how much in wei9ht you're 
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taking off and how auch you're putting on. What'. your 
limitation 1n wei9ht .a well a. actual area 1. concerned, 

SPEAKER I cannot quote to you the exaot ve i 9ht 
figure., 1 haven't h.ard any concern expre •• ed that we 
were carrying .are, a tre .. ndoul increaae 1n weight, We 
are adding certain ite •• tha~ are aSlooiated with the 
daviee. that we would ule to provide the thernal protection. 
We are allo add1ng, a. I indioated ~arli.r, Bone replace
Ment fl1a and 8o.e equip~nt and there are .everal it ••• - -
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SPEAKER .. the theraal protectlon. We are allo 
adding, a. t indicated earller, vo .. replacement tl1., and 
.a.. equipment. And there are leveral ite •• that we are de
leting_ Sa.e of theBe are a.lociated .trlctly with experl .. ntl 
that we nor.ally expeoted to carry with us, that are aa.ociated 
with operation out.ide of the plua-t SAL. So, there have 
been ite~. added, there have been items deleted, but II tar .1 
the delta in weight, I cannot quote that figure for you, I'a lorry. 

QURRY Are there any experi .. ntl other than the 
one. a.aooiated with the lolar airlook, that might hive to 
go by the board, becaulo ot thil etowl\q4 bUlinel'? Thing. 
that ~19ht have been returned, tor exaMple, at the end of 
the rais.10n? 

PUOOY Again, let me say, that I haven't been 
directly aesociated with all the detailed experiment planning 
that haa been going on in one of the off-conaole teal'll', but 
:n general, I feel the an8wer to your queltion is, no. If 
there are experiments, they're going to be very few in number. 
George, do you know - • 

I~RDIE No, I would agree with that, I don't know 
of anything right now we've identified thAt we would have to 
leave h~ beCAuse we don't have dtorage to bring it back. 
Neither do I know of any experiments in their totality, other 
than the ones that operate out of the solar scientific air
lock, that would be lost. But, as we mentioned earlier, therQ 
may be some, due to fila allocations, and in power, and in 
things of that nature, that have to be budgeted. 

QUERY On the outgassing. Can you lay what made 
you turn to that question today? And, also, what would be 
the - would there be any significant deterioration of the 
material that ia outqassed? 

PUOOY I think as tar as what made us turn to 
it today, we have always investigated thing. that - we get into an 
abnormal situation either thermally, or from the standpoint of 
pres8ure, we always go in and look at all the possible ramifi
cations of that type of thing, on the mission profile. And, 
as you are probably well aware, there have been many, many, 
things under investigation, and this is one that before any 
concern at all was expressed in that area, we wanted to make 
sure that we had some data, 80 there have been some of the 
substances that could possibly have some outgassing bypro-
ducts. These have been actually tested in various area8, and, 
by heating them up to the temperatures that we thought we dId 
arrive at in the habitation area - and like I say, the chemical 
analYSis hadn't been completed on that but - we're assuming 
that if there is a problem with the outgassing on this, of 
some product that we'd like not to have in thera no matter 
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how _lnute it .. y bl, we teel that we oan take caro of that 
Without any prOblea by deprel.urllatlon and lub.eq~.nt re
pre.luriaation. 

PAO Okay, welre 901n9 to have to cut it off 
here, now. Por your infor.atlon, tho newl center, here, at 
JSC, will be open from 8 to 5 p ••• on Saturday and Sunday. 
Thank you. 
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SPEAKER Okay, we're ready to qat started. Flight 
Director Chuck Le\/ia thi, morning who haa been leading 
the H18alon Control shitt since midnight, hetll give ua 
a stat"8 of the vehicle a8 now. 

LEWIS Okay, basically there'a not much change 
in the status. We're still using this pitchup 50 degreea 
tor ther~l considerations and it certainly appear. like 
we've reached a point where we've qot the temperature 
stabilized. We've got a reasonable 101ar cell battery 
configuration for ~lntainln9 the en~rgy we need and one 
thing we did start doing last night is using some temperature 
measurements and 80me data trom the 801ar colla to determine 
attitude. \vo would normally rely upon our rate gyros for 
that but since we've heon in this pitchup attitude they've 
drifted off so~ewhat. And to update them, make theM correct, 
you need to go back to the solar inertial mode with an ACS 
sun sensor and we don't want to pay that price, 90\ng back 
to solar inertial and going back into the thermal problem again. 
T~kea some length ot time for every - we eltimate for every 
hour you're in solar inertial it takes about 13 to 14 hours 
back in our pitchup attitude to recuperate the thermal penalty. 
So with some thermal measurements that we're using and the 
solar cell electrical characteristics \Ie thinlt we've got a 
real good handle in attitude and can stay that way for 
sometime. That's basically about it, not much change. 

SPEAKER Any questions? 
SPEAKER David Salsbury. 
QUERY You've been - been in the process of 

trying to control and refine your techniques on how to 
control Sky lab now tor a little while. I just wondered if 
you could pin point anything - you know what you've really 
learnod about some of the characteristics of Skylab as a 
satellite and the techniques of controlling it? 

LEWIS Well, basically I think we've learned 
that our attitude - our computer system and our attitude 
control system has worked together, control attitude works 
very well. '''0 determined that prior to getting up to this 
pitchup attitude we're in. So that system looks liko it is 
functioning very well. We're certainly learning a lot about 
thermal characteristics of the vehicle and we've got I think 
a very good handle on that. Electrical power we've - because 
we are limited in powor we - we've qat a vory good han61e 
on that. And of courso we've been working offline to work 
up minimWll power requirements for additional operations, 
living in the OWS if we can, if the fix works in our experi
ment operation. So we're base lining a lot of that data. 
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So it's, basically, the control systems works fine, the 
thermal - the ATM electrical systems working fine and 
if the fix works we ought to be J.n pretty good shape. 

SPEAKER There's a question back here. 
QUERY What's the average temperature inside 

you recorded last night. 
L~~IS Well it s~cms like we're still stabi-

lized somewhere between 100 and 110. Somewhere in that 
range. It doesn't appear to be decreasingl but it's no 
longer increasing. 

QUERY Even with the pitchup? 
L~lS Pardon. Yes. 
QUERY Even in the pitchup. 
LEWIS Yes. 
QUERY How far have you gotten in some of 

your power management plans? Take the worst case, say that 
you don't get the solar panels fixed - the one solar 
panel fixed, haw are you going to reduce the mission? 
What experiments are going to be cut out? What dre going 
to be cut dawn? 

LEWIS Well let me say this, we haven't got 
as far with the experiment power requirements as we havA 
with th9 ~asic power requirements. Wolve got 1 thir." a 
very good handle on the - what we have to power up lJC 
living conditions in the OWS. Of course we've worked the 
airlock module HDA power configuration - -
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LEWIS - what we have t\1 power up for living ,-~on-ditions in the OWS. Of course, we've worked the airlOCK module r·1DA power configuration when the crew enter:J that, and we've deltaed for I\TM operations; we know about what that's going to cost us. We have worked some power deltas on the EREP experiments. '~e have that information. I really haven't seen it all tied together yet to give you ~n idea of what experiments we can conduct simultaneously, aud so forth. 
QUERY Can you put s~me figures or some more detail than what these basic conditions are. And the ATH how much of the ATl-I, and what are the plans now for ERF.P. 
LEWIS I don't think I can right now. I can say this, that it looks like, as far as electrical power capability, we've got about 4500 watts in tha ATM system. We think it's going to require somewhere around 3000 watts for operational power, and we have somewhere between 1000 and 1500 watts for experiment work. And, for example, an 1\TH OPS would require around, as I recall, somewhere around 500 or 600 watts. So we could operate ATM, plus maybe a medical experiment, you know. We can do some experiments simultaneously. 
QUE~Y Do you have any update on the crew activities? LF.WIS On the crew activities presently training, and so forth? No, I really don't. The last -SPE1\rER We should know that in about an hour, or within an hour (garble). 
LEWIS I think RIJsty's at Marshall. I don't really know what th£lr schedu"Le is. 
PAO We have some questions at the Cape. Let's go there and take those. 
QUERY What is tho stat '1s of the required flight plan riqht now, and where is most of this - the computations or the revisions being done? Is it being done simultaneously at Harshall and Johnson Sp~ceflight Center? 
LEWIS Okay, the first question. We've basically got our activities defined and timelined for day 1, the rendezvous, the inspection. We have an option in there for ~ standup EVA for ono of the fixes. We have that baSically workod out, we've modified crew checkli~ts to reflect that timeline. And we'vo dono a lot of th~t basic work herel gom~ of it;s been confirmed or valid(Hed by the Harshall peoplo. \-to've dt)ne that b~sic with these offlino flight control team~. And, wh~t was the socond question? And ~ay 2, I must say, day 2 w~'ve got baSically timeline. 

QUERY What porcentage of the flight plan has boen completed now, at this time? 
LF.WlS Oh, we've got day 1 b~8ically completed. Day 2, day 3, and 3t that point - and part of day 4. Now, day 2 iA th~ entry into the airioc}.. module fJ.f)1\, and also entry 
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into the OWS for a short period of time for some transfer items, 
in the event we have to do an EVA from the airlock module on 
day 3. And day 4 is entry into the OW5 again for other items -
transfer items. And perhaps if the fix is - works, and the 
temperature comes down, we may do a bit more on day 4 in the 
OWS. Day S, if everything goes well, we would probably initiate 
some of the experiment work - limited experiment work. 

QUERY If we (garble) already, what you are going 
to tkae out of the command module to stow all that additional 
equipment; you have the two tJunshie1ds, the pole, and so on. 
Or more generally speaking, how did you solve this problem? 

LEWIS I can't answer you specifically because I 
haven't really been working the stowage problem, another group 
has. I know they've had to delete some iteMs from slowage, I 
don't know what those are. And, of course, like you mentioned, 
we'"e had to add stowage room for the theml"1 fix and other 
items, but I'm not that familiar with the stowage problem. 
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and other items, but I'm not that f~niliar with the stowage 
problem. 

PAO No more questions from the Cape. 
QUERY I've qot a couple of questions. I've-

what are you going to have to turn - do you know what you're 
going to have to turn down in the CSH to get this extra 
6 - 800 watts of power this 15 to 17 days, and also what 
affect will the maneuvering for the standup EVA have on this 
power from the CSM? 

SPEAKER Okay, we have worked up a minimum power 
configuration for the command service module to increase 
the duration of the fuel cell life. That's been done, and 
we have that in modular steps. Now, I mean by that in some 
cases you could pa~er-down too much. You would have a thermal 
problem with the coolant loop in the radiators, for example, 
in the command module. As far as the effect of the command 
module - the power required for the command module to do the 
SEVA, I don't know how much power it's going to take and we -
really J don't think we've examined that from a power point of 
view. ItDs something that if we do the SEVA then we're going 
to pay that price cause it's going to be for the benefit of 
the program, so we really haven't, 1 don't think, delted that 
power. 

OUERY What percentage of the drugs do you think 
have been spoiled and what kind of drugs are they? What's 
the name of them? 

SPEA~ER I really can't ~nswer that. The medical 
people have been working that and, like I said, I haven't 
seen the stowage - I'm not familiar with the stowage list, 
which would - if they do have drugs that need to he replaced, 
they'd, you know, of course have to take them up. I really 
don't know. Some of the peOpld from the medical directorate 
might be able to help you there. 

QUERY You've mentioned a couple of minutes ago 
that by day 5 they may start on the experiments. 00 you have 
any fix as to when they might move into the ows to live there? 

SPEAKER I really don't. If the fix docs work and 
the OWR hegins to cool down I don't know how long it would take 
it to cool down to the point where we would want the crew to 
set up living quarters. I really don't know. 

QUERY Suppose the crew goos up there and erects 
this heat shinld and we turn out because the timeline iB slipped 
back and you're going to have a hi~hor beta angle and you're 
able to salvage a majority of the mission. Have you got any 
feelings about, you know, what the aignl-really haven't thought much 
immediate problem. Certainly, if we can get up there and 
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clean up the vehicle and deploy the shield and make such a 
fix, assumiog it's all successful it would certainly, I think, 
point out the benefit of a shuttle-type system for satellites, 
for example, the deployment of satellites. If they don't 
activate possibly retrieve them at that point and brin9 them 
back or there may be some things the crew could do, you know, 
while in orbit. I think it would, you know, demonstrate 
that type of capability. 

PAO Okay, l've got a rundown here on crew 
activities for today. Prime crew Pete Conrad and Joe Kerwin 
are practicing unsuited workshop flyarounds in the command 
module simulator this morning. Paul Weitz is doing a standup 
EVA walk.t.hrough on the thermal curtain deployment procedures 
frow the command module. 

END OF 'l'.l\PE 
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PAO procedures from the command module. 
This afternoon Joe Kerwin will be briefed on operational 
inflight procedures, such as syotcms management with reduced 
power and the new timelinss and new checklists. The backup crew, 
Rusty Schwcickart und Story Musgrave, are running through EVA 
procedures in the water tank at the Narsha11 Space Flight Center. 
It's expected that they will probably return to Houston tonight. 
Bruce McCandless is coordinating development of the modified 
checklists and crew procedures documents at the Johnson Space 
Center. Any further questions? We have more questions from 
the Cape? Okay, let's go there. 

QUERY Jack, one more question. Are we to 
presume that when the Skylab 1 crew puts either shield or 
sun bonnett over the workshop, that it will remain in place 
for S months and that docking and undocJdng by other crews 
to come wouldn't jar it loose? 

SPF.AKER Yes, you can make that assumption. 
PAO Okay, thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we have with us this afternoon, 

* . -

Hr. John H. Disher, who is Deputy Director of the Sky lab Prograa from 
NASA Headquarters. John. 

DISHER Thanks Bill. Gentlemen, I'd like to 
read a statement and then I'll be available to answer ques
tions. The statement is as follows: A decision has been 
made for the crew of Skylab 2 to install a sun shade on 
the Skylab now in orbit. With the sun shade installed, 
we will be able to ca~ry out a r,early nOrNal mission and 
do most of the experiments originally planned. To have 
enough time for design, frabrication and testing of the 
necessary hardware and completion of the necessary training, 
operations planning and restow8ge of the command module, 
we've decided to delay the Skylab launch to May 25th 1913. 
The conditions aboard the orbiting Skylab are stable and 
the flight controllera are able to maintain the temperatures 
at an acceptable level, while still devp.loping sufficient 
electrical power for basic operation of the systems. Two 
approaches are being developed for the sun shade. One 
approach is based on deployment from the EVA station normally 
used in going to the ATM for film retrieval. The other 
approach is based on standup EVA from the command module 
with the command service module maneuvering along the out
side of the Skylab to deploy a SAil-like sun shade device. We 
plan to carry both approaches on Sky lab 2 in order to give 
maximum flexibility in carrying out the deployment in orbit. 
The May 25th schedule decision will be reevaluated next 
week on the basis of status at that time. Now let me make 
a couple of aaplifying comments here, with the aid of the 
model and tell you a little bit more of what we're talking 
about. First, with regard to the EVA deployment from the 
normal ATM film retrieval etation, we're talking about the 
crew performing essentially the same exit maneuver as they 
would for film retrieval from the sun end of the ATM or the 
a~li solar end of the ATM. They would relocate the portable 
stem or T-device. Stem or T-device is a colloquialism for 
a steel ape kind of device that unrolls about 30 feet out of 
a emaIl box. It's riqidized by virtuo of its shape so 
you can cantilevor out a very light structure 30 feet. And 
this stem or T-device, as 1 said, is ordinarily used to 
transfer and retrieve film package~ to the sun end of the 
ATM and it is portable, removable for reasonn of reliability. 
It·s build to be replaced in orbit. We do have a spare 
device Which WAS fortuitouB in the circumstance. We will 
plan to move the stflm or T from its normal position to a 
position in thio re9ion which will ~llow it to unfurrow a 
triangular shaped sha~e dovn to a total length of about 
42 fc~t from this area. Now, the stom, 8S 1 snirt, is only 
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30 feet long so we will carry up three 4-foot long sections 
to extend its length to 42 feet in order to allow the roll 
out of the shade device feom this station. The other device 
that - the other approach that I talked about EVA, standup 
EVA, from the CSM would be carried oue by the Skylab crew 
either prior to docking or after docking and a nights rest 
at the discretion of Pete Conrad, the onboard commander. 
The EVA approach entails a deployable sail carried in a 
package much like a packed parachute. The spacecraft would 
have the operating crewmen standing up partially erect in 
the command module hatch. The command service module would 
maneuver in this attitude to an existing structural attach 
paint on the aft end of the workshop, would attach 011(' 
corner of the sail, if I may call it a sail, would back off, 
play out the unfolding sai], move laterally over to another 
paint of existing structure, move in attach the second 
corner. I should go back and say, there are 3 attach points. 
'Iou start out with obviously all three cords or lines inside 
the command module. After the first one's attachen, you 
still have 2 inside. You play out the shield, move over 
to the second attach point, attach that with a lO-foot long 
wand or tool, if you will, back off, slowly unplaying the sail 
and translate forward slowly and all the time playing out 
the sail and then attaching it to existing handhold struc
ture at the sun end of the ATM in this region, again, with 
approximately a lO-foot long wand while the CSH is standing 
off, approximately that distan~e. The sail would then 
be tightened with a jam clamp, ~f you wlll, much like ~ 
sal1 boat cleat, jam cleat. The line would be pulled taut 
to bring the sail into a triang\ll~r deployed position covering 
~'pproximately that area !lnd giving in effect., a complete 
Slln shading of the inhabited workshop area. Now, with thl't 
vary brief summ~ry, let me attempt to answer questions, if 
I mAY. Yes? Oh, sorry. 

PAO ~ait fr- the mike please. 
QUERY The laller method, which you dp.9cribed, 

"ppcars to give t:,e better shading, is this the first de
nired method and the second more or less a backup? 

DlSHr.RY~s. They both should 91ve, essentially, 
equal shading. The first is the preferred method and we 
will try It first based on the fact that we can get the 
9had~ depluyed earlie~t. Thatta the rcason thAt is preferred 
to try fi rst. 

QUERY Arc the ~hades the same nhApe and dimen-
sion in both cases, and if AO, what arc those dimensions and 
wh"t is tho shape? You Raid trianqular, but how big really? 

OIAHER The one that iA attached back here is 4 
long trapezoid. The one that would be deploy<'!d from here i8 more 
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rectangular in shape. And approximately a 20-foot square would be deployed from this region, a trapezoidal shape tapering from the approximate 20 feet here to s08ething about half that in this region would be planned. PAO Roy Neil. 
NP.IL First of all, I'm just a little confused by your answer John. I think you were try 1n9 to Sl'y the second method that you 8h~~ed, the second method wo~ld be the first to be tried? 
DISHER You're right. 
NEIL Just wanted to clarify that. DISHER Sure. Fine. Okay. I reversed the order of my description~ 
NEIL The followup question is launch time. What are you looking at, 9;00 A.M. eastern? DISHER Let's see, as I recall it's 9:02 eastern day light time, Roy, wi th again I a 10 minute window. Did you want me to recoqniza the - or will you, Bill? PAO I will. 
DISHER Okay. 
QUERY What will it be: an M=S rendezvous? DISHER That would be our nominal plan, but Pete would have the option to make it a later on a real time decision basis. 
QUERY Whose making the hardware? DISHER It will be built inhouse here at Johnson Space Center and at the Harshall Center. QUERY Which - I mean which is - -DISHERThe Houston Center is building the hardware for the CSM deployed and Marshall is building that for the airlock. deploy. 
QUERY On the first alternative, I don't thin~ you mentioned how you would tie that down. 
DIS"ER Okay. The Harshall approach. I'll describe them both. The -approac}l reeled out on the stemis cantilevered, it'A not rigiuly tied down. Th~ other approi\ch is i\ttached to tie points at the three points. QURRY Is there any maneuver for getting out of place then? 
DISHER '!'hf" rigidity of the boom its(d1, no. It's possible, aA we proceed in the next sP'l(~r(\l days "'nth evaluations of the! actual regi(lity, it coulll he ne~~r,:;ary to devi~e r' snag point at the pow~r end to - -
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SPEAKER In the next several days with evaluations 
of the actual rigidity, it could be necessary to devise a 
snag pOint at the far end to tie that end. But our thought is 
that it may be feasible SiMply to cantilever. Of course, 
no loads other than the very slow maneuvering loads on the 
device. 

QUERY John, as on the Marshall Plan, I'm not 
clear as to where the boom would be attached and on the MSC 
or, pardon me, JSC plan exactly what kind of attachment on the 
underside of the aft skirt have you decided upon? As 1 under
stand thi~ was a bit of a hassle, too. 

DISHER Let me say, first of all, both approachos 
are being worked jointly by the two centers. It is very 
pOSSible, for instance, that the actual material would be fab
ricated here in Houston for both approachs. That's open, but 
the two centers are working together. Rusty Schweickart flew 
to Huntsville last night to do some on-the-site work with the 
Harshall folks. The actual attach points, the existing 
structure in the ~ft region of the S-IVB entail. some channel 
stringerR and tho intent there is to utilize a - an expanding 
plug type of device to pick up between those channel., a 
wedging kind of attachment. The details, of course, of the 
attachments are being worked out. They're not, in fact, 
defined cOMpletely. 

QUERY Would the standup EVA cre~n be able to 
see the underside, in other words, held take a pole to push 
this thing and make sure that it lodged securely? Becaus. it sounds 
like he might make a couple of tries and it wouldn't catch 
and he might go floating off. 

DISHER Well, we intond to evaluate that here on 
the ground with actual structure, certainly, and the detail of 
the attachment device to verify that we can do that in a 
foolproof manner is yet to be completed. The attachment for 
the stem will be 4 portable type of attachment to existinq 
structure. The specific point, to my knowledge, hft8 not been 
selected yet. 

QUERY John, I wonder if you could discuss for 
us, just a little bit, the first things that will happen during 
rendezvous. I'm looking now at whAt would probably be a 
television inspection. Are you going to qo at all for any 
attempt to fix the solar array on the workshop, that kind of 
thing? 

DISHER O) •• ,ay. The intent i8 that Pete would 
make a fly·around inspection firat, survey whether there ia, 
in fact, any dangling protruboranccs or things that couVl be IS 

hazard to deployment of the eal1, either from the back end or 
from the forward end. It's our intent to have some simple 
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attachments are being worked out. They're not, in fact, 
defined cOMpletely. 

QUERY Would the standup EVA cre~n be able to 
see the underside, in other words, held take a pole to push 
this thing and make sure that it lodged securely? Becaus. it sounds 
like he might make a couple of tries and it wouldn't catch 
and he might go floating off. 

DISHER Well, we intond to evaluate that here on 
the ground with actual structure, certainly, and the detail of 
the attachment device to verify that we can do that in a 
foolproof manner is yet to be completed. The attachment for 
the stem will be 4 portable type of attachment to existinq 
structure. The specific point, to my knowledge, hft8 not been 
selected yet. 

QUERY John, I wonder if you could discuss for 
us, just a little bit, the first things that will happen during 
rendezvous. I'm looking now at whAt would probably be a 
television inspection. Are you going to qo at all for any 
attempt to fix the solar array on the workshop, that kind of 
thing? 

DISHER O) •• ,ay. The intent i8 that Pete would 
make a fly·around inspection firat, survey whether there ia, 
in fact, any dangling protruboranccs or things that couVl be IS 

hazard to deployment of the eal1, either from the back end or 
from the forward end. It's our intent to have some simple 
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tools along that Pete could use off of the extending pole, ~t his 
discretion, to remove debris, if it looked to be p~actical on 
the spot. He would~ b~ged on that examination - and it is our 
hope also to have real-time TV relay to the ground, 
so that engineering inspeqtion could be made on the ground so 
that is a restraint - constraint on our timing of this 
activity. We'd like to be over a TV ground station 80 that 
we can relay this. He would make that inspection. ~he pic
tures would be relayed to the qround. Judc:.J1lent wmlld then 
be made whether to attempt the deployment by th~ CSH mode. If 
the - if that judgment was negative, and it looked not feas
ible for some reason to go that route, but it looked p~omi8ing 
to proceed internally, this - the aft attachment would be put 
aside, and he would then proceed to dock and work toward the 
internal deployment approach. There are several factors that 
have to be considered here. We have approximately 50 minutes 
of daylight available. Pete will need to assure himself that 
he can do the task in 50 minutes, or if neces,.ary, stop and 
stationkeep during the dark cycle And resUN~ the operation 
on the next daylight period. He has to consider what - Is the 
tdsksuch that he would like to dock and t.ake a night's 
rest for the crew before proceeding to try the external 
attachment. So that external attachment has to be evaluated 
flrst, the timing of it evaluated, the decision to proceed, 
or decision to dock, based on onsite exaMination of the 
circumstances. Yes. Now two ASpects to that. Firs~, do 
they present a hazard to ~ither the docking or to the deploy
~nt of a sunshade? Or secondly, is there a possibility that 
with a very simple ~neuver they could be freed, or at least 
one of theft deployed? Right. There would be a tool on board, 
a shepherd's crook kind of a thing, that could again, at dis
cretion, be used to jar 10080 a solar array if on the spot 
ey.dmination looked safo and fruitful. 

PAO Okay. We'll now switch over to the Cape 
and take SOJ'M 11 ... ~~t \ ons from there. 

QUERY To wna~ ~~.~nt, if any, was the delay 
made for the further training of the c·u,i..c!""uts and for a 
rest for everybody over the next few days? 

DISHER Well, certainly training of the crew is 
a siqnificant factor in the decision. I think we could have 
had the hardw~re available by Friday but cert~inly there would 
have been little, if any, time for trainin~ with full scale 
replicas of the equipment. And 80, cf'lrtainl,)' training was a 
major factor in the deciSion. 
QUERY now about rest? 

DISHER Rest for - reat for people on the ground? 
Are you speaking - rest for whom? 
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QUERY 
qround who will 

DISHER 
sidered, but it 
decision. 

Roth the a8tronaut8 and the crews on 
have to work durinq the m;,sslon. 

No. That - I can't say that was not 
was not considered to be a factor in the 

_,'1,. ' 

the 

con-

QUERY ", exactly what. the three astrcmauts are doing 
in their training now and whether quarantine is off altogether? 

DISHER No. Quarantine is not off. It.' s perhaps 
been compromised a bit by - or will be compromised a bit by 
the training activities. We're going to minimize any com
promise through careful control of contncts, but J.t may not 
be possible to maintain the tight control over thllt that we've 
had in the past. The astronauts right now are being briefed, 
arPo partiCipating in discussions of the several approaches and 
may be going to several sites for on-the-site eva.luation of 
prototype devices. Am I coming thr.ough to the ClIpe all right? 

END OF TAPE 
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VISHER Am 1 coming through to the Cape all right? QUERY Will Joe Kerwin - is he scheduled to go EVA under the prime or the Marshall plan? Another question is, when will the Skylab 1 prime crew come - all be at Marshall for training and cross training? Is it going to be required? And in that you're taking along extra food, tools, film, medicina, and drugs, and cwo sails, what else are they going to carry up with them, as far as extras, in the CSM? 
DISHER Okay, on your first question, it would be either Dr. Xerwin or Paul Weitz. That decision has not yet been made. I don't yet know when the prime crew - or if. for sure, the prime crew wi 11 be to Huntsvi lIe for trainin(, under water. Your third point again, please? " QUERY What are all the extras - -DISHER Oh, yes, I'm sorry. 
QUERY - the crew is going to have to carry up with them in the CSM. 
DISHER Okay, yes. All right, the new items to be carried up will include the two different sunshades, the shepherd's crook, the three 4-foot sections to extend the T to a 42-foot lcngth, the special lO-foot wands to enable the crew to attach the sail to the aft point of the stage, some consideration to a limited amount of replacement film for photographic film that could have been damaged by the exposure to the higher tempe~atures than origionally planned; in addition, a telephoto lens for damage assessment by camera. Those are the major items - those are the major items, additionally, that would be carried. QUERY Red Moore, ABC. Does Pete have the option to combina the two EVA procedures, or must you alwC\ys ha\'e all three astronauts in the command ship at all ti~es in maneuvering with -

DISHER I'm not sure that I understand the question, but let me answer it as I do believe the intent. All three of the crew will be inside the command mmodule. The one crewman will be standing up with - his upper torso cxtending from the command module i for the CSM mode of deployment. \'ias tha t your question? 
QUERY Basically, that's half my answer. DISHER All right. 
QUERY Must they stay there? Can you put one in the airlock and do something else with the other two, or. do you need all three in the CSM? 
DISHER We would keep all t:hree in the CSM. It' s not our intent to separate the three crewmen during this period. 
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QUERY How certain do you consider the May 25 
date to be? In other worda, how high or low is the probability 
of another slippage? 

DISHER At this point we have reasonable confidence 
we can m~ke that date. BJt I intentionally said we were going 
to reassess it next week, and that will obviously depend on 
how well things go during the next several days. I think we 
can make it. 

QUERY 
skin of the Skylab 
of the people here 
out on the model, 

How close will the CSM actually get to the 
space station? And secondly, for the benefit 
at KSC who couldn't see you pointing things 

DISHER Oh, yes, correcto 
QUERY -- could you name the ~ctua1 locations where 

they are going to be trying these things out. 
DISHER Yes, maam. About 10 feet, distance of 

approach. The particular points that the tie downs would be 
are at the very aft end of the workshop near the TACS thrusters, 
if someone there has a drawing or a model to look to, on either 
extremity. Near the extremity back end of the work shop, a 
point on each side, the forward point would be at the Sun-end 
work station of the ATM, which is currently a station where the 
crew replace film in the Sun-end cameras of the ATM. Okay, 
those are the three points for the externally deployed approach. 
The attached point for the airlock hatch approach - first of 
all, the stem or T would be attached to structure in the im
mediate vicinity of the airlock hatch where the crew comes 
out to go on a normal ATM film retrieval mission. The shade, 
in that case, will be cantilevered back from the - from that 
attached point, with consideration being given to the need for 
a snub at the far end of the cantilevered sail. So that there 
is essentially only one attach point for the airlock deployed 
approach, with the possibiity of a far end attach point if 
we determine the need and determine how that can be done. 

QUERY Has any thought been given to the idea of 
a joint US/Soviet linkup aboard Skylab in 1975, as opposed to 
the existing plan? 

DISHER That's not really practical in the 8-month 
mission that we have planned here. 

QUERY Just to make sure I have it right, the 
JSC plan, that is, the CSM plan is the prime and the Marshall 
plan, that is, getting out of the airlock, is the secondary mode 
of correcting the shade, is that correct? 

DISHER We're going to try the one externally first 
because that has the advantage of getting the thermal cond
tioning, right off the bat. If we can't do that for some reason, 
we would then enter and proceed with the internal deployment. 

-ustm; ;,;i1" ____ M __ Ml_ ... 
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QUERY On th~ airlock deployment, how long is that 
shade gOing to be, from top to bottom? 

DISHER The actual - the dimensiono of the shade 
are esti~ated at 20 by 20 feet, and it would be extended about 
42 feet from the extension point so that it covers a 20 by 
20-foot area riyht over the inhabited area of the worKshop. 

SPEAKER Okay, we'll return here to Houston and 
take s(~e more questions here. Ed DeLong. 

QUERY '!'wo questions. You just gave the dimensions 
of t.he airlock-deployed shade. What are the approximate dimen
sions of the other shade? 

DISHER Okay, it would total approxiwately the same 
area, 400 s~uare feet, but its trapezoidal shape would extend 
up furth~r. It's approximately 20 feet at its apex, or its 
base, .rather. I don I t recall the l:.teral dimension - appec.:r 
somethlng cn t~e order of 8 to 10 feet is my estimat~ at this 
point. That r.equired to give approximately the same area but 
in a tr.\pezo.ldal, rather than a square, shape. 

QUl:RY 1\nd then by I approximately, say 30 feet 
long? 

DISIIER 
but 20 at (Ine 

QUERY 

END or TAPE 

Let's see - well, I could figure the area, 
end and 10 at the other - 15 - about 25 feet, right. 

After either of these is deployed -
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QUERY And after either of these is deployed, how 
long would it take for temperatures to drop until the astro
naut - to the point the astronauts could actually live in the 
Skylab habitation areas, and where would they - how would they 
operate durin~ those first few days? 

DISIIRR Okay. The temperature should - they're 
probably habitable right now. The concern WilS for equipll\ent 
inside. The crew would - immediately after deployment, suc
cessful deployment of the sunshade, externally, they would go 
into their normal activation sequence, which totals about 
three days of active work to set up housekeeping down here. 
Yes. They would sleep in the Skylah. Remember the first 
ni9ht , though, they sleep in the command module after their 
docking. So - in that - there would not be a change if we 
were able to deploy that externally. That, of course, is 
an advantage of the external deployment versus the internal 
deployment. You can get the sunshade stretched and get 
thermal conditioning before you e~ter and - thus preoerving 
the effect of time. 

QUERY If you use the airlock EVA, where will the 
other t~o astronauts be? 

DISHER They would he - we would do it exactly 
the same as we do for all ATM film retrieval, with one crewman 
being at control station inside and one crewman being outside 
doing the work and the third crewman attending him, either 
standing up in thp. airlock hntch or immedjately outside in 
that vicinity. Two crew would be, in effect, outside and EVA 
suited. 

QUERY For CSM approach and deployment, who's 
flying the machine? Pete? 

DISHER Pete. 
QUF.RY Pete will fly, and then it will he either 

Joe or Paul, as far as the actual handling of deployment. 
DI5HER That's correct. 
QUERY What's the proximity of the hardware that's 

floating around the cluster at this time? Will Pete be trying 
to maneuver around shrouds and things like th~t? 

DISHER No. The only uncertainty is, are one or 
both of the solar arrays dragging in an unknown way? And we 
don't know the answer to that. The other hardware, the shroud 
and a cover for the radiator, are separated by sOlT\e distance 
from the orbiting Sky lab. 

QUERY How does this lO-foot wand work to 
attnch the ends of the sail to the base of the Skylab? 1 
mean how - physically, how does it do it? 

DISHER Okay, well it simply has a forked fitting 
on the end to hold the cleat or jam-cleat, if you will, for 
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its attachment to the structure. The specific shape of it 
I can't describe to YOll at this point. We have some devices 
that ~e've used in the past that have been a sirnpl~ two 
prong fork with suitable hold on it ~ith a release for the 
device being installed, but it's just a little bit too early for 
me to tell you the specific shape of that. It may exist this 
moment, and I'm not aware of it. 

OUERY With television now becoming such an 
integral part of this operation, what ground stations do you 
plan to satellite into here? Obviously, the stateside stations 
are available to you, but what other stations do you plan to 
use for video, on live feerl to here? 

DISHER Okay. Guam is available to us, and I 
believe Madrid, yes, in addition to the stateside. 

QUERY Have you settled precisely on the ma-
terial for the sail: if so, what is it? Could you describe 
it as to appearance as well as actual material? 

DISHER Yes. The material that will most likely 
be used is an existing material that has been used in inner 
layers of the lunar suit. It's a very high-strength, light
weight material, resistant to radiation. Its three layers 
are Nomex, Nylon for strength, aluminum foil for reflectivity, 
and Hylar coating for combination reflectivity-emissivity. 
So it's a three layer sandwich, very light in weight. I 
don't know who makes it. We have a large quantity of it on 
hand, and, I'm sorry, I just don't know who makes it. 

SPEAKER We'll try to find that out, Bill. 
SPEAKER I understand we have some more questions 

from the Cape: so we'll switch back there. 
QUERY The original heat shield was called a micro-

meteorite shield, presumably, to reflect meteorites as well as 
sunlight. Will either of the new shades pxotect the workshop 
it used to hit? And also, are you still planning to run one 
28 and two 56-day missions at this timo? 

DISHER Okay, the shade will give surprisingly -
it will give some substantial degree of meteorite protection 
from just the one direction. Of course, it wouldn't protect 
the sides nor the bottom, and it wouldn't be as effective as 
the original 025 aluminum, but it will have some effect, certainly. 
And I'm sorry I've forgotten your second question. I was 
visualizing the -

QUERY 
DISUER 
QUERY 

do you have 
to back, or 

Are you still planning -
Oh, yes. 28--
-- One 28 day and two 56-day missions or 

some other kind of a plan, for example, two 28, back 
what? 

DISHER We'll really have to determine the results 
of our fix on our first mission before I could give you 
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a logical answor to that. Certainly, it's our hope that we'll 
find a way to do more ~ •. lan 28 days. That would depend on ... are 
we able to qet some effective solar power out of one of the, or 
two of the, workshop solar arrays, for instance. 

QUERY We've been told that Joe Kerwin is prac-
ticing the airlock EVA in Marshall and Paul Weitz the stand~p 
EVA in Houston. Has the decision been made that these are the 
two which will do the - whichever EVA is decided on? 

DISHER Certainly it would be one or the other on 
the F.VA from the command module, and I think, logically, in the 
interior deployment, it would be one or the other also. But the 
decision certainly has not been made as to which. 

QUERY What is your present best understanding 
of the situation with the 80lar panels tha.t were damaged? 

DISHER Okay. We think that - well, let me say 
first what we know. We know that one solar panel had a latch 
release e~~ly in the mission. We think that was caused by t~e 
meteoroid shield deployment and failure, and that appeared sImply 
to be a latch release without any deplo~~nt. The other 
solar wing behaved normally. That is it dld not have an 
early release. It's latch did release as planned when it was 
commanded to do so after orbit. Those facts, then, together 
with Borne sporadic indication of electrical power output from 
one solar array, would lead us to believe that one wing may be 
a little bit deployed, one wing may still be completely re
tracted and not functioning, one wing could conceivably be 
gone. ~nd these are all speculations we don't know the answer 
to at this point. 

QUERY If I've got the note correctly, and if I 
haven't, please correct me, you said, I think, earlier that 
you might dock before trying any EVA procedure. If you did 
dock, would you have a look inside MOA and }.TM and perhapR 
try to vent the OWS before you go on with any of your EVA 
procedures? 

DISHER Okay. That could be either way. If we 
had concluded, on first look, that it was feasible to attempt 
the external deploy, and then we went on to dock for rest pur
poses, we would not expect to enter, but we would expect to 
undock and go do the external EVA. On the other hnnd, if we 
had first dockpd because we concluded the CSM deploy was 
not feasible, then we would first enter the workshop. 

QUERY Do you have any kind of photographs at 
all of the spaceship, and if so, what kind of a resolution in 
the photograph do you have? 

DISHER I have no photographs. 1 did have a 
rep,""rt last ewming from an astronomer in the lIouston area 
who, with his own telescope, stated he saw the ATM cl'OSswing8 
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deployed very clearly. He did not see any protruberance from 
the workshop tank itself. 

QUERY Have you made any yards yet in your 
investigation as to what caused the shield to deploy pre
maturely? 

DISHER That - that examination is going on in 
an intensive manner at the Harshall Center as well as here 
at Houston. I have no factual information that I could 
discuss at this point. Nelve been concentrating our efforts, 
from a management standpoint, on resuming the mission in an 
alternate mode, but examinations are goin~ on. As soon as we've 
reached conclusions that \-le' re reasonably satisfied wi th, we' 11 
certainly have something to say on that. 

QUERY John Don~lley said yesterday that NASA 
had received photographs from the OOD of the spacecraft, i\nd 
that's all he would say. lie Wi'\S saying that NASA had agreed not 
to say any more. Do you say that you haven't seen those photo
graphs that NASA received? 

DISHER That's correct. I have not. I said 1 
have not, in case that was not heard. 

SPEAKER Okay, we f l1 t~ke some more questions here. 
Ed DeLong and Jim. 

all -
QUERY h~at are the possibilities that part or 
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QUERY What are the possibilities that part 
or all of the meteoroid shield might be hanging from the 
spacecraft, draped around part of it, something like that? 

DISHER We're quite certain that there is no 
meteoroid shield there. And the basis for that is the 
temperature distribution around the surface. 

QUERY It's even enough, that say, a portion 
of it might not be sticking out, you know, where it was 
ripped free but there's still some debris, major debris 
hanging there? 

DISHER I guess that's conceivable and if we 
talk about jagged edges or relatively small pieces, that 
certainly is possible. That's one of the things that Pete 
would be looking for riqht away. I saYF our data would 
indicate no major area attact~d. 

PAO Jim. 
QUERY Have you had these DOD pictures deocribed 

to you, if so, what did they indicate? 
DISHER I'm not going to comment on that, thank 

}"ou. 
PAO Steve. 
QUERY Another one on the subject of those 

pictures. We understand ~~at, because they involve classi
fied cameras we can't be provided with those photographs 
even in a changed format. Can you explain that restriction? 

DISHER No, I really can't I'm not prepared to 
comment further c,n that subject. 

PAO Okay. Do we have any more questions. 
Bill. 

QUERY The long lens they're carrying, is that 
for the television camera, for an engineering evaluation, 
or is that for the still camera? 

DISHER Still camera, for dama9~d photographs. 
Right. The TV camera does have a zoom capability to some 
degree already. 

QUERY In listing the additional items that 
would be carried up by the CM, you did not mention either 
food or medicine. Yesterday, we were told there was a 
possibility that at least 50 percent of the medicines were 
damaged and in very specific categories. What's the new 
status on thut and on the food disc? 

DISHER Okay. On the medication, I first heard 
that comment this morning that there could be some effect on 
the stored I'~edication. As of this morning, none of us in 
the program area were aware of any damage. We are going to 
get a report from our medical people to determine if that, 
in fact, were case there could be a need to send up selected 
medications. But I'm just not aware of any damage that has 
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happened as of the moment. The foodJ about 10 percent of 

the food could have been damaged or could be damaged before 

we get there, based on estimates that the food could have 

been exposed to temperatures of the order of 110 degrees for 

10 days. 'r't.ere is about 10 percent of the food - earned 

food that. could have been affected by that. And we will 

probably need to make the assumption that that 10 percent 

of th(: food has been damaged and not une it. The .fl·~zen 

food remains in - the freezer temperatures are down and 

there·s no problem with it. The remaining 80 percent of 

the food or so would not be affected by the higher than 

spec temperatures. 
QUF.RY You say, not use the food, what about 

replacing it? 
DISIlER We would not in the first mission at 

least, plan to replace it. Therets the fullS-months of 

food, plus some reserve is there and we would not plan to 

take u~ any additional on the first. 
vUERY Does that cause problems for any of 

the diets that any of the 3 Skylab 2 crewmen had picked out? 

DISHER Problems in what regard? 
QUERY Specific foods that they might have 

requested onboarc. 
DISHER Oh, okay. I gue~s it might create a 

little inconvenienc~ for personal taste. The medical evalua

tion will have to consider the fact that they're not eating 

that 10 percent of the food. But, the main fact - the 

main point medically is to know specifically what foods they 

are eating. 
QUERY How are they going to know that this 

food isn't edible? Are they going on the basis of probability 

from the ground, or will the men be looking at it or smelling 

it, or whatever? 
D!SHER Okay. So far, when we said that 10 per-

cent of the food could have been affected, thatts based on 

literature search in past history of particular canned foods. 

And we made the cons~rvativa estiJ1l.ate that up to 10 percent 

could have been damaged by this high temperature exposure 

for 10 days. We right ~way set into motion tests on the 

groufid and if those tests verify our early assumptions, then 

we would simply not use that food. If on the other hand, 

the ground tests verify that we were overly conservative in 

our assumptions then that food would be available. But, 

the par.ticular food products which are in question here 

are generally those that contain meat, are primarily meat -

meat products. Yes. 
QUERY Itm a little confused about this blanket 

of secrecy you're putting over these pictures. 
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DISHER No, l'.n just saying I don't kn<*, that's 
all. 

QUERY They have been described to you? 
DISHER 

any further. 
I said I'm not going to comment on it 

That's all. Okay. 
QUERY 
DISHER 

loop, that's all. 

Why won't you comment on it. 
Because I don't happen to be in that 

SPEAKER Our position is, Berry. We've acknowl-
edged that we've got the pictures. We are not at liberty 
to distribute the picture or to interpret it. And that's 
our position. 

QUERY Or to say, that anyone has seen it? 
DISHER I do~it know of anybody that's seen it. 
PAO ~e'll switch to the Cape for one last 

question there and then we'll come back for one here. 
QUERY Will anything have to be - that has 

already stowea on the command should have to be taken off 
to accommodate this new material? And secondly, what 
essential problems do you anticipate trying to qet ~his 
stuff filled since everything was all ready to qo last week? 

DISHER Okay. Yes there will have to be selected 
items removed. We're currently looking at that along with 
looking at the additional items that we think we have to 
put in. We're looking at the items that may have to come 
off to make way. And that, the stowage factor, was another 
item in consideration of the schedule. 

PAO Okay. One last question here and then 
we'll wind it up. 

QUERY What time will {garble)? 
DXSHER 9:02 a.m. 
SPEAKER No, no. 
QUERY (Garble) 
DIsnr.R I'm sorry I didn't unden;tand that. 
QUERY I think she wants to know how long it 

will take to prepare the sunshade - to fabricate the sun shade. 
DISHER Oh, Okay. Yes. I think we will have 

hardware by Friday. What's today, Wednesday? Is today 
Thursday? Okay. We will have prototype hardware tomorrow. 
That prototype hardware couln be suitable for flight. On 
the other hand our test might indicate we need to make 
changes in it. So, our assessment, allowing for changes, is 
that we would have hardware by about Wednesday or Thursday of 
next week, that could be loaded onboard the spacecraft. 

PAO Thank you very much. 
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PAO We'll start over again now. We have 

this morning Mr. Georg~ Hardy. Hels director of Systeas 

Engineering and Integr&tion at the NASA Marshall Space 

Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, who has been involved 

in the off-line planning for some of the hardware under 

consideration for crew of Skylab 2. Mr. Hardy why don't 

you go over 80~ of the stuff that's been covered on the 

last shift here. 
HARDY First of all I'd like to talk about 

the status that we're in right now, what's occurred over 

the past 12 hours or so, with respect to the health and 

well-being o{ the Skylab that's in orbit. We have been a~ 

you're proLably a~are, for some time now working to main+aln 

a reduced temverature in the orbital workshop. Without th~ 

micrometeoroid shield, which ~as also a thermal shield, the 

temperatures in the orbital workshop tend to go up higher 

than anticipated and higher tnan desired. And we have been 

looking and orienting the vehicle, the spacecraft and various 

attit.udes, which would tend to take the direct solar inci

dence away from those spots that would increase the teapera

ture inside the workshop. We have been quite successful 

with this. We orient the attitude of the vehicle slightly 

off the sun line. The side of the workshop would noraally 

be directly on the sun line, what we call the solar inertial 

mode and we have oriented the vehicle in such a way that 

the side of the orbital worksh~p is not directly on the Run 

line. That reduces the solar incidence and the temperature 

rise in the workshop. We've been able to do that quite 

successfully. We would expect to continue that until such 

time as the workshop is manned. The attitude pointing control 

systems that we use to stabilize the attitud6 and to point 

us off the sun line are performing very well. The power 

system from the ATM that is deployed and active and operating 

properly, i8 working very well. The communications telemetry 

systems command syste~s are performing satisfactorily. So, we 

are maintaining a Btabilization of the systems and the Skylab 

in orbit quite successfully and this viii continue in this 

matter on until we, in fact, man the spacecraft. That's 

what the on-console Flight Directors have busied themselves 

with for the past 12 hours and will continue to do essentially 

in this same mode. As far as the conditions we need to get 

into to man the vehicle, I mentioned the temperatures in the 

orbital workshop are considerably higher than anticipated 

because of the absence of the micrometeoroid shield and I 

believe Mr. Schneider and others have made some briefings 

in the last 24 hours or so with respect to studies that are 

underway, activitie& that are underway, to develop ~ solar 
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shield or a solar curtain, if you will. They could be de
ploy~d when the crew gets to the Skylab, which will, in 
effect form a hi~ shade or unbrella over the solar side, 
the sun side of the Skylab. And we would al\ticipate then, 
that this would fulfill the role of - the thermal role of 
the micrometeoroid shield in reducing the tAmperatures 
sufficiently that we could then, in fact, maintain the or
bital workshop habitable. Are there any questions? 

PAO Wait for the mike, Bruce Hicks, front row. 
QU£RY Mr. Hardy, first of all do you happen 

to know the - what the degree angle is on the attitude of 
the spacecraft at this time and what it has been overnight? 

HARDY Yes. As I mentioned, normally we are -
the normal attitude is solar inertial and the - that is in 
the long axis of the Skylab or the orbital workshop, is 
90 degrees to the sur. line. We have bean maneuvering that 
axis out of the sun line by between 40 and SO degrees. We've 
been ':hanging that incident angle then, between 40 and 50 de
grees and right now we're at 50 degrees and will be holding 
from time to time into the solar inertial attitude to update 
cur attitude for the control system and certain things like 
that, but then we would ret~\rn back to this roore favorable 
attitude from a the~~al stdndpoint. 

QUERY Under one of the proposed fixes for the 
thermal problem, the one being studied the most here at this 
site, anyway, the flyaround fix of deployiug a covering, is Pete 
Conr4d doing most of the simulating on that and working with 
that as far as from his incidence standpoint? 

HARDY Yes, Pete Conrad is very active in that 
activity. 

QUERY Would you then expect Pete, if that 
proposal is accepted to be the one - the astronaut - the 
crew member to use that l!lethod? And at the same time, since 
Joe Kerwin is in Hunts\'ille working on the other most likely 
fix of the curtain, that he would be the one to deploy that 
if it i9 chosen? 

HARDY To take the second question first. You 
may have more update infonnation than I have on that, but 
1 believe Rusty Schweickart is in Huntsville working with 
them there. I could be wron~, but I believe Rusty is there. 
They are, by the way, at Huntsville working in the water 
emersion facility, which is a big water tank, in which they 
can actually simulate, through neutral bouyancy, the zero·g 
effect. Pete, as I said, is very much involved here in the 
flyaround approaches and certainly would as commander be 
in charge of that activity, as well as all the other activi
ties. 

_____ "&t' ----m_.-.. M __ IMIJlII .. _ .... =MI' ...... 1WT my [£iWlt1!!Wft'lH" PErnO EmnJ 
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PI\O 
QUERY 

stabiliz&tion 
tomorrow? 

How confident are you, if necessary, this 
could be maintained, let's say, until a week 

HARDY Well, 1 would say that since getting 

through the night, MOst of yesterday and through the night 

in that attitude, I emphasize again, we've changed the excur

sion angle slightly from time to time. And we would expect 

certainly, to go back into solar inertial attitude from 

time to time. But, with the experience that we have had 

ov~r the last 15 or 18 hours, 1 think we feelrery confident. 

P~O Roy Neil. 
QUERY I have two questions. First, when do 

you thini< SOlIe decisions will be made on which system will 

be used? When do think that the launch date will be locked in? 

And secondly, can you give ~s some idea of what syutems on

board might be degraded, and what equipment might be damaged 

by the higher than deSigned temperatures? 
UARDY 1\s far as a selection of a type of 

solar shade and the deployment scheme for that solar shade, 

we'r~ working at least 2 pri~ary modes to get essentially 

with the saae vigor. And it is quite possible, although 

this has not been decided, but it is quite possible that 

2 options will be carried all the way to orbit. And, 

decisions .ade by the commander in consultation with the 

ground on which option to be used and then of course, the 

alternative is available then to use the other option if 

that one doesn't happen to work. That, is quite possible that 

will be done. The decision has not been made on that, but -

I am not prevy to the information as to exactly when the 

decisions would be made on launch date. We are preSSing 

forth with all of our efforts to launch as early as possible. 

It would be ~y opinion that such decisions will be made within 

the next 24 to 36 hours. The other question about systems 

degrading. Our concern with our - our primary concerns with 

temperature& in excess of that which we had expected, and 

of course, i~u would understand that in all cases we predict 

the temperatures we're going to have and then we design for 

higher temperatures, hecause one'~ predictions ~re not always 

correct even if hets in a near nominal misSion, which, of 

course, we're not quite that well off right now. The systems 

are - the food, and as you well know, we have the variOU8 

types of food. We have frozen food which I might fIIen~ion, 

18 being taken care of very well by an active : -

tND or TAPE 

.. " :.'. 
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tND or TAPE 
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HARDY Aft you well know, we have various types of 

foods, but we have frozen foods which I might mention as being 

taken care of very well by an active refrigeration system 

on board the orbital workshop that is performing right up to 

standard. And the non frozen foods - w~ are getting our tem

peratures down and, in fact, have had our temperatures down 

for some time into a regime which would indicate at this point 

in time that we have no serious or major problems in that 

area right now. But we're obviously watching it, and that's one 

of the prime reasons to get the temperature down. We ha'le 

film stored ab03rd, and we can take elevated temperatures in 

the film for certain periods of time, and this is in t9rms of 

days, by the way. One goes into weeks and monthsJ then he's 

going to have to resupply the film. of course we have some 

resupply capabilities, you know, with the command service 

module. We're not in a temperature regime that we have any 

~ajor worries with respect to electronic components and things 

of ~hat nature1 so it's primarily the two items that I mentioned 

there, that most everything we've got in there just likes it 

better if you dontt get too hot. But we're not in danger of 

melting our electronic components or anything of that nature. 

QUERY \ihat was the highest average gas temper-

ature you had inside the spacecraft, and when was that, and what 

is the average temperature now? 
HA~DY All right. First of all, we have a number 

of temperature sensors external to the spacecraft. 1 might 

mention, and you probably know this, that the temperature in 

the other rooms of the Sky lab house are quite satisfactory 

and ar~ in the regime that we would expect them to be. The 

orbital workshop is closeJ off with the hatch that separates 

tt, at this time at least, from the airlock module and the 

multiple docking adapter. So the temperature in the other 

roo~s are in very good shape. The - We have many sensors and 

we have sensors outside on the skin of the orbital workshop, 

and we have sen90rs underneath the insulation. And then we 

have sensors inside. Some of the sensors ins ide tend - all 

of the sensors inside have to be integrated in such a way 

to give you w~at we call an average mean temperature. They 

measure .. they're mounted on structure, so they measure struc

t.ura 1 temperatures. The structura 1 temperatures a re not di

n:~ct 1y transla ted, of coufRe, into (jaR temperatures. We had 

seen temperatures initially, before we ntarted doing attitude 

changes and excursions in the workshop, which was, in fact, 

what told us we were going to hilVe to get out of that attitude 

which could be averaged out to give you something in the neighborhood 

of 110 degrees, 11S degrees. We had BOMe that omphasize. w~ 

had some sensors, however, that go off scalo at 120 degrees 

and some of them went off SCAle at 120 degrees. 
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But if you take an integrated average, you could come to that 
estimate, and we felt that WP. were going to go higher than 
that if we'd stayed - something higher than that, don't know how 
mUCh, if we'd stayed in that attitude. We now through 
the attitude excursions that I've mentioned, have been able to 
bring those temperatures down to - averaging between, again 
this i~ ~ totAl mean average, between 90 and 105 degrees. 
So we've beeu able to get that down 10 or 15 degrees, in some 
locatio~8 even better than that. I might mention that the 
other side - the antisolar side of the orbital workshop is 
helping us quite a bit becausc it's colder than we'd expected. 

QUERY That 90 to 105 degrees is considerably 
lower than what Mr. Schneider said yesterday of 109, I believe 
O.S degrees. 

HARDY 
QUERY 
HARDY 
QUERY 
HARDY 
QUERY 

range? 

100 and what? 
109.5 1 believe is what he gave. 
Slightly lower. 
And did this drop over night? Is this -
Temperature has dropped over night. 
From 109.5, or thereabouls, to 90 to 105 

HARDY That is correct. Temperature has dropped 
over night in the extended off-nominal attitude that welve 
been in. Prior to that time, we had gone into - out of solar 
inertial and into some off-nominal attitudcs, but we had done 
it for short excursions. We have been in, I believe, since 
about rev 131 or thereabout, and we're in 141, 142 right now, 
so we have been in - since welve been in that, the temperatures 
have, in fact, dropped. They're showing still some tendency -
~e cantt tell right now whether they're stabilizing there 
now or still some tendency to drop a little bit further. 

QUERY If you don't Inunch on Sunday, can you -
is there a possibility that you might face a sudden deterior
allon inside the station? 

HARDY I don't quite understand. What nature? 
QUERY Well, 1 was wondorihg - You're confident 

that Skylab is fully stabilized. So as long as you'd like to 
wait (oc the launch, is that right? 

HARDY Y~R, that's correct. That's, of course, 
within rea~on. 1 think we would like to - we would like to 
<jet up and do the deployment of a solar shade as early as 
possible, but we want to Make sure that when we do that, that 

we have the proper training, the proper ~quipment to do that 
with. lmd a8 of now, there is no systems that are heine) ex
tended beyond their capabilities to maintain this attitude 
or this environment. And we're not in any danger of 6xpcnding 
expendables and things of that nature. 
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QUERY I'd like to pursue that please, Mr. Hardy. 
When you talk about you're c"nfid~nt that you can hoJd every
thing until you get the astronauts up there, are you talking 
about a S-day Blip or breaking quarantine and waiting 20 days 
or 30 days or what? 

HARDY I mentioned earlier that I would expect 
that, based on the work t~at we have going now and the 
progress of defining and building solar shades, that within 
the next 24, 3b, 48 hours, something in that time frame, we 
will have a very good prediction ~nd schedule on a launch 
date. I would not anticipate that we're talking about anything 
that appKoaches 20 days. 

OUERY The reason I'm ~8kin9 is that, maybe I 
better put it this way. May 25th may not necessarily be the 
firm alternative to this Sunday. Do I understand you correctly? 

HARDY I'm so~ry, you broke up right at the end. 
QUERY I'm just trying to rephrase it to make 

sure I understand you correctly. Fr~' what I gather, Hay 
25th, the S-day slip, may not necessarily be the alternative 
to this Sunday. Do I understand right? 

HARDY That is correct. And I might add that it 
may not be thbt long. 

QUERY I thought you had to go in 5-day cycles 
and the 25th is the next S-day cycle, but you don't neces
sarily have to wait only S days; you might want - prefer to 
wait 20 daYR and add a couple of extra days to that because you've 
got them for th.1s weekend. 

HARDY Well, S-day cycles give you an optimi-
zation for rendezvous and things of th~t nature, but there is 
no overriding, undoable thing that would keep you frOM goin9 
in leas than 5 day cycles, 

QUERY You mentioned the possibility that you 
might take two options all the way into orbit. Is it safe 
to assume that that would be the two options which both include 
the thermal shield but dilferent kinds of EVAs? 

HARDY That is con·ect. That is, at least, the 
8t~tUS at this time. And I think that's rather firm. 

QUERY GARBLE GARBLE from the Huntsville Times. 
Since it is possible that tho station was jarred somewhat 
when the then~al shield malfUnctioned after launch, do you 
know (or certain that the hatch for the HOA, for example, 
was not damaged, or any other mechanical system? And number 
two, what kind of debris do you have around tho bird right 
now? 

HARDY With respect to the hatch and the struc .. 
tural integrity of the vehicle, w~ are maintaining presaure 
in the KDA and in the orbital workshop quite satisfactory. 
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HARDY - one of the first things, of course, the 
crew would do when they get into orbit would be an inspection. And 
I think that it will be from that ;.nspection that we get, 
obviously, our best estimate of the structural damage that 
may exist, or the debris that may be around tho spacecraft 
itself. 

QUERY When that inspection is made, will you have 
the TV operating so that you can follow it on the ground~ 

HARDY That timeline and flight plan for that 
activity is in process right now, and I'm not intimately 
familiar enough with the details to comment. 

WHITE No fUrther questions from the Cape? Roy 
Neal. 

QUERY Mr. Hardy, can you describe for us the kind 
of hardware with the two systems that you·re talking of, what 
)dnd of hard...,are are you looking at as a thermal shield fix. 

I~Y I preter not to get in the details of that 
for this reason. To work in a condition like this, the flight 
control teams and the supporting elements go into what we call 
on console and off-console teams, and live just cl>me from the 
on-console team. Tho on-console team is tasked prJmarily with 
the job of keeping the show going, keeping the Saturn workshop 
operating and active and attending to any of its needs. The 
off-console team, then, is in the backrcoms and in the con
fer~nce rooms, and in the other facilities working on the things 
to be done when the crew gets there, and there are a large number 
of people here at the Johnson Cent~r and at Marshall working 
on the design details of that. I ~now they have several con
cepta in mind, several materials in mind. Basically it would 
be a fabric base type material with some sort of aluminized 
surfaces properly coated or properly painted to achieve tho 
thermal characteristics they are looking for. So one can think 
of it as a large awning or a large shade, or something of that 
nature, attached - rigidly attached at the base of the orbital 
workshop and 80mewhere up forward. 

WHITE 1 have three questions here phoned in by 
Bill Hein~. One, what are the dimensions of the solar shield, 
and when would they be stowed in the coounand module and deployed? 
Two, where would it be carriod in the command module? Three, 
would other materials have to ba replaced? 

HARDY 1 guess tho comment I just rMde about tho 
details of the deSign would apply here. 11m not presently -
1 was in tho conceptual phase, but not presently in the detaile. 
And I might mention this - these shields are in detail deaiqn, 
but Itm not in that right now so 1 cannot tell you. But baelcally 
I think one can speoulate rathor ac~urately because of the con
cept that we're trying to acheive herA that this shield would 
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bp. something in the vicinity of 30 or possibly 40 feet long and 
10 to 15 feet wide, or something of that nature. The stowage 
in the command module, of course, is the prime responsi.bility 
of the Johnson Center here, but the capability would exist 
quite late in the count at KSC to stow equipment of thi.s type 
in the command module. Now I say quite late, I mean up to 
the day or possibly even the evening before a launch, that 
is with all of the designed details having been developed 
earlier. Where it will be located, I'm not familiar with the 
stowage location that is being addressed, that is being looked 
at. When deployed will depend on the scheme used, and 8S 
I mentioned earlier, to some extent or to a large extent, in 
fact, that could depend upo~ the condition which exists as 
viewed and assessed directly by the commandor after he gets 
into orbit. We do not at this time contemplate any replacement 
of basic systems or hardware in Skyl~b. There may be a desire 
or a need to replace some film and possibly some food, but this 
does not look to be - at this time to be a massive quantity or 
a substantial amount of replacement. 

WHITE Any further questions here 1n Houste,n? 
There is one back there. 

QUERY At this point, sir, are you far enough 
along to tell us what point in the Skylab 2 timeline you'll get 
to that tVA. 

HARDY Well, 1 guess the - a8 I mentioned, it 
depends upon the deployment scheme, the hardware development 
over tho next few days, the deployment scheme that would be 
chos~n, and as 1 mentioned, it is pogsible that that deployment 
scheme may not be chosen until in fact we get on orbit. And 
it could be done as early as the first daYI it could be done 
possibly as late as the second or third day. But there will 
be flexibility and options in this ragard. 

WHITE It. appeAlS we have one more question from 
the Cape. 

QUERY Mr. Hardy, has a determination been I'\ade 
yet on the cause of the failure of the shield? 

HARDY I'm not active at this time. It is obviously 
being assessed. Data is being evaluated frr,m prelaunch through 
the lnunch phase itself. It i9 actively under investigation, 
and I'm not directly involved in it so I just can't comment 
any more than that. 

WHITE Another one from the Cape. 
~JERY Mr. Hardy, can you just pursue (or U9 ~ 

minute, please, that EVA timeline you just mentioned that could 
be done first day, second, or thir~ day. Thoro are lots of 
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options iI' this ragard, do the options include a night launch? 
HARD~ That - I'm not aware if that option is 

being looked at, but it may be and I'm just not aware of it. 
QUERY If the EVA waa delayed for the second or 

third day, would this imply docking first and then half time 
docking Again? 

HARDY That is a possibility, that is part of 
the fle~ibility that I just mentioned to you. A delay would 
imply, and by delay, I mean the second or third day, would 
imply a deployment that required first entry into the multiple 
docking adapter in the airlock module, and then either EVA 
from there or back into the CSM undock and EVA from there. 
There appears to be a lot of options to USI there appears to 
be a lot of flexibility that we can carry all the way into 
orbit, and there appears to be opportunity to exercise those 
options after we get there. 

WHITE One last question from ROy Neal. 
QUERY Mr. Hardy, based on everything that you 

know, what is your personal feeling about a launch date. 
When do you really think it's realistic to go? 

HARDY I think that we will know better how to 
answer that question in about the next 18 to 24 hours. 

WHITE Thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Good evening. Tonight we have a Flight 
Director, he's just come off, Don puddy, and he'd be happy to 
answer your questions. I think he'o like to give you a brief 
status rel~rt first. Don 

PUnDY Okay, let me day, to start ~rf with, that 
last night I indicated to you what our primary a.~tion items 
were, so let me start off tonight by saying that our primary 
action item today was to get a real good handle on the thermal 
control systems. And basically, as you were well aware of 
last night, we were - when I ~as ~ver hore talking to you, we 
were in a solar inertia~ attitude and going at - planning to 
stay in that attitude, and we were investigating through various 
areas, sc)me of the options that might be avt.i lable to us from 
a thermal standpoint. That conference broke up shortly after 
I WAS over here with you last evening, and basically, the 
decision was made - that it was going to be necessary to per
form some type of maneuver in order to decrease the increasing 
trend that we were experiencing in the habitation area tempera
tures. Ouring thA nightime frame, which may have been reported 
to you this morning, we tried a mechanis~ where we were essen
tially working ar. alternate solar enertial rev with a ZLV rev. 
We looked at that and although that ~as doing us some good, 
we expected that we would probably stabilize out with tempera
tures in the habitation area somewhere around the 120 to 130 
degree r:;:':110n. It looked liked it had some drawbacks as far 
as the r~frigeration system was concerned. We might get a little 
bit hi9h~r in the food temperatures there than we would like 
to be. 'lIIe weren't in any serious danger, but we are g01ng to 
get a little bit higher than we would like to have been. And 
also, it looked like it wasn't going to get quite as low in the 
habitation Jrea as we felt that we might be able to. So, when 
I came on shift this morning, we kicked it around for awhile 
and we elected to go ahead and lry a pitch up maneuver of 4S 
dE-grees. And while we were doing this, while we were thinking 
about this, our primary intent WQS to make sure that we under
stood just exactly what effect this was going to have on the 
thermnl system, what effect it was going to have as far as 
electrical power considerations, because of course, we were 
moving our solar arrays away from the solar enertial attitude, 
so we were not gotting a full charg~ rate, and just exactly 
what effect it would have on tho attitude control system. We 
felt like that we would st.art out at 45 degrees, because this 
was lOller than we thought we might be ab 1e to qo, and yAt \10 

felt that we would he able to gel a pretty good idea of the 
trend, thermal wise, that we might be - expect, - by uBing this 
type of maneuver. We tried this for a couple of revs, and it 
did indeed .how that we were going to decroase the average 
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temperatures, now this doesn't mean that we were going to 
take all of the temperatures down, some temperatures , of 
courser are 90inq to increase because you're ahowinq different 
arp.as of the vehicle to the Sun. It also looked like at that 
particular attitude, that we were q01ng to be able to maintain 
energy balance using the ATH solar array system. So, we decided 
to 90 ahead and try 50 de9rees. We were able 8gain, to show 
more improvement, thermal-wise, and were still able to main
tain energy balance. We were, however, runninq into some 
small proble •• in the attitude control area, and we did use 
a little bit of TACS gas, because we had a small offset - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - Running into some small problems in 

the attit~de control area, and we did use a little bit of 

TheS 98S because we had a saall offset 8long 
the the Z o~ the yaw axis of the vehicle. We compensated 

for that part.iculalo offset, which squ,,"'ed away our attitude 

control system, and after looking at that. for awhile, felt. 

like we might be able ~o stretch t.hat to five more degrees. 

So we presently are - at this time are pitched up 55 degrees, 

and I think that if we are able to maintain an attitude 

sa.ewhere in the SO to 5S degree pitch-up region, we feel 

like we can probably st.abilize out. somewhere, as far as 

average gas temperature i~to the 100 to 110 degree area. 

I think this is probably, unless some new significant data 

comes forth, which is entirely possible, 1 think t.his is a 

good temp'3rature. It's one that w(: can live with until wo 

do get a crew there, and I think this is about t.he best 

that we can do. There may be some combination, because we 

are experienceing now some elevated temperatures in some 

of the ATM component areas, there may be some reason t.o 

alternate this particular maneuver with the one that we 

tried before, which was a combination solar inertial-Z local 

vertical. So there is still some work being done on it. We 

don't expect these temperatures to completely stabilize, and 

thus to ~ave all the data necessary to have a real good feel 

for a co~plete th~rmal model for at least. 24 to 48 hour •• 

But, I think we've made a lot of progreso since I talked 

with you laRt night, and are homing in on a definite 8olution. 

So that w~8 the - I believ~ that was the main action it.~ 

.' at we were workinq on to~ay. We have had no other vehicle 

probleMa of any type that have occurred today. You may 

have heard some discussion about s~veral it-ems that we have 

taken off line from the standpoint of power. This is 

certainly not because we're worried about generating power. 

This wa. strictly to q~ ahead and enable us to take thi. 

extra ~ degree pitch-up to SS degrees and still maintain 

a complete energy bAlance, and when I say enerqy balance, 

what 1 ~ean 1~ everything w~ take out of the bat.terie. dur

ing the night Side, we replace during the daylight portion 

of the orbit. So that's the main action item there and at 

this time, let me open it up and see if you have IIlny questions. 

QUERY In the present configuratIon, what kind 

of average electrical ~~er are we talking about from the 

J\TH? 
PUOOY I think right nov our mode is running 

somewhere around 26-2800 watt~. 
QUERY How close i~ t.he Sun, is 6S degrees? Is 

the Sun 90 degrees? Is that your reference point? 
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like we might be able ~o stretch t.hat to five more degrees. 
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the Sun 90 degrees? Is that your reference point? 
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PUDDY Kell no~ally when we're talking about 
solar inertial, what you're generally talking about i8 
direct iapingement ~f the Sun on the Bolar arraya. So what 
we're talking about i8 that the vehicle i8 pitched up, and 
of cour8e your Sun is still coming down, and it's ~pinging 
at essentially the cosign of the angle. 

QUERY A temperature of 109 degrees was ment-
ioned thid afternoon for the habitation areh and just re
cently, we heard that it went down. What is the latest 
figure? What's the latest temperature on the habitation 

area nO"~? PUDDY It's - Because of the number of temp-
erature transd~cers that are located throughout the habitation 
area, it's very hard to quote it unless you start quoting 
it in a particular seqment of the vehicle. I think the 
109 degree temperature that was mentioned this afternoon 
was an ('1erage, whi.ch I had also tried to speak in terms of. 
We are nOW around that figure - 109-110 degrees. We feel 
like ~e are still on -
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PUDDY - in terms of - we are now around that figure, 

109, 110 degrees _ '''e feel like we are still on a decreasing 

trend and may get down as low as 100 degrees_ Be advised that 

when you're - you know last night I told you that the teapera

tures on the plus-Z side of the vehicle were running soae-

where on the order of greater than 295 degrees, in other words, 

we were off scale high. Most of those temperatures, now have 

come on scale, and so we're starting to read figures that are -

say, 40 to SO, sometiaes 60 to 70 degrees, lower than what I 

was dip-cussing last ni9ht. Some of the temperatures, on the 

other hand, on the minus-I side of the vehicle which I re-

ported you last night were running in the 70 ~o 90 degree 

region, are now running 90 to 100 degrees. They are picking 

up some Sun, but the overall average is decreasing and stabiliz

ing. And last night they were still rising_ 
QUERY Can you see how much they've decreased? 

When you say they are decreasing, have they gone from 109 to 

101 in the average? 
PUODY Lel's see if I can quote you some qood 

figure. hero. I would S3Y that, in general, on the plus Z 

side of the vehicle, we can probably say that we have dropped 

anywhere, and lip'!' going to speak co yon again over a band, 

of somewhere between SO and 100 degrees drop on so~e of thoBe 

on the plus Z side. We have gone up, in general, say 5 lo 25 

degrees 180 degrees from there, or on the minus Z 
side. Last night ! was t~lking to you in the order of 

140 degrees on the 90 degree positions, and we're now talking 

of those temperatures being around 100 to 110~ so we have 

decreased those some, generally 2S to 30 degrees. Now, thesQ 

are all exterior structural temps, and you do, of course, have 

a theraal lag before all of this is reflected in the gas temp

erature, or the crew habitation area. And that's the raaeon 

I mentioned to you that there is g01ng to be sorne time before 

you actually sec the complete effect of that on the gas te~p

eraturefj. 
OUERY The avorage gas temperature's roughly the 

same in the habit~tion area? 
PUDOY The average gas temperature rtght now is 

rougll iy the 8am~, and we' Ie - I l;'Ou1d expect that we're cer

tainly not going to go any higher, and we may decrease. 
QUERY Don, the thought occurred to me, th~t, 

okay, we qet It crew up thore and we decrease the - we've de

creased the gas temperatures a lot, but ~e still have some 

structur.e temperatures, and Borne of tho grilNork temperatures, 

and so forth, that are higher than the gas temperatures, as 1 

undQrGta~'d it. What happens if you get a crewman in there 
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who doeen't, SAY, doesn't have a glove on beoause it'. prel~ 
lurized, he'. gQt good a~sphere and everything elle and he grabs 
hold of the hot metal? How hot is that going to be? Ie that 
going to ~e a problem or il it of any concern at all? 

PU DD'i Oh, I th ink it' s cer ts i n ly of sOlfte concer n , 
strictly from the standpoint that we need to look at 
th~t. The crew, of course, will be thoroughly briefed as to 
just ex~ctly where thOle thermal hot Spotl can be. In general, 
I think what you are 90in9 to find is that thermal hot Spotl 
are 90in9 to be whor.e you have got a large structural piece 
that goes completely around the periphery of the vehicle. 
We had to find what we consider to be the crew touch te~pera
tures, and it's one of these things where, you know, just 
like a hot oven, if you're not sure, you touch it gingerly 
first. 

QUERY You say, you have defined them, or will 
have to? 

PUOOY These are being worked. Most of tl,em have 
been defined. Generally, you're t4lking in the order of 120 
t~ 150 degrees as viable touch temperatures. 

QUERY At that temperature, or above that tempera-
ture, it's either going to hurt a little bit, or it's going 
to hurt a lot? You know, 1 mean, what does the touch temperature 
mean? 

PUOOY Well, when you start talking about 150 
dc~ree8, it's certainly not something that you want to hold 
~n to vary long. 

QUER, Okay, also, I gather frOM your general 
o~..)timisll that you don't worry at all about keeping the vehicle 
stabilized thermally until we can get a crew there. 

PUOOY No, I'm very confident, now that 
we have enou~h of a handle on all three areas that are our primary 
t:once n "'hi 1e we run this vehicle unmanned. That I s the atti-
t\lJe control system, the themal system, and the electrical 
power nysteQ. And each day we're gaining a little more ex
l'~rience wirh this vehicle, and I think right now, I'd have to 
8~y til'*:. i, personally, am very confident that we can manage 
tha t v1hic 1e \n\ ti 1. we get a crew thero. 

O,fl:RY I got one more yet. This is by far the long')st 
unmanned launch of this size of a vehicle, as I understand it. 
What kind of experiences have you found so far with that mas-
sive piece of equipment? 

QUERY From a flight controller's point of view? 
1 ~aan, you k~ow, you haven't got a crew up there to help you 
out. <It all? What - -

pUOOy Well, I don't know exactly how to answer 
that question. Anytime you launch a new spacecraft, you have 
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a viven .et of data, which the variou. contractor. and vendor. 
have proYided, whioh give. you an i~ea of what they project. 
Cortain thinV. are going to be 1n ter.. of pre •• ure., or teap
eraturo8, thinga of this nature. In sa.e area., we'ye found 
the8e to be very accurate, in oth~r areas we've found the.e 
thing8 to be 8ignificantly out.ide the ball park. Certainly, 
a lot of thia can be attributed to the fact, at lealt in the 
ther.al a.pect, that we don't have a meteoroid ahield. There 
i8 always A learning curve a8aociated with the launch of each 
new vehicle. Aa far aa - and I think we're gathering the data 
juat like we did during GeMini and Apollo. And I'. aure we 
will on the Shuttle. 1 think that a, far as running it un
.anned, aa you all are very well awar6, we expected to have 
a considerable unmanned interval between Skylab 1 and 2, or 
between Skylab 2 and J, I should say, and Skylab 3 and 4. So~ 
we weren't totally unprepared to cope with the uneanned opera
tiona. And we're finding it interesting , and anxioualy await
ing through the crew'. arrival. 

PAO One more question here, And then we'll 
go to the Cape. 

QUERY It's a quick question. Wh~t kind of a 
power area are we talking about for a sort of a minimum hous.
keeping in the laboratory? How much power does that take? 

PUUDY Let's Bee if I can reMembe~ thos) figure •• 
I think wo were talking about eSBentially being able to qen
era~:e .0000ewhere around, and correct me if 11m wrong, Mi •• 
Doug, you may have a better figure than I do - 4400 watta 
was what we thought we would have available conSidering we 
could generate from the ATM and also the CSM, and thi8 would 
leave ua a surplus of approximately 5 to 600 watta for experi
ment usage. 

PAO Okay, Cape Rennedy? 
QUERY Jim Sorrell, Pacifica aroadcAating. Don, 

will you have in the orbiting workshop enough TACS gAS for 
attitude control to complete a three mission, 8 month flight 
program based on con8~ption so far, and planned conSUMption 
before crew habitation? 

punoy Yea, I feel fairly certain that ~hat will 
be no problem whatsoever.. I'm sure some of you have heard 
Bome concern, or experienced some concern, over the fact that 
we are below what we projocted to be at this particular time. 
Right now we have about 78.3 percent of our TACS consumable 
left. This is Bome 12.2 percent below what we expect it to 
be at this particular point in time. However, we're Btill 
scme 44 percent above what we call our experiment red line, 
and that experiment red line is based on th~ fact of oparat-
1ng all of the experimentl for all three Skyl~b manned missiona 
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PUnDY - baled on the faot of operating allot the experi .. nt. tor all three Skylab aanned .i •• ionl, whioh do require TACS oa.lu.able., 10 we atill feel that we're very h.althy 1n that area. Aa I .. ntioned earlior, we did have a problea with this .erning vith an otlset in Z, whioh va. cauling lome ule of 'AC8 g... Sinoe we have caapenlated tor that during the last S houri, we have not u8ed Any TACS gal at all, 4nd I feel fairly oertain that we'll be able tQ keep a good handle on that. Ke probably certainly will u.e aa.e additional c~waable8 in this area prior to crew arival, but I certainly do not think that we'll get anywhere near our experiment redline. 
OUERY Don, can you give the average inaide teaperature. when your tea. lett the con801e. I h~ard a report earlier, a couple ot hours earlier, you were getting cl08e to the hU:"ldred degree .ark. Secondly, Mr Schneider .aid today, Whl.t I can de.cribe a8 a BIF Solar Mode attitude, which the incoming te~ might try tonight. 18 that atill planned? And finally, what doe. opening the airlock. do, in your expeotationa? Balance out .oae of the heat proLlea, or make it worse? 
PUOOY As tar al the attitude maneuvera, I think we're atill talking &bout running, at least foc the next two or three revs, trying to maintain the 55 degree pitch up attitude that I mentioned, in order to get us a real good baseline as to just exactly what that attitude does provide. Running aoaething like this for one or two reva, you can begin to pick up a trend, but it's not one that you would want to go ahead ."nd say • I know tlla.t if I run three revs at 55 degrees, 11m going to have this eftect on tn_perature. in the various areal.- So, I'm certain that we're going to go ahead and try that for at least a couple of additional revs. We .. y drop back to 50 degrecs, because of small increa8es in teaperaturel in the ATH ared, later thie evening, and we may also aa time progresses decide to qat into an alternate between a pitched up attitude profile, and running the one that occurred last night, which was the combination of solar inertial and ZLV. Hhat was the other part of your questionl 

QUERY You're not going to t.ry pointing the blunt end at the sun then. That's what Mr. Schneider BUggested today at a briefing, while you were wor~inq. PUOOY Pointing the radiator shield, essentially? ThQ refrigation system radiator at the Sun? To the best of my knowledge that particular mode has not - is not bein9 worked seriously at this particular point in time. Mr. Schnalder may be privileged ~o some information I'm not, but 
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I think one thing that we would certainly be very cautloul 
about if we ever did qet into that type of attitude proflle ie 
in exceeding that the head rejection capability that we have 
£rom the refrigeration ayatem, and therefore pos.ibly run
ning into the poaaibility of damaging the frozen food. So 
I do not believe we will be getting into that attitude 
control mode .e far as maintaining the~al balance. 

QUBRY Okay. The final part of .y question 
waa, what's your expectation when you open the airlock.? 
Does it help give you some heat balance, or does it make 
the situation worse? 

PUDDY I think that's all dependent on just 
exactly whether or not you go ahead and actually start qaa 
mixing. t have not been on the off - console team as far as 
just exactly how they plan to work the activation check 
list right now. I think it's probably going to progrest! 
fairly nominal. If you qet into gas mixing, certainly, as 
far as a ga8 temperature itself is concerned, when you 8tart 
mixing a little cooler temperature that is in the MDA AM, 
with the habitation area, you're g01ng to experience some 
decrease in the gas temperature. I don't think that de
crea8e is going to be tremendously siqnificant, just because 
of the relative volumes involved. You know you're talking 
about a very large volume of gas in the habitation area, and 
not nearly that volume in the AM MOA. But if you circulate 
it, it certainly is going to help to some degree. 

QUERY With the temperatures i~ the spacecraft 
appare~tly stabilizing near sOIItething that ycu can live 
with, is the launch of the Astronauts n~l so time critical, 
or can you 90 for another five days after Sunday, another 
10 day., or are their any pacing items? 

PUDDY I think that we have the capability to 
be able to run in the mode that we're in right now, assuming 
that there are no additional spacecraft failures, and we 
ce":'tainly don't anticipate any, for as long as is req!lired 
to get a crew in orbit and get tham up there. No proble~ 
whatsoever. 

QUERY If they don't launch Sunday, you can go 
another 5 days, or even 10 days after that? 

PUODY I think there would be no problem if 
we have to wait another 5 or 10 days before we launch 
Skylab 2. I think we can ~anage the vehicle very well. 

QUERY E.1rlier you made a reference to elo\'ated 
temperaturos in the ATM. Could yo~ be a little more specific 
about that? And what kind of temperatures are you talking 
about? 
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PUOOY Okay. When you pitch up, you eSlentially are exposing teaperatur.s on the ATH canister to an ~nvironaont that they're not normally expeet~d to aee. You'd get quite a bit of - You nor.ally are impinging only on, what we call the Sun end of the ATM, and you also get quite a uit of Ihadewing fro. ATH 30lar arrayal We start pitchinq up, of courle, we are exposing, essentially the plua-X, or the forward side of the ATH more to the Sun, and there are some teaperatu~e8 there of aay, associatAd with the CMG inverter assemblies, which are showing some increase in t •• perature. It's certainly not something that right now we're alaraed about. We're of course, watching the temp· ~ratures allover the entire spacecraft, and it these be~ome, if these continue to show the saa. trend, we f~el like that we can pitch down, say 5 degrees, and probably correc~ that 8ituation without any additional effort on our part. 
QUBRY What kind of temperatures are you talkinq about? 
PUOOY Ca.ponent temperatures of the various ATM rack and spAr mounted equipment. Not the ATM experi~nt~ the"se IVE-S. These are things aS80cia ted with th'" ATM attitude control systeM, primarily. 
QUBRY What kind of temperatures are you talk-inc.; about in terns of - 150, 100, 90, 60, et cetera? PUDOY I think you're talking in general temperatures there. Again the - that you would start gettinq concerned - greater than 100 degrees. 
QUERY What al'e some of the temperatures you're ,a)kinq about compared to what would be the normal temperature? ;O~. mentioned earl ier .. on eleVAted temperatures. What temperatures are you talking about in comparison with what ~ould be the normal t~~'ratures? 
PUOOY If you're talking about increases of s'y 40, 50, 60, 70, degreos above wha.t we normally would (';'p8ct these temperatures to be runnir,g. NOrf\lll1y we'ro Gxpecting these t~mperaturea to be running in the 70 to 80 degree range. So we're talking temperatur~s, you know, up in the 100 to 150 area. We start experiencing sone concern. We have not s~cn those particular temperatures increased to this point, and there's quite a bit of work going on right now as to jU$t exactly what are the maximum ~hermal limito that we can experience in these ~reas, and still not have any definite concern, just like the last couple of days we have -
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PUDDY - that we can experience in the •• areas and 9till not have any d.finite concern. Just like the last couple of dayo, we h4ve been working just exactly how high a tellperature we can go in fUm vaults, and in the food storage areas, and things of this nature. So to quote you exact numbers of what ~re the cutoff limits, and where we're going to take aotion, I think right now would be prem4ture. They are being looked at. There is no definite concern. It's just something that's being investi-9at~d, and we will take corrective action, once these firm limits are defined, to maKe sure that we don't exceed them. OUF.RY You lay there has been increasos, 40, 60, 70 - increases of what? Increases ira. what, I mean, what is the basic norm? What are you talking aboul when you say increase of 40, 60 to 70? What is the norm? PUDOY It is around 10 to 80 degrees. And so when I'm talking 40 to 60 to 70 degrees, 11m talking that we're 8o.ewh~re in the order of 100 to 150 degrees. And you have to talk about a particular coaponent, it's narticul&r location, and it's particular criticality, as ~ar as the maximum temperature it can be - that it can r·-ach. And all of those Ii.its are not now clearly defined. 1 certainly can get thnt data, and we'll provide it to the PAu peuple, as soon as it's been looked at and is available. QUERY Do any of the data that you've looked at 80 tar, be it voltages fro. the solar panels, or whatever, give you any indication exactly how much deployment of the two side solar panels you qot? Just exactly how far 8.ong the procedure went before it jammed? PUDO¥ No, 1 don't think we have any additional data over what I said last night. We certainly feel like we do hav~ - wing 1 has lost a secured indication, so we know it has moved away from the vehicle a certain aaount. We are able to gc~ from a couple of the panels a certain amount of what I would choose to call a trickle charge into one ~~ the }~ bntteries, ~ut as far as in terms of deplo~nt, it's very insignificant. It doesn't take much force, however, to pull this wing into position. I think it t S a tot~ll force, assuming it wasn't constrained by the meteoroid shield or something of this natur~, I think the total force required would only be a couple of pounds. PAC ("kay. Thank you very much. There will be another change of shift briefing in the ~rning, probably about an hour after the shift changes. It's expecting to break around seven, so, maybe SOMewhere around a o'clock in the morning. Thank you. 
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PAO As well a& Washington, D.C. After the 
pres8 conference is over for the photographers, if they 

,$\;,;P p;x· +is;;! 

wish to go to the neutral bouyancy simulator where simulations 
have not yE\t commenced, we wi.il take you down there. 
ltd like to introduce, now, Mr. William C. Schneider, 
Director of Skylab Program in the Office of Manned SpAce 
Flight, and l.eland S. Belew, Manager of the Skylab prograJII 
Office, Marshall Space Flight Center. Mr. Schneidor. 

SCHNEIDER First, I'd like to read the written 
anOlfta ly report that I must take full rcsponsib,lli ty for it 
being late. 1 have been promising that I would have it out 
by 2 o'clock, eastern daylight time, and. unfortunat€ly, I was in 
meetings, up until jURt a few momento ago, updating the 
inforMation in here and I thought it more important that 
you get accurat~, updated information rather than giving 
it to you on a specific set time. So, I apologize Again for 
the report being late. It was for a good cause, and the 
written report will be rlatafaxed, I understand, to the 
other centers. This is our daily anomaly status report. 
The flight of Skylah I continu~s in an increasingly staba
lized mode and detailed reports will be continue to be issued 
from the Johnson Space Center. We, in this report, will be 
tr~ing to confine our discussion to the anomaly investigntion. 
The engineering evaluation has been continuing as a team 
effort with the Marshall Space Flight Center, the Johnson 
Space Flight Center, ltcOonnell, Douglas Aircraft Company, and 
Martin Marietta Denver 1 efforts proceeding on an intensive 
ba~is. Thermal analyses have been continuing and have 
lncluded alternating Z-local v~rtical, that is, Earth 
oriented orbits and solar inertial orbits. This mode 
was tried out in fliqht an~ the internal temperature 
increase was slowed, but not stopped. Thermal analysis 
aJ.so included a solax inurtial mode with the vehicle pitched 
with an angle of 55 degrl~es. This mode is currently being 
tested to see if the thel~al electric problems can be solved. 
They look encouraging. Purther orientations will probably 
be tried later in the day. Analyses have been c~nducted 
to survey tho structural integrity of the workshop and its 
seals and windows, in light of the high temperatures. 
Initial indication is that the current thermal condition 
will not result in any structural problem, although the 
analyses of the scientific airlock seals has not yet been 
completed. The interior condition of the worKshop is con-
tinuously being evaluated to ensure 3n understanding of the 
~ondition of the vehicle when it is manned. Currently, the food 
appears to be all right, althouqh some of our film may have r~ceived 
excessive heat and be fogged. The condition of the 
insulation bonds and other interior items 
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appear satisfactory, although s~m~ spot debonding may hftve 
occurre~, possibly resulting in 80me billtering_ No pro
blam il antJcipated. Activities continue at the Marshall 
Space Flight Center, Johnson Space Flight Center, Kennedy 
Center, Huntington 8each, Denver, and St. Louis to con .. 
celve of a scheme to perform extravehicular activities to 
provide a Sun ahield and, thus, red\lce the workshop temp ... 
erature. Several approaches are being pursued and are 
being eXCl.l'Ilir.ed in the Marshall Space Fliqht Center water 
i"~r8ion facility, and At ~he Johnsen Center. Members of 
the astronaut corps are participating in these activitif.ts. 
The concepts cover a wide rdng6 of ideas for providing 
·~I\enn.1.l protection. Many options are considered open at 
this time, the three most promising appear to he. a window 
shade-type deployment from t.he current L'"VA hatch 
in the airlock; and another very pr.omising option is usinq 
standup extravehicular activities in thR CSM and flying 
around the vehicl~; and the third one that we are pursueing 
is the deployment of an \mm~ella-type d~vice out of the 
scientific airlock. The activities at Kennedy Space Center 
are proc~edin9, presently, toward a launch of Skylab 2 on 
Sunday. h decision to launch will b~ made by Saturday 
afternoon. When a firm decisivn -
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SCUNEIDf.R presently towacd a launch of Sky lab 2 on 
Sunday. A decision to launch will be made by S~turday after
noon. When A firm decision is reached, it will b9 announced 
immediately. ~hank you. 

PAO All right, we will take questions, If 
you'll raise your hand, thoylll bring a mike to you so th&t 
';if! go~ recording on the questiol,s. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, what 1s the current readings, 
or the latest y~u have of the temperatures in the interior 
of the station, ana the second part of that, if the temperatures 
continue to r1se inside the stAtion, is there good reaeon to 
be concerned about the possibillty of fire or oxplosion before 
the station is manned, possibly from the cryogenics l:tboal'd, or 
whatever tho c~se might be, sir? 

SCHNEIDER I III let Hr. BeleW' give yO\\ the details 
on this, but we are no, worried about firo or explosion. We 
do not expect to reach any temperature even closo to that. And 
of course, as you are probahly aware, welve gone to great lengths 
to reduce any fire hazard in the spacecraft under any conditiona 
Lee, do you know the temper~tures? 

BEI,EW The temperature that we're monitoring -
that represents the bulk temper~ture internal is running around 109, 
109.S if. that range right now. That is a decrl!ase from what 
it was running, say la~t night. We did make a change in the 
attitude of our orbit, in order to gain more or less Sun that 
would be striking ~he arca that welre g~tting our heat into it. 
That would oe on the orbital workshop, that we feel we1vp' lost 
our micro-metf'oroid ~nd thermal sh5.eld. So we - it looks like 
we're stabilized with this new attitude, and we think that we'll 
come down below that. So that isn't 109 as a number, that I 
thinK all of ~s understand. Welve all been exposed to that 
tcmp~rature ourselves. 

QUERY Sir, how many items in the spacecraft, and 
of what type of items are in japardy from the excess heat? 

SCHNEIDER Well, the first item thdt we I 11 probably get 
that ""'e'll have a problem with is the film. We ha'Je some ultra
violet sel'l,sitive film onboard. I think the one thatls most 
sensitive \s the film for the French eXl~riment, the French 
ultra-violet panoramic camera. That is the most temperature 
censitive item that we have onboard. There are other films 
onboard that ar£' less tell',pel'ature sensitive than that. but none
theless te~p9rature sensitive. Some food items woul~ get -
would deteriorate if we get up to temperatures of 130 degrees 
or thereabout f some of the thermally stabill zed foods. \ie think 
we arp probably in good shape there. The Johnson Space Center 
is ~unning some accelerated tests on the food items represented -
of samples of the food items that we have onboa~d to sec if chore 
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we arp probably in good shape there. The Johnson Space Center 
is ~unning some accelerated tests on the food items represented -
of samples of the food items that we have onboa~d to sec if chore 
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is any chemical deterioration or any nutritional ch~nge or 

any taste ch~nge or anything like that. So we're investigating 

all of that kind of possibility right now. Those are the most 

8ensittve items at the present. 

QUERY Do we- arc they getting - can you give 

me right now any efficiency readings or degree of output that 

you're getting from the solar panels on the workshop. You're 

gettinq some electrical production from it, and the second 

part to that question is, if they put up the so-called 

window shade, would also shade any portion of the - whatever 

may he operating of the panels on the workshop, and further 

reduce the power for the station? 

DELEW The workshop solar rays for all practical 

purposes are not producing power. We've taken the batteries 

off-line, as far as the bat.teries that would receive power 

from the workshop arrays. We do not feel they are deployed. 

We do not plan to run the mission counting on that power. 

W~· ve run our power profiles, based on what thp. solar 

array from our ATM will put out. Those power profiles assuming 

we get thermal balance and a shade, as you mentioned working, we 

do feel trat we have a power budget that will allow us to conduct 

essenti.llly a normal mission with some penalty of course on some 

experimEmts. So the power situation - we think we can manage that one. 

QUf:RY ••• 

SCIINEIDER \'10' rc talking about a shie Id from the 

order of 20 feet by 20 feet, which will cvver the area - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - we feel that we're talking about a shield 
on the order of 20 feet by 20 feet, which will cover the area -
shade the area where the micrometeoroid shield had been. 

QUERY I'd like to ask if yov think a docking 
maneuver might jar the solar panels that aren't e~tended into 
their appropriate position - if the shock when the two space
craft bumped together might help the condition. 

~CHNEIOER No, I do not, however, we are continuing 
our theoretical analyses and we have under consideration doing 
what we call a soft dock. That is where you dock with three 
latches autOMatically and then you go in and manually latch 
the remaining latches. There are two contradictory kinds of 
things - you might thlnk that it would be very good to jar 
them loose and have them come loose, but on the other hand 
you don't want them to come 1008e in all uncontrolled manner 
and continue on and cause damage. We're not quite sure we 
understand what the temperature condition might be in the 
damper in the sola~ array beam and, therefore, would like to 
be very cautious when we approach this. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, how long do you plan to 
stay here at Marshall? And also, where is the final docision 
going to be made - whether to send these astronaut~ up or not? 

SCHNEIDER We have on our schedule a daily 1 o'clock 
b~iefillg with the Center Directors on the Associate Adminis
tr .• tion for Manned Space Flight, Mr. Belew, Mr. Kleinknecht, 
myself and Mr. Hobbs, Hr. Kapryan, from the various (~rgani za
tions that are involved. And at that time each day we do 
assess the status of things and are incr~mentally approaching 
a decision. \ie will make a decision as soon as we are sure 
th~t we do not a) have tc go on Sunday, that is there's no 
reason that we have to go on Sunday, and b) that there is a 
reason that we don't have to go on Sunday. So we're playing 
the two of them together. Right now we're continuing toward 
the Sunday launch. If there becomes a reason that we should 
not go on Sunday, and there is no rapid deterioration of the 
~'orkshop that mak'as us think it would be profitable to go on 
SUllday, well we could conceivably decide to delay it another 
5 days. 

QUERY ••• 
SCHNEIDER I'm staying here tonight. I can't tell 

you whether I'll stay here tomorrow or not. 
QUERY On the launch on Sunday, will you carry 

out the full 28-day mission or will it be shortened? 
SCHNEIDER Our plan, the one that we're proceeding 

on, is to deploy any solar Sun shield almost immediately as 
soon as we can. That may be the first day, or may be the 
second d~y, depending upon how we develop our rend~zvous and 
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sleep cycles, and then proceed on a full 28-day .188ion. If 
we get the solar shield deployod, wo think we'll be able to 
go ahead with a full 28-day mission and carry out a great 
number of the experimonts. As welve been explftininq for the 
past two days, we will have to make som~ compromises 1n our 
experiment ac~ivity, because we wilt not have the full electrical 
pow~r available to us, and we'll have to decide which e~~ri~nts 
we're going to do and which ones we're not goinq to be able to 
do. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, will you explain, sir, under 
the plans for putting out the shade, what procedures may be 
for the EVA. Has there been some consideration as to who 
would make the EVA? Will the Conrad crew or whoever makes the 
EVA be brought to Marshall to work out in the neutral buoyancy 
simulator as a practice? 

SCHNEIDER The entire EVA sequences have just kind 
of been conceptually approved today. And we're proceeding 
down several paths, as I described, with no firm decision as 
to whether or not we do one, anyone of them, or put ourselves 
in the posture where we could do all of them. There is no 
thought on any of our parts to change the prime crew. The 
prime crew remains as it was. There will be no doubt in my 
mind that those - that Captain Conrad and the rest of the crew 
that would be doing EVA would train in the neutral buoyancy 
facility; however we - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNBIDBR - of tho.. that Captain Con~ad and the r •• t 
ot the Ol'ew. that would be <101ng EVA would train in the I\eutral 
bnuyanoy facility. However, ~ du havo to worry about • ve have 
to work. out exaotly how we do it becaua. we have the confllotinv 
r8qulr ... nta of the health stabilization progr .. , where we 
have to roatrlct their Activit1e •• So, Member. ot the astronaut 
corp. vill be here, working on the BVA and helping out 
in developing the procedure.. Preoilaly how we'll 90 about 
it i. ca.pletely open at thil ti"e. 

QUERY What proble •• would you fore lee 1n one or two 
~en deploying the Ihield? 

SCHNEIDBR You .ean the diffioulty of the Maneuvering 
out there? Obviously, in EVA, you can got into a great nuaber of dif
ficulti •• , al ~ learned 1n Gemini. It you don't adequately 
train and you don't adequately underltand what you're dOAng, 
why, things don't behave a. you conceive of them in one g_ So, 
conceptually, a great number of ~hlnga could happen, none of 
which would be seriou8 to the crew. Things like not Le1ng 
abl<- to ge t beyond an obatructi(\n or not being abl__ to control a 
l~'ged Sun shield like thl.~ In fact, as conceived Ind IS 
described, they 80und relatively simple. And I have high 
confidence that when we decide to go, with whichever one we 
decide to go, why, we will do it - we havo a high confi-
dence that we will do it. I'm feeling rather good along About 
now - not very good, but rolatively good. 

QUERY What is the chance that the crew will jUBt 
atay in the comwand nodule and work out of that, instead of 
going into the Skylab'l 

SPEAKER There doesn't 6e~m to be any scientific 
advantage to doing that. We have hftd crews up for a g~eat 
n\~r of days in the command service module. 1 gues8 they 
had 12 daYB. The command and service module 1s not equipped 
to ~o beyond 12 days, 80, from _odica1-scientific experiments 
standpoint, we would not be proving anything and so we would not 
re:omroend that. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, tho mylar screen, or what-
ever material that they may be u8ing for the window shade, 
where i8 it right now? It's either being manufactured, or 
being brought to Huntsville, or it's 80m~where. no you know 
the location of it, sir? 

SCHNEIDER Let me let Lee Belew answer that. 
BELEW Well, there's a couple of ~pproache8 

and we have a couple going heru at the Marshall Center. We 
do have the material, they are fabricating the shield. The 
Johnson Center, I understand, they have some work underway 
to fabricate a shield that would be associat.ed with the plan 
to deploy it EVA from the cOt'lllllland service mod\.le. It' 8 going 
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along parallel and the b •• io concept. of d~ployae1\t, to be 
de.onlt.rated by the neutrAl buoyancy siaulation, will be done 
here. And we feel very confident that we have the Itat1on. located 
very c10le to the Itation. that. are already proven. There·. a 
concept in that we have EVA 6 ti ... on the recovery and lnltallation 
of ATH fJlm. So, it's noth1n9 neve We think that what', being 
worked out ie very closely a •• ooiated with the training that', 
already been done and I would look upon thi. al a delta, not 
a .imple one, but a delta that's ~jor in itself, but not un-
l1ke what we've already done. 

QUERY Wnat would be the weight of tho shield 
and ho~ would it affect the astronaut's flight? 

SPEAXER We don't know how much the shield would 
weigh. It's very thin. At present, it's - it'a just conceptual. 
[t looks as if it would wrap up in n package, maybe about 20 
by 20 by 6, or sOI'Qeth1ng like that. 'l'h~re would be some alWl\
iuwn rods associatod with it - and for the window screen k1n\.\ 
of approach, tor the appro.ch ullng .tandup EVA in the 
CSM, the shield would probably be about the same Bize 
And it, too, hal a fow little tools required to hook it up to the 
spacecraft. 

PAO We'll go now for a while to the Xennedy 
Space Center in Florida and accept the questions of the news 
peopl~ assombled there. 

QUERY 1 have 2 questions, On Monday I when we 
first heard about the meteoroid shield, nothing was said about 
ita Iso being a thermal shield. I'd like tc know why. And the 
second question, what happened since Monday, when you were 
t ,lking about a 16 to 21 da.y millsion, that now raakes you think 
you could go for 28 days? 

SCUNEIDER When we first talked about the shield, we 
SAid - I missed the first words - I think you asked whether we 
saiu that it was to shade from the Sun and now we talk about it 
as a thermal shield, is that correct? 

QUF.RY We were talking on Monday about it being 
a meteoroid shield and nothing was Raid about it being a 
thermi\l shield. 

SCHNEIDER - shield. We tt,en got into a serious 
thermal problem, which we had not antic~pated being that serious 
on Sunday, when we talked to you. Subsequently, aR I said, 
thdt became our most serious problem, and now we're talking 
about putting this shield up as a Sun screen, to shield the 
Sun from the skin of the workshop to give us thermal pll,)tection 
and give us a reduction of the temperatures in the wOl'kshop. 
As far 4S the mission duration 1s concerned, I believe 1 said 
HondaJ', th4t with CSM power, we have adequate power for about 
16 to 17 days, for almost a full mission. After th~t, we're 
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SCHNEIDER But .inae the medio.l r.oP1e have not 
r.iled the lubject, I aB'~ itt. all rlgh , and 1 vill 
contlr. that tor you. 

QUIRY On the EVA, you Mentioned three po". 
ibillti... Could you outline briefly 80me ot the other. 
being con.id.red? 

SCHNEIDER .t ••• putting a large balloon out 
the soientifio alrloc~ and allowing it to inflate. Now, 
we looked at puttlnq SONe palnt on the aide Qf the work,hop 
to change the the~al oharacteristios, We looked at puttlnq, 
it you will, wallpaper on the aide of the wQrkahop. Lee, 
can you remember any ot the othere that we looked at? We 
allowed our iMag1nationa to run rather wild. 

BELEW Several variations of oach, and there's 
still evvoral variations of each that we'll refine. We 
selected three that will be further refined thore. We 
didnlt get down to the very last detail of those, ~nd 
thatls the work that we'll be doing over the next couple 
of days. 

OlJE~Y Based on what you know now, is there 
a chance that the temperature inside wi II be too hot. for 
the astronauts to board Skylab Sunday? And when they 
board it will they have spAcesuits? 

SCHNEIDER No, if you recall, the airlock HDA is 
isolated from the workllhop right now, and it's tellperature, 
if anything, is rather cool. As we said, the workshop 
temperature right now appears to be about 109 degrees which 
as you and I know 1s very uncomfortable, but not unbearable. 
And we can reduce that further, if we require it, by point
inC) the HDA end at the Sun. Tnt'lt reduces the temperat.ure 
in the workshop even further. We do not anticipate that 
wh~n we arrive at the spacecraft that the temperature will 
be anylhing that will be unacceptable for the crow. We 
probably, and we have flot completely worked this out right 
now, but wa probably would enter with a face masK, which is 
on board, and which had been our initial, the plan in which 
we would have initially have entered the workshop anyway. 
We t 11 probably keep that on a 11 t tie longer. 

QUERY Do you have to make a decision on r~ or 
NO-GO before loading the (uul cells? 

SCHNEIDER No. You can always detank the fuel 
cells, as we have done many times bofore, including Sunday. 

~IERY To Mr. Schneider. With the thermal 
options still open,fabrication still incomplete, and EVA's 
in practice, do you honestly expect a Skylab 2 launch on 
Sunday the twentieth? 

SCHNEIDER ••• ley. than a hundred percent. We do have 
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.1 a task laid onto the centerl today to oome up with a 
detalled tl .. 1ine by toeorcow afternoon, which will allow 
UI to .aka that 4.cllion. The only aavinq alpeot of thi. 

18 that the ld.~~ that we a~e talking about ar. very li_ple. 
And you've hit ~,e key qu.ations that we're alkin9 our.elvel. 
Can we t~a1n the crew? Can ve build and qualify the articl.l? 

Can w. get theM to XSC on t1 .. ? Since "e c~. uf with the 
concept .• WI doelded upon the concepti today t we re 91vin9 
the centera 2. hour, to answer those queationa, and 
Obvloully we have tc get a yes on everyone of those before 
we would launoh. 

QUERY Two questions. How 10n9 could the 
launch of Skylab 2 be postponed and atill fly all three 

mi~s~on8, that ia go for the full 140 days? And two, 
wouldn't a longer postponeJlllent, U.at is past Sunday, give 

d better chance to evaluate all the options you have open? 

In other worde, what's the hurry? 
BEI.EW The postponement is associated with the 

~yatema, the systems being the thermal systems, and, pri

marily the therMal ayate., and the content in the workshop 

that's expos~d to the thnr.al enVironment, and our decision 

whether or not we can wait, as nill inferred answering a 

prior queation, was that, if we expose the content., food 

for instance, the film for instance, to a higher temperature, 

:t behooves U8 to do something quicker. which drives us to 

a fast decision, and then to a fast fix. It looks like we 

qot those tellperature8 stabilized, and we'ro beginning to 

g~t the. down a bit. That will give us more time to do a 
better planning and design and training job. If the te.perature is 

.'<l ... ·n we can maintain our charges on our power eyetems to not 

degrade our batteriee and all, there's no known, in my aind, 

limitation on a hold per:iod. It would faU back into the 

[·qime of the basic design. We could hold for a considerable 

t .lne. 
QUERY Do I understand that you have completely 

Lu1,ed out any possibj lity of an EVA, which might go ovor 

.'ntl .1?Ok ~t the solar pane 1&, and aee if possibly they 

mi ':lilt be Ilble to be pulled free? Is that out completely? 

l}ELE"~ We wi 11 undoubt.edly do, in the Skylab 2 

m~8sion, w~ll be to fly around the vehicle, in the CSM, and 

wo're attempting to do that with the television camera on, 

GO that we can see jUfit exactly what the status of the hard

ware is up there. Just what kind of damage there 18. Just 

",hat the configuration is. We're not even aure exactly 

what ~hat ia. And we have not ruled out that we might do 

some ~afe kind of activity that is, perhaps push with a long 

pole, or something like that, from the CSM. We do not at 
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thi. point .. and 1 eaphftll.1 It thi., point, beca\.~ •• all 
thought, .re in A etate of flux, too. We do not at thil 
point think that we would ,end a man EVA, orawling down 
the lolar Array breAking any hardware l008e, We don't 
think that look. 11ke 4 good .at. thing to do. We'll 
break fro. ~ennedy Space Center now for a little while and 
90 to the Johnlon Spa~e Center at. lIouliton, Texas, and 
accept que.tiona fro. that point. We can return to ~ennedy, 
and here to Harlhall, if there are more queetiona. Now to 
Johnson S~ce Center. 

QUERY I underatand that the Air forco ca.eras 
out at Cloudcr~ft, New Mexico, managed to gAt a photograph, 
either last ni~ht or today. One, did they soe any debris 
associated wit.h the workshop, and two, is thare any indication 
that the meteoroid shield is fouling the two 801ar panel 
A(rAye? 

BELEW Wo ate currently using all of the 
Nation's facilities that are available to us, to try to 
a8.e88 the ItatUI ot the Skylab. Unfortunately, eome of 
tnoae equipments are clasaitied hy the Department of Defense, 
and any comment on thea will hAve to come out of the 
Department of Defense. 

QUERY Since you've given the center 24 hours 
to Answer the three questions you liated, does that mean 
that we could have a GO NO-GO decision for a Sunday launch 
by late tomorrow afternoon? 

SCHNEIDER ••• hit a hard rock and cone up and say -Gee, 
we can't ~ake it-, and I'm not ruling out anything either 
before or after that. I know we hAve to make it by Sat-
urday afternoon. 

QUERY Okay. You said that the package -
That such such a the~al blanket or shield might be 
p~ckaged in is a 20 by 20 by 6. I would assume you're 
talking about inches, feet would be prett~· bulky. Whc'lt 
would be the dimensions of the ahield that was being 
studied here? 

QUERY Okay, I'll try again. Was th~ package 
th~t the shield would be housed in 20 by 20 by 6, is that 
inches and not feet? And what are the dimensions of the 
shield that was being looked at here, and a third part 
when you use shield and shade, are you using those inter
changeable at times. 

BELEW They are interchangeable. Welre look-
ing at a mylar rubberized sheet - fabric - the kind of thingB 
that can be draped -

END OF TAPE 
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BILIW y Myllr, rubberized ahoot fabric, the kind 
of thin98 that Olq be drl~d - be placed over the .pac.oraft to 
ahadow it, to put 1n I shadow. The 20 by 20 by 6 i~ ju.t an o.tl
Matt' nuaber in inche., And it may COfH out • lOI~ difterent than 
thal. I'" not aure it'll 00110 out a lot difter«tnt, but you 
know, I'm fairly Gertain it won't be 20 by 20 b~' 6, but that', 
the kind ot volume that we're talking about. And the one It 
HOUlton is about the .uae aile. A tlo~.ton 1dea, a. I alld, 
il to use the astronaut. in a atandup BVA lIode, and to, it 
you w111, tuck the end ot - the ond. of the 8hield under the 
vehiole, baok at the interltage end, and then to pull it on 
fONArd up toward the ATH. And .ince they both 'Iave to cover 
the 8AMe kind of area, 1 expect they're both on ~bout the same 
size. The Har~hall idea thAt they're pursuing is to deploy it 
from the other end, or the A'fH airlock end, And then deploy it 
back. And when I uso Harahall, Houston, these ar·e not center
competing ideas. We have merely aS8igned primary responsibility 
to thoa. centera. There are people frOl\) both centere partiei.
patinq in the developaent and the con.-:ept. It's flot a coapetl
tion. It 1. a team effort, and we've deemed it advisable to 
break up the management of those teams in that manner. 

QUERY Sir, could you go into a llttl,e bit more 
detail of how you do that standup EVA from the comJ'IUlr.d modulo? 
lIow exactly would you put tho shade over it? 

BELEW I'd like to, as I s~id, It's very con-
ceptual and the crew right now are busily enqAqed in 
trying to simulate it. Roughly what the idea is, to have 
standup EVA working behind- behind that the - whatiltould you 
call it? - -

SCHNEIDER The old thruster end - -
BELEW Oh, it's the "ft ond, as you a it. on the 

pad, that separated from th~ propulsive stage just belCN it, 
that you're talkinq about. They'd stdnd up EVA in the CSM 
hatch and push ropes, if you will, under various parts of 
the Rtructure at that end, one on either side, and tl'len pull 
thJ frnnt tlnd up towards the J\TM, and making kind 0" like 
a I..l.'iangular sail, if you will. That's an overly simplified 
description. It's hard to do it withcut a blackboard and without 
waving your hands. 

QUERY On the gold foi 1, is it thin enou'gh, the 
gold foil on the workshop, is it thin enough to allow infrarad 
through, and is this what's adding to the heat problem? 

SPEAKER Aluminum structuros bonded to the - alum-
inum structure is very thin, and it's just interval to thRt, 
as far as the heat transfer into t.he <ll'lminiUft pressure cell 
and through the insulation. 

QUERY Would you discuss the umbrellC'. cont-:ept 
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and haw it wo~ld be Nade, and how it would be ereoted or put up, and who hae re.pons1bility tor itl SPIAXBR Firat part. Repeat the question, plea.o. QUERY Okay, would you di80USS the umbrella con-cept, and how it would be constructed, and how it would be put in p16c., and whioh center has th~ respon8ibility tor it? SCHNBIOER Well, the HArshall Center 18 purluing that and that 18 kind of a backup mode. The concept is very roughly to put sOMething out of the loientlfic airlock, and have it expand. It i8 very little more than that, a8 a concept right now. Perhap8 Lee, you may know 80ae more about it. BSLEW Well, very little. The balic concept would be to use lhe same interfacing structure that we interfaced with that scientific airlock work when they deploy an oxperiment. For instance, we take an experi~nt caae and put within that an expandabl~ structure, and ••• out through the airlocK, and once it's off, then initiate the deplor-ent NeehanisN. Thoae kinds that I'm thinking of have to do with pres.urilatlan of cells that pack then as riglditers and then pullout a sheet. The oxact details of th~t I'. not personally acquainted with. We have McDonnell Oou9laa West working thia as a priaary eftort on their part. Thele kinds of devices have been ule<\ before. And a8 lUll said, it ia a backup that vill be pursued to sOa\e point for the next 2 or } days. 
QUERY You mentioned that tne films to be u8ed in the UV panorama were affected by heat. Does that mean that the expttrilft8nt is w.\p4td off from the proqram1 QUERY You mentioned that the filma to be uled UI the 

French UV panorama experiment waro affected by heat. Does thAt mean that the French experiment is to be - h~ve been downed, or wiped out from the program? SCHNEIDER I'm afraid I can't really 4nswer that qUt:stion. We'll really have to wait for It little more detail analysis of exactly what the te:nperaturedid get to be in that,. 11m afraid it does not look encouraging from what I 've heard, although we will continue our invostigations. There il always the p08sibility that we can carry up some film in later missions in the command and sorvice module. Let me -say that we currently feel, and obviously it rem~in9 to be proven, we currently feel that if we can get up there and can deploy the - some Bort of A thermal shield, it is perfectly possible and conceivable lhat we will be able to fly both a 28 and two 56 day mission8. Right now there's no reason that we can't do that, Assuming we can qet this the~l problem worked out. If we can do that, it'll be our int.ention 
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to rapl.c. any daa.90d article. in later C8M tli9bta, and oontinue on and vet a •• XiMua ~unt of 80tentiflQ inve.tigation., Now I don't believe it'e been eltabttahed tbat the fila hal been daaaged to an extent that it" not Uluable to qet good .eaningful data, but I think Bll1 pointed out that thl1 i. one of th~a. that would be the fir8t auapeot. PAO We'll 90 back to the Kennedy space Center, now to eee if they have loae .ore questions. PAO Before we have any more queltione, we do have a brief 8tate~nt here. The doctor. at the JOhnlon Space Center are pertor.ing a dotailed etudy on all drugs and medicationa in tho inflight medical ,upport .yete. and the Sky lab orbital workshop. A NASA apokeBman 8aid we may expeot to 108e all much a8 50 percent of the 62 itelfts of drugs and medication. aboard the spacecraft due to the high t~.peratures. Teatl have been made of all the dru'l8 and medications at temp~rature8 of 95 degrees. The additional temperature is causing the dootors to fall back and make an evaluation of this probIeN. Some ot tho sleep medication8, injeotables tor levere allerqies or ahoek, and a180 some of the ointments are affected. Amonq the stable ite~s are those for nausea and pain killers. Major druq companies are providin'l excellent cooperation in furnishinq background data on druga and medications affecteQ ~y this change in temperature. A major effort i8 underway to repair replacement tor these items, and label thea as re~upply items aboard the 116 command module. That'a the end ot that statement. 
PAO We, unfortunate~y, ~issnd the name of the man making the statement. Would you 'live that to us please? 
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PAO A •• u.. there are no .ore que.tion •• Think you very Much. 

1,121&14.",. 

QUeRY I. there an Apollo lunar tool Ploklge, i ... dlltely Ivailable, that you oan quiokly adapt to provide the T-8ar, and loa. of the other gadgeto you need to atretch a curta1n or ahade or an uabrella? PAO Go ahead Houaton, with your queation. QUERY I under.tand that it there'. fil- in the £REP aultilpectrftl o~r., thAt that tila i, probably cool and uDable, but there vaa lONe uncertainty .e to whether there wa. fila 1n there, in ~hat claera at launch. Ha. that been deterained yet? 
PAO Anymore questions Houston? SPEAKBR Did you want me to repeat that anawer? t do not have the answer. 1 will provide it, it you wish, however, if you're down at Houston, they can qet th~ answer as loon as I can. 
QUERY At what point ~n tiae will you Make a decision a8 to whether to attempt the repftir or fix on the lolar panell? Will it cone before or after you atte.pt to put out the cover? 
SELEW Let me lay that that kind of decision, we feel, will probably be greatly influenced by what Captain Conrad see8 when he first getl up there. And I could only speculate and say that if it looked possible to repair the lolar array, I would guess, based upon, you know, thinking about it here, that you Might want to do that first. How~ver, it's perfectly conceivable th~t when Captain Conrad gete up there, he may decide not to try to do anything, or 

lP. rlay decide to wait aWhile, 01' he may decide to deploy 
tJ n Runshield, or he may decide that he cannot do any of -:'ilem. There are a great many of that kind of d9cisions we're goinq to have to leave in the hands of Captain Conrad. As 1 atated, we're trying to shape the rendezvous maneuver such that we do have SOMe TV during the final Phases of Rtation keaping, and during the fly around, which wil: onable -, on the ground to see something, and to give Captain Conrad Advic~. As with all crew commanders, the capt~in in charge will, or course, have the final decision. 

QUERY The Mexican experiments will affect by those problems? 
PAO 
Query 

thefilP problems? 
QUP!RY 

lhese problems? 
SCHNEIDER 

Anymore questions Houston? 
The Mexican experiments will affect by 

The Mexican experiments will affect by 

Was the question Will the Msxican E~rth 
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Relource. Experiment ~ affected by the •• probl~.? Ye., 
in that weir. having to chan98 our ti.e line, and we will 
have to revi.llo aU. of our Earth Re,llloutce. aotiviti •• , JUlt 
preal,ely whethtr or not that 1. one that we will or will 
not bft able to do, w& can't say at thi. tiMe. We think 
that it we ge~ the 6un 8hield deployed, we will be able to 
do a great deal of the original exper1 •• nt. a8 planned, And 
I would give a very encouraging answer that I would think that we 
be able to get MOat of the EREP, if not all of the BRBP, 
objective.. Let ~e jU8t revile a question, an anlwer that 
I gave b~fore, and 1 don't knw whother this cue ovor on 
the PAO loop b~ it did hore, but earlier there was a 
que8tion about the status of the medical equipment and I 
said that it had not been r~i8ed to me, aad 80 I therefore 
a88unled they wore okay. I 8ubsequerltly have bE:en handed 
a RTO by Dr. Dletlein , which was issued today, which doel 
not say that everything is okay. It lays that there can be some 
deterioration in th~ medicine, and that it is being looked 
at by not only the dootors but the ",ajor dru9 cOIDpanies, 
and they are cooperating to determine just exactly what the 
statuI ia, and to provide what kindR of replacement iteMS 
we might have to put on the CSM 116. 

OUEkY Mr. Schneider, in the cour8e of the last 
fey days, have you had any time to think about the impli
cation8 of the problems you're facing now? T~e implioations 
in tOrRS ~f the ovor~ll space program and itts future? 

SCHNEIDER I've been sticking pretty clole to the 
issues currcntly at hand, and I will be doing that until we 
, t thlngu straightened out. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, the EVA that yeu were 
~dlxinq anout, out of the scientific airlock. As I recall, 
this particular location in the orbital workshop has hltcA 
90~; of the higher internal teMperatures associated with it. 
I ~H'ther that in thinking about the EVA, there i8 no worry 
dhout the Astronauts actually entering the workshop before 
~u g~t this shield deployed, if you elect to go the 

ri" lJnti f ic airlock route. 
SCHNEIDER 1 want to make Burc that you understood 

properly. The scientific airlock is only, if I remember 
correctly, about 9 by 9 inches square. We're not talking 
abo\lt EVA. The reason we are keepin9 this option open is 
that you do not have to go EVA, IOU can deploy it, assuming that 
we're able to come up with an adequate concept, you can 
deploy it through the scientific airlock from an interior 
po8iti~n in the workshop, just 8S we deploy TO-27 or SO·93 
or any of the other scientific airlock experiments. Once 
it got outside the workshop, it would automatical1r rteploy, 
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l1ke an automatio u.brella, or a blow-up toy, or .o.ethlng 
l1ke that, and provide a Sun Ihleld. A?iln, A. tar al the 
internal te.perature of the internal habitable area 1, 
concerned, the teMperAture in there ourrently appear. to 
be About 109 degreel. If we folt it po,nible we thInk we -
we know we oan lower lhat even more by plaoin9 the MDA end 
ot the apaceoraft pointing at the Sun. So we oan reduce it 
if we think we have to, we OAn reduce it even further. And 
.1 I .ald in All probability we would enter the workehop 
by using our f.ce~.k. and our portable oxygen lupply. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, you Mentioned you could 
hold for a conliderable tiae proIa. -
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QUERY Mr. Sohneider, you Mentioned that you could hold tor a conliderable time, prelumably on the pad. Rou9h1y, how long 1. that in day. or wooka? SCUNEIDBR Repeat - .. QUERY You .entloned that you could hold for a considerable time, pre.umably on the pad. Rou9h1y, hov long ia that? II it open-ended, or could you tell us in te~. of days and weeks how long you could hold? SCHNEIDER tt', currently open-ended. Obviously, if there was aome reASOn that you are talking about months or something like that, you might consider rolling back to the VAB, but there's no reason why we have to qet otf the pad. QUERY Re~ Hueller ABC, Oil1 we loat you on this question a while 490, so I'll repeat it and then qet out of the way. 00 you have currently Available an Apollo lunar tool package to give you a T-bar, extension r(~s, and so on, that Are ~diately flight roady, and can you ndapt those and tak6 the. quickly? SCHNEIDER I cannot give an affirmative answer on that question other than to say. all of the Houston and Harshall resources are looking at everything that is available, and we have turned on tho Marshall Center to build whatever tools are necessary and to collect whatever too18 are n~ces~ary. We have the right people at Houston and Marshall talking to one another, and those tools that are needed will be ~de a"Ai lable. We do not think any tool availAbilit.y will be A con&traint. 
QUERY Barry Xaysvill, Huntsville. Mr. aelew, ~ill th!8 sunbonnet th~t'8 going to be place around the OWS work as well as you thought the original sh.~ld would, and could it be mended in orbit during EVA if it were pierced by ~ mateor, or torn by accident? BELFW The thermal analysis that's been made on the concepts indicates that we will be able to control our .. cl>itable enviroruaent within original designed specs. The repair of such a shield is not in the current plan. If you atc lhinking of a alight tear during the deployment of the shield, a :Jlight tear, in my estimation, could be tOlerated. If you1re talking about something very major, then that again would be another decision point. And it would be made only after we see what effects it might have on our thermal balanc~. OU~RY ••• the Italian News Agency. The N.)w York Post ~t least thi,s afternoon publishQd informatioa C":oncerning the poSSibility of a S-year delay in the entire U.S. apace proqram. could .i~u confirm offiCially, or elaborate on that? 

SCHNE1.0ER - up and flO"' the ail'lock end, would consist 
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of the .stronaut Itandin9 in the - at the airlook end, .ecurely 
fastened and pu.hln9, if you will, the ahade down vork,hop. 
In the other .,a8e, wo would have atandup EVA in the CSM, .eoure 
one end to thu workshop, and then pull it trOll the CSM up to 
the other end. 80 we don't envilion having any capability 
to walk down the workshop Bide And repair Any rips or do any
thinq like that. That's not 8o~ethin9 that we have the capa
bility of doing. 

QUERV - Italian News Aqoncy. The New York Poat 
today published thAt infOrMation, at least, the New York Post conO 
earning the possibility of the S.yehr delay in the entire U.S, -
space program because of the eventual failure of the Skylab 
project. Could you confirm otflcially, or elaborate on that? 

SCIINEIDRR Only in ont! serse. Th~rc's been no failure 
of the Skylah pr09ram. We have reasonable hopos that we are 
going to be able to conduct a very excellent serios of experi
me-nts on Skylab. 

QUERY But in caso of failure, in case? 
SCHNEIDER I havon't qiven it any thought, I could 

not comment in any sensible manner as to what, either su~ceS8 
or fa~~uro ot Skylab, has to do with the subsoquent mass of 
prO<j r AJIlS • 

OUE~Y For Bill Schneider. flow much additional 
storage space 15 there in the CSt~ to take all these tools, 
and possibly tood and medicines up to the Skylab? Additionally, 
whon you talk about saying that if you get the shield on, you 
think you can thon fly two 56-day misisons after tho 2a-day 
flight, would this mean that there are 7 active days and 39 
>lo,y quiet ones on those two additional flights? 

SCHNEIDER On the CSM stowage world, we are to off 
load - they're going to have to off load some of the equip
ment't and we are going to have to find some ingenio\1s corners 
to add some equipment. We have not finished the stowage re-
v ie'"",, we don't know exact ly what we would have to take off 
in ordor to fit these things. They will not fit in without 
somo chanqe, as I'm sure you're aware. We have not determined 
..,hat has to be taken oft or just exactly how we would get 
-hf!Se equipments in there. That remains to be done in the 
noxt few days. As far as whether or not the 56-day missions 
would be - would have a long, quiet period, it woultl have a 
lony period, as Lee Belew said, with a power supply restricted to 
about 800 watts for our complement of experiments. 1 don't 
l':'en.ember exactly what our experiments required before, but 
it was somethirg on the order, if my memory is corr~ct, qbout 
1,000 watts, so wetre not talking about a day thatts highly 
inactive. What it will require that we do is tha~ wo manage 
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our experiments better. If you remember t~e original Skylab flight plan,' we had a great number of activities going on simultaneously, And electrical powAr was not a factor in our conside~ation, 48 to which activities to perform simultaneously. With the power restrictions such 48 this, I anticipate tha~ we would have to do a great deal of power management, that i8, be very careful to seleot t~e experiments to be activated when we have a suitable supply of ele~trical pov~r. As you know, when WE) quote power requirements, we genera .. ' 1y are quoting in terms of average power reqUirements, And the power does chanqe as a function of where you are in the orbit and where you are in the day of ~he year. So we do not anticipate, at this time, that it would be a highly inactive period. We do not think at all that we would he able to do as much AS we had previously planned. 
QUERY Two questions. In the event that you go the route of the standup EVA from the CSM, I'm not quite clear where the CSH would be when you were doing this. The second question is, which astronauts will do the first teata in the neutral huoyancy simulator of any procedure you come up with? SCHNEIDER See if I can describe the sequence on the standup EVA. The CSH would be located to the - on the S-2 wor~shop interface side of the workshop, that 1s the side that would be dovn when it'a on the pad. The Astronaut would be standing up in the hatch and he would have a tool, or a probe, and he would attach two ends of the shield to either side of the workshop. He would then qet back into the spacecraft and he would have a tother, and he would maneuver the spacecraft \1(' to the A'I'M end, at which point he would attach tho tether to the ATH handrail, existing handrail. He would then - -
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SPEAKER - through the ATM end, at which point he 

would attach the ATM handrail, the existing handrail, he 

would then pull on the tdther, release the sall from a 

parachute-like bag, and pull it up, much as a sailor would 

pull up a 8ail, and then attatch it. This all would be 

done with ~ probe and a pole, all~'ing the spacecraft to 

raaain a dozen or 80 feet away from the workshop. After 

coaplet1nq that activity, why he would then dock up at the 

front end and, hopefully, we would go back to our noraal node of 

operation. The flight crewmen, right now - and it ~ight change, 

obviously - right now we think that Rusty Schweickart will 

be the first crewaan into the tank here working. I do not 

know when he was coming or how he is coming. I only kn~, 

when he gete here he'e going to be very busy. 
QUERY I have a couple of question. concerning 

the different options you atill have. Is the uabrel1a 

concept identic~l with the balloon concept, or do they 

still hAve both of these? 
SPEARER ••• in the balloon concept. They're very 

siftll lar, though not exactl}· comparable. The Ullbrella con

cept kind of says there are things around that, like lite 

rafts and things like that, that you can pop, like a C02 

cartrag8, and they open up alJolOst automatically, and that's 

the kind of thing that they're talking about, instead of 

a large weather balloon type thing. 
OUERY Another action was paint. You spoke of 

paint. That was that paint be deployed, if it would be 

d,tployed at all. That would be painted, so to speak. 
SP~KER What we did was ask ourselves whether 

0: not it was possible to do. From a physics standpoint r 

~l think we could get paint on the surface. From a practical 

standpoint, we were not able to come up with any easy way 

of gettlny a paint can, if you will, along the vehicle, 80 

thl\t was abandoned ratheX' early. We are not conaiderinC) 

that anymore. 
QUERY The same goes for the wallpaper probably. 

SPEAKER ••• require that the Astronaut Maneuv~r 

in 30me way along the surface of the workshop. We could 

not figure out any easy way that that could be dona and 

we have therefore abandoned it, and also, the wallpapor, 

8urpri8inqly enough, if we can deploy a - even a fabric 

fthield, it provides some ~icrometeoroid protection, although 

obviously not as much as the alumi.num, whereas wallpaper 

would not. 
QUERY Without compromising the security of 

the equlprl\ent involved or going into Any detail, co"ld you 

tell us with a simple yes or no termn, ",hather or Jlot noD 
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PAO Orientinq today we have Fliqht Director 
Chuck Lewis. He'll start off with a brief status statement 
then we'll take your questions. 

LEWIS Well, first let me say that I was not 
on the console last niqht. So, I'm not aware of a lot of 
the happeninqs during the night. I was off console with 
another team working on Rome of our plans, continqency plans. 
I do know that they did initiate some maneuvers last night 
to try to qet our thermal problem und~r better control. And 
they were basically going to ZLV for one rev, back to solar 
inertial for a rev, back to ZLV for a rev. I looked at a 
very limited amount of thermal data just to spot check very 
early. Some of the data - tempera~ure measured - indicated 
some stabilization. But it wa~ ~ery premature and I WOUldn't 
say that's solving our proble:C\. And that's about all I know 
about the online effort last night. Basically what I was 
involved in is lookinq at workinq up an activation checklist 
for the airlock module MOA, a minimum power activation list, 
checklist, which will probably be timelined today. We looked 
at stowage on the command module, changes to that. In other 
words, we got to make provisions to get the thermal shade or 
shield that we decide to use up. And there were other stowage 
chanqes that we're examining. I think they're qoing to attempt 
thi~ morning to qo through that initial stowage list in the 
I-g trainer to aee how well that works. That's basically 
about it. Any questions? 

PAO Bruce Hicks. 
OUERY Chuck, how much contact did you have with 

the Huntsville people on thermal - working on thermal problem 
last night? If you didn't have dlrect contact, what did 
you hear along the grapevine? 

LEWIS I hear they have a proposed thermal 
curtain or shield. And that they will probably do some 
testing on that today. 

PAO Go ahead. 
QUERY Could you explain anything that you 

might know about the thermal shield, any particulars at all? 
What type it might be or anything like that? 

U:WIS I'm not sure of the exact material 
they're talking about, probably aluminized Hylar or some 
very thin opaque material utilizing some of the extension 
rods. I don't know what type but probably similar to the 
core rods we used in Apollo 80 that the crowmen can work 
from the airlock module hatch and take and extend this 
curtain out a section at a time and with a T-connector with 
rods on the very end, you know, to 9ive it some shape as he 
extends it. That's about all I know at this time on that. 
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p~o David Salsberq. 
QUERY Does that mean that the Marshall 

calculations indicate that the stabilization level will be 

too high to live without some kind of a shield? 
LEWIS It's already too high. The internal 

temps are too high to inhabit the <:MS. It doesn't mean that 

we can't go into the OWS at the present temperatures, but it 

does ~ean that we wouldn't want to use that as our living 

quarters. 
QUERY But, have attitude maneuvers pretty well 

been discounted as a kind of a permanent solution here? 
LEWIS I think so. There may be cases where we 

do that periodically. It depends on how well the fix work~. 

QUERY You say that you've been working on 

various contingency plans but you spoke of only one. This 

thermal blanket would seem to some people to be the most far 

fetched. 00 you say now that it's the only conceivable 

thing you've come up with and th~t it's possible, it's real

istic. 
LEWIS 1 think it's possible, realistic. There 

are other proposals, other altern~Lives. I've just spoke 

of the one that I was aware of at Marshall. They have -
I'm sure that they have some alternatives in work here on 

the Center. But, I haven't spoken to those people. Let me 

put it this way. There's an EVA working group outside of 

the one I was involved in and we were not addressing speclf.

iually the EVA or the type fix they would come up with. We 

were basically allocating a block of times so to speak, on 

a day where we thought we could work contingency EVA in. 

QUERY I f indeed you do pursue thiS thermal 

blanket approach, hOt' soon will y~u be able to speculate the 

SL-2 crew might be able to go up? And what will they do, just 

surveil and then come back? 
LEWIS I dontt know how soon we could have the 

fix ready to go where we can make a Sunday launch or not. 

I really dontt know that. If the crew goes up and we take 

the fix, and it in fact works, then they won't come back. WP. 

will continue with thp. mission, understanding of course, 

we're power li~ited with only the ATM power modules. 
QUERY With the stowage study is there any 

determination yet as to whether ot:' not there's going to be 

room enough for 3 peopleJ and also, would it be a matter at 

th 1s point do you know, of having to take food to n~place 

what' 9 
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QUERY ••• a stowage study. Any determination 
yet as to whether or not there is going to be room enough for 
three people? And also would it be a matter at this point, 
do you know, of having to take food to replace what'S there 
\n any way, shape, or form? 

SPEAXER We're planning on taking three crewmen. 
We're taking - At the present time, the proposal I worked on 
was to take the present food allotment, no change. We'll 
~8sume that we can get into the OWS for food. There's - I 
might say there's five days Skylab type food on board plus 
another 3 days of survival or contingency food that we could 
use. Yes. 50 we're looking at 7 or 8 days if we cannot get 
into the OW5 as far as food supply. 

QVF.RY Is the frozen food on board still frozen? 
SPEJ.KER Yes. 
QUERY Let's assume we have a launch. What can 

you tell us about rendezvous and docking plans? Will you survey 
for one REV, for example, feeding back television for a close 
look at the damaged areas? 

SPEARER Bill Shaffer is workinq that particular 
area, but I might. give you some basics on it. It's - Of course 
we'll launch either Sunday or another five days later with 
ground track considerations. Very close to a nominal launch 
and rendezvous, I understand. They may reduce the ZLV orien
tation to one REV instead of two. That's under consideration. 
They do intend ~ fly-around inspection and I believe they 
also intend to have video on that as well as photography, crew 
photography. And then the docking. Now depending upon what 
fix they come up with, I don't know whether there'll be any 
kind of an EVA required, undocked or not this time. 

QUERY Looking in that case since you're launching 
on essentially the same time table, are you looking at ~n 
M c~uals 5 rendezvouB? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY SO all of these events then would happen 

at approximately M equals S plus the length of time for 
ob~('rv .. 'tion, whAt have you. 

SPEAt<ER Yes, and we would ohviously hrwe to plan 
I)ur video covrrage over the continental United States. So would 
~e prohably the sixth rev ~fter launch that wold get the video. 
I think that's riqht. 

QUERY lIave you any idea how long it would take 
the ows to cool down, as suming they could JMkc l\ fix J so it would 
be habitlloble? 

SPU\l<Im No, 1 really don't.. We do know thaL the 
scant - the Axternal skin temps would tend to cool down fairly 
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rapidly, we've seen that from the maneuvers. But there is a 
lag on the internal temps, and I really don't hAve a feel for 
how long that would take. But with internal teaps now that 
we've gotten now, ~e can have the crewmen into the OWS. Like 
1 said, if we want to go in and retrieve something or have 
a look at something, we can do that. 

QUERV This scheme you described at the beginning 
sounds like a doubt to EVA, is that correct? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY What are the internal temp3 now? 
SPEAKER 1 don't know what they are riqht now. At 

about 2 or 3 o'clock this morning, when 1 did look at them (1 
looked at 2 or 3.), an internal wall temp near the filII vault 
was, as I recall, about 105 degrees. An internal temp - wall 
temp near the ambient food locker was - I believe it was around 
100 to 105. And that's about all 1 looked at. 

QUERY 00 you remember a maximum scan temp? 
SPEAKER No. 1 don't. I sure don't. 
QUERY r'd like to ask a little bit more about 

this thermal blanket scheme. 1 realize that you're not at 
Ifunt~jville, but it sounds to me still a little bit as unlikely 
as a skyhook. Could you visualize for us how so large an area 
could be fixed by a man standing or - how would it work? 

SPEAKER Well, let me describe a way_ I'm not sure 
this is the way, but we take several extensions up. I don't 
know what the length of the extensions would be - 4 feet, 
) feet, whatever that's attachable. You take two thermal 
rolls up; you roll the aluminum Mylar up a couple of rolls. You 
qot a T-connector. Take two of the extensi.ons from the T-connector, 
ana take one and place the T-connector perpendicular t~ the 
two and attach your two rolls. Okay. Bead that out and 
roll your blankets or blankets - I'm calling them blankets, 
but part of the material being back, put another extension 
on, roll them back. They may have to attach the blanket 
somewhere back to the ATM so that, you know, you can handle 
it. Just keep moving it out. Then move it out to the desired 
length and have some Bort of clamp or attaching device to 
the ATM 8tructure. Ooes that basical~y give you an idea of 
it - does it? 

QUERY Well, would they have to do that in sev-
eral places around - what in eBBence if you're looking strai9ht 
on at the clusters - the perimeter 80 that when they're finished, 
they'd have a series of flat aides, so that the thing would not 
be a cyllnd~r anymore? 

RPEAKER That would h~ve a flat Aide, I would guess. 
A flat side shade, just like a curtain. Just lik~ taking a 
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curtain and attaching it to ono end of the vehicle and JUBt 
pulling it down to thE'! other end, jusl a shade flat, and 1 
don't know what the area of that would be. 
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SPEAKER ••• only one side. The plus C sides 
are a big concorn. We're flying solar inertial most of the 
time, and that's where we're getting the heat. 

OUERY With everything you have described, 
chances of a launch this Sunday seem to me to be rather 
unlikely. I wonder if you can share your thinking along 
those lines? It seems thereOs a great deal to do between 
now and launch date. 

SPEAKER There's a great deal to do - I don't 
know what equipment Marshall has on hand. I don't know 
whether they could use it for flight, for example. I 
understand they are going to do some testing today with 
equipment. If that type of equipm~nt is flight qt:alified, 
so to speak, I would think that the crew would at least -
I thin~ Rusty Schweikart is at Marshall now for this. I 
think that the prime crew would, if not go through a com
plete training exercise with it, would at least have some 
kind of walk-through procedure to get a feel for the effort. 
I - I don't know. 

SPEAKER It's rushing things a bit. 
QUERY You eaid a moment ago it'd be just like 

taking a curtain and attaching it to one end of the vehicle 
and pulling it to the other end. Actually more precisely 
it would he more like pushing it to the other end, wouldn't 
it? 

were 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 
hanging at the 
SPEAKER 
SPF~KER 

END OF TAPE 

Yes, basically. 
Like unrolling a window ohade 
top and pushing it down. 
Right. 
Okay, thank you very much. 

1f you 
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SPEAKER - on duty, and as I understand it in 

addition to questions frOM Houston, we'll have some from 

the Cape also, but why don't we open now with opening 

comments from Don, and then throw it open for questions 

first from Houston. 
PUDDY Okay, I think there were two key items 

we went into todayrs shift with. One was to get thn hab

itation area pressurized. We did start that about 1:30 

this afternoon. And as I left the control Center, we 
were approaching very closely' our expected 5.0 PSI. We 

follow~d the nominal pr~ssurization profile, no problems 

at all with that particular sequence. One of the other 

areas that we consider to be of prime concern was the 

attitude control system. And at the vresent ti~e, I'm 

happy to report that we are in our st~ndard attitude con

trol systea configuration. Me have two rate gyros associ

ated with each of the axes that are updating strap down 

system. We are using the control mo~ent gyros of course 

a~ our nominal method of attitude control. In other 

words, we have gone out of the TACS only modo of control 

that was reported to you last night. We have enabled 

,-ur l\.'ol'l1entum dumps, which means that essentially we 90 

through a maneuv~r during the dark side period where we 

dump the exce8S momentum that the CMG or the control 

moment gyros do accumulate. And we have gone through, 

1 think about five of those dUMPS by this time. And 

everything looks very nominal. So the two items that we 
started out this shift with to try to figure out have 

been accomplished. We have what we consider to be a .table 

dnd habitable cabin environment. I will say .!I few words 

about the thermal conditions in just a minute. But, 

from a pressure standpoint, it looks very stable. And 

from an attitude control systems standpoint, ve have an 

excellent attitude control syst~m. We have only one 

failure which you mayor may not have heard about, and 

that is we have lost one rate gyro, we believe, in the 

Y axis. As far as the therMal system is concerned, on 

an outside structural temperaturp basils, we're running 

off-scale high around - which means ills greater than 

295 degrees on the Hide facing the Sun. As you move 

around the periphery of the workshop, we drop to about 

140 degrees, 90 degrees off of that line. And of course 

as you get to the cold siele, we drop somewhere to the 

90 deqree region. Now these ilt'e outside structural 

temps. On the inslde, Borne ot the lemporaturce are 

showing, again back to the Sun line, somewhere in the 
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order of 120 degrees. And on the cool side, o.t' the minus 
Z side, some where around 10 degrees, which means right 
now that our average gas temperature in the habitation 
area i8 somewhere around 110 degrees. This certainly 
warmer than we would like it to be. And of course I'm 
sure that you've heard from Mr. Schneider today in his 
earlier press conferences that we are looking at the 
various options that we can take to go ahead and place 
s~e sort of a shield or SOMe sort of a mechanism over 
the plus Z side such that we can lower those gas temper
atures inside the habitation area. As Hilt has point8d 
out to you we have essentially shifted into a two-team 
on-console approach. I'm pulling one team, and Hilt Windler 
is pulling another team. We also have two other teams 
under Chuck Lewis and Phil Shaffer that are working sev
eral of the major action items that must be accomplished 
before we will be ready to 90 Oil Sunday hopefully for 
the launch of Skylab 2. And they are working auch thinga 
as changes to the activation checklist, any changes to the 
rendezvous profile, various EVA options that we may have 
that Hr. Schneider has already discussed and things of 
this nature. We have, AS you mi9ht expect, used a little 
bit more TACS gas, which is our attitude control system 
gaB, than we ~xpected. Na.inally at this time in the million 
we would have expected to use about 8 percent. However, 
we have used- -

END OF TAPE 
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PUODY - attitude control system gas than we 
expected. Nominally at this time in the mission, we would expect 
it to have used about a per cent, however we had used approxi
mately 18 per cent of that gas. This certainly is no problem. 
We're still well above any red line that we have for the ltlia
sion, and all of the options that were discussed by Hr. Schneider 
and from here last night are certainly still viable with that 
re~aining amount of TACS gas. Presently under CMG control we 
are not using any TACS gas at all. So with those as opening 
remarks, let me open it up to you for questions. 

PAO Okay, let's start the questions, please, 
will you raise your hands, wait for the Mike, Bruce Hicks, UPI. 

QUERY Don, when you were telling about the in-
side temps there, and you were telling about 120 degrees on 
Sun line, and 7 deqrecs on the cool side, are you talking ~bout 
inside skin temp, or are you talking about more or less an 
area temp. Is that just on the skin, or is that any way to 
tell from the - what atmosphere is in there now? 

PUDDY I'M trying to quote to you average tempera-
tures, some of these are on the inside, right up close to the 
insulations, some of them are on the floor grid work, some of 
them are on the dome. There are some temperatures that are 
higher, some that are lower, and I'm just trying to give you 
a general ball park feel for the average gas teMperatures, 
or the average internal temperatures in the habitation area. 

QUERY OkdY, how does this compare to what there 
was, say, early this morning? We ~ere told to expect these to 
climb, not at a very fast rate, but to ii1creaso - how have 
some of these different areas increased from what degree to 
what. degree generally? 

PUDDY Well, I think you can say, again in gen~ 
eral, that the maneuver we did last niqht, we did flatten out 
most of the temperatures. However, since we have gone back 
into solar inertial, of course we have remained there through
out the d~y, we have noticed again, a trend, an increascd 
trend. Right now there is a large meeting going on in Hunts
ville, where they ~re discussing JUBt exactly where we expect 
these tpmpcratures to level 01Jt. Rut this is certainly not 
~n alarming trend, ~y any stretch of thc iMagination, and I 
feel by cert~in - I feel certainly by sometime tomorrow, we 
will he ahle to give you a real good feel as to what WP. expect 
the maximum temperatures in those various areas to be. 

PAO David Salisbury 
QUERY Yes. 2 questions. First, is the - h,lving 

pres8urized th~ intorior of the cahin, will this create a 
qreater heat sink for the heat coming into the 8pac~craft? 
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Or, - and also, how much can the heat ex

changers handle? This - 1 get the impression, but nobody's 

really said, that this is, you know, higher than - more heat 

than the heat exchangers can handle in A fully pressurized 

configuration. 
PUDDY Okay, let me start out by saying that, ort 

every new spacecraft that you l~unch, you have what you call 

preflight predictions. And of course, our prefli9ht predictions 

were based on having a meteoroid shield, and we don't have 

a meteoroid shield. Also, even if we had, there are certainly 

some variability that you would expect in systems capability 

when you actually get into orbit, and stabilize out. I think 

that you would probably have to say that based on preflight 

predictions, unless we stabili~e out at a temperature some

where in the area where we are at right now, that the heat 

exchanger is not going to be able to bring this down into what 

we will consider the absolute norm internal cabin temperatures, 

But as far as what the ~aximum cabin temperature is going to 

be, I think is going to be dependent on what we get out of 

this thermal conference that's going on. So I can't really 

give you a direct answer right now, to your questlon. It's 

going to be m~rginal. Let me put it that way. 

QUERY One other question, if I could. I've heard 

a rumor at one time, that one of the TACS thrusters WAS stuck 

~nd the thing WAS - and the spacecraft was tumbling. This might 

be totally wild, 1 just wanted to a~k if it ~a8. 

PllDDY I think I hC'tve been I;)n shift throughout 

most of the 

ENO or TAPE 
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QUERY - this tumbling, and this might be totally 
wild, I just want to a&k if it was. 

PUODY I think I have been on shift throughout 
most of this, and if we had a stuck TACS thruster, I'm sure 
I'd have been aware of it, and I know of neo indication like 
this. I think the only incident that ha.s occurred was where 
we did have essentially a rftte gyro redundancy management 
failure, and we did get an attitude excursion one time there 
when we switched from I of the backup rate gyros to one of the 
prime~ And let me give you a few words on that. As you probably 
were following, ~e had many, what we called rate gyro redundancy 
management failures. I think we had 4 or 5 in the V-axis, one 
reported in the Z-axis, and a couple in the X-axis. This after
l'oon before we went cack, and essentially enabled our normal 
scheme, which means that we have 2 rate gyros in each axis, 
who are feeding information in the integrals of lhat informa
tion, are averaged together - to update the strapdown. What 
we did was, we went in and cOMputed the drift compensation 
for those gyros, and once we accomplished that drift compensa
tion, and updated those rate gyros, and then went back to nor
mal control, we've had no problem. So, I think the rate gyro 
redundancy management failures that you heard quite a bit of 
concern expressed about in the past 24 hours - that problem haa 
been eliminated by this drift compensation update. 

PAO Abbey Brent, Washington Post. 
QUERY If the temperatures you're seeing now froM 

the pressurized cabin are real, does that mean that you have 
to go EVA and do some kind of protective shielding? And the 
second question is, is there anything in the mission rules that 
say what the backup thermal protection is if the micro-meteoroid 
shield went? 

PUODY I'm not aware of anything in th~ mission 
rules that says what the backup is. Again, let me say, that 
are many, marlY options being discussed at this time. Certainly, 
some sort of a backup meteoroid shield type device is high on the 
list of investigation. There are several options that have 
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there, and I think one of the key points, that n(,'lds to be pointed 
out here, is that even though the meteoroid shield normally 
surrounds the entire habitation area, I think it's fair to state 
that if Wd can cover, probably, let's Bay plus or minus 30 to 
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solved the majority 
PAO 

habitation area, that we would have 
of the thermal problems. 
Let's see, do we have questions from the 
Oh, I'm sorry, here's a question. Kent Cape at this time? 

Beffle, Newsweek. 
QUERY Could you describe the experiment with 

the balloon that you mentioned? 
PUOOY Like I say, these are all in preliminary 

stages, and I have been working the on - console shifts, so some 
of this information is coming to me strictly as they pass by. 
But as I understand, it - you know we do have the capability 
on one of the experiments, where we can extend it from the 
SAL. And basically, what this option is, is that you can use 
that extension mechanism t.o place a non-inflated balloon out
side the p1us-Z SAL. It then can r~ inflated and form a pro
tective shield over the area in which I'm talking. In other 
words, a long the area t.hat is fae! ng the Sun in solar inertial 
attitude. 

Bruce Hicks. PAO 
PUDDY 

I've left you a 
QUERY 

Did that clarify 
little blank. 

what you're - .. I think 

Is - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER 1 think I've left you a little blank. 

OUERY Is that the most popular remedy at thia time? 

SPEA~ER 
I don't think there is a most popular 

reaedy right now. A couple of other options that I've 

heard of - one option is that you can actually take the 

film transport booms that we have, and you could operat~ 

out of the center work station. The only problem being 

that, normally, you're facin9 the other direction so you 

would ha .... e to provide some sort of capability for the 

astronauts to face in the othp~ direction. And you could 

then deploy a meteor~id shield type device from that 

particular position down the length of the habitation 

area. That boom normally extends out approximately 30 feet. 

And we can extend that to the necessary length ~hich is 

about 40, 42 feet by attaching to the end of it a couple 

of the Apollo core sample tubes. 

SPEAKER Well let's see here. Why don~t we 

take the question from Hicks here and then weill get 

back to that. 
QllERY I kind of follow on this very same 

thing. This balloon obviously isn't a dime store balloon. 

How big is it and is it the type of thing they're going to have 

to brin9 on, or did you Mention it as part of another exper

iment or was that only the extension arm you were talitin9 

about? 
SPEAKER The only part that is part of the nom-

inal spacecraft equipment is the extension mechanism that 

is associated with the S073 experiment. The balloon 

itself certainly is, or the inflatable device, is cer

tainly not a part of normal equipment. ~ome of these 

devices, now let me emphasize, I think Mr. Schneider 

brought this out in his preas conference, are items 

that would require some fabricate design and fabrication 

time. 
S~EAXER 

We'll take one more question from 

Houston and then switch to the Cape. Kent Beffel, Newsw~ek. 

QUERY Is such a balloon ready? 

SPEAKER I'm certain that it is not. 

QUERY SO it would mean how much delay in 

getting the balloon? 
SPEAKER Unless Mr. Schneider had some angwer 

on that particular question I don't - -

QUERY One other question. That 120 degrees, 

is that your maximum interior reading? 

SPEAKER I think that 1 s an average of the, I 
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thirk you'd say -it's fair to say it's an average of the 

maxl.mum temperatures on the interior. 

SPEAKeR Letls take one more from you Ken, then 

we'll go to the Cape. 
QUERY I was just 90in9 to repeat that. That 

is the max,l20. 
SPEAKER 

now, and then weill 
QUERY 

inside the ATM? 

Let's switch to the Cape for right 

come back for a couple from Houston. 

Is there any data on the temperature 

SPEAKER We have been trac~ing today several 

temperatures, this was based on ~ decision as to just 

exactly when we did power up some portion of the ATM 

experiments or the ATM thermal control system in order 

to maintain the stability and flexability to use those 

instruments as required. As you are probably well aware, 

normally uuring the Skylab 1 sequence, at about 3 hours 

and 11 minutes into that sequence, we do activate the 

ATM thermal control system. Yesterday when we discov~red 

that we were going to have a power shortage because of 

the lack of deployment of the AM solar array wings, we 

elected not to bring on the ATM thermal control system 

loop primarily from a standpoint of electrical power 

considerations. And also from the standpoint that we 

knew we had time, based on exercises that we had done 

preflight, we knew we had plenty of time to go ahead 

and make the decision. So what we have done is we have 

activated today four of the heater systems associated 

with the ATM experiments - thatls essentially one in each 

quad. And those are pre~ently activated. The tempera

tures are approaching what we consider to be stabiliza

tion limits, and we certainly expect no problema as 

far as the ATM experiments are concerned. 

OUERY You were saying that the average temp-

erature inside the spacecraft is 120 degrees. Do you 

have a maximum figure, for closer to the spacecraft 

wall? And secondly, this bAlloon, what's it made of? 

Is it made of aluminum or what is it? 

SPEAKER As far 48 what the construction of 

the balloon is, I do not have that information. 1 

can certainly get the answer for that question, and we'll 

make aure it is available here, at the PAO office. As 

far as the temperatures, again, let me repeat, we have 

started trim plots on various cr088 sections of the space

craft on each of the temperatures. And the temperacure 

right now is - as an average gas temperature - it is around 

H ~l 
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110 degrees. 
QUERY 

your domain, 
exact status 
this :..oint? 

I don't know whether this is within 
but Conrad was ion television. What is the 
- the quarantine status of the astronauts at 

SPEAKER Well they're here in Houston. I have 
talked with the crew and we went over wi ttl theil, as 
have Hr. Schneider and several other people, the exact 
status of the spacecraft AS we knew i~ and the action ltama 
are going on and the crew seems to be in excellant spirits. 

QUERY That doesn't answer my question, what 
is the quarantine status? Is it semi~quarantine, or is 
it total quarantine, or is it no quarantine at aJ.l? 

SPEAKER Still in quarantine. 
SPEAKER Yes, they're in the same, what is it, 

medical stabilization proqraa as they were 21 days before 
the flight. If that is the question that you'd asked. 
And I'm sure we'll continue to do that until time of 
launch. 

QUERY Barry Case from Huntsville. I just want 
to aSK two things, how certain are you about the accuracy 
of the te~perature sensors in the Saturn workshop? Are 
you having any more software problems down there? 

SPEAKER 1 think we're fairly r.ertain of the 
accuracy of our temperature transducers. I should point 
out to you that in general most of the temperature trans
ducers on the inside of the workshop have a range of 
around 0 to 120 degrees. So if we get much in excess of 
120 degrees, of course we're off-scale high. And we have 
no real way of telling just exactly how far cif-scale high 
we arc unless we go back to the analytical data, and of 
course this is being studied also in the thermal conference 
that I mentioned. In general the transducers on the out
side of the spacecraft have a range from around minus 110 
to around plus 90, plus 290. And of course on some of 
those temperatures that I mentioneJ to you briefly that 
were on the plus-Z side of the spacecraft, we are off
scale high. 

QUERY 
software problems. 

You didn't answer my question about 

SPF~K~R l~t me take that in three segMents. As 
you're well aware, we depend on the MOC, or our mission 
operations computer, for our real-time processing. It has 
been very reliable, we have had no significant problems 
with that particular computer system. The ASP, which is 
used for our flight planning, ve have had a couple of small 
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intermittent dropouts on it, but certainly nothing of any 
significance. And all the work that has been required to 
be done on that particular machine has been done. As 
far as what we call the mission data retrieval system, 
or the ADDT system, that system has exceeded our expecta
tions, and when I left the Control Center, we did not 
have any data back logged, nor had we lost any data. So 
let me just say, that in general, our ground systems are 
performing very well. 

QUERY Fred Huller, ABC. I get the impression 
you feel you have precise attitude control and if I understood 
you correctly earlier, you said- -

END OF TAPE 
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QUER¥ Fred Mueller, ABc. I get the impression 
you feel you have precise attitude control, and it I tmder
stood you correctly earlier, you said you'd go plus or minus 
30 to 40 degrees off the Z-line, you'd have the temperature 
problem licked. Do you know yet whether you can fly that 
without sacrificing too much eloctrical power? 

PUDDY Well, I think you misunderst~l me. Let 
me say that I think we do have precise attitude control. I 
think that if you - you have an option of course of maneuvering 
to some degree, to give yourself AOJl'\~ flexibilit)' in thermal 
control, hut the statoroent I made in 30 to 40 de(}rees on either 
side of the solar line was with respect to sorne of the investi
gations that are being made as far as the deplo~nt of a alter
nate type shiald, had nothing to de with attitUde control 
capability. If we can cover that much area of the spacecraft 
with acme sort of thermal protective ahield, tllon I don't think 
we arc going to run into any thermal problems. 

QUERY Haybe my question WAS badly put. I don't 
believe in your balloon, therefore, c~n you fly it in lieu of 
a balloon, and stlll get what you want? 

PUDDY ••• is being investigated, and I do 
not have the answer to that question yet with me, but I think 
we can certainly get you an answer on that. Let me say that 
on all of these investigations there a~e many options being 
looked at at the time. Many - all plausible alternativ88 are 
being investigated, and I don't think thllt we llre qoing to 
have deflnitive answers Oil the maj<'rity of these questions 
for you in the next 7.4 hours. I think we are looking, 8S Mr. 
Schneider has pointed out to you earlier today, we are loo}:lng 
towards trying to finalize - we're trying now to gather all 
the various possible alternatives, and we're looking t~iard9 
fintliz.lng tOWArds the end of the week on the Most feasible 
and plausible ~ans of going ahead and accomplishing a nominal 
mission. And I think we're just going to have to be a littlo 
patient until t~e end of the week to have the answers to some 
of the detail type of. questiono you're asking at this time. 

QUERY Well, nevertheless, you have indicated -
I think tonight, that in order to get - your best thinking 
right now is, in ~rder to get a nominal mission, thAt you will 
need some kind of ~ covering, a thermal covering, he tt hlankot 
of balloon, or \,.',at hAve you. And Mr. Schneider indicated 
this atternoon, that if you havo to go that route, it probably 
mean that it would be unlikely you would get a launch on Sunday. 
Doee that still hold up as you see it? 

PUDDY I think Mr. Schneider has certainly heen 
a lot closer to the options on when and it we - or when we 
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would launch Skylab 2, than I have. But I think what he was 

referring to there is that if you do have to go int~ design 

and fabrication of some Bort of alternate equipment to pro

vide a ~rotective ahield, that it's certainly going to be 

pushing things considet"ably to have that particular design 

and fabrication accomplished. And the key pOint, the crew 

trained, and how to deploy that particular mechani~m and 

still make a launch on Sunday, but all that still remains to 

be seen. 
QUERY Can you tell U9 whether the Conrad crew 

are taking a direct part in the thermal conference? Up to 

now, I've got the impression that any EVA would in fact be 

Oil the second flight, but now your EVA options do seem to include 

the first flight, starting Sunday? 
PUDOY Well, I don't know that you can say that 

- unless I'm unaware of some statement that has been made - that 

there was an intention that the only EVA's would be made on 

the second flight. As has been point~d out several times, 

our ultimate objective is of course, is to get as close as 

possible to a nominal mission, dnd with a nominal mission you 

certainly expect to have an EV~ operation to retrieve the ATM 

film. As far as EVA's are concerned, to correct some of the 

problems that we've noted to date, let me say again that those 

options are being investigated. I think certainly one aspect 

is th~t you do everything that we can here on the ground to 

train for all the possible options, dssuming that we don't 

ha7e all the data collected. You have various things that 

you can do and you train the crew in the various options that 

they can eX(:Icise once they arrive on the scene. And you dis

cuss it at that particular point in time and arrive at which 

is the best way to go. So - I'm not saying that there is 

definitely going to be an EVA. I'm not saying that there's 

not going to be an EV/\. 
QUERY Could you just answer the first part of 

my question? That w~s, is the Conrad crew taking a direct 

part in the thermal c;onference? 
PUDDY Say that the crew is in quarantine, and 

Lhese various conferences are being held in various places, 

so from the standpoint of actually participating directly 

in each one of these conferences - no. In fact there are meetings 

going on, at least 4 or 5 meetings going on simultaneously 

in various areas. What we are attempting to do, however, 

through the flight directors and through capcoms that are 

-..rorking on the console with U8, we an~ keeping the crow in-

volved in the major bullets or major items, decision points 

that are being arrived at, and each one of these 8\'h",~ct arp-as, 
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dnd of course, tc."l)r.ing any inputs that the crew has, and feeding 

those bacK into it. It's an iterative process. 
QU£RY Jim Sorell, Pacifica Broadcasting. Have 

any or all of the crew been consulted on the possibility of 

any EVA? 
PUDDY The - 1 thinK the crew is aware of the 

majority of the options that are being discussed. As far as 

all of the options, I cannot .:lnswer that question. 
PAO Okay, let's taKe 1 more question from 

the Ca~e and switch back to Houston. Don has been on a 12 

hour shift, and we don't want to detain him too long. 

QUERY Getting betCK to this business of a plus 

or minus 30 degrees on the Sun-line axis, can you give an 

estimate of what percentage of the total surface area that 

would be, and secondly, if the crew did succeed in getting a 

thermal nhield over that area, would this conclude turning 

the spacecraft around to d(\ the EMP experirt\ents? 
PUODY As far as the answer to the first part 

of your question, basically, what you'd be tC'llking about there 

is - dependin9 on where the deployment of that particular 

shield started from, whet ~er we talk about U.e SAL, or whether 

we talk about actually doing it: from the center workstation, 

you're talking about something in length in the order of around 

42 feet. And you're talking something in widt~ in the order 

of 10 to 12 feet. As far as whether or not this woulu pre

clude dOing the EREP experiments, I think this is certainly 

something that has to be assessed both from a thermal stand

point, and an electrical stand~~int. However, based on the 

data that we have right now, 1 do not thinK it would preclude 

short EREP passes as we indicatE!d to you last night, something 

very close to, say, 20 or 30 degre~s maximus data tape. 

PAO Okay, let's switch back to Houston, now. 

David Salisbury, Christian Science Monitor. 
QUERY At this time, do you feel that the crew 

is going to launch on Sunday? 
PUDDY I can't answer that question. I think 

that as Mr. Schneider has pointed out, thBt a decision for 

launch after a review of the options is going to have to be 

made sometime Saturday, and 1 thinK it would be best if we 

would wait until all the options have baen investigated and 

management has tAken a review of those and dicussed all the 

possibilities. 
PAO 
QUERY 

transducers inside 
that also that 120 

Kent Beffle, NewsweeK. 
Is it just a coincindence that your 

the spacecra ft go off··scale at 120, and 
is the max iMum yt'U' re read i ng? 
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PUODY Well. it's a coincidence when they 90 off 
scale at 120, that 120 is the maximum temperature that WG read, 
that's the truth. However, I didn't say that we were off-scale 
hi~h on all of the transducers along that line. I said that 
on some of them that were off-scale high, and on some of them, 
we were below the 120 degree mark. And as I point.ed out several 
times, what I'm trying to give you here is an average tempera
ture along that line. 

QUERY If they are off scale, how can you dete~ine 
an average? 

PUDDY We cantt. We can't complet.ely, we're not - -
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SPEAKER 
QUERY 

termine an average? 

- temperature along that line. 
If they're off scale, how can you de-

SPEAKER We can't. W~ can't completely. We're 
not expecting however, that these things - based on the fact 
that we did make the attitude maneuver and we did bring these 
temperatures back on scale - we do not feel that they are 
significantly above the off-scale-high reading, and that is 
how we are arriving at the average. 

QUERY And you brought them all back on scale. 
SPEAXER That i9 true. 
QUERY Given y~ur present temperatures, is 

there any way you can solve your thermal problem without 
doing an EVA or without having to fabricate something new 
to correct it? 

SPEAKER I think you certainly still have the 
option of some maneuvering_ I think that's about the only 
other option that you have. 

QUERY Pretty well established that you're 
considering a lot of options and that decision is not going 
to be made until Saturday. Based on these C1Jrrent temper
atures, how much time have you got before you have to do 
something? 

SPEAKER Oh, I think in our present posture now, 
we have no problem whatsoever in maintaining our present 
confl9~ration for 5, 10, 15 days, whatev~r is required. 
I'm not going to put an outside limit on it. Right now 
we have a very stable attitude control system. Our cool
ant loops are wo~king properly. We have taken all the 
precautions W~ can to guard all the experiments such as 
the ATH expetiments, to make sure they're operable any 
time we can get the crew up there to activate them. There 
is nothing that would preclude us from going on for an 
extended period of time with the Skylab in its present 
configuration. 

QUERY Could it stand 90 days? Could you 
operate 90 days? Would that be too long a period? 

SPEAKER Assuming no other problems, yes, I 
think we could operate for 90 days, if we were forced 
into that situation. 

SPEAKER Okay, let's take about two more ques-
tions from Houston and end it, if we have two more. David 
Salsbury. 

QUERY Just wondering what you people feel 
these high inside temperatures are doinq to the film in 
the orbital workshop? 
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SPEAKER Okay, as far as film and food and 

biomedical provisions and things like that, certainly, 

premis5ion, you establish certain base line temperatures 

that you don't want to exceed. And as has been true when

ever you get into a situation where you are s-ightly off

nominal, you go back and look at the test data that you 

have on those, and this is wh~t's being done. Again, I'm 

going to say, until we have the complete results from this 

thermal conference, I can't give you a specific impact 

as to what we have in anyone of lhose specific areas. 

S?F~KER Okay, Ken~ Beffel. 
QUERY Among the options for a limited mission, 

is the priority rather high for simply sealing off the work

shop and living in the CSH and operating the ATM? 

SPhAXER It's an option. I wouldn't say right 

now that anyone option is any higher than any other option. 

All of thea are being looked at and what we're trying to 

accQn9lish is to look at these various optiona, figure 

out which ones we can do to guarantee - to certainly not 

endanger the crew, and to gain the ma~imum amount of 

mission success. 
SPEAKER Okay, thank you very much. Our plans 

for. tomorrow, we'll have a commentator back on shift at 

th~ console at 6:00 a.M. and our current plan is to have 

a change of shift with Hilt Widler, who 1 assume will be 

breaking some time after 7:00. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 
Okay, I think we're ready to start 

our conference. l'lll sure all of you know Hr. Schneider, he's 

Skylab Program Director and we'll turn this directly over 

to him. 
SCHNEIDER Thank you ladies and gentlemen. I'd 

like to - I've been asked to make a few comments amplifying 

thp. written statement that we put out on ,~hnt the current 

status ot the anomaly invest.itJation is. l ... et rne start 

off hy saying that, I'm probably ir. a poor posltion to answet" 

any questions you may h~ve about how the inflight mission 

is going and I suggest that you can get the~ better from 

the Houston people at the change of shift briefing. But, I 

would like to spend some time telling you what is going on 

in the back rooms and in the engineering organizations. 

Trying to determine where we are and Hhere we go from her~. 

First, let me tell you some of the activities that are gO.1ng 

on down in Huntsv;.lle, Alabama, Harshall Space Flight 

Center where, of course, the center of the hardware engine

ering is. He' re cUf"rently engaged do ... m there in some very 

exhaustive studies of the thermal conrlition of the spacecraft. 

Tluring the night we discovered that th~ thermal condition 

of thr spacecraft was not as good as de had thought it waa 

90in9 to he. Hhen the micrometeot"oid shield was destroyed, 

why it then, also, took with it the thermal paint pt'\ttern 

that was external to th~ meteoroid shield. And we were 

relj'inrJ upon that for the thermal fit.ability of the spacecraft. 

,\~; you're prohilbly aware, f.kylab has basic.:.lly a P,lfisive therMal 

control systeM and ~c ~epend 
upon halancing the heat load by 

paint patterns. This left us with the bare skin of what had 

b('rn the ~- Ivn exposed. Th.:tt SK in is covered wi th a gold 

foi 1 ilod the side that was exposed to the sun hegan inC'reasin,) 

}1) t.cnp('>rature anrl just after I left you last night, 'Nhy we 

found t.hat those terlperatures were (jcttir.q to he excessive 

,lfHl i,'C then'!fon~
 terminated the prpssurization of the spAce-

;,:::,1. ft.. ,1(' \·~en~ (orced to do this hecause we <Hdn It. under-

"talhl '!:';lct ly ~··hi"\t t('rn~r<'\t
ure h'Q .I"l"\ay eventually get - we 

!'1lCJht h,"lve eventUAlly <)otten to and .",itn ~ hiqh temperAture 

the ~;p('cifi(' 
kind of <'\lUMinum that the "':or1\5hop outer :.>kin 

l~> r'i\(ir! of loses'] qrc<,t deal of itA Rtrenqth (15 tornpcr"tuT(, 

r 1 ses. !'\nd ',,'0 (lid not WAnt to get beyond - get to lha t 

point .... 'h('n \vC prc!:~Hl(i
ze. 50, we stopped pressurization and 

took th(> tir:1e O\\t to ""'.1teh the tonperc'lture and gf"t. it 

slahi llZ('(l. The nldn tem~ratur
e on th(' hot sille r.;(>N"\~n t.o 

stahi lilt~ out ':1t <,bout 225 deqrf'es. Hf' thf'n spent t.he l·I'Ht of 

tho ni'Jht doing - putting the vC!ilicle in varicw; thorn"l 

altitudes in order to - in various Attitudes with rpspect 

to tlw suo in ord£'r to qet a hatter unnerstAnliinrJ of jw;! 

ho"," it \1,1S qoinq to hehave from a the}"l'"IIal stan(1point ,1,)(1 

.,Iso frOM A" cl(~ctric
al power stt\oc.lpoint. The t.\<lO p'·'ll1.'r.~; 

th(\t. .... 'c 
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ve, mainly electrical power and thermal have conflicting 
requirements to maximize electrical power, why obviously, 
you would like to orient the solar panels perpendicular to 
the sun's rays at all timesl whereas to optimize from 

, " " . . ~ . .. , . 

a thermal standpoint, why you'd like to put the smallest end 
forward so that you have the least solar radiation. And, 
of course, those two are conflicting. So we spent the night 
balancing between those two trying to see just how we could 
halance them out and most importantl~', providing engineering 
data for the Harshall and HcDonnell Douglas Engineers, to 
do their mathematical analysis. Now what they are doing 
right now, is an indepth mathematical analysis of the thermal 
balance of the spacecraft with in various configuration so 
that we can try to optimize those two conflicting requirements 
and get the maximum electrical power that we can while still 
maintaining a habitable area. That's mostly being done 
by means of thermal analyses. Thcre are someymall mathematical 
dnalyses, computer analyses and there arc some small little 
programs going on, although they're more oxperinental 
but mostly its engineers analyzing the data. We are looking at 
can we barbeque the spacecraft, can we go one rov solar 
ori~nt~~, one rev Z-local vertical, just what kind of 
orientation to the vehicle can we usc to maximize the total 
oUt".?ut. In the mean time, back in Houston and also in 
iuntsville the flight 5upport teams arc carefully reexamining 
~t we can tio in the line of experimentation in the spacecraft 

and obviously we have to know wt.at kind of orientation we 
can got before we can really det.ermine exactly what experiments 
we'll be ablc to ac~omplish. W€ do have quite a bit of activity 
in again, hoth Huntsville and in Houston. We:'vc put all 
of our good inventors to work trying to asccrt~in if there 
is some way that we can take action on Skylab 2 in order to 
do something on that mission, which would then permit us 
to go up on Skylab 3 with hasically an uninhibited Skylab 2 
kind of Mission. We're looking at, can we somehow or other 
replacC' tht' solar shield ,.,.ith somethin<J that will reflect the 
sun (,nd "llow us to get on. In the r'llean time, down hero <1 t 
c."pc !\('nneely thn prcpnr<' lions arc preceedi ng normal I V for a 
launch on Sunday elt 11: 00. However, with th£!se tlnecrt~1intiQs, 
that I've bocn talkinq about, WP. helVe rleeided that we wi 11 
not be ,'hle to <)iv(> a firm GO or NO c,o for launch until 
~o have a better understanding on just what the results of 
il j I the~e eng incC!r ing (1na lyseg wi 11 I)r inc;, and '"e ant icilM tc 
that will be Satunlay. So, we've !'>ot tip our r.()-~IO GO 
confeCf'nce for this coming Si'\turday, :;O[",CtiI1C in t.he llftnl
noon, prohably in the 2:00 or 3:00 utena. Gee, 1 guoss 
it \-o.'()ultl be bost now if I jURt turn to (]tlostlonH und "nswcr~. 

QUF:RY 8il1, I've been asked if you \ot'ould .',tll;t 
br icfly point out on thia primarily for photographers \>1i,tlf'O the 

roblcM areas arc. 
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SCIWEIDER \'lell, the problem areas are that we have -

Pirst WP. started off with the micrometeoroid protection, the 

: .. icrometeoroid shield being ripped off, probably at maximum 

I) about 63 seconds and that in some \'Iay inhibiting 

t he solar rays. \'le' re not quite sure just how far they are 

deployed and we think one of them is probably very close in 

~nd the other one may be out a little bit further, but welre 

not ::;ure of that. So, the problef!l is with the rnicrometeoroid 

shield ~nd the two large workshop solar arrays. The ATM solar 

~rrays are fully deployed and in an operable condition. So, 

that's just where the probl~m is. 

PAO OkAY, let's go ahead and start our 

questions over on this side. Right here. 

QUE~Y Could you hriefly reconstruct or explain 

":;,,,t the problem is with the attitude control? There's 

('vic1ently some Rl\TE GYRO problem as opposed to the large 

control Moment gyro? 
SCHNEIDEH I'll touch that briefly, but, I don't 

Lnow too much about it. I've been working these other problems. 

l suggest that that's a good question for the change of 

-;hift briefing in Houston. Briefly we have 9 RATE GYROs in 

t!H.' J\T:.t attitude control system and we do a compare. iVe 

,:onpare those three - we cOJ11pare 2 RATB GYRO if they' re giving 

i1C same ('n~wer, we aSflwne that they're right and we 

c their output into the guidance system. If they're 

fforcnt, ""c go into a redundancy management mode. We 

l<1VC 3 Gynos in each axis. We th€!n swltch from 1 GYRO to 

~nother and compare these two pairs of gyros. There seems to 

Ie> something in the logic that is doing that compare. !t 

doe5 not appear t.o be in the RATE GYROs themselves or one 

of them it May be and it may be a matter of their drifting. 

(\\11" 1 irni ts lTl .. lY b~ set too close. We hAd at least one good 

(;n~() in c(,ch axis and - \oJhile, it's obviously an area of 

;1)!1C:crn, it's not. ,1n area of critic"l concern. 

QUERY Hhat is the roll of the RATE GYHO? Hhat 

'\\.'<'S the RATE GYRO (10 as compared to what the large control 

':ll:'1('nt \,\'H0s (10? 
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QUERY What is the role of the rate gyros? What 

docs tho rate gyro do compared to what the large control 

moment gyros do? 
5CHNElbER The rate gyro - the control moment gyro 

providus the Muscle. The rate gyro is part of the brain 

that senses what the attitude Motion is of the vehicle. It 

senses rate of change of angular motion around the axis of 

the spacecraft. 
PAO Dave, you want to get a mike over here • 

• 10se (garble). 
QUERY !-ir. Schneider, I'd like to go back to 

one of tho statements you made last night regarding the 

agreement that you have between yourself and the PAO personnel. 

The answer that was given to the press colleague was not 

coming in froM the PAO. That we checked. It was coming in 

from <'In engineer based on his own experience. Hay I stipulate 

on my own here, that the last six Yf!ars everything I know 

and was taught - was taught hy the PAO personnel either in 

Huntsville, Houston, in Downey or in Kennedy. When I go home, 

I can always count on these people. I'd like to Make this point 

nO\-.', sir. 
SPEAK~R I'n sure you can. 

SPf~KER We didn't have to pay hi~ a lot for that, 

Rill. Right ~own here. 
OPT:nV n i 11, is thoro any WCty tha t the guys c,'\n 

<)0 out <10d fix this, thinking in (,ny wry of doing this if 

ill~> il sin:ple problf!r.1 like something being stuck, like the 

pil'cc! of the neteorite shell beinC] stuck in the prow'? 

SC!Hlr.rOER Ne, if you Mcan do you think we can 

flX th(' sol"f clrrays, yes, we're kinft of working on that hut 

on a 10 ... 1 level. \O:e think we C<ln live with the electrical 

!~wrr nituation and do a reasonAble ~isAion. This thnrMal 

quest ion \>:hich came up after Midnight l,'5t night has 

given us more concern because if we can't solve the thurmftl 

pro}, !t.;"';, \o,'hy then we' vo qot a very hot spacecraft. lItl<i we 

.1n' '.·,-orkinq vcrY:1ctively at whplher or 1I0t "'f' c(\n ,lpt)oy 

~;\):ii0 :.ort of i\ winrlow shade or SOJ'1( .. thirHJ that \vil1 provirle 

, then-v, 1 cllrt.)in which Hill .. ,lloH u!'; then to stt'\bili?e tlw 

t. 1.;np"rdt.llrC of the spc.c('!craft aml not get hot spot.s. Thin 

tl:l'1I v,'ould be ~;o~ethinq that: H~ iH'n looking at. hlh('lh~r or 

not h't.' C',1n do f:Vt\, .1nd Itm not !'tayinq that '.4(, can't. 1 <,m 

sdYlf)(;, yos, \·:c (,rc lOOKing ,'\t; it. 

~~PT:AKEH Ov(!r here. 

I.t'r:ny Btll, in C(Jld\('ction \..-ith the f>0Lll- <lrr,\y:;, 

h.1C) it. IJl'( n COI\Sili<>n)c1 wl\('!th~r or not .1 hi,rd clod', or c-Vl'T1 

.\ thnl~t hurn l1'1.iqht fI~Hist th()~t' thlnqs ont? 

~~('mmlntn· Yes. Th.lt's oo~ of the thin'ls thi\t \':4' 

.11:(\ tooking <'to I woul(l n.ot hnl<l grt)tlt pr<)1Tdn(' to thi\l. 

\lc hav(~ hflel SOM!'! Motion to the npacccr.lft and w(;~ h.,v'~ ) hJgl(~d it 

'·~i\nonnhly w011; if you recall the first nCCllrrcncr of tho 
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rate gyro problem that was alluded to early, we did 

get a change in motion of the spacecraft. It did not seem 

to havn very much effect. 
~PFsAKER There is a repo~t that tho Skylab crew 

might go and put this thermal blanket around the spacecraft. 

What is it? Do you have that in being or would you have to 

delay further the mission in order to manufacture that? And 

what extent is it? 
SCHNEIoeR The answer is right now it's an idea. 

Somebody said mayb& we could do that. We do not have any

thing like that. If we decide that's what we want to do, I 

would say it's almost a sure bet. that we would not go on 

Sunday. We have a long standing policy dictated by ex

periunce that when you go EVA you train very thoroughly. 

lInd so we would require a great - not a qreat deal, but we 

would require adequate training that we assured ourselves 

that there was no crew hazard and that the crew had a rea-

sonable chance of doing it. That would mean that ve'd probably go 

into the Harshall Emeraion Tank and practice the activit l '. 

QUERY Well, as far as the power situation is 

concerned and not looking at the thermal situation right now, 

what are the chances of the second and third missions going 

the full 56 days even though their experiments would be 

greatly curtailed. Is that a likely thing or just a slight 

chance? 
SCHNF.IOF.R Right now I have to Ray I can't answcl." 

lhat until we get some More results. Il's completely, it's 

not wi~ed out 100 percent, but it's not by any means sure 

that we'll be able to do anything like that. 

QVERY Bill, could you kind of - can you give 

us i\n idea of the temperaturet:i inside and how far above 

100 they are and also at what point you start to really 

1,C' a Imost sure you're going to have trouble .... ·i th C leclronic 

telc,,~opcs and that kind of stuff? 

fiCHNF.J£)f~R Larry, there is no clear answer i\~ to what 

the temperature is. If. we hold it steady ilnd we rench 

steady stntP, our calculations say that the wall facing the 

~'\lI\ Ciln fJP t tempera tures up 1 n the 300 - get to be +-.ef!1-

per., t\l r('~ in the no iqhborhood of J 25 degrecB, there about. 

'o'Jc h<1ve been doinq, C\R I Haid, (,ttitude T1\C\nageI1'lent, ann we'vE> 

hecn C]oin<; 911'\i\11 end [or",,;\ro <\nd facing the S\1n. The tem

pl'rt1turc~ internal h,we b(>f'n r"ng ing around 90, B2, 77 

r('q im(', and we're t. r'1 i ng not to Ie t thern get too hot. Tho 

lemp0rRturc sensorR that had been on the ~un side pegg~d 

out last ni<Jht after mjdniqht. and that's why \"f' ch(mqed otir 

<1ttitude. So they got vnry hot, and we changl~d thn <,ttiluu'J 

And they cooled down. 
QUERY Well, I thought that wh~n the terperA-

t\lres on the o\1tsi.d~ werp 200, they were clo!\e to 100 on tIll' 
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inside, if it's gone up to 325, wouldn't that mean the 
interior has gotten hotter? 

SCHNEI()f;R You've got to say where you are ta l k1n 9 
ilbollt - \olhat point you're tCllking ahout, we have no atmosphere in 
there and we're talking about skin temperature versus t.he 
intnrnal skin teMperature. And the temperatures internally 
seem to be averag Ing about 100 degrees. tie have not yet 
l~it 325 - I said our calculations indicated that we would 
stabilize at 325 if we remained in a solar orientation. 

QUf;RY On that second power, at what point does 
il affnct electronics and your telescopes and such? 

SCHNEIDER So fClr we don't think we're in any 
trouble. although that's being investigated to see exactly 
\o,'hat temperature some of the boxesget to be. 
As you know, the workshop itself has most of its electronics 
down in the - clown in the lower bay which has not changed 
its configuration. It's the same. Some of the experiments 
internally could conceivably yet too hot, but w~ have no 
indication of anything like that happening yet. We are 
worried whether or not our food will get too hot. Right 
now Lhat' 5 \-lorking very ",,'ell. The refrigeration system is 
holdin} the food at about minus 9 degrees which is right 
what it's supposed to he. We're worried ahout whether or 
not thp. film qets too hot in the film valts. ~h~ closest 
therMal sensor that we have is reading - was reading this 
morning somewhere in the order of 80 degrees, theroabouts, 
wh iell is less than the l"aximum allowable. No' d like it to 
be cool but that's less than the I:laX imuM. 

QUERY Couple of questions related to the pre-
ViOllS one. How low do you think you can get the temperature 
in tlw sp(1cp.craft wi th at t i tude maneuvers? Err.: h i'Jh would 
you accept the temperature in the spacecraft before you 
would launch the crew? And can you use the f<\Os Clnd the 
re f r iqcr<'\ t ion systems and the cool tng systems to mAke the 
r.pacc st.:llion habitable again if you decide you c('\O't use 
this EVA now? 

SCIINEIDI:R Okay. I'll just cOJ1U1lent or. the laRt 
~)a rt and !lay thilt the ai r lock MDA should be per feet) y 
hahit.lhle. \~hl\t He're worried about - what our ',:orry is that 
HC \0,.·.111 exceed the temperature on the skin and reduce the 
f actot' of safety to ,1n extnnt where we would not bo able to 
prcsf,urize. (lnr current indication, and I hasten to Htilte 
that thin is ol\r current indic<1tion and calculations must 
continue. Our current indicatlon is that with the tp.m
p(!ralure we think wetll stabiliZe i\l, the outor q}dn f .. \ciW1 
the Sun at 325 degrees, we have a filctor of Rafnty of greater 
than two llt 5 psi. From a structur;\l Atantlpoint, t1RS\lf1l1ng 
we clon t t f ind anyt~ ing di fferent as we go on, ... ~ th LlK tha tIs 
okay. nut that WOII:'! rne('\n that the lnner \·Ml1 tef'1p~rl\ture 
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would get to be pretty wa~\, and we would anticipate that 
the flight crew It,ould have a reasonably uncomfortable 
tr ip~ so that t s 'olhy we're looking at whether or not we can 
get a botter temp<~ rature prof i1e. I can r t toll you right 
now what temperature we would launch at or what temperature 
we would consider acceptable. That is one of the studies 
that is underway. We have the medics looking at what the -
what kinds of changes - they are acceptable in the 
habitation area that would permit us to go up there. We're 
worried ahout it from two ~tandpoints; for example, a 
crew cOMfort, a crew health standpoint. And then we've 
also asked the questio~ whal would high temperatures do 
to the results of the medical experiments. 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER And they have also ~sked the question what 
would l1igh temperatures do to the results of the medical experiments? 

QUERY What about the (garble) cooling and refrigera-
tion systems for other purposes. You know you have the cooling 
of the instruments, the fre~zing of the food and that kind of thing? 

SCHNEIOER If you recall, in the workshop the 
cooling - The way we cool the workshop is by pumping air 
from the airlock l-tnA down through ducts and pumping it on 
through. Thatls the only cooling that we have other than 
the passive cooling that we have, that I mentioned before, 
that has nO\V' dissappeared, ..... hich controls the skin tel"lperature. 

QtlF.RY Bill, I know you warned us, you don't 
",ant to say too much C'\bout thi!:> atti tude ct)ntrol sj'Rtem 
so, I'm going to make this a general question based on what 
you did sC'\y. You don't consider itls critical, you have 
at least one good gyro in each axis. Now, the briefing 
sun~ary this MOrning, the overnight operations sain you may 
naV0 to change your rendezvous and docking procedures hecause 
of this gyro, this thick qyro, what happens to redundancy if 
your talking about only nt le~st 1 qood. 

SCHNEIDER Nell, thnt's what I ... ,as alluding to. 
No only h~ve ona w~'ve 10Ht our redundancy. Welre also 
looking at the limits that we've set in our redundancy 
(liWcl()pmcnt softwar0, which can be changed in flight. He 
ro<",:, lHlve those liMi ts Sf't too n~rro ... ling. Also, if its n cC'\se 
that the GYRO is drifting. tie can comp(>nsate for that. 
He can put the'lt into the software <,n(\ software will 
[ncogn.\zp. thC'\t the GY RO wi 11 have a normal de i ft in 
it. So it'::; something that welre working very actively, 
Lut we are reasonably certain that we hC'\ve A), a wo~k-
.1ble systnl'\ ri<Jht nO\~ and B), a system that we think ".~ cC'\n get 
a qoo~ set of re~und~nt GYROs on the line very shortly. 
f'r iM.H i ly th~re, I would SilY that th.\t· s as Much learning 
.'lhHlt hm-.' our n('\-: ::;ysteM works as it is a problen. Althouq!l, 
I'll <jU<l[ilntee ~hat the guid,\nce people at both Houston and 
~tarshal1 ,\ce working alr1ost. <\9 hind <'8 the therrnC'\l people. 

PAO Over here. 
nUEHY In the event th.'\t you c"n only fly 

lirnit~(l nissions or perh"ps no mif:sion C'\t n11, whi'lt con5ider~
lion has heen given to flying the bnckup hC'\r~w~rn ~nd if 
it. if> flown when \\'oulll that lw pos!lible? 

~~('}tNEIDf:R He),l rilJht now \o,'elvc - wn're not tryillG 
to bury the p<'lti('nt yet. H~' rc sick (\0(1 in thp hospiud ilnd 
frenly aJmit it. w~ think we've got a chance of recovering 
lt and Itll Si\y ",'e've got a fi9htiJHJ L'hi\nCl~ to corlln out of 
this with good missions and a l)ooc1 o(\ta. In the event that 
.... ·0 have to fly tho bi\ckup our comittMent i!l to hEwe ttw 
hllr(lwar(l there in ., stnto wh(~ro ' ... 0' re reac\y for launch within 
15 nonths ",nd th~ hardwnn~ io in thl't state rjght. 1\(1\01, 

PAO OkA.Y, l' ve got one question fn'll lIo\lston. 
Then wn cC'\n get Rome mikes back to\.Mrd t.he center iI(' re. The 
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question from Houston is from Art Hill. If we decide to 

hanq thermal hlankets during EVA, at what time during the 

mission ~ould this be done? 
SCIINEIDF.R Art, 1'1Tl afraid I'll hcwe to say right 

now, that whole iss\.\e is in the why don't you category. We 

"ye just in the eclrly stages of asking our:selves whether or 

not it is even possible to do and we have not yet - we 

haver't even satisfied ourselves with that question, m~ch 

less, when we would do it or how we would do it. So, it's 

a very iffy thing. I don't want to hang anybody's hat on 

that. I've Mentioned it to you merely to illustrate for you 

tho range of thinking that we're going through In order to 

try to save as much as we can out of this mission. 
PAO Okay, thank you. Right behind you. 

QUr:RY I've several questions in view of what 

the orbitinq vehicle may look like, I realize you are not 

sure, hut - You mentioned tho gold foil, do you expect that 

that has been torn awa~! and what would be b(meath that a 

\llack Rurface? The next question is, do you have any informa

tion tha'.:. would lead you to think that the BOOl-'s have deployed 

partially and the panels have deployed not at all? Or the 

nomls have deployed cOT!'pletely and the panp.ls arc jammed? 

lmel lastly, I understand th~t there is a very powerful camera 

down here at PatricK which the Defense Department owns. Have 

th~y ~hown you pictures of the vehicle taken hy th~t camera? 

SCIINEI nER Okay, let me - The last one as I rcmember 

first, no I have not seen any pictures out of any camcra. 

I've !'>cen 110 pictures out of any place, and r clon' t believe 

any exist. ThA configuration of the vehicle, the gold foil, 

is prob;l},ly pretty (!\uch intact. 'rh~t foil is epoxi~d to a 

c1luminum surface. It's aluminUM, then epoxy, and the gold 

foil is on thit. I ... !Oulct guess from just froM PORtU 1a ting 

Hhdt prn\l<"hly hnppencd that gol(l foil i~ probahly 

ncuHed "nf' probahly peeled off in places, hnt ! would qUl"q.c; 

th;'l.t \'l()st of it is probably still t.here, although ohvio\lsly 

1 (10n' l hnve ilny \vrly of tr'll ing thC\t, and th .. lt' fl on'~ of the 

thin9s we hope to do cn tho mission. The thinl qU(>.:1tion, 

,)5 to .."hat lhe position of the solar p"nels i~l, in th<'t it 

,1P!H~i\t'!1 ... IS if lJoth noLH pc\lwls have released, th.1t if, they 

h.1\',' :wpiH:ntp(1 from the si(h~ of the l.,.orKshop. Hei ther ()f 

t hf'n h,\Vt' full y <If'rloye(~, becc1\\se we do not hiwr ;, fu 11:

l,'l.tdw:l. \-;" thin~: - frOM thp instnlMf'nt.'tion - '~'e thin}: nne 

t.)f tlwn i;, vro ry (' lO~l' to the R i (le. \.'c thi nk ::>oe of thf'tn i 5 

,\ littl,~ btt further off, but \·;e are not quite sun" W(~ be

l iL've the inSlrtlJl1Cnlat ion, L('cuu~c one of t,11('n Si'y~ t.h(\t 

th~ inboard ,.Jj Ilg is further deployed than the outhoard .... 'inq, 

i1.nd th,1t kind of ~t'\y!\ tht\t maybe there rnight 1)(> SOMething 

\4ron9 '-lith the instrumentation. So, I just told you aU 1 

knO\~ "houl whl'\t the C'onfiquration i!l, ann I rccogni 7.(' it 
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it isn't very Much. One of the things that I guess I should make sure all of you ladies and gentlemen understand is, we at NASA have CJotton very used to the Apollo kind of mission, where you've got dat:.a continuously, and 'Witionut interruption, and then real time. Skylab is hack in the Genini Hode, and our data comea in only in real tiMe when we !ire over a ground station, and that averages a~ut 20 percent of tha time dUring t.,le day, average ovor a day. The rest of the data is recorded on an onboard tape recorder, and that is dumped at the remote sites, and subsequently pumped into Houston where it is processed throuqh the data processing systems, c".nd then displayed. \'!e normally see, if everything is working properly, we normally Aee the dump data approximately an hour and a half after a station pass. So, for things that happen betwe~n ground stations, we're jUAt as blind 8B everybody else for eUl hour and a half, and flometimos an long as 2 hourR, depending upon hOW' busy t.ho cOI"Iputers are. So sometimes our datn, our examination ot the data, falls behind a little hJ.t and we have to intergrate in the real time data with the dump data to try to understand it. QUERY \'lllllt' 8 beneath the gold? Is 1 t black? SCHNBIDER No, it's a metallic surface. Aluminum. Sanetir~e8 it appears a9 if .... ·o' re not quite sure exactly what our telemetry siqnals are ~ellin9 us, SOMetimes we're not, and it takes us a little time to sort them out and to put. Hlem in their r i<)ht perspective, and be ablu to understand and anAlyze then. 

PAO Ok~y, Mr. Schneid~r has to c~tch a plane, also, we do hl\ve some q\\est:.ions frOM Housto),. Weill switch to Houston and qet some quick questionB fro.., them. QUERY David Salisbury from the Chri8tian Science Monitor. Hr. fichneider, did I understand you correctly to say t.h~t if the flkylab was pressurizod, it,ntl if the heat oxchangers were wcrJdnq, that ther~ would .fIItill be a proble" ot surface temperature? And tho second question, did I underntand you correctly to Aay th"t there was only one moment gyro operativA in one of the axis~ SCIfNEIOF.R No, wa wn'ra not talking ahout the con-trol mornotlt CJyroR. .,~ wftre talXinv iiliout attitude rate gryoB, of which thore are nine of. theM. Un hl\v@ l'.",ct indications of excessive drift or R'JMethlnC] thAt iA caUf ing our loqic pAth to fall d<Nn. \Yo know w(! have "t loaAt (,·ne good rftta gyro in oach axis, at loast one, "10 hf'\li~~ Wf· hc'\ve only one that i 8 a problem of the entire nina, "'0 thlnJ· the rest of them ii's just l\ Cllse ot (jetting our loqlc down straight. J\s (ar as the te.mperaturp !~ C'Ont!Ar:~"', Wl8, without the metec)roic1 shield, we have no -
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SPEAKER - we thi~k for the rest of them it's just 
a case of getting our logic downstream. A3 far as the 
temperature is concerned, yes, without the thermal -
without the meteoroid shield we have lost our thermal . 
pattern and if we remain in solar orientation the spacecraft 
side pointed toward the Sun does get hot, excessively hot, 
and therefore we would be forced to go into attitude - take 
attitude changes to reduce th~ temperature. We're looking 
at a number of tho~e including (garble) the spacecraft, 
going into V~loc~i vertical radially offsetting our-
selves in Roll, pitch or Yaw and we've not determined 
which one of those gives us the most optimum combination 
of electrical and thermal characteristics. 

SPEAKER We'll take one more question from 
Houston and then we're going to have to knock it off and 
we'll try to get any answers to your questions in the News 
Center. Go ahead. 

QUERY This is Bruce flicKS with UPI. Bill, is 
there any real possibility that the thermal problem can 
render the orbital workshop uninhabital? 

SPEAKER Yes, or.e of the things we're worrying 
about is if we remain in solar orientation and do get the 
spacecraft too hot there is a possibility that some of 
the materials inside would outcast giving off CO and C02 
and other things that are undesirable, and giving U8 great 
probleMS. That's one of the reasons that we do not want the 
spacacraft to get too hot. Right now at this point, and 
it may chanqa drastically in the next few hours, at this 
point we think the thenmal an1 electrical problem will 
severely curtail our activities but not stop them. 

SPEA~BR Thank you very much. 
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P/\O Okay, we have Flight Director Neil 

Hutchinson, who has just come off shift after watching the 

orbital assembly all night. We'll start with a summaty of 

his shift, and then we'll take any questions you might have. 

Neil. 
HUTCHINSON Okay. I came on last night about mid-

night and finally got to work about l~OO or 1:30. Just to 

give you a synopsis of what'n going on in the workshop, we've 

pretty well got things settled down, I think. If you can 

call condition ••• F-ettled down. Last night we ran a couple 

of special attitude ~aneuvers for the purpose of obtaining 

t'-;mperature data on the cluster. We ran one revolution 

with a plus-X aXis. That's the nose of the spacecraft, where the 

CSM goes in, pointed at the Sun. In other words, minimizing 

the surface of the vehicle th3t was exposed to the Sun. And 

we spent one revolution in an angle 45 degrees from that. In 

other words, if my hand is the Sun, we spent one rnvolution with 

the spacecraft pc\inted right at th~ Sun like this and one 

revolution with it canted 45 degrees to the Run line. The 

normal orient~tion, of course, is t~ ~o around perpendicul~r 

to the Run line. l-jp did get a lot of the temperature trans

dUcers that have b2en reading off-scale high back on scale with 

our attitude ~:n0uver, and the data has been passed to 

lIuntnvillC' and currently is being analyzed there in some 

thermal programs - some large computer models that we have of 

the thermal system of the vehicle. We don't havr the results 

back yet, and I expect them sometime this morning. Let's 

see. Some other s t<;n i ficant things last night. \'le cont inue 

to have trouble ~ith computer management of the gyro system 

jn the APeS. We again last night had the computet call A 

9yro be~ ~nd pull it off-line. Well t they didn't pull it off

line; it never did load it as a bnd gyro, hut it did hring 

the third gyro and the axis up. It was in the X-axis this 

time. It's the third time it's happened. It happened right 

over a site. We had real timo data and we h~ve analyzed - we 

lOOKed at the data very carefully and decided that the compu

ter rn"de t\ bad decision. We h(' .... e put the c:1yro bi\cr. on the 

line and re-enabled redundancy man~gement. And the problem 

1 s j n work, hoth here ann in Huntsville. An(l it conI d be 

software, it could be hardware. It could he the interface 

betweon the r1achine anti the hardware. rt's still i1 completely 

open probleM, however. The vehicle behilved well last night 

dur 1ng the mt\neu'Ier.s. Wt> ran theM under TACS control on 1 y. 

As yOl~ krow, we have inh i hi ted CHG control s s inee y(~stcr\lay. 

However, this morning, just before 1 left, we havQ put the CHGl; 

back on tho line. We did that ahoul an hour ago or so. And 

""0 p\I t theM back on thf? '{lne wi th th~ momentum dump i.nhihi ted. 

In ot~er words, they WOht~ get rid of unwanted momtHltUtn. The 

reason W~, tlid th19 was hecause we're not AUl'(~ what' r; ~ausing 
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'the redundancy mflnagement to call theBe gyros bad, and we don't 
want the vehie le to maneuver unti 1 \<,e understand some rnore 
about that problern. And, of course, to get rid of momentum 
requ ires ., maneuver J 80 we have inhihi t.ed momentum dwnps for 
the time being. What that really means is that we'll <]0 ahout 
3 or 4 revs without spending any gas at all and any TACS . 
propellant at all. And then we'll spend a minimum amount 
staying out of saturation. It's a much bett~r condition 
than we've been flying in the last day and a half where we've 
been on the TACS only, using a lot of propellant. Not a lot, 
hut more than planned. Power syste~ is performing. The 
A'A'H porLion of it is performing completely nomilldlly. We 
took the batteries down to ahout little better than 50 percent 
state of charge last night in the process of doing these 
two abnormal attitude maneuvers or out of solar inertial 
attitude maneuvers, and it responded properly. When I left 
there this morning, I don't recall, hut most of the batteries 
\oo'cre hack to 100 percent state of charge at the end of the 
last Sunlight cycle. Oh, about the CHGs - I guess that's 
probably - probably - oh, one more noteworthy thing. The 
IU finally died at 18:46 phase elapsed time. That's elapsed 
time since lift-off. That's ahout 12:15 Zulu this morning. 
That's well beyond what we could nominally expect out of - lifc
time out of it, of course. We are watching the thermal situa
tion on the telescope mount, itself, fairly carefully. It 
is slowly, but surely, cooling off. The two manpuvers we did 
last ni<Jht slm:ed down the cool-off rate, but it looks l.i.ke 
probably - oh, 15 to 20 hours from now, we're going to have to 
turn on the instruments. We're going to turn on one instru
ment in ei\ch quad to preserve the thermal balance. That's 
dbout it for last night. The vehicle is now back in solar 
inertial and just going around cooking, and we're working on the 
thermal situation and, of course, the mission plans. Last 
night we spent most of our evening - I - z..ty particular shift 
and my team did essentially no WOLK on the planning of how 
welre goin') to get frOO'1 here to there. We spent our til"\e 
working with the vehicle. So I open it for questions, most 
of which I probably can't answer because you're going to 
want to know what's going on with lhe CSH launch. 

QUERY No, I'M not going to ask about that, Neil. 
I want to know more about the thermal problem. And am I correct 
that the thermal problem is hasically caused by the lack in 
the meteoroid shield? 

HUTCIlI~SON I guess that.'s the current theory. 
QUERY Based on all the maneuvers in (Garble) 

that you did last night, how would you estimate the possible 
efficiency of the rest of the flight on a thermal basis? 
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}' HUTCHINSON Well,l think it's real hard to say, 
Oruce •. It's obvious that the vehicle is hot. i;l\no it's hot 
inside. I re~lly think we "eed to w~it for th~ - some of 
the thermal analysis to cOl1\e back from Huntsville. As you 
probably know, we are dependant upon them. The big thermal 
models are up there.' They, of course, have had effectively 
no data to put into them until we did these maneuvers and 
got some of the transducers to read because they've all 
been off-scale high, which, I think, for a lot of those out
side ones is like 180 degrees, something like that. The 
temperatures that we see inside th~ cluster - we see tempera
tures like in the Florida expel'iment cQ[npartment in 
the area of 100 degrees or 80. It's plenty warm in there. 
I don't recall how much they change. The two revs that 
we spent out of solar inertial, hut I'll remind you that 
we didn't do that to try and cool tho thing off, we were 
just trying to get some temperature - gather some temperature 
data. As far as being able to manage the thermal situation, 
I really (lon't know. It's just too early, yet, to tl!ll 
whether we're in an unmanageable situation. I wouldn't 
say that at all. I'd say we've sure got a lot of looking 
at it to do, and it is a problem, there's no doubt ahout it. 
I mean the cluster's hot. And we're going to have to 
fiyure out some way to cool it off. h'e've got, of course, 
some heat exchangers in there. We have one heat exchanger 
in th~ rn~s that I think is worth a couple of tho~qand BTUs; 
we hdve one in the airlock that's ~ -
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SPEAKRR , - it's worth a couple of thousand BtUB. ,> .. 

We have onn in the airlock that's about a thousand StU8 of, 

hoat removal capability. They cool the air in the vehicle. 

And other than passive thermal c~atin9s, which of course, 

as you know the meteoroid chill prohleM we've had has caused 

us considerahle problem - That's all the thermal control 

capability that we have except for attit"de maneuvers. 

And the problem with attitude maneuvers is as soon ao you 

start Messing around with the attitude you lose the Sun 

and we're short on electrical power. So I don't have any 

answer for you. It's a prohlem of primary concern. 
QUERY You answered part of my next question 

with that, but you said you clidnlt recall how much change 

you had during the attitude maneuvers, say when you pointed 

nose in. YOI-_ of course lost i\ lmost the total ATH solar 

panel usage as far as getting anything from the Sun. 

SPEAKER A hundred percent of it. It was exactly 

- if My hand was the panel, the Sun's rays were coming like 

this and we had no produvtion of power. Relative to the 

Sun while we're in that attitude we're on the batteries 

completely. 
QUERY Well, did this maneuver do you think 

substantially help cool off the vehicle or could help 

cool off the vehicle? 
SPEAKER Hell, let me answer that. this way. In 

the short term, probably yes as a function of a lot of the 

temperatures on the outside. As far as cooling off the 

whole vehicle - probably no, because thermal balance is a 

long term, slowly responding thing. It takes the vehicle 

a long time to heat up to the kind of temperatures we're 

seeing, and it takes it a long time to cool it off, and 

keep it co:>1. In other \.;ords, what I' (\'\ try ing to say is, 

for an example, some of those temperatures - skin tempera

tures which are not directly exposed to the Sun, which are 

between layers and 11m not sure where they all are, a lot 

of those that have been pegged off-scale low came down into 

the say 90 degree range in a period of an orbit - were 

pegged off-scale high was like 180, 11m not sure what the 

range is, but upwards of 200 degrees. So, like they dropped 

100 degrecH in an orbit, but if you turn right around ar.d 

put the thing hack in solar inertial and in another half 

a rev they're right back up there again. Now those kind 

of temperat.ures are not indicative of the thermal condition 

of the vehicl~, because it's just like you take a metal 

rod and put a 200 degree flame at one end of it, and it takes 

it a while to get down to the other end until the whole rod 

is up to anywhere near the temperature of the flame. The 

real problem we've got with this thing is how to control 

the total thermal environment, not the short term type of 
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thing. "ncl I really - 1. personally - 1 don't know - but"' 
it's my feeling that attitude maneuvers aren't the answer. 

QUERY The meteoroid problem - what was _. 
SPEAKER No, I don't have any new data on the 

meteoroid shield. Whatever was passed out yesterday, in 
fact I left here about 4 o'clock yesterday, and I'm not 
even sure what they finally decided, other than it probably 
is not totally intact and is undoubtedly responsible for some 
the thermal problems we're seeing. It's around the back 
end - the big part of the vehicle - the big tank that goes 
around the whole circumference. 

OUERY Neil, those temperatures are Fahrenheits 
that you're -

HUTCIIINSON 
QUERY 

total environment 
HUTCIIINSmJ 
QUERY 
IiUTCHINSON 
QUERY 

spacecraft? 

Yes. 
Ancl how would you 

right now? 
In the vehicle? 
Yes. 

characterize the 

Houston on an extrprnely hot, humid day. 
What is producing the hlmidity in the 

HUTCHINSON Oh, I meant that to emphasize that 
there's no - in fact, as a matter of fact, I suspect that's 
another thin~ that we're going to have to chase. I think 
that the vehicle - probably we're going to have dryn~ss 
probleMs in there. Because it is so warm, it probably is 
extremely clry. 

QUf.RY Neil, last night Gene kind of read the 
riot act for a few people V/ho said }·ou're making this sound 
like a post-mortem. And he exuherated great confidence 
and good will and cheer that the mission woulcl carryon. 
And yet this morning, you kincl of read like a postmorten 
on Skylab. What are your feelings? 

IlUTCHINSON I clon't mean to read like a postmortem 
at all. !"layhe 1'11'\ tired because I've h<:en up a lot. \-le've 
had a serious anOMaly and 'de haven't figured out yet how 
to cope with it. I don't mean to lead you one way or another 
and I think that the next couple of days He've got to solve 
this thermal thing, we've got to figure out how - what kind 
of a mission we're going to fly, because we don't have all 
the electrical power we need. l\nd so that's goin<) to require 
some curtailment - we haven't figured that out. We're gcinq 
to have to figure out how to get the vehicle turned on :Ln 
a state that we have never practiced before, so there's a 
lot of big dittys to get done between now ann. then. Let 
me make a positive statement about - I have not seen a shO\~ 
stopper yet. 

QUERY Well, when you mention about these 
temperatures inside and you start talking about air 
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conditioning equipment, which consumes ~ tot~l of 3000 Stus 
against this power cur~ailment, it ccrt~inly leav~s the 
prospect that if the astronauts c~n qo up there at all 
they will be sitting there in the dark maybe 10Qk1119 out 
the window and that's it. Thoy won't even have enough 
to crank the ergometor. 

HUTCHINSON No, I don't think it's that. The power 
problem is not that signficanl. Of course, the fact that 
we don't run the cluster full-up powerwise helps the 
temperature problem inside, because you're not producing as 
much heat. We have better than half our po~er producing 
capability. I guess - I don't remember - recall what 
the ratio is, but it's something like 55:45 i~ favor of 
the ATM as far as pure producing capability goes. That's 
plenty of power to run the "rorkshop anel make it habi table. 
However, you're not going to run it wide open with the 
ATH and the EREP going and that kind of stuff. I really 
don't have any numbers on the kind of curtailment in flight 
plan activities that we're talking about. But we certainly 
are going to be able to get a meaningful amount of data 
I'm surE:. 

QUERY Two questions. Firat, I understand 
that really detailec1 thermal balance studies were not mac1e 
on Skylab prior to launch. I was just wondering whether 
this is hindering the l-Iarshall people and their modeling. 
An(1 secondly, do you have available the total power inputs 
necessary for the different types of c1ifferent experiments? 

HUTCHINSON Hell, let me answer the first question. 
I don't have any first-hand knowledge of all the thermal 
analysis that was done, but there have been a lot of 
thermal analysis done on Skylab, and most of it was not 
done here. Most of it was done in Huntsvtlle. That's how 
we got the models. They were built up over a long period 
of time, and of course, that thermal constituency of the 
vehicle relative to heaters and air conditioning, air 
cooling equipment and paint, and as you know there's a big 
thermal paint pattern, or was - there's a big thermal paint 
pattern around the workshop, all that stuff is all a result 
of intensive thermal analysis. Now the fact of the matter 
is, the one thing that - The O\-IS was not put in a thermal 
vacuum chamber and subjected to a - if you will - a realtime 
thermal test with simulated solar and real vacuum and so 
on and so forth. And that is one thing that is - one piece 
of data that we don't have on this vehicle. Of course 
there was a reason for that, itls too big. But I think, 
as far as the analysis goes and everything, I'm sure it 
was all done. Secondly, we have all the data that we need 
to determine how much an experiment costs in terms or power 
and so on and so forth. It's a mattor of putting it 
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tOC)0thcr ilnel C)ct.tinCJ a halance. And tho proper halance 
is prolli\bly gOing to take quite a bit of time to under-
s t ,"mel what it is we ought to bo runn! o<J at one lime and. 
what. we hann' t ought to he running. And we have compute): 
programs here in lIouston in Mission Control Center that 
~llow us to manage the power fairly effectively, built 
for just such a case. 

QUF.RY What is the temperature inside the spacecraft? 
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SPRAK~R To give you an example, a couple of 
structural te~ps, and I look~d at thc~ just before I loft 
because l'v~ kind of been chasing thorn aR wo went through these 
rnilJWUVers. In the oxperim(:mt compartment that's downstairs 
on the coiling, on the geid around 100 degrens when I loft. 
l\hout in the - 1 think they're located sort of in the 
middle of the room of the cylinder. 

QURRY Is that example higher or lower th~n the 
other ones you've seen, or is that a real good average of what 
you've seen inside? 

SPEAKER I - It depends an awful lot. l\nd it's 
obvious that it depends on which side of tho bird you're on. 
Let's ~ee the sleep comp~rtments are on - well they're 
toward the Sun siele. Hore or less ·.hey're in that quadrant -
one of the quadrants that's toward t)e Sun, and they're right 
next to the wall. And I recall seeing some tnmreratureR in 
there about 100 and SOMe odd degrees or sOMething like that. 
Oh, don't hang on my numbers. 100 and - 100 plus - right 
there in that area somewhere, 100,p10S. And so what I'm 
telling you nruee is that it varies a lot depending - depends 
on whether the doucer is - on the metal, whether it'~ next 
to the skin, whether it's inside. But it's hot in there, 
it is. 

QUf.R'l Do those heat transfer mechaniSMS and 
everything that can help cool it down, cool the air and 
all. \'lhat kind of power does t.hat pull in terms of wattage? 
no you have any idea? 

SPEAKER No, hut let Me tell - let me tell you 
a little bit about them. They're basically heat exchange 
r,lcchani sms. So ·.olha t you're doing - the kind of power 
you're consurrdng is to blow ai r across ther... l\nd so you're pull ing 
~ower for a fan and, for example, the OWS heat exchanger 
when operating in a full cooling mode has 4 fans going and 
of course, you have to run the pumps in the coolant. loops to 
keep the rest of the electronics cold anyway. So you're not 
spending any extra power for the - the - for - to run the 
coolant through the heat exchangers. So ha~ically it's -
the cost is the cost of runninc; the fan which is not -
certainly not any big user. Not like having to turn on 
the heat, like turning on the radiant heaters or something. 

QUERY With everything nominal f what would 
the temperatures be inside the spacecraft at this pOint? 

SPEAKER I guess I'd expect it to be probahly 
in the 60's or 70's in that area. \'le don't have any active 
ai rei rcula t ion; so the amount of ter.1pera ture stabili za tion 
you get from air convection is - there isn't any right now. 
And we of coulse, had planned I believe and I - frankly I 
didn't have - I only had one shift on this mission, nominally 
before the crew got there; so I'm not sure but I thi~k we 
had planned on using the radiant heatnrs which are the big 
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;'. PRESS CONF!RENC~ 5/15/73 8:20 CT C6C/2 wall heaters, a few times in the workshop. So we plan at 
this paint, on being, or yesterday, on being in a posture 

'where we probably had to add a little heat to keep the 
temperature in the 50/60/70 degree range. QUBRY . Is that all tho result of the absence 
of the micrometcoroid shield, or is there something else 
involved? 

SPEAKER No, as best I know, that's the only known 
- that and whatever other degradation has happened to the 
thermal coatings of the outside. Or the only known 
contributors to our thermal situation. QUERY You say that you're not getting any air 
convection now. Do you plan to turn on any of these fans to 
see if you can bring down the temperatures inside the 
spacecraft? 

SPEAKER No, we - There's nothing in the - No 
reason to worry about the temperatur~s insine the spacecraft 
until we're concerned with crew habitability. And, of course, 
prior to that lime, we pressurize it up, and when they get 
there, that's the first - We don't turn them on from the 
ground. The crew turns them on when they go in there and -
so they'll be ~oing that. QUF.RY \iil1 the temperatures continue to rise? 
Or -

SPEAKER I don't know whether we'v~ - I can't 
answer that question directly. I non't know if we - The 
thermal situation - the answer to it is probably yes hut 
nowhere ncar as fast as they are - as they have heen. !'.nd 
that's })ecause thermal problem3 a<Jain are long term problems, 
and you know you'd have to fly that thing arounn in a constant 
attitude for a week for it to :'Jet tl) a stable temperature. 
Rut the curve looks like thi~. You know, it goes very steep at 
first, and then it flattens out slowly; it begins to rise slower, 
slower, and slower until it reaches some equilihrium point. 
l\nd l'n sure we haven't gotten to an equilibrium point yPt. But 
lS far as how much, it certainly won't be anywhere near the 
kind of drastic rise. You've seen the worst of it. QUERY Now to come back to your computer problern. 
What does that affect? Does that affect attitude control 
system or what joes it ~ffect? SPEAKER le~, it doesn't directly affect - yes 
it ~ffects the attitude control system. The anomaly we've 
been seeing though is a pri- is a problem in attitude 
control system where - you know, the attitude control system 
has a bunch of routLles in it where it diagnoses its own 
health. And it's not doing a very good job of diagnosing 
it's own health because it's calling itself sick when it 
isn't, is what it amounts to. We do have one gyro ~nd one 
axis that is not healthy. Really it's not looking good. 
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And it cclught that one too. But the other that's in the Y -

the number 1 gyro in the Y-axis. The effect on the attitude 

control system - These gyros, you know - The Skylab doeHn't 

have an inertial platform. It keeps its abi 1i ty I ita . 

inertial reference in a computer. It's just a fictitious 

thiruJ, really. Ann it uses sensors to figure out how t.o " 

stay inert 1a 1. : And one: of them looks at tho Sun, and f of 

course, you can't sec the Sun all tho time. And when you 

can't see the Sun, it uses these gyros that I have been 

talking about to figLre out - it measures its attitude 

deviations and uses the gyros to figure out where it is 

relative to an inertial reference. And the gyros, like I 

said, there is only one of the gyros out of nine that has 

looked - looked not well. And these other ones - we have 

three of these gyros in each axis, triply redundant. The 

system will work on one. It likes to have two because it 

likes to average two, and then, of course, if it has three, 

it can autombtically vote the three, one against the other . 

. '\nd when it decides that it haa one that it doesnft like, 

it brings up the third gyro and then votes two out.o! three 

volting logic and decides which one is sick and turns it 

off. Designed to work without human i~tervention except 

when it does what it's doing now.' 

SPEAKER A~e there any questions at the Cape? 

SPEAKER Okay, thank you very much • 

SPEAKER Okay. 

END OF TAPE • 
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SPEAKER . and will be open on a seven to leven basia, 

rat.her 7 a.m. to 1100 p.m. basis for the rest of t~ls 

week. Okay, can you brin~ that up a little bit in the 

back? I'll try to speak into it. We'll be open to ap

proximately midnight tonight. I understand that we have 

Western Union support. Here in the News Center, following 

the press conference, for the rest of the week we'll be 

open from 7100 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. On my right is the· 

Director of Launch Operations here at Kennedy Space Center, 

Walter J. Kapryan. To Mr. Kapryan's right is the Director 

of the Skylab Program, William C. Schneider. And to his 

right, Mr. Leland F. Bel~~, manager of Skylab program for 

the Marshall Space Flight Center. Mr. Schneider. . 

SCHNEIDER Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. Just to 

get right into the incident - at approximately 63 seconds 

into the launch of the Skylab 1 this evening, there was 

~n indication of premature deployment of the meteoroid 

protective shield. That is the lightweight metal shield 

that is designed to sit off ~ few inches from the skin of 

the Skylab. There was an indication of premature deploy-

ment of that. If that had happened, the uhield would 

n~st probably have been torn off in some manner. The 

shield does not appear to be on at this time. The 

thermal indications are that it is gone. During the sep

aration of the meteoroid shield it had apparently had some -

I will say, I'll speculate that as a mechanical ~ffect 

on the deployment of the solar array. And we have some 

indication that our solar array on the workshop - those 

are the large solar arrays not the cross solar arrays -

that the large solar arrays on the workshop also did 

not fully deploy. We have indication that they have -

that deployment has initiaten on those solar arrays, but 

we have no indication that they have fully deployed. We 

are getting some electrical power through some of them, 

however. As a re~ult of that, we've ass~Jsed our situation 

and decided that it would not be prudent to launch tomorrow 

as had b~en planned, and we have rescheduled the launch of 

Skylab 2 for Sunday, appoximately 11:00 eastern daylight 

time, again with about a 10 minute window. We will spend 

the time from now until then in developing a flight plan 

that will maximize our scientific return. With only one 

set of solar panels deployed, our electrical power output 

is roughly cut into half, and that of courRe would require 

so~e reaRsessment and prouably some curtailmont of our 

mission activity. We are fortunate in that some time ago 

we made the decision to bus in the command and service modules 

power for as long as we had cryogenics on board, and so w~ will 

operate in that mode most probably such that we will share 
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the power from the command and service modules and the ATM, 
. which is up, and thus have a maximum of power available. 

Unfortunately, l~inq limited hy cryogenic fuel capacity, 
it is expecterl that that - those cryos will run out in 
anywhere from 16 to 21 days and from then on we would 
have to run an even more curtailed mission. So it looks 
as if we will have a flight plan that will ioquire some 
revisions in the content of the flight plan. It is my 
ir.tention to kind of assess all of the experiments a little 
bit. \Ye will reduce a little bit of our medical experiments, 
probably our EREP experimente and our ATM experiments 
as well in order to maintain capabilities that go within the 
power profile that we have availahle. We have not de
termined precisely which of our experiments will have to 
be curtailed or just how much they will have to be cur
tailed, and will not be able to do that for a couple 
of days. As far as what the effect of this activity 
will have on subsequent missions, I'm afraid it's too 
early for us to assess. There are many options that are 
open to us. Obviously we couldn't, assuming we are suc
cessful in running the 21 day mission and don't run into 
any other trouble, we obviously could run some more 
21 day missions. That has not been decided, it has not 
been ruled out, it hasn't been decided. Other options might 
be back - to - back 28 day missions, which might extend the 
time a little bit longer, and things of that nature we 
have not. rl~termined other than we can't mll.ke any comments 
on them at this time. So I guess I've answered all - -

END OF TAPf. 
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SPBAKER I 9U8SS I've answernd all the questions ~ 

I think you have on - - all open questions at this time are 

obviously what effect these incidents will have on 

our system. We have open questions, not only in the electrical 

power system, but also in the attitude control systems, and 

in the thermal system. And we will require some tillie to see 

how the systems stabilize t~ see exactly what configuration . 

we are in. At this time, .... '0 are preparing to launch at 11 

o'clock, eastern daylight time, on Sunday. I'm afraid I don'~ 

know the date, but that's Sunday, ••• that's the 20th. 

I,eave it to the launch director to know thp. date. Thank you. 

PAO Okay, for your questions we do have stand-

ing by in Houston, also, Don Vuddy, Flight Director, and Gene 

Kranz. Please, if you would, it's going to be troublp. to 

get mikes to you, but, if you would wait for the mike. Okay, 

let's start over here and just work our way around. In the 

blue shirt over here - -
QUERY There was a report earlier that the attitude 

control system apparently wasn't working correctly; that the 

gyros wpr~ not functioning properly. Is this true, and if it 

is, is this a result of the decreased amount of power available? 

SPEAKER' The answer is yes, there was some incident 

on the attitude control system. I do not believe it had any

thing to do with the electrical power situation and perhaps 

Gene Kranz or Don Puddy might want to amplify that. 
PAO Okay, let's stand by for a minute to see 

if Houston wants to amplify that. 
PAO Silence is 90lden. 
SPEAKER Electtical power, as you all are probably 

well aware, when we start out, we are in the procens of spin

ning up the CMG. And before we lifted off, we knew there were 

certain things that might be a little unknown in this area, and 

we were going to have to feel our way along. We feel that there 

are some of the problems that are associated with the rate 

gyros that you've heard reported, that may be associated 

with these low CMG wheel speeds. We're rigllt now aro\And 4,000 

r.p.m. We are in a 
PAO Houston, we lost you right toward the end 

of that. 
PAO Houston, can you come cp again with the 

finish of that statement? 
SPEAKER Have you got me now? 
SPEAKER Do you have me now? 
PAO \'1e have you now. 
SPEAKER Okay, we are in the process right now, of 

course, continuing to spin up the CMG's. ~hey were brought on 

line when we brought the APCS on, 1 hour and 37 minutes into 

the mission. The wheel speed pr.esently is around 4 to 5,000 

r.p,m. and, of course, full CHG wheel speed is around 9,000 r.p.rn. 
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8asicdlly, what we have i~ that, of course, there are nlno rate 

Clyros. three al.ociated ,"'1th each Axis, Right now our problema .. ,-;., 

have centerod around the Y, or the pitch-axis, and the problem 

wolve been having il that we've been failing what we call' 

redundancy aanagement. And, L'Asically, thil il a routine' 

thAt tho cQII\puter 90el t.hrou9h to check and aee whether 
or not we do have Agreeaent with the rate gyro outputl. In 

(jenerai, we have 2 rate gyros on line in each Axis and the 

outputs fr~ thele rate gyros are average. When you hear us 

saying things like, ·We have falled the redundancy management,· 

what this meann is th(\t there is sono reasnn the computer' 

thinks that thOle rate gyro outputs are not comparing, And we 

essentially fail over to a slngle rate gyro method ot control. 

And, 1n general, this means' that rate gyro number 1 is controlling 

and rate gyro number 2 is essentially on a backup or 8tandby capabil

ity. We are no longer averaging those two outputs. I think 

we are in the process right n~1 of still ass8s8ing the data 

frOin the indications that we've had today. We presontly feel 

tha~ there i8 no problem, and let roe Also say that the pro-
blem that you have heard about, has occurred only in the y .. 

&xl. and 1 feel certain that within a few short hours we will 

have some solution as to the problem. One thing that we're 

lookin9 at specifically right now is the fact that when we 

do fail redundancy management, tho • one of the schemes associa

ted with tho redundancy management is to take a look at our 

momentum state. And since we Are at these low wheel speeds, 

any error that we might have had in the computer, prelaunch, 

·"f fAr as the expected momentum state that it can use as & 

test constant, could effect this. And so this is one thing 
that we're looking at very hard, but we cer~aintly do not 

consider this to be a major mission problem at this time. 
PAO Okay, l"red Huller. 
QUERY 1 just want to follow that up with 2 

questions. One. that ~o~nds like you're very confident there's 

no danger of tumbling, a~d secondly, it kind of eliminates 
the possibility you may have from other mass you may have 

floating around in the back end of S~ylab, that you didn't 

expect because of vibrations. 
SPEAKER Well, I would have to say that, yes, 1 don't 

think, right now, that we ar~ concerned about the vehicle t~~

ling and, no, we know of nothing as far as the mass state of 

the vehie le that says that .... f! haVE:! a di f ferent moment of in

ertia, or anything of this n'ture associated with the vehicle 

that was not expected 
PAO Okay, let's move on back - the brown suit 

bAck there. 
QUERY Two part question - Do you think that in 

the present state of the spacecraft, you can now satisfy the 

primary mission requirements? Number one. And r.\wWer 2, what 
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concern have you given for the lafety of the Astronaut. In 
the experi~ent configuration of the spacecraft? ; 

SPEAKER Well let', answer n~r ~ queltlon firet, 
because that's the easiest one. That's always our priM. con
cern. We have oxa.lned the eyet •• very carefully and, at thi8 
point, know of no .afoty hazlard. to the crew 1n any way, and, . 
obviously, if ~~ do uncover any safety halzards, it will aerlously 
affect our ability to go up and man th$ ~issio~. We know of 
no holes in the spacecraft or anything like that. As tar as 
the .,econd part is concerned, I mean the first part, which I'm 

. answering second, the primary objectives were to get into orbit 
and estAblish a space 8tfttion, conduct experimenta, and 
qat ~edical data. We will ~o all three, 1 believe, assuming we 
do lift ott next week. Wo will do all three, but we will do them 
a little bit differently than we had hoped to. The space 
atation will have a little bit less optimal configuration in 
that we will not have as much electrical power. We will have 
to curtail our experiments somewhat, and in what way, I really 
don't know, and wo probably - some of the experiments that will 
be cut'tailed will, in all probability, be some of the medi-
cal experiments. 

PAO Okay, here in the yellow. 
PAO If you would direct your quostionA, please 

to the person, it would help with ••• 
QUERY }ir. Schno ider, there is a report floatinq 

around here tonight that NORAD has been tracking some ob
jects or debr is floating in the area of Sky lab • Do you have 
anything on that? 

SCHNEIDER Well, ono would expect that there are things 
in the orbit. We ~id eject our solar panelsl we have an S-II 
stage up there; we have various covers and things like that. 
I would not be surprised that they were trackinq objects. 
We have no indication that we have lost our solar panels. It's 
perfectly conceivable, but it appears as if we are 9ctting 
electrical power. We think the solar - the micrometooroid 
shield, we think that went around max O. And if that's so 
why it never even qot clORe to being in orbit. There's no 
indication that the spacecraft has broken up. 

PAO Okay, let' s qet a mike back over here, please. 
Back over to this side. 

QUERY I'd like to direct my question to Hr. Belew, 
if I could. no you envision, in the schedule EVA toward the 
end of the original 28-day flight, some sort of visual inspection 
of the solar panels and any correction by the astronauts of 
the problems? 

SPEAKER We would plan, at th.e very beginning of the 
mission, during the pre, or prior to docking, to do that from 
within the command !Jarviee module, by stand-off or - -
END OF TAPE 
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SPF~X£R .,to do that from within the command servlce 

.. odul~ by A standoff or oircling around, the phot09raphy 
as well as visual. So we'd hoped to do thAt by this ~ean. , 

tlather th~n to do an EVA just for that purpose. 
QUERY I have a few questions tOt 8111. Doe. 

this mean maximum lIi8sion you can fly ie 21 d"ye, you can't 90 

2:~? Does it also mean tho end, are thore ar,y hopei for 
tho 56 day mission? And the second question is what doea 
• I' meteoroid shield IIean? 

SPEAKER Okay, the answer to the first two parts of 

y(,ur first quostion ie no - 1 'm all rlqht, thia lan't on. 

T"enty-ono daYI 11 not what we have determined to be the 
limit. Wa think that we will have, look8 11ke about, well 

W<!I guess from right now, looks like about 5 kilowatts of 
pc~el' to play with for 16 to 21 days. Beyond that we 
probably only have something on the ordor of 4 ki.owatts 
of power. We can't really say whother or not that's enough 
or not enough until we aee how ~uch electrical power the 
&ystems end up using. We think we will be able to do 
a ,lui8aion - right now we think we will be able to do a mis

sion of 28 days. But the last days 3fter the fuel cells 
have run out would be much InOre curtailed. Wold have 
to use about - I believe the number is about 1200 kilowatts -
121)0 watts .. to power up the CSH. So if we endec1 up doing 

a :,6 day mission, the last part of a S6 day mission would 

undoubtedly be very very curtailed. That does not rule 
it out, nor does it say that we'll end up doing it. We 
haven't really determined that. And let's see, the second 

qUElstion was - The rnicrometeoroid shield was placed on 
thE!re as a mission success tool, not to - not for a crew 
safety standpoint. When you put a spacecraft into orbit, 

yO\], play the probability game and you decide what prob
ability there is that you'll have a micrometeoroid pen
atratton. By having the micrometeoroid shield on there, 
we reduce the probability that we would get a mnall pin 
hole puncture which would - which may cause us to use up 
excessive - excessive oxygen and nitrogen. So, if wo did get 

a micrometeoroid penetration, it would reduce our capa
bility to stay up there, but you can't say how mdch until 
you get one. 

For Bill Schneider. You reduce the prob
to what? 

I don't know from what, but let me se~. 

QUERY 
ability from what 

SCHNEIDER 
SPEAKER Hell the numbers would be from a 997 to It. 

like that. 990. Something 
QUERY 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

Out of a thousand? 
Yes. 
Okay, right next to him, in the yellow. 
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QUERY . Could someone t$11 us, Houston per-

haps please, whit th. a8tronaut8 will be doing in the . 
next S da~8? II there any ooniideration being given 
at all to 80me sort of EVA, to remedy the 801ar panel 
l>osit.ion? 

~RANZ This is Gene ~ranz. One of the major 
thing8 we're thinking about dOing over the next couple 
of days is to look at lomo of our launch rendezvous and 
activation procedurel. One of the things that will poa
ibly have to change, associated with the rendezvous - nor
mally we pitoh over to Z-local vertical to allow 
the crow to track the workshop .are eaaily, and it pro
vides a better tracking target. And they can alao lee the 
flashing lights that are set up for crew visual tracking. 
At the current tim., we don't feel that we'd like to 
perform that maneuver again, because if we perform the 
ZLV maneuver we'll lose our Bolar array output power, and 
we'll be workin~, .'Ientially flying, the entire workshop 
off the ATM battery. So, that'a one of the items that 
w~' 11 be: looking at wJ

• th the crew. Another one of the items -
in order to extend the CSM duration as far as po~sible -
and Bill one of the corrections on that - at the present 
time it looks like our CSM capabilit~' with cryos is more 
in the order of arounct 17 days as opposed to the 21. We're 
going to be looking at ways to minimize the CSM usage of 
t~ose cryos, to see how far we can extend tho CSH cryo 
capability beyond that 17 days. I bolieve the majority 
of our time is going to be spent looking at the proce
dures we used for launch rendezvous day in the 3 days 
of activation to see if there is anything we can delete, 
so we can get the crew into experiment activities as soon 
as practical. 

QUERV I have two questions. First of all 
why weren't we told earlier that you han a serious problem 
with the shield? It is my recollection that we were told 
that the shield had deployed, that '"e were told that it was 
partially deployed, now we're told that it's no longer 
there and we had a problem early in the flight. Secondly, 
I was told by J<SC officials and from Houston people that 
th~ shield was mandatory, and without it, if it wasn't de
ployed, that they ,",'<>uld have to, you kno",·, cance lout. And 
that was during the time that they were having problems 
with it, and it wasn't deploying properly in the test, 
and it wasn't latching properly and all that kind of good 
stuff. 

SPEAKER Well first, I haven't heard what you've 
heard but you heard the same thing I heard, that it was 
deployed and then it was deployed partially and then it 
was not there at all. As you know the Skylab mission is 
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much l1ke Gernini, you don't •. avo full covera<jo, you .ee 
the datA 1n .hort bite, and the telemetry WAS confusing_ It 

took us 1011\0 timo to fig-ure out. eXActly what had occurred. 

As A matter of tact, we're still not quite sure whAt had 

occurred. And it was only 1n the ll\st tew minute. that 

we reached the conclusion that I desoribed to you right 

now, within the last hour or two. So there was no lag- in 

yettin9 you the data, we tried to get it to you as 800n 

as we possibly could. As far AS tho mandatory nature of 

the rolcrometeorold shield, it is exactly as 1 described it 

to you. It i8 one of those iteMS that we put on to enhance 

mission success, to increAse our probability of hl\ving 

a full 8 month duration mission. And that was why it was 

put on, and not having it - it does in tact decrease the 

probability of hdving a full 8 month successful mission. 
SPEAXER ••• here in tho white shirt. 
QUER¥ I h~ve a three part question for Bill 

Schneider. If the CSM does loox this over, does it have 

live TV or anything to send back pictures, or will it 
just be a verbal account of what they see? Second, there 

are a number of other things that are supposed to happen 

before you would launch, including pressurizing the 
spacelab, and assuring that the debris; such as the second 

stage and so forth, are in position to where they won't 

interfere with the launch, I wonder if thio has been 
accomplished? And third, is there a possibility that 

you would consider some modification to the CSM for extra 

power that might stretch this delay beyond next Sunday? 
SCHNEJOER Let me see if 1 can remamber all those. 

First and last one, which I remember, we have already 

issued orders to increase the cryogenic lot'.d on board the 

CSH to give it the \lIaximum amount of stay time and that 

the ••• will undoubtedly do that in the next few 
days. Now we have no intention or we have no rea8~n now 

that we will go beyond that time, we know of no modtfica

tions that we're planning. Your first question con~ern8 

TV. He had in our ori9ina1 plan 'the ability to send 
back TV from Guam. We were going to be stationkeeping 

at that time, perhaps 150 feet away. We are, as Gene 

Kranz stated, revising our rendezvous procedures. One 

of the reasons heing so that we can get back TV so that 

we can sec what the configuration of the spacecraft is. X 

can't tell you that we will do that in fact, I can tell 

you that if we can, we will and we are assessing that. 

And your third question, the one in the middle, I can't 
remember. 

QUERY The other event that had to taxe 

place - particularly, I'm interested in the debris. Is 
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'. tot in a lX.sition where it won'tintcrfere with the •• , d04:king. 
. SCHNEIDER The relt of tho aotivAtion .equane •• 
are gOing on as soheduled. I believe the pressurization 
started. It it hasn't already started, why it will ahortly. 
However, that's A long process. I believe jt takes sev .. 
eral hours befcre that goos on •. As tar .\8 thQ debris 
i.s conc8l'n tld, we will just continue to gut raporte from 
NORAn. i~e don't anticipate that to be any problom, but 
obviously if NORAO tells us there is a problnm, well, 
we'll hAve a problem. 

ENO OF TAPE 
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SCtlNBIDER Continue to get reporte frOlQ HORAD. 
WO don't antioipate ~hat to be any ploblem, but obviously, 
if HORAD tells u. there's a problo~, well, we'll have ft 
problem. 

PAO Mr. Puddy in tfouaton has Soa\e anlwers to the 
previous qUflstions he ~~uld like to add. . 

PUDOY Okay, let me Add something to this lAst 
question first. We h~ve no reason whatsoever to believe 
that we have anything wrong with the crew compartment. \~e 
started our ••• on time At 1 hours and 3S minutes into 
the mission and completed that. We have started the re
pressurization of the habitation area. Thie is normally an 
8 hour and 4S minute proce8s, so right now we - at least when I 
left the control Center, we were planning to be up to 5.0 psi 
at about IS hours and 4S minutel;;, elapsed time. Now, there 
is SOInO discussion 90in9 on as to whether we are go1n9 to 
take it up to full pressure or not, but anyway, right now, 
when 1 left, tho pressurization was going on nomjnally and its 
looked like like there would he no problem thora. As far as the 
delay in conformation of the meteoroid shield, let me say 
that we had many indications of telemetry durinq that first 
few minutes that just didn't tllg 1..1p. And most of you that 
are familar with space flight will recognize that there 
are a myriad of things that have to be checked in an 
instrumentation system to determine whether or not you, 
indeed, have instrumentation problems or they are indicating 
the true status of the systems. So oven though this evp.nt 
we - as Hr. Schneider has pointed to you, we think occurred 
right during the max-O period about 63 seconds into the 
sequence, our primary indication was to occur, once we had 
conformation, that OWS o~ AM SAS was or was not performing 
properly. Now, that particular function occurs outside 
a station contact at about 41 minutes into the mission, and 
the first time that we can look at that and gain insight 
into a tremendous increase in instrumentation that verified 
just exactly what we do have, is stateside on that first 
rev, and I believe that is, in general, when most of you got 
the indication that we may have had a problem in that area. 

OUERY We missed the last part of that, dropping 
in and out of here. 

PUOOY Is there SOMe part of that that needs 
to be repeated? 

PUOOY Where did we end up? Let me go back 
and summarize the whole thing as far as an indication of 
when you found out that we might have had a problem. We 
nominally expect the OWS solar array to be deployed at 41 
minutes into the sequence, which is outside of any station 
contact. Our hope was that, since we ~ere not able to sort 
out the telemetered indications that we had early in the 
mission, our hope was that we were going to be able to find 
out just exactly why not we did, indeed, have a problem when 
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we came up atltates1de, did have 8unlight, and could look at the voltage and current. on the solar arrays. Up until th&t point in time, becau8e of the many points of commonality, and many level-type t~ilurea that you can have in inltrumentatlon ayatema, we were not able to verify whether or not it wa. an intrumentation prohlem, or, indeed, w~a a systems problem. So, 1 think you heard about it at stateside, and that's when ~~ had our initial indication that, indeed, it WAS a syatema problem and not an instrumentation problem. Query - I'd like to address 4 question to Hr. ~apryan, and again it {ollows along the question I was asking earlier about the crew safety. What doee this do now to your rescuo capability, especially in li9ht ot tho fact that you are talking about a 48-day wait, if s~ethin9 happens on the first day when you got up ther~ and you'd be without, aay, C8M power? 

KAPRYAN Well, of course, it obviously does chan9~ the situation somewhat in that the rescue concept was developed ~n the basis of having either a completely h~althy laboratory, or a c~pletely hoalthy, or if you had a completely healthy CSM, you could come back in it. If the CSM . was not healthy, you could liv~ on and on in the luboratory. Now that we know we do h~ve a - we think we have a laboratory with lesser capabilities, I guess we're not in quite as healthy a situation as we were b~fore this happened. However, I would like to point out that we've flown our lunar missions, and other missions, in the past, with no rescue capability whatsoever. It's another factor we1ro going to have to take into consideration before we launch. 
QUERY It's for Bill Schneider, I gues8 and Gene Kranz, I know. Oepending upon what the crew finds during station keeping Sunday night, is it mechanically conceivabl, and flight plan possible that they might be able to do an EVA, somewhere during the mission, and fix those panels or wings? 
SPEAKER Jules, far be it for me to rule things out of the realm of possibility, but I will say, right now, we, at this point, do not know of anything that the crew can do. We rna" determine something between now and lift-off time. We generdlly would like to have the crew trained on any activity like that. That would be a long EVA and thoro would be a lot to do. We would have to make sure that we ourselves understood what we were asking the crew to do before we would ever undertake anything like that. Right now, we know of nothing that we think we could ask the crow to do. We will look at that between now and thon. If we do uncover anything, we will then aRk the crew to do some training. Right now, itls in the realm of possibility. I would say it has a very low probability. 
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SPRAJ<ER Could I add a few worda to that? I ,.~','l 
think probably the moat likely thing would bo 18 thAt we 
would ro~ko the aSS081ment during this first mls11on. 'Get 
all tho pictures and all the information we can, come back 
home with this information, and then, if its at all feasible, 
tho noxt mission would bo the one where wo m19ht concoivably 
attempt such an ~VA. . 

QUERY l'~ very curious as to exactly what i8 
known about what happened. Which panels have not been de .. 
ployed? Is it thAt they're aimply not deployed, or are they 
90n01 00 you have any indication of which it 1s? la there 
l\ny p08aible largel' extent of damago to that particular aspect 
of the power supply than the fact that thoy are just not 
deployed? 

SPBAKER There are indications that both solar 
arrays - there are two sets ot arrnys, one on each side - both 
of them have been partially deployed, and that there is a 
mlcroswitch that tells us when we got a certain distance 
away from the skin. One of them did deploy at about 60 some 
second point, and tho other one, we gave ground command durin9 
the first rev and it lnoved off. \oJe haven't obtained anouqh 
data from the computer runs that we're rnakiny to establish 
what percent of the array has been exposed, and that will be 
determined through the electric power analysis. So, it would 
be a sheer guess to say JUBt to what percent they are deployed 
right now. We don't fael that the solar arrays themselves 
have departed. 

QUERY May I ask something? Host of the food 
supply on board, as I understand it, a large part of it, is 
frozen. Is not that not correct? Now, will this loss of 
power affect this food supply possibly by defrosting? 

SPEAKER I have some numbers on that. The temp-
er~tures were holding, that was about an hour and a half or 
2 hours ago, they were still holding within the designed 
limits of somewhere around minus 8 or minus 12 degrees 
fahrenheit. So that looks all right. The thermal control 
systems for refrigeration looks real good. 

SPEAKER I guess I ought to Bay a word here be-
cause it does bear uI~n the earlier question on rescue cap
ability. Our indications are that with one set of solar 
arrays deployed, the ATH, we have sufficient power for the 
houseke~ping functions, and what we're really talking about 
is how much of the extra activities, the experiment type 
activities, will have to be curtailed. So, in the event of 
a rescut', the guys wouldn't have much to do, but thoy would 
not be in any danger. 

QUERY Bill Schneider, could you put a third 
fuel cell back in the CSM, either on the flight that's 
supposed to go Sunday or -

END OF TAPE • 
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" QUBRY' Jot) Sohneidtr, could you put' A third fuel 
, cell baok 1n the CSM, either of thia next • of tho tliqht that'a 

supposed to go Sunday, or of the other two CSMes later on, to give 
you more powor? . 

SCHNEIDER Certainly not of the flight to 90 on board 
Sunday. All that would do would be give U8 - would be qtve U8 
a rate - give U8 a higher rate of eleotrioal power. What we 
are really concerned about is how long the electrical power 
will last, and that has to do with the cryogenio tanka, the 
oxygen and hydrogen that we have on board. 

QUERY Is that pet yet? 
QUERY I've heard varying figures for how long it 

would tahe to launch a second Skylab. If the first cr()W diu
coverl that tho • this spacecraft is not habitable, how long would 
it takc to launch the second Skylab? 

SCHNEIDER Well, wo're cOlt'U1\itted to have our hard-
waI'C ready for a IS-month turnaround, and it is in that state 
r.ight now. As. I,co Belew and I diRcussed this t.oday, we think 
that that turnaround time can easily be shortened, but we're 
in no position now to say just how short. 

QUERY Is there a way to est~mate the cost of 
that mi~8h)n? 

SCHNEIDER 
rate of, I believA, 
a year, that's what 

PAO 
Okay. 

Well, wo're currently spending on the 
30 million a month and if you just extended 
it would cost. 
Over here in tho yellow. In the yellow. 

that on f 

QUERY The one unrcplaceable experiment is the fact 
that man WAS supposed to be aboard this thing for extended 
periods of time - the medical research for future experiments. 
Much of the rost can be done by unmanned satellites. In view 
of thRt fact, is there any specific attention being given 
just to the fact that keeping men up there for as long as 
possible, within safety, of course, and minimum power requirements, 
for future space missions? 

SCHNEIDER Well, I think our medics have said it 
many times. The value of the Skylab long-duration mission is 
not in the long duration itself, but it is, in fact, due to the 
fact that we will be got~ing data in flight on the Astronauts' 
conditions, as the flight progresses, and that is the experi
ment part of Skylab, so just staying up there, without medical 
data, gives you a very minimum amount of data on which to base 
future flights. As far as whether or not the Skylab experi
ments can be done on unmanned flights, that's not quite true. 
Very, vnry few of them can. We feel that we would - If we -
if we'ra forced to curtail all of these experiments, why we 
have had, no doubt about it, a loss that we, sure as all heck, 
wish we hadn't had. 

P1\O 
PAO 

In the gre~n over here. 
Okay, how about coming back over here then. 
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QUBRY Will the power tran.fer, fra. the CSM,' 
require any physical installation of wirel, 11ke an extenlion 
Qord? 

PAO Gene Kranz, you want to ,"nawer that? 
KRANZ We c,ll it an umbilical • • 
SPEAKER Go back, the key realon for maint~ining 

the cryos il to allow the CSM to lupportitaelt. We don't WAnt the 
CSM to become a parasitic load upon the workshop. Now after 
the cryos are depleted, around 1200 watt. power wl1~ be trans
terred acro •• the umbilical to the ATM SAS to maintain A the~al 
conditioning of the CSH to Nalnt~in the communication .y.t.~. 
which we use. And, also, to provide support to the heAtera on 
the CSM propellant tanks, thOle type functions. Now, one of 
the things that's interestlng everyhody's holding the 
post mortem already on the mission, and I think it \uay be 
somewhat premature. 1 do believe, that we do have a capability 
of doing some significant experiment work up here, particularly 
during the period of time that the CSM is active. We'll have 
roughly between 12 and 800 watts of power available, and I 
believe we can do a vretty good job with that power. 

QUERY 'l'o Hr. Schneider. Ooes there remain any 
technical possibilities of extending tho large solar rays in 
the workshop from ground command? 

SCHNEIDER I'll let Gene Kranz correct me on that. or 
maybe Don can. But to rrly know ledue, we have sent a 11 of the 
backup commands that we have and all of the ordnance thal 
we have, while all the backup ordnance has been expended. 

KRANZ That is correct. We - we h~ve firerl all of 
the backup ordnance, and there is no other command acti'.>n 
that we can take. 

QUERY l~st night I was told by a public affairs 
officer, that the fear of - on airlocks was not the reason 
for the micrometeor.oid shields. It was one of the reasons. 
But the basic problem is that the workshop is lined with an 
insulation which is considered highly flammable, that the 
reason that the micrometeoroid shield was - dissipate heat 
from a - from a puncture before it punctured the inner shell. So 
whae influence would that have on the mission now, if that hazard 
does exist, of a fire? 

SPEAKER Well, I try to - I try to make agreements with Public 
Affairs that I won't tell them how to write r.ewspapers, if 
they won't answer technical questions. It was an error. 
There is - The material under the ~ the insulating material has 
been well tested with micrometeoroid punctures and fires 
of all types; there's no hazard there. It is to prevent pone
trations of the shells to extend our mission life - or increase 
the probability of havinq a full mission life, due to 
micrometeoroid penetration. You were given erroneous informa
tion yesterday. 
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PAO Keep on movin9 
QUERY I f you do send 

you have ~ny modifications in the 
the - the sa~o problem again? 

SPEAKER . Yes, yes. 

hack here a little hit on. 
up the Rkylah D, will thore • will 
• 1n the eystea to try to avoid 

(!.aUCjhter) 
SPEAKER It's too early to say what it would be. We haven't 

evaluated this situation totally. 
PAO Okay, over there - -
OUERY nill Schneidet', what was Conrad' ~ l"esponso 

whon you told him about your deoision, and will the aotronauta 
have to give up any of their creature comforts as (>~rt of the 
now power Ludget? 

SCHNEIDER Well, I'm not going to comment on what 
Pete's comment was. na once said he plAns to go to Ilouston 
tomorrow - hets flying to Houston tomorrow. And and his plan while he's 
there is to participate in the flight-planning activities to optimize 
our scientific return from the mission. So, he obviously was disappointed 
and certainly was ready to go, but he's a good troup, and , 
he's going to help U8 in every way he can to get A8 much a8 
we can out of it, and as Gene Kranz said, we think we are 
g01n9 to get quite a bit out of it. 

PAO Over her~, please. I'm not trying to 
ignore anyhody, but I'd like to get these people who have not had a 
chance to do one job anyway. 

OUER~ For Houston, what's your best guess as 
what caused the meteoroid shield deployment early? Did it ex
ceed the jynamic pressure you expected, or was it the firing 
of the ••• ? - premature firing. 

SPEAKER I'd be inclined to pass this one back 
down to the Cape because we're limited prinoipally from a 
standpoint of the instrumentation we have, And, like I say, we 
traced it or tracked it down assuming that ~t was initially an instrumentat 
problem, so I believe you ought to get the answer to your 
question down at KSC. 

SPEAKER The shield, which we feel did prematurly 
deploy - what data we have says it didn't deploy because there 
was a signal·· electrical signal - that would be requirej to 
initiate explosives th~t shears a structural member. That 
kind of puts you down to other things, and those other things 
are not yet knO'fl'n to \15. I t;. could be due to pressure under 
the shield, the source of which could have been trapped at 
that postulation only. And other postulatedgcauses. We're 
just not that close to getting the data analyzed yet. Apd 
that's part of the effort we have underway tonight. 

QUERY Is it possible that these fuel cells 
could be recharged by later mission, to extend these times 
up there? 
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SPEAKER No. 
and the transporting of 

cells, of course, are in 
their cryos, replenished 

END OF TAPE 

The fuel cells, as you know are CSM fuel cells, 
cryogenics is pretty tough. The fuel 
the CSM. And they are, along with 
on each mission. 
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SPRAKr.R (9arble) and thoy are, alon9 wit.h their 
oryol, replenilhed on eaoh ml,.lo~. 

QUERY Firat ot all, are the Qrbital work8hop 
.olar wings completely lndopenden~ of eaoh other in the 
lon88 of deployment? . 

SPEAKER . AI tar as the 81gnal that would have baen 
a normal signal for deplo~ent, they would be deployed by 
a 8in910 signal. A8 far A8 mechanical and All other aspects' 
Are completely independent. 

'QUERY Wouldn't it be 1091cal if you aot • be 
able to actuate them from the 9round oompletoly lndepend6nt 
of each other? 

SPEAK~R Well, yea. Fo~ instance, we didn't get 
indications that one had begun to RIOve at the • around the 
63 second limoframe, and the o\;tler one showed indications of being 
in place. We did give a Signal .erarate from the ground on 
that one, as I mentioned e4r110\" in this conference. 

QUERY Can you place a watted figure on minimum 
daypas8, nightpas8 workshop \\84ge wattage? '\nd a180 confirm 
that - that the one solar array did partially deploy at 60 seconds 
into the fli<Jht. 

SPEAKER I yues8, Bill, the five KW being the 
power that wo'd have when the CSH's up, which gives about 1.2 KW 
spare, and do a little suhtraction there, and you get about 
3.8 k~ for the basic housekeeping activity. plus average, yes. 

SPEAKER Some of your co·hoat have been waiting 
patiently in Houston to ask questions; so we're going to 90 
to them for some questions now. 

SPEAKER Let me catch the questions of Peter -
QUERY Is there any possibility of USing the 

command module to yank the solar array out? 18 that being 
considered either on this subsequent missions? 

SPEAKER We had a very brief discussion on it in 
the Mission Control Center. Looks like the only thing you 
could use might be the docking probe and that wouldn't seem 
to Le too good an idea since you want to use it for dockinq. 
He've got guys looking at it, but we don't feel that's a 
practical approach. 

SPEAKER Steve Young, CBS. 
YOUNG Could you ey.plain to us what the possible 

interrelationship is of the early 1eployment of the meteoroid 
shield to the problem with the solar panels on the workshop; 
two, how you understand the simultaneous failure of two 
independent wings; and three" whether you think at this point 
retrospectively was overconfident to just allow about 24 hours 
of shakedown for so complex a system before sending men. 

SPEAKER Well, in answer to your last question first, 
no, we do not feel that a 24 hour shakerl~~~ was too little of 
a time before sending men aboard. I think th~ answer to 
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SPEAKER We had a very brief discussion on it in 
the Mission Control Center. Looks like the only thing you 
could use might be the docking probe and that wouldn't seem 
to Le too good an idea since you want to use it for dockinq. 
He've got guys looking at it, but we don't feel that's a 
practical approach. 

SPEAKER Steve Young, CBS. 
YOUNG Could you ey.plain to us what the possible 

interrelationship is of the early 1eployment of the meteoroid 
shield to the problem with the solar panels on the workshop; 
two, how you understand the simultaneous failure of two 
independent wings; and three" whether you think at this point 
retrospectively was overconfident to just allow about 24 hours 
of shakedown for so complex a system before sending men. 

SPEAKER Well, in answer to your last question first, 
no, we do not feel that a 24 hour shakerl~~~ was too little of 
a time before sending men aboard. I think th~ answer to 
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your first question - There is a definite interrelationship,' 
\.C fcel, between the problem that we've had here with the,;, 

, meteoroid ~hield and possibly the problems that we've had ',0,,; 
wi th t~e wings. '. As you're well aware, we i.ndicated that that 
failure did occur about 63 seconds into the launch sequence, 
which is during a period ofaxtreme vibration environment. 
And it is extremely possible thac the vibration environment or, 
as has been mentioned, some gases trapped underneath the meteoroid 
shield did cause the problem. Since the meteoroid shield 
is underneath the wings, it's also very probablp that there 
is a mechanical interr~lation&hip there that is causing those 
wing~ to not be able to be deployed. We did lose the 
secure indications which indicated that they have come 
partially loose but they uid not deploy. There is not a 
large force. Strictly a spring associate with those beam 
fairings to cause them to deploY, and if the beam fairings 
do not come out, then of course we nominally would not expect 
the wing sections to deploy. 

SPEAKER Ed DeLong, UPI. 
DELONG A couple of questions to follow that 

last answer up directly~ if the bea:j\s did deploy, would you 
expect the wings s to deploy? 

SPEAKF.R Yes. Yes, they are an independent function. 
DELONG Okay, so what you're saying, essentially, 

is then you don't think the beams are out all the way either. 
SPEAKER We do not feel like the beams are all the 

W3Y out. No, we lost - We called lhe secure indications 
which means that they have moved a very short distance away 
from the st1.ucture. But it certainly does not mean that 
they came cut to their full deployment position. 

DELONG And two quantitative ,!u(lstions. flow much 
additional cryos will be put in the co~and module, or 
command service module, and how mue). power are you getting 
from those solar panels that are in question? Have you been 
able to measure it? 

SPEA~ER I think the question on the additional 
loadinq on the CSM cryo9 should be passed to KSC. As far as 
the amonnt of power that we're actually receiving from tho 
AU wings c'\t this lime - it's very di ff ieul t - you talk lng 
the 1\.'1 wings nO\-I1 The ones that:. we think we t vc got the 
problem with. The p~er that we're receiving there is very 
negli9ibl~. In fact it's almost something that you would 
question whether or not you have - It'd within instrumentation 
tolerance, I guess 1 should say. So we're not sure whether 
we're actually receiving much power from those wings at 
all. 

QUERY More like the Sun just catching - 1'.;gt 
sort of reflecting u~ under the end of the foldad up wing~ 
and catching just a few colla? 
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-':', '. SPEAKER·· '. c.' Very possible.: It' s certainly not any- , . thing that we Celn consider to be a sus~~ined pow~J: outpu.t:. from those wings.' ., .. 
SPEAKER 

.' QUERy···. , ." isolation throU9h 
'.1 SPEAK1:.:R 

to chanlfe it. 

i '~ ,", ~/ .. Paul Cambell.'·' " WIll the crew maintain their modified· this next period? ' .. I assume they will; I don't gee any reason 
SPEAKER I.et· s see, do we want to switch to KSC ' on the previous question and let them elaborate on it? SPEAKER Okay, I think I can answer that one. Wo're not going to load anymore cyrogenics into the tanks than we did for this attempt. \'te're going to do it closer to launch time than we did this time. Since we were running to do a countdown, we sequence things to do them at a different tirnf!. Since a nominal mission called for a lesser requirement for cyrogenics than we've had in the pass, we loaded earlier and we, as a result of the boiloff and the fuel cell operation for several days longer on up with les~er cyrogenics aboard. l~hat we will do for Sunday'~ attempt, we will load cyrogenics I believe probably some ti.me on Friday afternoon. And the nUIMer is for oxygen on the order of 500 pounds and for the hydrogen on the order of 90 some pounds. And this will enable us to have about a 15 percent greater margin than we would have had had we lifted oft tomorrow. QUERY I've got a couple. First of all, you did pllt a third set of cyro tanks in the est-! after the Apollo 13 problem and I know you had to take those out to put in the expanded ReS and you also took some SPS out to expand the ReS. Dut is it possible you could stiCK a third set of cyro tanka back in the CSM for the Skylab 3 and 4 missions. And the second question is: ~sually whon there's a problem we hear an awfully lot about the simulations that h~ve been clone, but I haven't heard a word about trying to reproduce this failure and sec what kind of force it might take, for example, to -in th~ docking. Will the force of docking jar the panels loose? Or hAS any attempt been made to reproduce that beam failure lockup or whatev~r it is? SPEAXER As far as I know right now there has been no ~ttempt made to actually simulate the particular problem with the beam fairing. However, if we do have a beam that is partially deployed and we have the wing intact, it is possible, I'm net saying it's probable, but it is certainly possible that tho force associated with docking might cause that beam fairing to snap into position. SPEAKER The eyro I think better be passed to KSC. RPEAXER (garble) 
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: ,QUERY . ";;'" ~ Ho~ston mentioned that ther~' s sort of:';;;- ',>' '..; 

a post mortem attitude on this thing, and I think it's a shame. ','i 

;;<,,'<" " ,\: I think it would be well for us to remember that you men' ,'" 

C~\~' '.' have worked for months and years on this thing, and you did : .,' 

'phenomenal job. And I - I personally salute you. c, ", "".. ',-

SPEAKER ' . ," Maarn, we personally thank you." (Applause) ~ 

SPEAKER Okay, excuse me. I think that was a question from 

Houston, and I erroneously went to other questions from here. 

SPEAKER ' , I think the question was with l."espect to, could we 

put the third set of tanks in? Well, of course, we couldn't for Skylab 2. 

And it is quite a major modification to get back to it. . 

If it wa~ deemed necessary for Skylab 3 and 4, I think it's - It's 

possible that it could be done in that timeframe. ", However, 

you have to recognize the fact that we are now processing 

the Skylab 3 vehicle, and if we !''Iere to do that, that would 

significantly delay the Sk~lab 3 launch. 
QUBRY A couple of television - planning questions. 

You said that there's going to be an at~empt to get up and 

turn the television on as soon as possible for visible inspec

tion, is that right? I think Mr. Schneide~ or someone said 

that before. What is the time fraffie on th~t, approximately? 

Secondly, what will be the ovel'all itllpact: on mission video 

of this power shortage? 
SPEAKER Okay, the answer to the first question. 

\~c're still studying the entire, as I said, launch rendezvous 

procedures, and the video plan will be part of that. One 

of the items we asked :·\arsnall was to give us a detailed 

listing of those points that might impact the stru~tural 

capability, the thermal capability, and the !!lectrical po,,--er 

capability; and once we've got that information back, then 

we can set up an optimum video viewing plan so that we can 

get that information bask down .!lnd, hopefully, be in a 

better position to sup(>ort the Horkshop, once it's manned. 

That answers the first question. The impact upon the TV 

plansJ 1 think, during tho courne of the mission, it may be 

reduced somewhat, but I wouldn't expect it to be reduced 

any significant extent. Particularly during the early portion 

of the mission where the CSM is capable of supporting the -

its own power loads, actually wt~(' re we have CSH cryos 

remaining. After that period of time, it may may get a bit 

Rehosh. 
SPEAKER Okay, I think we're going to be able to 

take one more question from Houston, t)avid Crain, KTRH. 

CRAIN Genu, 1 would like from you an interpre-

tation of what Bill said carlier. 1 qet the indication from 

what he said, as far a8 the EVA and doing the repair, that 

it was not a matter of what the crew could do, but what they 

would let the crew do. How about a breakdown there. An~ the 

dan90r, is it the spring mechanism of the PYROS gone, is it 

the spring bursting out, what - • 
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\ KRAnz "'<." Let me go hack ." Hany months ago we .... , 

. rcviewe(l the capabilities to correct certain type of J!lechan- ." :!'.: .' 

:.:() .. ,: ical malfunctions in the area of the - actually the total workshop. ',", 

:' And, generally, we restricted, and this is due to many things ::-'" 

We restricted the majority of the EVAs to the area of the .. ' ." 

~IDA, the An-1, the ATM truss, that general location. ~) principally 

there's several factors that <]0 into it. ' First of all, 

there don't appear to be any good transfer paths for the crew to 

,': <Jet back into that area of the workshop. Secon<'lly, the 

umbilical length is constraining, and, thirdly, we were some

what concerned about some of the pyrotechnic and separation 

devices leaving sharp edges in the area of the meteoroid shield. 

So, from a standpoint of early mission assessment many months 

ago, we pretty much scrubbed any EVA-type work back into that 

area of the workshop.' It just didn't appear practical. 

QUERY I sure would like to congratulate Bill 

Schneider for having such bubbling optimism after losing 

half of your power. I'd like to know if I could, if you 

could give me in specific terms how much you think you're 

going to lose in this mission, that is, out of 100 percent? 

8ecause you ••• And second of all, what kind of 

testing, specifically, was done to see what kind of vibration 

it would take to rip off this shield? 

SCHNEIDER Nell, A, I've already lost half of my 

bubble. I can't really tell you how many experiments are 

going to curtailed. We're going to replan that, and we 

have to look at just what the effects are. It's possible 

that there may be a number of experiments that will not 

be activated because of this. As Gene says, it looks as if we'll 

have a lol of power in the early part of the mission, not 

a8 much as we had planned, but enough to do a good adequate 

mission. In the latter part of the mission, we fully expect 

that we will hav~ a vQry lower much ~JOr available to conduct 

experiments. If that a::J9QSSment, which both Gene and I 

gave yo~, was bubbling, why I guess 1 have a low bubble 

quotion. As far as how much testing has been done, Itll 

pas~ that to L~c Belew. 
DE LEW The shield is very light weight de9ign~d, and 

it has to be in order to bo deployed with relatively small 

sources of power spring-loaded torsion driven structural 

arms. The shield, as far. as its basic design, has gone 

through all the various static structural tests with the 

right safety factors. The simulation as far as inflight 

profile, as is not possible to do, so, that the deployment type teat 

we did do, and we did them as late as here at the Cape. We 

havo to simulate a zero-q anviroMent and suspend the Rhicld 

with broad and long wires, so to speak, not to inrluce too 

much residual forc~ on them. And, those tests were primarily 

for the sake of determining that they will latch and ate.nd 
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. out as compared to the structural tests that were done on 
i' the more or less subcomponent level in that we just have ' 

, .I, no means to simulate the space environment as far as overall 
',,,, structural tests in a sense that would duplicate what we really Ii: 

, , see. So, again we thought that we had the right test proqrarn' 
~ behind us, and the flight profile that we see going up, you 

cannot simulate as far as back pressures and the dynamics 
of going through max Q and all of thnt.· Some of those 
tests we just can't make on the ground. 

QUERY Nhich is the more accurate figure to use 
as far as the maximum time they can stay up there, 17 or 
21, and how much of that time do you think you'd be able to do 
the good adequate job you mentioned ~while ago and how 
much of that time would it be pretty poor? . 

SPEAKER Let me repeat again. We have high hopes 
that we can stay up 28 days. I had originally said the fuel 
cells would run out at 21 days Gene Kranz corrected me and 
said that is 17 days, and he is c.'\.oser to the correct number 
than I am. At the end of those 17 days our assessment today 
is that our power available would only permit us to run 
a mission with fairly minimal experimental activity. And we 
have not determined just how much of that activity we will 
be able to conduct. A lot of that is going to depend upon 
how the spacecraft behaves in the next few days. Welre 
really not quite sure how much pdrasitic power all of the 
subsystems and components do really draw. It's all been 
theoretical up till now. 

QUERY Then it was perhapg some confusion that 
Sky lab Control in Houston said earlier that there could not 
be a 2a-day ~ission if you did not have full deployment of 
shield - -

SPEAKF.R No, now let mc say again, we think the 
latest assessment is, that with only the ATH panels deployed, 
we have sufficient electrical power to take care of the 
housekeeping functions with a few watts left over. That is 
correct, is it not, Gene? 
SPEAKER - - and ho stated that to his recollection -
he stated that we could not have a 28-day nominal mission. 
t think the real key here and is goin9 to be, how much of 
a para&itic load we have induced by the heaters? At the 
present time, our best guess is that even after the cryos 
deplete, we believe we'll have something like around 600 watts 
of power available for experiments. It could be somewhnt more 
than that - -

END OF TAPE 
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:" SPEAKER .., •... Af ter~~~ c~~o. ~~I> 1e te";'r~ 2 We be Heve 0, ~:j~\~,?; 
, we'll have something li~e around 600 watts of power available 

for experiments.:: It could be somewhat more than that and . 
this will allow the continuation of certain experimental,:.'. 
activities through until the completion of the 28 days. ,"i ' • 

We're playing ~ith much smaller margins than we had in our 
initial mission planning, and I believe as we go through the 

,', flight plan over the next several days and in part:icula.cly 
the checklist, that we'll be able to make mor~ power than 
that 600 watts available r once the cryos deplete. 

SPEAKER Kenneth Bluebacker. 
QUERY Mr. Scott, I understand the Air Force 

has a camera with a particularly strong lens that enables it 
to see the Sk.ylab I as it passes over the Cape. With ' 
the cloud cover I don't imagine you could see it today, but 
do you anticipate looking at it - at that camera to take a look 
at the solar panels? 

SPEAKER I imagine the:-e will be a lot ()f tele-
scopes trained on it in the next few dafs. We looked at 
the cameras from the Cape here during the launch phase to 
see if they picked up anything. My recolle<:tJ-:>n was that 
they ran into clouds at 40 odd seconds and they got nothing. 

SPEAKER Okay, over here, please. I'm not tryinq 
to slight anyone but I'd like to get into everybody on a 
first shot basis here, if we can. 

QUERY I think. I might be mistaken, but we had 
two figures on how much watts are produced right now. The 
one was 5,000 and the other one was 1200, and that, I think, 
came from lIouston. So what would be the correct figure, and is 
it correct that altogether the station was expected to produce 
22,000 watts? 

SPEAKER Five thousand being as far as the mission we 
are now talking about from both fuel cells and une set of 
solar arrays on the ATl-t. The combination of the two was 5,000. 
And the 1200 came from that contributed by the fuel cells 
to the system. The total power that we would have had on 
a nominal mission would average Ol,t at about up to 8 KN. 

QUERY On December 7, 1951, the United 5tat~s 
suffered a terrific lo~s of prestige with Vanguard atill upon 
the pad, and tonight I'd say we have a space rtation which is 
throwing (garble) three ~larters full. They can either look at it 
as being full or empty. I tend to look at it as full, 
os'specially in view of the (garble) situation. And (garble 
he's really done a magnificant job today, and I'm quite 
sure we'll have that succecsful program, 

SPEAKER We thank you. 
QUERY 1 would like to know if the solar 

telescope appears to be intact, and if 80, what effect will the 
power ohortage have on your plans with the solar telescope. 
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.-,:<",~!'.;;.,r:: ~~'EAKER' ';he A;~·looks· all' ~'i;~'~~~ '{'It:d;~lOY~dvery 
; well and we had an initial acquisition of the Sun qui,te well 
, until we had the anomaly that was earlier discussed " with' '. " 

the power sharing that will, of course, eat into each of,' ,'." 
the major experiments and as such. :It will hav~ to give 
up it's share also. . " . 

... QUERY , I'm sort of con fused by some of your 
wattage figures because I've been reading all day that 
you get something like 10,000 and a half watts from the AT~t solar 
panels and 12,000 supposedly from the one from the OWB -
or am 1 - I am not a very good electrican •. I was talking 
about 5,000 only from the ATM. ' 

SPEAKER We, of course, have to design for the 
average - for the whole mission, and half of the time you 
don't - you don't generate power~ and what you were reading 
is the maximum power during the optiMum Gunlit portion 
of the mission. See we - we'll take in, say on the ATM, up 
to maybe 8, 10 KW and run it into charger batteries and 
we'll store it and then use out of that during the dark side, 
and the result is an average power use, say on the ATM, 
only of about 4 KW. And by the way that's conservative. That's 
on the low side in order that we don't plan more activity 
then we can generate power to support. 

SPEAK~R Okay, we've got about 5 minutes here, so 
I car. only take this time to question. 

SPEAKER Bill Schneider or anybody, could you again 
spell out the relationship between the micrometeo~oid shield 
accident and the - the power panel disaster? Does one 
contribute to the other? Or are they seperate events, or are 
they separate accidents, or what? 

SPEAKER Right now, we're reasonably certain that 
one contributed to the othor. That the first occurance was 
the failure attributed to the micrometeoroid shield and 
early deployment. We think in some way that has bound up or 
cramped or inhibited in some way th~ full deployment of 
the solar array. We only have instrumentation on the solar 
array that indicate that it has released and that it has 
gotten to full deployment. So it has released. It hAS not 
gotten to full d~ployment and just exactly where in between 
we don't know. We do think the two incidents are relatod. 

SPEAKER I guess the simple part of it is the 
micrometeoroid shield lies snug against the skin of the 
CJpacecraft. The solar array does fit over that. If the 
shield lets go first, it would have a tendency to want to 
push tho array out. So the sequenco - the normal sequence is, 
of course, for the solar array to go out fir.st and then the 
shield comes out quite a bit later. So if wo got an orroneous 
deployment of the COl it would definitely influence the solat 
array. 
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QUERY'; :,~ If after 'th~ crew gets up eithe'r in ;.~ 
- through the docking forces or some other man~er, the panel 

should be fully deployed, haw much of the original flight 

plan could then be recovered? 
SPEAKER If we get full electrical power, 

the only thing that would be wrong is that we would have 

a lower probability of not having a small puncture due to 

a micrometeoroid, and we ~~uld plan then to go, I'm sure, 

right on with the full mission. 
QUERY With the panel gone, wouldn't you assume 

that the panels - With the shield gone, wouldn't you assume 

'that the panels tore off? 

• >,' • 

SPEAKER 'It didn't deploy. The thermal indications 

are that the panel is the - that the micromereoroid shield 

is no longer there. And it happened in what? Right in 

(garble) 3 seconds. Chances are the panels could 
be gone. We believe they are gone. 

SPEAKER Thank you. 
SPEAKER No, we don't believe that the solar 

panels are gone. 
SPEAKER Not the solar panels. I thought we 

were talking about the micrometeoroid shield. 
SPEAKER The solar panels, we feel, are still there. 

We lost the temperature probes. They all went off-scale 

high and off-scale 1~1 on the micrometeoroid shield at 

63 seconds. Ne had temperature instrumentation on the solar 

panels, and they gave perfectly normal readings through that 

time. 
QUERY Mr. Schneider, what will the astronauts 

be doing during the next f.tve days? I assume they'll be 

doing whatever it is in Houston. And is there a possibility 

that you may have to scrub SL3 and 41 
SPEAKER We expect that t.he crew will be, as 1 

said bafore, helping us replan the missions. We will 

undoubtably ask them to practicu a few fly-around procedures 

so that we do get good pictures aa to what the - vehicle 

looks like. As Gene said we expect to replan our rendezvous 

sequences somewhat so that we can get good TV coverage and, 

they will be undouhtedly practicing that. As far as is it 

possiblo that we may scrub SL3 and SL4 - not, bAsed upon 

what I kn0\4 today. It may - this may become that serious, 

but right now it does not look that serious. 
QUERY I~r. Schneider, assuming the m19sion 

goes bel'ond the 21 da)' or the 11 day cryogenic doplction I 

and I would have liked to find out i~, after undocking what 

power is left in the CSM other than the re-entry batteries? 

Is there othek:' pawer in the service module? 
SPEAXER Well, if you recall M if you recall 

\Ie planned for the C~M to depletEt it's Clryogenics in the 
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":' nor;~{i~{'Z~ht':'in . this~~~~l' man~·~r. 'w'e t re not doing' 
';": anything differently except COpillg off the tanks.'; And' " "~ .•. '~.;", 

we have put extra batteries on board and redundant batteries :, 
.: "'.",' on board for re-entry and that was our normal preplanned way 

for re-entry into Skylab. ' 
fiPEAKER ,We have time for one more question •. 

Takeit right here. 
, QUERY Mr. Schneider, I have two questions, short 

ones. Number 1 - -
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SPEAKER ••• preplanned way for re-entering Skylab. 
, PAO '", '" Now we have time for one more questiol\' 

TaKe it right here. ' , ," 
QUERY Mr. Schneider, I have two questions -

alternating experi
they also con- , 
incident and 

short ones. Number one: Has NASA considered 
ments between flights? "And number two: Have 
sidered the relationship between the Apollo 1 
SKylab now - both of them now functioning? 

, . SCHNIEDER . As far as your first question goes, we 
have, as you know, had some experiments that were planned for 
the first manned mission, ~ome for the second, some 
for the third, some for - that were planned for two and through 
the missions, and some of them that were planned for three. 
And we'll probably stick to that plan, although the exact num
ber of hours that we'le going to be able to devote to particular 
experiments will he under review. As far as the failure of 
the first Apollo mission, are y0\l referring to 204? I can 
think of no - absolutely no relationship whatsoever between 
this and that. We - There's no indication of any fire 
hazard or anything like that on Skylab at all. 

PAO Gentlemen, thank you very much. 
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this and that. We - There's no indication of any fire 
hazard or anything like that on Skylab at all. 

PAO Gentlemen, thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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. PAO ,: (', Okay I '1 think we're ready to beg in the ::-
Post launch Conference here. I have with me Director of 
Launch Operations at Kennedy Space Center, Walter Kapryan. 

KAPRYAN; , Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 
There really isn't much to tell you about the countdown because it 
was very nominal. Only a ,few very minor problems, not even 
worth reporting, and at no time was there any consideration 
of a hold and possibly not going on time. When I came in I 
had my weather briefing with Ernie Amman. At 5:30 in the 
morning, he reported that we would be having thunderr.torms 
at lift-off time, but within 3 hours he changed that to what 
we actually did have. So, weather-wise, it's been a good day. 
Lift-off occurred 281 mi11iseconrls late. S-IC center engine 
cut-off came at 3/10 of a second ea~ly. S-IC outboard engine 
cut-off occurred half a second early, second was 1/10 of a 
second late. S-IC S-2 separation was 0.42 seconds early. S-2 
ignition was 1.71 seconds early. All the other events were 
that close to nominal. Orbital insertion was 1 second late. 
Orbital velocity is 25,096.6 feet per second, ~hich was 
approx;'mately 39 feet above nominal. Now these are prelimi-
ndry figures, so please don't shoot me if they are wrong. 
And I think you are probably following over the Flight 
Director's loop the sequence of the cluster deployment. 
Payload shroud jettison occurrpcl (\bout 15 minutes and 25 sec-
onds into the flight. The ATM was deployed at 21 minutes 
34 seconds. The ATM solar arrays were deployed at 26 minute~ 
38 seconds. And,as of this moment, we have not been able 
to confirm deployment of the OWS pass wings. So I really 
don't have any more to say. Countdown was perfectly nominal. 
Any questions? 

PAO Hary. 
QUERY I understood that they had been 

deployed and then they said it hadn't been confirmed. Then 
they said they were waiting for Honeysuckle, then they said 
they were waiting for Texas - -

KAPRYAN They're having trouble with data drop· 
out. I guess the quality 0,( the data isn't good enough to 
really confirm it definitely and I guess we'll just have to 
wait. 

QUERY 
not? 

KAPRYAN 
enough to con fi rm 

QUERY 
a problem, do you? 

KAPRYAN 
QUERY 
J(APRYAN 

Well, do you think you have a problem or 

I don't know. The data just wasn't good 
it so, I - -

So, you don't h.,ve any indications of 

NO. 
You just know. Is that it? 
Wo just don't know. 
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QUERY " Okay. 
: QUERY 

l<APRYAN 
When is that 

SPEAKlm 
KAPRIAN 

When will you know? , , " 

Let's see when it comes over the States. 

going tCI be? 
I'm not sure yet. 
Wa'll get it in the next pass over the 

States. I guess 
,QUERY How long? 
SPEAKER We'll have commentary coming during 

that time so there'll be update on that. 

QUERY What's been planned for the remaining of 

Saturn-V rocket that's in moth balls right now? 

l<APRYAN The plan for remaining Saturn-V rocket 

at this moment is not to fly anymore. ' 

Pl\O Down here in the front. 

QUERY \'lh(\t' s the weather position about 

tomorrow's launch. You now have a fixed ~indow 6:00 to 6:10, 

haven't you? 
KAPHYI\N The weather forecast for tomorrow, at 

the moment, i& that it will be very similar to what we had 

today. If anything, it will be a little better. 

PAO Back up here again. 

QUERY If you don't get a positive deployment on the 

SAS wings, will you launch tomorrow? 

KAPkiAN Well, the flight management team is 

going to have a conference at 7 o'clock tonight to give the 

GO, NO GO for tomorrow's activities. And, the Program Director 

will be 1n charge of that. There are some conditions under 

which we would 90 and we would not, t can't give you a flat 

y~B or no enswer to that. 
QUERY But ri~ht now we can assume that it is 

going off tomorrow on time? 
KAPRYAN Yes. 
SPEAKER Okay. 
QUERY When is it you'll know about the SAS 

wing, what time? 
KJ\PHYAN I don't remember the time. I heard, 

when I wa~ in the little booth there, they'd have to wait until 

the next p"ss over thu Btfttes. And, frank ly I'm behind on 

the time linC', ! don't know exactly when. It shouldn't be 

too long. 
QllERY 

plca!';e? 
Could you tell us ',,'hat a SAS wing is 

KAPHYhN 1 t' s the two solor wing assembl ie& that 

supply the ~ol~r energy for the workshop. As you know, wo 

have the solar array for the ATz.l nd we have the Bolar array 

for the workshop. We're talking about the one for the work

shop. 
rhO 
QUERY 

stand, how 

Go ahead Ray. 
r~n you toll us in language 1 CAn under

you will niscover whether these solar wlhg8 aro 

,I 
, " 
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deployed. Will Mission Control interrogate the spacecraft? 

KAPRYAN Well, yes. The telemeter data that 

comea down will tell us. \,le have switches on board and we 

also have oth~r parameters, power parameters, state of batteries, 

things of that nature that will give us that information. 

QUERY Without deployment ' 

SPEAKER Go ahead Dick. 

QUERY Without deployment of these panels, there 

is no mission, of course? 
KAPRYAN Without the deployment of the SAS 

panels we could not fly the full blown mission. I think we could 

fly a reduced mission, and whether we would do that, or not, 

is not up to me to say. 
QUERY Where was the Skylab 2 crew during the 

launch? 
KAPRYA~ In the general area. I don't know. They 

have been relaxing a"d they're going to continue relaxing. 

Their activities for tonight are rather, for the rest of 

the day are just to kind of take it easy. They're going to 

do a little bit of reviewing of their flight plan. I don't 

know exactly where they were located for the launch. 

SPEAKER Kap, 1 can help out a little bit on 

that, I think. There are 2 sites that the crews use. Of 

ccurse, tho crew i~ in quarantine. Primary contacts with 

them include their wives. ~'o of the wives were with the 

astronauts. The Weitz's were together and the Conr~d's were 

together. Mrs. Kerwin was with tho astronaut's family 

at a different site. This was for launch. They have returned 

now to the crew quarters. 
QUERY Based on preliminary data will you tell 

us what the estimate is on the time for the revolution of 

the Earth at this particular time? 

KAPRYAN You mean, what orbit is the - the hest 

information I have, we acheivcd 236.5 nautical miles circular, 

and we were shooting for 233.8, I believe. 

PAO Over here. 
QUERY Kappy, can you say what part ~f the mission 

will be affected if lhe SASS wings did not 

deploy, what the specific experiment? 

KAPRYAN Well, I think, I'm really not the ri,ht one 

to ask, Sanders, but I think the OWS SAS d~es not deploy. 

then the mission will he very seriously degraded. 

rAO Will you gat n mike up hore? 

OUEHY Yos, when will b~ the first pass over 

of the Skylab in this area and where will it be visible to 

this area? 
SPEAl<£R Wo' vo qot da ta on th i ~ hl the news room 

and it will be updated according to the orbital parameters, 

but Kappy doesn't have that here. 
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, QUERY Will the spa~ecraft be visible from the 
ground at any time, or what sort of telescopic modification? 

K.~PRYAN 1 understand that ther.e's going to be, 
at dawn and du~k when the spacecraft is passing over a 
given area, about a 10 minut~ period where you should be 
able to see it with the naked eye. QUERY , At dawn and dusk only? KAPRYAN That's my understanding. PAO Mary. SPEAKER You're not coming through Mary. QUERY' The communications aren't too good. Under 

what conditions would the crew go, if the - -SPEAKER Okay, Mary hang on, we've got another 
mike COtTring t 0 you. QUERY Under what conditions would you send the 
crew up tomorrow if the SAS ~ings were not deployed? KAPRYAN If the SAS wings were not deployed at all, 
I frankly doubt that we would send them up. It would depend 
on the - what the circumstances were. If the wings are 
partially deployed, though not fully deployed, and they held to 
the systems in general, which probably .... ·ould be the determin
ing ~acto~. And, I'm really not the right one to ask that 
quesvion, Mary, I'm not going to be involved in that decision. 
r'm gc~ng to go home and go to sleep, while they're having 
that meeting. 

QUERY 
it-yourself kind 

KAPRYAN 
kind of work. 

QUERY 
other controls, 

KAPRYAN 
in the bird. 

Well, could the astronauts do any fixof thing if they were partially deployed? ~"'e' re not set up for an EVA to do that 
I thought perhaps from inside, through maybe switches l or something? There are no controls for deployment with-QUERY No switches or anything? KAPRYAN No. QUERY In other words they either go out or 

they don't go out? Right? l\APRYAN They ei ther go out or don't (30 :,ut. 
Man can't do anything about it. That is the astronaut can't 
do anything ~bout it. QUERY Can you do anything from the ground 
about it? 

KAPRYAN 
QUERY 

S'lre, one way 
KAPRYAN 
QUERY 
PAO 

I think that we can send comtnands. !.nd, you think we ought to know for or the ether maybe, within this next pass? I would think so. Yes. Okay. 
Over here. 
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QUERY What's the trouble that you're not . , ., 

knowing why the SAS is not deployed. Is it something· 

in the spacecraft or is that you can't get any information? 

KAPRYAN You know you're asking me a lot of 

questions about something that's a complete unknown to us 

right now. The problem is that the quality of the data, , . 

when we passed the station immediately after the wings, the .. 

SAS array, was to have been deployed that part of the 

data was very poor. And we were not able to make a proper 

determinoleion. . 

QUERY Why is the data so bad? 

, KAPRYAN Well, sometimes i!;' s noisy, you have 

problems acquiring. Sometimes the ground station over 

which it's passing might be having a problem. Those things 

do happen quite often. . . 

PAO You have any more questions? 

One over here. 
QUERY Yes, what was tile cloud ceiling at 

lift-off and have you had any - ever had any cleaner Saturn-V 

counts? 
KAPRYAN No, we have never had a cleaner Saturn-V 

count. Of course, you have to recognize that we had one 

less stage this time. The main clouds were cirrus clouds at 

20 000 feet. And, I guess about an hour or so before launch 

some cumulus clouds started coming in and they were, I 

think - I think they were around 6 to a thousand feet high. 

PAO We have one more question up here in the 

corner if we can get a mike up there. 

PAO . Can you come down to one of the mikes? 

That mike there is bad. If you can come over here, we can take 

your question. 
QUERY Are any activities planned for the 

astronauts? Normally, they fly within 24 hours before launch 

as one way of avoiding motion sickn~ss. Is anything like 

that planned? 
KAPRYAN It's My understanding that they are not 

planning to fly before lift-off. I think the mode is to re

lax as much as possible. 

PAO Have any more questions? Thank you 

very much, Mr. Kapryan. 

END OF TAPE 
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: PAO : Good morning, we' re re~dy to get started 
~ with the postmission news conference, for this first ~ 

Skylab crew. Captain Charles Conrad, Commander Paul Weitz,' 
Commander Joe Kerwin. We'll start with Captllin Conrad.",' 

CONRAD Good morning. ,{ It's good to see everybody 
6gain. 1 might ask you a question; is there anybody out 
there that wants to ask me whether this mission was going 
to be as exciting as going to the Moon now that it's over? 
1 really only have one short thing to say and then, 
we'd like to show you some pictures and turn it over to you. 
I think the most important thing we found out on the mission 
and that we can do for Al - we've already had some discussion 
informally with the other crews - but give Al the confidence 
from us being there 28 days that they've got a good home, 
and it will go for 56, no strain. And other than that, I'm 
particularly pleased at seeing the number of objectives of 
the mission that we actually got accom~lished per the original 

.flight plan. " 1 thought they were quite high and in view ':-:' 
of the extra F.VAs and the extra time that we had to spend, 
I was particularly pleased that we could get it back to a 
baSically nominal SL II preplanned flight. And with that, 
I'd like to turn it ov~r to the pictures. Yeah, I think 
these first films were before any fixes were made. They 
~ere done on the initial rendezvous in flyaround, of course 
they are speeded up. You can see all the missing meteroid 
shield. You can also see that on the Sun side it has gotten 
quite scorched. I'm not exactly sure, and haven't heard 
from the analysis whether the scorching was all from sitting 
in the sunlight aftr the flight or whether some of that 
was put on there after the meteorcid shield left by the~ 

atmosphere. We do have some camera work that i9 going to 
come up to show you Paul's tool there. We're actually doing 
the SEVA at this peint, trying to pull on the very end of the 
meteoroid shield to break it free from the strap. Yeah, 
could you bring the lights up just a little bit so they 
could write. Yes, Paul is mentioning you can see the solar 
panel deflecting as he pulled on it. w~ applied enough 
force through the tool to perturb the workshop and make the 
TACS thrusters fire and also pull the command modul~ towards 
you. You can see the tool again, he's trying to get it under 
the strap in the extreme right corner. This was taken out 
of a fixed camera in my window. Our eslimates of how closely 
we flew - I think that we got the docking probe probably withIn 
less than 2 feet of the vehicle on occasion. As usual you 
can fly extremely veIl, and I was pleased with the amount 
of cont roll could have even in a hard-pressure sult. W2' re 
going to show you our first 80ft docking and then later on I ran 
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camera tlrough the subsequent attempts to dock when we 
the probe trouble. Yeah, these docking attempts here < 

>::~ .are when it would not dock .. You'll notice the docking target 
is off in the extreme right. We've also shifted the camera 
from my window to Paul's window. And I'm closing here for 
one of the unsuccessful attempts ... You'll see contact and .... 

. you'll see it bounce off again. And there we hit and we'j'e 
bouncing back out again. I really poured the coals to it.' 
on one occasion. There's rather a large ding in the docking 
drogue that Al viII see because I wanted to make sure that 
ve were contacting at enough velocity you know. And in the 
past, if you close too slowly sometimes the capture latches 
von't make. And there ve are going into darkness. I might 
comment. the stationke~ping at night was very easy. And I 
got many extra hours of stationkeeping practice there until 
ve finally got it docked. Here's home, leaving. YOll can 
see the sail, you ~an see the one deployed solar panel. And 
even from this distance I did not complete the flyaround all 

-. .. the way around because it vas obvIous to me, even though . ".~.'. 
d uri n g t ran s 1 a t Ion ve we r en' t u sIr. g any f 0 rw a r d - fIr I n g t h r u s t e r s .. 
that maintain1ng attitude - -
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CONRAD did not complete the f lyaround '-"all: tilt' WHy 

around because it was obvious to me. ('ven though during trclnslatiol1 
we weren't using any forward-firing thrusters that maintainjng 
attitude did." We could see thruster impingement from the com-
mand module o~ the solar panels and W~ did not want to hose' 
the vehicle down, so at this point 'in time live let it drift 
out deliberately to about 750 feet or so and we're just letting 
it slowly slide away on reentry day. 1 think w~ had mixed . 
emotions about leaving. We had schooled oUIselves for 28 days so 
we were ready to go home, ho .... ever, it had been an extremely 
comfol'table home while we'd been there.'· We sort of hated to 
leave it, get back to I g. Could we have the slides, now? 
We've got a selection of interior Hh0ts here for you. some 
35 millimeter - 55 millimeter len~ out the window - 300 milli
meter lens out the window and some couple of Ear~h resources, 
S190A film. which is spectacular I think. Joe is conducting 
one of his medical exams. You can see our sort of Chinese 
faces there wh~ret without any gravity, your cheeks seem to 

., float up a little bit and your eyes sort of get the slauty
eyed look. I really don't kno",' which one of the physical exams 
this was. Joe did that about once a week on us and so I don't 
really know which day in the flight this was taking plac~. 1 
think it's rather late in flight th3ugh, wasn't it? 

WEITZ I gues9 so. We didn't start taking pic-
tures until about the third time. 

CONRAD Yeah, that's right. Could 1 have the next 
slide. please. There's our little portable fan that we rigged 
to blDw on the OWS heat exchangers, and we found that that 
really did add to our cooling down in the workshop and accounted 
for an extra 2 degrees or so drop in temperature in there by 
using the little portable fan. Our main air supply comes in 
by the duct next to it. And here's our friendly screen which 
we have a picture of later on to show you some of the debris 
it picked up. Host of our air circulation In the workshop 
passed through that screen dOWI, by my kne£'s and if we'd lOfn' 
an object - if we were patient it would show up on the sctcen 
after a while. Could I ha~e the llPxt slld£'. please, Joe yru 
want to comment on y~)ur -

WEI T Z A 11 the s e s lid e s h a v (' be (' n rev l' r s (' d H II 

far. It hasn't madE' much dtfferenc(' but it sure is ~~oJ.n~ to wlal~n 
\Ie get t (I the g e 0 g rap h y . Sow hen apr 0 j e c tor - sow hen w l' .',l' t 

a chance could you flip - or however Lh(!y ,In' arrallgt'd lll{'r~ 
but they are reversed. 

KERWN Yeah. very briefly one of the objec-
tives that I had in mind was to ut.ilize all the medical 
equipment I had onboard whether I needed It Dr not. just to 
get a leg up on the d~slgn, the working conditions, restra{nts 
and so forth. I am here examining either a throat smear that 
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I took of Pete, grew it in the incubator and thon plated it 
out - 8t31ned the smear and examined it, brought the slide ' •• 
home or a blood smear that I did on myself for the sase reasons. 
My general finding was that at the level of sophistication that 
we are attempting in Skylab there is really no difference 
between doing these procedures on the ground and doing thea 
in flight. ' Could we have the next slide, please. " \. 

~, CONRAD 1 don't even know what that one is myself. 
Ah. there's Joe's water bubble. 

KERWIN It looko like I'm si:loking but I'm not." ,,' 
CONRAD If you ook inside th~ bubble there's an air ball 

inSide the water bubble and we found out that we could pump 
air in and out of the water bubble. We had a lot of fun one 
night - we called it Joe's blob - and messing around with 
liquids in zero g. And you COUld see it's a perfect sphere. 

KERWIN It's a lot of fun and you just get some 
graphic illustrations of some basic physics lessons. A droplet 
of water rotating in that environment takes on the shape of 
an oblate sphE:roid - it flattens at the' equator.' Also 0.11 the 
little air bubbles In it tend to aline them~elves along the 
a xis 0 fro tat Ion wIt h the big g est 0 n e i n t '1 e c en t e r . W hen you 
fill it with air the air forms a perfect sphere within a sphere 
so and an so forth. Liquids have an existence of their own 
up there. It's a new branch. 

CONRAD The old CDR doing his arm exercises _ as 
you can see on the bicycle we did remove the restraint harness 
very early, Joe. 
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CONRAD CDR doing his arm exerci~es. As you can see on the bicycle, we did remove the restraint harness very early. Joe was the one that did the experimenting on that and made all the difference in the world •. We were riding that bicycle with the harness on - I guess they computed I got up to 95 percent load on my heart there the first run I mAde on it and mo~t of that 1 was expending against the harness. And the harness did two things; it restrained our legs from free movement, and the upper straps prevented us from taking a good normal deep breath as we were exercising. Once we got rid of the harness. why, we rapidly adapted - it ~~s different muscles required to rid! the bike in zero g. We rapidly adapted to that and, I think. 8llt back to our baselin\!. If not, maybe, a couple of beats better thdn baseline towards the end of the mission. Could I have the next slide please. And there riding the bike without the restraint harness, just holding onto the handlebar~i. This was an exercise period. As you can see, I'm nct inRtrumented, so this vas just during one of the exercise periods. Have the next slide please?·· There's Joe's blob again. This was the H512 metals processing furnace and I 
~''''''':' "'," 

,,!'.', 

don't remember - Paul do you retaemher which thing we were doing then. Were ~e doing the exothermic or ~ere fOU doing it? WEITZ No, that's ~hen we were prepping for the sphere forming. 
CONRAD Yes. You can see one of the pressure suits. We did relocate the stowage for them and there's one right behind our heads there. Have the next slide please. There's our friendly screen. We'd go up every night and find ite~s. Joe lost one of his blood drawing syringes there. A stray nut or bolt we'd have around that would sneak out, most of those ~ere launch bolts that we'd removed. Could I have the next slide please? You want to tell them about that one. Joel 
KERWIN This is the ED-31 high school experiment in which the investigator launched a number of different types of bacteria Ln the drieo form so that their grovth was retal"ded and at a suitable time in the experiment. I activated it by putting it on his moist agar ~lates. We incubated nine of them. Six of them we grew at aabient temperatureS. We photographed them at intervals during the growth period and then ~gsin retarded their growth by chilllug them and returned th~~ home. The investigator. at the same time, was running his ground-basf!d control on the ground. J don't have even a preliminary report as to the comparison between the two, but it 'Was a most straightforvard. interestjng experiment and we were glad to be able ta do it. 
CONR.AD The next slide please. Can you focu$ that one? 
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CONRAD Now, there was a great deal of comment. This is one of the Sl90A camera lenses. We had a lot of discussion back and forth with the ground. If you'll notice right 'down in here, you can see the flecks. And we were concerned that the lens was dirty. ' That ' s an inner lens that those flecks are on. There's no way that we could clean them and I don't know that we determined what they were at this point. We've got to look at the backup hardware, but as best we can tell'fro~ the photographs we have no degradation in the photographs at all. We don't know whether that's normal O~ not, 80 we brought that photograph back for them to leok at. ,You have anything more on that, Paul? Did you hear anymore -
WEITZ No. 
CONRAD Could I hdve the next slide please. Here's a shot of the Cape. Now, this was taken with the int£'rior film, surprisingly enough, with the 300-millimeter lens an~ I guess that's why - you're all familiar with the Cape, it will give you an idea of ;:he detail. Yes, I think it's reversed too. It is reversed. There's pad A - B -:. it's in the wrong ... ~., place. " The sliJe's backwards. ""; 
WEITZ Maybe all the geography slides are backward. CONRAD Yes. Could we have the next slide please? WEITZ That's backwards. 
CONRAD Yes - well, you want to tell them what that is. 
WEITZ Well, it looks different when it's reversed. That's the entire Rocky Mountain r3nge. It extends from the Laramie and Medicine Bow ranges up in Wyoming all down through the Sangre de Cristo and San Juan Mountains in Colorado. , Now, w~'re looking south - although it looks like it's north ~ we're looking south a~d Denver is in the region I can't really make it our from here. How do you turn it on. . CONRAD Just push the button. 
WEITZ That ought to be Denver right about in there I think. 
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WEITZ 'Is in the region, I can't really mak~ it out from here. That ought to he Denver right about in there, 
I I think. This being in the region of Pueblo right In here. Could we have the next slide, please. ' That's backwards. Geography isn't much fun backwards, could we get those turnpd around? There you go. That's better.' That's the Denver' area right in there. I never really noticed it flying around that dark area that looks like just south of Colorado Springs, and I've forgotten what river that is - the Arkansas - whatever. '. An y way the y say i t ext end s fro In Wy 0 ro in g up i n he rea 11 dow n into so~thern Colorado. Next. There we go. 

CONRAD Yes, most of these pictures we are showing you are pictures that are taken of parts of the United States that we've never flown over befOre on any of the other flights. WEITZ This is obvious to most people. This is the Cape Cod region. Is that BostQn there, Joe? 
KERWIN A little furth£:r up. -"' 
WEITZ Have I lost you? 

'" ~; .... ' ' KERWIN'- Yeah, a little further up. 
WEITZ A little further up and most of th~ stat~ of Rhode Island. Here's Boston. This is the state of Rhode Island in here with the Quansan Point, Hartford lcgiol: and 'obviously this is the eastern end of Long Island. Thes~ are 

, .:', 

out the window - these turned out much better than we exp~ct~d. They are out the window photographs with the Nikon shootinR interior film at a ASA setting to be processed for exterior shots and I think they turned out pretty well. Next; please. Okay. All right. 
KERWIN Where is the 190 stuff? 
WEITZ Oil, I've got you. Let me get oriented. Where's my gouge. No. no - no. This is the Puget Sound area. There'8 the very tip of the Oly~pic Peninsula. this is the inlet - the Straits of Juan de Fuca in here. This is the San Juan region is in here, Whidbey Island dvwn into Seattle. Is Mount Rainer. Up here is Mount Baker and there's Vancouver l~land with the city of Vancouver up in here. Now ~~ had, unfortunately our best passes over this part of the country very early in the flight when we were doing other thlp~s and didn't really have an opportunity to take out the window photographs but nevertheless, this Is as Pete pointed out is a region of the country that we've never got a look at b~for~. Next please. These are the Oly~pic Hou~tains in ther~. Next. And this Is the Great Lakes. Trying to get oriented here,. This is Lake Ml~higan in here ... hich - is that Mllwauke(~ about there or up in here? That would be by Green Bay up in Iher(' I guess. 

KERWIN Yeah. I think you were right the first time. We don't quite get Chicago. 
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, ::.; WEITZ Yeah, not quite. This is the state of Michigan. The northern part of Hichigan up in here. Next. This is the Great Salt Lake which as you can see it was very unique - it was much more distinctive in flight. This railroad bed across here which splits the lake into and you can, see the difference in colors.' One end is brownish yellow and the other end is quite green. And that's obviously the great Salt Lak~ desert. Bonneville Flats are about in there as I remember. Next. This is the western tip of Lake Superior Yith Duluth being here and there's not quite enough light here but you can see some discharge from what apparently are some steel mills 1n this region and whdt doesn't show up here is alonb this southern shore of the lake you ~an see the affluent s pre ad i n gal 0 n g the 1 a 1<. e s h 0 ref 0 r some 50 mil e s jus t for the crustery examination. And obviously a distinctive appearanc~ up in here we start getting up into the Canadian shield. Next. Where are we? 

. ,- CONRAD It's a big city • 
WEITZ Yeah. I think this is Detrott. This is going into Lake Erie. I'm pretty sure this is the western end o( Lake Erie. No this is the western end of Lake Erie, excuse me, right. We're looking the other way. This is again the plume. This is the city of Detroit here and you can see where the garba6e from Detroit goes. It goes into Lake Erie. And Toledo a~d Sandusky in here apparently in better light. Now you can see some discharged plumes here and you can s~e some coming out of here .. II. not familiar - that smear is the end of Lake Erie. One of these is the Maumee River and the other is coming out around Sandusky. Next. That's San Francisco, one of the best pictures. This is an infrared photograph from 51901.. There's the Golden Gate, right in there. This is the southern end I think right there may be Moffetts Field, I'm not sure. And, of course, the city of San Francisco there, Oakland over there. You see Treasure Island. I think that'A Treasure Island and Alcatraz ought to be about in there. \orr Can compare this with the - next - I'm still tryit.g to decide if that's IR or not. 

CONRAD I don't think so. I think that's regullt! color. 
WEITZ It lIIay be. Next photograph, please. There'tj the IR, right. You can See obviously that all the vegetation shows up red, In the infrared. And this was taken at the saDIe time as the other photograph. The big thing you can see is the ~ppp.arancc. They've got some salt settling ponds at the SCluthern end of the bay. If we can, if yO\l just look at the apperance here In infrared and can we hack . up one slide and see the difference 1n the aprearance in color. 
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see many more patterns 1n this region. :. It' 8 still 
not as distinctive as it "looks on the table though.' 'Nl!xt,' 
please. This is southeastern Utah. as I reme.ber, iSI,'t it? 
I hate to say. I forget the naDe of that lake. Lake Powell. 
Thank you. But we've gotten soaA tremendous photographs from 
the Earth resources group both Sl90A and Sl90B. 
,. "KER\JIN The detail is fantastic on these - on these 

negatives. You look 9.t ;tnem· with a magnifying glass and you can 
. just abollt regd the candy bar wrappers. 

WEITZ The thing that's really amazing - that surprised 
all of us, we looked at it on the light table with a little 
magnifying gla98 - with one eye you still get a three dimen-
sional stereo effect.! don't u~dErstand that. It must just 
be the depth of feel in tremendou~ detail as Joe pointed out. 
Next. This is the Lake Meade area. And tJ-at portion - 1 guess 

"'that's Las Vegas about in there,huh? 

"""<r,''O,J 

'~1 KERWIN Un hun. 
WEITZ··,,' And Edwards ought to be, or Ellis up !n ther~ 

and the Colorado River running on down through there. We're 
looking up toward the north-northeast in here and we had many 
many of our EREP investigators of course interested in sites 
around here so we hope we got some good data from them. I 
don't know what this striation -

CONRAD Looks like d thumb print. 
WEITZ {Laughter) I never thought of that - I was· 

thinking of a strip mf.ning and everything else - may be a thumb 
print. Next. If it is - it's not on the original. I think that's 
Saint Louis. I think that's a confluence of Missouri, Missi
ssippi and Illinois - whatever runs together up in there now 
it's hard to tell from this an!le. Where's Saint Louis. Right 
in therE:. 

CONRAn Yeah, I think [he tail of your arrow fc 
there. Sr,mewherE: in there. 

WEITZ May be. 
CONRAD 1 don't know. b~t at Lambert there's a 

graveyard at the end of the runvay we're all familiar with. 
Landing up there many many tl~es Bnd in this photograph with 
the spy glass you can m~ke out the graveyard headstones loud 
alld clear so they are r('ally good photos'dphs. They are 
really supt!r. 

~EITZ This Is ohviously after th~ flood waters 
have receded. rhe pictures I saw the fl~ods vere in aviat10n 
~eck but thete vas significant flooding in that region. N,xt 
photograph, please. Have you got any more - This is 
Louisville - Cinclnattl I believe in here - should be the Ohio 
River go1n8 down through there. 1'. nut p('rsonally fa~iliar enough 
with geography to point any of it out. But whoops excuse me 
but I think Louisville if I Iemeaber right up around in here 
just befole this big series of bends starts. But a~aln this 
i s are 81 ant hat w (. d 1 d n 't h a v e be for e • N ext, 1 f tt. ere 1s a n ext _ 

END OF TAPE 
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,. CONRAD ,. I'll say nne comment. 1 think we were very luck to get these . .' I've been 4 trips into space. and I thInk it's the wors~ worldwide weather that I've ever:" seen. The weather sround the world for most of the 30 days was generally clobbered. all most land masses. 
I.:" WEI'iZ',_" It was amazing the amount of clouds all o ve r the g lob e) i t rea 11 y was. ' . " , : CONRAD Well. we'd like to open it up for questions. ,<PAO Okay, we'll take the questions. .. '~ QUERY ~i You all look fine, but \Ie wonder really ,,' how you feel now. I'd like to ask a personal comment from you Pete. and Paul, and then as a m~dical Opil~ion and professional comment from Dr. Kerwin. 

CONRAD Well. as of yest~rday, we're on our second gaces of paddle ball. I'll admit we found quite a few muscles that we hadn't been usIng up there. And the last two days is 0 \I r fIr s t rea 11 y get b a c k toe xc r cis i n got her t han the medical protoc~l. ,I think that basically there v~s a little ~.: confusion as to exactly how we felt subjectively wheu we got back. I think it was kind of th~ old story of 10 peopl~ whispering the story in each others car and it comes out the far end a little bit different thsn the way it actually started. The term dizziness was used for all 3 of us ~nd I thir.k that was an improper term when ~e first got out. I believe. and I'll just ~peak for myself. In the analogy that I used immediately afte~ getting in the SML on the ship was that one g was making my gyros fee! like I had just had a 10-g run on the centrifuge and that maybe I was at 3 or 4 gs when I moved my head. I would describe it as the I g gave me some sensations of vertigo. but not dizziness. There is a distinct difference ~etween dizziness and vertigo. ~hen I first moved my head in a circular motIon out In the spacecraft, 1 had the sensation that the spacecr8ft was moving, which was not true. And this is a distinct feeling you can get on the centrlfug~ at two or three g if you do the same thing. All that tells me ia that we had 18 days of not having a gravity vector on our system, and that it was going to take a little while for us to reorient to having the.gravity vector back 8gain. It disappeared - the vertigo sensation disappeared to me completely by the next day. However, I still was not used to the fact that Dy legs lieighed so much weight and my arDIs weil§hecl so mu~h weight. And it took a _hile tl) lose the heavy feeling of our arms and the fact that vh~n we 9tepped -almost had the tendency to shuffle my feet because I didn't realIze I had to lift thell up and move them out. Othp.rwiae there was no doubt about it. our heal ts had gong to a much lower mode becau'.e they did not have to work as hard, and 
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all our heart rates were running higher. But I guess the 
lasting sensation, and only if I think about it. Is my heart 
rate has run a little bit higher stall-levels rest, sitting 
standing. and at exercise, than prior to flight. And as of 
our 1'1092.111 run, 1 feel that wetve made a si8nificant 
ll1proveeent all of U8 towards being back to baseline. I ran 
again yesterday on the bicycle, and you took my heart rate 
and it was about 144, which is very close to my bas~line 
heart rate on the exercise protocol. And I don't think that 
this Is unexpected. I think we would have had to spend 4 or 
5 hours a day in exercise, both muscular and cardiovascular, 
to maintair. the rate that you just get sitting and wa1klng 
and living inl g 21. hours II day. I do think that the 
bicycle ergoreter, and the exercises that we did with it, contti
but e d sign 1 ft (u n t I y t 0 l. U r well - bel n g u p the r e . And I don 'tt h ink 
had we not hac,! the bicycle, 1';1 convinced they would have 
carried U8 out of the spacecraft rather than us getting up 
under our own sleam and walking. And of course we were th~ 
first to reccoDlmend, and I believe the doctors have r, n 
fro. the data, that the other crew probably should e~ 1St! 

longer periods of time, and perhaps change some of the - not 
change it but add to the exercise some muscular exercises 
rather than strictly cardiovascular. The bike really exercis~s 
the heart More than it exercisea your muscles, Joe can get 
into that aore. But, ~y total overall impression is I frankly 
was surprised that we Were in as good a shape as we were. 
And I think all of us were surprised that we were In as good 
a shape as ve vere, not only the crew but I think the ground 
people were surprised too, and thAt's what we were up there 
to learn. 

WEITZ There Is quite a distinctioo, and i'~ 
not lure we've aade it clear and it'a subjective, and 1 think 
you have to experience both, but we want to .ake 8ure you 
understand you understand the distinction bet'/cert dit~ines" 
and vertigo. And I'll not going to explain it. But, 1 didn't 
experience auch of the vertigo. And I think U\at this 18 
jU8t flat it diCference in reaction to the postflight 8tre8SCfI 
lapoaed by that other big vector, gravity, that acceleration 
vector that we'd been living without for 4 week~. I did have 
loa, dillineal. However, I WAnt to point out that was preR('nt 
only durin8 • just as I had on the rotating lltl9r chair 
durln& flight, at - it ca.e ~nd went. 1 had .o.~ 8~n8ation8 
of v~rtlI0, 1 had so~e dl1linc88 in flight on the chair. 
However, it waa only While 1 'Waft exciting, 8till lJ.ldinR Illy 
inner ear by aovlnl .y head ahoard ship. If I lIov .. d Illy head 
down and to the right. which i8 a pret ty good kick Illter 
you've been v.lahtlels or tn bed for 4 ve~ks. I'd h.lve 
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l{ ." diz'~ine's~. AS' soon 'as the head motion stop~'ed, the di'Zzines8 '; .. 
i. went away. I want to make that point' vcry clear. Also there ", 

was some confusion apparently as to the feeling of heaviness 
because I described it, 1 kept track myself of how high a 
gravity field I was living In. And it started out when we 
crawled over the sill at about 3 g. it to~k about 2 days 
for it. Wh~n I went to bed on the evening of the second 
day aboard ship, it was down to a little over 1 and I woke 
up the third day essentially back in one g. However. this 
is not the fact th~t 1 laid in bed w~th 3 ga pressing 
me into the mattress. This was only the effect again that was 
when you moved an arm, or when you went to rollover in bed. 
I picked my head up the first night, and about then I was still 
about two gs, and 111 head was very heavy. As I say, it is 
like trying to do this thing on the centrafuge. And the 
other thing. the oDly real postflight effect lhat I felt 
is - apparently we didn't really e~erclse the calf ~uscle8 at 
all in fli~ht. I tried on the blr.),cle, 1 normally ride with 
triangles adjusted faIrly forward on ~y foot. And I would 
ride - about half the time I was on the bike in a mode, or 1 
would try to flex cy {oot up, and push off with the ball of 
my foot in an att~mpt to get some e~ercise In my calf muscles. 
But after very few tilles around the track yesterday, I. that 
wasn't hacking it at all. If you want to get the calf Ilusclea 
anJ the back of the leg muscles we need something besides the 
bicycle. 

KERWIN Dr. Welt", I'. ~oing to take your medlcal 
degree ba~k again if you don't get the difference between 
dizziness and vertigo down by heart. 

WEITZ I've got it. I just didn't have time to 
explain it. 

KERWIN All right. 
WEITZ For one thins. they are spelled differently 
KERWIN Yeah. they are ,pelled di((eretltly. tel 

tile !!Itart with a demur. I thir,k 1t 1:1 Just as unrealistic 
to expect us to give you a complete, cons18tent story of the 
physiology of space fllgh~, now, as It would be tl' ('xp~ct the 
Earth resources p~ople to give you a complete story on all 
the goodie. they hav~ gotten out of their photography when 
many of th('. haven't even 8~en th~ nt-getives yell We have 
B n u DI be r 0 f ve r yin t ere s tin g ph e no tae n" 8 0 I n (Ion. 1 t h 1 n k 
I have 80ae understanding of th~. individually. I h~v~n't 
mentally bp.cn able to put the. all tosether Jet. With that 
deaurJ llQt me Ipeak about the MIssion briofly In two partl, 
the inflight and the poatClight. In£liaht. it was a con
tinoU8 and plealant ,urprt8e to ae to find out ho~ easy it 
vall to live in lero 8, and hov goocl you £elt. As you know. 
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we all reported that we never felt any motion sickness or '., .. '" 
any truly unpleGsant sensations in flight. and that is literally 
true right from the very firsr~ minute. 1 don 1 t use that .. 
f~ct to deny that there had been some individuals in the past 
who for periods of time had felt these unpleasant sensations. 
That just shows you how great individual variation can be, 
and how little you should really pay attention to it when ~ . 

you are trying to get the overall picture. It was about the 
6th or 7th day that 1 got up in the morning and said to myself, 
"Golly. 1 really feel great." And all of you who work out 
at all know that positive glow of health - -

END OF TAPE 
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';,;, KERWIN And said to I'IYflelf, "(;olly, I really feel 
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great." And all of you who work out at all that positive glow 
of health - that a positive sensation of,being in good health. 
That i& present up there. It's easy to move, it's easy to wutk, 
there are certain physical sensations that are different, a 
constant feeling of stuffines~'in the head. which really isn't 
nasal stuffiness. I think it's blood congestion, somethlng 
of the sort - head stuffiness. But, by and large,' living and 
working up there did not appear to us lol'ave an end point. 
Now let's l~ok at the medical experiments inflight. Our bicycle 
experiment, as Pete pointed out, showed no tendency to degrade. 
our ability to ~ov~ blood, to move muscles and to work with our 
heart to accelerate it; to consume oxygen, basically. was not 
changed and did not appear to be degrading at all in ~ny or us, 
.ubjectlvely or objectively. The vp.stlbular experiences is 
something a little dlff~rent and a little special. But ~ertalnly 
we didn't have. arty proble~s in thal area. In the lover body 
negative pressure device, we all experienced .oae degradation 
objectively on the measure~ents of our ability to pool blood, 
to ~ake blood out of the circulation and pool it 1n the lov~r 
ex~~e~itie8. which i. what lower body negative pressure does. 
l'hil. of course, varied between Individllals. 1 probably had 
a little - had more trouble than Paul that had a little more 
tTou~le th3n Pete. but it was clear that that particular 9ySt~. 
had undergone a step fonction change. bec4use this change re
fhlcted by atl increased heart rale at R set Icv!!!1 of negative 
pr ••• ure vas different really the very first time we r~n the 
•• chlne and I d~ not know subjectively whether or not that change 
was tontlnuing during flight. And that', 8 surprising Rtate
ment because in my ca.e the level of nega~ive pre~sure ha~ to be 
decr.ased. But again, individual var!~bility. tp.aperature. tlae 
of day. whether or noL you'd had ~ meal~ all tha,e things on th~ 
8Toun~ ean s{(eet the teet; the inveltig~tor' know this and 
this h why they've inl!listed on the ground that to the extent 
po •• ible we always run it at the 8alle tiae of day. I don't knQ~ 
vhlther there vaa the continuing curve ~f 'hang~ and 1 don't 
\(1'10"- what the chatlge VAS because we hoven't had our blood volllm,
ttudlee b.",k yet frolll the laboratory. So 1"11 not g01ng to IUY 
"hether or not there Ie a decreaNe in blood volulle. I think 
itt, obvious that there are .hift8 Itl (luld belw~en body (6m

part •• ntt and 1 would gues. - ~nd it's strictly a gue •• , thAt 
i n 0 U r c ala, " e e x p E! r 1 en <: edt II tl! 1 lI.e d 1 a t (I fl u 1 ~ 1 08 S h' 0 fI'I the 
blood in the e~ttQcellular fluid that vetv~ .u9pect~d all alQng 
In spaceflight. This ••• ediste drop in weisht reflect. that 
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.t KERWIN \ change. I would suspect that as tlme went 
on, we actqally made that up. But ~e probably made it up fro~ 
intracellular fluid, which accounts for, the decrease In calf' 
siz~, the generally significant drop in leg volume - nor~al 
leg volume - in all of U9 and a change there which is not very 
rapidly come bltck to normal.' Those are the medical experiment 
results. In general, we would say, LBNP was not a llmlt1.'lg 
factor in the case of our flight. This is why we don't expect 
it to be a limiting factor for Al. We were pooling more blood 
in OUT legs up there than we were on the ground. The initial 
that i8~ the initial volume of the legs was low and the ~elta -
or change - in leg volume was higher In all of those tests 
than it was on the ground. and very much higher right at the 
very beginning. We feel that as long 8S an Individual can 
pool a reasonable amount of blood In his legR, whatever negative 
pressure that may take, and provided his response to exercise, 
h13 app~tite. his body weight, gen~ral feeling of well being 
and ability to do work continue Without significant change, 
that these missions can go ~pen ended. So much for the inflight 
part. Now the postflight part Simply demo"8t~ate8 that indeed 
there are changes and there iB a price to be pafd and indeed 
it does take some time to gel back to baaeline. But we ought 
to put that In context. Baseline for us is baseline of guys 
who have been working very hard to get into condition. And it's 
probably the best shape we've been in in many years. Another 
milestone that you mIght want to 8!'1k about is, at what point 
in tise after the flight i8 the individual Rbl~ to carry out 
a nor.al day's work? And I'd say that by SundllY, that I., the 
R plus 2 day, W~ certainly were all able and d~Q carry out a 
very normal day'a work. We weren't back to our b.8~11ne, but 
we werecerta!"ly readapted to one g_ 

CONRAD Could I - let ae add one medical opinion 
froa 6 nonmedical person. 1 think that out experience hal been 
1n Apollo when ve got to • larger spacecraft - and 1'. Cir .. ly 
convinced of thi. and I don't know whether Joe or Paul 1e or 
the doctors are for that Ilatt~r ... but 1 wallt to alike one 
statellent before SL-IlI goe. off that you Should be prepared 
(0 r. I t hi. n k • An d t he 8 t at elite n t 19 t hat In II 11 0 u r t .. 8 t 1 n R (l f 
the vestibular 6)'stet .. - the 1nnor ear otolith .nd so forth .. 
it app~ars that there, to me, he! been no correlation betveen 
hov •• ~n does nov 1~ se'lickne~8t a{ftickne8s, carA{ckness. 
or no .oti~n aickness 8t all with respect to how he'. gotnR to 
do vhen he get to tC)r~ g. And what 1'111 8aylng 18 the thue 
of us were plea.antly lurprlaed at havlnR no lIIotlon elckne •• 
feelln, (to. the Moment that we got In the even larler vehicle. 
Hovever, experience tolls lIIe fro. previou. flightl that there 
viii Itlll be the pos.lbl1ity that '0 •• crew.en nre ~oing to 
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tONItAD ""p'" • experience some form of what I would like to 
call zero g motion disturbance that they will have to adapt to,~; 
and may take them more than the few seconds it took us to get· ' 
used to that zero~. I still think that people may get up there 
and even go 80 fat as to throw up because of motion si(.kness .to 
~'I!ro g,' but' I do feel they will a(hpt as they stay there. But 
I think that's just B point that should be pointed out. 'lndi
vidual~ do VAry. You"/e already seen that the three of U9 varied,' 
and I think it can still happen. '" 

KERWIN That's right, Pete. And the thing is not 
to .ake a Federal case out of it. And, of course, in my case, 
it struck me that A Federal case was k.ind of made out, of the 
fact that the old sailor got a very classical case of seasickness 
on the water and on th~ ship after the mission and that set me 
back a day or two in my readliptntion. But it's not a big deal. 

CONRAD NO, 1. think that Joe got sandbagged in the 
command Nodule by li8~ening to previous experience. Some of the 
people that had flown had a tendency to eet sea6ick in the co •• and 
module during egress training. Everybody made the statement, "Boy, 
.fter tens days in zero &, you plop around on the water and I don't 
know whether it' s bec:lllse you're excited or beealJse this kills your 
sensation of motion sickness. I neyer felt the least qualm about 
getting seasick and I turned green out there in the Gulf. So, Joe, 
who has the lowest tolerance by testing to notion aickne88 of the 
three of us, - used to have - preflight, he leaped out of the 
couch right after we hit the \/ater and down in the LEB and was 
moving hia head all around and throwing everything, and I'll 
tell you it was calM out there, but that's kind oC the worst 
situation for the command module. That command module WB8 really 
bobbing. And you could see it cofte over hi. just liked you'd 
aee it come over anybod1 on a bobbing ship. They threw down 
4 hig glass of s\/eet cherry drink, we all did, because we wanted 
aOlte fluid And tht! .heet jUrH came down. Joe turned ~rce" for 
no other reason than he W48 seasick. And I think that's a very 
i.portant p~i"t to separate out. And 1 think Joe set the new 
.ilestone. He's the first guy that callie back froa 'pncerli8ht 
that got seasick in the c~.mand modul~, except one guy 1 can 
rea. III be r in G e '1111 n i . 

PAO Bill "ioPI. 
QUERY }o'l')r Or. t<entin. 80th th~ other crew lIIeabert 

have ~ade th~ di8tinction between verti80 and dizaine8. and' 
~onder if yO\ 'd give us th~ •• dice! definition of the two 80 
that ~e can ~i8tintui.h bQtw~en thoa. 

KERWIN Well, ainco Dr. Weltl refuse., I ~lll a.ke 
an att.apt.. Vertigo i~ a •• nI8tion of rotation. And dependlna 
on which book y)U read, it', the lens8t10n that the environatnt 
i. rotating .lou~d you or you are rotating around the environ
.tnt and in 80llle ii~e.8e. there .ay even be a valid di.tlnttlon 
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PAO Bill "ioPI. 
QUERY }o'l')r Or. t<entin. 80th th~ other crew lIIeabert 
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KERWIN there. But the operatiort of our aeaicircu-
lar canals which are eensors for angular acceleration is nor
mally subconscious, When it becomes conscious that sensation 
is called vertigo.; Now dizziness is an unpleasant sensation 
which mayor may not be associated with rotation. In motion 
sickness it is. And it Simply implies that nerve pathways to. 
the autonomic system - the vegas nerve and 80 on ha~e been 
opened up and that - _., ' _ 
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~. KERWIN That nerve pathways to the autonomic 8Y8-

':':',::/' tcm, the v~gus nerve and so on, have been opened up and thct . 
you begin to get the pallor, the cold eweat1.ng, the stomach' 
awareness and eventually the nausea and vomiting. Those_ 
pathways, tha early symptoms of that complex, are called dl1Zi
ness. So there is a very valid distinction. The fact is that 
on reentry day all of us were consta~tly experiencing vestib
ular sensations that are normally unconscious to us.·· 

QUERY Pete could you havp. gone on and flown an 
operational 2 or 3 month 11118910n,1f that's what had been 
called for and what specific advice do you, Paul, and Joe plan 
to give Al Bean and his crew? 

CONRAD Ve ry good Jules. YeB, I felt f rom about 
day 14 when we passed the milestone of our known flight record, 
it became very obvious to the thr~r of us, and we had ~any 
discussions about it, how well we thought we vere doing 
phY61cally. And ce(tainly we had schooled ourselves for 
2-1/2 years to 28 days, Now if on day 21 they had called up 
and said "surprise, you're going to 80 for another 60" 1'. not 
sure it would have been a phYSical rea~tion that we would have 
worried abo't - it'd probably have been a more aental one. H(\wevcr~ 
1 really do feel that we could have continued. And what we have 
recommended to Al - that if you look at our day 16 operation on, 
we had worked with the ground. We had gotten an extremely 
good, I thought, schedule done. And one thing, 1 
thought, anu 1 can I t give you an answer right nov' 
becalise I have nct seen the nUlllbers. I don't know wh~t we 
were accoDplishing per day from day 16 on, ~er the original 
flight plan. I have the f~el1ng that we were doing almo8t 
as well as preplanned. This allowed U8 an extre*ely norael 
day up there. I was really likening it to Dy previous ('xperi
enee in the Navy on shipboard. t worked a full 8 hour day. 
There were at least an hour - I'd give it an hour in the 
morning and an hour in the evening that were .pent in teal~ 
that were related to our living up there ~ houtekeeping. you 
know, weighing ourselves, and thelo things that you normally 
wouldn't do on ship, say, or nOf!u,lly here on Eal'th. But it 
Itill allowed UI • good 2 hours per ~rt!WD.n to have to hi.selt. 
Now we, pen t t hat j n va rio us va y 8 • So ae t 1m.. ve u II e d itt t) 

get ahead in the morning for the next day. W~'d have the 
flight Plan on board and the ground got • as we accompli.hed 
.ore of our daily work per day, the ground flight Plan ca.e up 
e8r1i.r and ear11@r for the next day And we were pushing eac~ 
other for getting ahead an~ running a nice r~utlne vher~ V~ 
vere not ru.hed. And t ll'.lnk the reuson .. they ran ". out at 
1.1 and rishtly 80 w Vt rharged the first 6 day' • 1 day. • 
you know, 1 finally 8cr .... d help. You've got UI goin8 .. Vf 
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::;',IoIerelllsking mistakes - we were going too fast. And we settled 
~:into a fairly normal routine after that but then w~ went back 

to the EVA and you kno .... we had a few days that were lIIixed up . 
in, there - we were trying to build the EVA gear and get ready 
to do EVA so I'd say day 16, on we got a real normal schedule 
that was plea9~nt to us and I felt .that we were accomplishing 
3lmost all of what we had preplanned to accomplish per day. 
And with the addition of more exercise 'for Al and his guys -
and frankly I got to where it really made me feel good. I" 
got to where I wanted to get on that bicycle, especially if 
I'd fun two or three passes at the AIM and I just sat in . 
zero g and floated. Your body tells you - it's smart - it 
saY3 do some work. pump some blood. it'll lI1ake you feel bett(!r. 
And I think that this is individual again. Joe liked to 
exerci9~ at night and I liked to exercise in the middle of 
the day, Paul at other times. And I think that if they could 
work it out scheduling-wise so tha'. each one of those crCWJIlen, 
to their individual likes. gets a split exercise period where maybe 
one'a on the bike and maybe on.t~ working some muscles and . ~ 
atill do the 8ame number of hours on the experiments that 
we did - they ~111 have an extreJllcly 9uccessful and as pleasant 
as possible in that vehicle. That vehicle Is very pleasant 
to live In. I think ve were all surpri.qed at that. It v~s 
extremely - but the other thing that I would like to add starting 
on about day 16 1 managed froll then on to poliab off 3-1/2 books 
in my spare tiae. We had the opportunity to ~o to bed and 
read In the evening and all of UI dId that. All of us found 
that each one of us required different •• ounts of sleep in 
the evening. For the day, Paul was the low lIan - we ~alled 
hi. the night vanderer. He r&n on about 4-1/2 hours sleep a 
day wIth no degradation in hiS p~rforll1ance. Joe and I ran 
6 to 6-1/2 hours per day and all ~( U8 are lower than what we 
.leeop here on the ground. We useJ those tl.e~ to look out 
the '\lindo'll whIch W$S always phu8nt. It never changed 1n 
.y f 0 u r fl i gh t s • Sol t h 1 n k t hat. a 8 1 8 a 1 d ear 11 e r, {{ 'II e 
can show that AI'a crew can accomplish most of their .18s10n 
on the kind of schedule that we have and we give thell the 
(ontldence that we enjoyed It, 1 think they're 801"8 to have 
an extre.ely successful mi'8ion and .y guess ls, 88 I've Alvay. 
laid in the put, the next one should .lway. be l;etuu. And 
I think it vil1 be. 

QUERY Dr. Kerwin I, there any possibility at .11 
that, vhile you subjectively feel fine in spaet. that your 
phy.ic.l condition =i8ht be deteorlo~.tin8 and you were un
aware of it 1 

KERWiN There t. alway. that po •• lbl11ty and 1 
.ade the deaur that you know you re.lly vant to look at the' 
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data and I would make another demur that before I sent guys ; .. 
up there fo~ 6 .. months I'd want to look v~ry carefully at all 
the Skylab data and try - and 'lntelluctually put it together. 
Th e i n t e r ~ s lin g t h in gab 0 u t bel n g \J P the ra 1 s the p t' s it i () II 
is that you get a look at a body that's undergoing weightless
ness from the inside. Yo~ get the subjective sensations and 
you cant~ ignore them. And what presently surprised me YO 

much was that t~e subjective sensations were 80 pleasant that 
one flIt really normal. . That's what encourages lie. 1 say 
we don't understand this whole thing. Heck. we don't even 
understand the comRon cold completely and itlll be years before 
we do. But 11m very optimistic. . 

QUERY Did you gPt on each others nerves? Did 
you have any difficulty getting along. At any time during the 
flight. did you just want to get away froa ead. other and sit 
by yourself in a corner 8o~ewhcre? 

WEITZ Of course, we had the opportunity to do 
thal. Someone asked me a stallar q~estion before flight. 
you know, what are the psyebologlcal pTobleu and implica
tions of a long-duration, isolated. confined, P.t cetra ana 80 
forth ml88ion. And lilY answer WIlS that there are certain built 
in safeguards against psychological proble.9 tn a .lsal.Hl 
lik~ ours. Selection. long training. long familiarity with 
one's crewlllates, good mollvAtion, A b~sy schedule and good 
lead&fShlp. And we had 1111 those and they worked. 

QUERY 1 have several but I'd like to takp one 
at A tillle 1f I could. First of aJ 1. I' J Hke to clear up 
so.ething frolll early in the .1~8ion. the SlVA - ve got the 
.ental picture that the arran8emen~ WAB thi. - ve had raul 
hanging out between the tvo spacecraft with Joe grasping his 
boots or his kneel in the co •• and modu!. hatch. RCS firing on 
the eervlce module and TACe thrusters flrin8 on the lab. with 
the effect that Paul and Jo~'. arma were the lengtn of a chain. 
a human thai~, in a tug of war between the two vehicles. Is 
that a correct 'mpression? 

WEITZ I'll correct it. 1 vas out of the hatch, 
up to about .) ~ai~t, 1 guel •• because apparently we touldn't 
hAve been urgp.d too stronglt to .t.y away froD the service 
modula RCS i_pin8e.ant proble. on the suit and Joe wa. holdin~ 
ay feet only fOT stability. 

CONRAD W~ hAd th~ qUAd A forward-firing lhru~l~r. 
the one that is dllllld r18ht at hi. bllck, turned off. Ro wto 
were operatl~R with lS out of 16 thf~stef. - thr, did not 
"'ant Paul to get any hS8h~r than hI." waht, lhouy,h, becauu' the 
Itde M flrtng quad A thru.tera - you ~til1 have the nor~Al ahock 
out of th.m .. had he got ted up far f!nOulh lhr.y hl~ they could 
let 10 •• impinge •• nt froa the etdt! .. the roll "hrultera. But I 
don't think you tHer wert .. "are of ah, 'apinSlaentl vore yout 
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WEITZ No. ,1 think where the con (usion lIIay have ., 
come was that wh~n I - 1 didn't really get a good louk at .'.' 
those movies until this ~orning and Pete said that that wing 
did bend when 1 hEaved on it and apparently it did. At. least 
it showed up in the ~ovie. At the time 1 didn't think that 
it did.' But 1 tAmporarily jammed the hook in under 80me portion, 
under the beam fairing. I pulled the two vehicles togethet. 
at which point then, the lACs thrusters did fire. As we Slarted 
to cOille together, Pete saw this and started to back off. When 
he started to back off the TACs took over and thrusted and 
the workshop started to move away -

EN D OF TAPE 
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:'; ,:', :..:.. Pete sa", this and started to 
off. When he started to back off the TACS took over and-, 
thrusted and the workshop started to move away. " So ~@. " 

,.:",;; ',had an Operltl~. rate - The hook was c/jught unde'C the beall' 
and thetJ,ere\' to the spacecraft. not' to lie. I wasn't going 
to hang on to that thing •. , And it Wa9 tethered to the 
spacecraft. That was the time. and I don't. know whether 
it was live at the Uae or not. that I asked Joe to stand by 
to jp.tt1aon the pole if we had to. because it is on what we 
call. a Donkey bar near the hatch. a~d what 1 didnlt want 

."~ was a high load there to upset Pef .. c's attitude - our attitude 
as far as that gOP-6. I didn't w&nt to perturb what was going 
on by, as 1 8ay, putting an attitude perturbation in there. 
But - - ' 

CONRAD We had a rdpid means of jettisoning the 
tether. It had a - it h.,d a c;uick - release on it and Joe 
had charge of that - maybe itls not quite cle.n to you. We 
had re.oved the center couch, stowed it under my couch, and 
Joe was actually facing the hatch. In other words, he wa6 

. - his back was LO the LEB and he changed the tools as Paul 
handed the pole down in and we could leave the pole sticking 
out. and then the pole had a tether on it that went around 
this Iloakey b8r that had a quick - release, and that W88 ollr 
one little noment where we almost jettisoned everything 
because we did close very close to the vehicle. And 89 

Palll satd, when I fired 8ft t~,at perturbed the workshop. 
It fired its TACS and we 6tarted drifting apart Catrly 
rlpidly. and 1 got on the thrusters ~rett, good and started 
back In again. We had a little in and out and a littlp 
holl~rin8 and pulling and I'd say Paul got a pretty good 
luad on th~ SAS wing. 1 could see it qulte clearly fro. a, v~ndow and he flexed it a good foot. 

QUERY I'll try tn •• ke these f.irly quick ones. 
Firat of all. I know you can't ~n.wer this with anything like 
_c{entifle objectivity, but how do you feel now about the 
possibility of I'd 8ay 8 two-year ai8s10n to Hare? 

CONRAD You want to answur that, Joe? 
KERWIN Objectively 8galn. I do not Ir,nov in "Y 
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preferr.d Mode for 8 .la.lon of that duration; 1 jURt don't 
know. 
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K!IUUN Oh. I see. Okay. I all eonrident that in 
lhe - An the ar~a of phy.lology we're goIng to be ahle 
to work it out; exactl, hoY, J.'a not IUU. 1 wouldn't vant 
to 80 to Kar. and back (br two year, on Skylab. I al ••• y 
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f.al1y enou,h in the 26 day. ,I w •• up there for one thins. But 
.OT~ lapoftant, 1 do believe that.a aore nor •• l loc!olo81cQl 
environ.ent - that 'I little .ore variety and 80 forth should be 
provided to • crew aoina on '. journey that lana • 
. " ".. S P B A K ~ R Y ~ u ae an 81 r 11 1 _, ... '''p , .. ' ;" . 

KERWIN Old 1 say slr18? -~. . 
SPBAKER No, 1'. askins is that what you .. ant. 
SPEAKER (aarble) 
KERWIN Okay •. 
PAO Hiele. Cris 
QUERY It. real quick one. tell lie about that 

rubbe r duck 
PAO Don. we'l). try to get back to you. 

- we'r. gOing to have to try to get 38 many as we can. 
N icklo8 elis. 

Let's 

QUERY - - Paul Weitz. Early in the 1I18'l10n, 
1 forget the ex&ct day now. but you recorded '"t on cl-annel B, 
'i,hting of the space object, you called it a spaceship and 
it was just a couple of sentences that you lighted something 
and that was the end of It. You relle.ber that, and can you 
elaborate at all on what you saw? 

WEITZ Yes. I redlellber iti no. I can't elaborate. 
It was aQ object of soae diaension that 1 s~w behind us 
which then gradually - and it was obviously in a different 
orbit. then it opened snd that was it. 

QUE~Y How big was it? 
WEITZ I don't know because I don't know hew 

far away it was. 
CONRAD Got no way of - We all saw - I'm sure 

they were parts ~f the nose cone; possibly it was the 5-11. 
T~ere are quite a few large pieces - our SAS panel, other 
SAS wing 2 1s up there somewhere and,lf it didn't - if the 
solar panel part of it deployed that would be a very large 
reflective object also. Ther~'s quite a few large objects 
in relAtively near proxl.1ty. I'd say near proximity I'm 
sure you could see another satellite 3 OT ~ hundred miles 
away if it's illulllinate d right, just as you can down he re 
on the ground. 

KERWIN Yeah, I remember before we launched, 
standiltg down here on site and \I~ltching Skylab go by In the 
evening, and we counted, I think, seven different visible 
objects ~oving 1n the Bailie general orbit; it could have been 
anyone of those. 

WEITZ Well I waited for the rest of the flight 
for the ground to tell us what it was but thet never did, 
so - -
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o"~ 'I 0' PAO Roy'Neal. QUERY You thr~. wer.in Ir~at shape vh,n you flew, and you atrel.ed the exerci,o rea1.e herothi. mornina. I wonder if you can p.oject downstream for us and look Gt perhaps _ working 8pa~e station and what chance does the average man have of being ~ say • fact~ry worker in space based on what you've learned? 
CONRAD I'd Bay very definitely that the averaBe man or woman could fly in space. If you'ra talking about the 8huttle mi8sion, 1 don't think they have to do anything. You're talking mostly 1 to 1 d~ys and they - 1 gue8s they're talking 80ae )0 day orbital packages. 1 would suspect that if you went to )0 rlays you're going to wind up probably having to do something like Japanese factory workers do. Whether you're an exerciser or nonexerciser, if you' ce the la~iest guy or the laziest woman in the whole world you still still spend 24 hours a day living in lG, and that represents a certain allount of cnergy output on your palt, and your heart and mU8cles are tuned to that. You're going to have to make up foe it in some way, 80 1 would suspect that if you just take the scientist off the street or a specialist out of a factory to do a job up there, {f you're going to leave hia up there )0 days, 60 days, 90 days, he's going to have to do sOllie 4BX program or someuiing that you've desip.ned up there that the doctors can tell will keep his heart in good enough shape for him to fly the misslon, but 1 think that's all. Now, maybe .Joe', 8->t a different approach. KERWIN No, sir. J keep thinking that there are a lot of activities already that require you to be in a little better than sedentary shape. But if you want to sIgn up for a pack trip in the P.ock.<es you I,ave to be in reasonably good shape. It's th3t's kind of thing. Even in aviation. it's less true nov, but throughout the history of aviation there have been certain cla8~e9 of ill people who shouldn't fly in airplao.!s, and I think wo' re wo:-king toward that sort of atmosphere in space. 

CONRAD Yeah, we 8~rt uf had a old aan's reentry. 1 don't think we got ovel' aboul two or three-quarter ~ on reentry. so wc're getting o~r reentry loads down and boosted flight. Of course, we - sinep. we' Ct' lIot riding the tITAN anYliore we don't see anything over ~~o~t 4g's on launch and I don't know what the shuttle profile i~ but I think it's lower, probably. lhout, ttlf' saaw, And I think Joe's points are extre~ely valid on reasonable, phYSical, nor.al health. Anybody can handle 48'S for a ~~yple of minutes, you know. So 1 think that the man and wonan in the street can fly in space and 1 think they probably will. 
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SL .. U PC-81U/4 
fta'l 9 ;00 CDT 
61a9/73 

PAO 
QUERY 

have for S L 1111 
WEITZ 

• house. You got 
every three day •• 
every three days, 
clean. 

Carolyn Callahan. 
1 wonder what kind of housekeeping tip, you 

Stay on top of it just like you do in 
to - you got to clean those screen. about 
You gpt to wipe down the wardroom about 

U's liaple liS that. You got to kflep it 

CONRAD You'll - you'll undoubtedly get to see -we haven't aeen them yet. That was the last to be procelsed -the onboard 16 atlll.eter. One of the experi.ents was the photograph eating for different tiaes in the flight. They were looking to see if we changed our - our learning ot eating and various tasks. We photographed aore than once during throughout the mission to see how ve adapted. And I thiilk you'll see all the time that we're eatIng, continually somebody's reaching out. They're either getting a ball of water or a ball of gravy or something that g\lt away. Or either you'll ~ce a guy reach over and wipe off a panel. Because Paul's right, it vas - if v~ dtd spill anything it vas very obvious and ve nor.ally cleaned up right then and there on the spot, 8tayec\ on top \)f it that way. It was very obvious when anything needed to be cleaned. Let 
~e say that environmental control system, both in the vaste management compartment and throughout the cluster, was outstanding. 1 don't relllember a smell 1 anywhere except where we kept the garbage. At one tiae in the flight we noticed that the food tended to get up under these lids that we had. and 800n 8S we spotted that one we cl~aned that about every 3 days with - What was that stuff? Zefrin wipes and really that was all it was to keeping it clean. 1 think the guys will find it 8S clean - just about 88 clean as when we got in it, which -"as super cle.lO. 

KERWlN 1 think that's a point that needs to be made. Pete. All the talk about the Skylab mis810n was all the things that went wrong and how some of it rana~ed tog e t fixe d • The r e we r e 8 0 !II any t h i n g s t hat we n t b e au t i f u 11 y right 1n that mission. We hardly talked about any of them but environmental control. the general cleanines8 of the spacecraft, the operatio" of most of the solar physics experiments, the operation of a]l of the .edical experiments, and a long catalog of equip.cnt that was designed by smart hardworking people that worked just exactly the way it was expected to. 

and 

QUERY 
KE RWIN 

END OF TAPE 

(garble) . 
Yes, 1 did bring back the rubber ducky, 

'-'. 
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KERWIN Ye •• l did bring back the rubb.r ducky. 
And llula, I Ilh,ed .y f •• ily Blol'ethan anything a18f1, 

CONttAD I couldn't hear the qu.eltion, what"w .. 
the quo.tion, Joe. 

K8RWIN The queltion waa what dlrl you ai8' the ~08t. 
CONRAD Oh. . 
WglTZ What did I ai,s the aoal? . I'. Sure I 

8tsled it a couple of tilles. I think the freedom of diet. 
Really, it gets old after a While, haVing your dleta~y intake 
restricted. So, I gues, 1 _lssed the cold beer most of all 
every now and then. 

CONRAD I can't put my finger on anything except 
a couple of particular tiaes, I think they are obvious ones. 
When I talked to ~y family on my birthday and on Ry anniversary, 
th~n you becolle very aware that everybody is back on the 
ground doing norllal thIngs. My wife 8aid she was going to the 
ranch and everything. And you get yourself disassociated fr011 
that when you're up there. You're running this vehicle, and 
you're thinking about it. And 1 think you occupy your mind with 
that. And it would certainly being me hack to. you know. 
the norllal thln~s that are going on the Earth. and you do 
lIis8 your family and so forth. But, those points were brllught 
hOlle to lIIe the couple of times that I talked to my family. 

QUERY Pardon lie. You talked an awful lot about 
your phYSical profile during the mission changes and that. 
How does the phycological pro~ile, particularly in .o~ents 
of solitude or prior to gOing to sleep at night. You know 
past zero g experiences have talked abo~t moments ~f euphoria. 
particularly during EVA work or 1I0~ents of reflection. Did you. 
experience this Sort of heightened awareness in zero g1 

CONRAD He's looking at me. 
WEITZ He's looking at all of us. 
CONRAD Don. my dumb clod American approach to 

that in that I tried to keep things as much as they were on 
the ground, 80 I went to bed in the evening. 1 got my country 
lIusic out, put on my ear ph"nes, get out the book and read 
that thing, and finally fell asleep. And that's essentially 
what I do on the ground. I listen to music lIost of the tillle 
during the day. when I have the opportunity when I'm ~t work, 
or in the evening. I just tried to k~ep a normal routine, 
and I didn't· I guess I'm not very big on heightened aware-
II en tor any 0 f t h Ii t b a Ion y. but I .1 i d n 't not Ice any 0 f 1. t • 

WEITZ No, I didn't notice anything out of the 
ordinary either. I think primarily I said it 30 times. and 
I'll say it a hundred more. that I can't say enough for tht: 
fact that we had extremely high fidelity equipment with which 
to train. And therefore there were many time& ~hat you could 
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look .round and you didn't really know that by the t 1 •• yo~ have beco •• aceu.toMed enough to lero " you didn't know 1f you were tn the trainer or you were In the vehicle. And 1 think theretore there W4. no differerlC:e tn the EVA when ay friendll vere kind cnough to let" we outside. And for one thin, you're kind of hidden in the past where 1 W.8. And we've done it in the water tank, and it could just a8 veil been 1n the water tank cau •• P. had darn good trainins gear. KERWIN It rellinds lila of the old .ecUeal lob abo1Jt not Cinding God in the pineel glandar for he dO~8ntt exist. At the risk of gettina religlou8, I think God is in space in the same way and in no different way than he i8 right here. CONRAD You brought out 8 good point. You aSked about arguments, I reaember the only argument we had was Joe and I had, if you want to call it an argument, a discussion about whether he should 80 EVA with Paul or whether I should go EVA with Paul, because we wanted Paul to go EVA. And Joe won the argu.ent by pure logic which 1s the way we had trained. We had trained for Paul tc do .y job, and .e to do Joe's job, and Joe had trained to do .y Job, and therefor~ h~ won by logi c and I went twi ce. And I t h1nk everyone should know it was Joe's idea to let Paul go, which I thought vas extreMel)' nice because originally it was not going to be that way. 
QUERY 1 had a couple. Pete and Joe, li rst of all, on any time on your EVA were you at all worried about any danger involved vith any jagged edges that you aight have found on the 'ling? Or were you quite surprised, as I k1nd of noticed on 80me of the channel B that the wing did (.orae up when it did? And Pete, are you at all worr1.ed about your addiction to butter cookies? 
CONRAD No. to the answer to the last one. And let _e say I believe I expressed thIs ovei:"' the open loop. My only concern about the EVA is that we would not get the job done. And I dhould qualify that by saying that as you obviously noted. and I've alre~dy seen a lot of people have Dicked this up and written about it. If you prepare correctly to do a task EVA and give the ast~onaut a proper restraint there 1s vertually nothing that he can't do out there that you could any place else. You could work tools, you could transfer fIlm. In doing these things, we sppnd ~any hours in developing foot restraints, putting thea in the right location. hand rails, and then here they come and say whtstle down the slick side of the vehicle and whip out this solar panel. Well they spent a grcnt deal of time on the ground, they worked In the water tank. and they had a great deal of confidnece that it could be done. I guess I didn't have quite 8a much confidence that it coule be done for one reasun • 

.......... ----------------------.---
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And that II the one place Alain that you can get trapped t think. In the water tonk. there 18 a cert$t.ndallplng fact(.'r by having wa tel" around you. And you can almost t 1 f yQ4 make • mistake and atart to slip off so.ething In the water tank, the fact that you don't co.plete1y whistle away froll it cleanly Sives you a chance to recatch or regroup. And 1 was c:onccrnoad that "'lth no proper reltraint out there that we would set !n what we refer to now as the trap that Dick Gordon lot ~nto with me on Cenin! 11 where he Just flew 4round there and just beat hi.self to death because he didn't have proper restraints. And by golly, that'a the probl~1'l that ve had out there. Joe was just working himselC to a frazzle without the proper restraint. We did it exactly the vay they said and finally we had to do something diff~rent. We got Joe tetherp.d. tightened his tet.her on his chest. he did. where he got both feet planted and he could take a good strain on that tether with both feet planted which gave him three po~nt suspension. Bang. He hooked it up right avay. As stlon .s \Ie got that job done. ir was down hill frolll there because we had, you know. restraint. and we were able to hand hold out ov~r the pole, and hook up the BE, and all the rest of the things. That was my concern. 1 vasn't concerned about jagged edges or anything. I had 8e~n enough of it from the spacecraft to know where it was and to stay away froa it. 
QUERY Under the risk of ~akin& a federal case out of it. could you describe (or us how you did feel upon recovery, and what sicknessas you accounted. KERWIN At the risk of making a federal cas(> out of it. The sensations during recovery itself were essentially normal. We all felt, and I felt in control of the situation d uri n g the r e e n t r)' g' l? • S P I ash d ow n was not 0 ve r 1 y h a rd. II n d I felt great in the command lIodule. I took everybody's pulses. Incident 1y the average resting pulse was, I think 81. And if each of you wants to feel his own or his neirhbor's pulse. that's probably pretty close to what you're all running ht!rt? on the ground. I had then hustled down into the lower pquipment bay and got everybody a strawberry drink, and chug-a-lugged the strawberry drink, and Immediately I knew 1 had lIad~ a serious mistake. You know that feeling that you get. As Pete's says. I was a little bit aiked out, not only by the stories of p~evious experlenc~. but by the very good experience we had in flight. and by the results of the Hl)1 experiment. lhe farthest thought from Illy mind was getting sea sick, but that's what hap~ened. I just got progressively sea sick. I noted the Same vertigo and tha salle heavinf!ss of the limbs 
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that the other auy. had. But 8uper t~pq8ed on that v •• thia awful feelins that the vnrld v •• about to .wallow you up, you know what I .. an. itl, no woue' than a h.na over or anything e18e, but there I, and YQu've sot to .crusale through It. And it .tayed with ~e through the tlntir. day. I'. not lure I've read about hang over. in the ~edical I1tftrature. Naturally you (eel better after you throw up, and 1 .enaged to accoapli.h that feat about 3 hours later. And it was up hill fro. then, or down hill rather, whatever It Is In one 8. 
QUtRY As you know with the coming Apollo Soyuz fli~ht, there 1s 1Iore and r.ot"e pooling of lIledi~al information. And blOllle of U8 are still puzzled about the dIfference in post flight especially reaction that you gentleaen have had and 80me of the cosmonauts have had on flights of less duration than your own, and so~e of you have talked to the cosmonauts. How do you speculate now on why this difference has occurred? They've got extra space as you have, and they have exercise devices aboard, they have roughly the s •• e at=osphere. Why i8 this difference? How do you speculate on that? KERUIN Inter individual differences, somatics, and maybe cavier, In that order. 
CONRAD Correct "e if 1110 wrong. 1 believe the 18 day .188ion went In Soyuz. And the only manned lIission was the 25 day .tssion that was done In the Salyut for any duration and they did not recover that crew. And I ventur~ to say that again had we spent 2& days in the coamand .odule I think you would have carted us out of there again. And I have the feeling that the 18 day gUy3 who said it took the. 5 days, they had to be carried from the vehicle and so forth. 1 believe they were i~ a =uch smaller vehicle, and I don't think they got the exercise like we got the exercise up there. And 1 ,~uld attribute along vith what Joe 8ays primarily that va& to the size of the vehicle, and lhe amount of work that was done. I think the other thing I should say Is we all found that we did a great deal of nothing essentIally our of our aras and shoulders. We did a lot of tasks turning tools, you know. Instead of this business of you turn the tool, and you're going to turn the other way, and you got to rt!ally be restrained, you can h,ing on with this halld torque a to~l, y~u can th~ow your body in it. You could U8~ .o.cntu. to stare something 
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CONRAD turn the other wei ~nd you've got to really 
be reatrained. You can hang on with th1a, h~nd. Torque it 
to it - you could throw yo"r body in it, YOu eould use 
.o.entu~ to start eo.ething ~orkink then you broke a bolt 
lose, you turned it. Now I think they gave U8 a lot _orc 
exercise on our ar~' and upper tor80 than we expected to get 
aloo. 

QUERY 
KERWIN 
QUERY 

Dr. Kerwin woul d )Iou COll1l6nt un that? 
On Petals c~ •• ent8. 

between the 
standpoint. 

No, on .y question of the difference 
cosmonaut reaction and yours froa It medical 

KERWIN I agree with what Pete said but I think 
basically that it's scattering the data. That's what I mea~t 
by enter individual differences and partly in schematics by 
which I .ean the W&y in~ividuala d~8crlbe and the vay we 
un~erstand what theytre saying. 1 don't think there's any 
baste physiolocial difference between Russians and Americans. 

QUERY Since - the rCRson for th1s question Is 
that since body veight and fluid balance and so forth are so 
dependent on salt - did you notice any difference in your 
appetite for salt either during or after the flight? 

WEITZ Differences In appetite for salt before 
and during the flight. No. Now let me say somethlf1g about 
my weight loss - that was kind of induced. Pete was going for 
the gold tltac. He wanted to eat everything becau6e he didn't 
feel right abo~t getting butter cookies with~ut having eaten 
everything that day and he w&Ionted those butter cookies. Where 
1 started around the first of the year after the holidays "'ith 
the goal to lose some weight and I think that if you'll loo~ 
over lily weight history since right IIfteI the new yeaf is I 
have been continually losing weight since. 1 knew I was 
losing weight in flight and 1 didn't .. ind. And the foods I didn'~ 
like I didn't eat. That's ""hy I lost weight. 

QUERY 1. guess it falls for me to ask since no 
body else has about the ATM. Pete. you said before the fli~ht 
that you were really looking forward to working with it and 
it was apparent that v~u were enjoying it, especially when 
you saw the flare. Do y~u think that man is necessary and 
deRirable for that kJ.nd of experiment! Let DIe rephrase lhat. 
Is man cost effective for that kind of !xperimental work in 
space 1 

CONRAD There's a simple answer, yes. Paul gets 
the gold star for finding the flare. He .... as at the panel at 
the time. Let me say that I hope that 1 t' 11 come out froll 
the PIs that yea, in fact, ... ·e did do a good job because we 
couldn't just point it without having an understanding of 
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vhat was golng on. And ~8aial we have tl'hc1, I think, to utiliz. 
Skylao in th~ 8a~e •• nner th~t ltv. alway. told you that. 1 
think, thc t.ara aetronauta applies uniquely to • breed of 
person that will co_a and 80 &nd we vtll go back to t~e nor.al 
vay of developing vehlel~.. And I think you should ace this 
In the Shuttle. You 801ng to need the test pilot. Tthe guy that 
have my kind of background come in to develop the Shuttle and then 
you're going to have the operator pilot as the alrline pllot 
18 today or the comMereial business pilot is today come In 
and operate the Shuttl, vehicle aud thtn the payload beco~e6 
either mdnn~d or unaanned and you put the true ,cip.ntiet8 up 
there loday. We spent. great deal of tille learning 8S much 
a8 we could to be good 80lar physicists and observers. And 
I t h i u k - 1 hop e: t hat ", e earn c, d 0 u r A' 8 tnt hat for the P Is • 
And 1 do feel that the day should cOile the PI should be up 
there running his e~periaent and cer.alnly when he gets up 
there he ehould run It better than I am. He i~ the expert 
in it. And - but I think that we ran it bet ter than just the 
guy in the street did. And 80 we're the step In betweon again. 

WEITZ There is another subtle pointer that I 
think is often missed. It is of henefit not only to the expel'illent 
to have an individual r~nning it who Is qualified In that field 
of science, but (t'a a benefit to that Individual long after 
he gets back down. Somebody asked me once about Jack Schmitt 
In thAt lint.. 1 think Jack will be a more Int~lllgent, more aware 
lunar geologist for the rest of his life because of his experiences 
in Apollo. 

P A 0 Wit bar e III in d e r t hat ", e do b d V e S L- I I I 
briefings for the relt of the day we'll end thiA. Thank you 
very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, ladies and gentlemen, v.'re loiry 
fOt the delay, but Dr. Havkins is a bU$y man, so without 
further ado, Dr. Roy~e Hawkins. Deputy Director for Medical 
Operations at th~ John.on Space Center. 

HAWKINS Good afternoon. I'm 80rry again to have 
to aFologize to you for belns late. It seem.d like I've been 
runnins protty late for a lot of theae meetings with you. 
aut let's say ~at today haa been a pretty imporlant day 
to all of US In that this is kind of the kickoff of the 
fllght readines8 revlewR for Skylab Ill. And 80 it's upon us, 
and ve are really beginning to feel it. I might try to just 
recap briefly that we have covered an awful lot of ground, 
but I think. all In ,11, at least at this poi nt, that things 
look to be in very good shape for the launch of Skylab III. 
There's still a lot of open items that have yet to be closed. 
But t think, all in all, it looks vety. very good. Now, what 
1 had planned was really to try to recap briefly what had 
happened and then concentrate on the ti~e 6ince the recovery 
as to what has happened to the Skylab 11 crew. I think 
that most all of you have been prefent, and certainly are awar~ 
of the weekly progress from the get-togethp.rs that we've had 
to try to keep everybody updated and apprised of the 
~~velopments. But, to look back over the mi8sion, we had, 
in the major medical experiments, th~ H092 and the Mll1 
studies, vel'y interesting findings tbat were a little sur-
prising to us. With the 171. the bicycle ergo~eter study, 
we found that the crew. all three stayed ri~ht within their 
preflight baseline envelopes. In the 92, we did see some changes 
and some individual differences. three individual differences in 
the crew, in their particular response to the lower bojy 
negative pressure study. Now, in the immediate postflight. 
we had again three !ndivld!'al variances 1n the response that 
we saw in these three crewmen. All three of them did ex-
perience vestibular dist.urbance tht.t lasled about 3 hours in 
the commander, about 8 hours in the pilot, and it was through 
the R plus 1 day, up until the R plo. 1 day before he Was 
co_pletely free of any symptomB. SPT. Now. the ref;ponse postflight 
then, in the lower body negative pressure teslln~, we found that 
certainly all three did exhibit some degradation In the 
car1iovascular response to the neg~tlvA pressures. This was 
certainly not unexp~cted. as we've talked about before. The 
science pilct. with the vestibular disturbances and the 
o r tho s tat 1 c h YI) 0 tell s ion t hat h e de m 0 n 3 t rat e d. hew a 8 una b 1 u lo 
co.plete LBSP that day, end was not subjected to th~ 111 run on 
R-O. The other tvo crewmen did complete the runs, both the 092 
and the 171. but they .... ere definitely running higher pulse rates, 
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h.art ratel than they ~ere 1n the prefllsht baeeline .,.Iure.entl_ 
Now

t 
it ~ w. ran thea on a-o, 1 plU8 1. a plus 2, R plus 4 

back here, and that ia the la~t .easur •• ent that we have in 
the .ajor aedicals. Now, ,II three crewacn aTe still not 
back to baseline a8 of R plull 4. They',ll .. the pilot is 
ve ry close, and I would say th at l he oo ••• nde r 18 prob ab ly 
next cto.elt to his ba.el!ne .easurA.ent.~ with the Icience 
pilot 8tl11 the fartheat out, but all of thea approach!", 
very, very closely to their prefl1Kht meaSure_ents. And 1 
think that the next evaluation of these patameters will be 
o~ Saturday now. I thin~ that we will find that they will 
probably all b~ well back on baseline levels. The other 
very interesting study and very interesting findings were, 
1 think. with the 131. the MllI-I, which waa the aotion 
sensitivity test. Now, preflight, we e8tabll~hed what was 
a baseline level and a specific rpm rate of rotation for 
each crew~an. in which he would undergo a certain amount 
of head movements. Nov, prefllsht, and remember we only do 
this on two of the crewaen. the pilot and the science pilot, 
we established their threshold level of uotion sensitivity, 
the point at which they would begin to develope symptoms of 
motion sickness. With the commander. I mean the science 
pilot, his rate of rotation ~as 12-1/2 rpm,under which he 
could do 50 head movements before onset of symptoms. With 
the pilot, it was 15 rpm and 40 to 50 head movements. Okay 
now, in flight then, we saw a very dramatic change in both 
crewmen. where they were doing 150 head movements at these 
rotational speeds, without any symptoms whatsoever. And then, 
if you recall, we gradually increased this and the rate of 
rotation, first to 20 rpm, then 25, then finally, on the 
last run they made in flight, at 30 rp~, and they were 8til~ 
d~tng 150 head movements without any symptoms. Now, post
flIght, ve saw SODe very definite vestibular disturbances 
in all three crewmen, with nausea and eve~ vONitlng in the 
one crewman, the 8cien~e pilot, at about an hour after he 
was aboard the ~ip and 1n the medical labs. And his symptoms 
wit~ hC3d .ov.a~nt8 persisted through the next day. where 
any ~cv~m~nt of the ho~d would precipitate the onset of 
d1z~lness or vertigo ar.d &tomll'.:h $'wareness. Then this com
pletely cleared, subjectively, in all tltt"L'C l~reWlien by the 
end of R plus 1 day. R plus 2. t~ey had no problems what
soever. You remember they nade the t rip to San Clemente 
that day. They flew the heltcoptor ride satisfactorily, 
without any probleas. They returned to the shtp. We 
conducted the R plus 2 physicals, and then the, illlI.ediately 
boarded the plane to fly to Houston. On R plus 3, we 
performed the first M13l-1 study postflIght, and that was 
done here. Now then, in both crewmen, they were ahle to 
complete the original baseline rpm --

END OF TA~E 
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i HAWKINS ~ M131-l .tudy pOltfllaht, and that vaa 
don. her •• 80th creV'ln ~,they were ~bl~ to co~plete the. 
orll~n.l baa.ltne rpa. 12-1/~ for Joe an. ,IS rpa for Paul, but 
they were, able to coaplete 150 he~d aovea.nts witbout any . 
• y.ptoa.. Re.e.~er that preflight they were only able to 
cOGpiete SO. So there's etl11 10~~ evidence there of 80 •• 

• 80.e adaptive change that did take place in flight that va. 
Itill pTesent postflight at R plus 3, ~ .pite of the faet 
that we did eee • lot of vestibular disturbanees l ... dldtely 
p08ttltght. We're still trying to look at this! we have not 
yet really had a chance to sit down with the plincipal inves
tigators for thi' area, Or, Miller and Dr. Graybtel. We will 
be doing this and, again, we will be meaRurlns the aecond HIll 
In both ~rewmen on Saturday. That's about it, Bob. 

PAO Okay, gentlemen, ladies, please wait f~r 
the .ike; right htHe. 

QUERY Doctor does this all suggest t.lat perhaps 
all three became seasick and that was the resson for their 
disability on recovery? 

HAWKINS Well, I think definitely you've go~ to 
rule in some actual seasickness that perhaps, maybe precipitated 
the onset of this thing; however, I don't think that the per
sistence of it that we saw was anything otoer than a change 
that was taking place agaJn 1n the postflight period. I ca~'t 
help but feel that this is a readaptlve process that's (akiog 
place in the vestibular system to the one-g condltlon$. i 
think very definitely there's an awful large amount of tbLt. 

PAO Bruce Hicks. 
QUERY Have any previous t~St8 on these cr~~Q~~ 

or anybody else that 70U know of shown this progression. th1~ 
adaptive change that you noted in the 131 or similar experi
ment? 

HA~K1NS Preflight - In the pre - like Apollo fl{~ht't 
are you talking about? 

QUERY Well, yes. either Apollo, or even ground 
tests. In ~thet" words, what 11111 trying to sar, is there a 
direct relation between ~paceflight and being able to come 
back and do 150 head movements in8tp.ad of SO? 

HAWKlriS Well, we really donlt have any good data 
on this. see, to compare it with. because we Ive never had the 
opportunity of measuring that in flight before. And right 
now, postflight we haven't Seen anything quite this dramatic 
at all. Therels been changes and definite deviations from 
preflight evaluation in those Apollo flights where we did 
study similar - perform similar studies, but nothing that was 
quite this dramatic. 
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qUIIY . What /4Q" th~. ~~dh;.t. to JO\l. otb ... tluu 
; it~. In .~.pCh'. cbln,e" 1 •• ~n.. wl •• t 4Q •• tt: .... "t: iYO\l ' 
"._QOW. 16 At .t,.t the ,UYI ca. eo •• b~~k fu4 Itt dt,., in 
~h. vh1rlin, chair or whatt '. 

H.ijllNI Well. v~'r. on ~ frontL,r Ind Vtlto l •• rn~ 
tn, an4 vI're try101 - II Vt tdtntlij .~.,. ch.n., •• th.n . 
wt '4 lot to hive • chine. to analy •• the d~t. to rt.lly have • • '0.' ~p with an undor,tandlo, of wbot it: rtal\, doe •• ean 
t~ UI. It CQuld well ••• n, okay, e. 1 think. w.tre l •• rniol. 
chi. i, • part of the adaptation thAt au.t take ploee under 
the ••• et of conditlon. for a crevaan - for a hu •• n botn. to 
parfor. o~tt.factorl1y 1n t~l. env~ron •• "t. And then you 
lubje:t h1. to a return to ~ne-a co"dltlons. and he haa to 
readapt. And he hal to 80 tnrouah A chanae that alters hi. 
phy.lo1oiY agaln to re.tore It back to what he tav previou,ly. 
Now, what do •• this .~a" In the way of - to {utu~~ fll,ht,l 
Ar. you 101n8 to h.v~ to provide ~o~~ lyp~ of protective 
•• ch.ni •• , to dove lop so~e ~et 01 procedures or &oae Lype of 
train!na exerel,e that they're 80in8 to 80 throush that's 
loina teo alter thh, of cour,.? ThOle au question. that 
we 'V~ B¢~ to iook at and try to anewer. 

PAO Arthrr Hill. 
QUERY Okay. 0,. Hawk.ins, would you G8y that the 

S~ylab •• tronaute are - how would you co.pare the rate at 
which they are readaptins to Eerth's gravity with the exper· 
lence of the prevlou. Apollo crewe? And, a180, if you think 
that between now and Saturday, when your next ex •• tnation 
co ••• about that they are ,otns to be back to theIr prefllshl 
nor •• , why are you going to vait until Saturday' lan't it 
'.portant to fl~d out precisely when they're goln~ to do this 
between now and S~turday, if you think by Saturday that viii 
bf'! done. 

UAWKINS Yel, it'a very true Art. But ve're caught 
up he r" vi t h i. n nn ope ra t .. onal prob lell, v lth the a.oun t 0 f t 111e 
that v~ have to do all of the~e 800d things. Now ll~c yes
t.r~4Y anJ today, ve've bee~ - we've had allot our people 
tied up doing F ~inu8 30 ~xaainatlon8 on the Skylab-111 crew, 
and we're just one lIan deep In 80 many areas. We've sot to 
Ipread soae of this out. We really f~cl like this Skylsb-l1 
crew 1s close. They're really close to their baselines at 
R pia. 4. Yes, I'd like to have seen thell again on Wednesday 
and again today, if it had been possible, but it just really 
v~f1n't. 

QUERY The comparisc,_ are they readapting IIOre 
slovly. faster, orvhatl 

HAWKINS Well, 1 think th~ - very definitely I 
think they're slovtir in the - than what we sav for the .ajority 
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'. 'of 4poll0 cr,,,.,n, W. cUd .~. in cme ore..,.,n '0 Apollo U 
~~.,~ D.v, sc~,~ aqd Jl. Irvin both vert .1'vet than wbat 
""'1.,, 'or othll' ApollO cr.w. J.I\ ... turni"l U) b •• tllnt. 11\ 
feet. all jhr •• of tho •• ~pol1o 15 oreva,n vIr •• lo"er i, 
r.tvrnial tor lo •• r ••• on. And Jl. Irv1n VI' r •• l1y tht' 
lOQ ••• t.t a plUI 5. 

PAO loy N •• 1. 
QUIRY ~OYC', 80 fat, you've covored ~.rdl0· 

va.oullr " •• ponle and Dotion seneltlvlty. 1 vonder vhat 
other cban,., or what other bodily function •• 1&ht have blon 
.ff.cted. if any? And, al,o, did you notice any levellnl off 
h.rt of the ad.ptatlon procel' with th ••• aen over their 28 
d.ya1 Any way that you could pin that down? 

HAWKIN~ Okay. about the 18ve11na off. 1 thousht. 
at •• veral tl •••• thlt v~ did aee 1Ivo11n& of{. Anu yet, thon 
v. would ••• a •• ln 4 change. 1111 Sive you .n exaaple; that's 
,he belt way to do. With 092 on Jo,'. ttr.t - well l.t', 'Qe, 
hi. third run. he ~ we saw the firlt cbange in hil perforaance 
oapability. And he had to tetalnate the ainul 50 nl,atlve 
prel'ure run. Therefore. we put hi. back to a .lnus 30, 
ainu. 40. ainus 40 for the balance of the al'810n. And then 
it was on the .. let I, see, 1 forgot the exact nuaber, but it 
va. about the third to the last run he .ade then, h, was 
dolnS .. right up to that tia., the second cl.e where he WAS 
unable to coaplete the last ainul 40 run, everything looked 
.table and then it all .. he broke r~ther luddenly then. He 
VI. not able to coaplete that last ainus 40 exposure. So it 
VI' teraioated after 1 .1nutes into that run. And then he 
etayed at that lower level then throuah the rea.inder. Now, 
Paul showed hi$ first chanae at about his aevanth run~ 1 
believe it was. And he never 8howed a chanae asaln, although 
1 kind of feRl like that had" that there was. slight change 
and a sllaht trend toward increased heart rates 8S ve look 
back, and as the fli&ht progressed there where 1 felt Uke - -
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WILHAlfH • VI ~ a. v. lQo~ed ~.ok, and •• the 
fltaht proare".d there. vh'to 1 f61t that h.4 v. 'fob.bl~ 
rln ht. anothlr tt •• or tvo. v. would bavo .Ieu ~ .. 
I'atlat qhan, •••• ve hId 1n Joe. B~t It- Wltb'n that tl •• 
duration it didn't hapFen, Pete'. we' • tbe only tbioa VI 
re.lly •• v thlre wal alevoted heart rata, UVII thl b.~.lino 
vdu." And h. II"". alvay •• ble to co.plffle hi' ."tire 
protocol. Now, with the t.lrcI8. re'pona. work perfor.ance -
They .tlyed riahc in thore into • in th. preflight ba.e-
lin. envelopel, throuahout the vholt .1.810n, Tneta ve.olt 
any. there wa.n't - There wa. no trend whlteoever, of 
deviation. And - (lauahter) - ~ 

QUERY What other bodll, function. ~ -
HAWKIND And then • -
QUERY - have you obs~rved1 
Hawkins And what other bodily functioos? Well, 

okay. nov 1 - those were the - the mea~ure.ent8 were - .nd 
were - Here. welre looking at gross physiological ch~n8e. and 
all. W. have not yet roally aot any of our laboratory data 
in hand, other than aoae of the - the he •• tologie" vhlch 
the ' •• ediate - l.modiate postflight hQ~atolo8ies. Nuw, all 
the chemistries and the hormones, enducrine st"dIe., all 
tht. 1$ - is still coming forward. tt'S being procelsed; 
we did get all the infllght 8~mple8 back. T hey'te in good 
frolen condition, and these - ~ese vero immediately put into 
the lab and started through an - onalys18. But, it's .tl11 
jU8t a little bit early to have thole tnitial relulte back, 
and 1 don't have thea at this point to really say what chang't 
we .isht be seeing there. We'll gat the. back aosetiae over the 
weekend. 1 hope that we will begin to get &0.' of the early -
e a: 1)' d a t a ou t , 

QUERY I just the key to the thrust of .y 
question - an~ I'll stop here. A1 Bean. for ~x8.plet said 
he'. going to~lk out of that capsule if he physically can, 
And 1 guess I'm askins you to extrapolate just a little bit 
whether you think he's a01ng to be able to do that aft~r 56 
days? 

HAWKINS 1 ~ould like to - I gueso { would lik~ to 
have a ch3nce to look at a little mor~ of his b4s~line - preflight 
baseline data, Art, before I commit myself too far. I'll 
say thiS, I think Al's a pretty fine guy and I think he's 
a pretty deter.ined guy, and if deter~lnation has anything 
to do with it, he's probably going to do it. But, here ag~ln, 
I think within Skylab III - We're going going to be flying 
again three different individuals, and 1 don't doubt but 
uhat we would begin to see some - 80ae individual variances 
here - froa what we oaw in Apo - Skylab 11. And although I 
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f •• l • I •• "onal1y .,1 copfid.~t ab9ut ~ 'bo~t What Vt 
ha~ ••• en thu. f.r. and lrarit,d. ve .till h_v. to look at 011 
th. lnfllaht .a.pl •• that v.re brouaht b.e~ y.t. to - to hlv, 
a oo_pltt. undt,.t,ndinl of what .,D II t,.pon •• 11 to thl. 
environ •• nt for 28 days. t .tlll f.ll confident that 1t't 
aotn, to ~.11 ua that "Y'" WI f.el b. ~.n • H, can fly a 
'6 .. d.1 .t •• lon." 

QUllY Royco j R plul 4 VI' your actual lalt phy¥ical 
••••• And.t that point you vere .tlll ••• 1ns elevatod pulse 
rltt.? And - pre.ua. an ellvated blood pr ••• ure. Can you 
aive UI an 1de. of vhlt you vere ,.ylng in nu.b~r. of - and 
the '",eaellne.? 

HAW~IHS Jule" I don't have the exact hearl-
ret •• here vith .e. If y~ull1 let .e jUlt - 11ke - tell you 
11' tet •• of Deltas. Kaybe that .1ahC sufflee for Ollr - I 
ean diS thea out for you I little btl later. Bob ran over 
and srabbed a' out of that conference. and 1 didntt have 
tla, to set too .any of those individual data pointf with me 
over here. But the - letla see - like - Like froa ~helr 
ba.eline, ve wer~ see1n8 - oh, 10 to IS beat' - end clos~r 
to 15 beal. hisher in the restin8 heart rate. for the crewy 
vith a - vith a 81.11ar elevation at the - under lhe vork 
.trel •• Now, thla 1, iamediate po.tf11ght. Whereas 1nflight, 
for the 092 nov, there were - Reae.ber 171 vas right on the 
line. So, K092 inflight, they were running .oaevhete around -
oh, flve to 10 beatl higher. very - fairly con.latently. Nov 
then. at R plus 4, then the lalt aaasurement we .av - vell, 
even R plus 1 and R plus 2, this deltd besan to dTOP, an~ it 
basan to narrow. And theylre running about flve beats higher -
five to eight beats hiaher now, than vh~t they were baseline. 

QUERY How about blood pressurea? 
HAWKINS And the pressures were not a lot dif!ere"t 

than what we really saw in the - In tthe prefllsht period. 
They're not - they're not - Therels not that ~ch significant 
difference there. And that's true inflight too,with the 
blood preS8ures. They seem to hold there until at such a 
point they begin - They would break. They tend to reach thelr 
threshold level. And then you'd see a rather dramatic drop 
in thea. 

QUERY This is probably Bsking you to ~xtrapolnt~ 
prematurely or antlcipatorily. but do yo~ see anything 1n 
your findings so far that lead you to think you are going to 
call for exercise chan8es or modification of exercises to 
enable Bean and company ro do the 56-day mission betler? 

HAWKINS Right. 
QUERY What do you see? 
HAWKINS I think that - I think we've seen one very 
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int.re'tiDa thill, her_Ln tht. ~r.v",Ancl, _ 1 I.)'. ve've 
••• ~.lnd'¥'du.l dtff.,.ntt. h.r.'~ pertor •• oct to the • lhe 
HQ9a, W,-ve .een dill.unc,. 1n til' pOltfl1ah" period to 
.11 of the •••• ur ••• nt., ,nd th.~.· •. , think on. v.r, 
outltandln. tlq4inl 10 the lnfl,,~t p.rtQ~, i. the •• o~nt 
of .xerct •• th.t the .... that th, •• three cre",.en ... -.. for.04. 
And tf)"u l1ne up their perror •• ne_. 'ntl1lht and po,t
tllaht, with the '.Qunt of exer~l,. that each oae did tallisbt, 
you'll find that Pete did the aOlt exerciae, and he really 
.howed the 1e.st chlnse. Paul wa. next, Ind Joe va. la.t, 
tn the a.ount of exereife they pertor •• d. 1. You can definit
tly corr.latt it "lith the re.ultl that we se,. 

QUSlY You·re 80tnl to cail tor the. tv exercile 
110 r.l 

HAWKINS Hore. 
QUERY Any - Any ne", exerei,e devices or methods? 
HAW~INS I don't know that "Ie - I don't knov that 

we need any p reelly any nev device. yet, Jule., 1 think the 
.. the ext - the - ~8olDeter h cert.lnly a - a wonderful 

tool for this. But, we gave th~a )0 .tnutes for Skylab It. 
and I know Pete used every ainute that he had available to 
hla, "nd he worked hard at it, and religiously. And, the 
other tWO a little le88 80, and it showa up because we have 
the actual wattage of en6rgy that'. been expended throughout 
the vhole ala,ion on their personal exerciso progra.. So 
",,'re really going to reco.aend. very strongly, that the 
Skyl.b III ere", have at least an hour, preferably aaybe an 
hour .nd a half of personal exerei,e tiae. 

QUERY 18 that per day? 
HAWKINS Per day. 
QUERY You .aid on th~ $ky - referrins to tho 

Skylab III cre~ that it looked good but there were still a 
few open itea. yet. Could you elaborate on those ope~ ite.~l 

HAWKINS Well, - oh. gee, - I - I don't v~ethcr 
I could or not. theae are like ca.teras that, you know. are 
Itill being evalu2ted - Well. no. We don't know - We don't 
have any real significant open ite •• in the way of - of 
problema. These &re items that have let to be closed out. 
like the physical examinations to be done down the line. No, 
I think - I think our hardware Is - a"omalics, and everything 
h. ve bee n pre tty we 11 \II 0 r ked. For e X.I m pIe. the 1 t' g ban d 8 • 

if you'll recall, that was another significant Bnding, an 
interesting findins, that we found in Skylab II, and very 
early in flisht. too. where the calf circumference decreased. 
And we 8ay rather - very significant deltas during the nega·· 
tive body - lower body negative pressure testing, were in 
the les voluae - very significant changes. Okay. Now, as 
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H4WK1NS ... lh, h' Yolu ••• vt~h. v.t. too l,r," So ve'r. puttin, aboard .oa •••• llor .1 •• " tn the ov,nt that w ••••• r.p.t'tt~n oltb!, in Ill. 
QUIJY Are you 101na to h,ve the ~r.v •• n exerci.Q every day on SL-t111 

. HAWKINS Th.t', what ve're raco •• endins. H~w that h •• n't b.en worked out yet. 1 ae.n, that'. Ju.t • that h •• yet to b. fed into the Proaraa Office tor •• n •••• ent con.ldoration, Hov thl. will have to be worked with e lot of the other Ci ..... you know ... lot of the other thln88 that are 1n the ti •• 11n ••• Itls obvlQu.ly ,olnl to take a lot of tl~. out of loaethina. And 1 don't know what that re.lly ••• nl yet, but that's a pereonal rocoa.ondetion at thi. potnt, the vay we look at it. 
QUERY Have you seen, on previous flight •• any indication that tbe .peed of recovery \ldl coroll.ted 'dth the a.oulit of e •• rei,e. or 11 t ... 18 new to Skylab? HAWKINS We've never had thi. accurate a a'iaure-lIent of peraonal exercia. before to lee. 
QUERY Blood presser. and the pers18tance of blood pressure and increased heart beat, t8 that soaeth1na -i8 that length of perlt8tance to R plus 4 Ireater lhsn youlve seen in earlier tll,hts1 
HAWKINS No. not greater, really. The Deltas are reilly not - not really lIuch different than t 8ue$S vhat you'd. you know, if you lined the. up vith each of the prev! OU8 .. Apollo ailS ions. you know. and Geainl. but the tl_. duration, 1 think, il really one of the crit1c~1 things. QUERY Then you're thinking of actually doubling the a.ount of a,.tlned exercise time from 30 _'nute' to an hour a day. 
HAWKINS Yes. that'~ vhat vetd like to see them do. 1 think it would be beneficial, really. QUERY With y,)ur e.cperience now. ll, you - with the total experience, do you believe that air exper1enco plus space experienee - the amount of air experience plUd the amount of space experience represents an important factor In this adaptive prOcess, the total adavtlve process? HAWKINS Okay, you mean now, the amount of actual flying time that the guy -
QUERY Yes, flying time plus space time. HAWKINS Well, 1 haven't, 1 really haventt had a chance to try to corollate their total flight-time history with the symptoas ve've seen. 1 think that's a good point, really, which 1 think would be good to try to look at. I Qust confess, I haven't had a chance to do it thoug~. But what we have seen, at least in Apollo. was the amount of 
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Qcro~.t'c f,yl~a .that tbe ~~.w woul~ 4u ju., prlqr to • 
• ".'on, ",bleb did " •• ~o hay, .0 •• b,nefio:Lll .ffect.: It 
1. 10.' conditlonl", or pr'flL,bteoQ4't~oQ'ft' of the Y"~i. 
b~lar .Yle ••• 80 chit tho creva, 1 ~hl~k, tb,t dtd undft~'Q ' 
thli. follow!n, Apollo 10, p.rh.p ••• , be ~ IOU p.rhlp. 
could ',y Y'" they ~d •••• to do better 1n ~h.t initial 
.arly flv boure of tb. adaptiye proc"'1na, Iut It'' hard to 
qUlntitate t.hat r.ally. 1 know that To" Stafford, h.', the, 
one th4t adyocat.d this and he re.lly took hi' crew out and 
r.a11y wrun. th •• out in .cro~atlc. ju.t prior to the Apollo 
10 .l •• lo~. And not a on. af tho •• IUYS had Iny probl, •• 
ThlY dldntt ~hov .yaptaa on~. really. But sub •• quant to 
~hat, other e:ev. tried to do the sa •• thin" I don't know 
what ~.ount of 11y1oS ci.e they vere ~b1e to .que.ze into 
thelr busy .chedule, but the - ve did cee .otlon len.'tlvHy 
pfQbleai develope early. 

QUERY How auch wel,ht did each aan 10ae1 
HAWKINS Okay, let's aee. Pref1lsht weights on 

the co •• ander we. 116.7~: selenee pilot. 111.2S~ pllot v~. 
i7S.2S. Now the last tnflight aea.urealnt that we had v •• 
co.~.nder. 133.9; sclence pilot, 166.2; and the pilot 169. 
Now then R-O, the i •• edtate postfliaot - pOltrecovery 
weilht, then. for the ~0 •• 4nder vas 132.7, the sclence pilot was 
163.7S. and the pilot vaa 167.5. 8y the next day thty had, 
veil, the co.aaoder and the pilot had picked up jUlt about 
• pound, and the Icience pilot was duwn a pound. Well. 1 
think it really, It 18n't a lot different froa what we have 
.een In previou. cr."s. Paul showed the greatest l08~ there, 
which looked 11ke, what, about 6 pounds oyer - no. wai t a 
alnute, about 9 pounds over hi. preflight. That'. a - I 
think that alght possibly be about the ~o.t weight 1088 
wetve seen in anyone crewaan, but ve've .een others that 
have run up to (, or 1 pounds. 

QUERY 00 you suggest anything about a change 
in eating habits on the next f11aht? 

HAWKINS Actually, 1 think the - really, 1 think 
the crewl have done real well by their diet. And 1 dontt 
really contribute this 108s to any nutritional deficien~y. 
I think they had adequate diets. They did eat all of the 
food, for the most part. Pt '.e, I guess was really ttle bust 
at eating everything. But at no time did he complain of 
being hungry or feeling that he had an inBufficlent amount 
of food. And It. not aure yel, KaTtin, 1 think .ollle of this 
1088 that we see here is probably not only fluids, but •• fft. 

muscle ease tissue. And, again, this has got to be a part of 
the adaptive process that takes place in weightlessness • 

_ diM. 
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QUeRY O.~tlql ~.~k to tha ••• rei •• , Doctor. 
t "'~":YOU vert ~alklnl 'Ju.t Ibout the btc'~l. Irlo •• tlr 
•• ~rcl •• Ind v.,. not crlnklna in any IYA e~.r~t •• that YQij: 
rU4Q't h.vtprech. ".tt· •• ~.r nu •• ra on. Can yoU dl.c:ut. 
t~' .ort or Ie ••• por,dle e •• ret •• that the, lot and what 
.ffect that '''Iht hAYe' I reel1,l. parUcularly, 1 t ••••• to 
•• 'hat ~h. Apollo IS crew d'd In awful lot o( work on the Hooo, 
p.rt'cularly Dave Scott, vreetl!na with that drl11. And dOl. tt 
h4Vt to be I partlcular kind of exerc:lal. or 18 just any kind 
of phy.lc:al labor benefLcial? 

HAWKINS Well, the blc:)'~le erso •• ter i8 reKily 
de,lln.d to Itreal the card1ovlacu)ar ayateM. and you really 
Jo~'t act an awful lot of .u8cul.r exerel •• out of it. There'o .0 ••. but it'a not 'peeifi(al1y de.1aned .a • aUlcle.bulldlna 
' •• rellc device. It', a cnrd10vaacular conditionin, devlce. 
And there, 1 think, t. whlre we really aaw the •• xlaua b~n.tlt 
tro. it. Now, 1 think the other part of the exerei.e prolr~. 
do •• need to direct attention to aU8cle a ••• ret.tn.ent, bul1din, 
it and rot.tntna of the aUlele ma •• ltlelf t itl .tronath t So hire 
yo¥ a.t lnto the different type., oth.r for ••• 

QUERY Well, to follow up on that, arEl you 
Aookln, at any kind of dltfer~nt exerctae progra •• that .'abc be i.ple.ented, if not iu Skylab III,then 1n Skylab IV? 

HAWKINS Well, no, to an.wer your qu~stion _ 

ENO or TAP~ 
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QU.J\Y .. ald if not lu Sky lib 11 I. .IY. 1n Sky lab 1 V1 
HAW I(. Uf S W ,1 \ • no l • to. n I W. r you rq u.' c 101\ • p. cit 1 .. 

0111y ~ No. w. bave not •• yat r •• l1y turn.d all of our attention 
to b •• r on whit type o( a nev devie. wa ou,he to b. lookinl 
at. We'vo not don. tbat y.t. 

PAO Artbur. tbon ~.c~ to C.rolyn Call.han. 
QUERY Well, Dr. Havktn., atven tbil .pparen~ 

r.la~lonlhip between •• erei •• and the pbyeiolo.lcal thtnl~ 
that you aentioned. vber_ dOl. thl1 l •• v. ua II f.r '1 the 
dr •• a of the .veraa' .an 801n. into apAce via the .pace 
thuttl.? The non-atlenti.t. and t~o8e lort. of people vho afU"'t 
finely-tuned phY'ieat .p.~l.Q~' • Are we not Ualt1n8 this 
then to .pac. for the ~.tron.ut.l Where does the general 
population fit inlO this? 

HAWKINS Well. 1 don't know where they (it inra 
It yet, Art. really. And that's what we're - thetis certainly 
one of the things we're trying to find out with Skylab, beCaU8" 
r •• e_ber thi. i~ the flt8t .l,eton vhere we r~al11 evtr hdd 
an opportunity to look at man in hie totality within lht8 
new environaent that we're eypectlns hi. to live 1n and w~rk 
1n for extended periods of t1me. I don't knQw yet what that 
.newer II. 1 think, baaed on what we find, we'll find ways, 
if we need tho8~ people there. 

PAO Carolyn. 
QUERY W~ll, 1 gue88 my qU68liun kind of ties 

in with that. You thought at one point, Kerwin had reached 
his adaptive point, and th~n you eay he didn't, apparently. 
Are y~u saying that none of thea reached that point and 
leveled off? In 28 days -

HAWKI~S No not really. bec~u8e we saW three different 
reeponses, in three different lndivldu,lls. And, yes, if tou 
look at Pete, y~u'd say that it look$d like he adapted over 
whattvar few hours or days it took, and here again,lol> Wfre 
delayed in getting soae of these ~arly evaluations In. becaus~ 
ot tho ther_al probleaa and all that -,Ie had to deal .... ith th"'rt'. 
aut it looked like - You could ~ell 8~y that he was adapted for 
all intensive purposes throug~ the la-day period. 

QUERY Before he went? 
HAWKINS Well, no, not bef~re he went, because he 

definitely showed d1fferences and changes from his baseline 
preflight measurement in the 092. 

QUERY Can 1 ask another question about food? 
Do you have - Have you completed you~ sampling on the food 
that waS brought back and what does it show? 

HAWKINS No, we have not and I cantt fill you in 
with any information on that right at this time. 
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qUill 'a,fot' the fliaht 'ht.t VI' • I~,.t ~o~~ 
~.tn .bo~t c.l~lu. lo.~ Ina the po •• 1bl11t1 of - f •• ot. 
po •• ,blltty ~f brok.n bon". hive you had lay r.a4'nl O~ 
c.l)'~. 10,.1 . 

. . HAWKINS 1 4~ not bavi ~ny lib data o~t y.t. Kott~~ • 
• nd 1 ,.,11y don't h.ve Iny .plc&,te da'e baek ffo.Or. Vo.~l. 
~bO" the PI on ~h. bono .lnetll acan. HI. in1tlal evalultion, 
tvo diY- 8S0. WI' thlt there va. no appreciable 10 •• I •• n. 
Nov, he'. holdini up hi. Hnal .naly,tl repon on that until 
hi·' h.d tl.e to do III htl cll~ul.tlon •• 

PAO Petl Bow.an, over here. 
QUERY Have you hid any lntereettna .ubj,ctive 

lapre •• lona froa the crew .1 to what it'a 11k, beina back. 
'.y. the firet h\l day. ,fter they ",ere back, al far II I",ak..,nlna, 
.nd .0.' of their activities l.mudl~tel, after avakenlna. 
walkins? Hive th.y .ent~oned any .uscl. 80renea, a •• r'lul~ 
of lettinl back to ultRg the old Earth musclee aSeln, things 11ke 
thac? 

HAWKINS The - well, aliI can tal1: {;bout Afe \lhat 
the lnlttal first 2 or 3 days ver~ until they sot back 
here. 1 really haven't had a chance to e~plore any of thu,. 
thing' with theil, and won't have. really, until \Ie get into 
the medical debriefing, which ls next Tuesday. to get down 
into 80me of lhose type of details aaaln. But, Paul Weitz 
e~hiblted the Ireatelt a~ouRt of muscle 6n r eness, and joint 
pain, and this Is primarily within the back, 80lle cervical 
area, low back area, and hts knees. The other two didn't 
really eo.plain about musele lorene88. this i8 p08cfliaht , 
now. that lasted with Paul over the first 2 to 3 days, 
with, 1 luesB, perhaps some gradual improvement of tt. 
Interesting enougb, this is one of the thtu8s which I recall 
havins been commented on by the Ruelians on thelr Soyul II, 
18-day flight. That the crewe did e~perience a lot of mUlcular 
ache and pain that persisted for days. But the other two 
our other t\lO crewmen didn't ehow anything like this at all. 
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b.~k. tul~' back tOQo~.al, with the exe,ptlon ot the ~ of 
~h. ~ 1 •••••• ur ••• nt •• vb'~h have 00\ yet ",utn,d. to .r.
fl1,ht •••• uf ••• nt.~ theY're Itlll ,bout • oh. thly're Ittll 
1 think, a to 3 canet.,tlt' 1 ••• clreuaferenou ••• ~ur'.'Qt 
th.n what v. - va •• v pr.fl"ht. Tblt ,. not fully r.turoed 
YI t. but - .. 

QU£kY 1. that' poollnl prohl.a, Of 
• aUlcl. prohl.a? 

HAWKINS 1 think 1t'. a .a .. · aUlcle aa •• til.uto 
PAG Okay, Thank you, ladl ••• nd atntl, •• n. 

Dr. Havklns. 1 vant to r •• tnd Iverybody about toaarrow'l 
brieftna .tartlna .t 9 o'clock. Skylab 11 pr~ •• confer
enc •.. the .ain audltorlua. 
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'PAO Okay, ladies' and 8entl •• en'~ ve have 
VerI Richard Wilmarth of the EK£P Progra",(lffice here at the 
centef. And we will let hi. 8iv~"oua~overvi~w of what 
we learn~d froll the !irst Skj'lab ~18s!on. ' , " 

WT ~K".RT" Good evening t or, good, afternoon, ladies 
and' gcn t leme n .' The thing that ve wa:"l t t o'do this afternoon 
Is to try and cover the activities,wh*t we'learned. how 
the sensors operated. "ndwhat we thin~ we obtained. Unfor
tunately, we don:t have any data to show you this nfternoon. 
It's all being prQcessed. as I think Kenny has already dis
cussed. So it will be sometime next week, 1 taink, before 
we can have any real data to look at. However. based on 
crew ~l.Ilce recordings and cliscussiolls and lookin~ at our space
craft data, I think we have a prl',tty good idea of the kinds of 
data that we obtained for the 145 principle invc~tig&t~rs 
that we have in the program. On top of the 145, thera ar~ 
some 35 to 40 other scientists that arc lnyft1~ed in trying 
to determine how well the senSors per{or~ed. actually doin~ 
analysis of the data. Now the 145 FIs, as we speak of them, 
rbpre~ent 41 from foreign countries, 104 froM the United 
States. So let's look at what we did {or the 145 PIs. Hay 1 
have the first slide, please? And 'We will hav !opies of 
the t h r e e s 1 ide s t hat l' m go i n g t 0 9 h ow t his at" ern 0 0 n. S 0 

you can have ~opies after the talk. That shows you the 
12 ar the 11 EREP Z-LV passes. The one, track 49 on the lower 
left side of Mexico there, is a solar inertial pass that we 
completed to sense hurricane Ava. In addition, we completed, 
at the end of the 11th Z-LV pass. a solar inertial pass for 
a lunar calibration. Lunar calibration was done In order to 
use the capability, or let's say the physical propertiel 
of the Moon, which at near full Moon is a rather unique and 
constant uniform baCKground, 90 that we turned all the Sensors 
on as a basic background calibration aaneuver. The data will be 
used in determining how well the ~ensor8 operated and a180 to 
be able to provide the investigators so~c baRic data for plolli~g 
their analysis or chl1nging the-ir progra.s or enhanccl!:l('nt tcchnlquue, 
as the case may be. So letls run through it. We did 11 Z-LV 
pas.et in the following order. We slsrted ~ith 20; we ended up 
with 20. In between 20. we did number 63, 'Wht(,~1 is - you can «tce. 
Then 'ole did number 6, then we did number 3ft. And, after )4, we 
did number 49, actually the hurricane Ava pass. After 49, we 
did :9, 1 beR your pardon, .... e did 19 right after w(' did pass 
6; we did 19 twice. We did 33, and then we did 48 and 61 
over Washington. We did 5, ancl then w~ ended up with ground 
track 20 J and then the lunar cal pll~S. Now what :>,011 see here 
are the actual data-take 3rea9, which We turned the ,enSure 
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on. So, if you'li;look at ground track 63. we. started off the 
west coast of California and ended near Mexico city. That black 
you see there represents the actual areas along which we had the 
sensors operating.' Now, yhere's a matter of timing h~re. The 
passes that are the short ones, like 63 and 6 and 34, ~e operated 
during the power problem that was on board Skylab. we operated 
around solar noon. So that if you take about midway on those 
passes - you take about 10 .inutes off of each,side, you can ~ce 
that we have essentially a 20-minute pass for the shorter arcs 
that you &ee on the Vu-graph. The other longer passes, like ~8 
con8tituted approximately 30 minutes of data-take time or, in 
other words, the crew, the spacecraft were operating in a Z-LV 
mode approximately 30 minutes for the EREP data-take times. What 
did we get done in the way of consumables? Well, some 
n\:mbers are rather interesting. We got about 8 miles of 
magnetic tape, or about 41,000 feet of .agnetic tape, along 
which all the tracks that you see here. We have about 
12,800 frames of data im4gery from 190A, the multispectral 
ca~era oy,tem, the Earth terrain camera, and from the DAC 
camera, which is on board the infrared spectrometer for 
recording the actual location, the ground location of the 
data takes for the spectrometers. So, you can see, we 
collected a lot of data; and, as I said, they are being pro
cessed today. I have looked at, very briefly. some of the 
190A camera negatives and a very, very a~all part of what 
we took, and the pictures do look good. I heard you aak 
Kenny Kleinknecht how good the data actually arp., and 1 can 
assure that there are some very in~~resting {eatures in 
there, and I'. sure that the Pis arc goins to be aore thAn 
happy with it. So, what else did we do, as far 8S coverage? 
1 think we've got data o~er 31 states. We collected data 
over six for~ign countries 8S follows: Hexico, 8rn~11, 
Columbia, Veneluela~ Ind part of Bolivia. You can aee acro.s 
ground track 20, you can see where we cro.sed over Bolivia. 
Acros. 48. ~e crossed over Bra211 and Colu.bia, and on trac~ 5. 
and on the extension of track 19 and ]3, So we did acquire 
a lot of data for the PIe in those areas. to b~81n With, each 
individual PI has a designated teak area ot ta8k site, as we call 
theil, and it i8 over those areas that ve take, or turn on the 
sensors and lake data. Ue went bac~ and we tried to determine, 
based on looking at the p08tpa8~ weather and looking at the crew 
voice tapes and thln8~ like that, tried to figure out how 
many of the task 8ites we cr08Aed over and over which ones 
we obtained some data. We counted th~. up. There's about 
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186 individual task sites that we collected data over. We 
turn to the number of PIs who we feel are gOing to be able 

"to usc data. :-We fin~ that there·s about 75 PIs who will be' 
receiving data from the SL··l [, and I'm sure thia number. is 
going to go up because, as we get all of the film and tape 
back,and we start processing and looking at it from the 
standpoint of "Did the instruments operate over the individual 
pass sites," I'm Dure we're going to find this number is golng 
to go up. We collected data for only six of the foreign 
investigators, and there are four in~xicoJ one in Bollvia, 
and One in Venezuela. I'm not sure that we got soae data for 
Dr. Howard over in Colombia, but we're hopeful that we can. 
Let's turn first to the sensors and see how they op~rated. W~ 
had excellent success. Twelve full ~uccessful passes for the 
193, l~e radlometer/8catt~rometer; and for the 194, the L-band 
radiometer. The multispectral cacera sy~tem, 190A, we had one 
miscue, so we had 11 successful passes. For the 191, actually 
the infrared spectrometer, we obtained data on all 12 passes for 
the short wavelength or the visible :ange of the spectru~, and 
with sufficient cooling, we got the longer wavelength out 
into the thermal IR for seven of the 12 passes. On the multi
spectral scanner, we had nine good paSgeSj we had three marginal 
passes because we had problems of aligning it __ 
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· .. WILMARTH On the multispectral scanner, we ceria!n1y 
,'had nine good passes, we had three a~rginal'passes, because 

we had pr.oblems with aligning it.' After we had completed 
alignment, we did have very successful passes .. The 190B: 
We operated it only on seven passes. In other words ... that 'g 
the Earth terrain camera ~ We operated it only on seven passes 
and they were all successful as faf as we can tell today. 
There are some highlights, 6nd we did some rather unique 
things on SL-II that I think are important to bring out. 
Kenny, I think, referenced the hurricane Eva, as 1 have here 
on the board. Let's talk for a minute about that. Can we 
have the next slide, plesse? What we did on a solar inertial 
pass along ground tra~k 6, with the appropriate help from 
four principal investigators: Drs. Pierc~, Ross, Hollinger. 
and Moore. from NOAA, from the Air Force, and a lot of internal 
help he~e at JSC, we completed for the first time a microwave 
sensing, radiometer/scatterometer data. of 1S0 data points 
across a very major storm. Thig was done in conjunction and 
concurrently with the NOAA aircraft and the Air Force aircraft, 
highly instrumented, that penetrated the eye of the storm. 
The Air Force did a dropsonde in order to determine the actual 
pressure levels within the eye. And, incidentally, the crew 
reported that they could see the blue water thr('ugh the eye 
of the storm. At the same time. the NOAA aircraft was using 
for the first time a laser profolomcter, which gives you 
.easure.ent of the waveheights. They reported 45-!oot WAVPS 
in t~e center of the storm, also l3l-knot winds. So. it's 
a major storm extending out several hundred al1es around. 
~ow. the first space senSing with a microwave system has a 
major impact if all of the data analyses Rtand up 8S every
body at NOAA, and certainly the principal investigators, feel 
that it will. Th~ reason for the uniqueness il that for the 
firlt time the backscatter energy from the radl0.~ter and the 
8catterometer in conjunction vith the understanding of the 
wind velocities and the wave heights, and the foam density, 
foaa distribution within the waves themselves, the total 
emissivity of the area, in other words. total reflectivity -
If we can .easure that successfully with the 8cattero.eter 
and the radio_eter, we will have 8 very direct .ea~urem.nt 
ot ~lnd velocities and wave heights In a major stora area 
uling the _ic[o\laYc sensing illstrulllents. if they're flown on 
space or on aircraft, or even unmanned satellites. So it's 
"rather unique experiment. We are very hopt~ful IhAt 18 h 
golng to turn out sOSlle interesting results. Now, .11H1lher Oil\! 
that vas very unique in that \Ie over(l~w the Waballh IUv('r arc" 
of Indiana, where Dr. Sllva of Purdue is the principal inves
tigator, almost concurrently with the ERTS overflight of the 
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,r" aaae area ~lth their seniors on and the multispectral scanner 'that they operated. We also flaw at 30,000 feet, a highaltitude aircraft, instrumented with a multispectral scanner 'and the multispectral camera, and also at low altitude, approx-',imately 20 to 15,000 feet, another aircraft," all concurrent, ' all within the hour of the bverfllght of ERTS and EREP. At the same time. the invest18ator~hAd all his teams in the field taking radiometer readings and soil moisture studies and so on and so forth. in order to make it a complete investigation. What this means, people, is that it provided a multispectral and aultistage sampling of an area in clear weather, so that we can understand the operation of the instruments at ground at low altitudes. and at high altitudes, with different kinds of spectral instruments operating. So it will provIde uS a first comparison, real tilUe, of the ERTS and eReP scanner data, as well as the aircraft data. :4ow, the investigation that Ur. Silva is primarily geared at is land-use analyses, geological studies and related activity. So we did have a rather unique investigation in this area. Those are kind of the highlights of what we've been able to look at from the overall EREP completions and accompllsh~ents on SL-II. To give you a feel for some of the other discipline areas in which we obtained some data: In the field of geology and hydrology or continental water resources, some of the very best data we feel, was obtained over - Can I have back the ground track slide. please? - over weslern United States and on down into Mexico, where there ace 90~e 2etal exploration, geological ~appin8, and hydrocarbon analyses studies going on. As far as land-use studies, data over continental United States Rnd on down into Brazil. and Columbia, for broad regional resource inventories, land-use studl~A, ve feci. Bre going to be - The data Were obtained and they're going to be rathor useful for these studies. In addition, ve did a lot of data collection over the Gulf of Mexico, as you can see there. The ground track 5 crossed directly over Puerto Rico, and based on the post-pass wenth~r predictions and evaluations, the area was clear. Dr. Trumbl~ of the U.S. Geological Survey is going to be very hal-'PY, 1 Ceel, with the data from the camera and ~pectral data of tbo area to look at some of the vater depth, as well as Dr. Pulsom from the tniversity of Michi8an, some of the bAthometric Htlldlcs. water depth, vater color studies. related to the sedimentation of the area around the Puerto Rican platform. Another area that vas rath~r interesting is that if you see Puerto Rico there, right adjacent to it is lhe very famous, deep Puerto Rican trench. And I forgot the number of how many kl10meterd deep it is. but It'9 8 major perturbation of the sea floor. 
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. And we ran the altimeter from the 193 acrOS8 the area, and 
ve think that ve got 80me very good data for comparison of 

:the relative change In the sea surface elevation,relative 
:to the land areas, and I'm sure that·Dr. Shapiro is going to 
have some interesting data to look at. In the foreign areas, 
the Mexican investigators are primarily interested in land 
use, .ome agricultural studies, some of the geologic mapping 
and 011 exploration programs. as well as looking at the irriga
tion. continental vater-type investigationa, planning of irriga
tion cycles. and understanding the total vater runoff of some 
of their basin Br~as. In South Aaerica, ai I stated. they 
are primarily interested In broad r~gional resource studies. 
As you know, the Amazon River Basin is generally a cloud 
cover area, and I hope that in the number of passes that w~ 
had over there, that we got some real good data, 41though 
clouds are rather ubiquitiou8, they're rather allover the 
areas. I want to comment on ground track 61. We crossed over 
the ChesapeakaBay-Washlngton area, and 1 think if you heard 
Paul Weitz', discussion ~ith the TV camera through the VTS 
vehicle tracking system onboa~d f~r the 191 infrared dpectro
meter, you heard him remar.k that it was hazy and he couldn't 
really spot Washington or the Potomac. I've briefly looked 
at some of the 190A data, and I think we do have a good pic
ture of Walhi~gton D.C. and the Potomac. We'll have to look 
at that after there's 80me more processing. So all in all, 
1 think we've got some very good data for the PIs. 1 think 
they're going to be happy, and 1 think our results are going 
to have some rather interesting i.pact on the use of space
craft data for regional resources and Earth resource surveys. 
Thank you. 

PAO Okay, Arthur. 
QUERY Was there one time on one of the p~s6e' 

vhen one of the astronauts. in effect, kind of forgot to 
take the lens cap off, ~r somethins like that? 

PARKER 1 thln~ you're referring to th~ - Un the 
190A, that'a the one pass tha~ ve didn't get 8 full use of 
the camera. There's a green ready light that's alwaY8 sup
posed to be open, the sreen light was 00, but apparently it 
was not. So after that, we did 8 visual inspection to insure 
th*t the door was left - that the door vas actually opened 
durin8 th~ ZLV pass. 1 think that's the remark, th~ - -
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T hat >, the d 00 r 1s' act u a 11 y , 0 pen d u ri n g" a 
that's the remark of the situation. 
,~ Dr. Wilmarth on those 3 passes before 
the instruments was worked out is the data 

, t-, 

WILMARTH Yes. Part of the data will be usable cer-
tainly in the visible aud neae infrared. We are not at all 
sure that the the~mal channel during those times arc actually 
that the data are actually golng to be used for Some of the PI 
thermal studies but ve feel that most of the data will be 
usable in the channels I through certainly 7 to ae. 

QUERY I wonder was the EREP equipment used 
over any other portions of the world than those you have shown 
us. 

WILMARTH No. No sir. they were not. Those are 
the actual dats t~ke - sensor on and off times of the - for 
all of the EREP sensors on SL-II. 

QUERY (inaudible) are you planning some kind of 
6 conference with them SGme time in the futuxe to discuss it? 

WILMARTH (inaudible) juel before I came over here 
1 checked out to see when we are going to have data available 
for the PIs - that's the last thing I forgot to mention. The 
screen fil~ for the 190A multispectral scanner - multispectral 
ca.era system should be delivered to the PIs for their use 
by approximately t~e middle of July. We're planning 3 )0 day 
aft~r splashdown type delivery schedule. For the 191 infra
red spectrometer 193 an~ the 194 the .ag tapes and related 
ephemeris data should be delivered by th~ .iddle of July also. 
~ow the 1908 camera data - Earth troined camera probably is 
going to take into August before the Pts 8tart getting some 
of the data. Now the 192 is a little bit different instru~ent. 
In order (or the PIs to select the channels - whatever chan
nels they want to wor~ on of the 13 and the speelfic Gress 
within their t~st ~lte, in other words, cloud Cree or what
ever areas they want to work on. We aTe going to provide 
thee by about the last week of July a screening film which 19 
actually a tape to film conversion 90 that they can look ot 
series of channels of the areas that they ~re interested in 
and then provide the inputs as to the type of data, mag tapes 
and everything else that they'll be wanting. SO WE' will ct'r
tainly be looking at the later PIHt of July. and that is up 
to the PIs to get their request bnck to us and then th('\OC 'H 

going to be some time, probably - mayb~ a couple of ~nnthR 
he for e t h (' Y 8 C t 'J all y get so 1M.' 0 f t h (' 1 l" m u 8 tAP ,. d III a tow (l r" 
on. Now that's .15 "'(! proceed through this ~yst.·m why wi"ll 
probably modLfy that - that's probably nn outsIde nlll1'ltn'r. 
Now in regards to your question on wh:1t Ilra Wt' plllJ1\1lnJt (or 
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",,8 PI conference or a PI,release qf their data. so",e thought 

has be~n given to havin8 a PI pr'liminary eonfereneesomotime 
this fall but it is a matter of.when the'data is going to be 
released and PIs do have to hav~ some time In order to analyze 

,their data, be sure of their results so - it's questionable 
whether we'll have one this fall but the - next spring - ne~t 
summer is going to be a major press conference and PI con
ference for the PIs to present their results and 80 Ve can 
proceed. 

QUERY Dick. I'm a little confused over how many 
foreign ~ountries you've got. You said 6 and then you only 
named 5. Mexico, Brazil. Colurbia, Venezuela and Bolivia. 

WILMARTH Oh, I'm so~ry, Nicaragua. I forgot one. 
And I'll repeat them people 80 you'll have them. Mexico, 
Brazil, Columbia. Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivia. Dr. Stuart. 
I think you're going to get some data off of the coast of 
Vancouver Island. I, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6. Mexico. Brazil, Columbia, 
Nicaragua, Canada and Boliva. 

SPEAKER Let's begin at the top. can we pecplc, and 
Say that there are 6 foreign countries and they are as follows: 
Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivia. If 
I said Venezuela I am mistaken. 

QUERY Dr. Wilmarlh, I understand that the main 
purpose from your standpOint was to test these ln~trumenls 
and find o~t how they would serve and whether they would serve, 
but at the Same time you were also gaining data and trying to 
use the data. Now we've been told at times that one idea was 
to get this data available rapidly so that in circuastances 
like danger of forest fires, like corn blight or other diseases, 
the investigators or some investigators could actually use 
this data during the growing 8~ason, something like that. Now 
you're telling us that several montha to a year - would you 
comment on that? 

WJ~MARtH Well. first of all, let's com.ent on the 
objectives ot ~REP. How EREP was deat8n~d as an experim~nl 
for 3 general purposes: 1. to deter.ine how useful micro
wave data are from space in Earth resources. Secondly. is 
to determine based on the camera and the sc~nner as well AS 

the microwave systems which ones or which of the spatial 
spectral bands are of most use for Eilrt.h [(~50\lrCC8 'lurvey. Arid 
the 0 the ron e 0 f C 0 U r s e i f a ve r y i III P 0 r t " n t tl n (~ .1 n d t hilt 1 a 
to d~terl!lin(' what arc the atmospheri c: e(fl'\'l'-; on <111 of tht' 
analysis of the data. As )'ou all ready krlllW w.~ do look lhrouRh 
the total atmosphere flying ot 234 n;\utt(~ .. 1 mill'S. So ltlOillng 
at those] objectives I think th'll the 5t"n.'HH "IH·r.1tion,. 
and the data welre Roing to have back from the Plt~ ~rc goinR 
to clearly demonstrate ho~ useful the scanner cameras ~nd tho 
microwave systems are fur Earlh resources. Now you are correct. 
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Th~ data that we are 8~ttlng back i~om the PIs and the re8~lt8 
~11l have a direct use -' certainly by many regional,planners • 

. 4 urban planners, agrtculturalists, forest inventory people as, 
. a means of getting out a better system for them to acquire c';< "':,', 

their data to do their Inventory and do their management·' 
planning that goes on with all of these activity: ,So EREP 
Is goin8 to have two purposes: one, to gain knowledgo for 
use in future system and also a8 a dir.ct use for the data, 
now we come to SL-II we certainly have some data that we could 
fly SL-Ilt over the 8a2e - rathet typical ground tracks - this 
is golnp to be of interest to certainly the agriculturalists 
as well as forest irtventory people to plan soae of their activ
ities. Now how useful is 80ing to be dependent upon their 
own inititive and own ingenuities as to how useful and they 
want to plan the data. Now I stated that itts going to ~~ 
approximatE:ly )0 days - 30 to 45 days for the PIs to get their 
data off of the 190A camera. The 1908 camera system, certainly 
tha screening film off of the 192 system i9 going to be avail
able approximately within the same period of tiae. So the 
analysi8 of the data of.! of those instruments as well as from 
the 193 and 194 which certainly is golng to be within the 
aaae period of time, well the analysis is going to be available 
to us and certainly will be put into reports released through 
the PIs own organization, technical journals and through the 
data centers to people who are interested in the results of 
the ERtP sna1yala. In olh~r words, therets not gOing to be 
a restriction on the PIs turning out their data and turnina 
their resultl into technical reports releasing the data. What 
Ita laying i8 that it may be a8 lalt as next sprir.g before 
we have a full scale total Ie iew similar to the one that 
wal ~onducted by the ERTS people last March. So the results 
will be made avai13~le maybe not as a full ~ompendiu. or a 
.ympoliua type publication, but the dala w~ll be a~Rllable. 

QUERY (inaudible) we cannot look to these in.tru-
menta anytime 800n to give US (Hst turn around on data we 
,et froa space -
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able approximately within the same period of tiae. So the 
analysi8 of the data of.! of those instruments as well as from 
the 193 and 194 which certainly is golng to be within the 
aaae period of time, well the analysis is going to be available 
to us and certainly will be put into reports released through 
the PIs own organization, technical journals and through the 
data centers to people who are interested in the results of 
the ERtP sna1yala. In olh~r words, therets not gOing to be 
a restriction on the PIs turning out their data and turnina 
their resultl into technical reports releasing the data. What 
Ita laying i8 that it may be a8 lalt as next sprir.g before 
we have a full scale total Ie iew similar to the one that 
wal ~onducted by the ERTS people last March. So the results 
will be made avai13~le maybe not as a full ~ompendiu. or a 
.ympoliua type publication, but the dala w~ll be a~Rllable. 

QUERY (inaudible) we cannot look to these in.tru-
menta anytime 800n to give US (Hst turn around on data we 
,et froa space -
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QUERY· - instruments any time soon to give us 
fast turnaround on data we set from ~p4ce? 

." WILMARTH 1 guess the answer is'that it will 
depend upon what kind of a ~pacecraft, whether an unmanned, 
or even a high-flying Aircraft, how the'inst~ument8 are 
used. In other words, if you could put the same instruments 
into a Sun synchronous orbit over the United States. And 
looking at the United Slates on a - on a continuous basis, 
or even on a - on ad is-day cycle such as ERTS, the data 
~ould then be available and the kinds of information that 
people need on a real-time or a near real-time basis probably 
could be made available. But, at the present time, you know, 
all of the data are stored and returned from EREP. So, itls 
a film return as well as a mag tape return. There have 
to be modifications to the syst~m to accommodate the real-time 
data dumps. 

QUERY There's something that I'm - not quite 
understood, and this sort of reminded me of it. Why. in 
deSigning the system, would you place it such that Skylab 
would have to b~ oriented into this Z-local attitude in order 
to use it? Why not put it someplace where you would not have 
to disturb the attitude of the spacecrAft in order to usc it? 

WILMARTH Well, I can't answer that. I do not know 
why. I do know that EREP ~as the last series of experiments 
to be accommodated by Sky lab. I think that probably is 
the an9wer to the question you're ralging as to why you have 
to go into ZLV. It was put into th~ area where they could 
accollllllodate the control panels and the instruments them
selves, and it just 80 happened th't is was in the MDA and 
it has to be moved In order to be sure that they're all looking 
vertically at the Earth. That'~ the only answer to at 1 know 
ot right now. 

QUERY What are your pldns now for the next mis-
sion, and will you have to do ~ lot of real-time planning 
as the results of the first ftission become known? 

WILMARTH SL 3 is going to provide us 26 opportunities 
I understand, for EREP data-takes. Right now, we are reviewing 
the - the overall schedule, the plans for the (light plan-
ning, and related Activities, In order to opttmllC the times 
for taking data rplative to the PI task sites and to lh2ir 
dat~ requirements, So, in essence. be prep~rcd d6 WD 
tD 0 ... e 1 n lOr Ii g hlp 1 ann 1 n g (o r S L -, ). t hal w ~ h .1 YO 3 n 1 n put 
on what ground tracks to use and wh~n ve lAk~ data. As you 
look at SL-l, m08l of the early pArt of SL-], welre going 
to have a series of descending passes very ijimilnr to what 
I've shown you on SL-il. L3ter on Into the mi8s1on, 
we will hRv~ ascending passes. In othor word~, 
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/~.t"~.1ll the80u'~hwe8t to 'the northe~st across' the Un~ted St~tes, and over into Europe. We, plai t~ extend the passes with1n the capability of the syste.;· as ve aee it today. As on the "latter part of SL-2, the JO-fJl1nute data-takes will extend on over in to Europe and take ou: - gel some data for our Eu!opean 
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aR well as some of the African PIs. Then hopefully we will be able to accommodate some of the PIs over Japan,. Tilal1and, and Australia. So, it's a matter of planning and trade-offs from w~at we've learned ~n SL-2. 
QUERY Do you {orsee changing your system of weather predicting so that you con't run into 80 many cloudS, and the whole protocol of deciding when you're going to mak~ the passes? 
WILMARTH Well, we've talked to the weather people about that - to Gee if we - (laughter) - to se~ if we can get better accommodations out of the weather bureau, but that's a pretty tough job, r'm sure you all recognize. Unfortunately, clouds .ove around pretty fast, and we do have to select tho passes b~sed on our veather predictions. I thln~ that - that we looked at the overall forcasting that was done and the pOlt-past verification of the weather, was done very well. But, when you're restricted to descending passes ~cross the United States in June, June is a very bad month, and we are not planning to change anything relative to our weather forecasting that we kno~ of today. for SL-3. We will have some more options, of course, b~cause of the longer dat3-takes, and, therefore, we will be able to select essentially cloud-free areas to - to senae with our in8tru~ents. But, I don't think we're planning anything today on changing the weather predicting and forecasting system. Does that answer your question? QUERV Could you go a lIttle bit into how flexible you are as far as - ~s Car as - proposals coming in over the tr~nso. nov that EREP is an accomplished fact? For examplc, a possible EREP data-take over Afri~a surfaced tovard the latter part of the last mission, and then disappeared almost SR rapidly as it had come. And 1 was a little mystlfied. The Flight Dir~ctor at the ti~e explained that thcy'r~ having a <'.rought In Atrica, lind bad things were happening, <llld perhapH the pictures could do some good. Wh~t kind of facilities do you have to accomNod~te quick requests like that, if any? WILMARTH well, 8S you know, the Hurricane Eva pic-tures and sensing that we did on SL-Il was a very similar case. The storm developed - we ilad requests from the PIe and through NOAA to accommodate 8uch a nn ~REP pass. And the system vas worked so that we did accommodate that and 1 think the results are 801nl to be very gratifying. As far ae takins 
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on additional tasks, the system is that flexible to accommodate . 
,these things. And 1 think the case th~t you referen:e is pretty 
late in the mission. And the matter of getting all of the 
tasks done in order; to - for reentry, and setting up house
keeping for the next crew, just prohibited any other additional 
time for the crew to operate any of the - the EREP instruments. 
But the system is that flexible. We can accommodate these 
kind£ of tasks and I'D sure that - that's why I referenced 
to Africa on SL-Ili. We have some passes directly over Molly, 
and that area, where the drought is pretty severe. And that's 
going to be - certainly one of the considerations as we go 
into our pass planning. 

QUERY Is that - Is there any chance you'll be 
doing some EREP passes over the Soviet Union or China? 

WILMARTH No, we do not plan any. As a matter of 
lact, our sensors are turned On only over the areas where 
we have approved investigations, or the designated task Sit~8. 
and we don't plan - we don't have any investigators In these 
areas. 

QUERY What's the last possible time you can 
mak~ your decision b~fore you make A pass? How many days 
elapse between you say we're going to go - we're goiog to 
take this pass, or we're not? 

WILMARTH OUf planning cycle is approximately - has 
• mean time of two days. In other worda, we do a pass selec
tion. Say one evening - we go - we do a - an evaluation 1, 
which is on~ day prior to the pass. In other words, we do 
that et approximately - oh, six - seven r'clock at night 
for the execute day tomorrow. In ~ther words, one day 
away from the execute. And that's a GO or NO GO. We do the 
the pads - in other words, the directions for the crew 
for turntns on instru~ent8 and types of films and film - fil
ter settings and thing9 like that. So, by 11 o'clock thst 
night, the pads are generated and uplinked to the cr~w. So 
that when they get up In the morning for an enrly .orning paSH, 
they hav~ the data available for an EREP pass that d~y. So 
that's the kind of timing sequence that we do. 

QUERY DO you plan to go over some of lhr sam~ 

sites that you went over on SL-2? 
WILMARTH Yea. Because some of the PIs h3VV requtrv-

mQnts for dat~-t8kes on SL-2 t 3. and 4. So w~ will be over
flying and, hopefully, we're golng to overfly Houqton thlR 
time so ve can get $ome data (or the - OUf own PIs ~cre. Y~A. 
we will be doing that. 

QUERY Well, if the clouds .ove In bet~cen - -
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, WILMARTH, Yes, we will be doing that. .' 
PAO ' Carol, one lIore? 
QUERY Well, if the clouds move in between 11·" 

o'clock at night, when you send up the request for the plan, 
and the next morning, are you stuck with it? 

WILMARTH No, we can always postpone a pass. We 
can always scrub a pass. In other words, we can scrub a pass 
at 6 o'clock that following aorning, or 3 hours prior to 
data-take time. Yes, we're not stuck with that; we can do 
that. 

PAO Okay, ladies and gentlemen, thank you. 
Take one more? 

SPEAKER 1 have a couple of announcements here. 
As we said e8rlle1; Dr. Hawkins is runnin& late. He is still 
In the flight readinebo review for Skylab-llI, and we don't 
expect him to be here, no earlier than 4 o'clock. However, 
if all you visiting firemen please check with Judie, who is 
in charge of our coffee greens, there is sOD~thing for you 
planned for tOIl~rrov evp.nlng, all the visiting troups, okay? 
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VAO Okay. g~od afternoon ladl~$ and gentle.en. To many of you I'm sure Mr. Kleinknecht needs no introduction. Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, Manager of the Skylab' Program Office' sl the Johnson Space Center. and Dr. Robert Parker, Chief Scientist for the Skylab Program. We'll start off with Hr. Kleinknecht giving a brief summary along with Dr. Parker, and then we'll throw it open for questions and answers. Mr. Kleinknecht. 
KLEINKNECHT Good afternoon. I guess the significant things that we know now that we didn't know last Friday at landing is the crew ~s back here. and they have continued to adapt to 19. We have all of the data back here now, and it is being processed. ~E've seen samples of all of the data that we collected on Skylab I, II. We do believe that we have valid d~ta, and have no reason to b~lieve that all of the things that we ,had previously said we accomplished in flisht are not going to give us creditable scientific data for analysis by scientists. The workshop, unmanned, is continuing to ope.ate and be stable. ~e haye at this time no constraints that we know of that would preclude us from flying Skylab Ill. And the present launch date is about 90 percent probable it will be on the 28th of July now. It would be a launch at 7:00 a.m. eastern daylight time, and I don't know the exact day for end of mis8ion~ but the end of mission should be about 4:30 in the afternoon, local landing time. It will be a descending pass off the west coast of the United States or about where SL II was. ~e have talked to the crews and the crew reports that they got no significant surprises in flight. They have not given us in the crew debriefings to date any significant concern that says we have to make any major modifications In our plans for future Skylab missions. I think as IOU know, we start next week through next week and into the Wednesday of the following week, I think we have the dete! led systemS tI~br1efings. We have obtained (rOil dump voice tapes significant amount of information of little detailed problems that the crew had. And we have in process now some hardware such as restraint straps to carry up on Skylab III that will better restrain toe crew and the body lDass measuring Qevlce in the waste management area and on the ergometer, and on the rotating litter chair. We also have plans to replenish some of the film, some of the drugs and so forth that were degraded because of excessive heat. Ag4in let me say that we have looked at some of all of the d&ta. We're particularly well pleased wih the data that we're getting out of EREP."" As you know, that will all be released to the PIe, and placeo 
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in the public domain In the future, and will be accessible. 
Everyone will have 'access to it. Although I don't think 
Bean [1] counts for a good way to meaSure the Success of a 
mission, I do have a slide here that I Want to show you 
that does give - based on hours and percentage numbers of 
what we accomplished against the premission flight plan. 
Let me say though, like we have told you -'lll earlier, before 
the SL I, II mission that we had a crammed-full flight plan. 
We didn't expect to do everything. We purposely made it 
that way so that we could better handle real-time flight 
planning. And we, did if something didn't WO~k right, we 
were prepared then to slip something else in its place. 
Can 1 have the first slide please. Our total hours cOlllpleted 
are as you See here - I think Jack King will havp. _ Jack King 
will have a copy of this. The preflight totals we show 
here, so we got 80 pe rcent J 91 jJercent. 90 percent, 96, 80 for 
an average of 89. The significant loss was in the EREP. 
when we had the - _ 
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KLEINKNECtlT - significant loss was in the Ei{EP when we had 
the power problem. We had short data passes. And that's why we 
did not get as many sites as we might have. But this low 
percentage was not as a result of hardware per:or~ance. 
Nov. I'd like· let me heve the n~xt elida. I'd like to take 
Look at it a little differently. The initial flight plan 
added up to 28 days. We planned 2-1/2 days for launch, docking, 
and activation. It took 3-1/2 because of the standup EVA. 
~e planned nothing for standup EVA or for par&sol deployment 
so that's this 3-1/2 that'~ included here. We planned 20 
days of experiment operations and we dld do 20 days of ex
periment operations. So if you want to say - base success on 
numbers, you can say we did exactly what we planned to do. 
We planned 3 days off at the crew's option and at their sug
gestion, they only took 2 days off. So that helped make up 
for some of this. We did do the SAS panel deploymer.t j took 
1-1/2 days and we only took about 2 daY3for deactivation 
as against the original plan of 2-1/2 days. That, too, then,' 
indicates that the systems are working as the crew planned 
and that indeed by the cnd of the mission, they could do more 
w~rk in a given period of time than we had planned on, because 
they had a signiftcant different storage problem to stow and 
deactivate the workshop as well as the items that w~ returned 
on the command module. Let's see the next slide please. The 
overall mission results: we accomplished the intent of all 
48 experiments thnt were operated on SL-I, II, Skylab I really. 
Six earth resources 8ensor~. 15 medical experiments, 5 AlMs, 
17 scientific and technological, and 5 students. We did, as 
you're aware, delete S020, T02S, NT02S, because they were to 
be used at the scientific airlock - the solar scientific air
lock. We did not have that available. We deleted SOiS, zero 
gravity human cell, because of weight and power consumption; 
555 crystal growth for the same purpose, weight and power; 
509 we did not operate because of concern with the b~tteries 
having been overheated. We have subsequently, done 4 full 
analysis of those batteries and we have no concern about the 
batteries that are up there now. We will do that on SL-III 
and IV and We deleted three student experiments. Now all of 
these, S020 and TOl5, we now have plans, we have hardware -
flight hardware being built to carry up 80 that those two ex
periments can be done daring an EVA. We'll mount thc~ out on 
a - part of th~ ATM truSt during an EVA and we'll collect that 
information. However, they will not be done on SL-ll!, they 
will be done on SL-IV. Our approach to SL-III storage has been 
to fill within the payload capability - our approach to 
5L-Ill is to fl11 the spacecraft within its payload - within 
the launch vehicle payl.oad capability and the constraints 
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~stabl18hed by CSM structural loadings and volume. Even 
though some of the hardware we will not be able to use on 
SL-lil. In this way. we will try to correct and provide for 
doing the things that we know' of now and retain some flexi
bility to take care of ~aybe Some more contingencies on 
SL-IV. SOl5 was a 26-day .., 2a-day experiment. It is being 
slightly modified to make it a 56-day experiment and it will 
be installed in the command module for SL-III. 555 - M555 
crystal growth will be carried up and will be done on SL-III 
as planned on SL-II. Skylab 1 - I keep saying SL-II - Skylab 1 
Is the mission we flew. We talked about the 509 astronaut 
maneuvering equipment and we will make up the student experi
ments. May I have the next chart please. Overall mission 
results - -
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KLEINKNECHT . Could I have'th~ next chart. pleaae. Over-all mlssion results ~ Crew was healthy thro~ghout the llight as you all well know. Dr. Hawkins la£er will talk about the crews' return to their l-g basel~ne and th~ir progress in that. respect. We did gain a significant amount of experience in space station operations. I think it's quite significant that we flew a majo4 manned space station for the firat time. The training was outstanding. Tte crew has commented that - as I said earlier - they had no surprises. We can fly a vehicle ,for the first time and it can operate as we expected after you take care of a few early problems. The adequacy of the basic syste~s has been demonstrated. The habitability has been good. Food is good. Sleeping quarters were good. The crew's ability to maneuver and do work in space was fully demonstrat~d and there were no problems there. They also remarked that they were very happy to get their weekly sh~wer whether they neederl it:) r no t • I glless ins uu,mary again - ove r all we lea rned many lessons that are applicable for the next mission. We also have confirmed that we can identify now no constraints on continuing the program - in completing the Sky lab program as initially pl,nncd. We did show that we can handle much more data than we'v~ ever handled before in real time, although we have some improvement left there to process some of this data a little more rapidly for - in real time. And certainly ills been obvious that we can do real-time flight planning. Let me have the next chart, then the last. We did get some unexpected returns. I think as you have all heen exposed to before, we've demonstrated ttdn's capability to perform in ~pace, to do someti~~s the unexpected and to, in fact, do things that could not have been done without man in space. We had, although this isn't exactly an unplanned result, I guess it was fortunate that we had a hurricane during an EREP pass. And it's always been a part of the program to get short-term phenomena during our flights, whether it be other science data as in the solar experiments or EREP. So, overall, I would say we had another unparalleled success in Skylab. We've had them before. And the lessons learned certainly overshadow any numerical results th~t we made place on the mission. That's all I have for a program summary. I guess we can open to questions. PARKER I'd just like to say a couple of brief words and that 1n that one - some of the experiment people will be coming in to give you individual briefings on EREP and ArM and 80 forth. And I think that, rather than steal the major part of their thunder for what results that we do have., that 1 ought to caution you they are pretty meager so far. Film is just being developed. I was In Washington yesterday and ~ne of the ATM PI's Was estatic. They had finally developed 
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one ~trlp of film and they indeed had good results on it. And 
he could sec thing, beginning to come in probably today. You 
kno..., there lHn't a tremendous flood of results and answers to 
give you but 1 know the EREP people have developed some or 
all nf their film and they will at least be able to tell you 
something, again, perhaps only, about the quality of the film. 
And y~u know whether it looks like we got good data and we'll 
be able to do ~omethlng with jt. Let me leave those partIcular 
aspects of the sciences to the peopl~ who come in to talk about 
the science ones, because th~trs their whole game. That's all 
they have to talk about. And other than that I guess all I 
really would like to say again is to emphasize that what we've 
done so far in really setting out and attempting and I think 
to a large degree meeting the objectives that we had - at least 
the objectives that we've reasonably expected to meet - we 
cannot claim that we did everything we set out to do. Number 
I, we didn't expect to; and number 2, we didn't, which makes it 
true in two ways. Besides that, though, we did I f~el accom
plish significant step6 along the road in the direction of 
achieving what ~e set out to do. And as Mr. Kleinknecht said 
we achieved th~ balic intent of all the experiments that we 
sent up. The data I believe is showing what's come out. I 
prefer to have them speak to it directly - Just ehowing that the 
knowledge - we spent the ti~c and put the effort through to do 
it, but coming up tc say yeah we did get the data, we'll b~ able 
to do something with it in the end. I think that's about all 
I'd like to say, except to answer the questions. 

QUERY Mr. Kleinknecht, what is the basic reason 
for the change to the 28th launch date and so what is the 
splashdown date? You gave us the time of splashdown but not 
the date. 

KLEINKNECHT Well, I don't have the days counted. It'~ 
56 days and I don't know whether we get mixed up and whether 
you count the first day, day zero or,.,hat, but it's 56 days. There 
is no change in the launch date. 22nd - that's the one I had 
counted to - that's the 22nd. There is no change in the launch 
date. We had said that it would be day 28 plus or minus 1. 
We would have to wait until we observed the trajectory of the 
v~hicle in its current configuration after the CSM returned, 
or left it. We had planned for the 21th to be the earliest 
dat~ and it turns out now and 1 say 90 percent probability _ 
th~y wouldn't give me a fIrm figure yesterday - they said 
they'J have it by Friday - that it will be the 28th and that Is 
selected so thal we get an M • 5 rendezvous. 

QUERY You made two references which I noted; 
one was that J think you said the crew had no surprises and 
the other one Was toward the end or your comments, you said 
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there was a unparalleled success. In the first r~.ark - the crew 
had no surprises. - I'm not sure I understand vhat you mdact by 
that, because Burely they' did have some surprises. 

KLEINKN£CHT I meant in the basic systems and the ~ay 
the operated - maybe 1 should have qualified. I should have -
Well, I don't ha~e to qualify that because they didn't get 
a surprise. They knew that SAS beam wasn't out. They knew 
we were hot when we went up there. So all the things they did, 
we had planned to do prior to the ~ission. And I'm saying t~at 
the equipment operated as hael been advertised to the crew. And they 
didnlt have any difficulty b~cause of poor simulators or lack 
of training and they vere able to do all that they set out to do. 

QUERY Y&U di~n't plan for the refrigeration to go out 
or the cooling loop when you had to wake up the crew, and so forth, 
and some of th?se other things, did you? Thatrs what I'm get-
ti~g confused on your comment. 

KLEINKNECHT Well, I consider a surprise as something 
significant. If you go to bed at night and you're air con
ditioner goes off and you get warm and wake up - do you con
sider that a significant failure or surprise? 

QUERY If I were in an orbit 280 .11e~ around the 
Earth I might, but the other part about was you called it an 
unparalleled success. You said you got 61 percent of EREP. 

KLEINKNECHT I did not say I got 61 percent of [REP. 
I said I devoted 60 percent of the hours that I had initially 
had in the FlIght Plan. I had prefaced that by SAving that 
ve had more in the Flight Plan than we thought we ~?uld do 
when we started out. Now when you talk EREP too you have to 
consider weather. We could have gotten 100 percent of the 
passes an~ had everything covered by clouds and we'd have gotten 
no resulty. We did get a lot of data because there waS not 
a lot of c~oud cover. And EREP is a program for th~ total 
program - we beli~ve that werre going to get all of the sites 
and all of the data we set out to do in the progr~M. 

QUERY Dr. Kleinknecht you said the crew had 
jUlJt a little problems that you're going to correct on the 
next flight - body restraints, waste management - could you go 
into some detail on those, please? 

KLEINKNECHT Well. they commented that we put in rela-
tjv~ly late, although it wasn't just before the mission - we 
put In a seat or restraint at the ATM con8ole and it had more 
like an airline 8catbelt on it. It had a buckle and an 
arrangem~nt that you just pulled up tight. The ergometer - we 
had a wide belt that went around the waist and we tried to 
tie it down to the ergometer. We believed that would work 
from zero - {rom 1-g testing - it turned out that it did not 
constrain them properly in the seae -
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KLEINKNECHT lt~turned out that:itdid not constrain, 
.them properly in the seat. The body .a~s measuring deviee'-
we had .traps and it appears that the crew vas able to move 
Q little bit in that device, and If you .ove 1n it you don't 

. get an accurate weighing. On the co •• ode, we had a device 
that had velcro on it, and they just couldn't tighten that up 
and hold themselves firm. So we now have some belts that we 
plan to carry up that w~ll snap on and be more like the air
line belts.' They can pull themselves down Rnug. We also had 
8 velcro st.rap in the waste - four of them - in the waste 
management compartment that didn't fit well over the triangle 
shoes. We ace modifying them. We had problems with th~ safety 
razor. It didn't clean out like it does when you squirt the 
water on it on the ground, so welre sending, instead of 
expecting to use the single blad~s several times, we'll s~nd 
up a blade for every shave c We also have a wind-up mechanical 
razor. The ere ... reported that they used a lot of tapE:: for 
taping thingG. They used a lot of rubber bands. Some of the 
restraints for the data files didn't work exactly as we would 
have liked them tl work, 90 we're making some ainor ~odifica
tions to that. They reported that they never had too many 
bungees, or the type restraints that you can stretch and put 
over something to hold it in place. We're providing more of 
those. 

PAO Roy Neal. 
QUERY Kind of wonder if you could elaborate a little 

more on the health or the condition of Skylab as it is now. 
I'm looking now at such things as the refrigerator. What are 
you going to do about the shade with the next crew when they 
go up? What sort of temperatures are you maintaining inside 
the spacecraft, that kind of thing? 

KLEINKNECHT Temperatures inside the spacecraft, 1 believe, 
are about 100 degrees now, Roy. And they went up with the 
hi~h Bets ~nGle when we were in the Sun all the time. We did 
not have the fans operating so you would expect them to get 
warmer. They have started down noW'. The refrigerator tempera
ture ~s above zero degrees noW'. Thal's well within our limits -
desired limit~ of zero plus or minus 100. The parasol that we 
have up there is effective now. From the pho~ograph - flyaround 
~hotograph - it's difficult to make a color comparison because 
of the way the light reflects oCf of it. From the crew's 
description, we believe that it is probably not as degraded 
as we thought it might h8\'e been froll sOllie ot the testing that 
we did on the ground vith simulated Suns. The current plan 
is to, sometime during SL-III, deploy the twin-pole sunshade. 
However, we are building another parasol, and we will carry 
another parasol up. I believe that we may reag~e88 thiR 
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plUT\ to, deploy the twin-pole sunshade between noW and the time 
the crew arrives. or maybe even afterwards, althou8h that 19 
not'in th~ ?lan now. ~!Prog~a. plan is to cover it up with a 
twin":pole shade .. ' There's, I guess, two aspects of that. One 
is, if you put up another parasol~ you would have to jettison 
the present parasol. There vlll be some time when the vehicle 
is unprotected from he4ting. The temperature rise rate is 
something 4 degrees ~ minute on the outside skin - that does~'t 
mean it rises inside that rapidl:,. Certainly there's som£' 
risk in another parasol, although I think it's very vf'ry low. 
We'vp- made some detaiLed modifications to the parasol since 
we had more than a ~eek to work on it. I believe it is 
significantly more reliable than it was the first lime, even 
though it worked the first time. The paraso!, you can modulate. 
as we did do, and looks like we overmu~ulated it. With the 
twin-pole sunShade, when you put that out, under some conditions. 
you may require more power because you might get too cold. 
If you put that out, there is a possibility to modulate that 
by going EVA again, and pulling your clotheslines back and 
uncovering a portion of the vehicle. But YO~'Le then com~itted. 
If there should be any degradation of t~dt, you need another 
EVA to replace it, and that might be a hairy job to go out and 
take that thing down. I don't know - we haven't trai~ed on 
that. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Kenny, I wonder if you could go into the 

reasoning behind planning to do more than you know that you're 
going to be able to do. Because if you look at that on the 
surface of it, one might think then that you are setting 
yourself up so th~t you can. more easily claim a success on a 
flight by carrying that approach. And then after that. also 
like eome operational explanation as to what the EVA plans 
look like now, as far PoS where lhey' rc going to fall into the 
Flight Plan for SL-Ill. 

KLEI:-:KNECHT '.Jell, YC1"1' 11 jus t have to be lieve me. Art. 
that we did not have that in mind when we planned more than 
we thought we could Q'). Personally, I feLl like many more 
things worked better than I expected them to work. We had 
more planned in event we had a failure of some eyperiment that 
couldn't work - wouldn't work. We then had something that 
could be used as a fl11~r. And you have to train for all of 
these things, and you have to write all the procedures, and 
you have to figure out how you work thea into the Flight Plan. 
I think we would have been very remiss if we only planned to 
do half of what we thought ve could do and then got up there 
aand had a lot of spare time on our hands and didn't know ~hat 
to do with it. With re'lpect to the EVA, there's threE" EVAs 
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and I dontt k,t\OW what day they are. They arevory carly.: 
As soon as we ean, we 80 out and ve take some film out of the. 
ATM, we replace 80me cameras and film. In the ... iddle of the 
m1ssion we do It 888in, and asain at the end of the mi8sion, 
about the same time as we did i~ SL - Skylab 1. 

PAO Bruce Hick~. 
QUERY A couple first for Bob. From what you've 

been told or seen yourself of the data, would you ~ay you're 
generally pleased, or d~ you think really - really have got 
all that much good data, or you've JUSt seen some of .the good 
stuff. 

PARi< E R W hat we' ve see 0 80 far, w hie his rea 11 y 
oot good stuff, but first stuff, which mayor may not be ~ood. 
(garble)" - W'hat comes Out in the next four days might just 
turn out to be d'sastrous, but since you didn't select the 
stuff you started out with, with that in mind, what we've 
seen so far we are quite pleased with. 

QUERY A couple quick ones for Ken. First of all, 
two of yo~r charts differed on student expeci~ents. One of 
them showed five planned and four accomplis~ed, and one of 
your la3t slides showed five acco~pli~hed. And that was the 
one where you also sho~ed what was going to be deleted. And 
that doesn't make sense to me. 

KLEINKNECHT No, it says - it ~aid we compiled it _ 
SPEAKER That's hours. 
KLEINKNECHT That's hours. First one was hours, ~nd 

the las tone was whac W'e completed. 
(garble) one ~ore. PAC 

QrERY 
are Skylab I, 
is NASA going 
call it? 

And one other - I noticed all your slides 
8 n d you eve n m & d ere fer e '.1 c e t 0 1 t. Wile n, 0 r If, 
to get that straight. WhaL are they going to 

KLEINKNECHT L~t'9 just call it S\ylab. 
llASA's going to change anything. 

~AO Bill Shelton. 

1 don't think 

QUERY the eternal question th~t peopl~ always 
ask newsmen. just as they ask YO'J, ha~ to do .... ith the benefits 
to man here on Earth from this mission. Now Skylab has been 
widely touted as being one of the first missions to really 
create these benefits. What you've given is a kind of adminis
trative overview of the accomplishments. Now if you .... p.re 
~sked, let's say a Congressman asked you, now what can you 
&ay now have benefited man on Earth f!om this mission. What 
would you reply to him? 

KLEINKNECHT I would reply. as of tod9Y, nothing mOfe 
than the technology that has been d~veloped, but I believe 
thAt m>;11 wl11 benefit from flOW on froAl that ll'cllnoiogy. fro. 
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the applications of the data that ~e've collected 1n Barth 
Resource. for land use, mappinJ. for resources Management. 
for understatiding the Sun. and where all our energy comes 
froQ, and from things like ~8nufacturing in ~pace. And really. 
the challe~8e and the burden is now on the Government end the 
inductrial;cqamunity to apply this information and use it for 
~4n. And ~e 1n the Government cannot go SAY, this Is the 

,way·to ~anufacture in space - -

E:m OF TAPE 
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community to apply this information and use it for ~an. We 
in the gov~rnment cannot go say, this i& the way to manufacture 
In space, and this is what will be goo~ for you, the industry. 
We .cannot go tdke over ll]c resources ;uanagement of the nation 
or the worlcJ. We have, 1 believe, we will have shown by using 
this cJnta, you can better ~anoge the resources and ecology 
llf lhe world. !h' have 301llt experiments, some of the ER1P 
llxp('rimcnts cOlild only be cperated by man. However, lhE: 
lechRique~ for collecting ,he data, I beiieve, viii have been 
~stabli5hed. and they will be appliod to the next generation 
of unmanned satelltt~s, like ERTS, which then wo~ld be a 
continuous benefit to the man on the Earth, on the ground. 
And 1 think we can all recognize t~.at the ecological balances 
of the world is in jeopardy, and anything we can Jo towards 
alleviating that situatio~ certainly the man on the street 
should be able to. understand. 

QUERY NASA's investigation or study into what 
went wrong now staad? 

KLEINKNECHT The accident investigation, investigating 
board is in session now there at Marshall. 1 don't know when 
that investagation will be comple~~d, but I would expect 
that it would b~ in the next, say by the time we fly SL Ill. 

QUERY Have the names of those appointed been 
released? 

KLEINKNECHT Yes, they have, I don't have them in 
tront of me. BTuce London of Lewis Research Laboratory is 
the Chairman of that group. And it is a small group. They 
are investigating only that incident, not the prograc. 

PAO Nick Krissen. down on front. 
QU~RY WdS there any dcgradalio~ at all in the 

frozen food when that refrigeration system before it stabilized? 
And also, second part, do I understand correctly that refri
geration is now back in working order okay? 

SPEAKER Yes. Ther~ was some degradation, very 
little. It wasn't any to be concerned about. I don't remember 
the exact numbers. ~e had - I don't know, we can get the 
numbers, but \ole had a temperature that they rould go to 
for 24 hours. and a tc~per8ture that they could go to for 
28 uays and with some acceptabLe degradation. And the degra
dation in the food was for the benefits for the - we were 
concerned ab~ut for the benefit of the experiments, not for 
the benefit, not from the standpoint of nutritional value. 
The cre"" could have still. lived off of it and eaten. But 
1 b~lieye we had no degradation in the experiment results 
because of the fo~d te.peratur~ getting, coming up a little 
bit. 
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PAO John Willhow. 
QU~RV t:en, two questions. One. is the next 

prime crew practicing 1n Huntsville in the water facility 
on establishing the two pole? 

KLEl~KNRCHT They were down there last weekend. And 
t don't know whether they hav~ or they are going to tr~in. 
They will train on that. I believe th~y have done it. 

QUERY And the other question, you ~aid that 
some oi t~e techniques worked out in EREP t would enable 
better design of future unmanned EREP packages. Could you 
be specific on that? 

KLEICKNECHT The 5192 Multispectral scanner has a 
thermal channel on it that we've never flown. We've never flown 
lhe therm~i channel before, ERTS had that. 1 believe now 
that did wOlk. although there hasn't bee:l analysis of that 
da la . And that IS very - well I'm not tl scientist, 
mayb(' ought to let Bob talk about it. that does give some 
very n~eded data. 

PARKER Yeah, that's really in a large way, 
when Dick Wilmarth comes in here, you can get some specifics 
from him. 1'm sure he would very much want to talk about 
that. H~'9 sneaking in the door there. But EREP was very 
much a test bed for an ERTS II sort of thing as it were. 
And we may dtscover from this that there are some (garble) 
and ~ome investigations that need to be carried out by man. 
Wed 0 n 't rea 1 I Y See h 01# \J e can dot h 18 u nil a n i\ e d • The t' ear e 
others that as it turns out that we can - you know as 1 said 
b~fore, flying EPEP a8 a manned mission the first time around, 
8ive~ Y8 a tremendous amount of flexibility 8S far as flying 
it 29 a test _i8810n t then putting it up in an ERTS. If 
we had flown a second ERTS right now, and flown with 8~.e 
of the Skylab instruments then you see t those things that 
n~cded modification during the miss10n or needeo to have 
a whole scric$ of matrices, of tests flown on them, were 
tremendously complicated in an unmanned experiment. Where 
there is a mall up lherE:, you elm take advantage of his 
fl~xabi1ity, the mantEl Clexlbllity to lSlllke thl$ a reasonably 
widc~proad test matrix, and then we can work from th~re. When 
w e ~ l' (' t 'lOS ere suit 8, SOli e 0 f the III w 1 1 1 3 8. Y the y, t hat t h i 8 

parll~u14r application Is most ~pplicuble to - can veil 
be dun~ nov we think on unmanned. and this one p~rh~ps need. 
a men around to tend it all th~ time. ~o that's one of the 
things we're looking beyond EREP to either an ERTS II or 
an ER~P to~ o~ you lIke. 

QUERY Ken, stnce so.eone brousht ~p the accident 
board, c4n you tell uS why ylth the fi~~t l~unch 8nd 
perh.pa the only launch or thit e.~dnslvt vehiele, the 
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parll~u14r application Is most ~pplicuble to - can veil 
be dun~ nov we think on unmanned. and this one p~rh~ps need. 
a men around to tend it all th~ time. ~o that's one of the 
things we're looking beyond EREP to either an ERTS II or 
an ER~P to~ o~ you lIke. 

QUERY Ken, stnce so.eone brousht ~p the accident 
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.!ikYlab workuhop, there was no NASA photo requircment ,at 
I.a.unch, and indeed an Air Force photo recon plane was s-=:heduled 
to fly the.next day. and the .anned launch was stayed on the 
ground at Patrick? 

SPEAKER 1 can't anewcr that. We did, 1 think 
we did have photo requirements, we didntt have mandatory 
requirementS. We didn't coneider that thoy were mandatory. 
the launch vehicles had fJown befote, and 1 think we were 
moru interested in getting into orbit than getting pretty 
photographs. 1 don't know we'd have got a photograph - we'd 
have known any more than we know now if we had photographs. 
Of course that 1s in ret rospect, I certainly couldn't say 
that b~fore the mi9sion. 

QUERY The amazing thing to me and I'm sure 
the other people, was the persistance shown in face of very 
gr~at odds, and at many times. Was there any. did it ever 
occurr to you, or the crew or the support that it ~as time 
to p~ck up and go home? 

SPEAKER l don't think it occurred to any member 
ui tilt: Skylat> team th.ll we Were approaching th3t time. We 
hav~ as you vell know and we have said before and I think 
you observed, we have a dedicated team, industry, the govern
ment, the Universities. And the best way to get something 
Jumped on Is to take a positive can do attitude. And 1 
th tnk th at is ... 'hat we exhib 1 ted, and it paid of f well. 

QUERY Aside from the equipment that you'll be 
takins up to - aside from the equi~ment you'll be taking 
up to be able to perform two experiments on later .ls8ion, 
are you taking up any other repair ite.a or tools or modules, 
or things like that you might need or anything else~' 

SPEAKER Oh yes. We broke a rachet wrench came 
apart, and ve're taking up another ratchet wrench. Som2 of 
the personal hy~lene kit toothpaste l~aked and wal allover 
cve~ythinR, we're rcplacin& that. The shoes wore out in 
the to~s, th~y apparent)y used toes to guidb and steady 
yourHel' m6r~ th~n the triangular shoo&, the toes of the 
ShOl':-I ""ort! out. We're tllklng up 12 palra of tJolt shoes 
w t t h III ,1 t (' ria 1 ,~ vcr t II (> toe 8 • W e 11, 1 T\ {a c t, the y B rem a d e 
~Ul of the ~atcridl similar to the tVA over gloves that hds 
more abr~6ion r(,di8l~"C~. We're taking up somo covers 
for the trians,Jiar shoes 80 ttq\t they will be tDort abrasion 
rcsiat811t.. We're taking up 2 apart tape recorders. We've 
had u tape recordcr failure in the workshop, ve're laking 
up 2 spare tape recoruers, We're takins up 2 1V cameral. 
1 don't have thu whole list in {rant of me. Soae ~f the dru8s 
were degraded fro. temperature, vetre replaeing tho... W. 
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"are cO~8idering taking up a heat exchanger. If you recall, 
there was some concern of the heat exchanger control valve 
sticking_ If that should stick during an EVA when you had 
a high heat load on the system, the radiators would freeae 
up. We're designing a heat exchanger, and we haven't comalten 
to t~ke that up yet. but can be tak~n up plugged in so if 
that valve should stick in that position ~e can keep a heat 
load on the system to keep the radiator f~om freezing. 
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SPEAKER -.hould stick in that pooitiou. We can 
keep a heat load on the 8y8 tem to keep the radiator from" ,"" 
freezing. 'It would take another S082A camera for the one, that, 
tailed. We're taking upaome extra fila to do .ore'S019 and,;' 
S183 ~ that's a good cro~8 section. . 

QUERY I bad heard somewhere that 801l1e considera-
tion wasooing given or 50m£ research was bein~ done on lhe 
possibility of making another solar wing that would be diploycd 
out of. t believe the radial docking port. 

SPEhKER We had been working on such a device since 
the first of June. And that concept was to take two solar 
array panels off of the backup ArM LO fold them and put them 
In the SlB on the structure similar to - or the structure thnt 
holds the SLA togeth~r and similar to what the LH Was mounted 
on - it vould have a tubular section with two dO_king ports 
on it, we'd have separated, turned around, docked with it. 
extracted. WAnt around and docked to the radial docking. 1t 
would have had 8 or 9 CBRMs, would have had an instrumenta-
tion system on it and would have had a cOdtrol pAnel 8S a 
part of that. ~e could have done the whole opgration without 
going EVA. And it would give us effective - another thou8~nd 
watts. Indications ar~ t~day that we're going to terminate 
that activity because it doesn't look like ~e need more power. 
As a matter of fact the power situation continues to get better.. 
We had 6 CBRKs as a result of being overheated, we're down to 
about 10 amp hours capacity which 1s about SO percent of 
their original capacity. They have recovered to about IS d~p 
hours capacity now and we expect theN to continue to improve 
4 little bit. With the fa~ous h4mmcr - we fixed one CBRM - that 
gave uS another 200 - 250 watts. Well. all those thingo ~re -
and we deployed the SAS wing - 80 all those things arc delt~$ 
us in a good direction sub$cquent to loe time we started this 
SAH - We called it SAM - solar array module. 

QUERY Hft8 the second Sky lab crew sdid anything 
or indicated what they have learned from the ftrst crew or 
fro III w 8 t c h 1 n g t h P. II, t a llr. 1 n g tot hem, t h i n g s l hal t h t' Y C ,\1\ 

apply on their flight that they didn't kno~ before? 
SPEAKER 1 don't quite understand your question. 

There 18 - Sunday ev~nin8 and all day Hondoy, the SL-il crew ..,il1 
talk to the SL-III cr~w to exchange ideas and go through th. 
18 trainers. 1 don't kno.., "'flat you mean by havl'! they lcarnt'd 
anything from Washin@ton. 

QUERY !~o. t'li Horry, "',Hching them. Thllt is. 
you know, anythln that they just - you know, Just watching 
the flight ... 

SPtAKER l'~ sure they've leorn~d 90m~thin8. Th~y 
have reViewed 411 of the tv actlvltlvN hut I dnn't have 4 
IUtal'Jute of that or 1 haven't hCllrd any COlDlu~nt9 un whllt they 
learned. 
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QUE R Y .- < ",,,,~ ", \, D :t d the y act u a 11 y we a r 0 U t 8 eve r 81 p a 1 ;;.' 
of .hoes? How aany and exactly how - why did this happen? 

" SPEAKER We haven't had the detailed systems de-
briefin8and I don't know whether they vere completely worn 
out. They were frayed - whether they continued to use them 
or not, I' don't knov. We did have enough shoes up there we 
thou8ht for the entire prograa. We believe by replacing this 
12 pair of soft shoes and I don't know how many of these toe 
COye~9 we're taking up but it will be enough for the balance 
of the .. Iss Ion • 

QUERY What sort of fraying? 
SPEAKER (Garble) walk on shoes, not drag your toes 

around and it looks like they dragged their toes and used their 
toes by sticking them down in the grid instead of taking th~ 
time to use the triangle shoes - it wa~ so easy to just ~teady 
yourself With a finger or a toe - just 3 lot uasier to work 
in the space that we expected io a large volume. 

QUERY Do you know approxilllately - no matter how 
gross the estimate the cost was to NASA as result of this 
meteoroid shield shattering on laurlch? I .ean all the repal rs 
that were -

SPEAKER We think we spent about $100,000 here at 
this center because of that. Now we had a lot of people that 
were working - would have been other wise working that we had 
thelft ..,ork on that 1 ns tead of what they would have been doing. 

SPEAKfR Let me correct that. It's about $250,000. 
It was about $100,000 for training SL-It and SL-III crew 8S a 
result of the instrument. 

QUERY Two questions. I wonder if you have made 
a determination on the .aterial that will be used in the 
parasol that you're going to take up? 

SPEAKER Yes, we have. It's made by SchJcldahl io 
Hlnnesot4. It 18 Kapton, nylon and the Kapton gold surface 
will b~ out. Kapton/nylon - a little different wc~v~ than 
we previously used and there will be vacuu1ll deposil~d aluminum 
on the nylon. So it'll be turnt'ld ovt:r (roo; th .. oril'nt<ltioll 
we now hAve, It's 11ghttr. it pAcks very nicely tn the 
canister. 

QUERY One philosophlcal type question; do {orcRc~ 
a role for women In space in the imuedlate future? 

SPEAKER Not 1n the immediate future. 1 don't think 
we have time to train - ~elect and train any women for Skylab, 
and 1 look to that as the immediate future. ASTP - the crews 
are selected so I don't think they fit loto that and Shuttle 
I think if you look at the Shuttle as immediate future - I 
think quite likely vo~en observers or 8clentlat4 could fly In 
Shuttle. 
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'QUERY" 'f Ken,' is thl.t $2S0~OOO cost, 
Just this Center - or does that include' all the 

. KLEINKNECHT That's this Center. 

',. '\' 
you sa i d f I) r ,>: 

Centera? 

(QCERY And you'd have a figure for all the Centers, 
like the Marshall work ~nd down at th~ Cape and so ont 

KLEINKNECHT I don't have that~ (garble) at the Cape? 
KLEINKNECHT The Cape spent very little. In fact in 

the long run - in the long run 1 belie~e that we'll wind up 
spending les8 money on the program because of this. Ve've 
accelerated the SL-II or SL-III launch - that allows you to 
get rid of some man power earlier and although the SL-IV launch 
date hae not been selected, 1 expect that we may accelerate 
that too and belive that the kind of money you spend by ac
celerating is primarily overtime and that is much less than 
the money it costa you to run a program out. However, there is, 
a8 you probably know, some science interest in observing the 
comet that's going to be available towards the end of the year. 
And that's another subject as to whether we are up there to 
ob s e r ve t hat. 

QUERY Didn't someone put up the figure $1,000,000 
4 day because of the delay due to the accident aboard the 
Sky lab? 

KLEINKNECHT I think they put out a figure that we are 
spending about $1,000,000 a day in the t~tal program and th~t 
isn't because of the accident. That's what we are spending in 
the program. That's how many people we have working on the 
program and whether you fly or not you're spending that. Th~ 
cost comes at the end. If because of that you stretch the 
pr08ra~ out a month, you can say maybe that $)0,000,000, but 
we don't plan on doing that. As ~ matte. of fact we've re
covered two ~eek8 by accelerating this launch. Is it 2 weeks 
or 4, two weeks 1 guess over what the prog~am looked like on 
the 15tn of May, by ac~elerating SL-l11. 

PAO Ladies and gentlemftn, i& that it? Thank 
you Mr. Kleinknecht, Dr. Parker. We have a slight change in 
our schedule for this afternoon. Dr. Hawkins is st111 involv~d 
in the FRR - Flight Readiness Review (or Skylab III So the 
next presentation will be ~y Dick Wilmarth on EREP. Dr. Hawkins 
will follow Mr. Wilmarth. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Ladies and gentlemftn, i& that it? Thank 
you Mr. Kleinknecht, Dr. Parker. We have a slight change in 
our schedule for this afternoon. Dr. Hawkins is st111 involv~d 
in the FRR - Flight Readiness Review (or Skylab III So the 
next presentation will be ~y Dick Wilmarth on EREP. Dr. Hawkins 
will follow Mr. Wilmarth. 
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PAO,. Okay; ladie~ti and gentlelhen, we have , 

VerI Richard Wl1.arth uf the- EREP Program Office here at the 
center.' And we viII :lethira give you an overview of woat-_' 
.... e Ie a rned fto., the fi r& t Sky lab mis8 ion. ' '" ,~, '" 

WILHARTll , Good evenlni," or good afternoon, ladies 
and gentlemen. The thing that we want to do this afternoon 
is to trylan~ cover the activitie~,what \ole learned, how 
the sensors operated, and what we thirtk we obtained. Unfor
tunately, we don't have any data to show you this aft.rnoon. 
It's all being processed. as t think Kenny has already dis
cussed. So it vil1 be sometime next week, 1 lhink, bt!£ore 
we can have any real data to look at. ilowev~r, based on 
crew voice recordings and discussions and looking at our ~pace
craft data, I think we have a pretty good idea of lhe kl~ds of 
data that w~ obtained for the 145 principle invcstigators 
that we have in the program. On top of the 145, there are 
soae 35 to 40 other scientists that are involv~d in trying 
to determine how well the sensors p~rformed, actually doing 
a n a 1 y sis 0 f the d & t a • Now the 1 4 S P I 8, 89 we 9 pea k 0 f t h c 1!I , 

represent 41 from foreign countri~s. 104 from the United 
States. So let's look at what we did for the 145 PIs. May I 
have the first slide, please? And we will have copics of 
the three slides that I'm going to show this afternoon, so 
you can have copies aftee the talk. That shows you tbe 
12 or the 11 EREP Z-LV passes. The one, track 49 on the lower 
left ~lde of Mexico there, is a solar inertial pass that we 
completed to sense hurricane Ava. (n addition, we completed, 
at the end of the 11th Z-LV pass, ~ solar inertial pass for 
a lunar calibration. Lunar calibration was done in order to 
use the capability, or let's say the physical properties 
of the Moon, which at ~ear full Moon is R rather unique and 
constant uniform back~round, 90 that we turned all the senSOf8 
on as a basic background calibration man~uver. The data wl1l ~e 
used in determining how v@ll the sensors operated ~nd 4180 to 
be able to provide the Investigators s~mc bnslc data (or plotting 
their analysi9 or changing their prograMs or enhancement tcchnlquutl. 
a9 the case Gay be. So let's run through it. We dId 11 Z-LV 
pastes in the following order. We started with 20; we cnded up 
with 20. In between 20, We did number 63, Which Is - you CAn sre. 
ther. we did nu.ber 6, t~en we did nu~ber 34. And. aCter 34, we 
did number 49, actually the hurricane Ava pa~s. After 49, vo 
did 19, [ b_g your pardon, we did 19 right after we did pass 
6; we did 19 tvice. We dl~ 33, and th~n we did 48 ftnd 61 
over Washlnaeort. We did 5, and then we ~nded up with ground 
track 20, and then the lunar cal pass, Now vhat you dee here 
are the actual data-take area8, which we turned the senlore 
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on,'Sot If you'll look at ground tr8~k 63. wa started off the 
west coa.t. of CaUfornia and ended near Mexico' city. 'That .. black 
IOU see there represent8 the actual areaG along Which w~ had the 
sensors operating. Nov~ ,here's a .atter of t1ming here. The 
passe. that are the short ones, like 63 and 6 and 34, we operdtcu 
during the power problem that v •• on board Skylab, we operated 
around solar noon. So that if you take about midway ou those 
paale. - you take about 10 .inutes oft of e~ch,side, you can Bee 
that we have e8sentlally a 20-.inute pass Cor the ahorter arcs 
that you aee on the Vu-graph. The other longer passcs, like 48 
constituted approximately 30 minutes of data-take time or, in 
othftr words, the crew, the spacecraft were operating in a Z-LV 
.ode approxl~ately 30 minutes for the EREP d8t2-~ake times. What 
did we get done in the way of consumables? Well, some 
numbers are rather interelting. We got about 8 miles of 
ma8n~tic tape, or about 41,000 feet of magnetic tape, along 
which all the tracks that you see here. We have about 
12,800 frame. of data imaaery froa 190A, the multispectral 
C,lIle ra .ys tem, the Ea rth t e rrahA cam. ra, and f roa the DAC 
camera, which is on board the infrared spectrometer for 
recording the actual location, the scound location of the 
det& takes for the spectrometers. So, you can see, ve 
collected a lot of data; and, as 1 satd, they ... b~ing pro
eelaed today. 1 have looked at, very briefly, 80me of the 
190A camera n~8atives and a very, very •• a11 part of vhat 
ve took, and the pictures do look lood. 1 heard you ask 
Kenny Kleinknecht how good the data actually are, and I can 
aSlure that there are 80me very interesting features in 
there, and ['a sure that the PIB are goi"S to be more than 
happy with it So, vhat else did we do, as far •• coverage? 
I think we've got data over 31 statel. We collected data 
over .ix foreign countries as followa: K~~leo. Brat!1, 
Colu.hi., Venp&uela, and part of Bolivia. You ca" lee across 
ground track 20. you can lee vhere wa eroa.ed over Bolivia. 
Actols 48, we er081ed over Bratil and Colu.bia, and on track 5, 
and on the exteneion of track 19 and 33. So we did acqulr~ 
a lot of data for the PI, in those area •• To b.,ln vith, each 
individual PI hal a deSignated talk area or ta8k lite, a8 ~e call 
the~t and it i8 over those areae that we take, or turn on the 
seniors and take data. We went back and ve tried to determine, 
baaed on 100kln8 at th~ postpa.8 weather and looking at the crew 
voice tapel and thin.s like that. tried to figore out how 
many of the talk oites we ero.sed over and over which one8 
we obtained 00 •• dota, We counted th •• up. There's about 
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1,6 i~dividu~lta.k sites that we colledl •• data over. We 
tUfl) t6 t~e number 01 i'lla whti. we feel are 8bl~',to be abIP. 
to use datil. W~ find that there

" 
Gboui. 75 PIs whO will be 

t~'ceiVI' 8 data' fr01l the SL-II, and {'itt $u'f '"his flu.b~r is 

, , 

going to go up because, aave get All. of the Ii im and tape 
back and we st.rt processing and looking at it fro. t~e 
standpoint of "OLd the instrulIlents operate over the individual 
pass sites. u rr. ~ure we're going to find this nUlllb~r is going 
to go up. We collected data for only eLa of the Coreign 
investigators. and there: are four 1n l-exlco. ooe in Bolivia, 
and one tn Venezuela. I'm not sur~ that we got 80me data for 
Or. Howard over in Colombia, but we're hopeful that ~e can. 
Let's turn first to the sensel'S ~nd see how tilf'l '!perated. We 
had excellent Success. Twelve full successful p8~~e$ for the 
19), the radiometer/8catt~romeler; and for the 194, thp L-band 
radiometer. The multispectral cam~ra system. 190A, Wl had one 
miscue. so we had 11 successful paSAes. Fur ~he 191, actually 
the infrared spectrometer. we obtaiaed data ~n all 12 passes for 
the short wavelength or the visible range of the spectrum; and 
with sufficient coolihg, v~ got the longer wavelength out 
into the thermal lR for s~ven of the 12 passes. On the multI
spectral scanner, we had nine good passes; we had three mar~ioal 
passes becauRc we had problems of aligning it __ 
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WILMARTH On the multispectral scanner, we cert~inly ,:"~.: had nine good passes,' we had three msrginal passes" because ' 

Ii "we had problems ,,!tit aligning it. After lore h.ad completed 81ignm~nt, we did hav~ very successful pa8~e8. The 190B: We op~r.ated 1t c:mlyon seven passes. In other vorda - that 'g the Ea~th terrain camera - We operated it only on seven pas$cs and they were a]1 successful as far as va can tell today. There are soue highlights, and we didaoae rathar unique things OR SL-Ir that I think are important to brini out. Kenny, I think, r~ferenced the hurricane eva, as 1 have her~ on the board. Let'. talk for a minute about that. Can we have the next slide, please? What we did on a solar inertial pass along ground track 6, with the appro~riate help from four principal investigatots~ Drs. PiercQ, Ross, Hollinger, and Hoore, from NOAA, frollt the Air Force. and a tot of intel"r',:ti help here at JSC, we completed for th~ first time a micro~nvc sensing, radlometer/scatteroaecer data, of 150 data points across a very .ajor stora. This was done in conjun~tion and concurrently with the NOAA aircraft and th~ Air Forcu alrcr~ft. highly instrumented, that penetrated the eye of the storm. the Air Force did a dropsonde in ot'der to deterrainc the actual pressure level!; within the eYf!. And, incidentally, the ~r\l'" reported that they ('ould see the bl'Jc watcl thr~ugh the (,Yl! of the dtor~. At the same ti*e, the NOAA aircraft was using for the first time a l~ser profolometer, which gives you III e a sur e men t () C the w a ve h e t g h t S • The>, rep 0 r ted It S - f 0 0 l W ;l V I' :{ in the c~nter of the stora, also 133-knot winds. Bo, It'R a major Stor~ e~tendins out several hundred ailes around. Nov, the first apace sensing with a aicroweve system has II ~ajor impact if all of the data analyses Rtllnd up 8S everybody at NOAA, and certAinl, the princlp~l investi~ators, f~~l that it viii. rhe reason for the uniqueness is that (or ti,l firtH tir.ae the bl1ck8cattGf energy fro. the radio.~ter Ilnd (I,,' SC3tterollleter in conjunction \11th the understanding of the wind velocities and the vave heights, and the foall donsilY. foam distribution within the waves th~a8elves, the total emi.sivity of the atea. 1n other wordS, total reflectivIty ~ If wt can mealure that Lucces.rully with the 8cattero~eter and the radlQ.eter, w~ w111 have a very direct aOAAutrmenl of wind velocitieS and wave heights In a major ~lorlll areA uaing the .icrow8ve sensIng {ntHrumantA, if tht'y ttl' fln""11 01\ S p. ,e 0 ron a 1 T ( Ul ft. 0 rev t:! r. un_ a n :'\ c d 8 Ate 11 .I r. ~ e • Sol t .;:! a rather unique oxptrilll"nt. We aTl'! very hopt'ful thAt iH ~N going to turn out SOlllC! interesting r~sulls. Now, I1l1tllht't Oil,' t h • t \if 4. Ye r y un 1 que 1 nth a tile 0 vcr f lu w the W a b "8 h R i v l' r IH t' ; I of Indian., Where Dr. Sl~ya of Purdue U tl,e prlneJpnl lnvt'H tiS.tor, ~l.o.t cuncurrently with th~ ~kTS oY~rfl1ghl of the 
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same arca .witn their sensors on and the multispectral scanner t hat t h .. Y 0 per ate d • We a 1 S 0 f 1. e w a t 30, I) C 0 fee t ;. a h 18 h -.: : .' . altitude aircraft, instru~ented with ~ multispectral scanner and the multispectral camera, and also at low altitude, approximately 20 to 15,000 feet, another aircraft, all concurrent, all within the hour of the overflight of ERTS J.nd EREP. ' At the a~me ti~e, the investigator had all ~i$ tea.s in the fiold taking r~d!ometer readlng~ and solI aoisture studies and so on and so forth, in order to make it a complete investigation. Wh~t this ~ean8. people, Is that it provided a Aultispectral and m~ltist8ge sampling of an a~ea in c12ar weather, so that we can und~rstanJ the operation of tho instruments al ground at low alt~tude8, and at hi~h altitcdcs, with different kinds of spectral instrUMents operating. Sf.) il will provide us I.l first cOfl1parison, rea) tifil~, of ~:le ERTS anti t:~EP 9C3nner data, gS veIl as the aircraft ddta. dow, the in~cstigatlon that lJr. Silva is primarily gettred at Is land··use an,dyse:s, geolc&lcal studi~s and rel~ted actiy!ty. So we did have a ratne~ unique investigation in this area. Those are kind of the highlights of WhA~ we've been able to look at (rom the overall EREP completions and accomplishments on SL-II. To give you a feel for some of th~ other discipline oreaa ,. vhlch we obtained Ao~e data~ In the [le16 of 8eol~8Y and hydrology or continental water re80ur~~s, some of the very best data ve feel, was obtained over - Can I hav~ bQck the ground trAck slide, please? - over ~est~rn United States and on dovn into Mexico, where lhere are aoue aetal exploration, geological mapping, dnd h,drocalbon analyses studies gOing on. As far ~E land-use ~tudie8, ~at~ ov~r continental Unit~d States anJ on d~vn into Brat!l, and Colu&bia, for br~ed regional resource Inventor!es, lanJ-use studies, w~ leel, are going to be - ~he data were obtained and they'r~ going to be :,ath~r useful for these studies. 'n additiull, W~ dlrl a lot of data collection ov~r the Gull of Hexlco. as you CAn see there. fhe 8roulld tr8<.k. S crofJsed dlrc(!tly over Puerto Rico, and based)n the poSt··pS9S weath~r predlct'o~s and evaluations. th~ ar~a w~s cle~~. Dr. Trumble of the U.S. Geological Survey is going to be very happy, I feel, with the d~ta frOG the ca.era and spectral dat4 of the area t~ loo~ at lome of the water depth, as well ~s Dr. Pul.o~ from the ~n\verJity oi Michigan, some of the batho.etrlc Itudie4, water ocplh. water color studies. related to the sedlaentation of the areA ~round the Pu~rto Rican platf~r.. Anol~er area th~t was rather interesting is that if you ~ee Puerto lico lh~re, ri8~t adjacent to it is the very (amoua. deep Puerto Rie*n trench. And 1 forlot t~e number of hov .any kilometor. de.p it la, but it's a .ajor perturbation of the .~. floor. 
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And ve ran the altimeter frou the 193 across the area. and 
we think.' that we got S()'l.ie very 'good data for comparison of 
the ~elative change in the sea s~rface elevation, relative 

'c 

to the land areas, and I'm sure that Dr. Shapiro!, going to 
have some interesting data to look at. In th~ foreign areas, 
.th~ Mexican investigators are primarily interested in land 

J, 

use, some agricultural studies, so •• of the geologic mapping 
and oil exploration programs. as well as looking at the irriga
tion, continental water-type investigations, planning of irrlgs
tion cycles. and understandIng the total water runoff of some 
of their basin areas. In South America, as t stated, they 
are primarily interested in hroad regional r~source studies. 
As you know, the Aaazon River Bas~n i~ generally a cloud 
cover area, and I hope that in the number of passes that we 
had over there, that ve got so~e real good data, although 
clouds are rather ubiquitious, they're rather allover the 
areus. 1 want to comment on ground track 61. We crossed over 
the Chesapeake 8ay~Washington area, and 1 think if you heard 
raul Weitz's discussion with the TV camera throu~h the VTS 
vehicle tracking system onboard for th~ 191 infrared sp~c'ro
meter, you heard him remark that ~t was hazy and he couldn't 
really spot Washington or the Poto~ac. I've brieel; looked 
at some of the 190A dala, and I think ve do have 4 go~d p~~_ 
ture of Washington D.C. And th~ Potomac. Wetll have to l~ok 
at that after there's aone mOle processing. So all In dil, 
1 thln~ we've got 108e very good data (or th~ PIs. t think 
they're gOing to be happy, and I think our results are going 
to have 80 •• rathor interesting lap6ct on the use of Bpace
cr~ft data for regl~nal resource, anri Earth resource surve, •• 
Thank you. 

PAO Okay, Arthur, 
QUERY Wa. there One tiae on one of the p~S8.' 

when one of the a.tr~naut8. 1n effect. kind of forgot to 
take the lens ~av off. or something like th't7 

PARKER I think you're referring to th~ - On th~ 
190A, that', the one pal. that ve didn't get 8 full usc of 
the ca •• ra. Thtre'a a gr~~n ready lisht that's alvay. IUp
pOled to be open, the green light VIB on, but apparently It 
w •• not. So after that, ve did a visual inspection to inlure 
that the door wa. left - thAt the door waf actually op~ncd 
during the ZLV pt.,. I think that's lh. re.ark, the. _ 
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'SPBAKEa: " That the door le':actually open during 4 
eLV pass l'think that's the r<lllark of the situation,," ",:, .': 

" QUIIY,· Dr. W~ hllarth on those ~3 paise, before' , 
thai.line •• nt of the' in&t.ruaents was worked out :1s the" data, 
u •• bl" " 

YILMARTH Yel. Part of the data will be u~able ccr-. 
tainly!n the visible and near infr~red. We are not at all 
lure that the thet •• 1 channel dur!na ~hose tiacI are actually 
that the data are actually 80ing to be used for 80me of the PI 
theraal studies ~ut we feel ~h~t ao.~ of the data will be 
u.a~le in ~h. channels 1 tnrough c~rtainly 7 to ae. 

QUERY 1 wonder was the ERBP equipment used 
over any other portions of the world than those you have shown 
US. 

WILMARTH No. No sir, they wp.re not. Those are 
the actual data take - sensor on and off tiaes of the - for 
all Qf the EREP sensors on SL-i!. 

QUERY (inaudible) sre you planning soae kind of 
a conference with the. 60_e time in the future to discuss it? 

WILMARTH (inaudible) JURt before t CAae over her~ 
I checked out to see when we are going to have data available 
for the PIs - that's the last thing I forgot to aention. ~he 
screen {iI_ for the 190A multispectral scanner - multispectral 
camera system should be delivered to the PIs for their use 
by approxlmately the middle of July. We're planning a JU day 
after splashdown type delivery schedule. For the 191 infra
red spectrometer 193 and the 194 the mag t~pe8 and related 
ephemeris data should be delivered by the aiddle of July also. 
Now the 1908 camera data - Earth trained camera probably is 
going to take into August before the PIs start getting some 
of the data. Now the 192 is a little bit different instrument. 
In order for the PIs to select the channels - ~hatever chan
nels they want to work on of the 13 and the specific areas 
within their test site, in other .... ord". cloud free or what
ev~r areas they want to York on. We are going to provide 
thea by abo'Jt the last week of July a screening film which Is 
actually a tap~ to film conv~rsion so that they can look at 
series of channC!:ls of the areas that they are interested 1n 
and then provide the inputs as to the type of data. mag tapes 
and ev(:rything E~lse that they' 11 be wanting. So we w111 cer
tainly be looking at the later part of July. ,:\nd that is up 
to tole PIs to got their request back to US and thE'n there's 
golng to be some lime. probably - ~ayhc a couple of sooths 
before they actually get some of their mag tape data t~ w~rk 
on. Nov that's as we proceed throcgh this tly8ll~m why we'll 
pr.;,bably modify that - that I::; probably an outside number. 
Now in regards to your question On what are w~ planning for 
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a PI 'conference or a PI release of their data. lome tho\ol,ht 
has be~n siven to havina ~ PI prelt.inary,'eonference ,o.eelae 
thi8 fall but it i, a aatter of when the data i,. 801na to be" 
reteal',ed ant! PI'; do have to have 'S0l10 time tn order to analyze 
their data. be" sure of their results 80 .. it's questionable 
whether weill have one this fall but th~ ~ next spring - next 
sum~er is 80ing to be Q major press conference and PI COq" 
feren~e for the PIs to present their results ~nd 80 we can 
proceed. 

QUERY Dick, I'm a little confused over how aany 
foreign countries you've got. You said 6 and then you only 
named 5. Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, V~nez~~la and Bolivia. 

WILMARTH Oh, I'm sorry. Nicaragua. I forsot o~e. 
And 1111 repeat them people 80 you'll have them. Mexico, 
Brazil, C~lumbia, Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivia. Dr. Stuarl, 
1 think you're going to get some data off of the coast of 
Vancouver Island. 1,2, 3,4,5,6. Mexico, Brazil, Coluab18, 
Nicaragua, Canada and Boliva. 

SPEAKER" Let's begin at the top, can we people, and 
83y that there are 6 foreibn countries and they are as follows: 
Mexico, Brazil, Columbia. Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivia. If 
I said Venezuela I am mist<\ken. 

~ Ij E R Y Dr. W i 1 II art h, I un de r s tan d t hat the 11,11 n 
purpose from your standpoint was to t~st these iootrument~ 
and find oul how they would ~ervc and whether they would serve, 
but at the same time you were also gaining data and trying to 
use the data. Now we've been told at tImes that one idea Was 
to get this data available rapidly so that 1n circumstances 
like danger of forest fires, like corn blight or other diseases, 
the investigators or some investigators could actually use 
this data during the growing season, something like that. Now 
you're telling us that several months to a year - would you 
comment on that 7 

WILMARTH Well, fir~t of all. let's comment on the 
objectives of EREP. Now EREP was designed as an experiment 
for 3 general purposes: 1. to determine how useful micro
wave data are from space In Earth resources. Secondly. ie 
to determine based on the camera and the scanner as well as 
the microwave systems which ones or which of the sp8tial 
spectral bands are of most use for Earth resources survey. And 
the other one of course is a very important one and that is 
to determine what are the atmospheric effects on all of the 
analysis of the data. As you all ready know we do look through 
the total atmosphere flying at 234 nautical ailes. So looking 
at those 3 objectives 1 think that the sensor operations 
and the data \It!' re going to have back from the PI's arc going 
to clearl~ demonstrate how useful the scanner cn~eras and the , . 
• lcrowave systems ar3 ·for Earth reSources. Now you are correct. 
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,"Tho "data that ve ere .ettina back frua the Pia and the re8ults 
~'ll have • direct u •• ~ cortainl, by .• ~ny rt.ional planners,' 
urban plannere. agriculturalists, for.st~inv.ntory people a, 
a a.ane of aettlna out a better syate. for the. to acquire 
their 4ata to do their inventory and do their manage.ent 
plannina that aoee on with all of these activity. So EREP 
18 80in8 to have two purposes: one, to 8ain knowled8e for 
us. in future .yatem and also as a direct use for the data, 
now we co.e to SL-tl we certainly have some data that we could 
fly SL-III over the lame· rathet typical 8~ound tracks ~ this 
i8 goin8 to be of interest to certainly the agriculturalists 
a8 well as forest inventory people to plan some of their activ
ities. Now how u6~ful is going ta be dependent upon their 

'own inltitive and own ingenuities as to how useful and they 
want to plan the data. Now I stated that it's gOing to be 
approxilllately )0 days - 30 to 45 days for the PIs to get their 
data off of the 190A camera. The 1908 camera system, certainly 
the screening film off of the 192 system is golng to be avail
able approxhlately within tt.~ same period of d.me. So the 
analysis of the data off of tho~e instruments as well as from 
the 193 and 194 which certainly is going to be within the 
same period of time, well the analysis is going to be available 
to us and certainly will be put Into reports released through 
the PIs own organizAtion, technical journals and through the 
data centers to people who are interested in the results of 
the EREP an~lysis. In other words, there's not going to be 
A restriction on the PIs turning out their data and turning 
their results into technical reports releafilng the data. What 
I'm saying lR that it lIay be as last as next spring before 
we have a full scale total review similar to the one that 
was conducted by the ERTS people last March. So the results 
will L~ made available maybe not as a full compendium or a 
symposium type publication, but the data will be available. 

QUERY (inaudible) we cannot look to these instru-
ments anytime soon to give us fast turn around on data we 
get from space -

END OF TAPE 
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. QUt:aY _ .. 1natnn •• nta any tt •• loon to al"_ ul '.tt ~uTn.rourd o~ data ve S.t fro. apace' 
'. U.!:,~~.:,:,r:.: t IU8 •• , th. ansver is tb . .it it wi 11 

de pent ~iun what kind of a apaeeCf4ft, vhether an unaanned, 
or e~en a h18h"flyinl aircraft, how the inatru_ent. are 
uaed. In other vords, if you could put the 8a •• inltru •• nta 
into a Sun synchronous orbit 'over the UnlteJ States. And 
looking at the United States on a - on a continuouo baai., 
or even on a - on an IS-day cycle such a8 ERT$, the det.
would then be available and the kinds of iaforaation that 
people need on a real-ttme or a near real-tiae basia proba,ly 
could be made available. But, Ht the present tla., you knuw, 
all of the data ar~ stored and returned froa EREP. So, it'. 
a flla return ~s well as a .ag tape return. There have 
to be modifications to th~ s,stem to accoaaodate the real-tiae 
data dumps. 

QUERY There's something tha~ I'm - not quite 
understood, and this scrt of cemlnded me of it. Why, In 
designing the system, would you place it such that Skylab 
would have to be oriented into this Z-local attitude in order 
to use it? Why not put it soaeplace where you would not have 
to disturb the attitude of the spacecraft in order to use it1 

WILMARTH W~llJ I can't answer that. I do not know 
why. I do know that EREP was the last s~ries of experiments 
to be accomaodated by Skylab. 1 think that probably Is 
the answer to the question you're raising as to why you have 
to go into ZLV. It was put into the area where they could 
accommodate the control panels and the instruments them
selves. and it just so happened that is was in the HDA and 
it has to be moved in order to be sure that they'~e all looking 
vertically at the Earth. That's the only answer that I know 
of right now. 

QUERY What are your plans now for the next mis-
sion, and will you have to do a lot of real-time planning 
as the results of the first mission become known? 

WILMARTH SL 3 is going to provide us 26 opportuniti~s 
I understand, for EREP data-takes. Right now, we are reviewing 
the - the overall schedule, the plans for the flight plan-
ning, and related activities, in order to optimize the times 
for taking data relative to the PI task sites and to their 
data requirements. So, in essence, be prepared 8S we 
move into flight planning for SL-3, that we have an input 
on what ground tracks to use and when we rake data. As you 
look at SL-3, ~ost of the early part of SL-3. we're going 
to have a series of descending passes very eimilar to what 
Itve shown you on SL-Il. Later on into the .i98ion, 
we will have ascending passes. In other words, 
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fro~ the 8outhw~&t to the northeost acroas the Unltc1 StatG8, 
and over into Europe. We plan to ext$nd th~,paa8e. vtthin the 
~apability of the systelll; ~s we see it today. Aa on the 
latter part ofSL .. 2 1 ·the30-1Ilinute data-takea will. extend on 
over in to Europe and take our - get 90llle data for OUf European 
as well as 80Dle of the African PIs. Then hopefully we will be able 
to accoal_odate sOllie of the PIs Over Japan, Thailand, and Au~
tralia. So, itla a ~atter. of planning and trade-ofls fro. 
what ~e've learned on SL-2. 

QUERY 00 you {orsee ch ... lging your ay&tell of 
weath~r predicting 80 that you con't run into 80 aany clouds, 
and the whole protocol of deciding when you're gOing to make 
the passes? 

WILMARTH Well, welve talked to the weath~r people 
ab0ut that - to see if we - (laughter) - to Bee if we can 
get bf::tter accommodations out of the weather bureau, but that's 
a pretty tQugh job, I'm sure you all recognize. Unfortunately, clcuds 
move sr?und pretty fast, and we do have to select the passe" 
based on our weather predictions. I think that _ that 
we looked at the overall forcastlng that was done and the 
post-past verification of the weather, was done very well. But, 
when you're restricted to descending paeses across the United 
States in June, June is a very bad month, and we are not plbn
ning to ~hange anything relative to our weather forecasting 
that we know of today, for SL-3. We viII have some more options, 
of course, because of the longer dat~-takes, and. therefore, we 
will be able to select essentially cloud-free areas 
to - to sense with our instruments. But, I don't think we're 
plaHning anything today on changing the weather predicting 
and forecasting system. Does that answer your question? 

QUERY Could you go a little bit into how flexible 
you are as far as - as far as - proposals coming In over the 
transom now that EREP is an a~complished fact? For example, 
a possible EREP data-take over Africa surfaced toward the latter 
part of the last mission, and then disappeared almost as 
rapidly as it had come. And I was a little mystified. The 
Flight Director at the time explained that thcy'r~ having a 
drought in Africa, and bad things were happening, and perhaps 
the pictures could do some good. What kind of facilities do 
you have to accommodate quick requests like that. if any? 

WILMARTH Well I as you know, the Hurricane Sva pic-
tures and sensing that we did on SL-II was a very similar 
esse. The storm d~veloped - we had requests from the PIs and 
through NOAA to accommodate such a an EREP pass. And the 
system Y8S worked so that we did accommodate that and I think the 
r~sults are going to be very gratifying. As far 8S taking 
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on additional task., thR .yet •• Ie that flexible to ,eeo •• odlte 

the.e thin,.. And I th!nk the cia. that you reference 1, pretty 

late In the .1 •• 1~n. Aod the .atte~ of setting .11 of the . 

".k. done in order to - for reentry. and aetting up house

keeping f~r the next cr~v, juat prohibited any other additional 

t~.e for the crew to operate a~y of the· the EREP In.trume"te. 

But th~ .yot •• i8 that f).exlble •. We can accommodate thel, 

kinds of ta.ks and 11m 'ur. that - that's why I referenced 

to Africa on SL-ltl. We have 80Ge passes directly over Molly. 

and that are., where the drought Is pretty severe. And thatls 

golhg to be - certainly one of the considerations 8S ve go 

into our pa •• planning. 
QUERY 18 that - is there any ~hance youtll be 

doing soa. ERtP pasaes oyor the Soviet Union or China? 

WIL"ARTR No, we do not plan a01. As a malter of 

fact, our sensors are turned on only over the areas where 

we have approved investigations, or the deSignated task 8lt~8. 

and v~ don't plan - we don't have any investigators in theae 

areaB. 
QUERY What's the last possible time you can 

make your decision before you make a pass? How maoy days 

elapse ~etveen you say we're going to go - we're goiog to 

take thi~ paIS, or we're not? 
WILMARtH Our planning cycle is approxi~ately - has 

a meao ti.e of two day •. In other vords, we do a pass selec

tion. Say one evening - we 80 - we do a - an evaluation 1, 

which 18 one day prior to the pass. In other words, ve do 

that at approximately - oh, six - seven o'clock at night 

for the execute day to.orrov. In other words, one day 

away from the execute. And that's a GO or NO GO. We do the 

the pads - in other words, the directions for the crew 

for turning on instruments and types of films and film - fil

ter aettings and things like that. So, by 11 o'clock that 

night, the p~d8 are generated and uplLoked to the crew. So 

that when they get up ir the morning for an early morning pass, 

they have the data available for an EREP pass that day. So 

that's tbe kind of timing sequence that We do. 

QUERY Do you plan to go over some of the snm~ 

aites that you went over on SL-2? 
WILMARTH Yes, 8ecause some of the PIs have r~quir~-

ments for data-takes on SL-2, 3, and 4. So we will be over

flying and, hopefully, we're going to overfly Houston this 

time 50 ve c~n get 50.e data for the - our own PIs here. Yes, 

we will be dOing that. 
QUERY Well, if the cloude move 1n between - -
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. cWILMABTH Yel. we will be doins that. 
PAO Carol; one .o~e' 

, QUERY Well, If the clouds move in between 11 
otcloc~ at ntght, when you send up the r~quest for the plan. 
and the next .ornins. are you stuck with it? 

WILMARTH No, we can always postpone a pass, We 
can alway. scrub a pass. In other words. we can scrub a pass 
at 6 o'clock that following .orning, or 3 hOUfS prior to 
data-take time. Yes, we're not stuck With that; we can do 
that. 

PAO Okay. ladies and gentlemen. thank y~u. 
Take one lIlore? 

SPEAKER I have a couple of announcements here. 
As we laid earlier, Dr. Hawkins i8 running late. He is still 
in the flight readiness review for Skylab-III. and we don't 
expect him to be here, no earlier than 4 o'clock. However. 
if all you visitins firemen please check with Judie, who is 
in charge of our coffee gre~ns, there i8 fo.ething for you 
planned for tomorrow evening, all the viSiting troups, okay? 
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PAO Okay.' ladies and 8entlu~en, w'e're ,orry 
for the delay. but Dr. Hawkins it a busy Ulan. 80 withuut 
further ado. Dr. Royce Hawkins, Deputy Director for Medical 
Operationa at the Johnson Space Center. 

HAWKINS Good afternoon. Iia sorry'lAain to have 

'~". ". ~ 

to apologile to you for being late. It 80eUlsd like I've been 
running pr.tty lat~ for a lot of these aeetings wtth ~ou. 
But let'a say ~at today has been a pretty important day 
to all of US in that this Is kind of the kickoff of the 
flight readines8 reviews for Skylab 111. And 80 it's upon us) 
and we are really beginning to feel it. I _ight try to just 
r CI cap b r i e fly t hat we h a v e co ve red a n a' , f u 1 lot 0 f g r a un d , 
but I think, all in all, at least at this point ~ that. things 
look to be 1n very good shape for the launch of Skylab III. 
There's Rtill a lot of open items that have yet to be closed. 
But I think, all in all. it looks very. very good. Now, what 
1 ha~ planned was really to try to recap briefly what had 
happened and then concentrate on the time since the recovt>ry 
as to what has happened to the Skylab II crew. I think 
that most all of you have been present, and certainly are aware 
of the weekly progress from the get-togethers thdt welve had 
to try to keep everybody updated and apprised of the 
developments. But, to l~ok back over the mission, WP. had. 
in the major medical experiments, thu M092 and the Ml71 
studies. very interes ting findings tl.at were a little sur-
prising to us. With the 171, the bicycle ergometer study. 
we found that the crew, all three stayed right within their 
preflight baseline envelopes. In the 92, we did see some chang~s 

and some individual differences, three individual differences in 
the crew, In their particular response to the lower body 
negative pressure study. Now, in the immediate postflight, 
we had again three individual variances in the response that 
we saw in these three crewmen, All three of them did ex-
perience vestibular disturbance that lasted about 3 hours in 
the commander, about 8 hours in the pilot, and it was through 
the R plus 1 day. up until the R plus 2 day before he was 
completely free of any symptoms. SPT. Now, the response postflight 
then, In the lower body negative prcssl:re testing. we found thnt 
certainly all three dld exhibit some degradation in the 
cardiovascular response to the negative pr~ssures. This wati 
certainly not unexpected. as we've talked about before. The 
science pilot. vit~ the vestibular disturbances and the 
orthoRtatic hypotension that he de~onstrated, he was unable to 
co.plete LBNP that day. and w~s not subjected to the 171 run on 
R-O. The other two crewmeu did cOlDplf:te the runs, both the 092 
and the 171. but tney ware definitely running high~r pulse rates, 
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and the 171. but tney ware definitely running high~r pulse rates, 
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heart ratee than they vore In the preflight b •• ellne aea~ur.~ent9. 

Now, It ~W. ran the. on R-O, R plul t.l plus 2. R plu8 4 

back here, and that il tho la8t aea8ur,.ent that we have in 

the .ajor •• dicale, Hov, all three crewmen are still not 

back to b.aellne aa of R plus 4. they'll - the pilot 18 

very CIOBO ,and 1 would aay that thq wa.ander I, probahly 

next cloaoat to his baleline measuroment •• with the science 

pilot stl11 the farthest out, but all of the. approaching 

very, very closely to their preflight .casurements. And I 

think that the next evaluation of thuse pataaeter. will be 

on Saturday now. I think that WL will find that they will 

probably all be well back on baseline levels. The other 

veey interesting study and very interesting findings ~ere, 

1 think, with the 131, the Hill-I, which was the motion 

sensitivity test. Now, preflight, we established what was 

" baseline level and a specific rpm rate of rotation for 

each crewman, in which he would undergo a certain amount 

of head aove.ents. NOW, preflight, and remesber we only do 

~hls on two of the crewmen, the pilot and the science pilot, 

we established their threshold level of motion sen8iti~ity. 

the point at which they would begin to develope symptoms of 

motion sickness. With the commander, 1 mean the science 

pilot, his rate of rotation was 12-1/2 rpm.under which he 

could do 50 head movements before oneel of symptoms, With 

the pilot, it WaS 1S rpm and 40 to 50 head .o .... ements. Okay 

now, in flight then, we saw u very dramatic change in both 

crewmen, where they were doing 150 head movements at these 

rotational speedo, without any symptoms Hhatsoever. And then, 

if you recall, we gradually increased this and th~ rate of 

rotation, first to 20 rpm, then25, then finally, on the 

last run they made in flight, at 30 rpm, and they were still 

doing 150 head ~ovement6 without any symptoms. Now, post

flight, we saw some very definite vestibular disturbances 

in all three crewmen, with nausea and even vomiting in the 

one crc~man. the science pilot, at about an hour after he 

was aboard the ~ip and in the medical labs. And his symptom. 

with head movements persisted through the next day, ~here 

any movement of the head would precipitate the onset of 

dizziness or vertigo and stomAch awareness. Then this com

pletely clear~d, 8uDjectively. in al~ three cre~men by the 

end of R plus 1 day. R plus 2, they had no problem~ what-

80ever. You remelllber they trade toe trip to San Clemente 

that day. They flew the helicopter ride satisfactorily. 

without any problems. They returned to the ship. W~ 

. conducted the R plus 2 physicals, and then they immediately 

boarded the plane to fly to Houston.· On R Vlus 3, we 

performed the !irst M131-1 study postflight, and that was 

done here. Nov then, in both crewmen, they were able to 

complete the original baseline rpm 
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HAWKINS-'" Kl3l ... l study poetfl.l,ht. and thatwa •. 
dono here. Both crew.en ... they were able to c~.pl.t. -the 
oria lnel baaeline rpm. 12"1/2 for Joe.and 15 rpa for Paul. but 
the, were able·to coaplete 1S0 head moveaents ylthout any 
,)'"pto... Rellellber that preflight they ",ere only able to 
eo.plete 5~, So there's atill 80me evidence there of &0.' 
~ 80a. adaptive change chat did take place 1n flisht that was 

Itill present poatfl1aht at R plus 3, m spite of the fact 
that we did see a lot of vestibular di8turbances i ... 41ately 
postflight. We'~e still trying to look at this. we have not 
yet really had a chance to ait down with the principal inves
tigators for thh larea, Dr. ~Hller and Dr. Grayblel. We will 
be doing this and

f 
again, w~ will be measuring the second Ml31 

in both crewmen on Saturday. That's about it, Sob. 
PAO Okay, gentlemen, ladies, please vait for 

the mike; right here. 
QUERY Doctor does this all suggest that perhaps 

all three became seasick and that was the reason for their 
disability on recovery? 

HAWKINS Well, I think definitely you've got to 
rule in some actual seasickness that perhaps, naybe precipitated 
the onset of this thing; however, I don't think that the per
sistence of it that we saw was anything other than a change 
that vas taking place a~ain in the postflight period. I can't 
help but feel that this is a readaptive process that '5 taking 
place in the vestibular system to the one-8 conditions. I 
think very definitely there's an awful large amount of that. 

PAO Bruce Hieks. 
QUERY Have any previous tests on these crewmen 

or anybody else that you know of shown this progression. this 
adaptive change that you noted in the 131 or similar experi-

.. ent? HAWKINS Preflight - in the pre P 11ke Apollo flight., 
are you talktng about? 

QUERY Well, yes, either Apolln, or even ground 
tests. In other words, what I'm trying to 'dY, is there a 
direct relatio~ between spaceflight anG being able to come 
back snd do ISO head movements instead of 501 

HAWKINS Well, we really don't have any good data 
on this, see, to compare it with, because we've never had the 
opportunity rf measuring th~t in flight before. And right 
now, postflight we haven't seen anything quite this dramatic 
at all. There's been changes and definite deviations froa 
preflight evaluation in those Apollo flightc where we did 
study simjlar - perform similar studiee, but nothing that was 
quite this dramatic. 
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Qug~y What doee tbl_ indicate. to you.uther than 
it's 4~ adaptive chang,. 1 .oan. what dot~ it aean! y~~ 

,know. 1. it Sfeat the auy. can comeback and aft dtlay in 
. ;'lhe "hirltns chair (lrwhat? . .' 

HAWKINS Well, we're on a frontior and we're ~e4rn· 
ins and we're trying - as we identify theae changea.then 
we've got to h~ve a chanca to analy,. the data to really have 
a - ~o.e up with an u~der8tandln8 of what it really doe ••• an 
to us. It could well uean, ok.y, 8S t think, we're learnin8~ 
this 1& a part of the adaptatiQn .that .~s~ take place under 
thelt8At of condlt1ontJ for a crew .. an .. for a hUlSan being to 
perform satisfactorily 1n this environment. And then you 
subject him to a return to one-& conditions, and he has to 
readapt. And he has to go through n change that alters his 
physiology again to restore it back to what he saw previously. 
Now, what does this mean in the way of - to future flights? 
Are you going to have to provide Bose type of protective 
.echanis., to develop 8o~e set of procedures or somc type of 
training exercise that th~y're g~lng to go through that's 
golog to alter this, of coutse? Thosc are questions that 
we've got to look at and try to answer. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Okay, ~r. Hawkins, would you say that the 

Sky lab astronauts are - h~w would you compare the rate at 
whic~ they are readapting to Earth's gravity with the exper
ience of the previous Apollo crews? And, also, if you think 
that between now and Saturday, when your next examination 
cOlles about thal they are going to be back to their preflight 
norms, why are you going to wait until Sa~urday? Isn't it 
important to find out precisely when they're going to do this 
between now and Saturday, if you think by Saturday that will 

~,t :', 

be done. 
HAWKINS Yes t it's very true Art. But we're caught 

up here ~ithin an ope~ational problem, with the amount of time 
that we have to do all of these good things. Now like yet
terday and today, we've been - we've had all of our people 
tied up doing F minus 30 exaainations on the Skylab-III crew, 
and we're just one man deep in so many are_so We've got to 
spread some of this out. We really feel like this Skylab-II 
crew is clo~e. They're rually close to their baselines at 
K plus 4. Yes, lid like to have seen them again on Wednesday 
and again today, if it had heen possible, but it just really 
vasn't. 

QUERY The comparison, are they readaptinp more 
slowly, faster, or what? 

HAWKINS Well, I think the - very definitely 1 
think they're slower in the - than whaL we saw for the aajorlty 
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of Apollocrev.,n; We did ~eQ 1n ono crewaan 10 Apollo 15 
where Dave Scott and JI. Irwin both were .lower than what 
we law for other Apollo ~rew. in recurn!n. tn b .. eUne. In 
fact, all three of tbo,. Apollo is crew~en were Blower In 
returni n 8 for loa. realon. And Jim Irwin WSI reAlly th. 
lonsest at R plU8 5. 

PAO Roy Neal. 
QUERY Royce. 80 tar. youtv~ covered cardio-

valcular respon.e a~d aotion aer.81tivlty. 1 von~er what 
other change. cr what other bodily functions .ight have beeu 
atfected, if .ny1 And, alao, did you notice any leveling off 
here of the adaptation p~oce88 with these aen over their 28 
d~Y8? Any way that you could pin that down? 

HAWKINS Okay, about the leveling off. I thought, 
at sever .. l tl.es. that we did see lE-velins off. And yat, then 
we would see again a change. I'll aive you an example; thalia 
the best way to do. With 092 on Joe's first - well let'a ,ee, 
his third run, he - we law the fiT&t changra 1n h1. performance 
oapability. And he had to terminate the ainus 50 neeative 
preasure run. Therefore. we put bia back to a atnus 30, 
minus 40, minus 40 fQr the balance of the ais8ion. And then 
it was on the -let ''1 see, 1 forgot the exact nuaber, but it 
was about the third to the last run he aade then. he waS 
doing - ri&ht up to th&t ti.e. the second tiae where he was 
unable to co.plete the last alnus 40 run, everything looked 
stable and then it all - he b~oke rather suddenly then. He 
was not able to complete that last minus 40 e~posure. So it 
was terminated after 1 minutes into that run. And then he 
stayed at tbat lower level then through the re.alnder. Now, 
Paul showed his first change at about his seventh run. I 
believo it was. And he never showed a change ag4in, although 
I kind of feel like that had - that there wao a slight change 
and a slight trend toward inere8~ed heart rates as we look 
back, and as the flight progressed there where 1 felt like - -
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:, WILMA .. "", .. '" ..... ,.,.lQok,4bac::l' .rtd .e ~Iut,·, 
tl.,.b, .Pro ...... ~" th.f •• ,vh.r, X f,lt tb«,' bad ". pt'obolJl1 
, ... ,hi •• nother U •• ot t"'o. ". wQuld baYQ,e.n. . ., ' 
.t'lla~ ch~n.e ••• w~ bad ~n Jot •• ut it ~'Wl'hl~ tbat tt •• 
4\lrat loni. ~414Q • ~ ".,,,.n •. rau·. vas ... Th. only" t,hlna v.' 
r.ell, .~V th'f' va_ alevatud h.art rat •• over the be',llne 
valu.,. And h. v •• alv_y. abl. to coaplet. h,. lotlre
protooo'. Mov, witb the Ixercta. re.pon •• vorkperf9raanc, 
Th.y It.yed rllht In thor. into • in th. prefllsht b •••• 
• tno envelope" throuahQut the wholt .1Ieion. Thore ",.n't 
any - there v •• n't - There va' no trend whet.oever, of 
d.vl.~lon. And - (laulhter) - -

QU£~Y What other bodily functiona - -
HAWKIND And th,n - -
Qusav ~ heve yuu observed? 
Hawk!n. And what other bodily {unction.? W.ll, 

okay, now I ... tholle wcre the - tile aeaSUfQaentB \if n ... and 
were - Her., we're looking at grosy phy81Ql081~.1 ch$ngel and 
all, We have not yet really Bot eny of our laboratory data 
ln h6nd, other than soa. of the - the he.alologle., vhlth 
the , ••• diata - ' •• ediate p~stClight hcaatolol!ee. Now, all 
the the.i.ttles and the hot.onel, endocrine studies, all 
thi. Je - 18 still coalna COlward. [t', belns processed; 
we did let all the inflight saaples back. They're In lood 
frolen condition, and theae - mese w~r~ i ••• diately put into 
the l~b and started throush an - an~ly8is. but, itt, .till 
JU8t a little bit early to h~ve tho8~ initial relult. back, 
and 1 don't have th~. at t~18 pOint to really say vhat chanlea 
ve aight be seeins there. We'll get thea back loaeti., over the 
weekend. I hope that we vill begin to get soa. of the early -
early data out. 

QUERY 1 juet the key to th~ thrust of .y 
qualation - and I'll atop here. 1.1 Bean, for ex •• ple, said 
he's goinS towlk out of that capsule li he physically can. 
And I suess I'. asking you to extrapolate just a little bit 
whether you think he's going to ue able to do th~t after 56 
days? 

HAWKINS 1 would like to - I guesl I would like to 
have a chance to look at a little sore of his baseline - preflight 
baseline data. Art, before I co.mit mysclf too far. I'll 
.ay this, I think AI'. a pretty fine suy and 1 think he's 
• pretty determined guy, and 1f determination has anything 
to do with it, he's probably golng to do it. But, here again, 
t think within Sky lab III - We're going going to be flying 
agaln three different individuale. and I don't doubt but 
what we would besin to see 80me - .ome individual variances 
here - fro. what we law In Apo ~ Skylab 11. And although 1 
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Th.y It.yed rllht In thor. into • in th. prefllsht b •••• 
• tno envelope" throuahQut the wholt .1Ieion. Thore ",.n't 
any - there v •• n't - There va' no trend whet.oever, of 
d.vl.~lon. And - (laulhter) - -

QU£~Y What other bodily functiona - -
HAWKIND And th,n - -
Qusav ~ heve yuu observed? 
Hawk!n. And what other bodily {unction.? W.ll, 

okay, now I ... tholle wcre the - tile aeaSUfQaentB \if n ... and 
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the , ••• diata - ' •• ediate p~stClight hcaatolol!ee. Now, all 
the the.i.ttles and the hot.onel, endocrine studies, all 
thi. Je - 18 still coalna COlward. [t', belns processed; 
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frolen condition, and theae - mese w~r~ i ••• diately put into 
the l~b and started throush an - an~ly8is. but, itt, .till 
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ve aight be seeins there. We'll get thea back loaeti., over the 
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early data out. 

QUERY 1 juet the key to th~ thrust of .y 
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he's goinS towlk out of that capsule li he physically can. 
And I suess I'. asking you to extrapolate just a little bit 
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baseline data. Art, before I co.mit mysclf too far. I'll 
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here - fro. what we law In Apo ~ Skylab 11. And although 1 



f.,l - 1 plrloDaJly .,1 confl~anC .bovt - about what W8 
h.ve ••• n thv.~f.r. and ,rIQt,d, we .tlll have tol~ok at all 
the lnfllaht ••• pl •• that Vert brouaht back y.t, co - to hav, 
I to.plete vnderlt.ndin, 01 what aan'. r,.pon •• I, to this 
.nYlroo~.ntfor 78 day •• 1 .tlll f •• 1 ~onfldaDt that It" 
lolna tq cell, "'. t!\.t u y ••• v. hal be can - Ke can fly • 
S6"d.yai.,lon. 1! 

QUERY Royce, • plus 4 va. your actual lalt physlcal 
ex... And.t that point you vera still ••• 1na elevated pule. 
rat •• ? And - pr •• u •• an elevated blood pr.t.ur.. Can you 
aive u' an 1dea of what you were •• y1n8 ln numbers of - and 
the baa.line," 

HAVKINS Julea t 1 don 't have the exact hcart-
r4tes here vith .e. If you'll let ~e ju.t - 11ke - tell you 
In tera. of Delt ••• Maybe th.t .tsht .ufflee for our - I 
can dlS th •• out for you. little bit later. Bob ran over 
end srabbed •• out of that con(~rence, and I didn't have 
tl~eto let too .any of those lndividual data point. with _~ 
over here. But the - letla see - like - Like from their 
baseline. ve v.r~ seeins - oh. 10 to lS beats - and closer 
to 15 beat. hisher In the reattng heart rates for the crewy 
vith a - with a .tailar elevation at the - under the work 
Ilre... Nov. this i. 1 •• edtsta postfli~ht. Whereas lnflight, 
for the 092 nov, there were - Rea.aber 171 was rlsht on the 
line. So, KO)2 inflight, they were running soaevhere around -
oh, fivo to 10 baate ~18her. very - fairly consistently. Nov 
then, at R plua 4, then the last a •• sure.ent we .aw - vell, 
even R plu. 1 and R plus 2, this delta belan to drop, and it 
began to narrow. And they Ire running about five beatl higher -
five to eight beats higher now, than what they were baseline. 

QUERY Hov about blood pressure.? 
HAWKINS And the presaures were not a lot different 

than what we reelly saw in the - in tthe preflight period. 
They're not - they tre not - There IS not that IUch slsnl Heant 
difference there. And that', true {nflight too,with the 
blood pre.lures. They aee. to hold there until at sueh a 
point they begin - They would break. They tend to reach their 
threshold level. And then you'd see a rather draaat1c drop 
in the ... 

QUERY This is probably asking you to extrapol~t~ 
pre.aturely or anticlpatorily. but do you see anything in 
your findings 80 far that lead you to think you are going to 
call for exercise changes or .odification of exercises to 
enable Bean and co.pany ro do the 56-day mission better? 

HAWKINS Right. 
QUERY What do you see? 
HAWKlNS I think that - 1 think we've seen one very 
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'nt ..... tin. thin, here 1n .. htl crew, -And ... 1 .Iay. ",,'v • 
••• ".lndlvldual differeno •• h,r, in p,r'pr •• nca to the • the 
"09a. - W,'ve .,.n difference. in th~ postfllaht p,rlod to 
III or the ••• ,ure.ent •• and therele - 1 think on. very 
out.tandin. findina tn the lnf11aht pariod. 1e the •• ount 
of eXlrel •• that the,. - th't the •• three cr.v •• n~rfor.ed. 
And if you 1tnft up thelr perfor •• nau, lnfllaht and po.t
fl1Bht, with the •• ount of exercla. that .ach one did infllaht. 
you'll find that Pete did the .o.t exorel.e, and he r~ally 
.howed the least chanae. Paul v •• next, and Joe v.a last, 
in the a.ount of exercise they perfor •• d. I - You can definit
ely correl,te it with the relults that we lee. 

QUERY You're aoins to call for tho. to exercise 
aore? 

HAWKINS Kore. 
QUERY Any - Any new exercise devicel or .ethod,? 
HAWKINS I don't know that we ~ 1 don't know that 

we need any - re.lly any new dovice. yet, Jule., 1 think the 
- the exe - lh. - ergoaeter ia certat"nlY a - • wonderful 

tool fOT this. But, we gave the. 30 minutes for Skylab II, 
and 1 know Pete used every minute that he had available to 
him, and he worked hard at it, and religiously. And, the 
other two a little Ie •• 80, and it shows up becau8e ve have 
the actual wattage of energy that's been expended throughout 
the whole mis8ion on their personal exercise pT08ra~. So 
we'te really going to reco •• end, very 8trongly, that the 
Skylab III crew heve at least an hour, preferably .aybe an 
hour and a half of personal exercise time. 

QUERY Is that per day? 
HAWKINS Per day. 
QUERY You said on the Sky - referring to the 

Skylab III crew that it looked good but there were etill a 
few open items yet. Could you e18borat~ on those open items? 

HAWKINS Well. - oh. gee, - I - I don't whether 
1 could or not. These are like cameras that, you know, are 
atill being evaluated - Well, no. We don't know - W. don't 
have any real significant open items in the way of - of 
problems. These are items that have yet to be closed out. 
like the physical examinations to be done down the line. No, 
t think - 1 think our hardware is - anomalies. and everything 
have been pretty well worked. For example. the l~g banda, 
if you'll recall, that was another 8ignificant [lnding. an 
int£resting finding, that we found in Skylab II. and very 
early in flight, too, where the calf circumference decreased. 
And we say rather - very significant deltas during the noga
tive body - lower body negative pressure testing, were-in 
the leg volume - very Significant changes. Okay. Now,., 
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· HAWKINS • thalt. yolu~ •• wlch. vlrt too lars •• 
So w.~rl putcinl aboard.o.o ~.~ll.r atal'l tn the .vent 
that VI •••• rlpetltion ot thi' in Ill. ' 

QUERY Are you 801na to hive the crev •• n .a.rci.e 
,v"Y day on SL·1111 

HAWKINS That', what we'r. reco ••• ndlna, Nov 
thlt hl.nlt b •• ~ workod out yat. I a.an, that'. jUll • that 
hi. yet to be fod into the Proa". Office for •• negeaunt 
con.ideratlon, Now thie vill have to be worked with. lut 
oft h e 0 t h. r t i a e .. )' 0 u know, a lot 0 f t: h e 0 the r \. h t n 8 s 
that are in the ti.e line •• It's obviously aoina to take a 
lot of tim. out of soaething. And I don't know what that 
really .eanl yet, but ·hat'. a personal reco •• endetion at 
this pOint, the way look at it. 

QUERY .,ave you seen, on previous Iliahts, any 
indication that the speed of recovery VIlS corollattd with 
the •• ount of exerciae, or 18 this new to Skylab? 

HAWKINS We've never had thi. accurate a a.llure-
ment of personal exercise before to see. 

Q~ERY Blood preasure and the persiatance of 
blood pressure and increased heart beat, is that lomething -
18 thlt length of persistance to R plus 4 greater than you've 
seen in earlier flights? 

HAWKINS No, not greater, really. The Deltas are 
really not - not really auch different than 1 guess what 
you'd. you know, if you lined the. up with each of the 
previous - Apollo misslons, you know ~ and Gellini. but tne 
tia. duration. I think, is really one of the critical things. 

QUERY Th2n you're think!na of actually doub'lns 
the allount of aSSigned exercise time froll 30 .inutea to an hour a 
day. 

HAWKINS Yes, that'a what ve'd like to see thell 
do. 1 think it would be beneficial, really. 

QUERY With your exporienee now, ~ you - with 
the total experience, do you believe that air experience 
plus space experience - the amount of air experience plus 
the amount of space experience represents an important factor 
in this adaptive process, the total adaptive process? 

HAWKINS Okay, you mean nnw, the allount of actual 
flying time that the guy -

QUERY Yes, flying time plus space time. 
HAWKINS Well, 1 haven't, 1 really haven't had 

a chance to try to corollate their total fllght-tlD~ history 
with the symptoms we've seen. I think thatts a good point, 
really. which I think would be good to try to look at. I 
aust confess, 1 haven't had a chance to do it though. ' But 
what we have seen, at least in Apollo, was the amount of 
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,crob'tic f17101 tha, thl ~tlY vou14 do JUI' pflat to a 
.l~ulon t vhicb dld ',.e,. to t..v. '0." benettc\..l effect. It 
1 •• 0., oon41,\on1nl or prQflllbt con4~tlonlnl of tho ve.tl~ 

bular .y.t,., 'Q that cheer'v" 1 think, th~t dtd qnd.r8~ .~. 

chi., fol1ovlna Apbllo 10, perhap, a" be - you perh.p, 

~ould, •• y , ••• th.y~d •••• to do b.tter 1u that iait,al 

•• rly faw houri of tho ad.ptiv. Ptoc"'ln8~ But it', hard t~ 

quantit.te thlt really. 1 knov ~.t Toa St.fiord, he', th~ 
one ~h.t advocated thi' and h. ,.all, took hi' crew out .~d 

real!, wrun& the. out 1n acrobatici juat prior to the Apollo 

10 .11.10n. And not. one of tho •• IUY' hid any probla •• 

They didn't ,how ',.pto. one, really. But ,ub •• quant to 

that, other creWA tried to do thft eam. thin" 1 don't know 

what .~ount of f1yin, tim. they were able to aqueea. into 

their bUIY lIc:tudul-., but the - we did lee aotlon .enlitlvLtV 

probl.m. develope early. 
QUERY Hov much we1sht did each man 10801 

HAWKINS Okay, let', Aee. Pref11sht veiaht. on 

the commander waa 136.15; Iclence p1lot, 171.25; pilot was 

l1S.2S. Now the last tnfl18ht .ea8~re.ent that we had wa. 

cO~.lnder. 133.9; sclence pilot, 166.2. and the p1lot 169. 

Now then R-O, the i.Dediato postfll&ht - p08trocovery 

veight. then, for the com.ander vas l32.7, the 8cience pilot wa. 

163.15. and the pllot vas 161.~. By the next day they had, 

well, the coaDander and the pi lot ha.l picked up jU8t about 

a pound. a:o'\ d the I C 1 en c e pi lot v .8 d uv nap 0 un d • We 11, 1 

think it roally, it isn't a lot diff~rent froa vhat we have 

leen in previous crews. Paul showed the greate.t 108. ther~, 

which looked like, what, about 6 poundso.'er - no, wait a 

minute, abouL 9 pounda over his preflight. That's a-I 

think that aisht possibly be about the aOlt weight lOIS 

we've ~een in anyone crewaan, but we've seen others that 

have run up to 6 or 7 pounds. 
QUERY Do you suggest anything about a chaoge 

in eatins habits on the next flight? 
HAWKINS Actually, I think the - really. 1 think 

lhe crewl have done real well by their diet. And X don't 

really contribute this 10S8 to any nu~ritional deficiency. 

I think they had adequate diets. They dId eat all of the 

food. for the most part. Pete, 1 gues8 was r~ally the best 

at eating everything_ But at no time did he complain of 

being huogry or feeling that he had an insufficient amount 

of food. And l'a not sure yet, Martin, I think some of this 

1068 that we see here i8 probably not only fluids, but mall, 

muscle mas. tissue. And, again, this hae got to be a part of 

the adaptive proee •• that takes place in weightles.nass. 
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QUllW att' 4a. b.~k toth •••• rel_lIt. Ooctor • 
. 1 a.,,, •• YO'" vln 'alk'"1 j".t .bout the blcycl •• rIQ •• ~.r ' 
.x.rel •• A~d v.,. QO( crankial In any BY4 Ix.r~l •• that you 
cU4n I, have pre oil. vat tea. t. r n ... .., e rl on. Can Y9~ CU'C\llt 
~h •• ore or Ie ••• poradlG ••• rell' that' ~heY·let aD4 what 
.rfect that alaht have! 1 r.call. particularly, it" ••••• to 
a. th'~ the Apollo 15 orev did an avful lot of vork on the Koon. 
plrtleularly DaYI SCOtt. vreat1!n. with that drill. An4 do •• It 
haVe to be a p~rtleular kind of Ixerel ••• or 11 ju.' anY kind 
of phy.lcal labor bln.flctelt 

HAW~lNS Well. the bicycl. ,rlo •• ter 1, re.lly 
d •• iRned to .tre., the cardlov •• cular .Ylt ••• and you r.a11y 
dontt aut an ayful lot of aUlcular .xlrei •• out of it. Ther,', 
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froa it. Now, 1 think the other part of the exe~ei.e prolr •• 
doe. need to direct attentlon to .uscle aa8' retain.ent, building 
it and retaining of the aU8e18 .as. ttlelf, its Itrength. So here 
you &at into the different type,. other for ••• 

QUERY Well, to follow up on that, are you 
lookina at any kind ~f different exerclle proar ••• that 
might be i.pleaented. if not 1n Skylab III,then in Skylab IV1 

HAWKINS Well. "0, to anlwer your question -

Et:D or TAPE 
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• QUIlt - 4ld 1f "otJ.n Skyl.b Ill', lAY. tn Skyl ... IV' 
"AWKINS Well, 00. T~ anewer yout qU.ltlPft .peclft-

c.(ly ~ N., v. hive n~t •• y.t r •• lly turn,d 11lo( O~t att'Qtlon 
to b.ar on what type of • new d.Y1~. wo ou.~t to be lo0klftl .c. W,,'vt not: don8 that yet. ' ," 

fAG Arthur, then back to Carolyn Call.h,", 
QUElY Well. Dr. Hawkln •• aiV6Q thi. appal.nt 

nlatlonlh1p bet"oQn .)(orc1 •• end the Vhy.lol081~.1· thins' 
th.t you •• ntlonvd, wh~r. doe. thi. leave u. 48 tlr al tho 
drola of the averas' .6n 801na into 4paee via the opac. 
,huttle1 The non-Iei.ntlots end those 80rt. of peoplt vho arun't 
finely-tuned physical speeiaene - hre ~ •• not U.ltluS thl. 
then to apace for the astronauts? Where does the general 
population fit into this? 

HAWK1NS Well, 1 don't know where they fit Into 
it yet, Art. really. And that's what we're .. that'a certainly 
one of the thtns' vo're tryln, to find out with Skylub. becau$~ 
re •• aber this I, the firlt al,.lon where we ·really ev~r had 
an opportun1ty to look at aan 1n hil totality within this 
nev environaent that we're expecting him to live In and work 
In for extended periods of time. I don't knov yet what tha~ 
answer 1 •• 1 think, based on what Vi find. we'll find vays, 
if ve need thos, people there. 

PAO Cafolyn. 
QUERY Wetl, 1 suess .y queet10n kind of t1et 

in with that. You thought at one point, Kerwin had reached 
hl1 adaptive po1nt, and then you lay he didn't, apparently. 
Are y~u .ay1n, that none of thea reached that point and 
leveled off? In 28 days -

HAWKINS No not really, because we saw three different 
relponsea. In three different Individuals. Anu, yee, if you 
look at Pete. y.)u'd say that it looked UkQ he adapted (lver 
whatever few hours or days it took, and here again,U8 vere 
delayed in 8ett1n~ 60me of theae early evaluations In, becaus~ 
oft h e the r a alp r IJ b Ie .. san d a I 1 t hat ve had t 0 de a 1 v 1 t h t 11 ~ n· . 
But it looked like - You could well sa, that he was adapted for 
811 intensive pllrposes through the 28-day period. 

QUERY Before he went? 
HAWKINS Well, no. not before ho went, because he 

definitely showed differenr.es and changes froa his baseline 
preflight measurement In the 092. 

QUERY Can 1 ask another question about food? 
Do ,ou have - Have you completed yoa 8al1pIing on the food 
that was brought back and what does it show! 

HAWKINS No, we have not and 1 can't fill you in 
with any information on that r1ght at thia time. 
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e,·>' QUIIV .'fo'.· Uu, fU.allt tb'.r, w •••• r,.t Gon-
•• r~ .bo~~ ~Il,ju. lo ••• pd tb •• o •• lblltty of ~ r •• ~tt . 
11f~ •• lbl'J.ty ofbroktn b~n ••• hive you bid any r.~d.ll\' on, 
Q.1Uu. 10 •• " " . . . 

',," HAWKINS t do no~h.Y. any lab da~. ~ut yot. Kortoo, 
.~d lro.lly don'thMv, any ,p.clfl~ data b.ck fro. Dr. Vo •• l. 
who·a the .'1 on the bone .ln~r81 .o"n. Hi. In1tt'l IVlllatLoo. 
tvo day. aso. wa. that th~re w •• QO appreci.ble 10" ••• n. . 
Nov, he" holdin. up hi' final ,naly,11 report OD that until 
het. h.d tia. tQ do all hi' •• 1~ul.tlon8. 

PAO . Pete low •• n, over hire. 
QUII' "'VI yoU had any lnter •• tlQI .ubJectivl 

'.pr ••• l~ne froa the crov •• to vh.t it'a like belns beck • 
• ay, the flr.t fov day. _fter they were back, a. tat al Iv.kenins. 
and .o~. of thelr activities 1 •• edl~tely .Cter Iv.keninl. 
valkins? Have they •• ntianed any .u.ela loreness a. a result 
of aettins back to uling the old E.rth autcle •• "tn. thins' 11ke 
that1 

HAWKINS The· well. all 1 can talk about ere vhat 
tha inittal first 2 or 3 day. were untll they aot back 
here. 1 really haven't had. thance to explore any of these 
thinaa with the •• and won't have. re4lly. until ve get lnto 
the •• diea1 debriefing. which 1& next Tuesday. to get dovn 
into soae of tho •• type of details 8laln. But. Paul Weitz 
exhibited the sreateat a.ount of mUlcle lorene ••• and Joint 
pain, and thi' i, priaarlly within the back, 10 •• cervical 
area, low back area. and hi. kneel. The other two didn't 
re.lly CoaplAin about auscle 10renO.I. Tht, il poatflisht. 
now. That lasted wIth Paul over the first 2 to 3 day •• 
With. 1 8ue •• , perhaps 80 •• sradual iaproveaent of It. 
lnter.attna enough, this t. one of the thinas which I recall 
havina been cO •• 8nted on by the Ru •• iana on their Soyuz II, 
18-day f1iaht. That th~ crevI did experience a lot ~f auscular 
ache and pain that persisted for days. But the other two 
our other tvo crewaen didn't show anythi~8 like this at all. 
It t, just that Paul - They did co.plain of a feeling of 
heoviness, that rapidly changed and diminished after being on 
the deck, during the first day, even. But like one - I forget 
now .... hieh one it was - He said it felt like, well, like 
one g was like about 2 to 38 to hia. And - But this gradually 
diaini9hed and 1 think by the next .oenlng, after a good 
night's sleep and everything. they felt pretty nor.al. 

QUERY Just to aake it a bit easier. on ae 4t 
least, how would you rate their heart~. their sto.achs, 
their .uscle tone, as of today, compared with postflight 
readings? 

HAWKINS Oh. man. I'd say they're - I'd say they're 
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8L-,n .e15.\/l 
T~"l 13,13 COT 
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rAG A .edl~.~ .tatu. br,iflal ~n thl 8kylab 

crew. Dr. Roy~ •• awklnl. who ju.e re.eatl, talk.d t. 
Or. Charlet ko •• out on the Tlooadero.a, Dr. Ravkin,. 

HAWklNS 'lno. Terry. te •• v.ll, thl, aornlns 

•• 1 had hoped for, thin., are definitely 10ok1na .uch. 

auth iaproved and better than they did,at f1r.t evaluatlon 

1&1' nlaht. Hov the Coa •• ndor haa thi •• ornlnl looke in 

.~cel1.nt .hap. apd thero', certainly no anticipation 

of any type of proble. with hil partor.ance today. Paul Welt.. 

al,o look. to bl In excellent ehape. He haa no residual 

tffecta fro. the v •• cibular disturbance. of ye.terd.y and 

it 18 tnticlp.ted that hi' • hi. bicycle erloaeter rerun 

today will b. uneventful. How the - tor Joe. t feel l1ke that 

~ th.t he il • thou.and percent better today froa thi 

cardlova.cular .tandpoint. He .till ha. 80a. residual 

effectt froa the veatibular proble.. And what happens J. 

on he.d .ove.ent. at ti ••• he can .tl11 produce 80a. 

nau.ea and dialine... Hovever, at the t1 •• we tal~ed 

vith the .hip he had just co.plated the M092 run, the 

lower body negative pre.sure run. and he perfor.ed through 

the ainus 30 and twi,e thrQugh the alnul 40 levdls, ai1li_eters 

of _.rcury levell, without any 'y.pto ••• And at the tiae 

ve teratnated our talk he was on the bicycle ergo.eter. 

And you'll recall la8t night, 1 told you that he was not 

able to perfora this test yesterday. Now 1 do n~t expect 

to really 8e. any algnificaut vrob1e •• here with Joe today. 

They - they all got a good solid twelve hours of sleep. 

which 1 think they really needed. Paul and Joe lay they 

don't even re.e.be~ their heads hitting the pillow. Pro • 

• nutritional Itandpoint~ ye~terday. 1 think they were all 

a little bit off on t~eir diet. Fluid intakes were (airly 

good. Pete and Paul did have an extra anack before retiring 

last night. thi •• orning Joe had a hearty breakfast and 

1s - has really regained all of hi. appetite, 80 1 think 

that's a good syaptoa. Okay. 
PAO Pleas£ vait for the .ike. 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins ~hat about the San Cl.aente, 

has it been cleared for that? 
HAWKINS Well, nov just after our conversation -

yes, ve talked with Dr. Fletcher in Washington and as ..,ell 

as Dr. Low and Hr. Myers. We told thea vhat the findings 

..,ere here this morning as I've told you, and we feel medically 

that ve can - ve can reco.mend a GO at this point. No.., this 

is understood that - that 1n the event that 8o~ething happens 

betveen now and then, obviously it coul1 change the plans, 

but 1 doni t expect that to really happen. But they a1 \ understAnd 

this and t believe Mr. Donally told ae that Dr. Fletcht'r 

has given the - his decision for GO. 
Q\JER'l Is this a - -

END OF TAPE 
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HAW~1"8 All th~ •• or.va.n. 
QUI.Y Th.y vil1 b, w •• tlQI •• Ikl when they •• ot 

with the Pr.,ld'At' 1 don't ,uppol. though. the Prelident 
v111 be v'lrln, , .llk. 

HAWKINS Well, our plln t. not to put a ••• k on 
the Pfe.ldent. Wo do plan for the orev., I. vell al the 
pflaary contlct. who acco.plny the crevaon. to have .alk, on, 
and eert.lnly whoQ thly are within a two-•• ter di.tlnce, thi' 
~. vh.n the .,Ik. r.llly beco •• crittcil. Nov it 11 pO.libl. 
chat you .'Shc I •• picture. of vhere the crev il in the vic1nity 
of the Pre.id,ot without a ••• k on. but this vill be - they 
will b. protect"d by pllclng thea upwind and - you know, in 
•• anner wher. - .nd aWlY fIOM the two-aetor dialance and 
III thi. type of thing. So we've sot all kinds of ways 
(laughteI) of copinS vith our proble ••• 

PAO John Wilford. 
QUI1Y To vhat do you attribute thl~ rather 

rapid t~·rn.round 1n their condition? Does this indicate to 
you that peth.pI you weren't seelng really deep-down decondi
tioning. but j~.t loa. very tI_nalent things? 

HAWKINS 1 think there were very definite ch4nses 
here. And 1 don't know how, you know, how deep-down - deep
down 'feally aean •• They were definite, t.hey were positive 
findings, bot~ in th~ vestibular and the cardlov •• eular area. 
1 think that t~ •• yaptoas that we were Iftelng 1n Joe vere More 
vestibular thin they were cardiovascular. And 1 think the 
resultl of today'l toltl Ire going to bear lh4t out. 1 think 
rven the initial picture this aornins tends to bear that out. 
But they are po.itive fi~din&.. Now the ti •• over which they 
readlpt, and that's what they're dotns now 1 really think, is 
a reldaptive proceB8 golng on here to prepare theM to live 
again within the l-g envlron1lent. 

QUERY Do you have any preliainary results on 
the ga •• a ray bone scane anJ the blood chea18try and things 
Uke that. 

HAWKINS No! ! Jon't at this point. 1 haven't 
received any dlta ou that. 

PAO Mary. 
QUERY Dr. HAwkins, do you have any figures or 

can you tell UI generally how each of th~ t~ree crewmen co.
pared in this Morning's runs to, say. preflight and also 
their orbital stuff? You laid Kerwin vent through the lover 
body negative prelsure thing. but 1 .ean like blood pressure 
and that kind of .tuff. how did he (oapare and so forth. And 
Ilso, what about the orthostatic hypotension, i8 that all gone 
or fading. or vhat level? 

" :1," 
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HAWKINS Yes, to answer the last part, ve have not 
seen any of the fainting or pre&yncable sy.ptoas of orthostatic' . 
hypotensi('n today. Ite i8 moving about, he's climbing .tairs 
on his ovn vithout any assistance, vhataoever. So 1 don't 
think that veJre - 1 think thst we're~ver that phase of the 
p rob !ell. Now th·. only thin 8 ve' ve comp Ie ted was Joe's M092 J 

and I do not have as yet. any results on the others. Thla 1s 
being done now, and it will bethia afternoon late before we 
reMl1y Ret any of that data back. 

QUERY What was his - how did hil blood pressure 
and pulse compota during that run? 

HAWKINS Okay, it compared very fav~rably with what 
his Inflie:ht measurel'entB were. 1 was looking to Bee if I had 
written down the exact figures 00 that, and I didn't, HalY· 
He - you remember we were TUllning him at 30 40/40 10fl1ght and 
he today, this lIIorn1n8. those values vere just about cOlllparable 
with the Inf1ight. 

QUERY Still show, because 1 did show -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY cause. 1 did show an orbit - in orbit· 
. deconditionlnt. So it .till ahove a deconditioning as such. 

HAWKINS·'- Not significantly except· for the fact that 
i preflight he went to minus SO. Now, that's that's really the 

difference that vere yet looking at and 1 think really by to
aorrow we o~ght to be able to see hi. perform the mlnu8 50 
level. . 

QUE·.,Y I have jU9t one lIore. How how do you feel 
about the S6 day flight? 

HAWKINS I feel very confident at this tiae that 
we can proceed and fly a 56 day miS810n. 

PAO Art Lord, NB~. 
QUERY Now that you've had another 14 hours or 

80 to look at the problea, could you 80rt of recap for us what 
you think the problem with Dr. Kerwin was1 In laymens terms, 
and also the causes for it, if you will. 

HAWKINS Well, I think I talked about this at one 
of the - one of the a weekly aedical bri~fings that we had 
during the .ission. As an explanation of what we saw in flight, 
with the - \tUh the vestibular studies. And - and that 
• - that here a8ain, this i8 still kind of a theory, but I 
feel that the - in flight that we law tho - the absence of the 
influence or the otolith within the aealcircular canales, 
which tend to put a dallpner on influence upon impulses originating 
within ae.tcircular canale~ that are fed into the 
central nervous eY8tea. And that a vith the release of thie 
a - governor or influencer on those i.pluses they were able to 
respond tn a aanor which we aaw thea. In other worda, the 
.yaptoa. of - that generated fro. eXCl.llve acceleration anJ, 
that type of {oree are relieved. Now, jl I put tOlether, 
1n a, vl~w8 then, under return to gravity and the otolith, which 
are the gravity dependent and th.lr action, then beco.e again 
.ctive and couid very well tend to - either - th. reault. in 
all that your seetng then froa Gov •• ent. and acceleration 
and all !n flov of the fluid. within the semictrcular canale 
could there-for be .~pllfied In such a .anner that the sympto •• 
of nausea. voaiting and all that 80 alona with aotion sickne ••• 
Would be paraaount at auch lover level, auch - in other worde 
the treshold haa changed, and they have to RO through a ra
adaptive proce38 in - to regatn what va. nor~al for them, 
before the als8ion. Now 1 don't know if that helps to clarIfy 
it any for you at all. But that's kind of .y ideal of the 
type of - of 81tu",t10n that were de.l1nl vith. 

QUERY Do you have any rea9un to ~elleve that this 
condItion could ,et vor.e, art the recovery proce.. .I,ht be 
lonser, in a S6 day billion a. uppo •• d to • 28 d.y .1 •• 10nl 
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HAWKINS I think that the --1 think that the .. ,;"' 
were going to see individual differences. _ And here a8 ain I "ii. 

think - I think it's going to be alot upon the particular 
individuals normal vestibular physiology just aa on the " 
ground. you find some people that a - get sick riding in the 
back a~at of a car, a child sets .ick riding on a 8ving, and 
their highly susceptible a here 8gain I think were going to 
find some crewmen are going to be more susceptJble than others. 
Now what the - what the longer duration, exposure for G longer 
during is going to cause whether - you know whether it's going 
to - that - influence the return {Jertod. Any, greater than what 
we've see here, I can't say, and nobody can r~ally. 1 guess that's 
something we're going to have to learn as we get in to the 
- move into the S6 day phase. And here again you're going to 
be dealing with three different individuals again, and it's 
pOlsibl~ that you may see atailar occurrence in one of those 
men or all of them, and you aay not aee any in any of them. 
That'. really about the best that I c~n answer. 

QUERY Is it possible that the movements of the 
ship aggravated the vestibular problems in Kerwin? 

HAWKINS This is possible too. And I think that 
- you see all of this really start.d while they were atlll 
on the seas surface in the coa.and module. And 1 think 
th~t the - yes - 1 think that you have a little bit of the 
motion aickness, sea sickness type of thing that entered 
into the initial phasel or it also. 

QUERY And, how do you feel about the validity 
of thOle vestibular function test the prefl1aht and durin~ 
flight? Since they really didn't 8ea~ to pick out these dif
ferences that happend afterwards. 

HAWKINS Will, t don't really yet know, what to 
lay to that. Because that's what we'rp. trying to learn are 
what is th( - the predictive value of the test that you -
that you can do. We may find it okay, va aay find we need to 
tlo other type ()f testing, to 80 be)'ond wh.re ve au. So we' Te 
learning. wei re cn a f~ontier rea'ly. 

PAO Cl\rlyn Kenith Cal1h.d. 
QUERY ~c you havf! infor.ation that goe. back to 

their childhood. to alY whether the.e fellows were th@ type to 
that do get sick 1n the car, and that 80rt of thing? 

HAWKINS I've - ve've - yes we've looked at all that 
and 1 can't honestly say that I can detect any - sny significant 
finding, back 1n childhood that vould give you any cluos to 
the fact that they would respond this ~ay. 

PAO Chril. 
QUEkY Doctor. did you actually t.lk to any of the 

three , .. tronauta, or did you talk just to I)r. ROle? 
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HAWKINS '.' ' No, 'j.' ve only t alke d to Dr. Ross and 
Dr. He.Td8naky.' Dr. Johnson who's out"there. But 1 have not talked 
to the crevs the.selves. ,"i ' 

QUERY In the LBKP~ did the calf sile changes, the 
delta ch~ngelncrease any r~cently are did - More than it was in 
flight? " 

HAWKINS No, I tell you what they gave me last night 
vas that volu.n percent changes which doesn't really give me 
the sonoaeter circumference and all. And I ~cant to clarify 
that this Qorning too when I was talking to thea and 1 forgot 
t hat po 1 n t. But, I .., ill get itt on i g h 1. I w an t t 0 know 1 s 
exactly what those - what those sonometer measurements are. But 
vhat they were reporting which is the way the PI norMally re
ports the data 1s in a volumn percent change. Now, inflight 
ve vere ~eeing, under the pOSitive, or the negative press-
ure loads, something like a 4 to 6 percent change, maxiaum volumn 
change, in lhe leg. Now, in postflight, then, to give you a com
pariaon, they were talking 'about 1.6 to 1.9 percent volumn change. 
So there's a definite difference during the actual test 8S to the 
amount of pooling that's occuring. 

QUERY Did they do some addition LMBP this mornIng 
or - since they awaken? 

HAWKINS On Joe Kerwin, is the only one that -
had been accoaplished today, when I talked with him. 

PAO Mary Boules. 
HAVKINS We had not gotten into the other two. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, how - how do you re.olve the 

fact, that in their whirling chair thing they were able to 
lort of double the run. and they didn't show a~, dizziness, and 
yet like, we hed Schweickert, who got ill, nauBeated in orbit, 
and we had 80ae other symptom., you know before, ~lU8 the Russians 
experience. And yet, you know, you coae back, and you have this 
great amount? How dd you resolve that, that Kerwin hi.self, 
vent through this great thins yet, you have the background 
of Schweickart and these othera that, you know, J"91 und~r nur~al 
",eighthssneS8 have had problems? 

HAWKINS Well, Mary, again I think you're - J think 
you're dealinR with 80a. indfvidual variance •• Rusty, was 
one who definitely responded to - very early and over a long 
period of tl.e in flight to the chanaes in zero gravity 
and his thre&hold level ",as definitely lower, then some or 
the other crev.en have boen. 1 think that a - let's Reo -
twa a try 1 n g to t h 1 n kwh at t he - now t n Hi 8 h t a ee, u all y 
Paul, and Joe both perfor.ed identically, re~lly, they were 
the, vere both able to work up to the ~ 
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exactly what those - what those sonometer measurements are. But 
vhat they were reporting which is the way the PI norMally re
ports the data 1s in a volumn percent change. Now, inflight 
ve vere ~eeing, under the pOSitive, or the negative press-
ure loads, something like a 4 to 6 percent change, maxiaum volumn 
change, in lhe leg. Now, in postflight, then, to give you a com
pariaon, they were talking 'about 1.6 to 1.9 percent volumn change. 
So there's a definite difference during the actual test 8S to the 
amount of pooling that's occuring. 

QUERY Did they do some addition LMBP this mornIng 
or - since they awaken? 

HAWKINS On Joe Kerwin, is the only one that -
had been accoaplished today, when I talked with him. 

PAO Mary Boules. 
HAVKINS We had not gotten into the other two. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, how - how do you re.olve the 

fact, that in their whirling chair thing they were able to 
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twa a try 1 n g to t h 1 n kwh at t he - now t n Hi 8 h t a ee, u all y 
Paul, and Joe both perfor.ed identically, re~lly, they were 
the, vere both able to work up to the ~ 
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, ,HAWKINS They were both able to work up to the 
, mBximum excelleratlons. We doubled - Rctually doubled 
their excelleration rates under which they were undergoing 
the htad movements to test the aotion sensitivity. Now, post 
flight, Joe has as they have all shown some degree, and again 

,there's individual differences here In the three men, but 
they have definitely all shown the similar sa.e type of - of 
vestibular phenomenon. Now Joe's has - is more severe, and 
it i8 taking him a longer tige to readapt and regain his 
original threshold valueB. 

QUERY Dr. Ker - Dr. Hawkin9, what did they hav~ 
to eat today? What waa on their menu? 

HAWKINS Oh, boy I don't have that menu in front 
of me. I can't answer that for you right off. 

QUERY Do you know what day in the cycle they're 
on, fooel day? 

HA~rK INS 
QUI! RY 

one or two? 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 
HAWK INS 

Well, this is R plus 1. 
Yeah, but In the six day cycle 18 it day 

I don't know. 
Could you find th~t out? 
1 haven't teally kept up with it that close, 

1 80rry. 
QUERY Would they have to fore80 any refreshments 

at the President's San Clemente hoae? Stay on the te.t. 
HAWKINS They're going to be limited to what they 

can - what they cen eat and drink. It'a ao_ething like cofCee 
or tea or 80me like beverage, but they will have to re8trict 
their intake because of the - that nutritional mineral balance 
at udy. 

QUERY Can you tell .e what food they brought 
back for aaapling? And when will it b~ here? 

HA"'KINS It would co.e - 1t will co.e back with the 
_ I believt we will get all of thOle .a.ples back with the 
crew 8S thl~y return Sunday night. And - and 8galn, 1'111 80rry 
1 don't have the list of all those food 1teas that we've asked 
for in return I just don't recall each one of thelll. 1 can 
get that for you though, if you'd like to have it. 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins did I hear you correctly a few 
minutes ago? You referred to this ail.ent of Kerwin's as 
a veabibular phenomenon. 

HAWKINS Well, yeah that ' 8 what I said. It's a 
- 1t 1. vestibular in -

QUERY (garble) 
HAWKINS Rl gh t • 
PAG Okay, any further questions? Carolyn. 
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" QUERY - - 'know vhat the latest word on the ,; 
;' re f rige rat ion prob 1em 18, and vh. t 18' tha t' going to do t'o.: 

Carolyn Leech's experiftent 1',,' ...... '. >'.., .' ", 
HAW •. INS· (laughter) I can see 1 didn't come over 

too well prepared thi8 morning. The temperatures. I heard -
Ted probably 'knovs aore about that' than 1 do. . 

PAO 1 8topp~~ by to talk to Chuck Lewis over there 
and the refrigeration systea is slowly improving. There's a 
trend towa l'd i ap roveaen tin the te .p~ rat u res. The 1'e' 8 one 
sensor t".erp. that is now lIIinus 5. something degrees an,d they! re 
looking for 15 degrees below, and it's gradually cosing down 
at each station pass. And internal temperatures are in the 
high 10 and low 80's, sort of fluctuating back and forth in 
the workshop atmosphere, and it's depressurized to two pounds 
right now. And the momentum is stabulized. the gyr08 are 
p~rforming okay for the time being. Current orbit is 231.9 by 
240.1 nautical. And they've opened the C149 door to start 
gathering contamination data, and that's about all 1 kno ... 
about the health of the workshop. 

HAWKINS Do they know v~y the - any idea yet what the 
cause of that was? 

PAO The refrigeration? No, I don't think they 
are sure vhy it happened. 

QUERY Does anybody know if the wives have been 
invited to meet with the President? 

HAWKtNS Not, not - no. I feel I can ansver that 
affil'aatively no. Yes, 1. don't know, (laughter) No, to 
.y knowledge they h$ve not been invited out there. They will 
see their husbands here at Ellington Sunday niaht • 

QUERY Do we have any kind of a time table yet 
81 they are goin8 to San Clemente? 

HAWKINS When they will go? It's tomorrow raorning -
1 think theY'l'e to be there at 9 o'clock. 

QUERY 8e there? 
HAWKINS 1 believe that is correct. California tirae. 
QUERY Nioe our t1rae? 
HAWKINS No, their time. 
PAO Pacific dayl i 8ht • 
HAWKINS Yes, t ... o hours dtffer~nce, Itls - the whole 

trip will take about four hours. There's an hour - something 
like an hour flying time. They'll b~ there for an hour and 
" haH, two hours, another hours flight back and to the .hip. 
That', about the tille, 

QUElY (garble) 
HAWKINS 1 can't 8ay. I don't personMlly know. 
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had tho i de3 that he was. '. , 
QUERY (garble) the President's 

"': 

. , 
" 

HAWKINS Yeah J (sarble) 
QUERY It was my understanding resently that he 

wae Mary, but I don't know. I too Uke you heard that there 
was a possibility he wouldn't. 

fAO Okay. no fu~ther questions; we'll shut 
it down. Thank you. 
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PAO Okay. g~ntle.en. We are ready to start 
this aedical status report. 'And, of course, a8 you well know, 
on lIy Tight is Dr. Royce Hawkins, who will be talking to you -
explaining what has transpired over the last few hours with' 
the ~ with reference to the Skylab crew. Dr. Hawkins? 

HAWKINS 01cay,let lie - let ae - first apologize 
to all of you. 1 reaUle that this thing was set up earlier. 
It was based upon so.e early predictions 8S to what tille things 
on thd ship would be squared away. And it just hasn't worked 
out that way. They got behind in their timeIine on the ship, 
and, so, the delays hove just been unavoidable, really. 1'111 
sorry for any inconvenience that this has caused any of you, 
but we did have a rather lengthy - conversation with the ship. 
The com~ was a little bit bad At tilles and we had to go back 
and repeat some of the .aterial 90 that ~e felt that we - we 
were understanding exactly what information was being trans
mitted. And, so - anyway, now I think that I do have a fairly 
up-to-date report for you on exactly what our situation Is 
with the crew on the ship. Now, as all of you are aware of. 
they came aboard in the spacecraft this morning. and they all 
looked rather wobbley and un8teadv when they got out of the 
spacecraft and standing on a platforll. They did feol 80ae 
unsteadiness, and this - actually - we 11, really. tJle syaptoae 
of - began to appear first with the - the entry. Where they 
were - commented that they vere very lIur.h aware of the in
creased g'8 of entry - although thi. is no big problea to the •. 
They vere cognitlnt that th- re were a lot of g-lol'da there, 
which they would interpret .... being a little greaHr than the 
4-8'. which they w~re pulling. Nobody had any adverse effects 
frQII this at all. It carried on over into when they were 
aboard tho .hip. They did .tate that they felt like they were 
very heavy and they kind of related this to - like - like about 
a 2-g load on thea. thio gradually faded out. That usa their 
initial reactions I think, to 8etting blck cn the Earth. HoW, 
they - all three crew_en did experience 80me veotlbular dla
turbaneea which we have tllke~ about on two or three occa.ions 
1 know of, 88 a possibility that - that we would 8~e this 
when the crew returned. And, all three did experience this 

- this in the form of dhliness, and l1gl,t-headednesil, even 
80se - 8to~ach-awarene8a - ev~n in - and Kerwin. to the point 
of sOlie nausea. Nov, Kerwin 1188, by far, felt lIore eft.eta 
of thiS, thAn the other two cre~lIen. And, he 18 the or.ly one 
who decided to inflate the capstJnd. in the counter-aea.ured 
gar.ent which he was weAring - they ver~ all three veer ina_ 
Sut, he felt un.tead, enough that hA tl~cted to 80 aheAd end 
inflate the capatands and wear the pre.lure luit on .~1t fro. 
the spacecraft. The other two did not feel that they n •• ded 
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,,' thecoun to r-1Ie as ured sa raen ts inflated, and they did 'not, " 
inflate thea. So, the1 procee~ed on then,'fro. the ~Pdce
craft to the ,laboratories whe\e the eJt811inations have begun. 
The - the Co •• ander - let me atftte here t the Comuander's -
dizziness and vestibular dist~rbances have persisted 1n -
I'd say about two-hour period before he felt th&t things were 
quite stable for hi.. Now, to go and complete his protocol, 
that we ran hia on. he - he showed ~n his lower body negative 
pressure, that he was well within the guidelines and all of 
the preflight hase-line aeasurements. He was able to complete 
the - the entire - series of runs and throu~h ~~e max-stress 
level of minus 50 milliaeterA lower body "6g~tlve pressure. 
You viii recall that he waB the only one inflight who was 
able to do this, and never had any probleMs with the LP-NP 
tests. So. in the post-flight period, I don't thl"k it's 
it's - really unusual here to expect that he 1I1ght be l,ole 
to do the same thing, and he did. His - hi. M171, the bicvcl~ 
erg01letry, ~ here again he vas able to ~urk through the ~nttre 
profile, and his heart rates, blood pressures, were right in 
the - again - right in the envelope that ve saw preftight and 
in the - in the inflight ae88urewente. Now, we did see -
8S sOlie - agaln, 80me PVCs, premature ventricular contractions. 
There were - there were s~veral of these that were noted in 
the - again in his second work level, and you might - might 
recall here, that we did aee soa. of these in his first bicycle 
ergo&~try run inflight. Here again, let a •• ay that the -
wh4t we saw there was nothing alarming and nothing that 1 
vould be concerned about at all. Okay, the - hi. laboratory 
~'rk - looked as to be very well vithin the normal range. 
Aud I see nothing out of line there. All right. nov - Paul 
Weitl - he cO.1I1Qnted thllt on entry he vas ver)', very .. u~h 
aware, of course, of the ~eloadln8 - he found it - he found 
it difficult to .ove his head up off of the couch. Althou~h 
this was - I don't think too unusual to find that condition. 
He did, also, experience the - the dl.lines8 - and or - vertigo 
type of sy.ptom on movement of his head, just like the other 
tvo crewmen did. In his lover bo~y negative pressure tests. 

- let me recap for you Inflight. We had to termin.t~ his 
fifth run because of pre81nkable symptoas that developed , 
.~d froD that point on he ran at a minu8 30, .lnu8 40. mlnu8 
40 level. Okay. Intere8ting enough. - in the pOlt 
flight - lover b~dy negative pres8ure testl, he val able to 
complet~ the .ax load of minus 50 milli.eter. of ne~atlve 
pres.ure vithout any 'yapto... So, you might •• y thAt VA • 
• UJht i.provellent. Nov. on hie K111, the bicycle ergt;>meter 
teat. - -

END OF TAPE 
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40 level. Okay. Intere8ting enough. - in the pOlt 
flight - lover b~dy negative pres8ure testl, he val able to 
complet~ the .ax load of minus 50 milli.eter. of ne~atlve 
pres.ure vithout any 'yapto... So, you might •• y thAt VA • 
• UJht i.provellent. Nov. on hie K111, the bicycle ergt;>meter 
teat. - -
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,':C .. '.,', Sl'Z.U~R·i·:' On 'his M111. the bi.cycle ergo_.ter test, 
I he co.pletedall of t~19 work levels and had no probleae until, );"', 
.tn the.;recove~, phase, he did hav~ a sudden drop In his blood '. 
~res8ure~ fro. 1~0 systolic down to 143, that was rather. 

'abrupt, and ai_ultaneous with that, a drop in heart rate 
which resulted in 80me nausea and ,oae dizziness and he did 
experience 8ume feeling of ~11nes8 at that point from the, 
during thia rest phase. Now, he was im.ediately stretched 
out and recovered within the 5 minute rest period and f~lt 
all right again on arising. Nov, again. his laboratory "ork was 
well ~ithin a nominal range. Now. on Joe, Joe has really 
not fared as well as the other two crewmen. He has demon~ 
&trated more ot the vestibular type disturba~ce, the dizziness 
end all and associated nausea and the feeling of weakness. 
Now he was wearing the eapstan pressure suit and because of 
this. then we had to make hi. do a modification of his t.est 
protocol. where he would do a stand up test, and then - be-
fore going to the LB6P test, so we did some supine measurements 
and then a sta~dup with pressure 8uit inflated, then we laid 
hi. dow D J " un fl ate dan d s too d hi. up and II: 0 t the d j f fer e nee Ii 
there. HoW. at that point he seemed to be doing pretty wcll, 
following that standup test, and therefor~ preceded to do t~a 
LB&P, vhich was the next test to be performed. Now. he was 
not able to complete the test. He measured - he made it 
throush the minus )0 level, but in the first minus 40 level, 
we had to terminate that after .3 .. inutes and 50 seconds. We 
were not able to complete the 5 minute period and this was 
again, because of a slowing of his heart rate and drop in 
pressure vith- but actually not really experiencing any true 
presy.ptibh sYliptoas. But Lho run was terminated and because 
of his reaction. his cardial vascular ttatu8 at th1s time, 
It was decided thAt we would not proceed to do the lower 
body - the bicycle ergoaetry test, and this was not pertormpd 
on Dr. Ker'lin. Now, his laboratory work looked again, like 
the other crewmen. Looke very normal. Body weights. the 
commander loat - shows a 1088 of 3 and 3/4 pounds. The 
Science Pilot 6-1/2 pounds, the pilot 8-1/4 pounds. Okay. 

PAO Okay. We're ready to take qucstlonA. 
John? 

QUERY Well then, how ~eneral1y would YllU l'v.l1u.1te 
their health? Would you say theytre in fairly good Rhnp~. 
marginal shape, or what? 

SPEAKER ~Iell. 1 think, actually, <Hl f~r IIR r"le 
and Paul, 1 don't c1assl'y thea in any wa" Corm, or (ashion 
to be 1n any 111 health. As 1 8ay, Pet.'s - he seeaed to 
bounce back after about 2 hours and waB very active and ~ovinR 
around quite a bit on the ship. Paul waa 10n8er in setling 
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:. over those inttia~ vastibalar sym,loms and it vas like 
something like 1 or 8 hou~s before he really actually 1 

got "to a point where he ~a8 able to move around and freely 
move his head without oetting off that feeling of nausea 
and dizziness. And he did ,proceed to go walking, exercising 
around the ship. Now~ coming back from that he did {eel 
tired and he did compinin of 80ae ~uscular soreneS8 and 
he has gone, ~ell. they've all gone to bed, but he went 
on and ~roce~ded to lie davn and reet. Now, Joe wes, 8S I 
said, was really the worst of the three as far a8 the 
symptoms go. He was able to. by his own assistance, to get 
up the 8tairs, but, he was accompanied and assisted to the 
third level of the fl16ht up to their quarters and Joe, 
actually. he really did not feel at any time as yet that 
he was r~ady to get up and move aro~nd like the other 
tvo crewmen. New he has had a slower recovery and a slower 
adoptive period here, that he It'l going through. thsn the 
other two. And it's - he had - we saw mor~ changes - ~ore 
marked changes in flight with Joe, and t don't think that 
this is really anything different than what we would expect 
because of those findings. But he is slower and his adapt
ation is not yet back to fiormal. And we're going to see 
that he is going to be slower in returning. 

Q'IERY Do they seem tc be in worst shape than 
you had expected. or better shape? And do you believe th~t 
that'll be able to go to San Clemente? 

Sl"EAKER Uell. 1 think actually, to answer the 
firs t par t 0 { t hat. 1 t 11 a 11 ttl e 8 urI' ria e d. you know, t hat 
Pet. looks really a8 good as he does. 1 expected hi. to 
show a little bit more of this. I think I'. a little 
surprised that Joe Is showing 8S much of this as he Is, 
They're - 1 guess 1 would think that I would expect them 
to be a little bit more like Paul Weitz in the yay he is 
respondln&. But they're individuals and there are indiVidual 
variance. here that ve're lookin& ~t. and thatls the way 
you·ve got to - you know, you've just aot to underOtAnd and 
expect you're going to aee individual differences. Nov, as 
of thla lIIoment, 1 would say thllt t do not forsee any rrobll'fJ 
With Pete or even Paul making the trip to San Clemente. I 
cannot say at this point that Joe Is going to be ready that 
quick or not. That we'll have to wait and see. 
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SP~Ai~ER .. :;,- - to be ready that quick or not. 
That we'll have to wait· and see. And the results of hi. 
tests tomorrow would very definitely, I think, give'us the 
answer to that. 1 think with a good night's sleep and all 
that we're going to see teraendous improvements in all of 
thea and certainly In Joe by to.orrow. Let me say on that 
point there, that .the crew the ~1ght before really did not 
have a very good night's sleep and joe's was about four hours 
of very fitfull, restl~8s type sleep_ Paul Weitz reporta 
really only one good hour of sleep and Pete's was about 4 or 
5 hours of sleep. 

qUERY Well, considering that and a very long 
arduous day asleep an aircraft carri~r which they're not 
used to, woul~ you as a peronsla pbysician recommend travel 
by helicopter off the ship, to a visit to San Clemente, back 
to the helicopter. 

SPEAKER Well, Jim, only if they show 80me further 
improvement. Yes, I do. I do expect it. I - 88 1 said, at 
this moment, 1 really feel there viii be no question About 
Paul or Pete. At this .oment, I do have yet some reservations 
about Joe. 

PAO Tom O'Toole. 
QUERY Do you see anything - you don't see ~ny-

thing that would give you a GO for 56 days on Skylab 3, do you? 
SPEAKER Toa, no, not at this moment. No. Now. 

here again, we've got to wait until ve've got all of th~se 
inflight samples back into the laboratory where we get a loo~ 
at the - some of the basic cellular and enzyme in biochemistry 
levels to to understand more of the type ~f grosl phYSiological 
changes that we've been looking at. 

PAO Let's go to Nick Chris. No, right here. 
QUERY Was there any sort of vorulting associated 

with this nausea. 
SPEAKER Yes, there wat. With Joe Kerwin - only 

hi.. This was after he had arrived in the laboratory and had -
vell, he was seated and they had 80me grape juice drink and 
hr. drank this down - I think rather aB he described it -
chug-a-lugged it down and it was i.mediately after this that 
he felt neasea and did vomit and the grape juic~ itself. 1 
don I t know whel11tH' - 1 don't know what the temperature of that 
drink was - whether ~hat enetere into it. It could have - his 
cold could very well - it could very well hAve participated 
it. But anyway with the dizziness and the naused that he'd 
bE'eo having you could certainly expect that this would - that 
this (ould possibly - be - occurred. 
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SPEAKER That's the only tiae it did happen. 
'< QUERY·" Was there anything in Kerwin's preflight 

medical data that would have indicated or predicted that he. 
'would have been effected worse than the other two. 

SPEAKER. No, no, not really. Because in the only 
preflight baseline measurements, they were able to complet~ 
all of the program for - all the protocol that - and just like 
they started off with the LBNP - okay, he was working right 
up thr~ugh the minus 50's just like all three crewmen ~ere 
and their exercise - bicycle ergometer workloads were cer
tainly nominal. Their response to the rotating chair in the 
preflight period were certainly nominal. 

QUERY What arrangements do you have in mind 
for maintaining quarantine during the Presidential visit. 

SPEAKER Okay. We have & - we have a health sta-
bilization program that was written prior to the fligt which 
does cofer th~ postflight period. Now this does allow for a _ 
some contingency operation where you would expect to have to 
bring in someone you previously hadn't expected or anticipated 
and you did~lt have time to get them through rigid physical 
examines and that kind of stuff. 30 - where we run into that 
situation, the program calls for the use of surgical masks and 
thee masks will be worn and they call be worn either by the 
crewmen or they can be worn by the people that they're coming 
1n contact With. 

QUlRY D!d inflight - did any of Noe's LBNP 
have to be terminated? 

SPEAKER Which - which - LBNP you said? 
QUERY Right. 
SPEAKER Yes. yes. Right, right. Twice we had 

to terminate him. 
QUERY At what levels? 
SPEAKER Okay. He started off with the 30. 40, 

SO. Okay. We worked through that fine u~til his third run 
and he developed some pncsyncope symptoms in the - at that 
max load on his third tun. Okay. We terminated that one, 
cut him back then to a 30, 40, 40 for the rest of the mission. 
He did fine with that until the last test. The alst run he 
made and he again demonstrated Som~ prcsyncablc symptoms. Al 
the - again at the Recond 40 level. And it 10188 terminated at _ 
after - let's see how many - after I think it's sever minut('s. 
So he's short about 3 minutes of hIs last run. 

QUERY But at that time. when you terminated the 
LBNP, the Hl71 was run anyway. was it not. 

SPEAKER Then how much more serious was it today 
when he could not complete it at the levels - why not 8 0 with 
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SPEAKER " Well, here again now - let's look at it. 
Inflight data - they were not having any problems with doin~ 
that 171. They were - they were dofng far better than they 
ever did in their baseline. Okay. And the postflight, now, -
the postflight - now, we saw some diff~rence8 here. Paul 
Weitz developed - went into some syncope - presyncope and 
nausea - on the termination of that 171 run. Okay. Joe's 
response to the LBNP was worse than the other two and he was 
still having problem with - just standing at that point, see. 
This is why - he was still we~ring the countermeasure garment 
to help him and give hi~ some support during this early period. 
And it was just - it was just decided strictly upon clinical 
judgement that he would not be subjected to it at that time. 
I think - I don't think he yould have been able to have com
pleted it or even gotten into the first level of work probably. 

QUERY Did anybody - did any of the crewmen faint? 
SPEAKER No there was none of them that actually 

fainted. No. 
PAO Mary Bubb. 
QUERY It would seem to me, from what I can recall 

of earlier flights that even Weitz was in far worse shape 
postflight due to this condition than any of the other 
previous astronauts from what I can - is that true? 

SPEAKER Wait a minute, Mary. I'm not sure I 
understand what you're saying. You're saying that Paul Weltz 
looked worse than the others. 

QUERY No, no. I mean Weitz - just take Weitz 
for one example. It seemed to 1Il~ that he was in worse 
shape than previous astronauts had been in postflight. 
From the deconditioning. 

SPEAKER Actually - if you look at his immediate 
postflight LBN?, he looks b~tter. Now he did respond differen
tly on his - on the workload exercisp.. Althou8h he was able 
to complete the entire work profile, he did suffer 80me ill 
effects there in the immediate recovery period. 

QUERY Well, he also had that onboard ship on the 
Apollo, didn't he, too.1 

SPEAKER Weitz - not Weitz. 1ti!'S never flown before. 
QUERY No, It m talking about comparative data 

yo~lve gotten on other astronauts 3l following other fliRhtH. 
SPEAKER We 11, let I s see. I don't - we hav(' seen 

- in eost every crew - every crewmen that has flown In Apullo, 
we've seen a degradation in their work performanc~ in the 
i •• edlate postflight period. Now, I think perhaps th(' - I 
don't recall any that suffered these particular symptOMS that 
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don't recall any that suffered these particular symptOMS that 
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Paul exhibits here in the recovery phase. But nearly every 
one has had some degradation in this work performance and 
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HAWKINS - but nearly everyone has had this 
this work performance; and has been 
them a little hit longee, 1n returning. 
How would you evaluate his level? . On a 

has 
had some degradat i in in 
48 to 72 hours, some of 

QUERY 
par or a little worse, 
before we - -

or what? 1 1
• talking just about Weitz 

HAWKINS Well, I think his - as he was working, I 
think h~ was on par, but he did - he did develop these symptoms 
in his r~covery phase, which is a little bit different than 
we've seen in the past. Yes? 

QUERY On Kerwin, himself, wouldn't you consirle~ 
this fairly serious? How would you evaluate his sickness? 

HAWKINS Kerwin's? 
QUERY Yes. 
HAWKINS Well, we have never yet seen any that -

exactly like - like Kerwin's - that's true - he is really, I 
think, slower, by far than any that we have seen. 

QUERY Well, for example, could you give more 
detail like how long did he wear this pressure garment? 
How much of a examin did you do on him? 

HAWKINS Well, we - -
QUERY And, how badly uid he feel by the time 

he went to bed compared to when he first - -
HAWKINS All right. He wore it for a period of 

hours. Now, this ... ·as - this was intermittent, and it - be
cause he was still - he was still having some of this symptoa 
of dizziness, and weakness, and he - he would wear this gar-
ment inbetween the examinations in order to give him some 
counter-measure, and - and - assist hi& as he would b~ moving 
from one lab to the other. He wore it to his quarters, and 
a - he did not, S8 such, when certainly was not in any real 
condition to get out and roam around the decks as the other 
two crewmen were. 

7 

QUERY Two qUick oncs. I wasn't clear as to whether 
this dizziness and problems they were having is due to vestibular 
problems or due to hypotension or - .. 

HAWKINS Well, it's - yeah, that's the thing whi~h 
we're trying to really sort out, too. I'd - I'm nut sure. 
You know, how much of which is - w~'re really dealing with 
yet. 1 think we're dealing with more of vestibular at the 
moment, than - ther~ is definitely some cardiovascular response 
here, too. 

QUERY Secondly, do yo~ have the blood pressure 
and heart-rate readings on Kerwin - as they stood up with 
and without the garment? 

HAWKINS No J as a .at t.er of {act. I don't. And I 
have - for some reason J didn't copy those things down here. 
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Well, it's in this report. 
Which report? 
It sars right here 
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any 

Y~ah, I sa\( it too, but 1 didn't say that. 
Well, do you kno\( who did did say it? 
1 don't kno\(. 
Do you knoy where it came from? 
No, because \(e didn't say that. 
Jill Halont!y. 
A couple of things. It appears 
I don't honestly know. 
You're aware of this then? 
I read it, but - the next day, but I didn't 
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"; •• >;' I say that. We said that there vere no aedlcal problems which 
would preclude the EVA. I think there was some words left 
out of that. 

QUERY It appears to be 80, but I'd like to ask 
you." Is this crew in the worse condition of any you've seen? 

HAWKINS Jiu. I think the - certainly not with Pete. 
r don't think you c&n say that abo~t him. I think - yes, I 
think Joe's - sYlllptomatology here, is of - greater than what 
we have seen. It!s a little more advance d~gree than what 
we've seen, but it - both with the - cert&in!y with the ves
tibular aspects of this, and also with the - with the cardio
vascular. 

QUERY Well, what was your medical opin1on be 
about - would it have been better to have Joe carried off? 

HAWKINS Oh, you could - you could - I guess you 
- at th~t point you could probably say - toss the coin. Now, 

with the counter-measure garment, this did prove - to be a 
very effec~ive d~vice which - which did give hi~ the support 
and all that he needed dnd he ~as able to walk. And, now, 
certainly you could - you could have put him on the stretcher 
and carried him out just as easily, and it's been cert.ainly 
a lot lesn effort on his part, but I don't think that his 
~alking under those conditions - you know, adversly effected 
him. 

QUERY Who will make the medical judgement about 
going to San Clementi, and when? 

HAWKINS W~ll, Jim, right no .... , it's - with regards 
to all of the crewmen, I think it's - you kno .... I think it's 
still a little bit early to say positively that any of them 
will be ready to go. I .... ant to reserve that until .... e have 
a look at thea tomorrow at R plus 1. And certainly, we have 
to - we have to hold the - any type of a decieion concerning 
Dr. Kerwin at this point, until we see somethin~ more tomorrow. 

QUERY Yes, but who .... i11 say? 
HA\o,'KINS Who will say that? Well, it will be -

it'll be a joint medical opinion. 
HAWKINS Of the medical staff here at MSC - wll1 

make that decision. 
QUERY l'iot Dr. Be rty' s say? 
HAWKINS Not Dr. Bcrry alone. 11(' will ct>rtalnly 

be - he will certainly be in thE' - in the loop 011 thlt., UI'I he 
has been throughout the mission. 

QUERY Will it be purely a medical decision? 
HA~~INS Fram this standpoint it will be. y~s. 

PAO All right, let's take two lIIore. Je-r'{'Y? 
QUERY What was the lab work that you said vas 

normal? Was that - you said the lab .... ork on all three of them 
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vas normal. exactly what was the lab 
":,:. HAWKINS " The lab work? What are you - you t re not 

asking for figures on that? 
QUERY No. that' 8 what - -
HAWKINS Yes, ,they ran the - yeah, okay, the -

like the blood counts - and the chemistries 
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SPEAKER'. The blood counts and chemistries and 
blood chemistries, the uTines, these aTe th~ immediate 
things that were done on the lab. Now there will be some 
well, I said chemistries,- not all of those either, because 
those take time, and there will be a delay in getting some 
of those answers ~ut of it~ But primarily your quick look 
stu f f, 1 ike you r he mo to log y, , uri n a 1 y sis, and w hit e. co un t , 
red blood cells, differences.' 

PAO One last question from Mary. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, some time ago, I think be-

fore this mission, there's always been some concern that 
after prolonged wei 6htlessness, man will come back, he'll 
run into this kind of thing and will become unconcious, and 
he will be unable to perform. Now, how do you feel about 
this in view of vhat has happened to Kerwin, and what will 
you recommend fOT the future? And I'd also like to 
reask that question about viII you go ahead and recommend the 
56 days based on what you know now? 

SPEAKER Well. Mary, at this point I dcntt have 
anything to base a recommendation not to go 56 days. I 
think the performance that we have seen in the crew during 
the mission itself states that they could have gone longer 
in flight. The post flight results we've got here t three 
different reactions. Three differ~nt responses and I feel 
confident that Joe, as well as Paul and Pete will all bounce 
back to th.~ir pre-flight ba!'teline levels, just as we have 
seen preujous crews do. It's quite possible that Joe may 
be 8 llttle longer in this readaptive phase than what is 
usually seen. It wculdn't surprise me but what he's a little 
longer, but 1 have no doubts but what he's coming back, and 
every hour, I think he's moving back into that bas£11ne 
envelope. 

PAO All right. Thank you very much. 
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PAO two briefings this morning. The first 
being what we call the management press briefing. which 
we hsve Dr. Flet~her, NASA Administrator, Dr. George Low, 
Deputy Administrator, Mr. Dale Myers, Associate Administrator 
for Manned Sp~ce Flight, Dr - - What order are we in here? 
Dr. Dabus of JSe - KSe, Dr. Kraft and Dr. Petrone. What I 
would suggest that you do is hold your basically operational 
type of questions until the second portion of the program 
1n which we'll have th£ Skylab Program Director - Program 
Manager doctors and others. We'll begin with a brief opening 
statement by Dr. Fletcher, and then move directly into your 
questions. 

FLETCHER Well, needless to say we're all very 
pleased and excited that the SL-II crew has arrived safely. 
It was a spectacular recovery, one of the best and one of 
the smoothest. In addition to that, I think it's another 
very historic milestone in the history of manned spaceflight 
for the first time a crew of astronauts has returned from 
an c:'ttended tour in a space laborator;. And as near as we 
can tell, essentially all of the objectives that were 
anticipaced for this mission have been completed. And needless 
to say none of us =eally dreamed that this could be done at 
the time that the meteoroid shield failed to deploy. So it 
exceeded our wildest expectations at that time. I I think 
before going much further I ought to read a message froll 
the President which you may have already. It reads as follows: 
It' sad d res sed t 0 as t ron aut s eon r ad, K e r win s n .J Wei t z. II The 
successful completion of the first mission of Skylab is a 
source of intense pride for the American people. You have 
demonstrated that just as mall Cdn conquer the elements of 
Earth he can cope with the exigencies of space. You have siven 
conclus1ve evidence that even with the most ad'lanced scientific 
and technological support ir, the world, the courage and 
resour~efullnss of good men are still central to the success 
of the hUlaan adventure. On behalf of the American people I 
welcome you home from the Skylab spaceship to 
spaceship Earth. I also looked forward to seeing you in 
San Clemente on Sunday." Now, whereas the last three Apollo 
~i8810ns might be symbolized by a Lunar Rover, this SL-II 
miYsion can be simulized - symbolized by a haumer. And this 
is a - this Is it, this i8 thq hammer that fixed the battery -
replica of it. A hammer, a pair of prunill~ shears, and 
this is an exact replica of the pruning s. ears, and an umbrella. 
An d t his i 8 II' tap r e c 1 s ere p 1 i c a 0 f the u m b r e 11 a but t hat's 
- that's the thing that first Raved the Skylab froll burnIng 
up essentially. The shears are what saved the - the second 
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$olar panel and g&ve us the excess capacity. and the ha •• er 
was a bonus. We got 250 watts extra by simply tapping in 
the usual good old-fashioned American tredition, tapping on 
the right place and opening - or make a relay function. So 
1 would say that if these people were to be characterised 
in one word. it's in the old American tradition of tinkering. 
Thfty are the master tinkers of space. With that we'll open 
for questions. 

QUERY All outstanding and commendable. it looks 
like the problem ~ith the refrigeration system may be something 
a little beyond the scope of a hammer. but of cours~. that 
remains to be deterained. Do all of these malfunctions 
indicate any kind of lapse in quality control at any point 
in the system? 

FLETCHER I'd like to turn to Dale Hyers to answer 
that question. Dale. 

PAO Dale. could you repeat the question in 
part? I don't think we're getting enough juice there. 

END OF TAPE 
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like the problem ~ith the refrigeration system may be something 
a little beyond the scope of a hammer. but of cours~. that 
remains to be deterained. Do all of these malfunctions 
indicate any kind of lapse in quality control at any point 
in the system? 

FLETCHER I'd like to turn to Dale Hyers to answer 
that question. Dale. 

PAO Dale. could you repeat the question in 
part? I don't think we're getting enough juice there. 

END OF TAPE 
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FLETHER I'd like to turn to Dale Hyers to 
answer that question. Dale. 

PAO Dale, could you repeat the qU~8tion 
in part? I don't think we're getting enough juice. there. 

MYERS The question is; Were the malfunctions 
an indication of lack of quality contr~l? I think the 
answer is absolutely no. We have had a ~ .• jor complex 
system put together here for this flight. And it is ~ 

first flight. And we had exp~cted some problems particularly 
1n the eight month mission that we had ahead of us. And 
when we look at all of the elements of the systems that 
have worked perfectly, I don't think there's any indication 
here of any decrease in our quality control requirements 
in the program. 

QUERY Dr. Fletcher, could you estimate the 
affect upon ~ASA's budget on the problems and the fixes 
that have gone - that the Skylnb has gone through'l 

FLETCHER Despite the fact that there was a huge 
effort, within NASA and within our contractors to make these 
fixes, I don't see any major impact if any at all on the 
bud get at the pre sen t tim e • Now t hat doe 8 n 't me ant hat we 
don't - won't run into any other troubles later and so forth. 
But at this time, I don't see any major impsct of these 
fixes on NASA's budget picture. 

QUERY You mentioned that these astronauts 
are going to be San Clemente. Do you have any more 
details on what kind of reception they are going to have 
the re? 

FLETCHER Well, the President has invited them 
to stop by San Clemente, Sunday morning, to visit with him 
and Secretary Brezhnev. We of course, have to ascertain 
the health of the crew, before we actually sllow them to 
make this visit. But, if their health is good, and we will 
know by about tomorrow noon a lot more than we know now. 
Although, we have a pretty good idea that they're In good 
shape now. Then, probably, they will dro? by S6 the President 
requested. 

QUERY Could someone bring us up to date on 
the study or investigation concerning what happened to the 
micromeoroid shield? Are there any new theories, could 
we expect anything within the next couple of weeks1 

FLETC~ER Well, actually we can speculate, at this 
tille, about what happened. But I think it would be really 
unduly compromising the investigating hoard that was 
se~ up. The board was set up about 4 weeks ago, to look 
tn~o thiS, and it'. well underway, by now. And I think 
we'll just have to vait for the report of that board to 
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really comment on something of that sort. 
QUERY ! have several questions, aA usual. 

I ~o"ld like to know the cause - the overall cause of all 
the delays and fixes, as best you know it today. 1 would 
also be interested in hearing your views on how much the 
fact that the heat-shield vas not tested at the original 
pl~nt as originally scheduled had on the accident which 
happened. What percentage overall of - the latest up-to-date 
figures. that is on the scientific objectives have been 
obtained to date? 

MYERS ~ellt we have about the same number of 
people working on the program as ve had at the tiae of the 
problea. perhaps even a little less. We've nad a lot of 
ov~rtime by a few people. And we see. in the overall 
Skylab Progra~, no change in the ~~~get raquireaents. Wetre 
doing well as far as our budget 1s concerned. I guess, would 
you repeat the second question, pl~a8e? 

QUERY Well, way back vhen. it was my understanding 
that the heat-shield was not tested at the, you know, at the 
original plan. and in view 0f scheduling and time, at least 
the decision was made at that time to check it out in its 
deployment down at the Cape, a~d there was some specul~tion, 
that this Right have had an impact on how thor~ughly this 
was checked out and tested beCHuse - -
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QUERY - - down at the Cape. And there waa 
so~e .pe~ulation that this might have had an i.pact on how 
th~roughly this wae checked out and t.sted because the Cape 
facilities are not necess.rily condusive to thie type of 
t~ati::b' 

SPEAKEi The effect obviously will have tc be 
something that the board will lQok into and give ~heir opin
ion. I think in going in line with Dr. Fletcher earlier, 
we just don't want to compromise. we want to look at all of 
that. There was teBtIng, however, done at the plant as well 8S 

Marshall. as well as Kennedy. Tests were dorle at all three 
places. Nov whether there was any interaction and effect, 
the board is looking into that and will render a judgement. 

QUERY The percentage of the scientific objectives 
that you feel - we had !fOlie figures the other day froa one 
of lhe astronauts, but I'd like your up to date figure. 
on it. How IDuch we've actually achieved froll scientific, 
you k no' l , fUm d a t a and a 11 t hat It In d 0 f 8 tuff ? 

SPEAKER (garble) will be on the next pre.s con-
Cerenc~. and I think he has those numbers as best 8S we 
now have thelll. 

QUERY There ie 80me confusion ab~ut whether 
the crew will be meeting with the President and Mr. Bre,hnev. 
He was scheduled 1 believe to leave a couple of hour. before 
they were to arrive. To the best of your knowleae, i, he 
staying latfr to lIIeet with them? 

SPEAKER I rather doubt that the secretary would 
change hi~ schedule for this. And if he i. scheduled to 
leave earlier, then pr~8u •• bly the astronauts vAll .eet only 
with the Pre.id~nt. 

QUERY This i. for Dr. Fletcher and or Chri. 
Kraft. I know It Is too early to nail down what the SL III 
Is gotng to be exactly like. Are there any conliderationa 
undrrway at the present ti.e to have a"y exrea EVAs to catch 
up with any exper{menta that ml&ht not have been able to 
be~n deployed in thie mission or handled in this ai8sion? 

KRAFT No, not to my knowle ••• We are trying 
to do .ome things that we miaht be able to aodlfy 80 •• of 
the expert.ents that we were doing out of the scientific 
airlock. But other than that, we don't plan any other EVA. 
other than what we bad ori8inal1y planned, ~~d that 1. three 
EVA.. One at the beslnning, one in the Middle and one at 
the end of SL ttl. If w .. need 4 haaMer however, for u •• 
dUflng tho.e IVA., we'll certainly take advantase ot that 
ti~ period. But there are no other on.1 planned other that 
that 1 know of. 
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QUERY Dr. Kraft the crew was rather intensely 

critical of 80m. of the flight plannins and Mission Control 
operations froa tim. to time. Of course • la~ge part of 
~his was part of their ~is8ion. to evaluate flight planning 
of - for real-tiae flight planning for long-durati~n missions. 
Do you think at any tiae they were excessively harsh, or 
do you think their criticis8s were justified or was this just 
a necessary and de8irable feed back? 

KRAFT Well. I thought the interchange between 
the crew and the Mis8ion Control Center va8 exactly 8S it 
should have been, They were criticising each other, trying 
to get the most out of the a18sion. and to make sure they 
both understood each other," 1 think initially vhen we had 
the pover limitations that we were f8c~J with it was a very 
difficult task to try to plan the flight plan aroun~ that 
power profile. And there was bound to be a difference of 
opinion on their part because ~. didn't know exactly what 
they might be able to do in certain lime pcliods. For inetance 
1n the EREP passes. In trying to align the instruments. 
But once the power situation was worked out, then 1 think 
you saw ~h8t flight planning went extremely well. And 1f 
you will allow me. if 1 were to compare this flight with 
8o~e others we had flown, I thought the cooperation between 
the ground Rnd the crew Was superb. 

QUERY I wonder if someone could tell me what 
the latest thinking is on the launch of SL tv as to when it 
eight take place? 

SPEAKRR As you know, we're talking about a - we've 
fixed the launch date of either the 27th or the 28th for SL Ill. 
That will be nailed down In the next waek or 80 after we get 
a flnal track on the orbit of the workshop. SL IV is not 
nliled down yet, but we're looking - -

END OF rAPE 
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SPEAKER final track on the orbit of the 

vo rkahop. SL-I V is flot n ailed down yet, but "e t re looking 

in the .id to •• iddle of Octob~r to the end of October t1ae 

period. We have eoae additional understandin, in analyeis 

of data to do before we nail that one.' .. 

PAO Was the question ready? 
QUERY Two questions: fiT.st, in view of the 

possible pre~idential *eeting. ~hat'. the bvst estl_ate on 

when the astronauts vill arrive in Houston1 And nu.ber two, 

how are p~eparatlon8 at the Cape &oing for SL-III? 

SPEAKER' Well, the. best esti.ate that 1 can give 

you is the delta tiMe required for the astronauta to go to 

and froa San Clemente. If that turns out to be 4 hours, 80 

to say. then they vill be back in Houston at 9:A5 on Sunday 

evening. And Dr. Debus can answer the second question. 

DEBUS The preparations for the SL-111 are going 

well. We are 80mewhat ahead of time so t~at we have ample margin for 

any contingency that could develop. So ve are - ve u:e 

well prepared for 21 or 28. 
QUERY Question for Dr. Fletcher. The mission 

just completed has generally bee~ Interpreted as proof of 

the indispensability of aan in space. Many things went 

wrong and they managed to fix •• ny things. But at least one 

Senator on the hill, Prank Ko.s, has asked tbe crew to eome 

down and t.lk to hi. Aeron2utlci and Space CO.Dittee. You 

expect you may be running into a gauntlet of tenatora who 

want to knov about funding in the future and vby 80 aany 

things went wroag even if you dld •• nage to fix thea. 

SPEAX~R Well, 1 think quite the eontrary. Senator 

Hos., 1 think, want. to lee th •• becaue. of the spectacular 

result, of this last ai,.lon. And 1 think generally speaking 

th~ feeling in conare •• as Ear a. I know it Se very favorable 

toward NASA at the aoment. Our bill. are aoing through 

rather ,_oothiy, and peoplo that have be~n rather negative 

toward mlnned Ipace h~ve been at l.ast quiet, or soae even 

have chanaed their ainds. So on the whole I would say Consres, 

il quite ~lealed with the performanee after the accident of 

the whole NASA organiaatlon, but particularly the crev having 

demonetrated vhat they could do 1n Ipace. 
QUERY Could 1 r~fl.ct on th4t • moaent? You ae •• 

to hung up there. if you vill (.n the .fact that the cfew 

VI" able to Hx 80m' thina. In the Ipacecraft a. to the 

importance of man in 8p.~e. I'~ rather put that aBide and 

.'y, IItYel. that va. vefY i.port.nt," But 1 ~hln'k If you "111 

take a look at the experi •• nte that have beln conducted on 

th1. aiQaion and the innerplay ~f .an with the 1011r in.tru.entl, 

r;'{'." " 
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with the BltEP experiments, '-nd with 01 numbel' of the ot118i' , 
" eoroll a ry experilMn t8, you' 11 tiad thU .. n W&I an ext reme 1y 
important part ~f aaking the experlaents9ucceasful·in Skylab. 
And 1 think that 'should be smpha8i~ed .ayb~ more then' the fact 

'that we were able to fix a piece of hardware. 
PAO Are there any other questions. 1 think 

v~'ll take one or two more and then yield to the operations 
people. " 

QUERY If the problem with the reirigeration -
refrigerator-freezer c~ntt bG fixed. Right now they don't 
see. too terribly helpful, what iapact will this have on the 
next two a18aions 8S far ~s the - particularly the medickl 
experiments. 1 understand that's the area that will have 
the greatest iapact. 

SPEAKER Well, Mary, in the first place I have g~eat 
confidence that they'll fix tha - 1 think between the people 
at Karshall and other people involved h~re on the ground, 
that we're going to fix the refrigerator okay. But if in caBe 
we did not, there'. only about 8 peTCertt of the food that's 
r •• alning on board that i8 in the free'~T. lhose aTe the 
foods which are maybe the most dppetizlng because they're 
steak and lobster and ice cream. for instance. But as far 
as the actual nutritional value of the food on board and the 
conduct of the experiments, it w~uld have little or no effect. 
1'. talkin, about the medical. 

QUERY You know, you got to freeze your blood 
samplea, your urine and all that kind of stufr. 

SPEAKER Oh, yes, in that ca8e we have 80ae other 
techniquea of using - pooling the urine, and you - -
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1'. talkin, about the medical. 

QUERY You know, you got to freeze your blood 
samplea, your urine and all that kind of stufr. 
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QUERY. - - got to freeze your blood ••• plea 
you urine. and all that kind of stuff? ,.,. . 

SPEAKER" 'lea. In that cale, ve have 80ae other 
techniques of u81ug - pooling the urine, and usiog 80a. 
cheaicals that would get Doat of the urine analY81s. You are 
correct that ve would 108e ~oa. of the horaone balance. 

SPEAKER' That'a if we cantt freeze it. At the 
present t&aperature ve're stabilized. It appear8, you know, 
ve could fr.ala the urine. We may not keep the food if ve 
get up - .. 

There vould be soae degradation 1n the 
anAlyses, that i8 true. 

You might be able to still freeze, even 
a degraded syste •. 

Yeah. We'll take ~ne final question, 

SPEAKER 
blood and uri ne 

SPEAKER. 
vith a - say 

PAO 
(garble). 

QUERY Just for the record. There's nothing 
at this point that precludes your planning for tvo full 
56-d .. y ai8810nst 

SPEA~ER No there is nothing. 
PAO Okay. thank you ladies and gentle2en. 

Our operational people vill be here momentarily. 
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.,;. PAO Okay. I guess w~' re ready to p roce de 
w1th ouraecond news briefing this morning. This is with 
the Skylab Program'pres8 conference. Like to introduce_ 
the prlqcipals to you. From your left, Mr. Bill Schneider, 
who's the Skylab P~ogram Director; Hr. Ken Kleinknecht, who's 
the Sk,lab Progra. Kanager, from here at the Johnson Space 
Center; Hr. Leland Belew, the Skylab Program Manager, froll 
the Marshall Space Flight Center. Major General Kenneth R. 
Chapman, who'. Department of Defense Mana~er for Manned 
Space Flight Operations. Next we have Mr. Donald K. Slayton, 
who 18 Oirector of Flight Crew OperBtions, here at the 
Johnson Space Center; Dr. Larry Dietlein who is Deputy 
Director of Life Sciences, at the Johnson Space Center; 
Dr. kobert Parker, who is Scientist Astronaut, and als~ the 
Skylab Program Scientist; and Mr. Phil Shaffer. Flight Director, 
and Phil 1s also representin8 the Flight Director Tea~. 
Hr. Schneider. 

SCH~EIDER Good morn1ng. Well, today, we ended 
the firat operational phase of the first manned Skylab Mission. 
But, at the same time ve began two new phaaea. First, of 
cour.e, the unmanned phase of the second mi8s10n and more 
importantly. ve have begu" the data analY8i8 phase on the 
Skylab-Il. Anti, of course, as we've been sa,lng, itts in 
that data analy~ls, the tesults of those experiments that 
the real worth of Skylab vill be found. Now much has been 
said in the past few day. about the usefulness of man and 
411, that man ha. been able to do for Skylab. that of courle 
i~ no real aurprlsG to U9. fhatts the way ve have felt. 
And, indeed, although ve've used man in the way that ho 
may not have been preplanned, we had planned Skylab to h8ve 
IIsn as an intestal part of the system. However, frolll 4'n 
operational standpoint, JUSt tv quote statistics, ve 
did get a great number of our experimentl, de'pite the fact 
that wt had tvo unaeheduled EVA's and of COUfse had the 
major problem with the power-down phase earllRr 1n the 
lIi8alon. We Qot over 80 percent of our ATK objectives 
achLeved, We looked at the Sun 80 percent of the time, 
when ve had planned on. And lot over 30 thouland pictures 
of the Sun. But, more i.portantly, We saw a flare up there. 
And, 1 understand. frOM the sol~r Icientillt, it vat 1 very 
i.portant Iclentl!ic achieveaent. We allo RaW 80m. loop 
prominenco. on the LH, and the 8clentilt8 hay. already 
seen loa. thinSI that werG never IUlpected ~~foreon the Sun. 
Many of you hIve heard that ve did have vithin Skylab a 
rocket .hot, namely the Cal-tvnk roeket, vhere ve did let 
inatru.tnta up, very auch like Skylab Lnltru.ent' l and they 
have Jutt vetted the Pl·, appetite, And they can just 
bArely walt to ,It the AiM fl1ft ba~k. But in .ddition to 
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that, we had two other rocket fli8hts froa the office of 
space science, and we had a world-wide network of sol~r 
~cientist8 looking at the Sun. In the EREP, why we got 
80 percent of the passes. Althou8h, 1n th~ early phase 

.80me of the ~asse8 were rather Iilllited because of the power. 
We were able to look at 31 states and 9 countri •• , and looked 
at 182 sites. Also, we were even able to look at Hurricane 
Alve, which W4S a joint NOA-DOD-NASA exercise. We've 
had a very major 9xercl~e and we were able to look at one of 
our sitos almost ot.ultaneously from the BREP - Skylsb EREP. 
Also, with our un.anned ERTS setellile, with high-altitude 
aircraft, low-altitude aircraft, and aleo with scientists 
on the ground. We should get great deal of data about Earth 
Resources and what we can do from th08t e~erc1seB. In the 
medical world. we got apparently over 90 percent of most 
of the ex - -
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SCijNEID1Hl, .. - abol.lt Earth resources and "'hat we can do fro. ~ho8e ex.rclsea. In the Redlcal world ve got .~par~ntty qV~* 9Q ~,~c."t of m09t of ~he experiments, 80ae of the experiment. we got w~JJ ov.r 100 percent of what we had planned. Of coutee 'UU ,fW the crew 8~t uut on the 4eck and the 28 daye in zerO I obviously was one of our biS objec:U,ve ••• nd H remains to be aeen ju.t what does happen, I think the !ndi~atOr. are very favorable for a 56 day .is,ion. In the corillary ar.a v. h,d 8 great deal of trouble 8etting all of the experimente in th~ Scientific airlock .ince we lost one of the~. But we lItanaged to,$et 84 percp~t of those experiments in. But of the other colLI_ty experiments we were able to get 157 p~rcent, 80 Ve did rathet well ther •• £l&ht of those corollary ~xperiaents we got well over 100 percent of all the objectives. Tha atudent experiments we actually conducted S. Pour of thea we got 100 percent of the objective., one of thea we only got about 30 percent. Two of the student expertmentl, becau8e of the change in lift-off and the f~ct that nature dldll!~ cooperate with u~ we didn't, we werer,'t able t~ do. Namely we didn't have any volcanos and we didn 1 t look at Mercury beca~8c it waf In the wrong conjunction. And we got 8 hours of TV. Now right no~ 1 guess wetd have to say that we are 8~ttin8 ready for Skylab Ill. Aa ~a$ stated earlier our launch date i~ offici611y the first M equal 5 rendelvous day after July 21, July 27 orthere after. Wt won l t know for a week whether thatts the 27 or the 28. Today it looks like the 28, and we ought to be able to kno~ that around the firat of the year. Everything is good. You heard about our refrigeration loop proble. and [ won't 6ay any aore about thllt. 1 would like to 8ay expreaa right now lIty very great appreciation for all the operational troops who did • fantastic job both here and at Huntsville. And 1 would b~ v~ry auch remi •• if 1 didn't mention those beautiful recovery troop' out on tho Ticonderoga, I have a soft ,pot in my heart for the TiconderogA, I was part of the co~mt88ioning crew. But th~y dLd aa well without a. there .s they used to do with .e there. ~ut all went well and we were on time, Now th~re hal been a lot of discussion about what went wrona With Skylab. and obviously we did have .oat things that did 80 wrong. Most of which are d1rectly attributable, not .11 of which but aOlt of which are directly attrib~tablt - to one proble., nad.ly the 11ft-off ~roble~ that we had. I'd l'~e to draw your attention to the literilly tene of thouland. of thin._ that didntt ,0 wrona. And IOU haven't heard auch about that. but literall, that equip.ant ia vorkin. llke a jewel up thare and I'. quite proud of it. Look!na at our official objectiv ••• they vera t~ •• tabliah the wOlk,hop in orbit. obtain the 
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medical d$ta, and to pert~r. exp,rl~ent.. We did all thre~ 
of those Ob~'U~81y, And t b.liev~ ~e did thea ~eil. 1 think 
we kind of proved .o~ethlns vhiah ma, Or aay not have heen 
.an object. ive t but at l •• ,t 8S far 118' 1 '. cot\c~rned the obvious 
visual projf of what we'~e been sayins that 8an 18 a useful 
thing to have alone was prov~n. So ~t lea.t for ~y own p.r-
80nal satisfaction I think we did 131-1/3 percent vf Gur 
objectiveo. 

PAO Thank you Bill. We're nov ready for 
qyestions please. 

QUERY In ~brieflns with Dr. HQwkins yesterday, 
there was quite a bit of emphasis plac~d on the fact lhat 
there was going to b~ e lO-minute medi:al conference before 
anftbing happened. Aelore the crew eyen made a move outside 
the hatch or apparently even got up and really moved around 
inside the aodulc. And yet os 800n ae that hatch opened, 
Pete cOile bouncins ~~t of there like a rubber ball. Any 
comments on that? 

SPEAKER 1 wa:\n't under the impression that there 
would be a formal conference actually. W~at was happeuing 
during that time was thRt the oclence pilot vas ch~cklng the 
pulse and blood pressure of the other twocrev .embers and 
vice versa. 
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SPEAKEK - was happening during that tiae was that 
the science pilo~ vas checking the pulse and blood pr6.aure 
of the ~ther two crew DAmbers and vlc~~a~Y~t8. prior to 
opening the hatch. But I - this was scheduled and it was 
part of the medical examination. 

PAO Nick. 
QUERY Did Dr. K~r~ln talk to Dr. aoss? 
SPEAKER I'm sure he did. I don't - 1 can't answer that 

upecifically. We were in communication with the recovery 
s hip and got a qui c k 11 e d i cal I 00 kat 1 0 : 04 this II 0 ro in g . An d 
~e tal~ed to Dr. Ross And he had been. of course, i" communication 
with the crew. 

QUERY (garble). Can you 8ay. either from your 
own oboervation on the television or ttrough talking perhaps 
w~th Dr. Rose, whether or not the pressure devices were used 
by th~ crew.en at all, or whether they just got up and left? 

SPEAKER Yes. We kn?w froa the medical report 
that the pTe,sure - You t re 8p~aking of the leg garment, the 
counterme~sure garaent? Ye9, it wa9 used on one of the crew 
IIlcwbcu. And this wa9 used 25 minutes after splaGhdown because 
of - there was some light headednes8 and the blood pres8ure 
tn one of the ere", aeabers was a 11ttle on the low side so 
it vas elected to inflate the suIt. This .;a8 in the science 
pilot. 

PAO 
QUERl 

Go ahelld. Mary. 
T~e other crew.en didn't use the pressure 

garment at &ll1 
SPEAKER They had it on. it ~.8 donned but it va. - -
QUERY Yeah, t know. 
SPEAKER - - not infl .. ted. 
QUERY Do you have any figures on "'hat the pulse 

rote and the blood pressure and the degree of dJIt.inesl vas? 
SPEAK£rt Ye., there waf' 80.e dillino... It was 

described like cosing in at 2-3 and loae light h.ad~dne8 •• 
There was - this ""8 (garble) by head .ov~.ents vhl1~ they 
were ort the v_ter, .no this vas note~ in both the science pilot 
and pilot. However, the check. on the blood pressures and 
the pulaea, both by Dr. Kerwin and then by Dr. Rosi. Indicated 
that only one crevman really ne.~6d the 8~r.~nt inflated. 

QUERY Conrad show any 11,n8 ur thi8 or do you 
know wh~t his blood pres.ure and pulse w8a1 Do you have 
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SPEAKEll 
apprcxl.ately 
pul ... rat .. at 
pfIQtt~. the 

Yes. I do. Hi. blood pre.sure vas 
110/80 .tand1ng 1n the. co •• and .udule. K1.. 
that tlae va. 110. and he had no subjectiv4 
Iclenet pilot had pr.8.ur~ ftbout 95/75 un1nJl.t.~t 
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add after inflation it ~.nt up to l30/S0. 
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PAO Okay, doyn here. You have a question? QUERY Hr. Schneidel you paid that the - -FAO Keep goioe. 

, , ~. 

QUERY You said that the indications are that they're 1n ver'! good heliith. Is there 801lu~thing else that you have to add that - that hasn't co&e out during the .1s8ion, durtn~ the crew, or i8 that wh~t you're referring to? SPEAkER No, I was just par.phrasing what Dr. Delline had told .e bef~re. A~d th~ indications are ~hat everything is well. You saw thelll come t)ut (sf th~ ship; they certainly look good to ~e. Fro. ~hat I heaT~ f~oG tb~ 1uiti~1 report, why everything l.ccke, good. 
PAO Right bACk here. 
QUERY Is the~e any aore infer.ation from down ~ange In advance of th~ for.al 5-6 ho~r medical exam on subjective reactionw on return. Were they dialY? Did they -a~e there any adjectives you can give us to de.,rlbe how t.hey felt1 
SPEAKlR As I sald, on the water in the spacecraft, there w~s 80ae l18hthead~dne'8 or dilliner8 on th. part of tl.e Pilot and Science Pilot, and this \olaf) (garble) by heau move~ent. so they stayed ~uiQt. or course, th~re were 80ae swe!18 &n~ t~is 18 not uoexpe~ted. The spacecraft i8 not the .08t stable boat In the world a. you know. No syaptoas were reported fro. the Co •• ander. Then the - In the case of the Science Pilot, the blood pre88ur~ was notad to be low and the Itghtheadedneas continued for ~pproxl.ate17 2l minutes after spla.hdovn, at which time it va$ elect*d to inflate the .u1t. 
PAO Wait. John. I'm 90rry. 80 ahe4d. 
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like to iriflate the suit. 
QUERY-

to walk in the 80st 
u~wn a lIttle bit. 
lil.tlc bit? 

Of the three cre~.ent Kerwin see.ed 
pronounced unusual way. sort of crouched 
Was it a. if hid leas were alleep a 

SPEAKER Well. I think, if you notice carefully ~08t of the crews, when they exit froa the ,peeeeraft, do have a wide-based gait. And I think this ~.s apparent on all Gf thell. Kerwin, perhaps vas caught and was aore pronouncod, because you could see hia aore clearly. He wasn't masked by people in front of hia, at le&&t th~ pictures I flAW. 

SPEAKER well to try t~ walk With an lnflated C-·suit. you've got a little inhibitioll there, to •• y thp least, alao. 
QUERY 

on Kerwin? 
We if; t? 

Dr .• rould you give us lh~ pulse rate And alao t the blood prellure and p'Jlse rate on 

HAWKINS Well, at 1:42. th~ co •• ander'~ blood pressure. ae I said, was 110 over 80, and i~ the standing pOSition, his pulae is 110. Th~ sc1ence pilot, at that tl.e, had a blood pressure of 105 ov~r 6S, with. pulse of 84. This vas tn the sitting pos!tlon. And the pilot had a blood pre~8ure of 95 over 65, ....,ith a pull. of 7S, in the sitting pOlition, The blood prelsurea vere taken periodically fro •• plash down on and there are .any valut!8 re~orted, Theae will cOile up in the ofHci.l report. SufUc.e lt to .~ay t~at the onl~ really significant, or progre.alve, chan8e, if you will. wa& on the science pilot. }~d I r~~d you that blood pressute botto.ed at 95 over 75. 8ecause of the l1aht headedne81 that proBresRed and continued, it v.s elected to Inflate the lult. That'. vhy we have the .uits there. actually. This i8 not unexpected bec4us., ve did wee eoa. decondltionlnl in lhe LBNP test" in fl18ht, •• )'OU know. QUERY And ~he sclenee pilot's pula. rate val what 1 
HAWKINS It vas 8. In the Sitting positton. Th4l was lhe first one that vas reported to UR. That waA at 1: 42. 
QUERY A couple of question •• One, did Kerwin, when he va. walking out of the hat - out of th. spacecraft, have the pr •• lure ~~r~ent inflated at that t1.e, all th. way into the SHI.? 
HAWKINS Yes, It V~8 1nflat.d 80 •• 25 .1autt. af te r • p\.uhdovn. 
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QUERY ",d ... Okay. 
the medical exa.inltion onbo.rd. 
other activiti.e? Did they .ake 
or, anyth1us 11k, that? ' 

, , 

"' .. ' 

And •• condly t .Alide fro. 
have the 8stronaute had any 
phone call. to their wIve. 

HAWKINS Not that 1 know of. I can't anayer 
that. We welted for quit' 80 •• tiae to get in touch with 
the Surgeon. And ~heth.r they were in touch with other people 
before that. I canlt 8ay. We firet aade contact with thea 
at 10:04. 

QUERY Have you any theories ad to why Conrad 
didn't show any of this. coapared Lo his two crew.ates? 
And, also. do you have any other .edieal reports from Dr. 
Ross, perhaps o~ their general condition? 

HAWKiNS In their general conditiQn. aside froa 
this vestibular phenoaenon. noted in the spacecraft and 
exacerbated by head aove.enta. and apart troB the blood 
~res8ure, we ~ave no other reasons to suspect that their 
health is impaired in any vay. In fact. they laoked 
quite good. Far better. ti\an I, personally, had expecte<!. 
Was there another part of the question, I'. 80rry. 

QUERY Do you have any theories as to why 
Conrad has maintained this quite calm level throu8hout~ 

HA~KINS Well, he was in excellent phYSical 
condition, a8 you know. But we see this often, you know 
if there's a lot of individual variation, one will just 
be nom~nal and others will show other changes. In Al 
Shepard's Apollo Flight, the other two crew.oen lost weight, 
for instt-nee. He didn't lose a!\y weight. And things 
of that sort. You always fip.d this individual variation. 
And 1 think if you had a large enough (garble). you'd find. 
probably, a bell-shaped curve with people at both ends and a 
lot in the aiddle. 

QUERY Dr., do you have any idea of what would 
hav~ happened to Kerwin, if he'd stayed ~p 2 or 3 more 
'Weeks or - -
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QUER'i 
have happened to 
veeks t Is there 
at •• lon? 

Do you have any id ••• of vh.twould 
Kerwin if he had Itayed up 2 or 3 aore· 
any - that be could have not aade a 56 day . ~ 

SCHNEIDER No. This deconditioning pheno •• non. if 
yo~ viII has been observed •• a you know, following practieally 
all of the fllahts. And I can only speculate I don't think 
that it vould have impaired hie perfor.ance In the 56-day 
flight. What we believe fro. analog studies from bed reat 
studies. weightlessne8s analog studies. is tbat they probably 
plateau at about 4 to 6 veeks In the cBrdiovascular lense and 
do not continue this deconditlonlng process. The body of the 
individual has adapted at that time to that specific environ
ment. and re.aina stable. We expe~t to ~ee this on the lonser 
flights, the 56 day flights, a plateauing effect not a con
tinuing decrement. 

PAO Next queetion. All rliht go ahead, go 
ahead. 

QUERY Hov long did Kerwin wear the pressure 
garment? And is he still wearing itl 

SCHNEIDER They have begun the medical examinations 
which will take the greater part of the daYt as you know 
and they are done 8equenclall~ on each crew member. He 1& 
wearing it now and will be teated, will do a stand up teat 
with the garment and then ~ithout the garment, and then will 
gO through the lower body negative pressure without the 
garment the same as the other crew aeabers. So his test will 
take a little longer. It viII not be required - he will not 
be required to wear the garment indefinitely, let .e say. 

QUERY Hr. Schneider, did I understand you 
t~ say a little while ago that - soaethina to the effect that 
.,ientists have seen things never suspected before on the 
Sun, or they think they might have some indication of .oae
thing there that they nevor suspeeted before? And what were 
they? 

SCHNEIDER Let me turn that over to Bob Parker, who 
is our Skylab Scientist. He can answer much better than I. 

PARKER On that one, 1 think to say that we've 
seen something that we've never seen before, is to extrapolate 
a bit beyond, you know, or in fact that we never ever expected 
before is to extrapolate quite a bit beyond ~hat has actually 
happened so far. particularly aince we've geen very little 
data. Host of the d~ta comes back on fila as you are well 
aware. I really don't - I think we've confirmed 80ae things 
that ve thought were there, which we have not aeen 8S well 
before. And I think that 1s about as strong a state.ent as 
I would aake &t the present ti.e on that. You know a lot ofe 
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thins. that"e euepecled Vllre there .n~ h.d leen bJnta of before .nd theoretic,lly believed vere there, which WI, ; believe w.'re c~nflr.ln.. But until ve ~ftt the fila back and really look at, it carefully t you really cftn' t 80 ally further tha~ that. 1 knov plain out and out know of no outstandinldi8cover, th.t ve just had totally no idea of before. 
QUERY I think you went'into this other day, but 8180, what lort ot an idea, hov take a.ybeto begin to deter.ine 80me of theae 18 on that fll. and 80 forth. 

briefly the 
Ions will it 
thin88 what 

PARKER The film wontt be getting back here to Houeton ag81n until the end of th~ we~ke~d, probably even Konday. And I would ~xpect th«t the PIs would begin to get their hands on it maybe by the end of the week. I really don't know exactly what the schedule is. It doesn't look like anybody e18e does either. 
SPEAKER I was asked that question eal1ier this week, in order to anticipate a quescion like that. In general the ArM PI is in ne~d of about 4 weeks to have something of some substance. That's a seneral of all figures. That vould be my classification - a kind of first look of some 

~1.8nificance • 
QUERY Two ~ue6tlons. Can you say Mr. Belew how long it vi~l take before the EREP data becom~8 available in the same way? 
BELEW I think you aight want to turn that over 

, ' 

to JSC In that that's a part of their responsibility. Bob, do you know • 
. PARKER We ~ill SLert developing some of the EREP film Konday morning. And it will come out probBbly 8 couple of weeks thereafter. 

QUERY I have a question for Bill Schneider. Would you assess what we have learned from the sun shield and the SAS wing problems and how we're goinr, to put it into effect? 
SCHNEIDER What we have learned fro'A the sun ..shield and the SAS problems 
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SCHNIIDBR • - what ve have learnld fro. the lun.hi.ld 
and the SAS probl •••• Well, I 8ue •• the thin8 that we've 
confirmed for ouraelvee has been the Skylab moda of oper.tio~ 
1, pretty lood, which 1, to plan conservatively and to 
execute boldly, That ha. been our .ode of operation throuah -
out the prolra. and 1 hope we'll continue it. All of our 
,round plan. we try to - to carefully plan thing, out which 
ve did on those - both of those exercises and then we intend 
then to aove out with the. and do what haa to be done forth
wil:h. 

PAO Okay, letts take a couple of aore questions 
If we have them, and then I think we'll be ready to wrap it 
up. You have anymore queytions? 

KLEINKNECH I'd like to add so.ethins to what Bill 
said. I think we a180 demonstrated that man, whether he 
b. on the sround or in the air, i8 the .Olt flexible, adaptive, 
nonspecialized Machine in existence today. 

PAO Thank you, Kenney. With that we'll 
wrap up the conference. Thank you very much. 
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PAO Okay. We have Neil Uutchin.on. Flight 
Director for th~ last shift whu will 81ve a bTlefing. 

HUTCHINSON Okay, doe. aoaebQdy know how 10n& we have 
u"tll AOS here. Ilt the Statea? 1 'gue •• lomebody will 8iY~ 
ue Ii II i 8n a 1 • 

PAO One alnute and 30 .econds. 
HUTCHI~SON Okay. Well, we'll .ake this short - do 

"you want ua to just preIS on right through the Itatetide? 
PAO Well. wby don't you go - as much a. you 

can 88y right now, and then we' 11 stop. Okay? 
HUTCHINSON Okay. Wall, I guess you'll have been 

118tenin~ to loops dud you probably know that we had 
a little tough time there during the latter part of deactivation. 
And the basic problem that we have run into 1s that all of 
a sudden one of the few systegs that appear& not to be -
at least that we thought was working very norlla1ly and has 
every since the very beginning of Skylab, has started acting 
up. And that's namely the refrigeration systeli, the thing 
that chills our urine and blood and keeps our food - frozen 
food. cold; and of course cuols our water. The - we're a long 
ways irolD understanding \thal's wrong with it. We took some 
steps, some fairly drastic steps tonight before the crew 
left to try and see if we could cover the situation. It's 
hard to aay yet whether we've been successful, but it doesn't 
look very good at the moment. The basic anomaly i8 not 
undel"stood, .'or some reason neither the prl.al'Y nor the 
secondary refrigeration systems seem to be able to cool the 
freezers, And that's about all I can 8ay about it. \le're 
doing an awful lot of data and also some scurrying around. 
As you know. we did a rather drastic maneuver to try and 
stick the radiator up in the Sun because one of the predominant 
theories, and still is a pretty good one, although it doesn't 
look as likely now as it did, yas that we had indeed possibly 
frozen a portion of th~ radiator up and therefore couldn't 
get coolant flow through it, and therefore caused the loop 
to heat up. The reason we delayed the undocking a little 
bit was because in the process of doiug the maneuver we 
had some mor~ problems with the rate gyr~s are - we had our 
usual pl"oblems. A couple of them got kicked offline. We 
al~o had a situation where we were - we did the maneuv~r 
in a - we started out with a momentu~ situation that was 
not definitely not totally squared away. and of course, the 
maneuver didn't help it any, and 80 we had to get the 
momentum 1n the workshop all sorted out before we could 
get it in the right nude to let the crew undock in. And 
that's bastcally the reason we delayed undocking. And it 
was a matter of conflgurint the APCS to 6upport the undocking. 
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Oe'~tlyation other than the refria,ration ayste. was completely 
norm"}. And we got It good cloooout in the wOTklihop. and 
~v~Tythtn8 e1.e 1n th~ workshop looka aTeat. That'R quick 
and ciirt,. 

Plot) Okay. we decided that if ve could just 
go in there foi' a few questionEl, and we'll t"pc this statoside 
1lUil and ~day it back. Any questions? Mery. 

QUERY Okay. You say it doesn't look ~ood at 
t h~ ilOllen t 

PAD You're not getting her on the IIlke. 
PAO Mary, could you come u~ here and just 

sit up here 1f you have 80lle questions? And - - What's 
the proble~? Okay, all right. we'll h~ve a "ike here in 
11 "lnute. You just wait just a second. In the meantime 
t f you could come up here it'll be good. We cou] d start the - -

,QUERY Maybe you can re,eat IIY question 80 I 
won't delay you. You say 1t doesn't look goud at the moaent. 
Do you mean - can you explaine further? 

ltUTCHENSON Well, I "'as referring 8I,ecifically to 
the coolant loops and the - 1 lIean the refril:eTation loop and 
what we have done 80 fnr. It appears as though our thermal 
shock maneuver was un8ucce9sful. However, 1 think it's 
really too early to tell. 1 t:'1ink we're goir,g to have to 
look at it for a while. lid like to Teemphu&izc that the 
whole problem that we seem to be having is nQt well understood. 
However, we discussed in a great amount of detail whether 
or not there was anything that the ere." cculd do first. And 
we were then, I'm still convinced now, and e~eryonc else 
i6 convinced that there was nothLng the crew could do for us. 
We did send them down there once to check soae circuit breakers 
for uS and they were in. Those loops are au~omatic. They 
have a completely automatic control system that controls 
one loop SWitching over to the other, anJ so on and 80 forth. 
They're also completely commandable from the ground, a9 far 
as turning pumps on and off. switching loops, etc. So we 
feel liL~ we'll be able to do anything they c~uld have done. 
And of course. they di t check all the freezers and everything 
to make 8Ule that they got the doors all shut after they 
were in them today. And that's not symptomatic oi the thing 
we'ro seeing anyway, a freezer door open or something, b<!!cause 
th~ entire loop 1s not performing properly. 

PAO Next. 
QUERY Well Neil. first of all, did you consider 

keeping the crew there to see if they could do anything? And then 
secondly, if this thing doesn't settle itself out. what happens? 
Do you - do the temperatures keep going on up in the freezer 
snd you lose your food and ruin your chances for the next 
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" HUTCHINSON Well, firat question. first. Yee, we 
did consider keep!ns the crew there. And I,an8wered the 
que'tion already, we dilcuased it thorouah1y and are convinced, 
weru convinced then and are convinced now. that the crew _ there 
was nothing the crew could do for U~. 
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HUTCHINSON - - are convinced, were convincAd then 
and are convinced now that the crew ~ there was nothinl the 
crew could do for us. As far as the teaperature. loinl up, 
lt l s not at all clear where they are gotnl or whtther they 
~re goinl to go up any aore because it is not at all clear 
aXftctl, what the loop configuration il. The kind of thermal 
response we' ra seeing it would appear that we have a loop 
te.peratur~ 8ituatio~ that ought to be demanding 100 percent 
flow through the radiators. and it looks like we're getting 
something on the order of 20 percent. That is the kind of 
thing that the loop te~perature8 say now. It's not clear 
that we understand exactly what the loop temperatures are saying. 
Thermal problems are very hard to ~nalyze in a quick fashion. 
In fact. I'm sure it will be days beforp. we figure out exactly 
what is going on. 1 aa not ~ure. I don't have any information 
as to where the loop viII stabilize If indeed the radiators _ 
we've got a blockage in the radiators. We can't - we're 
going to be completely bypassed or some other ~noaaly. It's 
not clear where they are goin8 to stabilize. Right now the 
fre~zers are somewhere in the order of 10 to 12 degrees 
Fahrenheit. wh~re they are normally down below O. Of cour6e 
the food that is in there is no where near our total Skylab 
food supply. In fact I don't hardly - well. I consider jt 

a problem, but the food situation - we probably have about _ 
about 15 percent of our total food supply is In the freezers. 
The rest of it is the fOQd we call ambient food. Obviously 
that food - if they warm up enough to ruin that food. we've 
got 60me kind of a food resupply Situation, certainly not 
an in9u~mountable one. The one thing that does come to mind 
that I'm not sure how we would handle is the urine and blood 
and microbiology work on Skylab III and IV, because that 
facility is als~ required for that storage of that stuff. 
And you know, it Is too early to say where the loop is going 
to stabilize, And until ve understand that, there Is no 
way to r~Ally say what it is gOing to do to the food. Ob
viously it is in a pORture right now - I mean if it stabilized 
right where it was it's cert~inly not good. 1 don't have 
any numbers on what 30 days at 10 degrees Fahrenheit ~ould 
do to Lhe food, but it is bpund to degrade it some. Now there 
is of course o~viously some point where it makes it totally 
unusable. But 1 don't think the food Is the primary concern 
here. I think the concern is really - it's certainly a concern. 
but it would be more of a cuncern to me anyway as to how we 
would handle the urine and blood ~n Skylab III and IV. 

QUERY Could you take 80ae sort of back up system 
for the urine and blood? 

HUTCHINSON It's certainly possible. As a matter of 
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fact, l've already heard one person 8UBa.at we ouaht to 
take a refrigerator up that plugs in. Jut ye., that', 
certainly possible. 

QUERV This i8 kind of •• ore general version 
(Jf that '1ucstion. Is there anything that the next c;:rew 
~ould do, as far as repairina the preaent .ystea or taking 
sU1Dething along? 

HUTCHINSON Well, obvlously - 1 really don't think at 
this point that there is anything that they can do to trouble-
8hoot the system that "e' ve got. 1 think. anything that i9 
going to be done can be done from the ground. And we are -
it is eith£r going to recover itself or we're going to piece 
together what happened to it and figure out that it'. broken 
or it will stay like it 1s and we'll never figure it out. 
As far as them bringing something else up there, that's alwaYR 
a possibility. 1 really wouldn't want to comment OD that. 
1 really - you know, 1 mean it is certainly within the realm 
of possibility. 

QUERY Do I understand you correctly, y,=,u think 
that even if this thing goes to hell and you can't )se it 
at all, that you still would conduct your other 2 missions 
and the main thing that would be jeopardized would be your 
~iologlcal things. you know urine and blood and what have you? 

HUTCHINSON 1 think that is a reasonable statement. 
There is going to be - certainly going to have to be some assessment 
of several things. For example, if the - if indeed it spoils the 
food, the food program that we currently had envisioned is 
going to have to be revised because we're going to have to 
supplement for those foods that we lost. And that's going to -
1. really don't know what that Is gotng to do to that. We 
probably would be wanting to figure out some vay to be able 
to continue to do the blood and urine programli under SOIllC 

other circumstances, which vould probably mean v~'d try and 
figure out something to take up there with us. I'm not sure. 
I really don't know. I would think it's fair to say that 
it isn't going to jeopardize anything on Skylab III and IV, 
as far as the overall missions go. 

QUERY Could it delay it? You know like - -
SPEAKER I don't know. I think that would depend 

on if they decided to try and fly some fix up or whatever. 
I really doubt it, frankly. very seriQusly. 

END O}O' TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON 1 l'eal1y doubt it, frankly, very .erloully. 
QUBRY You doubt the'fix up. you aean. 
HUTCHINSON No. 1 doubt that it would delay it. 
QUERY Oh. I 8ee. In the lIeon tiae, what are 

your hope, at the mOllent of fixin8 thie thing? 
HUTCHINSON I really don't know, Mary. It'e Itill 

too 800n to ~ I aean, it only happened ~ few hour. 8g0 and 
we're etill trying to understand what happened the first 
time, let alon~ t~ fix it. We have basically done everything 
we know, to fix it, at the lAODIent. We have switched loops, 
we've 8witched pUIliPS. We've had the crew check all the 
circuit breakera. And we have done the thermal .hock thins, 
which we thought, where if we had - if w. had a freeze up 
down there. So, we've basically done all the trouble.hooting 
that We know how do to. However, things like that have a 
tendency to, after you've had a little tta. to think about 
the., yo~ think about some little clever trick that you .isht 
be able to do, like turning one loop off and immediately 
turning the other one on, or turning one off and letting 
it sit for 3 houl'S and turning it on, so on and so forth, that 
might prove to be successful. I don't think we're abso -
to {act, I would say. we're not absolutely certain that we 
haven't already been successful. It doesn't appear as 
though the thing is responding the way it ought to. However, 
the thermal world has fooled us before. And this obviously 
is a thermal situation. 

PAO Okay. Are there any more questions? 
All right. Thank you. 
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PAOGood afternoon. ltd l1ke to welcoae 
you to the AIAA Brleflna. thl •• fternoon •. Weill .ake this 

.'.,,'" 

a. infor •• 148 possible. And we do have aoae handout. that will 
be available aftor tho briefina- And the briefina i8 beina taped 
and will be transcribed by NASA. And thea. transcriptions .hould 
be out Within a day or 80. I'd like to turn this _eating over to 
Hr. Hax Engert of NASA. 

E~GERT Than~ you. Of cour_e, 1 ,ues8 you've 
,een the title of our presentation. It has to do with the 
applications And co •• ercial area of Skylab Electronic.. Before 
ve aet to our aai~ speaker. h6re. of v~ich there will be three 
1 hope.. (Welre 1Ii88ing one .an.) I'd like to point out just 
a few of the general aspects of th. NASA type technology 
transfer. Most of the transfer does not occur on a one to 
one basis. We find that the NASA equipaent doee not transfer 
in its entirity without loae modification. But there are soae 
important exceptions to this. Hainly, the data relay and the 
sene1na aatellites, where we find our electronic systems are 
trans fe red ao re or Ie sa in tact t 0 thj~ co .. ~rci al co_uni c a
tions satellites. weather satellites, and in the future velll 
have navigation satellites, and Earth resources satellites. 
It'll be com.ercially active. Generally we find. though, 
that the transfer i8 in thft areas of components, or deSign 
techniques, aanufaeturing processes. - piece parts, if you 
will. These have coae about b~cau8e NASAls developed or 
improved these area, pri.arily because of our requirements 
for high reliability in the environments that we face. And 
because we have concern for crew safety, we want rellabl~ 
componente syste ••• And ve're also forced to do a fair 
.mount of R&O, becaus2 of our push to get our size, weight. 
and power down vi thin our spacecraft li.itations. This 
kind of developaent. though, has lead to a nu~ber of co •• ercial 
benefits, which we aight classify, generally, such things 
a8 electronic circuit., - we have a number of coding 
techniques for TV and voice and data, which overcome the 
li.itations of noisy co •• unication link. A number of signal 
design approach for data syste.s, redundancy techniques that 
"elve developed to i1llprove reliability, test pro("edllres. 
"hese ~re the kind of mundane things, but they all add up 
... n you think on an ovelall basis. Theoe improve quality 
control. There are a nUlllber of materials that have gone 
into electronic devices, such as ceramics. There's the area 
of c01llputerated design, where we've found the programs that 
we've developed have helped transistor manufacturers reduce 
their coets. Then certain industries have picked up NASA 
standards and specifications and put them in their manufacturlng 
line. And this has helped thea to i.prove -luaHty and reduce 
their cost, 8S well. And th-=n ",e have a number of electronic: 
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COitpon.QU Inel oo.pon.nt Plc;k'atQI t.c:bnlq"., tbat b.v. 
~.rived 'fO.NASA t.c~n1q~... Vh.~ ve havi today 1, our throe .y.t, •• Iro. the 8kylab 'roar,., Chat t.ll in the,e "aeral 
oat·lort... th.y'r •• paclftc .x •• ple. that .ak, 1~u r.,11.8 
how v. I.t into It. Tb, 5k,lab OaC, Acqui.1Cion SYNt.. . 
b •• provid.d the b •• i. f1f p1pelln. control .y.e.... The 
Skyl,b IIIP tap. record.r h •• contrtbute4 to the co •• ertoal 
ltDI of r'cord.re. And the Sky lab TV ca •• ra , •••• tub. 1a 
nov flnd1nl UI, in co •• erctal TV c ••• r... So, ve'll .et 
into our .p.ak.r.. Our flr8t .p.aker 1, Hr. Bob Webater, h~fC 
on .y r~lht. who'. With A.p,~ CorpQr.tlon, California. And 
he', 10inl to talk about the Skylab EREP tepe recorder. He's 
the Prosra. Klna,er of that profr... Bob. 

WBaSTI. Thank •• H.x. Th.t introduction certainly 
Itta cur application, tn .pite of vhat you .af h.ve read, 
over the lalt year or 80 about the advel'" cODdltions ot 
Aapex, ve're .till proud of our herltage, 801 "8 clehr back 
to - -

BND OF TAP! 
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WIIST,' In .ptt6 01 whit you •• , h,ve r.a4 to 
tbt l.,t 1,.r or '0 .~out the .4vI'" Q~n41t'o" of A.p.~. 
v.',. _till ,roud of our barltl,_ loin. cl,., b.~k to Pre· 
f_~o~4'~. of 014 lin, Cro.b1 ,.d10 pro,r ••• rlahC up thiouah 
the d_v_~opa •• nt of vidao tapa .nd the In.t.nt r.play, whlch 
you're c.r\~tnly fa.ilial with, The Aap'. Corperatlpn hla 
1 dlvtalonl. l;'t de.crlblna th,. briefly to show ,OU how 
we ftt ~nto the overall Ichea.. Th. Audto Video 8YI,.aa, 
Pfoduct. for rldl0 and televi.lon bro.dca.tlna, tel.production, 
educatloR. Ind recordinl atudio., ,11 the vay froa .inlle ch.nnel 
prof ••• ton.1 audio recorder. to the color tll.vi.ton recorder. 
e.aera., Iwttch.1 and duplicator.. The Coaput.r Products 
Divilion, peripheral devico. including tlpe drives and electronics 
dllk core ,us.oriea and .uch. Magnetic: Tlpe lHvllion where 
we are one of the larae.t producers in the country of .ag-
netic tapee. ranglng froa high-density instru.entation tapel, 
Coqput£r tapes, video and vide-band tapea, and the conluaor 
hoae tapee. We al.c have the music: division. vhich markets 
the reel and c •• ett. tape., both blank and prerecorded and 
hoae recordlng devices. We have an international division 
which has wide diRtrlbution of all of our tape departments. 
Then of course Advance Technology Divtlion to keep UI ahead 
of the .tlte of the art. And suventh, tho Instruaentation 
Division, which I repro6ent. which did develop the E1EP 
tapo recorder used on Skylab. We aanufa~ture, develop and 
.a~~facture precision ttansports and electronics for III 
analoa And digital recording. and reproduction in laboratory 
and portable airborne and spaceborne configurltions. Specifically 
the EREP t.pe recorder. we didn't know it at the tiae, but 
I guea. it .tarted back in the .id 60s when we developed an AR600 
vas our aodel number for an airborne recorder, folloved in 
late 69 early 1910 we aot off the drift ina board with our 
AR700. That AR100 which was airburne predoainlntly or 
mobile advocation recorder is the one that caae closest to 
filling the bill tor the Skylab application. We started 
with that basic recorder ~o meet the EREP requireaents. 
The, one of the most outatanding modifications that we d~
veloped . froll that, veIl the first thing ve had to do vas 
e~?and it. It vas originally developed to have a 7-track 
or 14-track capability on either half-inch or I-inch in
strumentation tape. This recorder 19 of a coaxcial type meaning 
that the driving mechanis. Is from a sinale source. The 
2 tapes are stacked one on top of the other. rather than 
side by sida, as in many of the home recorders that you •• y have 
seen. In order to double the number of channels froa 14, 
which i8 the aaximum capability, we had to go to 28 tracks. 
Bach track 7200 feet long. This nelrly double~ the electronics 
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it 41d not .•• t.r!.l~Y cbln •• tb. traa.port or tb. t.p' drlvioa 
.. cb.",... .\It the .l.ctro_,tc. of cour., hael to clovbl., 
'0 that the pow" l\lpp11., to PJOVid. pover tq tho.e .1ec~ronle •• 
When w. dt.:1lntd ~lu. firlt 28-track Go .. ,rci.l r.corder in 
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WIB8TII Tbat pov.r r.d~ctl~n. of cout.,. t •• direct advant ••• in our .:o ••• rctal productt. Bv.ry ,ircfaft applicatlQn, of cour ••• bl. a .iaular type probl •• of vanlina lee. pover dratn ,0 that 1. ont of the •••• pl •• of • NASA develop .. nt vhl~b will b. dtTectly applicable to our .tandard producta. Anoth.r peculi.r on, to NASA Va') tho rellabil1ty alplct. W. co.plated de.tan <a.rbla) .n.ly ••••• lna10 point f.llur •• naly •• ,. to try to up,fade the clrcultry 1n the ~o.FQn.nt. that Vt u.e throughout our Iyat... This r"ulted tn replace •• nt of so •• ~oaponent8. red.,tan of '0 •• circuitry. redundancy in 80 •• caee. and in othors just aor. te.tina of the co.ponente that we were ullng to get through the Infant mortAlity rate and to •• ke sura that the co.ponents that ve were I.lectina and wero going to U~~ were of the highe.t reliability avaHable. Now that has alxed appll(.tio~ to co •• erelal Uie, of courle, b~cause it cost money to select co.ponenta and to use the h18he~ reliability COMponents. The circuitry i.prove.ants woul~n't would or have been incorporated in our standard products, thOle are all advantageous. Depending on the application, 80a. of the higher reliability co.ponents tn the pTe8creentn~ testing may be applicable. The (garble) disc aS8bably, the Botor that actually aoves the tape ver~ accurately 80 that you can put precise data and know exactly where it i8 on tape, required soa. redellan for NASA's extreme environaental shock condition., not during operation but during non operating period8. So w. did do 80a. rede.18n in the method oC assembly of this .otor. Aaain that has U.ited application. The assellbly technique waB .ore co.plicated. there!or~ mort" lengthy, .ore expensive that the cooercial version, so would not be directly applicable unless the commercial application really needed it. And in 80.e <:ase aircTaft or 80me lIobil applications will need it, so there's another arlvantage that will have liaited application. The real drive motors, the motor that drivel these concentric reels themselves, had quite a little. probably as much as any other single assembly, as much evaluation and analysis and modification to meet the needs a8 any other assembly here. The brush hardness; the conta.ination from the brushes. We're inherently used to building recorders that we can periodically maintain. And periodiC •• inten.nce norma].ly takes care of cleaniness ~roble.s for us. Cleaning heads and cleaning surfaces that aisht get brush dust or dust from tape. Every time you pull a piece of tape through a .achine there are microscopic but very real contaDination and dirt froa that tape and fro. the brushes froa these Dotors. So we had to add extrA 
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tiltarlna in Che .Qtor •• '.ably it •• lf to retain _ not to prevent 
the bruah du.t fro. accuaulattna it will alvay. b, tha~ •• 
aut to retatn it. to keep it ott of the critical .re •• and 
avay fro_ the outold, at.olphere that the •• tron.uta vill 
b, hr,.thina. The hr •• killl .yat... Oh. 1 aUG •• all I <:ou1d 
fay there I, to 80d1ty It to .eke it aore nearly perf.ct. 10 
that e.ch tt •• that br.a~ had to be Applied. that it operated 
perfectly and not randoa1y or with vArSation. tn tta OporaClon. 
a.'ldua1 ~.,n&tl'8 oddly enouah ~ork~d 1n reverse. A. we 
tried to beeo •• more proflclont and u.e clol.r tolerancol 
In the eachlRinB. the fabrication and the a.semhIy of theea 
.otor. VI found that lov and behold the operatolS could set 
eurfae •• too flAt and too •• ooth. And WI actually had some 
re,1dual8 a'aRetL,. where tvo flat plate. would literally 
rina tosether. When you went to pull the. apart with ' •• 11 
aolenoid torce. you couldn't set enoush fQrce beeaus. of the 
re.1dual .-snetie.. So we had to make de81sn ~odtflC.tton8 1n 
reverae there to prevent fro. setting too flat. 

END OF TAPE 
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waISTI' • " in whet'l tvo flat pl., •• wo~14 l1ter.llyr1na to,ether.Aud when you veut to p~ll the •• pale v:U h •••• U 101eno! d forc •• you ·cou14n t t a.t enouah f orc. beeau,. of re.idull ••• n.ti •• ·• 80 Vt h.d to •• k. de.iaD aod .. ifie.tiona ~n revI"" to prevent fro .. Slttlnl to.) flat. And dl •••••• bly and •••• ably • r ••••• ~ly techniqu" vlrl i.provod, .0 that VI didnlt d •••• n.tll. the ••• otor. durln~ the opeTatlon. Soaethina cilled • ptnchrolle, actu.tor • thie I, • device th.t .ctually lienal ••• chani ••• to eo •• 1n end arab hold of the tape and pull it. W. had to increa.d both the pul ••• aplitude Ind pul •• duration of this circuttry to •• ,ure pOlttiv. enaralltna of that actuator when d ••• nd va. c.l1e~ for. Aaain. we found thlt •• ybe on. out of a thou. and tt_- yuu puah I .tart button and the recorder didntt aove yet. A~d v~ vere accultoaed to perh.p. contributina that to oper.tor errOl .. maybe he didn't pUlh the button hard enouah, or .oaething happoned - rather inclined to ignore it. But ve found vo couldn't ianorl it. it Va, real, and VI did have t~ rede.lgn this circuitry to .ake a~re every ti •• th. d,.and ~.8 placed on the .yetea that it worked fllvl •• aly. That 1. ~nother .odification that - veil, a veraion of wblch 18 incorporated in the standard product today. 8nvironaentat evaluationa vere extenlive, a8 you cln veil i.a8in., on thi. NA~A effort. Electro.agnatic InteTference susceptibility va. of priae concel-n. So ve .pent quite a little 1.1.e evaluating the .uscep .. tlbil1ty of the recorder to outBid. radiation. AI ~ re.ult of that improved sroundin8. pover and atana} line filters v.re ad~ad. The •• again are not currently part of OUT standard product. but our technology that w. aay be called up~n at any tiDe to need, aany aircraft ~pplication •• depending O~ fto.e of thft aobile application. they aay alao be in areas vhere they are susceptible to outside radiation. Other tr~naaltters or ether motoTs, or X-ray machines. siatlar device, so - that VI. valuable information for us to gain. TeRperature effects obviously advantageoul. We did find a limitation that wa. unknown to us due to aoae lov-teaperature telting thaL the NASA specifications required. Generally th •• e standard product. of ours. and this partIcular AR700 etlnderd products. has a heater in it. So, at lower tellperatures there is a heater primarily to heat up the tape and aoving parts to set better operation. For this application ve could not use the heater, eo we at least gained further engineerinl knowledge 10 just how far we can SO without a heater. and vhat the liBlt~tlon. are. and 80ae of those li.itations have since been reaoved. High telllperature effect. a8 far as the recorders are concerned, i8 primarily ona of a complete .apping of the wattage a".lld teaperatures within the recorder. We nov know not only whele 
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tho pover il beiol 4l •• 1p.te4 1n .re~t dlta'l tbro~.hout the •• c:hhtt. but what th' In.cUvL4ull t'.p,rat'Ur1u .... tbro""bout. tl\. ".chlne. And •• w ••• p.cted. our bill'lIt. probl,. l. not "tetna tr.n.t.to~ •• d10de', and eltctronle co.ponent. to oper.te within th4 t.ap.rat" ... ran •••• p.ot~d lor the ,ottre re,order, but to aet tap. to op.rate wlthtn the ran,.. t~pe 1, very critical of U.p.ratui~. ' .. ." .... , Defol. you .et up to the t •• peratur. whera yoU a'ahc burn ,our flns.r it you toueh.d loaathin., why the tap' baeo ..... it 'Joe.nft Uke co operattt 1n tho •• hlaher teaperatur. raneee. ~o aoat recor4er. are d •• taned to keep the heat away froa the tapel. So the electronic. I, all on Ono ,tde of a laf88 CAst In" the tape and tran.port .ovina aS8e.blle, on thn other sido of the casting. So thl. taaperature .t~dy and evalultlon and .1niaizing of the extre.." tt,at the tape transport lide, which VAre obviQUIl advantese, to our ent1r~ product line. Atmospheric content - -
END Of TAPE 
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WIISTII • • .4v.nt •••• to Qur Intir. product ~'ne. Ataolph.,1c (ontent v •• ~" ,1annld on tn thl or •• lnll contr.c~$. b~t whln Skyllb ~ot up ~b.~ •• tb, flr.t que.tion ~. vet •• ,k.4, 1 thl'i\k. VII. "What 1. tlt •• ffuet of the. retordu' on " hlrd vacu ... at AQ aOlt of you heve h •• rd, there v •• t •• pora,y problu. wher. they had to 40 loao Qut,a •• ing, .n~ In or~eT t~ do that, they vanted to know vh~t tbe .ffect .lsht b~ on th~ recorder to 10 dovn to a pure vac:uua. And vel re Yer), happy to rtlport thlt • vOR'd adalt to it boln. accidental l hut at least we vere fortunate in th~t our do.lan did allov UI to go clear to a h'l'd vacuu. and not ~a.a8e any of the co.ponenta. It woul d not operate in that environ.ent - shouldn't say that - donlt know th.t 1t vLll operate - ho~ it vill operate 1n that kind of environRent, hut ve know that having been subjected to that and then co.ing back to • aore nor •• l environraent, th~ aachine does operate aatl~t.ctorlly. That has nov b£.n proven. Lubrication - ve changed a larg8 nuaber of the lubricantl. The .ajority of lubrlcanu ttl., we use in co •• eretal productli beaan vlth the 1de4 that ve could provide .alntena~ce and relubricate. We did have to change the lubricants to NASA approved lubricants throughout the machine, primarily for r,tently!ty, to aake 8"r~ they didn't evaporate. didn't di$'Qalna~e during long peflo~s of storage and use. Outsaassing of lI.tertaI. and components was related to the high reliability study I gave you. Our standard products. designed norsally for eeonoay in aInd, use the aore inexpensive co.panents. But In •• ny cases, those vhlch are 8ubject to outgasing over 10n8 periodl of tiae giving out toxic fumes, which a1aht be conta.lnatlng the air or toxic to the astronauts the.eelye~. So aany of the wire insulation, for axe.ple. and componC!nta and boards, PC boards, and coaponents of that typ~ that are prone to out&as were rerl.ced with more suitable NASA approved material. Again, the fla.mability of these materials vas allo a consideration. Not only the outgaslng but also the noofla_able materials vere selected. We",e gainod a great deal of 6xperience in encapsulating techniques and materIals. We at AMPEX have used a number of confor.al coating aaterLds for coating our PC boards. printed ~lrin8 asse.bll~s with the components on them. We had nevcr specifically usp.d the one that NASA wlshed U8 to use and that was an approved IUltt'rilll ~ turned out to be , very difficult material to handIt' and to get used to using. We managed to achieve that and arc able to i'ellove it. rework boa~ds, replace components and do revork on the boards, put it back together good as new. So that', been a treaendous a~vantage ~o us to be able to use their fine encapsulating .~t~rla18. The high density and lov bit error rate require.ents of this recorder were rather 
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•• tr ••••. 01\ the at trIck •• :'200 , •• t. 1,-,,&. VI h ••• ra"\&lf .... 
•• ft~tQ b • • ble ~Q ro<or4 an4 taprQ4uci O~ • dirt.rent 
.Io_lnt. wbl~h co.pl~olt. •• the probl... Uov v. h_vI •• chln •• 
vb.~e you cln r.c~r4 and ,.produce on tb ••••••• chin.. Mu~h 
.ofe dlffiQult 1n lhe lndu.try to 'tcord on on ••• chlne. 
r •• ov_ the tape fro. that •• chine, put it on anotber .Ichlnt 
Ind pl.y it blck. and .till not 10" .ore thin one error in 
.very .11110n bitl 01 lnlor •• tlon that you put on that tap •• 
Nov 1 1n ten to the ~th or 1 in 1 .111100 bite 1 •• very 
•• a\l, v.ty low error rat. tOt d111,a1 data In r_cordinl 
t.chnique.. W,'ve be.n able to accoapl1eh th.t quit. 
, •• ul.riy. We have 'oa, •• chine. nov that we have b.en 
• uece. 8 ful - -
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WllitBR v. hlVI betn ,bt. to O~Qo.p~l.h that 
quite t •• ~lerly, v. bevi 19.' .,chln,.oov that v. have 
b •• n .uc~.,.ful in r.cordinl And p11ylnl blck OQI 1n ten 
.111&on bite .~.n. The twenty .lll1on bltl plr larb. the 
Plckin, 4ln.iCy or tht, recorder " •• e.p~lon.l1y htah tor 
the atat. of the art in addition to the lov bit e~ror ~at •• 
The Hiller cod. for.at that we •• lected. tbat ve ~I' 1n our 
reeordina 'Y'~'.' 1, wh4t b •• helped ~. to b. able to record 
and reproduce the •• hlah den.ity 8'lnole with lov bid ~Tror 
rato.. The h.ad to tape lnt.rfa~8 beco •••• vpry 8tl"trleant 
part of tbl' probl... Not only 18 it difficult to do it 
11lctronlaally, but with nev trnn.1.tor~, new co.ponentl. ~n the 
•• rket. we eftn do it electronic.lly noV. It has been difficult 
to do it .a,n.ttcally 10 that you can reproduce those bits 
fro. a ••• netl~ head to the tape, and then back fro. thQ tape 
back on the head a~ain. We had produred loae 28 track, and 
that's 28 track. in 1 lnch wid" tr.ck~ or 1 inch tape. We 
had produced thOle heads for afound inltruaent4tion recorders 
previou.1,. A, , •• atter of fact t the EaTS progr •• UIOS one 
of our recordera With 28 track 1 inch Vide tepe ca •• Atte •• 
That laa. general type of head 11 uRed for the reproduction 
of the Skylab data. A .tal1ar head bad to be designed and 
developed for the airborne recorder. this Aa100 that had to 
be expanded to 28 channels. So we 'lOW have a 28 track in 
1 inch width for both the airborne and tbe ground recorderl. 
We have h.d to devise head confiaurationl for the 'utrlcate 
tape lnterface that is required at the speeds. Th$ speed of 
chi. a.cbine by the way 1s elth~r 7-1/2 inches pel • ..,cond 
or 60 inchee per .eer-.nd. It. can be selected ;:md chaoSed in 
flight. So the .y.tea coapatabl11ty of the recording in the 
atr froa the recorder to the tupe and then hand carrying the 
tape back to Earth 1n a reproducinQ on the ground machine 
was soeethlna that we had very li~ited experience 1n prior 
to this t1ae. So that t

• beer, very advantageous to ut in 
studying the effeet& of head to t6pe interface. and improving 
the head dt8igns the.selves on both airborne and ground re
cordera. Tape threading and guiding was an interesting pro
blem. I've recently seen 80ae aovles and I aaw one 8om~ 
.ootha back of an astronaut tryh~8 to thread tape. We take 
this rather routinely in A~pex. because our technicians thread 
thousandd of tapes in tne .coun.e of a year. But there aren't 
any of t~e. ean bra~ about having done it 1n wrightlessnes8. And 
it ia a little different effect to try to put a piece of tape 
through a recorder when that tape just hangs wherever you 
put it. It'. an entirly different effect. The proble. of 
getting off of one reel around a number of idlers and complt
&n~e arma and betveen pinch rollers and through head path. 
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You lei theft are 4 b •• 4 .Itack. involved in ope of the, • 
•• china •• not jUlt OUI haad but four heMd .tacke. Aroijnd 
turn.r~und 1dler., back paat the other two .nd returnios 
it back onto another re.l i, • rather co.plteate4 aechantcal 
procedure. And v. dld·.~k. 10 •• t.prove~ent •• they have not 
yet {ncorporatedthe. In our standard produot. but viII ul~ 
It •• tely aet the. lncorporat6d there. hav!n. to do with 
·s·1n tht reliability of the •• aechanical co.pon,nts. Our 
product. h.ve pr1 •• rl1y do.lsned .8 I lay '811n for field 
a.tntenlnee. If. screw coaee 1008e the .an sue, and repairs 
1t. If it 1. on the vrona anale he can replace tt, he can move 
it, he can adj"I' it. Here 8sai,- it had to be set up perfectly. 
and for all practical purposes stay there. no aatter what 
happened. So ve did incorporate 80a. redealsn. and 80me 
coaliance ara •• and '0 •• of the tftpe ~uld!n8 path. vere 
l'ede'isned. 
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WllSTla ~ vh.t hlppen,4. 10 v. did incorpor.te 10.' re4 •• 1an. and 10" co.pli.nci .ra. ~ 10 •• of the t.p. ,uldha ,teh. vere redo.llnla. Chanlnl 11ld 4.saullin •• or co~r ••• t. lo.ethina a •• ln Wt do quit' r •• ularlYt end even the •• tron.ut. vert able to .et In and clean the h.ad, frequently. A, 1 .antioned oarUer, there 1. t(ulduel no .utter how 'nflntte.t.at it .,y appear. fro. every 1'.,1 of 'ape. If you run that tap. acrOle the he.d. vhy it doe •• hed In oxide which vonlt n.c •••• rtly affect the recorder. but alaht affect the br •• thing c:.p.billt, of the 48tronaut.. So. we clean chose heads and movins parte quite regularly. Degaussing of heads -the ~.chln. vas de.ianed and a.e.ablod and taated tn such d .,nner that the heads did not b.coa~ aaual.d, which 18 80.athin. co •• on to recordina. pri.arily because of the proximity of other electronic device. _sain. But w •• not neceasary in this eaac due to the de.ian and test procedure. that were u.ed. Well. all of the ••• odification. that - and alII have listed here or aentioned. by the vay. ara the aodlflcatlons vhich. either have been incorporated or very 800n vill be incorporated in our standard products at the lnstru.entation divi8ion. 1 did not touch at all or aention any of the nua. rOUI aodi Heat ions, '.proveaents and requi re.en u that vent lnto convertlna this AR-700 to the AR-728, known .1 the EREP tap~ recorder. But much of the subtle delian expertence that we gained in the develop.ent of this product vill be used throuahout the wany diviSions, includtnS _ tape dlvillon. vbere they are - just recently have co .. out with a nev product. improved al • relult of thinss ttaat wetva learned in this biah .. denaity, lov-bit error-rate testing that we've been doins for the lnt 2 or J yeare. And obvloU8~'YI froll problel'll!> that we've had with tape and tape storeae and other knovledge that ve've gained over the last fev month. - hiahly conceivable that nev ver.ions of tape coming out in the not-too-distant future will certainly be trying to iaprov~ bonding and .anufacturing techniques in tap~, gained froa the experiences on this progra.. Within the instrumentation divitlon itself. the AR-700 ~nd 1t8 product line8 - I've mentioned the i.prove.ent8 there, the heads which we use fairly cOlla,only throughout all of our devices. and the ground recorders, our FR1900. FR2000, vhich have been used for this kind of bit error rate and high denSity on both the ERTS and now the Skylab ProgTam. Typical co •• ercial consumers, by the way - you might be wondering who other than Skylab ftisht use a ~roduct 11ke the AR700. Since it 18 designed for airborne and mobile use, it', not a household ite., but auto and truck .anufacturers, for exa.ple, use the5. Hany coq.ercial and govern.ent testing laboratorie., 80me of vhich are as.ociated vith automobile te<etins. both 
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US .~to.obl1. cORpen4 •• and lor.tan co.panie •• ~y tht VIY. tQO, 
•• ny vlbr.tioQ t •• t •••• ny 01 the .04e,n Icolo" .hoc~ ~ •• t • 
• nd t~ln'l th~t er. 1n.tTu •• ntt4 v1~h tht. type of recorder 
beeau •• of ttl por~.bl11ty an4 tta eoviron.,ntal .tttoath vvtr 
104 .bov •• tln4.rd Qo ••• rclel r.cor4.~.. Far. and hOfYY 
equip.ent .anufacturer. tor the .awe re •• on Irt ulln& th ••• 
He.vy ro.d bul1dlna equip.,ot. I. vell •• heavy tara Oqulp.ent. 
u •• th ••• recordera. for ex.aple. due to theiT Inviron •• nt.l 
rtat41ty. And co ... rel.l drcratt - there il • vef'j lara. 
airliner the,. day_, which do •• u •• a recorder of tht. type 
fo r re cordi oa .",eh 0 f the a' rer. ft in tit ,ht con ell t 10n. and ,,~U It h 
of the aircratt durin. tllaht. So those arv the typical type8 
of appllcation 01 the 100 and how we hope to use the experlenc~ 
that vo a.tned in Rodlfyina this standard product for NASAIK 
u... Thank you, Hax. 

ENGERT Thank you, Bob. Would there be any 
que.tion, at thi. ti.e for Hr. Webster? If not, WQ'll go on 
the next .peaker who is Hr. Roy Case. 11m ..... 
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ENGBERT If not ve'll call. on the next 'peaker, who is Hr. Roy Gage. I believe Roy i, goi~n to·~ell us how his coapany 18 golng to .olve the enor., crii!~~ Did you run out of g8S on the way out here? 
GAGE These gentlemen are froa far off and r'. fro. a few hundred yards dovn th. road, 80 8ueso who is 14te. INGBERT Let me tell you that Hr. Oage 16 with SCI Systems here in Houston. He is the Pre$ident of the diviSion, and he is going to speak to the flight planning control application. . 
GAGE Just a brief vord about our company. I guess that during the Apollo progra. totally there were a r. .Haber of companies that really vere given birth to and (garble) with NASA and with the Apollo prog~am and ours i9 one of them. We now sre a little over 11 years old. Started in HuntSVille, Alabama, strictly as an aerospace company. And our initial formation of the company was envisioned that we would build and design instrumentation for satellites and vehicles. So the name of the company ~nat we started was Spacecraft Incorporated, a name which we Are still explaining even though ve changed it to SCI Systells. Up until about 6 year3 ago, our total company volume ~a8 At least 97 percent NASA. Y~u could look at thp ~3rlous contracts and deteraine fro .. that that ve were c~tltrac\.·· or 8~pplier t~ 1Il0st of the major contractor. in the progr~m, most ~f the prime contractofS. But if you lOOked at where their budgets ca~ from, they all ca&e (rom NASA. Do ve vere in every sense of the word a NASA co.pany. We had begun to adjust, ve bogan to diversify abGut 6 years ago. And today we have about 5 percent of our total bUSiness with NASA. The rest of it i. divided betveen industry and with the various other organizations vithin the government, including DOD, EPA, and. number of others. The greatest contribution I think our compan, sade to the Skylab prosraa vas involved in the instrumentation of the vehicle. the.aelves. We did have 4 ._perisents on the Skylab itself that vere aS80ciated with medicine, and hive been used quite Auccesslully. Discu8Kion today vill ulate to the instrumentation on th~ vJ}I1c1es "nd how t hat le d u. in tot he dive ra 1 f i cat ion t h • t 1 J u 8 t lie n t Ion C' U . The acquisition of data tnr expertmental vehlclpA o( cour8~ ia • prime importance. And ve be8an to design <'quiplDent to acquire data and bring that data back In such a manner in real tl.e <lr on tape that could be e", .. 1r.ed to t!valuate a fUght. And ve progressed froll thllt Jnto coll'tplellC syste •• that 8ather data froll all over the ve ' ,1cle or satellite and prace.sed it back to a point vhere It could be telemetered back to Earth. The technology involved in that i. an understandin8 of meaaure.ent., understandins of how meosure.antl 
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,. h'ave to be 'made. and an un~er8tanding of how you process ' , 
lIIeaSUrelllent' and electronic8 in order:·to accurately obtain, 
the data ~nd record it. Those are the exact Rame technology 
that 1s required in a nu.ber of industries today, So our 
approach vas to reduce to the fundamentals. those things ~hat 
ve had applied on vehicle. and satellites and seek applications 
for those out~ida of NASA. And the industrial applications 
that, ve found for that vere very much related to the things 
ve had done there. An example of that is the pipeline in-
dustry. One of the priae parameters. a lot of vhich has been 
discussed already today vas reliability of equipment, and 
the length~ that you go to in order to be sure your equipment 
isn't going to fail. In aany commercial applications you 
don't need perhaps that euch but there are many applications 
vhen it is almost that i.portant. Another prime requirement 
of space orientAd system. is weight. You need to have things 
as light as possible. Another is of course the power require
ments. you need to $ini.lze the amount of power required. 
Bf-cause 1f you don't, you are generally operating on solar 
cells and batteries. We found that in the applications 
industrially that required remote data acquisition, as opposed 
to data acquisition that you can all bring from a point 
pTocessed locally, those same things are iaportant as well 
as economy. So we attacked the - -
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to data acquisition that you can all bring from a point 
pTocessed locally, those same things are iaportant as well 
as economy. So we attacked the - -
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_ GAGE - ean all bring in froll a point 'processed 
loeally, and so on. Thee. 8~~e things were important, as well 
a8 economy. So we attacked thepipelin. And process control, 
and the petroleum industries 8S p1aces where they aight have 
the same requirem~nt8. And one of the first programa that we 
began to get involved with, once we had designed a produet 
for reaote data acqu1aition and control. was a requirement 
for obtaining data and controlling undersea oil production 
platforms. And one of the first of tneae was a program funded 
jOintly by North American and by Mob!le 011. And the concept 
was - in their undersea platform - that you go down to the surface -
to the subsurface by submarine and perform maintenance In an 
almost human environment where the product.ion equipment is 
located. Byt you only go there for repair or aaintenance 
under an - error ~ond!tion. So if you're controlling the 
,ump operation. the separation mechanisms, the measurement 
operations from the surface, it's extremely important you don't 
lose control, as you're, r'lII sure, quite aware. It's also 
extremely important that YOUl failures just be absolutely 
alnlmized, because of the expen~e of going out and maintaining 
the equipment. So the Rallle things that had made our success 
in the instrumentation of vehicles was applicable here: 
reliability, light weight. power - miniaum po .... er. because there 
again was, for a large part, a battery oackup 8yst~., and the way 
we package the equlp~ent. It was saall, it coul~ put into a 
caating, could be sealed with an inert gas with water-proof 
connectors, and left. And during the entire time we've had 
to ule it, it's never required, have fault In such that it 
waB required actually to .ake a trip down below to service our 
e qui P lie n t • We the n beg II n to b a c k 0 u t 0 f t hat - I t h ink i twa s 
sorl of natural to go to extreme require.ents first with our 
backsround. We began to back then into the routine applica-
tions oC data acqUisition systems, into the &urface applica-
tIons of 011 field control, oil and gas production field control. 
and to pipeline transmLssion end distribution 8y8tem~ (or thr 
same purpose. And again yOy have, typically for example. our 
first lAnd system "'u one that i8 centered in Kentucky ,~u\d CLlvers 
five states and about 850 mll~~ of pipeline. These nrc ~nn-
trolled through eight different telephone cOIll{.ani('s nt <1 

central statior, In Ashland, Kentucky, ",here 8,. l'perator \.'an 
get A total Yl~lon of ~yerythlng that's happening un this 
pipeline - each substati.n, the pres8ur~s involved. the ~uctlons 
involved, ItH- teuaperatures, the vibration levflohl involv('d - have' th~1II 
displayed Inullediately on request, Iwd have falllt condit ions 
alarm i~me~14tely when they occur. So that appliCAtion, 
after five yoarg, Is qtill working finc; 1n addition t~ 
t hat. wen.>w have g 11n 1 1 art y p e 19 y s t .. m8, t hAt i 5 I pip e ] 11\ C 
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c~ntrol Bysteas - about 25 in the. United Statea, plus systems 
. in South A.erica. in Libya. in Canada, and .Australia. \ And we 
are currently negotiating for onea in Iran. ", The production 
fielda, the oil and gaa production fields, require the exact same 
hardware. and in addition, they require aoaethina that ve 
didn't anticipate1nltlally. and that was that In 80me of the 
sour gas fields ~hat you find around. particularly in west 
Texas, you can a leave e penny out, and go back in about a 
mon th I and it's gone. The sui phur attack on coppe r Is pbenome na l. 
So you get into some of the subjects we've beard discussed 
before, the necessity for covering and sealing components, 
and preventing the environment from attacking them. And again, 
the exact saDe technology that we used in covering asse.blies 
and coating thea and testing them to that Bort of ~nviroD.ent 
was extremely valuable. It was quite ea.y. really, to wake 
the change from the 8pa~e application to that. Our variations 
on that have been quite a bit. ~e also have the same h&rdwar~ 
now operating in process control plants throughout the vnited 
States and one or two foreign operations. I could go on quite 
a bit in the types of things that we've done relative to that. 
The product line now is based directly on eaperience we got 
in utilizing computers. And there's one other aspect I think 
that all three of U8 would probably agree to. that the NASA 
progrBms that have been useful in runn!n, large system progra~s 
industrially. and thAt is that you have. t1Sht - -
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GAGE - - ia running larSfl system programs industrially. And thetis that ,you 'have a tight schedule and a tight budaet in NASA, and when yo~ get into lGrge systeMs 'where you'r~ coordinating l~ke vo dOt for exaeple, through 8 or 10 telephone compenies through reaote etationa that lie in five, six, Beven differentatates and 80metimes in for~i8n countries, ~here you have the problems - th~ logistics proble~s of support and the distribution problems or customs problems, the management probleas interior to your plan. A lot of th e manage men t te chniq ues that - that we learned in dealing with NASA in scheduling and ~eeting rigid 8chodules has ~een very valu4ble, an~ it's been a direct takeover. And if there's anything in our company that we can brag about for - io the management structure 
8S far as program control 18 concerned, a lut of credit for that would be duc to the influence of NASA on scheduling. SPEAKER Will there be any questions for Mr. Gage at this point? 

SPEAKER Okay, our last speaker 18 Mr. To. K6nton. and be 18 with Westinghouse. He's Vlce-preeldent of the southwest region, and he's going to speak to us about the TV camera applications. 
KENTON Thank you, Max. As you can fiCC, I brought ~y television coverage with me and. having kind of ~pent ~~st of my life in marketing, 1 know the value of a demonstration over a rather dry speech. Westinghouse furn1~hQd two typos of very sensitive low light level televLs.lon tubes along with the telcv.lslou camera and other equipment to the Skylab project. One type of call1era lube, called an SEC tube, ia mounted on the Skylab's solar photographic c~mCr88. And the SEC tubes act as sort of 8 super viewfinder for thesE caneras. The other camera tube helps to bring the activities of ollr d8trot'8uts t.o hOCle television 8t:lS live. This othel' tubE is called a EfS lube, dnd i6 a developMent and OUl~H~'IHh of the SEC tube. Both television pickup ot C8rn~la Lubes W~10 manufactured at our electronic tube division. Thia dlvlaiun'H ~ulk is almost equtd.ly divided between ,orr,r.;c-n:ial plodu<:tb, sllcll lH-colo .. ' tel('vision picture tube3 foe Loiltc lV i't d. 8nd tilt' !I\Ur(' exotic high technnl~gy products au~h 8~ radiAtIon d~tnrt0r~, hC'llow cathode sp<'ctognlph(c H,...hl :,purces, rH.d SfC ;lnd fRf, lubes. 'fhe monitor is turold on now. AtlC\ :;011 !ho\ild ht' [<,t>lttI1K 8 clear if ul\cXdlJ"f plc:ture of r,e ,.pf, .. !l,lng. At ;'In, rille, nat u r a 11 yin A <11 v 1 E 1 0 n who ~ e b U 8 1 n ~ A S {a d J v l ,I (. d «() n;, fa l' r c J II 1 1 y , militarily, .'lnd indutttriAl our t'ngtnc('r!l AnuIAllag{'r5 art! always lookJng for overlapfl lind f)c(.lsionfj ""hE'n d hf~hly technicAl 
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~ -- . product might also hav~ excellent co.~ercial possibilities. Such la the case ¥ithth~SEC and the IBS tubes~~ And now -to the delDon8tration.:~A" Iaentioned, the picture you're -aeeing 1s rather typic_l\of iaages that conventional camera tubes can present. NowI'~ going to ask that the room lights be turned down. There vill be 80ae moaentary shifts in the' picture while we adjuat th. amplification of the tube. But 4S you can see. 8S it geta 'progressively darker in the rooa we, still are able to present a picture that ia bright and well-defined. The light 19 going for the p~int now I'm going to pas8 it to the control booth. 
SPEAKER The picture you are seeing is being picked up by an EBS tube mounted in a closed circuit induatrial camera designed for the tube. While not televiSion broadcast quality, as you can see, the image is on a par with conventional closed-circuit systeme, even at these low 118ht levels. We could have just a8 easily used an SEC tube in the camera. even though it is About twenty times les8 sensitive than the tube that is being used. Both SEC and lBS tubes are able to function under this and even more extreme low light conditIons because of the inherent ability of both tubes to greatly amplify electronic sianals. LIght rays entering the tube are turned lrto electrons. These electrons are propelled agaInst either an SEC or E8S target. When An electron strikes the t.~gctJ it can release as .any as 2,000 new electrical charge •• That is where the unique lisht•• plifying ability of the tvo tubes co.e. from. lor comparison, typical television .ludio illumination is 500 footcandles. Thi. E8S camers vill operate down to 10 to the ainus 6 foot-candles. That 18 one with five zeros in front of it. Clr five 
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. l GAGE- illumination 18 500 foot-caudles. This , i8 B~S camera vll1 operate dovn to 10 to the minus 6 foot candles. that ls 1 with 5 zeroes in front of it, orSOOmill'.ion times les8, light· than typical studio conditions. That .e~an8 it ' villoperate und*r light levele a8 low 'aethose yO\): have experienced on dark moonless n1ShtQ. Yet. you noticed at the beginning of the de.onstration that the tube wo~k8 well at nor.al light leve1a. Actually, it ie largely a uatter of aaking 80me si.ple adjustments in the gain or amplifying ability of the tube. tn fact, the tube works well through jU8t about the whole range of lighting conditions from extrome darkness to high brightness. And now, back to Mr. Ken ton. 
KENTON Veil, as I have said, it vas n~tural for engineers with a high technology product like this to search for commercial 4ppl1cations. And in comparing these tubes to conventional TV camera tubes, I've hinted at 80me of the p~98ibJlitle9. We had deSigned the sophisticated cameras for Skylab. and even before that for NASA's Apollo plogra •• One of the things Westinghuuse engineers did next was design a series of standard cameras with Golid atate components like the NASA cameras, but for industrial and commercial uses. In addition, we began 8~11ing the tube to other cameAa manufacturers. Probably one of the first significant developments WaB the construction of a commercial teleVision broadca.t camera using an SEC tube. A West Coast firm haa been .arketi~g this caaera for some three years hOW, and it 1s in daily use of many TV atations throughout the United States. In fact. NASA has one which you Ray s~e in the rear of the roo.. Their reports back to U8 indicate that the SEC caMerAS provide several advantages. In studio wack, the SEC tubeequlpp6d cameras mean that studios can operate at lQ to 100 tia8s lower studio eli.ination levels. This 18 not ol\ly easier on th~ people who appear in front of those usunlly hot lights, but also means reduced power consumption or electricity, and lower operating costs. On locatJon, the ca.eraa require very rew supplemental lights. And th •. tts casier on the camera crew. But it Is &180 an advantage when you are shooting live action such as night sporting event. or neve coverage. Another thing, SEC and EBS tubes ste more senAltlve to a broad~r range of spectral cQlor~ than ,'onyontional hroadcast camera tubes. And th19 rne~n8 that they provide inherently better color rendttion under all li~htlnR conditions. In addition to TV broadcast., tiH!U tubes have many other avpl1cfttlona. Currently, Westinghl)uee low-light level tubes are helping to train com~~rcial and m1litary aircraft pilots in flight simulators. In th~ aircraft 81aulator, 
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a pilot actually. flies a minute probe over a mlnaturized landscape. The pilot looks through the cockpit window of' the slaulator. which is really 8 biS television picture tube. and sees thB landscape model 8S if It vere real terrain. The .~del .landscape viev 1s picked up by M tiny vide-angle lens mounted 1~ the nobe. The lens permits 81most the ssme vls100 of the landscape aodel that a pilot vould have looking out of his uwn cockpit. Because of its unique design and 811a11 slae, however. the lens collects OT ly a silall amount of 1 .ght. even tho ugh the .. lni at ure landit cape is 11 gh t cd with hi~h Intensity bulbs. So the Westin8house low-level light tub! picks up the 1i8ht froa the lens and greatly amplifies it for the pilot's TV monitor. Other aircraft application involved nondestructive te9ting. Instead of having to disassemble jet engines to look for material stresses or cracks, the tube has been mated to a long optical probe. The probe penetrates the dark interior of the aircraft engines, and the ERS tube picks up the image. amplifies it. and show9 it on the conventional television monitor lIke the one that we have here. Haintenan('.e engineers watch th~ monitor for danger-OU9 flaws 1n the jet engines. and at the same time, a video-tape record can be made from the monitor to record the inspection. One thing about the tube. that I have not mentioned, by changing their photo cathodes, that Is. the 1i8ht sensitive front end of the tube, you can alter the tubes to pick up radiation other than visible light, such as X-rays. infrared, and ultraviolet lig~t. The amplifying ability of the tube 18 not changed. Several com.ercia! - -
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~_ultravlolet-light. The amplifying ability of the tube i~ 
, not changed. Several co •• ercialappllc~tion of the tube: 

using ttis ab1lity to detect unseen radiation. In 
one application, the tube is coupled to X-ray difractionlng 
equip.ent. Defractiohing equip.ent 18 u.ed to study 
crystal structures and orl~ntAtion both for scientific 
purposes. 3nd is part of .anufacturing of tran~i8tors. 
Integrative circuits, and other solid stato ~lectronic 
products. An X-ray application under development right 
now use. an EBS tube to exalline the atructure of auto.obile 
tires on the assembly line. And this process, "soft" - that 
is low energv - X-rays are used to enhance the contrast 
of the different organic materials within the tires. Soft 
X-rays cannot be effectively picked up by flourosr.ope 
screens, while if the tire _anufacturing used photographic 
film, as In conventional chest X-rays. his production line 
would have to be 81~wed down vhile the f11m 1s developed. 
Another advantage, of courae, using the television 8y8te~ 
is the at the tire in8pe~tor C4n slt at the monitory and be 
shielded fro .. the X-ray area. The third X-ray application 
is called auto radiography by television. This is a 
method for checking all types of turbine blades from aircraft 
turbines to power turbines for crarks that might occur 
through use. The turbine blade is treated with a radio
active .aterial. And the radioactive ~article8 collect 
in any cracks silhouetting them. The low liaht level tube 
with the radiation sensitive front end. views the turbine 
blades ,hoving the crack silhouettes on a televiston .onitor. 
Frequently SEC and EBS tubes are used to .onlto1 industrial 
proce •• es that cannot be vieved directly. For exanple. 
the camera v~ demonstrated here, has been used to guld~ 
the leading of light a.naftlv. fil.. The darkened work area 
is illualnated by infrar.d light to protect the film fro. 
exposure. Consequently, the workers indde this are ... can 
aee nuthins. An EBS tube with a infrared senaltivr (ront 
end. views the action ~nd permits the ~otker at a TV mnnltQr 
outside the darkroo., to guide the loading of the film 
cassettes. As you might expect, any call1cra tube with il low 
light level capacity, would eventually find ita way Into 
aecurlty and aurveillance work. For e~~mple; we are lookinR 
into mounting a aYAteM aboard police helicoplerD. MOMtly 
for traffic surveillance and spotting - cApetfnlly .t night -
and during ground fog conditions. Seeing in th~ dark i8 
not only a problem jn pol~~e work, but also 1n anoth~r kind 
of detection. The detection of air pollution emanAting 
froa •• oko stacks. We have expert_ented vith Eas lube-'ystem, 
that viiI pi.rce darkne •• to do regular checks on the 
character and type of a.oke cODtng (roft 8 factory. Ono of 
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probleas with viewing durins haze conditions, is a situation. 
called back scatter. MOlt of you have probAbly all experienced 
back scattP-r when driving in a heavy fog- You switch from 
low bea~ to high beaa, but the extra llghtdoesn't help. In 
fact, mOBt of it is reflected right back at you. The saae 
problem exists at certain ~epths under water. A scene 
too dark to be photo 8 raphe d by con vent ional eq u1 paen t wi thout 
extra light. But when lights are turned on, the sea water 
reflects much of the light back, blanking out the view 
entirely. To counter this, low-light level tubes have been mounted 
in under sea television camera syetell8. The tuhGs' low light 
level ability aeans that accessory lights are not needed and 
back scatter is essentially eliminated. While these systems 
are primarily for research work, they can also be used for 
underseas drilling and salvage. Vnderseas callers are all 
one example of aore general use of these tubes and scientific 
research. Earlier I .antioned that the SEC tubes were being 
used 8S viewfinders aboard Skylab. On Earth, the tubes are 
a part of the viewfinder and guidance system of the mechanism for 
the 200-inch reflecting telescope at Mount Palomar Observatory, 
and lSO-inch reflecting telescope at Kitt Peak. As you knov, these 
are the largest, and second largest visible light telescopes 
in the vorlds. The television viewfinder equipaent enables 
these very expensive facilities to b~ used more efficiently. 
SEC tubes are also being used by astro - -
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, KBNTON" , ~ the facl1itieato be used more ~ffic-
iently • SEC ,tubes are alao bel,ns ~Btld by a$,trono~et,8'a,$' , 
replace~ent8 for photographic fl1* In the baiic datA re. 
cording proces.. The equipment is capable of recording 
the precise quantitative measurements of stars a million 
times fainter than those that you can eee with the naked 
eye. In addition ~hese systems cut the required observation 
tiae from hours to minutes. In the laboratory EBS tubes 
are being mated to el~ctron microscopes. CUlrently one 
microscope camera system is In use in the nuclear test 
facility or the We8tinghouse Hanford Company. The electron 
microscope 18 beins used to analyze the metal structure 
&~ part of the test facilities investigation of nuclear 
breeder reactors a8 an important source of future energy. 
At several medical res~arch centers Westinghouse lov level 
camera systems are being uaed on electron microscopes de
voted to cancer research. These, then are some of the 
commercial applications of these tubes, and it's interesting 
to he to note that the Westinghouse tubes gave us live 
television coverage of the astrona~ts on the Moon and 
Skylab, are presently being used to televise night games 
of the Green Bay Packers and one day they may also bring 
us the Houston Astro9. Thank you . 

PAO Thank you. And if ve have any questions 
nov Cor any of these 8entlem~n. 

QUERY For 'lies t1.nghouse I Hr. Kenton, val:J the 
SEC tube, wh~n it vas orlginally being developed. developed 
tor a space program application. or vas it developed for one 
or more of the .any general applic~tlon8 it SOems tn havel 

KENTON I have a fev experts here in the room 
with ~c. Don, vould you care to Dak~ a statcffi~nt ab~ut 
lit.:! U fl C 1;; 11 p pI i cat i 0 I) aft he t u 0 e ? 

SPEAKER A hit of the [und1ns did C0~. 
fro II N A 5 A l) II t hEllo rIg ina 1 p Ii r t () ( t h " S F. C d (' \,.J I " f> t'l (~ 11 t ;. tl d 
1\180 80tl1c of the ellS calteras tilltt at~o W(,Cl' dl'v(ll,p(·., for 
thcllI. 

ENG ERr Any "t h ~ r q II,' P t { ',',: n s 1 \/" tIl f ,"": ,1 v P I'll' m 0 r (> 

questions, that c()ncludee the f'r~!'I(>nt<tlidn. fhAnk YOl v"n' 'fIuch. 
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PAO' - - he re Neil Hutch1r,son, F11gh t 1)1 re ctor. 
He' 8 got a quick turn~ around , he's got to coae back inat", 
8 o'clock tonight, so we'll .make this av~ry short br~~fl~8' 
Go ahead, Neil. 

HUTCHINSON In reference to your coament, Pete~ the 
unfortunate thing is that 1 canlt ~leep at .y con80le like 
Mr. Conrad can. (laughter) ~etts see - let me jutt ~lve you 
a quick rundown on how the uayls ~one. Dep.ctivation is -
you've probably all been raying a little bit of attention 
t~ what'e been going on today. The crew ~ot up an hour early 
this morning, They are a~out an hour and a half ahead of 
schedule right now and 1 tully expect thea to go to bed early. 
H:ey'll probably get up abuut on time tomorro'''' 1I0rning. I 
didn't bring IIY checklist HUh me, which I might have kno .. 'n 
was a 1I1~take, so I'm going to have to recall what the time 
line looks like tomorrow frem memory. But basically vhen 
we get up 1n the ~orning the CDR i~ going fO be going into 
th~ workshop - goIng into the CSK and start th~ CSH power 
up and he'll be up there the entire time. The only hatch 
that 1s closed in closeout is the KDA hatch, they're all left 
open. And the MDA hatch closure will be about 5 hours after 
- roughly - well about 4 hours after wakeup; 4-1/2 so.ething 
like that; close r to 5. Make that 5 hours after vaJr,QtJp. And 
the time line tomorrow ie packed (ull. There is no ro~a tor 
anything in the retrofire day deactivation. They're - like 
1 said the CDR gets up in the morning, goes up in t~e CSK 
and vorks in the CSK all lIIorning bringing it up vhile the 
other two guys finish off the last final transfers and turn 
out the lights and the fana and so and so forth, and do the 
final circuit breaker closeout. And last man out is the PLT. 
And - let's see, as (ar a~ today's activities go 11m sure 
you all have heard by nov that ve had soao probleas with the trash 
Rtrlock. In the praces. of deactiv4tion the trash airlock 
gets a lot of heavy use. We have a lot of things we put down 
it. All ldnds of stuff, both 8111811 packages and bi, packageR. 
One of the things that we throwaway 1s the thing called the 
charcoal canister, and It's part of the mol Al~vef and itlA a 
metal can. It's about this big around, It's ahout that IooR. 
it fUll reasonably well In the trash .irlock, which as you 
knov, has a diameter about 11k!! thl!lt. It'A. Ayl1nder ",bOtll 

that long. Dup. to sOflle quirk tn circumstAnce or the eXAct 
way that the thing come out, or the f.'1<"t that \Ie had softe 
o the r t h 1 n 8 A 1 nth e bag, a 1 tho \I g h J t' e a " ~ v don' t l h 1 n k t h " t -
I really have - it's hard to 888CS8 how much that contributed 
to it. 8e that aR it may we had a bas we ye'~ Jettisoning 
th18 Qornlns that had one of these ranteterR :n 1t and Jt had 
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four sloves 1n it - four EV gloves. Two down the side a~d two in the top, and the thing got jammed In the trash airlock. And a. you know, we need the trash airlock very badly, not only today but for t~e rest of the .18s10n. 1he basic place i~ got ja~ed it turned out that - and by the WdY we have duplicated the jam on the ground over in the train~r in Building 5 with the same configuration and under essentially the saae circumstances. and best we can figure the - this canister. which 1 d~scr1bcd as ahout that long and about that big around. it has a round lip on one end that sticks out about that far all the way around it. And the lip - lt goes around the circumference of it, and it's about that wide. Now at th2 bottom of the trash airlock, there is a - not a narrower orifice but a rim where the outer door seats when itls closed -fully ~losed, and this rim has a little - it goes in a little bit on the sides right down there at the bottom. In other words if you were to look at it it would come 1~ like this and there would be a slight ledge there. And it appears that this charcoal canister - the lip on this canister got caught on the lip on that edge. and of course, with the plunger pushing down on it the thing became wedged in the airlock. The crew was able to free it by exerting some amount of force. And Pete didnlt say how much but I can imagine how much. on it. 
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HUTCHINSON Of course, with the plunger pushing down on it, the thing became wed8ed in the airlock. The crew W8S able to free it "y exerting some aDlOunt of forcp.. But I can imagine how much, ~n th. outer door. And the outer door, of course, would coae down and impinge urQn this thing that was stuck part vay out. And thp.y were 
appa~ently - I suapcct that they lifted the plunger up, put some force on the outer door, and vere able to shove the thing into the center of the airlock and on out. And we were probably very fortunate in the fact that it was apparently hung. The lips had hung together on the same side as the outside door. So we were able to bang it off the ledge. There's a lot of suppositions in that, as to how accurate a description, that Is. But based on what wet~e able to do and ~ee over in the trainer, that's the best we can figure now. You've probably heard some talk since then about urine ~eparators. As soon as this happened, the next thing W~ hegan to ask ourselves, well what else have we got going out that thing today, that's bulky, and stands a chanc~ of - in any way, shape or fora of jamming the airlock. And the only other big hard solid metal object that we have that we throwaway in deectivation, are the urine separators. Now food overcans - Lhere, you might say that's another Dn~ - they're aetal objects and they're big, but they're long and cylindrical, and there's no way they can get sideways in the Airlock. Even If they hung up on the lip, you can back them - There's no way they can jam in there sideways and you put several of them· - bind s~veral of them together so they make a nice neat cylindrical package. Aft€!r a Jot of talking about it, and we ran a whole bunch of thea over here In the trainer in building 5, auccessfully I might add. there were several ways we could get the urine separatofs out of there, and it turned out that the slickest way was to take some of the joint observing program summary sheets, which are the Apollo telescope mount, those big - great big sheets which have the observing programs on them. They're made out of that -I don't know, it's som~ kind of flight-qualified paper-like m~terial. It's almost like hard plastic. Wrapping those afound the urine separators so it made it a cylindrical pack - well a rectangular package that couldn't tip sideways. And it pretty much eliminated all of the sharp edges out Now, the urine separator's about like this - like about - like this - like about- l:ke about that wide, and it's sot lots of little appendages and things out. Anyway, that worked 
fat~ly successfully. However, to preclude any possibility that we might me8S up the airlock, we have chosen not to 
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jettison the urine separators, and instead we have removed 
thea. And our old friends, the corollary guys, who seem 
to bail us out regu1al'ly, bailed us, out again. We used 
one of the T027 - the T027 canister, which is a big canister, 
which had the T027 experi~ent in it, that, of course we've 
- Tun, and are bringing home. And we've put the separators 
in there. And you just heard a conversation about them. The 
crev vas trying to pull a vacuum on that. We would have 
preferred that ve would have kept thea In a vacuum. However, 
nobody's really concerned about the~ not being in a vacuum. 
So we have thea stowed in there and that's where we're going 
to leave them. Anl\, I suspe ct, that we'll deve lop some 
311ck method to package them clevelly so there's nr ~ay 
they can hang up, and use it on later missions. Other 
than that. the day today was completely normal. And 1 
don't have anything else. 

PAO Okay. We got questions? 
QUERY Was there any damage to the ~irlock 

itself? 
HUTCHINSON Well, John. The best ~e could - Pete 

did say - I wouldn't call it daoaged. He did say thar they 
inspected the inside of the airlock, fairly carefully. And 
that there was some scoring on the sides and on the lid 
bottom. Now the O-ring that seals the outer lid, we checked 
that, and verified it over here in the trainer when we were 
banging the - attelll.pting to jettison some of the trial 
runs we made over here. The O-rin2' sesl around the outer 
side is protected from the - It's actually down underneath, 
kind of a lip arrangement. So, when you bang something with 
the outer door, it doesn't damage the 0-1:1ng. Now, of 
course, there is a surface that you can't see, and that 
Pet e can' t see. An d t hat's the sur f ace t hat t hat 0 - ri n g 
sets on, which of course was exposed when we were having 
I'l problelll. The fact of the matter is, that except for a 
short periods of time, that thing doesn't have to hold a 
very good seal, the outer door. Because the only tlm~ it's 
exposed to cabin is when you've got the thing open, stuffing 
a bag in it. And I think everyone is - of course they've 
used the airlock several times since then - since the jam 
up, numerous times. They're using it continually all day 
today. And, 1 think everyone's convinced that we didn't 
do any damage to it. 

QUERY When do they put the blood, urine and 
feces samples on board? 

HUTCHINSON Tomorrow morning. 
QUERY 1 .ean, how long before they take ofC? 
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HUTCHINSON It's about ao hour and a half in the 
aornlng t tomorrow aorniog. So that would be like about 
3 or 4 hour. before they leave. before they undock and that 
would be all - add up all the tiae and I believe the constraint 
ie something on the order of 12 hours from the time they take 
them out of the freezer there, until the time they get thea 
into the freezer on the ground. I'. not quite sure about 
that tot - total length of tiue. It's something like that. 
And that - that tags up. 

QUERY Neil. What are some of the very 9pecific 
thinss they're going to be lookiog at on the flyaround, 
other than the wing and the parasol? Are they going to look 
at even more specific things than that? 

HUTCHINSON B~Yt I - 1 don't koow - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUEIY - - wing of the parasol, taking 8 look 
at even aore specific ~hLngsthan that. 

. HUTCHINSON B01, 1 don't know anything in particular 
Br' c~. The flyaround was a preplanned mission thing to go 
around and give everybody one last good look Rt the cluster. 
I think one of the obvious things welre goin~ to be taking 
a good look at is the parasol~ If. sure of that. The fly 
around is being conducted in a nominal manner with no par
ticular instructions to the crew to look at anything specific. 
And that's about all I can tell you. We're just going to 
get a good over all look at the vehicle. And the~e really 
isn't anything specific that they have aske~ thea to look 
at. 

QUERY Well, unless something else happens, is 
there anything left, any problem left in the Skylab that 
you're concerned about as regards to the next mission coming 
up? 

HUTCHINSON No, I don't think so. I think the close 
out, if we hadn't had that little glitc;, with the airlock 
this morning, the close out was completely normal. Of course 
it is not quite finished yet, they're just finishing up the 
water system right now. And there is nothing that I can think 
of. We are leaving with effectively no troubleshooting undone, 
none of the instruments malfunctioning. Of course you know 
we're still are down about 25 percent over all electrical 
power, but there is nothing ve can do about that. I really 
don't think - there ~ertainly aren't any biggies. 

QUERY - - coolant loops even though they are going 
to be shut down and all that equipment is going to be taken 
off them? 

HUTCHINSON Well. they are not going to be shut 
down, and most of the equipment viII not be off them of 
course. The kind of equipment that is going off the coolant 
loop maInly are things like - well really not hardly anything. 
Host of the electronics modules stay on. Of course nov 
that ve have one of the solar wings out 1n the airlock, 
all that stuff stays on, all those batteries stay on, the 
coolant loops stay up and running. Of Course as you knov, 
we still have a valve in the secondary airlock module loop 
which ve think is stuck. ~o~ever. it is stuck in a very 
convenient place. And ve don't plan - of course we aren't 
planning on doing anything about that, we're not planning (In 

changing the loop configuration or anything like that, so 
that is correct, what you said essentially. 

QUERY There Is nothIng during that month that 
vill be sitting there without anybody aboard. ~ou don't 
anticipate anything gOing wrons from some of these problcm~ 
that you've had earlier? 
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HUTCHINSON We sure don't. 
QUERY How about the gyros, you're not even 

worried about having to .ee8 with those that month? 
HUTCHINSON Well, I think we're going to havd to 

babysit them a lot. Bruce. But as you recall. the unmanned 
phase has no maneuvers. And the gyrO$ have historically 
81v~n us problems, serious probleas during aaneuvers. Nov 
these drift updates that ve're continually doing, We don't 
really consider that to be - I mean it i~ a nuisance. But 
it is something can be handled pretty coherently vlth the kind 
of station coverage t.hat we have. Nothing really, though. 

PAO Okay, thanks a lot. 
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PUDDY Okay. Well basically, it was a'very quiet 
ni aht • The ere" went to sleep laet night about 5 p .11. p~ r 
till' flight plan. Tbey got up this morning about ~ a.a. 
which they had talked about. We weren't positive they were 
going to do it, butit was about an hour earlier than we had 
planned and we think in the back ot their mind, their objec
tlV6 is to ~et to bed early tonight. And - when I left the 
control center we were atill trying to figure out just exactly 
where they're at in the checklist, but if we can put it all 
together, they're already w~ll ahead of where we expected 
the'll to be. So I have a hunch they're going to have & pretty 
good night's sleep. We had projected that they would turn 
in around 2:30 this afternoon, get about 5 hours sleep before 
the, started their preps for entry. But I think they're going 
to ge t consl de rab ly more sleep th an th at. They had about 
II-hour work day and I have a hunch, just as we've talked 
before that their increased efficiency and having ~very-
thing laid out just exactly what they're going to QO, I think 
that, combined with gettin~ up an hour earlier, they're going 
to get quite a bit more sleep than we planned. Splashdown 
of course is still scheduled 8:50 central daylight tiae. 
830 miles southwest of San Diego or just off of Baja. As 
far as the temperatures, we nlways got to mention those -
we're up to about 80-1/2 degrees now in the gas temperature 
which is about a 3/4 of a degree increase over what I talked 
to you about last night. I should aention that we are getting 
close to the maximum Beta angle. Right now we're running 
around 7 minutes darkness per rev and within the next 4 revs 
we're going to be in the case where we have no darkness. And 
that's going to exist for a while. Temperatures will continue 
to climb during the time frame where we're at, the maximum 
8 eta angle wi 11 p rob nbly pe ak out somewhere aro und 85 de grees 
and then of course will start the decay and come on back down 
the regions that we've previously experienced with low Beta 
angles. We do get some increase in te~perature at the higher 
Beta angles; that's expected. But most of that increase comes 
in the last few degrees. Wp-'re right now - I believe it's 
68.8 and as soon as we get dropped down below 60 degrees -
well. those temperlltures start to falloff pretty fast. As 
far as the time liDe for tomorrow, It's just exactly as publi
cized premisslon. No major changes. All the systeas look 
very good. The crew seems to be in excellent spirits dnd I'll 
open it up for questions. 

PAO All right. 
you come up here. We don't have 

QUERY I guess the 
with the position of the parasol 
will need further adjustment? 

If you have a question. would 
anybody to handle the uike. 
question Is, are you setisfied 
ri,ht now? Do you think that 
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PUDDY Right now. from the information that we have, I'd have to say that we're satisfied with the position of the parasol. It's very hard to deteraine t based on shortter. data and conSidering the fact that we do run into a significant change in thermal characteristics due to this last f .. w degrees Beta change. but in JJeneral. ! feel like the position on the parasol. a& we now have it. is adequate. It will be l~oked at throughout today bnd of course the early part of tomorrow morning. But I don't expect that we're going to change the position of the parasol. 
QUERY Well. the only - that sort of strikes me 

8S kind of mayba a partial gamble anyway. If you - because tha crew is leaving and you're not going to be able to do anything with it for a month if it should turn out not to be just slightly right. 
PUDDY Well. I think if it's just not slightly right, there's still - you might have a localized hot sot -hot spot, so to speak, bu~ we had a localized hot spot anyway. So as far as we can tell right now there Is nothing of significance that's going to show up regardless of the Beta angle. It's a consideration right now. In other words. what 1'. trying to say is. the Beta angle clouds the issue somewhat. But it hasn't clouded it to the point where we feel like ther~ is any significant problem with the present positioning of the parasol. Nov I think we found out, and I indicated to you last night, that if we'd left it I think it was around 25 - 28 degrees somehwere ar~und that re8ion, if we'd left U: that far off, yes, in general f that would have created over a period of time an overall temperature increase in there that we would not like to have had. but at its present position. about the only thing that we've been able to note Is that during the night time frame, when the crew has turned off the lights, deactivated some of Ole equipment and so on and 10 forth. that temperature has not d~creased as much as it had originally. But we account a portion of this to be 

attri~utable to the increase in Beta angles. So I do not believe that during the unmanned period, we're going to see any significant change whatsoever 1n the two positions. QUERY Okay. What about the further results possibly on the trim burn which is supposed to adjust the orbit for the next crew. Have you gotten any recent updated extrapolation on that1 
PUDDY As far as we know right now. that burn i8 going to be very satisfactory and we will be risht where we would like to be for Skylab 3. 
QUERY Are there any - -
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attri~utable to the increase in Beta angles. So I do not believe that during the unmanned period, we're going to see any significant change whatsoever 1n the two positions. QUERY Okay. What about the further results possibly on the trim burn which is supposed to adjust the orbit for the next crew. Have you gotten any recent updated extrapolation on that1 
PUDDY As far as we know right now. that burn i8 going to be very satisfactory and we will be risht where we would like to be for Skylab 3. 
QUERY Are there any - -
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PUnDY - be very satisfactory, and we'l~ b$ right where we would liKe to be for Skylab 3. 
QUERY Are there any spacecraft systeas that you are the least bit worried about for the unaanned period? ~UDDY No, not that we're worried about. We are aware that there is - in the rate gyro syete., we're going to be faced with a continual manageaent problem. We still have the drifting gyros. And to maintain complete redundancy and not to use additional TACS gas, we will go through drift compensations _nd minimizing the integral difference between the two rete gyros. In other words, just maintaining thoae so that we don't fail a tP.8t limit and actually go to single gyro and then run the risk of going to no gyros and having the CMGs do a reset routine. But, that's strictly a aanage-1l100nt proble. - is one that we've beell faced with prior tc. the crew getting there. It's one that we've been faced with while the crew has been there. The ground is tdking care of that durin8 that entire time fraae and it'a just a aanageaent problem. But it's not one that we're extremely worried abou~. Just to where elp-ctrical power - there's no probleas t.here. And of course, the ATM experiments are performiug properly, and we will be continuing around 16 hours per day worth of active support in those areas - on an each-day basis. Of course, we will be aanning ar~und the clock. 

PAO Tom? Art? 
PUDDY Other questions? 
QUERY I was going to ask about the - how the battery that got pounded is doing today? 
rUDDY I.ike a charI!!. You know. just - you hit it once with the ole' hammer &nd the contactor closes and that's it. It's worked just exactly like any of the other CBRMa every since that point in time. 
QUERY That's it for Be. 
PUODY Let me say one closing rea~rk. I do have the data with me. I talked to you last night about gtving you a detailed description of - of the ~xperiDents - as far as accomplishments. It does get rather detailed and l~t me Just say that I have the information available, and if anyone would IJke to have it, on any particular experi.ent, or on experiments as a whole, I'll be glad to go over it with 

Y')U sfttle this conference. But 4S far as going into a long detailed analysis right now, I don't think it would be worth it. 
PAO 
QUERY 

schedule - havenft 
wC\rklng hard? 

PUnDY 

Tom, evidently had a question. 
How did they get so far ahead of the 

left anything out - but lhey're just 

Well r like I say. They got off to an hour 
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.arly atart. And, as I have pointed out to you, a180, in the 
laat couple of days I think we've aeen 8 very marked increase 
in crew efficiency. Everything they'rR doing i8 being done 
juat ft little aore rapidly than the pre.taeion tests 
t hat we ran on these thin ga wo ul d indicate. And those two 
factors coupled together, I think. have put thea con8iderably 
ah.ad of the - what we expected as the thM'.line today. 

PAO Fine. T~Ank you, Don. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay. letts get rolling. Change of shift press conference, Neil Hutchinson and Phil Shaffer. Neil. HUTCHINSON The cr~w spent .ost of the day sort of doing separate tasks getting ready to finish this thing up. The crew, as you know, has spend the entire day today - or !Ilost of the day except for a !ledieal run this lIoming, stowing the CSM. And a~ you probably have gathered from listening to the air-ground. they're busy. They're not having any problems and they're not doing a lot of talking. On the ground today, the tea. that vas on •• y bunch of guys, spent aost of the day working on ainor modification to the deactivation checklist. And Phil's people were on vorking on minor 
~odifications to the CSH part of the entry which they fly. We haven't got any big di~dies going. The workshop closeout we expect to pick up with it first thing in the morning ~nd move right on through it. The modifications, most of th~. V0re in the area of stovage getting everything in deactivation exactly straight. There were a fev minor things in the circuit breaker area. As far as things ve've solved today, ve didn't do a lot on this shift vorking problems. We did turn on - ve did have the Cl~V check the KDA port heaters and discovered that circuit breaker-!' vere out ,and were fairly certain that they were inadvertently opened yesterday. And ve put the. back in and turned ~n the ~DA port heaters, those are the heaters around the tunnel ares, and they worked fine. We ran a little procedure today to equalize tbe pressure in one of the ReS quads with the pressure in the propellent storage module in the CSK. We literally just opened a path betwe~n the tvo and - because we had been experiencing a little high - little higher than noraal temperature in Quad A, and it had the pressure in the tank up 1n tbe CSK Res. We've got the last instruaent in the minus-C SAL. S149 is in there, ve ran a power check on it this after~oo~ and it's s11 -looks like it's all squared avay. Tomorrow we'll actually open the canister and try it one tiDe before the crew leaves. hnd I haven't got a heck of a lot more to say. I guess I just like to let Phil kind of give a little sumaary and th~n ve can talk about deacti~ ~lon if you 11ke. or whatever. 

S H A F FER My ~., va f' v e r y til U c h 11 k e U e 11 • s • j U 8 t pointing toward the other vehicle - minor checklist mods and data generation that is applicable to the activity Friday in bringing the guys h~Qe. There's a lot of support needed th::-at need$ to be generated. RevIewing our tlaelinea and jU8t getting everything pulled together vith th~ checklist tn all ve didn- we didn't solve anything eithel. 
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!xc.pt that 
HUtCHINSON Didn't have anything iaportant to solve. 
SHAFFER Yeah. Already stole - you stole my 

thu~der on quad A. But tomorrow will be much busier because 
ve'll be finalizing data tomorrov and getting pre,a£cd to 
- to load it on the spacecraft. Preliminary (garble) 
reentry 80lutions and that sort of day. There's nothing 
new about It, it's just it's time to do tt tomorrov vith 
the freshest radar tracking data, freshest weather forecast, 
that 80rt of thing. Bring them home Friday. 

PAO Okay, wait for the mike and questions. 
Tom Otoole. 

QUERY Can you give us some idea of what - how 
auch work is involved in stowing the ~SK? How many different 
trips they might have to make back into the CSK. how many 
items they're carrying back there and things like that? 

HUTCHINSON Well, firAt off Tom, the stowage really 
of the CSK really started in earnest after the EVA, and we 
took all the ATH film up there after the EVA. And today - -
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HUTCHINSON - - in earnest after the EVA. And we took all the ATK filII up there after th~ EVA. And today, this afternoon, and I don't reCRll how long it was in the flight plan, but I think It was about 4-1/2 hours this afternoon, the CDR's entire afternoon and about half of the other two fellows after~oon W4S spent and is being spent In stowin8. transferring and stowing everything else except the peri.bables~ the stuff that's stll1 in the refrigerator, the chiller and the freezer. And in terms of how many trips - I think, I couldn't even give you an estimate because it all depends on - you know itts like as if you were packing the trunk of your car, you know you may get this little thing in and decide that it didn't fit and you take it out and set it aside and you want to go down and get 8o.ething else. It's pretty much Po - although 

, ' 

it's very well planned It's a time consuming. not particularly hard work but jU8t a tiae consuming task that has to be don~ falrl, carefully because it 18 fairly full of stuff 1 do n t t know how man y t r1 P 8 . We' ret Ii kIn g a '.1 the f i 1 m 18 80ing up there this afternoon and all the ca8settes that we've exposed, like T027, the S183 film. all the EREP mag tape., and the EREP film. I wish 1 would have brought ay da, - there 1s a 11&t of things if you haven't seen it, it's floating around, day 21 transfer lIst itts called. It will Sive you An idea of the amount of stuff that we are putting in there. We finish it tomorrow. And tomorrow there is probably an hour and a half total worth of work. a8 rar as stowage goes. ItQ s pretty much done today. 
QUERY One more part of that. WhAt is still left in th. refrigerators and the freelers? 
HUTtRINSON All the urine samples, blood samples, ED3l, the student experiment of culture growth, the blood .ample., thp. :::ultures that the ere" has taken, like a throat .wab here and there, the air sAmple8, anythin~ thU 1. biologically active. 
QUERY When do you load thea? And are there free&er. on the CSK to keep thea? 
HUTCHINSON They arc loaded tomorrow, Ill'll fiorry, Friday, the morning of retrofire. And thert> 18 no retrigeration capability In the CSK. Hovever, we hav~ 0 little thina like i. typiCAl of your hamper. You know the~e thing. you cln buy that you fre~ze and they have a gelatin in.ide of the.. Theee actually don't have - in fAct 1'. not lure what they have inside of the., but they haYe 80me kind of •• terf.l that provid •• a heat stnk. and it 18 .ctua1ly 11k, dry itt. but the, .r~ not really, but that kind of • concept. And 
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they go in the packages that the stuff is packed 1n, and 
they keep 1t cool enough for the return trip until ve can 
get it into refrigeration facilities on board the ship. 

SHAFFER These samples, particularly the blood 
and urine saaples go into a highly insulated box, a good 
aany of them. The time constraint that the reentry - the 
deoTbit, reentry recovery sequence goee against i8 30 hours 
from the time thoRe eamples are removed from the refrigerator 
until they are placed in a refrigerator on the ship. And 
they use the heat sinks that Neil has talked about plus 
the insulated containers to provide that 30 hours. 

HUTCHINSON One thing you might have heard a lot 
of conversation about - you recall that we didn't take the 
IMSS. which was the refrigerated. the nice - I don't know 
what it is made out of, but the highly heat-resista~t con
tainer that was to carry a lot of th~ blood samples and 
some drugs and so on and 80 forth. And ve built one out of 
food over cans, heat sinks and tovel~t and sOlie other things. 
all wrapped around in a bundle for bringing back the £D3l 
and some blood samplea of 90me things like that which were 
going to go in the IHSS, which wasn't flown. 

QUERY You might have mentioned this before 
I arrived, but are they ahead of the time line as far a8 
stowage is concer~ed? 

HUTCHINSON If I had to gue8s I'd say Y.'. They 
have been - ve haven't presented thea with the que8tion and 
they haven't volunteer~d exactly where they are in the 
.towage. But due to the fact that we haven't been getting 
a lot or questions today, 1 would guess that they are moving a 
long falrly comfortably. I would expect - -

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - - pr£sented them with a question and 
they have volunteered exactly where they a~e 1n the stowage. 
But. due to the fact that we haven't beeu getting a lot of 
que.tions toda" I would expect they're ~ovin8 along fairly 
comfortably. 1 would expect they're probably a bit ahead. 

QUERY Can you run through the deactivation 
procedures of tomorrow's closeout of the various - varlOU3 
systems? 

HUTCHINSON Well tomorrow 16 basically A day of finish-
up-the-housework type of thing. We do things tomorow, like 
we biocide everything, literally. with disinfectant. We 
take the trash airlock almost apart, take the liner out and 
biocide it. We change out the urill:) separators, 
and then don't use them any more. they are then collecting urine 
In big bags. We change out all the filters in the vehicle, 
Uke the canister aud the mol sieve, the odor charcoal 
filter in the waste ~aoagement compartment and the overhead. 
The one in th£ urine feces system. all the fIlters everywhere. 
The one utg .yatea that gets shut down tomorrow is the WAter. 
And we draw some water for use In the last day, for use in 
the CSK, for reconstituting food and stuff. And then the 
water system i8 turned down tomorrow. On Friday. the 5 
hours that we spend in the \lorkshop. Friday, is wh('n we do 
the meet of literally turning out the lights and clQsing 
the door, you know. Fr1day, all the final circuit breaker 
configurations are lIlade. the thermal control sy.tetls off. 
the 02-N2 system i8 turned off Friday. The lithte are put 
out, and you close the door and leave. But the big system 
stuff is Friday. except for the water system. 

PAO Any further que6tions? Hary Rubb. 
QUERY Could you tell me in - In retrospect, 

looking back on the mls8ion, how would you compare this 28 days 
with aOIle fairly horrendous problems, compared to, ".y, one 
of the Apollo ~188ion8. from the flifht controller·s point of 
view? 

SHAFFER The first 10 days of this duty, Of the 
first 2 weeks of this beauty wac very much like Apollo 13. 
where you had a tremendous amount of innovation to do, a 
tremendou8 amount of flight planning to do. a miS8ion plan 
to rebuild. And a tremendO"8 amount of analY8is to find 
out where you really were dnd where you could go froD ~herc 
you were. And that load has continued to decreallp. all we Ip.Arn 
more about where we were, and 48 we Rot the TACs con.urnptlon 
under control and alt we got. the solar wing out, and got our 
CBJH fixed, and ,ot S019 fixed, changed out 80.~ cameras in 
tht ATM, and got the EREP CAlibrated, and began to lear" about 
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the thiDg. The last week uf this period to date has been 
very much, 1 guess, like 1 expected it to be, without the 
problema we had in the beginning. 

HUTCHINSON Yeah. I'd second that. 1 think we've 
kind of settled out here towards the end into fairly much a 
8tandard routine. 1 think, if you look at the kinds of 
things that we done, however J we've done a lot aore fixing 
than you might have exvected. And 1 think, 1IIaybe, that'. 
going to taper off, too, because we now pretty much knov 
hov most of the exp~rilllents run. There are 80me, of course, 
which havent been run on this lIIission that vill be new 
to us the next time. But the big fixing, like trying t.o 
get the thermal pro~lem and trying to get the electrical 
power problem and understanding how the attitude control 
system works - those are all over ~ith and, theoretically, 
we yon' t have to do them agdin. I would - certainly the. 
work level that has been maintained here ov~r this last 
.onth is more inten - considerably mOle intense than in 
Apollo - regular Apollo mission. I don't think there'. 
any question about that. Even after we've pretty uuch 
got things under control. Now, that may be. because I co.pare 
it to a later Apullo mission In which ve really knew an awful 
lOl about what we were doing. Wl' were sort of repeating 
what we had done 1n the past. as fAr 8S flight control goes. 
And we've treaded over an awful lot of new gtound here 1n 
the last month. I would certainly hope that the work level 
for a 56-da, mission 1s nut ae - -
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PAO Okay. W~'re ready to start this morning. This morning we have with us Dr. Royce Hawkins and Dr. Don Stullken. Dr. Hawkins from the Life Sciences DIrectorate, Dr. Stullken from Recovery and Flight Operations. We'll open with Dr. Hawkins, who'll bring us up to date on the medical status of the crew and then switch over. 
DR. HAWKINS Well I think this 18 a - kind of the third type of get-tog~ther we've had on the medical experiments during the mission. And. a8 of this morning, we have completed the last of the medical experiments for Skyl~b-II. That was the pilot's last H092-l71 run. And the final blood draw for HllO on all three crewme~. I think that all of the experiments have gone. very, very well throughout the mission. We h a v e had no 'III a j 0 r fail u res ina n y 0 f the e qui p me nt, the h a r d -ware. The crews have performed exceptionally well. And I don't think that we have lO!lt. through data dumps 3nd data tramiqsions. very ~uch of the iat~. So I feel very good at thi3 po:l.nt in time. Now the results of the studies to da t .!, 1 think in general. show that the three creWllen are in good health. And t!\\'n> have been some changes, particularly tn tIle M092 studies that we nuted e,1rlier. And there has rl'ally ll" been any appreciabl(' change 1n the results of the crew's performance of thl"' H092 since the last report, except for tht> fact thal rr. Kerwin, on his last run, dtd have to l e r min at (' ,! r t e r . ::1 i nut e 9 at the 1 as t a1 nus 40 m i 11 t ae t e r exposure. >i', in uthQr words, hI;! did begin to experience SOIllP. prt'8Yltl'abll' sYlllptOI'tS and had to ten:.inate that run, as I BUY, ;;' cr 7 minutes. Now his fl1;t flitillilar experience, 

<1S you 1~11) n~call, .... as on the - was :In his third run - M092 run. And then this on his lAst :-un. Now Paul lIeit!: WIlS lhf' OU\E'T creWl"lan that (·xperienced similar results. That van on h.b 5th run that it flrRt occurred. We did not Aee rh,; ocr;ur on his la~d run, today. And, you will f(~c ... ll, 
'~I('r;! .... ere no - thl.'rc Wl.'rl' no changes in the profile for the 
,-' ,; t:l man d e r t l' (' lee 0 n r ad. N ow I a 7 1 - let nae Sit Y the r e l hal that haa been tight down tht' line since the ln1t:al, you know, phase of the !1t\ltl1P.R Werc. out of the way. That was whE'n we were in the lhertnlll heavy \o'orkloada phaBe (If the 
M!ss1c·n. And we iJ('n~ seeing a lot of learning prOC(lS9 here w l t h II 0 w tor ide the b 1 c y .: 1 e e r J.; 0 me t e r • T" e y v t' r (> h a vi n R t '( 0 \J b 1 t~ .,' t t h the i r r (' ~ t r ti j ! I t h" r n e Sit. S 0 aft e r the y fill all y Rot (1ver all that, then they began to settle down lind wen:, actUAlly working within t.he preflight base··1ine envelopes. And Lhey have remained within that envelope. Ar.d we have not '1ren ,'loy 81gnlf1<:ftnt di(HI~eA or deviations in that 1)Cperilaent 
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re$~ll8. The 133 sleep studie. have. 80n. very. ver, veIl. 
We are somewhat behind in our data ana118i8 of that .tudy. 
It takes quite a 10n8 time to actually 80 back and analyze 
8 hQura of sleep data and 80 it'll be • vhl1e hefore we 
really have - really have all of the - -
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HAW1C.INS of that 8tudy. It takeJii qll1t~ .. long 
tl.e to - to actu~11y go back and an.lyz~ 8 houra of sleep 
d4ta, and so, 1t'll be A while before we really have - teally 
have all of the rosults in hand and undeT.tand vhat it really 
means. The ]31, another "tty interesting study, as 1t has 
turned out. The crevs have perfor.ad at levele rar exceeding 
their baseline, eytabliahed preflight baseline levels, for 
the motion sensitivity. And this ia all on a positive side 
of jmprovement t if you 'Will, where at 15 RPM for the npace 
pilot - science pilot - and 20 RPM for the pilot, ~h'~h w.s 
our baseline acceleration levels. In - 1n fllSht they ~ere 
able to increase that to the final ru~. which was mede at 
<l 30 RPMs for e8ch man. And still they 'Were abie to condu<.f 
the ISO he~d movements ~itho"c any symptomt whatsoever, 
or motion sIckness. So that is something that we're sltl! 
looking at and trying to - to understand eX6ctly what - what 
proc~~s is taking place here within the vestibular and central 
nervous syste2. 1 believe that pretty well sene rally wraps 
up the - the studies where we are. 

'.', 

SPEAKfR At this point. vhy don't we have Don StulJ~en 
talk about Friday's recovery oper&tioD. 

STULLKEN Okay, 1'. sure most 01 you are familiar 
vith the Apollo recoverie8 that we 8a~ many of ever the past 
6 u r 7 ye a rs. And as yo u we 11 know the cor.aand module for 
Skylab is essentially the s.ae aa tbe Apollo coa.and module. 
However, you will notice a pretty re.arkable difference in 
the overall recovery plan for Skyllb. In Apollo, you'll 
recall, we IOC8~ed the command module, the Ivi •• erl went In 
th~ wnler and put a flotation collAr 00. they then opened the 
hatch ~nd the Apollo crew Came out of the command module 
into a boarding raft and then lhe ROIL flew back over and pl~ked 
them up In a retrievel mat from the boardlna raft and flew 
them bar.k to the carrier. We will not do that on Skyllib. 
Instead, on Skylab the EGIL will delivbr the swiamers to the 
co~mand module; they viii put the collar on. hnd while this 
is ~()lng on, the ship ",,111 COllulltnce its approach to the 
comnand module and the command module viii be retrieved with 
the crew lnslde. They 'Will not be picked up by HELO. 
Now the reason fo l' this change i8 fourfold, really. In the 
first place, Dr. Hawkins and his people have levied 4 reqvire
ment un us in recovery tc deliver the flll~t crew to the Skylab 
~~bile laboratory as 800n as p08sible ~fter splash, and hope
fully in hss th~n an houu perIod of tiM. So ve're interelted 
in setting the. back aboard 49 expeditiously til po.aible. 
Secondly, a part of the 81me require •• nt 1. that tho creu 
shall be subjected to A .1nlmum amount of exertion or oxerci.6 
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during th6 rfttri$val proce~~. Thirdly, we .ust have a 
capability to retrieve th~. in a supine po.ition; laying 
flat on their back. All three of lheae requirements for 
r~trieval of tho crev can best be .~t or satisfied by retrieving 
the cr.ev in 'i:he command aodule. Then ve have an additional 
rc~uiTement that's 60~ewb.t different from the Apollo program 
in that there ~re a multitude of items in the coamand module, 
including biological speel.eny or biomedical s,eci.ens of 
different kinds, magnetic - _ 
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STULLKEN - - coa.and module including biological 
8peci.~ns ur bl0.a~ical speeiaeDs of different kinds, mag
netic tapes containing data, {:ilm cartridges containing 
data, all the experi,ental results that are returned 1n a hard 
Cor~. In other vords, not by telemetry. They are brought b~ck 
in 8 cOlllland lIIod.ule. need to be retrieved 8S quickly as 
possible, dnd 808e of these experiments have rather criti-
cal elApse tible/environmental constraints. Iu other 
words, from - they have to be maintained at a certaiu 
te.perature. And of course as 800n 8S the coamand module 
lands on the surface of the water, it is povered down. Aud 
you don't hav~ a rapability of runnin~ an incubator, of 
running 8 refrigerato~ or a (reeser In tte ~ommand module 
aftC!r landlnK. Thei."eforc, we.! vant the access time to the 
cxperiuentr.. the exp~ri~ental materials, in the com~and 

module to be 8S short al!i possible. An" once again, tu 
retri('ve the c01l1mand module 8S quickly 8S possible, vhich 
can be done if we picked it up with the crew in it, ve 
can satisfy that constraint. We will ~ontlnue to maintain 
the optio!), and the training has been done. BUl. if under 
c~rtain :!rcuDstauces it bec~me5 expe~ient to go back to 
the '!otd or Apollo method lt 

t ve can pick them up by helicoptf!f 
In the retrieval mat, either in tsn upright position or 
supine if that's requlred. And the recov~ry forces l'a.l.. 
been tT.81ned 10 botl', l'Jethodli of retrieval. But If conditions 
are satisfactory, as we expect the~ to be, the preferred 
method of rctri~val vill be the flight crew in the comaJhd 
module. On Friday, the com.and and aervice .odule will 
qeparatc froll the workshop at about 09:40 Zulu. T~\(.re 1s 
a 8h8pin~ maneuver at 10:05, and the a.in SPS deorb1t a&n
f.'uver Js conducteci at 13:11. AI] til\e8 olfE': Greenwich lIIean 
t.ime. After lhll SPS maneuver, some 25 .lnutes later~ the 
~pacecraft will have ent~re1 the Earth's at.oaphere and 
blackout begins. IUllCKoul lands for about, or lasts for 
about 4 minutev to 13:40. At 13:44 the drogue chutes ,'oae 
out, 13:45 th" m.9in chute~ come out, and At 13:50, 8?ecifically 
Ilt 13:49 and 57 seconds, the cOlIIl'llltnd module stiould land. 
lhe location of that landing, accotding to the lasl trajectory 
lIpdat~ \Ie ha~ at about 8: 30 this 1:I0rnlnR VAtt i4 degrees 
4} mInutes north lOllgitu - latitude, 121 deC;f.:es and 5l11in
ute A v est 1 0 n 81 l t. d (! • r h l' r e l 8 9 ;, me ten t h S 0 f d t! 8 r C C 8 0 r 
minutes ta<.:k(ll on to that, I didn't even bother to "rile 
1.1C!1II 10wl1. I ~h'Juld point out. since tote always get asked it 
later on - how co~ it d1dn't land at exactly thOle coordinates:
thRt tho~e arc the coordlnate~ where the main chutet coat out. 
And U there it. an)' ,.,1na blowing in the crea, Jt .4.1 801na 
~o drl ft on the 1JItltnchules Avay frola that. But that' 8 
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where it i8 tar8et~d for Rain chute. If there were no 
wlnd situation .nd they dropped vertically froa that 
pointtth~n they should land at that point. Arrayed around 
this target point that I just gave you viiI be the re-
covery forces that vill be very si.tlar to the ones that 
we sav in Apollo, except that they'll be arrayed slightly 
different around that targetpQint. The high probability l.nding 
area for ar Apollo lunar return ~a8 a circle. It had a 
5-mile ra~lus. and we k~ep ell of the recovery force. out 
of that - you might .ay the bullaeye of the target. for 
obvious recsons. The high probability landing are. for 
Sky}ab is not a circle but rather an clipse that 1& 4 alles 
radiu~ in ~ts along-the-track side and 7-mile radius 
cross track. This d00sn t t really ma~e much differen~e. 
But the ship viII be located on th~t - -
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DR. STULLIIN M. and it'a a1_0.t 7-alle radiu8 
croea-track. fhio doesn't really aake auch difference. 
But the .hip will b. located on that ellipse, on that -
roughly within 45 deare •• of the windilne, downwind of the 
taraat point. The reason for that h. - the ship, of COUfSt!. 

doean't go dead in the water at the tlge of landing_ He 
keep' hie .peed on and he keepa his boiler u~ 80 that, you 
know, when he pushes the throttle, it goee. He'll be traveling 
at about 20 kn~ts and he will maneuver hi. ship to cr~'8 that 
line, that imaginary elliptical line around the target point, 
sol n g 1 n tot hew i n d a t l h e t i ae tho lit a Inc hut e sop en. 
And then 4S soon as we get a Spl4Ahdown point, he will begin 
tOil 1 ow h 1 t:I 8 hlp and ad Jus t tile a r r 1 val 0 f the 8 hlp a t the 
splatthciown point at the com"and modllle to be at about 

, , 

the same time that the svimmers have completed pulting on the flota
tion collar. So as soon as the flotation collar 18 on and 
inflated, the ship should b~ in itd final atages of approach 
and probably within 5 or 10 minutes of that tille. the shot-
line fro. the ahip viII 80 to the com.and module, the inhaul 
line will be fastened, the cOlllund module wIll be piulibed 
underneath the B and A crane on the ship and it'll then 
b& holated aboard the ship. Now also, on that ellipse around 
the target point. ,there viII be 3 helicopters and they'll 
have the folloving call signs vhich you aay hear. Photo
helo, it's pretty obvious what that is. That carries 
phctographers. and the live television caMera will be in the 
photo-helo. The recovery-helo is the one that vill deliver 
the 8vi_e1's to the co_and aodule. put the flotation collar 
on, first tht'. scaanchor, then the flotation eolaT. And 
if required, will be the one that would pick up the astronauts. 
Thu third hclo on that elipse what we call ELS, that stands 
for Earth landing systea helo. We have a requirement to 
retrieve all three aain chutes. The ELS-helo will h<ive 
three teams of tvo swi.aers each, or a total of six swilllMers. 
And it - '8 800n as it arrives in the vicinity of the 
coalllmd module, it'll drOll one tealll of swimmers at each of 
t~e threl' main chutes. Then they will bouy those lIain 
chutes liP. so that they can saved and brought back. And 
who goes in first with what team of swimmers is the function 
of who gets there Hrst and what the wind direction is. 
, Ider no c.l-rt:ulIstances do we permit the recovery of the 
lanh landing systell to cOlllpromise the recovery of the flight 
crew or the com.and 1I0dule. But if everything Is going 
great, and tbere's no reason to believe th.at there's a problem 
with the crew or the co.aand 1I0dule, we Right delay the 
recovery-helo going in t? deliver the 8wim.~rs to the cca.and 
module by 34 or 40 seconds, whatev~r it takes the ELS-helo 
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to ,.t 1n th.re and drop ,vi •• ,re OD tb' chut.s. lecaue. 
tb., don't float. They slnk. And unle •• ve, ,et ,vi ••• r. 
to the., depeud1na un what the .eawltate 1., If.it'e 
a flat cala I. a, the c:hut es will float ffll' .aybe 3 01' 4 
.lnute, or .ore. And 11 it's a rouah •• a the chute. vill 
10 down pretty fast. So, exactly what the .equence of event -
vhat helo vill 10 in fir.t and 80 forth 18 a funetlon of 
tbe on-scene ~ituation at the ti... And all of this ha. 
been dilcus.ed in great detail with the pilot. who are flying 
the helicopter., and the 8wi •• er., the ta.k aroup co •• ander, 
and 80 forth. So they knov what they're loin8 to do. 
Th, I.la.er. vill put the flot&tlon collar on the co .. and 
.odul., a' 1 ,aid, and then the ship vill co.e on in and 
.ake it. appraeh. The option for the helo retrievII .1aht 
be e~etCi8ed un~er the following circua.tance.. If for 
some rea.on or other, the guidance and nevi.ation 'Y8tea 
of the .pacecraft do not perform properly, or .alfunction, 
and ve had a significant ai8s fro~ the tarset point, like 
.aybe 10, 15, or 20 al1e., then the ci.e it vould take the 
,hip to get there vould exceed conSiderably, the ti •• we 
could let the crev back, if w~ went ahead and picked thea 
up by helo. So under those circumstances, we would probably 
pick the cr 
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STUI.LKBN - ~ to get there would exce6d consider-' 
ubly the tl-. ve could set the crew back if ve w~nt ahead 
.t\dplc:ked thea up by lIelo. So under those circumstances, 
we would probably pick the crev up by helo and brlng them 
back. Another altuation that might dictate the use of or 
txerei.e the option of the helo retrieval vou1d be some 
bizarre or unusual combination of vind and sea state. 
You know a biS ship like Ticonderoga doesn't aaneuver like 
a row boat. And there are certain combinations of sea 
state and direction and wind speed and direction that 
make it difficult to maneuver that 8hip. And if in the 
opinion of the captain of the ship, it would be unsafe or 
would take too much time to maneuver the ship for retrieval 
ot the command _odule, at that point he can exercise the 
option of telling the heloR to go on in and pick up that 
flight crew, and then ve' 11 get the coramand 1Il0duie as soon 
a& p08sible after that. Theae are the two _ain reaaons 
that ve miSht exercise the option. Nov once ve get the 
command module back on the deck of the ship, first thing 
that will happen is that the flotation collar is cut away, 
and then it is set on the dolly. And as soon as it is set 
on th~ dolly, the recovery englneer~ will install what ve 
call thruster plugs. They are 8htply plugs that go into 
the RCS reaction control system thruster nOI&les and are 
vented over the side of the ship. s~ that in the event there 
vere 80me small leak of the hyperg~llc fuels fro. the 
RCS system it would be vented over t~e aide of the ship, 
and wouldn't be a hazard in the immediate vicinity of the 
com.and module. As soon a8 the thruster plugs a~e installed 
we'll move a work stand up to the com~and module and the 
recovery team leadar and the recoveryaurgeon Dr. Ross viII 
tten open the command module hatch for the first tille. 
No f there is goiny to be a conference there at the command 
.od~le hatch openins during vhich period of time the doctors 
Dr. Ross and Kerwin discuss and work this whole thing out. 
And as a result of that discussion, the crew will then 
either come out of the command module under their o~n 
II ower - t hat is, the y w ill c 11 mba u t, s tan d up, Ii n d w a 1 k t 0 

the SHL, or they may elect to put all or one or two of 
the crewmen onto a litter and maintain that supine pOSition 
back into the - back into the SML. Now the location of 
the - SML is Skylab mobile laboratory. I kept using that 
acronym, in ca~Je you are not faDliliar wilh it. The Skylab 
mobile laboratory is located on the hanger deck of the 
ship JUBt forvard of the number 3 elevator, ~hich is the 
starboard elevator, and the distance from vhe7e the coamand 
module i$ located on the starboard elevator to the entrance 
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Into the Skylab 80bile ldboratoryi, probably SO, 60 feaL, 
it'll really D very short distance. And ae 800n 88 we got 
the. into the laboratory then, then Dr. Hawkin', people take 
Qver for the bioaedlcal exa.inetion, and We beain the ex
peri.ents removal and post flight procedures on t~,e comllland 
Ilodule. I'll turn it back to Royce, and he'll tell you what 
goes on when we get the crew back in the SML. 

HAWKINS Let me back up just a ways here to the 
point where - just prior to opening the h~tch and aake sure 
this is perfectly clear - eXActly what procedure. are going 
to b~ followed. There will be at least a 10 .inute period 
before the hatch is opened while Dr. Kerwin evaluates the 
conditlon of the crew, including hi.eelf, and he will be 
in contact with the crew flight surgeon on the outSide, 
Dr. Ross. Now Dr. Kerwin has in the command module a sphygomona
nometl!r and stethoscope. He will che\:k pulse and blood pressure 
on hillself in the horizonal supine position before he gets 
up. He will then stand and he will also c.heck his blood 
pressure again. Now all three crewmen will have on the __ 
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HAWKINS ~ - before be get. up. He will then stand 
and he vLll 8180 chock hie ~lood pr ••• ur, 8S81n. Nov, ell 
three crew.en vill have on the lower body counter ••• aure 
preasure garment, which I think every~ody 18 f •• tller Witb. 
Thts is the type sar.ent which we flew on Apoll~ 17 to evaluate 
the off~ct. And Ron wore that and he did inflate it after 
gettina on the surface of the water and the - it vas aaln
tainod inflated so as to provide a countermeaBure pre_aure 
around the lower extre.itiea and during the tiae that he 
va9 being transported back to the ship and into the aedical 
ex~m area. NOW, the Skylab crew vill have those garments 
on, and thoy're there for - as a preventive measure in - incase 
t~ere i8 a real need to a8sist thea and prevent the autostatic 
hypertension drop that could possibly be present. Now, it I S 

not our intent to just routinely use those, and that's the 
reason for this period of - 10 minute period of time to chec~ 
the crew to see whether they really need it. Now. in all 
probability they wIll not need the.. And we certainly hope 
that they don't. We would like to - to get them back into 
the lab and get them - get the examinations underway without 
injecting any further devip.t~nns In the proce~ure. But thia 
period of time before the hatch i8 open will be used to asses 
the condition of the cre~. They w~ll in turn relate that 
to the flight surgeon outside. \!T\O he will conference \lith 
Dr. Kerwin. They will make the decision then of what the 
- the exit mode of the crew will be. Now once they leavf\ 
the craft, they will then proceed directly into the mobile 
laboratories where they will begin the immediate post flisht 
recovery examinations. This is a very complete, comprehensive. 
extensive ~xams that will last something between ~ and 6 hours. 
And it wi!l really be that long before we will really hav~ 
any information back to really talk about. Okay. 

PAO Okay. we - let's see - we might have 
Don just quickly go over the time line back to Houston before 
we take quelitions. I think some of the - -

SPEAKER Well. landing occurs local time and the 
ship will stay on Pacific dayliaht time. which is 2 hours 
earlier than it is nela. Landing will occur out there at 10 minutes 
to 6 o'clock In the morning - 10 minutes to 1 o'clock in 
th£' morning; 10 minutes to 9 o'clock back here in Houston. 
And that turns out to be 3 or 4 minutes after sunrise in 
the local area for the ship. 80 they'll have plenty of 
light. The ship will then 8tea1'1. and we have to adjust 
the heading of the ship. and adjust the speed of the ship 
so as not to shake up Dr. Hawkins' very delicate equipment 
in th~ Skylab mobile laboratory during the periods of the -
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4~rlnl the pariode uf the .(dLcal exa.lnatlon •• But,the 
.hip 'ttl11 Ite •• back, and will b. off Point LODA, t·:.~ ch t. 
the ent~.nce to San Dteau Harbor, on Sunday _ornins_ ~,d 
V4 .xp~c~ her to tie up at the dock at the carrier piers 
at Naval Air Station, North lliand, at about 9 o'clock 
local Pacific daylight tiae Sunday .ornlng_ New, prior to 
settina into the dock, t.he R plus - recovery plus - 2 - da~' 
bio.edical e~amlnat~on will have commenced. An~ th.y won't 
coaplete that until about noon. And then shortly alter 
noon ~hen that has been completed, the crew will come out, 
stand on the el~v4tor of the ship, wbich i8 now tieJ up _t 
the pier, and to my understanding there'll be soae very 
brief welco~e back - -

END OF T';~E 
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D~. STULLKB" - - 'tand on the elevator of the shlp, 
which 1a now t1ed up at the pier. And, It' •• y uQ4er,tandin a. 
~h.r.·11 be loae very brlef vllcoae back hoa., type cere.ony 
It that tt •• , not to last .ore than 10 _lnute. or 10. They'll 
tben bo .. rd the he 101 on the de c:k 0 f the 'hi p, vh 1 cb yl11 
fly the. to the air atrip, which il ell of a 5·.1n~tl fll,ht. 
But it'l the e.,ieet way to get thea over there. 4nd they'll 
board th' C-141 aircraft at Naval Air Station, Nortb taland, 
take off ismediately. A~d we e~pect the_ to land out here 
et Ellington at about 6100 o'clock. between SilO and 6:00 
o'clock p.m. local ttae. Sunday avenin •• 

PAO Okay. Why don't we open It up now for 
qUtlstione. Nick Chrh. 

QUERY How high i8 that booa gOing to be ln 
'the cl'ane that pick8 up that - the eM? In other words, how 
_uch of a distance is it going to have to be raised? 

STULLKEN The elevator - the level of the elevator 
t. approxiaately 2S feet above watp.r ll'vel and you've got 
to get it about 5 feet higher than that t~ cleal' the edge of 
the elevator. It'll be picked up About 25 feet. 

PAO Art Hill. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, I'. a little confused on 

tbe M092 results. It 80unds to ae as though you aight have 
already considerable individual variation in this, and 
1'. wondering if this ie what you expected and what you 
.iaht have to say as far a8 any leveling off procel' might _ 
.tght have occur~ed or not occurred, as th~ case aay be? 

DR. HA~KINS Well, Art. We definitely have seen' 
individual differences here in the three crewmen. We have 
three entirely different results. although all ,1al1ar In 
the direction tn whIch they vere goIng. I can't say. you 
know, ho¥ much longel' It would take Poul Weita to 
reach this second stage, if you will, that Joe Kervin did or 
hov .uch longer. it would take Pete,Conrad to reach the li~8t 
8tage, although he's - they have all. as far as th~ heart 
rates I blood pres&\>.:es, these have reaained fairly, you 
know, fairly steady betveen these periods. This drop that 
V~ sav In pulse pressure, increased heaxt rate and drop in 
pul8~ pressure, on Joe, and then 8g~ln, In Paul, t. really 
the .• kind of the end point, you see, at their Uait, that they 
can go with that level of &tr~S9. And there are incHvidual 
diffl~rences. Now, the - outside of that. you k.now, their 
perforaance is very 800d ~nd cCTtainly nothing unexpected. 
I don't think that this is really a lot different than what 
we expect to see. We have scen this in the post f11Ch: 
recovelY periods of all of the Apollo f11ght. and In all 
previous crevA. that have shown slailar drops in the lmaediate 
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pOlt-fllah t exa.ination. And then th.y returned to th.ir 
prefllaht b •• elinelevela wLthin that usually. 48 to 72-bour 
period. Now what chanaes we're 801na to ••• ·1n thia i .. ediat. 
p08t"f118ht, how auch difterencelt', golng to be from what 
we'vi .~en inflight. 1a yet to be aeen. 

DR. STULL~EN That'8 one of the reaaons we're £1y in8 
Skylab. 

DR. HawkiDs Yes. 
QUERY Well, I gue&8 it's the pro,rea8ive 

nature of the eases of Weitz and Kerwin that I'. curious 
about, and I may have thia in wrong perspective. But it 
would sees to IDe that if, as you continue to conduct an 
expert.ent, and it progre8sea to the point that earlier. 
and earlier, you reach - you rea~h a ti8e when you would 
like to terminate. then if the thing doesn't level off, you 
would reach a situation where yO\! would SAY, "You can"t stay 
up there any longer, you'd better come ,",olDe." That aort cf 
thing. 

DR. HAW~tNS Well, as I lay. I donlt know yet 
what that 1nflight data really IDeans to us until we havn 
a chance to see what the post-flight recovery data shows us. 
And what - -

END OF 'i'APE 
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HAWKINS 1 don '.t know " t ",h.t that 1nfllaht 

data retl1, .eane to UI until W. have a chance to .ee what 

the poet flight recovery dAta ahow, U'. and whar- it really 

•• ,ns. Actually I dou't think at thi8 tl .. fro. what ve've 

•• en, that we would ~ot expect lhe crew to be able to con

tinue on for a S6 day ai8810n. Outside of th~ te.tina. 

the te.l itself, their perfor~anc. has been outslandlul. 

It'. been peTfect. And tlu,lr exercise responle and work 

capacity hal remained right on the line. Just exaetly pre

flight levell. So 8saln It in what it means to you in that 

re~ntry atrelS perlnd and return to 1 S 1 think that's really 

the critical point question right now. 
QUERY In the recovery, how long vill it be 

froa the ti~e of epla8hdown, or how lona do you think it 

vl11 be fro. the time of splashdown to the tl.e they are 

on th~ deck. And secondly, what do you attach the cable 

to or how many cables, just one CAble - tell us a little 

about hov you 11ft th~ thins up out of the vater. 

STULLKEN Okay, tiael1ne first. They have been 

practicing out there - vell first of all we di~ a little 

Skylab retrieval type practice during ~.t-011o 11. We used 

Apollo 17 recovery as kind of a test bed for 80lle of our 

procedures with Skylab, verify that they would work. We 

hAve the same ship as you know, Ticonderoga, USS Ticonderoga. 

And we are very fortunate in hAving the aaDe skipper of 

that ship, Captain Norm Creen, who i8 en out8tanding ship 

ha~dler, and hdR really been doing beautifully. The actual 

tlae fro~ splash to SKL, which Is what our critical time -

from .plash to Skylab mobile la~oratory - i8 4 function of, 

number I, w~ore the coamand module actually lands. If it 

lands right on the target point that's one thing, it could 

b~ any place in that ellipse. Number 2, it's a function of 

vlssbll1ty. For exallple, if we ~ot a complete cloud deck 

out there at say 1500 feet. we could get an RFD up, a radio 

fix on the beacon of the spacecraft, we can have a pretty 

good idea of where it is going to land, but you don't commit 

the ship to run in until you get a visual on it. So 

ve may waste 3 minutes or more 4 minutes before we get a 

viat,al fix on it I and we can coamit the ship to go in. 

sea state, wi:-..;] speed. all of these things will effect it. 

Nov ve have seen in practices. uslng the boiler plate space

craft out there. times as sure 3S 35 minutes froD splash 

to the co •• and module on deck vhen the medical conference 

that Royce referred to begins. We've seen it go as long as 

50 or 60 minutes. But as 1 say, there are a lot of variables. 

Okay. the ~ and A crsne, stands for boat and aircraft crane -

which ta an 1ntegtal part ~l the ship and is used for hoisting 
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liberty buat8 and aircraft on board - 18 fitted with what 
V8 call the NA$A wench. It'. a vench that was o~t8inally 
dlligned and huilt to b~ uaed o~ the data crane that v •• 
p~t on the fan tail ot de.troyer. ~nd things like that. 
It's a specially designed and built wench specifically for 
this purpose. And the .ain feature of it is it has a 
I-S/8 double-braided nylon line. Now this has a 60,000 
pound broaking stregth. Sow this double-braided nylon 
line acts l1ke 80me tremendously Ireat shock ab.orber, and 
we have aoDtetblng 11ke 60, 70 feet of that line froa the 
wench over the ship down to the com.and module. all of 
which 1s golng to attenuate the .hock at the instant of 
pick up. The upper deck of the com.and .odule is fitted 
of tourse wlth a lifting loop just like it always has 
been on Apollo. It will be the 8ame lifting loop on the 
upper deck of the - -

END OF TA~E 
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STUL~.K!N - .. fitted with. 11ft1na loop just like 
It alway, has been on Apollo. Be the •••• lift1na loop 
on the uppAr deck of th. co •• and module, and ve have - V8 

supply our ovn , what ve call Apollo lifting hooK, vhich 
1. a epeci"ll, de.laned hook that matee vith the lifting 
loup on the top of the .pace~rafti that's or. the end of 
the lifting line. 

QUERY Whlre t
, that loop on this Ipacecraft? 

ST~LLKBN On the upper deck of - -
QUERY No, no, no. On the spacecraft. Where do you 

at tach that line to the spael !raft 
STULLKEN On the upper deck of the spacecraft. 

1 •• ediately above the - the hatch, in the hatch area. Just 
behind the Guillotine that cuts the - that cuts the riseTs 
at the time of l:tnding that gets away. If you look at a 
diagram of the upper deck of the spacecraft. youtll see that 
vel', obvious big loop up tilere. 

PAO Tom O· toole. 
QUER'i Got a question for Dr. Hawkins. 1 really 

don't understand this business about the coming in. You 
vant - vhy you want them coming in supine? Why are they 
supine all the time? Why they may have to be littered off. 
and vhy you might feel they have to inflate these kind of 
pressure garments? Would you run through all that in layman·s 
teras aud not doctors terms. 

lfAWKINS Well - - Yeah, 1'11 try. As - as I think 
you know the - from the Russian experience, they - they have 
seen. in the post flight period, with their longer duration 
flights where the crews were not able to stand and walk after 
landing, and they did have to be carried ~ut of the spacecraft. 
This. and in light of the data which we have seen fro. our 
Apollo flights. as well as Gemini - in Apollo where we have 
seen a degredation in the immediate post flight ev~Juation 
of the cardiovascular syQtem, where they - this is .he use 
~f the lower body negative test where we have demonstrated 
a difference, signifiance difference. from the baseline data 
preflight. And if this progressed beyond what we have presently 
seen in crews, then it would mean that the crews could 
experl~nce a slmular situaU_on of -.,-hich the Russian 
cosmonauts ex~erienc~d in not being able to stand errect 
once back in the I-g ~nvlronment, and they could pass out. It's 
• orthostatic hypotension. Now that'9 what we're tTying to prevent 
happening, and the gdrments are there to give counterneasure 
- counter preS8ure to the lover extre.ities in o~der 
to prevent this pooling of blood in the lower extremities. 
That'l what actuelly is occurring, and you're not getting enough 
blood up into the brain. So this - it's just like a - the old 
G suits u~ed iu flying. really. It compresses the - around 
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the lower extre.itl •• and helps to pU8h the blood back up 
to the hoftrt and keep it circulating a. it Ihould. Now 
ve don" intend to U8e these things unle •• th~re·. ab801ute 
need for tt, but they're there just a8 a preventive a ••• ur •• 
that'. all. 

PAO To. otoole. 
QUERY Evsn if you don't use the. though you 

want thea supine. Now why do you want the. supine? 
HAWKINS Well. they are supine right now; they 

enter supine. Okay, we're Rolng through a systematic evaluation 
of the - of their cardlovas~ular system. Once w~ have thea Itable. 
on deck. where we can check the pulse and blood pressure. 
and then Btand theA up and check and again systeaatically 
evaluate what their cardiovascular system Is. We hope that we 
se6 nothln~ of a drastic change that wa're talking about. 
and that t~~ crew will. of course, be able to walk right 
out of the apacecraf~ as they alvays have. 

QUERY One aore question. What is orthostatic 
hypotension? 

HAWKINS 
and - which 
syncope - -

END OF TAPE 

can 
Well. this is a dropping in blood pressure 

lead to syncope. Painting. fa1nting. Yes. 
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oa. HAWKINS - - whlch can ~ad to .yncope, fRintina. 
SPIAllR What? 
oa. HAWKINS 'alntins, syncope - S-V-N-C-O"P-E. It' a 

juat like, I'. sure you've leen this. A lood ex •• ple 18 in 
811itary. where you have troope 'tandin, at attention out 
in the hot Sun for a long ti.e, and suddenly a guy j~8t 
keel. over, and p •••• s out. That's what', -what's happening, 
that', orthostatic hypotension. 

QUERY Because blood floW8 tothe lower extullitiea? 
DR. Hawkins Yeah, right. That'. right. 
QUERY The fact that it pul18 on the lower 

extre.itle., I CAn understand that they're not used to 
Iravity and like that, but is it be~au6e their heart muscles are 
weak. that the reason they can't - the blood isn't pumped 
back out of - .. 

DR. HAWKINS No. It's really aore in the periphery. 
ltts of the peripheral vascular system. that you're loosing 
t~e return capability of the vessels to get the blood back .. 
the .ulcla. to get the blood back and (garble) you know 
pumping it back into the - -

QUERY Vessels, I mean, around the blood vessels? 
Th~y're weak? 

DR. HAWKINS Well, I don't know whether you'd say 
itts we&k, they're - there's a change. of course. which is 
reSUlting In the inability of the cardiovascular system to 
comp~nsate for that amount of stress, which they're subjected 
to under the l-g condition, or, if you will, in the lower 
body negative pressure device. ~here you're tending to pool 
that blood, hold it - it tends to draw it down into the 
lower extrellities. And what you're measuring then. is the 
body's cardiovascular system's ability to compensate for 
this. And it does involvp cardiac output. heart 
rate and peripheral vascular tone and muscle tone, 8S well. 
But I'd. to say no, you use the term is the heart weak? 
No, 1 don't think that that's what we're saying at all. 
That's not the corre, te rminolgy to apply to that. 

QUERY Now, when they're COiling in, they're 
~Ding to be under a foree - a maximum force of 3.6 gs even 
in the supine position. Could this be enough to cause them 
to pais out? 

DR. HAWKINS I don't - I seriously doubt that. No,,' 
this is applied transversely, and we have seen the thresh
hold limits on this to be far greater than this g load. So 
1 wouldn't expect this to happen at all. That would have 
to get up pretty high g~. 

PAO David Crain • 
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QUIIY ,'ttr 11.~.n'Q' to th. co ... nt. froa 
~tt K'fV'~. aft4 the Jkylab-'ll ct •• ".,t we.k a.4 their 
,o .. ,nci •• Y.r1bo~, r •• \l~ IX,.~t. tb', qr,v to lit.rally 
co ... boweln, rllht out of that co ... o4 .odul.. But. ev.n 
cbovah tbl, dOt you're .tlll not IQlnl to bave •• y littla 
eer.aony on board tha ehip, 11k, th.ra havo beeD 1n the 
put on Apollo, )'ou'te .(tins tei i •• edlataly Ihoot. thea into 
the Sky lab - -

DR. RAVKINS Oh, yo.. Ri8ht. 
QualY Thera's not 801n8 to b. any (garble) 

or any co.-enti or cere.onl •• th.re1 
01. RAWlINS No, no. 
QUlay Iven though, they're happy and chipper? 
DR. RAW~lNS lxactly. 
QUE IlY You • ret hIt f a a r f u 1 , t h. n ? 
DR. RAWKINS Not fearful. We w.nt to get the crew 

blck and sat ch •• under cx •• inltion, .~ that ve do not 
lo.e aD, of thlt i •• ,dilte post-flight data. We vant to 
••• the. a. - JUBt a8 quickly ali ve. can, in order to see 
what the - vhat the i •• ediate results are. 

QUERY Ro~ long vill it be hefore ve start 
gettina results of the blood vork and those oth4r analys.,? 

DR. HAWKINS As soon a8 ve get it back here in our 
laboratory. Within" .ueer of 2 or 3 days, we'll atart 
setting 80me of thOle anevers out. ~ni we have prioritized, 
the infllght al.ples, to try to helt- us arrive .at a position 
vh,re we can gi¥~ a go for the 56-day .188ion 80 that our 
priorities, ao w~lll take early a •• ples, aad - -

END OF l'APE 
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B'WXIN~ - • .t • po.itloA where Vt can Itve a 00 tor the $6.4., ., •• ion. '0 that our prlof1ty .ay. th.t Vt will take •• rl, ••• ple., .1d·flllht I._fle. and lat • ••• pl •• and vork tho •• 11rlt. And then v. 11 10 back and pick th •• UP 1n betv.,n tho,. point.. aut thlC" the VlY VI .re 801nl to .pproach that probl,. beclu •• of • r •• t~lct.d tile l1n. v,t rft vorkins In. 
QUERY Okay, •• far •• tha M092 r •• ult. and tho •• individual ditference., hi' thel" b.en enough variatton 1n the .aount 01 oxorctd. by the crew.en to account for 

i\). of that I 
HAWkINS I'm not re.l eure that I can an.wer th.t pOlltlvely. 1 think all three of th •• have worked and exeretted pretty, pretty riaorouely really, en4 lntenslonally. And th.y really worked that bicycle over 1 know. laue •• if 1'. sue.stnS t 1 would 8ay .aybe Pete Conrad .tahc hive exeret.ed 110re than the other two. But I don't know that for 

IU ro. 
QUEIY How far will the chip be froa the co •• and .udule when it ls picked up? 
STVLLKEN You mean at the ti.e of lift? The crane pluaba - about )5 or 40 feet froll the 81de of the ship 1, the point directly below the crane. Yeah, lateral diltanee froll the side of the 'hip. I'd have to go back to the 8hip di.8ra~ dnd look at it. 1 know on. thing, if the thing 

8 :: art 8 t 0 S win g • s soon 1 teo ae 8 c lea r tot hew. t e r • the line 1. not long enoush for it to swing into the lide of the tihip. We checked that out on Apollo 11. 
QUERY Two me~ical question,. Do you know anything about calCium 10S8 in the crew? That', nuaber 1. And why do you think, or why do the doctors think you were not able to induce any motion sickness in any of the crew members, even spinning the chair at lOrpa? It doesn't make any eenle, does it? 
HAWKINS Okay. No, Toa. on thft first question, we dGn't have the anawers on that yet. On the cal~lu. 10", we'll h lve to watt until we foet the samples back inlO the lab. And of course too, the M078 - that's the Lone mineral scans. Those ilill not be done until R-zero day, 80 a. to get any comparison with the preflight data. Why they did not experience any motlon sickness. For one thins 1 think our measurement was late, our first measurement of this was late. We did not mea.ure -do the first test and aessure this sendltivlty until the 6th or 7th day of the mission. I think ve're - I think we have in the early, very early phases of a al'8ion of zero-gravity exposure - I think you're takiDS - you~re see ins thinSI go throu8h a very rapid. adaptive type of chanse. 
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AP4 tha body 1. r,.dju'tin, and Idapt1nl to that nlv .nvlron~ 
.,ot that it 1. flndina It.tlf In. And 1 think p.rhap. that 
tbi. v'ltlbular .yet •• 1* ona where you I" lb, (hlnR" tn 
tho,. flr.t 2 or ) day •• Nov if you think back OD o~r 'x
pert'Dca of the prevtoul fllahta. aoet crew.en bave exper· 
lanced .0 ••• otion .teko ••• to v4ryLna d*ar ••• 1n tb' 'lrlt 
fev houre or ftrat 2 or 1 days. There have beeu very fev 
exceptions, Now then, this crew actually 41d not _."erlenee 
any. even 1n the firlt 2 or 3 hours, or the firat. 2 ~r 3 day •• 
And I think th~t they really expected that they would. We 
h.ve ~alkdd about this and 1 know Pet. has cO.alated on it 
leveral ti •• , that I have heard hi.. Okay, it vet 8S he 
"y. if we fliF our 8yro$, that's t~c vay he describes it, 
then - -

END OF TAPE 
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~AWlINS - - tbat • okay. it ve • ~. h' lay. i, "I' flip our Iyro .•• th"t'. the way h. d.,erlb,.it. thin 
we'f. loinl to .low down. ve'r. loin, to take it la.y and 
we're not loina to be abl. to .tay on the tl •• l1nl and 
we want IVlrybody to und.r.tand that. you ~now. Don't I.t 
.or~ at UI b.eau •• vo'r. not d01ng the job. So It v .... 
exp.Qted or not, anyway. it WI. known that chie v •• a ,o.libility 
104 that w. would be ... ady to cope with it. Now, the .. thl, 
efOW want throuah some training with the equip.ent. And 
they w.nt throuah quite exten.ive trainlna on the h.ad .ove· 
•• nte tn the rotating ehair in the lG trainer. in all pr,
fliaht. And I think, and here again I don't k~ov thi. yet 
fQ~ lurl Gnd 1 haven't had a chance to ra3l1y talk with the 
principal lnveatiaator who's re8ponsible for this particular 
8tudy, but it's ay opinion anyway. that this training" that 
pretli$ht hae definitety gLven thea aoae protection and 
trained thea against this happening. And 1 do know that the 
Ru.aian. wbo have had - apparently have had slal1ar experience, 
or even woree experiences, with ve&tibular disturbaneea 
in flirht than we have, do trai" their crews quite exten8iY~ly 
in a similar manner, and have been doing that for .oae tiae. 

PAO We have any further questions? (garble) 
QUERY In the early phase of Apollo. we were 

told that it would be too dangerous to recover the spacecraft 
with a crew aboard. Now what mad~ you change your pOlition 
thet'.? 

SPEAKER Well, thLngQ have chan8ed .ince the early 
phase of Apollo. You may re.eabp.r that up through - and 
I can't reaember whether it vas .\pollo 10 or Apollo 11, the 
lifting loop on the spacecraft was of inadequate strength 
and we had to put on an auxiliary liftin8 loop in addition 
to that lonp. And Rinee that piece of auxiliary equip.ent 
had to be Installed by svimmers on rafts in a flooting 
enviro"ment there was always 80me question about the integrity 
of the - of that. Also during those earlier phases ve had 
the - what we call a snatch problem, which i8 why I mentioned 
this 60-foot-long 1-5/8 inch nylon. Prior to installing the 
HASA winch on the Ship's B and A crain the lifting - the 
lifting arrangement was steel cables and if you happened 
to get into a sitllation where the ship was rolling away from 
the spacecraft as it was going down on a wave at the 8aae 
time you started to winch. you'd get a snatch load on the 
top of the spacecraft that could exceed the structural 
stren8th of the spacecraft actually. It was a combination 
of all these things. And I hate to admit it but, in the 
early part of Apollo we, NASA. didn't have the falth in the 
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.billel •• of the 'klpp.~, of tb' fhlp to •••• uv.r that I, •• t 
"o~ bOlt. you know. clol' 'QO~lb to do • r,.lly ,ood job. 
w. found out that thlY can - h. ~'Q .anouv.r t~.t T1con41rola 
11k, 1 can .anluv.r .Y 16 too, runabout. f.,11y. HI', ,ot 
tour IcreV. and with the prop4f tr.inl01 an4 p~.ctlc'l th ••• 
ekipp.r. now ,.t. th.y can b~lQ' that ,hip d,.d in the vater 
"aht alonl,ld. of thl opaclcreft. So ltt, r.ally bl.o 
an evolution rather than a ch~nl" loinl froa one to the other. 
Ther. va. r.al1y no point 1n puahlns the p~obl •• e.rller ln 
Apollo b8cau.e it wal no ur,lncy to sat the coaaand aOdule 
out. NQW there ta vith all thoa. experta.nt. on board .1 
well a8 the crow conalderatloRW 1 have a.ntioned. 

PAO Okay. let', take one aore que.tion if 
we've lot au' and then close Lt. Nick Cri.l - cancelled. 
Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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PM All r1.,l\t. vI',ll ba,in o\lr ch.n,. o~ 
.hilt "lef1na with rllabt Dlrtotor DQq 'ud4y~ Dqn. you 
wa~t to' alva • lu •• ary. 

PUDD~ One thlna you probablY b •• rd y •• terday 
va. that ~ha crew report.d th~t the para.ol look.d 11k. it 
aiaht be Qot coaplltely ~¥ploy.d ~D ope .i4.,0 ve d1d ro· 
ta(,:e it to approxlaatlly, w. hope. 15 d.a ...... As it turned 
O~~ it looked 11k, it v •• about 2) delrae. and you •• y have 
h.ard to •• of the t'.perltur •• did ao up rathor rapidly. 
In fact. I think we sot • ~8 dIane rh. 1n a couple of 
teaperatur.e and contacted the crov on It. They'd al.o 
noticed it and we did rotate 1t back about 10 dlsr ••• to 
the 15 de,reea that had been e.tia.ted or1s1na11y by the 
Co ••• nder durina the BVA thal vould be required to sive 
optl.u. theraal atabillz.tion and ,a it turned out. that's 
true and the te.p~rature. have Itart.d to at,bill&e although 
it'. still 801ng to be .ev~ral hourI before v. know the 
e xac t trend. Ri gh t nov the ave rage ga, te.pt fa ture 1B runn ina 
around 79 and, qUArter deare... Pood'. runnina around 85-1/2 
and fila i. around 86 deSloos, With around 60 de,re~. in the 
MDA. Yesterday the crew accoaplished a [light plan that 1 
briefed you on yesterday mornina. In addition to that, you 
might reseaber, ve talked 80me about the fact that they 
were acco.pllshing quite a bit of additional activity, and 
just out of curiosity, when I came on this evenina. 1 trled 
to set 0 feel lor how much that was. and by our calculations 
what we a.timated it would lake the crev to do, they accoapli.hed 
about 6 .an hours additional work. Now, so •• of that, of r.ourae, 
can be attributed to tho fact that th~y actually went out on the 
tVA 4 little early, and of course ve had allated 3 hours on 
the flight plan to make sure they had plenty of tiae fOT the EVA. 
and 0 f C 0 U r 8 e J the y ve reo n 1 you tar e v. So 8 0 lIle 0 f t hat i. 
translatable into that time saving. but they did set a lot 
more done than we had pr~dicted. Aa you're probably vell 
avare. what ve've been doina is sending ur each day what. we 
call a 8hoppl~g list. They had one on board at the .tart of 
the mission, which outlined several item~ if they had spare 
time. that we would liku for them to accomplish, and in 
addition to that, as each day has gone alon8 and they have 
accoapl1shed some of those items, and we have seen other 
iteas that we would like for thea to accoapliah, ve have 
added to that shopping list. And this 6 man hours that I 
was talking about were primarily associated with sOlle of the 
shopping list items. A couple of additional runs of S183. 
They went ahead and acco.plished the EREP deactivation that we 
orisinally had scheduled for today. They also ~id the IHSS 
deactivation that we had originally 8cheduled for todayts activity, 
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and tan a .alfunction pruceduT. on S009. ~od.y the c,ev ~ot 
~p oroun4 211~ loc.l. Of CUut.9. you'ft vol~ .w.~. th~t w. do h_yo • pre •• conferonce ,c~~dul.d over tho Go14'tOQ'· 
NILA pae., which ia between ~:18-5135 local today. Th, 
pr ••• conference will be t~llov.d by thl la.t .edlell run 
on tho pilot. we're ~ol~1 to -tow the S183 that ve deployed 
y •• terdIY Ind 88 1 aent.ioned. ve did Icco.plllh • couple 
of run. ou 183 that w~ didn't think ve ¥oro aotn, to b, 
.ble to orlain.lly. The re~.lndor of tod4, t. 101n, to be 
.pent ."a"tina the dcact1\'aUun. Dot'll v:'at we call the 
day 27 tt.illufura to lhu CQlnllHUld lIIodulu. lind thon .lnvent ... 
orln~ the lt~m8 1n th@ comm£nd ~odule ;Q ~ake sure 
we've sot ~vcryth1n& transturrHd that ve ~ant. In addition. 
we are going to deploy a 5149 which is the microaeteorJtu 
particle collection cxperLQont - corollary exp~rl.eQt. and 
that particular experiment wll \ ntll)' out durin, the tiM 
fralle betwot'n Skylab 2 Ilnd Skylflb). Of courll8 to.orr!.)", 
te deactivation and we'll tal~ ~o.~ aore about that to
Qorrow niaht. hnd then Prldny. of courae i. la-entry day. 
I'll have some more ~XRcl figurea for you to.orrow lIornins 
as fa~ as exp~rlme"l accomplishments are concerned. but 
juet u a good general statCQcnt right now, let lie say that 
I think velre running, in general, around so.ewhlre 1n the 
80 to 85 percent of accomplishing all of the experlIWnt8 
that Wft wanted accomplished 1n Skylab 2. In addition to 
that, of course, a& you prohably are well avare, ve've 
accomplJahed several malfunction procedures, done an extra 
EVA and things like that that w~rc not predicted In the pre
launch, and tomorrow night I w111 have for you a - what I 
consider to be a pretty accurate breakdown on each of the 
individual experiment areas. The~e have not yet been 
brought completely up to dace as far as each individual 
discipline. ATK, for inetancE', is running - just to give 
you a groes estimate right now - ATM is running around 
81 percent. EREP is running around 78 percent. The 
medicals, in general, are ruunlng anywhere from 75 to 100 
pt!rcent. 

END OF T APF. 
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'VDDY • the .e"q.l., in lenlfal. are tuuDin, 
anyvh.,. Iroa 75 to 100 pe,clot. COtol11,11. Irl runnins 
be",rtlttn S6 percent •. for 10 •• of th .... on up •• hlah .e 200 
percent for othera, 1~ othftr wor4 •• there Va' • couple -
the .et.l .,lt1n8 •• perl.,nt wherl ve actually ,ot tvlce •• 
auch III v. eap.teed to 8't on Skylab Z. One otber thina ... 
let a. ju.t •• ntton briafly_ I'. lur, .o.t of you .re In
tere'ted 1n tb, tly.rou04. And jUlt • 11ttle .dvane. lnfor
•• tten on that. After undoc~ln8, tbe flyaround w111 be 
a~co.pli.hed and ve vill be at a dlatance of loaethin, l1ke 
250 to 100 foot. The flyaround vill be .ceo.pllahed 1n the 

.. the - in the XZ·'pl4ne. which - our aodel'. gone - 1'. 
lure you're f.atllar vlth lt - tt'8 4-1/2 - like .0. And 
that'. &~out all 1 80t. Open it up for que'tiona. 

QUERY Don, Jo~ this _orntn, Va' a little worried 
.bout dotns an K111 in aoaeth'oa called mode 1 and he v •• a 
little - •• kina about that. What doe. that ••• nf 

rUDDY Okay, b •• ieally what we had done - up 
until this point 'n ttae the H11l~ the metabolic analYler 
luns have - have been accoaplidhed in wh.t we call .ode 2, 
which 1$ elsentially - all you're doing is aea.uring the ex
pired ,a. throush a .pirometer. And the aode I i, e ••• ntlally 
exactly the aa.e protocol. The only difference i. that you're 
oot only •••• uring the expired. b~t you're a.asurina the 
l".plr~d. In other word., youlro aea,urloa the con.tltuent. 
of the sa.ea that the crewa.n 1s breathina as well .8 the 
gases that h~'a expiring. And you can a aore accurate co~
rel.tion. Th. reaaon he's a little concerned I¥ - that par
ticular lIIode on th.t particular exper1.ent has not in the 
palt been completely successful. And what we' ra tryl"a to 
do here 18 to - our data collection has been good, but we 
are intere8ted if at all pOAeible. in gettina a feel 48 to 
whether or not this p~rticular mode on this experiment can 
be uled. and to see whether or not the assumptions li.cit. we 
have b •. n .aking on the in'ilpired gas corre8pond with what 
the experl.~nt - equlpaent itself will tell us. And that'. 
baSically all there was to that one. 

QUERY What type of things will hav~ you be 
transferring today into the command module? 

PUDDY I'a sorry - they're - there'. 
a - it's a very long and detailed liat, but in general, 
what you're t,lking about doing is - you know - you're 
transferrina exp~rlDent hardware - fl1a, various items that 
ve're brinsina back - water dispenser that we changed out, 
the •. 1 think we're bringing back the camera, certainly bring
ing bad; all of the experiment sllll'lples that we collected 
during the EVA. Thing8 of this natu!"e. Itte a fairly lona 
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li.t •• nd 1 think to 
to the trlDlter 11,t 

QUIIY 
PUDDY 
QUill 
PUDDY 

pete'l alr.ady •• de 
on t.he boa t. 

.10 

•• t the .xact 4lcall' f yQU ouaht ~o r.fer 
1'I.lf. 
Not brlnah'. eoy 'Ular cookie. back. thouSh. 
Any what' 
SUla .. cook! ••• 
N~. VI lot pllAty of tho •• on the boat. 

hl, pro.l.o ve aot pleney of lusar c~oklel 

To., you hIve a qu •• tlon1 Th' .ike 1. 

ln ffon t of you. 
QUill What 18 the tl.eUne that .. of .. they're 

101n& to be .ettlna into? Can you run ov.r the tl ••• they're 
801u A to b. vaklns up? 1 don't ~ultl understand hov th.y're 
101n a to - uith about lettinl thelr watche. ahead? That 
VI' talked about thi. Dornlnl· 

PUDDY Oh, what they're trying to do 1s ~ lnstead 
of try1ns - ve're - all they're try ln l to do 1, let the.,el~ •• 
Iquafed avay v~th referencI to the ~lock and local tla.. Ju,t 
becau,e of the change in the fllght plan. All thly're trying 
to do 18 to get a Delta Croa their onboard fl1aht plan. The 
fl18ht plane that you all haV9 out8ide - that are lent over 
hare .ach day will give you the lofor.ation as far .1 local 
Ua •• And 1111 tbey're trying to do - vithout u. upllnkl na 
the .it~ AOS and ~OS tiae. - since their ti •• linG 18 ell.nti.lly 
HT Dlnul t18a, they're just trylna to aet thea&elvel equlred 
IV,y 80 they cqn u.e their vatch •• to - and their onbuard 
U •• line, to &0 ah.ad and folio.., the fl1l~t plan. That'e 
all 1 wan t to 

fAO 
PUDDY 

END OF TAP! 

That's It. 
Okeydoke. 

Centle.en. tl.ank you. 
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"0 VI ~.a4y to 80 her,. Okay. Lett, ,et 
.tart.d. We-r. 80ins to cllp it b~,ol ovep tho~lh it', 
Z .tnute. froa LOS. Chloa- of Ihitt bfleflna v1tb '11aht 
Director. Kllton Windler. and la~k~p Skylab Cu •• ander. Rusty 
Schweiok,rt. who va. CAP COM for p.~t of today, And Hilt, 
why don't you till Uf how the IVA vent fro. over at your 
point of viev, and Ru.ty if you heve anything to 84Y· And 
then ve'll 10 to qU.llione. 

WINDLER Okay. Well I'll let Rusty 80 over the de-
eaill of the EVA. But obviously we had a very lood day today. 
1 think that ey~~ybody wa' ~ thuy veren't surprised. exactly. 
but it v •• so ea.y wh~n thoy vent out and tapped on that bolt 
and the regulator ca.e tn. In fact. 1 sot a little staft. 
1 thought for a .o.ene, there, that the EGIL was telllng us 
that the thin8 had permanently tripped off. when he was juat 
trying to say that he'd juat come - the battery had come off. 
when he first tutned it on, becauee it va. 60 lOW 10 voltage. 
But, they have charaed the battery up and the reg is d01ng 
ltl thins now, And it's cycUnS noraally, 80 we're vety 
happy about that. All the ay8t e 118 vo rke d okay, h ad no re a I 
problells there. Apparently, due to a combination of the way 
the hatch vent occurred, plus perhaps sOlie gyro problems -
late gyro problems of the type that ve've had dll along in 
th~ spacacraft. W~ dId have ao~e concern for a while on 
t hat .. 0 lie n t u II • tat e, t 1 B h t the rca t the end 0 f the E V A lIn 

trylnB to turn the telescope back on. But. that has - it's 
no real problem and we did fire so~e TACS of about 200 pound 
seconds. But that'. all settling dovn. now. We've done the -
inhibited the mOllentuli dump and done the S183. We finished 
up very early, as you know, which we kind of expected to do 
anyway. And since that tille, why we have been very pleased 
In that ve sent the crew a fairly extensive shopping list of 
activities to do, lIany of which had baen planned for tomorrow's 
rUght Plan. And the last report that we got. just as you 
perhaps heard over the Vanguard, they are goins to do all of 
those, which is beyond our expectAtinns. And we're very 
happy with that. because it allows Uti now, to, we hop'" hold 
tomorrow's Flight P~an to the - basically to the one medical 
run. The - with the blood samples. And also. to concentratl! 
on doing all the transfer activities. As you' cc well aware, 
that's a very complex operation and it's easy to overlook 
something in the r\Jsh. And we'd like to have- - for the Cn'W 

to h a v e pIe n t y 0 f tf me • And I t h ink the y UI U 8 t f e p 1 l he s .. m,' 
vay, because they're doing everything they can to get all 
these other odds and ends out of the vay. Su. it looks Uk., 
we're progressin8 very nicely towards wrapping the missfon 
up. An don c e a g.s in, I t h ink ve' rev cry. ve r y p 1 e as e d wit h 
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the or.w·, p.rfor.ancft and tbe .qulp.aA~ p.rto~ •• n~. 4ur1QI 
tbe IYA. tQday. Nov, I'll l.t IUlly d.,oribe tb. actual 
tYA. 

8CHWIICKAIT Okay. 1 r.ally dontt blve too auch 
to ,.y about the IVA •• xcept that it vent v.ry vell. 1 
lhlnk VI v.re uut, a total of an hour .nd 36 .inut ••• Wa.n't 
itt 

WINDLER So •• thina like that. 
SCKWEICXART Which won •• a coupl. of bet., which 

vhln I let thirety, I'll collect. Aa14e froa that it v •• 
••• ,ntlally •• expected. We did three additional job. that 
we had not planned preflight on this EVA. Those were to 
haalltr on C8RH 1;, to free up the stlclc.y contact. We aho 
cleaned th~ whlte-llaht coron.8raph, outer.ost diSC, the 
D-l disc, which had A piece at contaainent on 1t, thereby 
ob.curi n8 part of the data. The third thing was to deploy 
a piece of the parasol material around one of the trusS~8, 
1n order to see what its de8radation - to have a .a.ple to 
bring bark, really. at the end of Skylab-Ill uf the parasol 
a.terlal {or coaparlson with our teete on the ground here, on 
that sa.e material. The - In trying to list the things 
that we learned out of the tVA today aalde froll Icorin, so.~ 
1II0re SUi 1!8ses pleasent one&. it looked to ae .n though -
troll the crew COllllents, it wal obvious that the all/uletions 
that we've 80ne throu8h for the past two years in the 
nlutral-bouyancy tank vere obviously quite good. They 
con,lstently lIade cOIl .. ents about the 

END OF TAPE 
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SCH~BtCKART, that ve~ye gone throuah lor the 
past 2 year~ in the neutral buoyanc, tan_ were obvously 
quite good. They consistently aade co_ent& about how 
vell the f il. trans fer boo •• we re. and t ransl.ting along 
the hand rails wag obviously ve71 ealy. The foot restraints 
we re agai n remarked on. So it apt'e ars that out pre f I1gh t 
simulation for E~As of this .ind are very good. Although. 
1 would sa,. again froa the co.sents. as P~te s.id. this 
big water tank up here in the sky ia a lot easier than 
the oue at Huntsville. which confiras things we knew. That 
if you could do it In the waler tank. and you can never 
always but, aost ~f the time it is ~a8ier when you get up 
there. Of course, that eli.inates what I said about the 
last EVA. And that i~ when you do have preplanned hand 
holds and restraint sy6te.~ in place that the job is a 
lot of fun, and relatively easy. And itls only when youtre 
going off on things where you don't have adequate provisions 
that the Job gets kind of touah. And today that was again 
to sOlie extent e.phasiled by the crew aaying that the hardest 
Job they had to do was put out that, that piece of parasol 
material. Actually it vas cut off the sail. SEVA sail, but 
it we left the capton laye r inside 90 that what they put 
out was identical with the parasol. And that was the tough~ 
job because it was done on a piecd ~f the - in a location on 
the deploYlll!nt ae.embly t russ that was not planned for EVA. 
And the crew hed very little to holJ onto except the truCJs 
itself. and that's a hard job. The other thing that we 
learned was that as you .,iaht expect, really there i6 a lot 
of flot8a~ and j&tsafl that gets trapped inside of any piece 
of geat and the ATM today appeared to be no exception. Pete 
l'emark~d a couple of ti.~8 about bits and pieces 01 things 
floating around the $rea. And when ve did g~t the white 
light coronagraph back on you could see, and It. sure you 
all S8W bitA 4nd pieces floating through the field of view. 
And P~te gue~ged that what we were ~eelng was things coming 
out ('I the ATM since he had noticed quite a few when he 
wae ()ll' there that obvloUlaly had COIH' from in~id~_ And 1 think 
that thlltls lIl1 I'd likt! to say t!::cept that it wa. anothpr 
very nic.,. dll/. 

PAl) levis AleX8odf'r. PlealiH' \I,lit for tll(' 
mike, to get It on the tran9crlpt. 

<)'1ERY kUAty, 1 f 1 H'call right.. Pt'lc ha~ heC'n 
talking about things like wluh~r~ ftoating ftr.1und tn thpTf!, 
and either nutfJ ot bolts or SOllelhtnF{ ltltt! that. OO('$n't 
t hat a v un d 1 ike toy 0 u a f 411 1 t 'I l n ~ p £' C t ton. W 0 u) d y' \I 1 j k (> 

to go up in • spacecraft and hsve tht'o;t' liltle .)dds dod 
ond" ftualing Afound? 
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SCHWEICKART Well. I've beel\ up in one~ anel it didn't 
b~ther .e too much. This 18 something which ia alm08t" 

'unavoidable.' It·s like s, •• oneco.1n8 along - the top aeargent 
coming along ~l~h hl~ white glove aftBr your wife or you 
have cle.lied the house. You'1'e always going to be able to 
find soaa du.tt laying around on top of the window sills or 
soaewhere. And the zero gravity environment lti one which 
happens to free up these little bits and pieces that do 
get left bvhind. There Is a great deal of care spent in 
aaking sure things are clean, but there are 1i.it8 to what 
you can do. And I guess all 1 cau say i8 nobody 1s perfect. 

QUERY Not to press it too far, but wasn't it 
somethin8 like a pJece" they left behind that they blamed 
for part of that Apollo fire. And when you talk about a 
washer being left behind, I would just raise the further 
question, couldn't that sort of thing be spotted by an in
spec t1 on 1 

SCHWEICKART Well, first of all, I really don't know 
what the cause of the Apollo fire was, but to go on. You 
can usually check to see if something is there, and in an 
inspection typically you inspect to see that the job wa~ 
done correctly. And I doubt seriously that a washer W48 

left behind. 1 think what happened is we carried an extra 
washer ir.to spacp. with us. And that's a considerably more 
difficult thing to find. Now in the Apollo sp*cecraft, one 
~hlch i8 relatively 8mall In the command module. you can 
tUMble and clean the spacecraft which i~ don~, that 18 
after they get it all done. manufactured or nearly done 
.anufacturing and testing you go tnrough a thing which i8 
called tu.bllng clean. And the thing has been kevt .potles~ 
all the way throulh, but as soon as you start tUMbling it 
in a rig v~lch literally turns it and twists in every direc
tIon, it'. frightening the sound that COMes Out of it when 
that's being done. And B lot of things come out the open 
hat ch • 
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for part of that Apollo fire. And when you talk about a 
washer being left behind, I would just raise the further 
question, couldn't that sort of thing be spotted by an in
spec t1 on 1 

SCHWEICKART Well, first of all, I really don't know 
what the cause of the Apollo fire was, but to go on. You 
can usually check to see if something is there, and in an 
inspection typically you inspect to see that the job wa~ 
done correctly. And I doubt seriously that a washer W48 

left behind. 1 think what happened is we carried an extra 
washer ir.to spacp. with us. And that's a considerably more 
difficult thing to find. Now in the Apollo sp*cecraft, one 
~hlch i8 relatively 8mall In the command module. you can 
tUMble and clean the spacecraft which i~ don~, that 18 
after they get it all done. manufactured or nearly done 
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tIon, it'. frightening the sound that COMes Out of it when 
that's being done. And B lot of things come out the open 
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SCHWEICKART - - turnslt and twists it in every direction. 
It's frightening - the sound that come. out of it when that's being 
done. And a lot of things come out the open hatch when they 
do th at. Jus t - yo u know. the _ aae th in& he re as washe l"S 

and bits and piecea of string and that kind of thing. And it's 
just lap0881bleln a spacecraft as complex 88 these to not 
have 80_e aaterial that gets away In the several yeafs of 
processing that it 80es through. Now in the case of the ATM, 
or something aD large as the worKshop therA's obviously no 
way to tumble and clean it. So that you have even ~ess 
opportunity for shaking loose those little bits and pieces of 
- of whatever. So there's no way to do a perfect job, but I 
think that what we do with the inspection Is not - i. not 
find these 11.tt1e bits and pieces that are left behind. We
we make sure that the thing is put together correctly the 
first timo, and 1 think ve do 8 (ine job on that. 

WINDLER 1 think we also have a part count too that 
says they count the t~ing8 - the tools and things that they 
take in and count them when they come out, much as a doctor counts 
the swabs or the too18 that he works vith to be sure he 
doesn't leave anything inside of people. 

PAO Take that one there first then back to 
Bruce. 

QUERY Pete Conrad nuticed liS he was 10'lldng around 
that the paint was blistering ana peeling off both the co~mand 

~odule and the outside oC Skylab. Is this going to in any way 
affect the amount of heat that either one of the vehicles 
absorb? 

SCHWEICKART t don't rec411 that h~ said thAt about 
the Skyl~b) by the way. He dfd comment on that on the service 
module I believe. And so I don'~ really think It's going to 
a f fe c t the 5 k Y 1 a bIt s elf I .1 n d wed on 't t hi n k t hat's Ii n y t h 1 n g 
unusual for the service modulI' (l.tfh(·r. We're noC expl!!cting
anticipating any problems at ~11 In the reentry. 

SCHWEICKART We've S~en thnt before during Apollo - the 

same thing. 
QUE R Y ;! " 1 t, W 0 Il J d v (1 U b r t tll~ U IJ 1I P t 0 d a t (I " n 

the shorted· lihl)rt in thilt h{,fllt'r in th~ CSM? In th!! ~ 

till n!' 1 t 1 A tnt h (. s ~ r: 0 n d 1'1 r y (" () (} 111 nIl 0 (I P .. T W II 4 t (' V I' r . 
WINDER Y('ah. W(, lrllHI to - that'lJ a Ahort to pow('r. 
WINOLEk As bef't w(' unrlt~rstand It it could be .. 

aensor gain but we think prob<1bly 1t'l4 rcslly It short to pow~r. 
And We trl~d tvo diff,,(cnt ..,"'YR of powering down that shott 
And we we re unSUCCEl8S (ul at liot op, thAt. And it doesn't concern 
1..19 a great deal ('x("ep. Hull it IT'''3tll'l that "'. have to to ehange 
the entry procedur('s. and "'t~'ri pl:ll! "ll flovi.nS through that 
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'.~cond~ry loop all the way up until we had the final CSK'a 
co"and aodul~-service module separation and of course, using 
the suil10tlne cutters a8 it - they're designed to be used. But 
ve would cut it while the fluid is actually flowing, which 
we haven't done In the past just becau&e we don't think it's a good 
idea. But not because the equipment is not 8u~poBed to be 
capable of doing it. So we've just about. exhausted the 
possibilities, I think, of finding out something about that. 
Are you there? 

QUERY Well, what - It. not really sure I under-
stand then. Will you -what, be ~orking off the what - primary 
loop then 1 guess? Is that - or 

WINDLER (garble) 
QUERY - - doesn't affect the loop at all? 
WINDLER Th~ thing that we're concerned about is 

if the - when we stop the flow in the loop, that the heater 
will coac on in a sort of a stangnant condition and have a local 
boilins you ,eight •• y, which might burst a line or something 
11ke that -a high pressure area. And 90 we want to avoid 
that. But there's no - first of all we're not - we're not 
even sure if the heater will even come on because they're 
$till controlled automatically. Oh, it's possible it won't 
coae on. But anyway, we're just planning for the cele when 
it - if it does and trying to avoid this stagnant condition in 
the loop by running it, which Is no big proble •• 

QUERY One .ore on that then. So 1n other words 
in.tead of shutting it down just for SEPt you're going to cut 
it while it'a running_ 18 that - -

WINDLER We've always run the loop but we usually 
bypass the radiatora, and we would not do that. We'd let 
thea flow and then w~'d go ahead and cut it. So the loops 
have always been powered anyway, as far 8S the pumps being 
t urn C:! d - turn i n 8. 

PAO Abbey (garble) 
QUERY Rusty, when Pete Conrad was hammering on 

the bat te ry Paul We it! .ade the cotnmc\\t that the ATM was 
whipping around. What WIS 801ng on there? 

SCHWEICKART He waB just pulling our collective 1~~8, Abby. 
That was - I asked Pet~ how hard he hit It, and that was 
the Weitz subtle humor. 

QUERY P~te s:lid that he felt the umbrella should 
be rotated a bit. Has 8 declslon been mad~1 Is 1t going to 
be twisted? 

SCHWEICKART 
QUERY 
SCnWF.tcKART 

Tune 1n tomorrow. 
QUERY 
Sl:lIWEICK£RT 

END OF TAPE 

It's been rotated. 
And what was the effect? 
Of course we don't know y~t, it tekos a whl1~. 

Okay. 
W~'l1 All be watching - .. 
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It's been rotated. 
And what was the effect? 
Of course we don't know y~t, it tekos a whl1~. 

Okay. 
W~'l1 All be watching - .. 
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QUERY 'Is it golng to' be twisted? 
WINDLER It's been rotated. 

" 

QUERY And what was the effect? 
WINDLER Well, of course, we don't know yet. 

It takes awhile. Tune In tomorrow (laughter). We'll all 
be watching that one pretty carefully. We - just in case 
there was 80me aistake, why we tried to .ark the - the old 
location eo we could go back to it. Not that we don't have 
confidence In the crew's ability to fix things, but we're 
just hedging that bet. 

PAO Any other ~ue8tlon81 Thank you very 
lIIuch. 
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, PAO Okay, we ready to go? 

~i·~:·~' .~,~~~;~~};~.;,.',~~ .~~' 
: ... ' 

'.,', 

i PUDDY Okay, if we're ready to go.' This is a 
heck of a time for a prESS conference, isn't it? The crew 
is up and starting their EVA prep. Of course today, the 
big item is the EVA. Hatch opening 1s scheduled at 6:40 
local. However, the way the crew 1s progressing It'8 poss
ible that that could come somewhat early. I think the 
earliest it possibly could come is about an hou£ prior to 
8 c he d u 1 edt i lie • An d it' ago in g tab e h a r d tot e 11 for 
about the next 35 or 40 minutes aa to whether or not we are 
goIng to be an hour early or not. Firat activity, of course 
Is to strike the old CBRK 15 and see if we can jar loose 
the SAS contactor. From that we're ~oing to go through the 
nominal ATK fil, retrieval. We're goint to duat the 3052 
white light corona8raph lens, which has ~ - some SOlt of 
contamination particle, we think dust, o~ it. We're going 
to place a piece of parasol material on one of the ATM 
struts. Same type of material that is in the JSC parasol 
which is now deployed. We have scheduled today approxi.ately 
three hours for the EVA. However it i8 very possible that 
the crew will be able to finish their scheduled activities 
In somewhat under that tille frallle. In the event that they 
do, we have prepared a shopping list of items for them to 
do. Some of it involved - we're speeding up so.e of the 
thing6 that were in tomorrow's very crowded flight plan. 
And also possibly one additional run of the 5183 experiaent. 
Otherwise we just - in today's flight plan - we JUBt have 8 

few cleanup itess. 8tartin~ salle of the transfers and 10lle 
miscellaneous corol14ry experlment~. As far a8 TV is con
cerned, which you .1ght be interested In, I have 8o~e 

figures for you here. We are hoping to - we're not hav-
ing any external TV. as you pr~bably already been briefed, 
but we do have the Science Pilot doing 80me handheld TV 
work. Pos8ible, if he can work it in, it's at his option. But 
if he docs do it, we will be bringing it down real lise between 
11:02 and 11:19, these are Zulu times It II 8iving you~ 12:38, 
12:54; 14:16 and 14:24; and this over Goldstone, Tcxa~ and 
Mila. they may be dotng some VTR recording, of coune thl!re 
woul.d he somE!' delay in that. As far 4S the subsequent 
activities are concerned, day 27, which 1s tomorrow, is the 
la~t medical run and it will b~ conducted on the Pilot. 
And of couree, we start the medical deactivation snd stowage 
and what we call our day 21 transfers. And there 18 a con
siderable hloek of tille alloted in the flight plan for that. 
Day 28, where we begin our deactivation process on the cluster. 
Friday. of course 18 the ftnal deactivation and entry. and 
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I hay~ a couple of tiees for you there. We plan on closing 
the hatch at approximately 01:00 local. Undocklng about 
lOlllnut&. later, about 01: 30 local, and splash at around 
08:45 local. The latest coordinates I have on that, and 
these may be 80e.what off. but they're clos~; is 24 debreea 
41 minutes north, and 127 degrees 08 .inutes west, which i~, 
just, off the coa~t of Baja, California. The crew see.s in 
very good spirits this morning. chipping right along as uaual. 
I think If anything. the one thing that ve have see' on the last 
couple of day. 19 that the crewls learning curve on how to conduct 
operations bas speede~ up even more, 1 think, than they 
anticipated, and yesterday, in talking it over with 80me 
of the guys who were on yesterday, 1 guess it was all we 
could do to keep up with them. Everyti.e we had something 
ready to go, thought they'd be coming up on that'item, they 
wer~ alr~ady ahead of us, so they're really moving out. 1'. 
sure this will have tremendous ramifications when we get 
into a 56-day mission and another crew's learning curve goes 
up like thia. we'll really be able to 4ccoapllsh possIbly 
more than originally anticipated 8S far as so.e of the 
activities we hope to. That's about all I've got. Open 
it up for questions. 

PAO 
QUERY 

loop and how 

END OF TAPE 

Okay. nne. Do we have any questions? 
Yeah, how about running through the SUS 

that's going to work today? 
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QUERY How about running th~ough th. SUS loop and 
how that's going to work today? . 

rUDDY Okay. All thre'e cre""n are going to be 
Of' SUS loop !lumbe r 1. We're not act ually us in8 S US loop 2. 
The Tey 8 valve and the secondary coolant loop - we feel like 
it 18 - 1s modulating, but it is doing 80 intermittently -
probably could go ahead 3nd use that loop, but we feel like 
there is certainly more than adequate cooling with the primary 
loop and SUS loop 1, and should be no proble. operating that 
way for the EVA. And we have looked into it tonight, a8 far 
as &ny possible problems associated with the position of - present 
position of that valve. As far as the unmanned tia. frame 
Is concerned, since it is a little bit colder than we would 
lik~ for it to be, and had determined that at the 2 psi level 
that we ex~ect to be at during the unmanned tiae frame, and 
its present position that we shouldn't have any problems 
with condensation or anything of this nature. 

QUERY Can you tell me hov they're going to wrap 
this piece of the parasol - or Just ho~ that works? 

PUDDY BaSically. what we're hoping to do there 
is to - Is to just place it. on a piece of the ATM structure 
such that one half of it will be expo8ed to daylight, and one 
half uf it will be expo~ed to the sunlight - or excuse me, 
one half to sunlight and one half to darkness. And fro. that 
draw a comparision with any Delta that we can see in the -
between the two. 

QUERY 
going to hold it 

PUDDY 
I'm not positive. 

How're are they fastening that? What's 
the rc? 

I'm sure it's the good old gray ~«pe, but 

QUERY And - get tlng on to Friday. They're sup-
posed to do ~ome kind of a fly-around hefore they re-enter. 
What's - just literally circle around _~e Skylab taking pic-
t un~ s? 

PUDDY Yes. All of the specific details as to 
the exact targets that they're lookin8 for and things of 
this nature 8r~ Atill being worked. Should have those probably 

- "ltd 1 , I would imagine by tomorrow night. Host of the 
tnrgctb defln~d - as to things that they would specificallv 
lll-.c for them to take Il look at. 

OUERY You mentioned they ,~(lt 8 real full schedule 
tOMorrow. That'~ mURtly d~actlvallng - -

PUDDY HUAt of It Is associated with the - what 
Wl' .all the day 27 trltor;(ers. Just give you a rough h4Ck here. 
We ~tart out with An EREP malfunction vrocedure. Here, All 
wetTe Laslcally doing 18 w~'te going through All of the S190 
cameras, making slIre thllt the aperture settings for these partlcul.tr 
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ca •• ra_ ,'are exactly 018 we hoped they wouldb. ',' If .. I dOll t t 
kn~w how fa.iliar you are with the aperture ~nth08e parti
e'll ar ca_ ras, but they're - they' re a circular devi ce with 
holee. And you actually rotate the entire circle. It'a Qot 
like an iris that you're familial' with in a resular ca.era. 
And we,juat want to make sure that the knobs OD each one of 
tho 8 e c a ae r as, when it 8 a y 8 it' , at: f /2 • 8 0 r f /16. t hat' .. 
t'eally the hole we've got there. :;0, we're ,oing to verify 
each one of those cameras, because we could, if for 80ae 
reason they haven't be~n properly positioned, ve can compensate 
for this on that particular camera" film during the proc.lsing. 
So we're goill8 to veTi!y that, a'Od then go abead and cloae 
out ~he EllBP. Do a final cleaning on the tapa recorder and 
eo on and so forth. Then we begin the transfer - the Co_ander 
begins the transfer of - of all the equipmeota that are nec
e8S ary to be b 1'0 ugh t b aclt to the CSK. The Science P 1lot and 
the Pilot are involved, 8S 1 mentioned a aioute ago, in their 
final medical run. The Science Pilot then aore or leiS goes 
into the deactivation and prel1alnary stow.ge of so.~ of the 
aedicel equipment. The Pilot does 80me corollary work, end 
then towards the latter part of the day, the Coamander and 
the Pilot get together and start - more or le.8 a walk-through 
inventory of everything that's stored in the eoamand module, 
ju~t to .eke sure that everything that's suppo.ad to be over 
there is over there. We wouldn't want to go to all thi. 
trouble collecting all the scientific data and then leave 
it up there. So, there is a - 1t'8 a full da" and it's a 
very conscientious day, and it's one where we're beginning 
the process of - along with this day and the next day, of 
making sure that we essentially leave Skylab i~ exactly the 
form where the next crew can come In there aDd begin their 
activilies. In other words - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY • - leave Sky1ab in exactly the fora 
where the next crew can cose in there and begin their 
activities. In other WO~d8, this activation that we vent 
through at the beginning of Skylab 1 was actually a major 
activation for the entire Sky1ab progtam. We're even going 
through such things as. I guess you could call it, maid 
service, or vhatever - going through and changin~ all the 
towels and getting everything all squared away, so when 
the next crew walks in there. they'va got a nice clean home 
to live in. 

QUERY When the next crew co.es up. they won't 
take a couple of days to get goIng then. liKe it did this 
crev. 

PUnDY No. I don't knov the exact length of 
Lime that is budgeted for that. but it's certainly not this 
t Imc. Frank. thst we talked about on Skylab 2. 

QUERY And vhcn they take an inventory of what 
they got in the eSM, this 18 soae kind of a checklist they 
have ~ot with them. This is -

PUDOi We are preparing - In fact, we just vent 
thro~gh the next to last iteration of that particular list, 
we call it 'he day 27 transfer list, .snd one lIore team i8 
going to be taking a look at it. We'll be uplinking that 
tonight for the crew tomorrow morning. and itla just baSically 
a listing of all those things that ve expect to be trana
fer~d from the vorkshop to the command module and where 
they're supposed to be stowed, that type of thing. 

QU~RY Is there going to be any 8towage problem? 
There canlt be, they just don't have a lot of extra things 
to bring back. or do they? Parte or thinas like that that 
you hadn't expected the. to bring back? 

PUDDY Avh. vet r~ bringing back an extra water 
dispenHcr that ve didn't plan on, which is an object smaller 
than the ashtrays that we have here. There's - there may 
be ~" extra carrou9~1 of 183 film and things like that. I 
thl"k you got a fairly decent feel of the extra materi.l 
that we - although l~t8 not directly comparable, because 
now we are - reentry is a little more sensitive to weight 
and CG than is launch-rend~zvou8t but we have Rot room and 
weight allocation {or all the objects that we plan to 
brin~ back. And there's been no Significant proble~s,Flagg, 
that l' III oware of. Everything that \Ie expected to bring 
back plus a lev other small lteas. ve are bringlnR back. 

PAO Any other que9tions? 
QUERY DOll, you said something about their 

learning curve on pro~edures and getting the thingB done 
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appears to have gone up; Iathere any further explanation 
to that, or is it just good students or - and you said that 
this vould improve even aore on the next .188ion. 

',', "'."j, 

PUnDY Well, let ge claxlfy that. When 1 said 
il probably vouLd improve even more on the next mission, 1 
vas implying that strictly from a standpoint of duration. 
I think we've been looking at the present tiae, 26 days in 
space, with the crev showing increased adaptability each 
day. 1 think ve can see the same thing on the ground, 
by the way. After you look at the Fli8ht Planl and the pads 
over a period of tiae, you find that you can start assembling 
these things where you can rapidly find where you need to 
80 next. You can begin to put things in certain locations, 
and you can always go back and find them there. House
keeping is a very important item. And what 1 was trying to 
iaFly on the Skylab 3 is that if the learning curve of the 
next crew is the same, and I have no reason to believe that 
it von't be, and you talk an extra 28 days, then they will 
be through the same curve that this crew has gone through and 
will be able to essentially take the - take advantage of the 
key items that this crev has learned. Like, for instance, 
ve thought 0~i8inal1y some of these instruments that were 
fairly large that we had to in8tall in the SAL would take 
two crewmen. One as a prl.e and one to assIst in their 
installation. This crew haa found out that in a lot of 
easeL they can get by with a 81ngle individual doing that 
particular job. Well, this essentially, in a lot of cal.a" 
cuts the time in hllif or at least by a third. And ve viII 
be able on the next ai.sion to allow a few days for the 
next crew to find out the sa.e thina, and then ve'll be able 
to go ah~ad in our flight plannin~ to take advantage of that 
thing. T e other thing is th't certainly the second crey 
is going to have the advantage of the debriefins of this 
particular crew. and you know how invaluable that Is a. far 
as being a ble to figure out certain iteas that they found 
88 short cute and 80 on and 80 forth. So ye8, 1 expect the 
efficiency will go up, prtaarily from the standpoInt they've 
got an additional 28 days and secondly from the standpoint 
they've got the advantage of this crew's 28 days experience 
lip there and their learning curve. 

QUERY What has the second crew be~n doing 
during this t1me? They vatch the TV or what? While the 
first crew's ufJ there, what have they been doing. SAy the 
last lteek or so? Do you know? 

PUDDY Oh, 1 haven't followed their detailed 
schedule. We have - There are .. everal !teas that 
they have been looking at froD the etandpolnt of what they 
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heve read in the transcripts from thi9 crew. Theyhave 
4sked several qUQstions which we have forwarded on up to' the 
crew. Things like, on the crgoDeter, they're interested . 
1n the restraint system and looking at how they're going 
to be working that. This crew, the Skyla~ 2 crew, went 
through several runs before they finally perfected what 
they considered to be the optiaum way oi riding the ergometer. 
They now hdve the options in order of priority that the 
Skylab 2 crew considers essential, a~d I'm sure now they're 
looking 8t conducting their runs in that fashion. They're 
going through the standard prepar~tion with a little more 
emphasis on those items w~eTc they feel like they do not 
have the benefit of the Skylab 2 crew's experience. For 
instance, there are other experiments that have not been 
conducted on Skylab 2 that will be conducted on Skylab 1. 
But it's more or lees the general run of the mill preparation 
that each crew goes through: with emphasis on trying tl) 

gath~r as much information about the Skylab 2 activities, 
as it may apply to their operations, ~s th~y possibility can. 

PAO Okay, wpo'11 break Ii ~e have no other 
questions. Evidently the piece of sunshade, the 18-inch 
piece of sunshade will be attached by velcro, which the 
crew has sewn strips of velcro to the sunshade, using their 
pressure suit maintaince kit. This vas just passed over 
to lQe frolll Mission Control. Any other questions? If not, 
good night. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO All right, if you can tear your eyes away from the TV, we'll get started •. On my right we have Scott Milllc~~. who will be our EVA man tomorrow. On his right, ~ilt Wi~dler, Flight Director. And on Hilt's right Bill Bates, the EMU hardware .an. We'll let Milt start it off. 
WINDLER Okay. 
PAO One aore thing, excuse me. Bob Parker will be joining us in a few minutes. 
WINDLER Okay. We had another good quiet day with a lot of experiment activity. No real excitement on the spacecraft, for which we are grateful. Did 2 medical runs, on the Commander and SPT. Of course did the ArM work. did just a little bit of corollary activities, and as you already know, we haven't done any EREP maneuvers in a long time. I think the crew indicated on several - in several ways today that they were ahead of schedule in almost all the activities that we gave them. In one of the medical runs, in particular, they were already through the protocol when they got to a station where we expected to find them still finishing up. So they have been able to just proceed right on through the act i v i tie 5 • The AT M was the 8 a me va y , the y we rea c t u a 11 y able to complete a viewing cycle well ahead of schedule and sent us a TV way early. I don't believe you can - probably can't 8 hut t hat dow n . We - we a 1 S 0 rev i ewe d 80 lie 0 f the activities that they had accoaplished yesterday 0" the corollary experiments, particularly the 5019. And it was also obvious there that they wer~ able to do the pad activities within less than the amount of tiuae that was designated. We have discussed with the crew the EVA procedure~. As you know, we've already uplinked them to the crew and talked wilh theta about it. And I think we've answered all their questions. They've actually, probably done most of their preparation already, although they may still be doing some and indicated that they might do some later on this evening, if they didn't get it all accomplished before supper time. And we thir.k we're pretty well squared away. I have Rill Bates here that can tell you about the details of any of the hardware that we're going to be using. And Scott Is an expert in putting together procedures and has vorkrd with the crew in the water tanks. And 8ill hll~ done that to a certain extent also. So if there are any questions concpcning the EVA. we'll try to answer them. Oh, let me tell you one thing about the EVh that you mayor may not be aware of. We at one time considE'red taking" TV CBIl'Ip.rd out. It was a sort of a - I guess one of those funny Situations. 1 thlnk 
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',' the crew offered to do it because they thought the ground 
wanted to do it; and the 8round proceeded on the basis that 

~, w~ thought the crew wanted to do it. And it became, increaaing1y 
obvious that really neither one of us was really keen on the 
idea. As you know, we've tried that and discardp.d the idea 
as being difficult tc do with the long cable thatta required 
on the TV caaera. That is, hand carry it. Of course we intended 
to put that on a - on the - through the s-.:lentlflc airlock. BlJt 
we had tried that in training or had discussed doing it and decided 
not to carry it. So it was not going to be easy to rig it 
up, and it was going to take crew time. And we just decided that 
when it became so obvious, that the thing to do was to discard the 
iaea. So they probably will give us so~e pictures similar 
to the ones that you saw out of the front forward compartment~ 
either SIS or command module windows during this EVA. So I 
wanted to 83y that to you. 

PAO Okay. We'll take the questions now. 
QUERY What was the problem on the S093? 
WINDLER In the what? 
QUERY 92. It seemed Conrad ~ad done some-

thing with it he wasn't supposed to. Do you recall thdt? 
WINDLER No, that doesn't ring any bell~ with me. 

I don't know, let mc: think about that a lit tie bit. 
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WINDLER- - ae.'Idon't kno~. Let .• e think 
. about that a little bit. 

PAO Tomay.· 
QUERY How about somebody just walking us through 

the EVA from start to finish. 
WINDLER O~ay. Ve'll.let Scott try that. 
MILLICAN Well, first thing we're going to do is 

of course, after EGRESS, ve're goiog - the EV-l - By the 
way there has been a change in the EVA crewmen for this EVA. 
As planned, - We originally planned for Pete Conrad to be 
the EV-l, the crewman, who remains in the FAS, and EV-2 was 
supposed to be Joe KerWin, who would go out to the ATM and 
retrieve the film. However, we've already had one EVA on 
this mission. whereby, Joe and ¥ete have been EVA. So I think 
P~t~ decided that he thought it would be good to let Paul do 
some of the EVA, and he has been train~d on it. So they have 
switched roles. Therefore, Joe Kervin will remain inside, and 
play the role of EV-·l. We will EGRESS, and rne of the firEt 
things we will do, is attempt to recover our CBH 15 - CSRM 15 
shortly after EGRESS. Techni1ues are simply to use a hammer 
that's on bo&rd that we've rigged up a tether for. tether 
attach point. And the creWmen will attempt to hamlller on the 
CBRM, hring a little life back into it. A number of pro.:e
dures that the Clewman inside has to do in coordination with 
that technique. We will retrieve the 5054, 5056, S082-A and B. 
Our SOa2-A, as you recall, was load 1, which was launched in 
the ATM, had malfunctioned and was changed out on the day-14 
EVA. toad 2 is presently in there and will be retrieved and 
brought back in and returned. Both load 1 and Load 2 will 
be returued in the command module. At just prior to retrieving 
the SOS2-A and a, however, we will attempt to clean part of the 
optics on the S052. There's a contaminant involved. The crew 
will use a little lens brush. It's a brush about the size of 
this pen. has some camel-hair brist les. He will sl.ply take 
the brush and try to wipe the debris away. We have spent a 
good bit of this week vorking out these procedures on the 
CBRM-15. S082 cleaning. And one more little DELTA to our 
normal EVA procedure, will be to deploy a portion of the JSC 
sail material. This sail material is the same as that used 
in the parasol that is - is out al the moment, that is deployed. 
This will be wrapped around a strut and then velcroed simply 
to the Slrut. We viII retrieve th~ 0024, and the tvo EVA crewmen 
will ingress. The EVA's expected to la~t somevhere - 22 and) 
hours. 

QUERY I hdve a couple of questions. NUlIIber Ii 
About how big is that piece of material going to be that 
you're going to wrap around the strut? 

MILLICAN IS by IS inches. 

. ' "'i 
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Ql1ERY ,,18 by 18 in chea. And where is that"8 t rut? 
< MILLICAN Bill do you want to -

BATES Yeah. The strut that they're now pro-
posing to put it on is the I'a not familiar with all the 
technical ter~8t but - -
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QUERY And where is that strut? 
, -, 

WINDLER Bill, you want to. ,",<., 

BATES Yeah. The strut that they're no~ pro-
posing to put ~t on is the -I'm not familiar with all the 
technical terms of it, but if you're familiar where the 
0024 samplcs are located. It's one of the two struts that 
forms a V, just above snd to the plus-t side 01 where the 
D024 is. So, it's just down the plus-X axis froD the EVA 
bay. So it's well within the normal EVA area. 

QUERY I've got a couple. I think I understand -
Why, specifically, are you putti~g in on there? Explain o~ce 
mOTe, please. 

BATES Well, the orlginal intent of it was to 
take - compare some photography b~tween this sample, which 
has not been exposed to solar, and the parasol. It takes 
some close reference photography f~r the - to try to determine 
color degradation. But they determined that with the cameras 
and the equipment and everythi~g we've got on board, that -
I don't know if I've got the total technical facts on this, 
but th3t vas determined that it would not be that feasible. 
They were talking about taking the photographs from like 
300 foot from a fly around and they just determined that 
you wouldn't be able to tell that much difference between 
it. So the intent now is just to use a sample of it that 
~ill be easily retrievable for the first EVA ~l SL-III, to 
get a good data point on the degredation of l~a material. And 
it will be deployed with the nylon fabric out, the orange 
side out. just like the parasol. I think another point 
there Is that - maybe I missed wha~ you were saying there, but 
that'll also give us a comparison of sunlight and shadow. 
Did you mention that? 

QUERY No, not really. 
BATES The malerial then, yOy know, under dif-

ferent solar conditions, you might say. 
PAO Fred. 
QUERY SO I get this straight, does this tell 

you how much the para80~ has deteriorated. if any? Is that 
the point of this? 

BATES 1 guess really it's not going to tell 
us anything fro. this EVA. But from the first EVA on 
SL-III, it will give you an additional degradation dal~ point 
on the material In the environment that we're looking at. 
You know, there are several facilities testing it here on 
the ground, but this will give you a good base line data 
point as to how accurate their testing haa been on it. I 
beli~ve that's the intent of it at this poiRt. You under
stand. of course. that the - obviously the environ.ent (1n 
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Lhe .ground 1s not the same as in the apace craft, so itt S _ 

the secret to all that kind of testing is have tests that 
represent th~' true - as close as you can, the true envir
onment, and that's - welre trying to get a handle on 
how close our tests match. It'y also the reason for asking 
so many questions about - froa time to time, about the color 
oft hem ate ria 1 t hat's the par a sol t hat l s be i n gus e d n ow • 

QUERY \-Iasn't real clear. Pete Ilsde sOllie little 
coaJll.ent like."Yeah, and he really leoked good flying it too, 
conSidering it vas only tethered 2-1/2 feet". 

WINDLER Oh, that was the 509. 
QUERY 509. Was Weitz really in it. or was Pete 

just kidding? 
WINDLER No, he was just kidding. 
QUERY You're sure of that? 
WINDLER Yes. It Was tied dow;). No, I'm not 

absolutely positive, becuase I wssn't there. 
QUERY SO he really could have done it? 
WINDLER Pardon? 
WINDLER I'm telling you that they didn't fly it. 

Now you can - that's the best I can tell you. r'lII sorry - I 
wasn't relating - the 2 foot tether triggered me there; that's 
the cue I needed. 

QUERY Are there any plans to get a piece of 
the parssol that's out now and eventually bring it back? 

WINDLER Well. we don't plan to do it on this 
EVA. And it's still under discussion vhat - exactly what to 
do for the third EVA. 1 mean Skylab III EVA. And right now 
we're thln~ing that the thing to do is put out the MSC saiii 
that's the primary plan right now. I mean - I'm sorry, the 
Harshell sail, MSFC Sail. to the twin boom. 

BA~ES I Ilight point out that the problem 
with doing that is the same problem we ran into with the 
5AS being deployed. It's that there ar~ no easy handholes (0 

get down to the area. 50 we - if 'Ie did that, ~e'd have to 
again reconstruct something to a110v the crew.en to move 
down to that area. 

WINDLER That's the parasol you're talking about? 
BATES Right. I lIIight mention, 1 r somebody knows 

They asked me befot"t!. "How heavy is that hammer we're going to use _ 
is the elect rical rest orat ion too 1'1" Do you know? 

BATES It's about - about 12 inches long. and 1 
don't know exact weight, but __ 

ounces 
WINDLER I'd guess in the neightborhood of like 16 
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. WINDLER - restoration to - Do you know? It's about 
12 inches long, and I don't know exactly, the exact weight but -

SPEAKER I'd gue98 about 16 ounces -
WINDLER - yeah. itls about 16 ounces, it appears 

to be an all-metal handle and head, and it's a saall balpccn 
ham~er is what it amounts to. 

SPEAKER (garble) 
SPEAKER - (garble) I believe. I know it's 

~art of the - it was in the MDA (garble). 
WINDLER No, It t s in the O\lS, but it's just in a 

general tool kit. They've got a pack of tools in there, and 
you don't have a tool kit without having a hammer in it. 

QUERY How large is that CBRM area, and I presume 
that's just kind of a light tapping or what? 

WINDLER It starts off light and we've - in fact I 
told you yesterday, of course I don't think you were here. but 
they have tested this equipment at Marshall sith - hitting it 
with a large hammer, and they described it a~ a sledge hammer, 
1 don't know literally what that means, but they have also 
instrumented th~ equipment to see if it affects the other 
relays around it. so we are actually, have approved - or the 
plan that has been given to the crew is to hit it - and I don't 
know how hard they'll hit it at first. If it was .e, I don't 
know if I'd hit it too hard at first, and then try the contacts 
to see if they'd been freed. And then hit it harder up until 
some ultimate puint. No, we don't thInk they can crack it 
at all. because it's hard to get that ~uch force. It is just -
you know compared - as hammers go it's not a big ha •• er. 
Maybe after we get through, we can point it out to you on this 
~od~l, but - there are 6 CBRKs in a fairly large area there. 
and this wOllld be one of those. Of course, it's a particular 
bolt or Allen nut or screw that we've instructed them to hit. that 
we know it's right there where the relay is - the suspicious relay. 

QUERY What are the plans for the next crew to do 
for their EVA. tcnative plans that they're going to do with 
the parasol? 

WINDLER Well, our primary plan 
use the Marshall twin-boom sail - to deploy 
of the existIng parasol. Then there's also 
ishment involved. You're probably aware of 

SPEAKER And the 5149, I ~hink. 
SPEAKER Okay. 

right now, is to 
that over the top 
some film replcn
that. 
In still being talked. 

QUERY Whose suggestion was it to change the EV 
numbers I, 2. and 3. and have Conrad go out and Weitz stay in? 

WINDLER That cage froa the spac~craft after the 
first EVA. I think Pete was the one that called that down. 
He's the com.andeT, it ~ould be his (garble) to make that 
8 uggest Ion. 
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QUERY What Vas the exchange now, who is 8 0i ng 
to go ~ut and 8et the ft1. and b~ing it back? 

SPEAKER That's what Scott addressed earlier. 
SPEAKER., ' Pete Conrad will," retrieve the film. 
WIHDLER, Something that you may have missed there, 

that we discussed yesterday, and that'Scott mentioned earlier, 
I'd like to pOint out to you, that they have trained in the 
tank at Karshall to - cross-trained, so Conrad is trained to do 
this and so was Weitz trained to do this film removal. 

PAO Bob Parker is on the way over, and we had 
one query here that came in by phone. I guess this is for 
you Scott. Can you put times on these EVA steps, that's times 
from hatch opening? 

MILLICAN I can try here, just based on our pre-miDsion 
fliisht planning. It'll be just a ball park figure. We'll 
start here, T equals zero, time equals zero - hatch opening. 
Okay. Aa.d then we' 11 - CBRM 15 is about T plus 20. Remove 
the S054 at about - -

END OF TAPE 
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MILLICAN reaove the 8054 at about - Well 
we'll have to throw in abuut 15 .1nutes for that CBRH 15 here, 
so I'll say that S054 la about T plus 40. 8056 at about T 
plus 50, H-Alpha 1 at 'about T plus 1 - be 1 plus 10. Okay, 
then we So to the SUD - Sun end workstation, and ah - let'3 
see - At ·about 1 plus 30, a pretty big juap in there. Roughly 
1 plus 30 will Jo the S052 - cleaning that is, the S052 c1ean-
1nS. Then we'll retrieve S082-A and B t oh , at about 2 plus 0. 
O. Deploy the JSC sample - saIl saapl(1 at 2 plus 20, retrieve 
the D024 at ab~ut 2 plus 40, do our final close outs - INGRESS, 
the airlock module and repress about 2:45, between 1:45 and 
3 hours. Did you give them, Milt, the time for the hatch 
opening? 

UINDLER I believe that's 6:40 central. 
PAO Yes. 6:40 a.m. central. Bruce. 
QUERY Scott, you might have been just overlookinS 

it, but you didn't aention the t~trieval of S052, between 56 
and H-Alpha 1. You piabably just left it out. . 

MILLICAN Okay. Yes, 1 did. You're right. 5052 
comes after 5056. 

WINDLER Might mention something, here. You 
recall on the other EVA that we were kind of keyed to going 
out at a sunset tiae because of some of the factors involved 
there about the work stations, or the place that they would be 
working, not being lit. However, 1n the case of this EVA, we 
think that there will be adequate lighting for everything 
that they want to do. ~ecause it's planned essentially. And 
there wouldn't be any real restriction on when they might go 
/')ut. In fact, 1 don't know any reB-son why they couldn't go 
any earlier if they wanted to. We would not be constrained, 
In fact, there'll be very little daylight involved. I .ean -
I'. sorry there'll be very little night involved. because 
we are at such higb BETA angles. 

QUERY If they do free the relay in the battery 
charses, how many 1Iore watts will that supply the ship? 

WINDLER That ' 3 abo~t 240. 
SPEAKER See you. 
WINDLER We were going to answer - Before we get 

into the science world, I thought we would try to show you on 
this model, if you - Old you have another question, though? 

QUERY Where will that be when they get out at 
sunset? Where will they be? How high is that BETA angle, 
how much sunlight are they getting now? 

WINDLER Oh , - You're right, it's right here on 
the Flight - -

SPEAKER 62.5. 
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" WINDLER Very good,l wal) gettina ready' to guess":" _ 
'QUERY 6~.5 p~rcent? 

WINDLER No, degrees. This'ls the angle __ 
QUERY 'How much sunlight Is that over full orbit? 
WINDLER, I tbink we're in the order of aboet 20 

~inutes. or something"like that now. We're out of the _ 
SPEAKER ' We have ab('ut 20 minutes of night. 
WINDLER Yeah, - Of "iUbt :iae, yeah. So it's 

In it' 8 - -

QUERY The question is; Where are they going 
to be when they get out? 

WINDLER Well, if they get it on schedule, they 
should be close to the United States, so.awhere over Texas, 
or maybe !erm~da. along that area. Maybe just crossing the 
Unitec! States. 

END OF TAPE 
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a 1008 in that area, 
States. 
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- somewhere ove~ Te~as or anybeBerauda 
JUBt ~ ~aybe just crossing the United 

QUERY Did I here you say there was a good 
cbance that they would begin earlier than 6:401 

WINDLER I did~'t say there was s good chance, 
I said there vas~'t any ~onstraint. I was trying tQ point 
out to you that before we didn't want them to get out too 
soon be cause of the re latior. t they h ad to do soae acti vi ties 
in the dayti.e. We didn't want them to get out and get 
caught by the nightfall. And I'm saying that that doesn't 
exist in this EVA that ve're talking about. And it would 
not surprise ae any if they did get out early, as a matter 
of fact. In fact velre going ~o come into work an hour 
early - an hour before we think they'rL going to start EVA 
prep and I'll be very surprised if we don't fInd that within 
that first hour. supposedly when they're still e~ting, that 
they don't give us indications that they're already doing 
th~ prep work. They did this the first time, or the second, 
you know, the last EVA. 

QUERY How much earlier than b:40 could they 
go? 

WINDLER 
Hs/sPEAKERS 
WIN DLER 

How early ~ould you like to guess? 
(garble) 
He doesn't like to admit that very early 

at all. 
BATES No, I've been working EVA preps and all 

since Apollo I, 1 think, aod it's not many times we've gotten 
out. too early before our planned time. I guess I could say 
that we're doing about 2 hours of our EVA prep tonight. See 
they're configuring their ~uit8 and their life support 
equipment, prepping the ATK equipment, canisters that are 
gOiDg to go outSide, they're doing all the work that they 
can do the night before, short of jumping in their suit, 
60 that in the morning, when they wake up. the PIlot will 
have to do j~9t a few vehicle systems configurations to 
support the EVA and then shortly thereaiter all three crew
men viII get into their suits and if everything -the checkouts 
go very saoothly, they could gat all that work d~ne probably 
in an hour and a half. And we h~ve about 2 plus 20 scheduled. 
H~vever. our EVA on day 14, we experienced a few difficulties 
with some of the systems and it caused us to be about on time, 
we had 8 little pad in there and we egressed about on time, 
although we had loae systems difficulties. 

PAO Wait just a minute till you get 8 aike. 
WINOLER I don't t~ink this will take but justa 

aoaent, but a. you can see the3e I think are intended to 
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t~p re 80nt the CBllM packagee, he're 'j ust above the CMOs and 
they t 11 be working in thi8, ,enel'a1 are a anyway, 80 they t 11 
be able to coae aroul\d here and tapO~' these areas. and "e 
loaabody askad me ye8terda~ about the handholds and",e 
think there'. many struts around h~re for thea to hold on 
to. So that would j uat be. you know, they won't have any 
long distance to transverse as they Jid on the - getting 
around to where the wing8 were. 

WINDLER Oh, you're talktng a1 ut the sail 
aaterial. Yeah, if you kno" - 1'. not Sure which leg they're 
talking about strapping into that chair ayself. 

·F' , 

" 

BATES You can see the D024 saaple package, which 
i8 the saal1 block right here and the saaple is nov intended 
to go around, let's see I've been looking at it upside down. 
it will 80 around 1 beHevi! this rail. Let IIV, I've been 
ule to looking at on the trainer, and in th~ trainer that 
part of it i8 upside down. But I believe, 1 belhve that 
i8 correct. Do you recall, Scotty, being in on this one? 
I know it's one W6 did not have handrail. on. 

QUERY What aakes you think tapping with the 
ha.mer will do anything? 

WINDLF.R Well. we don't know it's a problem, but 
fro .. the characteristics of it - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY, r,~oble. With that pattlcul.r valve? 
UINDL!1t Well, to .. e don't know it's a problea, b.ut 

, fro:D the ..:h8iracteristlca of!t. it'ea':ditlerent iHtuation 
than we have ·on t'h. other one. And we think that that' I the 
case her~. the .ay it.hung up Indicate,:that it's a relay. 

QUBR'! Can yeu describe' what's wrung With that 
r~1~y7 You know and - - . . 

WINDLER NOt I guess 1 canft anymore. 1 dlsc~eled 
this aany d_ys ago, 1 guess now, an~ I get confused, I gues •• 
aa lhe way the logic in there works. I really couldn't 
explain it to you ad~quately, l'a sure. 

QUER~ 1 guess this is the S8me question. I 
don't quite understand. W~st does tapping with the hammer do 
with 1t? 1 mean what happens, what's 3uppose to 

SPEAKER Heve you ever had a voltage regulat 
in your car hang up? Well, it's a little box on the ins. 
of your firewall that - a little box about this big - at 
least in 60m9 ears it's on the firewall about thia high, and it 
controls the way the battery charges and discharges. And 
if it geta hung up, your battery a."uns down. Or other bad 
things happen. 1 have had occasion to bang on thell. I've 
alBo replaced them (laughter). Well there's contacts - pardon? 

QUERY 1 don't understand exactly What happens 
when you hit it with that hamltler. Does it jar the - -

SPEAKER Well. the relays ar~ controlled by various 
relatively S&all voltages that make SWitches in there. And 
these control the electrical path lor larger amounts of cur
rent. So it takes a relatively small .a6ur.t of force so.e
times to open this relay. Like Aometimfu they even can 
kind of stick together lisllt ly IoIlth 80rt of a real ••• 11 
weld. you might say. 

PAO All rigtt. We have Dr. Robert Parker here, 
who wlll give us a brief run down on the exper1J1ent status. 

PARKER Okay. "hat I want - whAt t want to give 
here ie a status of the expe:rimcnts essentially to the end 
of the ah810n. Today was day 25, and 88 far as all but two or 
three of the expert!JIent8 Arc concerned, it's the end of the .ilulon. 
And 80 the at.tus {tm gl~ln8 today 18, to all intents and 
purpOSf!s. In fact. And thoae cases where it 'Wo.n'l, (>xtrapolated 
that little e~tra bit. Th. - In stra18ht hold - cold atatis-
tiea. 8S 8ro.8 AS they are, We can say the following thing. 
about the - well, it you lilce. the hours that we've spent on 
the projects compared to the hours we intended to spend. 
ObViously, the quality of the observations is something that 
In all but a couple of ca.e., we 'Won't kn~w 'mythin8 abouL 
until we bring the fila, whore eost of the data 18, bAek 
h 0 eM" On,. • nne d ~ 0 1 a rob IU,H V R tt 0 nil. t h i8 1 " t1 \A4!I t hat v •• 
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'spent at the> control panel of the ATM and tiae vhen the Sun val above the 400-K limit. vhi~h is essentially when we start takinidata. We spent spvroxiaateiy 81 percent of the tiae we had intended. We &ot 81 houre, as opposed to a preflight total planned of a hundred hours. So. 81 percent achieve.ent. if you want to rate these percentage achievements, vhich is not quite kosher. but itts probably good enough. Earth resources. we've spent some 88 percent of the t14e we intended to spend. Now because the Barth resources. if you reme.ber back to 2 weeks ago, when we had this power problem - because the Earth resources data tracks were restricted in length. because of the powel" problem, the initial four or fiv~ EREP data takes were shortened by about a factor of 50 percent over what they should have been. And a. a result. we've - all - we've used 88 percent of the time ve had intended in terms of man hours. Welve only gotten about 60 percent of the data that ve had intended. That can be largely attributed to the fact that we had shortened data takes during the first few passes because of the power situation. Earth resClurces. by the ..,ay. I might just note -It turns out to be the one experiment dil'l ci pllne that su f fe red the 1I0st from the pover. And it W88 just because of that particular instance. The medical people have gotten approximately 90 percent of the time that we intended to spend on t~eir experiaents. The corollary people have gotten approxiMately a hundred percent of their tillie, and the hId student experiment -excuse me, there v.retour student experiments. They've gotten in excess of 80 p6rcent - perhaps a~ ~igh 89 90 or 95 percent. The bookkeeping i8 a litt1e vague right there. So all told, if v~ look at the total precentage tiMe spent there, ve've done exceedingly well. In (act, I might 8ay that had thja been a normal mission. which Skylab did not starl out to be -But had this been a normal mi~8ion, I would have been quit~ happy, and I think everyone would have been quite happy with these results. As it is, considering the .18sion we had and what ve've accollpllshed as well 48 these experimentA, I think we're - Ecstatic 1$ probably too strong a word, but we're exceedingly happy. 
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. . SPEAKEJt - and what we' ve a~c:olllpli8hed as well 88 these ~xperlments, 1 .think ve're. YQ~ .know, ~cstatic~8 )fobably too '~trong a word, but we're e*ceedingly happy. I point out that~ In particular along with the lifflcultles of having to put~p with reduced ~o~or, we did 10os~ e~sentlally 2 whol~ day, out of the mission, which ~a8 spent one, repairing the thermal problem at th~ very beginnJng. and another one was spent repairing the wing in the middle of the mi8s~on. And this amount. to SOlie";' elose to 10 percent of the experiment time we had intended to spend, since the experiment mission was essentially 22 or 23 days long_ So you essentially cut out 10 percent of the experiment m18slon because of the repairs, and you can 9core that against the results we had the r e . t t h ink. 0 the r than t h 4 t, be sid est he col d 8 tat 1st! c 8 , we can highlight a few t~ings here. On the ATM, besides the 81 hours or 80 percent achievement there on the total number of hours of observation8, we cen point With great prIde Is - you people who were probably a180 at the preS8 conference about e week ago, where on day 22, the PIs were, you know, and cr.static there, I think is not too strong a word, were estatf~ over the flare which we got and :>bserved. We got the rise Ume, which is sOlllethin8 that we were all very anxious to see whether we could catch. and a few uther things. And ATM obserVations, particularly with the flare, Gnd the increased activities the Sun has aeen in the la8t week or week and a half of the mis8ion, has gone quite well. EArth resources, I guetls the best update that 1 can give you there i6 not wIth the i.prove.ent of the power 8ituatlon, and the lengthening of the passes, we have finished up with 11 of 8 planned 14 pAsses, all of thea over the United States. Exceedingly uniform coverage across the United States I except for the extremp. uorthea8t, and we've 8ot, I would 84Y, as good on Earth resources experi~ent r08ults, or a9 good a data take opportunities and perrormanc~ 
88 we could have expected, or better, in {act. Bul again, like every thing else, we have no idea how veIl th~ fila or how well the tape, or how well the sensors ~re going to p~rform, until ve bring the result8 home. Medical status vent off jURt about exactly BS planned. The only particular changes in the CDedlcal statue thU are probably worth noting, are the {act that ve dId the Hl3l run8, which are the hUllan Vl'stibulilt function, the ones where we rotllte the crew_en to see h('w he'. performing, and alBo to investistte, welJ, ~~onR other thins., how their Benu! of dlrection, vHh theJr eyes closed hal changed in a.HO 8. these run. we reduced. partly to lave time, and ~e also el1.inated the rune toward. the aiddie of the ai.,lon on the cOmAander, 8Sftin to save tl.c. That, in particular, the .edlc:al people felt that it W4f a lover 
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~rior1ty than the lower body negative pressure and exercise 
r48ponse' one4~ and to lav~ lome time they contributed their 
part by reducing those particular runa. The corollary 
experiments. as I'm sure you're aVAre, are a ver, Qix~d 
bag of a great number of things, and it's hard to talk 
about every sin81e one. of them, and what each one of them 
has a'ccoapllshed. But I can say that we have eceoaplished 
essentislly better than 90 percenti not just of the time spent. 
but essentially better than 90 percent of the objectives. 
Nov again, that's befo\'c seeing the deta, but essentially 
90 percent of th6 objectives are better on every corollary 
experiment, except perhaps for one or t .... o. And I don't 
think that this - at the present time, that there's e.n), 
other way of describing the activities of the corollary 
experiments, without getting Into a sread deal of detail, 
and so~e of that will have to wait, obviously, until the film 
and so forth is brought back. And that in short sums up 
the results for all the experiment areas for the mission 
and a8 I say, 1 think reviewing that, you probably feel as 
1 do, it's been. particularly considering the .... ay the 
~lg8ton started out, an exceedingly successful ~isslon from 
tne experiment point of view. 

QUERY What have you missed on EREP7 You 
milaed Japan. and did you miss western Europe, too? 

SPEAKER We did not get any paSg~8 outs - well-
aplrt from a few passes that did extend into South America. 
And that'a partially the way descending passcM over the U.S. 
do. Apart ftom those, we did not get any passes out~lde 
of the continental United States. So we did not Ret any 
African, European. or Asie.n passes. 

(Garble) 
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SPEAKEl, . NOt, get' any p4&8e8 outeide of the 
continental cUn!tud Stotes j ,86 we did not get any African. 
European. or A81~n pa8~e8. 

QUBRY Any Australia - -
SPEAKER Those I don't believe actually were 

,';" 

specifically planned fo~ Skylab II.' They are options. 
QUERY They told us over at the Cape that Japan 

and Africa were certainly planned. 
SP£AKER Well, they are options. 1 might point 

out - a couple of other things. One. to get those passes, 
we have to wake up the crew early or put them to bed at quite 
late. Particularly, Japan means that the crew has to go to 
bed two or three hours late just because we have sunlight 
constraints, you know, the Sun has to be shining on the ground 
to take the pictures of it. The Europe~n passes, it turns 
out, are best taken when the orbit com~9 up over the United 
States, you know, no it's coming up say, morl' or less, parallel 
to the eaSlern seaboard. this mean9 that that orbit then 
continues ~ver, orcs acro38, yau know, through NeWfoundland 
and the great circle and all essentially aod comes back down 
over Europe. Well, because of the late launcL of Skrlah 11. 
all the passes WE' had over the United States \tere descending 
passes; we didn't hAve any ascending passes over the Uniled 
States. Thi~ e8&cntlally also ruled out Europe. 

SPEAK!R I th ink we .8 ai d all alon 8. too, l h at 
Skylab III W3S elways going to be bett~r for those areas. 

QUER~ (gnrbled) th~ £ello~s over at the Cape _ 
they planned thre~. 

QUERY W~at was it they w~re doing over Africa? 
Just the other day, you know, th€y were told to look out the 
window at Africs, the State Department lold them to do that. 

SPEAKER The only thing 1 know about 1t waR thry 
looked Dt a tank('r at Chile. t don't recall any }()oking uut 
the window at Africa, but - That rill1f.1t haVE! happened vht 1(> 
1 waB not (RArhled) 

SPEAKER That must hl'lv<, been fa real ttll'l(, input. 
QUERY Don't they hAve of! goo'] deal of cloud 

cover durln~ v4rlou5 p~sseR? 
5 r' f, A K F. R We 11. 1 II a Vf~ t () b (> P, 0 fi 0 nth at bee a \I !H' 

1 worked the olher Bhift t the shift th3t plana. and 1 never 
get to See vhat hllppellA. But J do know thClt all eX('f'l'l lor 
• couple o( them were extraordinArily clear. then! lIllly have 
been II couple. There was one, of course, the day we had t.he 
heavy rains 1n Houston and - but they were JUBt beeau.e it 
was clou~y tn Houston and thoy got clouds here, doeun't .'an 
thdt it vaan't clear up to the north. And. t know in the track 
that day that we had prodicted clouds 1n Houston and there were 
still a treMendoo9 number of opporlunitue$ in Oklahome ~nd 
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Colorado and up in that area. And, in fact. one of the 
targets that day was what .we cail preincipient - which I 
don't - itts a double pre there _ .• preinciplent storm 
conditions and they were indeed 1 think. a little bit 
.ore than preirtcipient storms by the tt.e that ve got 
them - although t hay got them ve ry early In the .0 ro ing. 1-
the EREP people are 41ways plagued and have to vorry about 
weather before they plan their passes. Itts a veTY big 
part of their planning. And theytd never cancelled on 
Skylab 11. alth~ugh that option exlsts for thea, they 
never cancelled because of we3ther, on Sky lab 11. There 
.ay have been parts of the track - almost certainly were -
parts of the tracks that were covered by clouds Crom time 
to time, but, of course, they don't; need to get el/ery 
single square mile along the track. I'm not - I'm a little 
surprised at the strength of your statement, that they 
were plagued and lost a lot of tlal from clouds. 

WINDLER 1 think there vere clouds, but you 
PQinted out very well that there are a lot of objectives 
that require clouds. 

SPEAKER Yes. They also - ve also got Hurricane 
Ava vhlch I think vas a rather nice little adendum. 

QUERY I know on one pass they had - maybe 
S percent of the entire pass they vere able to see the 
ground because it vas. It was one of the day during the 
atorm and it vas exceedin81y hea~y cloud cover. At what 
point docs cloud cover knock out EREP over 8~ area? 

SPEAKER Well there's two things - there's 
tvo \lays of doing that. One 1£1 if indeed you can't see 
the ground except for 5 percent of the time, ltd £uspect 
that that wlt.sn't a very good EREP paMS "nd they either -
the weather forecasters did thej r usual trick. Hovever, 
1'. not - without 8e~ing the ~tat19tlc8, 1 really dontt 
know .1nd when the crew flays I "Hey. you cant t see vl'ry much 
of the ground," that's hlJrd to really quantify. BlIt there 
Arc - the other side (If the coin is that thl'te arc 8 

number (If - nIJllber of EREP targets ('r. you kno"", rC'iutrt'
ments that Lnc lude clouds. on" of which Is thp. forlllation 
of thunder !ltorl"l1!1 and thutldcr clouds in the Jrlid-contlnent41 
United Stateq. Another on(' if; the (Inc we tt>ok care of 
with thl' hurricane. However, afl far 8.8 a particular 
day "'hen they nnly SAW the pround 5 percent !oJ! th~ tiM, 
I dcm't know. 

SPEAKER [ think another ch.ractcri9tlc~ of 
it i 9 -
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s~lAl<ka . 
1«)okin8tbt~u8lt 
,0 f vie". 

QUEll1 
alons with it. 

SPEj.xE~ 
QUERY 

tbat • 1'8. to~ we~. talkin, about 
the f~l. The. 191 18 a ve ry I.all field 

Well. 1t ,!,as their cOllments that went 

Okay -
They ,aid that the~ just eObldntt se& 

any thins_ 
SPEA~~~ Okay, but that's out the 191. The 191 
very s.~11 field of view. Yhis 1~ n~thin8 whatsoever 
what the larger picture was for the sides, which the 
instruMents see. 

has a 
about 
other 

SPgAKBll I think Jtts true too - -
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SPEAK!R - vet, a.'al1· field of vlew- thl-s is , 
nothing what.oever about what the .larger picturO ·W8S to the 
~.d~~ - wbich tb. othe~ instruments ~.e. ; , 
... Rl~6t*l 1 thln~ itts true too - on that pa~ti~ular 

day. it i ree,11 it ,J.ht that -didn't it - the one that 
went over the A_alOft atltn where 1t ~a' unusually clear that 
day. Rut tva. gOitiS to aake the point tnat the tR£P 8ites 
~re - lend to b~ grouped, anywa" In plaeea like California and 
around Arizoua and Houston and around - area we did~tt get 
to - the - well \itHd too. the Chesapeake Bay area. So, it IS 

- you know afid 10U can fly over - if 5 percent happens to 
be uver the - the tus Angeles area you've reall, - t think 
that we ~robably - in dhA time wa talked about haVing a min-
1.u. of 10 sites per pass to .a~e it ~olthvhile - in the 
ones th'-H I looked at the Tf"<lulttl l'f, the nUlIlhers vere up In 
the twenties In all cases - the post-past e~alu.tiona. So, 
1 think - and I didn't look at the tot41 number. but it was 
a good - vell you just mentioned percentagee. 

PAO All right. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we're ready to start this early 
morning ~hang~-of-shift briefing with Neil Hutchinso~. Gu 
ahe 3d, Neil. 

PAO Tell us all. 
HUTCHINSON Good night. A very quiet night. They 

seeaed to b~ gatting more and aore quiet as you might expect. 
The purpose of the shift that I've been running here for the 
past 8 days is to build 8u~mury flight plans and the sum~ary 
flight plans 8~ we've been homing in on the end of the mission 
are ~ettlna .~re and ~ore 8trai~htforward and easier to build, 
aDd not so IIIsny options. The one we built last night was for 
EVA, which make@ it awfully easy b~cause the EVA time i8 fairly 
well blocked out anJ there'A really not a lot of experimenting 
being done on that day. We didn't have any probl~. nt all coming 
up with a summary flight plan - I'll give you a little data 
on th9 tVA. As bost w~ can figure noy, hatch open is 11:40 
Zulu on Wednesday. The EVA will probably last between 2-1/2 
en6 3 houla. The only open iteas that 1 know of in connection 
with the EVA are: ~e haven't got the information onbosrd yet 
on the possibility of putting out - or the procedu~e to put 
a patch of the sail out for color comparison purposes. That's 
the MSC eai1 that W38 not used, which i8 made ou~ of the same 
matr.rial aB the sail that is up. And the only otljer thing 
1s, depending uron how the troubleshooting goes today on the 
condensate system. We are goLng to do a i..~ttle aalfutlctioh 
prec4P.dure Oil the condensate systelll during the day t(l.Jay anti 
ve'll n~ed to use the results of that to figure out ho~ we're 
goin 8 to h.ndle it during th~ EVA 80 we can aaintain a proper 
O~lta Ps and get the water collection out of the 4YStom. Other 
than that, today is very stralghtforward. 

QUERY When is th~ EVA? 
HUTCHINSON Oh, it's Wedne8da~. Tuc&day - l,~ sorry. 

Tuesday. Excuse Ae - 1 bad the wrong day. 
QUERY No, Itm sorry - It is Tuc&day (gal'blc)? 
HUTCHINSON y~s, and just aav these fliaht plftns - says 

\lednesday, June 19th, 80 someone ~Qn't Dlake~he day right. 
PAO The datelg right, but tho day Is wrong. 
HUTCHlNSON CertAinl),. 'rhe flight plan is minslon day 

26 - t.oJllo"row. We'Te about tl) close out all Activities on 
the EREP. We've got ~chedulod in the flight plan for active 
EVA - W~' ve got the last tvo big bullets of EREP wor", whi:h 
are mostly some picture·tdkl~g of some "I the ERE? equAp.ent 
and the fInal ttralshtening out of the {11m situation, ftnd 
cleaning the recorder., Ana ('10 on lind ItO forth. Gosh, thllt's 
it. It'*, vnry quiet night. W~'re ho_ioS 1n on the end of 
lh •• ission her~. Itt. about all 1 can .ay. Thi. 1s the n.xt 
to th", lut flight plan we'll build, by the vay. We'll build 
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one more fl1ghtpl.sn for dey 121. 1 won't build it, but ... 
c.ause 11m 8t'tt1n8 ready to flop over to days now, but \oi~ have 
one more flight plan to build for day 127, 8"d theD we move 
into to deactivation aod entry which 1s all pre-planned -
no flight plans. 

QUJRY Oka:;. How about the trill burn? How does 
it look as far as achieving ~e8ired re.ult? ~ 

HUTCHINSON 1 think it'll be awhile until we home in 
on the tracking - I imagine it'll take thea 3 or 4 days looki~g 
at the orbit to m&ke sure that - that we got exactly what 
we wanted out ot it. All early in~ication8 are it was exactly 
right. We got the proper amount Ji De1ta-V and proper dir
ection and it looks like we'll have a coupletly no.lnal ground 
trac~ for SkylaL 3. 

Q~)ERY Okay. I ~ue88 one of the other things I'm 
curlou~ about fg the unatlend~d operation of the ArM during 
the period from lomorrow after the EVA until th6 next crew 
gets up there. How is that going tc work? What can they do 
on the grc~~d and so forth? 

HUTCHINSON Well, as you know, I'd have to 80 bac~ and 
l')~)k at spec! flc lnst rUll1ent&, but as you know we run the 'TM 
unattended now when the crew is not up there, during the .L Jht. 
And we basically are running an operation very sirilar to 
that. We'll be l'unnlng 54,55 - I can't give you the list 
of In~tru~ent8 Art - 1 really ehould - somebody could giv, 
you a nIce concise package, but we'll - we basically co.mitted 
to running the ArM between Skylab 2 and Skylab 3 about between 
12 and 16 hours A day, 7 days a week - fro .. the gfound. And 
we'll be shooting up film, of course, and several of those 
instruments. And there will b. an EVA riehl at the be8innl~g 
of Skylab 3 to pick out the stuff the ground used lip - -

f.N () OF T APt-: 
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HUtCRINSOH And th~re will be an IVA right at the 
beginnine 0: Skylab III to take out th~ atuff the ground 
used up, -and got back into shape for a cre~ .aoned operatitns. 
But. ve'll start the ~nattended full blast after the EVA 
that night and ve vill • ve'll knock it off on the final 
deA~tiYation eutry day just because there's 80 much ac-
tivity in the Control Center that we don't want to get in
volved in any «nomelics or anythin& with the ATK In case 
something vere to not go right on the unattended. And then 
we'll pick it up from there and run roughly 16 hours a day. 

QUERY How about going through the EVA a little 
btt as far as vhat things get done first 11ke- - Like you 
do the ATM stuff before you kick the ~atterie&? 

SPEAKER Yes, the ATM - J hAven't got a no.inol 
EVA plan in front of me, but all the ATK fil. retrievable 
will be done pe~ standard procedure 1n the publi8h~d 
checklist just like nominal before we do any of the other 
stuff. The two things th"t are on the flight plan now for 
s~re on the EVA and the thlrJ one - I'm - they are going _ 
I believe the decision was aade yesterd.y afternoon. Hovever, 
we are awaiting some final word on this little sail color 
comparison pac~age they are putting together. We are also 
going to kick the CBRM a8 it were, hamaer it very vigoroU91y. 
And all the (garble) pro~~dures 3nd plans for that are on board. 
We are also going to cle~n the occulti~8 dl$k on S052. And 
the vrocedures for that 4re on board. 

QUeRY What - cleaning the occulting disk, 
what has been the problea with that? 

HUTCHINSON There appears to be. as you've seen in 
some of th,,\: white l1gi.t dOWn-linked television, a consistent 
very very small briaht spot - gosh. J.'. tryir.g to re.ember 
where it is. I believe it's at 4:00, but l'a not sure, 
where there appears to be aetYally an anomaly or discon
tinultl in the thing th4t blocks out the actual cp.nter of 
the Sun. It turns out that th~re is a ••• 11 contaalnant 
and I've he~rd the si&e, it's visible sile, apparently on 
the edge of the occultins diSK, and they ate going to take 
a lens brush In there and Jest 8ort'of swe~~ it away. 

QUERY Would you call 1t e speck of duet. 
HUTCHINSON Yes, 1 vould. th4t would be the kind 

o { s 1% e. p rob a b 1 y '" i g en 0 ugh t () - yo u it n 0'" it' 8 11 k (! t h at 
big enough to see. 

QUE flY 
",hat tht' TV 1s going 

HUTCHI~SON 
QUERV 

I have forgot ten or 1 ~ DI not sure about 
to be exactly on the EVA. 
Well ae - -
How much ia there 101ng to be? 
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QUERY Would you call 1t e speck of duet. 
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o { s 1% e. p rob a b 1 y '" i g en 0 ugh t () - yo u it n 0'" it' 8 11 k (! t h at 
big enough to see. 

QUE flY 
",hat tht' TV 1s going 

HUTCHI~SON 
QUERV 

I have forgot ten or 1 ~ DI not sure about 
to be exactly on the EVA. 
Well ae - -
How much ia there 101ng to be? 
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"', HUTCIUNSON . As far 4,8 re.l ti.e ... of CG~r'8YQu 
• k1lQ" the VTR wi 11 'it fil1ecl up, ..,hleb 1. 30 ainutCti Worth, 

of televi8ion. And as fai.s reQl ti •• let.vi.ton. thlf ' 
EVA 1, ,sctlEtduled such that providlna the prop, 80 on tiM. 
hatch' open wi 11 occur ove'" the Stat •• with live Ulevllion. 
Televi.ion 8S I ~ as he.t I know is 80ina to be taken {rom 
tn81d~ tho vehicle by the third cre" •• n look!n8 out either 
tho STS, P robab 1, both tbe STS and theco .. and .odule w~n .. t-'. 

~OW8. We will have two full .tett.ld. live televieion 
passes while they are out. One right at hatch opening. and 
one right in the middle of tbe EVA. And those rasles will 
probably be on the orJer of 20 minute. in duration. And 
~n between that tim •• there will be a selected EVA activities 
put on the VTR until we fill th~ VTR up, wbich i, )0 ainutes 
worth. So all told, that aeans television coverage there will 
be probably an hour arid 15 or 20 .1nutes worth of TV connected 
with the EVA if you add the VTR and the rea~ ti.e. 

QU~RY How 1. the cooldnt loop datos eepecially 
fo\" the E,,'A? 

HUTCHINSON The plans for use of the coolant loop 
during the EVA - I told you we had this - still have this 
little troubleshooting procedure to 80 through on the water 
removal system, the condensate system, and that haen't been 
done yet. That ,.,ill be 'done today, but that's connectt:!d with 
lhe coolant loop in a renote way. The coolant loop configura
tion is as follows: we wll1 use airlock .odule loop I, and 
suit uabilical system I, with all 3 crew.en on the one loop. 
~nd loop 2 which Is the one we - 3irlock aodule loop 2 which 

io the one we think bas t~a TCV - -
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HUTCHINSON - the TeV valve huna at about 46 d.,re •• 
vl1. "ot. he uled. nor viII lta conflauraU.on b. chanled. "The 
only con ft aurae. ton ch anae 1n the pr1 •• ry loor 1. that vevi}.l 
ruu both - t~o puaps 1ft the prl •• ry loop. And of course, a8 

you recall, we d1d an IVA - The last IVA ve did ve did Gn a • 1nsle 
coolant loop. The theory beln& that loop won't _ that airlock 
IIOdule loop I'. worklna very no.lna11y. 1le l ve aho de.onstrated 
that ve can bring the 8u~t uabl11cal sy.te. on to airlock 1 
vl~hout any probl... We did that in fl18ht here, a couple _ 
3 or 4 or 5 day. aso- ao.ethina like that. So that'a the 
coolant loop conflsulation. 

PAO Okay, no .ore questions. Thank you. 
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PAO Okay. Kilt Wh.';\el" 
WINDLER Okay. W,ll. it wa .. a pl"etty quiet day. 

It •••• ed like to .e, .nyv.y~ In fact ~ waa ••• Led at how 
quiet it Wai. We had no real probl ••• with the 8pac~craft. 
For a whtle there va had a little t~ouble g~ttin& the 5073 
retra~ted to the SAL, but Paul We~ta apparently waa able to 
fix it. However, he did that apparpntly by· by tapping it 
gently on the 81de of the spacecraft when he - when ha brought 
it back a8 you probably heard. The - there aay be soae 
conne ct ion be tween the RCS t rl. aane uve r and the - an d tile 
proble. with the 5013 althouth we really don't know that. 
But othe rwis e baai cally a 11 the eq ulpaent 18 go t.nl we 11. The 
EVA plan is progreesing. We add~d a - plan to add a little 
touch of - extra touch, and that's put a piece of the sail 
cloth - the JSC 8ail out where it can be in the Sun and - and 
let it be there in the ther~dl environ.ent and evaluate it 
aftc!!r SOJAe period of tiae. 111 additiou to that, of course, ve're 
going to try the tapping operation on the CRRM IS and see if we 
can jostle it back into operation. And also plan to - to 
do the dusting of the little parti~le on the white light 
coronagraph in ad~l~ion to the noraal ~!l~ change. Those 
procedures have just been reviewed in the C~ntrol Center 
which Is why I'm late, and ve are iq the procc~~ of up-linking 
those to the crcw now. So we expect to have some comments 
back probably, I would guess tomorrow frou the crew, alth~ugh 
some may come down tonight. And thatle about where ve are. 
The trim maneuver was - was accomplished this mo~ning and 
it vas a fairly siQple operation and no real big problem 
with that at all. So I'll answer 8ny questions that you 
~i@ht have, or try. 

QUERY Do you have a tt.e liue for the EVA, Tuesday? 
WINDLER No, 1 don't. Welre still working on that. 

That'll probably be available later on tonight though. or this 
afternoon. I assume you want specific tines? 

QUERY Yeah. 
WINDLER Yeah. 
QUERY Also, could you give a rundown on the Flight 

Plan for tomorrow? 
WINDLRR The Flight Plan for tomorrow includes 

medical runs on both the Commander and the SPT. And other 
than that. it did include a - a - uain~ the ATH to luo\.-, at 
the dark side - the night sky, but we did clln~el that fllr 
tomorrow because there was a lot of discudsion still about 
vhat vas the best target to use. And we were not able to 
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cOMple t ely evaluate t t in t. filS of ... 0 f the .ount uti Ulas, •• 0 ~e felt it wla better-to - to not plan that p •• ' r1sht yet. And v, alao e ••• up vlth .bnut30 thins. to go in that , little .pot 80 1 don't know what'. golnl to 80 in there ultimately, bvtlt v.a a probably about a 30 or 45 minute bloek of time there that we'll do 10Jiltithing el •• vith. 1 think those are the .'jor things, there .'J b. others. ~ don't know - reae.ber any offhand r1aht now. 
QUERY We do hbve a preliminary out8ide? WINDLER Wh1ch i8 - except for this one thing I .entioned to you, is pretty accurate. In fact. this represents the thing we sent to th~ crew. 
QUERY Bow far does the astronaut have to go from the normal Sun end or the center work station on the AIK to 

I guess I don't know the answer to that. 
feet or something like that - -

tap that CBRK 151 
WINDLER 

You're looking for 
QUERY Bov far doee he have to aove away ~ro. 

reatraints or any - -his handholds or 
WINDLER 
PAO 

can get that for 
'::;UERY 

Is that tomorrow? 
WINDLER 

of course. 
QUERY 
WINDLER 
PAO 
QUERY 

got here but 

I - I don't know. 
~aul, I 1 ru sure our Marshall people outside you. 
You goin8 to close out the ATM tomorrow? 

Yeah. Closing it for unattended operations 

Ri ~h t • 
Yeah. normal 
Mr. Reeser. 
You lDay have 

closeout. 

done this in detail before I 

WINDLER Probably didn't. 
QUERY Could you go through the EVA step by step so far as you have it worked out at this time in some detail? WIN~LER Well, no. I really can't because I don't know eractly where it's going to be. We've allowed about 2 hours and 20 minute. or plan to allow 2 h~urs and 20 minutes for the prellission - - No, that's not what I want to say. Let me start allover agaln. Tomorrow evening there'll be about an hour and 3 quarters for the EVA prep. Very similar to the first EVA where the crew will get their gear out end get it all stowed in the airlock as best they can and - and get a .dysnce start on getting the equipment all prepared. Then the morning Qf the EVA there will be a 2 hour and 20 ~inute period much as was done on the previous EVA. where they'll actually put their suits on and .ake the - -
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.WUfDLEP.. .... will be • 2';', hour and '20 .. tnute perIod, 
~~ch ., wa. done on the previous EVA, where theylll actu-
ally put the suit. on .nd .ake the last checks ~f th. gear 
and aet all the exactcoolin~ loop conflaurat10ns, etc. And 
then ~e'11 open for probably for a 2 to 3 hou~ period and 1 
donlt really know exactly how lana thatlll be riaht noY, to 
do these activities that I described and J guess before you 
caa. in I was saying something that you •• , not be aware of 
or perhaps you are. Plan to put out a piece of cloth froll 
the JSC sail to allow it to aee the salle therm.l envirolrtlent 
that the parasol 1. now seaing and also of cours •• that the 
other sail will see when we put that out after we let these on 
Sk, lab lIt. 1 donlt know exactly how this works there at 
thb station contacts, 80 I donlt really have the exact 
8 c h e d u Ie, pre c i& e h 0 u r 8 0 f 9 tar tin g t Ime, etc. An d the po 8 t
EV~ operation will be essentially no {nal.8a81cally thi8 
is very close to the nOllinal EVA, other than the fact that 
we have to take along a couple extra tool& in order to tap 
on the CBRH and we do have to cut this patch of material and 
take it with us and fasten it to the spacecraft. The basic 
procedu:es are not, you know. it's essentially transferring 
the film mode, installing It and bringing the film back. So 
and the postoperation is almost identical, too. The difference 
would be in the night before, in getting 80me of lhese other 
tools assembled and all the tethers secured and that sort 
of thing. But actually, once we st6rt the EVA day, 1 think 
it will be very similar to the noainal EVA that we've alre~dy 
been advertising. 

QUERY What other tools have you taken with you? 
WINDLER 1 don't have a real good list.. There's a 

hammer device to tap on that t - bang is 8 bet ter word, on that 
C8RH. A~d we do have indications from some prelaunch testing 
that, an also some work that's been done since then, I guess 
that's been des~ribed here before. Hadn't it? They did do some 
instrumentation on the relay and try tapping on the relay to 
see how it affects the other electronics etc., to verify that 
you could do this without hurting the equipment. So that test 
has been done. But I started to say. that there have been 
occasions premlssion, where the relays would chatter, stick and 
by mechanically jarring the. loose you, wr could restore the 
ope rat 10n. 

QUERY Could we kind of get n'al basic on this? 
18 he going to do the film transfer first and this other 
stui! afterward? 

WINDLER Uh. ! jU3t sat there, and for about 2 hours 
I've been looking at 8 pad and I really, sounds strange. but 
I cantt tell you wheth~r he does the fil. first or the CBRH 
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firat. But, J beltevtthat he doe. th~ CDRK. We e.n ~ 1 can 
find out, . I .u~, •• if you need to know t~at. 

QUERY O\<'a,.. Well, CAn you j U8 t 80 th rough 
the basic aave.ente that are 80tn8 to occ~r for ea~h one 
of the.e op.ratton~, 1 •• an for when he soaK up and 8e~. 
the rila, hov 10n8~. the ladder and etc., how he gets 
back in to the spacecr.ft dnd then 3bout the tappin@ on the 
other thing? 

WINDLER You aean handing the filII trees and the 
whole - all that kind of stuff there? No, I don't to tell you 

I '~ •• 

th~ truth, it's all In the checklist and I've, really haven't, 
1 couldn't tell you exactly. They basically - well, let IU tell 
you ~hat I can, and you tell me how auch more you want to know 
and we'll Cind it out. rhey, - one creW~8n get$ out and they 
hand the fila out 4nd lhey fasten it (a the plac~ to secure it 
outside of th~ SAS area. And then they use th~se ~OO.8, they 
extend the hOODS and the other crewman moves out to the Sun end 
of the. or to the next work station really. On the Sun end of 
the AtK and they pass the fila trays out to hia. they rotale _ 
veIl, they start out where lhe) are, and change the film and 
rotate it to the various positionfl to change the film. Pass it 
back on the boo.s and put it back inside of the airlock CQ~part
aent. Now I don't know if that's the kind of thing you're look
ing for, or if you want to knClW the other five steps that it takes 
to do each one of those. or ',ot? 

QUERY Okay. How I\hout when he goes down and 
plays mechanic with him ha. 

END OF T}J)E 
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,WINO~SR NoW 1 don'~ know !f that'. th, kind ~f ~htng 
you' ra lO,oklna' "to r or 1 f yo u wan t to know th' ot"'. r five .. t epa 
th~t it't.k •• to do .a~h one- of tho., oi not. ' 
. QUERY Okay, nov, how about vhen h' 80ea down 
and playa •• chanic with hta ha.aer? -

WINDLER Well, I gue,. I'd have - 1 dnn'tknow If 
1 can 4eacribe that to you on the aodel or not. ltv. been 
looking at a drawing that'a laid out flat. but b •• !~ally there 
are - theae ('BRHa are - I believe it'. four of the. to a pack
age, but there are several adjacent to one another - and we've 
~ent hi. a .essage that - on a teleprinter - 8 aap that out
lines which one of these particular bolts that bold the out.ide 
plate on that he's to tap - an Allen screv, exactly. And the 
particular one he moves over to and tries it with his ha~m~r 
and they Bee if the relays will activate, and if they don't. 
the contact activates and gets the eBRH back on. We're pre
pared for thea to do that three of four tiae •• each tiae check
ing the relay to see if it is now back in operation. And I 
would guess just fro. people - ~hYJ helll probably - he'll 
start off maybe not hitting it too hard and he'll gradually 
hit it a little bit har6er. 

QUE RY Are the ref 0 0 t r e 8 t r a 1 n t 8 0 r han d r e Ii t T a in t R 

or something to hold him there while he's banging away with 
h is ~ a !lime r ? 

WINDLER Yes, there a:e hand r~straints that he can 
hold on to. NOW, the other places are foot r~8tralnt8, but 
I don't think there are any foot restraints 1n this area here. 

QUERY Then when he attaches the part - the fabric 
fro. this JSC sail - how is it going to be attached? Where 
ia it - -

WINDLER I dQn't know the anewer tG that. That 
just callie up this afternoon. It'll probably be f~stened around 
one of the strut-type devices and - the intention. though is 
to get it where it's part in the Sun and part in the shade 
so that you can distinguish between the two areas that are 
exposed or not expo8~d to the Sun. And I don't even know if 
we should even try to tell hi~ exactly where to put it any
way. He might be able to find a better place than we can tell 
hia, just on his own. 

QUERY Will Conrad and Kerwin carry out this EVA? 
WINDtER when I left here - and I didn't uk ~n)'body 

going to do that. Is that - did we a~tee to todey. V 'itz was 
do that? 

SPEAKER We'll try to find that uut for you. 
WINI".ER We speak of them as EV-I. 1, and 3, and 

I don't which way they've aSSigned it. Yes. it vould shov to 
be OQe of those three. 
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· WINDLER '.t it v •• loina to be Conrad And Weltl that 
vera aoina to do it when 1 leftand"l didn't even Ilk .that qu,.t1on 
"hen 1 lot back today.' You'd think I would hav4 done .thae; I but, 
1 didn't. 

}'lAO 
Hilton. 

PAO 
QUERY 
WINDLER 

that. I thought you 
QUERY 

possibly tvo of thea 
would be the ~ther. 

WINDLER 
QUERY 

Any ow Paul" 
The TV - as 1 can ••• - -
1'. surprised that they haven't announced 
coul d tell me. 
TIley had said when there was gl)108 to be 
- that Kerwin would be one and W61tz 

Yeah. they're goin8 to trade oiL 
On the TV. Is that 801n8 to be out the 

was on the w1na TV the - or wing EVA the window just like it 
other day, or what? 

WINDLER Well, I guess it'll have to be. 1 really 
haven't paid .uch attention to the TV aspect of it. 

SPEAKER You mean out the STS window? 
WINDI.ER Yeiih. But the normal place for the TV is, of 

course, - is occupied. 
QUERY 1 heard that someone - someone mentioned 

that they were kind of nervous talking about taking the camera 
out this time. You don't know anything about that? 

WINDLER No, I don't. 
PAO Okay, fine. Thank you, Hilt. 
WINDLER All right. 

END or TAPE 
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PAO This i, the Johnson Space Center briAfing roo.. And we're ready, at this ti •• , to b •• in our replay of the television - of the tour and a1.0 the replay of the demoR.tration of the trash airlock and a180 the re.traint ehoes used by the crew. We have Leiu~enant COII.ander Bruce KcCandle.s, who will slve us a narrative, particular durin a those portions of the tour where the audio was bad. And we're ready to roll that t. e no .... 
KcCANDLESS Okay. rhe tour of the orbital workshop, as presented last evening, cOllllencea in the multiple docking adapter. That 1s the forward-lloat aection of the workshop proper. It is to the multiple docking adapter that the command module mates and the crew transfers through into the area in which you're observing now. You're looking at the pilot, Coamander Paul Weitz, Ipeakin. through a lightweight head set with the umbilical froll th~t headset in the foreground. On your screen left is a:1 assellbly of six multispectral cameras used as a par~ of the Earth resources experiment package. Weitz 1a pointing no~ at the eyepiece of the viewfinder tracker system, which is used for pointing an infrared spectrQ.eter at sIIa11 selected targets on the surface of the Earth. The Earth resources 

~ackag~ is 8 collection of sensors covering a wide ranle of optical and iQfrared band-widths designed to gather data on those techniques that are .ost effective, for future applications in gathering information on crop resources, and geological features, information regarding the at.ospheric conditions here on Earth and sea-state and ~eteorological conditions at sea. Paul is now opening up the cover on the control and panel for the total Earth re8ourc~a experiment paclage. Normally, this is a 3-II&n operatio:.. One crew·· man operates the controls for the majority of the experiments froll this lIIajority of the elCperillent I froa this panel. The second crewman operates the viewfinder tracker system for the infrared sensor, and the third crewman operates the metric camera from the anti-~olar scientific airlock that's in the side WAll of the forward expert.ent compartment down in the workshop proper. You'll note the ease with which Paul Weitz is maintaining himself in position. He's hanging on by w~dgin8 his feet into the knooks aQd crannies in this particular area, one hand free to operate the equip.ant and the other hand free. in this case, to hold his mtcrophone. He's now translated over into the viCinity of the tape recorder, he's opening the tap£: recorder cover. The bulk of the earth resources d~ta is returned either on photographic film, or recor~ed on •• gnetic tape, for a later playback on the ground. We have ·wo data tape recorders on board, assoeiated 
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vith the earth resource, package. Either one of which can 
be u.~d, the one providing a backup for the ot~eT. Behind 
Paul, you see th( section of grid work, which provides a aore 
positive restraint for the operator of the control .nd dis
play panel should he desire it. Later on in this pequence of 
recorded television, you'll see the triangle sho •• , vhich 
ere designed to interface with such Krid vork and the grid 
in other locations thyoughout the workshop. Paul'. deacriblng 
now, the video tape recorder installation on which the tapes 
which you're now viewing vere recorded. Since the Skylab is 
in a low-earth orbit, co.munication coverage with the 2round 
Atations i. of necessity liglted by 1ine-of-81te configurations. 
A typical pass is 10 or 11 minutes Ions. and when the space
craft goes b~lGW the horizon, the radio signal froll it is 
cut off. Consequently, to record progralas of any significant 
duration, ve have to resort to an onboard tape recorder. You 
may be interested in knowing that this video tape recorder 
installation is the same - -

EN 0 OF TAPE 
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HcCANDLESS - - 81snal fro. it 18 out off. Con8equently, 
to record progr ••• of any 8ignilieant duration, we have to I 
relort to an onboard tape recorder. You m~y be intere.ted 
In knowing that this video tap~ recorder ,installation i8 
the 8allle package that vill be used in tl:e Apollo-Soyuz test 
m1.8ton for recording se~ne8 from that jo1nt .18~ion with 
the Soviet Union. The low earth orbit was selected in order 
to .axlaizu our capability for aaking 3cientiflc observations 
in connection with the Earth Resources Program, to keep the 
crewmen below the radiation COiling froa the Van Allen belt and 
other radiation belts that naturally encircle our planet, 
and to provide a compromise on lifeti.e of the apace station 
that is high enough to be in a lov-drag area, and the minimull 
require~nts for fuel necessary to get to it. In the back
ground you see Joe Kerwin. Navy Commander, Flight Surgeon, 
and Pilot operating the control panel of the Apollo telescope 
mount, which looks at the Su\~ in the X-ray and ultraviolet 
regions of the spe,trum, as well as examining the Sun's 
corona in white light. These experiments can only be performed 
from an or~ital location, since our own protective at~osphere 
very effectively screens out the ultraviolet and X-radiation 
and protects us from it, and the atmosphere and particles 
in it scatter the light coming froll the corons, lIaking it 
impossible for us to observe the corona here on the surface 
of the Earth except during total solar eclipses. As we zoo. 
in you'll notice that Joe has tvo televiSion ~onftors at 
his command in the middle of the centrol and display panel. 
These are looking at the Sun in the hydrogen Alpha line 
right now, which Is a red light line. The image appears to 
be rolling down. This is caused by a synchronization problem, In 
that the onbo'rd television call1era anC: the shake gencrat~r 
for the displays that the Apollo telescop~ mount ere slightly 
out of phase and give you this rolling motion that you may 
be familiar with when the ve'etica! hold control on YOllr home 
television set is slightly cisadjusted. The actual display 
of course, is quite steady. He's restrained in a small 
chair with a lap belt. Also, has available a restraint 
technique using the triangle shoes for his feet to keep him 
in position. This seems to be the most ef!ec~ive WdY of 
restraining yourself for long periods of time at the panel 
and having both hands free for operation. Paul Weitz is now 
lIloved back to the structural transition section, that is 
a forward part of the airlock aodule proper, and is explained 
in the operation of the caution and warning syste.. Over 
76 separater parameters, that is, separate quantities within 
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tho work.hop 'fa cont1n"al1, aonitortd by tho 9a"t10n,nd varntns .ye&... 8ho"ld anyono qf th ••• Plr, .. t,r. 80 out of 11.1t., , l1abt and a t~D' 1a ~0~d64 to ln4j~4~. that thor,', ,pt'ql>l ••• p"u). h •• J"lt pUlh.4 tho t'tlt "witch t"rninl 00 • 1er •• benk 01 tbe - turnin. on ,11 of tb. ~.rnlD' liabt.. You .e. the verntn. l1ahtl 111".lnattd In the r!aht hand p.rt of ),0'1'1' Icreln, Paul ju." pUlh.d the ... ter alar. li8ht which reaet. the. and t"rnl otf the tone. HI', nov guln8 to de.onatrate the QPor.t~on Qf what VI call the Delta-P .witch. The Delta·P .enlot' 8.n ••• the D.lta to the presllure. that 18 the rate of change of work.hop prel.ure suund. the claahlns that you h.at' In the back,round. if the prealure la deereaetng at • rate t'apidly enoulh to Indicate • luak. He's now activated th, f1r. a1ara. W. have a .ultlpllclty of fir ••• n80r. scattered throu&hout the vehicle, anyone of which w111 turn on a light indicatins itte location and sounding the iir, airen and al10winl the crew to take effective ruaponGe. Later on 1n the tape you'll tee the fire hose down 1n th~ workshop which you would us. In co.batins such a fire. Tl1e unsung hero behind the Icenee riaht nov of COUfse. i8 Co.~ander. Pote - Captain Pete Conrad, the co •• ander of the .18810n who'. operatina the hand-held TV ca.era pointing it at the 8cenes as they're delct'ibed by Paul. He'8 now describing the locatlon of what Wft call a molecular sie .. e. Thele units supplied In redun':lnt palr8. circulate the atmosphere thr~~8htout the vehicle through a -an adlorbent canister, ther:'tly al10w1nl you to .echanieally re.ove the carbon dioxide fro. th~ ataosphere and to du.p the 
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"~CANDLB6S - ~ throuah a. M an adiorbent Qftnl'ter. 
thoreby allow1na you to •• ehanlcally fe.ove the carbon 410x1d, 
{roa the at.olpha,. and to d"ap the carbon ~loxid. overboard 
.8loetl"ely, thereby purlfy1na the at_olphen. Paul, hal 
Ju.e .ade a joke, ln that h. va. de8crlblna the fact that 
thla Val known al .0leculal' aleve A and tbe other aolecular 
steve 8. an~ h, looked up to lee that fete had pointed the 
e •• era to eolicular liev. I. and vae surpri8ed to find that. 
Looking 1n.1de the. tho external packase. you can Ie. part 
of the work1ng. of it. In the lover left hand corner. ia 
a 1011d 'trap backed up by the activated charcoal canister, 
which lervee to re.ove odors and Qther conta.lnat. 8ale8 
froa the at.oephare that are not effecttvely taken out by th~ 
C02 8crubber .)'It ••• Paul i. tranalatina aft, that 11, 
away froa the coa",nd aodule, dovn into tho .irlock prQper. 
Thie section of the larger airlock .odu1. 1. a .ection approx
iauely 5 feet in dia.eter an~l about 10 feet 10n8. which can 
be shielded off fro. the reat of the workshop, deprolsurlled 
to vacuu. independently and allow 2 crewaen to go out into 
tho vacuua of space on an EVA or spacevalk through a Ge~tni 
spacecraft hatch aounted in the side of the airlock .ectlon. 
Insld£ lhe airlock are the fittings and connectors necelsary 
for hook1ua up tbe u.billeal t which supplies tbe crewaen with 
oxygen, with cooling water and with electrical power to 
support thea d.r1n8 their spacewalk. He 1s now back At the 
aft-moot aol sectlo~ of tbe airlock aodule, and is mentioning 
that ve will change the location of the color television 
ca.cra in just a aoaent and pir.k up the balance of the tour, 
lOOking down into the worklhop. ~e have done that. w1th a 
momentary eplice in lhe tapes. You're viewlnK Captain Pete 
Conrad, the .i8sion co •• ander, as he translates the restraint 
location on the doae locker fin8, down in the vorkshop proper. 
He has anchored hie feet into a circumferential ring of grid 
work wlt~ triagular holes in it, putting the triangles throuRh 
and tvite and 10ck8 thea 1n place. We've had soae difficulty 
with the audio, 80 1'. solng to continue with my narrat!on. 
He's describing the fact that the locker. contain miscellaneous 
supplies u8ed during the .18810n. EVA equipment, spare sleep 
restraints, Earth Resources Recorder tapes, things of this 
8ort. Dovn below the lockers are 10 vater tanka, which contain 
the water that 18 u8ed for drinkln8. food rate reconstitution, 
and for crew hygiene' and washing functions. That the reltraints 
do provide effective i •• obilizatlon, or location, ls illustrated 
by the fact that he can reach down and open a locker. The 
ite.s in "the left hand side of the locker, are aagnetic tape. 
for the Earth Resources tape recorder. On the riaht hand Side. 
are apare sleep restrainta for the SL-III and IV crevs. 
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With. quick \v1at of the .nkle~ h' T,l •••• , the trlao,l, aho •••• nd tra .. ,lat., down to the food Itor',1 lock". on on~ aide of tho work,hop. the Skylab food. 'I of •• v.ral typo.. The re i. fr ....... dd.d. r. con.t it ut ,b Ie food. there II ther.,l It.blliaed, or c~"ned food. 11k. yo~'d See cann.d p •• che. In the .tore. And thin th.re 1. trOltn food. Th' thr"e "hlte lockers at the top of your .crt.n are froaln fo04 Itowas, locker. for the Sky lab III and IV miaelon8. Fol10w1n& the duration of PetIt. pointin •• VI vill 1n i Mtnute look over .t the scientific airlock that polntl avay iro. the .un. llsht nov, underneath hh hand, that t" over hi_ rlaht shoulder on the floor. 1a a French expert.ent. The S183 ultraviolet _tellar panaraaa, which photosrapha the star. jn the ultraviolet relton of the 'pectrua, a.pplDI and hoptnl to dl.cover nev .tar fteld. and new inforaation in this vitally iaportant rea10n of the 8pectru~. In.talled in thu Icientitic airlock, Just out of viev, in the left-hand corner of your screen, 1a the S073 photo.aUr experlMnt, "hieh is lookina at the scattered llaht froa particles that have accumulsted around the spacecraft, and are foraing a s~all contaa1natlon cloud. W~'re vitally interested. here it coaes into view in the upper left-hand corner of your acreen nov, Pete'. translating over to h. We're vitally intereC'.t"d in the dynardca of such cloud. and such conta .. lnat1C\n, .inee these effeut the ob,ervationa thet are posaible vith the Apollo Telescope Hount instruatnts and with future senlOlS. Pete haa arabbed hold of and ha. backed up aaainat the white covered fire hose, that would be the primary defense 1n the workshop in the event that ve should have a fire. is chargp.d with water, pressurized from one of the vater .torage tanka and has a nozile Which you see floating freely on the left hand side of your screen. One of th~ am.&ing things aboul Skylab has been the de.onstration of the - -
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8P~AKll Tho,.', a n0111, which you ,ee floatin, 
freely on the left hand 'ide of your 'creen. One of the 
a.'lina thina_ about Skylab I, ha. b •• n the de.onstration of 
the faeillty In which the crew.en c.n •• neuvar .nd the lack 
of ,dverse .ffects 8uch I' dillin.a, or .otion ,1ckn, •• , coupled 
with the acrob.tie .,neuvefM. Here you're look!n, at a 
stovage locker; lock.r 701, which we. ahown to u. thia 
aorntn, e •• part of a TV documentlry, •• 1nly for the benefit 
of follov~on fl1aht crew. and for afound controllere. This 
10~ker contains shover supplies such 8S soap, towels, and 
thlngs of the like, and vae relocated fro. it'8 position in the 
v4rdroo. to it'. pOSition here just above the tool kits, 
but conveniently adjacept to the sbover. The crew i. 
engaged In a fair a.ount of dyaa.lc r.arranalna of the 
furniture auch as any nev houI.holder would aiven hla first 
fev day. In e ney ho.e. Another locker w •• relocat~d here 
in the wardroom. 749. And they will show us about this 
view and relocation of the foed storage tray to be more 
convenient to th~ dininR area tn the wardroo.. The devlce 
across the front of the locker i& a spring bungee. It's 
nothing aore than a colI spring vith a snap on each end that 
can be used for temporarily holding things ln pOSition 
behind it since of course, we have no gravity. And you 
can't put something down and expect to coae b3ck and find 
it there. The tray. at the top of your screen are pull-out 
beverage trays. They contain spring loaded storage clj.ps for 
restrainina the reconstitutable beverases that are consumed 
by the Sky lab crewmen. In the center of your screen you 
He~ Joe Kerwin', foot sticking down. on the bottom of the 
(oot Is 11ttle device call~d a mushroom. It t s really a 60rt 
of a hook that can flt through the triangular gridwork and 
catch in the corners allowing him to pull himself down into 
position and hold himself located very stably. What you 
see here is one of the three pressure autts. Of course, they're 
not in use right now, but ln zero gravity, that is being 
weightless, and with just a little bit of nir pressure trapped 
inside the. they toke on the form of a full fledged man. The 
location for stowage that we agreed upon preflight, that is 
in the spare docking port. didn't work out very well because 
of the unexpectedly large bulk of these suits. So the crew.en 
have restoved the~. One underneath the ATH foot re8t~alnt; 
one over there by the dockina probe, and the third one up 
here Qn top of one of the film stovage lockers in the mUltiple 
docking adaptor. They're shoving us these vievs 80 that 
we may reviae our checklist. chan8e our crew training procedures, 
and hove the Skyleb III crev, which launches o~ the 21th of July, 
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10 ~p fully prepared end re.dy to take advante •• of the 
letO~a condition. that prevail up her. 1n our unique 
orbltln. work,hop. We're now .tandina back down b) tho 
video tape recorder that I .ontlon.4 previoualy and W8 ju.p 
unce .ore down into the expert.ent co.parta.nt, You're 
looklna fro_ the expert •• nt co_rart •• nt in the bottoa of 
the workshop Into the co ••• ndlr', al •• ptna coapartaent, or 
sleep atat,rooa. It' •• very •• al1 co.part.ent, not at 
80 to speak. vertically. Of course, 1n .. ro"8 there'. no 
up, there 11 no down, 10 the co •• ancter sleepa aore or 1ellB 
in a sleepln& bas 8trappad up ag8inst the ".11. The only 
opening to the sl.eping baa is around the neck. but that 
dO.lntt caule any proble. Ilnel to let out of the Ile.plng 
you lIIerely ,I tde out froa the neck and float ove\, to the doorway 
a. he'. d~lnl here now. The sleeping location i8 at perional 
option. The co •• ander'. been Il •• pina down here a. ha. been 
the science pilot, Co •• ander KeTwin, and the pilot. Co •• ander 
Paul Weltl. h.s been altern'tina Ileepina down here with 
aleeplng in various other location. to evaluate their 
h~bitabillty. Captain Conrad is now going to de.onstrate 
our trash dlepo.al sYBtea. It', not really &1 aodern or 
exotic a8 you .isht think. this lacge brown container 
takes truh that's bagged in a white dllpl>.al bag_ It l

• 

put inside, the lid i& closed with an able 8s&ist fro. the 
Icience pilot 
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KcCANDtlSS - • tr.,h that'. b'll.d in a white dlapo •• l ba •• 1a put ln814e the ltd I, clQ.ed with an able .'Ii.~ Itoa the Sctence Pilot. And tben the ayate. 4, vented I!roa the S PSI Itao.pher. in the workahop to vaccua. You'll notice Pete vetchin. the pr ••• ure bleed down on the pr,.lure •• u.e 1n the ernt.r of the lid. Ve hlv. another tank toraerly u.ed a •• liquld ox"on .t~ral' tank. vhen the Saturn Iva v •• a lunar, a lunar at •• lon boolter. Th1. tank has bien converted Into a trash holdins area at vacuu. and the contaulnatud waate, that 1s tho.e wastes which have food residue! and thinS9 of thi~ 80rt of the •• and a1sht be btolosically .ctive. are bagled. vented into vaCCUQ then b, aeana of this device, which 18 a trash airlock, are duaped down into that holdinl tank and left there for the duration of the .t.810n. Nethtna i. duaped overboard on the Skylab ai1810n. Ev~~ychlnl that goe8 up with the, exception of aaseou. leakage, 1. htlld down here in the oxygen tank or onboard. After recloain, the outor door by th~ handle which he just operated, Pete will open the lid and show you just like tht proverbial .agician, that the container i8 now indeed a.pty. Th~ areen deVice that you aaw In the lid of the trash airlock waa a bell crank operated plu~der that servea to force the trash throu8h the open outer door. This 18 • pair of the trianale shoe., to which I have been eluding durin, Lb~ cour~~ of thi8 TV presentatlon. The toe8 have ber.oae scuffed up in the coura. of navigating around the work~~op. Since the crev.en h.ve not only used lhe triangles tor est rain" but also been hoolt!ns their to en underneath objects or in thrru8h the srid work. A staple 10 degree twist serve. to unlock the triangle from ttla grid lIork and it is then frec, or your foot 1s then free to lIIove .,bout without any encumbran':.e. On return the trian810 18 pressed down through the gridwork, rotated to lock it in place. These devices as well as the mushroDm •• which serve a Similar purpose although they don't lock you in place, have been very useful In aiding the crewmen 1n holding position although they've also shown an amazing ability to float aro~nd and grab hold of w~~tever presentR itself as a convenient handhold. Joe Kerwin has just come over and, - excuse Qe 1 think that'a Pete Conrad has just come over and grabbed hold of the handles of the bicycle and 1s now in the process of locking hts triangle shoes intQ the bicycle pedals. By dolnS thiS, he ca~not only push down on the pedals, but can a180 p"ll up 0" the opposite pedal, which helps to hold hi.aelf in position on the seat of the bicycle. Of CI)Ur,e, in zero aravity, the seat isn't really required, but it does help to keep him in the right general location. Original prefli8ht concept vas of. harness conSisting of shoulder straps and a wai$t belt that held you firaly down asainst the leat. On 
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th~ 1~~tl.1 ~~n., hovever. the crev r'pofted that this harn ••• 
tended to cut-~tf circulation at tbe vellt end va. not the 
nost apPIQprlat. device for reltralut. They pr.ferred to 
hanlon the the handleb.rs ,nd just equalla. the forc •• 'x
orted pullins up Ind pUlhinl down by their fe.t on the 
p~dal., 4S Captatn Conrad hal d.~onstret.d here. You cln .~, 
h~re the •••• ln8 .obility. The !tus.l.n dancer technique. that 
18 avatlabl, to a crewaen reltralned only by the ball of one 
foot, 1n th~t a.aling world whefe there 1. no up and thero 
is no down and there 1s no aravity. 

HcCANDLE~S The round device you .eu in the upper 
right hand corner, 1. tnt! crew shower. It', just a circu-
lar ahower curt~ln which C3n be drawn up around the outside 
of ),ou and water spr.yed in. This i8, 1 believe, thu subject 
ot a •• parat. television docuoentary, 10 I won't 80 tnto it 
any furthe~ here. Pete's deaonstratinl how you tintah filling 
and then close the lid, seal the lid of G trash bag In prep
aration for intnalling it in the trash airlock. And ulti - -
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HcCANDL888 - • and enelo •• the ltd - •• ,1 the 114 
of • cralh ba, in preparatton tor In'tall1na it 1n the t,a.h 
a1rlock and ultt.ately duapln8 it down into the fQr.e~ 
liquid oxy,en holdin. tank olneath the work,hop. It jutt 
SOl' to .how you thlt Iven in .pace ~o.lbody ha. to take out 
the ,arba.e froa tt •• to tia'. You ~an .ea a,lin the areen 
plun.er tn the lid of the tra.h airlock. fhi. plunger 1¥ 
on a sellsore type of extention a.chanl.a. ~"d upon operatins 
the h.n~le on the far Itde of the a!rlock th~ plunger', extended 
thereby foretns the traoh down through the outer door of 
the airlock. The ltd i. closed tn thie clae with an able 
•• sl.t fro. the Science Ptlot, Co ••• nder Joe Kervin. The 
eontalner Is vented to VICCU. and rete', 1n the procesl of 
opentns the outer door. 

SPEAXER Okay, that'. it. 
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PAO All r1aht. vo'll _cart the (n.n~e of ,..hUt briefing no,"", vith fUaht Dlreetor N,ll ".,tchin,on pre,ent. Do you have « etat, .. nt. Ntiilt HUTCHINSON Yoah, it i~ sulna to b, r,a1 thor.. W. had • q~l.t nlaht 1.lt niaht. W. worked a Qouple of littlo prohl ••• , nothln. real .e,toul, Wo've been trrinl to •• t ~verythln& all .et up for thil EVA. In (or.' of the .ysteBI eonfiluratlon. l..ut nlght, we workod "''' • procedure for a -as you rec6ll yeatelday during the doy, they du.ped a condenRa~e Lank, the bil holding tenk that Is USld for keeptng water, holding water that', been re.o~od out of the at.o,· phere instde th~ vorkshop. ~Id ve'va dtecovered we've aot a co u P 1 e 0 f 1e a k y qui c k d 11 c: 0 nne c tat nth a t I Y 8 tea. An d that aystea has t~ b~ used to re.ove vater when there I, Ill) EVA aolna on. And of course. we had a p.-ocedure we t!lought could worle. the disconnects, and it turns out it la not going to - 80 because apparently they're all le.le.1ns. both of thea. The one up at the panel In the 8irlock and the one downstairs. So we worked on a procedure last night to Iquare tlut a"'.y. and I think It', straightened out. \Ie didn't h$ve aPY syate., probleas last night. We've pretty .uch blocked out the EVA plan. for day 26, and 1 have ~ pre-It.inary flight plan here. And the hatch - vel1, 1 c.ntt give you hatch o~en y~t, but the prall.lnar, tlae. we've got to actually begin the EVA vhich would be lo.avhere near hatch open or in the area of 12:30 Zulu on .1.410n day 26, day of the year 170. So. that'a a pralhatnary tiae on that. And the day is pretty vell blocked out, do In EVA - we have sOlie spare tiee there. Let.e aee what else we have here. Yes. yeaterday W~ flnished H552, and that finishes our use of the 512 facilIty. Our old friend HS09. the as~ron.ut maneuverin8 unit. is back in the picture ',81n. The flight .anagellent tea. has decided that ve are goin, to run the M509 on Skylab III and IV. And of course, al you know one of the questions has been, vhat's the status of the batteries on the S09, Basically what we're going to do on the 509 in Skylab 11 is today the CDR 18 going to top. he's going to l111 the bottles on HS09. And to.orrow W~ vill ru~ a SOg checkout run vith the, not the thing on, but In the stand, in the test st.nd, In the stand, 1t' •• tovage .tand there will be firing jets and 80 on and 80 forth. And ve vill use extern.l po~er, ve'll use workshop pover inatead of batter)' power. because of course the concern 1a1 that the batterles that ve have onboard aren't an7 ~ood because of the heat stress that they have seen back when the vork~ shop got rather hot. So basic plan 18 to check out 509 to 
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.,ke aure It 1. wOlkins •• nd thin fly it on 8kyl.b III .nd 
IY. And we'll obviou.ly h.ve to wo~k the b.ttery .Huttion 
lat.r. That· •• bout all I have t')n aylit.... And •• f.r •• 
the fllaht plan ao ... that wo've bullt for d.y 169. it 1. 
full up '8.1n. Day 169. "lsl(on day 2$ il the 1.lt day for 
ATM op.ratlons. Wo'ro alowly but lurely cloaln, chi. b.by 
down. And we havo got a full day of ATM oper.tlon.. W. 
al~o have 2 .odical runs on K092 111. And the end of the 
day. we cloae out day 169 with an hour and a half worth of 
prep for EYA whore they are going to got the suit, out and 
get the hose. all Idd out and so on and '0 forth. That'. 
all 1 have. 

PAO Okay, To •• question? 
QUERY Nell, what ttae 1, th.t check out on 

the 509 to.orrow, do you know? 
HUTCHINSON Oh, we h3ven't scheduled the ChACk out 

yet. I beg your pardon, we have 8cheduled it. And ye •• I 
can tell you exactly when it is. It beglna at 14:30 Zulu. 
And the PLT.will do it. And it's about. 30 .1nute operation. 
And he's not 801ng to pIll this thing on now and aaneuver 
around with it. the check out i8 done coapl.tely in th~ 
test stand. In the support bTacket8 there where It's stoved 
th~re (n the workshop. 

QUERY Now, is that to.orrow or today? 
HUTCHINSON Toaorrow, day 25. 
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HUTCHINSON ~ ~.Y 25. Tod.y. the only "S09 Ictivlty 
if the CDI vill chafle the .. on. bQUle. 1 b.lleve the CDI'. 
going tq do 1t • vith nltrosen - chars- ono bottle of nitrosen. 

QUEIY PAO only tiald • little bit .b~ut the TlIK 
burn, thot 1. to pvt it bock 1n U', ortalnol orbit. Could 
you dey ,olllethina .1e. about that? 

QUlaV ADd it va, lucce.slul. rtaht 7 
HU1CH1NSOH Ves, ve did do th_ fllH burn just before 

1 left this .ornins. it vas un-Uae noaino1 burn, everything 
looked exactly rtaht to UII. The pUlpOI. of the TaIH burn 11 
to have the orbit back on noainal by Skylab 3. It takea that 
)on8 for it to propel.He b.ck to nOlli.n.l. And ba'lcally, 
whot that •• ant wa. ehtftin. the line of node. '0 it vould 
bo 1n the proper place 10 you VQuld b. cro •• ina over the proper 
point in the around .nd allo establishina the repeating feature. 
which iM the .a.e thina ve did at tht be,lnnina of Skylab 2. 
Tho.e are the two basic: criteria. Cet the around tracktrr with 
the right place in the ground and a8t it • aet the orbit shaped 
such that it repeats every fiv. days. And 1 a. not sure thE! 
ex.~t tiae that that - we achieve that. 1 alluae that it 1. 
prior to the firat EREP pais - firat planned 2REP pa.1 of 
Skylab 1. so I laag1ne it'. tovard the end of July. 

QUEay One .ore r there see.ed to be 80 •• queltions 
thiR morning about ATK instructionl. Do you know vhat the 
problem there wa'? The te •• seeaed to be confused. 

H UT CHI N SON 'i e a h. i twa s n 't r e ally apr 0 b 1 e • • Itt u 1 n 8 

out that we had 8~"t a couple of different .e~8ege. on the 
ATM - or coa.ents on ATK operatione in different ae88agel. 
and one of them concerning when to stop using S082A and B was 
just a tad allbiguous. And what he W48 b .. lcaUy concerned 
about - the question he had, and it wa. a valid one - and we 
still have to - and we didn't answer it adequately. vas when 
should he stop using 82A and B HIm for a flare. And of 
course if you initiate a flare .ode in 82 A and B it takes 
an automatic sequence of X number of filas, and ve have a re
qui re.ent to save some fila right at the very end of the roll 
1" the two cameras for caUbration purpole.. And. his com
ment VBS that we sent hi. 4 a •• sage .nd told hi. where the 
calibration film started but we didn't tell hi. where to shut 
off the cam - where not to - vheth~r to disable the automatie 
flare mode in 82A and 8. In other 'Word., if ~e get. a flau. 
go after it but don't use 82A and B. And that'. correct. ve 
didn't tell hia - ve had to pas. hia that data - it waa nothing 
.ore than a little aabiguity - a.blauouan~.8 in the pads we 
sent up. Nothing wrona with the instrumenta. We're just 
having a hard tim. coaaunic.tina vith one another. 

PAO We have one que8tion pho~ed in by CBS. 
Will there be television for the EVA? 
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HUTCHINSON Yo ••• nd J don't know vheth.r it will be 
live cau •• I' ... vell let', look at the ,round ~ov.ra8'· 
Ya" end they wlll probably be at l ••• e, in fact. th.rq vtll 
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the CSH windows. And we ,r\' twIng Lo be runnlt'\8 the video 
tape recorder fur a r,oo;i ,an of the HVA, 80 it will be on 
fU ... ho. 

PAO A:,ythtn~ funhl!r, TOil? Thank you very 
auch. 

BNl> OF TAPE 

_____________ ~ __________ J 
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".. r~, •.• ,:. ~"'" ~,< . PAO GoodaHernoon, Gentleaen and. Lady •. On . ~, rightr!' Charles Levi., off-80ing Fli8ht Director, prepared" to give you 80ae i~foraation ~n the shift th.t ha. just and-. . edt Charle.. '" ~ LEWIS . Okay. Today we had scheduled tb. entry 8iaulation .~d that vas coapleted early. No prob1e.', basically "just a chance for the crew and the ground to go through their checklist8 and procedures, time1ine activities and' a chance for the crev to aake any co.ment~ or work out any wrinkles ve aight have. Appears to be no proble. there. They diJ fini.h a little bit early, so we worked in .oae additional hO~3ekeepln8 functions. And this afternoon late, of cour,e, they had H092 111 runs and picked up a couple of ATK pas,ea during their pres1eep activit,. Toaorrow ia bas1cal1~ anothe~ expert.ent day. ATK operations, H092, 171, M131 and 80lle corollary work. And we have a tria burn. 8cheduled for to.orrow at 08, 8 hours S9 alnutei 21 .e~~~d8 GKT. It'$ a very allall burn about 0.3 feet per second, about a 9 SEcond ReS burn and that'. of course to set our ground track up for SL-III. And the crew. 8S one of the housekeeping functions they picked up today sine. we had a~ae free time, was .upposed to complete part 2 of the OWS TV tour. So that should be dumped later this evenina or early in the Ulorn!n •• That'& about it, unless you have qut8tlorls. PAO . Okay. atand by for the .an with the long stick. He should be in .oMntartly, I!. advised. QUERY Have you got an EVA time line? LEWIS No, 1 don't, and I doa't think we've ,ot an exact EVA tla. yet. 
QUERY You wouldn't have a hatch open? LEWIS No, that's vhat 1'. sayin8. Lt'a day 26, 1 don't think we hAve _ hatch open time yet. 
QUERY Okoy, very 8ood. Thank you. That'. all. QUERY How far did they get today in the ~ntry slm. ~hen did they Slap? 
LEWIS As I recall, we stopped about an hour an a half to 2 houra before we normally would have stopped. And at that point w~'d gotten about as lIuch out of it a. ve could, we thought and we just asked the crew if they'd gotten what they thought they needed. And they laid yea, 80 we ter_tnated. 
QUERY You stopP9d before tb. d.orbit burns? LEWIS Uh, yes, I know we W'nt through .aparation and r think we 8taul_ted separation and the flr.t burn, I'. 8ure I don't know jUlt exactly how far w~ aot. Another Fliaht Director wal on duty and conduct!n. that oplratlon. QUIRY Ju.t ~e(ore WI, you eaa. ov.r here. there •• to .. talk about the cond.n.ate tank. Could you run down and 
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'~lve us an idea what the probl •• is there. what trouble. the~~re 
bevina witb it 1 I, ·,t, 

LEWIS Well, basic41ly I think the prohl •• , is that' 
80 .. of the quick diaconnectl, if they have a vacuuain the line 
of tbe tank, you d!econnect. the quick disconnect coupler it's 
not holding. it'. pulling ga., cabin ga8. into the .y.te., and 
tbey 108e th~ir presaure differential. But, there's b.sically 
tbree tanks in the system. tbe .mall bolding tank. in the air
lock aodule t holds about 16 pounds of water. . That '8 connected 
to what we call a bolding tank in the OWS. That holds' about' 
660 pounds of water. And then wbat we vere doing today Is du.p~ 
ing tbat holdIng tauk down into the large waste co.part.ent. And 
apparently when he deaated the hose, to aake the connection for 
the du~p. we got 80ae gas leakage. 

END OF TAPE 
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, . 'LEWIS-, What we were' doing today vaa dUJlpinS that holding tank down into the,larse waste compartment, and apparen tly when he de •• te d the hose to make the conne ct i on -for the duap, we got 80ae g88 leakage back Into the systea and he lost his DBLTA-P. there should be no problea in the system. We had the 8aM thins happen on thC! EVA.' I don' t think it' s a real problem. We'll be abl~ to establish the syate. intesrity, and it'll function properly. 
QUERY· The tria burn t01!l0rrow - what does that do to the ground track for SL-III? It moyes it west 60 miles -ia that? 
LEWIS Well, what we're trying to do is .. this burn is designed to put us back on a ooainal ground track for SL-III. Now I think 1n SL-III we normally planned to do a trim burn about the 4th day into the mission, and so we're trying Lo get back to that point - 4 days into SL-III. And then the .. we vary off the no.tnal ground track over a period 

". '.( 

of tt.e .. It's aort of cyclic. We burn - we do ft burn which takes us. I believe, east of the ground track for a period of time, but then it 8lovly drifts back acr08S the nominal ground track west. And ve do another burn, and ve just cycle it - we do that hecause of the atmospheric drag. But baSically it puts us back to a no.lnal around tracker position on day 4 of SL-III. And I don't - We try to keep that cyclic .o~ion within about 5S degrees -SS aautical al1ea of the ground track for the EaRP instruments. But ve cycle within that, no problem. 
QUERY Looklng on the 7-day forecast, I notlr.e that a fev day. belore undockl~g and deorbitlng t they would start deactivating the worKshop. What does that involve? LEWIS Well, they power down p.qulpaent that will not be required. since it's not goln8 to be manned - fans, duct fana, various items we've got on now to support living c" n d it ion 8 tnt h e OW S • Tho II ear e the b a 8 1 c t h 1 n g s . 
QUERY I have two queati(\na. You mentioned with their housekeeping tiae today they had tlae to finish their tour of the OWS. What did the term housekeepln8 cove r7 LEWIS It covers runy. mLo~y things. ChAngfng filters out and - various 11ne8. The condensate or the holding tank dump Into the wast~ tank la one 1 .entlon~d. There's JUlt many. lIIany little sY8tems housekeeping works. It's jU8t keeping house. basic.lly. Nov TV is nor •• lly not housekeeping. 1 IDol)' have IIIlalead you. But they had sOlie 'pare time, and we lave them 80me housekeeping functions plus we gave them the choice of - we ask the. to do the TV tour - or TV~ - I don't recall what TVS iat. It·. in the TV OPS book. And they add they'd do the second half of the OWS TV tour. 
QUERY The other part of that question i8 how auch ho uaek. epin 8 a re they goi n 8 to h ave to do tog" t re ady to leave. in conjunction with thi. deactivation? 
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LIWI~ We nor •• lly scheduls anywhere fro. ',' 
a8 I recall, anywhere fro.' an hour and a' half to' tvo and ' ... 
half hours each day for housekeepiu.. And tho.e are various 
chorea.' A lot of the. are eystea. related. Like I 8ald .. -
clean up, filter chansee - I don't think that ve would lehedule 
any aore than that OD deactivation day, because ve eche4uled 
deactivation to take care of everythinl else. So there ~ill 
be no additional - I don't believe additional hou~ekeapin8 tiae 
per'stl. If it i8 hou8ekeepin~. it vould be scheduled and 
req ui re d at th at poin t in ti.e to b •• che duled as part 0 f the 
deactivation. And 1 don't know how to separ.~e that for you; 
1 don't think 1 could. 

QUERY Are they going to bave to strap down loae 
thina' - and So around and kind of clean out the cernera? 

LEWIS They stow things away, clea~ it up for 
the next crev. Whe~ 1 .ay stov. that aeaaa in vartou. co~.rt
menta, and, of course, they're fized. They're tied dovn. And 
they're working on .oae of the 8tovase nov, a ••• atter of 
fact. They have over the last tvo or three day.. When they 
get lo.e spare tiae, they 80 through v.ri~us stovII. procedures. 

QUERY Haa the deci810n been •• da yet on the 
EVA? Will they 10 out and tap the ~Ittery case on 15 and I •• 

if th~ r~l.y i8 stuck? 
LEWIS I belidve they vill try that. 1 beli_v. 

that's in the plan. 

END or TAPE 
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., PAO . All riaht. we b.',e with us, today, .. astronaut Rusty Scbweick.rt. ~And he ~111 narrate a playback of the TV tape. showlni a tour of the crew quarters in Skylab. We did not get a 80l::1d track on this tape as it va. duaped this mornIng. Rusty. SCHWEICKART Okay. here ve see Joe Kerwin in the orbital workshop. We're down on what we call the crew quarters deck. This ia the locatiou where ve have the sleeping compartaents and tbe - many of the medical experiments. Joe here is Introducing the viewer to the area that we call the experi.ent co.partaent. Behind Joe you eee the c1rcu1.t breakers whIch di.tribute the electrical power to the various experi.ents aDd elect:rical equipment used down here In the - on the crew quarters deck. Joe Is pointing here to the refrigeratioQ .yste. displays which indicate the teaperature of the vario", chillers and freezer. th., freeze the food and urine. The tea~erature control systell. the Ro-called thermostat. what is the equivalent of a theraoslat in a house. He', now going past the c{rcult breaker pan~l8 to indicate ~ith his r1aht hand there on a -what we call speaker Interco. asseably. the speaker box. which the crew normally usee to conver.e vith milsion control here in Houston. You notice that Joe nov has in hi8 hand a long cord and a aierophone around his neck that he'a using. Tris Is just for the TV tour. norsRlly we pre •• the various switchel and controll directly on th •• peaker box. tn front of Joe nov, is the Mi31 rotaUng chait. Thls chair Is used In 3 different .ode •• One to inve.tigate the sen.itlvlty ~f the inner ear to aotlon disturbance. A second il to deteratne the tensltlvlty to ansular acceler.tion and how that sensitivity chanael with time in I.ero gravity. Asain, thi" i8 an innel' .ar fun<:tlon. And the third mode ia to try and deter.ine whet~er there are any change' in the astronauta sense of up Jnd dowh. or hie - what we call opAti.al localizatIon overtlae. Joe 18 now 8r .. waving here into the sleep coapartment.. We have three seperate co.partaents for t.he crew. Each of the COMpartments contains ~ sleeping bag. which Joe 18 polntln8 to now. It's rather dark in theu and you're not able to see It very well. but the sleeping bas 1s .uspendcd vertically tn this picture. However since there is rtally no up or down in apace. and tn a 1I0mer,t here you'll ste Joe just floatir., free, to sleep up;:oight really ha. no mc~n'· ing. 
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, ,QUER.Y " What is he doing there? , 
. SCHWEICKART You see here now, he's deaon8trat1ns,1 

think, getting into the,sleeping bag, but since ,1 don't ha?e, 
,any idea what he's saying either, you have to sort of take' 
my word for it. Outside the sleep compartment, he's pointing 
here to one of our fire detectors. It's a slIa11 electronic 
box which has a lens on the front and aonitora for ultra 
,10let light and If it sees ultra violet light, which aight 
b~ generated by a fire in the spacecraft, it trips an alarm 
and in a 1I0ment I think, you'll see Joe aake that sort of 
panle move s1.gn811ng what happens if the fire alara goes 
off. And this has happened a couple of tilles on the flight, 
all of them false alar.s, one during the EVA when direct 
sunlight hit one of the fire sensors in the EVA lock com
par tment wh ile the ha tch was open. Again, 1 wish I knew 
what he was saying as we,ll as you do. Joeie now aoving fro. 
the sleep compartment to the bathroom of the laboratory and 
nov he just chase~ a glob of water and you can see on your 
television screen that a bit of the water ended up on the 
len8 0 f the TV came ra. He' 8 point in g back to the toi Ie t or 
the potty chair that you can see sticking out of the wall 
there. I f I rellember right, now - -
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SCHWEICKART He'8 pointing back to the toilet or the potty chair that you can see sticking out of the wall there. If 1 rell:.omber right now, he moves into the co.partaent, and he's aoing to pull ~ tissue out of a tissue dispenser. Okay, here he comes, and uow he'. gOing to wipe ou~ eye for us. And you notice now we've removed the epot of water. You can notice that the effect of zero gravity i8 that everything floats, includJng the communications cable which he's using ~o talk. And occasionally that gets cumbersome and in the way. Joe now his hand on the trash airlock. This is the so-called trash can of the spacecraft. Rather than keep the trash, some of which is - has organic material in it, in the living environment vith us, we have an airlock into which we deposit our trash. And Joe's opening up the top there. Unfortunately, the tape was spliced at that point. He has in his left hand a bag into which ve place trash. That bag goes into the trash airlock and is deposited down below the floor you see here, into vhat was formally the liquid oxygen tonk of the S-IVB booster. And this is kept in a vacuum down there and becomes a 80rt of trash dumping area. So every night the '~rew gO!!S through this disposal of waste material down into the trash du.p. Now Joe has moved nov into the wardrooa. He has his left hand the=e on one of the food trays and is indicating the heating well. into which he's going to place one of the large food cans. He pulled off a piece of protective cardboard there, an~ he placed it tn the heating well. _"nd over on the other aide of the food tray, he's siaulated setting the tlaer, which would automatically t;urn on a heating coil to prepare the food fot' eating. And thh tiaer can be 8et in such a vay that vhen it's time for the trew to eat, the timer haa coae on and heated the food, and it'a just the right teaperature. Now he's throwing away that piece of cardboard into a trash disposal locker. You 8ee, ve have a flapper door on the front of it and then a rubber diaphragm, which keeps all the trash 1n but sr:ill lets you push trash that you have In your hand through it. There 1& also a cover that Roes on the food tray, and perhaps you've seen that on some of the other TV that's come dO\o'n. Once \If! load up the food tray with the next Ileal and set thl' timer, \Ie put the cover on, So that vt' don't try and heat up the air 8S veIl as the food. He's now indicating. on the .. ecdrooll tllble there, the two water dispensers. \1/(' havt' watp( d1spen'eJ's \Ie use to reconstitute the food, on(> f"l( which Is - puts out hot vater, and the other pute out cold wllter. H~'8 looking (or a - one of hilt ovn drinks (or this day. This 18 ye.terday evenins. And he', t4king tho top ofl of it, and in ju.t 8 eo.ant you'll .ee hie put It over the eold water dispenset and fill 1t up and tako a drink froe it. Now he has dialed in the amount of water which should 80 lnto that bal. 1 don't know vhether it'" oran8e juice or 
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grape drink or coffee. But co~e to think of it. aidee he's on the bot wator dispenaer over tbere. it's probably either cocoa or coffee. or perhaps tea. An4 he haa injected water into it J 
and he sbook it up. And now you notice it accord!an out, 'and be now squeezes it into his aouth. QUERY Did he bite off the orlainel cover (garble)? SCHWEICKART Yes, probably. H~'8 now point!na to the wardroo. window. This window has a cover over it which ia alid over it now in order to keep from blinding the television co.era. The Earth 1s so bright when you look at it. that if that window cover were off. unfortunately we would not be able to have a very gOQd vIew in the wardroom because of the brightness of the scene outside. So the window itself is actually covered here. But, as you can aee. 1 t 's quite large. and the crew has enjoyed very much looking out of it. Now he's indicatina 80ae of the storage lockers. and spread across the front of aeveral of the •• you can see 90.e apring bungees, whi~h we use to store books and papers under. Joe's now .oving over to the other side of the wardro,~ •• and the cable which you see in his hand coaes froa an electrical outlet on the floor above and coaes down through 

"!I.' , 

the c~i1in8 and is plugged Into - And there', our friend, Pete Conrad. In the picture. That cable Is plugged into the inflLaht medical support 'yste •• in which we have a - 80B. aedieel equipment. And one of the itell' of equl~.ent in that kit 1. an incubator for Incubatlnl~ culture.. In case soaeone let lick, we can .wf,b the throat very much the 8ame way that your doctor would do it and incubate the culture to eee what the probleM Is. In this particdlar cade, the incubator 18 hooked up becAuse their - the crew activated a student experiment - a high .chool experi •• nt yesterday called EDll. in which they are Irowina culture. for this h18h school student. And In jUyt a mOlient - -
END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEICKARr, ••• a high school student experiaent yester-day called SD3l. in which th.y are growing culture. for thi8 hiah .chool .tud~nt. And In just a moaent Joe will point out to·you the cultures which are presently being grown and photoaraphed. The re they are. he has 81 x of the.. They're in transparent culture dishes and we periodically photograph these to eea how the cultures are growing. You're nov looking out again into the experi.ent compartment. 1 think Joe 1s going to cOile back in to show the entertainment center. He's just opened the door to the entertainment center and on the inside of the door you can see a 8tereo tape recorder which i8 suspended there and on occasion we at the Mi8sion Control Center are entertained by auslc wafting down through the airways. Soae of 1t classical, .oae country. we have sOllething for everyone. Also in the entertainaent center there is a library. the crew took up quite a few bo~ks, and of course. we have not only the book. for the Skylab 11 crew. but also for the Skylab III and IV crews vhich will be going up on 56 day ais8ion8 later 1n the year. Joe has .oved back out into the experi.ent compartlllent and this i8 the coapartlllent which contain. ~ost of the sedical experiments. We've already aentioned the rotating chair. Joe presently has his left hand there on the seRt of the bicycle erloaeter. Pete ConTad has just ahut out d lisht - turned out one of the Uahts so that we let a better: quaUty picture. The bicycle ergoaeter has - is us.d to ~easure the ability of the altronaut crew to do work over lona periods of tlae tn zero gravity. They ride th~ bicycle and vere able to aenure not only the work that they put out but also the carbon dioxide they produce and the oxygen that la consumed as well a8 electrocard108raa. blood pressure and thinga of that kine!. Thill lnfor.aUon 18 coapared with the salle type of infor.atlon on the saae equip.ent which was gathered pre-ft1aht In the control period vhen we knew what the condition -the physical condition of the crew ie. Joe 1& pre,entl), getting into the shower and this Is sort of a - a cylIndrical hoop skirt that is coapressed against the floor and he'll de.onstrate here tn just a IIOlient that you get inalde it and then pull It up around you. And he doesn't get it all the way up because he's lot the cord going to the speaker box at th~ 1I0'llent but you' 11 aee that he brlngs it up ther(' around shouldtr height. And you can 8~e that would go rlsht up to the ceiling and latch Into the ceiling. In which case you jU8t ('reeted yourself a slall ahower. J think thlt's the end of the tape that vas trans.ltted last night for the 
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E - for the tour of the crew cOllpart:aent. 
SPEAKeR Thank you. 
SCHWF.ICKART Okay, and I'll be glad to answer any further 

questlons if people have the •. 
SPEAKER No questions? 
QUERY This doesn't bare directly on the TV ahow, 

but we talked before about zero gravlty and about how much 
e:.l8ier it is to work. Do you have a feell.ng - of course this 
won't he answered until after Sky tab IV and even longer 1IIi8elons 
- do you have a feel yet as to w~ether you personally would 
perfer to work in zero gravity lor real long durations, say 
~ months or a year? Or would you rather have salle artifieally 
induced gravity like induced by spin or acceleration? 

SCHWEICKART Well, this is one of things which we 
certainly hope to answer on flights of this kind. There are 
really several different aspects to ilo One is what we as 
hu.an beings individually would like to have on a purely 
,ubjective baais, and of course, the other is, what environ
ment is suitable for certain operations in space. There are 
quite obviously 80me things which you'd like to do which need 
froll the technical point of view, which need gravity, so 
th .. tt we may have to provide an artificial gravity enviror,ment 
even in what is baslc~lly a zero gravity apacecrQft. From 
the purely personal point of view, and not only from the 
personal point of view, but spealdng fro'll my own point of 
view, and I really can't speak for Pete and the guys that are 
up there now over long duration. But my own personal exp~rience 
vas that zero gravity was a very, very plesant and enjoyable 
environlllent in which to vork. It - it's not all peaches and 
('realll, however. You pay for j t in certain undesirable aspects 
again at the personal level. Handling fluids to drink i~ 
not a siaple matter when - when you have zero gravity because 
of course, it just floats out cf any container, and you 
therefore have to have 8 closed drinking containers 3S you 
88\1 there. And any gas that's trappted in the container whf:'n 
you fill it With water, or mix it With water, you end up 
having to swallow it, so that you do end up vith kind of a 
general bloat~d feelinR. But t have a feeling that - -
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SCRWEICKART -- or mix it with water, you end up having 

to swallow. So that you do end up with a kind of general 

bloated feeling. But 1 have a feeling that over a long per-

iod Qf time, that'd something that you probably get ~sed to, 

become accustomed to, and it no longer bothers you. Over a short 

periud of time, of course, is something you have to adapt to. 

But, in general, floating in a zero-gravity environment is 

very pleasant, nnd the TV that we've had come down from the 

Skylab makes that very obvious. And I think - My guess is 

that the crew is going to come down and say that. at 'least 

from the human point of view, it's really a fun environment 

to vork in. Now as I say, there arc - If you look at the 

problem of a rotating space station, which of course you 

have to have in order to provide an ~rtificial gravity, then 

thet'e are several inherent disadvantages. Anytiae you want 

to look at the Earth to do Earth resources experiments or 

ever. point communications antennas or things of that kind, 

or if you want to look at the Sun or look at the stars or any 

external looking device - And of course this is one of the 

opportunities that is opened by space travel, by getting 

above the atmosphere. Then if you're doing it from a ro

tating device, you have to - you have a large pointing problem. 

because you have to counter rotate your antenna or your 

telescope or whatever it is you're uSing. So for anything 

which looks out from the spacecraft. a non-rotllting or a 

zero-gravity space station is obviously desirable or less 

complex, let'~ say. On the other hand, as 1 say. there are 

certain things, certain types of experiments. which we'll 

want to do in Space where you probably will v&nt to have a 

contrQlled and perhaps even variable gravity environment. 

So 1 think we're going to probably find a mix in the future. 

~U~RY What did you find was the biggest disadvan-

tage of zero-g when you were out there, as far as, you know, 

personal fooling around or whatever? 
SCHWEICKART Well, I think - Again, there's just n~ 

way that I can speak for Skylab. But certainly on the ~arly 

Apollo lIIissions, one of which I flew on, Apollo 9, we had a 

considerable amount of gaA trapped in the '''ater supply. So 

that when w~ filled up a drink bag to mix orange juice or 

cocoa or anything of that kind. we quite often end~d up 

with 40 percent of the volume of that bag filled with gas, 

either oxygen or hydrogen or mixtures of gaRes, ~hich, when you 

swallow thea in order to finish off your drink, you have 

no choice but to swallow the gas along with the liquid, and 

as 1 say. that becallle a little bit distasteful. Now since 

that ti.e, that situation has improved. and on Skylab, frOID 

everythIng ve've been able to see, the ~rlnk bags, for ex

ampl~ the one Joe filled there, appears to have a very small 
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portion of gali trapped in it, which then ui~ke8 it much le88 
distasteful. I would say that that was the' most, let's say 
negatlv!.' aspect of, that I fouftd in zero gravity. 

QUERY I kind of hate to bring this up because 
it might be a little distasteful to you, but you did have a 
proble. with Illness on Apollo 91 

SCHWEICKART Yes. 
QUERY And I'm not clear at this point whether 

that was a product of the gas in the drinking fluids or 
whether that was motion sickness or a combination or what
eve r. Coul d yo u re fresh my memo ryan d a Iso commen t upon the 
fact that HI3l has apparently not induced any motion 
sickness at aLl in zero-g, even though it came pretty close 
on the ground? 

SCHWEICKART Yeah, I really - Well, let me take the 
first one. I have a hard time commenting on the second one. 
I don't thirk I'd like to dlaw ~ny conclusions without 
r~ally taking a look at the data on that. But let me go 
b a c k tot he fir s t par t 0 f you r q ue s t ion. I n my cas e on 
Apollo 9, I did get sick on two occasions on the 3rd day ~~ 

the flight. There is some small probability that that was 
due tot he t rap p e d gas e s 0 r some t h i n gin the f 0 0 d . But the 
probability of that, at least in my mind, is very low. The 
much more reasonable answer to that was moti~n Sickness, 
which in this case may be a misno~er. because it's - -
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SCHWEICKART - due to that was aotion sickness, which in this case tay be a _iano.er because it's 80rt of non-aotion sickness. But it's basically 8 change in the e~viron.ent which affects ~he functioning of the inner ear. And of course one of the very basic reasons why MIll is flying is to try and Investigate what that sensitivity is 3nd how it changes in goi~g from a I gravity envIronment to 0 gravity and back into I g l'av! t y aga! n. The re are ra the r 1 arge indi vi dua I d if fe renees , which we've seen, which no one really underet~nd8 why or how they correlate with different individuals. It's really - in a sense, a wide open subject which we're gathering data on, but really don't have any decent models to be able to pre-dict what any individual reaction will be, or what happens over time. Now in my own case frolll the subjective point-ofview, onc£ that initial bout of motion sickness was over with. it was very obvious that I accommodated rapidly froa that point on. And it would not surprise .e at all to see that the results we're seeing on Ml31 today in Skylab, reflect very much that same thing. That is that there was, in the case of this crew. a more rapid accommodation to that environ.ent than .as the case for me. And that not only was it rapid, but that it -it's gotten to the p~int now where we've almost doubled the speed of rotation of that chair, and still to my knowledge have seen no symptoms ~hatever of motion sickness. And, again, that'$ somewhat my own experience. except that I apparently, for whatever individual reasons, started from a lower acco.modation level than the crew that's up there now did. But this is something which is very basic to spaceflight. and one of the primary rt'asons that Mi31 is on board, to study exactly tids phenomena. and try and understand what it is and how it changes with time. 
PAO 
S CIlWE I CKART 

tNO 01-' TAPE 

Okay. Thank you a whole lot. 
Thank you. 
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PAO We'll 3et etarted here with the early, 
early morning change of shift b defina. Neil Uutchinsol',' 
the Flight Director, will'sive U9 a brief suaaary of what's 
taking place and what is to take place. 

. 

, .. v . 

HUTCHINSON Okay, let me tell you a little bit about 
tomorrows- sure we're golng here, Kilt? PAO Rog. HUTCHINSON Okay, tell you a little bit about to-
morrow's flight plan. Day 168, mla8ion day 24, Sunday is 
absolutely packed with p.xperiaenting. It's the bilgest 
bunch of ATM tIme that we've been able to pull together 
since I've been doina these summary shifts. We have almost 
6 hours of ATK manned viewing tlme. Of course the ATM 
time has been going up since we aren't doing the EREPs any
aore. The SAL, the plan for the use of the minus-Z SAL that 
1 gave you yesterday is being followed exactly. On day 
167, that's today, the day we're flying now, we're going 
to finish 5013 operations. First thing in the morning on -
as soon as we get U? on day 168, we'll be taking 5073 out 
of the SAL, and we'll put S019 in it and we'll get two 
5019 runs on day 168 and then we're going to take 5019 out 
and put T027 In. And T027, the sample array will rellain In 
the SAL for abo'Jt 3 days. Got two DIed runs. The last two 
Kill runs, t~e ones being done at 30 RPMs, are being done 
on day 16~. That'll be the end of the lUll experillent for 
Skylab 2. We're doing our last calibrations of the .388 
measuring devices, we didn't get the body maas measuring 
d~vice cal in the flight plan, but we did do the final 
calibratiou on a speeiman .a89 measuring device~ the little 
one. And that's kind of a synopsis of thp. flight plan on 
day 168. Oh, one thing I ought to comment on, the trim burn. 
The trIm burn is being done on the morning of day 168. light 
now, and we're slill trying to home in on a number, the burn is 
going to be only .4 of a foot per second, and the current 
time is at 08:55 Zulu on day 168. The plans for using -
let me talk a little bit about systems and experiments now. 
We have a plan put together for how we're golng to - of 
course you know that we're only doing a slnl1e EVA now. 
Or the EVA fOT a single purpose, or a single EVA, to get the 
fl1.. C8RM 15. whether we're going to do anything with 
that is still being talked about, howe~er it's beginning 
to look more favorable that we indeed "'111 try something 
with CBRM 15. We do not as of yot have the final plan for 
how we're going to operate the coolant loop and the SUS loop. 
but. we have our preliainary procedure put together, which 
baSically calls for us to attempt to free the TCVB valve in 
the secondary loop, and run the EVA with a 8~.ndard loop 
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configuration, with one EV crewman on the priae loop, one EV crewman on th~ second loop and the'IVA crewman on the second loop. Anq that's pretty much where that stands. 

y-

The two coolant; loops are performing lbo\Ot, like they been. No changes. The one thing we did get fixed and the crew did it on their own, they keep one step ahead of us. In the day 168 flight plan, the one we built last night~ we scheduled an hour to change out the dispenser in the waste management compartment - the water dispenser, above where the wash clorb squeezer is, because we think that that's where the flow problems are coming from in the water system. You know, they've been talking about that for a week. And 10 and behold, when we got the channel B tap~8 dumped this morning frOID last night b-:-fore they went to bed, there was a note on Channel B. They've already changed it out, and the valve was indeed all gobbered up inSide, and it did fix the flow problem, and that was the only spare of that thing we h~ve on board, so we'll probably be talking about taking anotl.er one up on SkyJab 3. So the water flow problell that we had in the waste manegement compartments is finlsPE·d. Th at's 1 t • 
PAO Okay, we'll start - go ahead Art, then we'll work on down. 
QUERY Okay, 1 guess a couple of thi~8s I'm curious about. If you could explain ma.ybe, what you ' re going to do with the time that you're getting back from only having to do a single purpose EVA, and also, I'd like you to go into the philo~ophy of why you're doing an entry simulation today? What was the thinking behind it that makes you do these kind of things? 
HUTCHINSON Okay. First things first. As far. as the time that we picked up, wh! ch looks like about 6 hClurs. Six man hours. We haven't definitely plauned anything for It yet. I suspect what it will end up doing is getting, of course,~ou know, it won't be used for ATM, because the ATK is closed out. We'll bl! running It unattended frorr the~ on. The ATM is closed out i.mediately after the EVA, ana it's not operated again, manned. 1 suspect right now, if I had to guess, I would suspect that we would probably do soae ccrollary work, and I really don't know ~hat. I also think that the~e are several lteao that ve have been putting off a8 we've marched on down the line here, thdt will chew up quite a bit of it. Let ae tell you the kinds of things they ace. They're all very unglamorou8. They're - We"'8· got about 2-1/2 hours worth of ERBP ~loseout to do. Cleaning trie tape recor4*rs, reloading mags, transfering t~pe •• accounting for .tbe swabs, like just a whole merit list of busy york that De_de to be done to finish off the EBEP thing. We have 8 couple of biS 8Y8te.II·~things that 'fle've been putting off. One of thea f8 dumping the big con _ 
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.• HUTCHINSON We have a couple of big systems things th~t we've been putting off. One of them is dumping the big condensate tank. That's an end of miss10n systems thing that takes about 3 hours.' And if all planned. it was a nOJllinal planned thing. We ~ust gotta work it in somewhere, and it's already been proposed to be stuck 1n that time. We have been putting off the big BMMD CAL. We tried to get it in again last night and cou19n't. And we'll probably try to get it in at day 169, and I'm not sure we'll get it in there, if that might slip over. So what I'm telling you is that I think that w~'re just darned glad to have the 6 hours back, and we'll probably fill it up with straighten-up, clean-up tasks and maybe slip a corollary thing in there. There's been no -If you're thinking about M509 or some bigey like that, there's been no conversations like that whatsoever of, you know, getting a new bit thing going in that time period. As far as the entry SIH goes, 1 think the basic philosophy behind th&t thing i9 that it has been a lot of days since either the ground or the crew has thought seriously about the CSK and its systems and its operation. It has been well over a month since we have simulated an entry with the crew in terms of passing the data back and forth that needs to get passed and computing the maneuvers on the ground. And so I would say that the basic philosophy of the thing is that in these long duration .lssions, when we have something as ti.e critical as an entry sequence that requires a coordinated effort betwl·~n the crew and the ground, we feel like it's been too long ~ince we've practiced it. Therefore. we've scheduled a practice of it. Now in aI'm trying to think of Skylab 3 and 4 - 1f we did a couple of things like th&t. We did an entry SIMi we did something else. 1 can't recall what 1t is right off the bat, but 1 believe we did - it escapes me. Anyway, si.fliar things are befng done in Skylab 3 and 4, and there may be more of them, because (he t 1. me is Ion ge r. 
QUERY 

has gone properly? 
to be looking for? 

Well, how do you assess whether everything What do you look for - what are you going 
HUTCHINSON You look for the - Well, first of!, of course, tht!re's a series of maneuvers that have to be computed. And on the ground. based on the crew doing certain things and bas~d on the times that they pick. you l~ok for a basic ability to meet the ti.e11ne. To make sure that we haven't got anything too tight, you look for a verification of the procedures - that everybody remembers the things they're supp~88ed to do and when they're suppoased to do thea, both on the "ground and in the air and espectally in the Air. the crew will be goIng through a co.plete set-up of the G&N and' 
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a complete '8et of switch touchings and throwing8, where posaible. ,,'And they'll have all their checklists out. We'va updated their . check - that's another thing. The checklists have been updated with any CSH anomllies that have occurred, like a transducer that isn't working or whatever, over the 28 days, so that we're actually tuning-up the checklist for the entry, too, if you ' will. The splash point. I'm not sure ~ I wish Phil was here, but the sp!ash point may have changed a tad fro. where we planned it. In fact, I know it has because the groundtrack is a little different. So It gets people familiar ~ith the numbers, et cetera. 
PAO Bruce? 
QUERY Yeah. On the same thing, Neil. Docs the SIH take the exact same time as the actual undocking re-entry? HUTCHINSON Yes, within reason. I am not certain if we run it all the way to the water - Up through the entire burn sequence, the finnl retro-fire burn in the initial entry programs - the answer i~ yes. 1t does. QUERY Does the crew go through the Installation of - mechanical installations of things like the probe and drogue and so forth? 

HUTCHINSON I don't believe they install the probe and drogue. In f/lct, they don't. They do not install the probe and drogue. 
So - -
We pick up effectively at separation. 

QUERY 
HUTCHINSON 
QUERY Neil. what's the best time on the EVA start Tuesday? 

one, 
HUTCHINSON 

too. YOll lIean 
QUERY 
HUTCHINSO'.~ 
PAO 
HUTCHINSON 

'ruce, but itln been 
QUERY 

more time, don't ve? 

I haven't got it. There - and there is hatch-open? 
U ate h - (.. pen. 
We'll have to get him that, Bill. Okay. 
EVA hatch-open time. 1 don't have it, pretty well pinned down, I believe. Okay, and we set back the cre~ wake-up 

HUTCHINSON No, we're there. QUERY We're there? PAO Except for the lIlorn ing of reent r'l. 

one 

HUTCHINSON Except for - oh, no, no - yeah - correct. There's one .ore - all done tn one fell swoop. Right. on .taslon day 29 - or 28 and 29. That's right. The last: they 80 to bed eaTly, and the lost sleep period is five - only five hours long - the sleep period between day 28 and retro-fire day. ~ld then they'll get up 4 hours early on that day. QUERY You .ean 4 hours earlier than they are now. 
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HUTCHINSON 
QUERY 
HUTCHINSON 

8 hours all told. 
QUERY 

10:00 COT? 

Yes, sir. 
In other words l they'll - -
So we've flopped them back a total of 

So they'll be up at - let's see, that's 

HUTCHINSON p. m. Yes •. Yes. 8 i r. 
QUERY And so you figure - -
HUTCHINSON That's correct, and splash-down is roughly 

12 hours after that. which is like 8:00 o'clock in the morning 
or 7tOO o'clock in the morning in th~ Pacific - or right 
after daylight. dawn. 

HUTCHINSON Becaus~ 12 hours from that would be like 
10:00 o'clock Houston time - a.m .• in the morning. 

QUERY I tho ugh t that was go in g to be ri ght about 
9:00 a.m. Houston time. 

HUTCHINSON Okay. Well. 11 hours. 
QUERY Is it 11 hours? 
HUTCHINSON It's 11-1/2. 
QUERY Thirteen. It's about 13:50 - -
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- that was - it was going to be about 
9:00 

QUERY 
a. m. Hou~ton 

HUTCHtNSON 
QUERY 
HUTCHINSON 
QUERY 

time. . 

PAO 
want to try and wind 
pass. Aftee undock. 
station keeping T11 

Okay, well, 11 hours. 
Is it 11 hours? 
It's 11-1/2 --" 
Thit'teen. It's about 13:50 GMT. 
Okay, we have one queBtion here. We 
this up 80 we can catch the stateside 
will they try to fly around TV or 

HUTCHINSON We ~ill be doing the fly around after 
undocking per standard procedure. And there will be tele
vision coverage. 

QUERY Let me ask one quick question before we 
go, and that is - Is there anything in the actual flight 
directing of Skylab that impresses you as being different 
froa the way you went to you in SIMs'l 

HUTCHINSON Different than"SIMs? 
QUERY Yeah, or different than you expected. 
HUTCHINSON No, but I have discovered that it's 

tremendously different from Apollo in the fact that the 
flight directors are not capable of persulng problems with 
the same amount of detail they used to persue them In Apollo. 
That ought to be obvious. I mean you guys ask us questions 
that y~u would think we probably ought to know the answers 
to. and we don't. And that's mainly ~y opinion. There's 
more stuff than anyone .an could absorb all the intimate 
detail~ of. which really means that we're relying a lot 
more on the oper&tors in the Control Center to come up 
with the right answers and making reasonable misjudgements 
as opposed to doing some intimate technical details our
selves. But that's the big thing I've found. And I guess 
1 never really believed it, even after all the SIMs. until 
1 finally got in the mission and discovered how little I 
know. 

PAO 
Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 

Okay, we' ~ 1 cut it off right here. 
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PAO Mr. William C. Schnieder, the Director of 
the Sky 1 ab P rog ratl. 8111. 

SCHNEIDER Well. I don't have very much to say. 1 
assume that the announcement has been aade Rtatlns that we 
have decided that the parasol ~aterial on the th~rmal shield 
will last throughout the unmanned period and have therefGre 
decided not to replace it or to cover it with the twin-booa 
thermal shield on Skylab II. Our current plans do call for 
us to cover the existing parasol early In Skylab III with 
the onb~ard twin-pole thermal shield. We will continue with 
the plans for EVA to retrieve the ATM film. this COiling 
Tuesday. The only other note that I should add is that we wIll 
carry up on Skylab III a replacement parasol as a backUp. 
In case all other things fail. we will still have a viable 
thermal shield on board that we can deploy. 

QUERY What's the status of the alte~nate pow~r? 
SCHNEIDER Well, I reviewer! the alternate power 

Situations yesterday, and we de~ided that the probability of 
getting much useful power out of the rollup arrays and the 
fold out arrays was very low. In other words we got very 
little po ... ·er for a very great effort. And we decided to, 
reluctantly. to stop all activities in th.8t are~. There were 
a great number of organizations that were involved in that, 
a great deal of excellent work in it and it almost would 
have come to pass, but not quite. We are continuing the 
development of the solar array module, the so-called SAM, that 
would be r.arried up for docking to the emergency port. There's 
been no decision made to use it or not to use it, but mercly 
to continue its development for some further ti.e. 

QUERY Roughly, how much power would that pro-
duce? 

SCHN~IDER Let's see. I think that's - some expenR~ 
cost on Beta angle, and nominaly I think theytre talking 
about 1-1/2 kilowatts, i~ that re8iae of useful power. 

QUERY What does SAM stand for? 
SCHNEIDER Solar Array Module. 
QUERY Is therE a possibility you wouldn't have 

to take it up at all. if everythin~ continues to work as it 
does now, and the batteries don't deteriorate and things like 
t heH? 

SCHNEIDER Yes, that certainly is one alternative. 
QUERY What do your thermal tests show that the 

expected lifetime of this shield that you have up there 
not.1, the parasol shield? 

SCHNEIDER Well, the beat, we have not gotten to -
the test have not been able to get to a terminal conditlon, 
because as you probably are aware, we expose it to sunlight 
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and in order to accelerate the teetiG3 ve've been expoains ~t~tq not only 8taulatlons of • ainale Sun. but a180 siaula-t ion'. of a double Sun and s1paulation3 of four Suns. That t 8 the UV intensity is equivalent to ~hat the vehicle would see if it had been exposed to a sun 4 tiae. itl current intensity. We have as a .axiau •• uSing those techniques, tested the .aterial out to 1000 hours. which is beyond the Skylab III require.ent. and have not had the aaterial deteriorate down to zero strength and zp.ro elongtlvity. But we have not yet produced a tiae when the aaterial will physically r4ptur~. The materials experts that we convened yesterday were un~nimous in their conclusion that there's no problea for 90 days and the y we r e una n i 1110 us 1 nth ell" con c 1 us ion t hat i t pro b a b 1 Y would not last fot" 8 &lonths, and in between that, why. thr!re's an area of unce rt ainty. 
QUERY Why not just go ahead and put the one up next week while you're out anyway and then relieve the next crew of the job of having to do that? 
SCH~IEDER Well, aainly because. obviously this crew has had mao:; EVA activities and they are at the end of the 28 day 111ss10n and are very. very - -
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SCHNEID&R - - vell. Mainly because, obviou~ly this crew has had .any IVA acti~itie8. And they are at the end or a 28-day "{8sion in a very, very hard working 28-day 1119s10n. And it see.ed llke a prudent thing to do, not to tire thelll any aore than vas required. And in this lIanner ve'll not only start out with ~ freah ecew, but we will indeed be able to get back into the water tank and dQ devers1 deployBents and train the crew even better than the existios Skylab crew - 2 crew 1.. They were io the v.ter tank once. And it would obviously be our intention to get the Skylab III crew into the tank and get thea appropriately trained. QUERY Look1ns ahead to SL-IV, have you set a launch date for that yet. or a period, yet? SCHl'l"IDER No. There are - Froll 8 hardware stand-point, we would like very much to go as early as practical for the same reasons that W6 accelerated Skylab-ll1 and that does relllain an option. Froll a Icience standpoint, wtl'd 11ke to optillize .the ~arth resources paA8ee. And we'd like to, 1f at all posoible, see if ve can get the COllt>t that 1s COining into view around the last part of Dece.ber. And ve wilt be trading these things off 1n COMing up to our decision. We have not 1Iade that yet. We're trying to analyze the pros and CDn. of the various pressures that ve I re ge ttl n g • 
QUERY What coaet Is that? SCUNEIDER I should be able to tell you. 1 knnv the nallle, but 1 don't recall it. There lit a coaet that wiJI .... v~ry bTi.ght eOllet, that ia COllins c108e to theo Sun. It vill b~t t think, AS cl08e to the Sun as any ob.erved COllet has evel corae. 1t right now 1.8 11.oat viaible. The scientist told Ill' around the Chri,tlla. period it'll be vl.lbl~ t~ the naked eye as it approache, Vf!ty close to the Sun. They're very exceited about it and would 11ke very auch to r.et observation from above the Earth's ataolphere. Welre not at .11 sure thlt we can do it. That i8 .erely ore of the t.lctOt~ that we're puttlnl tntu our clecillon. We'd probablv lHH' the ATM and we ule all t.he inltrumente that we couldn't train on it. We originally were gOing to uee T021. I'm not quite sure how we would ule that r1sht now. QUERY Do you know how auch replacement ~quir-lIIent you'r!! goins to have to take up on the SL-tJl ",l88ioll, like, they're h.vtn~ & little trouble with the electrollbeQ~ gun and one of the ATM expert.ent •• and Aev~ral I1ttlr thlnBS hav8 80ne wrona- Are there gotng to be 8 lot of fQplace.ent •• l~ri.l to take up? SCHNEIDER Well the thtn", that ve vill r~plac. that ve hadn't planned on replac1n, - wa're plennlnR on brin~-1n8 up the SOlS and K55 •• periaente that had b •• n tll.tntted fro. Skylab II b.e.u~. of .towaa' requir •• enta in the CSH. 
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~c We will carry those., We vil1 carry up our new canister for 
the S183 French UV experiment. We vill carry up a replace
ment for the S082A UV - NRL UV ArM expert.ent. Those are 
the experillents that we are repl&c:.ing. The other ArM 
experiment that's had difflc~lty viII normally be replaced 
at the end of the aiRlior., 80 ve will not plan on any 
replacegent on that. We're replacing a coupl~ of EREP tapes 
and bringing up a lot of film, as w. had previously planned. 
And we're currently carrying up 80.e bracketry for attaching 
the experiments that had been dropped out of the solar 
scientific airlock, in hopes that we can retrieve 80me of 
the 8cientific value of those exveriments. And the objective 
would be to attach thell externally to the Spacecraft and 
brln~ back some date. - to attsch them durin8 one of the normal 
[VAs. We are only planning on doing that on one of the cxperh:ent8 
on Skylab 3, nallely the 149 particle collection experiment. 
~e will brIng up the bracketry for all of the experiments. 
However, we don't think ve can tr .. tn C,,. cre" on those 
experiments by liftoff time, so vo wtll __ 
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SCHNEIDER We viiI bring up the bracketry for all of ~he ~xperiment8, hovever. we don't think ve can train the ~rew-on those experiments by liftoff ti.e ~o we would plan on· doing that on Skylab IV. 
QUERY ~il1. 1 have a couple of questio~s here, phoned In. from Bill Johnson of ABC. First, vhat is time of the EVA, Tuesday and the duration? 
SCHNEIDER 1'~ afraid I don't recall the time, it's 1n the morning and it's early In the .ornlng because we will be doing it in the crew morning period, and if my reccollection 1s correct, why that must be early in the morning here. It is a morning exercise and we ,,'could expe<.:t some I 1 think it's, the EVA period Is about 2 hOUfS, 2-1/2 hours, but the EVA preps make this into a full morning exercise. 
PAO Okay. The secoud question from Bill Johnson, is will the ere", have air·-to-ground press conference, if SCI "'hen? 
SCHNEIDER The ans",er 10 I'm, yes, we have an air-to-ground press conference, the last ti.e I S8" the schedule, it ",as for the 27th. but that of course 1s &ubject to changl', but, yes, we are planning on one at this tftle. 
PAO Okay, do we have anymore questions her£'? QUERY What, you probably haven't made any d('cisions on this yet. but ",hat is the atatus now of the backup hard-ware, how far 1n these, this sedes of missions do you have to go before you ~ay we're not going to use that or it doesn't "'ork that ",ay? 
SCHNEIDER Oh. the backup hardware has completed fabrication and had completed fabrication prior to liftoff, it is in what we call a mission oupport status, that 1s we using the backup airlock module fot exe.ple, to troubleshoot sotle of the problems as they come up 1n the flight. That hardware all exist and 1s complete, cOllpleted in fabrication has not been completely checked out and we had not plann~d to completely check it out. We wIll keep thane equipment. that are necessary for mission support until the purl of the misSion, it is Our plan &olletilllt' during Skylab Til, fn all probability, to tIIake II decision as to ",hether or not to contInue ",ith the backup capa!:dlity or not. We hAVE' the n/llnt' of the (omr.ot ht!rE.', I'll spell it. Kohoutec. 
flUERY 8111, you've had (lome variollli l'motionlll and fee lings AS you've gone through th1a 11 {ght and they've chan8~d up and down. how do you feel now about it? 
SCH~EIDER Great, we got that f1~f('t well that WIU u cul.inatlu~ of. not the cul~lnat1on, but that "'48 a Rr~at evont that many of ua have boen looking forwflrd to. and Sky14lb hiS, as I've been to!h.n, you now for the paat lew daYfI. 
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we're quite proud of it and we think it'. a good .IS8ioo, we 
think the scientific content of the .18810n and the results 
of the expert.ents 18 gOing to be very revealing and very 
beneficial to .ankind in general. I feel very good about 
Skylab today, 88 you've said, I'Ye had periods When, that 
haa not necessarily been true, but right now, ayste .. s are 
\torking well, the experi.ents are working well, the crew 
is working well. We see. not to h~ve either over worked the 
crew, or under worked the crew, our flight planning 8eeae to 
be, have been well thought out, and we indeed are oee. to 
be getting everything during the day that we had planned on 
dolng, which hal been very gratifying. SORe of U8 hadn't worried 
that OUf flight planning techniques were such that th!!y were 
101ng to tire the crew out. but as you know, we have as a 
policy to schedule a full day and we have done that and the 
crew has responded asgniflcently and the data that we're 
getting back Dhows it. So all in all, I think we've got a 
ftlssion that the nation can be proud of. It's not done yet. 
t h •• ten to add, we've got 80me 7 ~onth8 to go and on~ robin 
• spring doth not •• ke. 

much. PAO Okay, do we h6ve any ~ore? Thank you very 
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PAO This is the Johnlon Newe Center. We, have Dr. Story MUlar.ve. backup sciefice pilot f~r Skyl,b 11. who vill aive U8 • narrative d •• crlption of the rep1ayfotr the student experi.ent 8D-31. Dr. HuslraVe. 
MUSGRAVE Joe Kerwin, here, Is taking out the container which has all the petri dishes in it, or the culture .edium. to support the growth of the bacteria. He's fastening it down here on the IKSS Work table. Here he's taking out the leaflet that has the bacteria in It, and he's fastened it on the work table. He's taken a clip out that w111 hold the culture. for photography and he's placed it up on the lIght above. You can see in the foreground the forceps on the edge of the table that he'll use tor lnocul~tlng the medium. He's making room to place another itea on the table, uelng the velcro patches. He's picking up the forceps in the left hand, •• intaining th~ tip off the edge of the table to maintain sterIlity of the tips of the forceps. Each one of those, so-called, agar plates has a culture medium in ther~t which will sIlpport: bacterial growth. Her. he's opentng one of th. pl.te8. You can see by the aotions of hig hands, there, after putting that plate down - What his hands wer~ saying is, I hope it'll stay there. This ,. the third rlate that he'a exposing here. I see he's 10~kin8 around for all the patches of velcro that he can see, 80 that he can do as •• ny plates si.uItaneousI, as possible. How, he's opening up a packet which contains three separate discs of bacteria. And with the forceps he wl11 pull o~t each di~c and place this in the agar packet, within which the bactori. will grow. He' I th toving 80mething away in on e of our trash lockers, then', That's a trash locker. You can see the difficulty he has gettlnz things off of his h.nd. Anything which is wet, of course, has a tre~ndous 8urfAce tension. And anything which i8 wet~ of cours~, sticks to his fingers. Now he has exposed three discs within thAt p~cket. He'. picked up the forceps and he'll extract one disc. Th~r~'R one disc. There's lo.e notches along the aide of thr dlA~ which tell hi. which side to put into the culture medlllM "nd which aide to plAce up. That's very important. The barlcrin ""at\t to bf' placed Oil the culture mediutll side. 
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MUSGRAVE He'. now closIng the lid to that cultur~ medium in that disc, being ~areful not to touch anything within inside, the culture plate, ~hich might contaminate it with other bacteria from his hanus. He then places it back In the container to be cultured either in the carbon dioxide incubator or outside of the vall of the spacecraft. That is the carbon dioxide Inc~bator container wbicb he is loading up With those cultures which will be exposed to carbon dioxide in the incubator. At this part In the sequence, he has completed inoculating all of the culture media. We have seen him do chis to just one, but he has done that Identical procestl for IS agar plates. That incubator, he'g insta1111"18 it in that incubator now. which will mainteln the culture medium at a certain temperatur~ and will also expose thoae bacterIa to a certain level of carbon dioxide. You can't see it within the field of view now, but he'. laking the r •• ,in1ng cultur~ plates and actually hanging the. on a locker on the wall of the spacecraft. So, hets moving the TV camera nov. and we'll pick those up Iln the wall. So, we ilave slver.l different bacteria. Some of thell will be grown in a medium of cllrbon dioxide at a certain temperature. lhe others will be exposed Simply to the spacecraft environment. He', hanging thell on th~ wall nov. and they will be photographed at -... fter 12 hours of grovth, 24 hours, 36 hOUfS, and finally after t.8 hours of grovth. After this photography the siapies ,,111 be put in the chiller so that their pre,ent state of growth and metabolism, will be held at a constant, if you Will. be frozen at this state and then they viII be brought back home. Although I can't be sure, at present with what's on the display. t think. he was going after a. an acce8sory cabl*! to bring electrical power to the 1ncl'bator. That is not hardwired to the spacecraft and he hal to get an • a transfer cable and houk that into a utility box and then bring it to the incubator. 
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MUSGRAVB . -- Ii t t le demons t ration of Ie ro- 8 phenonenon. Again, it's not within our field of use; so I can't be a hundred percent sure what Dr. Kerwin'. doing now. It does appear that he'a 11f~ing the culture plate up, attaching it to a photographic bracket, which is mounted on the light right overhead here, and then taking closeup photographs of the growth of the bacteria, which again he does at 12 hours alter th~ inoculation, 24 hours, 36 hours, and 48 hours after the 1nnoculation. And, again, although not within our field of view, I think he rapl«e6d the one he took a picture of already 4nd took out another culture medium to photograph. While I con't spe.k for the principal investigator of this experi .. ent, high school student Robert Steele, some of the important scientific conclusions, which night be drawn from this. is that how are bacteria influenced by the spacecraft envJronment? How are they influenced by a S-psi environ~ent of 10 percent oxygen and 30 percent nitrogen? How are they influenced by a very important factor - growing in a culture medium with zero-gravity? How are diffu,ion processes? How are they i.portant? Now we can see a photographing of the Irowth of the bater! •• The bacteria hung on a photographic clip, right on the light itself. You can see the brightness at the top of the screen. And Dr. Kerwin gets within 16 in(he~ of the culture medium. He's taking a picture of that one. he'll then replace that one and get out another one to photograph. The microbiologists are very concerned about differential growth of bacteria and viruses inside a spacecraft. Not Just the total growth, but does this environment favor the super 8rowth of • few bacteria and/or diminish the growth of others? S~me other intete8tln~ questions. which might be contributed to by this experi.ant are (garble) procpsse8 1n tero gravity. Everything has a different density. ~ven wIthin itself, different components of a ~ell hav~ different del'\sitiea. Without any gravity there would be no dlaHC(\ for any for. of sedimentation within a ct>ll to occur. Thhll:t8 I i.ke the nuclei and nucleoli and olher parls of ttle cell vhtch are hcavler than their eurroundlntl8 - There Is a force, and thcy tend to sink within the cell. of course, thCRl' do not occur - -
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MUSGRAVB . -- Ii t t le demons t ration of Ie ro- 8 phenonenon. Again, it's not within our field of use; so I can't be a hundred percent sure what Dr. Kerwin'. doing now. It does appear that he'a 11f~ing the culture plate up, attaching it to a photographic bracket, which is mounted on the light right overhead here, and then taking closeup photographs of the growth of the bacteria, which again he does at 12 hours alter th~ inoculation, 24 hours, 36 hours, and 48 hours after the 1nnoculation. And, again, although not within our field of view, I think he rapl«e6d the one he took a picture of already 4nd took out another culture medium to photograph. While I con't spe.k for the principal investigator of this experi .. ent, high school student Robert Steele, some of the important scientific conclusions, which night be drawn from this. is that how are bacteria influenced by the spacecraft envJronment? How are they influenced by a S-psi environ~ent of 10 percent oxygen and 30 percent nitrogen? How are they influenced by a very important factor - growing in a culture medium with zero-gravity? How are diffu,ion processes? How are they i.portant? Now we can see a photographing of the Irowth of the bater! •• The bacteria hung on a photographic clip, right on the light itself. You can see the brightness at the top of the screen. And Dr. Kerwin gets within 16 in(he~ of the culture medium. He's taking a picture of that one. he'll then replace that one and get out another one to photograph. The microbiologists are very concerned about differential growth of bacteria and viruses inside a spacecraft. Not Just the total growth, but does this environment favor the super 8rowth of • few bacteria and/or diminish the growth of others? S~me other intete8tln~ questions. which might be contributed to by this experi.ant are (garble) procpsse8 1n tero gravity. Everything has a different density. ~ven wIthin itself, different components of a ~ell hav~ different del'\sitiea. Without any gravity there would be no dlaHC(\ for any for. of sedimentation within a ct>ll to occur. Thhll:t8 I i.ke the nuclei and nucleoli and olher parls of ttle cell vhtch are hcavler than their eurroundlntl8 - There Is a force, and thcy tend to sink within the cell. of course, thCRl' do not occur - -
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MUSGRAVE - nuclei and nucleoli and other p.rt, of th. cell which are heavier than their surrounclings. There 1 ... fotc. _nd they tend to sink within the cell and of,cour~e the8~ do not occur in zero 8yavity. Within the cult~re .edlu. al.o. there .re no convective current. which would tund to c'rculate m~t8bolic constituents which the cells need. Dr. Kerwin is c~o"tinulns to photograph fux'ther of the culture media. He~s '{hl.hed the ooPt in the incubators nl)W'. an'" hets laking thvH that have been pla~ed on the spacecraft locker. Ihey have been exposed si_pl, to the spacecraft environment instead of to a warmer environment of carbon dioxide 111 tlf(' incubator. You want me to narrate this? This looks lik", (Idul Weitz riding the bicycle, the ergoOleter Without a res! raJnt system, and that's all. And commandor Co~r4d preparing thp next meal. We're looking up toward the top of the dome at thIs point. Th.t's the hatchway leadtnr (u the air10ck module 4nd the docking 
~dapter. What we l:aU the fireman's pole in the middle, that helps up traverse a long distanct. from the top of the dome down to the experiment compartrDent. That's an inlet to the fans you see off to the lower left. We're now looking through the ~ultiple docking adapter and the hatch you see tn the center of that will take us to the com_and module. Our tranaportion to and fro~. Hc'a floatins with that in his han d. 

rAO Okay, I believe that's all of the video replay and il any of you have any queAtions, we'd be happy to ansver thea. We do have, I see, a little bit of the AT~ Apollo Telescope Mount video also, on this piece ~f tape. We can go ahead, I think at this point and rick up a~y questions Oil the f:D)I. 
QUERY How much crew participation was there, wIt h the, 0 r vas 1 t s t \J de nth i illS f' 1 f, I me an how much interface betw(!(>o him and, do you have any. I suppos(' Ire all j' 9 h 0 u 1 d a 8 k the 8 t lAden t It i 11.'18 (' 1 f, but? 
tflrSGR/\VE The crew had no tnt.rfact> ,,-llh the atu-de h ton t his e It per 1 me n t. Ii o. 1 t. t h ~ no null I' x per tile nt, W' e always haVE! instruction from the principle inve5t18ator~ themselves and from the crew - -
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ttUSCRAVE '''; On th ill e ~p'l'i~en ~. 1'h.- nor •• ~ expe 1'1 ... 
mente ve .!~a~8 ha~~ 1~8tructlon fro~·th. ptthC1p81'ti~ •• ~'
gatora themaelves and fro~ the crew tralni~8 p~~,l., The,. 
e.periaents ca.e on vel', late and actu~ll, we j~8t starred 
seelng them about a .oath and a half or two before launch 
so we ~ever had • ch&nc' to have instruction fro. the prin
cipal investigators. 

QUERY You said that aicrobio!oglets were very 
con ce rne d abou1 the ,rowth of vi ruses in a 8 pace craft en
viron~ent, what d~ they ~lan to use - how do ther plan to use 
that knowledge that you gain from this ex?erlaent? 

MUSGRAVE t think concan,ad ian't the right wl/ld. 
Theytrc int8rB8t~d In the growth ot viru8~8 and b&cterJ~. 
This cxperinent will point out the differences between ho~ 
bacteria as they grow dOWfi here on Earth and how they grow 
up there. Do they tend to have an overgrowth nr an under
growth - is there so.ething up thete that suppresse8 bsctcrial 
growth or is thrre soaething up th~re th.t enhances bacteria 
growth. that's the 80rt of In!ormdtion which you could get 
out of this experiment, although. cf course t tht!8e are 1'ea9008 
that I hlive given fo'C n"ing this exper1,.ent. And to re811y 
an.wer your question you'd need to ask the PI. 

QUERY Then how vill - once that has been de-
termined what uses would be made of that Informati~n1 

MUSGRAVE Whether we have a super 8~owth or under 
g~owth? lttd tell you - we're going to a lot of effort right 
now tn Skylab with biocide.. In ways, those afe thing8 which 
discourage growth or kill bacteria and virusea. We'Te paying 
a lot of attention to thiB on Skylab and the .aterial. th&t 
we have onboard - allo we are saapling the crew - the .kin of 
the crew. On a aid.i8.ion point and toward tha end of the 
.1 •• 10n we're eaapl!ng the crew and we're aa.p1ing about 
20 or 25 different pllcel around the spacecraft to look for 
bacteriol growth. So deoevdtng upon how they grow, thi8 would 
tell us how much eaphasia we need t~ put on bloclde~ or how 
little e~phaal. we need to put on the~. That'. one thtng 
ltt11 tell us. But 1 think the aOlt iaportant part of this 
.xper1~nt 18 aimed at basic sclence. things 11k. eedl.enta
tlon of lntracellular co.ponente and that sort of thing. 
But a~aln and partly here It~ Gpe.k1n~ for the Pl. l'm not 
the Pl. I'm the guy who doe. it. 

PAO Any other queationti. Thank you very lIIuch, 
Dr. Musgrave. 
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PAO Ladi •• and Gentl ••• n, Hr.' Beltod) ~. havp Mr. Chuck Lewi •• Flight Director off 'hift now. Wetlt let ' him au •• arize bnd if Hr. Belton ha~ any questions and no ot~er nevs men ahow up, ve will atart. Chuck. LEWIS Okay. Today. ve b •• ieally we went through our CSH Entry Systeas Cheeks. That wa. conducted prtaarl1y this Doming and all the CSK Systea. checked out very well. no probl.a. at all. No systea. proble .. in the OWS or HDA today. And I think you bad an earlier preis conferenc~ about t\,e tt. we picked up a I aajor flnre. So I guess that vas one of the highlight. of the day, the flu:e. l'ut apparently the crew got to it quick enough to pick it up before it p~aked out and of course they folloved through vith their poet flare activity. Tomorrow lIIom1ng ve will have the CSH Entry Sillulatlon vith the crey, and subsequent to that wetll have normal experiMent ops. That'. about it in .. to_ary. 
PAO '1'o.~ do you ha',e a ,question? Thl.. i8 .n interview, not a pre •• conference. 
QUERY Are they ~djustin8 to their new schedule, and what are the1r probleaa? 
LEWIS They reported no problea., 1 vouldn't say they're adjusted, I dontt think you can •• k •• quick change l1ke that and be completely adjv~ted, It'll take a little vhile, but they've reported n" probleml. 
PAO Chuck, 1 think I, vetre gettina a lot of ques~ion8 outl14e on vhat the Bntf, 81. viII conlilt of, could you run over that? 
LEWIS Well, I'M not the Plight Director that doel that, but baSically the crev u~11 just 80 through their Entry Checklist, ve'll upl1n~ .aneuve~ pads and 80 forth Much like we do on Entry Day ~nd ju.t kind 01 a valkthrough with the crew to refresh thea on the procedurel, escercl •• th. ground a bit with regard to the variou8 COMputer lo.d~ ve uplink and thp. varioua volee pad. that ve oeno the crew. And that'a scheduled to take. 1 think ve've 80t about Sand 1/2 hours scheduled in the Bornina for that activity. 
QUERY Hov about suit and un.'uH? LEWIS No~ If. aur. it'd be ~n8ulted. QUERY Doee thil conaiat of undocktng and that 90rt of thing? 
LEWIS Oh no, this 1., there won't be any undocking_ tt's Just lIke I said, kind of • walkthrough with the crew on the procedure_, checkl18t. 
PAO Well. ro., no aore que.t Ion.? 1111 ht Hr. Levi. leave. Okay. 
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PAO (Qarble) if they call UI. See if they', • 
• ~.~. toehow the tV <"rble) •. Tooalny p.o~le 1n thi' rooa.· 

YAIANA Do you ~ant a. to Itart? 
PAC Or. Valaraa. we're on the air now. You can ,Q .head and explain what'a beinl .hown there. 
YAIANA What you are .eelng there 1e the great 

.v~nt of the day. Is that the H~alpha fra •• s are .howing the 
flare in prolreea. You lee the basically double ~tructure 
through the active region. Portion of It outline. the aalnetie 
fl~ld of one polarity on one ,ide and the other polarity on the 
Qcher side. And the running through it, through the center. you 
.ay feel through that channel a - what corresponds to what we 
call a neutral line. And the brightenings that you see, which 
arc considerable brightness with respect to the active region 
normal brightenings. are seen on bOlh sides of the neutral line. 
If that flare had been Q larger flATe, you probably would have 
seen this thing 88 what Is called noraally a elaslic of two 
ribbon flares. with the brighten1ng separating out, one froa 
the othor. right and left. The position in which you •• e the 
crosl area is the position where pErhaps '80ae of the XUV alld 
X-ray photography show the brightest portion of the flare in 
progress. Question soaewhere? 

QUERY We can only see the flare on one plane here. 
How far up. away froa the 8urface, does it come? 

VAIANA Yel. The magnetic field extends into the 
~orona. and of course XUV and X-ray instruaente are looking 
throughout the transition region above the plane and then through
out the corona. A vertical extent Is little to deter.ine, but 
you can see where it i8 goin8 up of the order of pethapI 100,000 
kilo.eters above the 801sr surface. which will be of (he salle 
order of magnitude, the aalle size. as the active regiQn 1tself. 
And one of the crucial questionl to be answered in a flare obser
vation 8uch as thi8, which is the first ti.e we have had an oppor· 
tunity to have it, is - Is the flare trilgered durin8 the very 
first few .inutes. just before it peaks. just while it's rhIng? 
1st he fl are t r I 8 ge r in g "c cur r i n gat on ~ s pee i f i cpo in t ? 18 It 
occurring at .everal points? Wh~t is the confi8uration of the 
aagnetic fields where the flare trigger8? And that should give 
us a hint on what the mechanica for triRgerlns it is. No. but 
it's very difficult to do this 80rt of observation fro. a rock~t. 
This is the XUV photograph. As you can see - let ae get oriented 
out here - the region where the flare occurred Is that r~glon out 
here. 1 should describe this north and centered a little bit of 
east of th£ reglon - I'. sorry. it 1s this one out her~. where 
the flare 1s. That's the region that the astronauts pointed out 
to be 10 times brighter than the rest of the surrounding XUY 
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.~Q~tQJ brlaht",... The latty_ r'8~on, which t, the .Olt 
'Qt'v~~r •• ~nt 6n the dl,c. 18 .ctu.l lative f •• ton 37, which 
it. 16 tl'!. Jqonttor that· yo~ .re .ee1na, J.,. right froa the \ 
clntilf. That v •• tht onlyectlve r •• lonvhlch hael any flare 
prob4btltt)' qf thl' cI.... In nallty, although the probability 
for the .~tiv. featon 31 wa. ~ery low today. very close to ler~, 'I' he4 naturally that Ireat event. I want to point out that 
any event that corre.pond. to that particular one i& an MS. 
Corre·Pond. to S t1 ••• ten to the ainua 2. If you go, you have 
to I~ at l~.at one order of .asnilude hlaher than that to 
really let the vlry hu,e bt. flare which h8s all the char~ 
Icterhtlci of the ar.et flare., .0 to apeak. But that has 
been the lar.eat we have seen so far froa Skylab. In fact, 
it', the first one that ve have seen to the rhing portion and 
the (garble) as well. The XUV, if you'd __ 
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V A I AN A. 1 n f • ct. t h 18 t • t h. f 1 r 8 ton e t h • t V. have .een the riline portion and under the (sarbIe), al 
w911. The. If you donlt have any queltlonl till proceed. 
The XUV aonitor viII shov you ~h~ (garble) reaion t, for 
the old resion that goe. from 10,000 dearees to ~ or a little 
above t ha tout, the the .1 dd 1e 0 f the great co rona. So 
ve'll integrate the light fro. around that region. And there
fore, what you're looking at is the contribution brought fro. 
the transition region (garble) from the corona in the XUV 
monitor. 

QUERY Have you gotten any observations fro. 
the ground on this flare? 

VAIANA Of course, it's a little bit too early, 
because everyone has been busy on ascertaining the effect of 
that flare or: our fila budgE'l, for instance, for people 
who have the - who vant films to see whether we've really 
go~ observation to qak. sure that the computer pronra., are 
running properly, to lIake sure we can retrL-ve all of the 
d~ta appropriate for that, and to see how we have to change 
the observing program for the coming day. There's a planning 
session goinS on right now, in which I'. 8ure that question Is 
being discussed in detail. There's a second fra.e and you 
can see the, not an XUV frame. You can see the - crosehairs. 
or rather the clr~le which outlines the poinling position of 
the astronaut 8S being aore centered towards active region 
31. So while the first fralle was representing t.he ah - a 
(garble) sort oC condition they represent when so.e one is 
pointing to that region. Going back to your question, we 
have later confirmation of that flare has been observed 
from the ground. NOA has told us that the - one of the 
observers of classification, 1s what is called I-bead, for 
response to the size of the order of 10 to the 9 square miles. 
And B stands for ~right. which classifies it in the H-ALPHA 
observation. It's a little bit too early to say what's -
what the ground observations will be for that flare. However. 
expectations are quite great because it occurred over a United 
States pass, and we all know that lIany of the observers that 
we're cooperating with were trying to observe today. I'. aure 
tha:: peaks (garble), the high altitude observer (garble) they 
were in a position of seeIng a flare and 1 haven't heard of any 
bad weather condition in anyone of those places, today. But 
1 have not really had time to infora myself on that. The - Just 
to go along with the flare progress. the flare was first seen at 
14:07 from the photomultlplieT co~~t ~~d by one minute the a~tro
naut had reported that he could ~onflrm that the flare vas (saTble) 
from looking at the XUV that you are seeinA nov. And fro. 
looking at the variou8 X-ray indications, a geiger coun ter and 
photomultiplier and the i.age dissector display, ~e ha. an extra 
display on boaTd. All of the. were possibly indicating that the 
flare was in progr~S8 and by 14:08, that is one minute later 
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he, had already not only 1nitt.tecS the palt .xp .. ri .... t. but h. ,,', 
had alao r,point.d to the active re.1Qn 31. It 1 •. a t •• t •• ttc 
pertor.ance. that ,,. cen't eapectany· better,' It allowed UI 

togo fro~ 14:08 to _t l'.lt 14,10 durin, the riatD, partioR of 
the flare. That 11 •• tr.gtly i.portent becau" any clarification 
• the trisgering .echanl •• for that flare •• y only coa. froa that 
rlsiR, portion. that il when the eaplollon i, really taklna place. 
Here you .ee proar.a. into the flare. You lee overy thing briaht-
enina up 10 to apeak around the re,ton 31. So that auet be very 
close to the peak aaxi.ua. This i. - It aUlt be an integrated 
intenlity - XUY d!.play. Yel, 

QUIRY .80aeone laid earlier that when the flare 
lirlt atarted occurr1nl. the alara. vent off, bell. atart 
rlng1n a, lishtl start fl.,hing, what re.lly happened? 

VAIANA (Laushter) The al~r.1 went on, I assume. 
Yes. What happened i8, that there i. an X-ray counter 
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VAtANA Lin •• veren't torn, I aleu.o. What happened i8 there 1. an X-ray r.~unter on bo.~d" it'l.a photo~ultiplier. And we let every day part of the plannina - we set a thre.hold wh I cha aye if that re adin 8 fro. that p hotoaul ti pIle r t 8 .ore of a certain volu •• whiet 1a e.tabUahed on the ba3i8 ()f the sensitivity of the 1nstru.ent. of tho daily flocke that we expect. on how .any flaral that we have but we have not ob-served froa Skylab. and 80 on. We establish that threshold in that way. Now once the PKEC goes above that threshold and the alarm ~y.tea 18 activated. then the alar. will go on. and there's a - al we've said - there's a light flashin8 on board, and there 1s a buzzing n01se which will allow the astronaut to stop whht he's doing soaehow and in soae cases to come back to the console, if he's not there. 'and check that, in fact. it's not a false alarm, but it's" real one. And what he does - he look_ acain at th~ photo.ultiplier. Ha looks again at the XUV ~onitor that he is seeing th~re. He looka at the (garble) display, which is another X-ray .onitor. If he sees that there is a bright spot in the image of the (garble) display. a bright spot in some setive region position or on the limb in the XUV displa~eJ. he would immediately initiate the flare program, He will first initiate 54 and 56 experiment. He would appoint confirmation of the flare. He would swing all the battery of instruments or try to swing all the battery of instruments to the point where the flares is developed. He will point the fine resolution instrullent to the brightest portion of that flare and continl',e with the flace program with just - it applies quite a bit of switch thro~ing. Some of the programs go through very fast sequences during the rising portion of the flare and throughout the peak. and when the flarea then decay, of course. you try to delay your data t~kin8 a little bit. and you go through the decay phase at a more - slower pace, 80 to speak. (GRrble) to follow that activity. It didn't solve it today. The astronaut not only could do all of that very fast (And that was a very pleatlant confif'Ution for us.). but also he was interested enough and excited enough to qelay all of his later activities on shower taking and things like that. Do you understand he stayed there 15 min-utes more than he was supposed to? 

QUERY How long was the decay phase of the flare? VAIAN.\ Okay. The flare. as I Yaid, started on 15:07 ~ at least - I'a sorry, 14:07 i9 when the PMEC alarm vas set up. Some activity was noted if' that region prior to that I and NOA noW' confirms that inittal indication of flare - a Il14tter of time. 8S early as 14:05 - all those numbers subject to revision, of course, . Then the flare peaked at 14:08. and it lasted for .ore than 20 minutes h~nce. What I 1II6all for lasted 1s that 'While it vas 8radually going down, one could still recognize flare activity, 
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'0 ~o ap.ak. of the decay type.fter .30 .1ault.. Th. ~ot.l 
dur.t10n ataht 10 up loa.what' once ve kno~ tbe detaill of Lt. 

't SPEA1C.EI We do have' the' report "that Dr. Valana hal 
.ade up~ and we will have plenty of copi,. 1~ the nowl roo. 
on thle flare eV,ent. 'Aoy other questionll? 

SPEAKER ,Dr •. Vaiana. I believe you had to set lome 
place by 2tOO o'clock: 80 we appreciate your coming over. 

YAlAHA .' Thank you. 
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PAO We are 8et~in8 ready to ~tart the neva e un fer en c e () nth e AT K • x per i lie n t 8 • \oJ e '11 8 tar tin abo \J t 60 seconds. 
PAO All ri~ht. we'll get started with the ATM exporl.ents news conference. Wuld l1ke to start it off with Hr. W. C. Keathl), the Chief of ATM Experi.ente 8ranch at the Martlhall Sp,J('e Flight C~nter. Mr. Keathl}'. KEA1HLY Well, 1 juat wanted to get over sOlie of the hardware .'!ipects of th9 thing before we turn it (wer to more exciting faNs. The hardware in ge:leral i8 working 'tIery good. Wt·'..,e had two failures 1n the instruments, thelll-s~lves. We h~d a malfunction of the S082-A camera, which as most of you know Was replaced by Joe Kerwin in the SAS beall EVA several days ago. Sillce that tillie, we've had a failure of the 5052 photographic camera. And that will ba replaced on day 26 in the ooraal planned ca.era retrieval EVA. Now (rom ah - In the mean tim~, we are down-linking -have increased our TV down-link of that particular i.age to obtain the scientific data by way of TV. It's not the same quality of data, but it will sutfice until we get our camera replaced. There have been two systems failures that have affected the ArM expert_ent operation. One of which you know about, the S054 door malfunction, which was repaired and opened by Joe Kerwin during the SAS beam EVA - and a deployzent EVA. And it was pinned open, and it wll1 re.ain open ror thp. rc~t of the 1119S10o. The - There hol8 been one other .tnor, well minor right now, anomaly. We haven't been able to switch the S054 main power off. There are ways to do that, but we're leaving it on, and it is planned to leave it on. It's a ~lnor Qalfunction. Au far as the hardware is concerned, I think eVE'ryone is pleased that the iust ruments are perforCDing as they are and ~e trust thp.y will continue to do so. I'd - Unless there's any questions about the instruments the.selves, l'd like to jU&t get right into the scientiflc acco1llpli8h~nls, since we've last talked to you. PAO All right. Bill. Let me introduce thi! other experimenters here. One ~xperlaenter is still not here. He's, as you put it, chaSing the solar flare - -SPEAKER Here he comes now. PAO Oh, there he is. (Laughter) He got here after all. Dr. Guiseppe Vianna just arrived. Dr. Robert Noyes on the far end down there. Ji. Underwood, of Aerospace Corporat ion, you raise your han d 90 they can see 1 Dr. Robert Mcqueen of High Altitude Observatory. Dr. E. M. Reeves of Harvard College Observatory. Dr. Richard Tausey of N8val Research Laboratory. And Mr. Kt!athly I believe that Dr. Noyes ia next in line with some slides, here. Or. Noyes. 
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All risht. Okay, Bob. Why don't you puaentthe results of &ome of tbe result" that you've seen during the past 2 weeks. 
NOYES Let lie b~ain by laying Dr. Reeves and 1 are here representing the Harvard SOSS e"'perillents, which you may cecall Is an experiment to look In the far ultraviolet simultaneously at acny different heights in the outer solar ~tllosphere. Before I show a e~uple of slides, let •• say that the data as we've looked at It, frankly ~xceeds our wildest expectations. We're absolutely dellshted to discover that virtually every object that we've tried to look at, we've don~ successfully and we have seen, in aillost every case, ('nttrely new end different phen<'lIena. The reason is because we have for the first time a high enough spatial resolution tu see the iin(' structure of what we're 8(lIirching for. Let me 8ho~ you a couple of slides by vay of illustration ot the kind of data w~'re getting. I think wetil have to shut all the lIghts out. This first slide 18 a picture of the qui~t Sun in - simultaneously at different heights froll 10 - of tempecaturea of 10,000 degrees up through about 30, 000 degr~es, and LOO,OOO degr~es and 300,000 degrees at .bout 1-1/2 million degrees In the c(lrona. And we have established that the n~tvork that we see in the quiet Sun uocs, In fact. break -spread out in many cases to he very diffuse. But ~here seell to be two fundamental etructures in the corona, which are appearing in our data. not only in this picture, but, In fact. every til1le we observe. These little points heee are a unique and fundamental feature of the corona to - By way of the scale. I mtnsht 8ay. that this is a plctur~ covering a 1- 0 u t 1/6 tho f the sol a r d i a me t e r - -
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NOYSE - - the picture coverina about 1/6 of the solar diameter and ou this acale the s1ze of the8~ little points of catsAion, which we think are going to be quite important in terms of corona ~eatlng. They are about the slze Qf the dialr.('t~r ~lf the Earth. They're quite bia, about - oh, 8,000 Inile8 serosa. And you can {o}lO\ thp'1I point by point through all hei8ht. of th .. • corona. They are undoubtedly areas of stronger than average ~agnetlc field, quite p08sibly they're related to a bipolar structure of the field, although we haven't yet analyzed lhlal in detail. We'v~ looked a little bit at their evolutionary trends and we find that tht!y do have a measurable lifetime of the order of lliany hours but \Ie haven't yet quantitatively found out yet. but we do feel that they're goin8 to tell us a great deal .sbout the ~ about where the heat cOllies into the corona. Another area of study shown on the 9~cond slide which shows a ?ro~inence as sp.en in 4 different e.ls~ion6 nf the 11aht of the hydrogen atOal. Theae tour ,re different - let me begin by again reminding you of the scalA the Gl~e of the earth. For example, it's very - about that big here - 00 thlli is really an ('normOllS iealure here. It's a cloud of rather cool material <l.t a temperature of perh~ps 10,000 Jegrtt!8 emersed in the very hot corona. And it's very interesting to look ut the difference in the way - when the pro~inence appears in the different emissions of hydrogen. We hope to learn a great deal about the te.perature and the density and the phYSics of what's going on In this refrigerated cloud, if yO\! like, by means of comparing these dtff~rent colors. It's like taking a picture of a candl~ flame, if yeu like, at ~any different colors in order to determine the basic physiLal conditions inflide the flame. That'll be all {or the slides. I'll just finish by Qenti~ning t~at we have ob8erv~d active regions in gre6~ detail and seen enormous changes In the spectrum. We have pointed at individual points in the dctiv~ regions and scanned thLough the entire ultraviolet spectrum. showing emission in p~rhaps 100 dlf!erp.nt ultraviolet emission lines, ~ach of which gives ~8 a different type of information on the physics. And WE- find t.emendous surprises. Some lines ere enhanced by very large factors while others are not. These may be directly related to very large density changes in the active regions. With those - few illustrations I'd like to close but remind you that we have looked at virtually every object with the exception, u~til now, of 6 solar flare, ve had looked at every object that we had planned to do and seen basically the kind of resules W2 had expected. We're now going back and lookin8 into far ~re4ter greater detail, looking at aany different spectral lihes that we had not been able to look at thp, first time «round. 
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PAO Let'. get to Dr. McQue.n now who hal the 
.~qronagraph, . the 5052 coronagraph. 

MCQUEEN As Bill •• ntioned our ca.era failed Sunday 
night. J ••• ed after we had coapleted approxiaately 4,400 
{rame. of obeervation of tl,a corona ove~ the first .ias1on 
days. He a1.0 mentioned that wetre now u81ng through the 
cou~teay of th~ planners on the ground and especially through 
the court eay of the crewlllelilbe rll addit ion .. 1 TV downltnks of 
th~ coronagraph which youtve aeen en the TV fro. tiae to time 
to ,",ontinue our study of the evolution and ch«nse. 1n struc
ture of the corona. 1 think there aTe two high points in our 
minds that have occurred during the lIIi~~ion. Number 1 was 
the successful completion of what we call joint observing 
progfaJIl 9, and that is entitled "Solar Wind. 1I What this joint 
observing program tries to do is examine the corona in detail 
for a period of' approximately 4S consecutive hOUfS by ob
.erving piece. - by u8ing 9ieces of observing ti.e during 
those 45 hours. We did observe for 31 consecutive cycles 
wi:h two int~rruption8 in the middle on cycle 19 and 20 due to 
an £ RE r pas s • We e x p e c t the sed a taw 111 a 110 W u s toe x alii i n e 
carefully the corona for the possible identification of the 
passage of material out into the corona which comprises the 
solar wind flow. It's interestin8 to note that the total 
observing tlae that we consumed on the perforqance of this 
objective was about 252 minute~ and if you take an average 
eclipse time as observed from the E&rth thattd be equivalent 
to abo\\t 84 ground eclipse'll And it's interesting to note 
that just In the performance of that one job we have 
accumulated more data than could be obtained durins 84 total 
solar eclipses from the Earth. We think that the instrument 
is operating -
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HCQUEEN We think that the In,trua.nt 1. operatina very well. as ~ndtcated by the TV downlinks. The TV downlink 11 of eub.t.nti,lly lower re~otutlon th~n our fila re.clution; so Whil$ we haven't spen that late~ relol~tlon. we expect it t ~ be 8u!)erb In exaainina the detail. of tl:,e corona. The only other - lhe other point that, - objectl~e that we've been able to fulfill 18 the obklervation of a coronal transten'L':. which occurred, fortunately, the nisht before our callera ja •• ed. And this wal an erruptive prominence on the link which waa observed flom the ground. upllnked to the crew.embers, they went into a tran-cient obserVIng proBram. We did continue the obeervations of with the coronograph through the unattended period during the night, and of course a. you know, we haven't seen our fila yet, but we do know from an obser~ation of the NRL coronagraph. the small coronagraph which i8 flyins on OSO 7, that at the ead of our obeerving period a larse transient was in the corono, a large blob of aaterial was moving out in the corona, and V~ hope very much to use the geometry of this phenomenon and the electron density to infer what is going on in the corona and how the corono 18 perturbed by the erruptlon of this prominence from the 11mb. 
PAO All right, I think Dr. r.ussey was next. TAUSSEY We've had a very busy week, indeed. Starting off, with the exchange by Joe Kerwin of the malfunctioning S082 camera. Of course. we don't know how badly it malfunctioned. so we' ro on tender hooks to s~e if we 80t a dozen good pictures or a h~ndred good pictures. there isn't any way to tell until we get it back. But, anyway, the replacement camera Is working very 'Well, and has bep.n oper~ting for a week or so, ;t's well on its way to exposing all the f11m. 200 film strips, prioe to retrieval by EVA and I understand that it was operating in the fast .od~ durins the flare that you'll hear about in a few moments. The other instrullent the spectrograph, - the first one, the A, takes pictures of the sun in many different wavelengths, such as you saw Dr. Noyes show portions of In with, - taken with an electronic method. The other camera, the other instrument, t.ekes spectra of very carefully selected isolated regions on the sun, and can take 1600 exposures. We're also well on our way to finishing up on those. I think we've had a sampling of just about everything, including atmospheric absorption, by operating through into suns~t. The other complication to our lives this week, was the launch of the calibratl.on rocket at White Sands, which has been a job just about equal in complexity to the preparation of our ATM instruments. The, - we have 2 c~libratio~ rockets, we had 3, but the first one was not successful, it was an engineering round. this one was co.plelely successful. an~ contains half size more or less, half size 
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lnetru •• nt, l1ke oUf A and 8 tnetru.eote to,eth,r with. 
couple of o~h.r tn.tru •• ntl ••• octate. vith the very difficult 
proc ••• ~f. of aalibrattns the .xtr ••• ultra-violet fil. and 
lnltru .. nt.~ In brhJ. the id.~ " to ICendardhe \he .un. 
and u •• ch,t a. a atand.rd .o~rco vith vhich to calibrace 
the ATH lnetru.ente, but you can't brioa the .u~ inlo the 
National Butelu of Standard.. So, ve take our rocker lnltruaenc. 
to the National Bureau of Standarda - of our rocket in.truaent •. 
C.librate the. there or collabor~tlvely vith the •• then launch 
the. betor~ there's any chance, enough tl •• ha. p •••• d to 
chana~ the calibration, Which 18 unlike the lnlcru.ents in 
the AT". \lxpotte on the lun. get the picture. blc,," and dll'ive 
the prec1ee radiation lnt.natty at .aoy vavelenlthl of the 
eun. At the saIM tiM, the AT" "'us taking pieturel of the 
la •• places on the ~un, 10 that they wete calibratlns the ATH 
in.tru_ents by .eans of the standardized .UP. 
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TAUSIY A ar •• t .,ny plopl. ver, involved in tbl •• and for cb. purpo". the Black Irand 5 Can~dlln-bullt roc:ktt ,,.. u8.d with the AM. Ile •• arch Clnter poLnttna aYlt... A~~ the cO •• 8n4 'Ylt •• developad a.p.ela11y tor (hi. purpoNe. The ret, a TV .,.t •• on the rockat, which ~nabl_d Dr. Brookner •• y a.,oclato In char.o at White Sanda, to ",at~h uK4etly where the tnattru.ent .nd rock,t lnltru.cntation Wlla lHlinted. lie had a pl~tule of th' Sun on the TV acre,n, and ~ little joy-atick of loae kind with vhich he could cow.and the rUI·ket to point. Ue did th18 and the rocket re.ponded properly. ~u hav~n't seen - developed all the pl~tures yet. but the one8 we havu seen are extre •• ly lood. and we lot tho in.truaent back and evelythlng 1. fine. 1 haven't leen th~., ayselt, 
80 I luess 1 way .a well atop at that point. 

SPEAKER Well the point is. that we vere 99 percent sur" or positive that we'ye collected 8uf£lclent data off at the calibration rocket to caUbrate the ATM Skylab instrument and we're well assured of that point. All risht. I gue •• , Dr. Vianna wi J 1 now discuss the even t we I ve been waiting (or 80.e 18 days to get. The sun finally cooperated IJnd Dt'. Vianna, why don't you proc:eed with that dlscus.ion. VIANNA Yes. I suppose sOIl.thina reaardina S054 instru.ent. but meanwhile wetre going through the Qote. and thi:lgs lUe that, and what have been on thl. put week. We received a call froa the science rooa Itatina that wt> finally had a aheable flare, what we call an H. perhaps 5 or 6 flare. and the Astronaut was on it. So I started to chase with the (garble) been able to con8truct Ind find out whal went w~ong. Of course. ay notes are very sketchy and they lIIay contain soae ~188in8 information at thia point, but the basic fact 1. that we finally aot a reaaonable size flare for that aiseion. You .lght recall that when the other day Owen Garriott was brlefiua the astronauts he was explaining, for inatance how the photo aultiply. what do we call it, PHEC and the image dissector were working more or les8 nominally and that they should silllply be pat lent. And we vere all trying to be patient at that time. Well what happened this morning, is that, while the astronaut was on conducting a prominence program, he was doing what we c~ll a building block 3. Essentially. he waa looking at lhe 
pro'lllinen~e before, which, as 1 recall. close to the east and active region, active region 37. simultaneously at sOllie of our consoles and the astronaut - it was over a pass. And the astronaut console, itself, was starting to see a consistent increase on the photo aultlplier counts or current, as we should say. And he went reasonably sudden over flare thre&hold, which was setting at 640 normal counts, or around JOO or 80. As soon ns it passed 640, instead of going half~ay fast. we announced to the 
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(a.rbl.> to advi •• the •• tro~.ut that v. h.d aOG. above 
thre.hold. Of court., by that tt •• , th~ •• tTon.ut knev it 
1\l .. elf, b.~.u •• the fl.re alll"_llt trlasered .DeI h. look.d 
for conf1r.atlon fro. what h. t014 va. H. 10ok.4 for ton-
f1r •• tion of that throuahout th. • 811 of the other tnltru •• ntl. 
And very .oon, he .ot it •• ,.ntlall, froa all of th... So •• 
of ht. Itate •• nt. ar •• or. or le •••• followa. We h,ve ••• n 
the flare. VI art sure of h. and we ar. 801nl aft.r 1t. 
W. have •• en fln.tly a v~ry brlaht .pot on x~r.y. i.'Re display y., .. The x·ray i.ase dhplay a very brilht. .pot. W. have •• en on 
the XUV .onltor a br1ahtne8. 10 tl ... vhatever the lurroundinl 
brilhtnes. la. All aonHore in thtt plac. are .hovin8 H. ",anln8. 
1 think. that t.he H-alpha VII .hovina it. Alon, vith that. conversa .. 
tlon, Noah ca •• back after leveral .lnut •• , and .a1d that - that 
conflr.lns active rigon 31 v •• havin. a flare ev.nt, active reslon 31 
1. aore or le81 north of the - It', ~orth of the equltur, 1t'. 
about to the cen te r 0 f the Sun. And. then tb. alt ron aut 
said that they had sone with the tl •• aore or le •• , he vas 
doinS and the flare as we started to lee, - of course. 1 
(sarble) that a little bit. It started to go off at about 
15 to 7. The astronaut i. supposed to have done a repoint!na. 
He wa'l on a pro.inence east of it. He vaa .. He did the repointing 
just one .lnute after that, vhich .eana that reilly, ve're 
waHtng anxiously for it. - -

END OF TAPE 
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VIANA He', peratt that h. VI' ,lpo1nUn. j~.t ont 
.lnut ••• fter that, vh'~h ."Q' that th'Y t •• &l, v.,. W.ittn, 
.nd ou.ly fo, t h.t I v.n t. Qn 14 J08 che • t.rt 'of thl (l.r. p ,01 ra. 
h.vin. r.pointed .t the fl.re .nd the flare pe.ked .t 14110. 10 
v •• pp.rently have 2 to p.~hap. 3 alnute. of rlpid 'Rcr •••• of 
flare Ivent. Nov the .a,ottudl of the flare ~I - 1n the X-r.y 
for inlt.nc., 1, IUlp.ett4 to be. can ltV' you 10.' nu.betl. thl 
photo.uitiply r •• dina v •• at 8S0 .t po.k, vhich nor •• lly 1. 2)0 
i, • loa a.pl1t1er that .ean ••••• ntl.11y Ch.t .ev.ral hundred tl.... It would vith the nor •• l blck,round, would be the llugo 
dil •• ctor. which i •• nother indlcation th.t it vent fro. 12 .ore 
or le •• durlna back,round count, to .bout 300, .0 that' •• can· 
fir.ation of It. That would put that flare to .n energy Dagni
tude of the order of S tia'i 10 to the alnut 2 .rgl per aqu~re 
centiMtlr per 'Icond. II, yet not to the bilSlat flare, on~ 
would have to let durin. the duratlon of that ai¥lion, but Is 
certainly one ve have been really vaiting for. The, loing after 
that flare ha. contir.ad that •• eentlally all syate •• onboard 
vere .et out for that flare watch were working, and a110 con
fir.ad that the aetronauts are perforainB very brilliantly on 
lhat thin,_ Alld 80 far a8 the expectatlon of the data ls con
cerned, •• I 8al', ve aav 3 .inute. of riee, vithin 2 to J raln-
u t • • 0 f r lie 0 f .. t, the pea kin B 0 f 1 t , an d the 1 a It t 1.. the 
a at ron & u t. ve r e 80 1 n 8 0 v e r Va r. g u a r d , t h a it v a It 8 t 111 in the 
POlt flare .oda, he delayed hie shover .nd other activitl~e, 
he'l 8tayin8 in the panel about lS to 20 ainute., aaybe aore, but 
a t Ie a It 1 S to 2 0 • t nut e Ie. t 111:18 teo f b e 8 t t i ae for co. P 1 e tin 8 
the po.t flare proBrara. So. ve are very happy. 

PAO Let •• Interrupt here, Gentleaen. I've 
Jutt b •• n notified that the, in about 3 ainutes v.'ll have 
acqui.ition at Goldstone, ve don't have vord yet for sure. 
but there .ay be televiaion dovnlink at Gold8ton~. If you 
vould 11ke. could ve interrupt the pre.1 conferen::. and Just 
vatch and .ee if we get it In about 2-1/2, 3 .Inutes here. 

SPEAKER Ok.y. Why don't ve continue on, Jim. Ul'tll 
acquisition. where ve'll probably interrupt YO'I. Jim. but 
vhy don't you continue and ve'll aake uoe of those 3 .inutes. 

UNDEP,WOOD Well. ('of course ve von I t be able to evaluate 
the data ve seL from the flare until all the film co.ee 
back, but to ay.elf. 1 think 1 can deduce a Cev propertiea 
of this flare, which see. to Violate a lot of knovn laws 
which are thought to Bovern 80me of the flares. especially 8S 
80me of ray colleasuel, l1ke Dr. Noyes and Dr.Valana, who have 
vorked on the unaanned satellite progra. a Ions tim~. know that 
all flare., .11 flares of interest occur while your .atell1t. 
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1. on the da~k .1d, of the orbit an4 chi. flare c.rt,lnl, v10~ 
la'e4 th.t In4 with a .anned proara. it ,1.0 h.d tht potentt.l" 
of b'ina conv.nltDt in a lot of otb". inconv.nient to a lot of 
oth.~ va,.. It could have occurred vhlle ,.tronlut kirvin 
va. 1n the .hover. it could have oc~urred vhil. v. veren't 
ov.r a around .tatlon. But it d1dn't do any 01 lh ••• thlnS" 
w. vere able to ••• 1t froa the around. We vert able to .ee 
th,t the tlar. v •• in pralle., .t • ataultan,oully at the sa •• 
tt ••• , the a'tronaute vere obl.rvin8 the flare indicator •• 
Th, P110t va, <aarble). I bes your pardon, the a'tronaut We1tl 
va. on at th't t1 ... Dr. Vaiana lnfora •••• and 1 understand 
one co ••• nt they - we've had wa. that vhen the flare began to 
erupt th.re vert .1x hands on the coneole, all aa,latln8 1n 
the varioue .witcb throwing that had to be done. Ther,', qu1te 
a lot of retnitlation of .ode. which ha~ to b. dono when the 
fl.ro alars loee off, because I lot of the In.trusantl 80 
into a f.lter .ode. eo th.t they can 80t the tiae result data 
n •• ded to aee what happen. d"rlng the iaportant rlee pha.t of 
• flare. Now, 1t t. i.portant that we hAve got the rlee phase 
of the flare 1n tbil plrticular observation, and thi' I, the 
firet ti ... uch an observation hi' been •• de and it wlll tell 
us • lot, 1 lure, about exactly how a flare 1. trlagered and 
how it 8rov, durinl the first vital 2 or 3 .tnut.s of the 
flare proc.... So, thie flare, It. sure. wtll be studied 80St 
intently by .11 the expertsenters that have data on 1t and 
It •• ure vetll learn a lot abou~ this particular flare and 
in aeneral a flare •• chanla. froa thee. observatione. Of 
cour.e, all flar., are not exactly the •• a •• This was. fairly 
bilone. We've al,o bad a Cew aediu. to btl ones, but wetve 
aleo had a few in the past few days, a few s.a11er flares, 
.inor flare,. what ve call the C-ciasl of flarea, which is 
10 to ainu, - a fev tlae8 - 10 to ainul 4 ergs. And these a. 
juet 88 tnterelti~8 In their own way 18 the larger flares be
cause they show how the flare phano.ena can •• nifest itself In 
different ways through the saaller to the larger to the very 
biggest (lares that you can get» which we haven't 80t one yet. 
In general, I would say that the Sun haa been very kind to UP 
and been very cooperative through this ~i8slon. We've had a 
wide variety of phenomena, I can't think of .any pehnomena that 
haVE not been seen or not been observed. We've had, as Dr. 
McQueen laid, erupt!"e prominence which, he was able to run 
hi. coronal transient pr08r~8 on. We've seen several lo-called 
coronal hull which 18 • fairly newly - -
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VAl AN A - .. i. able to fun hi. cOfo.l\a1 t ran. :\ent 
prosre. on. WI've ••• n a lo-called coronal hall, vh!ch t" • 
fatily newly diecovered phe"o.enon. fhi, 1. a lack of ,.L •• ion 
in the ultravl01Qt, tn the X·tay re.ion. of the coronl, a~d 
1t" thQuaht by 80 •• , includlnl .y coll'liU •• at AS61. to b, 
conn~cl.d with the production of the lolar wind. W,·ve ,Ien I 

wide vatlety of active fel10nl. We've ••• n old r •• ton, die avay 
ancl decay to just 11tlle enhanceaentl and brl,ht Ipotl tn the 
8eneral coronal network - 1 a.an chro.oepheric netvork. OIl the 
other hand, vu'vo eee" 8 •• 11 regions .prins up and ,. avay within 
a few dey •• They are quite tntere'tins. It'. not "nown vhy .0 •• 
ugione 'pring up and lut a lona tim., beeo •• larae reatorl" 
vhfre other. jU8t diu away within a few day.. And v,'v •• ten 
the latest really good region, active rea'on - 37, wa. it! Which 
wa. the one that flArt:d? Active regton 31, which 11 not the 
btgse" and i_portant re8ion on the Sun rilht nov. But - H()vever, 
it wal the one that flared. Active reglon 37 18 quite a larae 
complex and shows intricate and interesting structure that ". 
hopft ve'll be able to study ln the varloul vavelenaths vit.h -
well, we shall stud~ tn the VArious vavelengths vhich - on the 
ATK and, of course, arc inacces8ible to the ground and 10 on. 
And I think that all experi.enters in general are very pl.a.ed, 
not only with the performance (If their tnatru.ent, a. we are, 
but with the Wide variety of pheno.ena wh1c~ they've been able 
lo observe during this 1II18s10n. Thank you. 

PAO I guell - Curtis. do you - do we have AOS 
yet? 

SPEAKER We have AOS, but ve're not 
fro~ the lTM. They're getting lo.ething else. 
by just i~ case it does; so if you'd like to go 
the next speaker. 

getting data 
We're standing 
on, & ill, vi t h 

PAO Ed, you want to say a fev worda. 
REEVES I think I .ight just say another • .. ord. 

what Jill said, the value 
SPEAKER Jim Underwood, why don't you get down there 

and maybe point out some of the features --
SPEAKER This is a recording that was dumped? 

Would somebody like to explain what they're seeing. Ji •• why 
don't you try it. You're the closest over there, 1 believe. 
Whoops, we're going to lose it by the tiae you get down there 
with it. We lost it aheady. That vas a take while they 
were observing and then on tape and then du.ped right after
wards. That' 8 apparent 1y - (garble) one, 1 guess. (laughter) 

SPEAKER All right. Dr. Reeves, 1 think, had a 
fev co •• enta he wanted to add, and then we'll open it up for 
questions. 
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PAO I guell - Curtis. do you - do we have AOS 
yet? 
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fro~ the lTM. They're getting lo.ething else. 
by just i~ case it does; so if you'd like to go 
the next speaker. 

getting data 
We're standing 
on, & ill, vi t h 
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,,; alBvas Y ••• ve "ert 11,d.,d v.ry fort unat. on ~ht "arvard .. tnUru.'nt., Iho, to •• t a fl.re Cbi, tl •• , b.eau •• the two NaL expert .. nt •• NaLI .xpert.ant a .. d the B.rvard.xp.rt •• nt, yhlch have the •• alle.t fltld. of viev, afe th •• Olt '.prob.ble to b •• ~le to actu.lly •• t on • fl.re. a.f.r.n~e VI' •• d. prt~ vtou.ly to expert.ent. tro. 0906, where Vt tried •• ny .any e1 ... to aet flarea. valted for hour. tnd hourt, and th.y .1wlYI vould br.ak out loaevhere ell' than vhlre th.y vel" expected, II cUd thi' one. And by the Cl •• you're over, around station, a f4llv ."nuus per pa ••• you can neve I' correct t t and ao and catch the flare after it .tarta to break out. Here, of COUl •• , VI vert very fortunate. The flare dtd happen over a ground ,tation, and in .ddition to that, ve had an aetronaut on board. And thi. il exactly one of the function. that the - th.t ju.titred the .anned proaraa - !. th.t he can interrupt hie .hover, or whatever he's doins, and daah up to th.t con,ole, ule hi' ooboard in.tr~c,ut't and .ak. an a' •••••• nt of where the flar~ ha. broken out, .ove the clueter of experiaents over to it, .nd change the experiaent .ode. Our particular expert.ent at the tlae was operating in thu so-called raater .ode that takes pictures every S .inutel. J.. 5 ... inute repetition rate for Itudylng flare. is very unintereltlna. That'. the H-ALPHA vith the reticle point!na right at the active reaion, looks lik •• Th.t's the XUV. There it la. And what we do 11 then take tho.e integrated iaages and produce stll1 fr •••• , and th.t', what you .ay have leen in photographs. We didn't aet a cont!nuou. picture. (L.ughte r). 
SPEAKER AI I .ay, he was in thie ~-.inut~ ti •• fra.~ mode, wh1ch would h.ve be~n very unintereeting for us, but he .vlt eh e d 118 ove r in to the line scan .ode whe re we ge t data every 5 seconds. Peaked the detectors up 80 that ve vere looking slaultaneously at the polychro.atic poeition, all the l.yers of the 80lar at.osphere at once. Juet sot it into the absol~,ely perfect operati~g .ode for us, as It. sure he did for the other experillents. And wet re looking forw4rd to getting that data back down here in a few hours. Wet 11 get it through the data 8yste. here, and by this afternoon v. hope to h.ve a chance to start lookin8 .t it. 
SPEAKER All riaht. I guess we c.n open up for questions now. 
SPEAKER Okay, when you h.ve • question, please valt for the microphone. Questions. Abbe. 
QUERY Exactly how larse wal the flare in thp. nuaber of miles across. and can you comp.re it, as far as its energy, to anything that, you know, that we would know? VAl ANA Thi8 i. the first photograph we have seen of it. The report froQ NOA was saying that in the optical wae not a particul81' big flare. It was not in X-r.y either. The 
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Gl.l. V,l r ••• yin •• v ••••• diva fla'i. Th. Pf.l1alnary NOA 
report. lC va. what i, called the 1 brlaht fllr •• Nov 1 .,.~. 
roushly that orb1tal .acnet i- lh' ovatel1 e1.e - intlaraeed 
.i •• 18 1 .toute of Mrc acro... So th.t ••• n. of the order of ~. 
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VAIAN. ... th .. over,ll .l."t 'cat.,rat.ct .1,., 'I 
1 .tout.of arc ~~ro.'. So that ••• n. of the ord.r of 40.000 
kilo .. cer. aqulr •• t'laht1 1 .laht ~. wrODa by a factor of 2,' 
Woll. at the eo.c. but 1 don't think '0." . 

QUIRl lou c.n ••• thouah fr08 the - • 
SPIAIII 40,000. It •• orry, 40.000 by 40,000. 1 

d~n' t •• an 40,000. 
PAO Itt, 40,000 kilo •• ter. by 40.000 kiloeet.ra. 
SPIA~IR You can ao. froe the .xtr ••• ultraYiolet 

l.'a~. that brl.ht point. that in the radiation froe the r •• 11y 
hot conatituenta of the corona 18 Just & .eal1 'pot ., ulual and 
not tht. gu at lonal thina that you I., in H .. alpha. 

QUERY And in 100k1n8 at the TV plctur •• can you 
84Y anyth1na .ptelally about chi. flar.? la it different froe 
any other kind of flare? 

VAIAHA Well, uhf I think (sarble) clo •• ly lo~ked 
at &omethina like youreelf. ObYloully canft, but aenerally 
speakln. il what ta - what would be & flare which 1. br1aht 1n 
XUV and X-ray., eore than it would be in the H-alpha. That 
m~ans that, preluaably, the hlah energy proce •• e, that are takins 
place in the tranaition re8ion of the corona au aore 1.por~ant 
than the - 1 wal golns to .ay the deca, procell that tak •• 
place in the low chromolphere, but that i. - depend. on .y Inter
pretation Oaur.hter) of what the flare procell h. But In - len
erally speaking, 11 what 18 called an enerletic flare - not In 
the sense of total aaount of radiation that coae. out but tn the 
s~n8~ that it does have a •• ociated phenomena that enhance the 
tranaltion re~ion, tJat enhance the XUV, an~ then onto the X-ray., 
(gar~le) the optical proce8s. 

PAO Anybody else vant to add .nythins to Chat? 
QUERY Could you review .gain how long did we .ee 

thia flare - for how 10n8 and for hov lonl afterward? 
VAIAHA Of course, I don't haye the flne detail. 

of it, but again the optical atartins tlae. which typically 
tile an. , when lo.ebody really got down to it, to oblerve it, 11 
14: 0 1. The 14: 0 1 ae an 8 9: 01 ou r ti lie. The as t ron au t got on to 
it; that i •• sot the fine pointini at 14:08. 1 .hould indicate 
that .everal of the instruments on board were vide field of view. 
And while ve were doing observation of prominence. within the 
field of view of those wide field of view inatrumenta, there v •• 
also this active region. So we had got along p.acefully - v~tchln8 
of it, so to speak. Perhaps not with the best of tia. reaolutAon, 
but certain we have a configuration of the active region before 
it did flare. So 14:01 to 14:08 the astronauts sot on to it. It 
aaxi.ized at 14:10. That's the p~ak of the X-ray, X-ray .vent. 
At that tlae. in the X-ray aonitor, we estieate that it wa. 
equivalent to what 18 calle~ an MS, M6. that is S to 6 ti ••• ten 
to the minus two er88 per aqua:-e centiaeter per second •. And the, 
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uh. the t uh '" At the tad of tblVIDlu.l'd pa •• , aD4 l 40 not bay. 
tbat tiM aalotly, but tb, lOci of tbe Vanluatel , ••• it vu IItU! 
lotn, on. althouah wa. clte.yin, clown. That 'a. 1 woul •.•• tl •• ~. 
that thl flar •• 'aht have l.,tect 20 .iQutl. all coalthl'. And 
thl a.tronaut va. runnin, • POlt fl'Je prOlra. to addition to 
tho •• 20 .1nut ••• 

rAO Anoth. r qUI, ~ t 00. 
QU'lV 

10 '.portant 
fro. 1t1 

In jUlt co •• on a1.pl, l.~.u.&" vhy 1. it 
to .pot a flan and what do you hope to l •• rn 

VAl AN A We 11, a f larl ha. b.ln ~nl of the .olt 
totr1au1ns .olar phYllcl phlno .. n., and no on. ha. been .ble 
to underet.nd it, althouah they app.ar •• (~.rbh). 1 think 
thlt thl lay.an ter. d.,crlption of flare - I'll put it th18 
way. We know that active re,lonl are .antfe.tattone of the 
.I,uetic field on lhe Sun. that 18, wh.re the ."netic fleld 
t. Itl'ona. tbere are tho •• app.arance of btlh InUDaity field 
of coo11na. And the ovel'all .ctivity of t~e SUD, related to 
the lolal' cycle. II related to the presence of thOle acttve 
realon&. Nov, occasionally. thol. a-:tive lIalon •• 1.ply ttart 
to rele •• e a tre.endoul ~.ount of energy in 4 very .hort con
centrated time, of the order of fro. a fev .1nutel to .everal 
hour8. on thi8 'Ott of tl ... eale. The .echanic. by whIch ... the 
allount of eneray one i8 talkl~8 about 1s - it can So as high a. 
(gatble) higher than the present day flare. for in.tance. Now 
such an event 18 10 that energ1 release 18 '10 hUSI, to be 10.,,,, 
thina lIke l/lO.OOOth of the total .olar radlatlon. vhen Is 
a blg event lIke that. and can go UF to l/lOOth of the total 
radIation froa th" Sun. Now th,re i8 II tre.ncSoul allount of 
associated pheno.ena that are iMportant both for the physicM of 
the Sun and {or the pl'Y81ca of the Lanh aa vell. That the flare 
Is felt at the Earth a •• particle - -

END OF TAPE 
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VAIAHA .r. t.portant both Cqr tn. ,h~.tv' Qf 
the Run Ind tor the phy,'" of th. alrtb Il. vIII ••• th' nlro 
t. f.lt on the larth ~, • plrttele .v.nt. au en eVlnt which 'In 
b, trapped co •• uRicltion. vhich ,ffecta tb, oVlrall 10ntl3tion 
lay.r, and therafor. 1t t. In tnter •• tins ph.noaena froa that 
point of viev. It' •• acnttude t. 'aportant. the effe~t it 
dQ.I h.ve .re iaporCent. WI don't the belle phYlic. of it. 
Tho tev thlna_ ve know about it won. coul4 lilt thea but we 
think that the enefay vhlch il luddenly releal.d loa.how 
, •• tored in the (garble) uurvolr of the active uaionl But 
how tho,. enlraies can bt rlleased so suddenly I, not at all 
und.retood. It i. clear tha, in dolng that - the tiae in which 
the energy i, .uddenly rtlea.ed there are tbu violent acc.ler~
t10RI taking place ... accel.arat10n of eneray particles. al l"aae 
durin, so •• of the bils.at ph~no.en •• A&a1n. how that ~peration 
tak •• place 18 not clear durin, that quick.nfns No.ent. So th.r~ 
t. 4 whole renal of thing., froa Ite .a,nicudQI. Lt. eff.~t. Th~ 
b'lie: understandina of the physic, of it vt\leh u:e totally intrt,u
tna with re,pect to the eveDt ltae1f. 

QUERY How .any lolar flares have you observed 
fro. un.enned eatellit.a? 

VAIANA It depend .. on vhat the va ... el~rt8thl are 
and I 8uea. each one should answer that question. 

QUERY Hov .1lnifieant is it {OT th¥se a&trooauCM 
to be able to 'POL a flare and they can ael it rl .. ~t frolll the 
beainni~8. t, thl0 the ftrat ciae you've had such ~ood cover
'ge of • flAr. on the Sun? 

VAIAN... I'll anlwer for X-ray •• In the X-rIY fit"ld 
tlae relolut10n&1 flare. partlcularly the lncre68i~8 portion 
w 1 t h 'p at 1 d r elf 01 uti 0 n.. noon e • Th 11 1. the ft rat t t cae . 

SPEAKER 1 thi-nk that's probably true of aU. the 
experiments. The - that there are tvo aain strength. I think 
that aid in Significance to ATK obscrvi~8 this flare. Indi
vidual ~xperlaent8 here have Been flare phenomena fro. un
aanned satel Ute.. The spat1al resolution and temporal H~h~
luation has been leas. The really significant thing here is 
that they were observed with the beat inatruments that have 
ever been built and all simultaneou81y 80 this 1s the first 
tlae that velve really aeen the H-ALPHA taken from exactly 
the .alle spacecraft at the oa.e tlae to correlate with the 
ground the EUV rhotoelectric. photographic instruments, the 
two X-ray lnltrJ1Ieuts - we're all obaorvins with the best rCBO
I uti 0 nth a t t 8 eve r b e ~ n a chi e ve d - t e .p 0 r a 1 and 8 pat i a 1 and 
the areat strength la that this vas all el.ultancously. So 
although vetve had bite and piecea of it before w.'vc never 
had the opportunity for such coaprehenaive coverage. 
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lay.r, and therafor. 1t t. In tnter •• tins ph.noaena froa that 
point of viev. It' •• acnttude t. 'aportant. the effe~t it 
dQ.I h.ve .re iaporCent. WI don't the belle phYlic. of it. 
Tho tev thlna_ ve know about it won. coul4 lilt thea but we 
think that the enefay vhlch il luddenly releal.d loa.how 
, •• tored in the (garble) uurvolr of the active uaionl But 
how tho,. enlraies can bt rlleased so suddenly I, not at all 
und.retood. It i. clear tha, in dolng that - the tiae in which 
the energy i, .uddenly rtlea.ed there are tbu violent acc.ler~
t10RI taking place ... accel.arat10n of eneray particles. al l"aae 
durin, so •• of the bils.at ph~no.en •• A&a1n. how that ~peration 
tak •• place 18 not clear durin, that quick.nfns No.ent. So th.r~ 
t. 4 whole renal of thing., froa Ite .a,nicudQI. Lt. eff.~t. Th~ 
b'lie: understandina of the physic, of it vt\leh u:e totally intrt,u
tna with re,pect to the eveDt ltae1f. 

QUERY How .any lolar flares have you observed 
fro. un.enned eatellit.a? 

VAIANA It depend .. on vhat the va ... el~rt8thl are 
and I 8uea. each one should answer that question. 

QUERY Hov .1lnifieant is it {OT th¥se a&trooauCM 
to be able to 'POL a flare and they can ael it rl .. ~t frolll the 
beainni~8. t, thl0 the ftrat ciae you've had such ~ood cover
'ge of • flAr. on the Sun? 

VAIAN... I'll anlwer for X-ray •• In the X-rIY fit"ld 
tlae relolut10n&1 flare. partlcularly the lncre68i~8 portion 
w 1 t h 'p at 1 d r elf 01 uti 0 n.. noon e • Th 11 1. the ft rat t t cae . 

SPEAKER 1 thi-nk that's probably true of aU. the 
experiments. The - that there are tvo aain strength. I think 
that aid in Significance to ATK obscrvi~8 this flare. Indi
vidual ~xperlaent8 here have Been flare phenomena fro. un
aanned satel Ute.. The spat1al resolution and temporal H~h~
luation has been leas. The really significant thing here is 
that they were observed with the beat inatruments that have 
ever been built and all simultaneou81y 80 this 1s the first 
tlae that velve really aeen the H-ALPHA taken from exactly 
the .alle spacecraft at the oa.e tlae to correlate with the 
ground the EUV rhotoelectric. photographic instruments, the 
two X-ray lnltrJ1Ieuts - we're all obaorvins with the best rCBO
I uti 0 nth a t t 8 eve r b e ~ n a chi e ve d - t e .p 0 r a 1 and 8 pat i a 1 and 
the areat strength la that this vas all el.ultancously. So 
although vetve had bite and piecea of it before w.'vc never 
had the opportunity for such coaprehenaive coverage. 



QUIIY How lara. a l.ap 1e 8kylata oft-tlllt( (or 
yo~r .c'.ntltlo 11,ld' Hov larl •• ~ a4vanc ... nt or you, 
lel.ntitic 'ield t. Skylab off.rin. you? 

SPI4lEJ tn 88n,ral? 
QUIRY tn knovleda_. yuu know lik_ -
SPEAKS,. It'. really "antUeant. If you want \l.l 

know. ltl, hundred. of ct ••• btttor than anythlna vo've had 
before. You aet thi. tr'lI~ndou. ,aln (roil havinl the btl 
Sn.tru.ent - each of the bil In'trulI,ntl onboard Skylab 01 
the ATH typo Ife slanlflcant l.prov~.ent. over vb.t th.y've 
b~ .. n before by ilt h4UJt factors of 5 to 10 in one laportant 
para.eter or anQther. And then they aay the collective effects 
of ob,er\1n& these thinas 81aultaneously end the ~r8~niled coor
dinated ~logr4l1. frolll the "round, you know. it'd jUlit hundrt!d~ 
of tlaes b~tter than qualitatively I lue.a - ~e.l-quant'tativdly. 

QUERY Let me point out one qualitative dlfferenc~ 
and that is that havIng the aan in the loop and uble to aake 
these ohlerv~tlon8 en_blei you to do a coapl.tel, differ~nt 
kind of experlaent than you can fro. an unaenned .ateIUte. 
Nov if w~ had been observing today fro~ OSO or the orbiting 
.olar obllervatory - not the OSO but the OSO would have been 
observing the pro.inenee rood when the flare went off, there 
would at the preaent tiae be no way that it would have been 
sensed up there and go over to it and turn on the inN(fu.ents 
to a dlfhrent m.ode. Having the DIan there ~n.bles hLt to do 
thil $nd mak~ a judgaent as to whether the event Is sufficiently 
important to 8(1 over there and to start all these instruments 1n 
the flare mode which is the optimulII data take in fast-time 
r e 8 0 1 u t 1 0 n for f 1 are s • An d Ii 0 t hilt i 8 80 ae t h i n 8 t hat has not 
been done before and to this date the un •• nned cntell1tes do not 
have that capability. 

QUERY I have a general question. Would you 
8en~ lemte·n agree that on the basis of the data that 1s 8een 
and which you believe you've got - you could at.ost make a 
correlation that you're getting the same order of aagnltude _ 
understanding of the Sun with Skylab as Apollo has done for 
the Koon? 

SPEAKER 1 think that you have to be very careful 
1n answering that. In a very real sense lolar physics is a 
.ature seichee. So the kinds of things we' r~ learning are 
quantitative and are extenAions of or elucidations on presently 
existing theories that have been developed 88 a result of 
observation for several decades. In the case of Apollu there 
existed theories. period. There were baSically no oblerva-
tions except those or reflectance of the Hoon In the light. So 
in a very real sense the Apollo was the - wa~ an entirely 
different step 1n understanding lunar science. It va. really 
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the It ftt It.p ... 'irlt t.rul -tiP in u.dtl'tta"cUnl 1\1n.r 
Mohnet. Thl. 1, ... Skylab 1, tht ... if I oo"ld put H thl. 
va,. &. a lort of • ~rQvnln. 'chltY'.lnt nov ~t •• YI,al dlc.d •• 
of lnten,ive .tudy, not OQly fro •• at.llltt. but fro •• OTt 
tophi.tic.tld around ba'8~ ob •• rY4(orll.. So it', • difter.nt 
kind of bill a.... Squally '.portaat, •• ybe 1n our own biased 
way .ore iaportant, but I d1ffer •• t kind of _ 
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SPEAKER - - ball g_.c. Equally iaportant." .ay ... 
be in our own biased way wore :.portant, but a different kind 
of 8tudy than one alght considervhen Ipeaking of gathering 
rock. and understandtng the- terrible terainology - the 
a80logy of the Moon. 

QUE1Y What 1 was referring to is 8Ay the 
~agnitude of new knowledge that you're getting a8 a result 
of th~ fine instrumentation and baving a manned spacecraft 
doing this for the firs~ tiae. 

SPEAKER Well, h's - As Dr. lleeves had said, 
itt. going to Incr~a8e our knowledge. It's an i.proveaent 
over the present state of knowledge of the solar physics by 
some ordera of magnitude. You want to say two orders of mag
altude, one order of magnitude. three orders of aagnitude. 
It', really difficult to s.y. If I can use an exa.ple in teras 
of the coronagraph on the Skylab. We're going to observe the 
corona with a spacial resolution which Is approxiaatelt equal 
to that at any solar eclipse - not quite as good, but approxi" .~ely 
e qua 1. We' r e go 1 n g to do it for 8 II on t h a • We 11. the tot t' I 
lum of those obaervations wIll far exceed wbat man in all 
recorded history has ev~r obaerved the corona. So in that one 
particular experi.ent. we're ~eelng an increale in our knowledge 
of observation of the corona that's unparalleled. 

SPEAKER Another thina that one .ight •• y about it 
is that Skylab is expected to produce data that will ai~ in 
solving the aost perplexing questions In lolar physic., that 
have arilen only in the lalt few deeAdea. One of thOle i. 
the hiBh teaperature of the corona, the .11lton dearee corona. 
It VOl not until the middle 1940& that anyone realized thAt 
the COfona had a temperature in the .11110n8 of dearees. The, 
thought that there - the lun'a te.per.tur~ Ju.t continued to 
decrea.e outward and didn't realiae that the corona, vhich 
ha. been flashing by here, has th"t teaperature. (Laughter) 
Be'a rolling. It's stl1l not understood very well why it 
hiS thi8 temperature. Neither 1. the flare .schani •• under
.toad. But Ve feel that the Sky lab Project will 30 a long 
way toward providing answers to these very perplexing question •• 

QUERY Despite the fickleness of flares, do 
you ekp .. ~t I\nothet" - Are the c::hanc(,B good for another on 
this .isslon. and arp they better on the next couple of 
aJ.8,ionsl 

SPEAKER Well, ju.t on the baols of how often 
th ••• thing' break out, ve are nov at a tl .. of eolar _lnl.u •• 
So the probability of flar •• per hour i. about .1 luw .1 it 
lets. The 9fobabillty of ~fiothef flare of thl~ lile breaklna 
out In the next three days 1. very. very a.al1. ltt l .. Of 
course, you need 4n awful lot of statistic8 belore YOU ev.lu
ate large and sa.ll. the chan(:o •• if you 11ke. of getttn 8 
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• flare of this eize in a hundred hours of oblerving tille,' 
at this Li.e in the solor cycle, did not coae anywhere near 
Assuring us that we'd set one. I think it va. soaething 

. like a 30 percent chance that we would be able to 9bserve 
a flare of this type in a hundred houri of observation at 
tbi. tiae of the solar cycle. So we were lucky, because 
we had 80aething lIke 80 hours of total observing ti.e on 
ATK - manned daylight obletvlns time. So the probability in 
the next few days Is very, very slIall. However, the nature 
of these flares Ie such that they're not aceurately predict
able. They're atatiltie_Ily predictable. And whether one will 
break out there that'a a "duzer" tODlOrr"lV, nobody knows. Cer
tainly In SL-3. where we have something in excess of 200 hours 
planned observations, we will have another very reasonable prob
ability of being able to observe a flare of 80a. type. 

SPEAKER I 1 d like to add very briefly that, unlike 
the adage about lightnihg, there really is a tendancy for flares 
to strike twice in the same place. So in the neat few days we 
probably will be thinking about this active resion 31 then __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SP-EAKEI. "here really i8 a tendency for flare. to 
_ ~trike t~lce in the saae place; _so in the next fewday~w~ 

probably viil be thinking about this activer •• ion31 ~nd be 
unusually aware to the possibility of a flare reoccurrirtg-
the r8. - ' ,; 

SPEAKEI. We might also add too, that tht region 1n 
which the flare occurred, and I don't .e4n this to the ground, 
to degrade ~ur good friends at NOA vho worked very closely 
with us on the prediction of various flares, but this region 
M31 has been declining for the last several days. The highest 
flare probability, and in fact the flare probability that was 
advertised by the PAO to you yesterday as saying the ATM had 
a 50-50 chance of observing a flare, is In an entirely different 
region. SI), the most likely region to flare In terms of COIII

plexity and activity is region 31 and 41, which is on the other 
side of the disc. 

VAIANA I think this region on 37 and 41 are still 
I guess there'll be Bomething happening there, but I would 
like. to say that already having se~n that flare on 31, with 
another active complex on the other aide, is a very i.po¥(ant 
piece of lofor.ation, also for this complex of activities. 
There's some chance that wc'ce going to s~e what the effect 
of one flare is in one active region onto that complex of activ
ities which Is on the east side and somehow we would be using 
the flare as a probe for the thesis that ean be done by the 
complex of activities, we are fortunate to have those, this 
Sun aituated that way. 

PAO Question frOM Abby. 
QUERY Dr. Noyl"s, the pictuf('S that ~'O\J'\'l' shown, 

i~ this the first direct evidence that that network extends ~o 
far out into the corona and vhat dot'S this tell you obout tht, 
heat transfer process? 

NOYES This is a dlfflcalt question, 1 think it 
i$ the first evidence at that high 6n altitude in the corona 
as to what the actual struture of the network really is. 
And I might add, that we have evidence of even higher hcigth8 
(garble). t ju~t didn't happen to have an IllustrAtion, 
we have followed It - the etruture'g considerably further out. 
The actual distribution of the heatl~g has to be ~otten by 
c:areful analY91s (,! the fJow of energy that we can inft:'r from 
looking at the 1nu~IlJltl('s. [n a fairly complicated way we 
can act.ually infer how mUl'h energy is required to ml11ntaln 
t~e dC!n81t)' and temper'H'Jre 8tcur.ture w. see. And so we can 
dl!termlne what the actual ('nergy inputs are that lire requlred. 
And froa this we can hope to get some idea as to where the 
energy actually doefl ,:olle in. 1 DllRht add that we hltve .ude 
observation. looking for the d.tailed t~Mporal depOSition of 
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th~'~'er8' and we do see indications that there 'are rapid 
changes ~ven in the quiet sun that aa, b. related to th~ 
heating. but we, 'it's far too prell.lnary to say that we 
definitely have th~ solution in our hands. 

PAO Do we have any more questions? 
Mr. Keathl,. would ,ou sort of like to 8umaarize or wrap it 
up \of it h a 8 tat e lie n t ? 

KEATHLY Well, J gue8~t 1 think that the principle 
inveetigatorR have spoken for thelAselves, as far as the 
'cience il concerned. as far as the operation of the in.tlu
aents are concerned, it's very self satisfying that they are 
performing this wcll~ and recording the excellent data that 
they are recording, they're obviously recording. I think 
we're going to see 80me tremendou8 photographs when we aet 
thea back after splashdown. 

fAO Well, thank you very much, Gentlemen, I 
announced to the press, we do have the correct spelling of 
the naaes of the~e gentleaen. out in the press room h~re and 
the organiaations with which they are aSlociated. Thank you 
very much. 
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PAO Change of Shift Prees Conference. Neil 
Hut~hlnsonoff-co.ing Flight Director vill zap over the quiet 
night and what they've got planned for today. 

" :. 

HUTCHINSON "Last night 'We had another quiet night just 
like the other two or three. I guess you guys have noticed 
this is 8 bit early. It'll be a bit earlier tomorrow fto1'n1ng. 
We will be - have our eireaolan swap finally completed tomorrow 
and we will be handing over at 4 a.m. So l'lt be over here 
aboat an hour earlier tomorrow. Let.e see if 1 can sort of 
regroup on whut 's been going on. First off let lie tell you 
a little hit about - you all ready know about what we're doing 
today. We're running minus 7 entry date check. and pretty 
standard set of experiments today. There lire no real big 
bitties. The crew is keeping ahead of us on several things. 
You may have heard quite a bit of discussion about S073. They 
seea to he conducting experiments faster than we can ~et thea 
scheduled. And ve spent probably at least an hour'. worth of 
time - not jU8t last night but night before 1.9t - getting 
S073 all set up and in the schedule. And then Pete jumped 
the gun and got 60me work done on it, got it in the SAL and 
got it going before we thought he would and so tonight -
last night we replanned it and trylng to pick up 80rt of where 
he left off and ve also changed all the stuff that we had in 
the flight plan today for S073 to maximize the nu.ber of runs 
we 1 re get t ing. And, of course. 1'm certainly not coaplaining 
about hi. getting ahead of uS in the experl.ent world. Also 
on K553 this morning we intend to do one mor. run on S53. 
We're going to aelt one aore spl.ere And then 'Wetre going to 
t~ke It out of the chamber and RC to work on 552 which i8 the 
brazing experiment. Those are the only real changes that 
t know of to the FI1Rht Plan that ca.e out for today. You 
know we're running the 7 day entry checks where we're p,oing 
to pover up the CSK guidance system and take a look at it and 
80 on and so forth today. Tomorrow - day 161 - the 2)rd mis
sion day - a little bit better than half the day is taken up 
with a thing we call entry s1m which we discussed yesterday 
which 19 pretty much a accurate tlmeline and activity repre
sentation of what the CSK does from undockina to spla.hdown. 
And that takes up most of the morning and about half of the 
afternoon tomorrow. And then we havo • medical run and some 
ATK work and .ore 5013. t mIght give you just a slight rundown 
~n 80m~ of the flight planning thAt we've been doio8 to hom. in 
here ~n the end of the .1.s10n. As far aa the SAL 80 •• ve're 
goinS to run 5073 tomorrow like 1 said on day 167. On de, 
168 v. h.2ve a trla burn Icheduled~ two tri. burns in fact. 
It'. r •• lly one trla burn and we're splitting it in tvo partl 
to .inlaiae the tACS coat because you remember v~ ua~ the 
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lACS attitude contro18yst~~ - the whole attitude while ve're 
doing a tria burn. Purpose 'of the- tria burn will be' to 8et 
u~ up in a nominal orbit fOf Skylab III and it will be noalnal. 
It'll ~ove the ground track back over the pre.is8ion nODlnals. 
And a180 establish the 5 day repeat. So a8 you recall we ~idn't 
have enough gas on Skylab 11 to get the ground track sending 
nodes back to nomtnal so ve've b~en running the ground track 
80lle 60 1Il11~s or so - I forget the number ... west of ",here they 
were planned premission. But for Skylab III since we have salle 
tlae to let the energy propagate - let the corre~tion propagate 
the orbit 'Will have shifted back. The nodal cropsing8 'Will 
be right and we 'Will be going over exactly the territory we 
had planned before Skylab I 11ft-off. ~h.t'8 going to be done 
on day 168. D6Y 169 or a188ion day 25. Well let me talk 
about the SAL for a minute a8 we're going through these days. 
Basically In the SAL vel fe going to try and get - we're going 
to finish off 5073 in the next day - day and a half. We're 
going to try and get S019 back in the SAL fOT 1 day. And then 
we will put T027 in there, the sample array for 3 days &nd 
of course as you recall we put 5149 in the SAL a8 a part of 
deactivation and It stays in there for the whole tia. period 
while the crev 1& gone. So that pretty much is the SAL usage 
for the rest of the mission. u' course we're continuing the 
Ked runs - 92-171 every day. One crewaan a day. The last 
day - day 168 - the laot H131 run ia being done on day 168. 
Interesting note on that ve'ye increased the revolutions per 
cinute to the maximum of 131 up to 30 rp.s for hOlh the crew
lien (or that Cinal run. As you kno" that's bee'lt one of the 
real interesting things th.t have coae out of the aedical 
thing 1n the fact that they've experienced no reactions what
soever to the 131-1 runs. Day 169 is a fairly standard day 
with ATH and two KED runs and the EVA preps. Day 170 or day 26 
il the EVA and then ~e're pretty much on our vay closing out. 
Day 26 18 the EVA. We stow the ATK filII in the CSK - day 
27 i. transfers and that's literally when we take all of 
the rest of the stuff that g~e9 1nto th~ CSM like EREP tapes 
And sample arrays and It's return stowage al_ost the entire 
day. Day 23 is deactivation And Day 29 is come home. That'. 
kind of a quick rundown of the way the reet of the m1ssion 
shape8 up. {just don't have a heck of a lot on systems. 
One thing that happened yesterday and l' m not sure how C\uch 
B i 11 t 0 u c h e d on i t. 1 a 8 t n i g h t I you know t h • t Ve r an t hat t est 
on the secondary coolant airlock module coolant loop to verIfy 
thMt we could bring the suit umbIlical 8Ylt •• up on it in a 
controlled manner and it appears that we've .tuck the TCVB 
valve agaln. ThIs tine it hung up in about 46 doafoes. We're 
pretty Bure it's Ilung up. It's not controllins. Il's j\.lst 
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sItting there instead of hangins up in a cold position we vere 
careful wh~n we brought the sus loop on to modulate it a little 
bit at a tia. and it moved off 47'a bit and it hung.lte.aina 
t.o be seen how ve're going to work the SUS loops for the EVA. 
I 8uspect we may try and free the thing again like we did ' 
last time. Of course we alvays have the option of running the 
EVA on the,prime loop with both SUSes hooked to the prise 
loop which 1s the way we ran the last EVA, except we did it on 
the secondary loop. It appears anyway that the ccmtamination, 
whatever it is that gets in there and hangs the valve up, i8 

': 

still around. which you might have guessed. We've - the Skylab 
mobile laboratory - I gave them a go last night to load the mobile 
labor2tory o~ the Tico and it's being done right this .inute. 
And they had an uneventful flight to San Diego and they're 
in the process of loading up today. 1 think that's about it. 
One more co •• ent on the CSM pover transfer - it went very 
well yeeterday. We were running about 1100 watts in the CSK. 
We've got the polychoke set up and are bleeding oft the remain
Ing CSM oxygen into the workshop atmospher~ at about 13 pounds 
a day and it all went just exactly lik~ the book said it was 
supposed to. That' 8 about it. 

QUERY Did you mention the EREP p08sibility? 
HUTCHINSON Oh. no. I sure a8 heck didn't. I don't 

know a heck of a lot about that, Art. It turflS out that NASA 
aanage.ent has a requ~8t for consideration of an EREP pais 
late in the mi8Bsion over Africa. Now the whole thing is in 
the planntng stage. We did 80.e vork on it laet night. We 
didn't do 8 lot of work. We're looking at how much TACs it 
might coat us - what instruments ve might use to belt get the 
things that they vant to get. I don't know 8 heck of a lot 
_bout it other than it's a~ area that's been 8ufferinS Revere 
incredible droughts here for several yaars and ~pparently this 
year i. worse than they've ever seen it before and they're 
trying to get sODle overviews on the total vater situdtion, 
vegelation situatlon, et cetera. The day we're looking at 
right now 1 f it pans out and by the ",ay there Is no NASA 
management decision on having another EREP pass and I'm 9ur~ 
there von't be for another day or 80. The flight team Is 
indeed investigating what it'd take to get it done. And the 
day we're currently looking at is day 169. 

QUERY OkAY. Are there Bome other contingencies 
involved, for example, and 11m not sure thai: 1''11\ right 1n this 
but perhaps if they do not deploy the tvin pole on the EVA 
that'll make the EVA ,horter and you'll have aore tiae for 
it - I Dlean so.othlng8 got to give 1n order to put the tREP 
1n? 

HUTCHINSON Well, I'll tell you. 1 think that depends, 

END OF TAPE 
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HtrrCHINSON I thln)r. it all ...:, that that depends. First 
let .e co~ment on the EVA day_ The aOlwer to that question Ie 
no. The twin-pole EVA being in there or not would not have any 
effect on the EREP, It turns out that lighting conditione are 
correct for thi8 thidg very early in the .orning. ri!ht after 
crew - not right after, but it'd bd what we typically call an 
early morning EREP, and I suspect that we wouldn't do it before 
the EVA. I .ay end up having to eat .y words, but 1 suspect we 
wouldn't. Even if we only did the single EVA, I think ve' d like 
to concentrate on tn~t and get it out of the way, you know, as a 
prime activity at the beginning of the de)', It also is not, 
certainly is not a full blown EREP pass that takes - Of course, 
depending on how many instruments we turn on depends on how much 
setup time there is and depending on how long the ground track 

".'. 

18 they'd watH to shoot. would, you know, but it - at a pre-
11.in.~y look, 1'. sure we wouldn't be turning all the instruments 
on, and W2 may only turn on a couple three. And at a preliminary 
look, it would look like it wouldn't be anywhere near 8S signifi
cant as a standard EREP pass in turns of total amount of time con
sumed. So 1 expect it can be fit it, jockeyed in among 80me of 
the other experiDents there, on one of thOle last mission days. 
168 is also a candidate. 167 is d~finltely out, because that's 
our rntry 8181, and it t a early in the morning, and it has to be 
done then to stay on the proper ground coverage and timeline. 

PAO Bruce, do y~u have a question? 
QUERY Are they doing, or 18 one of the unattended 

experiments, I couldntt find it on the Flight Plan, ED31. a 
bacteria experiment? 

HUTCHIN£ON 1 forgot it, to m~ tion it too. Yes, 8ir. 
ED31 was initiated yesterday, and it's onl of the student ex
perlaent8, belongs to the btollled folks. I don't know 4 lot about 
it except they're growing bugs and cultures and taking picture~ 
of them. And it ia In work and 80ing full blast and WRS started 
1e8terd~y afternoon. 

PhO No more? 1 guess that end~ it then. It's 
one of the shortcGt presA conferences on record. Thank you. 
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END or TAPE 
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PAO. i thinklt '8 hooked up. - We can go. Okay 
we have Hr. Phil Shafter, Flight Director, and we~ can l,t hl~ 

-give a aummary, and then we vill have Q 6 A. 
'SHAFFER Okay, today wa" the day for what we be ... 

lieve was the last EaSp pasa of the Skylab 2 als8ion. It 
was fo 110ve d i •• e dia tely by the SUP callb ration .aneuve r 
and data take, where they use the aoon a.a known lightaource 
and a target for the ERtPP inatruments and too~ that data. 
That all appeared to UI to go vary,very well. All the 
scheduled ATK passes vcre accoaplished. Power transfer was 
accomplished. There were no probleas with that. The OWS Is 
now supplying the electrical power to the CSM. All in all, it 
was a good day with very few vrobleas that a.ounted to much 
of anything. TOlllorrov we do the - what's been refered to as 
the entry ainus 7 day checKs, where we power up the CSK and 
check out the guidance and control systess. take a good look 
at the propulsion systems, do 80ae electrical checks between 
the guidance system and the ~ropu1810n ayste. and just in 
general find out if we've 80t any problem. that w. need to 
cor.eider in the we@k remaining before ~e end the Skylab 2 mis
sion. We h6ve ATK passes scheduled tomorrow, some corollary 
.t\\ff and the usual medical that goe8 on every day. As an 
overall summary, ve cranked along yesterday, ve cranked along 
today, and we're doing good. In fact, ve got so •• extra things 
done today. The original sum.ary flight plan had scheduled 
lome S073 installation and setup tomorrow. That vas all acc
omplished today, AO In ~he oriainal plan blocks that had set-
up of S073 to.orrow viII be operating that instrument. Picking 
up aOlle stuff. An extra experiment is planned to be started 
this evening, which ie 0831. And I don't know a lot about 
that other than it sounds like a bacteriological study where 
they're gonna start aome grovths and take 80me pictures of 
them and see how they behave in the spae:e environment. We had 
a queJltlon last evening about pover availability. Right now 
on day 16S, which was today, our continuous pover capability 
1~ about 7000 vatts. And that's averaged over th! day~ night 
cycles. The average load, nominal loads, experiaent loads and 
the cs~ 18 about 6S00, 80 ve have a plus th~re of about 500 
vatts. On day 170, the 8eta angle ..,lll be up to 63 degrees, and 
our pover capabiUty ..,111 be about 8,000 watU. And the load 
vill still be on the order of 6500. And on the end of mi88ion 
day, v{th the 70 degue Bela ... nge1, which Is 100 percent f4un
light orgita, pover capability is about 9,200 vatts. SO, 8S 

I fa aid ye 8 t e r day. power i 8 not II u C h a f apr 0 b le 111 for the time 
beina· 

QUERY Phll, on the entry check., not t.o be peRR-
l.Gatie: or anything like that, but, what Ire 80.~ of the thing" 
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.'.1,: 

that you look fOT 1n that re,ard, and what are 10 •• things 
that would cause you t~ ~aybe think about ~~,cue and things 
l1ke that? 

SHAPFER Well, let's .e~. If the SPS hAd failed 
and two adjacent acs QUADs had failed, then 1 don't have a 
w.y to ,et hOM. 1 10 t to 80 res cuQ. Okay, Thole thin 18 
ar~ all okay nov. You know, ve did an ERRP tria maneuver 
with thea, with the QUADs early in the mission. They ali 
worked just fine up to the rendezvous, and Sunday, ve'll 
use the QUADs alaift for the ERBP trim maneuver, you know, 
th19 18 an orbital period adju6taent, to keep 

tNO OF TAPE 
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SP£AXBIl- ~ early in the .t •• ion. They 'all , 
worked just 'fine up until the rendezvous.' And Sunday "'.'11 
use' theq uads asainfo r the !REP ,et.w.aneuver, you know. 
this i. an orbital peri~dadju.t.ent to keep the ground 

. t racks ~ al. ing 0 ve r the 8 al\e part 0 f the Earth. So. even 
If"tollorrow we thought we had aproble$ with the ReS, we get 
a hard check Sunday by u8in8'tbe~, to be sure tha~ they're 
okay. We ~ould have to have a aajor electrical failur~ 
during the checkout. You know, 8u~h a8 1088 of bil of the 
descont batteries, snu 3 of the e~try batterIes,or all 5 
entry batteriea, or both CM ReS rings went down or ao.ething. 
1'. aetting you up Art. The check tOllorrow is not to find 
out whether we need a rescue or not. The check toaorrow 
1s to find out what our posture is. find out vhether or 
not ve have a G and N control SystGll, and or au SCS control 
systea, to aee if we have an SPS control syste., and or 
an Res control Iystell because Sunday - Saturday, we do an 
entry alDulatlon. which is a retresher for ourselves and 
the crew. And we would want to do that with the sa.e con
figuration that Ye would intend to de entry day with like 
If we've got a proble. vith the G and N, ve'd want to pay 
.ore attention to the SCS control mode. And If there 14 a 
proble. with the SPS, ve'd want to pay .ore attention to 
the RCS propulsion. tt'a that kind of a ~hin8. it's pos
ture finding. 

QUERY Phil, some of those batteries continue 
to degrade. do they not? And 1 wonder if you can Indicate 
what kind of degradation you expect during the period when 
the Sky lab i8 unllanned? 

SPEAKER AH or ATM batteries? 
QUE RY 80 t h • 1 g u e & 8 the w 0 r s t pro b 1 em 1 9 with 

the ATK batur1ea. 
SPEAKER Ye~h. 1 don't - 88 opposed to t'. any 

kind of an expert on th,'lt. t don't bellev!" that the ATH 
battertee are degrading all that .uch. We have the 4 bat
teries that jU8t don't have a8 lIIuch capability 8S the other 
batterle. we have. Okay, they're Tunnlng about SO percent. Now 
what are those 5. 6, 7, lind 81 No, 6, 7, 8, and 16 or /fOIU· 

thing. There's 4 of theil, Four of the ATH CBRHa that are 
running about 10 to 12 amp hours, and the nOlllnal was about 
20, and they're still dotng their thing. lhere hu been 
.ome conversation about &ODle of the peGs, the airlock module 
BPS not doing very well. But, those batteries vhen a 
full charge Is on ttlelll look just 11ke the rut of the bat
teries. The only dtfCerence 1n thea 18 they are not .cc~ptln~ 
the trickle charse. the topp1na off, at the end of the day 
.ide pa.e.,. 1 gue •• ltd have to .a) if there', a continuing 
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clegradAtion probl •• with those ba tt.e:ries, .1 til kind of bl188-. 
fully unAware of it. Okay. 

QUERY· Can you tell us anything yet about a 
deci8ion on an EVA - the sall? 

SPEAKER I'm just as excited and anxious to hear a. you are. You look like you'd like to ask me soaething. 
Okay. 

POA If there are no aore questions, wetll 
let Mr. Shaffer return home or york or wherever you'd like 
to ge. 

END OF TAPE 
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c PAO Good morning. We're ready to start now. 
tliaht Director Neil Hutchinson i8 here and weill start off 
with" a summary of his shiit. "! 

HUTCHINSON Okay. We had a fairly good evening again 
last night. The Flight Plan we produced for day 166 is packed. 
Day 166 as you recall is a day that - you may not recall. but ' 
I'll remind you - it's the day the crew gave back to us. It was 
scheduled to be a day off. Day 166 is the first day of any ~ 
significant activity fer end of mission work. We're beginning 
to think about coming home believe it or not, And the beginning 
of day 166 welre going to be doing some entry-minus-7 day 
checks which are basically on a - workup on the CSM, powering 
things up - powering up the G&N, powering up the SCS and loading 
the state vector and doing some drift checks on SCS system 
and on the platform and it basically sets the CSK up for the 
ensuing day 167 where we're going to do a thing we call entry 
simulation, which is baSically a crew run through of the CSM 
work for entry. They don't actually, of course, fire any 
engines or do anything like that. It's a switch touching· 
exercise plus a procedural exercise plus an exercise for the 
ground to come up with all the data that's necessary to do 
the retrofire sequence. It's kind of a tuneup. It's a simu
lation in orbit is what it boils down to for entry day. We've 
got another med run scheduled fo~ 166, as we have every 
day . An d a lot a fAT M t 1 me i f you' ve bee n pay i n 8 at ten t ion 
to the solar forecast we finally - here we are getting towards 
the end of the mission we've finally got a couple of regions 
o~ the Sun that are b~ginning to tune up. Maybe we'll be 
lucky and catch something. Anyway ~e've got a lot ATM time, 
almost 5 hours ATK time in the Flight Plan on day 166. That's 
kind of a nutshell of the planning. Let rlle talk about the
talk 8 little bit about a couple of systems things that went 
on. The cr~w got up an hour early this llI.orning, by the way, 
on their own. They got up at 10:00 they didnlt call us until 
ab~ut 11:00. However, we noticed they were stirring around 
because we 38W them open the freezer - that urine chiller 
draw and a couple of other things that you could tell they 
were up and stirring around. The ostensive reason was that 
since they had to go to bed early tonight they wanted to be 
tired enough to go to sleep so th~y got up an hour early this 
morning. So they got their own plan for getting the Clrc4dian 
thing slrs1ght. We have our last EREP pass going today. And 
since you probably know more about the weather than I dOl today 
1 brought the weather. And it's not too swift. I don't - I 
think we'll do all right on the pass, but it's a long ~a9S. 
The pass ground track is over 7,000 mlles long. It goes all 
the way down across Sou~h America. However, the weather doesn't 
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look too swift down the~e in a lot of. place, either. ~ut:wlth; the' ioat rUIIe r.ts that aren't af fec te d by ,the' weathe r and vi th > the few openings that we have it'll be certainly better than the averagt. HRSP pass. We hope we get 16 or 17 sites. Pete, I don't know how many possibles there would have been. That 1s 16 or i7 sites or. the weather that is in existence right', now. With the veather that is in existence right now. So 1 don't know how many would have been possible had we had good weather. I would suspect probably 25 or 30 if the weather would have been really spiffy. But I don't know. I haven't got that data. Believe it or not. the M5l2 furnace facility is working again this morning. nominally so far. And CDR got up and immediately went to work on the H553 and he has finished melting the spheres on the wheel that was in there and the second and last wheel is in the facility and he is working on those now and the gun is functioning normally. The only anomaly we seen to have In there this morning is that the spheres are not melting. It's very difficult to aha that gun at the right place 0" the sphere, and as you know the spheres have a little trigger mechanism when they're melted that allows ~hem to 
8ep~rate and it appears that a couple of them - or several of them. in fact. have separated before they're totRlly homogeneously melted. And we passed up some advicp- to try and aim the gun a little higher on the sphere to get it away froD this trigger mechanism that retracts the spring and let's the thing go. However, the big nevs Is, of course, that the gun is working again, properly, and we're not havin& to - it's cutting off like it should and so on and we're not having to leave it on continually and run the wheel manually. We do have a procedure on b~ard in case it hangs up again or we have one on the ground which we're going to try and that's a slight tapping on the box that has the relay in it that we now think is the one that's hanging up that causes the gun to hang 00 continuously. Anyway 553'8 - go preSSing on and we get it finished we' 11 go on to 552. Another anomaly - let t 8 see since I have been here last and I don't know how much' you heard about it last night - it is an anomaly but - you remember yesterday we ran both the CSH ~oolant loops all day long. And last night, 10 and behold, over a ground statIon we had our old 17 a&p glitch, if you will. it's not a glitch but 17 aap unexplained load on CSM MAIN A BUS. And after 80me quick looking around we have discovered that we apparently have a shorted power - shorted switch on the secondary radiator coolant heater, secondary radiator loop heater. and secondary coolant loop radiator heater - I'll get it right yet. And it appears that'even though w~'re flying with that switch in OFF. the RAD heaters In the secondary coolant loop in the CSK are coming on. And you'll recall early in the lIis8ion -
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8ep~rate and it appears that a couple of them - or several of them. in fact. have separated before they're totRlly homogeneously melted. And we passed up some advicp- to try and aim the gun a little higher on the sphere to get it away froD this trigger mechanism that retracts the spring and let's the thing go. However, the big nevs Is, of course, that the gun is working again, properly, and we're not havin& to - it's cutting off like it should and so on and we're not having to leave it on continually and run the wheel manually. We do have a procedure on b~ard in case it hangs up again or we have one on the ground which we're going to try and that's a slight tapping on the box that has the relay in it that we now think is the one that's hanging up that causes the gun to hang 00 continuously. Anyway 553'8 - go preSSing on and we get it finished we' 11 go on to 552. Another anomaly - let t 8 see since I have been here last and I don't know how much' you heard about it last night - it is an anomaly but - you remember yesterday we ran both the CSH ~oolant loops all day long. And last night, 10 and behold, over a ground statIon we had our old 17 a&p glitch, if you will. it's not a glitch but 17 aap unexplained load on CSM MAIN A BUS. And after 80me quick looking around we have discovered that we apparently have a shorted power - shorted switch on the secondary radiator coolant heater, secondary radiator loop heater. and secondary coolant loop radiator heater - I'll get it right yet. And it appears that'even though w~'re flying with that switch in OFF. the RAD heaters In the secondary coolant loop in the CSK are coming on. And you'll recall early in the lIis8ion -
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,': ',' HUTCHINSON And it appears that - that even though we w~reflying with that swit~h 1n OFF. the RAD heaters in • the 8e~ondary coolant loop in the CSM are coming on. And ~ 
you'll reca}l early in the mission, the first night we were docked I think, we had a MAIN A undervolts.and we have slnc~ gone back and chased that one to ground and discovered that indeed that was caused by this secondary loop RAD heater ' which we thought we had OFF. 1he switch was off and apparently we still have electricity down there and when the loop cues it to come on. it co~es on. Now we - last night before they went to bed to preclude ~ny MAIN A undervolts situation occuring. we turned the loop off - secondary loop off again. And we got the data we needed. We were going to leave it run until this morning but we had already - it had be on about 1 and a half hours. so they gOL the data they needed about how - what kind of effect it would have 1n warming up the primary loop. And so that's a new anomaly that we've discovered in the CSM. It's of really of not consequ~nce. We could end up - when the loop -secondary loop'i~ off, the heater doesn't cycle on because the loop stabilizes the temperatures high enough to not trip the RAD heater. That's about all I have. We had a 1.i.ttle (garble) working on - that we've been working on in the workshop on the water tank pressure down in the waste manage~nt compartment and that thing's kind of in limbo. I'm not sure vhat we're going to end up doing about that. It's not a - it's not a proble~. it's just something we don't understand, and w~lce trying to understand it. And 1 don't think we - we have it all in tow yet t but it appears that the pressure out of the water tank 7 is several PSI. Several, maybe 10 or so below the - what it ought to be. And we still don't understand that. And we did some work with that this morning with not any con c Ius i ve r e 8 U 1 t s yet. 

PAO Bruce. 
QUERY Neil. what time is or was the fuel cells shut down on them. 
HUTCHINSON It is today. I can tell you exactly what time it is. It'll occur probably about - I would guess, around between 18:20 and 18:30 if ,hey stay on the flIght plan. Zulu today. Right after lunch. 
QUERY And the the entry slm Saturday, how long does that last? And this is the first time we've done anything like this, isn't it? 
HUrCHINSON Yes, it ia. QUERY Of it's kind. HUTCHINSON It la&ts about ~ll morning. Basically it'a about - about as long as the entry sequence. It's - we've got 
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J 
••• let ae just figure it out her~. It's about 5 ilours long, 
5-1/2 hours long. Which 1s about, if'you'll r.ecall, that's 
about the total time - I'. not exactly - 1 got to get - get 
back tuned up onit cause itte been a wbilesince I've looked 
at it. Tomorrow I'll be able'to tell you quite a bit abClut, 
it because we would have flight planned it and I'll have some, 
more - I'll have looked at it fairly carefully. But right . 
now 1'. rp.ading that data off the - off the 7-day forgcast 
and the nominal time from - fro~ undocking to splashdown is 
.,:ollewhere in the order of 5 h.-"urs. So we're pretty ~uch 
running that Ioihole sequence. And of course. the crew .ay not 
be totally involved the entire ti~e but the tlaellne has to 
be spread out like that so the ground can compute all the 
numbers In the right time frame. 

PAO Pete. 
QUERY This simulation you said it just means 

touching switches. but does it - does it aean doing some 
guidance navigation systems - -

HUTCHINSON Oh, yes. 
QUERY ... actual checks. right? 
HUTCHINSON Oh. ye - not checks. It - they'll be doing 

all the - -
QUERY Activating the systea to - you know - -
HUTCHINSON And we'll be putting state vectors in it 

and so on and so forth. Yes. 1 was really referring to 
8w1 t ch touch i ng when - when it came to p ropuls 1 ou syst eas . 

QUERY This CSM coolant radiator loep thing doesn't 
a f fee t the spa c e era f t t e lip era t . I e sat nIl? 

HUTCHINSON No. ~ete. the rea.on we did that - they t re 
doing some data gathering. You recall way back about - must 
have been 3 we~ks ago, we ended up havina to turn on a couple 
of aore loads in the CSH. One load in part i cuI aI', we t urn cd 
on an inverter and we left it on, and it's been on all - all 
this time for heat purposes because we couldn't keep the 
primary radiator wara enough. We were afraid the prlaary 
RAD was gt't ting too cold, and thift was a little test. One 
of the theories. and the theory apparently from what 1 can gather 
was correct. was thAt if we turn on the secondary loop in 
addition to the primary loop. with the secondary loop radiators 
around on the sunside ve'd actually end up introducing some 
heat into the pri.ary loop which very veIl 8ight keep it up 
for a cheaper price than we - equip.ent we brought on to _ 
anu 1'. not totally clear on the - the test results, but I 
understand that indeed the loop did wara up some. But that's 
all it V,tII. It vas lust 4 gue88 - a data gathering exercise. 
It has nothing to do with the entry siaulation ~er .e. 
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QUERY 
E V .. a ~ 0 u t the EVA 1, 
and stuff? 

,i .• 

Have you heard anything further about an, 
Any additional tasks or any additional inputs 

HUTCHINSON "Not a vord <gari;le) We're still looking at 
the CBRM thing. That thing is in work at Huntsville intensely 
.s to .aking sure that that's the right thing we wan~ to do •. And 
if we do it they're doing a lot of - a lot of actual testing with 
string gauges hung around things and tapping on things and 
seeIng where the vibrations all go and so on and so forth. 
So that question is still not settled. And of course, the 
_anagement counsel is .eeting - Today is Thursday, today. 
that right? Is 

PAO Yes. it's an all - day meeting today. 
HUTCHINSON And I - tomorrow I'm sure that we'll know 

exaclly what we're going to do vith the sunshield. Now the 
crew did report yesterday. as you probably have noted, that 
th~ parasol Hppears not to be degrading in color hardly at 
all. It vas reported, I beli~ve. aa orange - orange. 

QUERY Well, what do you think they tapped that 
cell with? One of those - taking a rod up with th~m or are 
they going to have something __ 

HUTCHINSON No, they have 4 hammer. a small, very small 
hammer that's in one of the tool kits, (8 the thing they're 
talking about uSIng. I did loo~ at t~e configuration of 
the thing last night. I was right, there are six of those _ 
I don't know if you've seen one, there's six of them on a 
panel lind it's the one up on the top right ha:.d corner; CBRM 15 
is. And they're each CRRM - although they're mount~d on a 
Co •• on mounting place - Each CBRM is iu a box by itself if 
you will, about like this. And there are a lot of considerations 
to wanting to do that, that people are looking at. For example, 
our friendly rate gyros are <'ne rack over froll this thing 
they want to tap on. 

END 'JF TAPE 
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YUTCHINSON No. No. But they're looking at things 
like if you tap on this, what kind of vibrations are you getting 
other places on that tr'llS8 and outside of the eBRM area? So 1 
don't really have « lot of new data on the EVA, and I think -
~eet we're pretty .uch homing in on it here. I mean, you know, 
we're only 3 daye awaYi 80 we're going to be - 4 days - we're 
going to be getting with it here. 

PAO Okay, we apparently have no call-in ques-
tions froa our far fl~~g listeners; GO we'll adjourn. 
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FAO Okay, vet 11 get the news briefing under-
way, and before we start"I'd like to announce that revision 
C of the f1isht plan 18 being printed in the newsroom and 
will be ready iamediately after the news briefing. Our 
briefer today is Flight Director, Phil Shaffer. and I'll 
t u rtl 1 t 0 v e r t 0 h i. now. Phi 1 1 

. SHAFFER Okay, I assume you guys had a copy of 
'the flight plan. You got a copy yesterday of what we're going 

to do today. And ve accomplished all of th086 things that 
were scheduled with the exception of the block in that flight 
plan tbat said 5 - M551 terminate, which was the welding 
experi.ent, and we substituted in its place M553 which is 
this sphere forming experiment. And if you reaeaber, yes
terday. 1 suppose they talked about it on the Change-of-shift 
briefing. The 551 vas having solfte problelils and between the 

.crew and ourselves today ve've exercised some test functions 
on the thing and it appeared to be working just fine. So 
we coamitted to the 553 run. We did not get it totally com
plete. The electron beaa gun which we apparently couldn't 
turn off yesterday went off today four-fifths of the way 
through the experiment. And we have not had time today to trouble
s h 00 t t hat, sowed 0 n 't know e x act 1 y w hat hap pen e d . 0 the r 
than that the EREP paso was done very well. The AUI passes 
were done very well. The CALROC was launched today and had 
a coapletely successful launch and we did joint observing 
prograa 12 B as planned. which is done in aSBociation with 
the CALROC. You know the CALROC is launched for - to cali-
brate the data that the ATM is retrieving. We had two MIn 
runs today plus the M092, 171. The crew finished all of 
those well ahead of schedule. Th08~ guys are really learning 
how to do those things and are whipping through and giving 
lhe .. elves some spare tiae. The flight plan for tomorrow 
1s the last EREP pftSS for Skylab 2. It has an exercise called 
EREP CAL on the end of it which is functionally the same 
thing as the CALROC was today. It's a calibration exercise 
with the EREP ioatruments where the Hoon is viewed with the 
ERBP instruments. And since the Moon is a known light source 
then w~'ll be able to calibrate - help calibrate the data 
that we have gathered during the EREP passes. Medical experiments 
are scheduled tOllorrow as usual. The K092, 171, and ATM 
activlty. And then we wll1 start into what really culminates 
In the end of the Skylab 2 mission. To.orrow we intend to 
shut down the fuel cells. They will be about depleted of 
the cryose~ics supply. When we do that we have to transfer 
the pover source to the workshop and we'll be drawing power fro. 
the airlock and ATM's power suppliel. Later on in the even-
Ing toaorrow we will reconfigure the cOmRand .odule - co ••• nd 
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service module to get it back to the conliauration that it 
would have bee~had we no~ had proble •• with the electrical 
pover supply. And weill ait once at duty for awhile. Friday 
we'll do the guidance and c~ntrol ~nd propulsion system checks 
on the CS~. That's sbout a four-huur exercise where we power 

"all that up and check it out and Bort of get a handle on 
what ve're going to have for us. Satu~day weill do a full 
blown increased StH, which doeen t t really power the CSM up, 
but it goes through all the tiaelines, the air-to-ground p the 
crew goes through the checklist, refamiliarizes themselves 
with where all the switches are and we read the maueuvers 
to thea and it's a dress rehearsal for the end of the mission. 
One other thing I might add that we did today. We pGwered-up 
the other coolant loop in the CS~ and ve did not do this be
cause we have a proble. with the CSM. We did this to gather 
engineering ther~al data that is intended to help us thermally 
configure the Skylab 3 and 4 CSMs for the environment up tthere. 
And when I say thermally configur~ thea that means we aay want 
to change the paint pattern in some of the places that have 
been running a little hot or a little cool. The - that activity 
w&s pel:forllled vith no problems. We did one little extra step 
in drawing soae water - potable water out of the system in 
an attempt to calibrate the thermal models here on the ~round 
that are used in this theraal analysis. The theraal ~odel 
was predicting that the water lines just outside the water 
tanks which are close to where the glycol loops come in from 
the radiators would be frozen, but it was sODewhat marginally 

- so we tried to draw some Hater and 10 and behold we got; 
some water. So the lines art not frozen. I think that". 
about a summary of - -

END OF TAPE 
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that are used in this theraal analysis. The theraal ~odel 
was predicting that the water lines just outside the water 
tanks which are close to where the glycol loops come in from 
the radiators would be frozen, but it was sODewhat marginally 

- so we tried to draw some Hater and 10 and behold we got; 
some water. So the lines art not frozen. I think that". 
about a summary of - -
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SPEAKER - originally, ao ve've tried.to draw 80 .. e water. -and 10 and behold, we got aoee "ater, 80 t.he lines are not frozen. I think that's about R suaaary of what we did tQday. Questions. 
QUERY.- WhAt time viII the fuel cella shut down B. And can you detail the procedure that the crew will go through in doing thLt. . 
SPEAKER Oh , I wish I'd have known you were going to ask th~t question. The block of time that begins that activity is at about 18:10 Zulu. Okay, in shuting down the fuel cells, it really consists of only a couple of big st~ps. About an hou~ and a half or so before we shut chem down, we do a hydrogen purge of the fuel cells, to clean thea out, then we close the reactance valves, the cryo valves that are feeding the hydrogen aQd oxyg.ell to thea. And when you close the valves, they're done. The power transfer, if you'll remember when we flrst got there, ve hooked up both the power umbilical and the COMM uftb~lical between the CSM and the wo rkshop, you know, our ai r to ground COHH co.es through the CSM, our voice COMM. That cable if you Will, power cable is hooked up. The biggest thing that reaains to complete the power transfer Is to close ~ome breakers, circuit breakers that com~let~ the circuit between the OWS power supplies and that ~mbilical, and to conne~t the battery buses. Not the batterj buses, the aain buses in the CSM to that umbilical. OklJY, and then one further step and that's to readjust the load sharing between the AK and the ATK power supplies so that they're equalized again, in terms of providing that C5M power. The CSH power requireaents, by the way, will be a little bit higher than they are cow, as a reault of going back to what we call our prelaunch nor.al quiescent configuration. 

QUERY Do yuu know how many watts -
SPEAKER I'd guess 100. I think the difference between where we are now and where we'll be after the exercise tomorrow runs so~ewhere between 90 and 100. 

Dot very much. 
It's 

QUE Ri' That's what Skylab will be giving to the CSM. 
SPEAKER No, no, no, that's the D~lta ~onfiguration, we'll probably be pumping 1100 watts steady ~tate, across that umbilical, on that order. I think we're running ab~ut 900 or 1,000 now. 50 so.ewhere in that neighborhood, and we'll jump it up on the order of 100. 
QUERY Is that all co_ing out of the - off the solar wing? 
SPEAKER Yes, it COIIK!S out of the Bolar wln88 on 
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tbt ATM and tbeir - and the OWS SAS viDI. you know, end 
tho.e sy.tea. are all hooked toS.the~, you know, an~ it's 
like a CODon powe I' 8 upp ly. It' 8 all balan cad throughout. 
It. sure the SUY' have told you about th_ REG buses vhere 
theytre hooked together, and the way ~e adjust the voltage 1~ve18 
to create the power loading, and all of that then i& fed 
through the u.bl1ical to the CSK. 

QUBRY This .ay have been covered. 1 ~ot in 
• 11 t t Ie late, but how do you plan' aake up the 1100 v 8t t& a. fat as the spacecraft operations ayatea •• 

SPEAKER Well, we' r~ doluS real well on paver 
now. As long a. we don't do an EREP. Okay, and one of 
the rea.ons we're doing real veil on pover now Is because 
the Betd angle i, getting hiSher, slsnif1cantly hisher, 88 
~ matter of (act, and we're spending les8 and 1es8 ti.e in 
the dark. And you know the Beta angle at the end of .~881on, 
on day 29 is 70 degrees. And the aasie with that number is 
that the spAcecraft never goe. Into darknesa. The orbits 
100 percent sunlight. So we really have quite a bit of 
pover, and the lalt EREP pa8s is to.orrow. So the co.
bination of no more EREP passes plus the high Beta angle 
i. giving us the power that's required to feed the CSH. 

QUERY Are you 8aylng in effect then. that 
there. shouldn't be any dravdovn in any of th" systems, for 
exe.ple. to let a bt\!'J~llne you've lot nov, what, .bout 
6500 - 100~ vatts -
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QUERY - make any - ~rav down on any of theuysteaa 
~ for ~x8mpl •• to get 8 baseline you've got nov· what, 'about 

6500 to 1000vatts? . Wh£t kind ~f a budget are you working 
with now? 

SHAFFER 1 can't answer that. 
QUERY Okay. 
SHAFFER Let me tell you something you probably 

don't know. Chutk Lewis is the bronze Flleht Director. 
Chuck Lewis's house is full of vater. 1 took his shift today. 

QUERY Well, maybe you could answer this then. 
What will these increasing beta angles give you as regardg 
to pover? What will you be at the end of day 29. What are 
you looking at in the way of power? 

SHAFFER Some old numb~rs. I think ou~ baseline 
was probably runnl1g around 1000, you knov, steady state. 
We - before - in the very low beta numbers, and that ratio 
is 58 minutes of Sunlight to about 36 .lnutes of darkness. 
Okay, and I've got a feellng you carl just about add 50 fH'y('ent 
to the budget. Sut we really need to get one of the elt tcal 
guys in ECIL to answer that quetotlon. But the power fro1ll 
this point on - 1n a configuration we're in nryw just isn't 
the problem. 

QUERY Yeah, what you're saying in effec:: is, the 
beta angle will be increasing fast and (garble) 

SHAFFER Good and hard plane going up, that's right. 
SHAFFtR That's exactly right. 
QUERY You'll stay ahead of the curve all of the ti.e. 
PAO I believe this - 80aeone had a question. 
QUERY What tise and who vill be a~tendtn8 the 

.eeting to.orrow on Whether you vill deploy the sun - the sal1? 
SHAFFER You're not going to believe this. t didn't 

even know there was. meeting toaorrow. Okay? One of the 
things thatlD kind of curious that doesn't leap right up and 
srab you 18 - is why we're shutting dovn the fuel cells tom
orrow loatead of just letting them run out. And for .ll prac
tical purposes they have run out. W"'en we .hlJt the. down 
tomorrow they - at 8om~ point - the quantitl.8 Ret so low that 
they don't produce enough pr~8Rure to provide the coneumahle 
tt.at wt want to thelll. We may not have gone to the absolute 
~lnlmum that we could ~o with but when you Itart out without 
a power proble. and you know you've lot to do it today, you 
knov you're going to go through the ab.olute _lnlaulII before 
day 166. Then you start hunting for ~ convenient plact> In 
the fHsht plan to pover them d"wn. NOW, there'lt no que8tlon 
that we'd be past th •• tnl.u~8 by the tiee the trev sot 
up on da, 166, 80 we have found _ convenient pl.ce about -
like t lay between 18:10 and 18:40 we .hut the. down tomorrow in the 
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flight plan. If we had a day or two days or three days left,' 
you know~ then it vould be a ve~y good question. But when 
itts a aatter of three hours, because that's where we are, 
you kno~. without activities going on'the crew goes to bed, 
or starts their pre-sleep that day just about 22:00 and we've 
finished the power transfer and shutdown about 18:40, 80 we're 
beating ourselves out of four hours of fuel cell power when 
we don't have a problem. Therets an operational reason for 
doing that too, earlier than that. You want to watch that 
system perform after you've done that power transfer and 
understand where you are before you put the crew to bed. 

QUERY Do you have any idea when the decision 
on the - whether or not the sunshield - sunshade will be de
ployed - the sal1? When a decision ~ight come? 

SHAFFE~ If you say there's a meeting tomorrow I'll 
bet you it's going to come tomorrow. If, you knov, it t s the 
purpose of the lIeeting. Now, one of the things - let ae .ay 
that - the pre-launch analysis Showed that the parasol - the 
.ateriAl of the parasol would degrade rather rapidly. Okay? 
That was due to the effect of the Sun (In the nylon. Okay? 
Part of the problem with that was, it wasn't a real Su~. It 
wa, a Simulated Sun. And part of the analysis was analytic 
rather than teats and the performance of the sail to date 
displaying the characteristics and degradation just isn't 
happening_ The - one of the numbers I heard, and by no aean8 
Would I treat it as • final foraal number, because it vas a 
number that vas pissed out in one of the aeetlng8 - in the 
review meeting6, and vas preli.lnary then, was that the nylon 
in the 8al1 would hdve lost on the order of 50 percent of Its 
brelk strength after 100 hours of Sun. This was the aiaulated 
Sun. And in addition to that, the orange color of the parasol 
vou1d have faded through 
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SPEAKER This was the 'slaulated Suu. ,And 
in addition to that the orange color of the parasol wouid 
have faded through yellow and would be in the white on it's 
way to tan, and ~hen brown. Joe and Pete both looked a~ 
the parasail today, and it is Florida orange, oranae. so 
it ~ we're not seeins the sympto.s of the degradation that 
we thought might occur before launch, and 1'. sure thatts 
going to feed into any decision to erect any other sunshade 
that would be under consideration. 

PAO Do we have any other questions? I want 
to thank you gentlemen. We'll let Phil get home and 
get s01le needed rest. 
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PAO Oka" ladles and gentlemen. We havft 
with us, ill.ediately on .y right, Dr. Paul Raltbaut, Dr. Royce 
Hawkins, and1r. Jerry Homick, H-o-m-i-c-k. Dr. Hawkins, 
you want to start? 

HAWKINS Okay, Bob. I have these two gentle~n 
with me today to talk about two additional aress of our 
medical experiaents Reaember last week we had Dr. Johnson 
and Hr. Hi~hel over to talk about the H092 and 171 studies. 
Dr. Rallbaut is the Pritlcipal Coordinating Scientist now for 
the H070 series, the food nutrition mi.ner:.\! balance. And 
Dr. Jerry Homick is our Principal Coordinating Scientist for 
the H131, the gruuper experimente, the vestihular studies. 
Now to - Before I turn it over to them, to bring you up to 
date with where we ar~ with food and vestibular wis~, I'd 
like to just try to recap on the other areas. Now with the 
M092, we will tun the Science Pilot today, which, if ~y memory 
serves me right, that' 11 ~ake the fourth run with Joe Kerwin. 
And we will have had at the end of today, then four runs 
each, with all three crew.e~. Now ~e first saw a breakawAY 
pOint in the third level of the H092 study with Joe about 
2 ::Ionthe;; ago, in which we did see, you will recall, the 
drop in blood pressure, which indicated that he had reached 
a level. And we tharefore had to terminate the run. And 
we, therefore, reduced the Jllaximum negative pressure stress 
that he would s~e for the balance of the study for the 
mieston. We then saw the 8aDe thing again with Paul Weitz, 
run before last. Or - yes, run b~(ore last. Dr. KerWin, 
1n lAonitorlng him, felt that he W6S again approaching 1\ 

point where he Io/()uld note A significant drop in h)ood prcsI'>ure. 
and thereft're tC:.:min8ted the run at 3 uinutes and I~; seconds 
fntC' the strelS test. Now - So, those lwe c:rl".w ..... n arc now 
working at a .!nus 30, minus 40, minus 40 stresA l~vel~. 
The Commander, Pete Conrad, let' 8 see we ran PC'le ronrad 
ye8tE'rd~y. He was able tQ complete the entire rurt. WE' do 
not hAve all of the data hack in OUf hands to compt~trly 
Ilnalyze that. to know exactly what thE' maxiratJm blood prl'fl-
6'lt(,9 'otere and maximum h(>art rates were. But h(, WAR ahle to 
c ,) mp l<1 tel twit h 0 'J tar. y i 11 e f ! c c: l 8 • 1 71 ~ l II (' - All t h r (' e 
r: r e 101 m (' n h a ve bee n d 0 ~ n ~ ve r y well wit h the HI 7 L S (. r 1 eA. 

Since we h3ve Rtltten over the initial thermal gtre!"/; <11ld 

he" v y W' 0 r k 1 0 &. d S 0 r the i n 1 t i alp hils 0 \1 f the l' x p eo r 1 m{' n l t the 
the all - All three creWmen are now right in their bliardine
lIICa8UreVlents 88 far aft heart rates and blood pressurcs go. 
And ve are reAlly not seing any 8i8nlftc~nt dpvl4tlon frum 
what their measu"e.enu were preflight. So that their w()rk 
pl:tforman<:e capability, excrcilH! rel4ponse, oxygen utill%lItl\,ln, 
minute volume and all look very. very nouI1nal 019 (nr alii W'~'\I(' 
seen thus fSf. OkAY. The other expprllncnt would hE' tht" MI.)). 
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Dr. Rallbaut is the Pritlcipal Coordinating Scientist now for 
the H070 series, the food nutrition mi.ner:.\! balance. And 
Dr. Jerry Homick is our Principal Coordinating Scientist for 
the H131, the gruuper experimente, the vestihular studies. 
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point where he Io/()uld note A significant drop in h)ood prcsI'>ure. 
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Since we h3ve Rtltten over the initial thermal gtre!"/; <11ld 
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seen thus fSf. OkAY. The other expprllncnt would hE' tht" MI.)). 
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the sleep. And this hal lone, I think, very well and I 
think we are beginning to see 801M very interesting results 
there. The analye1. of thi$ data il very slov. tt's on 
a one to one baate and it take. a lona tia., of course, to 
&0 back and analyze five, six, seven, or e1aht hours of 
sleep. So we are running a little bit behind on that. But 
.0 rar it looke l1ke the crews are sleeping - they are moving 
into a sleep period with 1e88 latency than what they d:c 
preflight. They are - -
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SPEAKER - were sleeping. They are moving Into 
a sleep period with less latency than what they did prefl1gh~. 
They are showing again rim sleep which is important and alRo 
they are sleeping in the fourth stage - a deeper stage of 
sleep fOT longer perloda than they did in the preflight period. 
Now, just what all this really means yet i8 still up to Dr. 
Frost who is the prinicipal investigator on this study. And 
! don't think he's really ready to say exactly what this does 
mean to us. All right now I'd like to - if I may, turn it 
over to Dr. Rambaut. 

RAKBAUT Well, as Dr. Hawkins pointed out I"lY p.1rt-
io;:utar area of interest Is the M070 experiments which Cl1ncern 
~utrltion in the spacecraft and musculoskel~tal function. what's 
happening to the bones dnd muscles. Of course as you recall 
the concern for this area arose first In the Gemini program 
~here various studies that we carried out showed that werc 
losses in the density of the bones and In the chemicals which 
constitute bone and muscle. We observed this 1n Gemini, the 
Russians have sepn It, we saw it a~aln in some studies !n 
Apollo, particularly on Apollo J 7. In planntng fur the Sky-
lah program we really decided to mount a very definitl\,{. COIll

prellt.'ns!v(' l'xpertlu~nt to look tit how the hum.-,n reacts in pro
lung~d w~(ghtle8s light, as far BY his boneH and muscles ar~ 
(onc:erncd and as far as eClneral nutrltional intake 1s conc(1rned, 
lhe M010 experiment is conducted by simply mt'asurin~ {'Vlr'l
thing which goes into the lun and c1erything which ~O1!3 ('ut. 
lhis study Is begun about - well itl the case of SL 2 it was 
beg un 30 day s p rio r tot he - p rio r t 0 I a un ch, w her <' the ere \of' 

was put on, ellsentlally their fllRht diet, and all mct;lbolic 
excreta were coil~cted. The study has continued prrtly well 
•. lnintern'pted into flight, cont!nue lhrough~)ut till' flio;ht 
8."!d '01111 go on until 18 days p09tfli~ht. The study inv,llvt.'s 

- has a drastic pfleet on the dpstgn of the food Av~tcm and 
on the an:dysts thftt We hav!' to perform on the variouf; fOlldR 
the crew ('ats. And It h"8 hlld :\11 <,rfl'ct on Ih(' desiRII or tIll' 

Wlllit{' managcment syst('1fI - th" systl'Ul that col1~cts uri1)(' And 
feces. Thl' other asp(>ct~ of the expt>rllllenl i!l tlillt blond 
<hetnislri('s IHf' takcn prior to flight, Inrllght and pOf;t

flight. nody weights are tnt'IlSlH('d, bol1y voluml'8 3f(' ~1';\'Hlrl'\1 
prf'!fllght lind postflight and thOAl' In (188,'nl'l' \'on,;tftul,' fl •• , 

experiment - experimental paraml't(·rs. 011, hUIlI' dl'IlSit), I" 
also IW4IHHl·d - you have a look at the bone willi an X-roy -
with A gamma-ray (,1IIittfnR devin' and see whAt tht, dCIlRtty of 
tl", bont' I,. before the guys RO up into fli.~ht And whl"n tht.y 
('~''''~ ba(;k. As far 8S results ar(> concerned, durtng the prf"
rll~ht period, the crev consumod essentially lhh~ir nominel 
food - th('y ate everythlnM that we provided to them. And We' 
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vere abl~ to stabilize this crew on this metabolic intake about 20 days: or so before launch 80. that e'IJer,thlng that hu vas taking it) eesentially equaled vhat vaa comiug out. We veren't bui Iding up pop1. of calcium orpotasslua or nitrogen. Things were atable .t Ipp,~.1 •• tely two weeks prior to launch. You remeaber that itlftt'h~ 4 lot of the ~esult8 of this experiaent are goinS to 4~p.nd on postflight analys1s of urine samples ~hd of fecal sa_pies and of blood samples which are returned from the spacecraft, 80 we can't talk about those analyses untll poet·· fecovery. What we can tell you about now is the nutri~nt '~take inflight. which we know precisely and urine output. whlch We know fairly precisely and water intake. The am8~ln& thing abdut Skylab has been that the food intakes have been very high. TheY'VE! been hi.her than anything we've (ner s~~~ before on Apollo, and G~.ini and other MG and USSR miF910ns. The intakes Infllght have been about two to 300 kilocalories per day less than what they were on the ground and this was about what w.u anticipated prior to flight. But the cost of activity in weightless light would be Jess by about 2 to )00 kilocalories a day. 8y looking at the inflight body weights, which is another piece of information we get back from the spAcecraft, weight doesn't seeJII to be changing. Or if it is changing, it's chAnging very. very, slowly. which means that t Ill" caloric intake inflight 19 about what the crew needs. They're nl.H gettil'll too little and they're lIanaging to gustain wt"lght on this intake. Going a10n8 with thest' very high 'ltrient intakes you can - you also know that automatJeally the CleW is also getting all the vitamina and - -
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SP£AK£B. ... going along w'i'th th8sever-/ high nutrient 
ln~ake., you ~la~ know that auto~.tic.lly the crew 18 also 
getttna 411 the vita.tn. and ca1ii~m - all the essential minerala 
that ~he, need. They're idtaking the various minerals, cort8ti
tuenib ~f the bonee an~ muscle. at &xactly the levels within 
tolerancea that were set prior to flight. If for instance, 
we sptcified that 600 milligraa& a day of cBJflij~ should be taken 1n 
by each f~llov in flight, that Is in fact what the intake Is, 
within a tolerance. The cre~', S8 far as we know, froll weight 
data and froa intake data 1. at this point in It staU of 
excellent nutrition. The urine collection har, revealed t.hat 
urine outputs are - the difference between urine outputs and 
water intake, which really is ins~nsible, water lusses from rcsplr
ation and froa sweat, were fairly high at the beslnnl~g of the 
mission, which ae8n~ that a lot of water was lost through 
routes other than urine 1080, which you would e7?ect in the 
bot atmosphere of the spacecraft. As far as water balance is 
concerned, thou&h, from the intake a~d output .eaAureaenLa 
we've got right now, \:c expect that a state of stability has 
been reAched. Some coaments on the collection equipment, f~r 
this urine and feces In flight, of courae, you know collecting 
urine and fecal naterial In weightless flight is an awlully 
difficult thina to do. The comments on tbese bits of equip-
Rlent, \thich really took lIammoth desisn efforts over the last few 
years have been excellent from the crew - the urine systell 
18 working very well, and fecal collection. Coop~ratlo" from 
the crew tnntght has been outatanding_ This \'xperjment is 
probably - prob.bly _akes aore demands on the crew. on their 
mode of life froa hour to hour than any otlltH. The cooperation 
h8a been excellent. The crew has been co.plying .dttl all thl" 
csti.lltes nect'1nary to lIake - with all the reqlllr(~'IIents neces
,ar.' to •• ke e8ti •• tea of food intake and water intak<,. And 
all the requtre.ent8 to und~rtake eoaplett' ~ollecllnn of their 
e~creta. It IS been a very cooperative crew. 

PAO ~oc~ afiyone hav~ any specific qU~8tlon 
they'd like to ask at this point? 

QUF.RY Wasn't there ft prohlt'!& with AIr 1n the 
uflne bags 4t one tille? 

SPF.AKEA Yes, in the first few days or the mission 
there wa. air in the sallple b"88. And of course, you remenber 
at that tilDE', the urine '."plea were taken without bene fit of 
orbital workshop ur!ne collection syslell, which itgelf haa a 
centrifuge to get rid of that Air, which means that the urine 
saaplea lroa th. Brtt, second ttaybe through the fourth day 
o( th. flight contatned air and urine, whlch Means that the 
urine sa.ple. that would be returned to U8 {or analys18 ~ould 
contatn SOMewhat le.a urine than what we'd iloped. How lIIuc:h 
thcret~ no way of nsttaatins. 
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. QUIRY Haa that been aolVC!d now, that if', no 
longer.a problem? 

SPEAKER Yea. correct. When they used the centrifuge 
device whi~h is in the workshop, the air which is used to carry 
urine from the man to the reception device Is separated out. 
1s bled off and urine 18 colle~ted with ~ery much les8 air. 
Of couree, there still always is 80me air, but much les8. 

PAO Paul. do you have a question back there? 
QUERY With the cardiovascular deconditloning, 

which apPclrently has occ\lrred, isn't this going to have an 
4ffect on renal activity. and as a result are you going to have 
less urine output? Do you expect this to occur as decondltioning 
continues? 

SPEAKER This may well happen. The device that 
~c'rc u,lng to monitor urine volume in flight right now, is 
p~obably not sufficiently sensitive to pick up small differences 
in \lrlne output. Howsver, urine output on the ground, when 
we get those 88a~lea froa the spacecraft back, we'v~ got a very 
much moce aCCuTat~ way of estieating exactly vhat that urine 
volume Wits. There's actually a trace of compound in t.he urine 
bag which gets dl&solve~ in the urine and a bit of that goes 
into the sample bag and we an~lyze for ~he trace o~ the ground 
and get ~ very good idea of exactly what the urine volu.e was. 
And we may w~ll see 0 difference, because of the rea80~S you 
st .. ted. 

QUERY You said that the urine output has reached 
a state of 8tdbility on the input and output of liquids. Would 
lhi~ state of stability indicate that there's been any dehydra
tiun whatsoever, wh.t would be typical on the ground? 

S~EAKER ! would tl"nk not. Halnly beC8U9(! the:e's 
- the ""eights see. not to be changing. When J said a ,Hate of 
~t.bl1ity, t lIea~t ~he difffllrence between water in and water 
out t (1'0111 day to day tU.IGS no.., to be ftbout the same. Whereas 
Ilt the beginnlr.rs of tttl' flight, it '118 quite high. and it 
drcre4Acd to what's more or l~HS A cO~Atant amount now. 
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S~EAKER ! would tl"nk not. Halnly beC8U9(! the:e's 
- the ""eights see. not to be changing. When J said a ,Hate of 
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SPEAKER. what out fro. dAY to day, seeaa not ( 
to be about'th~ 8aae. Whereasst the btglDuing of the 
flight, it was quit~ higL and it decreasod to aore or 
le8. A constant &mount nov, and with these very high cal-
orie intakes you vouldD I t expect; - well and no veight losses 
1 don't think body composition has changed. 

SPEAKER Okay, we've 8~ia a lot ~bout nutritiort 
and c~rdio-vascular problems and all -

QUERY Nobudy, within my hea~in8 anyway, men-
tione~ anything about traumas. and they're up there turning 
cartwheels and flips and etc. t have there been any scrapes 
or breaks or lIIarks or anytning like that? 

SPEAKeR No, 1 really don't think there have beer.. 
We ·;:ertainly have not gotten any reports on it, and to my 
knowledge there have not been any injuries, not even a 
scrape. 

PAO We have a question g~bmitt~d to us - Dr. 
Hawkins - I guess to Dr. Rambent from Arthur hill. Will 
Conrad's fondness for butter cooktc~ depleto the supply 90 
that more vll1 have to be taken on SL 3 and S~ 41 

Sr£AKRR At Conrad's current rAte ?f consumption. 
no. You reacllbel that butter cookies are be1nf. consumed to 
increase the caloric level of the predesigned ~enu. ,nd 
hie ~onsll"ption rate I don't think will In.:reasc v~ry lItuch 
beyond what it is now. Two "aybe 300 kilOCAlories. There 
are plenty of butter cookie8 on board. 

QUERY Perhaps you vent over this before t came 
In but you pxpect this cardio-vascu1ar d2CQnditloning ju,t to 
continue. or i8 t~.t still yoU! unknovn or you got any nev 
datA on it from last night or -

SPEAKER ~el1 no, leally W~ don't know yet. w~ 
8tHl h.ave two or three .ore runs to "ake. We're st111 
seeing change. Let Ile put it that way And t think as long 
a8 you're still 8eeins Qoae change there you ~e~tnltPly 
r.xpeet thf.tl trflnd to cOl'ltir.ue. Now, wheth~r we' r,~ right 
at the plalcau level h"~e or not 1'. jurt not 3urr yet. 

PAU We got one h~rc And then down to Abbl~. 
QUERY 18 there It po~nt, Maybe not (Ill thtl'l 

mission, but on the SL ,3 and 4 where th~8 dt·conJil"'"II\~. 
1 9 It po. sib 1 e t h & t it could bee 0 IDe dan 8 e r 0 U R to llll' t t 
readjustDent. rnd 80 Corth. 

Sf'E~KBR Well, yeah, if 1t continul'd tit devl'l,,,p 
ye •• it C')uld beco.(! very. very .1sniHcant to what your 
b.ldy would b~ abte to 'tand during !tny excossive lORding 
Buch as rea~tt)'. t .i,ht. whll. ve're on this particular 
.ubject. lee •• clarify a point, which I think, .1,ht 
have bee~ ~tlundtrltood yeaterday even In, at the chenge of 
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shift brlefina. 1 wa. quoted anyway •• 8ayina tb.t there 
vere irreaular heartbeate with • by the crewaan Paul Weitz 
the day befor.~ I certainly didn't a.an to state that. if 
it did rtul1y coae out like that, but what 1 did say vas, 
that we had seen the chause in heart rates, and .'he drop 
in his bloodpre88ure. which was aiailar to what ~e had seen 
with Kervin. but V~ had not seen any pre.~ture beats. ectopic 
beats or anJ crrhythaiaa of the type which we saw with Pete 
Conrad o~ hie first run. 

QUERY Do you want to take any aote questions 
nov? 

SPEAKER 
1f ve - you haven't 

QUERY 
PAO 

tn a nev area here. 
really. 

We~l. I'd like to go Ahead and nove in 
h~d a chanc~. Why don't ~e -
That's okay. 1t1l wait. 
All right, Let's introduce Dr. Homick 
I think which has a lot of interest, 

HGHICK 1 think that by now .o~t of you are 
pretty f •• iliar with th2 ob~ecti~os of the Hl]l experi.ent, 
the human ve.tihular function experiment. I'll take just a 
rev moments to quickly 80 over the types of ~easurement8 
ve are •• king in fl1K:Il: on each of the Cl"eWII1!n. One of the 
lIe.surP-1IiIents ve' ft>· 1Iaking is a lIeasure.ent of the absolute 
sensitivity of the 8e.l-clrcul~r canals. That part of the 
veRtibular eystea vhich responds to ~naular acceler«tion •• We 
are aaking theQ~ aeasureaents by m~an8 of the oculogynic 
Il1u.ion or OCI for ShOTt. 18 we c*11 Itt and during this 
te8t, the subject aite in • ~hair and has a goggle placed 
belore eyes which cQntains a visual target. He is accelerated 
at lo .. e ". 1 ue 
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SPEAKER purin8 thit tt.t the s ubj e c:t al t. in a chd l' and ha. a 80881. placed before hi. ~ye. which ~ont.la •• vie ualtar8.t. He 1.. acce Ie 1'a to d at 80 •• value and report. whether or not he can ptreeiv.apparent move.ent of that ata~ tlonery visual taraet. That apparen~ .ove_entta the ocu108yra1 Iltu.Ion and depending upon vh~ther or not the .a8-nitude of anaular acceler.tl~n imparted by the chair exce~ds the responBO threshold of the se_1circular canal, he will or vill not recel~e the Illusion. A 8e~ond ae.sure.ent that we aro making 1. one of susceptibility to motion sickness. During th18 test. the crew.an sits in a rotating chair, is rotated at soae prescribed velocity, durina that rotation he perforMs heAd Ilove.ents. They have been trained to recognize a nu.ber of different lypes of symptoms co •• only associated with motion sicknees and to identify difterent levels of s~verity of each of those symptoas. As those syapto •• occur, they are recorded, and when a vcry low level of aotion sickness 18 reached, the teet is tel'llainated. Tho final set of .e.sure.ents we are .akin~ de.ls with spatial orientation. And here we are Js1ng the goggle device again, which contains this visual target. The target can be adjusted both in the pitch ~nd roll planes, and ve go through a 8erie8 of aeasure.ents here with the crewman in different positions relative to the svacecraft - either with his body parallel with the spacecraft, longitudinal axes at some angle l~ the - or at so.o angle to the axes of the spacecraft.' And he's requi red to make settings with this goggle devic~ as well as a pointer device - a hand-held rod Which h48 a pitch and roll readout indicator on it. Now, going back to the oculogyral illus10n. Thus far we've had three complete infUght rune on the PLT and the SPT. The third run on each of these crewmen was completed just today. As a matter of fact, the last one about an hour ago, so I have data froa only the first tvo runs. That data is prett), complete nov and what we have seen thus far indicates that the Pilot's threshold for perception of the oculogyral illusion appears to have shifted upwards just a little bit. In olher words, it appears from the data, the limited data that we've seen this far, that he is requiring a slightly greater at'!ounc of angular accelp.ration - a slightly 8reater magnitude of stimulation acting on the sellicircular canals in order to perceive the f.lluslon. The data with the Scientist Pilot is not as clear cut in this regard. If anything, there ~ppear9 to be a little bit ."re variability in hie responding. There iR no clear upward or downward threshold shift apparent, but we're seein8 a little bit aore randomness in his responses. After we have today'a run back - the data back from that one, plus the final run that we'll have on the ocr next week, hopefully soae trends 
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Will beaLn t~ app.ar which Wl11 .ak. a llttl. ~t~ .• oro •• n.~ 
to us. Now, with reaard to tho aotioQ '.tUltlvitY"teat. 
- that 1" the aea.ure .. nt of au,ceptibl1:lty to aotion .tckna ••• 

I.at -It 80 back j u.~." little ".ys and e~plaln w~at ve did 
pref11sht vUh the .• e teUow8. FOf eAch of thea 'I' e8~abli8hed 
anopt1 •• 1 velocity o'r chair llPK to te used infUaht. In other. 
worda, depend!na upon persons - individual 8usceptibility 
to aotion .ickne88 - ve k1nd of cueto.-fit a chair RPM for 
that perlon 80 that intliaht ve vouldn't atreas the. too 
har~ the fir8t t1ae, Of atres. thea not enough. A. a .atter 
of fact. the fi rat inflisht .easure.ent ve vere very conserva
tive and protocol dictated that we not rot.te the chair at all. 
It vas at Zero-RPM. DUling the first inflight test on both 
the SPT and the PLT at zerO-RPM, they each performed ISO 
head movements, which is the limit that ve've set, without 
any symptoms occurring. Thi8 was not real surprising to us 
becau8e certainly on the ground in a one-g environ_ent, one 
should be able to .eke head .ovements all day lon~ and not 
become lIlotion sick. Although we thought perhaps in zero-g 
symptoms might appear with head movements set at ~ero-RPrl. 
And this of course was based upon some of the Mercury, 
Gemini, and Apollo results where so.e of the crew.en reported 
inflight lIlotion sicknes8. Nothing occurred that first tima 
around at zerO-RPM, so at the next scheduled inflight test 
each of the crewmen was run at his pre-selected chair RPM, or 
rotational velocity. For - _ 
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Sf'S.Kll "" run a,t ,.1. pre"8csle~ucl ehalr 'ItPH 01' .' I'o~.t'on.l velocity. ,'or Welta, th~t ~elQcit'W.8 15 ~YK. fol" ker",tra. it '1.1 ,U"'l/2- RPK. V. \fere til b1t:lurpril.d to , •• t that neith.rof the crew.en developed any .,.pto., during the ent hoo tel t protocol. 1 n othe r vo r4a t they bot h wen t 1'0 he ad JlOyt, .enta v1t.h no symptoM. Th {8 indt cat ed pre t ty r ••• rk6ble .h1ft in tbelr8u8ceptibllity to aotfon sickness. lnather vord •• they jUlt weren't a3 prone to aotion sickness at that chair llPK in v.laht les.nes. as they had been on the grQund. We dlscuosed this with the PI's and they recoluunded c..hat we increase the chatr velocity for the {Iext test. 'tn other words, to stress thea a bit aore and see whether or not we aight get at their threshold and illictt 80a. symptoms. So, for Weit" the chair RPM was increased to 25 RPH and to - for Kerwin. it waR increased to 20 RPH, and they vere both run earlier today at these velocities and neither of the crewmen reached the H-2A level of aotton sickness. or that .11d level of aotion &icknes~ that we've identified as our cut-off point. So, In other words, their threshold for susceptibility to lIIotion sickness has I::ven changed aore than perhaps we'd thought it had. We doni t knov for sure yet whether or not on thE:ir last test, which will be soaetille next week. whether or not we'll increase the chair velocity even higher. We're going to have to take a closer look at the data froa today. But with regard to susceptibility to aotion Sickness, I think it's fair to conclude even with the 11.ited data we've received thus far that there's been a pretty substantial change. The spatial localization lIeasureaen ts, we have had two infl ight runs thus far on each of the c::rewaen. Only one on the COIl.ander, two on the SPT, and two on the PLT. and have received data from only the first of those runs. It turns out it was fairly ttme consuming for the crew to voice down all of the data from those experillents. There are literally hundreds of numbers that they would have to voice down to ~ct U8 complete data froa ~ run, 80 we agreed that they wo~ld return t hat d a l a 1 nth e 1 r 1 (.' g S po 8 t f 1 { gh t • So. 0 n ~ he bas is 0 f t hat one run that we have seen actual data for on each r.rewmen. it does appear that there was a very minimaJ chan,~E' in their pitch and roll settlngs if. several of the experlBIL'nt modes relative to baselint!. But it l s .uch too early to say , ... hethel or not th()~e changes are just within the noise level, I'r whether or not they do represent a little bit of 3 change in their spatial orientation ability in the manner In which welr~ aeasuring ft. I might point out that there have heen no ." problems with the experiMnt hardware. It'El been fUllctionin~ beautifully. A very Minor - weIll don't know how minor, but the crew reported a little bit of a prohle .. with the seatbelL 
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;,j 
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that holds thea into tb. chair, Ind WI .• ent up a flx on thAt 
a few day. 180. and we •• 'U •• they're ulina it. 

PAO Okay, thank. you, Jerry. 
PAO Are you happy, or do you have any questions? 
QUERY Could you alve any ~e.son vhy they s ••• to 

be 80 nonlu8ceptible to aotion 8ickness? 
SPEAKER Well. I don't think I have the final ansver 

• or .aybe no one ha. the final ansver yet, but it appears 
that the otolith organs which are the other portion of the 
vestibular system aay have I lot to do with aotion sicknes., 
perhaps aore than we had heretofore thought, and that In zero 
gravity vhere the otoliths are effectively freed froa any 
stimulation - their pri.ary stimulus i. gravity. Where they're 
freed of any stimulus their influence on the semicircular canels 
is nnw chsnged. The canals a1'e noW', perhaps, free to respond 
in a dl fferent manner, and with theee tvo crewmen, at least, 
it looks as if the canals arll! not responding as - or at least 
the output t you aisht say, froa the canals, the neuro-output, 
or rate of response may be changed, or it may be soaething 
that 18 mQre central in nature. That is, you knov, central 
nervous aystea processes - it eay be more at work here. 

PAO Hr. Reeser. 
QUERY Doctor. though, isn't 1I0tion sicknef)s a 

highly individual thing? I mean, you can't - fro. theae two 
aen you can't project - -

SPEAXER That's correct and 1 - ~f some of you were 
here maybe a aonth ago, prior to the SL 2 launch, 1 think I 
.aid then that it's quite difficult to predict on the basie 
of our present knowledge how a given indiVidual is going to 
respond to veightlessnes8 in teras of aotion sickness. Studies 
dor.e at Pensacola 4nd elsewhere have indicated that during 
zero-g parabolic f.Ughts, for exaaple, people tend to fall into 
two categories, these who become more susceptible __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER - durin, aer9 G parabolic flllh~., fQr 
exa.ple, people ten4 to fall inti) two oat.8orie •• tho,. 
who be~o.e .o,e.~,ceptible to .ot~~q.icke"e88· and weiahtles8ne •• 
and thole who beco •• lee. 8utlceptll-h •. h could Billply bo that 
we have two or~w •• n here who fit into that latter category. 
They're be~o~in. ~ ••• 8~.c.pttbl •• Thia doesn't .~an that 
the .aae thina would happen for the next two crev~en or 
the subsequent (,arbIe). 

QUERY Have two subjects on each flight, and 
does this Dake you Wish you could try all three of the.? 

SPEAKER Yes, it dots. When we're liwlted to so 
fev people to begIn with, and because these responses we 
know show a 10'(: of individual variability, the more subjects 
one can test. the better, but for, you know, roasons that 
ltd rather not 80 into, the COllllander was deleted froa the 
motion sensitivity portion of this experi.ent. This was 
somethjnr that W48 decided years ap,~. So we are tef1~ilig 

Just the SPY and the PLT on the three Skylab flights. 
QUERY You l:ave co •• ented that you were ~urprised 

t hat you s aw no e vi de 1;\ ceo f mot ion sic k n e s sin any 0 f the 
men. just froll their activities and their comments and so 
forth that !eads you to believe that maybe Pete Conrad 
would have been - would have reacted somewhat Similarly to 
the rest ot the crew? 

SPEAKER Well, if simply on a basis of 4ttemptinH 
to correlate their subjective reports, I suspect that if 
we were testing Pete in the sace fashion. wetd be seeing 
the Same changes In him. I think he's been engaged in as 
much physIcal activity where head movement and body aotion 
is involved, and has had as aany chances to become motion 
sick and hasn't. Therefore, I tend to believe that his 
threshold has increased pretty much the same way the other 
two crewllcn have, but we don't know that for sure. 

QUE RY Do you know about the i r backg roun d. as 
{i\r back as childhood, say. th"t these men never have any 
tendency to motion sickness. or have they overcome it. 

SPEAKER 'Ile 11, you see., all of us, In some point 
in our lives, have had 80me form of motion sicknesR. Now, 
with all of the Skylab crewaen. we have attempted to obtain 
f~om thea pretty detailed information about their past 
histories. in teras of occurrences of motion sickness. They 
dId fill extensive questionnaires as part of their preflight 
data baselIne collection. And all three of these cr~w~cn 
were no more or no les8 susceptible than th~ average pcrs~n, 
1 would think, p~rhap& Conrad. on the basis of his past 
hIstory, 1 would have thought. would have been th(' least 
eu~ceptible, and Joe Kerwin. on the basis of his past history. 
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perh.p. ,tlle at\8t .ulc.pt1i)1., of the,' three Cl'.vtl_n. But 
thl. app.~ently ha. no b.arinaonvhat happens 10 ve1shtle •• -
n •••• 

S'PEAK81l Well, 1 thl,,)( there are 80ae other 
•• pect., too, I think which I •• nttoned one day here. That 
with thie crev too. we had I~me training with the,e M with 
this particular expertaent durin, the preflight period., and 
they had undergone loa. of th ••• head .oyement., had actually 
undergone 80.~ tralnlns. and t atill personally think that 
we may alao be seelng loae beneficial results of that type 
of preflight exerche. 

PAO Paul Reese, do you have one? 
QUERY Yeah, Dr. Hawkins, you mentioned earlier 

on that - back to this carcf!al deconditioning, that t at 
least theoretically anyway, it could go on and on and on. 
Do you have a redline at which pOint you will not pcr~it 
them to go beyond .nd you will bring thea in? And if so, 
.. hat is it? 

HAWKINS No, we really have not set any redlines 
~n that. The way in vhich procede with that would be really 
one of cutting back on the level of stress that you expose 
the man to. Trying to stay under t:he threshold Utllt, and it's 
possible that you could have to even cut him out all t08ether. 
Just discontinue the - that part of the study. We have not 
seen that yet t certainly, as you know. We hove ollly cut 
bAck to the middle step of our protocol. But it is poss-
ible where you could have to just terminate the study, which 
would indicate that you did have aoae pretty Significant 
changes th~re in these cardiovascular response mechRni8~. 

QUERY What I'a driving at is. Is it theoretically 
possible froll vhat you know nov, ".hat the deconditloning would 
continue to a point vhere their system could not stand the 
stresses of reentry, or is heading that vay? 

SPEAKER I t.hink we're hOl'ing to learn soml:'lhing 
ab,:,ut that in this mission. We've seen changes In every 
flight we've flown. and the level of change which we ar~ 
seeing right now is really just about the change which vc'v(' 
n~ted In the post flight of analysis of the Ap)IIo crews. 
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SP!AlBI ., .. 1, I"ta11y Juet .bout the, chanae which' 
we noted in the po.tfllaht analy.o, of the Apollo creva. Ho~, 
~. 1 said, we ata 6till 88elna 10 •• indications that things ar~ 
8til1 not .table and they're not plateaued out, there are atill 
80.e chanses th~t are takinG place althou8h theae aT~ certajnly 
~tniasl. When you start comparing levels of hearerates. and 
your blood pre.aure levels, these atll1 are very ainll1al, and 
~ertainly not approaching any alar.ing Deltas at all, but I 
think the anawer to the type of question that you're posing 
here Is, vhat are ve goin8 to see in the recovery p.:sfiod. And 
then we can really equate what we're seeing inflight with what 
that really does .ean to U8 postflight. And. yes, it lIay well -
very well have some direction fOf U8 in how we conduct 56-day 
f 11 gh t s. 

QUERY Now, on the 56-day flights, if you do - if 
it's so indicated Is there a way that you can stabil!ze this, 
or perhaps even reverse it to some extent through exercise or 
something like that? 

SPEAKER Yeah, I thlnk we feel definitely, that 
exercise is perhaps a deterrent to this. It is also felt that 
the lower body negative pressure unit itself ought to provide 
some conditlonl~g of the cardiovascular syste.. And rather than 
just completely viplng you out, I think it ought to serve a 
useful tool In help conditioning your crewmen. 

SPEAKER We're not proposing that at this point, 
certainly because we don't want to interfere with the results 
of our study either. 

QUERY Dr. Homick, you said you'd seen some pretty 
substantial changes apparently in the susceptibility to motion 
sickness. I take it that's from studies you did on these men 
on the ground. 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY Were those studies based on the same number 

of rpms that they're going through nov in Skylab? 
SPEAKER No, let me explain that again. On the 

ground we tried to select for each crewman a chair rpm which 
would cause him to reach this M2A level of motion Sickness, 
this very a.:ld level of motion sickness. After he had pei.'
formed approxl.ate~y 50 to 60 head movements. in other words 
we didn't wane the man to have to ~e making head move.ents all 
day long, nor have the symptoms occur too rapidly. So on th~ 
ground. as a result of a series of baseline testa, we established 
for each creWman an optimal chair rpm, which would produce 
desired l€vel of motion 81cke~s after about 50 to 60 head .ove-
III en t 8 • n. e f 1 ra t - the sec 0 n _I t i lie i n f Ii g h t w hen the y we r e 
scheduled for the test we used those preselected chair rpms. 
If their thresholds had stayed the same as the, were preflight. 
they should have reached this H2A level of sotion sickness 
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after about SO to '0 head aove.ontt, ~ut they went all the 
"ay to 150 head .ove.ente and .till had no .yapto.... So then 
for today', run v. lncrea.ed the chair rp., .tr ••• ed the. 
even aore, 4S81n they went to 150 head .ove.enta with ea.entially 
no .yapt all' . 

QUERY Two other things, what are the ayapto •• of 
.11d aotion sickoo •• ? 

SPEAKER Okay, I don't even think 1 can recall all 
the things we're 100k1na at nov, but for ex •• ple. cold sweat. 
We'ye ident.tHed two levels of sweat. cbangee in skin color, 
e S 8 e n t i all y pallor. Th ere'. a Sf. r i e 8 t h • t we ref e r t 0 as the 
nausea syndroae whero it starts out with epigastric awareneS8, 
the very first vague seneation of unpleasantness in the stomach, 
which lhen could progre8' to what we would call eplgastr~~ 
discomfort, where nov you'd have the first sensations of an 
early naU8ea. And then nausea itself. where yuu now have a 
sensation, Uke lIany of us have experienced 1 guess, on a ship 
or in a plane. the whole .ensation i8 beginning to rise up your 
gullet, and you feel like yoU'\~ got to start 8w~ilowing now, 
and this would be nausea. Drowsines8 1s a symptom of motion 
slckne&8, lIlt.ld headache is a sympto., increased salivation is 
ancther sYllptom. 1'. probably leaving a rew out, beC'ause as I 
say ther~ are quite a few, that can occur and they tend to be 
different for different people. Each of us probably has our 
own pettern that develops when aotion 8ick~ess begins to occur. 

QUERY One other thing, Dr. Hawkins, the training you 
spoke of, i8 that the chair training or what is it? 

SPEAKER Yea, this head movements is what Jerry's 
talking about. 

QUERY Dr. (garble) I believe that Dr. Kerwin 
today. mentioned something about possibly increasing the r..,.s 
t 0 3 a for e a c h c r e wile n • Do you t h i n 11. t hat t hat is a po s 8 1 bill t y ? 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - Increasing the RPM', to 30 to, each crew .. an. ,Do you think that i~ a p088tb{Ut.y and well; what do you think about that idea? . SPEAKE' Okay. I • the crew obvlou*ly feel. that they're no where near their thrcshold aotion Sickness and I ha.rd that -that air-to-around and it sa~a8 that they're quite - thty're eaaer to 80 to 30 RPM to see whether or ~ot anything will happen. We're of coura6, going to take this into consideration, and we'll be talking to the PIa about It at first opportunity 1 don't think the principal investigatoro even have this in-forlllation yet, they're at Pensacola. And it's a good chance that we will 80 to 30 RPM for the last run on th~8e two guys. 
QU£~Y Por Dr. Hawkins. What were the heart rates and blood pr~8sure of both Weitz and KJrwin when you had to stop the telta? 
HAWKINS Okay, let me think a minute. It's not written down here anywhere either. Joe's - Kervin's pressure rose to about 115 to 120, and this is - this aU begins to happen, you know, ~&ther rapidly, rather sudden increased rate, with sitllu1taneous drop in blood pressure. 111s blood pressure dropped to - it se~Aed like it was about 68 over SO. So, it had rather - rather significant now at that poii'lt the - it started to drop, it hit the release and then it i~~~dlately returns to normal baselJne level and then there'y hardly a drop - back to a SS - his blood pressure again re~urned to normal, about 100 over 60. Nov, Paul's didn't - we didn't see quite that much cha~ge in his rates. His rate got up a - j us t a lit t 1 e - 0 ve rIO 0 he art rat e • An d the b 1 00 d pre ssure was about 90 over 65. So, he was terminated just a little bit earlier, really, than what Joe vas. Of course, Joe was there watching him. 

QUERY What would it be for someone to black out? About wh~t would the plessure drop to? 
HAWKl~S Well, you're going to see the !lyl'ltoHc approaching your diastolic where the - where your pulse pr~ssure is, you know, Is alnlOst down to zero, .1nd your - thus you're not getting any - really you've lost efflci~"cy of cardiac output. You're not getting enough blood to the brain. So, it would be approaching something like about a - well below 50 systolic pre~sure down to 40. 
QUERY C.,n I ask one nlOre quest Ion? 
PAO Go ahead. 
QUERY I'm wondering about the leg mea9ur~.ents also on the tests. Have you - do you contJnu~ to lcse volume around the calf? 
HAWKINS Well. yeah, I didn't touch on that. Tile - I think "hat - we haven't seen - you know, there's a 
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continuation of that a. rapidly as ve noted in the be,lnnlna. 
I think that', bestnnins to kind of· level of', Althouab. thet. 
1. Itlll 80 ••• 11,ht cbanae there of ~ from one .eas~re •• nt 
to thts noext. And •• "you pro~ably have he~u·d. ve only have 
.. ve only have the 13 inch and 14 inch ha bands onboard 
an~ what we really need r1aht now. with the 108.el that ve've 
geen ara 12 inch 18, banda. 

QUERY Up until nov. how much of a 1088 total do 
yuu think you've seen - since they've been up there? 

HAWKINS Really, it'. amounted to about an inch 
or probably - aaybe a little over an inch in total eircueference. 
And that I think i8 about an average for acrOS8 the board. 
Fro. an inch to an inch and 8 quarter. 

PAO Paul. did you have a question? 
PAO All right, Jim. 
QUF.RY 01. HOllick, I'd IH.e your orinion about 

why the Sky lab crewaen have not become 8usceptible to motion 
~icknesB, when we know that at least half of the Apollo astro
,/auts did? 

HOMICK I'm not sure if I've got a real firm opinion 
about that. During the Apollo series, we had & number of 
crewmen who did indeed report symptoQs of motion sickness. 
These r~ports always came within the first few day~ of flight, 
and ther~after the crewmen appeared to have adapted, and we 
eot no more reports. During the Apollo series we never lIIade 
the kind of measure.ents ve are .eking now on Skylab. It's 
very possibl~ that a large nUMber of those creWMen, had we 
been measuring them t would have been shoving pre~18ely the 
same changs8 we're seeing now with the measure.ants we'ra aak-
1ng. Why, on Skylab, we didn't see any changes the first few 
daya, or any reports of lIIotion sickness the first - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPBAKER - now vith tho aealure.enta we're .akins. 
why, on Skylab YI didn't I.e any chansel the first fev days, 
or any rep~rts of .otion aicknel' the first fev day., I'. 
not lure of, asain ve •• , have had just three crew.eu who 
wer~ nQt de.tined to beco.e sick. Pete conrad dldn

l
t have pro

blema during any of hi. flights. Weit£ and Kerwin, although 
they were ro~kie8 and this wa' their first tiae 1n welght
le'8ne.8, it .ay have been lik. many of the other rookie 
crew~en, who have gone up Into zero g and have no probl.m •. 

QUERY Did Conrad show any symptom. on the 
ground 1n the chair? 

SPEAKER Oh, ye8. 1 think we can ~ake anybody 
become motion lick In the chair on the ground at the proper 
RPM and by .aking enough head Nove.ents. Very Cew people 
88 a m.teer of Cact, you would you would heve to have 8o~e 
pathological condition or some abnorr.al condition of the 
vestibular receptors in order not to become sick. Becoming 
sick is a pretty natural response lO overstiaulation of the 
vestibular r~ceptors. 

PAO Excuse me. We've had the line down for 
just about an hour. We've lIiS8Cd three station passes, and 
we're goin6 to .lS8 another one in a second. We have one 
question just submitted and we'll thr~w it back on the floor 
for one lIore. Froll Jim Slade of Westinghouse, I 2uess for 
Dr. Homick. When Weitz and Kerwin retu~n to I G, is it 
possible they could be 8timulated to wotlotl sickness by the 
8ubpres8ure on the otolith? 

HOHlCK The eubpreAsure on the otolith part, 
I can't CO~lIent on, but nenerally speaking, when they 
ret~rn to 1 G, it is possible that they .ight be 89 leaRt, 
If not lIore sensitive than they were preflight. We d<>n't 
know whether or not thil change, wh.tever it is that's 
taking change in the vestibular syste. might show soae kind 
of rebound pheno~enon upon reentry into I ~ ~uch that 
for sever"l days, they might h4ve to readapt to Ii I G environ
ment, and therefore during that period of tiate be Dore 
susceptible than they were preflight. 

PAO Okay, one last question. 
QUERY Kerwin has been taking 8vllle skin and 

c u 1 t u r a 1 s a DIP ,\ e 8 .., h 11 e he' son b 0 6 rd. Do you h a v e any 
relults of those? And hav~ you seen any changes in cell 
reproduction and 80 forth - like that? 

SPEAK~~ No, we haven't gotten any repQrts. How 
the - he has done thiS, you understand, a~ a - just a rout1ne 
exercise of the equlpaen,. Now, the re' IJ no aedical reason 
- problem for whtch he, you know, he conducted this experl~ent. 
So, actually, J have not even heard what his count was, He. 
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• aid the It .1n 1n 8 vent vell. The eolorln. 'ot the cell. 
va. nora.l, and he didn't re.l1y 8ive u. a count on it. 
'We vel'. aore inter •• tch1 in how the technique vent, and 
whether there vere any probl ••• 1n the procedure or with 
the equip.ent at this pOint in ti.e. 

PAO Ok.y, l.dle ... nd aentleMn, thank you. 
Thank you Dr. Hawkins. Dr. Hoalck, and Dr. R.abaut. 
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'AO 0004 .o~~lQ" fh11" tbe overn1aht or 
all nl,ht ch.I\ .... of .... hth 'b.rleU,Q, ..,lth •• tl Hutchin.on. the 
f 1t "ht ell r. dot. We' 11 l.~ "t,l .t4ft it off. 

HUTCHINSON Okay. W. ha4 a q~t.t nt.ht l.,t nisht. 
rr~par~d the rllaht rlan tOY 4ay 165. An' b.'ot. I 10 tnto 
QOY ,no.,ll.1 Of anythlnl. let •• Jute ,lvi you I little fun
down on that, Da, 16S. that', tOlorrov. 21st day in orbit. 
(Thank you. whoever did that. WI. th.t you, Art?) We'll be 
tunning our la~t EaE~ p ••• , that', laEP 11. and ve'v. got -
we'll al.o b. funnlna d thin, w. call ae llEP calibration. 
which 1~ • calibration of tbe IRIP .,nIOl' wher. w.'re 801ng 
to point ell •• at the Koon. Anel thlt takel place .. iaht after 
ERIP 11. We've aot one a,dicll run, and our ulual day full 
of ATK work. And thlt'. about the Pliaht Plan for to.arrow; 
It'a • full day. You'll r.call that tOlorrow i. a Ihort day 
for the erew, 14 houri toaorrow In.t.ad of 16, beeause we 
start th~ bta cireldian avltchover to.orrow. You saw the 
EREP paa. this aornin" and it .ee.ed to go exactl~ no.la~lly. 
I'll tell you about a couple ~r throe thinss that art goina 
on or that have 80ne on that you .ay or .a), not know about. 
Let'. see, they aot a briefing laat ntaht, didn't thoy? Yeah. 
So ),ou know about the coolant loop. that we've nov aot th •• 
both back ln buaineslII. And to.orrow v. plan on doinS a Httti! 
check on the secondary loop. JUlt Itke W8 did on the pri.ary 
loop after we got it back in bUline.s, and that ia u8ins the 
suit umbilical eysto. on it in a atass,rod fa.hion to intro
d\,ce the heat load on it slovly and aake aure th." w, don't 
have any probleas with that valve. Both the coolant loopt 1n 
the airlock module are workinl exactly a. advertised nov, 
AntJ, by the way, the technique that they ilnally got it on 
with was e8eentlally the laae ar the way ve aot tho priaary 
loop on, .",ith the one exception thlt ve left it off overnlaht. 
Not last nisht, but night before last. And let everything 
kind ~f soak up and get hoaoaeneou. teaperatura-wiae. and get 
88 varm as we could possibly set it. and hit it with two puaps 
on at once, and it cycled up and the valve Modulated and went 
just right. The aoing theory 1. t of course, as you probably 
know, cont •• tnation in thoae a valvee for both of the loop 
proble... Late yesterday afternoon v, had. probl •• with the 
H~!2 furnace facility. the cba.ber and facility. And the ~rob
Ie. was basically we co~ldntt cut the power on the electron 
be •• gun in the KS12 facility. And the crew, after £001in8 
around with it and pullins .everal circuit breakera and 
switches •• an.sed to get the lun - turn - the powers turned 
off to the aun. However. thia aomina. in today'. 'Baht 
Plan, we •• de • r •• l-ti •• chanae overnight lalt nisht. And 
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chi •• oJAlal v. aft loinl to do 10 •• trovbl."hootinl on tb.C • 
• nd VI bop, to tiod OU~ vh.th.r VI rl,lly blve • IV, probl,. 
Of vh.th,r ch •• vhetblr VI jvte b.~ •• tioky rlla, in th., •• 
And 4.peadlna on how thlt co." out, v.'ll .ith.r rVD "", 
on day 165, or v,'ll ~VA "552. ,53 r.quirl. chi ,UA, 552 
dQ08 not. "2 1, the •• oth.r.tcbr •• tnl thina tbat ha. ltl 
uV" - ha, It, own lnternal .ouree. Probl ••• of .t,a1t1Clno. 
la.t nllht .. JUI' al.olt aothlna. Will, w. have on. n.v 'Y'-
tu •• probl,.. Alrloc~ .odult tran •• lttt~ A, oa, of tbrAt 10 vatt 
tranl.ltt.r. that VI VI. to brla. data dOWD Iraa all the .ir
lock SY8tO •• , lncludtna .xp.rl •• nt 4.'1. W.'VI exp.ri.nc,d 
• dlfln1t. de,radation in the trln •• itttr. It', puttins out 
about a little - I'd SlY probably a littll 1.,a thin 2 vatt. 
of power. It ouiht to be puttinl out 10 vette of povlr. Thl 
d.,radation .tarted about a day and a balf aso. and it fl~.t 
appeared in the for. of noley data •• nd it took UI a vhlla to 
flaure out that ve really had a proble.. There ie DO i .. ,diata 
.ffect on any .l.alon operation.. We ara lookinl at the poe
.ibillty, a. you r.call, VI 11ao havi a littla tra~ •• ittl~. 
a Z watt tran •• itter on the airlock aodule that v •• u.ed dur
ins launch pha •• and early orbit op.ratlona back in Skylab I. 
It i. lite-tl.a Ii.ited. and ve'te looktn. at how lonl v. think 
we can - how .uch tl.Q va can aet on It. And VI can u.e it 
and it - ve have tried it out and it wor~. coaplately "o~.ally. 
The only effect if ve vere to 10 •• the tran •• itter Co.plltely, 
we would bave a probl •• vhen VI do have a r •• l-ti .. pa •• and 
have to duap the data fro. the airlock and du.p .xp.~I.ant 
data. Thoa. thr •• thin,. til up ,11 three tran •• ttter. at 
onc •• Now, rlaht nov vhln ve're dolnl that. vatre puttina 
tha real-ti •• tele.atry on this dearaded tranl.itter _nd 
aCC"Gpt ing the n ol.y det a. And b •• 1 cally vh at 1 t do.. 1. any
vhe~e below 'so.ething 11ke 25 degre •• elevation at tha atation 
the data 18 very. veEY noisy and drops in and out and the 
para •• terl a~. juapin8 around. That's tha only nav .y.ta •• 
proble.. Por everyone ve fix. ve find a new one. However, 
that one i. not a bad one. I think that'. all. Oh. one .ore. 
We had anoth.r rate gyro ditty la8t niaht. A nev one. One 
ve hadn't aeen before. Rate gyro Y-3. which is one that we've 
ha~ trouble with oscillating when it va. turned off. last niaht 
oscillated for a while vhile it vas on and spinning. And that's 
the fir8t tiae it's exhib~ted that cha~acteri8t1c. The 08cil
lation8 we~e very saal1, about a lOOth of a dearee per second; 
f req uency. about: 3 or 4 cy c Ie 8 pe r second. They ve -re in evid
ence for about an ho~r and a half. and then they stopped. And 
ve u8ed that Iyro for the EaRP paS8 today, and it vorked fine. 
That'. it. 
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PAO Okay. "'I'll .tart b.r. v~th Art 8111. 
QUIa, "ell, on one of lbe t.leprinter loade. 

there C , a ~ ra.ardlna tbe IVA, there', aU inter •• tIDI atate
._nt beret Look!n. at procedure. for ho ... rln. l1fe back lnto 
the ClaM IS while IVA and .Iklne thlere" If they .een IDY 
pfobl,. pa.11DI the h .... r to IV2. Could you ,l.borat. I 
little bit on 10 •• of the IVA proc.dure. you're think!n. abo~tl 

HUTCHINSON Well, tt'a the old ApQllo trick. If it 
wun't work, hit 1t, .:tteraUy. They - of cour.', ve tbink 
that - vell. ve - CBkH lS 18 the one w1th tbe SAS contactor 
rituck. It'. a rel.y. And w. are ditcuI,tna, aud it'. only 
10 the diecueston atage at the aoaent, tbe pO.llbl1ity of 
tappins on the packaae. Which, of cour ••• is out on ODe of 
the ATM tru88~1 that contain CBIM lS to .ee if in .om. manner 
ve aiaht not not be able to cau •• it to oporate. 

QUlay Okay. Nov, are thoere loina to be - you're 
going to have a lunch period betveen - 1 gue.s tb.t would .ake 
it tvo - two EVAt. h that only if the tvin pole 18 put out? 
Or - -

HUTCHINSON 
QUEIY 

Yea. 
Okay. So thill hallaering buaine.1 3nd .0 

forth, if there is 
EVA? 

no twin pole. would b. just durina the linale 

HUTCHINSON 
Quaay 

Yel. 
An d vhen woul d th at co •• ? Sort of - do you 

have any tiae fraa.? 
HUTCHtNSON 1 didn't bring tbat darn EVA Flilbt Plan 

.... ith me. 1 probably should have. I really don't - 1'. not aure, 
but I would .uspect that any troubleshooting. if you're re
ferrins to vhen, we might be doing the hammer - the tapping. 
Refer to it a. tapping not hammering. 1'. sure it vould coae 
after we had successfully completod the A1M vork. 

PAO 8ruc:e. 
QUEIV You got a hammer on the CBRH1 Is there 

anything else in that same package, other than 151 Is there 
any other CBRHs in the same package? 

HUTCHINSON I'm trying to think exactly what they look 
like. And if I'. not .istaken. there are - I'm not sure. 8ruce. 
I really don't know. I want to say y08. I want to say that 
there are l1ke - but t'. not eure whether they are individually 
rack mounted 1. Well. let me tell you this. They're .11 on 
a-I knov tha t the reo are - t be lie ve the re a -ce three plate 8 

of six. And you really need - ve ought to get you 80.e pic
tures of the vay they sit out there. But the package that 
containa CIIM 17 is unmistakably identifiable as the unique 
unit. Nov vhether it's mounted on a plate with six other on •• , 
1'. not sure - or four other ones. 
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HUTCHINSON .. four oth.~ on ••• 

,< 

QUIll You ••• nt - v.ll. the" if It', aou'llced 
thert tOlethl, .ad thl old t~l~k of. you kftov, dOD'e fore. -
It ••• t I btl,tr h •••• r • 1.,,'t it po •• tbl1 th.t you could knock 
OQI of tho,o oChe .. nlay. out QI' Bo •• thiDI 11k. thatt 

HUTCBINSOH Well. I •• 1d th.t Chi. whole thiDI vaa 
ju,e 1n the dl.cu.llon .ta, •• n4 1 think that 'ntll" thlna 
will b. 100"od at and I coul dn' t CO.Il.Dt on that. 1 don't 
knov vhat the aount ina arranaellent.' fo~ the thina art .nd 
obvioully we .r.nlt 801na to do tn,th1nl thtt could j.opa~dil' 
on. of the other one. for the .ako of one that 1. all ready 
s1ck. The prlll. - prl •• ry r ••• on that that thtna va, on that 
pad, of cou~ ••• v.re to aet thelr co ••• nt. on vhat they thouaht 
.bout auch a thlnS if v. decided to do It. 

QUlil 00nl1d,r1nl the " two qUlltion •• bout 
Ill', the one today with the cloud covel' and vatchina throulh 
the TV, ve didn't lee vlry much and 1' •• ure they didn't either 
_nd e'pecial1y through their coaaontl when the cloud cover 
wa. reportea. You know, I under.tand anyth1na ov.~ 3/l0th 
cloud cover 1. b.,ieally vasted ti.e and that waa the vhole 
EREP pa.s - va. at le •• t l/IOthe. 

HUTCHINSON No. that l • not t~ue at all. Of cour •• , 
it dependa on - and II. not - aine. 1'. not executina the •• nd 
not dolng the det.il pad. all I ean do il pl.n the ove~All 
thing. II. not inti.ately f.atltar vith what Ve vere after 
on EREP today but just to .nlver your que.tion that', true 
to • certain extent but. lot of the detaill, of COUTee, end 
up being thina. vhere you're looking at veather llke - eapectAlly 
thOle one8 vhere the .eneors a~e - you Bee the V!S looking 
at cloud tops and trying to find thunder.tora.. You know 
they vere actually hunting for loae thunderator.s there for 
• vhile. And, of COUTse, then there are loa. of the inatru-
•• nt~ that the clouds don't bother that such and there are 
other onea that the cloud. co.pletely ruin .0 - and obv10u.ly 
you 11ke to have clear veathe~ vith only X n~aber of paslel and 
you knov Y-daYI left and the fact that we didn't aet the full 
.18,ion pas8 1 think we have a tendency to a.ybe push it a 
little bit on the veather anyvay_ Because 1 aean itl, better 
eoanthlng than ab80lutely nothin8 at all, and you aean certainly 
are letting 80ae Ituff out of it. I'. not sure that th~ veather 
fro. that - youlre aeeing on the picture there when it looks 
l1ke it'a - just about 100 percent ove~caat 18 really that 
overcllt. I a. not tno iMpre8sed with what 1 see on thol. 
pictures because itls v.rYf very hard to tell around detail 
even when itta - if you law Washington yeaterday it waa clear 
except for around haze. 1 .ean there vas no veather 8yate. 
at all involved and you couldnlt .ake anythin8 out. And 
the crew eee •• to be fairly enthusiastic .bout the kind of 
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'~i ••• lb'1 '" OQ an lal.. for •••• pl.. ~o4.y ,bt, lorn',.· .t IOOD I' they wok. up th.y co.e down vlcb I requ'tt to ,.t th •• '0.' ca •• ra ,.t; U.n,. tor u.lna th, o ••• ra o,,~ thu vl"clow 4",1", the IllP p •••• nd vhi«.lh ••• n. to a. an,,,., th.t th.y think there ,. '0.' protty tntar •• tin, Ituff th.y'r. ~b •• rvlnl. QUlkY Will. ~ould you •• plaln a little b1t how th1, calibration on tbe Moon a •• uppo.,4 to wo:k. Do th.y .nd up with I ,.t of picture. of th. lunar Jurfac. froa 200,000 .U.. ,VIY 11 ke t hlY do with ~h. rllu1.r IUP Itt uf f' HUTCHINSON W.ll. p t ct Uft. in a ,.DI' th.t al:l thl lD.truMntl arl ,01na to look at thl. I. oppo •• cI to jue1t look .t it optically, Y.I. they do • Ic.n of the lunar .urfare .nd thIn a l2 - boy - 1 vl,h ~ 1 .hould hay. broulhc thlt too -20 .0 ••• 1nut. eon.tant look at the lUDar .urfac. • at the Intirt Hoon. And. of cour.e, the Hoon Itlht nov i. al.olt full and the requlre.ant I think ve vere auppo.ed co b. vlth tn a day or tvo of full Hoon, And al they co., around ~e're ju,t soina to slew lt out and It'. not a particularly bia •• n.uver and the In.trua.nt. ata all ou and of cour •• thlt'a a vlry knouD lourCI of h.at Ind l1aht ao that .aktt an outat.ndina calibration point. 
QUERY Durina our BRBP britflns y •• terday "~id they're b ... at that tl •• - at leut 2 and fortunattly v41ry like 3 aore !lEP pa •• ee .nd now you .ay to.orrow vill be the la.t ont, Why va~ the third one cut off? I knov it vaa .till 1n the .aybe .tase, but why VI. it not planned? 
HUTCHINSON they muat have b •• n rtft rrina to 3 h ft vhtch vould bave b.en the ea •• ye.terdey, Thert haan't -QUIIY thil va. after ye,torday'a pa •• vhen they wert talkina about 1 today, I to.orrov, like you 'atd, and po.albly eVln anoth.r one after that. And If it va. po •• fbie 1 ju.t vonder why it vaan't - va8 it just a phYGical eon.trat"t or what' 
UOTCHINSON No, it'a just a .atter of the day. aru all filled up a. we hoae In here on the - 1 didn't - I don't knov that there va. - in fact a. ve ho.ed in on the end of the .i •• lon hert the la.t tvo or three day. a8 far a. I'. concerned - 1$ far al I knov BRIP 11 ha. been the la.t pa.1 vhich ia toaorrov - vhich I, day 165 - that's tomorrow. QUERY What about the f~el cell shutdovn? Could you corltinue to do EREP after that If you vanted to? HUTCHINSON Ye.. And that 18 scheduled, by the way. for tomorrow about 18:00. We're going to go to internal rowe r. 
QUERY Looking tovard the end of the .11.lon. do you h a v e an y d eta i 1. 0 f a p 1 a 8 h d ov n yet - • u c h a. t 1 •• 1 HUTCH INS ON lhey are ce rt atn 1y avail able, Hi1 t ve ought to be able to get thea -
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fAO Tho 
vill, It will bo updated 
tl .. heto. HoultQn ti_ •• 
10.tt 1. M tod.y. 

l •••• t 'I., Ve have at .cbl. pOint. 
11 13.48 Oat wblch I, 8,48 local 

And vI'll t~y to ,.t tb.t updat.d 

HUTCHINSON Th.r. ta a ,eneral plannln, p.ck.,e of the 
r.entry .equence ~ the d •• ctlvation - rltroflr. and reeDt~y 
_equlnce out floatina around - It'. no ~ ••• on wh, you .houldn't 
be .bl- to flnd th... It', lot the retrofire tl ... on it and 
l.t and 10na, .plash, and tho whole thina· 

QUERY Okay, WO'VI lot - t've lot a couple of 
qUI'tion. here froe Mary 8ubb at the Cape. She vant. to know 
hal the cooling ,yetea proble. be.n solved to the point that 
NASA can conduct the t~o 56 day ~t'8ton. without con~ern' 

HUTCHINSON Vea. I jUllt - 1 va. ju.t thinkina about 
tuat. Vel, certai.nly. We don't thlnk, unle.e we a.t ouraelva. 
in a poature where ve reoll, jab on. of tho •• valve. that velre 
golns to have Iny .ore proble •• vlth the coolant .yete.. V. 
think v. understand vhat was wrona vith it and velre convinced 
now that itl, worki~g exactly right. 

QUERY Okay. 18 there enough power to do ~ full 
~oapli.ent of experlaents durina the 56 day .1.,ton1 

HUTCHINSON During the next 56 day .t •• lon? Yel. 
QUERY What'e the lateet on the paralol? Vill 

we require a nev ,ail? 
HUTCHINSON thet aubject 1. beina pu~.ued vith sreat 

viaor and the dectalon il not due to be .ad. untll 1 believe 
there 18 a NASA .anage.ent aeetlng, Thurlday. And 1 ,u8pect 
by th~ end of the veek ve'll know for lure. W.ll, we certainly 
wlll know for sure. We'r~ coeina up on the day when we're 
soinS to do it. But the aanaseaent council 1 believe is going 
to review that on Thursday. 

QUERY One more flnal questlon here, hov .any 
.anufacturing experiaentl today? 

HUTCHINS~N Thls day? 
QUERY Today. 
HUTCHINSON To date? 
QUERY No, today. If there are any. 
HUTCHINSON We are not doing any on this day, today. 

As 1 said before we are spending - ve had 80a. ti •• to take 
out the M551 and put in 553 today. Hovever, we're golng to 
spend the tie. troubleshooting the facility - the .anufactur
lna facllity - the H5l2 facility. 

PAO If there are no .ore questions - vait a 
minute one aore here. 

QUERY You sald there would b. enoush power for 
all the expert_enta on Skylab Ill. what about Skylab IV and 
will Sky lab III have all the extra batteriel that Skylab II 
had? 
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QUIIV In til' co ••• nd aodule. lu.l oel1 •• 
HUTCalHSOK V.I. th.t .plolor.ft ~oDI,.ur.ti~n ., 

f ... a. the CSK 10" 'C'I' 8kyl.b 111 II tha ••••• An4 8. f.r I' Skylab IV 10' •• of oour ••• prov1dln, \blt the pOV'r ~ltu.
t 10D r ••• ln. ,t.b 1, or r.llt 1 v.ly 10 tb. r.·, Q 0 re,lon th.t. 
v. c.n't prl" rl.h~ on .xaotl, 11k. VI II" b.e.u •• of courl" 
w.'r. runnlnl full up 'ROV. ~~ hlv, b.ln Iver .1n~. ve lot 
the panel ~ut - ooaplltely nor •• 1 orbit,l operation,. 

PAO All rlahtw think Iou. 
HUTCHINSON Could 1 •• y one aor. thina .bout the • 

1 v •• jUlt readina chi, B~BP thina • l'va lot to 10 b.ck .n4 
talk about thl veather for one .ore .tnute. It tutn. out thlt 
on. of the prt •• obJectiv48 of today', ~II' and the one that 
you .av on thu televialon WI' Hi •• illippi. At.b •••• and 
'lorid. over which there v ••• knovn 70 to 40 p.rcent cloud 
cov.r and included Itudie, of •• ver. etor. conditione in th., 
Ire •• Now you didn't ••• the flr.t part of the pl" beeau •• 
VI don't have the ~ •• l-tl •• tel,vi,lon ~ th. p." at.rt. up 
aero.a the northve.t .nd 1'. not inti.ately fa.iliar with 
vh.t the w •• ther va. but I think one of the rea.one you .av 
10 .ueh bad weather on there 11 ve WQro .tud~in. the ator. 
Iyete. vhen you law the VTS telev1.1on. Pardon. It vosn l tl 

SPEAKER The Itora w.entt there, Neil. 
HUTCHINSON It hid really aovId otf th' ground track' 

Well, unfortunately NASA ha. a hard ct., .. akina tha cloude be 
in the rllnt pl.ce. We can do a lot of thinae but w 

PAO OklY, PeCe (Garble) h •• 001 qU'ltlo~ here. 
(L,uahter). 

QUEll When you sald a full exp.ri.,nt pack.,e 
on SL-III, do you .ean the .a •• thlt you can do 00 SL-ll or do 
you ••• n th.t 10.e of the 5L-Il stuff that VI. cancelled 11 loinl 
to be broulht back on board? 

HUTCHINSGN 1 can't - couldn't "y for lure Pete about 
the thin8S that they're jUl811nl around., There 1, .oae con
sideration beinl glven to the lehedu1ina criteria for .0.' 
of the experiaenta and I .a lure thlt, and, of courae, there 
art .o.e thinle ve didn't let done - there are .oa. thing' 
that are loing to ne.d 10.' further looka 11ke 5020 and T025 
are a couple 1 can think of. 1 ,uepect there will be a 
cert.1n amount of regroupinl on exactly the experi.enta ue 
do do I but it vill be 8,. close to the full coaple.ent that 
it', al.oet i •• aterial. All the bilgies, I'. sure. 

PAO We've had the final question fro. (,arbl.) 
we will close this aorning's seasion. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO I hay, LVO b rla f .' .. 'OWl c .... ,. b. fore 
ve b,.tn the pr ••• ~onf.r.nc.. 'ir.t ~f .11 on Channal a 
tap' d ... ap 1 •• C u1aht. thoro v •• a leLl;or r,.d by SthnCI 
Plio' J.,e K.rvin to hie w1 h. In 11.t w!th the IIC.A$,\ 
p~l'cy for prlvat. co •• unlc.tlo~. ba'''t.n the fllcht crew 
and th.lr f •• l11 •• , th18 co •• unlcatlo» wa. not aOGltorod 
and the t.p. of that por~lon of the Channel B du~, VI. del
lvered to Hre. Kerwin. Under that .'SA policy 'Qr prtvato 
co .. unle.tion. for aoralo purpo •••••• tron.uta ar. pr •• itted 
to •• ke private call' to their fa.l11 •• once a v.ek, nor •• lly 
on th.ir day off. there vaa no day aU thh put w.ek. And 
tid alao 11k. to announce that tho Skyll'\ a.dle.l exp.riaent 
labo ratory, the SKEL will depart £111n8ton Air Force Baae 
at appro"t.at.ly 4;30 p .... central daylight tl .. Thuraday 
aboard a C5A for San Ohso, to be plaoe __ d aboard the USS 
Ticonderosa, which leavee port It 10;00 a ••• central day
light tlae, Friday, June 15th. Toda, vo have with Ut Htlt 
Windler, the flight director, off-golha flight director, Dr. 
Jerry Welnbufg and Dr. Joseph Mu.eattl and ve're expocting 
Dr. Royce Hawkine to aive you loae 1nforaatlon on the de-
conditioning of the crew. Hilton. 

WlNDLER On the eond1tt<.n of lhe crew. 'well. 1 
think we had .. very good day today. Yelterday ve talked 
abrut how we couldn't get our secondary loop golng, and 
today we did. It appear. to be Cunctlonins noraally no~. 
Aa you can 1 •• g1ne, we don't plan to 81v~ it any tevere 
.tres.e., 10 we vill be probably rURn10s that little test 
that wa. run on the pr.\.ary loop, wbere you turu the suit 
.yatea on a 11ttle bit at I tia. for a fev seconds. and then 
a atnute, and then a couple of .inutec, and then l~ atnutes. 
Probably we'll have the .aae p70cechue for the EVA. The-
I think the spacecraft behaved well today. You all COIll

aented yesterday about how we didn't talk auch to the crew. 
And today we probably didn't talk very auch e'th~r. except 
on a couple or paS8es, when th~ c.~w talked to us so auch. 
We couldn't get our answer, straight on the ground, becaUSd 
they kept talkins and they were askins t~e. faster than we 
could answer, but the EREP pas ..... ent well. No probleas with 
the control systea or over the data take. We ran a medical 
run on Conrad, and we'll talk to a aoaent about the cor-
a 110 r 1 e IJ e x peri ae n t s. par tic u 1 a r 1 y the SO 7 3 • '.1 U l ells e 0 t i. 11 Y 
the spa. ecraft syste.s worked very veil andh> did lnJtidtc, 
you Bight say discussions wlth the crew on th~ EVA proccdur~8 
that will be working 8 few days floa now. We plan to send 
the. a aeasage asking thea a few questions. Telling thea 
a little bit about the phIlosophy that we plan to u.e in 
their EVA next week. And then we allo have a prell.lnary 
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'l.,ltt plan th.t "apl,n to ... "d up to tb ... t,onlaht tor their co ••• nt •• n4 .ny oh.n •••• ADd W'·f' tl'y!na to .et • little btt of a h.,d at.ft on that 10 th.t vt b.ve the. quite well briefed vb.n tbe ti •• co ••• to do the IVA. And of cour •• th.t'll b. ~ the proeedur •• to~ that .r. already very well 'Itabllehtd and ve don't antic.pate .ny bi8 probl •• in aceo.pll.hinl that. But I think on. of our btl thin •• today VftS the d!.Joint .xptrtaeqt th.t 1 d •• ~rlb.d to you that v •• aolna to happ.n today, 1.lt n1aht. And that v •• vUh the S013 e.p.ri •• nt. Ind ltd Uk. to hlv" Jerry tell you. 11ttl. bit about th.t .lfo,t today, and what he's lot fro. it .0 far. 
WEINBURG Thank you. "llt. Well-WINDLER Before w. do th~t. 1 know that Dr. H~wkin8 hal a.ked that v. set hi. out of here al 800n as w. ciln. 80 .aybe ve can have a brief report fro. h1 •• then ve'll 80 on wtth the corollary expert.ents and let you ~8k 80 •• que.tiona. Dr. Hawkin •• 
HAWKINS Ok.y. Quickly. the - I think the tnter-elting point which w. have run aeros-. now in the last two day. was wlth the pilote experi~ent4l run yesterday on the H092 and "171. A. you no doubt ree.11, we had to reduce the workload level on Dr. Kervin two or three daYA a80, follow. lnS one of h11 runl. vhere he did exceed hil threshold It.lt. on the .axi.u. neaat1ve pre.lure level of .lnu8 50 .111t .. c8r8 of •• rcury. So since that Ci.e h. t

, been working down at • atnua 40 "AX nesative pr.saure. Now, we have now seen the .a •• thina wtth Paul Weltl in ht, run yesterday, where asaln t he did deve lop • --
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s.aA'11 •• Qpt y •• ttrday vh.r •• I.in tbe. he 
d14 develop • auddeo on.lt of h.art Icceleratlop with I 
drop in the blood pr ••• u~. lndlc.tina the nee4 to te,.lnate 
that fun, Therefore. ha 1. nov 8(hldul.d for the r ••• l01ng ,.rt of the tll.bt, at vork load. of n.,attve .t, ••• pra
tur •• if you vlll, at a ainua 3e •• inua 40, tnd aalln at 
alnu. 40. Hov today. to co.plete lhe .tory Pet. Conrad 
.ad. hl. run and he v •• able to cowplete the entire protocol 
II he h •• bean p.rfor.lna th!_ .tudy. Any que.ttona? 

'''0 P1t:a.o wait for tho .tcrophone •• 
QUBay What does thta •• an for the other .la8tonl. 

a. far I. the work load, and the longer .i8~lo"8? 
Sf E Ait E R Well. it t 8 h .. r d t 0 Ii a y yet w hat it .. (\ • Tl 5 

for the Skylab 111. Uaht now .... e' re not. \rIe're not really 
proposing any d'iftnttl chan,ee to the work protocoL Really 
thts, thia rft.lly depends upon vhat we 8Ae in the post flight 
perlod. a. well a. what we see throush the balance of 
tht" .1s810n. 

QUERY Two quest 10n8. What are the i..plications 
of this 1n reguard tu the EVA plans? Is the deconditionin, 
.ucl- that thie •• y be lapaeted? 

SPEAKER No, 1 don't think 80. We're not seelng 
.ny i~terference with their noraa1 ~ay to day perfora*nce. 
Thll I, under an a.perl.ental condition where you are subjecttns 
the .an to a knowt\ .treS8. And the interesting thing here 
1. that thls 11 the II.' type of reaponse which we have 
I.en in the poat flight. poet recovery 8tudies conducted 
in Apollo. Nov ve have 6een the lame type of thina, and 
here we are see loS it inflight at tht. point 1n ti.e. 

QUEllY !t seems rather obvious I but J vant to 
.ake sure. What you are seeing you believe is rlccondltioning 
effects of weightles.ness. on the cardiovaac'.·l,ar systea, 
is that what you're s.ying? 

SPEAKER Right. Itts an alteration which W~ think 
18 an adaptive aachanlsa that is taking plac~ within the 
cardiovascular ay.tea under the conditions tlf the fliRht. 
the weightless condition cf the flight. And therefure. 
what we're lookina for Is whel't~ that end point 1ft \lhieh we 
are identifyina with the changes that we've seen 1n two 
of the erewt4en. and I would suspect that we .... ill dt>(inltely see 
this similar type of response in the Coa.ander within the next 
run or t\lO. Thi. 1s an end point. Now ",hetht'r it' 8 goin8 
to extend beyond this point with extended durations of 
exposure to zero gravity. we donlt know. Thatls of course 
the unknown. the •• cond part of the question then la, what 
do you see in the poet flight recovery period. And ve have 
.een siallar type responsel 1n Apollo. We were e.pecting 
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~hll to happen. ADd wbat thta aU r.ally ••• n8 In tht Unal 
analyst, II of cour •• not an'''lrable at thi_ polnt. 

QUllY Oka)'. )'0,," •• 1d )'0'"' .1" .taillr thtn,e 
tn the poet t att.1' Apollo U1ahta vtre ov.r. Anel II 1 fecill t 10_, of tbo •• charactertatiol rana.eI r.ther videly. all the 
w.y fro. Irvin" reaction. If yo,", recall after Apollo 1S. 
up to praQtleal1y nothl", 1 think 1n the 7 crew. Are they 
at thte point at the eta., wh.re •• y trvtn Was after Apollo 
15 recovery. vhere he had trouble wlth hi. balance etc. 

SP£A~£a You're talkina about two different 
thtn._ really. You're talkins about lrw1n'$ vestibular 
proble. thu he was experiencing 1 think aren't you? You 
said balance. Whor~as really you're talking about a car
diovascular .yste •• 

PAO Do you h$ve other questions for Dr. Uawkins? 
Thank you Dr. Hawkins. 

SPEAKER Okay. 
PAO Would you like to ao ahead nov with the 

("orollary expert •• ntt? I am sorry tohave 1nterrupted the .Hhedule. 
SPEAKE~ Yes, I'd like to say SOMething first 

about the expert.ent ond Dr. Huecari, who is the Lnve.tigator 
for T027. And 1 have shared in development of an instrument 
and •• now sharin, in the observation and use of this in
strument. Hy particular !tttorest 18 in makins measurelll~nts 
of a phenomenon called the Zodiacol light, whlch we have ob
served for 80.ewhat over a decade. And 1'. very pleased to 
lay toda7 that this morning we accomplished so.ething that 
hadn't been done before, namely to coordinate observations 
froa the around, and this i, ,i.ultaneous, with observations 
froa Skylab ustng very ai.i1ar. nearly identical equip.cot 
and to make observations .180 fro. the Pioneer 10 and 11 
asteroid Jupiter probes. Pioneer 10 1s about - -

END 0 t· TAPE 
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'SPEAKER ... thia 1e aho froll the pioneer 10 and 11 a.teroid Jupiter probes. Pioneer 10 Is about 4-1/2 or .pp~o~l •• tely aatrono.ieal units out froll th. Sun and is nearing .1',Iplter, reaching (garble) in Dece.ber. Pioneer 11 1. jdst this side of the asteroid belt. This has not been done before. has very seldom been done with any experi.ents, and ba. not ever been done with the kind of experhtents that I'. talkIng about. Ha.ely an experiment which uses a a.all telescope to aeasure a faint light allover the sky, Which i8 - co.os froa two principal sources. One is the star backgroWld, all over the .ky. in the Milky Way and out of it. And the other i. a faint 8low cosing from zodiacal light, ~od~8cal coming froll the work Zodiac, which is the path of the Sun and the planets acro!q the sky. And there is a glow, which is concentrated teyard the Zodiac and toward the Sun, which Is ca"led by sunlight reflected off of ~icroscopic duat part-icles throughout the solar syste.. I tmagine the characteristic8 of this light, in particular of the eodiaca~ light, ve learn 80uthing about the nUDbers of particles, their distribution in space, their sizes, their shepp-s, whlt the origin i8, how lIany there at'e, and ,'10 forth. Thi& can't b~ done just from the Earth because of the difficulties of looking through the Earth's atmosphere which has other .ources of light, which removes sOllie light by ab80rption, add. more by scattering of everything you see 1n th~ at-aoaphere and .akes it very difficult to separate the IOAfoc Baht frOD the other things you're looking at. And thl. pheno.ena has been observed for SODe 50 years with photographic and photoelectric instruments and we still h8V~ not been able to resolve a nUlRber of the proble." ass(.'ociated with it. 5y •• king a simultaneous observation like this. wclr~ able at 0'0 c e to Bay so rae t h 1 n g ab 0 U t the e ff e c t S 0 f the f. art h 's at.osphere on .aking 9uch ohservations, which can be made froUl the around easily. The problem Is to make an lntprpretatlon by separating theil, because all the thing" wt!' re looking at hive essentially the 8a~e brightness or ~a~~ ~pprox!mate char3~terIstic8. By making the measurements fre",l, the Skylah and the around at the same time looking in the SIllDe ,liH'ction. we'rl" at once able to say the atmosphere 11< doing thl~ And that 'lnd at once able to say something about the dU!'lt nellr the Earth versus the d'Jnl near the A8teroid Belt V~HA\lR that in varying deep space, which we havE' not beofore !le~n Able to do. So this 1s the first coordinated obRerv8tion. 11m hapry to aay that everything worked (irtf" thl~ t1orlljn~. The weathttr va. clear 1n HAV.lt. which it had to be, thl' Sun had to be below the horizon, th~ Moon hAd (0 hl\ve "et. We had to have 
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lotten in the tiae line for Skylab, which everybody CO~ 
operated to enable uS to do, and it vas'a little bit easier 
vith the Pioneers. they just keep 80i08 and goinl and we 
can turn them on al*ost at vill. Everybody worked very 
hard to pull off a first and velre quite pleased about it. 

SPEAKER Where Jerry il interested in the scat-
tering of light froa particles that are very far away from 
the spacecraft, the purpose of .y experiment T027 is to 
study - this particular aspect - is to study the scattering 
of sunlight by any particulate cloud around the spacecraft. 
There has been some evidence on past flightB that contam
ination could be a potential problem for our very sensitive 
space instruGents. As you well know that on the Skylab. we have 
these with ATH and EREP instruaents. So. with this flight 
T021 Is a specific experiment designed to look at the build-
up. the extent. the character of a contaminant cloud around 
the spacecraft. Where does it come from? How long does 
it stay around? What is its distribution? And also an-
other part of my experiment. which has not been performed 
yet, the sample array. which will look at the surface eff.ects 
of contaminants that deposit on optical surfaces, to deter-
mine again what effect will they have on the optics, where 
doe's it come from. how lOhg does it stay around. Part-
icularly today, of course we have one particular sc~nning 
mode that allowed us to look at the sky. both in the darkness, 
in this case it would have the - the content would he 
scattered light and zodiacal light and fro. starlight. And 
then again as the spacecraft 80t toto the sunlight, illumin
ating the particulate cloud around the 8pac~craft. thus in
creasing the signal levels. Nov we just ~ot this data just 
before we got here. We're 1n the process now of looking at 
thia data and we hope then be able to say, whAt Is the ex
tent of the cloucL A quick look says that there is sOllle
thing there and what we'll spend our next fe" days 10 
determining to what degree 18 the contaminant cloud around 
the spacecraft. 

PAO Do you have questions? 
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degree is 'the 
next few days in deter_ining to what 

.. PAO 
QUERY 

TACS gas. do 
spacecraft 7 

contaminant 'cloud around the spacecraft? 
Any more questions? 
I had 4 question. How much do you think the 

you think thatta a .aln contaminant around the 

SPEAKER No. the gas with TACS is nitrogen. and 
thus it really just dissipates. It really would have no 
effect. What ve're looking at - some of the retrorockets 
firing - there have been tests on the ground that sho~ that 
it vill deposit on optical surface, leave behind a fuel 
residue, that does not burn. and degrade the optical proper
ties of it. Another igportant thing is the outgaSSing of 
the materials used in the sapcecraft. No matter how careful 
you ~re. materials are handled, materials are exposed to 
the salt air. When they g~t into a vacuum, they viII emit 
particles and 88ses, these then will aigrate around the 
vehicle because cereain aspectd certain surfaces that are 
cold they viII deposit. You could 8et solar effects that viII 
cauae it to give a cheaical absorbsion of the surface. And 
effectively then you get this film on the surface. Nov 
even on this flight, the wardroom vlnQov is be&lnnlng to 
become dirty. And the astronauts have described it, and 
t h t lis sOlie 0 f the t h i n gat hat ve' rei 0 a ttl ~ gat. W hat 
effect doea it hove in terms of tranSlli88ion, or reflection. 

QUERY As I recall, you got parasoled out 
of one side of your expe rJ,aent. 18 that going to affect 
yoor results greatly, do you think? 

SPEAKER Well, cf'Cectively yes. The sular alr-
loc~ is occupied by tha parasol. and thus in case~ - in teras 
of the rhotometer, we would not be able to look ~t small 
scattering angles closer to the Sun. But the aampi@ aTray 
is versatIle enough it can. there's nothing prohibiting it 
from golng out of the anti8ola~ airlock. It lA a candidate 
to go out tie antiaolar airlock in the remainder part of 
this mission. I can set important information gotng out 
oft h at aIr 10 c k • The on 1 y t h in KIm 1. 8 a, w h 1 <:II I w.m ted t" 
let, was the effect of the Sun light on the contAminant. 
The phenomenon of photopolarizAtion will chang~ the character 
of the contaQination. But, the important daln still 19 to 
be gained (ro~ ,he antisolar airlock. And I'm hoplng In 
the reAL of th .. days on SkylAb II .to be l'XPOilE'd. 

S PEAK E R t 'd It k e t 0 add 0 n A c 0111'11 {! n t t 0 l hat. Ii 0 ~ t 
of our ub.ervatloos are when we're solar oriented with the 
photometer, which We both use. But. it 1,. po""slbll' to aillo 
observe when we're in Z local vertlclc. £REP po~ltlon. In 
far-to that's the w4y thf~ experiments orlRtnl.lly wern conftcured. 
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Wevould point in a particular pOlition at the end of a 
long extension aechan! •• , and the epacecraft aotion would 
scan U8 aerOS8 the 8~y, and that's how ve would observe. 
So we hope to, if the airlock 18 not .ade av~11able any 

, , 

more during any of the missions, to b~ able to aake 80me 
observations vhile in the other mode, and let the spacecraft 
scan us closer to the Sun, which we cannot do from the 
antlao1ar airlock alone. And it is very important for 
the background to be able to look at the angles closer to 
the Sun for the zodiacal light and the Milky Way for example. 
A great deal of infor.ation lies on the hemisphere toward 
the Sun. 

QUERY Have you got any definitive conclusions 
yet on the zodiacal light, 1 mean any thing new from your 
arace first or is the data still to raw and bleeding? 

SPEAKER We've just seen it bleeding. The Pio-
neer data is, the 1Daps are still beina made. It takes 
about 6 hours to .ake a map of the sky froa Pioneer. They 
can't do the tvo spacecraft at the aaae time, so they are 
doing them today. The data froft Hawaii is on its way back 
nov. We've observed the last 3 mornings of the 84me region 
of the sky. The data from Skylab, we've looked at part of 
it real time, the other data will go on the high speed dall 
line over to Huntsville where it will be processed, and 
we hope to see it back very soon. So. all I know now is 
that aU of the equipaent worked. It worked wt!ll. The data 
troa Skylab. which i. what I've seen, I've heard of the 
others, looks especially good. It's very clean and very 
ntce, and the in.trument 18 operating very well indeed • 
We do have other know1ege of the zodiacal li~ht already from 
this mi8sion. Namely, one color, and wetre 100kin8 at 10 differ
ent colors. We find that the sky in the d.T~ctlon opposlta 
the Sun, has about the brlghtne.8 ve had expected. We had 
to in fact put in certain In~trudent s~ttin8s for our 
observations. and the inltru.ent settings gave U8 back 
about vhat we expected. 

SPEAKER I v.ant to say tlomething else 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKEk instrullent. setting' lave us back about what we expe~t6d. " 
~ SPEAKER 1 want to say 80aethina here. We're up here talking very calmly, but both of us are extre.ely excited. We worked 10n8 and hard for this tiae, and it is a - we're getting kind of tired now, but we couldn't be happier. The instrument is perfor.inl 80 wall and it's ttle realization of thousands of people who have worked very hard to, not only build this instrument, not ~nly design it, construct it, but also integrate it into the Skylab and now finally that it's performing and performing and giving us the infor.ation so that we can study the - both the phenomena that we're looking.t. There's been a lot of rejoiCing these last two days. 

PAO Are there any other questions1 SPEAKER I'd like to aention another subject. I guess too, while everybody's thinking of 80me more questions, but, you know, you said that the parasol (garble) plus Z airlock, of cour.e he was parasoled into into his minus Z, which is good, 1 guess. We ought to mention, though, this materials experiment and you're probably copied froa the transcripts or what you heard on air to ground that the crew apparently have been very successful In activatin8 the experiment, and have in fact done, I believe It's two of the wheels and perhaps have done more by now and the welding part of it. And we ha"e been concerned about finding tiae on the flight pl.n to put those experiments 1n and apparently the crew is as I mentioned yesterday, are well able to schedule themselves to do thln8~ like this, and in fact the corollary officer re.arked that they were probably an hour or 90 ahead of the flight plan in doing the things ~hat were laid out for today. So 'We have every pxpf'c'ctation that: they will be able to r.onduct that exper1lbCnt 1:.0 8 .uccessful conclusion and It's going to be pretty interestins to see how that metals activity works out in ~p8ce. 
QU~RY Will that h~ continued tomorrow? SPEAKER It1ll sure it 'Will be, ye,;. They expressed • Breat desire to continue that. The ptimarv thinK in findIng time for 6n the flight plan was to get the initial checkout accomplished, and that's been done now, so they can pretty well fit t.hat in to their schc"dule. And thl')Y had .entioned the 552 and 553 experl~~nt8 particularly 48 being two that thl:!Y wanted to get to today if they could. and 1'111 eure if they don't todaYt they will tomorrow. 
QUERY How about - they lI~ntiol\('d 555. vh1ch 1~ the cryotal growth, or do you know -
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WINDL£a I don't think they have specifically 
mentioned that, but I'm yure theyl!1 - I jU8t have every 
expectation they'll get to do that too. I think ve'll see 
quite a number of thes6 ~xperlaent. accomplished. 

QUERY Okay. II the paT.aol still orange, or 
do you know? Have you heard anything in the accelerated 
ageiQg? What ~re your plans? 

SPgAKEIl Were you here yesterday or the day 
before when I talked about the 500 hours and that? Okay. 
Well, I don't know then now, anyaore on the color since 
then, we - 1 believe it's tomorrow on the flight plan is 
a little period there to - or is it the next day - no, it's 
tOR~rrow - to look at the color again and give us another 
hack on the color. But the 1.lt report, the rope parasol 
wal still the orange color, it vas described as being 
flatter in nature, and they'll look at it aSain. The ageing 
teats are still going on. They viii be done, I guess, m.ybe 
they'll be done today or tomorrow, 80llething like that. 1 
believe the aeeting ~here they'll dfscuss that and decide 
is on ThurSday. 

PAO Are there any other questions? Thank 
you all. If you'd like the n •• e. of ogaln, that's Dr. 
Jerry L Weinberg, and Dr. Joseph MURrari. 

SPEAKER We're glad it isn't raining quite as 
h &rd this afte rnoon. 

END OF TAPE 
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sPgAKER This is the JSC News Center, and we're 
ready to begin the ERBP briefing a8 soon as we get some 
press participation. 

PAO Good aornio8. sir. and congratulations 
on yo~r intrepidness in getting here today. We, for thi& 

; ~, 

EREP briefing, have Dick Wll.arth, the Earth Re80urces Program 
scientist. and Jack Harri., the ERSP subsystems aanager, both 
{rom the.. Johnson Space Center. We'll begin with a repor't 
from Dick Wilmarth. 

WILMARTH Good morning. The ninth pass for EREP 
has just been completed over Washington, D.C. and back acros~ 
the midwest on out to - beginning about Grand Forks - Grand 
Forks. North Dakota. We had TV coverage on that; 80 ve had 
80me rather very interesting views of the cloud formations. 
the ground, the area around Washington. D. C •• Chesapeake B6Y 
area, and on out into the Atlantic Ocean and down across to -
JUlt off the coast of Reelfe, Brazil. We have co.pleted, 
as I said, nine. We have atatused about eight of these EREP 
passes; so let's turn to the board here and see what we have 
accomplished in the way of - of ground tracks. And I'll give 
you a general overview of the kinds of inforaatlon we've obtained 
and then turn it over to Jack here to look at 80me of the 8en80r 
performance of 90me of the lenaors that were on board. To 
begin with. the map shows what we have co.plated in the vay 
of ground tracks for the first nIne EREP passea. In sequence, 
the 10n8 pass identified as number 20 beaan vay out over 
the North Pacific and extended on down into South A.erlc •• 
and that was the first pass that we completed. Then WI 
completed number ~3. and then 6. Then VI completed 19, and 
then number 34, and now we've just completed 61 - I .ean that 
we've co.pleted )). We have three more planned EREP paa.es. 
They aro identified by this symbol as pot~ntta18, and we 
8r~ planning those to coincide with number 6, number 20. 
number 5 and a lot of that the - let's say the - nu.ber 6 
will depend upon 80me of the weather conditions. And that 
is th~ general sequence of planning that we 80 through tn our 
prckln~ of the EREP passes. Now these passes will be completed 
the next up and coming three. on the next two days. The first 
one we are now pl&nning will be track 5 down through here. 
Then we wil~ be planning po&sibly 20 and what we call I. a 
lunAr calibration paRS. That Is to determine with the Hoon 
a!J the background, which Is a very excellent calibration 
source becau8e of the lack of atmosphere and the sentral 
overall unifor.ity of the reflectivity I. a good louree for 
cal1bratina the infltru.ents. And we plan to do that '0 that 
we'll be able to relate their sensor activltl~8 and the .en80~ 
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data to what we've already ob8erve~ on the gfound tracks 
1 through 11. Now what I've shown here lA e.eentialiy 
the ground tracks and - where we have had the sensors on. In 
other words, on ground track 19, going froa there to there, is 
essent1al1y the data tap~ that we did first on gfound track 
19. You can see the other syabo1 shows we have extended that 
on a later pass showing the dota tape areas. Well. that looks 
llke a lot of pesses, and we do have a lot of data. And, 
generally, what we have accomplished in the first eight passes 
is the - 1s to turn the sensors on over approximately 190 
areas that are a direct interest to the princi~al investigators 
that have been appointed to analyze the data once ve've re
turned them to JSC, processed thea, and distributed thea to 
the - to their laboratories. Now that aeans that we've got 
considerable amount of data over a large part of the - of 
- part of western and well as the midweatern United Statel. 
Now what we have accomplished is essentially take data over 
the countries that you see here. Mexico we've covered. There 
are six prinCipal investigators there that have test sites 
idcnttfied. And we've tak~n data for thost! investigators. 
We've taken data down across the Central America, Gustaftala, 
and Honduras for investigators that are interested in volcanic 
areas. We've taken data down on into Columbia, where studies 
of the general - pardon ae - general, let t. say land use 
resource sanagement of those areas. And down - co.ing down 
through here on track 48 and certainly down bere on track 
33, 8S well as 19, we've obtained - and we've had good veather 
in - in Brazil area. We've obtained a lot of information, 
both electronic and photosrap' 'c, for the area. in the lower 
A8 well 8S the upper Amazon R~ver Balin for the Brazilian 
goverm~nt to do their own - their resource aanas •• ent actIvities. 
So we've ob - we will obtain on the next pal8, tracx 5. 
some information for investigators froa Venezuela. So generally, 
that's the - the overview of where we have obtained data 
an~ the general number of investigator. of talk sites - areas 
that we have senaed a~d will be returning the data return 
to JSC for distribution. Now 1 said that we've obtained lome 
"eneor data over sites, and if .e look at it froa a PI rtand
point, in other words an investigator's standpoint, we've 
~ot data for about SO to 60 investigatot's aoat of which are 
in the United ~tate9. In other word., I would 881 that ve've 
got 10 or 12 investigator8 - pardon lilt - in fore~8n countrha 
that data have been obtained for. Now what have we done? 1 
mean, where i& the data that we have vbta1ned - what is it 
for uee? And 90 let'a turn no~ and look at the a.p. If we 
look at the general types of data. In other word. the electronic 
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or the pbo~ogtaphic data, for use like crop inventory. foreat 
inventory, geologic .app!ng, aineral exploration, aea atate 
studIee. and thing8 lIke that, I can generally 6a1 that 
In the field of mineral ~xp1orat1on ve've had excellent 
coverage fro. the phot~8r.phlc a. v.ll a. electronic standpoint 
over the .outh",est part of the United Statea and down into 
Mexico. In other \lords, these areaa have been - -
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WILMARTH - state atudies and thing£like that, 
t· can generally say that in the field of aineral exploration, 
wetve hed excel1&nt coverage from the photographic ae veil 
electronic standpoint over the 90uthwest part of the United 
St.ates and down into Mexico. In other words. the SA areas 
have been clear and we've obtained soae very excellent data 
for the lnv£atigators there. A8 far as the a~Ticultural areas, 
wetve obtained good data for for~st inventory over Colorado 
and over northern California. We have turned - we turned the 
sensors on over the Great Vall~y of California, San Joaq.'in 
Valley, and down through, essentially the aaidpart of Cali 'ornia; 
so we have good data for those. As far as a undp.rstandin, of 
the range conditions and the grass growth and things likt that, 
we have obtained data over the Colorado plateau. And thal 
essentially was done on track 20 and track 34. If we turn 
to our urban studies, or looking at soae of the urbanization 
areas, we have obtained soae very interesting data for a good 
number of census cities, such 8S Pittsburg. Cedar Rapids, 
Davenport. Ashville. North Carolina, aa part of the sensor 
collection of - from EREP. Another area I think Is of major 
inte~e8tt and that is the sea statp. or ocean studies. And for 
a reference, we did a rather unique data collection for hurricane 
Ava. Track 49 is essentially a special, unique PISS in ~o
operation with NOA and 80me of the Air Force people to obtain 
for the first time some microwave datl in connection with a 
very active aircraft program conducted by NOA in consort with 
the spacecraft data. What was accomplished is essent1,11y for 
the first time obtained some lager propholoaeter data, aicro
wave dsta, Which han been used for determination of the wave 
height, and therefore, the wind conditions over hurricane Ava. 
We'v~ also obtained microwave data over the Gulf, as you can sec 
here on these tracks 3, 20. and 48. Looking at sOllie of the 
sea-surface temperatures snd looking at 80a. of the dlff~rent 
sea-state conditions. In other words, wave he18ht and wind 
conditions, in order to better understand the boundry conditionH 
belwt!(>1\ Ilr and ocean. The photographic dAta will be u8ed 
to look at it from thf! stAndpoint of what are tho color vari
atlons and therefore ldentificatlon of such things a9 the loop 
current in the Gulf. Another area that I think is very im
portarlt And I think il's especially important in thia sense 
that 1'\11 of the Rcn~or8 have operated e,xtreaely well. We hav(? 
now 111 ~{ln1unction with the groundtruth information. !lu('.h 8(; 

collecled ov~r Gr~at Salt LAke and Wilcox Play., and some of 
the 14ke~ Rnd OC~Rn sites, an understanding of an integrated 
sensor analysts 3nd sentor pp.rform~nce ttudy. So that thi9 
gives ua a reAl strong data point relative to hoy vell aentor 
~ata of this Bort can be obtained fro. space and uaed In the 
study of various types of lend retlourcell. Now, I. think another 
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area that 1s iaportant here i~ that we've got - letls see, for the land ~se investigator., those people such 8S Itate agencies. For instance, the state of Ohio, 8tate of Maryland, Indiana, Illinois, have banded together as their individual stale orgallizations in order to use the Skylab EllEP data for a total evaluation of the - their land and natural resources. ~e have obtained data over California, and as 1 said, Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana. And I think on this pass that we just coapleted along groundtrack 61, the dsta that was collected, which would be exceedingly interesting and useful to Maryland, as well as the - parts of eestern Pennsylvania where a very strong group from Pennsylvania State is interested in looking at the geologic analysis of the Appalachian Mountains. Now, because of the imagery capability and the sensor data, we've got several investigators that are interested in updating geologic asps 80 well as cultural maps or just common ordinary topographic maps. And 80me of the data this is obtained over the Chesapeake Bay today 18 going to be used for updating 80ae of the old aaps of those &rea9. Let ae talk for a minute on Chesape~ke Bay because we do have a very atrong program there. It's the - in conjunction with the U.S.D.I. and conjunction with the Corps of Engineers. We have approximately ei8ht investigators that sre studying the Bay area itaelf fro. 4 land use, I g~0108ic, and ocean, a8 well as a bay current dyna.ic standpoint. And I'. sure that baaed ~n the TV pictures that I've lIeen. that the data that WI will be returning here to JSC fro. groundtrack 61 will be exceedingly useful for their overall study. t think that kind of aua.arizee the general areu that we have covered, the kinds of investigations that we have obtained data for~ 80 why don't I atop here and if there's any questions, why 1'11 llnswer them later. PAO Okty, Hr. Harris. 
HARRIS I ,'ould first 11k. to 8umllarize what experl~ent6 we do have on board .nd uhat the problema we've had with thoBe up to date. (Could I have the first viewgraph, please?) Very quickly, the EREP experiment .ystea conRiste of what we call the S190A, th~ multispectral camera systea; the S190B, F.arth terrain camera that's used out of the workshop; the 5191, infrared spectrometer; the 5192. llultiepectra1 ncanner; and in the microwave region, the 8193 microwave 

~ltimeter, radiomet~r, and 9catterometer. And then the S194 L-ban~ tadlo~eter. ltd first like to say. because of the power situation on the vehicle, we had to reschedule 10lle of tnc activities that we had originally planned. We condenled the oris!nal checkout froll 3 days to 1 day. In doing that, ve created quite 8 few procedure proble.s for the crev and for ourselves. However. we feel like we have tho.e procedure 
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problem. eor~ected, snd the instruments are opeTating 
satisfactorily. No~, I would like t.O go into th. first 
few pas8es, whereby we did exp.rlenc~ proble •• beeasue of 
the p owe r 8 it ua t ion. On the S 190A, au1 ti.pect ral ca. ra, 
during the first P88S, v. noticed' that we had .alCunctioll 
l1ahtlt on a'll six camera stations. (Could 1 have the next 
viewgraph, pleaae?) The camera array consists of six c •• eras 
with magdzinea and two cassettl that's folded down over the 
MDA window. lbe MDA window is covered with a shield or a 
cover on the exterior aurface of tbe MDA, and I'll be talk
ing about that In a minute. But anyway, we had indications 
that all six stations were malfunctioning- We investigated 
that. w~ ~ub.ltted a special procedure to the crew to 
determlne if the film was being moved ~ithln the magazines, 
nnd it wa.. So the indications that we were getting were 
erroneous. And I'll explain that 00 the next sl.ide. (Could 
1 have the following slide, please?) Very 81.ply, we have 
8 takeup spool and a supply spuol with the fila indication 
of readout or malfunction light being sensed off the supply 
spool. \Jhat we determined was that we had loose f11n: on 
thip spool. This spool has to rotate 1n order for the 
sense circuit to work and to indicate that the syste. is 
functioning properly. We did replenish the film for 190 
because of the 
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SPEAKER ••• spool. This spool has to rotate in order for the (garble) circuit to work and to indicate that the system is functioning properly. We - we did replenish the fila for 190 because of the heat problems we had on the workshop. and doing S09 the fila is loose on the spool. Until the tr~vel is taken up with the takeup reel and the fila becomes taut, we do not get an indication that the film is being transported wl~hin the magazine. The crew did verify that this was the case. and we have achieved the photography coveragt- from the first pass onward. Could I go back to the first slide. please? In pasb number 4. however, the crew inadvertently failed to open the MDA door; so we feel like we did not achieve any data on that particular pass. I 
~ight say that ~e do have an indication on the door position. and that door indJcation has always indicated to the crew that ,it's closed. So ve've asked thacrew to visually look through the window to see if the door is open. And that has been satisfactory since then. Now the 51908 Earth terrain ca.era was not operated during the first four passes because of the power situation. It was operated on the fifth pass satisfactorily, and I believe it's been operated since. The Earth terrain camera is operated from the scientific airlock out of the workshop. Now the infrared spectrometer, the S191, has two detectors. It has a long wavele~gth detector to detect the thermal data; it has a short wa",elength detector to gather the other infrared portion of the Fpectrum. On the long wavelength portion of the detector we have a molecular cooler. It's a crYlgenic cooler. It cools the detector dov~ to between the range of 90 to 95 degrees Kelvin. B~cause of the power uituation on the vehicle, we wer~ not - the HDA wall was not up to temperature, and 90 the cooler would not sink to the wall. We had designed the system for an HDA wall te.perature of 60 degrees. During the power problem, we ~xp~rienced the wall temperature as low 4S 41 degrees. So we had to find a way to achieve proper cool down on the long wavelength detector. Could 1 have the next slide, please? 1 might say that what we're talking about is 1n two portions. The crew uses a view findtng trackl~g systea within the HDA to locate the target and to track the target. The spectrometer portion is exterior to the MDA, and this Is ",here the cooler is located. Could I have the next slide, please? In a very simple diagram, the short wavelength i8 not cool; the lo~g wavelength cooler 1s cool. WeIll have to havl a 60-degree temperature to 8ink that. So we worked up a procedure whereby we would turn on the electronics of the spectrometer prp. - long enough - previous to the pass, in order to heat up this area, because the cooler U.8S ruloh rings. The rulon ringe need 8 te.perature of 60 degrees'ia 
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order to seat. So we'd have the refriaeration cycle to 
eommence. And I might add that, if ve can go back to the first 
811de, it took us, 1 believe it vas, four passes to vork 
out the p owe r pro fil e, vhe reby we can ge t - achieve the 
cool down cycle. Since the power probl,em is - is not 
a8 critical, ~e have been getting 8atlsfactory cool down of 
that detector. And we have been getting long wavelength data. 
Here again, the short ~svelength dats has been good from the 
very first pass. Now on the multispectral scanner, the 
S192, we use another cryogenic cooler to cool the detectors 
there. We have tw~ types of detectors. We have the long 
vavelength a~ain, not of the same band width as the 191, but 
a long wavelength detector that's cooled by the cooler 
and also all the visible channels. There's twelve visible 
channels that are cooled by - by the same cooler. Because 
of problems in the alignment, we do not feel like we had 
any data on the first three passes relative to the ther~al 
chann(!l. That has now been corrected. We also feel that 
the first three passes vere marginal on the visible channels. 
We were achieving data. We questioned the quality of the 
data. That had been corrected. and the instrum~nt has been 
operating satisfactorily since. Could I have the next slide, 
please? This 1s just an overview of what ~e'r~ talking about 
with the S192 system. Go back to the first slide, please. 
The S193, the altimeter, the radiometer, and scatterometer 
have all functioned this plan with the exception of the first 
pass. Because of procedure problems, we did not achieve some 
altimeter data du~ing the very first pass. The subsequent passes 
have be~n satisfactory. The S194 L-band radiometer has always 
operated as planned. Now the pass today utilizes the TV 
camera with the S191 experiment for the first time, and I 
understand there's some interest to how we do that. And I 
guess - let's see - Could I go back to the 5191 overview? 
It's the colored photograph, the one previous to that. It's 
not a very good one to show how we use the TV camera, but - -
The crew has an option on the view-finding tracking systea 
to mount a 16-milimeter camera or to use an optical adaptor 
and to mount the TV. They have the option of - they have 
a 10 to 1 zoom capability within the telescope itself, and 
they can track 8 ground target up to 20 seconds through a 
tracking 8yste. that's available. So they - the crew installs 
the TV, what we call the TV optical adaptor, at this interface 
and then installs the TV to that. And then they use the eye 
piece to track the ground target and achieve the ground target, 
zoo. in on 1t. up to 20 seconds. Any questions? 

PAO Okay, ve have picked up a couple of aore 
newsmen. We'll take your questions now if you have any. Howard 
Benedict. 
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and also all the visible channels. There's twelve visible 
channels that are cooled by - by the same cooler. Because 
of problems in the alignment, we do not feel like we had 
any data on the first three passes relative to the ther~al 
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the first three passes vere marginal on the visible channels. 
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PAO Okay, ve have picked up a couple of aore 
newsmen. We'll take your questions now if you have any. Howard 
Benedict. 
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QUERY' How long i8 it golng to take you to 
process thl. data fro~ these twelve passes or elev~n or twelve 
passes. when the data coaes back here? 

SPEAKER 1 think the general plan is to have the 
i~agery processed 80 that in approxiaately 30 days after 
we·ve returned the film here to JSC, that prelt.tnary copies 
will be availabl~ for review. And a follow-on then would be to 
develop and produc~ the necessary data packages for the individual 
PIs. And each PI or investigator has their own specific 
requirements as to film, to photo~raphst and ~ertainly the 
magnetic tapes. Now th~ magnetic tapes wl1l be brought back 
here along with the film, and it'll be approximately - well, 
we'll process it in generally two steps. One to - to process 
enough of the cha~nels on the scanner data to get some tape
to-film conversion done, so we can aee the areas of coverage 
for that s canne r spe ci fie to that indi vidual i nves t iga tor. 
The investigator then will be receiving a screening film, and 
the film then would be - from that f.llm he wll1 pick the 
area as well as - which would be identified by tiae hacks t GHTs. 
And then we'll process the channels of magnetic tape that he 
wl1l specifically need for his individual investigator. To 
(garble) we won't do tbat for the microwave data. It'll be 
done primarily on the basis of - of GHT or time hacks over 
his site and the data that he will n~ed, as well as the Support
ing tabulation data, such as the orientation of the spacecraft 
and things like that. 

SPEAKER I might add that in the hardware phase. 
we have about a 3 week of activity to try to determine the 
health of the hardware before the next mission. And we'll 
be - it looks like 3 weeks of analyzing the data before the 
next mission. 

QUERY 
we\!ks go ing to 

SPEAKER 

The advancement of the next mission by two 
put a little 9quee~e on you in that respect? 

make it. 
PAO 
QUERY 

but you said track 5 
SPEAKER 
QUERY 

data take start? 

Yes, it is. But we still think we can 

Any other questions? Al Rossiter. 
I came in late, and I may have missed 
was going to be the pass tomorrow? 
Ri ght. Track 5 tOllorrow. 
Where will it start? Where will the 

it, 

SPEAKER As you see here. The - yeah, that's 
the actual data take that we've plotted on the map. So it 
will start off up here at about- Oh, what is that? - a hundred 
and - 1 guess 110, 115 longitude and extend down across Brazil 
to just off the coast. 
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QUERY What are your plaos for the next couple of 
days? Do 70U have tracks planned ahead for, 84Y, the next 
2 or 3 days? 

SPEAKER Yes. Tomorrow wetll be flying track 5. 
And then on - in the following day, we will be looking at ground 
track 20, which we - which was the first EREP pass. Aod we'll 
be doing a lunar calibration in order to provide us the 
necessary data for determining the reaponse of the instruments. 

PAO Al. 
QUERY One more. In the - today' s use of the TV 

camera through the view finder, what 1s - at maximum zoom, what 
would be the best resolution that the television image would 
have? 

SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

something a little 
PAO 
QUERY 

one? 

Of design, goes 200 feet. 
Yes. We think we would probably achieve 

better than that. 
Howard. 
Then wben will you do track 6, the last 

SPEAKER Track 6 is a potential. 
QUERY Potential. 
SPEAKER Right. We - we 9hov that here because 

weather and certainly other mission factors may throw us into 
that. So we may run that one, but right now we t re only 
plaoning track 5 and track 20. 

QUERY And could you give us 80me of the highlights 
of track 51 What will you be looking fOT there? 

SPEAKER Track 5 is - well, we have a - a spot right 
in here known as Cape - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER 5 and track 20. 
QUERY And could you give us 80Me of the hiah -

lights of track 5. What will you be looking for there? 

". J •• 

WILMARTH Well, track 5 l~ - well. we have a spot 
right in here known as KSC that we're interested ill obtaining 
8o~e data over fer Sravacd COyoty io their land use analysis. 
And then back up across over the general Great Plains area 
where some very interesting studies on soil moisture are being 
conducted by Dr. Myers 6t South Dakota State University. Some 
of the over - let's see, the Great Piains ground water - water 
management studies, which are including state geological 
surveys of Iowa and adjacent states is going to be a prim6 
target. Then on up into - certainly the parts of the Colorado 
Rockie~, northern extension for geologic analysis. In Wyoming 
the areas of Big Horn Mountains and thi~gs like that. So, 
those are some of the general highlights of that area and 
then. as part of it of course, there'll be target areas 
for SAnsor performance. How the sensor responds to a 
diff~rent enviroment. It's going to be another part of that 
whole package. Then if you get down across some of the 
areas down into Venezuela, some of the investigators there 
are interested in understanding the gelogic analysis for the 
Maracabo basin, and the incoming sedimentation rates at 
th~ land aod wateT lr.terfac2. And then again dovn across -
over ioto the AMazon basin and Southeast Bcazil for general 
land use management and planning for the Brazilian Goverment. 
So those a~e kind of the highlights for the individual pass 
there. 

QUERY I forget whether or not you give the time 
that that pass starts tommorrow. 

~ILHARTH I did when I came over here. Ah, let',\ 
see. No. I forgot. I think it's - I think it's right around 
10:00. I'~ not sure on that. 

QUERY Wouldn't that put it over KSC around 
10:15 or 10:201 Something lik~ that. 

WILMARTH Something like that. The spacecraft 
moves at 4 miles a second, so that's about the speed. 

QUERY Did the haze and clouds ov~r Washl~gton 
this morning hurt any of your plans? 

WILMARTH We had forecasted that there was haze, or 
a polution alert we found out later, in the general area 
and some, rather high cumulus, and I think that's probably 
one of the reasons why it didn't lock onto a specific site 
and zoom in on the TV. We don't think that's going to affect 
the analysis of the data by the individual investigators. 

QUERY Could you give me a few more specific. 
of what you'll be looking for with KSC in Bravard county? 
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WILMARTH All right, the - Thatea a rather new 
venture down in that part of the world where you've ~ot 
Disney World and a large influx of people and are looking at 
it from a standpoint of the effects of urbaqization on the 
environment. As you know, ther~ls a lot of bird habitats 
and wildlife pre~erves in the area. and, of course, the 
general growth of the Bravard County itself and general 
land use, recreational planning, and things like that is 
going to be the main the.e, using both the aircraft and space
craft data. 

QUERY 
WILMARTH 

and then support out 
underflight data. 

All right, how many aircraft as backups? 
1 think there's - I think KSC has one, 
of here for - as part of the spacecraft 

QUERY And we do have soae questions from listeners 
frOb various areas around the country. One, do you plan to 
photograph all the countries outside the United States that 
were originally scheduled? And if so, when? 

WILMARTH Jack, would you like to try that one? 
IiARRIS That's your field. 
WILMARTH I guess the answer to that 1s - The SL-III 

and SL-IV activities, I think, are going to be directed to 
trying to overfly and obtain as much of the infor~ation as 
requested by the individual investigators as possible. Now, 
we know that weather is a very important factor. And how that 
will impact is relative to flying over all of the countries 
th~t we planned. There are I 3sentla1ly 2i countries with 
41 investigators that have requested data on SL-II, Ill, and 
IV. And, again, itls a point of - we'll try to overfly them, 
but itls weather constraints, mi9sion constraints, and everything 
else. So, in general, we can say that we plan to do it. 

QUERY Okay. Please describe the Houston Area 
'Cest Site. 

WILMARTH Well, the Houston Area Test Site, or the 
acronym l HATS, is an 18 county area here centered around 
Houston, and some 50,000 square miles or something like that. 
And I say it's a major metropolitan area. Certainly a water 
land Gulf interface and it has 1II8ny, let's S8y, different 
parameters with a rapidly expanding ~nvlr~naent for the 
urbanization. And it contains natural forests as well mineral 
(garble) water problems, and so it's essentially a major test 
site for developing the techniques here at JSC for land use 
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analysis, and the techniques that go with that kind of activity. 
QUERY How many t1.e9 do you plan to observe the 

Houston site during the 3 Skylaba flights with the EREP sensor? 
WILMARtH Well I can't say exactly because -

weather of course, is a factor here, but in SL-III 1 wouldn't 
guess right now because of - the trajectory plots are still 

-.. ",;'; 
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being developed. But it looks maybe like we'll have 2 or 3 passes 
over the Houston area test site in SL-IIl. 

QUERY And how many times has it been observed 
su far? 

WILMARTH Well, we had a little bad luck with the 
weather on ground track 34. We did overfly it and we did 
get some data, but the cloud cover did interfere with the 
data collection over the hatch area. 

QUERY How does the Houston area test site fit 
into the total EREP experiment plan, or what is the significance 
of the Houston area test site? 1 think you may have to cover 
that in rnswering number 1, unless you chink that _ 

WILMARTH Well I would like comment on that because 
the Houston area test site is a - 1s one of the - what we call 
a ground truth test site for developing the techniques of remote 
sen~ing of various environments. Several investigators within 
the [REP program are using this area as - because of the 
abundance of ground truth measurements and the variety of 
conditions that are present here within the area. So, it's 
a tllajor important factor - a major important site. such as the 
carets or the Chesapeake Bay area, as well as the Arizona regional 
ecological test site out around Phoenix. So it's a major area 
for the EREP program. 

space? 
QUF.RY And what can you tell about flooding from 

WILMARTH Well we don't space to tell about flooding 
here. That's a very prevalent problem today at Houston. The - we 
know from space photography, and let me assure you, you can observe 
the effects of floods because of the variation in the spectal 
response - of the flooded area. it's wet and it's certainly 
disturbed relativ~ to the unflooded areas or nonflooded areas. 
So that hopefully with EREP sensor cabilities, we can identify 
the areas that have been flooded, and perhaps Some of the other 
important parameters that go on with flood rehabilitation and 
flood conditions. 

QUERY And finally, I believe you may have in 
general done this during your presentat~on, but please identify 
the path of the passes geographically - ~laces under the track. 
There are a number of the people that can't see the •• p and 
things like that. 
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HARaIS All right. lets begin with the top. The 
ground track 61. begins off up here around Grand Forks, North 
Dakota, co.es across Lake Michigan lake area, across the 
Chesape_ke Bay area. and down across to the South Atlantic. 
Ground track 33 began off up here around Vancouver. 

END OF TAPE 
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WILMARTH - ~ Lake Michigan. Lake Erie. acrOS8 
the Cheeapeake ares, down aeross to tha South Atlantic. 
Groundtrack 33 bessn off up here around that Vancouver liland 
down across Montana, the Dakotas, down acr088 Il11nois, Iowa, 
Illinois. down throush - into the Carolinas, and down off into 
the northl!ast part of Brazil. Groundtrack 19 began over here 
about - I think that's Coty, Wyoming, or so.ething like that, 
and down across the Kissouri River, down across the, just about -
just about north of the junction of the Ohio and the Missouri -
the Ohio River - St. Louis, I think that's it - down across the 
Puerto Rico - and we follow on - begin on up into Vancouver, 
or the Puget Sound area, and down through the - Bra.zil. 1 com
mented on pass 5. Track 48, 1s very similar, it's farther down -
it came across about Denver, it began out off the coast of the 
mouth of the Columbia River, and down across, about to Saint -
New Orleans, down acr08S Cuba down acr088 Columbia and the 
Amazun Basin and into ..• just off the coast here of Brazil. 
The track 34 began up in - just west of Salt Lake City, in 
acrOS8 the Rocky Kountains, and down acrOS8 Houston, across the 
Yucatau peninsula, down into the western Arabian Sea. Groundtrack 
20 besan 168 degrees west Longitude, which is not far from the 
vest coast, came across the coast and on down through - across 
Brownsville, Texas her~, down across Yucatan, down in the Honduras, 
Caatamala, Central America. came across Columbia and down on into 
Boliva and down on into Paraguay. That's the track that we will 
be flying on sround - on day 165 or tva days hence. So, on the 
original groundtrack 20, ve stopped it off up here 1n - in the -
the - Saliva. Groundtrack 6 besan in Northern California, callie 
across Arizona, Utah, Mexico, and stopped over hele in just 
west - or just about In Mexico city. Crountrack 6) came across 
San francisco, across the U.S. border and down across into - what's 
the - Mexico City. here. And down - Groundtrack 49 was the hurricane 
that we sensed about June 6. That's generally the areas that we 
covered. 

SPEAKER A little different note here, Hal. How the 
astronauts are doins, are they performing as they hoped they would, 
dId they recongnlze a lot cf the things they hoped they would, 
things like that? 

WILMARTH Yes, 1 think have done an exceedingly 
excellent job on the switches, observing, the obgervatlons 
by the crew, this morning, especially Paul Weitz on the 
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VTS I on the TV ca.e raJ we re e xce ll~n t. He even pi eked out 
the features, very clearly, very easily and their observations 
aTe a great help. FroD the voice tapee, we go back over 
thea a~d identify the thing. that they - such as various 
cloud features and ground features, and update our wn dftta 
base from those observations. 

PAO Okay, thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we can begin now with the status 
report from Hilton Windler. 

WINDLER Wait a minute, hold it. Yeah, here it 
is. Okay, the panhandles of Clklahoma and Texas. I thought 
that Dallas ~ 1 thought it was supposed to go over Dallas. 
1 di do' t kn lW that was I n the panhan rJ Ie. We had a good day 
todayany,.,a ... Well. ve bad mostly a good day. The only 
bad p3rt ab,ut it V8S we only got half SUCC~8S. I guess you'd 
call it, at running our AM coolant loop. We'r~ still 
trying to get the secoudary loop to behave. We did run the 
suit umbilical systea loops with the primary coolant loop 
this morning. And it all worked fine so we're squared a way now 
to use our system for the EVA. And we're unfortunate - Thank you 
very much. Unfortunately we couldn't get that valve unstuck 
in the secondary system. Although, we tried it twir.e as yc,u're 
probably &ware. The first time w~ started the second pump in that 
loop while it was still running, while the first one was 
still running and that probably put a pressure differential 
~n it of around 70 or 80 p9i. And that didn't work, so we shut 
the whole system, secondary system down, and let it warm up 
a little bit to probably 50 degrees or so. And then we 
turned both pumps on simultaneously, which put over 200 pounds 
per square inch in tr.e system. And even that didn't open 
it. In fact, I have to arlmi~. that I think that w~ might 
have even closed it a litlle Lit more. As you'll recall. 
it was only partially, in the partial cold position in stead 
of full cold. And now It's probably not completely cold, 
but in a cold position, but it is perhaps further cold than 
it was before we started. The EREP pass, 8S you've seen froa 
this handout here. was a good one this morning. The EREP 
people ar! very pleased with the results that they're getting. 
In fact. we've concockted a little scientific status to send 
up to the crew lonight. And one of the things that the EREP 
people are most happy ahout is the chance to get some infor
mation on the typhoon Ada. 1 didn't realize that they had 
several aircraft up in the air at the same time and also 
some surface observation from ships plus the S193 inforaation 
from the spacecraft and the cameras tbat were taken from 
the spacecraft. But, back t" today. the pass as you kno .... 
ha':! several clear areas in it in the United States. 'We were 
hoping to get - 1 guess t~is weather that was up around Dallas 
U ',s morning must have made its way down here. but .. e were 
looking for some severe weather. We'd like to have soae 
developing heavy thunder storms and developing tornados if 
we can, but of course that wasn't available this mornin8. 
It aay be here this afternoon, I'm not sure. But, it had 
dIssipated a little bit, I think by the time we *ctually .ade 
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the pa.s. And then it continued on. And the weather vas: 
excellent in South Aaerica for this tiae of year. The EREP 
Officer was very plea.ed by that. Al.ost the vhole central, 
eastern edae of South America theT.e. Brazil, the central 
part of Brazil was clear. We did the aedical runs. W. had 

;'" 

a little bit of a scare this afternoon when the - one of the 
corollary experi.ents, the 5013, appeared not to be working 
correctly, but now the crew did cycle a little photo multiplier 
tube in the, in the instrument, or a cover on the instrument 
that covers this tube. And It apparently was pel·haps cracked 
just a little bit since it hadn't been operated since the 
launch 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER - the instrument or cover on the instru-

ment at - that covets this tube, and it apparently was per

haps cracked just 8 little bit, since it badntt been, 

op~ratied aince the launch and it - it hao now apparently 

seated itself and i8 working correctly. So_ that is the 

ln8tr~ment that is going to be flown tomorrow or run tomorrow 

with 4 joint observing program vith observations from tvo 

pioneer satellites and a statiun in Hawaii. So, the scientific 

c~ •• unity's very excited about that. In fact, you might have 

the PI ffom that - come tell you about it tomorrow or when

ever he gets some data down from it. And the ATH continues 

to take data. They transmitted down soae good pictures of 

that large coronal feature that was obser~ed vartlally yes

terday and continues to be active tQday. 1 think that vas 

about it. I think the crev was in a good zood today. They 

did - ve've had dome confusion 1 guess about the K509 experi

ment - this 1s the one where they sit in and fly around the 

upper compartment of tbe spacecraft. And they asked U8 if 

they could take the launch restraints off and ve said okay, 

because they are trained to do that and the other crews have 

not been so trained. And they probably - they haven't - 1 

don't think they've indicated - they may have put it on the 

recorder but I haven't read it yet. But they have - if they 

haven't, they vi1l go ahead and re.ove those launch r~straint9. 

But right nov ve don't have any pla~8 to fly that experiment 

on thi8 .i88ion. It had been actually - it'd 80rt of been 

ruled out a •• candidate - or at least been dovngraded as 

8. candidAte because it docs requite a lot of crev time and 

when ve had to adjust the time line before even the ai.slon 

started vhy, it had been given a lower priority for this 

particular alssion. It's ~till an i.portant experi.ent but 

it'a one that we felt woul~ be better to tryon subsequent 

flights. So, un1els lomething changee why ve 'Would not be 

doing that. But I gue88 because of the launch restraint 

thing people have got the idea that ve're more serious 

about flying that experiment than we are. t think that '8 

the highlightl anyway. If Y's11 have any questlona I'd 

be glad to lnl",er thell. 
PAO Please wait for the microphone. 

QUERY 1 noticed the lalt fe", days that the cre",'. 

b~en talking a great deal le8s. Are they just settllnR d~'Wn 

to 'Work or 'What? 
WINDLER Well, yes, that'. the answer to thal. 

I'. pleaBed to see tt, frankly and we co •• ented in Control 

Center thio .Grning thAt it seemed like that this w •• the 

kind of day that ve had hoped Sky lab 'Would be wben v. were 

8etti ng ready to fly it. We try not to t.elk to the crew 
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uDless ve think that they are free to respond. 11 va - ve 
knov froa the siaulations that it botherA thea .o~evhat ~hen 
they're Oll the ATM console and unle •• they veTe 1n a pal'ticular 
building block - an ~bsel'vation that doesn't require a lot 
of switch activation and it doesn't require a lot of their 
attenti?n why we try to avoid callinl thea. ~~d ve have in 
fact wdited on several occaaions tods, until a aore opportune 
moaent. And 1 think that tb1e is the kind of thin8 that mOl'e 

_ i8 mOTe like the training that ve expeTienced in the pre
atlsion simulations where ve 8ive thea the pad infor •• tlon 
in the .oTDlng and if ve've done the job right ve donlt have 
to update that. And if there are no failuTes they proceed 
on v1th their busines8 with very little assistance fl'om 
the ground and very little conversation to the gTound on their 
part. The observations that they have - they are accu tomed 
to putting on the voice recorder and ve get it subsequently 
So, J t h i nk that's p rohably an Indicat ion that the fl ight 
i8 settlin8 down into a more routine-type effort 48 oppo.ed 
to the different proCedUrp.8 - things that velve had to use 
In the past several d.ys that they really had been trained 
to do on - operating equipment in a non-noaihal Qode perhaps. 

QUERY Last night I understood you to say that 
the backup crew 1s looking at deploying a 8unshleld over the 
parasol. Is that correct and wouldn't that change the thermal 
characteristics terrifically inslde? 

WINDLER Well. no I don't think 8~. Of couree the 
parasol 1s d~tng the job that it va. designed to do. the 8ail 
i. a180 de.lgned to do a ai.tlar job. 1 think the ehadov. 
would overlap, so to speak. so 1 don't think it would make 
• big d1fference in the internal 

END OF TAP~ 
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WIHDLEA - do a 8i.ilar job, I think they would, 

you know, the .hadows would overlap 80 to speak. 80 1 don't 

think it would Make a btg difference in the internal teep

eratures. Now, we'r6 - when I said the back-up crew was 

looking into it, they're just evaluating the - that interface, 

they're ttill, a8 we talked yesterday, they have - there's 

been no deCision, of cour~e, to deploy the 8ail. Nov, but 

we are beginning, since tb~re'8 only. I don't know, whatever 

it 18. a week o~ some number of days until the EVA, we're 

trying to be sure that the pIocedures are set up to do what 

ever haa tc be done. And as you know, the crew requested 

a slightly different procedure there whore they have aaked 

if there would be aoy ohjection to Paul Weitz being one of 

the external ~VA crewaen, and right now, we don't think 

that would be a problem, but ve're still looking into that. 

That hasn't really been given a GO yet. And the thinking 

now ls, of course, that the - they've all trained In the 

vater tank to do the fl1m transfer. the changing of the 

film, but they haven't all trained to do the sail deployment, 

and probably the obvioU9 thi~~ there would be to let ~au1 

Weitz help do the film transfer, which haG been suggested, 

I think, on the air to ground, and then trade crewaen, or 

at least trade the one that goes inside the airlock, and let 

then Kervin and Conrad do the sail deployaent. 

QUERY You said. having Weitz be one of the 

external crevaen ~ould be no problea. 
WINDLER That's during this ATM fila transfer, 

because they have all practiced doing it In lh. water tank 

previou.ly in Huntsville a8 part of their atand8Td training. 

theyt re cro98-train~d in that area. 
QUERY Was there a prnblea today w1th 50561 

WINDLER S056 i8 behaving in a Rl18htly odd aanner, 

and we don't really underat and it. Apparently the - the in

.trument i8 beins - the mode is being changed by 80se lort 

of interference. We thought it V/I. due to the - vhen the 

S055 vent to a certain .ode, a "Irror auto fAlter mode, and 

it vaa causinA 80ae .ort ~f a little electromAgnetic lnter

ference or whatever thAt changed the lIIode on the 56. but 

then it did the 8a.e thing. even after thi. 55 instru.ent 

was runnf.ng. So that kind of Indicate. that perhaps there'. 

90a.thinA t lie •• kiag that lnterfere~H:e - causing that Int8r

ftrence. and we don't know cKAclly vhat it ls. but you can 

cycle the ,vitch and it ",111 run okay, 80 we 1ust have to 

b~ careful of it. 
PAO Any other queltione? t think ve Ihould 

.~plaln. l'a .ure MLlton and 1 didn't aean anythlnl d.1iber

.lely vhen ve aentioned the tornAdos. We w.ren't actually 
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WIHDLEA - do a 8i.ilar job, I think they would, 

you know, the .hadows would overlap 80 to speak. 80 1 don't 

think it would Make a btg difference in the internal teep

eratures. Now, we'r6 - when I said the back-up crew was 

looking into it, they're just evaluating the - that interface, 

they're ttill, a8 we talked yesterday, they have - there's 

been no deCision, of cour~e, to deploy the 8ail. Nov, but 

we are beginning, since tb~re'8 only. I don't know, whatever 

it 18. a week o~ some number of days until the EVA, we're 

trying to be sure that the pIocedures are set up to do what 

ever haa tc be done. And as you know, the crew requested 

a slightly different procedure there whore they have aaked 

if there would be aoy ohjection to Paul Weitz being one of 

the external ~VA crewaen, and right now, we don't think 

that would be a problem, but ve're still looking into that. 

That hasn't really been given a GO yet. And the thinking 

now ls, of course, that the - they've all trained In the 

vater tank to do the fl1m transfer. the changing of the 

film, but they haven't all trained to do the sail deployment, 

and probably the obvioU9 thi~~ there would be to let ~au1 

Weitz help do the film transfer, which haG been suggested, 

I think, on the air to ground, and then trade crewaen, or 

at least trade the one that goes inside the airlock, and let 

then Kervin and Conrad do the sail deployaent. 

QUERY You said. having Weitz be one of the 

external crevaen ~ould be no problea. 
WINDLER That's during this ATM fila transfer, 

because they have all practiced doing it In lh. water tank 

previou.ly in Huntsville a8 part of their atand8Td training. 

theyt re cro98-train~d in that area. 
QUERY Was there a prnblea today w1th 50561 

WINDLER S056 i8 behaving in a Rl18htly odd aanner, 

and we don't really underat and it. Apparently the - the in

.trument i8 beins - the mode is being changed by 80se lort 

of interference. We thought it V/I. due to the - vhen the 

S055 vent to a certain .ode, a "Irror auto fAlter mode, and 

it vaa causinA 80ae .ort ~f a little electromAgnetic lnter

ference or whatever thAt changed the lIIode on the 56. but 

then it did the 8a.e thing. even after thi. 55 instru.ent 

was runnf.ng. So that kind of Indicate. that perhaps there'. 

90a.thinA t lie •• kiag that lnterfere~H:e - causing that Int8r

ftrence. and we don't know cKAclly vhat it ls. but you can 

cycle the ,vitch and it ",111 run okay, 80 we 1ust have to 

b~ careful of it. 
PAO Any other queltione? t think ve Ihould 

.~plaln. l'a .ure MLlton and 1 didn't aean anythlnl d.1iber

.lely vhen ve aentioned the tornAdos. We w.ren't actually 
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for tornadol over at Dallas. or rather we were hoping tor a 
chance t~ observe 80" severe weather. Thank you all very 
much. 

W!.NDLER. 
be able to look 
anybody to get 

END Of TAPE 

We're hopiDa to be fortunate enough to 
at thea when they occur, but we don't want 

a tornado. 
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PAO Good lIorning, gentle .. n. This is the 
overnight Change-of-Shift Briefing. with Neil Hutchinson 
Flight Director. We'll let Neil take it away. 

HUTCHINSON All night Change-of-Shift Press Briefing. 
Uh, let's see, I had two or three thing. 1 wanted to talk about. 
One was, and I'm not sure where you guy. ~ how y~ J end up when 
you end up with the guys at night - last night, but we have 
another instrument in telescope that'a broken. 5052, this hap
pened last night, right about at handover, betwe~~ ihe two teams, 
which m~st have been in about 6:30 last night. We have done what 
11 ttl e t r 0 lib 1 e s h 0 0 tin g we co U 1 don it a t the t 1 me the an 0 II a 1 y 
occurred. We really didn't do anything. We just looked at the 
camera and looked At the telenetry and it's fairly ev1dent that 
we have a transporter jam 1n the 52 callera. And we have J1S
continued all S2 operations, film operations. Of course. 
you kn~w. we have replaced that c •• era and the fllb and 
everyth1f18, whelj we go out EVA. We will be scheduling - if 
you reme.ber. the 52 is the white light coronograph and we 
will be scheduling conSiderably more television. hoth rpal-tiGe 
down-link and VIR of the white lisht coronosr.ph to try and 
get some - what data we can out of the system. Of course. 
there's nothing wrong with the telescope. It'. the c •• er4 
that's goofy. And we're fairly certain that it's - it acted 
exactly like s fllm jam that the telemetry indicated the 
thing stopp~d framing and temperatures began to build up 
inside the camera indicating we had a stalled lIotor. 5009 
alao Appears to have malfunctionod. and we have told the crew 
thi. morning to - well, we haven't done it this morning, but 
we sent them a pad up laat night - this afternoon ~bout 18:00, 
they're goIng to open the 5009 eassette .anually and turn 
on the pover and leave 1t that way. You h.ard part of the 
conversation here on the net, JUBt a mo.ent d80. about 
trouble.hooting the habitationary vent valve. Ba~lcally 
what our desire ig to do there Is to (ind out whether indeed 
lhis 2-4 valve combination i, a vali& pre.sure seal or isn't. 
And the basic test is the cap he was talking about - the cap 
that he said he thought mi.takenly was off, really wasn't 
m18t:tkenly off, 1t was supposed to have btlen of£. And that',. 
the reason we fly with the cap off, is becau8~, - that's 
our way to blow the cluster down if we ever have to bail 
out In a hurry 1n calc of a fire. So, we have to have the 
cap off or the ground can't open the valves to blow - du.p the 
cluster. Now, the trouble.hooting procedur. is very .1mpl~. 
We're going to have a crewa.n. and they're doin8 it right 
nov - have a creman st,nd in front of the valve with a piece 
of paper. The ground'. goln& to open the valve and he'. 
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going to see if the paper 1~dicate8 air flow. Nothing very dramatic about that. And then when we verify we have air fluw, we're going to close 2 and 4 anJ verify that we don't ha'lfl any, Anri of course, you kno\t, we've had telemetry indications all ulong that th~ytre not workin8. And that's being done this .Qrnlng. We ~re wo~klng on the primary coolant loop 8 uit umb .. 1 i 1~41 3ystem this mornl ng. And b as I cally, 48 you know, when we ran the EVA to fix the wing. we had a ~roble. with th~ flldt umbilical system - not wi.th the suit umbilical system - U" It ,Iff a problem wlth the prim'lry coolant loop. And the problerll hasically was this, when We put the Buit umbilical system on thE: prl!iltry loop, the sudden 8tron8 Input of heat caused the rev '1111\'1; t,l go hardovE"r. ar,d it never recovered, it stayt'u nal,In ...... r. jar.[!1\ed hardovet. And as you know, a cou.,i'" vi Jd)" dKv, We got th.~ vaIv!:' freed up and it's working nominally and now we're trying to figure out if we can bring the SUS loop on in a clever vay so 4S not to LAuse the valve to go hardover and end up just like it was befor<,q and that's what welre doing this morning. The test i li very simple one we've hooked up a third LeG, \l1th the LSUs on suit umbilical aysl(:m I, which is on the primary coolnnt loop. And the crew Is running a Bttlr: kind uf a heat integration lest, you IIIlght say. We're going to turn the loop on for - 1 don't remember the exact numhers. but turn it on for 1':> seconds and then turn it off, and thel'\ turn it on for 30 seconds, 'lnd turn it off, to try and introduce the he.H load on a1 I ck module coolant loop in gradual steps to see Jf we can keeV t~e rev valve from uv.r rPArting to an immedfate input of heat. The obviuus tiling we:.' rfl air:li_ng at here is to learn how to bring a 8ult coolant leur for the Tu~"'t EVA. because Vl" cau't afford to ~et int.o the a817le JUt} we got into la1lt tiJlE' ",here t hat coo 1 a 0 t I 0 ,) P s wen t - wen t kin d 0 f b II don 11 S ... h t t ' ,,: C .... ere -when W~ were bringing up the suit umbilical sy»tem, So that'. going on ttlts !r.i)rnlng. You'll recall mony day!! /tRO, 1 don't rell~lIber I~ow many. it's hard for mE' to ~et back in phaRl' here, but several days Ago, we had R problem trying to ~l't CBRM n U III beT 6 0 f ,. 1 I n e. 11 n d w (' t r i r:~. Rev tl r ... 1 t i lie 6 tog e tit u f f 1 1 n e • an~ 4S you knuw CBRMs Sand t un the AIM power 51ste.. Weduring th(' F.R~:P paUles, vc cOhtinuely play wh-11 them to keep their state of ch"rge up, bEel'BIISe .... henevt)r YOU g<-l out of !'tolar InerUal. th<'y have a tendency to st .. rt ~(lin8 down because of 'he Sun incidence "ogle. CBRMs." 41H1 F. 8!:d con.e ... quently We take them cffline~ 90 the b.tteri~g don't get too 10v. YCRterd .. ,y and the day bef,)re, we couldn't ,get CRRH 6 r:-ff the lin~. 4nd we have- oedd('.t that we are not goinl to fool yith CRRK 6 ftnymot~, bocduse Wpl r. afraid if Ya ever get it off the line we couldn't - ~e 8tu,'d It chllt1ce uf not ~elllng it back onlf.ne, 
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so ve have sent a .e888ge to the crew and ve on the ground are no longer managing CBIlK 6 and wu' T.Q 801ng to leave it on. It take$ it a couple of rev. to recover after ZLV, but it'. really no problea. We've evon taken the ~oM.and on it. we're getting re.dy to take the co~.and out of the gfound SY8tem 80 we can't inadvertently send it. You ieeall ve switch~d over to the secondary ATKDC c02puter - Not last night, but yesterday. And we have coaplated tJ'lta morning all the patches on the secondary co.puter. 8Q 'tie up to snuff right up to the prhplry, and it's runnirqJ 11ke a top, with no problems. And let me ,ive you a little PlIght Plan stuff. You're probably lemilar vith today - today's Plight Plan is pretty streight forval-d. We're doiuS 'OBe of this troubleshooting this mornjng. \h're running E1l!P 8, end I t h 1 n kyo l' pro b 4 b 1 y got f y a' 1 I h" ve E JlE P 8 d a t a, v her e the take is and 90 on? Okay. Weather looks very &ood, again. incredible except for - veIl it turna out, ~ lot of the DT08 cn EJFP 8 aCrO&8 the states are veather DT - target~ - weather sites and thl!)"vc got 90ae pretti good onea 80 1 understand, to lock at. But the weatherta 1n good shape for EREP 8. if'1111f' we're talking about EREP, EREP 9 tomorrov is acyo,s the northern United States. Chesapeake Ba" firat tlae ve ShOl Chesapeakt Bay, weather looks outstanding; 36 sites on the EREP tomorrov. And I didn't get a little 8um.ary of all of the 'tuff we're looking at. (Cough) Excuse ae. To.orrow'e Flight Pl&n lo(\ks pretty standard, no real problem. building it last night in fact it went very smoothly. Soaebody ",anted to know a little bit about vhat we were doing with the crew's circadian. I'll make this a. simple a. possible, and I'. not .ure that'!! pouible. Day 165, J days froll now. the crew will Le gotten up on tim •• They' J1 work a 14-hour day. They tIl go to bed 2 h 0 U rs car 1 Y. .tt 0 I : 00 Z u 1 u • The y will h a va a 7 - h our s 1 e e p , Jnstcad of the nOl"lul 8. They will get up 1 houre early, on OAY 166 at 08:00 Zulu. They 'W111 work a is-hour day, go to be d 2 h 0 u r sea r 1 y a g a 1. n, 4 t 2 'l : 00 Z u 1 u • On Day 16 1, the y will get up 4 hours early, Gnd •• you can A", what we've done i9 over a period of 3 days phased thek backward. 4 hOUfS. So, whel1 this 18 all over, the, w111 <0. vorkins a 8tandard crew dllY, which starts at 01:00 Zulu, that t
, 2 A.H. 1n the 

~orning, Houston ti.e. for w.k~up and work a 8tandtrd 16-hour dny at 23:00, .,hlch 18 6 otclock, Hou.ton tl.o. And we will rellain on that 8C'h~dulc until the day before retrofire. And when we get closeer to that, I'll tell you about that, becau •• that·. - would just confu&e the i •• uI riaht now. But there'. another shift. You really want to talk about retrol!·.? There's one aore shift, ye., backward.. And it's 4 houri if you Want to - 4 aOff':- So, we baticall, changecl their 'ntir. circadian 1 - Bleep. 1 entire, a-hour cycle, backward •• It. net _ -
END OF TAPE 
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'HUTCH INS ON 
fAO 
QUERY 
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And·ihat t
• all I have. 

Ail right, start with Bruce her~. 
What vas the indication, of tro~ble 1n the 

HUTCHINSON The package - I wasn't here vhen the trouble happened and I dontt have a lot oC details on 1.t, Druce. I unde ra t and the t 1 'd n g - the Ullin g me c::h ani 8. i8 not openin g the package on tille. b&sf.c:ally. And though in lieu oC not operating at all. they ~eclded to open it and leave it open. QUERY And vhen they do the vent valve trouble-shooting today, viiI there be a drop in presBure1 
HUTCHINSON No, they vontt leave it open that lo~g. thing doesn't flow that ~uch. 

QUERY theytv£ been doing a nu~ber of trouble-shooting thIngs up there. Ho~ mu~h time are they lOSing everyday in just troubleehootlng thinfs that are hassltng t hell up the rt! ? 

That 

HUTCHaiSON W~ll. 1 dontl; call that lust t1ae. 1 think it take. a ce~taln ~mount of - certain amount of preventive D'laf~tenan/;e. As you knov, ve schedule a lot of things In a Flight Plan. We're probably sp~nding a couple or ) hours a day dofng th5.ngs like thi8. However. most of it iA schedult>d - we're able to anticipate thege things in advan::e, like all that stuff we'r~ dOing today ~as all built into the Flight PLan in the most opti~u~ place at the moat optiaum tiDe with tho right crewm9n doing it. So it's - it's' long vay fro. uno~san1zed troublechooting. It's really very fairly well or8a~1&ed. FrAnkly, 1'. really surprised we're not dqing mora of it. I really thinK - you know vhen you consider all the things up there that W~ have a potential for - for having to 80 pay attention to InRtead of doing experi.ente, t think Jetv~ 8~ttled down to a pretty fair routine. Su it's lik~ ,. couple of h{'llJrs A day. you know. And that - that'B trouble-shootinr. ttme. Nt'v you kno\. there 18 - there i8, anyway, In 
II Flilht Plan a fe", houra • day- (lot a fev hours. I'm jUlt looking h~re. maybe I - maybe 3 Danhou~6 total schedulod up for things like V.\CUUfII chaniug lind chang1t1g filters, Vaa~,ine this of( anrl biu 81~htin8 that and so on. 

PAO Ar t. 
QUF.r.y tet's 8ee. I guess l\ couple of things. notice on the ER~? pRsses th.t yac all have stopped ~.kin& alternate Flight Plans it r 11 there is no ER£P. And 1 vonder 

I hat the philosophy itl th~re. ls it juet everything '8 10ina 80 w.ll that you dont~ hav! to vorry nbcut not doinl an EREP an yraort? 
HUTCHINSON No. I think thore's a couple of thingl 

t 

thert, A'tL ,ber 1 h Cholt, of ~our.e. we're - ve·ra .. ". a". 
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behind on ~UP. 1 don't know' how many we're behind nov. We're 
not hehio1 very .any though. We - we figured out a way to 
- I believe we're going to end up with 12 passes nut of 
14. 1 wish! would h.ve brought a 7-day fotecdl:lt with lie. 
But, anyw4y, that's one cor.sideration which makes you have 
a teniancy to really want to get the sites. Another 
con.ideration is the fact thdt the weath~r. has been extremely 
cooperative. Where we've been &hQotlng weather eltee, we've 
had the bad veather to look at. Whe~e we've been shootIng 
ground sites, we've had good weather. The third thing, 1 think, 
is that if 10UIV~ looked at any of these EREr ~nta takes. you'll 
realize that 8e~graphically thp.y're spread out something fierce. 
Now this one tomorrow - the r~a80n 1 .ake this pOint about being 
spread out - be,. that's super, thank you - abo"t being 
spread out, this one tomorrow that wa're going tQ take i. 
not spread out. It's very concentrated. Bighty fivCl percent 
of it is right there around the Chesapeake Bay. And when a 
EIEP pass 1. 8trung out over a l~ng - a IOUI fllaht - • lonl 
gr~undtrack - a long arc of 8roundtr~ck, you h~v~ a tendancy 
to - it's very hard for a weather syste. to really eat you 
up. you know. It can g.t I1ttla part here and a little rart 
here and you 1Pight have 0.8 here and you loat a c(. de 
of .itea ilere and 80 on s" vorth. But 8a far as "-r.'n8 the 
EREP out totally. it t 8 very hard to do. Nov that' 8 nol the 
CI •• to~orrow. W, stand a chance ot 10alnl that EREP p.,. 
to.orrow if - on veather. Ana we did build an alter.late 
Fl1ghl Plan for to.orrow. And - however, the weather looks 
reaarkab!e up there, but the~e Is a front on it's way acr08. 
the northeastern United Statel. It'a like 500 .iles avay; 
predicted t~ be 500 mlles avay tomo.rov. 1 doa't think it's 
going to cause anybody any trouble, but 1n a ca.e 11ke that 
ve - we have planned an alternate. 

QUERY Okay. The - the other th11\g 11 t.he - ·he 
failure - the film ja. on 5052. If you - you 8~ cut on th~ 
EVA and replace the ftl. or the film and the c •• era too. ~r 
how does - hov doe. that - how doe. that work1 

HUTCHINSON The 5~ Is - ie jUlt like th_ 82AI whln 
)'OU replace it, you replace 4:verythinl. And it'" a standard 
procedure. Tho call1era cOllie. - the roamerll. fil •• as. the 
whole thing coute right out of the~.. So you get a nfW 
CQQera tr.n~port aechanl.m and c •• era every ~iat. 

PAO David Greon. 
QUElY AIon~ on the 8a •• line., Nell. doe. that 

mean you're not aoinl to 10 •• vh~t you already have on SO~21 
"U'I'~"lNSON th at'. corre ct. 
QUE«Y SO you viII k.~p what you lot? 
HUTCH~"SON Y(' •• ir. Ahd w.-re 10.1n8 ti •• between 
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bOW ~nd when we ' ... 80lle amount of time. I~ d~pend8 on hoy .uch down-link TV w~'re going to b~ able to schedule, ~hicb i~nft a8 sood 8S the othe r anyway.' '. 
QUE~Y Could you talk a little bit about house-keeping. there were 8 few yords this mornib,_ there hal been - How lIuch tille i9 being spent on housekeeping? Are they running into mo re t 1 lie on that t han planned? And you lDent ioned 80me places are JUBt a terrible aess. Could you go into the detaila on that? 
SPRAKER Well, I wouldn't say anything's a terrible meS8. The place that Pete was apeclfically referring to in the conversatIon we heard here awhile ago was the area up in the dome right where you ~o through lhe OWS hatch. And you'll recall that right there right nov ve've got and have had for seveT~l days, a portable fin which 18 nn .11811 device. Ills like this big around and that lona. hanging on a rail, blowing air froD the OVS u~ ihto th~ forward section. We a180 have running through th*re two complete uDbilical systems, ~ocau.e ve've got those tvo suits still down there In the workshop on water tank 1 c~nneeted to SUS loop 2, which are k~aping art[flcally the heatload on the secondary coolant loop. N~W1 ve aren't goIng to b6 able to take those out of there until we get ready to troubleshoot the aecondery loop, wh~~h 1 suspect viII be in the mornlag. And, of cour.~, you Just heard them 31v~n peralssion to get the fan out. I dontt think the~'re - 1 think Pete t

, an extreaely nelt liver. H~ 11ke& to h.ve everyth1aa super .hiplhape. However, that one has to be really botheraone because they got to RO throu~h that hatch all the tiDe. l-:verytlae they go forward. an\! it's all.11 "oyvay. Not saall, but I.aller than they're used to roaming aro~nd in. Aa far as the housekeeping goes, t think we're ftndJng about the kind of amount or hous8k~ering that ve .xp~cted. We end up spending. a~d I really ought to - without giving you eny nUllbtr. her~t I really ought to total it up. 8aQlcally. it end. up b~ln8 an huur to an hour and ~ half per •• n. p~r day in housekeeping. Hou8ek~ep1n8 19 r~ally what it say •. Itta keeping th~ ht>lJl. shlFshap •• not yoursel (, or cooking or .nything 11ke that. It'8 literally d~lng little things like vacuuming things, ~r.d wiping thlngA. 8tra1ahteninR stuff out, and 8tovinR this. and etc. And e,,~h <hy vhen we go into the Flight rl~nt ve try and ent.r each exetute day with 1 hour of free t~.e in there f~r houoeke.ptna that ve can JU8P and use in the bIddle of the ~ay (or anyth1ft8 th.t eo~o. up th4t we lIight vant to u.e. And if ve end up not ullnA it, tho crew ~ill 80 to the shepp!n. lilt and piek 
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,..1 

. Gi""'. . .rt.!~.. .. 
QUIlt With - vith .v'fy~hlQI co.lna down lhroush 

~ a.1 hate". ~hat if th&7 n •• 4.d to I'&' O\at of there in a hurry, 
ir~t hI C ••• ~ th' •• houl~ ~10" off that a-raa? You know. that 
i!iI.t .... lUle it would .b •• U,ttle hard to clo. 

SP£Allk Vall, the - of cour •• , all that stuff 
ten.}flat .... ·fhar:'. rlaht. You'ra ~orr.ct al far a. the OWS 
h*ub ,.»fHa. lIowevet' ... aad 1 caa't ... I'. not aure which 
h.tcb would tloa&. lte! ba certain that tha hatch - In t.he 
ftf_1 pt&tf, you can 'eolate tbe forvat'd co.partaeat froa 
! bt afl, The totwa .. d •• et1on of the vehicle fro. the aft 
..... t:tH·h of the ",.hlei.' w1th the forvard batch in the airlock. 
H,ea', nuthlna in that V~)'. the only thlna that - ... 
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HUTCHINSON I'd b. ~e%~.in th_t the hatch - In the fi ret place, you can leol.e. •. ' the forward cOllp*rtaent fro. the aft ~ The forward section of the vehicl. froa the aft .ectton of the vehicle with a forward hatch in the airlock. There'. nothina in that way. The only thlna that'. in the vay of the aft airlock hatch are the tvo suit umbilical ayst.... And thac' .. ont. switch and two QDa. Bani, bana. R18ht there on the paneli riaht be.ide·the hatc:h, vhich is a aatter of seconds. And I don't thtn\ we closed the OWS hatch in an ellerseney Juapout. 

'I.::f:'."~ ':: 

-', 

QUERY You BO to the forward hatch to close that, ri ahc ? 
QUERY Are there any plans for another aedical b r i e ti "8, end the r e 6 u 1 c 8 0 f the 8 It 1 n 8 a ap 1 e e x peT lae nt, and 80 forth? 
HUTCHINSON I don't know. I have to - I don't know at this point. We can check on It. 
PAO Anyaore questions? One more back here. QUERY If you would, Neil, talk a little bit about - you mentioned troubleshooting - troubleshooting on II and how it eQuId relsce to III and IV as a tiae saver. HUTCHINSON well, aost of the things - That's kind of hard to answer. Host of the things that we're doing, of courle, obviously when 80aeching loes wrong in Skylab II. and we tlke the tiae to figure out what it was and what we can or can't do about it, we've obviously saved 80mebody elae 90me time. We could well have saved ourselves, depend!n8 on what it is - in almost all instances, when we do troubleshooting, we essentially - we haven't been forced into it, but we - it's necessary to do it for a reason chat undoubedly will affect 80aething you'll do later on. Like this habitationary event thing - you know, whether you keep the cap on or keep the cap off. Or like the suit uabilical IJystea - we were forced into doing that because we have to learn how to do it 80 we can do an EVA on day 26. And usually theffe thin88 will end up in either modifyin8 something that the crew is dOing, which obviously ends up affecting Skylab III or Skylab IV. They'll do it however ve end up learning how to do it here. 50,1 think in essence. they all end up saving tiae on the later missions, in reality. 

PAO All right. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY You BO to the forward hatch to close that, ri ahc ? 
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PAO All right. Thank you. 
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P40 All risht, we'11 besin w),ch a bTte f 
.tatu. report fro. Hr. Windler. 

WINDLaR Okay, we had another, what I consider 
to be. a very good dei. K~re 'like what we had hoped a typical 
Apollo day, 1 mean, typical Skylab day would be like. We 
d 1 d the I RIP pass "it Ito ut. any re a1 p roble a8. We dId have 
a minor procedural error, in that the CTew entered a trans
posed nuaber into the computer. 1 think that the number 
was 8upposed to be like S030 and they entered S003, 801le
thins like that. And that essentfally gave us a 1) IIlnute 
maneuver tl.e. which caused a - froa the time that we 8t~rtcd 
the .aneuver, which vas designed for a 25 atnute time - it 
caused the cODputer to So at a more rapid rate than ve had 
planned. And we used a couple of hundred pounds, pound/sec
onds of TACS propellant. It als~ made our attitude system 
a degree or a couple of degrees off in attitude potentially 
so. \.Ie von't know that until ve analyze the data. But, 
that's well within the specs the expert.ents are vorking 
to. So. that's no real problem either. We were concerned 
about that I guess mostly since it vas the first time we 
had used this computer, we're on a secondary computer 8S 

yOU knbw. And it vas the first tille we had used it. a"d 
i guess our aajor concern is that there vas some anomaly 
in it. But, it turned out to be any thing other than this 
transposition of numbers. The medical runs have gone vell. 
The AiM folks have been looking at a lRrge coronal strearoer 
and you probably have been briefed on that. Apparently is 
iR something fairly unusual for a prominence to go out 
as far as this one has gone. And they alerted the crev to 
that. and the crev looked at it. In fact even sent us just 
a fev TV pictures of it. And it looked even impressive 
to a laymen like myself. Just as 1 was leaving the crev 
repo rt ed 'tha t t he SO 52 came r3 w asn' t wo rk ing n orilla lly. And 
the ground had reported seeing a rise in temperature of 
about 3 degrees on this camera, vhich doesn'~ sound like a 
whole lot considering some of the temperatu~e excursions we've 
gone through. But t the ArH inst rumen ts are designed to be 
stabilized to a ~ery narrov temperature range. And so they 
really didn't think that they vere temperature s~nsitive 
necessarily just to operate, but. the data is sC'ilewhat de-
graded if they get out of their specs. And they (\re still looklllg 
at vhat data they have to try to Hnd out 1I0re abou~ the 52. 
So, I really can't tell you any more &bout it than what 
I've just said. People have asked about the circadian 
rhyth. or the new hours that ve've going to. And right now we 
plan to get this" hour change in the crev lime by putting 
tlle. to bed 2 hours early on day 165 and 2 hours on 166. 
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Ancl bec~u.e. \itell ve'11 ,et the. up J Ult 1 huur .8rller on 
that' flrat day In4 then the .econd d4Y, we'll aet th •• up 
l houra •• rli.r. So on 166 they will b~ on 80rt of a noraal 
cycle 8S tar ., oper'tins their no~ •• l 8 hour relt etc. 1 
hope 1 didn't transpose those nu_bers. but I believe 1 have 
8iv~n you the riaht days. And that'. about where V~ arc 
today. Ob. the AM c:oolant loop, let .e a""tion aoaetbing 
about that. We did turn on the prt.ary loop and have run 
with that .os~ all of the day. It see •• to be working fine. 
We an planning nuw to turn on thili loop, that coolant 
loo~ that was used by the crew during the EVA to.o~row tn 
a fa8hlo~ that wIll tapose miniaun theraa! shock to the 
primary system, to establish if it's okay to use that system 
d"rlng the EVA. And also to further validate that the pri
mary loop 18 controlling icself correctl~. After that ve'll 
probably try the same techni~ue on the secondary loop th4t 
that was used ou the prieary loop of trying a 2 pump op
eration and try to hit it with A hlah pressure - -
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WIHDL~l - w. yould pr.obably try this •••• t.thnlque 
on the a.conelery loop thet ..... \l.eel en the pii.ery loop ()f ' 
tryina the two-puap oper3tion and try to hit it with the hiah 
pre.,ure. Anel that's about whele we are. 

PAO I'd like to ask that you vait for the aicro-
phc;ne. pleaa •• , 

PAO Self-operatina. 
QUERY I ais.ecl soa.wheru about the rhyth. change 

- vhy the change of rhyth.? 
WINDLER This has to do with t~e fact that the crew 

launched at a different time. instead of launchina at noon, 
they launched in the Bornins. and in ol'der to .uke the entl'Y 
work out daht why we chanaet{ that by foul' hours - or it comes 
out to be four hours. So, we're tryin. to put the. novas 
reasonabl), early as ve can into the 8alle cycle that they'll 
see on that day. And you're aware that - you know it's sort 
o( a little bit unusual in this sense - they have a short sleep 
period before the entry day anyvay. And it vas also - ve rlidn't 
do it soonel' because of the desirability of (lying - the - one 
of these ATM calibration rocket8, and I've for8otten exactly 
what day - that's on 18 I believe it Is. And 80 that's the 
reason that we're not doing it sooner. 

QUERY Can you tell U8 th~ time of splash-down now! 
WINDLER No, I can't. Do you - have you published 

that - I know it's available - I just don't know what it is. 
PAO I think it's 8:48 or ~O Houston time. We 

had that question yesterday. 
WINDLER Okay. 
QUERY We Got a hold of the proposed flight plan 

for the balance of the .ols810n and it shl)wed on day 26 the 
8unshade EvA - sunshade der10yment EVA, I realize that'a 

- that was clearly labeled proposed for flight plan, but 18 
thla in lact now, a fina plan or still under study, or vhat 
exactly is tht status of that? 

WINDLER No, it Isn't and I vas asked - did you 
ask me yesterday about the status of the teRting? Do you know 
the answer to that yet? Okay. Yeah, I think I do tod.-y. It 
turns out that the - and I gave you - 1'. glad you mentioned 
that because ( told you probably some .i8leading information 
ye.terday and v~nt - In reviewing - personally reviewing the 
crev's transcripts - they didn't really say that the color 
\,'.s darker. They said it had changed and - perhaps you've 
read the words - or they've been exposed to you - but they 
did say it had changed somewh~t - I believe they described 
it as being flatter, but that it really hasn't changed a great 
deal (rom the original orange color that i.t vali. It just -
apparently appeared to be the same color but that - I would 
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say that the texture or sO.8th1ng 11k. that w •• a little bit different. And thelnitlal conclu.ion fro. that 18 that pr~bw ably the parasol 18 not degrading &s much a8 the aaterial in the &ccelerated lolar tests. And 1 believe that thooe are up to about 500 Sun hours, which an hour of course i8 about the alee a8 - approximately the samo as a r,volution that ve're 80ing through now. We're an hour in the Sun and 30 minutes in the night, 80 that would correspond t~ about 500 revs and we're approximately 250 now, 1 think un the aaterial. Now. this is just prellQinary and I think by next week they expect to have the tests done - or later ou this week if you co~nt today as the first day of the week. SOt right now the prell.inary conclusions are that we probably don't have a problem getting to the end of Skylab 2. However of COUToe, YlU ieallze we have to evualuate it on untIl Skylab 3 gets there and so that's the next point - milestone that we have to get to and that's still being evaluated - the testa atill continue. And I was told what day they would tinish thea - seemed like to .e it'a Tuesday or Wednesday or so.ething like that. Then of course, the report is to be .ade and I think it's along about the middle of the week that a decision is to be made on what - whether to deploy that sail or not. And the backup crew 

:' . 

do plan to lolook at that deploy.ent as it relates to being inst.lIed ov~r t~p of the par~solJ which of course they have not -t\)e crew had not - Conrad had flot pt"8ctlccd on. But nobody rea 11 y t h ink 8 t hat' Ii cO i n g to be a big pro b 1 e.. but i t la something that needs to be lo~ked at. 
QUERY Ar,! you preparing to send - -
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WINDL~I - practlce~ OQ~ Bvt nobody really think. 
t~t. loing to be a biS proble_. but it Ie 80tlethtna th/~t, needs 
to be look.d at. 

QUERY Are you preparing to send ~o.e oth6r kind 
of •• terial up with the next crew? 

WINDLER 11. sure that thought 1~ being given to 
that - likewia. l've not heard of any definite plans. Obviously 
1 think you'd want to wstt until you .. until the crew left 
Skylab 2 before we saadEi ~ny deciSion like that and we'll ha',. 
80me what we hope to be very good pictur~8 of it as the crew 
does the fly-around maneuver at the end of Skylab 2. 

QUERY Could you give us a run-down on problems 
\lith eXjloriments right now. I underot~md this afternoon the 
S009 - Weltz was having 80me trouble with it - he used the 
word sick. 

WINDLlR Well, I guess there's really no good way 
that 1 can - 1 can try to recall as Itany of them as 1 can but 
it 9urely won't be complete. Now the 009 experiment has failed 
l~ close. It's the one that flip-flops open and closad at 
certain points In the orbit. The - we did leave it in the 
flight plan for tomorrow with the understanding that we might 
want to do 80me trouble-shuoting on it. However, they have 
gotten a considerable amount of data from it already and in 
fact their present thinking is that we probably - we'd want 
to not spend much time foolin8 with that experi.ent. but in
stead use the time to do other cOlollary-type experiments. 
I think - don't believe anythi~g is - except f~r this 52 camera 
on the ATK is th€! only lIalfunction thal's open ":.ere. Therc've 
h~en a few cases where Some switch sctivitations have probably 
not taken hold and it's a sort of a pulse net\lork in there 
that accepts the SWitch motion and maybe soactiaes it doesn't 
accept it and they have to rep~at the switch action, but it 
seells to always take the second time around. The EREP Is 
operating fine and the two passes yesterday and today - it's 
cooled down and all the READY lights have calle on. one of 
the - course the m8SS measurement devices ha'l been inoperative 
as you know froll the begInning - the second one se~mj to be 
CI kay and 1 don 'tt h 1 n Ie. - I' 1ft try 1 n g t \) t h ink abo u t the tl!e die 2! 1 
\.,.,rld - I'm not - don't rellember anything happening there. 
You might ~og my ~emory if you'v~ heard some ph~ases. I 
don't know ~f anything. We're rl~ht nov preparing a status 
of the 6ciencp. and an update on the hardware but it was Qostly 
oriented - the o~e we had was oriented towards the systeaR 

- spacecraft systems. And we're going to tey and get out 
tomorrow a sort of a science resulle to the crew update of 
where we are. 

QUERY Do you expect to get any of the manuf<lcturing 
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on the ATK is th€! only lIalfunction thal's open ":.ere. Therc've 
h~en a few cases where Some switch sctivitations have probably 
not taken hold and it's a sort of a pulse net\lork in there 
that accepts the SWitch motion and maybe soactiaes it doesn't 
accept it and they have to rep~at the switch action, but it 
seells to always take the second time around. The EREP Is 
operating fine and the two passes yesterday and today - it's 
cooled down and all the READY lights have calle on. one of 
the - course the m8SS measurement devices ha'l been inoperative 
as you know froll the begInning - the second one se~mj to be 
CI kay and 1 don 'tt h 1 n Ie. - I' 1ft try 1 n g t \) t h ink abo u t the tl!e die 2! 1 
\.,.,rld - I'm not - don't rellember anything happening there. 
You might ~og my ~emory if you'v~ heard some ph~ases. I 
don't know ~f anything. We're rl~ht nov preparing a status 
of the 6ciencp. and an update on the hardware but it was Qostly 
oriented - the o~e we had was oriented towards the systeaR 

- spacecraft systems. And we're going to tey and get out 
tomorrow a sort of a science resulle to the crew update of 
where we are. 

QUERY Do you expect to get any of the manuf<lcturing 
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ex,erl .. nta done betveeQ nov and tle end of the ai.elon' 
WINDLRl Let'. 8e. th.t~. 5$1 ientt ItT I~ th~t 

'J..'.fh\: ? 
. WINDLER Yeah, but I've forlotten it no", - 1 think 

",e are 101nl to tly to do that. The crew 18 - ha. expressed 
80ae capability - In fact the coro'lary officer and ayaelf 
w.re talkina about that today in that ",e have a hard tla. 
8chadulih8 the corollary experta.nta bec.u.e th.y are a little 
bit difficult to fit into the flight plan and in viev of th. 
fact that the crew have laid certain things take e~tf& ti •• 
and they'd like to have us not pt'ess thea right up to a tilM 
critical thing, b"t yet on the other - 80 ve haven't scheduled 
those. But on the ')ther hand it's a180 been obvious fro. ',he. 
crev comaents that they have been able to go into the shopping 
lilt of experi.ents and try to - and do experiaents that verve 
beer unable to schedule - the 487 that they did yesterday, 
for IiIxa!4ple. So, the thinking Is. in fact we sent thlillft a 
lUlsage tonight uking thea if they could - if ve could get 
started on a couple of corollary expert.ents if they ~ouLd 
carryon the continuing runs. So I think that there is .oae 
prospects of being able to get these additional corollary 
runs in on that basis - that seems to be quite pro.ising and 
it'd be hard to &a~ teally just vhich ones ve'll be able to 
do. As you knove generally speaking, the aedtcal have th£ 
higher priority and it i8 somewhat difficult for corollary 
e x per i tie n t s tog e ton the s c h e d u 1 e • But wet h in Ie the ere w 
can do that and we're hoping that they vil1 agree to our 
proposal. 

QUERY Conrad had aSKed - -

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER - - corollary expert.tnts to set on a 
Achedule. 8u~. we think that the erew cen do that. and wetre 
hoping ~hat they will ~3roe to our proposal. 

QUeRY Conrad had asked earlier for some 80rt 
of fltaht procedure on the hatteries in the A~ollo comAAnd 
~odule finally die. Haa he beeu Siven any procedure? And 
just how auch power will that require? And will it effect 
Skylab much. 

WINDLER Well. the procedures are already on 
board. There is a question of exactly when you will iap1e-
Qent them. We had discussed previously the advisability of 
doing a practice power switch over. Right now we don't think 
~e need to do that. it's a fairly Simple procedure. And it 
reall, doesn't seem to be worth the tiae it takos to imple-
ment it before we really need to. And 1 think we, right now, 
we think that we'll let the fuei cells just go ahead and 
run dry mo~e or less, which was pretty well the original 
procedure. It will affect our power consumption or capability 
1 Ruess 1s the way to say it to you. Apollo is providing 
around a t~ousand watts now. And we will need to supply that 
power to the Apollo when its fuel cells run Ollt. So, it will 
reduce our e~pertment capability by about a thousand watts. 
And if we contin~e to do these long EREP paRses we feel pretty 
sure that we will have to power down the spacecraft somewhat. 
Now we can get 500 watts by .just powering down a wall heater in 
;;he docking adaptor. And although we have been doing that but 01\ 

th~ other hand we had not come any where close to our redlines 
the po .... er system either. So, we ha'ie right now a gooJ Dlargin. 
if ve had to make up a thousand watts ve will have to go 

on 
~ut, 

to some sort of a power down mode. And I think that was the 
lnt~nt of his question. He wanted t~ know I think if ve 
would have to power down and if I guess exactly how we plan 
teo let the fuel cells run out. And I forgot now whether 
we answered that in the air or whether ve sent him a message 
Ot ~hether wetre going to send him a message. We said 80me 
things to hia, I think, on th~ air. I know I talked about 
it with the Capcom. But. I forgotten now whether he spoke 
thet on the air waves or whether we decided to wait and send 
it up with the evening messages. 

QUERY Can you give us a firm date on when the 
fuel cells are going to dry up? 

WINDLER Well, the day Is I mission day 166, and 
I've forgotten the exact tiae. It's probably slightly __ 
I think that vas put out by the PAO officer ~ome time today. 
At least he asked me what the number was dnd he acted like 
he was saying it on his loop. So, I guess he did. 
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QVERY Uaek ln the eo .. entary aCter the iolar 
win I v., deployed lo •• on., Conrad 1 think, .ade • eo .. ent 
that now they had hot water and tbey had. - Were they doln& 
without hot water up until that polnt, ftll the tta. they - -1 

'iiINDLSR Mo, well they had hot vatt,r in the food 
co.part •• nt of courae, in fact he co.aentld on how well 1t 
reeonetitutod tbe food, and how hot it w... So, he we. 
havina. you know, hot vater to alx in hie food bage. And 
the firet ti .. they were Icheduled to .hower they turned the 
hot vater heater on, and had a hot shower. But, in between 
then they did turn 1t off. And I gue •• hi' sponge bath' 
or vhateve~ you war.t to call thea, have been with cold water. 
So, t~8t'S why he aade that co.aent. Alao t think they vere 
concerned becau •• they were scheduled to set a shower pretty 
quickly aftel" thf'ir EVA early the next aornins- And 1 think 
they vere afr.ld that with the attitude that ve were in 
and the particular - before the winSI actually deployed 
they vere concerned that aaybe we wouldn't be able to turn 
the heater back on, Which 1 don't blaae thea. I'd be g~.d 
to hear that word too. 

QUERY Can you give us soae sood words on the 
ERE P t oao r row? 

WINDLER You know, I was thinking as I walked over 
here and trying to - I looked at where the paths went today 
and I forgot completely to look at where it's goin~ to.orrow. 
So, 1 rea 11 yea n ' t • On e 0 f y.\ I 11 pro b a b 1 Y k now 8 in fa ct. 
tell him. 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 

We'll 8iv~ you a report a little later. 
Are the temperatures level asaln1 

just a little uit the last couple of days. 
Which temperatures are you referring to? 
I n the wo rkshop. 

They had gone up 
WINDLER 
QUE. RY 
WI~DLER Well. I really haven't paid any attention 

to the ttaperatures. They are no problea. In fact, you kfivw 
we've stlll got this suit liquid cool 
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WINDLER Well, 1 feally h.ven I tpaid any au.nUon 
~o the t •• peratur... The,'re no probl •• - in fact you know 
VI atill aot th1e .~1t. the liquid cool a.falnt wrapped around 
the h~t watlr b •• ter to put '0 •• heat tnto the coolant loop. 
Generally spaaklng. the crew 1. - t gue •• you're talking about 
b.ing on the lo~ side. I think they'v_ felt like they've been 
cool if anything_ ThAt's the co •• ant_that I've been expoaed 
to. And I've forlotlen exactly what deys th.t .ade th.at on-
I rea •• ber re&dina that jUlt 1n one of the air-to-Bround trans
cript8 just a few ainute, ago but it aay have beon s couple of 
day. old. You kno~ yesterday 1 vas going to t~ll >,'a11 about 
that pa •• that vent ovor Paragould, Arkansls and al~ of that 
and then 1 forgot to do that, but - Piggott - they went over 
PiS8 0 tt. Paragoul too, but anyvay - today you probably already 
know where it went. But I forgot to look at tomorrow' •• 

PAD Are thJre any other q~estion8? 
PAD Thank you. 
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OORe.,atal tbi. ac'l~lt' lonl betor. thlY vlre able to Actually do tb. Icten.;t wor\, So. th.y hive .. ked u, to tall ~h •• • 1 b •• t VI oan tho., thiDS' that ar. 11k,ly to b. of lnt.,.,t to ~ba. tnd to the ,e1,ntllle co .. unlty Ind t~.ytll try to ao vhat ther can to Ob'.TV' th, •• but 1 don't think Ictuall, - it 414ft t vln4 up triaS'Tina the allr.. In flct. 1 thlnk thlt r.,lon i. Ictull1y b.,tnniaa to dl.1nl.h 1n lnt_~.lty nov 18 It .OVI. lero.e thl flc, of chi Sun, ,1-tboulh thert vir •• 0 •• pro.lelnS r.,tone thlt are ju.t nov b"lnntna to '.,r.', and they'll bl looklnl It tho •• 1n the IU;I~ fev hour., 1 think, to .e. what th., dict vhl1. th~:; 
WIU on thl back aich of the Sun. And thlt'., 1 thin". about vher. v. are toct,y. We did •• dlell runa, you lav thlt on TV pfob.bly. Inc' it VI' bl,lc,lly , full expert.ent day. PAO 'lol.e vlit for the atcrophon. for your que.tion. 11 you hlv. any. 

QUI1Y It va •• entioned •• rlt.r that· t think it VI' y.aterday that there vas 101nl to be a chanae in the Circldian (Iarble) rhyth. In the day-nlatt cy~le of the crew to the •• t th •• in ,hap. for the new .pl.shdovn tia.. Have you aot In, planl 'It on that, and if ~~. vhat are they. WINDLER No, we really don't ha'll Iny set. We want to do it at the .o.t - It the earlle.t convenient tl •• , I IU." I, the vay to lay it, and w. workina - we alr.ady have lu •• ary flllht plan for day 161 built. And ",e'n on day 160 nov, .0 that would be 11ke to.ou'ov. There's a po •• ibl1ity that 'Ie could include it the day after that, and loWe aay clo thlt. And that vl1l happen on the Ihilt tontaht fro. I!Ildntaht on. It really 1. a Ut.tle bit of a tos,-up aa to vhat .!,ht be aore convenient for the crew and around ploph. and that lort of thlnc. We really don't have to .e.: into that .ode until later on in the week to .upport t~. EVA and the entry. It'a about I four hour shifl 1. what va' l'I lookinl at, thins- .oved up aarli. r by 4 houri'. QUERY There wl11 only be one four-hour shift. la that what you're .aylnat 
WJNDLER That'. the vay ve're thinkina about it now. You ••• n al oppo.ed to .ay, t.kina tvo •• par.tte day. and .ovin. tvo hours on each day. Yeah, we're think!n, that 1t probably vould b. the be.t to jult ju.p .. plunge r1tht into it. But, the exact day to do that .. there'. really" It111 .ubj.ct to di8cu.lion. 
QUllY Hilt, would you problbly p,-: the. to bed a little early, Ind .et the. up, you knov, Ju.t c,ut their .l,.p period that niaht. il t~~t tho vay? WINDLEl V.'d l1ke to try to d~ that. That', another re •• on 'Ie have to r.al1y valt u~tll - -
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Qu.av - • problbly ~qt tb •• t~b,d • little 
•• tt, end ,It th •• - you know jute ,ut th.~r ,~"p Ptrtod 
ihot n1aht i. th.t tbe vay' , ; 

SPSAKSR w.' dUke tnt ry to clo that. And that' $ 

another re,lon v. haye to , •• 11y valt until Vt cln. you know 
"ne._ both enell of the tycle. b.eaut, tbl vay thina •• t.~d 
rlaht nov VI heve th •• filled up for ~'Y 161. of oour.l. 

QUERY Had you not lot ten the pri~ary loop 
back aay on thie fllaht. and you continued in that secondary 
probh., vith everything 8t,.etc:hid out .nd ell. How auch 
• ha.tle 18 th3t really for the crev, or do you think 1t 
I, for the crev vlth all the line. stretched out every Where? 

SP~hKll 1 don't think tt'a any - you .ean it 
just a cor.ftluratlon we're tn no'''. It the, haven't coa
plaineR about it. Qf COUlse, they 1relicated they had jU8t 
II loon get lt 8~cured and put Ivay. 1 think ba.ieally 
Pete is - has flovn of cour.e on ,evoral fliahts and he knov. 
nov th ~t ho usekeep 1. n & ean ge t avay fro. you if yo u don 't 
stlY really up '.Iah It. And 1 think he just likel to keep 
everything tidy ~nd stay ahead of that kind of activity. 
~ut, th~y haven" indicated, that 1 can tell any VIY, that'a 
really botherln~ the. an)", So, I don't think. 1t ia. It 
would be undeairable of course to keep it in the !lode we're 
in. We'd certainly be Ilad tCo get back In a norllal c"nfigu
ratlon. 

QUERY How il the housekAepin& goln,1 
COPEAKER I thlnk, fro. what \Ie can tell. it's 

going vetj veil. They Indlcat8d ye8terdlY that they actually 
had 80 •• ti~e, extra t1.e Available, which lndlcate8 to .e 
any vay that they a'e, you kno"" they have done all the p1cking 
up Gnd stralghtenlng up. Of course there are 801llt! things 
that they can't do yet. The 8uits are 8tlll drying for 
exaUlple and that takes aeveral hours. And you just ~ave to 
vdt until )'ou get an opportunity to put aOlle of that Atuff 
away. Today I think Paul Weitl indicated he va. up a Httle 
bite a r 1 y • An d sol r e all y t h 1 ok the y are p rob a b 1 Y 8 t a yin g 
up vith it very well. 

QUERY Hov a~out the Rreasy fIlm on the windov. 
Have they solved that proble.? 

SPEAKER Well they, I don't think th~y ever said 
auch about it. We gave the. a vay to clean the. off, a~d 
I'. Qure they did. I h.ven~t heard thea reply to that. They 
a.y have vhile I haven't been here. 1 haven't reviewed it. 
It really isn't exactly a proble. I don't think. It'a k~nd 
of like dl~t on your windshield, you'd like for it not t~ 
be there Boaetia.a, but you certainly ca~ drive with it. 
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51.-U. 'C~38aJ2 
fl •• t 1 ,.~4 Ctt· 
."/1) . 

qUllY What'. th, atat". on tb. ICVel,. 01 d'lta • 
• atlon. ,o,.ibl. d'araelation or th. para.~l. 8n4 tb. po.,l- . 
bility of • tYin told deploy.,nt? 

~'IAKla W.ll, it'. • t think I lnelleateel to 
y~u before that the, that that eI.el.10n 1. prob.bly not lolnl 
to bl •• dt until lacer on cbi. w •• k, or whattve, ~o" want to 
c.ll the ve.k co.lnl up. The crew elid report that it had 
ch,n,ed color Irq •• It w •• n't the •••• color th.t it v •• 
when they put it out. And that', r •• lly about .11 I know 
.bout it r1aht nov. 

QUtaV 
I'. r,ferrin, to 
ce •• 80.\n& on at 

SPEAKER 
PAO 

END or TAPE 

I'. lorry t didn't .ake .YI.lf clear. 
the .tudl •• of the artlftcial 18in, pro
Huntlville. Have you lot a~y update. on 

No, 1 don't. 
Are there any questions? Thank you. 

that 1 
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Chuc~ ? 
PAO W.n to to a'v, \U ,. I\", •• ry of your .hi It. 

LIWIS Okay, With r ••• rd 'to the ~ov.r IYlt ••• 
We've sot th. AM pover .y.t ••• nd the C8aM or th_ "TM fow.r 
.yet •• nov about tharina the total load equally. That' 
about 24 to 2) hundred v.tt. troa .ach lovrce tor a tot.l 
Iveraa. load, now of about 5000 vatt.. Th,te t , •••• nti.l1y 
no chanae in the coolant loop statuI. And that 'e in work 
for troubleuhootina procedure.. The, did try ,e.t.rda" th.~ 
turned on th~ prtaary coolant loop to lee it pOl8ibly a flow 
would break tc.a. 1t thefa 18 ice, away fro .. the control valve 
that appoars to be IHuck in the cold position, with no aue: •••• 
The loop teaperature dropped very qultkly and we shut it off 
agaln. We tnitiated yeaterday, 80ae aeaory uplink· uplink. 
to the prlaary ATM DC co.puter. That was completed this 
morn1na. A little lator we intend to switch fro. the pri~.ry 
to the •• ,0ndall co.puter. And then 8ubsequently we'll 
perform the 8ame memory uplinke to the second.ry computer 
and essentially have both of them with the 8am~ capability. 
And that's about it as far 4S any change in atatus. 

P 1.0 Art h u r Hi 11 • 
QUERY Hr. Lewis, could you go into a little .~re 

dotall on the coolant loop and what you've been trying to do 
since '\huuday night, 1 8ucas, it was? 

LBWIS All I said, the only thins we've tried 
vith the system ituelf is the one I described. We turned th~ 
primary loop on to see it flow would more or le88 slug an~ 
ice, knock any ice out of the TCV - 8 valve that is stuck 
in the cold pOSition, with no success. Nov during the day, 
yest~rdaYI Karshall and their Contractors convened to dis
cuss this thing. They have gone back and examin.d the test 
history on these particular valves. They've never had this 
type problem, even though we've got tva of th"m. it appears 
right now, on the vehicle. There's no test history data that 
indicates a problem. There's - I might say aha, that we 
did get most of the data retrieved during yesterday, and in 
the evening we started plotti\ig various temperatures in the 
sus loop, the coolant loop~ ilow rates, and that type thing. 
An~ the only thing that Itva seen this morning as far as a -
the output of that is that it appeared that [he SUS loop 
was warlll. very warm. And When we turned on tho prl_ary 
coolant loop, the ract that the \1quid coadng Llto this 
particular v«lvft. reVB, was wara. It HenHed the war. Cluid 
coming in, it '8)'1£ I want cold fluid. And whe.l it went to 
give it cold. tli.at'~ wh"n it stuck, at that pOint, All the 
data shows tt. that. That's ve't'l ~ Now eVtfntl 8ubeeql.lcnt to 
that 1 haven't seen, you know, plotted. And we stUl have no 
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•• pl'inatlQo tor vh, 4~ h •• 4on. ,bat. tbat', th. ~,q. 0' 'hin. th.~ w •• doft' in c •• tin •• with 00 prQbl •• t . And tb.,.'a a ••• tl~ ••••• ln. thl1 .or~ln. at .~aut 101~O. with .0 .• ~t thl Klr.hall p.opl. Iud aur ptoplt, to r.vitw that data. 41.oa •• it. and ••• 1f the1 _"he coal up with 10)' kind 01 .on.-el .... 1on'lt to what ."hc h,v. cI".,d it, I could b, COQ' ••• "Qntl 1 ''''PPU'., but nobody', .urt. 
QUSIY Well. if tt', ice. hlv.ntt you • ~b.e yoU'YI don~ .0 far .hould have .01tld the tee, .houldn t t it' LaVIS No, no. It you reaGablt y •• teudly. "'. told you the ptt •• ry loop's b.~n ,h"tdown, And it - A. a •• ttar of fact, during t.he EVA it had sotten .0 - - it - it -The the te.perature had droped very quickly on 1t, 1 thluk was dovn to - I think 8y Liebergot aentioned 10 deareel. 1 think it dipped as lov aa 10 dosraes. I)kay. We shut it oft 1 •• ediately. Nov. And thin we vent to the seeondary loop. AnJ the 8ec,~dary loop app~.rs to hive the s.~e ty~e ot problea. but tho valve, thtl 8 •• e v.lve did ,\\)t stick .. I hard over as the pri.ary system did. So we Ire gettina 40, 42 degrees temperature out of that valve. It .hould be up around 41. But it hasn't chanfed any, since ~e t~lked about it yest'rd.y. QUERY I hate to brinR it up Chuc~, but fo~aive me one more tille. But 'i. dOTI't really understand. If the co,,:.nt J6n't - the coolant isnlt freez108, iii it that the valve •• re not aet up to accept th.t cold a fl,dd, or - -
U!WIS The valves vill not move relardless. The valve 18 - The problem is the v.lv~ 18 stuck in a position. It's not modulating, to let waraer liquid in the loop var. the loop. It'. accepting the cold fluid. In other vorda, the v.lve should move back .nd forth vhen it senaes a teaperature, and It should modu~ate to let cold and ~ar. - mix it, .0 that you've got 47 degrees going out of that particul.r valv.t. It's not doing that. It's stuck 1n one position. And in the secondary loop, that position gives us about 40 to 42 degrees .·,~.-=!"heit in the coolant COiling out of that valve. It won'~ ch~nge. Now the prlaary loop has failed - fafled -

IOU )' b e f.d led tot h e s a lie t y p (l 0 f t a i1 u rea 0 d e t e x c Ii' P t it appeared to have stuck in a position even colder. QUERY Well, it sounds I ike you've got a valv.t pro b 1 e min at e ado fat e IIp era t u rep rob le III, 'S t hat r 1 8 h t ? LEWIS Well. The valve problell 18 what'~ c.~s1nl the temperalure proble~. 
QUERY Well I mean a mechanical proble~ .0 ap • LEWIS Yeo. 
QUBRY - - as opposed to a temperature te.peraturt prQblell~ 
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LeVIS. It ,pp.er. 11k. It. " v. r.o~14 •• e the 
valv, op"ltlna Pfop.rl~. th.n the loop vout4 (0 •• back to 
the prop., t.ap.ret~re. 

qU'RY Anel whit J. f lC do •• n' t oorr.ct tttt1ft 
LIWIS t thlak w •• ,ntion.d y •• ttr41,. on. of 'hi 

con.ldC'r.tton. '1ft th' BVA. W. alaht pO"ibl, hIY,' to 10 to • 
PUts' flov operetton on th. ;VA •• oppo.'d to the l1qu'd 
cool.d Ilraecul. Th.t', (\ne of • \!'e c .. n op.rate the "ety 
vt 'fe un the .~condlry loop. w. have bl.n tha lilt ~ouple 
of day •• with re.ard to the .y8t~.~. The pri.ary loop, 1 don't 
think veld vant to ao blck to it in ita pre.ent condition. 

PAO Art. 
QUERY Okay. Can you get to these an - Wile re 

are these valves? Are they in the guts of th~ vehicle aome 
place. and the astrona'HI couldn't get to the .. to do liIo.ethlng? 

LEWIS They're external .. That'~ the fiut thing 
1 thought oe. Usually, at home, when I'vo 801 <.I gaa vdlvu or 
eQ.ething stuck. 1 take a ha.mer and 1\" it a couple of l1r.kfll. 
And I've had pretty good success. 4t hast 50 SO, .08t of 
the time. I asked that question l~st nl¥ht. Th~y'rc both AX
ternal to the v~hlcle. and 1 don't know the ~xact 1ocatio~. But 
I've asked that for rhe EGIL people. 1 didn't get the answcf 
bac~ Would they be accessible to a CleWDen on an EVA? 

QUF.RV The ,'iccond thin8 Is. is ttt.rc dnything 
internal in the vehicle, say that they could so.ehow cr~at~ 
a hot spot in a partiCUlar ~la~e that misht cncourag~ anything? 

LEWIS 1 asked that qu~sti~ln last niShi. 1 
asked If .... i! had any strip heaters. portabll' type strip 11l~8t,'rg, 
on board. 'rhere's none. We have the high intensity li8ht", 
but t he y d on I t rea 11 y put 0 ute no ugh he at, I do n t t t III .. k I 
to stvt' us l!I.l\ch. 

PAO Okay. We have severtll qUI16tlon8 (rolll 
listeners, (L.aughter) lh~6e all CUInC from the Cap", I lhinL 
And I'm not sure that you'll know the answers to all uf th~se 
(:huck. but I'll go through them. What aff('ct wlll the cooling 
system problem have on the next two ~is6ions if we ~anll do 
anything .ore with it? 

L E \J I S l rea 1 1 Y don' t Ie. n ow 0 the r t han the t: V A . 
The thina that conce rns me. ano I don't think we've looked 
that far ahead, 1s the deactivation for th1a nallnion, sinclol 
Vf do power down so.e of the equipment that'd on the loop now. 
If" ally d "n t t k n ov • I don' t t h ink wei \' e I Q 0 ked a t t hat _ 
that far ahead yet. 
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qu.av o~.,. vbat 1, tb. ,., •• t 06 the lun Ihldt 
.,u4y, 1. it d.,erlo,.tinll and du WI htv. to put up • n •• onet 

SpaAK~l Well. 1 kno~ th~t they're runnl •• I t'lt 
h.re or at Klrehell on tbe •• 'erial Icc.l.rlt ••• ,tol telt .n4 
1 think t04., that v.·r. 801n, to •• k the orev In p.rtloul.r. 
if they could rilit. th. col~r of the p.r •• o} to .o •• thin, 
intide the v.hl~le to aet •• Of' prlcl •• 1d •• of vhl' the 
color 11. An4 that', all,l've leen on it. 

SPIAKIR (8arble) 
SP8AKBl It:. 8tl11 pu. - pO.lib11ity we .'Y hive 

to deploy one ~f the other .ails before thl. ~rev leave •• 
QUERY But u of nov the par.sol 11 atill functionlna 

and the temperatures are stoad , • 
SPEAKER Yes. 
~UERY Okay, and the next on., what iii lhe teaper«tun 

of the orbital workshop? 
SPEAKER The aver«se gas te.p in lhe worAdhop 1, about 

between 1:' and 1~ deareell. The fnod and filII. toap; right at 
79 delrees. That hI-snit really chdnsed .uch over the laU 
3 I>\' 4 days. 

QUERY And the last one. When is Kerwtn scheduled 
to do lIIore lab wurk 1 

SPEAKER Well. they're all - I don't quite understand 
that qUI?stion. They're all doing lab work. Welve lot the 
EREP pasS this lIIornin8. let's see. Kerwin perforll. the 
Earth terraln caMera operation on that. 

QUERY Probably - it probably - -
SPEAKER Oh, I think Kerwin had a run yesterday. 

1 think they had a run on Kerwin yesterday. 1 don't have 
the fll~ht plan here. 

QUERY Yeah. He's the observer today, 1 think, 
on the Conrad Tun. 

SPEAKER Pardon 1 
QIJERY That'a today. I think they had a run 

on r.~rwin yesterday, but I'll not certain. 
SPEAKER I think the question's probably related 

Doug like Jim said to - .aybe to the - the blood - where he's -
where he's d01ng the blood stuff. 

SPEAKER I don't know. 1 don't show it on the 
f11ght plan for - for tomorrow. They •• y well be dolnR that 
this Plornl1l8t I'. not sure. I don't have the fUght pi.n. 

QUF.~Y Yeah, 1 didn't - 1 didn't see H liated 
on the fligh~ plan. 

SPEAK&R 1'. sure we will be do1na - he vill be 
doins 80.a .ore of that kind of work. 

SPEAKER Yes. 
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1'KAKS" .,,' "l\ ~ha 01 ,bt pleo.n tnl w.' r. 401n, 
ie (hyby dl,. it', hard to .. ,11 I I""'" ab •• 4 of U... I 

a'I,U.81'. Arthur. 
QUaRV to s,t bA~k to th. coolant 100PI 1. ~~.f' 

Inyth1na - any pfocedYr~ .~.lnlou, to b,ettna on the v.lve 
that could b. don~ 1n an IVA. 1. it roachabl. by IVA procedur." 

SP8AK8Sl Well. that'. "hit t .aid. I'd .. k.d th.t 
que.tlon thia aornln& ay.el1 Ind 1 hadn't ,octln tb •• n,wI' 
back. t k~o~ tbey're _xternal to the vehicl., hut 1 don't 
know wh.ther or not tbey'r. ace.l.ibl. to the crew on an IVA. 

SPEAKrn Jia. 

you? 
QU!kY wt,at t. it about deactivation that is bUSllna 

SP2AKE~ WQ11. the only thins l'a con~etned about 
the rei s (h ~ t 1 f W. t a k e 8 0 iii 0 f t h. e q u t p a. n tv. h. v e u p 
now on the cool.nt loop,. we would re.ove 10 •• of the heat 
ve'r. puttlno lnto the loop. And it', aodulatSna cold nov. 
I'. just - My - Py canc~rn v~uld be that it would be even 
cooler. 

~PlAKEU y~s. 

qUERY For that .attElf when you have to start 
pUlDpinS POWfH into tho .' tnto the CSK, ;"ould that reduce th" 
nUllbel of thinas you cen han turned on for the coolant loop 
to cool Ind therefore it would set calder? 

SrSAXER No, r don't think tt hIS any - would have 
Iny effect on It. In other words, all we do to put power 
tnto th~ cQamand s~rvlce aodule i8 hook up an interlace 
umbilical and transfer powe~ out of the workshop over to 
command 8e~vlce nodule. It really wouldn't IfC"ct the coolant 
loop. 

SPEAXKR Thank you. 
SPEAKER I might. be able to set an answer on that 

if I knew ~Ot~ preciaely what the question WIS with regard to 
Kerwin. I might be .~le to 80 back and provide an answer. 
but I'm not aure I understand what they would l1ke to know. 

SPEAK~R Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, ,onth· •• ftt v,'r. nldf vhh 
Nt hun V hutto... "11 "ht PJ r,,· e UH f Q r t h. KtHOon T.... M11 t I 

VINDLKR Okay, well tod.y w., • f~l.t'vuly 
r.~ •••• da,. a. you .JY wtll knuw. Th. crew d14 ,.t up • 
little bit e.rl~. t .ean. 1 Ihouldntt lay it that vay. We 
h.d th ••• cheduLud for a 2 hour •• ~ra tl •• p peri04 and the, 
IQt u? a little bit eorlier thin ~hlt •• 0 thl, ,plnt .o.t 
of the day, not .olt. but 10.' of the day dolal thei' clean
up activit!e.. The,. va. a •• cUeal run .ncS •••• QU.lly. 1 
,et the i.pr ••• lon, .nd frQa what th., lay, th., they lot
u.lly had the Ipacocraft in pret~y load shape. The power 
ayst.a 1s performlnR v~ry well. both of the units, we're 
atill lookina at the coolant loop ano.alle8 that we've had, 
and ,he secondary loop 1& operating okay. lt'a reaulatins 
• Htth bit colder than we'd like, howevtlX', it is perto ..... 
lnl all right. The pr\aary loop, we have not put on 8inco 
Yfeterday, during the EVA, and we don't pl~n to put it on 
until we come up with a good plan of what's the belt thing 
to do and also what COUfaea of aetion to take, given .everal 
responses froa the 8y8t~ •• and that's been in work all day, 
between KSC and Harshall, In fact, they have had two or 
three falrly long conferences on it, telephone type conferences, 
and tio.ething aay be done about it this evening. I would 
gue8. it probably would be tomorrow. but there's a pOi.lbiUty 
ao_etbing _ight happen. they _ight try a procedure tonl&ht, 
and that'a about where w~ are. To.orrow 18 ao1n 8 to be an
other day of experiae"t8,planned .edical run - crev - an 
EREP run. and activities like that. 1 guess tIll answer 
questions that you .ight have. Okay. 

QUERY "a1e you detel.ined what wa. wrong 
with the primary coolant loop yet? 

WINDLER Well, the apparent problem is that's 
it's te~perature control valve is apparently in the full 
told position. Now, why that is, we don't know. And we've 
apent aoat of the day trying to get the data asse.bled, of 
course, as you ~ecognlle. ~08t of this happened while we 
weren't watching the spacecraft, 80 w. spent aost of the 
day getting the data froa the data retreival system, and 
h.ve begun to analyze that in soa. d~tal1 now. 

QUERY What about the powe r sit 'aat ion, Mil t, 
the eight batt.ries and how aany more watta they have, and 
what about the ATM batteries. Is there still a chance you 
.1aht 1008e 80.' of those? 

WINDLER The ATM batteriel are ~ appear to be 
In very good shape, as you recall, we don't have any real 
good lnter.odi,te atatus indication on the batterles. We 
knov we charae thea fully every rev. They've - the dopth 
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of ,hi. ch.r,. hi. ~ •• " loa.what l ••• tb.n 20 p.rc.ot. wbtc~ 
1 •• you r.call.V. Vir. down .round 30 potetat when v • •• f, operlt!n, with. Ilnal •• yat... 80 V' Ir. up .round 
l) ot 18 p.re.nt. which 1, very 8004. Th. only ,.al ,004 
lndlCltlon that w. have on thl r.al It.t. of char •• of the 
b.tt.r, 1. 'f VI v.r- to dl.char.- it down to thl low yolt
•• _ .nd •• e vh.r. it tripped off the 140', In4 w. of cour •• 
don't int.nd to do that Iny ~r ••• 0 v. don't h.v. any good 
how ,0" it on th.t. And the be.t WI cln tell. thouah, 
theytl'l working Une. the AM battel't,. an dolol vell, they've 
all been chargln, fully and there for. vhil. they vera 
putttng out around 2100 Witts and ttl, b •• n dropped 
back nov, I beUev. HI, perilapi .round 2400, 1 th1nk that's 
what the current level 1 •• 

QUERV What are you 801n8 to look at to.orrow 
on the EREP pael? 

WINDLER Well, tho pu. atart •• o.e",here around 
in Wa,hlnlton .tate, and funs down ~ero •• the United States, 
and end, up or could end up on the Northern North.a,tarn 
part of South A.erica. Cuen., 1. that place up 1n there? 
t've f~r8otten the naa •• of thOle, just north of Brazil 
anyway. Aod we 4re still try1na to evaluate the power .,ote. and the Beo.etry of the pas.e. to deter.ine exactly 
vhen we will be abit to take the data, 80 tt .ay uot include 
that whole pas. a8 a data tlkins operation. 

qUE RV Can yo u be spe c1 f1 c about vh at you' 11 
be look' n, at on the 8 round 1 

WINDLER The aite,\ you •• anl 
QUERV The aitea, d,ht. 
WINDLER Nc, 1 sure canlt. There's 20 80.e of 

th •• , And I don't rea.aber what they are. You're looking 
fol' .aJor clties or soaethlng that, or you want .o~e -
you .ean like nuabers 472, 685, specific - no, II. sure lt 
covers all, the vhole spectrum, but I don't know, ve1l, 1 
woul~n't kn,w the exact sitet. 

PAO W. ~a" slve you the nvaber •• and you 
sat a book out there, Earty Re.ourcel book out there. Just 
.atch the nu.b~rs up and you can pick out what slte8 ve're 
801nS to look tn. 

QUIRY Thl, gouna be your first full paIS, 
Mllt 1 This £JIP pau, .,i rat one that take. the whole, 
you know, goee the whole vay --
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are they co.plete yet? 

WINDLER 1 don't knov. 
PAO Okay. thank you. 
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P~Q Okay, this 18 Greenwich .eani,ti.. We'~~' ready to 'start with Dr. Robert Parker on ,ouro left, Skylab Milsion Sc,entiat. and Bill Nel$on: of the Harshall Space. Flt'Sht Cen.tar, Apollo Te2.escope Kount Office, ,\18'11 s~art with Dr. Parker. 
PARK~R Okay, I guess ,tha firstthlng ltd 11k. to do is t.1k with a brief atatus of how things are going, and where we are. It's a' little ironic. tonight at 9:00 , welre supposed to have a .eeti~g with the two Progra. O~ficer8 and ayae1£ to try to decide exactly what we're going to do for ~he rest of ~he .iAsion in teras of rescheduling things now that the wing Is out and all those good things. I'll give you a status. perhaps guessing at 80a. of the things we'll decide there. And also obviously ve can talk about vh~tts happened in the past. Yesterday, I believe, you people had a, was it yesterday that ve had the aedical briefing, or day before yesterday? Okay, so I won't dwell too much on that. 1 believe you have 4190 heard froa the ATH people in the past, bu~ 1'11 also let 1\111 talk about that. 1 would like to say a few things about the Earth Resources people and the corollary experiments. In particular, let me point out that although the wing Is fixed and we've settled the power problem, the power problem pri.arl1y affected one e~periment, and that was EREP, because ~f the extra powet dratn of [REP in ,0inS out of solar {nertl.!. Which is eaaentl.lly 8aying that .. , rth Resources cost U8 not on17 pover to run the experiat..t, it also cost us generatins capability by not being in 80lar inertial. and not being .a efficeint at collftcting energy. Therefor the Earth Resources people can look forward to a really a auch i.proved ailsion over what they had before, more so than any of the other eXflerlments. Apollo Telescope Hount people lost. few, but not III major .mount of their experi.ent runs. The Eat~h Resources people to date have obtained '!ilher 4 or 5, my figureR leave lIle .t the moment, but either 4 or C; pasRes ",CrO,.R the United States. They are currently 8cheduled for one more tomorrow. I really am not In a position to Att down a'd dlscuRs exactly vhich sights wer~ obtained on any which day. I do know the one tomorrow 18 ~cheduled to go over St. Louis and All.anta. And one of the I"arly ones vent ov~r "htle Sands and near £1 Paso. Another one went down, ClUle in acr09s, in {Act you plAyed that up quite a btt. It caae in acru.s San FranciSCO and vent dowrt acros. Mexico, and that l

8 the tiae we dlccovered all (le~ds or we thought ". discovered 011 field. and gold in Mexico, that the H •• lean, didn't want UI to discover. But that indeed .fR the bust-ne •• c, I EREP. And it 18 cont 1nulns on a broad front. Any 
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ttae we .ake a pa8S. we'~e satisfy'lng any whete betveen " 
IS and 3S principle inveatigators. And it i8 ~learly i.-· 
po.aible on ltto b_, off. If Dr. ":tlllllare coaea, Ulaybe 
be can address 8o~e particuldr onea for ,o~. but I have to 
beg off and try to discusaeach oue of those 15 or 20 prin
ciple investigator experimental 'On corollary experlaents 
these are the ones you very seldoll bear about because aost 
of thea are not aa bi8 n~vs as sany of the other experi
ments. A lot of thea have been running along very quietly, 
and you've heard even lea8 about the. than the other onea. 
We've been ceasuring radiation in the spacecraft. We've 
been making qualitative comments and quantitative measures 
about the habitability of the worksbop, acoustic levels, 
cr~w comments about the vay things are arranged an~ things 
like this which are very much aimed at future space stations. 
We've been doing that, we've been trying to study the way 
crew activities and maintenance work. The operational things 
are done, this is again with movies. And post .isslon we'll 
be able to compare tbe way in which these are done early 
in the mission and the way in which they are being done 
now to see how well man adapts and learns to usc ~ero g. 
We've got a couple of, ve got one student experiment, ED76 
on neut~ons, which has been running probably since day) 
or 4 and it just 9its there and collects. You've got an 
S009, Which Is a cosmi~ ray emulsion package which agsin 
... as been runninJ since day 4 or !i. And it just sits there 
and collects particles or collects track. froa the cosmic 
rays. And that doesn't make a lot of news, and ~ven today 
1s not very exciting news. The result8 alsht be exciting, 
but we won't know that until the results comc. We've been 
measuring thints to do wtth the internal environment of 
the spacecraft ir. another I or 2 particular corollary ~x
periments. But again. none of those are. are things that 
you hear about on a day to day basis. because they go 00 

more ('r has routinely. There have been tvo. I believe. 
1 have to keep thi~ li8~ In front of me 80 I don't offend 
any par tic u 1 arc 0 r 0 1 1 a r y PI, bee a u ~ (' t. her ear cat 1 e " " t il 

dozt.>n we're planning on dolnR this m1S8ion. nul, th{,T(, ar~ 
two In p8rticular that we've been spf'ndinR a f81r "mount"· 
effort on. Aoth ultrAviolet. A!it TonOllty lind tl'lt'F;COP" ('l(-

pet I M l' n t ", bot II 0 f w h 1 c h U!'1 (' l h e ant fRO 1 a r a i T 1 (l C k. wit i l'lI 

we "till havE'. One of thes{' iR S019, which 111 .tTl lJl(tdvl"l"t, 
well, U's a objective prisI'D spectograph, which C{HI lIerdt€' 
~rorn Houston is the PI. And the other one is Sl~l, which 
1~ a french, *gain, vell let me juat call it a spectogr3ph. 
It doe~. It's .o.ewh~re between * filter and 4 s~ectogr.ph. 
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It does ~eparate out the spectral re,pona.or the .p.~tr.l 
emls810n of the atara. Both 01 these wa speat a Rreat deal 
of effort trying to achedul. and let what ve could dur108 
the early part of the ala8ion. Let me be perfectly candid 
with yoti, that we did nbt on theae particular tvo experl
aenta, meet what ve had hoped to premia.lon, for a number 
of reasons. Let me JUBt explain thele to you so by doing 
that ve sive you 80ae idea of the 80rt of tbinls that are 
going on in the particular, I luess part of vhat Dy job 
i8 but some of the trade off8 that go on 1n this bus1ne.l. 
Both of these astronomy experiments require dark of the 
moon observation. That is aoon between laat quarter and 
first quarter. And aa • reault of our delay~d launch ve 
launched so that the last quarter was at just ab~ut exactly 
on launch day or the dRY before or the day after of Skylab 11. 
Thia meant that the 14 days which we nora.lly had to do 
these wxperiments V6~ now shortened to a~out 8 or 9, due 
to the start up acti~~tie. of Skylab. Which would have 
been there whether or not we had any probleas with Skylab I 
or not. Which meant that in 14 days we were trying to ac
complish what we - or in 8 days ve vere tryln& to accoaplish 
vhat we thought we could have in 14. On top of that, there 
were the additional problems. Which, really 1 must 8ay, up 
to the present time, and viII continue 
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PAlKElt . 14. o~ top of .that there "H!re the -additional problea. ~hlch res1ly, I Rust .a,. up to the pre~-sent t 1 .. , and will continue, havfs prasen te ~ as .uch p rob lea as- the power. And that 1.- the problem of tryin8 to accollplish everythin8we hoped to do in the pre-atalion fli8ht plan. You've , all leen that blue book which sets out what we would h4ve doue on a nominal .i8810n. And in a no.lna1.18810n v. would have come fairly close to it. However, In thil particular .13sion, having been ~hortened by a day at the be8inning and having loet a day - between a day and two days here in the siddle to do this EVA - pre-EVA, fost-EVA operations on top of the EVA. With those losses and tryin8 to cra. all those other things back insid~, you know, if yo"'ve got a size 10 foot no matter strong a shoe horn you've g~t, you can't ~ut it into a size 8 shoe. And we've doin8 a lot of shoe-hornin8 over there. When we do that ve have t~ try to take into account priorities and it's not very nice to tell one PI that his fira doesn't have as hiah priority a. another one, but when you get tight down to it Oh a ~18slon like this with a9 vnried a scientific cOllplelllent as you have, that is the case. And so we've been lD~king a lot trade-offs, we do it every night and as I S3Y, particularly agAin tonight, ye're going to try and make soap. sort of general trade-ofts for the lIi8810n. Having said that, let me ju.t clarify one thing I've said there, and that 1s that this crew time - the time to schedule thele things - tryin8 to put them In every day is as 1 said, has been a, big a problea 80 far and will continue to be as the power W8S. The power, I IIIUSt say In all tribute to the vehicle systeul people, the experi.ent \Jser\t of power are, by In lalge, not lar8e users of power. H08t of the workshop power or the great ~ajorlty of it - 75 percent goes ~o experimentt. The result of the powe r problell we used to have was that the only way that we could .ave the power really was to take it out of the vehicle systems. We could not do much reduction tn the experiments because you don't - yeu know, you don't tria the top end of your - well, let me put it this way - the power for the experi.ents was the very tip of the lce~ bel'S and you don't change the ma9!'!: of the iet-berg vt'ry mUl'h by chopping off a great dedI of the top. And the - Il'IORt of the work. was done. And I say this as a tribute lo th€' ll()W\'r people and the veh1cl~ sy,telll9 people. Host o( the \lork W4!i done and every day trying to see what systems we could ~llminate during that day - at lea~t during the work day 1n order to meet the experiment pr08ra~ that we set op the night beCore. And they dId a truly heroiC job. I'a quite glad we got the vlng out becaule obviou.ly. it·, not cl~ar how auch longer we could hive done that - ri8ht now let'a face it - if we • 
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10'. another calK like ve'v~ lost tWO already, when we've 
lot 2SqO to 3000 watta, the capahility just giveD to ui yes
terday, we can lIuch better absorb t:.at. We don't want to lose 
it, but we can such b~tter absorl it. And last night we ca~ 
turn, 4S it vere - and yov've hc~rd this yesterday quite a 
bit, but it does bear repoating. Last night we were able to 
turn the liahte back on Skylab for the first ti.e and it's 
a areat ~elief to know v~'ve aot 65JO to 7000 watts of cap
ability instead of 4000. With that aeneral dls~usslon of 
corollaries let ae pa8s it to Bill and let you .ay something 
about the ATK ond what they've done. 

NELSON All riaht. As far as the ATM is concerned, 
ve're fully powered up and operating except for the ~~o CBRM's 
that we - noted that have been fa! ted previously. Two of the. 
are out and we have one that's slightly degraded. The experi
ments onboard the ATM are working aatisifactorlly. I guess 
the major glitch we had there conc~rned the door on S054 -
durtng EVA We had lhe crewaen pin that S054 door open perman
erltly. And today it went by fairly satisfactorily. w~ had 
two complete aanned pass!s with the ATM, plus we do our un
~ttendcd oper8~ion when ve - Rf commands up to 5052, 55, and 
80a. of the other experiaents. And to.orrow we plan to do a 
full (ive passe., manned p~.sea with the ATM, plus our usual 
unattended operation. And we have no - in view of the fact 
we do have the workshop po~er backup we have no curtailment 
of ArM operations now and ve'll just - tomorrow we'll lee how 
it goci. We have a pretty buoy day to go tomortow. And that's 
generally _11 I have to .ay .bout the ATM. Wetre - everything's 
pelformlng fairly satisfactorily now. 

PAO Okay - -
PARKEk 1 aight note one thing that 

Jack pointed out. I don't know whether 1 Aaid it or not -
75 percent ..)f the power ~equlre.cnts go to tile! 8ytems not 
t~ the exper1~ents. I dOh't know wh~ther if 1 said 1~ p~rc~nt 
~ent to the experimentB. I don't kn<)W if you guys wrot(· it 
down e it her, but 1 f 1 d l dn • t R n d y\) It did - it H h au 1 d b l' 7', 
percent to the 5ysteas. 

PAO Wall for th(> mB .... Abbey? 
f)UCRY - Parker. I wnndcl' if you could d15('uflt'l 

tht Earth Resoui:ces expert.ents It little ilion' fully. rati !(ul
arly in lookIng at it (\ver an elght-Donth prf)gr~m. HI'w rau~h have 
>,c,u lost, first in delaying this first .1.8ion, and then w1th 
th~ power 8ho~ta8~8? 

PAnKER Okai. it's a little hard to - now 1 ~.n 
.It back ~nd aay. hey, you know, we're golng - eV~Tythln8'. 
aOins to be perfec~ froll now on 3 and" and .. hereforc 
we lQok at thl. thing and on~ of eourve doesn't know th~t. 
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In teras of this m188ion we ha~ hoped - we had expected that 
we'd hive, 14 ~arth Re.ources passe.. To date we've 80ttea 
either four or five a~d 1 aue •• we can expect to 8et another 
ttve between now and the end of the mi~sion. ' Of these ~ well 
oka" 80 that's 10 so that _eane we're down five. As 1 recall 
~e hoped for 30 each on the next two .1~~ionl. If we 8et those 
planned 30 plus the 10 here you say we end up with 10 as oppoaed 
to 75, which if you count percenta8el out comes out pretty 
vell. Hov~ver, in ter~1 of this mia.lon in particular, I think 
the figure of 10 at the very aoat, probahly. 12 Earth Resources 
paases as opposed to a pre-mission plAn of 10 - or excuse me 
a pre-mieslon plan of 15. That's p~obably a realistic e8tlmate. 
So that that's vha~ we're talking about in a number of things. 
There are other aspects to this ~18810n, and that is th.l this 
va. the Spring growing season mission - part of the .18sion. 
whereas Sky16b 3 vas the Fall harvest season part of tta mission 
~nd ve could .ake comparison - -

END OF i APE 
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PAJlI(II - ne xt to th 18 ,m1ssion, and that is, 
that 'w.s the spring groving 8~a80n ,IIIi8810n, part of the 
.18.10n, whore.' Sk~l.b 3 v.a the fall harve8~ season 
part of the .18Sion and we could make co.pa~lsons between 
lhe two. Clearly by launching late, naaely two weeks late 

",' 

on Skylab 1 - Skylab 2, we've loet some of that capability. 
Also, because of the lack of power we probably have not 
covered the aidwest 8S well as we should have. There are 
aspects of that which lndeed are not being met. I guess 
that's th~ M that's probably the area where we're suffering 
the most. The growth season coverage, both because of the 
launch late, and because of the fact that to date - now that 
could turn around in the next 4 or 5 days, and we could get 
all the .gl"1culture: in the midwest that we want in the 
growing season. in the next 4 or 5 days. although 1t's June 
instead of May. However, if we continue the way we've been 
going. that .eans we '<lill only get one or two and at the 
very most, probably thr.e passes in the .i~we8t, and 90 this 
coverage Will, indeed. be. - probably 1 should say Bubstanctally 
red u c e d • 1 t von' t be a 8 hop Po d for, at 1 e a 8 t {() r the R r ow i n g 
season, that d~esn't .ean we won't get midwest coverage and 
agriculture coverage during Skylab 3 and 4. 

QUERY Can you go in a little bit to how much 
~ou've I08t by having these shortened EREP passes for the -

PARKER Okay, the shortened EREP passes, as 
you understand. mean we don't cover AS much of the ground 
track, and this baSically aeans we don't set as .any of 
the principal investigators done. What we've so far, really 
10$t on the Ihortened ground track ha3 been the vestel"n 
United Statel, mainly because by the time ve get there 
the orbit 1& shifted around, and we're looking at ttl'" south
west instead of the northwest. Now we - We have howe-/er, 
right now, even with these shortened data take p898~A - w~ 
have had passes that seannRd all the way trom Rapid City, 
South Dakota, to the Virlin 1~18nds, vhl.ch III a sh<,rt p8';~ 
to the EREP peopl(', but it's .l pretty long paAs to 1IIl'. And 
in particul~r, I mentioned those becauRe on the Virgin '~lands. 
we have test sites lhE"re. and \ofe also have a particulAr ron
centration of siteB ncar Rapid City. So, yeo there ha5 h~rn 
a d(~RTadatlon, and that'" whf'ff' F:lu:r look it'A ,it·gr.ldntlllli 
W4R In the Rhortened p~lI"eA. Thllt H'1I11y means that, {lIstl,.,d 
() ( r, [' t tin)l. J; 0 t" 4 0 t (! S t !-l 1 t j' $ 1 n A II" ,'t ~, \of e I v e (J n 1 y h l' '"' I' 

~cttlng l') or 20 probably, and thOtH' nre just nUl1Iht'rs off 
the top of my head. They':! lI'lV(' to bE.' cOI,Cirmed and it night 
be plos or _lnu8 10 In either direction, probably. 

QUERY Have any ()f your t"at 8iles bet'n co.-
pletely lost? Will you have to w~sh out any because of the 
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PARXElt, 1 would .ay no, 'for the fo110v1n8 'C.ason. 
Humber one, or primarily, because all those siteR are again 
acceptable on Skylab 3. There are a number of test lites 
t .ean, there are I don't knov - there vore some hundreds. 2 or 
3 or 4 hundred test sites, and ve certainly vere never 
even golng to get all of those on Skylab 2. That vasn't even 
our intention. And ve certainly don't - we von't get the. 
all on Skylab 2. We've confi'Cmed that. We will, however, 
still have - those sites vil1 be all acces8ible, 80De of them 

. '.'., 

we didn't even want. Some of them of course, to give you a typical 
example, snow, and snow pack and ice on the Great Lakes and things 
llke thiS, which clearly we didn't want til Skylab 4. But 
in pa~tlcular - there are some sites that we won't get on 
Skylab 2, a great number of thelll, if fact, but all those 
should be acc&8sible again on Skylab 3. 

QUERY And Dr. Parker, could you talk 80ae 
a 0 rea b 0 u t some 0 f the 8 • h a b at I b i 1i t y e x per I me n t 8 , an y 
surprises that have come up the~e. and particularly the 
acoustic conditions inside. We can all hear that Skylab 
is a very different ,~acecraft up to 3ny ve've be.n used 
to, 1 Dean you can hear the country music goina pr~tty veIl, 
and they sound hollow, and -

PARKER Okay, the main reason for the hollowness -
Yo~ understand lhe aaln 'Ceason for the country ausic - but 
the a.ln reason for hollowness, of course. i8 that they're 
u.lng spellker box it\tercoll., lilte sitting and talking on a 
desk squ4wk phone instead of ~lttih8 and talking to a tel~
phone, where w~ had the hAad sets before. No, t don't. The 
data for the acoustic mes8urement8, 1 halieve have been sent 
down on tap~ 2, however I a. not f •• ila~ with what the results 
of that are. I'. not sur~ vhat the PI haa done particularly 
analysis on it. The other thing, such as habitability are 
p r 1 mar 1 1 Y t 1 e d up 1 n 5 0 .d 1 11 me t e r f1 1. t h • t v 111 be r f! "t e "" e d 
by people· lort, of tillle and motion study thin, ... after th.: 
0I18s10n, and on filling out, well, as you like, for vant 
of a bett~r vord. ques~10natre8 or checkli8t8 or 8omethln~t 
In terms of either reading tho~e into tape recorder 8. or 
writing down com~ents on actu81 paper that's up there. Those 
results ~ also, really aft'n't .\\'ai l"ble at the moment. 

PAO t think we c:\n rfobably p,et Mr, Bob 
I\ond, and Admlta} Johluor'!. l'IA on hoth o( tho~e .'xpcf'~nts 

for yo \l 1 ale r, i f you wan t t An g U A • 

QUERY How .. an~ test Rites "f!re you ~oin~ to 
80 over ~~ this first ~i88iont and how man~ have you -
wIll you not -
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. '.'., 

we didn't even want. Some of them of course, to give you a typical 
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for yo \l 1 ale r, i f you wan t t An g U A • 
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"PAIUCBI I have no ielea, no lelea. That'. kind of .fallaciou. que.tlon,really. Let me bel out of it that way, because pre-aiaaion. we .aid A- we'll do ; 1 S t e 8 t .. i t e., 0 r . 15 t rae k 8. e xc u a e 1Ie. 0 n e 0 f tho 9 e i 8 a calibratlun pass on the moon. We'll do 14 tracts, if we can. And thoae 14 tract., we didn't know where they'd be, and of course e8ch tract. you know. depending on where a tract is nd where it'a done, and depending on what the weather ia, depends on how .any aites on it, so I can't even Rultiply 14 by a particular number to give it to you. It dep.nds totally on the tracts. 
PAO I think we can give you on each pass, we have the number ¢f test sites in the pass and the ~umber that were accomplished o~ each pass. We have that outside. ?ARKER They do publish it ao.ewhere. PAO It's in the daily su •• ary report, yea. QUERY AnJ in losinl some of the coverage ot the western United State., was there anything there that you uere looking for that you might not be able to get in subsequent mi88ions? 
PARKER 
PAO 

I hope he CAn -

I don't know. I frankly d~ub, it. 
Dr. Wilmar should be here momentarily 

SPEAKER We are plann~ng a whole EREP pre8enta-tion. however, Abbey, A. & seperhte presentation. I'. sure ve'll be able to answer your que'tions at that ti.e. QUERY I think 80, but it'e kind of vague. 1 know you haven't lot much of the data b~ck, because 80 much of it'. in the form of ph~tngraphBt but --

END or TAPE 
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SPEAKER I think so, bu't it's,kind of vague. t 
know you haven't got much of the data .baek because it t S - 80 

Much of it'8 in the fora of photographs, but has there been 
any thinE, .in the ATM operations or any of the corollaries, or 
anything else that you consider, really,an ~"t8tandin8 result 
to this point? Have )'Od been partlcula~l)' lnteresced bi any
thing that ha~ cone across your desk? 

SPEAKER (Garble.) just got the corollary or some 
vr1'11aty ATM?' The - one thing that was of a particular in
torest wa9 a so-called coronal hole and it was discovered -
you migh~ hdve seen 80me pictures of it in the SUV - the S082 

- associated 'With th~ 5082 experillent. And, of course, you
the ultraviolet doesn't penetrate the Earth 4 s at.osph~re so 
when we sent some TV pictures down to Earth and they enhanced 
them 1'l the computer, they saw sOlie p4tterns which were in
dicating a wider variation in UV there on th~ Sun. One aTea 
that looked like it was depleted yomewhat co_pared to the other 
- it wasn't as intense view E-vise. ADd siDLe it vasn't 4S 

intense In that particular wave length it vas called a sort 
of a hole and it w.~ a surprising thing we hadn't expected. 
That's the most surprising thlng from a scientific point of 
view 1 think I've noticed so far. 

PARKER Yeah, let me add on to that. The - by 
and large, except for the medical results you heard yesterday 
and the telemetry that does come down from ATM, that's really 
essentially all the information we have befor~ the end of the 
mis8ion. The Earth's Resources equipment - even the stuff 
that's not on photographic fIlm is on aagnetic tapes 1n th~ 
spacecraft and so wl11 not be retorned until the end. So 
we have cs~entiallYt absolutely no feel for the data. All 
We can hAve then~ is a idea what we went over. I mean, you 
kno~, we went over the hurricane yesterdey - 01' day before 
v~~lrrday and we only went over tht~ number of tests slt~s 
;111.1 ,11 1 IIHl(. We can be excited about the idea of goinR 
o v t' r w h •• t r t' all)' w a $ i\ P r P. tty goo d - 8 i ted h u r r t can e • It WitS 

O:1l' ,.( lilt, lWPl'H or th£' S19) peopl(> to get something like 
t 111:-; d II r 1 n g t 11t.~ m 1 s s Ion • W (;: did nit (''' pee t tog e tit d uri n g 
1t w\' ('xpectl~d to get it during 2. Maybe we'll get 
~;OfTIC I1wre during 2. But to achlevt> that th.t early W3!'\ 

In.t.,~c1 a IIcry hi.gh point f(,r ttIO!H' people. Howev£>r, ve 
d {) n 't h a v t' t h l' d n t It b a c k I> 0 '01 (' CAn Its 8 y \I hat wei v (! 1 e it r n f' d • 
In tt'lnu\ of lht~ ATM, yes, we (h. indeed have dota dtlwnlln\( 
~\\{l 1 think the cxtl'ltcncc of l~!s coronal hole and what· 
~ha;'~ also to be ranked as a diAcovery of the soSS people. 
You kuow this &tuCf telemetered down. The raster and spectral 
scan of the Sun. There 1s also telcmetered down. and there'. 
a tr~mpIHJllu" mass of data there which Is slowly being put 
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together and th~y have seen soae things that they suspected 
'~~';I' aean were not total 8urplises •. They suspected tbey vere 
there but they were looking for thea. 'Things that were kind 

. :', 

of right at the li.it of their re80lution an~ that vere theor
etically predicted, but they were at the li.ito~ the r'evolutiol'l 
of the pr~viuu8 0808. And things that they are fiO~ 8e~in8 
froa the rapid ch4ng~s of intensity and very R •• ll ar~a8 in
stead of gradual fluctuations. And the extension of 80me 
of the chroaospheric lInes and coronal lines out into the 
out into the edge of the - beyond the edge of the Sun, which 
we baBically knew vere there, but for the first tiae no~ sre 
beginning to get quantitative measure.ents and to trace their 

- the exeistence - or their intensity out there. So, that 
pl~8 the XUV plcturoB which are really fantastic and exciting, 
tare the biggest things. I aean you can sight Uttle things that 
are really not news worthy 8uch as the 5052 PI and the baeis 
of television pictures that vere sent down - this is the coro
nograph 9n the balis the television sent dovn, not on the baSis 
of this final flight fila, but on the basis of the TV dovn1ink 
hat been able to verIfy so far that - the cleanliness of the 
system ~ the reduction of the scattered light ii, as 1 recall, 
about a factor of 10 better than what he - on the spect (garble) 
i. that right? The scattered light - a coronograph essentially 
blocks out the Sun 80 you can see the corona on the outside 
of it. And therefore. since the Sun is a .11lion tll1es plus 
brighter than the outSide, any scattered light froa t"e Sun 
just washes everything out. And he's been able to .ake Qeasur
m~nt$ from the TV fl1. - a scene - I'll put it this way -
one of your boys told me the other day that he vas better off 
by a f4ctor of 10 than vhat h~'d really been able to measure 
on the ground and wtlat he'd been able to hope for. So, there 
are things like that - that's not a piece of Ncientlfic data 
tnat's going to change the world, but it tells us the things 
that are working well onboard. For the corollaries, the part
lcular ones like S019 and ~183 are both on film and they'll 
both come down and we know we have passes for them. I mean 
~e know we've obtained plates for them. How those plates turn 
out, how ~ignlflcant the science data from thea i8 - turn~ out 
to be 1s yet - you know on the order of months to a year away. 
So we really don'l have anything \.0 rel'ort there. I think 
we might note again - you probably are aW8rt that we had a 
proble .. with 8019 the Hut time we put it out. I think one 
~f theIr great lributes to the crew and the people b~ck here work
ing on it is that we were able to overcome that problem. Sa •• 
thins exsi8ted with S183. Little, nitpicking. hangup proble •• 
that cf)uld have greatly degrAded the expertaentl, but we were 
able to work around. And 1 site those 8S 801ftt'thlng that we've 
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been able'to do andaoaething th4t'a excited .e about those 
tvo exporiaents even though we don't have the plates back fro.' 
thea yet, so we can't d~1 what the data 18 really is worth. 

QUERY ~gue88 both of you havo worked with un-
manh~d experiment8 analog18t~ to this. Doe8 it feel a lot better 
to have 801lebody be able to fix the stuff rather than 108e 
the data? That's a s111y questiup because t'll leading you 
into the answer, but would you talk about that subject for 
a fIIinllte? 

PARKER Ny.ber one, 1 believe you know the answer. 
Nu.ber tvo, 1 think I have to in atl honesty say that 1 prob4-
bly have not had Iluch to do with unaanned spacecrafts since 
I work here and 1 worked on Apollo 15 and 11 and both of those 
are very much manned spacecrafts. It's very reassuring to 
lie to be able to have a problea th,.t shouldn't have hsppened 
h&p~en and it - you k~~w - we don'l like things to happen 
to b~ able to prove we can do it. We don't test ours~lve8 
lhih way. We do that during the 'iaulationa, but when sOlle
thing comes up it's very reassuting and very comforting to 
be able to say - well I can go ba~k - 1 more or les8 associated 
wIth OAOA-t. which wa~ the first OAO - which - I don't know 
whether it had the .a.e problem that Skylab 1 had or not, but 
~hat~ver happened it got up there and got in very bad shap~. 
""to neve r knew what hap\'t~'\ed - -

END OF TAPE 
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fARttER I don't know whetber it had the 8alle proble .. -
that Skylab- I had or not. But, wbatever happened,it got 
up there and got'i'.l vcry bud s~.;1pe. We. never kl1eli wbat 
happened. b~cause we never got anybody up there obviously. 
l'his was back in 1964 or 5. Probably in 1965, it ",,,s a 
Ion g whi Ie ago. A.)d it had powe r p rob le.8, there was 
something wToog with tbe way the thing vas deployed. a 
panel may have come off or something like that, aud the 
thing died in abt;ut 2 dBYS, We just couldn't control it. 
We ~ouldn't send anybody up there to do anything about it. 
l know at that tiae, the tremendous dissay that was felt by th~ 
people who had sperlt already 3 or 4 years working on that particu
lar saleliite. Now they recouped it and 2 years later they 
launched AOA02, which as you know was 011e of the outstar.ding 
successes of the unmanned program. However, I am familiar 
with that even though ~hat was not my satellite. And com-
pared to thal. the ability to send 90.eone up there and for 
Ohe ftx the ther.al problem and then 2 weeks later fix 
the ~ower problem. And right now we're just back the way 
we were, you know. at the beginning of May. virtu&lly. And 
to be able to do that and recover from, what must have be~n, 
and I guess, I'll have to let Marshall say how bad a launch 
i,- was. But. to recover from what was obviously a very 
rlegraded sit'Jation. that, well, is an extreaely pli!asant 
bURine&s to be in. 5019 and S183 are the same thing. Those 
people. the PIs on that. those. you know thattt not a major 
head line item. I don't imagine it made the headline of 
any paper. But, the PIs for that had spent 4 or 5 years of 
their lives working on that. And for s01aething to 80 belly 
up and hreak th~ first time you use it, you kQOW ~h4t'S the 
~ort of things that drivAs people over the brink. To be 
able to sit down that afternoon. take apr.lt the paw unit 
;,er(' \)r a train unit, and discover what the problem m. 6 "t. 

be. To st!nd up a pad to th~ crew and have them take a !:Icrt'W 
driver and have them take it apart and find the int~rfecenc~ 
and put it back together, to me. has made "y whole d4Y. In 
fact. 1 think it made ~y whole week. 

QUERY Just a point of clarification. The PI 
whose ten. blofacture of ten better off in his pictures 
of the coro~~ than on the Earth. Is that pre~umed t~ mean it's 
on the Earth during a solar eclipse aR w~ll? 

PARKER Yeah, in fact the. he was a factor 
of ten better lhan, he expected. He expected to be b~ttt!r 
off in the eclipse to begin with. There was a factor -
what h~ said 18 6S I understand it. now we're really ex
trapulating. But what dB I understand it he could .ake 
test. in sV9ci~l vacuu~ cha.hers and atuff here on Earth. 
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PARKER Yeah, in fact the. he was a factor 
of ten better lhan, he expected. He expected to be b~ttt!r 
off in the eclipse to begin with. There was a factor -
what h~ said 18 6S I understand it. now we're really ex
trapulating. But what dB I understand it he could .ake 
test. in sV9ci~l vacuu~ cha.hers and atuff here on Earth. 
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Get the scatter light down a$ low as Po~s1ble. and "so he 
could say. hey. II. better than. and I triinkthe flaure,was 
10 of s ainu8 "12. And there vas a scadder test that he 
was about 10 of the _InuI, he could get it down to 10 of 
'the minus 12 of the center of the Sun. And the way I under-
8~and it he i& now - but he ~ouldn't measure any lower tha" 
that just because there was still residual background. He 
hoped that he was hetter tpon that, but that vas good enough. 
That waa vhat he vas aiming for, or that wa. the goal he 
had .et, he was at least gQing to reach that. He "as 
hoping for aore, indeed now he's found he's a factor oi 
10 better what he could aeasure on Earth. I hope those 
figures are right. 

QUERY This may not be the place to ask 8 aed-
ical question, but while Weitz vas i~ the tank for the H092 
this afternoon. did you nQtice any cardiovascular probleas 
there. aeterioration? 

PARKER I was sleeping vhile it was going on. 
Yould have to ask the medics about that and they probably 
wonlt know untIl tomorrow ac least, bp.~ause that data gets 
dUll P e den d the nth e y pIa y i t b a c k au d dot h t: i r 81: u C f. I.n d 
it takes them at least a day. 

PAO Okay, Dr Parker, Hr. Nelson thank you 
very much. ladle.') and gentlemen, that concludes our science 
briefing. 
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REIK Good Gorning. We'11 set Itarted here with 
, \ 

the .orning change-of-.hift briefing. On ay right with Chuck 
Levis, the overnight f1iaht director, and on his riaht, 5y 
Llebergot, the EGIL ..... e'11 get 8tarted with Chuck. 

LEWl& Okay. I believe Neil Hutr.hinson vas here 
very late last night, about 1:00 or 2:00, and talked a bit about 
the coolant loop proble~we encountered, which kept the crew 
up a coup 1e hours late. ,And we let th~\",l sleep in 2 hours late 
thig morning. The only $ystecs aoomalie8, we had during the 
nigh t vhen I was on. Ve los t Ilne 0 f the ai r lock !aodu Ie tape 
recorders. As far as I know, it was lost. We run a command 
malfunction procedure froa the ground. All of our indications 
'W~ce that it was lost. There was one final check for the crew 
to .ake this florning, and I have not been listening to air-to
ground; 80 I don't know if they've aade that check. But if it 
was lost, it Deant - we scheduled tiae in the first part of the 
morning to change it out. There're four spare recorders on 
board. And that take~ about 20 or 30 .inutes to change one of 
them out. As far as today's Flight Plan, we did make one ch.enge. 
We eliminated the 5013 work items in the Flight Plan to allow the 
crew some of the requ~.ted cleanup tilll~. 80llle of their requested 
cleanup tiae. We'll probably get .ost of the cleanup, post EVA 
cleanup. done today. It aay require a little tomorrow. And 
basically. there was no change in the airlock module coolant 
loop from what ~eil's sbift had earlier In the evening, but Sy 
Lieberp,ot 18 hexe to aQs~er any specific questions you might 
hava with regard to tbat. All right. ve'll take questions. 
Start here with Bruce. 

QUERY Well, I got several, naturally, but I'm 
going to start with orie before we get to the coolant loop, if 
I can. Sy, what - how do we stand on power now, what is our 
wattage. what are we getting out of t:n~ SAS ving I, and viII 
we gain more when we get to the higher beta angles? 

LIEBERGOT Okay, presently we're supplying about 
1700 to 1750 vatts fro. the AM EPS, airlock aodule batteries. 
The c~~abl1ity there is - we think will be 3000 vatts. Later 
today, U~ ~o intend to go ahead and crank the COURSE ADJUST, 
REG ADJPST pots up and - to ~bout 2500 watts. We jU!lt, you 
knov. take it up in steps. "nd on the ATK electrical power 
system, that's presently supplying 2100 watts of the total 
requirement. The total load, when ve came over here, was 
about 4200 watts. Those figures ought to add up. The capability 
of the ATM CBR~~ is around 4000 watts, with re8ard to aa1n
tainlng the depth of dlacharge, (garble) 30 percent or less. 
That'a the sa.e ground rules we've been ueing. The ATK 18 now 
presently tcan8ferrla~ about 360 watts to the airlock aodule. 
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And the PCG batteries, the airlock aodule batteries, were 
achieving a 99 percent state of charge at about 20 minutes 
after sunrise. So we got lots of waya to go before we crank 
~he system up coapletely. Obviously, you know, we can keep 

, cranking until we get 99 or 100 percent state of charge just 
be Core sunset. and that ought to be close to 3000 watts. But 
I'. just ki~g of guessing now, because ve've got to be kind 
of careful and cautious about this thing, bringing the system 
up to full capability. That's how we stand there, and we're 
presently in the mode of trying to figure out how powered up 
we can go and what things have to be brought back up and who 
can have what power in general. 

QUERY Okay, is CBRM 11 still down, degraded? 
LI£BERGOT It's still the same 8S it was the last 

lime we talked. it's behaving exactly the sa.e way. 
QUE RY An d coul d we go back to the cool an t loop 

pro b I e m =t ow ? I un de r 8 t an d t t> at 36 t 0 38 de g r e e sis s t i 11 
not desirable. What do we want that, and could you run through. 
very bLiefly and in bS simple terms as you can, ~ow we got the 
problem, how we solved it? 

LIEBERGOT Well, we really haven't solved it. I don't 
know how we got it. I don't think, and we don't know how to 
s~lve it. Let me preface it by the fact that we hav~ not yet 
reviewed all of our NORS .;lata, all of our history data. Haven't 
retrieved it all and analyzed it all yet; 80 that's what Chuck 
was referrIng to - that we don't know exactly how we got there 
without looking at that data in great detail. However, - and 
I'm not sure how to tp.ll you this without going into a lot of 
de t a1 1, but the re 19 a TEMPERAT URE CONTROL VALVE B, Bravo, in 
the primary loop. Now we need to go back one more step. We're 
operating just with the secondary coolant loop before the crew's 
getting ready for an EVA. We turn on the primary coolant loop, 
wh 1 ch is down. An d so we h ad both loops up at th i8 t i.e. The 
primary loop had been off for a couple of days for ~ower con
serving. And wh~n the crew went to the EVA position on the heat 
exchanger valve to get flow through their EVA suit heat exchanger, 
that's when the problea started. This te.perature control valve 
temperature - temperature dropped low. dropped down to 10 degrees. 
It appeared that the flow rate sensor failed, off-scale low, and 
",hen ve looked at the data, it did look like the control 
valve had faIled to the COLD position. It wasn't aixing 
very much hot returning Coolanol, and it did appear that 
that froze up the auit heat exchanger 1. What we did then vas. 
ve had the crew shut down the primary loop, since it was cold, 
and we certainly didn't want to rupture the 8uit exchanger, 
which helll got water in it. And we had both crew.en go to Butt 
loop 2, SUS 2 a8 we say. 
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reviewed all of our NORS .;lata, all of our history data. Haven't 
retrieved it all and analyzed it all yet; 80 that's what Chuck 
was referrIng to - that we don't know exactly how we got there 
without looking at that data in great detail. However, - and 
I'm not sure how to tp.ll you this without going into a lot of 
de t a1 1, but the re 19 a TEMPERAT URE CONTROL VALVE B, Bravo, in 
the primary loop. Now we need to go back one more step. We're 
operating just with the secondary coolant loop before the crew's 
getting ready for an EVA. We turn on the primary coolant loop, 
wh 1 ch is down. An d so we h ad both loops up at th i8 t i.e. The 
primary loop had been off for a couple of days for ~ower con
serving. And wh~n the crew went to the EVA position on the heat 
exchanger valve to get flow through their EVA suit heat exchanger, 
that's when the problea started. This te.perature control valve 
temperature - temperature dropped low. dropped down to 10 degrees. 
It appeared that the flow rate sensor failed, off-scale low, and 
",hen ve looked at the data, it did look like the control 
valve had faIled to the COLD position. It wasn't aixing 
very much hot returning Coolanol, and it did appear that 
that froze up the auit heat exchanger 1. What we did then vas. 
ve had the crew shut down the primary loop, since it was cold, 
and we certainly didn't want to rupture the 8uit exchanger, 
which helll got water in it. And we had both crew.en go to Butt 
loop 2, SUS 2 a8 we say. 
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And that's where we left it fo~ t~e EVA. Later on - Apparently, 
the primary coolant loop had cooled the secondary loop ~own 
considerably. And later on, when the crew was asleep. they got 
a LOW TEMP alar. on board which woke the. up. And they went 
through Some configuring on board, and by the tiqe. - when we 
flnal1y did get it straightened out. we ended up with configuring 
two LCGs, liguid cooled garments. to the suit loops and wrapped 
the LCGs around water tank number 1 to pick up heat from the 
Water tank. Water tank 1 is at the p1us-Z ~ide of the vehicle, 
the hot side, and the other water tanks were warm anyway. And 
there 4re a few other things that happen here to indicate that 
the - that the secondary loop is very cold. But the way we 
Ie ft it was 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER And there were a few other things that 
h app('!ned he re to i ndt ca te tha t the se condary loop was ve ry " " 
colc. But the way we left it was picking up heat fro. the 
water tanks. And when we took over last night we had a stable 
situation though it was still cold. We'd like to have this 
control valve temperature at about 47 degrees and it was 
running around 40 degree~ 'all ni&ht. And just cycling up 
and down with the orbital night and day. So it's still cold. 
The secondary loop is still cold with this valve. The pri
mary loop valve, the same valve, looks like it's failed almost 
completely over to the cold position. And what we have to do 
now is find out some way to get these valves return~d to an 
operating position with no control. 

QUERY Okay, specifically then when you hook 
the LeG's in did you hook them 1n only to the secondary? 

SPEAKER Only to the secondary coolant. 
QUERY And which was - that temperature was 

being brought down because of its closeness to the primary 
or they run side by side or something like that? 

SPEAKER Well, they're int.:rchanged. Now. We're 
faced with having to find out if we can run the primary suit 
loop, see t f we can thaw it out. 

QUERY If you can if - bleed it off so it won't 
freeze up all together, maybe rupture that heat exchanger? 

SPEAKER You ".alking ab"ut the one we think ig 
frozen. Bruce? I'm not sure how we're going to approach 
thawing that heat exchanger out. Like I say we need to look 
at the - we haven't retrieved all of our history data and 
examined this in great detail yet, but we think it's frozen. 
So that's one thing we're facing in addition to the primary 
coolant loop. 

QUERY I have; a couple. First I have trouble 
with these heat exchangerg because I donlt know how many of 
the~ y~u h~ve or where they are physically. Can you just kind 
of describe the systems to that extent and then talk about the 
conditions of the heat ~xchangers and what possible damage 
could have resulted in them. Is it likely or do we know 
whether the heat exchan8ers - any heat exchangers have been 
damaged? 

SPEAKER W~ll, we don't think any heat exchangers 
have been damaged because we shut the loop down pretty 1uick. 
These suit heat exch4~gers, you know the same ones we were 
worried about keeping fro. freezing during the unmanned 
phase. they're on the cold side of the vehicle away from 
the Sun 80 you know we're not getting any help froa the Sun 
in this C8se. But, 1'. kind of lost.- don't know what else to 
tell you about it right now. 
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frozen. Bruce? I'm not sure how we're going to approach 
thawing that heat exchanger out. Like I say we need to look 
at the - we haven't retrieved all of our history data and 
examined this in great detail yet, but we think it's frozen. 
So that's one thing we're facing in addition to the primary 
coolant loop. 

QUERY I have; a couple. First I have trouble 
with these heat exchangerg because I donlt know how many of 
the~ y~u h~ve or where they are physically. Can you just kind 
of describe the systems to that extent and then talk about the 
conditions of the heat ~xchangers and what possible damage 
could have resulted in them. Is it likely or do we know 
whether the heat exchan8ers - any heat exchangers have been 
damaged? 

SPEAKER W~ll, we don't think any heat exchangers 
have been damaged because we shut the loop down pretty 1uick. 
These suit heat exch4~gers, you know the same ones we were 
worried about keeping fro. freezing during the unmanned 
phase. they're on the cold side of the vehicle away from 
the Sun 80 you know we're not getting any help froa the Sun 
in this C8se. But, 1'. kind of lost.- don't know what else to 
tell you about it right now. 
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QUERY "They ope~ate only on the suit loop.? 

~'. ' .. 

SPEAKER Right. The suit coolant loop. are water 
with ruet inhibitors i~ thea. And they duap their heat through 
these heat exchangers into the airlock module coolant loops, 
through the EVA heat exchangers,'" They are kind of 'napped 
around each other. There 18 no interchange of fluid - it's 
just heat exchange. Now if the airlock aodule coolant gets 
super cold, it's going to free&e the water in the suit co~lant 
loop and that's what we'd like to avoid. Now, ,like 1 saId, 
I'a not - we think it's frozen. How solidly it's frozen we 
don't know. 

SPEA~BR Look, basically only iaplemented a holding 
action on this thing. We don't know what the specific problem 
is, like Sy said we've still got a lot of dump data on remote 
sites we haven't brought back in yet. We had machine problems 
last night, computer .achines goinS down - we got behind on 
that. Marshall, as I know it, by ]0 o'clock today is having a 
meeting with various contractors that designed the loop and 
will be addressing some corrective action. We have no idea 
what that is right now. It may be such things as wrapping the 
suit hoses we've got now ~round l~gh!s, snything to get heat 
into the system but that'll be addressed later today and we 
can only speculate on what that might be. We're basically just 
in a holding position right now. 

QUERY First. are these temperatures you're 
giving. Centigrade? 

SPEAKER Fahrenhei~. And you've got 22 degrees 
belvJ freezing when you say 10 degrees. Okay. 

QUERY You didn't explain why it got so cold, 
don't you know or what? Do you have any theories? 

SPEAKER Probably have lots of theories but you 
know they're just theories - for example, and a lot of them 
Mre very personal - the primary loop was off for two day~ 

and it could have been - you know the radiator fluid sat there 
relatively culd and it could have - when we turned the primary 
loop on it could have slugged that modulating valve and ran 
it over to full stops at one position where it stuck. Full 
cold. And I think it's wax. Now it's conceivable if we get 
that wax warm again it'll shuttle back. It's speculatIon. 

QUERY Could you get this a bit in perspective 
for me. I'm not quite clear how serious this is. If YOll 

don't solve this problem, do you lose capability to do EVA or do 
you have to come home or what? 

SPEAKER Speculation again. I don't - it may 
impact the EVA but I think - Sy may correct .e if I'. 
wrong ~ we could probably do the EVA in the type configuration 
we were in y~8terday with the - i& that basically correct? 
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SPSAKBR Yeah, before the secondary loop hecame it sot cGlder. It Kot colder because we operateci. the primary loop again and it drove the teaperature down a little .o~e but there Is no reason to believe th.t we shouldn't be able to do the EVA if we can get the secondary loop under control and get sOlDe more heat into it. I think we'll be all right thp.re. 
' SPEAKER Have to have a secondary loop - we could do without the primary, I think, and accomplish the EVA. It doesn't qean we'd have to come home early if we can just hold where we're at. 

SPEAKER Excuse me, there is another ~apabillty. We could go on PURGE FLOW for cooling and just blow air -blow oxygen or air through the suit loop just like ~e do for the command module. The EVA/IVA crewman is on PURGE }o'LO~ only, 12-pound in our 02 flow. ~~ could do that, yes. QUERY I've ~ot a couple aore on different pol n t s . So far a s the 18 AT H b a tl e r i e s are c on cern e & 0 f w h i c h you've lost 2 and got I or 2 shaky ones. new you've lot the workshop batteries back you can presumably afford to lose the worst if more of those go, you're still in buslne~& 1 presume. You can feed across to the ATM the other w4Y now can you1 SPEAKER Yes. We could lose more but we're going to make every effort to protect what we've got. We don't take any chances with losing an, .Ore. QUERY Could you help .e a bit with tbe cr~w'8 position, was it in fact to be a day off today? SPEAKER No. I think I co_ented earlier .. ere that the crew had volunteered to do experiment operatlona on their day off. And the only thing that they came back to us on was for additional cleanup time, p~et-EVA cleanup. because of the various items that they had to construct to accomplish the EVA yesterday. So we were going to alve that back to them. We had scheduled before the coolant loop problem last night, about 8 or 9 hours - aan hOUfS of crew time for this clean up work. Then we had the problem, the crew slept in late this morning 2 hours 80 we had to take 6 aan hours out. So w~ had to jockey the FllSht Plan around very late last nigh\. to give them back 80ae cleanup tiae. We','e got close to 6 hours - we aa, have to qake up a little aore tomorrow. So baSically the Fllght Plan today - we've got 1 M092, H171 run In. We've got two ATM passes. juet the synopt 1 c - mo rn In g and evening synopt ie. We dl d k •• p the showers In for the crew. Majority of the other t1.e 18 cleanup. Even then we dld~'t quite let what the crev had asked for. 
QUERY What 1 was trying to establish, this 1. the day - this 18 their second day olf ~hlch they have In 
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fact given up, there'll be no - this is the day - there'll be 
no replace_nt day. 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 
QUERY 

thei r next showe r1 
SPEAKER 
QUERY 

afternoon? 

Yes, that'. correct. 
Thank you. 
Two things? When are they going to get 

Today. 
They will go ahead and take it this 

SPEAKER 7his afternoon. Yes. 
QUERY The other thing is, in that primary loop, 

the sus loop has water In it or the exchanger does, right, and 
the loop carries the Coolanol, Is that? 

SPEAKER You have ,.ater in the 8'Jit loop SUS, . 
okay, and you have the coolant fluid - I don't know what the -
Coolanol - in the airlock module cooling loop and you pass 
those through a heat exchanger to - and you use the Coolanol 
to cool the water {or the SUS loop. 

QUERY How long can - and the - you1ve got 10 de-
gree te~perature and -

END OF TAPE 
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LEWIS Pass those through a heat exchanger. 
And you'd use the Caolanol to cool the water fOT the SUS loop. 

QUERY Hov lon~ can the - You've gct a lO-degree 
temperacure in that - in the primary SUS, or 18 it the AM cool
ant loop - the primary coolant loop? 

LEWIS The ah - -
QUERY !'. a little confused on that. 
LEWIS Okay. ~hen -ve haJ the proble. with 

the primary loop - When we had the problea with the primary 
loop, the temperatures at the output of the control valve 
dropped as low as 10 degrees. That loop is shutdown, now. 

SPEAKER That's the airlock module primary coolant 
loop. Not the SUS luop. 

QUERY Is it still at that teaperature1 
i.EWIS No. It's up a ambi.ent now. It's up a 

lot higher, because it's down, it's just stagnant. 
QUERY Okay. Then that - .. 
LEWIS Just stagnant. 
SPEAKER I'm really not up to speed on thia 

cooling system. And 1 haven't been able to find the sche.6tic. 
But, is it fair for lie to say, that the only possibility of 
damage would result from excessively low te.peratures in the 
airlock module primary coolant loop freezing the wat~r in the 
SUS p ri sa ry cool an l IlJop? I me un that wax 1 n the valve.· is not 
affected by the temperatures? So the real possibility of 
danger, is water freezing a~d m9ybe rupturing so.ething? 

QUERY Maybe you've snsuered this, I'a not sure. 
Dut, are all the AM baterries now in good shape? They are 
all taking charge, returning it to the system and work - all 
8 are working fifie? 

LEWIS We're getting 99 percent state of charge 
at 20 minutes after sunset. 

QUERY Okay. 
LEWIS That means we've got lots of tlae left 

in daylight to get more out of theE. 
QUERY Just a little one h~r~. On the Plight 

Plan, you had the S019, I guess that was take it out of the 
airlock a~d the aline the multispectral scanner, did you cross 
that oft? 

LEWIS No. We took out - We went ahead and 
81nt the pads up for the pads up fer tho S073 work that was 
scheduled for today. S019, of course t has to precede that 
wo~k for its in the SAL - ha& to b~ reaoved 80 we can let the 
S073 in. We decided late this Gorning that we ought to aive 
the creW' their cl€o'an-up ti.e so pe adv1e~d the. to del.te the 
S013 ~ork item&, that includes the S019. And use that for elean
up. I under8t~t d that they had all ready taken the 80\9 out cf 
the SAL and ·stoved it. Now that would have had to havL be~n 
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d~ne in the morning an,way, in prepa~ation of the EaBP pass, 
,because they had an BTG, Barth Terrain Camera, scheduled for 
the BKIP pass. 

QUERY Is Weitz still set t~ alin~ the multispectral 
8 canne r. then? 

LEWIS Yes. Thac's still in. Right. 
QU~RY Undoubtedly you ran look ahead a bit tor 

me, but I'll probably be leaving today. I think Conrad 
was saying this ~orning that he'd like W~:t~ to do the next 
EVA with hi. on day··26, instead of Kerwin, to share the 
wealth, as he put it. Have we any idea yet, whether you're 
likely to deploy the other curtain, whether the parssol is 
gOint to last out? 

LEWIS 1 don't think that's been dec~ded yet. 
I know that's in work. I don't think the decision has been 
made. 

QUERY But there was talk of whethe~ it had de-
~raded yesterday, I didn't catch up with it? 

LEWIS To be honeat with you, Itm not caught up 
'oIith 1.t either. But I know that that particular itea is in 
work and that decision has not been made, final decision. 

PAO Thank you. 

END OF TAPE • 
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 6 hours 59 
minuteA and 35 seconds Greenwich aean tia., At the present 
tim ... Neil Hutchinson the Flight Director and Steve McClendon 
th~ EGIL ~ln the off-gofng shift are on their vay to Building I 
brll-finK rllom, Thcn~ vill be a presa conference held shottly 
tn »ultd!ng I, approxhlately 5 minutes from nov, The c.rew 
~i II h~ ~aklng up lat~ tOMorrov morning, They v111 be allowed 
to Hle~p in (or nn extended period of time to make up for the 
tlml! lh.,y lOt>t tonLght because of the coolant proble •• And 
so:! Wl' wLll not have commentary as e8tA) f,n the morning as 
n 'lfm:d. This is Skylab Control at 6 seconds after the hOla. 

HUTCHINSON Well. I guess they're ready. With '.0 
introductiona, you know who X .". I'll Heil lIutchinson, '~h~s 
Is Sl~ve McClendon, the EGlL on the silver team. And ~.~ s~re 
y~u'r~ here to find out about the problem we h~ve with the 
6~ ·..,nJary l~oolant loop this afternoon and this evenl!:.g and 
t~niiht. I have the dubious distinction of boing the first, 
and r hope the only guy, to wake the crew up in the middle ~r 
tile night to do somt'thlng. vhlch we did tonight. I'm goill~ 
to lIave to p,o back ar.d recap for you how we got into tht: s!t
uar ion that we're in. Well, we're Ollt of it nov. effectively 
Wt;' ilopt'. It started way back before the EVA today. You know 
in th" airlock module Wt' have tvo coolant loops, primary and 
sel..·{l1hlary "{)l~lant loop. and prior to the EVA today ve turned 
thl'm hoth Ull. we've be<!n - have we been running with the. b:Hh 
on rl'.~Ul(Hly? 

SPEAKER No. 
HUTCHINSON I forget. We've been running with only 

o nt.' (Ill, the secondary. We turned the priaary loop on and we 
"'~'r',' running wIth both of tile. on, and the first thing thRt 
h;}ppencd to\lay and it happened prior to the crev getting out -
j.; that correct? We had - one of the little valves in th(> prl
r:1,lrv loop that controls the mixing of the wara coolant and cold 
~o0Iant, bdsfcally, hun& up or failed, or b~caaQ contaminated 
l:1J ~,\t stuck or for what;ever reason. anyway, the valve hun, 
.q' i;' tht.· (u11 cold position, Buch that W4:! were putting .111 
"t :':1'-' ~o"lant in thAt loop through the radiators. And that 
.~ldl· tilt' loop all of t\ ltudden beco.e very very cold. Shonly 
t 1\ .' r " aft c r, wet urn edt h e p r 1 AI a r y I 00 p 0 f f, and we r lint h f' F. V A 
I'"' only one loop. the second"r), loop. Th. other thlnA that 
.... HI y'"tn~ nn at the Same tim'" I as you knov befor," th .. F.VA we 
ditln't have all the electrical power that we hl'\Vf now. So 
In ord~r to conduct the EVA we ha1 to do a ~over-down of the 
vc.'hic1e. a fairly significant po,'er-down, over 1000 watta. 
And when you pover thin,s down, of (!ouree. you're turning olf 
elc£trlc~l geAr that 18 en the ~ool8nt loop, which In turn 
do.'s "lothing but compoul'\d the proble. bee.u.e it takv,' ot! 
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PAO This is Skylab Control at 6 hours 59 
minuteA and 35 seconds Greenwich aean tia., At the present 
tim ... Neil Hutchinson the Flight Director and Steve McClendon 
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n 'lfm:d. This is Skylab Control at 6 seconds after the hOla. 
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on rl'.~Ul(Hly? 

SPEAKER No. 
HUTCHINSON I forget. We've been running with only 

o nt.' (Ill, the secondary. We turned the priaary loop on and we 
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ho.,l I npul lnt 0 the loop, and 80 'When the thing ven.t ihardov$ r 
cold the loop really dropp~d quickly. And vhen the primary 
10l'l) 'dropped it shocked the secondary loop in a silliiar manner. 
And. ba~leally. the combination of these tva events g~t us 
lnlo the proble_ that ve got into tonight. Nov, the loops have, 
as a basiceo.p~nent. a thing called ather.,l capacitor, and 
that theymal capacitor is just 'What the naae says, it's a box 
of 'Wax. that stores heat and gtves up heat. Or stores cold 
And gives up cold, if you vant to look at it that vay, And, 
it takes that thing a long tille to get varmed up or cooled 
d~wn as the caae .'Y be, a~d that's the basic part of the loop 
that ve cnded up shocking very badly today, vhen ve got into 
our proble.. And it took it a long tise to sho'W up and 1 
guess it took us 8 ~hile to really realize what kind of a jam 
ve had really gotten ourselves into. Beiause as you know, after 
w\! got the EVA complete, the ("ev got back in, ve went into this 
pitched up maneuver to get 8 heat on the solar panel, and ve 
ver,,' vl.'ry concerned with gettllq~ the sections on the solar panel 
.. 0 mill ~ nut. We \i e T (' n 't - we we r e ... a t chi n g the cool ant 1 0 a p , 
tll .. - prirn:iry loop 'Was off, the fHcondary loop ve kept thinking 
it ""afl going to respond. The thermal - it's the darndost 
t:ling - thcrllul is an inp.xact science to s.y the bt:!st about 
it. Anyway t ;liong about the time ve start thinking about 
th~ panels were all the way out and It vas about ti.e to go 
back to solar (nertial. which vas a long about 7 or 8 o'clock, 
tonight, we began to realize that we ~ere really in trouble 
in the seconda~y loop because nov the fact that that thermal 
c~pAc1tor had been thoroughly shocked and va& geLting very 
Vl!ry cold, vas continuing to get cold, it was beainning to 
bring the whol~ loop down. And even though 'We nov had started 
to turn el~ctrical loads back on, so on and so forth, we jU6t 
didn't lead th£' problem quite far ~nough. And ve couldn't 
k e cpt he I () 0 pup. An d i t k e p l f all i n g off and k e p t (a 11 i n g 
off. and we kept thinking it \1:18 80ing to level oCr. And, 
We put on all the loads that we could possibly put 00 the thing. 
And th~ bastr problem we had, before the crew vent tu bed 
tonight, vas that we vere trying to Ret the loops 1n .a confiR
urat Ion where we had an 3utOlllllt i c felil-over capabi 1 ity to the 
prlm:try loop. And, li(' couldn't do that, because, I'm tryifl~ 
to fthlkt! thh stlllpl(' - we couldn't enable the automatic sw1tch
ov~r to the pri.ary loop b~c8u8e the secondary loop was 80 

cold that I f had Wto enabled the 8vitchover, it 'Would havE' 
Mwltched over Im_edtately to the prl.ary loop. And you recall 
lhe priMary loop 18 the one with th18 valve th.t's hung up 1n 
it. Nov, V~ have anbther probl •• that cOMpounds thto Whole 
s1tulition, and that 1.8 th&t we h8V~ 80llle equipment that VI h.d 
tu~ned on deliberatel, to heir heat the loop up, that cannot 
.fford to go vtthotlt c0(11l\\R' Hore than a~()ut IS Minute •• 
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'So ,you I re be tween a rock and a. hard place. You cal! I t leave 
the gear on when you're not In contact with the vehicle for 
fear the secondary loop' ill fall, with the crew asleep, of 
c"urse, and you'11 burn up 80me gear, yet if you turn the 
g~'lt' off, the lo"p gots colder. So the situation, when th.e 
cr~v v~nt tu bed was, we were still thinking we were going 
Lo lJl~ uhle ~o cont rol the situalivu U)' ul"inging loads on 
and v\' "H~rt.! t'odulutjng t.hc loads on and off at each site, 
bl·c'HIS(~ Vt.' couldn't leave them on all the time for the reason 
1 just stated. We had ta1ked about, before the crew vent 
to bcd, shortly before the crew went to bed, this k.luge that 
we currently have rigged up in the vehiCle, and had decided 
agatnst it, because, I decided against it, because l thought 
we were going to be able to keep the situation under control 
and l didn't want to keep the crev up. Well, it turned out, 
r guess ve made the decision about an hour after they went 
to bed that we weren't going to be able to hold the te.pera-
tures irt the loop. the basic:: problem. is we had some heat 
t?xchangers, and as you know, tn the vehicle that tak~ moisture 
out of the air, and when you take moisture out of the air, 
Itl s plain (lId water, and watcr freezes at 32 degrees, and 
if the heat exchangers ever freeze Uf', ),ou sland a cha~ce 
of cracking the plcltes and ruJning the heat flxchangeu. And 
we "'4lted to wake the crew up until the temperature at the 
heat exchanger got down to 30 degrees roughly, .and that 
occurred about an hour or 80 after they went La bed, which 
mtlMt hav(> been about 10:30, when was th4t, about 11 o'clo.:k, 
Ioea I time, HO'lslon tIme. We woke the. up and we had a plan. 
and lh~ plan was, b681cally, the liquid cooled garments that 
they vore during the EVA tod8Y, the one heat source that we 
didn'l have on that airlock coolant loop thal Was available 
to us. was to put the liquid cooled garment - one of the 
liquid roolcd g4fm~ntG down into th~ workshop in a pla~c 
vh~r~ it was hot. hook up the big long umbilical that the 
Cft''''' had and of course, the crew wouldn't get 1n~o tilt.! garment 
ju!>t - -
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SPEAKER - hook up the big long umbilical that 
the crew had. and of course, the erew wouldn't gel in'the 
gsrra~nls. Just set the garment down there. W~ hooked up 
till' III.bt 11('.:111'4, hooked up thu wster systeM, and turned on 
tl1\' .H1ml'!'. in ruct. we did this (or both the LCGge we used 
l,.,LIY. TIIl'Y "rCl·,-lively unstowed the stuff they Just got 
tht'HII~h Ilutllng awny. And currently we have two LCGs up 
un ll'P uf w .. Ler tunk 1. and the secondary suit umbi1tbal 
$y~tvM Is operative and we are running a heat exchange 
~rr~~t!vely b~tvccn the water tanks In the OWS and th19 
coolant loop. And it has gotten us out of any Immp.diate 
problem. And the whole operation took about 2 hours and 
fifte~n minutes from the time ve woke the crew up and we 
sent them back to bed. The loop is responding slowly but 
surely. It takes those thermal capacitors forever. When 1 
left here the thing was like about minus 39 degrees and it 
was up (r 0 III W hat, abo u t .1 nus 6 ~ I') r so 1IlP. t h 1 n 8 1 ike t hat. 
below zp.ro. And which lI\~ans that the vax i& slowly but 
surely warD·ing up. That thing Ie II wax thing. Now. 
(IUr plan for toaorrow. We think we know how - We think we -
the loop is not warmed up Buff 1 ciently enough to where the 
ternreratur~ control valve In the seclndary loop is ('ontrolling 
tht' ternpCr.ltllr('! properly yet. However we think it vill. The-
~nu ~f th~ the problems we think may be hampering the loop 
returnJ.ng to normal oper~tluns is we ~sy have a very ~.all 
amount ()f ,"atl-f in thl! glycol - in the coolanoL loop. and 
as OPP,l!H'(j to glycol, wat('r and coolanol don't mix. And 
these valves - the one we'~e having trouble with In the pri
.aty l¢op and the one that is not modulating in tho se~ondary 
lOOp. becaunc the loop Is too cold. have had a history of 
cI'nLtmin.tlton from sIIIal1 amounts of ice. If JOU get the 
t f n I! 8 t bIt 0 f wa t e r 1 nth c rUt i teo DIe sou r 0 I II 0 1 U lion and 
is Just .1 blob and goe8 through th~ s.u11 orJflcclI at the 
valv~ and freezes right there and murky mucks the v4lv~ up 
~o It d",'sn't work properly, So basically 1n the morning 
l't:! not SUfi! ~x3ctly ",h.tt velr€> going to dOl but 1 SUSP\!l~t 
that we're goln~ to try and (rec-up the valve in the- primary 
loop. by ~.\tlng that loop good and warm and cycl~ a coolant 
thr,,'u~h it. "nd sce 1 f We cr.n't frec-up that valv,', and then 

W " A (' t t h "t 10 (ll' v 0 r kin g , w C' I 1 1 got {) V 0 r k 0 nth (' 11 (> con dar y 
11)01". What ve'fl~ doing effectivl'ty r18ht no,", Is 
<1ft tfically keeping the loop warm. SecondAry loop slill is 
not controtllng the temperature pr~perly. The prim.r), loop 
is oft. and we can ~tay In the condition ~~'re In (orev8l 
if W~ hAd too, but we don't - certainly don't intend too. 
The crew is goin& to get up 2 hours late in the anrnlng, and 
WP are 1f),1dly ,era.bUng over th~re nov to redo the fliRht 
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plan that v& had tomorrow to accomodate the. getting up 
late and undoing thie kludge that we have hooked ~p to get 
U8 through the night. And we had a lot of other thi~gs 
going. One $uper thin~ that's going on. we'r~ getting 
about 2,000 watts out of that airlock. 1800, 1700. I'm 
a little high In that, but anyway the airlock is pulling itt~ 
weight in gold at the .ollent. That'!, about what you wanted 
to h~ar, and I guess we' 11 ask qU~8tion81 and I br~ught 
St ... ·yC alung and he can tune you up on whatever. 

PhO Would you please watt for the mlcro-
pthHll' becaus~ we're gc>ing to have a little problems getting 
thlnfa dune otherwise. 

QUERY One of the thin~s that confused me that 
you didn't tou~h are Neil, In this pattern of things, was that 
up until - well during the period, say 45 .inut~9 to, maybe 
as much as 15 minutes or ~o b~{ore you woke the crew up, the 
reports from over in HOCR were that the te~perature was rising 
a degree or two. What was the pattern of that then? 

HUTCHINSON Well the te.p~rature varies as daylight 
dnd darkness, in daylight And darkness cycles, and fnr awhile 
it looked like we were going to hol~ our own and it was 
bouncing around 34,35, and then it started down again, and 
then it would come back u~ and of courS2. not having con
tinuous ~ontact. and some sites being in daylight. and some 
81t~s beine 1n darkness, it's no doubt you got a report 
that it was rising, because it was, but it Was not 81gnltlc~ntly 
rising. See, it'g so darn hard - the little blips 1n the 
thing mask the overall fact that 1t'8 headed down. and I 
don't know, didn't it cOllie ur 80llle Stt:!Vt, a couple of times 
It S v (' we r e w ate h 1 n g it. We 101' () U 1 d nIt h a v e \I a f. ted any w t-. e T. e 
n1'3r a~ long if ve had known for surf.! that we were 1n a 
fi x. 

QUERY Okay, lhat Wa~ what I was getting Itt. 
Was it thlH variation that 1n pan threw you off? 

HUTCHI!iSON That, and the fact lhat therJ'tlal balflcs 
everybody. 

HcL!N~ON I think what really got us into trouble 
thinking like that. You rcmemh~r we tried a little experi
ml:!nt - w~ll experimcnt, .,,0 thought wall- W$ tried II llttle 
thing with this secondary coolant loop and you remember we 
shut it off for about 9 or 10 !IIinutes or 80, a'ld the intent 
behilld that was, if we shut the coolant loop olf and let the 
heal loaJ~ bUild up in it and cut It b.ck on, then ve would 
get A pretty high h~4t transftr into the valve. and maybe 
thav out any the ice crystals or anythln8 that formed 0" th~re. 
Okay, we tried that And you notice when we were 801n8 to 
bring the gecon~ar, loop back up, ve had a cONmand probl~. 
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plan that v& had tomorrow to accomodate the. getting up 
late and undoing thie kludge that we have hooked ~p to get 
U8 through the night. And we had a lot of other thi~gs 
going. One $uper thin~ that's going on. we'r~ getting 
about 2,000 watts out of that airlock. 1800, 1700. I'm 
a little high In that, but anyway the airlock is pulling itt~ 
weight in gold at the .ollent. That'!, about what you wanted 
to h~ar, and I guess we' 11 ask qU~8tion81 and I br~ught 
St ... ·yC alung and he can tune you up on whatever. 

PhO Would you please watt for the mlcro-
pthHll' becaus~ we're gc>ing to have a little problems getting 
thlnfa dune otherwise. 

QUERY One of the thin~s that confused me that 
you didn't tou~h are Neil, In this pattern of things, was that 
up until - well during the period, say 45 .inut~9 to, maybe 
as much as 15 minutes or ~o b~{ore you woke the crew up, the 
reports from over in HOCR were that the te~perature was rising 
a degree or two. What was the pattern of that then? 

HUTCHINSON Well the te.p~rature varies as daylight 
dnd darkness, in daylight And darkness cycles, and fnr awhile 
it looked like we were going to hol~ our own and it was 
bouncing around 34,35, and then it started down again, and 
then it would come back u~ and of courS2. not having con
tinuous ~ontact. and some sites being in daylight. and some 
81t~s beine 1n darkness, it's no doubt you got a report 
that it was rising, because it was, but it Was not 81gnltlc~ntly 
rising. See, it'g so darn hard - the little blips 1n the 
thing mask the overall fact that 1t'8 headed down. and I 
don't know, didn't it cOllie ur 80llle Stt:!Vt, a couple of times 
It S v (' we r e w ate h 1 n g it. We 101' () U 1 d nIt h a v e \I a f. ted any w t-. e T. e 
n1'3r a~ long if ve had known for surf.! that we were 1n a 
fi x. 

QUERY Okay, lhat Wa~ what I was getting Itt. 
Was it thlH variation that 1n pan threw you off? 

HUTCHI!iSON That, and the fact lhat therJ'tlal balflcs 
everybody. 

HcL!N~ON I think what really got us into trouble 
thinking like that. You rcmemh~r we tried a little experi
ml:!nt - w~ll experimcnt, .,,0 thought wall- W$ tried II llttle 
thing with this secondary coolant loop and you remember we 
shut it off for about 9 or 10 !IIinutes or 80, a'ld the intent 
behilld that was, if we shut the coolant loop olf and let the 
heal loaJ~ bUild up in it and cut It b.ck on, then ve would 
get A pretty high h~4t transftr into the valve. and maybe 
thav out any the ice crystals or anythln8 that formed 0" th~re. 
Okay, we tried that And you notice when we were 801n8 to 
bring the gecon~ar, loop back up, ve had a cONmand probl~. 
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a~~ W~ had to ask the ~reW to bring it bac~.up for U8. Well, 
t~ey brousht it back up for U8 and it 8ppearod okay then. The 
t~m~~rature at that time had seemed to come right back where 
it,vas before we shut the loop off, and it looked like we 
h~d helped ours~lves just 8 little bit by leaving it off for 
19 minutes or so. Gut when we did that, In order fOf the crew 
to t~rn it on tbey have to take command away from us, and do 
it manudlly. So when we requested them to give U8 command 
capability again, of course, when you do that the crew hdS 
to shut off the secondary loo~ again. And we havp. to turn 
it back on, $0 when we turned it back on the final time, then 
we r~ally started getting into t~.perature problems and it 
started coming do~n Q little b!t on ~8. 

QUERY What did this do to the temperature in 
the orbital wor~shop? 

McLENDON You .ean the gae te.perature? Gas 
tellperature inside the workshop? 

QUERY Yeah. 
McLENDON J t didn't affect th .. ! • 
QUERY What's it at. 
McLENDON Well, the average g4S te.perature there, 

1 think, if I remember right, was aruund 75, 16 dearees. 
QUERY If you can't fix the stuck valve in the 

primary loop, and you have to leave the LCGs plugged into the 
secondary ioop, what id that 801ng to do to the EVA capability 
later for relrl~vin8 HIm? 

HlITCHINSON Why, Hrat off, I delOit think we're 
going to have to do that. We'd be In a bit of - well that 
all d~p~nds. The loop depends on how f4st ~ if ve would 
h~v. ~otl~n ourselves in a poslure where we couldn't afford 
lo unpluFt the LCGs for 4 or S hours, we'd be in a fix. However, 
il's my "pini,'n. for example, right nov, right thlB 11I1nutc 
1 could go over there and turn oft th.t suit coolant loup and 
I've got thi.t therm.1l clt,'acltnr warr",d up enough 80 1 could 
prllbahly b(~ 8 or 10 hours before 1'\', 1n trouble again. 

McLENDON W~ll, 1 think ~\en in that C4se, when 
),ou !ott' F.VA, you have 4 crew when they're in the tCG, which 
ll'l t'(lRl'llli.11ly bettel' than the hookup we have now, because 
you h:\V(' a liv(' cr(!\o'lIInn in t.here with body heat in there in 
thl' Lel; llnd Yt)U h"vc lWO of them, And three of them if y,-,o 
want l() (~ounL tht }'LT 111 the forwl!rd area. 

HUTCHINSON And you got to raIH.btr also. woe don't 
have to go through this Dluh-I'uuh power d()":t that welve had 
to go through to do this P.VA because we've sot all the 
power we need. SO WI) want have to tckf' a lot of load. off 
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a~~ W~ had to ask the ~reW to bring it bac~.up for U8. Well, 
t~ey brousht it back up for U8 and it 8ppearod okay then. The 
t~m~~rature at that time had seemed to come right back where 
it,vas before we shut the loop off, and it looked like we 
h~d helped ours~lves just 8 little bit by leaving it off for 
19 minutes or so. Gut when we did that, In order fOf the crew 
to t~rn it on tbey have to take command away from us, and do 
it manudlly. So when we requested them to give U8 command 
capability again, of course, when you do that the crew hdS 
to shut off the secondary loo~ again. And we havp. to turn 
it back on, $0 when we turned it back on the final time, then 
we r~ally started getting into t~.perature problems and it 
started coming do~n Q little b!t on ~8. 

QUERY What did this do to the temperature in 
the orbital wor~shop? 

McLENDON You .ean the gae te.perature? Gas 
tellperature inside the workshop? 

QUERY Yeah. 
McLENDON J t didn't affect th .. ! • 
QUERY What's it at. 
McLENDON Well, the average g4S te.perature there, 

1 think, if I remember right, was aruund 75, 16 dearees. 
QUERY If you can't fix the stuck valve in the 

primary loop, and you have to leave the LCGs plugged into the 
secondary ioop, what id that 801ng to do to the EVA capability 
later for relrl~vin8 HIm? 

HlITCHINSON Why, Hrat off, I delOit think we're 
going to have to do that. We'd be In a bit of - well that 
all d~p~nds. The loop depends on how f4st ~ if ve would 
h~v. ~otl~n ourselves in a poslure where we couldn't afford 
lo unpluFt the LCGs for 4 or S hours, we'd be in a fix. However, 
il's my "pini,'n. for example, right nov, right thlB 11I1nutc 
1 could go over there and turn oft th.t suit coolant loup and 
I've got thi.t therm.1l clt,'acltnr warr",d up enough 80 1 could 
prllbahly b(~ 8 or 10 hours before 1'\', 1n trouble again. 

McLENDON W~ll, 1 think ~\en in that C4se, when 
),ou !ott' F.VA, you have 4 crew when they're in the tCG, which 
ll'l t'(lRl'llli.11ly bettel' than the hookup we have now, because 
you h:\V(' a liv(' cr(!\o'lIInn in t.here with body heat in there in 
thl' Lel; llnd Yt)U h"vc lWO of them, And three of them if y,-,o 
want l() (~ounL tht }'LT 111 the forwl!rd area. 

HUTCHINSON And you got to raIH.btr also. woe don't 
have to go through this Dluh-I'uuh power d()":t that welve had 
to go through to do this P.VA because we've sot all the 
power we need. SO WI) want have to tckf' a lot of load. off 
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loop. '{hat's a 
1 g\l\,g~ l' II to 
haYti any ~ffl.'ct 
t.'Vl.!ll If Wt:' hav~ 

QUERY 
hav(· happened? 

good point Steve made. As a matter of tact, 
~etract what 1 said. t think it won't 
.It alt. Wl!'ll probably make out all right, 
to ",tHY with the lal.L up like it 18. 

If thiH had sli~ further, what mi8ht 

IIUTCHINSON Well, the worst thing that could have 
Ilappt!ned - you medII if the temperature had of gone on down? 

QUERY Yeah. 
HUTCHINSON The worst thing that could have happened 

lik~ I mentioned is that we have these condensing heat ex
changt' rs t which is you know, our prime device for. removing 
water from the atmosphere, and they have some little plates 
in them that are covered with chamois cloth and so on. I 
don't know exactly the -

END O~· TAPE 
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loop. '{hat's a 
1 g\l\,g~ l' II to 
haYti any ~ffl.'ct 
t.'Vl.!ll If Wt:' hav~ 

QUERY 
hav(· happened? 

good point Steve made. As a matter of tact, 
~etract what 1 said. t think it won't 
.It alt. Wl!'ll probably make out all right, 
to ",tHY with the lal.L up like it 18. 

If thiH had sli~ further, what mi8ht 

IIUTCHINSON Well, the worst thing that could have 
Ilappt!ned - you medII if the temperature had of gone on down? 

QUERY Yeah. 
HUTCHINSON The worst thing that could have happened 

lik~ I mentioned is that we have these condensing heat ex
changt' rs t which is you know, our prime device for. removing 
water from the atmosphere, and they have some little plates 
in them that are covered with chamois cloth and so on. I 
don't know exactly the -

END O~· TAPE 
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SPEAKER -- covered with sha .. y cloth and so on, and 
1 don't know exactly the c~~figur4tion of them. But an}way, 
~they're fairly fragile, and if you ever fro&e one up, you'd 
probably break it. And when you break it, then it - it 
allows an air path through jt, and it won't re~ov~ water aay 
lont~~r. Now we have Spare plates on board. I don't know 
h~~ man,; we ~ot a do%en - half a dozen. 

QU~:RY (garble) 
S I' E Aln: R But you don't 11 k e to dol hI n g s 1 ik l' -

nothing C.1t8St rophic, that's for R~.;re, but we could hrt":': SUft' 

m~s~~d up th~ h~at exchanger and the heat exchanger plates. 
The n~ are some other things that you begin tu w(1rry iloout. 
for ~xample, one of the things is the OWS heat exchanger, 
which is not designed to H·_ove wilterj it is designed to remC\ve 
heat, and 1 f you start - it you do anything that messes up the 
water balclnce - In other words. humidity goes lip a bit, and 
the OW She ate xc han g c r with a ve r y. ve rye old cool ant I 00 P tr a $ 

.1 !lH of cold in that heat exchanger. And it condenses water, 
and you get water in the tans and mess the fans up In ther~. s: 
tht!re <lre a lot of innocuous things that could get you, nOrH; uf 
which are really big. But you - things you certainly viII want 
to do. 

QUER\ With a condition now USing the garments 
to cool it And assumlr.g you don't fix it. can they go ahead 
tomorrow and Just run 4 norm~l mission if they wanted to? 
\iith this st't up and the cold coolant, can you operate the 
instruments and do everything just like normal? 

~PRAKER Yeah. it's kind of a patn 1n the n~ck be-
calise wl.!·ve got ;d! thooe hOS~R running down out of tht' airlock, 
do .... o Into the OWS and so on, but ther~ won't be /lny - tlit'Tt.' 
is no jeop;\rdy to tomorrow'~ Flight Plan except for the r .. ,t 
that Wl' to!lt lht~ tillle. And we did guarantee them (,f!(·(:tively 
that we Wl.'re ~olng to give thf!UI 8 hour8 sleep, b'l(~")U!lQ they 
vere d~8d tired. Of course we cnd~d up keeping them up 
A couple hourN l.,t~. Even in the long run, if we ended up hav
i~g to operate und~r t~ls kind o( configuration. J don't ~ee it 
af€l'c!. !n any of the overall experIment ->peratlons. 

Q I) E R Y You 8 aid i nth ell) n g run - try ( ) tJ h a '/ (0 l 0 

~on'r Oil this vay - is this thlng solvablf:, and can you fl.x 
f t n p an d go b a{~ k to" 0 rillS .11 

St'EAKER We - We think It is, And tOl'Aorruw ve'll -
1t'" one of those thin88 tomorrow vitl tell. We aren't going 
to mess with it anYlIlore tonight t becauAe lh.re alp. Arc a lOl of 
people looking at 'What the beAt I14n (If 4t.t.ck 18 to try and 
gt!t (lurselves back on an ('ven k~el. 1 think the ;;Iuic
basically. the general ~"8tneer1n8 feeling both It,,,rC!! and 
~t HunAtville right now 18 th~t v~'re going t~ U~ eble to get 
hoth thf lOI)ps back. On<:e we ~(' l th(·1'!1 - i! He c"n eV0r set thel1'l 
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SPEAKER -- covered with sha .. y cloth and so on, and 
1 don't know exactly the c~~figur4tion of them. But an}way, 
~they're fairly fragile, and if you ever fro&e one up, you'd 
probably break it. And when you break it, then it - it 
allows an air path through jt, and it won't re~ov~ water aay 
lont~~r. Now we have Spare plates on board. I don't know 
h~~ man,; we ~ot a do%en - half a dozen. 

QU~:RY (garble) 
S I' E Aln: R But you don't 11 k e to dol hI n g s 1 ik l' -

nothing C.1t8St rophic, that's for R~.;re, but we could hrt":': SUft' 

m~s~~d up th~ h~at exchanger and the heat exchanger plates. 
The n~ are some other things that you begin tu w(1rry iloout. 
for ~xample, one of the things is the OWS heat exchanger, 
which is not designed to H·_ove wilterj it is designed to remC\ve 
heat, and 1 f you start - it you do anything that messes up the 
water balclnce - In other words. humidity goes lip a bit, and 
the OW She ate xc han g c r with a ve r y. ve rye old cool ant I 00 P tr a $ 

.1 !lH of cold in that heat exchanger. And it condenses water, 
and you get water in the tans and mess the fans up In ther~. s: 
tht!re <lre a lot of innocuous things that could get you, nOrH; uf 
which are really big. But you - things you certainly viII want 
to do. 

QUER\ With a condition now USing the garments 
to cool it And assumlr.g you don't fix it. can they go ahead 
tomorrow and Just run 4 norm~l mission if they wanted to? 
\iith this st't up and the cold coolant, can you operate the 
instruments and do everything just like normal? 

~PRAKER Yeah. it's kind of a patn 1n the n~ck be-
calise wl.!·ve got ;d! thooe hOS~R running down out of tht' airlock, 
do .... o Into the OWS and so on, but ther~ won't be /lny - tlit'Tt.' 
is no jeop;\rdy to tomorrow'~ Flight Plan except for the r .. ,t 
that Wl' to!lt lht~ tillle. And we did guarantee them (,f!(·(:tively 
that we Wl.'re ~olng to give thf!UI 8 hour8 sleep, b'l(~")U!lQ they 
vere d~8d tired. Of course we cnd~d up keeping them up 
A couple hourN l.,t~. Even in the long run, if we ended up hav
i~g to operate und~r t~ls kind o( configuration. J don't ~ee it 
af€l'c!. !n any of the overall experIment ->peratlons. 

Q I) E R Y You 8 aid i nth ell) n g run - try ( ) tJ h a '/ (0 l 0 

~on'r Oil this vay - is this thlng solvablf:, and can you fl.x 
f t n p an d go b a{~ k to" 0 rillS .11 

St'EAKER We - We think It is, And tOl'Aorruw ve'll -
1t'" one of those thin88 tomorrow vitl tell. We aren't going 
to mess with it anYlIlore tonight t becauAe lh.re alp. Arc a lOl of 
people looking at 'What the beAt I14n (If 4t.t.ck 18 to try and 
gt!t (lurselves back on an ('ven k~el. 1 think the ;;Iuic
basically. the general ~"8tneer1n8 feeling both It,,,rC!! and 
~t HunAtville right now 18 th~t v~'re going t~ U~ eble to get 
hoth thf lOI)ps back. On<:e we ~(' l th(·1'!1 - i! He c"n eV0r set thel1'l 
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varme,J utJ, .:1nd ifve dr, ha\,4! "' little water in tbure, and -
that iM the rnsson that our temperature cont~ol v.lv~$are 
not IIl>l'rating prop(~tly. In other Yords, if the prll .. ry \'alve 
i~ Ilot br~ ;"". C('t example stuck 1n Ii hatdovl;r position forever. 
we'll probllb iy l-C nble to set back In good sh4pe. And 1 ...; I -
w(" 11 prohAbly gu to work on it first thins in the morning. 
In fact, I'm sure we wIll. 

QUERY If - if vater in the loops 18 the problem, 
can you get the watrr out? 

SPEAKER No, and, b~y, ~b~n you 84Y vater In the 
l..\.IOpS, that's - t;1at is a theor,. And it takes a very mlnlscul'" 
,llllounr, you krlO'oI. like a pencil eraSE!r l'u11 to screw one of 
these thIngs u;'. 

QUERY If it is there, you can't set it out. 
SPEAKER rh~t's corr~ct_ But you can get the 

loop warmed up to where it doesn't mak~ any dlfferen~~ if 
t. t 's the r e _ An d t hat's - I lie a n ve' ye be ft n ope rat i n g the 8 e 
loops for three week - how lon, we've b~en ~p there - howev~r 
lon~ w~'ve heen up there - tuo ~eeks or whatever - three weeks 
and complrlely saliyfaClorily; however, we've never put them 
Undl'r till" kin!l of th(' rltal loads coldwlse that they saw 1'1 th(~ 
1., s t lOt II 1 2 h 0 u r Ii • 

QIJt:RY Then. i ( you CAn get the .. warlled up, 
there':. 1\(' barrier to normal this lIIi8810n, Skylab Itl, 
Skylab IV. 

Si'EAKf.R Normal everything_ And we vl11 be very 
core-fill not t(, ~('t them cold again. 

QUERY When do ,OU think, other thing~ being 
('Qual l'r btHt.~'( or wnrfJIe, you can get thea warllled up? 

Sr~AkE~ I suspect - ~el1, I've told ~ou that w~'r~ 
artificially ~eeping the second4ry loop warm. Nov the 
primary loop ifi olf. ; suspect t01l\I)rrov 1I0rnln8 the ground -
1 think It <111 depends on getling all the engine. ring 
opinions sorted out inlo one concrete plan of attack. 
would Hay tONorrow w~ wIll go to work o~ the priMary loop. 

QU~~Y 1 think the CAP CO~ used th6 word tntolerablt 
tll d\'s('ritw f,1.'ltillp, the hCdl (~xr.;hallg"r {lazen up. Pete said, "loIe 
\of,tnt to kl'{'ll this lhinp. Roing." If YOII hadn't go'> the. warmed 
UP. ,·ollld ~UII :IIl".'!' t~o( Into I} Riludtion vllt!'r<' it would hllY,' t.)l'en 
"Ii tIl> 11111 t Crsdllllt I Ull'! Not Y\lU hnow, no dan.l(l'r for t hI' (rt!w 
IH',v1"ll"l,ully, but IIIlddlUy til lu't'p (1),10& lht' mi~,dun. 

~ n: " n; R I r P. td 1 y - Ire a 11 y don Itt h ink 8 0 , 

think that if - no, 1 rct'llly don't think so. D\) you think 
HO, Sh~ve? \oJf' sun' could have busted up 80ae geAr, but 411 
of it tg re,d'lclAbl.'. We aiaht have ~ott.n into. ('osture 
w).~nr we MIght 1111'11(' {( it ""ould have ever gotten cold enough • 
And 1 doubt if w(> ('v(Or could hllve gotten col~ enou8h l~1 fteelt the • 
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varme,J utJ, .:1nd ifve dr, ha\,4! "' little water in tbure, and -
that iM the rnsson that our temperature cont~ol v.lv~$are 
not IIl>l'rating prop(~tly. In other Yords, if the prll .. ry \'alve 
i~ Ilot br~ ;"". C('t example stuck 1n Ii hatdovl;r position forever. 
we'll probllb iy l-C nble to set back In good sh4pe. And 1 ...; I -
w(" 11 prohAbly gu to work on it first thins in the morning. 
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Skylab IV. 
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;i'J~p ',' H •• 1C t;p ~ .. ',", . .'~ , 
. i'" . ~t'.AkBR'" "0, ,.~.,,'9.Vft I ~ou14;Il.Y" . ,IO.t a.tJn. tlu t c.01'11" 

"Jot" the loop'i~'.lt. ., ,.' '. . .' . ~~:,.~. 
" SPSA(t.';· . "ov.e VO f.'it jt¥~t vO, .. 14!n t tvv_:-,t 'f;, ,;t rAck 
.~r h4ta' •• ,ch~n,., .,l, .• te. ~~,t,:.nY"hlntil1k",.,~.fl.t., ,H·f~.·j,U.t. 

'" "~" .• tf). 8.art thUi.~.r~o"dch· 'ul 1..4~fl.! ~tbln" ... W __ .n'h".~". 
""int'" h table'· 1\ I' thl\\" if you put: ~ tbat. J..- qots t e,at lit. 'itO 'II ~;., 
•• an lh.t".' rtt 1,,' o· eUu.tton thet 'II. h.v .• ~to (orr.ct. An4· 
vl'rtf, .(lff., 'W" hit".; t.o 'Wake you uP. to tio It~. • . ,,' .' 

,QUI,y , t·. 4 1 It. , 1. lolt on ,he'. loop.. Y(Ju'" 
t(LI "Me) - 'I {'H.' at nnw UMtfl,.d to heat thoa ulLby t'Qrniu' 
ins' fU.foInu (,n ond ~o fotth t 'Whtch dldn t twc>rit., 

S'£A~~ Il n •• t on40 f thea up nov. 
Query "~at ~n. oC the.. All ftlht. So then, 

JUBt by ~.lnl lh~ ,"r •• ntt. 'o~ vlre able t6 vir, q~ickly rat •• 
the u.pura,,,rfl. DOfU th •• ,. •• n that the w,ter part of thil. 
vblch 1. )'UIII' bi •••• ~ ... concert\ •• ,par.~tl1. tha'. yo" don't . ..,.nt 
.it to fr ••••• 1.' .. ep.r.t. 0"': 1 .. diff .... nt, ,11." •• , .. ~to. the •• Un 
coolin, 8,.tem1 What I cantt {tlur. out i. ~h, ,bu trl,d a 
V~lr~tHY \.( Vii)" d"d it dide't 'Work, I.In4 then all a' e>nu. In .

,,,att,,r of .. lnuto., you had the l. •• per.tqrt loina up \lith the 
O.\.b~r, lhin,.' . 

SPEAKE. Y •• h. ~.11. ~b~r~·. tvo th'~». - ~~o • 
ht •• Ilna"., ,,v" qu.stloullf ,Dout t~~.t. '1I:'a". ~h.rd.~~@t 
th., tiley-ft> - yo,,'u, •• ttJ,A',lVO "ind. of V.t.~l'::!"'."x.~ ~~. (me 
t. th~ vater th.t'. 1n the .utt lo~p that v.·r'b~.nj ~. the 
h~lIH 1. r .. n8 hr. That 1., .. ~o.p 1.tel)' '.par.te tt:.:l..~.. tM: ot h. r 
vat..- .. W,"* ve r~ t tlkin. _"ouI. 1.. the ..,,,terthat'. t.')tA, reMoyed 
ft·..,. lh~ 4U ... o.phe .. " 1ft' h •• t cntthatl •• 'u. And th.t,o' tauu •• 
J, b~!I\& '~nd.,ouuS uut. uf th' .tao,ph.f • .and pa..t 0'" th.,i, 
pi4lel ~"d Wlc~e~ JAtO. - ~~tc lh' C~"4.A' • ~o~d.~ •• t. 
Hilde" IoItaH;h .~~ th~~ plu.hf.u' In'J.(l. ttl. bta holdtnli,t~ftk '"4 then 
~~d th~n dO~"8tAlrA. Yh~ thl~~ th.t,vI we,~ ~o(~i.d _bout 
i r,tJ. ~tl& v •• the t.::!.md.R.~" .• u.ov.l .y;n~.. That ~. the ,'" 
th.t*a th~ VAtlt', " •• """,'oujed "b(H,.t, fr ••• ihl. And the 
r •• ,on \Ie "~rM vorfitd Ab~~, fre~.tn& It i. th.t lh., ~ Lh~ 
W;:OUlollitll loop. hlO&' fi, ... t.he t •• pet'\Uf.' 1ft th ... lu\.t .Ii!.Chan&&f 
~.re d~vn b~lo~ fr~e.'n. rojnt ef "at., ~hJn v. (tn,11, to~k 
.. ~tiuh. l\~" tht< rt- .... ot\ thtly .,,~t •• d \lp "0' f •• " ~ ,,»upl, of 
r~~~Dn.1 Nu*bet una, th.t .ult'lD~l.nt loQ, coul4 - could 
put" pilot hc. U 1n thlirl re;Jl faIt .. r •• t.r than ~I"I)' .l.~,oni¢ 
te IU ': 11\. Sa .:on41y; it in t rodue. a t h. co .. th, he,.t. In th. 
hHJtJ It th, rlahl plac!1 .. cu ... h'. up.lte4. at llda vah. that' • 
• lvi"S u. trouble. £11 t~. other .q~.~ .. at. art 4ovn.tr ••• o( 
th4t v.tv.. Tb •• u,t ho ~ the 'uil h~~' •• eha~ •• tt th. oh. that 
I. 1.kinl the vtl.t and v.r.'~' it up, ,. tilht n.at '0 ~h." 
t~\.',u •••. In out <Jf tMi radlat4;>r.. 'r.n~,Jy. it "",,.tl.eelA' !\tn, 
r •• t it t~~k ov.r~ H4V .b~dt yout J. v •• ,~rprl •• 4.ho~ t •• t 
th~ l~.p. ~ ••• up.. . ; 
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. (WIlY' Wbj ,,,tt~ all . tbii,p .. ~.l>.J,"":)·YQ~· c.ra' 
., .~i)l;"1I! ~t. \lith vat .. r .. ' .s.o .th..~, u •• vat., r "'*:~ t.U$,i~O,',:. ~oth.~ . 
\)~'~oh-'~ thet .i."t ,.If.' the' J~".' ",' .. ":'. .!. ..'. 

,', flV1C8UISOtJ,.· "~11, Lb. co,olol,\tloop. 1,'11 l,tt. 
~tf,t"'O 4n.1I.rthat one ."out tho "at..t'~ t~. ¢~·~~,.4nt !90P 

'111 'I,,,t ~.~.r. h 'tile C~u~l.nolvhtch 1 ..... r clpr)'l eVfln, 
kpu~ wh4t tu~i~nol 1,_ that'. ~ t~ad. n ••• of~ •• ~', •• lt. 

""b ........ l.,;r J~o.P. 1 lhl.;:.k •• n4,10u ean Clorrtct."; tf i-. wrona, 
but 'h~w .!!Iuttal. cOlllpatibl11ty. lu.lt.a1.1,. lQ&l &Qt t.o 
rQ •• H .. b~r .. h'~' lhln& la s01n,. .tbro"8h .a p.it 01 ""f~~tl"."l. 
with ,. bun (1) (I r 1l t t le t \lb... 1ft. U. Jtub\ ... t ".~a it.' 1t sand 
ittl hard t· ... lind anyth1na thac'. uot •.• uS. out· of .,.tal. th4t 
",tIl atalld ... ·SJ Alain.t tlll .. &. In. Cool.-nol 4,,'6 a'tUft Ula 

"w. u.e tn tn. eSK. Gytol. 
.... , S'IA~~. . . Kov, t.htt'blal. 1p ~.I t,Y" ha4, ~u{_~b~ 1 ~.~ , 

ottoul.nh. Vel voul~ ,10k " •. t.t. b.o.w~, th ..... t.t h., 4r •• t .. 
d.t reaoV4t ca,abll1ty of apy of the coolanta. O~8'. Th6n 

" \Ie \I'. vatat in (.he aUlt loop. bll~""J'. ttl. ,,,teria!. thllle 
are cO~PAl1bl. vith ",at_r. an4 tha, _lve ue ou~ ".aL •• t 
h.~' f~jectlon - heat tt.nsf.~ - ",at.r da •• ~ W~ haYo to 10 
to ~ Goolano1 _lxtute ift "h. cool.~tloop. th~ ••• lye •• b.ca~ •• 
",hat your ~old plato. and all. ~our"'l.ctron~t •• r. _9uc\t..d D'" .I, 'IoIltat Stii ••. ntioned .... ju.t not coapatfb\.vlth·, w~atJr 
~~Q).ftt. . 

. iHlrC.qH$OK LUte it .,lr.911 tbo .• ruae, lor tXI.plo. 
~Uttt To back def ow th~ co~\.". thin, and 

t41k .b"~t th~ SAl pI •• i 'Of 4 ~lnute •. ~t* '9~ t •• 1 .ur. 
ll'l,u yuu i~H .,1atH; too4 b.hllt.,.l.,.. you·v. lot .... ,11 YP 
~qQ4 el~cuit'n •. in that .t •• l . 

"UrGKJ~~ON Since v. ,ot tho •• GAS p.n.ll OUl th. 
4Srloc' aodul. PtG~ h.v. Ju.t porfol •• d b •• ut(fully.Ju.t 
~be w.ythe,lhould hav •• 

SPEAKI. SC4,.d U' 4 lttJl. bltvh.~ It took ~ • 
.. lutll U .. to I~H th(t. OkJt. (I ..... I (ho\l,ht. - ve. thou,ht 
(fr 4 v)lle that n,,_blt 2 w •• t~ln. to .t', hun,up b.~'\1'~ 
It Jutt eat there and •• t ther. and •• t tharf .n4 th.n all 
~f. $udd.n .V4Y _he w.nl. 

QVlR\~ Hav. you lot t~n allY of lhe 8 th.nnt 1 
b.~~ froa the aVAt . 

MUICKIMSO" 1 biven', ••• n the tf.a.~rlpt. ~ut I 
~ftder.t.n. th~1 put. btl fa.b or •• r on the ~t'Q.~r'pt.. Joe 
hi' •• 0.' c::q ••• U"1 tor U. all U~ •• d,a.u,.l whleh v. cUd pl., 
b.ek f •• l tl .. o~ tb. 1 •• t AtM P'.' ot the d.,. H. ha4 • 
htck (if '" tiM up tb~t •• Yo¥ know". h •••• cro.I' up thefr 
ltt U .• tHu:k11at 4~ttt •• that t1\.,. u •• to tutl ttl, 11'.".1 "'hh 
vtth 60 ~\rt1 .o41fleaUonl wUh tht,. IYA and the pow., down 
tor IvA -net th. po",r u, .~ •• U tb •• art •• , •• nt "t'vf b,." 
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after 13 days man we saw on the around alter 12 day fllahte, But, 
we can't re,lly •• k. a valid co.parison. until we .ee thl~ crew 

.poltflight. 
QU£RY To try to expand a bit on Abbey'j queltion. 

JUtit looking at the outward sisns you see after 13 days in 
Skylab an~ try tu co.pare that with just and outward tiign$ 
you saw i n ( li gtl t i J} A poll 0 , I s n t tit t rue t h a:-", II o. t 0 f the 
ApCllll)ts creus experienced lIotlon sicknesl or naullea? 
Co~~ent that wayan a co~parison baSis, just outward ligns. 

SPEAKER Well, Jim, I think the - I think most of 
th~ Apollo flights. not all the ~rcwmen. I for the life of 
~e right now I could not give you a figure on just ho~ many. 
But ye8, we saw this varying degrees of motion illness 
during this auaptive period to the zero gravity environment. 
And I think something over SO percent of the Apollo crews. 
Now this was from just periods oi maybe two hours up til the, 
1 think the max was about five days, with Jim Irwin. 1 
think he was the longest one. and 1 forget now, Rusty - of 
course Rusty had some proble. more 80 than some of the others. 
And these - here again, these are an individual susceptibility 
to that thing. Just as it Is here on the ground. But you are 
right in the as~umption that I think most of them did experienc I 

certainly aore than what we have deen here. And it is amazing 
because, 1 think Pete and Joe definitely did expect to see 
so.e of this, and it's rather surpriSing that we haven't. 

QUERY Would you care to speculate ~n why this 
is. I mean you knew for instance that Pete was in an Apollo crew 
that the others hadn't flown. Would volume and ability to 
mQve about in such a spacious area have anything to do with it? 

SPEAKER Well, we have thought so. Definitely we have 
felt that th~ more of {reedom-of-movement the crew has in the 
early hours and days of the missiln, the more likely we are 
g~ing to see this. We began to get this feeling hack when we were 
flying Gemini and we never saw any of this in Mercury or 
Gemini. And yet the Russians were tellin8 us that they were 
We it. and they had a larger spacecraft. in volume. 
~e really didntt appreciate the f~ct at that tlm~, that 
it was probably related to the ability to move about until 
we saw it in Mercury. And that wa8 the first time o~r crews 
really had a chance to get 3found, tu.ble. and perform. Then 
we appreciated the fact that this 1s what it was and this is 
what the Russians had been seeing. We certainly have expected 
to see it in Skylab. But I, the crew. this Skylab crew has 
u~dergone 80me training with the MIll equipment, the chair. They 
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have gone through 10.' of th~se h.ad aovea.nta during the prefllzht purlod. And I don't know at thil point. really, "hether that has had sam. ~ffect·here and 10m. beneficial effect to th •• , in thte early adaptive period or not, Jia. It i8 quit. po.,ible that it has. And I think Dr. Aahsraybill of Pensacola, feel. that he can train the. if Siven the propey tt.e and that haa been one of our big problemR. But they can bG trained to eli.inate or reduce this susceptibility. 
PAO Yes, let'. take two more questions. 1 guess that we'11 be COiling up pretty fast on a lot of air··toground and additional TV coverase. Gentle.an there. QUERY Apparently, Pete underwant his firat Hl71 on Hay 29 and didn't get that infor.ation until 80metiae yeaterday about tho PVC. Now he was tested again yesterday and apparently he haa been told that everything ia fine. 1 wonder why it take. 8 days to set inlot.ation t~ hi. one ti.e and Ie •• than 24 bour. the second, sir? 
SPEAKER Well. first run. we, uh, we really didn't know it was there and we had Made no ~pecial effort to aove tbe big systeDi and to push it in here~ It WIiS cellina through the normal course of events that slowly but .urely go it back here to the Center. This again is part of the big data proble., that you know that we have had. Of course, after we sav that and then we were aware of it, we looked at that data and ve did not feel as I thold you yesterday, that it WIlS of any .ajor consequences vith reg~rds to the performance of that experiment and certainly no ill effects aa far as the crewman vas concerned or his health. But then we were approaching a period of 8 days since ve had seen that first run and here we are faciug a EVA to~orrov and we yanted to make sure that prior to going EVA we would have a chance to look at that data. No~ if ve had waited for the noraal 4 days to get it back here, it would have been here after the fact. So an effort, concentrated effort. was aade tv bring that dat~ in, and that la how we got it that soon. 
~AO Let's take the final question here with Abbie 8r~nt. 
QUERY You sa, that the leg volume changes are a surprise. Can you go into that a little bit more and ~hat does this tell you about the environment of weightle8sness if the leg volume should have shrunk so much from the beg!nnln& of the test. 
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BPSAKll 1 ~ to Itate another ractor in thi' •. 
one of the ••• Iure •• ntl thatf, nade prior to the lover body 
nt •• tive pr •• • t •• t ia • li.ple tape.ea.ure measure.ent 
around the ~alf p.rt of the le~. And ve were 10 •• - ve aee' 
d.cr.a8~' In thi ••••• ure •• nt poetflight in nearly - 1 think 
in every crew.an pr.~tlcally that we have •••• ured - the fir.t 
•• a_ur •• ~nt th.~ we •• de after over three day. of apace flight 
.hoved • r.ther aark.d deer •••• in the li'e of the calf and 
lub.,quent a,alure.entl on thie crevaan and the other crew •• n 
have Ihown quite a .arked reduction in calf 11ze. Nova part 
of thil 10s8 18 due to fluid los, frOM the velael, of the 
la8' vhich are nor.ally filled under aravlty condition •• Then 
vhen ve atart at that point and maaeure the incre ••• in the leg 
ci •• durin8 nesative preasuro. the incre.se i& due to blood 
beinS drawn into the le8 8 • Nov we see a areater volume, a 
greater percentase changes vould be more accurate, than ve haye 
.een in their prior flightl. In prior te.t •• 

PAO Thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay. We're ready to get 8tartei. 
That's assuming that we have lome .~aber8 of the preas in 
at teradance. Okay - Ah ha, cc.e In the back door. - -

PAO Okay. With U8 today we have Plight 
Director Chuck Lewi. and a180, with Chuck, Sy LlebeTgott. 
Sy is the EGIL flight cOhtr01ler and 1" a180, at other tl.es, 
and I gueaa In a aenae today~ the EeOK flight controllet. 
At this point, I'll turn it over to Chuck for his status, and 
then wei 11 throw it open for questions. 

LEWIS Okay. We encountered a couple of 
problema last night. CBRM 11, for the last few hours, haa been 
indicating only about two-thirds of Its noraal output during the 
daylight period. And I brought Sy LIebergott to answer any 
questions with regard to that. And over the iast couple of 
days, I've been asked several questions with regard of peGs, 
CBRMa, and battery capacities; so 1 brought him to help me 
on that. In addition to the CBRM II, the SOSS expert.ent, we 
had several high-voltAge trip offs there. And we've ('eased 
operation on that experi5ent until we've had a chance to look 
at the data. With regard to flight planninK last night, we're 
looking at the so called crew day off. The crew, as I think 
1 reported yesterday, has mentioned to us that they're willing 
to go ahead and run expcri.~nts on their crew day off. So 
we're looking at what experiments we might run on Friday. 
And we haven't made that decision coaupletely yet, but thatls 
In W 0 r k • Th at's bas i call y 1 t . 

Hicks. 
PAO Okay. Let'fJ take questions. Bruce 

QUERY Chuck, I'll at art wi th II coup Ie for 
you. What about TV today? What TV and - You got a good time 
hack on that, by any chance - what real time TV during the SIM? 

LEWIS I didn't bring the Flight Plan with me. 
I think they bring 8 package over here, th~~ execute package, 
and I don't recall the specific times. But there's - As I re
call, there are two passes over the continental United States, 
where they h:lve it set up. And I don I t remember the times. 

P AO 1 t h ink, a 8 a II a t t e r 0 f f act, B rue e , 
Doug Ward or on~ of his people has some precise time hacks 
that you Clln get. 

QUE p"{ 

terms "e can 
teries? 

I wonder if Sy could explain to us, in 
understand very well, the status of all the bat-

LIEBERGOTT Okay. You want the airlock module 
and the ATM. Okay. Let me start with the CBRMs, the A.IM power 
system. Up till 10:00 o'clock last night, when this anomaly 
started again, which I'll get to on the CBRK 17, we had 16 out 
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ot 18 batteriel, CBRKII. And we' ra plannlnl our EVA around 
that capability. Of course, with the anoaa1y v, have on 
11, that kind of thl'ova • hitch in it. But I think we can 
still handle it all r!lbt. The anoaaly on ClaM 17 i8 loaethins 
that we law occur back on day I, (,arble) 44, and - where the 
output was not constant of the regulAtor at the CIRM, the regu~ 
lator to the loads. An4 it went away by itaelf aftar about 10 
hours. Now this il the kind of problea that we really can't 
do auch about anyway. Thi8 problea occurred - started occurring 
again last night ab~ut 10:00 oclock, at 157:02:55, an~ that 
aeans it had gone on, I luess, for about 11 hours. May'be 
it'll go away by itself agaln. But it appears that we do 
have a sho:'t in - in one of the transistors, upper transistor8 
in the regulator of CBaM 17 that would seea to explain it. 
It's 8till - There's not auch we can do about it. Right now 
we have like two-thirds of a regulator we can 8ay during the 
day periods. A full reaulator 12 mlnutel after sunset, in 
the night periods. Takes ah - This i& a function of the 
voltage into the regulator. When it drops below a certain 
level, apparently the transistor breakdown point Is not ex
ceeded, end it starts allowing the regulator to put output full. 
So what we're planning there is - if it breaks coaplp.tely, we're 
planning to power duwn Some more thing8 to take care of that 
for the EVA. And I think we can handle it. So right now it 
appeard that we have seen 16 out Qf 18 CBRKs with • pos~ibllity 
of 15 out of 18. And, a. I said, t think we can handle that 
for the EVA power loads. The airlock module power system, 
the PCGs, we've got - you know, we've only been able to charge 
perhaps four PCG batteries. That's 5,6,1, and 8. We've been 
successful 1n chargins, with what liaited solar panel capability 
we hr.ve. pces - PCG batteries 5. 6, and 1 full up. Eight, 
we've had a problem with. It's just not getting enough solar 
panel output. And we just can't get enough output out of 
the charger or keep the charger turned on long enough. So we 
have at least three of the - that gro~~ of four peGs charged I!p 
full - batteries charged up full. That'a really milking very 
little output out ot those SAS panels that are exposed to the 
sunli ght. So at least we have three good - you know, we have 
our maximum poten - capabiJity now for any emergency power we 
might need. That's what we've been trying to do with the airlock 
module power system in the event, you know, we had a major problem 
wIth the automatic trip offa of the CBRKs like we've had in 
the past. None of those automatic trip offs have reoccurred 
since we got back to solar inertial. And we've got the bat- ,', 
teries up full. Relativp. to the capacity, I guess, of the 
CBRH batteries, which 8eems to have been asked, I guess we 
can say of the four batterip.8, which are the hot ones that got 
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pitched up into the Sun, - In fact, CBRK 17 18 one of the' 
CBRMa that was one of the hot CBltKs. I IUpp08. ve can lay 
we have greater than 10 amp-hour capability out of all but 
theae four that are operating. Theae four, a8 p~obably hal 
been reported before. are running anywhere froa 10 amp-hour 
capability - 9 .ap hours, 8-1/2 amp hours. And enhance w~ -
you know, we said t~e system was degraded. And there's no 
real way to tell vhat the capacity, the raal capacity, of the 
batterie8 are unless you run a - vhat we call a battery capa
city verification test. And that's vhere you discharge the 
battery completely. And then charge it back up and see hoy 
much you get back into it. We can't do that. We don't plan 
to do that until the end. It wasn't nominally planned to do 
~ntil the end of the alssion, just to get a check on the 
b6ttery degradation. If ve get wing lout, ve'll gain 
roughly 4000 vatts, vhich, aA has been atated before, viII get 
u. out of the woods on power. And we should be able to do 
a pretty normal mla810n. lhere t 8 prcbably 8 lot of things I 
can say, but go ahead. 

QUERY Follov on question here. Then you 
don't know whether or not the other four peGs in the airlock 
aodule will york once you get the wing out. And in the event 
thet you have some kind of a massive trip off the r~g~lators, 
you can immediately throw on these three airlock module batteries, 
and they wlll - you think they vIII work and take over the slack 
If there's a problem? 

LIEBERGOTT Maybe 1 got confused, or maybe I 
confused yoP. The - You know the trip offs, the automatic 
trip offs, have been occurring vith the CBRMs, okay? And what 
vetre vorried about, if we had too many that trip off at (Jne 
time, at least ve would want to aake 8ure the air - what air
lock milduIe batteries ve h"d available to U8 vere at least full 
up 82 .., e C 0 U 1 d • a k e the 1D for e me r g e n C y P 0 v e r . And we' ve bee n 
trying to af' orap11sh that, and we've got it just about as full 
as we're going to get it right now. Nov, you said something 
a'Dout in the event When we get the SAS, the airlock module. 
the OW S, SA S w 1 n g de p loy ed, 1 t 

END OF TAPE 
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LEWIS You .aid lo •• thing about in the event Nhen we &e~ the SAS - the airlo~k module - the OWS SAe wiua deployed -There 1. no reason to balieve they won't work - all of the. won't work. You know. I can't tell you it vill, but there'. no reason to believe it won't. 
QUERY Back on the CBRM 11. we're getting two-thirds of the reaulation during the day and then full regulation power out 0 r i t 1 2 .i nut e s a f c: e r 8 un 8 e t • T his w 0 u 1 din d 1 cat e tOile that the problell with the transistor then i~ when you're feeding directly Crom the panel into the bus and not fro. the battery, in powering ~!ract off the battery - the stored power in th~ battery. Is that -
LEWIS Yeah, I need to give a little more detail. Th~ - during the daytime the SAS voltase is quite high. You know, itlll come up like at sunrise 60 volts and then kind of peel off down to 40 volts as it has to supply aore and more charging curr~nt. Okay. When the charging is over, it'll trip back to about 55 - 50 - 55 volts, when the load is removed. What happens is the higher the voltage. the greater we have exceeded the breakdown point of this transistor more than 1. and the more we can feed the short. Okay. The less and less voltage we have available to us, the less power we can feed to the short. and it does g<> down. Okay. Now during the daytime the voltage is quite high. It never drops beloy 40 volts out of the SAS panel. The SAS is feeding the regulator during the daytl~e. During the night the battery feeds the regulator. So. consequently. the voltage is so high. and it can really feed this short, because it's really forCing the transistor aore and .ore into this breakdown region it's in. And we can only get a maxiaum, like tvo-thirds of its output. Normally it runs about 9 asps, feeding the loads it's feedingi so we don't see any aore than 6 - 6 amps output. During the night time - okay, when the battery Is feeding the system, feeding the loads, the battery voltage to start with is a lot lower. In fact. it's like 32-1/2 volts to start with. It's quite low relative to the SAS panel output. What happens is 12 minutes into daylight - into the night. it's been feedIng, you know. 10 amps. and its voltage drops. And its voltage - when tts voltage drops. we noted, to 31.7 vo~ts. it - the magnitude of the short is only down to about 30 watts. And when the voltage drops down to 31.4 volts. this short goes away. So obviously we're not - we have - that Is the point where we're forcina the transistor into breakdown. So at ni6ht time - at 12 minutes into night, we have a full capability. 

QUERY Well. then apparently the more VOllS you've got feeding in there, the worse your problem is. or the wors~ the drain - the short is. Would this then indicate if it 
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doe.n't clear up by itself, as it did back on day 144, that that transiator could even set worse, and you could even have worse proble~8t and the whole thing could So out on you? LEWIS Oh, yea. It could be. That's right. It could be we could lose this CBRM. And what we're doing there L8 in our power analY8i~ assuming the worst case and aS8uming that for the EVA, which can be a very high power drain on the sy~te., that we should a8sume that it's not going to be ther~. So we're running two analyses: one, it's going to be there; the other, it's not going to be there. And ve think ve can pow~r down sufficiently to take care of all that. 
QUFRY A couple here. Could you jU$t clear up for me - when you get the SAS wing hopefully deployed, you have no reason to - you have no reason not to assume that you will be able to use all eight of those batteries? 
LEWIS That's right. 
QUERY You Simply can't tell at the moment. Is this becftuse you can't, In fact, with the low power trickle at the moment - you can't feed across to those four? LEWIS Right. There's nothing to feed the batteries 60 ve can tell anythihg about the performance. QUERY Second part. Could you just outline roughly what tho:! Syst~lJl8 are that require high power during EVA and roughly vhat the level of that is? 
LEWIS Oh. boy. I hadn't gone over that. LEWIS Sy, you probably ought to just address an addition to what our normal base line is rather than try to go back and reconstruct the entire power profile. 
LEIBERGOTT Well, normally the daytime modes are run around - well. we're maintaining 4,000 watts, no more than 4,000 vatts orbital average and not discharging the batte~ie8 any deeper in the CBRM's than the 30 percent. ~ow what's happt'ning 1s that the EVA due to the additional lighting that is required - we're goint to turn on all the docking lights - I think it's an additional 900 vatts - it costs 900 walts to do the EVA. That means we've got to power down by 900 watta 1n order to equalize things. And we've - the major users of power for the EVA are - is the lighting, and to achieve this -a f course in the wo rkshop. in the OWS, we can just about -we ca~ shut it down completely. Shut all the fans down, all the lighting down - you know, just forget it for a fev hours. There's a lot of things ve've had to power down, and, you know like I said, I don't have the list here, but we've had to account for about 900 vatts power down, and we've accomplished that. That's a pretty general answer t\ your question. 

QUER\' But, generally, the very large item 1s the lighting which you need, bt!cause you're going out in the 
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in the first caso in - well 1n the night tise, and you'll have 
It least one ?ther night time pass probably. 

LEIBERGOTT The suit coolant pumps and the li8hting. 
The lighting especially was th~ bi8gest. 

LEWIS That'. docking lights he mentioned and 
a11'10 EVA lights. There'a 80llle EVA lights. 

QUERY While we're on batteries, I had another 
question that isn't exactly related. But I un~erstand that the 
.anufacturing - in-space furnace operates on its own battery, 
its oyn inward power supply - a SOO watt battery. 

LEIBERGOTT Which - repeat your --
QUERY Tha furnace that was built at Marshall 

for experiment has its own power supply separate from either 
the airlock module or the ATM power. Is that right? 

LEIBERCOTT 1 think that' 8 right. Hany of the ex-
pert.ents have their own batteries that we don't interface 
'11th at all. 

QUERY Okay. That's 500 watt capability. Is 
there any way to use that to augment what you already have on 
the line for - and to recharge it eventually? 

LEI8ERGOTT 1 can't answer that question. Obviously 
anytime you're talking about tapping of the power sources, 
you're t'llking about splicing into our bundles. And a lot of 
times that's not even pOSSible, because you don't have cables 
available or the wiring runs outside the vehicle and you 
can't even get to it without an EVA; so I really can't give you 
a satisfactory answer to your question. 

LEWIS 1 know that that has not been considered. 
But be reminded we started the CSM for additional power, if we 
need it. 

QUERY 
lem, how many watts 

LEIBERGOTT 

How .any - with this new battery prob
do you lose? 

About 200. 
QUERY Was it a total of 200? I thought the - if 

the whole thing goes out, but what are you losing now? Or are 
you losing it? 

LEIBERGOTT Well, right now we have at least two-thirds 
of a CBRM, two-thirds capability. 

QUERY Last night they were talking about half. 
Y'all were ~n then when this happen~d. That's what the PAO said. 

LEWIS Well, Je may h&ve said, in talking over 
the loop, a half to a third, hut it looks like it's closer to a 
third during the dcsylight period. When we see tlte drop after 
sunset ~hat 12 minutes I talked about), it looks like about 50 to 
60 percent we' ra dropping (garble) its output Lefore we get back 
up. 

LEIt:.lRCOTT That's right. That's just after sunset. 
LEWIS That's what I said. For about 12 minutes 

even (garble) talked ahout just after sunset. 
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QUERY He wa. talking about 112 W.ttl _ it 
apparently i8 not that auch then that you're 10, in 8. 

LEIDERGOTT Not quite. And 1 think the output of the 
CDRM ia between 200 and 250, in that ran8e. 

QUERY Would 100 watta - would that be a fair 
nUlllbe~ to use. or is that Itill too high? 

LEIBE~GOTT Well, in (garble) average, that'd be the 
worst ca.e - if we told thea we lopt 100 watts _ ~orlt case, 
which we can handle an additional power down if we have to. We 
can handle, I think, scraping a little bit, without going to the 
CSM, the 108s of the CBRMi that's what we're plannlng. I lIIean 
the worst case planning - we're doing it. 

QUERY While you're on the CBRMs - there are 
two CDRHs that are down and one that is & little flaky. Is 
this any kind of (garble) I mean this 1s ttae that's passing. 
Are you in the position of worrylng about more cf these thin8~ 
gOing down the drain a8 time passes? 

LEWIS We're worried about thelll all lhe tiDle. 
Every lIIinute. Bllt these arc different problems now with each one. 

QUERY They're differel'lt probleas. but is there 
an)' kind of statistical thing COiling up ths.t you can say. "Wetre 
apt to have some kind of problellls on two lIlore CBRMs before 
another month is out"? 

LEIBERGOTT No, 1 dontt think so. These thing8 
should be qualified to last well beyond all three mis8ions. 

QUERY Chuck. lid like to clarify this _ the power 
available situation - do you say you had 4,000 watts available 
for the day till!!? 

LEWIS Yes. tha,'3 right. 
QUERY Total? 
LEWIS It's !lore than that. 
LEWIS We've planned for no more than 4 _ You 

talking about our operations that exist now or has the last few 
days? We've planned for nQ more than about 4,000 Watts __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER I tis more than that. 
SPEAKER We planned for no aore than 4 .' you talkln~ about our operations as they exist now, or has the last few days? We planned for no gore than about 4.000 watts average, orbital average. We try to aaintaln our loads le'i8 than that. That - there are ti1lle8 when you peBk above that tor a short period of tille, but wel~e talking about average. Now. with regard to CBRM 17, looka like right now we've 1"5t 8200 watts perhaps out of that. If we 108e CRRM cOllpletely, we're talking probably about 250 watts. Full amount of decreasc, take froll the 4,000 and maintain below that average. 
QUERY Yeah. in other words 4,000 is kind of your red 11ne 80 you went below that to give yourself a little pad, and now you've got about 80 watts out of that with a (garble) problelll. And what is it In the night; time? What is your budget in the nighttime? 
SPEAKER It averages - well during the crew workday still about 4,000 or less. Okay, we - but at night we're watching about 3700, 3750 during the sleep period. 
SPEAKER Bruce Hicks. 
QUEhl Just before I get too confused here, we talking about 4,000 watts Is what you have capable or 4,000 watts is what you're pulling? 
SPEAKER Which you' ce using -
QUERY What havE" you got? 
SPEAKER Maybe 4200, maybe 43. 
QUERY Okay. 
SPEAKER There's Dot much Clargin there. If we try to not discharge the batteries too deeply. We're trying to maintain, always getting back what we take out. plus a lit tle bit each rev. 
QUERY Okay, then if we lost eRR 17 we'd be down a little bit. We'd bp down just below 4,000 - what .... e ha\'l~ to use. and it takes what just to maintain the workshop and CSM? 1'111 talking ~bout In reference to if we don't get the SAS wing out and we - our fup.l cells run out, we're looking at thosc last few day's flight of running just off oi the power from the ATM, can we still maintain it without that CBRHi and if 80, how much further? Haw lIIany more can we lose and not maintain? 
SPEAKER 1 guess - and Sy should answer thisj we'd have :0 look at what our bare baseline Is just to Bupp:>rt crew and I think Sy'e got -
LEIBERGOTT Well, I hav~n't worked with the numbers but it occurs to me that - probably have to give up the OWS. 
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And you especially have to see - if you W~nt to ketp ~he 
CSH there after the cryo8 are gone and the fuel cella 
are gone. Even with the supply of the CSM, you know, that's 
at least 900 watta anJ 18 perhaps aore accurately 1000 or 
1200 watts. If you' r~ going to do that, you've got to give 
up something else. 

QUERY That's ",ithout CBR 17 and the OWS1 
SPEAKER No, I'd almost say even with CRRM 17. 

It's just like doing the EVA. You got to give up an awful 
lot to get the EVA. 

QUERY Okay, even if you have that and you're 
m1ssing 2 now you've got 16 of them and you don't have 
anymore power, you don't get the SAS wing out and so forth. 
You'rA saying we'd have to give up the OWS and say keep 
at what. the ATM and MDA orerating only1 

SPEAKER Do an AM on - you know, out of 
my - out of my Scope now. If you had to give up the OWS, 
it's obvious that you'd have to do an AM m1ssion. Airlock 
module lIissioni MDA ~is8ion. 

SPEAKER Yeah, in a case like that, for example, 
We - if that were the - we got into that situation we 
could operate the HDA the ATM experi_entR and periodically 
go ir.to the OWS lor f('od, that kind of thing. This is 
the kind of thing we looked at very early. Itts a possible 
mission alternate. 

SPEAKER Are there any other questions? Okay, 
we'll adjourn. 

END OF TAPE 
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'UDDY ThQ" old t •• ill.r 'ac ••• PAO All rtabc,_ lett •• et .Cartod with the ChanSI-ot-,hilt b.-leflns, 00 ay .. , •• dtau daht t. Phil Shatfer. On hla riaht il Don 'uddy, who ,. the oU .. gotna Pl1ilht Db-ector, .e you know. And WI expect .o.,ntarlly to h~vu Pro loy~. Hav~'n. here. So. whtle v. are wlttins fOT Dr. Hawkine and without any further Ido t let', _tlrt with Don. 
PUDDY Well, let ... t .rt off with .y favorite tvo subjecta. 'irat, wo've had no additional TACS U.Ise ev.n though ve did have an BREP pa •• today. Secondly. the t •• pera .. ture le.ained very Itable tod.y betveen 7S.8 thi. aornlns and 16.1 this afternoon t 80 1 think ve're just about reachins a etabili.ation point tn and around the area that we projected to you a few day. aao. We v~nt ah,.d and, I' I talk.d vith you la't nisht, we have continued to chlrge vhat ve could of the AH batteries t uling OWS lolar vtng-1 and ve now have three batteries, that'. nu.ber 5.6, and 7 t that are elsenti.lly up to a 100 percent state of charge. The cal rock prohle. that I talked to you about la.t night, fro. the data ve've been able to gain today, looka llko it was prob4bly a vind elevation air type probl... And linee th •• e rockets do not have a guidance syte.a t it e.lentia11y. wa. goln8 off the range and had to be destroyed. There va. nothins wrong I. far a. the scientific payload packa.e itself vas concerned. There 

'; 

vaa so .. aention today 86 f.r aa the data t~at ve had available. And let me c18r! fy one poinl' to you. As far as the VCG or the M-171 rUrls. as you whh to call the. t to date ve have had a total of 14 runs. As tar IS the total nuaber of these runa that have been reduced fro. a pure scientific standpoint - this is vhat we say completes all - is completely saooth data, it has everythin8 in it. every 8q~i881e, such that it meets all of lhe scientific objectives for PI investigation. We reduced -we have completely reduced six of these and of course have etght left to go. As far as those that have been reduced to tho standpoint where they eatisfy lhe medical requirements, all 14 of those have been looked at and I'. sure you have received information the latter part of thi6 afternoon that the ddta that was done on the Com.ander today has been reduced and looka good. No problems. Today we did have EREP paas number five and a 12-atnute data tape started over the Idaho Nevada state line, came acrOS8 the Rocky Mountains, and down into the Gulf Coast of Mexico. We were a little disappointed although 1 think ve did get so.~ good data, froa the standpoint o f c lou d cove l' tan d the tor n ad 1 cae t! vi t y t hat va 8 ina n d around this area. Ue got soa. data there that we didn't anticipate, but ve didn't set loae of the other type of data 
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that v. had hQptd to .tt over the HATS ar.a •• trictly tro. t~ • 
• tandp01nt of the clear w.ather Itudte.. W. did s't one of 
our rri., data pOintl, hovever, which t. the Shell tower, which 
1. located about 25 al1e8 off the Galve.ton coa.t. Wo a180 
co.pleted 3·1/2 hour. today of ATH vtewina tl... A. l'a lure 
you're v~ry veil aw~r •• vo h.d the H092, H171 run on the Coa
•• nder, and an Hll1 run on the Scl.n~e Pilot. and this .v~ntn& 
we h aVI • che dule d .1 1 b rie fe d you 1 alt n t ah t. In EVA r~v' ow 
s"Blon with the crew betw.en 7:45 locil and 8:45 local. And 
that wll1 occur over Vanguard, A8cen810n, and Cua.. Lookina 
at to.orrow', fliaht plan. when ( talked to you last n1ahc w. Vlre talkins about the EVA .iaulat!on be1n8 accoapll1hed tn 
the alternoon tiM Ir •• e. 
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PUDDY w - l.tt nlah~ v. w.r. t.lktnl .bout tho EVA ,taulatlon betn. ac coapl1.hed in the .fternoon tt~~ fr~~u. We continued to look .t that .oa. aore today. And I've ~l~ct.d to aove that 1nto the .ornina t1 •• fra ••• It il pr~'~ntly Ichedul.d rl,ht nov at 14.57 Z or 9,~7 tn the .(1 rn t n 8 for a 0\ h 0 u r per t 0 d 0 f t tIM. The r e h. p pen ~ t 0 be Ko.e TV a •• oct.ted vith th.t. towards the l.tter p.rt of that. In f.ct, over the Goldetone Mila .rl', we have e •• ~ntiallv 16 ainute. of r •• l-tl., TV th.t will occur during that p.rticular EVA Itaul.tion. There vas. qYeltion raiaed, aa I under,tand, about the exact a.ount of cov~rag. that we had - around et.tion coverlge that we h.d durina this EVA 81 •. And 1 ran a quick calcul.ti.)n on that, and of the 4, excu ••• '. of the EVA. Of the 4 hours total. we do have an hour and 13 .tnutea of that that 1.8 over ground etation coverage, 
SPEAKER Don. 1 think that aim is only 3 houra 10n&. PUDl>Y Ok ay. we may h ave chan ge d it, Ph 11 has been workine a8 the off-line Flight Director alona with Kilt Windler, who will be on con801e during the BV activit1 •• , and he .ay want to eay a few word. or an.wer loae of your questions. And let ae also .dd that tomorrow I believe it's schedyled around 2:00 in the afternoon, Rusty Schweickart i8 going to come over and gtve ,'all a few vords .8 faz as 80me of the details of the exact deployment procedures that he has worked over at the Hardhall Immersion facUlty. Phil. do you have anything you want to add? We can open it up to questions. Your chOice. I'D through. 
PAO Dr. Hawkins, would you like to say a word or tvo. We've already had the announcement over the air. S\). if you have no further words, we'll go wtth queation .nd answers. 
HAWKINS I really don't have anything further to add to that. 
PAO Fine. Any quest ions? 
QUE~Y I haven't aeen the flight plan, I've been out a lot today, but I presume that most all of tomorrow and all of Thursday for sure will be devoted to EVA. Will they do an,thina else tomorrow beSides - let me rephrase th.t. What 'lee viII the~ do tomorrow? 
PUDDY Okay. Phil .ay have some later in-formatton, the l.test flight plan 1 have we're still carryini a 4 houl EVA .i. period. Coupled with that we have about 2 houri .nd 15 ainut&8 of ATM viewing tiae. We also have an K092 M171 run on the Science Pilot. And we have 
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.Another cORpltt. niahe .1d. P." on tb, ~019 expert •• nt. 
W. allo have .catt.red 1n there '0 •• of the .'le.l1In.ou. 
hou •• kotpina activit' •• aDd .0 •• of the .xp.rt,.ntt thlt 
WI try to acco~~ll.h vhe,e WI hive .hort ti •• blocke, the 
K461 type exp,rt.ent. whlrt v.~r. lookl nl around for tbe 
crew'l Co •• eDCI on habitabl1lty tuture de.lln of Ipace
crlft, that type of thina_ So, while we ar~ lakins out 
a fairly la,So block of tt •• a •• octatod with pr.paratton~ 
for the EYA, which il pr'.tntly Icneduled on Thur.day, we 
clrtalnly are not aolna into a coapltttly povlred down 
expert.lnt day. 1 think ve'll b. aor. in that tt •• fraae 
when we aet to Thursday. We also have 80 •• preprep 01. 

tha EVA which t. scheduled ln the afternoon 8tartinl around 
21:4S or 6;45 local, and runnina that (or It little over 
an hour and a half. 

SHAFFER That activity at the end of the day 
the hour and a half - whliln the)' .ay preprep, 1t i. exactl), 
that. R1aht now Wt would intend to set the.a lutt. a,ue.bled 
and equared nway and 80ae of the sear placed up into the 
airlock arca to set ready to 80 out and do that. It', done 
to speed up the day toaorrow. It', not a one for one 
speedup. The hour and a half we 1nve.t to.orrov vill not 
take an hour and a half off the tl.e. 
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SHA,r.R Itt, ,01nl to Ip.od up th~ 4ay co-_ottOY. It', not a one tor on. ,plod up. Th, Hour an4 • half VI inve.t to_orrow ~ll1 not tak, an hOUI .n4 • half oft the ~lae tho next day, bleau •• It'' nQt that kind cf thina, but tt'll prohably ta', ou the order of an hour ofl of Thur.dayla work d'1 by thi. activity here. QVERY Do you have. tia. on vhen they're ,oln8 to atart the BVA activlt!e. pn Thruad.y7 
SUA"~R Yeah. I thousht you .tah~ b. tnt.rulted tn th.t ••••• atter of fact. '0 our current ttl.lin. for ThlHtt d., hI. th' crew" tt in 8 up at t hi n or.al Ua.. One of the prell.lnary plan. had thum aet up 4 little btt ~arly, but t hat t u ro 8 0 u t no l tore ally be r e q u t red. S I) ye h" v. t h" .. jUt 1 n 8 up a t the 0 0 r .. a 1 t iI,a, • b 0 U t the n 0 l~ .al po a t ,leap activity and then about two and a half hour. of l:VA prep, where velre lettin8 serious about 80ing out. (i$ttin, the ftnll gear atowed and setttng ,utted and doLo I {nlAgrity ch.(~. Ind that .ort of thina. ~ith the h4tch open!n, at about 15:)S Zulu. Thuls just before .unset,but 'Ie will .pend that night paiS brina!n, some of the aear outside u.ing the ATH lights and the docking light. to li,ht the work .r~a and getting ready to go down onto the s~s beam to ~n the work. Sunrise will occur At about 16:13 aod we should ~. ready to tran.late 00 around in the final work area. wh.ch i8 for the EV 2, the guy that does not go out on the v1t.,. H1, final work area for this purpose is the bal. of th,' discone. And they take the tools that are -had their i~nal a.se.bly ou~titde the apa~ecraft, because of thei r 8t", and we vould expect the beall to be out 00 the order OL 16:45 to 17:00 Zulu. Sunset vl11 occur 10 to 2S .iflutea after the beall is out. They will havl! trao.re rred back to the area of the a1 rlock before the Sun goes down. And we intend at this point to spend that nil:ht pass vor~ln8 on the ATM, fixing the S054 door, getting it pinned open, aod changiog out the S082A ca~era that does not &ppear to be working correctly. Sunrise will occur at about 11:46 and we would begin parasol Inspection and some TV there, which will be - I believe some of it'ti live and certainly it will be recorded. At the end of that dayside pass we would be back In the spacecraft with all of our equip.erts and io the process of buttoning up. 

QUERY A couple of questioos. The beam \lill be out, you say, 16:45-l7:45? 
SHAFFER 16:45 to 17:00. 
QUERY 1 see, and will they be in co~munication with the ground at that ti~e? 
PUDDY The coverage is not very good in this 
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• U., f r a •• • 1 t ' • v, r y • u c h tho • ••• co ve r a I' t hit 
ve had for tho SIVA. ~ctually. Stet th,' Vln lulr4 _ Havatt 
ktnd of thlna. The fir~t part of it •• y be'fairly 10 04. 
but It', really not very lood. 

PUDDY 1 can Itve you a fav .ore d,t.iled 
tiMa on that. It look. 11k. ve havI Vanluard fro ••••• nt .. 
'ally 16137 through 16143 and VI donlt pick up tb, Vanaulrd 
I. Phil hI. J"'t poi~ted out until 16154, when ve hIve a 5 aln
ute pasl there. So, it kind of overllp, on eithor .1de of tt. 

QUERY Will chi. TV thlt you're talkins «bout, 
viii the cI.era b, out.1de the .pacecraft or viii that TV be 
(8a rb 10) 1 

SHArPER You're talking about the parasol in-
spection? Ye., at thi, point In tl.e, that C ••• ra viii bl 
handheld by IV 2, vhich 1 luesl t. noalnally Joe Kervin. 
It will be handheld and he vill be up OD the ATM trul' 10 
they down on the parasol and the ving and _ 

END OF TAPE 
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- .0 they down on the patl,oJ Ift4 the ·'SHA'fSI 

vinl an" ...... 
QUI~Y At th ••••• ti •• thQ TV vill b •• hovina the vina if it do •• deploy? 
SHArraR Wetl. h,lll b. dolng 4.urvey. Okay, and if the ving t. out and light.d, 1 vould ',IU., ~. vould ••• that. that v.'ll certainly ••• thfl p.ra.ol, .~d vha~ev.r ele. it of int.re.t fro. that vant •• , polnt. 
Qu~ay Don, have Y6U lotten .ny lnfor •• tion yet fro. Har,h,ll plrtelnina to .cudi,. of the p.r •• ol' •• aterlalf Hov lona it .iaht la't, vhether or not you utaht heve to -durin, chi •• 1 •• 10n put up the twin boo. froa Har,hall? PUDDY No, 1 don't think there l

, b.en any additionel tnfar •• tion. AI PhU ha, pointed out. one of the thtng. we're dolnlit takin8 a look ..t the paraeol. ~iaht now, asaln be.ed prl •• rlly on ther~al daea and the deel that we'ro tryinl to .1.ulate al far I' therm,l cyelins of ~h. particular aatertal that the paresol il •• d, of • rlsht DOV ve have no indicatton that we're IOin8 to run lnto Iny probl •• ,. Of COUfse. we are prepared to deploy the other device 1f that nead .hould artse. We certainly wou't leave the spacecraft if there'¥ any probl •• as.oclat~d vith it. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, are you ttoroyghly satisfled - are your collea8ues satisfied that Pete is okay and flne and thlt he should 801 
HAWKINS 

W9 saw fro. today'. 
QUERY 

were absolutely none 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 

to that gave the 

Yes, we feel very co.fortable with what 
run. 
Do I Ynd~rat.nd that in today'. run there of theae irregularities at all? 
Absolutely none. 
Then what do you contribute the first run 

HAWKlNS Well, Uke I said this afternoon, I feel 11ke that they had a lot of other plrameters actina upon the crew at that first run on day-4 the 29th of May of thermal 'tress a8 well as fatigue. How lIuch of one or the other, you know, really enters into this thing. It'. hard to say, but I think they're - I think no doubt thAY do contribute to 80me of this. 
PUDDY ~ have one question that has been passed to ae. Let DIe answer it before I forget it. As rar as the EVA at.ulation which will occur tomorrow, th~ TV coverage fro. that is not VTR. It is real-tille TV. It i8 scheduled ·t" occur over the Goldstone-Texas area. I believe the total tiae on that is around 16 .tnutes - excuse ae - Goldstone MilA. It'a about 16 minutes a~d it occurs right at - jU8t shortly after n a 0 n I I 0 C Ii 1 t t lIle • 
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you. 

PAO 
PAO 

Ed dld yoU have" qu •• tlonl 
Okay. W. Ihould end it the ... e. thin. Th,nk 

PUDDY That auy right thert - h' ne,d, .o.,body '0 help hi. orbital •• chanlc •• 
PAO Thank you, Don. 
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SPBAlII You lot one co.inll Okay. fin.. think you. Okay. you're ready anyti •• ve'~e ready co .tart. SPIAKSR Okay, ve're ready to •• t .tarted. V. have with u. chi. aft'rn~on Dr. Royce Hawkln •• and t'll turn it over at thi. Ci •• to Dr. Hawkin,. who 1 - 1 belt.v. ha, a thort op.ninl Itat ... nt. 
HAWKINS Oka)" thank •• I au ••• the - the thinl that reall), has precipitated thl. aeetlna this afternoon wa. the fact that Pete had asked for a private co.a thi. aorninl' A8 a .atter of fact, 1 vas on .y way over. al •• ny of you probabl), recall. when thil caae about. And we were Icheduled to aeet with yo~ and sive you .oa.thing of a rundown upon what the aodicll expori.entl have .hown to datA and concentrlte on, specifically, the K092 and 171 data. And Dr. Johnson was to accoap any •• , I be 1 h VI Ja ck ,U.nl told •• he wa. 101nl to try to relchedule that toaorrow .orninl and continue with that. This - thia private co •• this .orning reall), developed over, 1 think, a .launder,tanding on the part of the - of the crew over 10 •• inforll.tlo:l that was rel.yed to the. last night during the private a.dical conferenC'e. Now I'll have to go back and to the start and try to ncap 80lle of this for you in chroQo),c"lical history. The - the co .. ander, Pete Conrad, first - a.de his firat run with the H092 171 on the 29th of Hay. Now, this VI. -for the aOlt part va. ~ was in the dark. And, as you know, we don't see real tll)8 data too often. There's only one or two pasaes throulh the 24 hour period that really sive U8 a falcl), accurate continous type of coverage. So that you depend upon the dump data coming down. Well, as you probably alao knQY. ve've been having considerable difficulty in getting a lot of \:lle data in froa the du.ps_ We have, In fact, even lost so.~ of those dumps, portion. of it. And i don't think we fu!lr yet understAnd exactly what .11 the proble.tiI are. although this is improving_ And the lime interval between the dumps and the retrieval of that within HSHCC and viewing of that data is improving. On that firat run, you'll recall that this was done at the t1l1o when the te.peratur~9 vere still elevated up in the 80's, high 80's. The Crev had been through aOlle rather strenuous fatiguing periods during that activation period and samplina and activation of the OWS. And at that tille, when we got the data Leek from the 110 - Hlli run on Pote, we did see 80me premature ventricular contractions. Now, this in itaelf doeen't really alarm anyone as long as you don't have excessive numbora or couplin~ of these PVC's. And we have 1n - in a aatter of fact, seen PVC's in Pete Conrad prior to the .ission as we have in - -
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HAWKINS - and 'etl Conrad pr10r to the .1.,lon. " 'It have 1n loti of our crew •• n in the p ... t, In f.ct, prob.bly everyone of u. her. Inthi~ roo. throv occa,lonll pr ••• ture ventricular contr.ctton.. So •• of the •• are • you a,y b, .~.r .. of. and oth,r. you .ay not b, ,vlr. of. All rllht, tht. then V., 12 houre plu. b~for. that inlol.atlon w.a even .vatl.bl. to u.. And even at th,t ci •• then VI did ,xpirtanci '0.' d.t. dropout. and we v.rt not able to co." pletely analy.e the entire tape. for it. full continuity. Th. cardioloal&t, the principal Inv~etiaator' " they have been looktra at thte. Their lnltl.1 tapre •• lun wa. th.t thL, 1, of no .edical '(antfleenco. We felt that it va. definitely loaethln, th.t ~ou ahould oxpect under the environaental condltt~n. and all at that tt... It'. certainly explainable, and had no l~aGdiate a.dieal a{anilieance wh.t~oever. And it', one data point, and obvioudly, you're - with anything of thia nature, you would 11ke to vlrtfy it. If you had th •• in a laboratory, you'd turn hi. around and run hia again. just to lay yeah this 11 definitely there and no proble •• Or if 1t was a problea, you'd identify it. Now, Pete was then scheduled for the next K012/l11 run today. Now thi. then we vere extro~ely anxlous to see, alaply because we h.d ,een the preaature ventricular cantraction prior to flight as well 
88 during hi. first run. And ve certainly, in light of going to EVA, ve obviously want to know everything we can about hi •• And certainly if there 11 - should be a proble., we would want to know about it. And that's again the reasoo for eaking sure that ve did get it in before - prtor to the EVA itself. It was scheduled today, as a .atter of fact. Now, betore you ask lie ... haven't yet seen that data. We have not - I.t was duapeu and it vill be c08\n8 back to UI over the ground links. Now, I think that p ret ty we 11. a. belt t can at the aOlllell", anyway. try to SUII it all up for you. 

QUERY Two questions. Fir8t of all, what is a premature ventricular contraction in aiaple layman's terms. We all have hearts and .ort of - Secondly, what was it you said last night in the private medical conversation that seemed to lead to this misunderstanding on Conrad's part. HAWKINS Well, PVC, a premature ventricular contraction, ~8 a contraction of the heart muscle - the larger chambers of the heart, cont~acting pre.aturely. or earlier than they should, if the iapulse - 8tl.ulus originates at the nOfllal sinus node up in the auricles, the upper chambers, and cOlles down. This i8 just a new foci of etl.ulus, before the stimulus originates and it initiates at just an earlier ~ontraction of what would otherwise be normal. QUERY Now you said that we've all had thea -or may have had thea 80mettae. Do you know it? How W'ould you know itl Would you feel sODle quiver or 80sething? 
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HAWKINS So .. people de,crib, th •• al heart 
Ikipptn, a beat, which 1. the - or a palpitation or a flip 
flop of the heart, th •• , .r •• oae co •• on type of ter •• that people u.e. 

QUIIV II there a ca •• - you •• id .oaethtna ab~ut if it had been Iucc ••• tve or if there had b'.n 80 •• -
thing called Coupl!n, that that Would hive been '.riou.. I don't understand that. 

HAWKINS Well, le, •• 8ay pre.ature of Ventricu-
lar contraction. or arrhyth.1al, and then you've got. whOle 
gallon of arrhyth.la, and PVC. are coaaon. 
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HAWKINS contractions or arrhythaias and then you've" got a whole gamut of arrhythmias and PVC's are coamon. ,So are PAC's premature auricular conL,~etion8. All it aeans is that you have a new foci of stiaulus and that can shift around and appear other than in the sinu9 node where normally the impulse originates. N~w when you get beyond this pOint then you get into arrhyth~ia8 which take on more medical significence. And this we call the coupling vhere you get thea paired or you get a whole run of thea occurring well then you become more concerned about that arrhythmias. This 1s what we vere referring to. 
QUERY The second part of ay questio~ was what was it you said - or that wab said on the medical conversation last nigh\. that led to the misunderstand? 
HAWKINS The - Now it was decided aiter reviewing the data and the PIs had had. chance to look at this and mas.age it over the fev days now since they received the data and in addition of trying to get aore of it, you know, froll the tape dumps that had been delayed or lost - delayed really, 1 think. They then felt still as their initial reaction that ~hi8 is of no medical significance. However, we feel that we should relate this infor.ation to our on board physician and give hi. full benefit of all the knowledge we have en the ground in view of the fact that this would be Pete's second run today. And so that was passed up to t~ea last night. Nov that - what I say 1 think that Pete overreacted to (garble). 
QUERY Well, 1 have several questions and you Just brought up another one. Was it last night the very first time that Pete vas aware of the PVC. other than what he might have felt vas the first Qffictal notice of it? 
HAWKINS Yea, he's had no sy.pto.s - lubjective symptoms of it. Now this is the first knovledge, yes. QUERY And concerning the conference today did Dr. Kraft call you into the conference and were you In (rom the very beginning of the conferen~e? 
HAWKINS Yes, I wac. 
QUERY Did he call you 1n? 
HAWKINS Yes, he CAlled me in. 
PAO On you havE' one aore question? !.et', take one Inor~ Croln Hanks Dod thon we') 1 go around the rooDl. QutRY And one aore, we've asked before conditions of the crew. any problema and so forth and ve've never been Informed of this. 1'm curious why ve haventt and are therE' any More thingt; like this that you might want to tell us now? HAWKINS Well, I expected that qoesllon because really you know we have told you that fro~ the erew health 
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HAWKINS Yea, he's had no sy.pto.s - lubjective symptoms of it. Now this is the first knovledge, yes. QUERY And concerning the conference today did Dr. Kraft call you into the conference and were you In (rom the very beginning of the conferen~e? 
HAWKINS Yes, I wac. 
QUERY Did he call you 1n? 
HAWKINS Yes, he CAlled me in. 
PAO On you havE' one aore question? !.et', take one Inor~ Croln Hanks Dod thon we') 1 go around the rooDl. QutRY And one aore, we've asked before conditions of the crew. any problema and so forth and ve've never been Informed of this. 1'm curious why ve haventt and are therE' any More thingt; like this that you might want to tell us now? HAWKINS Well, I expected that qoesllon because really you know we have told you that fro~ the erew health 
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Nov thi8 i8 not this is not an illne.s. It'e a physiological . findiog which as. I say. can happen to any of U8. And cer-, tainl, you put under varying d~gree8 of stres8 you could precipitate 80ae of these. Now this 1s really a data point within the experi •• nt itself really and 1 don't - I didn't attach any significance to this. Obvio~sly from an operationel standpoint when you' ce going to subje~t ~an to further strebS and certaioly EVA you'd like to have a chance to r~-evaluate what is - what his physiological responses are. None. QUERY Well, if and when you get the results of this last run and he continues to show these PVC'. what would be your recommendation 88 far as hi. taking port in the EVA t. concerned? 
HAWKINS Well, Jim, 1 think the - if we see nothing .. ore. you know, than what we have seen I don't think we're golog to alter the course of events at all. You might want to li.it the work load that he would - might have tCJ undertake if. In fact. you did receive recurrence(J of these at the •• x heart rates that -
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HAWKINS - - iff in fact. you did receive recurrences of these at the max heart rates that ve sav under the stress of the exa.ination, but as long as its nothing ~ore than vhat ve've seen, certainly ve press on. We viII have the crev instrumented with the operational bio instrumentation system and ve will have them under observation. We can carefully monitor them. 
QUERY Hov many contractions dId he have and how is his experience different from Scott and Irwlns experiences on the 151 
HAWKINS Well, i"; looked like. froll the best we CQuld cell, and remember there vere some data dropout points there, that he was experiencing sbout one PVC in about every six or seven beats. And this vas over. just over, a little over a minute duration of that aaximull work load. Step level three, they call it. HAWKINS And how did it differ from 15? All right, in 15 we did see aome coupling by Ge.ini rhythms vith Irwin. Jim Irwin. And this Is what I vas relating to awhile ago. that ve feel takes on more significance. certainly. than any PVCs or PACs. Now, vith Dave Scott, ve did see, and WA saw other PVCs vith Ji. too, other than the bi-Gellini run. If you w111 recall. And with Dave ve did see so.e pre.eture auricular contractions. l don't recall thAt ve saw any PVCs. HIs, 1 think, vere all originating up there, but they were iaolated. Single isolated type of things, and not 1n duration or frequency, 1 think it would be 'coughly about the sallie for the tilto period that ve saw hlA, 

QUERY But we still haven't had any explanation st all of why Conrad, In the words of the official statelllent 3hould have been u~set. He must have been told 80methlnR last night, perhaps It might be doubtful vheth~r he was fit enough to do the space walk. HAWKINS t think - 1 think he felt that really ve vere overly concerned on the grcund. which is really not the case. And that's really - f.t va8 a - it vas explained to hi. straight forvard, and 4S I said, we wanted Joe to - and Pete to, to understand that this had occurred and to know Just e~ .• ·-:-tly Whott it Wll8 and the words weTe even said that ve hav-:: 1\0 concern over this, but ve want you to be aware of It In light of your repeating the exa.lnatlon to.orrow. vhleh he did today. And t cantt interpret it any other wa, than ht> just got the feeling for some reason or other th,H ve were overly concerned, and I guess it va. just a break down In our communication8. or poor co_munication of th.t 
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information. And I wasn't re.lly aware that that existed until today, really. But, it did upset' hi.. To think that we vould. you know, be overly concerned, because he was feeling fine. Subjectively he's had no problems and Joe Kerwin confirms that. He feels that h.'. performed beautifully and he has not observed anything wrong upstairs, either. 
QUERY Will we be informed promptly of the results of todays tests when you have the information. HAWKINS You sure will. As I said earlier we were planning on giving you a kind of rundown on all of this this morning, 1n a lIore orderly manner. We're really just getting to a point in time vhere we're beginning to get 80me data in hand that ve can begin to talk to, and then this hit, 80 it has delayed it. We will obviously give you the quick look report on anything that we gt!t from the dump. 
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. HAWKINS We wIll obviously gf.ve you the quick look 
report on anything that we get from the duup. QUERY How about 1n the future if you see more 
PVCs in any of the crewmen, wl11 we be told then? HAWKINS Well, I guess in light of the interest 
generated here I'd say yes. Now it's Just goes back to what 
we've talked about her~, you know, when ~h!q was first iden
tified the PI's - the cardiologists in talking with U8 and 
we with them did not feel that this was of any sIgnificance 
and they weren't that concerned - They felt like it needed to 
be flagged or anything. QUERY Dr. then this can't be uonitored in real 
time by the observer, monitoring experiaent? HAWKINS No it cannot. This is another point why 
the message - why we did feel that we n~ed8d to let hi. know. 
Now if Joe had had the same capability onboar~ to monitor the 
vectorcardiogram - electrocardiogram then he would have already 
had this knowledge but he doesn't have that capability and 
so we obviously felt in all due respect to our ground sup-
port people and hi. the crew that we needed to relate that 
to thelll, give them every bit of knowledge that we have. And 
that was the agreement that ve had had from the beginning. 

QUERY Well. but if this condition did develop 
a coupling conditioning or something like th.t. Is this so.e
thing that an experienced observer like KerWin could spot 
without monitoring equipment and provide 80me kind of treat
ment, stop the experiment there or provide some kind of treat
lIlent and let you people know right away. HAWKINS Well, 1 think if you got to that point, 
you know that type of arrhythmia, then 1 think that you would 
have lome subjective feelings on the part of the subject him
self, which. yes. Joe could listen to hi. heart, he could 
check his pulse, and you can detect a~rhythmi. by just the 
.~u18e wave. And so he has that obviously. a8 a backup. Now 
he's not normally, you know, monitoring In that manner. though. 
But he obviously would resort to that type of 1II0nitoring if 
there was indication the subject was not doing right. QUERY Why couldn't you have monitored them today 
on this run? 

HAWKINS 1 think, well. 1 don't knola' that Kervin 
kept his finger right on the pulse of the subject throughout 
that run. However, th!:!y dId state that ttl_)' had no problea. 
That P~te felt great all the way through it and Joe observed 
no ill e!fecl8 or deviations from normal. It's kind of the 
way they put it. 

PAO Arthur IHll. QUERY You m8nt1uned youtyC had $ome trouble 
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eolle~tlng data. I'~ wondering if you can giv~ U8 an seti_ate .1 to how much of the original data that you had intended to get you have in fact gotten and what you're m1881ng and how much are you ~i8sing1 
HAWKINS I don't whether I've got all that informa-tion at my fingertips. really. Let's see there's - I think we've lost bits and pleces out of - 1 think three of the four of sleep studies. I think we've lost one KO-11 run, I think that has not been recovered 8e yet, and we've lost - drop-outs, where we've lost bits and pieces, although the whole data is there somewhere, but when you get the thing flnally pulled together, you've lost some tiae. Now as 1 say, thotle problems are being worked - th~y're on top of them and I think things are definitely improving. I'd have to go back and review all of our drop-outs and all that to give you a full answer on it. QUERY Well, are you say1n8 that e.ventually you will get all this data together or do you feel that - -HAWKINS I think th~L it's all there. It may - some of it still be at the ground station - -
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QUERY - - and eventually you vil1 get all this data together Ot do you feel that - -HAWKINS I think it's all there. It may -8 0 me 0 fit be at the g r 0 un d 8 tat ion, r e c e i v i n g 8 t 4 t ion , and ve may be having trouble getting it back into the MCC. Some of it may within the internal vorkings of the MCC. I dor-'t know really. I'm not really the guy to talk to that. You ought to have Btll Tendal here to talk to you. 
QUERY Do you know what the medical goals you set for Skylab have 1n any way been compromised thus far? 
HAWKINS 1 don't think 90. No. I dontt think 80 yet. 
PAO Je rry Bishop. QUERY Are the re any anti.- arrhythlllla drugs or agents onboard1 
HAWKINS Yes the re are. We wo ul d be - we have the - -
QUERY SO it was an elllergency thing that you'd thought aboul before soaebody -HAWKINS Yes, we put these on, 8S a matter of fact, after Apollo 15. They are still aboard. PAO Huntsville T~mes there. QUERY Doctor, when do you expect to have the telemetry d6ta down on this on the Commander', Tun toda,? And once you get it, how long will you need to aSSeS8 it? And if you don't get any information at all, will you rccoamend the EVA be held up until y~u do get it? JPEAKER Well, 1 think - to an8we~ the first part of that, 1 think wE~re going to hopefully have this data 1n our hands Within 8 hours. No, it could be as rauch as 24 hours. That's what - it's almost been cut down froa that first ,:14Y that WQ ran Pete, {rom about 72 ~our8 before we got the data here to now I1bout 24 hours. £ guess where they're really pressing to get it In here, they'~e 80ing to beat that time. So, hopefully ve would have it today within no more than an 8 h.lur period, elapsed. 1h~ analysis of it, here again, depends on the quality as to really how good the analYSis is. So far the data w~'ve gott.o bac~ is of good quality. And I cerlalnly hope and expeet that this would be - - New if we don't eet any back, then we're goir.g to have to use t.he onboard observations of tha onboard phYSician, dnd t.he ere"' .. en to give U~ 80llle .. sILat.nee in reaching the decision regarding the EVA activlty. PAO Jtm ~alony. \ 
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QUERY You answere~ .y first question about 
if you don't get any data beck. But, I ~£B wondering 
how you got in an the convers4tion. The air to ground, 

,if I he&rd it correctly, only asked for Cris Kraft. I 

"/ .' 

was wondering how you got the word that this was a medical 
problem? 

SPEAKER Well Jim, I'~ trying to think how 
the thing really came about. Pete asked for ~hi8 just pri~r 
to the run of the MIll. And we had had a d!lay, we'd had a 
delay in getting that run accompliAhed. and we had asked 
that it be don~ prior - we'd asked that it be done o~er the 
station passes whp~e - and it was set up such where you 
would have re·d- time monitoring throughout mnst of your 
92,171 run. Now we asked for this because. in view of 
the EVA coming up day atter tomorrow and the fact that 
we have had significant delays in retrieving data from the 
Centers, we were anxious to get as much real-ti.~ data 
ftB we could. Now it was right at this time that Pete asked 
for the private comm and 80me of the flight director I believe 
and maybe the Capcom felt that - - Well first let me say 
th~re w~s a delay. They had to go back and repeat a cal 
in the. 92. That put them a little behind. And as such 
they were not going to get - be over all stations durLng the 
en t1 re 1 71 run. An d - -
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HAWKINS - and such they wore not going to get the overall, you knou, all stations during the entire 171 run, and so they felt like that to live up to the instruction that had been previously telemetered up to thea the night before or earlier that 1I0rning that this would definitely cause a delay and thus illpact some of the ERRP .tudi~8 that ..,ere to follow. Now, I think that this yap. an intrepretation of Lhe ground's part that this was what it waa related to and that th~y were upset and wanted to talk about whether that was a hard constraint that they had to delay that or could they press on. As a 1D a tt e r - as itt u rn !! d 0 u t t hat w a a not the 1 s sue, rea 11 y • QUERY I mean did Puddy, or Kraft, or Schneider. or somebody said Doctor, we think that the COlllllander wants you in on this or - -
HAWKINS Dr. Kraft asked .e to join them as he did Mr. Slayton, and Mr. Schneider, and Mr. Puddy. PAO Brllce Hicke QUERY Back to our questIon. Jia - touched on earl1e r. You've said that if you solv. coupling and other problems, you lIight have to reconsider some things and you al~o made thf comment if you sa.., aore PVC'. you'd be a little bit concerned. If you sav aore PVC's in the day's fun and it secas like one every six or 8even bealS Is 8 lot, even over a minute period. Thllt'. 14 to 17 p(>rcent of the tiae. you got a problea. WO',ld you reco_end that Pete not be the man to go out and wor~ on the wing. but aa,be the guy that atayed bAck in the hatch b~cau8e the workload would be lighter? You said you'd have to lighten the workload maybe. HAWKINS Yeah, t think that that's what ),ou woulJ definitely caution hi. about and say look you know, if we see that you're encroaching upon the.e Ii_its - 160 above heart rates we're 801ng to slow you down. Now, ve've not seen any of this below those heart rate levels and these were under stress. These ~ere und~r BaxleUII workload stress Bnd I'll not sure that he would even approach this 1n the EVA activity. He shouldn't. 

QUE RY We 1 1. t hat d i dn t t quI t e hit 0 n 1 t • W hat I'm 8skinfl, Ib oka)'. you slC'w hia down if he hc.ppe.lS tu be the guy (\ut there, but would you recolllllen-i be!ofnh.t:d if ),ou s.t'" the PVC's again today, that he not be tht! one to go out and pry on the st rap. 
HAWKINS If I saw nothina more than ~hat we've .fen then i would not hesitate to let hi. proceed. The only thina 1 laid was that we .1ght wlnd up placing some It.1t& on the max workloads that we'd like to see hi_ undertake. PAO John WI 1 fo~d. 
QUERY How tons wall he on the ergoaeter, and what 
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wad h1s heart rate at the t1me that six or seven beats - one every .ix or aeven beats out of what - ISO, 160 or - -HAWKINS He was kicking off at about 160, 64, 65 beats per .inute at that range. 
QUERl How long wa. he on the ergometer? 
HA~KtNS Well the steps are run 5-ainute inter-vals - durations, at the lower level, middle level, and then the "ax leveL Three le=vels of workload, 80 a total of 15 ainutes. 'they aove one - froa one level into the nc:!xt one and then you have a recovery period. And this was during the third level, and by the vay, that was not run for a fullS minutes, either. And rerwin felt that prior to the run that he was going to lia~t that because of thft fact they had been under the heat ttr~s. of the hi8h elevationa in the teaperatures in the cabir and the other heavy activity that they had been under. So 1.: was only run for 3 lIinutes. 
QUERY Did Conrad say anything in the private conversation to indicate that he felt the heart ekipping a beat or that he - what I'. getting at - is there anyway that Conrad - if he goes out on the EVA he would have 80ae warning .yatea in hi. heart to know that - golly I've lotten that 8all8 PVC, I'd better slow down - soaething to indicate that? 
HAWKINS Well. no, he he' not .~id that he felt any-thing and I honestly can't aay whether he was - Was 
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HAWKINS has not said that he felt any-
thing. And I honestly can't say whether he was subjectively 
aware of any of those or not. It's possible that he could 
be, and it's possible that he would nol be, because as 1 
said earlier, most people have experienced thea, a lot of 
people have had the. and never known it. 

QUERY 1 wanted to see if I could understand 
the physiology correctly. Do both ~entricle8 contract 
prematurely before they are filled completely with blood. 
the idea - -

HAWKINS It depends on where in the cycle 
that that impulae originates you 8ee. Now these appeared 
l~w in the recovery phase, 80 that you would not consider 
this to be significant had it occurred back in the early 
recovery phases of the heart. Yes, yes. But you might 
h3ve less filling than what you would under a nOflDal system. 
that;s true. 

QUERY And if it goes into a full arrhyth!da 
what are the con~equence8? 

HAWKINS Then you could have marked reduced 
output of your blood. 

QUERY If I understood you correctly. you 
Ugure it's going to take about 8 hours to get this informa
tion back fro. the bicycle ride? 

HAWKINS That's kiLd of ., gue •• JiD. Now 
they are trying, the,' re pUlhing for 4 hours, but I bp.l1eve 
we're a lit tie bit ovsr that right now. 

QUERY Well, we're over 4 and the EVA Is 
probably going to t.k~ couple of hours. How will you know 
what'. going on with hl1 hpart rates? 

HAWKINS Well, only when they'r~ 1n atation 
pass will we have thAt information. No, not except when 
we have thelll in station pass where we haVl real ti1le 
data. 

QUERY 
i t real t 1 ae ? 

Well how will you - - you will have 

t 1 me. 

HAW~lNS 
QUERY 

Pardon. 
In a stuion pass you'll have It real 

HAWKINS Real tiae data, right 'ir. 
QUERY SO, most of the tt •• it would be -

you won'l k"ow what'. going on? 
HAWKINS It depends on how the.e, you know how 

the EVA 18 acheduled and vhat orbit. ve're working on. 1 
don't have that intor.ation as yet, how that is .et up. 

PAO Any further qUIlHionl? 
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HAWKINS We should hAv~. we should have 
fahly decent visibility I think. We will be full. 

QUERY Yes, but if his heaIt rate starts 
gOing up to 160 rate you were talking about beiore, before 
LOS you would probably throw a caution on hiG before you 
went out of communication. 

HAWKINS Yea, I think we would. We Would 
give him Rom~ indication of what he Is doing. It's a data 
feedback to the man, to assist him. 

PAO Any further questions? No further 
questions. One further question from Hr. Malony. 

QUERY Do you recall If Jim Irwin had these PVCs prior to his heart attack? 

HAWKINS Jim, yes. We have seen PVCs in Jim 
prior to his missivn. I've seen them personally In some 
of the challber runs. These we'.'e always of a isolated nature. 
We've, as 1 8ay, we've seen thelll in other crewmen 8S well, 
he's not the only one. And it's just no, you know that 
unculillon. And it isn't that signiflcant in itself, that 
you get, you know, you get that alarllled or worried about it. 

QUERY Roughly how many astronauts have had these PVCs in the __ ? 

HAWKINS Oh, I don't, I don't have an oifhand nuaher. 

QUERY total, in other words i8 it 15 percent of all those men? 

HAWKINS Oh, 1 don't think that - _ well I c01lld 
say probably, we've probably seen it in at least )0 or 
40 rercent of thelll that we've obtserved. But, this doesn't 
SAY that they have h4d the~ at times when you w.ren'~ 
\1 b s e r v 1 n g tile III e i the r. see. Th K t 's the 0 the r t hi n g • 

PAO No other qU~8tlon&. we adjourn. 
ENlJ 0.' TAP~: 
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HAWKINS - as We were breaking up, Jack King just 
gut a call and - from KiBsion Control Center over there _ to 
tell U9 that they have got the data into the Center from 
Pete's Hl71 run, but it'll be probably a couple of hours be
fore they get the thing run through the computer system 
and we get a look ~t it, but they think it's good, 80 we'll 
let you know what the redults of that is. 

QUERY You think the data's good, or the run was good? 

SPEAKER That'll be the fastest you 
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PAO Good morning. Again, this morning, we have Flight Director, Chuck Lewis, whri will give us a summary of the vehicle status during the night, and then take your questions. Chuck. 
LEWIS Okay. Start with temperatures. Seem to start with that most every time. There's been only a slight decrease in the temperatures since yesterday. The average gas temperature in the OWS "15.8, film temperature 79.7, and food 79 degrees. We had ~ne anomaly or possible problem, last night, uith RATE GYRO 3 in the Y-axis. We noticed when we have power on it and the wheel's inhibited, w~ had an oscillating output, off-scale 2 to 3 cycles per second. However, when we've got the pow~r on and the wheel enabled, the output looks fine. So that's in work. And maybe more on that later today. In addition to that, what we did primarily on my shift was work in more detail on the Wednesday and Thrusday flight plans. Wednesday being the day prior to our planned EVA. Of c"urse. Thursday, the EVA. About the only change there is that we moved the EVA simulation time for the crew up to the Wednesday morning. instead of the afteenoon. That was done primarily to give us better network coverage. And, of course, the EVA on Thursday, if we decide to finally go Thrusday. we have 4 hours of prep time after the crew's eaten and then we start the EVA promptly, approximately 1600 Zulu, on ThurSday. And that'& basIcally the summary of the work last night. PAO Arthur. 

QUERY How about going through the way the EVA .... orks, for us. 
LEWIS Well. I can't do that, because they've got an off-console team working the actual procedures and time line. I can just give you, basically the blocks of time we allocate in the Flight Plan for the specific procedures and time line. Wednesday mOTning, basically, we've got 3 hours spt aside for the crew to work with the procedural updates we're giving them checklist changes, probably some prep work, on special configuring for the SAS deploy. In the afternoon we've set aside an additional 1-1/2 hours for the crewman for EVA prep work. And then Thursday morning we'll probably wake the crew up about a half hour early, giv~ theD! about an hour and a half foe eating and personal hygiene. Then they' 11 start about a four hour preparation period before the 1600 GMT. We've bJsed, you know, established about 4 hours on the EVA. That may be a little long, but we've given it that much time for the preliminary planning. And after that. they go on to a couple of hours of post EVA .... ork. That puts them up to their pr~9leep - normal presleep period. 

QUERY Let Ine go through that again. 3 hours on EVA, 3 hours prep. 4 hours dOing, 2 hours PO'l1t, is lhat the way you'V& got it? 
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LEWIS ~n the EVA day,-it's 4 hours prep, the EVA, and 2 hours post EVA. And we've scheduled about 4 hours for the actual EVA, I don't think'it'11 take that long, but -And when we get the tilile line better defined, I think that's being worked again today, in a lot of detail. that could be decreased some. 
. QUERY Is there plans for TV during the SIMs? LEWIS We do have it set up. We changed, like 1 said, to the morning so we would have good connaissance coverage. There may be an operational requirement for the TV. If there is, wetll be able to get oiiome. And I say opera-tional - if the crew - and we are Jiscuss1ng a particular problem, and that we think that visual aid would be beneficial, then we may schedule it so we can have the TV dv~ilable to us. QUERY The EVA time, starting at luOO GXT on Thursday, that 4 hour timeblock, what kind of coverage have you got during that? 

LEWIS First 2 hours, as our - just a minute I may have a time line. that I can look at:. The first hour we're - we've got a good continental Cnited States pas6. And at about 1800 we have another limited contine~tal pass. That's Goldstone and Texas. And aft~r that, we're o~f the network. As a matter of fact, only thing ve got left, we've got a part of a Goldstone pass. 
QUERY I'd like to follow on that. .A_nt;! so t in other words, h~w much statIon coverage out of that 4 hours would you have tlmewise. You goin~ to have less than an hour in that 4110urs? 
LEWIS Let .e just try to give you a rough idea. Probably on the order of lit tle over an hour. If you count all the sites we've got within a 4-hour period. And like I said, I think, we have planned probably a little mOl~ time than will actually be required. And the biggest part of th~ coverage is In the first 2 hours. QUERY What about day/night cycles? 1I0w lIIuch day/night? 

LEWIS That'll carry us through - the 4 hours will carry us 2 - about 2-1/2 day/night cycles. But, I think, we'r~ anticipating that the work we want to do will be accomplished probably In the first 2 hours. QUERY Could you run thruugh whal this 4-hour prep consists of? Quickly. 
LEWIS No, I really an't - -QUERY On your 
LEWIS Because I really haven't follcwed that wo rk. 
Q li E It Y 0 kay. W 0 u 1 d j tin c Iud e asp e lib lin g the tools and all that ~tuff - -
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LEWIS Because I really haven't follcwed that wo rk. 
Q li E It Y 0 kay. W 0 u 1 d j tin c Iud e asp e lib lin g the tools and all that ~tuff - -
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LEWIS Part of that and settina ths suite prepared and actually doning the suits, checking pressure checks, pressure inte8rity checks. The communication checks, bioharness will be installed and checked •. Those are some of the things 1 can think of right off. 
QUERY Fo~r hours of EVA is hatch-open, huh? LEWIS Hatch opening approximately 1600. QUERY Oh. Thank you. 
LEWIS And there's a lot of gear to get moved around and stow and get into the right position. you know, before you start depressurizing. 
QUERY Kinda the mundane up today, we'r~ going to have an EREP pass today with all the cloud-cover. 1 understand - -
LEWIS Yes we are going to have the EREP paos today. The only thing I' III aware of as far as - of a change in changing the cloud cover is we've got more cloud cove. now, 0.4 to 0.8 over the Houston area where we had several sites. QUERY During the Wednesday simulation tomorrow will they be fully suited? 
LEWIS I really. don't believe so. I think that'11 be a shl rt sleeve ope rat ion. 
QUERY IOU don't know what revs it'll be on when they're doing the EVA, do you? 
LEWIS It'll be revs, you want the nUMber? Probdbly start on 346,347. possibly 348. At 346, we're about half way through that particular rev. (Garble). QUERY Perhaps you could show us - at least relative position ~f each crewman on the EVA, which way they move, a little bit of thl!t? 
LEWIS I'd hesitate to, because I'a not that familiar with it. However, I think we can get one of the EVA people over this evening. 
PAO ',le're trying to set up an EVA briefing. Arthur. with someone who Is faolliar with it. 
LEWIS One of the other flight contIol teamtl is doing the EVA work. and - - you going to get that today or ton I gh t - -
PAO I don't know when we are going to get it. When ever the guys are available. Bruce. 
QUERY I understood that the cloud cover was also pretty heavy at the beginning of the pass and all the way down tl,rough, is it not? Did I misunderstand that? 
LFWlS As I recall it, we had 0 to 3/l0lhs for the ftrst part of the data take ana we got north~cst of Houston and picked 4/10ths to a/lOths. It's a funnel system apparently through this are~ and I'm not sure what it was past Hougton, further you go. 
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PAO'I think the front.'s due ,through here late this afternoon, I think • 
. QUERY' Whose the flight Director doing the EVA prep and will he take over during the actual EVA? 'LEWIS Yes. It's Milt Windler. . QUERY What is the state of the batteries you have in the airlock. now? Are you still charging the.? Are they still holding a charge? 

LEWIS In the 8irlock module. We can only work with the four. That's battery 5. 6, 7, and 8. Battery 5 is 100 percent state of charge, and battery 7 is 100 p~rcent state of charge. Battery 6 about 95 percent state of charge, and battery 8, approximately 50. 

that 
that 
wing 

QUERY You cen work 
the other 4 batteries were -
isn't there anymore can't be 
out, charge all the 8? 

with only 4, are you 8aying 
normally be fed by the wing 
used, if you get the other 

LEWIS No. I'm not saying that. I'm saying that with the partial deployed wing, the only output we're getting is out of PCG group 5 and 6. Now, we can switch the SAS 5 and 6 to these 4 batteries. In other words, we have the capability. in the way the system's built to switch the SAS output or a solar cell group output to two PCG groups. It's got it's normaJ. path and it can be switched to another. 1 think it's just 2, and by using 5 and 6, we're able to swtich to 7 and 8. This is part of the redundancy in the system. 
QUERY Then the other sections would feed into the other batteries, such that if you get the entire wing out, it will be charging into all 8 batteries? 
LEWIS Yes. 
QUERY Okay. 
PAD Pete. 
QUERY What's the status of the TACS fuel now? 
LEWIS I believe we're at about 47 percent remaining, if I recall correctly, about 47 percent re.aining. St111 above <.1 u r red Ii n e s . 
QUERY Well a couple of questions; one relating to that. What would be the nominal at this time. S~y, it had been a nominal mission? Do you recall what the figures should be at this time? 
LEWIS No, I don't reca 11. 
QUERY Okay. On those OWS batteries. then what i8 the statlls of the. other 47 
LEWIS 1 don't know what the state of charge is on the other 4. 
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SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

charged? 

(Garble) charged. 
Is that it? You mean they're launched 

LEWIS But I assume that there was some 
power taken from them before we isolated the batteries. 

PAO Go ahead. Berry, do you have a question? 
QUERY I was just going to ask you about the 

way the parasol Is working, it's still bringing the temperatures 
down. doesn't that - at least it surprises me after what you 
all said in the past. what's happening there. do you know? 

LEWIS NOt I don't know what you referring to __ 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY ••• it's still bringing the temperatures down, and doesn't that apparently - at least it surprises me after what you all said in the past. What's happening there? Do you know? 
SPEAKER I don't know what you are referring to. The re' s no change as far as I know. And the temperatures are still decreasing. The rate of decrease has certainly slowed down, but we're approaching, for example in the gas temperature, 75 degrees, which was what we were shooting for. QUERY Well, I think ""hat Art WaS referring to is we were - they were - a lot of hope at first that they w~re goIng to bring them right down t~ where they are supposed to be, around 70, and then they said, "Whoops. Wait a minute; we're not goin3 to go below 80 probably." And now they're d~wn to 76 something average gas, and you know - Why? Is it that your thermal models are no good? You don't know what you're doing from here, or what is it? SPEAKER There's not many thermal models that are exact. They:re only - welre only able to e$timate. And - and I think they estimated 80 degrees earlier, and I think that's within reason. We're only talking 5 degrees difference as far as gas temp. Almost exactly 80 on the film and food right now. There's no model that's exact, particularly a thermal model. And as the crew comltented several days ago, the water tanks were certainly - had picked up a lot of heat. and it - they were still dlscipc~ ing heat. QUERY Okay. On another subject, What llbout the crew's suggeatioD that you eliminate their days off? Is this going to be done? 

SPEAKER We've looked at that only briefly, and of course one of the days - one of the scheduled dllYS off, we plan to have a - as I recall now, it \o"as an entry aim scheduled. You know, walk through thp. entry procedures. But 1£ there's no change, we may well follow up and schedule some experiment activity on the day o!'f, or days off. I think we'd kind of watch that and keep it li.ited. QUERY Has Pete had some exrra M092 171 runs made In preparation for the EVA? 
SPEAKER No, I don't think he'd had one until the one they schedul~d this morning. And since he'll be the one on EVA. they wanted to get a run on him. I think they've got one scheduled tomorrow on Kerwin. QUERY In consideration of Bill Schneider's 8tateme~t this morning that the mission will not be extended (At least at this time they plan no extension whatsoever.). do you assess that - wh4t - is it a correct assessment to -
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that the medical people have the greatest pull in deciding on the operations on this mission? And always the pU9h-pull of flight planning - that they cared the greatest way? SPEAKER Well, certainly I think that they would have a r.onsiderable amount of influence If they suspected any problems. as fAr as limiting the mission or limiting the w 0 r k loa d 0 f the ere w • But a t t his poi n tin time, I don' t . think it's l1Iuch more than any other discipline we've got besides disciplines ATM, EREP. and so forth. In other words, they're get ting about their share of - of crew time that we t d planned premission. 
QUERY To get back to the day-off things for just a C1oment, rim wondering if, in your discussions of whether this is a satisfactory thing to do, you discussed philos4phically and maybe medically too about whether the crew, even though they think they may not need some leisure time once in a while -whether you all consider this on the ground as well? And what your thinking of it was. Beyond Just - You can do these number of limited experiments or something like that. I mean something beyond just the hardware, but the men involved too. SPEAKER Well, based upon their performance today and the heal~h - the status of the crew, we bastcally agreed that we could schedule activfties on the crew day off. We could certainly change that {f we have some change in status. And we're going to look - we're go-!.ng to look at tile type of experiments ye'd want to give priority to during those days. Pete basically said -you know, ArM, EREP. or others. We'll look at that. I don't think we want to try to give them a full-up day on the day off. but we'll probably go thr.)ugh and analyze it and see what particular experiments we're ~~hind on and - choose some. 
SPEAKE~ I just caught up on some other shift-briefing C1)tlmentary, and there was something in there thE: other day. A question from Mary (garble). She said wasn't it true that unless you got that solar wing deployed. that the last 8 days of the 28-day mission you'd be kind of coasting with just enough power to keep the spacecraft operational? Now th&t doesn't sound like what I'd heard before. It seemed to me like you had m~ybe 3 days before you might have a problem there. What's your assessment? 
SPEAKER Let's see, 1 think we anticipat~ that we -we will deplete the cryo, cryogenics. on day 165. That's our estimate now. And, of course, that means we got to transfer power across to the CSM. And it would certainly curtail 
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activities In the workshop ATM activities. I don't know how 
much. I think that that - After the EVA thursday, if it's not 
successful, and we don't get the wing out, we'll certainly 
have to go back and analyze that very closely to see just. 
exactly how much we can do after we've increased our baseline 
power requireatent. We haven't looked at that in detail yet. 
But you're right. We'd have to transfer. as I recall, sOIDI~where 
around 1000 to 1100 Watts across to the CSM. And we're going to 
hold until after Thursdsy before ""e start that analysis. I 
don'L want to do unnecessary work. 

QUERY Is that 1000 Watts constantly. at 24 nours? 

S PEAK E RYe s • 
QUERY Yeah. 

SPEAKER That's an average power. 

QUEJi.Y If they deploy the SAS, there ts no way, 
with that just on one side, it'll affect the stabilization of the vehicle, will it? 

SPEAKER We'll mak£ an update to the AIM digital 
computer to account for that so that the momentum management 
is maintained as it should be. We'll change the _ 

QUERY It's no problem. 
SPEAKER No. It's no probl~m. 
QUERY It's just an updating on it. And on the 

ground track for the [REP passes, how far is the spacecraft off 
the nO.lnal grOund track? Like when it comes Over Houston with 
these various test Sites, do you know how far it is cff? 

SPEAKER Saw that number, and I don't recall 
what it was. That was - No, but r can get that for )'ou. 
r know - I've seen the number, but I don't recall what it is. 

QUERY Is it very much, or __ 

SPEAKER No, it's not very much. But It';t not 
exactly back en. It's not exactly over the ground track. 

QUERY And - well, it - as it continl.1es, wl11 
it continue to gel further off? Or is it stabilized in 8 

path now whert'. frOID now on it will be going over the right track? 

SPEAKER Well, it'll continue to get [llCther off. 
That's why \ole have thtse trim burns. So that ""P. C.ln put 
the orbit back over and havt:! the repeating ground tracks e .. -ery - every 5 days. 

QUERY As I un~erstood it, you hac! the one trim burn, and thert:' B no aore anticlpat<!d. 

SPEAk~R Not fo~ this fl!ght. Not for this miSSion, S L- I 1. 
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SPEAKER· Okay, we have a question froa a li8t~ner, 
Check •. A listener writes in and wants to knov whAther the 
EVA positions have been identified by individuals yet: 

SPEAKER I believe we're referring to Pete Conrad 
as EVA 1, and he's the man that goes out to the wing. Joe 
Kerwin, EVA 2 - he's the man thatls in the hatch and assisting 
Conrad. And then Paul viii be 1n the MDA, monitoring. 

QUERY Has this been settled? - Last night 
Mr. Schneider said that it was up to their choice. 

SPEAKER It still is, but I think that's the way 
we're leaning on it. And I think the crew's probably leaning 
the same way. We haven't specifically said that or discussed 
it with the crew. but I think that both the crew and ground 
are assuming that. And it'll probably be discussed some
time today. We up-linked sOllie of the procedures last night 
to them for their analysis. And they'll be commenting on 
those, I think, late today. 

SPEAKER Pet~. you have a Question? 
QUERY There was just one slight change there 

that maybe I just haven't caught up vlth. EVAs _ sorry, not 
EVA 3. But the third lIIan is in the MDA, because earlier it 
was suggested he might be in the CSM wher~ he could get 
a good view of the activity. 
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PAO Okay, we'd like to get started. 
One announcement I ~ould like to make before we get started. 
we do plan a medical experiments status hriefing tomorrow 
morning at 10:00. Let me identify our principals, all 
of whom I thin~ you know. To ~y immediate right is Don 
Puddy. the Flight Director cOiling off shift, Surgeon -
Doctor John Zeiglschmid, and Skylab Program Director 
B11l Schneider. I think everybody here has rec~ived Mr. 
Schneider's press annoucement from Marshall this afternoon. 
And we'll open at this time with an of i-shift status from 
Don Puddy and a s ho rt s tate men t f rOil Dr. Ze igl s chili d. 

PUnDY Okay, well today was a very good 
day, very relaxed. Thermally, we were still running around 
76 degrees. Fuel cell shutdown's still scheduled for day 166. 
We were able to ~aintain the batteries still above our red 
lines, all throughout the day with a heavy experillent load 
at around 70 percent state of charge. which is our desired 
level. We did accoaplish an EREP pass today, number 4. 
It started northwest of Rapid City. South Dakota and ran 
all the way down to Puerto Rico. From all the data we' lI'e 
been able to attain so far, it was an excellant pass. We 
also had 5 hours of ATM viewing at another night side pass 
on the 5183 experiment. And had an M092-H093 run on the 
Pilot. We did have one failure today that is not associ-
ated with the Skylab program directly, but as you know we 
do have 2 rocket launches that we use for calibration of 
some of the AIM experiments. Today we had what we call 
the HCO calrock. These rockets are launched from White 
Sands Black Brandt type sounding l"ocket. That particular 
vehicle vas launched approximately noon today, and we haven't 
got all the data back from White Sands yet as to exactly 
vhat the problem was. But, it appeared that there was 
some sort of vehicle problem. And as a result of that, 
we went into an alternate v~ewing plan on the ATM, which 
we had detailed last night. In other words there is a 
certain p~ogram we use. If the calrock had operated pro
p(>rly to insure that w~ are looking at the same area of the 
Sun both with the calibration rocket end with th~ ATM in
struments onboard in order to make sure that when we get 
the data back we've got an absolute calibration. It cer
tainly 1s a desirable thing to ha~~, but it is not going 
to be a degradation to the ArM experiment data that we are 
obtaining. What the recovery plans are, or whether or not 
they plan to launch another calror~ Tight now is undeter
mined. As rar as tomorrow is concerned, we do plan another 
EREP pass. Right now that EREP pass has 25 sites associ-
ated with it. It starts out in Nevada, goes down through 
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New Mexico, goes over the HATS area, or the Houston Area Test Site, whic~ is one that I'm sure you all have been' briefed on in previous Earth resources br.lefings, very import8nt'to us, and then out into the Gulf. We also r.8ve about 3-1/2 hours of ATM viewing time scheduled. An M092, M171 run on the Comma~der, and an Ml31 run on the Science Pilot. Just to give you a little more advance, day after 
to~orrow we again have another EREP pass scheduled, that will be number 6. We have a MC92, M17l run onthe Science Pilot, we have a 3 hour block of time scheduled for the crew in preparation for the EVA which. as has been pointed out, you have already been briefed on. And we also have 4 ArM passes. So, in summary we're keepfng up 1 think very well with what we predicted premi~810n as far as the experi~ent protocol. We've had no new failures of any type today. The crew seems very relaxed. In fact, if you copied the air to ground that we had just a few mn~ents before I arrived over here, the crew has requested that ~heir 2 remaining days off, which are scheduled 8Q day 15 and day 23 of t~e mission, be looked at by the ground from t~e 9ta~dpoint of turning those from a crew day off l~to a day wher~ they would like to go ahead and accomplish some additionsl exper1.ent~. They would like to take - the crew has expressed their desire to take a look at as much of the experiment hardware onboard as they possibly can. And we ~111 begi~ an immediate 1nvestagation into that to see just exactl} which experiments that haven't been looked at could be and still maintain a relaxed atmosphere for them. I think that's a fairly decent summary of where we are now and where we plan to go in the next couple of days. Let me turn it over to Dr. Z. 

ZIEGLSCHMID Thank you Don. In the Dedical area, we are extremely pleased to be able to report that we've seen very little de~rements in the experiments. The men are in excellent physical condition. The Commander and the SPT have only lost 1 pound of body weight to d3te, based on their inflight body K8SS measurement, which 1s subject to some inaccuracy. But, right now we've got 1 pound of loss ~n each of those men and about 4 pounds on the Pilot. Each man is consuming approximately 2500 calories per day. This intake has remained up 1n contrast to our Apollo experience where, as the 111ssion wore on, the amount of food consumed so_etimes dropped below that planned, and we had a larger weight 10s8 than we have to date. So, we're quite optom1stic that the ~~od is tastier and better on Skylab and that the .en will continue to eat the food and not lose a8 much body weight as - -
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ZIECLSCHMIO - the food is tastier and better ~n Sky-lab and the men will continul'! to eat tIle food and not lose 
8S much body weight as heretofore seen in the Apollo program. There has been hardly any medications taken to date - just a little bit of Afrin for ~asal stuffiness in the earlier days of the miss10n but nothIng in the last three or four days. The crew are getting adequate rest. About six hours is all that appears to be requlrp.d in this kind of environment under this lIorl<load and from all we can tell. a 11 the d at a .., e c an tell, t ,. e ere w a l." e In ext r e lite 1 y excellent health through the 11th day now, and we anticipate thi~ trend to continue. What kind ~f a readaptative process takes place after the flight of 28 days 1s hard to say. Noone knows that 8~d that's why we're flying this .ission particularly for medical point of view. I think - I don't have anything more to say and turn it ~ver to Bill Schneider if he has statements to aake. 

PAO (Garble) but at this point we'll open it to questions. Please raise your hands, wait for the 1Iike. Mark Cramer, CBS. 
QUERY Bill can you outline in detail what the most likely a~~ second most likely plans a~e for the EVA? SCHNEIDER I think they've laid on a presentation too, by Rusty Schweickart later today, but to go into detail Is that right John? Let me just say that there are _ore people who are better qualified than I to explain the details to you, who I'. sure you'll hear froll. What we will do in all probability, is and I would like to sa)', we're GO for EVA no sooner than Thurada)'. We do have a lot of activities that we havt! to go thrCJugh up until then. We want to brief the crew and let the crew pra~tice inside the workshop and get ourselves fully prepared. We don't think that that full preparedness can be any earlier than Thursday and It's conceivable that we may make a comlland decision to .ay it's n'!)t on Thursday if we don't think we're ready. However. what our plans are, 4re to have two crewmen and ~e will leave It up to the Commander to select which crewmen, to exit froll the EVA hatch and to have five of the poles th~t they previously had onboard available to them with the bol~ cutter on the end. One of the cr~wrnen who 1 will c311 EV-2 would maneuver hia-sclf down on the fixed airlock 9hroud and position hillaelf to where he c<;)uld maneuver this 2OS-foot pole ~OWtl along the side of th~ SAS. He would be joined by the crewman who ve'll call EV-l who will as.i.t him then and they will att •• pt to 8tab ~ piece of the debris ulin8 the bolt cuttex.. The bolt cutuu will at that tia. be merely used a8 a cinch to provide to - atteapt to provide a handrail. Once they have 
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secured that handrail, then EV-l will progress down the 
handrail until he geta into the area of the debris, at which 
time he will connect a flexible tethe~ to the vent module 
which are the modules on the side of the solar array boom 
that have been put on that in order to properly condition 
them on the Cape - at the Cape with dry nitrogen. I 
had previously reported to you that our plans had been to 
usc what we'd call the BLAT, the big long adjustable tether. 
Activities yest~rday led us to cnange that, we will not use 
that. We will use the Beta rope that we brought up on - for 
the standup EVA thermal shield, and we will attach that as 
1 said to the boom and the other end up to the ATM truss. 
Then EV-I will attempt to guide the clippers to cut the debris 
and if successful, why then that will be the debris cutting 
exercise. If that Is not successful then he will attempt 
either to pryor to use the bone cutters probably and I -
let me again state - we've done the best we could on the 
ground to figure out the way we think it is up there, but 
the two astronauts who are EVA are going to have a great 
deal of discretion a8 to what they think is th~ primary 
method. or just how they think they are going to go about 
the cutting of this debris. We can only tell you wha ~ 

think the - way it appears on the ground to be. After .oe 
astronaut has severed the d~bTis. he will then remove the 
pole that has been used a8 a handrail ~nd then EV-l ~ill get 
onto the tether and lift the tether. ~hich will have the effect 
of rafsing the boom and breakin8 the device that's been des~ 
c~lb~d to you as the clevis on the damper actuator, which 
should release the boo. and allow it to be deployed into its 
full extended position, at which time we expect that the 
sails - the - this p8r~ of the wings of the lolar array will 
deploy naturally. That could take up to 10 .inutes for the 
win8s to deploy and it is a190 conceivable that they may 
be frozen, although we don't think 80. And if they are we 
~ay have to maneuver the vehicle 1n order to get 80me warmth 
in there to get them to deploy properly. L~t me again say 
Whdt 1 said yesterday. We have a lot of things that have 
to happtn right, so don't expect instant success. We have 
to 8et out there Rnd cut the debriS. That debris ha$ to be 
the only dehria that'. holding it, we then have to be able 
to haul th~ boom up into place. It has to lock, the win8. 
have to deploy. and the gla88 still has to be on the wlngR, 
and the back 
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SCHNEIDER - - we then have to be able to 
hold the boom up into place, it has to l~ck. the wings 
have to deploy and the gla8s still has to be on the wings, 
and the batteries still have to be in tact. We think all 
of that is possible right now, but that is a lot of lis, 
and it is perfectly concelve~b1e that one of those ifs 
may not come to pass. So. we think we have a good chance 
of it, but it certainly not a 100 percent chance that 
we'll get good electrical power. 

PAO 1 think the briefing that Mr. Sch~eider 
referred to is a briefing of the crew tonight by Rusty 
Schweickart from the Cap com console. And that's what is 
scheduled over the GU4m pass at about 9:)0. 

SCHNEIDER That's correct. 
QUERY Could you discuss with us how long 

it has taken to do this in the tank and what 80me of the 
dangers might be? How cealistic is the possibility that 
some sharp metal might cut through the suft or a glove, 
that the wing the solar wing extending might hit the man, 
with what force can it come out and so forth? 

SCHNEIDER Well, as best we can tell f~om 
analysis of all the TV pictures, and from crewmen's 
analysis, we don't believe there i8 any debris there -
we have any debris in the way that will hurt hl~. He 
will be wearing abrasion gloves, which are designed for 
that purpose, to keep any abrasion down. ~e do - the suit 
doee have a capability to withatand any puncture of a small 
nature. We do not anticipate that the crewllan is going 
to touch any sharp metal. As a aatter of fact, he will 
be enjoined not to do so. We think that's a perfectly 
acceptllble exercise. We deliberately set up the exer-
c18e In the tank at Huntsvill~ to have sharp edges at every 
point and we had them there. The 9,l1t8 showed no .igns 
of abrasion, the gloves were worn throughout, and there did 
not seeUi to be any particular haaard. The crevaen don't 
try to put lhe"8e.\v~!J in any dangerous situation. As 
rar 88 how long it lasted, 1 believe froa getting out of 
the halch to gettIng into the hatch, it was something 
between an hour and a half and an hour and 45 minutes, 
during which tIme the crewmen did all 3 exercises. they 
clipped it. they pried it, and they cut it with the bone 
saw, and in addition, there va8 loae operational delay. 
while they adjusted the we1sht and balance of Ed Gib'on. 
So, we think it is probably like one pas., ~ut ~on't be 
lurpdsed if it 18 longer. We •• y not have anticipated 
properly the magnitude of the job. It's a180 perfectly 
concciveable that when ~ete get. out there, be', liable 
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to come back and say, well there's no way. You know that 
we are prepared for that as well, at which time we would 
hope that he would have a good description for us, such 
that on Skylab III we could go up and do whatever we cuuld 
do. As far as the boom hitting them, the motion of the 
boom is expected to be about as rapid as the second hand 
on your watch. We don't anticipate there to be any pro
blem of the Rstronaut being in the way. That's a very large 
struclure, and we don't expect that he'll be able to get 
that moving very rapidly. It has been analyzed and there 
is no apparent damage - apparent dang~r in that at all. 

QUERY Bill, could you just go through again 
the handrail aspect of it? 1 get the feel that you're going 
to use the poles with the belt cutter on the end to set 
up the handrail and then once you've set up that tether 
thing, that will be your handrail while you use the poles, 
and then you use the poles to cul it. 

SCHNEIDER That'. correct. 
PAO Okay, Hark Blume, Kramar sorry. 
QUERY He's in New York listening. Bill, 

the astronaut who is down near the wing will guide the 
bolt cutter and the other guy will actually pull the lanyard 
to cut the piece of metal, is that correct? 

SCHNEIDER The first setting up oC the - and let 
ae again say our recommended procedure to the crewmen is 
going to be that the first setting up of the handrail be 
by the crewaan back in the FAS, who we've designated EV2. 
They will both be in that position, they will attempt to 
grab the debris down there and provide this handrail. Then 
EVI will move out there and using that 89 a handrail he 
then will get out of the way and if he sees that the cutters 
are not in the most optimum position, he will guide thea 
into place and help the EV2 crewman. The EV2 ~re~ •• n will 
be the .an that will physically pull the, 1'11 8a) again 
how X think it will be, will phrsic~lly pull the rope which 
will cut the deb~18, we hope. 

PAO You have a following question Hark. 
QUERY That tool 1s the one that was commer-

cially bought, it looks llke a tree prunins device. It is 
not the shears that made at M~lrshal1. 

SCHNEIDER Correct. 
PAO John Pollick. 
QUERY .. - both fro. Hr. Schneider, hom 

Rocco Petrone and from Kenneth Kleinknecht nbout the pOI~i" 

bility of extending the MIssIon if you doctors flnd that 
you hav~ adequate data to justify that extenlion. You 
had a pretty optl.tltie report on the erevaen a Cev aoaentl 
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, ago in your state.ent I'm not asking you to announce your 
decision now, but how does it look? 

SCHNEIDER Can I kind of answer that, instead? 
1 - and he is perfectly free to speak after me, perfectly 
free to speak before me too - I expect that f~ASA will 
issue a statement on that, probably tOMorrow. 1'. not 
very optimistic that we will have found reasons for any 
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SCHNEIDER - that probably tomorrow. I'm not very optimistic that we will have found reasons right nov why we should extend the mission. We had very good reasons for picking the 28 dayo and while we'll continue to look at the data, I suppose it's perfectly conceivable that sOlie time in the future we might change our Dlin~s. I think the probabi lity that we'll go for a longer than a 28-day mission is very low at this point. Not b.!cause there's any crew degradation - I think as the doctor stated. The crew's in good health and all of the experiments have been coming along very nicely. However, we had set up a rationale on how we would look at that data and what kinds of things we needed in order to extend our duration and we have seen no evidence that we sh~uld change that rationale at this point. r'. a human and I reserve the right to change my mind later, but right now I think it's very highly unlikely that they'll be any mission extension. 
PAO (Garble) 
SCHNEIDER Did I say anything that you wouldn't have sa i d? 
ZIEGLSCHMID No, I just wanted to add to that that one of the important aspect8 here is to find out what happ~r.8 postflight and there's no way to determine that imponderable without re-entry and subjecting the crew to the one-g readaptation process and ve - at 28 days we were ready at double our previous Cerdni expO!rience. And while I think, peorsonally, we could do it, I think it's more prudent to - and consf!rvative and cautious to just go for the 28 days. Thatts .y personal view dnd I think Bill kind of feels the .ame vay. there. 
SCHN!IDElt Yes, except I didn't put lhe double lock on the door. 
ZIEGLSCUHIO (Lacahter) Right. 
QUERV If you have proble.s vith this tVA and you don't 80lve the solar pAnel problema, do you have a capability on a second EVA or do you have to wait until Skylab 3 to go on? 
SCHNEIDER Well, ve have the capability - the physi-cal capability unless Pete came up vith 80me remarkable observation that vould tell U9 how to go about it and correct vhattver he could not correct. My feeling 1. we probably would plan for it on Skylab 3. We have ICarted the development of 80me Ipeclal tools like cutter. and thing. of that nature that misht be avail.ble for a later .iilion. We think ve have a ~retty good probability of doing it on thil mislion j thle tiM and at this point 1 wouldn t t know anythins else to d~ other than to delay it and do it '8ai n _ 
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on Skylab 3. 1 would assume we would waht to see some pic-·· tures and hear 80me descriptlLns of ~hat any further debris might be that's holJing down the arm before we stte_pted it again. 
PAO Reg Terrell. 
QUERY Until today, Dr. Schneider, tl:ere's been - the guidance ~as really been to whatevel h.ppens there will be some 56-day missions of 90me aort would be possible. but now your statement today rather ~hanges this ~jewpoint -SLHNEIDER No - -
QUERY Will you tell us what's happened? SCHNEIDER We've flsid that a 56-day mission would be kind of dull in the last few days and thatls one of the reasons that I said that we changed the launch dat~ on Skylab 3. We do hdve several other things that we are pursuing in the event that we cannot deploy the solar array. I think if yo~ Tead my statement it says unless additional po~er is available why a 56-day .ission may not be possible. We are looking at bringing up 1tindow shade solar IIrraytJ on Skylab 3. There was a meeting on those today which looks reasonable; it'~ not beyond comprehension that we could do that, although it certRinly would not be an easy task. The~e 10 also - we're looking at bringing up two ATM aolar arrays, SA I de~crlbed last night on the CSM on Skylab 4, which we would dock to the rescue hatch to bring up add1tional power. I think as I atated last ni~ht, without additi~nal power on Skylab 3 and 4, when the CSM goes out of cryogenics it would be a very quiet .18lion and 1'. not quite sure that I would be willine to say we'd go fOT 56 days without addilional electrical p(lwer. 

QUERY Iwo questions. First of all, will you be able to see the EVA on television and second i8 there tl.e of day already set fo&' the EVA? 
SCHNIF.OER First the ansver to that is no. I've found no way to 8~t any telavi810n camera. which Would view this EVA, so we will not have any TV. As far aa the seco:'\d question goea, that's a detail which the flight planners hove lo work out and perhaps Don has sOlie \iords on it. I d()n't know whether they've been abl~ to find a good time. We do have some pHlblem which !;e 118)' WAnt to COlillent on in that the good tracks 8r~ coming very early in the morning. Don? PUDDY Well, let me jU8~ ~ay that the plunnlng that we've done 80 far is, we have scheduled int~ tomorrov's fli8ht plan an hour or so of the tim. fra.~ of vhere ve '01111 actually be looking at the proc~dure. that we Are 80inl to uplink thl. evenlna. We are trying to pull tOlcther the detdl procedurel, put thea 1n cre'l btnluage. Rusty's brhfing 
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the crew tonight and coupled with those procedures which 
we hope to uplink, give the crew some time, about an hour's 
worth of time late in the day tomorrow. to go over those. 
We have also scheduled in the day after tomorrow about a 
three-hour simulation where they will actually begin to 
assemble some of the equipmen~ - do what particular dry 
runs t hey can ins ide the spacecraft. And as far 8S the 
exact time of the EVA. no, that has \lot been picked yet. 
That will be looked at this ev~ning and the optimum time 
will be picked 

END OF rAPE 
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P U D DY and a 8 far a 9 the e X act t i ate 0 f the EVA. no, that has not been picked yet. '{hat will be looked at this evening and the optimum timp. will be picked. But. to the best of my knowlege the stateaent that Mr. Schneider mad~ is correct, that right now our preference is in the morning hours. 
QUERY What time when you say morning hours? PUDDY Well, I would say just a rough guess we're probably talking somewhere in tbe order of 8 to 9, 10:00 SOllewhere in there, local time here. It's all dependent on where exactly we've got the best site coverage and also in terms of sunrise Runset tincs, things of this nature. And that requires a detailed look. 
QUERY Don. what is the status of the elec-trical pOWer dystem today? And did I hear correctly that one of the CBRMs that was out eame back on line? PUDDY No, you did not hEar correctly that one of thelll that was out came back on line. We still have number 3 and number IS that are off line. The state of the electrical powp.r system is very good. We've sustained loads as high as 4500 watts and been able to .eet what we call our conservative line. We still could have gene a little further in dt:pth to discharge on the ATK electrical power system and not expect it to run into any problems. As you have been briefed several tiaes, we have what we conllider to be a sound electrical manage.ent .(.heme whereby at the be8inning of the crew day, we do power down certain equipments, and at the end of the crew day we bring those equip.ente back on line. This is done primarily to allow us to. excuse .e, tu allow us to accomplish the EREP passes which are very heavy power users. But the electrical power system today looked very good. And we've st>en nothing to indicate that we're SOing to have any proble"'8 with the power systell that we have rt8ht now. All wc're lrying to do Is to augment it. 

QUERY Dr. Schneider, you mentioned that you expect the EVA to take about an hour and a half to an hour and 4~ minutes, that's what Jt took in the tank. Right? SCHNEIDER That's what it took in the tan:., but we're nol expecting. ve're not co •• itting ourselves to any time. We'll give Pete all the ll.e that he need. to do it. 
QUERV Is there a .ax.l.ua tiae, that you 

And are there any factora eon'training the 
woul d allow? 
.axlmua ti IIi! 1 

SCHN£IDER 
PQte'. judgement. 

Ho, I think weIll leave that up to 
He's a pretty .mooth Mnd cool cat and 
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And are there any factora eon'training the 
woul d allow? 
.axlmua ti IIi! 1 

SCHN£IDER 
PQte'. judgement. 

Ho, I think weIll leave that up to 
He's a pretty .mooth Mnd cool cat and 
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he's not goin8 to do anything that is unreasonable. "If he 
gets out there and can't deploy it. well he's going to tell 
us so and come back in. So, 1 don't believe we'll put a 
maximum time on it. I would imagine that if he couldn't 
do that job in a couple of hours, he would probably say 
that's it. 1 might add in regard to the CBRHs, we did 
say today that during this EVA we viII ask the crewmen 
to do several other things. We will ask them to go out 
a~d observe the parasol and give U8 a visunl observation. 
We will also ask them to go out there and pin open the SOs4 
ATH door that has malfunctioned. And we'll probably ask 
them to see if he can tap the CBRH and see if he can get 
that relay unstuck. I guess it will give him satisfaction 
If he taps it apd tt doesn't vork, it's kind of like kicking 
it. 

PUDDY Thera is one other possible activity 
thllt has been dis,"ussed too, not to any great extent yet 
because we're still trying to pull together all the data. 
And that Is the possibility while he is In the area and 
is pinning the S054 door, of looking at replacing the fIlm 
magazine on S082A. These are normal activities that have 
been planned. There are no new procedures required. Thi. 
Is something that the crew has been trained to do before. 
And as far 85 , especially in the case of replacing an 
82A f11l1 m9.gazine i8 something that is scheduled to be done 
at the, was scheduled to be done on the nominal day 26 EVA. 
And our ~&timate of ti~e there is approxiGately 1 rev to 
accomplish those two tasks. 

QUa.:RY Will you be able, wIll they be able 
to work during the time they are on the dark side of the 
Earth or will you use that maybe as a reat period or what? 

SCHNEIDER Well, what ~e've decided to tell the 
cruw is to start the activ1ties during, jU8t about tvilight 
and to work up in the airlock area dUfing the night pass, 
and to be positioned such that they can go out on thr wing 
In lh~ daylight. And we're also 80ing to 8uggest to the 
crew that !f they work into the n~xt dark pass to go back to 
the lighll>d area 1n the workshop. WP. don't thtnk we vant the .. 
around any pos6iblp jagged edges In the night tiat. 

PUDDY Let me ~dd to that however, if we 
do decide to go ahead and acco.pli8h the other talks that 
we have mentIoned as faf as the ATM experi •• nt. arc con
cerned there i. no coustralnt there that l'a aware 
of unle •• yeu can correct me. that operation. that particu
lar EVA tranafer path aud all the area. that l'a talkinB 
about are fully lighted. So there 18 no probl •• there. 
And they could accoapl18h that task durlns the nlaht tiat 
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frame with n~ proble. whatsoever. 

: ,~ 

GUERY Bill. can you, I hav~ 2 que8tio~s. 
First l~an you using the 1I0dei indicate exactly where the 
astrona~t8 would pause at the fixed airlock shroud and 
vhere they would connect the other end of the pole, that 
is, which ArK truss? The second question 18 do you expect 
television cf the dry run inside the dome, and viII they 
be suil.ed? 

SCHNEIDER I don't know whether or not they 
wl1l be suited and I would USSume we voul~ try to use some 
television as a crew assist to get 80lle discussion back 
and forth pa~ticularly if the crew run~ into ~ny problems 
I would assume they would try to use the TV camera to 
send the data back here so they could get a discu&sion 
back and forth. The path is for EV2 to cOlne out to this 
areA where the di'~one antenna is and to use that discone 
antenna as his, as his means of tether!n, and to att_ch 
the - attach the pole to the vehicle about at this point 
right In here. He is here and he will tether one end 
and he will attempt to g~ down and catch the debris 
at thi.s end. 

QUERY SO th@ upper end does not get C 
clamped on to the tru8A1 

SCHNEIDER No, it: gets tethered on there, it \lill 
be tethered on there. The other astronaut wl11 come ciown 
that path, work on this, coae over funda_entally work from 
the top during t~e debris cutting exercise then c01le b.ck 
LO this position whera he attempts t~ bre.k loo.e the beam 
b)' pulling on a 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - the debris cutting exercise, then coae back to this position where he attempts to break loose the be a III by p u 11i n g 0 n It 8 t rap. He Ii t an d 8 un de r •. s t rap and pulls ~p giving him a force up and down - the strap is attached back here and on the boom. Whtln he atands up under it it's forcing up the short les of a triangle, pushingpulling a force upon the boom. We expect that that will happen in two steps. We expect that when you cut the debeis, it will move out some angle to where the - it gets stopped by the damper actuator. We then have two edges of the clevis which must be broken and as the first one is broken it viII .o~e out a few more degrees and then as the second one is brokl!r., move out 8 few more and then it - it hopefull)' then should come out to the full deployed position. 
PAO John Pollard 
QUERY A couple for Hr. Sch[)eider. Will the crew attempt to straighten the parasol to get better coverage of the workshop area and bring the teaperatures down? SCHNEIDER We don't have any plana fOr thatlt this t 1111e . No. We e x p e c t t h at they' 11 t e 11 u s v hat i t 10 .. t. • 11 k e but it seeas to be working pretty good. I don't think we want to fuss vith a good thing right now. 
QUERY To relate a question for the doctor. Can you talk a little bit about the results from the bicycle and the straps? They coamented today that it's a lot easier without the straps. Ar~ they actually doing a iot of that work with their hands that'. not getting aeasured in so.e wa)', .tnd how .atJafactory is that E:xperiaent turning out? ZIEGLSCHHID Well. w~ just beard the diaru.slon that you did today that Joe Kerwlh and Pete - tryln, thp. 8y.t~. out for the first tlae in long periods of zero-a. found t'lat the re,tralnt systea really was a aore of a hindrance than a help. Orialnally the concept was to lie thea down into the bicycle 8e8t s~ they would be held secure an~ vould be able to pedal. 'i'hey've found that the lap bel~. particularl) seeMed to tnterfere with the circulation of the lo~er le88 an(.) the 'lhoulder straps tended to interfe);(! with "'Ipiratlon ftO they. beinl inventive, tried the system wl~hout the straps and found that they were able to, by hold~ng on tot h e han d le b u·'· \ a (' t U a 11 y II 0 r e n ear l)' a p pro. c h t h IJ way the .yatea V4S desilned to operau in one-I. than vith the reatratn 'Yltem, 10 they c.at d~vn with a ~ecoa.endatlon to do thi.. Ve .ade I little test thla .ftQrnoon to find the efhct of th18 8ettlp on the VCG and the blood preasure .Ylte_ and fo~«d both were not effected appre~ilbly And we theu(ore did nco.lund that they 30 ahead and do all futuu run. with - in the unconstrained - unreetrained condition. 
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So, th18 18 what we're plannIng to do and it seeDS to be working 
real ve 11. 

PAO Pete BaldwIn •. New let's take this and 
about two More questions and close it. 

QUERY BIll, I'd like to clarify a point you aade 
earll~r when you said something about turning the vehicle 
to wara up the section. I thought you said the other night 
if you turned the vehicle you "ould 108e all power and ev~ry
thing ('ls~? 

SCHNEIDER We obviously, Jf wa get back into the 
situation that we ~ere 1n the unmanned period that's correct. 
What the point is 1 f the beam - if the wln88 are Bt uck in 
the UP pOSition, what we would want to do is get a little 
sunlight on this surface here. So you would b.! talkin8 about 
a small PITCH-UP maneuver. Now, that would have an effect 
on the electrical .yste. and it would have an effect on the 
ther.al syste., and we would have to evaluate that before 
ve .ade the .aneuver. But we':e nct talkIng about the radical 
kinds of things that poor Don Puddr and his cohorts had to 
put up with in that h~Lrovlng fir9t 10 days. 

QUERY thls would be after the deployment of 
the wlng? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
SCHNEIDER W~ think they're gOing to deploy. The 

te.perat~res t~~re ~re about - on the ~or8e case, are about 
ainua 34. I think that I. right, Don isr.' tit? Kinus 34 and 
these thinss hav~ been tested and deployed at minus 40, 80 

we think that they'11 deploy all right. But ther~':, always 
a possibility that they von't snd if they don't, why, they'll 
havp. to do something like getting a 11~tle sunlight on the •. 

PAO Matk Cramer. 
QUERY If they don't deploy Is there anything 

that £ y- lor E \'- 2 can do? 
SCHNEIDER We have planned nothlng. 1 think you'll 

find a progTtl. director tt\8t <:ries a lot. It's - no I _ 
seriously, l'~e conditioned .y.elf to __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SCRNEIDER - think ,you'll find a program director 
that erie. a lot. It's perfectly - no • I - seriously I've 
conditioned myself to wher. 1'. optl.ietie but not overly 
optimistic. there's - it'. a perfectly p08sible thing that 
when we open thole up we find that we've got broktn glas8 
or that 80Dle debri8 in there has damaged that glass or that 
{ 0 r .0 Die rea 8 0 nor 0 the r the y , r e not put t1 n 8 0 u t the f u 11 
power. Now, if they do deploy. the esti.ate is that we'll 
Ret about three KW out of the. and currently we're running 
about 3.9, so you can see how that relieves Don' 8 very critical 
problem of electrical lIanage.ent. So, even a reasonable 
percentage of that 3 KW will go a long ways towards helping 
U8 out. Now, we do know that we're getting some electricity 
{roil that one panel on the far side which has partially de
ployed, 80 we know that the glass Is there now. Obviously, 
It's perfectly possible that when we deploy it why that has 
so.e deleterious effect to that panel, 80 wh~t does happen we 
really can't tell. We're hopeful at this pol~t. 

PUDDY As a aatter of fact I lIiaht add to that 
one that as of today on one of the batteries we have raised 
the state of charge on that particular AM battery to 100 
percent. We have another one up to 96 percent and expect 
by this time tomorrow to have It up close to 100 percent. 
So, we do know that we do have some electrical yower 8enera~ 
tion capability with the wing in its present position and 
we are hopeful that it's going to stay that way and be even 
greatly improved. 

PAO Let's take our final question from the 
Huntsville Times. 

QUERY Just curious as to what the third cre~.en 
will be doing when you've got tha other tvo outside, B11l? 

SCHNEIDER Well, just like all EVA's the third crew-
man will be up on the other side of the airlock, up in the 
command aodul~ side of the MDA, and he will be reading the 
procedures to the other two crewmen so tbat they have a 
verbal description at all ti.es as to exactly what they're 
supposed to be doing. 

PAO Th&nk you very much ladies and gentlemen. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO The Change of Shift Pre •• Conference. 
with rl11bt Director. Chuck Lewi., will be sin mo.entarily in 
the Houaton News Roo •• We'll take down the air·ground circuit 
at thia tiae and tape for delayed playback the Canary Illand and 
Ascenaion pass •• of the Skylab space station. 

LEWIS Morning. " 
PAO Plight Director, Chuck Lewis, 1. here 

today to .u.~arize the overnight activities, status of the 
vehicle, ansver questions. You want to start vith your IIIUIII.

lIIary, Chuck. 
LEWIS Okay. Regard to tellperatures, it looks 

like the average gas telllp in the OWS is down to about 76-1/2. 
That's about a little over a degree les8 than it was yestorday. 
The food and film vault appears to have dropped another degree 
or two. We'ra at About 80 degrees there now. No other changes 
in the te.perature. In temperatures the electrical power system, 
basically no change. We evaluated the power require.ents for 
today's Flight Plan, it's GO. We've got EREP pass 4 scheduled 
for today, uh, of course the ATM operations and we vill be 
launching a rocket froll White Sands for calibration purposes 
associated with the S055 experiment. And the last I heard 
they were GO at White Sands. Last night, w~ - we wer~ planning 
day 156. We have EREP pass number 5 planned there. Nothing else. 
Well, 1 take that back. We did go ahead And baseline an M092/l7l 
run on the commander, in preparation for the, - for an EVA which 
is the change we made last night. And we scheduled a little bit 
of tiae in the afternoon for presleep, for any comments crew may 
have on the EVA procedures that we' 11 uplink some time later. 
[ haven't aeen the procedures. I don't think they have all been 
de'lelopedi they're in work. I'm not sure you're aware Wt' had a 
problem yesterday with the S183 cxpcTiment. The slide - the film 
slide cat'rousel jammed. We lest two 183 passes i we had three 
scheduled. We lost two of those. One of those was used for 
malfunction procedure on th~ S183. They removed the carrousel, 
and found the slide that had j8l'Dmed it. But they' 'Ie elect<.>d, 
fot' the 183 pass today, to go with the DAC camera o~ly. And 
they've arrange their pointing for 5183 such that the DAC film 
will be - It is sensitive to UV. So it will be good data. That'a 
basically - baSically it. Questions. 

QUERY Chuck, a couple of things, first of 
all. 1 understand that there - what we've been hearing about 
the four battp.ries that are only getting a state of charge 
of about half power, are those the sam«.> four that bounced Ollt 
on. after the first EREP pass? 

LEVIS Well, either you may be a little 
confuaed or I am. We are trickle charging some of the b('.tteries 
in the OWS with the (Iartial wing deploy_ Batteries 5, 6, 7, 
and 8. Last night we did get battery 7 with a lOO-percent 
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state of charge. Nov, we're not uling tho •• batterie •• We've be.n day. with thll very 11alted power output froa the partially deployed wing chargina those. We've aot one of thea fully charaed. We've got battery 6 about 72 percent 8tate of charge and we jnltlated charging on battery 8 this aorning. Now ther~ 1. no change In the CBRH 'tatus in the ATM power aroups. Did 1 ansve r you 7 
QUERY 

talking about 
h ave been on ly 
up, is that? 

Now I'm more contused than eve~. We're OWS hatteriea in these - than these four that about half pover, youlve been bringing them 

LEWIS No, you may be referring also - The ones 1 refereed to were the batteries in the OWS called the PCG groups, which welre not using nov. When we did lose the -when we did 108e the CBRK 3 the other day at the end of the EREP pass, we ~id go back and do some studies and look at the amp - h 0 u rca pac it y 0 f the bat ted. e 8 • An d Ire calI the two that indicated only about 12 amp-hours, and one I think around 9 or 10 amp-hours vhen they should have been up around 20 to 24 amp-hours. I really donlt have any further status on that, except that to say that we are - we were flight planning. wetre protecting the depth of di8charge on all those batteries, because they did catch us by surprise. So we donlt get to a point where ve have a battery disconnect and possible lose another CBRK. That's one - that's v~y ve do these Summary Flight Plans. We go back ann the pover people run a detailed analysis on the entire flight planning activity. Either giv~ us 8 GO, or tell us where we're in trouble and we either eliminate an activity or we think of other powerdowns we can do dUT"in8 that ti~ period, that you know, keep the power load below the critical Ii_it. QUERY From the way youlre talking about the EVA. I a~sume ttlat your philosophy is to proceed as if you are going to do the EVA on Wednesday and if management changes its mind, then youlll change yours, or if management decides differently, then you'll change your procedures? LEWIS Thatls corr~ct. There's a meeting this morning, as I understand it, around 10 o'clock to make the decision on the EVA. Now since we have to plan ahead. we did plan ahead a couple of days for the EVA activity, and we basellned it in, preliminarily, on day - Thursday. And we baselined in some crew procedural work, walkthrough, some training simulation on board. We gave the crew some time for that on Wednesday afternoon. But like I said, that's very preliminary, the flight wanagement personnel, depending upon the outcome of the meeting later today could vetl chan~e that. But that's the preliminary plan ~igh~ nov, as fMr as what we did last ni ght. 
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QUB1Ylf you don't know the procedure exactly, how can you tim. line it very vellt What do you ~o about that? 
LEWIS W. didn't tiDe Une. All we di..t wall allocate block. of time. We .ay have ~ we DAY be ahort; we Nay have a little too Duch, but we had to just ba •• line 80._ block time. That'a what we'vllt done, very, very plelh.ina ry. 
QUSRY Okay, and on the batteries, now, on charging the OWS batterha. Is tht:;re any way to tell if those. batteri.s are okay, conaidering what they - the dormant state they have had to be in for thia amount oC time. Can you tell DIe anything about the - about the health of those batteries from what you've been doing so far? 
LEWIS I've heard nothing, or seen anything to indicate we would have any probl~. with them, if we get a wing out. As rar as I know, thoy'r1 in good shape. QUERY Couple of questions on the temperature~. How much further do you think they're likely to coae down? LEWIS Well, if you've been tracking the 

~eD1per.atl.lres, a very, very slow dec)..'oatle now, and it lIay be reaching a point of atabllaation. I don't know. U's - I think they a~ticiy.ted 80.evbere around 7S degreee, but we JIlay, I can't say, we Ulay or Jlay not reach 75 degrees. Now the wardroom te~perature last night, we're reading sbout 73. But you've got to 10Qk at the overall gas temperature, which I gave you early, was 76-1/2. \.Je' 11 have to wait and eee if we're gol~g to get much cooler. 
QUERY Have you tried moving the parasol. In the beginning, the idea was to revolve it, wasn't there, to vary the [e~perature a bit? 
LEWIS The idea at the beginning was to have the capability of modulating or revolving the parasol, but we've got it positioned now for max cooling, ooviously, uotil we get our temperatures down. And 1 don't suspect that we'll be changing it. But that could happen. 
QUERY Couple of questions. On the - on this prelillinaty look at the EVA and the rough time blocks that you've laid out, what tlrae blocks have you laid out for an EVA start? Will It be in the morni'lg after crew awakp-. Is that the kind of thing you look at; or do you prefer to do it then when they'ra say at their freshest? 
LEWIS Okay. I said we'd kind of baseline day 158, or Thursday, for the EVA. Now we didn't address the actual plan for th&t day, what we did was base - -
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SPBAXII Ok6Y. 1 .aid ve kind of baseline in day 
158 or Thurlday for the aVA. Nov v. didn't addre •• the actual 
plan for that day. What v. did was ba •• line that day so we 
could look at 1~1 ~nd 156 for it'. preparation. We did not base
line either the aorninl' ot the -a·fternoon of Thursday. Hovever, 
look!ng at network coverale and &0 forth. it aay be preferable 
to 80 in the aorllinl' !\ecau8e in the afternoon. &1 you are 
probably aware our orbit'a .oving off the continental United 
Statell and in the afternoon ve have very li.lted ,ite coverage. 
But that certainly wl11 be decided later. 

QUERY What does your poweT budget look like 
today And watta? What is around 4500 o~ 46001 

SPEAKER 1 don't hava the number with e~, b~t I 
vould guess it's up around 41,42 hundred; In that range. 

QUERY Would that be a 8hort EREP, so called 
sho rt E REP? 

SPRAKER 
tiae. 12 ainutee. 
con&iderations. 

We're taking a li.ited EREP data take 
That'a the r,a.on it's limited i, power 

QUERY 
once a day, 
Y axis rate 
and why? 

Chuck, seems like tveryday, at l.ast 
Ike e p he a r1 n g mo rea b 0 u t the Y. - r & t e g y r 0 -

gyro. Are we still having probleas with that. 

SPEAKER As you're probably avare, we've had 
theoe so-called redund4ncy .anageeent failures on the 8yro 
since the launch of the workshop. And we still don't know 
why w~'re having the problem. We're updating the drift 
co.pensation fa r the gyr(ls. So we're really not sure what' 8 

c a us i n g the pro b 1 ell now. Th at's hap pen 1 n gin a 11 a x 1 s • We ' ve 
seen it, as a matter of fact, in the last two days we had 
one redundancy management failure in the Z-axis. We had 
one in th~ V-axis - Y-axis. And I don't think we really 
have a good handle on why that's happening to us. 

QUERY What effect does it - does lOSing the 
- and ha· .. ing the management problem, what effect does that 
have on the flight? 

SPEAKER What can happen to you is if you lnltitate 
a maneuver and you have the RM fall, then In some cases you 
can fire lACS. You can saturate a CHG and fire TACS. We 
would like to advoid firing the TACS. It's not a big impact. 
impacts our TACS fuel and, of course, we're down considerably 
Oil it. It can be worked around. We've worked alound it 
repeat~ly. Of COUise, we'd like to eliminate it. Is thece 
any - does that basically answer your queetion? 

QUERY Have you got any body weights of each 
crewman? They've been weighed everyd~y, I understand. 

I t 
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aut we've never been able to ,et a fiaure on how .uch they 
veiah nov co.pared to how they vetahed when they went Into 
orbit. 

SPEAKER 
information, Jack? 

SPEAKBR 
SPEAKEIl 

froa the medica. 

NOt I don't hAve .ny a. - You got any 

I really don't know. 
No. We'll h~ve to try get lomething 

SPEAKER We'll set a surgeon over one tiae and 
brief you on what they've seen. I really don't knov. 

QUERY - inputs on the medical people on the 
results of all these tests they've been 801ng through. Every
body', been laying, gee we're acompli.hing all these protocols, 
you know, doing all these things. An~ we've gotten very kittle 
~ord on what - what the heck it'. all about. 

SPEAKEIl I think we can probably get a surgeon over 
•• ybe In the aoring or this evening. I don't know. Work 
through Jack. 1 think they'd be glad to come .)ver. 

QUE R Y A 8 I un de re tan d itt he", .t y the me d i cal 
people plan, that they get down the raw data each day but 
they don't - they're not able to evaluate everything based on 
that. They're hoving reviews about once ft week of the data. 
And, it's been my understanding that they have agreed that they 
will - following each of these reviews they will come over and 
present the information that they do hAve to you. 

SPEAKER Let me -
SPEAKER We'll check with - No it hasn't. You've 

had briefings by Dr. Hawkins later than 11 days ago, Arthur. 
And ve'll check with Dr. Hawkins toddY and see when he thinks 
he can do a briefing. 

SPEAKEIl Let me say this, 
SPRAKER - - fine and you know, they seell to be 

looking good and all that sort of stuff. 
SPEAKER I think th(lt's basically true. and let 

lie say this: With regard to the mediCAl datA proce'ling, 
1 know they been having trouble there getting all the data. 
I know they're still looking for some early data froD either 
the Site. or it's here in the build1ng and - they havn't 
located 1t. But, I ",ould think they're be8inning to get 
tn pretty ~ood 5hape with their data. 

QUERY I 8uess what I was asking really 1s 
just 80me basic stuff like. how much do they weigh now, 
h~w much did they weigh last week? And before they launched 
what 1s their blood pressure? What does their blood count 
look like? Does it look pretty normal to the doctors now? 
You knuw, juat SOMe pretty - questions that ought to be _ 
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ehould be anewerable now I would think, without loing into a lot of .,dieal ansly.il. 
SPBAKER Well, (or instance, on the weights they have to take the numbers they set. They don't read off direct welaht. They take the nunbers they set, and 1 understand it, calibrate it ~y 8089 scale before they come up with the weight. They've sot to strip out this data before can - you can't Just call up and say what do you weilht now and let .n sn&wer. Is that rlaht? They calibrate it in some way. 
SPEAKER 1 know they're still after some of the early calibration data. And if he want& the flight plana. aa a matter of fact. I've got one 1n here for 156 Hl11 cal data. which was apparently lost baCk 1n the data processing earlier. But I would think the surgeons are probably in a reasonable shape r.nd they could give you a seneral rundown of the crew. If y~u look at their workload, there ~.n't be too auch wr~ng with them, because we're really piltna the work onto thea. So if there was something wrong I think it would be reflected in their workload, and it sure ha,n't been. 
QUERY Chuck. you mentioned the calibration that are lost. How much data have you'll had proble.s In losing. Channel 8. tro. what we've seen of the edited and unedited has got more blanks in it than. I don't know. Why it's got all the blanks if that's a drop in comm or what? And how many problems have you had in reacquiring all this du~p data th.t you're getting? 
SPEAKER I think basically at this point and time we're In re8Qonable shape. The first few days ~e were probably behind 2 or 3 days. Now that'a getting the data in the building. All of it. Now. with regard to .edlcal for example. they have to get it in the buildIng. Then it goes on to special processing to get their data out. Just like Jack said the weight and 80 fourth. They have to compare it against calibration data to get - get the real numbers. Channel B; one of the reasons you see the blanks I think in 8 lot of cases the people that are doing the transcribing on the initial transcripts aren't that technically oriented. I've had controllers &t positions ask me to ask the crew again for this information because the transcript had blanks in. And I said go back and listen to the tape. Sure enough we go back and listen to the tape and they ,an make out what they are saying and has some meaniQg to them. But it doesn't have that meaning to the peopl~ transcribing the tapes. Now I understand th£t's befng worked on. Now 
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and .180 after that. there', a .econd raleaae a couple of day. 
later. Usually I think tt - most of those blanks you see 
are filled in. We have lost .oa. data - just didn't com. 
through on the recorder, BacKground aUlie. you .ay have 
caught the other day. we advised the crev,l don't know, 
sev.ral daya ago that lometiaes the backaround auaie waa 80 
high it drovnded out the - their data recording on Channel B. 
But that'll beell Iquared avay. 1 believe. 

QUEI~Y I got a couple aore questions on th1a 
pover manngement. The other day, I reaeaber there was 80lle 
co~ment. 1 think you were running oh, 80a.wheye around 46 -
you had budgeted somewhere around 4600, 4700 vatts. And 
then you went to a powerdown configuration. You'd figure 
it would drop off by about 300, instead it vent off by 
about 600. And you went back to the crew and asked them how, 
you know, what might have happened. They said. veIl, we 
were turning off 60ae light. here, and it looked like that 
a c 0 un ted for the m is 8 in g 300. Doe 8 t hat me ant h • t you 
don't have good telemetry indication of what your power 
usage i8 during these operations? 

SPEAKER No. 
QUERY Kind of rely on talking to people and 

finding out what they I re doing. 
SPEAKER Well, obviously, we don't know what lights 

they've go on unless they tell us. And that could be true 
also of 80me of the duct fans. Now, we - ve provide the 
crcw with baseline lighting and fan configuration, but ve're 
not there to see how much lighting they really need. And I 
know the crew has made every effort to keep the lighting 
to a mlnillu:u. The crew ha8 commented on that. It could be 
that the lighting was the difference between the 3 and 600 
numbers. I re1llember the question. They couldn't think of 
anything spI!clf1cally, exc4il:pt that they had kept the lighting 
to a mlnimuu. I think we've got a very good handle on the power, 
what each subsystem consumes. There are just a few varables 
that we got to ask the crew about to see exactly what the 
power level should be. 

QUERY SO baSically what you're running it on 
1s a Flight Plan budbet vhere you know what the operations 
are going to consist of. You have - you have a base - base -
baseline for the basic OWS operational requirements, 
such 8S lighting and all these other things. And then you 
know you're goIng to have EREP passes, and ATM work and all 
that. For each one of those you know what the power con
sumption is going to be. So at those tiaes you have a 
hack then baued on that what the power consumption 4t that 
particular time 18. You're not getting TK read outs then 
a t tho 8 e timE's - -
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LEWIS No. We're havio8 to project ahead on the •• 
on the powElr profile, w~ich , .. ane 'we' re not us!n, teleaetry. 
And you're riaht. We've oatabll.hed a baaftline power 
requirement and depend!na upon what expert •• ntl •• y be 
running. we Dolta above that. Or vhnt expertaent •• ay be 
runnin@ aiaultaneously, it may mean more than that running_ Nov 
that's done by a ~omputer progr •• we have. The 'lilht Plan input 
into the computer program with the.e various activities, 
AiM activity, the medical rune, or vhatever. And it rune 
a power prottle for us. And we're looking lIore at depth 
of discharge, maintaining a limited depth of discharge in 
the battery, 1 tl 'nk, nov more than we are peak loading. 
We see that we're golng to possibly go below, 1 think it's 
Gbout 30 percent depth of discharge, then we elther come 
up with some items we can power down during that period, to keep 
uS below the limit or ve'll have to cut an activity out. 

QUERY On the average, what is your baseline in 
workshop operations power requirement? Without experimenta? 

LEWIS I'm trying to reaeaber. 1 think it's 
around 3600 vatts, 36 or 37 hundred. 

QUERY As I understand it, you've got about 
46 percent of your TACS gas left and you should have about 
90 percent. had you not had the probleas the first 10 days. 
Do you have enough to laJt the next 130 days or so, that you 
have to - for the maneuvering you'll have to do? 

LEWIS We're still about l~ percent abov~ 
the experiment redline. We can do all the expert.ents that 
we've planned. And - there vas another number. I r:or~et 
what it was. We're not hurting on TACS. If we can conserve. 
you know. and nClt have maneuvers or problells such that we'd 
spend a lot of TACS. 

QUER\' In the event that deployment of the wiOl' 
or getting the electricity do you think you're going to get - by 
the deployment of the wing. - doesn't vork and some kind of 
~ scheme to put 1n the rescue par~j - an ASTP docking ~odule 
with wings on it, or a parasol solar array progTa. of some 
sort. are you going to hawe to do a lot more maneuvering of 
the ship? It won't require any .ore adjustments 1n orbit 
for those kind of things? 

LEWIS I'm not aware of any proposal to put 
an ASTP-type docking module in the radial port. That ene's 
beyond 1Ilf!. 

SPEAKER That's one of the con~eptual things that 
BIll Schneider talked about yesterday. 

LEWIS Okay. Yeah. 
QUERY If this doesn't vOi"k, - if the EVA 

'doesn't vork, you don't get the pover you want. Those are, 
I guess, far off backup ideas? 
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LBWIS 1 really dontt know what the i.apet 
that would be. I haven't liven any thought to it. I really 
haven't heard anything about it. 

PAO Okay. Thank you. 

END OF TAP! 
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PAO w. have vith u. tont,he Donald a. Pud4y. 
Fl1,ht Dlr.ctor who vill t.ke que'Cl~n. for 10 .tnute.. Urn 
q u •• t lon. 

QUlay I heard today thlt t o.orro\l ., aht be the 
l •• t Cl •• for oper.tina the 6-183 experi.ent. 

. PUppy 1 think that', ba81~.11y true. We've operated 
50-19 And 8-183 .oro or le •• 1n the anti .Oill SAL and of 
cour •• WI would a1,o like to lnetall the ~.rth tlfllin c ••• ra. 
In that SAL, 10 riaht nov, at least for lh' rou •• able futu"o, 
it Is our l.et planned operation of 5-183. 

PAO Next queltion. 
QUIRY Can you stve U8 the state or the batterles, 

the teaperaturee and explain the CSH preasure proble. today? 
PUDPY The CSH pree.ure probl •• that you heard 

about vas the SPS oxidizer and basically it waan't a problem. 
What ve'vo been .eelng there 1, a - over. number of days _ 
and let •• I.e if I c.n rOliember the exact f1auu8 _ 1 belleve 
WI start out 174 Pit .oaewhore around 74. 75 deare.s and we 
have shown a sradual decrease over a period of t1a. until 
today vhertl ve had around 162 psi at 44 degrees. It's no real 
problell, itt, Just the fact that the spacecr.lft ts graduall)' 
cooling dovn. It did get to the point ho~evert where it waa 
riaht at lhe Doint oC tripp!na the crev'. caution and varnina 
and once we explained to the. that 10 vas strictly a pressure 
t'.perature relationship there's - everybody w •• relieved and 
that was the end of that one. As far .a the batterle. are 
concerned. We were again able to maIntain a co.plete re-charge 
of all the batterle. at each - at the end of each day's cycle. 
And had no electrical anaaalies or probleas of any kind. 

QUERY But your's was the third part. 
PUDDY The ther.al condition of the spac~craft1 

00, we're IItill dropping. When I left this evening. (>f at 
least when 1 got ey last brIefIng on the subject we were at 
17-1/2, stll1 going down and last night t believe 1 r~p(Jrted 
to you it '11&8 78-1/2. 

QUEPY I've got more. but I wan t to 81 Vl' somebody 
elae a chance 

PAO 
QUERY 

sUllriary of the 
conctlrned? 

Let's go to Reggie. 
Could you possibly give us a very brief 

day's a c II i eve lie n t s S 0 far a sex per i 'III e n t s we r e 

P U D DY Well, 1 e t lie see her e , 0 C c 0 u r set h e 
big - one of the big achievements was the fact that we did 
have our third EREP data tape. That pass went very well. 
Again we had excellent weather conditions and we accomplished 
all of Our objectives on that. We had a M092,H093 run 
that went very well. We had - by the time we I1nish up tonight 
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v • .,111 hive had ttv. AtH p...... I thiak tbe total tt .. on 
th.t 1. 101na to be about 4-1/a hour. tot.l .olar viewina 
ti... w. did have an 8-183 operation and If you 416 c.tch 
the alr-to-aroulld, WQ did have a proble. today with 8-183. 
One of the ftl. plate. 80tual1y .tuck and we have run a .al. 
function procedure on that and we have aot the tnstru •• nt 
cap.bIr of betng uled to.orrow and it 1. Icheduled for I .arly 
pa.e tuaorrow aornln.. Exactly what happened to the data 
today, 1 can't really lay, vb.ther or nor loa. of that data 
today, due to the •• lfunctlon procedure and th~ w.y we had to 
fix it waa hurt !)r not. I really can't '.y. That', the htah-
l1aht. 1 think '8 far as the expertaenta that were cunducted 
today. It w., a full expert.ent day. 

QUERY Is that four and one half hours today look-
Ina at the Sun? 

. j' 

PUDDY Ye., that '. correct. 
QUERY 1 take it no alarlls with the - or no proble •• 

with the batteriea durin. the ERBP pa.1 and are you nov at 
• reasonable Itate of confidence that - with the shortened 
ElEP'a you CAn carryon .ore or le88 lndefini~ely at 
this 80rt of lev~l? 

PUDOY Yes, a8 a gatter of fact, tOllorrow we're 
lenathening it a little bit. 

QUERY Can you tell ae vhat the ap~clflc targets 
will be tomorrow? 

PUODY I have not had a chance to go over all of 
the tar8et~. Actually that particular detailed 1nforaation 
i 8 don eon the s h i f t t hat jus tea 'IIIe I,) n d u t y • A8 f on a 8 de
tailing exactly what targets are going to be looked at ~nd 
what instruments are going to be used to look at those targets. 
1 can tell you that we're looking at a data tape that looks 
11ke it starts at 1710~ __ 

END OF TAPE 
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PUOOY 1 can t.ll you thlt v. are lookln, at 
• data take that look. Itk. it at.rt. at 17&04 Ind runs 
throUlh 17116. uta what w. call track 19, anel I'. Iyro 
you can pick that out on the •• p you have outliele. 

QUBRY Pet •• at4 the para.ol v •• turnin, 1n 
color. Do •• that ae.n it •• ybe dearad1na? And al,o what 
t. the •• ount of TACS al. you have r ••• lnlns? 

PUDDY 1 did not look at the exact budget 
when I laft there chi. eveninl. but it would hive to be in 
the I I would .ay 1n the ~6 p.Hcent reaaining. I'd have 
to check that exact figure. It aiaht b. 4S. but it is right 
around 45, 46 percent. We hive not:. uled any 'isnifleant 
TACS since the docking. We have had a couple, we used a 
little bit durtns ooe of the EREP p...... We have sloved 
down the maneuver tia. into ZLY both gOin& fro. lolar iner
thl to ZLV and froa ZLV back out to solar lnerttal. 8IJch 
that we do not expect to aet any TACS firlng durlns that. 
In fact tomorrow's budget is no TACS usage whatsoever for 
those particular maneuvers. We have changed our .anag •• ont 
plan a liltle bit as far as the nu.bel of consecutive ao
lIentuli inhibit' that ve have to atntll1le IIOlQentull build up. 
We have accomplished a teat with a Y axis maneuver that 
ve did on day 9 to determine wh~ther or not ve had a .cale 
factor error tn the Y axis rate gyros. And ve hael deter
ained that in one of those gyros. we do have an err~r. And II 

soon as possible, we are 80ing to 80 ahead and upda~e that 
gyro and that will further decrease any possibility of getting 
into TACS usase. So, basically 1 think we're down to the 
point now vhere we can .anage the system with only very 
minimal usage and we can make the TACs expertaent worth trad~ 
off • 

QUERY You are at 46 percent now. Where should 
you be had you not had all the anomalies that we have had? 
And also 1 ask you about the parasol turning color. 
It's probably abost an illp088ible question to answer. Do 
you have any kind of inp\.\t into that at all though? 

PUDDY Well, I think any time you put a coatln~ 
cr ~oterlal like that out, we do expect some discoloration 
from the Sun. As far as the Information that we got back 
tonight fro. the crew in response to our question, there 
certainly lsn't anything we glean {rom that that indicated 
that the parasol Is degradins or is not doing its job. Cer
tainly by the thermal measurements that we're taking riaht now, 
we cen ~onUr\!l that. We're still coaing down. We're still 
e~ercizi"g coolant loop _anaseaent froa a power conservation 
stand point with no increase in teaperature. So if the parasol 
was not doinS its job at this point in tl_e, we would certainly 
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be .bl. to d.t'Q~ lt~ We are not worrled .bout 
QUERY Can you 8ive UI • run down 

exporlaont. that If. not functlon!n. properly? 
atve UI • brief lilt? . 

1 t • 
on all th. 
Can you 

rUDOY Let'e lee, tha~ vould take about 10 ain-
ut •• by ltself. We have had. in the ATM area, ve have had 
the 80S4 door .tuck In 10.' .ort of intera,diate positton. 
Exactly whore it W". we ar. not exactly lure. W. have, 
vlre able to free that door by the uee - ve h.ve 2 .otors 
that ve can ule if require, a prlaary and a •• condary 
Dot 0 r. We have sone ahe ad an d opene d that door back up, 
and are leaving it open. And we have not experienced any 
probl ••• a8 far •• thl 8054 expertment itaelf 1& concerned. 
except that one ti.e fra •• vhen the door vas at an lnttrne~ 
dtate poeitton during on~ data take. We had the S183 probl~~ 
that 1 aentinned a ainute ago. We had an 8019 problem 
that 1 think you've already been briefed on. We have had 
what J vould like to call soa' funnies, with 80m. of the 
EREP ~xperi.ents. To the belt of my knowlese however, right 
nov - we were kind of penalized in the EREP area fro~ the 
stand point tlutt ve do not have the telemetry data like 
we have on a lot of the expertments, to give a positive 
a •• elsment of those particular experiments and must rely 
very heavily on voice crev reports in real time as to what 
tho.e 1nstruillents are doing. We are very f'oncerned on S192, 
which is one of the high priority ERF.P experiment. in that 
we are not sure that ve have a good visible spectru. align • 
• ent. And one of the adJust.ents that we have just made 
to tomorrow's flight plan 18 the first part of the day prior 
to ERE? nuaber 4, we are runnin~ a thorough alignment check 
on that particular instrument in order to get. _ 
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rUDDY - EIIP nu.b,~ four. Wo a~. runnin. a 
thorQua'h aUan.,nt chick on that pa.,tlcular 1netru.,nt in ordlr 
to .ather that, W. h.vI had 10.' .ot~r.,.t probl ••• vith 
S~O~9. At far I. wheth.r or not ve h.ve coapletely cl.ared 
that ono UP. l'~ not pOQitlve, v,'re .tlll aonltorlnl It. Th. 
K-4813 Alpha e¥plri •• nt w. briefed you on tho other evenina 
we had • p rob 1 •• the re vi th tbe audio •• te r. That orl' hal 
been cleared "P ar,d thet inltr"lItlllt tee .. to be pert'or.1n a 
very veil. We had a proble. vith the C02 .onttortna inltru • 
• ont where we lOlt one of the 'en,ors and tbat. And l'a .un 
there's probably 4 couple of others, but riaht now ~y aeaory 
i, escaping .e. 

PAO We've lone oVlr our ti... We h1ve one 
qu •• tion from the Cape I'd like to give Don a chance to look 
over and perhaps ve can get an anlv~r to It. 

PUDDY Okay. 1 8uels this queation is .asential1y 
what is our experiment capability durio8 the last eiaht dlY. 
in tho event that wo cannot deploy the other wing or deploy 
the AM vlng that we talked about leveral ti.es previously? 
1 think that .y ansver to th.t question i8 golo8 to b~ thlt 
you certainly Ire not gOing to be able to run the ver~ hi&h
puwer-requlrlng experhlent •• In other words. t do no\. believe 
that it would be p08sible for UI to run an EaEP pass. ~OW6yer. 
ther~ are certainly numerous experiments which have lle.endou, 
scientific value which are low power U8ers and which by 
power ~anagemenl I feel fairly certain that we wll1 be a~le 
to schedule. And we are planning an experillent protoe.:)l through
out the en til' e 2 8 - day 11 i 8 S 10 n • We h a v e also III a n a 8 edt t) e x-
tend to a certain extent the amount of tl.e that the CGH Is 
going to be able to provide jts own quiescent loads. 1 think 
a couple of days ago we reported to you that this f18ul~ was 
around day 165. w~tre now hopefully looking at day 166 and 
as tilfte goe8 on that figure lIlay chang~~ although 1 don't ex-
pect that we are going to be able to betler that by very much. 

PAO One more, and then we'll close it out. 
QUF.RY How ~ould the ASTP docking mechanium be 

placed In the radial port of the mUltiple docking adapt~r if 
it were used? 

PUDDY 
Why would we 

PUODY 
PAO 

Well. let 
want to do that? 

me say in answer to that question. 

noon at a briefing 
to anawe r 1 t • 

l' 11 turn that around --
Bill Schneider .cntloned that this ~fter

we had perhaps you're not really t~e one 

PUDD'i I think probably that I'm not the one 
t 0 an 8 w e r t hat que s t ion . I do know t hat the rea res eye r a 1 
things being evaluated from the standpoint of possible 60lutiOl't' 
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in the aVlnt that an IVA to ft •• tht OW8 vin, .00. not Ipp.a, 
I.f •• prudent. or profitablt •• ~ ta, '1 ,Ilnln, tht capability 
for .0 .. extra power. All of thol. lovt.ttlltion. have not 
been coaplet.d. Th.re 1, a .anll, .. nt ••• tin, on Monday at 
KI,.hall whlre they'r. lolna to 10 OV" the varioue lnveetisation, 
th.t have been looked into II far II •• thod~ vhlfe ve aight accoap· 
H I h • n E V A 0 par I t 10 n t 0 f re. tho v 1 n 8 • A8 fir I' • 11 0 t tho 
othor ideas that art belnl looked into a. f.r I. brlnlina up 
on Sky lab 3. 10" Idditional pov.r-produein, equip.ent - to 
bo ,.al honeat with you 1 jUlt hive not hid the tiao to look 
into those and feel dorry, but 1 can't anawer your question •. 

PAO Okay. thank you very Much. 

ENU OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDII • • le1.nCI, And the AtH for 
ex •• pl •• velre o~ly ,.'tina about. w. have only ,bout 
half the vllwlog cl.~ th.t v, had plann.d '0 fir. '\It 
thu principal invo.tls_torl •••• ~o b, ,.tt ••• ly happy with 
thl d~t. that th.y tblQk th.y'r~ alttlng, "thlY hav, b.an 
able t~ ,ee 10.' very 801.ntltlo.11y 'nttl.'tthl Obi • 
.ake 80a. vo~y eel.nttlically tnter,.t1n. ob •• ~v.tion on 
coronit huh •• lolar coronA, and chro.oeph.r. an4 thinl8 11k. that. 
And In i.ntral thay , ••• to b. qulte happy. Fro. an !REP 
etand potnt, •• you'v. b.en fol10w1n8. w. hav. had flO.' 
hardware probl •••• lut. al you knov. v. jUtt finl'hed the 
lrcS SRIIP p.... Fortunately, .ven thouah the hardware 1.n't 
co.pletely cooperatina with U', at l.a.t the vI.ther ls 
and what dat4 vet re 'Ittlna it lookl ,. if th.t ehould be 
pre'ty 800d data when ve get it back. Gu ••• the area that 
1, 801ng along a08t latlsfactorily t. in thl life sclenees 
area. We have taken 2 set. of bloo~ and we've had ~ cuaplete 
set of the lower body ne,atlve preslure. vectorcardiograa. 
We have done a co.plete lat of the •• tabolic activity run •• 
And 2 erewaen havo run on K092 and K093 and the Pl. Ire asaln 
looking at all of that data. We're able to do one co.plete let of 
the Utter chair, the human vestibular. We're weighing the 
erewaen every day. And we've had 2 .leep aonltorlng night •• 
But 1 Ruess in the •• dical world they thing that's been .o.t 
arat.1fiying, at least to IDe, fro. tll. engineerina stand point. 
has been that that valte a.nag.ment .yat •• has been working 
80 well that the crew even took an opportunity to couent 
that it was working w.ll. And as yc..u aay be aWfl.re that', 
soaeching very difflcult to teet her~ on earth and ve've 
had 80m. I von't say doubt., but we W$re wondering very .uch 
how lDuch it would work. And I, ~oo W6~ very very pleased that 
they found tiae to take that shower and ihey enjoyed it. I 
pu.hed for a long Cia. to get that. Of course, no need to cOllaent 
on how they Beeaed to have taken to the zero-g actlvity. They're 
all seeaed very well, a. you've seen on the TV. Nb real - there 
doesn't aee. to be any real proble.s. Now froll the corollary 
experi.enls. we have had sOlie Buccess there and 80me problea •. 
5019 we've managed to get 11 fram •• and 4 star fields. S18) 
the French UV A3tronollY, we had 2 night vasses and we got six 
fra_es. Unfortunately the call1ers has jammed. And the PI, 1 
believe has elected to take the carousel out And put lt in the 
fllm vault Qnd bring the data back. He thlnk. he'. got such good data 
on those six frames that he does not vant to jeopArdize it by dolug 
any trouble shooting. We've probably, although the decision hasn't 
been com~16tely •• de we'll probably use the data acquisitlon caaera 
and maybe get sOlie 1I0re data to.orr~w. But that then vill complele 
the S193 activity. We've deployed the 8009 nuclear eaulsion 
experl.ent. as well as the tran8~ranic cosuic ray detector. 
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And thl ,cud,nt explrt".nt.th, neutron .nI1,..I. dotector •• ll 
tho •• blvl b.on 4ep10yed. W.'v. 40n. a .r~.t do,l on the 
hlblt.bllity e.pertaent Ind the crew activit to. experl .. nt. 
W.'v. lot. lot of dlta on bow tb. cr.v', blln blhavin8 
up thlre Ind IVlrythlna ••••• CO bo, II you can t.ll. very 
\'IU fro. tboro. Proa the .~.ndpoint of contlalnlAtioft. the 
doteccor. vo havi onboard 'bo~ vary vI~y low llvol,. Lower 
than we ha~ expected. Tho window. 'I you'vI probably boon 
abll to ••• havi re.ainld cllar. WI thtpk WI have blllcllly I 
conta.lnltlon fr •• 'plclcraft. So froa I .tandpolnt of dolnl 
what WI had axpeeted it to do, well quito ohviou.ly. VI haven't 
dono .. been able to run the t,j... Une e xac t Ij' al w. had 
planned prelift off. We'fe 401n8 infinitely better than 1 
thousht 'WI were 801 n& to do about l weeke ISO. And we. I 
believe hav. a very very crldltable actentttte expert.ent ~t •• 
8ion on the way right nov. And. hopefully tt '11111 continue. 

PAO We'll t~k. your question.. Wait for the 
microphone, a. USUIL Toa OToole. 

QUIRY What'. the .t8tU' ~f the EVA, Tueeday, 
Wedn •• day? And "'~ got a report over the PAO, .18110n control, 
that all three t~chniquel of cutting the strap went ",ell 
today 1n the Tank. 

SCHNEIDER Well, I haven't had. report yet. 1'. 
vaitina for Deke to get back. 1 did walch thea yesterday. 
1 vas in Harlhall in - watchias the. 1n the tank, And it see.ed 
to be 10ing ",ell. The trick 18 80tnS to be, can you get 
lo.ething to deploy a hand rail, 80 that you can IIlneuver down 
to that area. 

QUERY You did that too? 
SCU:lEIDER Y'" they did it yesterday, too. That is 

gotng t6 be the tricky, tricky thing. The plan ye'terday 
and 1 .slu.e that - I ISlume that they purlued it further 
today. va8 to provide at le •• t 3 •• thode of cutting and or I __ 
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SCHIINDla Th.y Purlua4 1t further today, va. to 
prov~4' at l,a,t thr,e .. thod. of cuttlD. and or IA IIOO",Ddld 
priority.l think v,'ll l.av. It up to the cr.w to 4eclde 
J~.t I •• ctly which one to U.I. Fro. what ve C.Q thln~ about 
her her. and the way •• ~d the vay V. think thl hardwaro I., 
we think the belt thlnl to do vl11 be to ,et tho •• bolt 
cutter. on thlre .n4 to 1110v thl orlw .. n In th~ fixld airlock 
.h~oud to try to out th •• re.ote1y fro., fro. 25 fe.t away. 
HI a.ybe a,etat.d by the other crew.en up at the athor end. 
11 that doeen't work. why ve think the ne.t be.t thina to 
do vl11 b. to UI. the pry bar. to tTY to pry th,. oft, pry 
off the debrll. And then if that do •• n't vork. thoulh vhy 
thon we'll try the bono cuttere .nd try an4 cut it Ivay. 
I'd like to add a word of caution here on this eolar ray 
deploy •• nt, ve have a lot of keyho\eM to 10 throulh before 
ve sot that thins out. YOU'VI got to 8SIUllle that if 'Ie can 
set out there and the crev can cut that dehl'll. that ve 
can .e., you've got to aSlum. that that', the d.brla that'. 
holdina it. A~d you've sot to a.au •• that v. can then pull 
up on the vina .nouah tu set it in fully deployed position. 
You've aot to aSlu •• that none of the 81as8 ha. broken and 
that all of the Vin&8 co •• dovn in place and you've lot to 
a.lu •• that there', been no da.ase to the batterie., th~y've 
been in they're .tored conditi.an. And onC'1 you've passed 
all thOle knothole., why thun you can .ay. yeah we've lot 
80ae more electrical pow.r. 1 just don't vant everybody to 
get highly enthused and think that we think this 18 an ea.y 
task. Thel" are a lot of thins_ that have to happen and 80 
that it'a not a hundred percent certain that if 'Ie decide 
that we'ra going to go Qut and try to cut that I that ve' re 
goina to end up vith additional electrical power. Lot of 
things have to be in the right ordel'. Oh , .nd you asked 
what the tla. was. I've called a •• eting at Marshall 
tomorrow, it will be attended by all the senior Skylab people 
as well as Dr. Kraft and Dr. Pratrone and Hr. Keyers I I 
believe Dr. Lowe froa the Deputy Ad.ir,latrator will be 
there, and it 1s my intention to after I've heard the stt
uation, to .ake & deci8ion and aake a recomllendation to the 
top NASA .anagement a8 to which way to go and when to go. 
It probably could be as early as Wednesday although that 
w1l1 be part of the deciaion tomorrow. 70 pick a day as 
we 11. 

QUERY It won't be any sooner? 
SCHNEIDER I doubt it. '{au know we have to pasa 

a lot of words up to ~he crew. T~ .ake sure we h.ve the 
procedures written correctly. I would think that Wednesday 
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1, tb •• Olt. 1. tha •• r11elt pO.I!bl. 4.y, 1 won't elo •• 
out Tue.day, ~ut I'd rether do 1t rl&ht than do tc ru.hed. 

QUlay What t1 .. 1. that •• etlnl to.orrow? 
SCHN81P~1 All day. 
QUIIY Startin. ,arly 1n the .orn1ol7 
£CHNBID~a About t.n or II •• r1y el we can ,It 

th.re. Don't.St on the .dl' of yOUl' chair. waHlnl for 
an annoue •• ant. al .oon a. v, do •• k, • dee1.10n, I proal •• 
you 1 vl11 announce It. 

QUEILY Will thil bl jUlt a .tlt •• ant. or will 
you hIve a prel' conf.rence ov,r at Hunt,vill., or what' 

SCHNEIDER 1 wl1l try to .at by vith a .tat ••• nt. 
And dontt, it aay not CQ •• out to.orrow nilht. you know, v • 
• ay end up with. fev que.tion. and if VI are .tlll, if you 
villI COlicating I'a lur. v. will put out a .hort notice 
that .ay. veer. stUl cogitatina_ So that vI'll try not to 
keep y~u in the dark. 

QUIIY Ar. there eny other bil deci.ion. you're 
fecl nS •• far as the operatlon. of the .pececr.ftr What 
about the theraal conditione, vhat about the SPS, will we 
hear 80aething about the preaaut'e problem there? We hear 
soaethins about 80lle of the batteries in the ATK not charging 
fully. 

SCHNEIDER Well, the biS pt'oblea h, .s you've 
1ndlc~t'd, is the electrical ~ower litu.tion. A. I think 
you've been told ve hive four batt.rie. that do not 8eea to 
be getting full char,.. Nikon batteries don't llke to vork 
hard, th~y're kind of like .', and ve work thea pretty hard. 
We have clo.e at 18 onboard, 2 of the. are out of action and 
4 of those are i\\ action. Seea to be about, have about 1/2 
thulr pover and ve Ire aanaging the electrical very closely 
in order to preaerve all ve have and that of couree it givins 
U8 gr~at ftt. In the back rOOll1 trying to pick the right 
experi.ents. We have been able to get .o~~ pretty good 
!light plans out now, but they're very hat'd to coa. by, becaulSe 
ve do have to *ake the power :rad. offa. The other, you 
asked what the big questions are. We do have that parasol 
up lnere, that ve deployed. The big question that we've got 
to addt'e •• and have all of the actions underway to address 
cnli are not ready to do it right now. Is ""hether or not we 
think that that .aterial will last for the 3 months thal'a 
necessary to get up there with Sky1ab III or whether or ~ot 
we should 
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SCHNEIDI. . ••• atorlal vill 1.lt for tho ~ .oncb •. 
that 4. nacal.ary to •• t up tber, with Skylab III ot ~h.ther 
or not ve .bou14 4,ploy tb, tw'n pole tber.a' .bl.14. 80 
thatl, the, the bt. if qUI.tion in that ar.a, W. have not 
•• do that 4.ci.ion. Wetvi lot. aflae nuaber of tl.t. undor 
vay both b.te and M,r.hell on cb. a.teri.l, to try to ,ive 
u, 10" data that v111 t~ll UI vbech.r or not w. Ibould 
chaos. out. And If the data .ay. VI .hould, vell w. prob
ably v11l. 

QUEa~ Followln, that up. 1 va. aoinl tv a8k 
wheth.r you nov are ln a pOlition to look ahead tn the 
re.t of the ~'I~ton. and the length of both this .t.,lon 
and tho tub •• quellt two .1.llonl on the on. hand if you aet 
no deploy.ent of tbe lollr panel, and tho other hand if 
you do? 

SCHNEIDER Well lndipen~ent of the lolar panel, 
there do •• n't see. to b, any reason why we will not ao the 
28 days on Skyleb. Skylab 11. berrins 80a, furth.r incldunt. 
R1aht now Skylab 11 11 28 day.. Skylab III a, you racall 
we did ~xc.l.rat. It. One of the realon. 1 .ald that we 
exetlerated vas bueause we sot a .ore favorable rela~'ve 
pOlition on the orbital plane on the Sun, so that ve have 
better electrical power when the CSM wl11 be povered d~vn. 
If we do not set any additional electrical power up there 
by one .eans or another, why then Skylab III would probably 
be either 8 very Inactive al.sion for the last 3 weeks or 
conceivably we would not have enough pov~r to do that flnal 
~6 days. It look. 43 if we have plenty of power for 
I gU.'8 loaethlng around 40 day., and Ve have to .ake 10 •• 
aSlumptions there al to what you need and vhet you are soinS 
to g~t. And then the lituatlon is so •• what in doubt. And 
the lame of~our8e soe~ for Skylab IV. We have thtee Ichea •• 
that ve are look!na at for setting aore electrical power. 
One i8 of coulle the deploYlllent of this lolar arrey. W.,' ra 
looking at a .chea. whereby on Skylab Ill, we can brina up 
oh 1 guess you could kind of call it like a vindow shade of 
solar ee118, which \14 vould deploy in IOlle .. Inner yet to 
be determined and get that electrical power into the work
shop. If we could do that, why we would have enough power 
to go on. We have another scheme which vill not, we don't 
think we can get by until Skylab IV, but ve I re pursuing 
bringing up 2 ATK solar arrays with the coamand and service 
module on Skylab IV. These solar arrays lIIounted around a 
module. It looks like the ASTP docking aodule. Brins 
that up and dock it to the rescuo port, and deploy the 
two initial solar arraya, So those are ways that - the pria.ry 
ways that we are looking at for get tins electrical power up 
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PAO Way back in the back row. 
QUERY At the risk of sounding like a Monday 

morning quarter back, one of these batteries that i8 out 
Tight now gave a similar problem on the 8round. Why is it 
that you didn't yank that thing out of there aDd put a fresh 
one iD? Did you not have a fresh spare on hand, because 
you vere short of money? 

SCHNEIDER Tha answer to your last question fs. 
we had spares throughout. Skylab cannot, we cannot by any 
stretch of the imaginacton hide behind aoney shortage givng 
us any problem here. We've been. ve've not had any of that 
lJ.lnd of problea. You say ve had a similar pr~ble. on the 
ground. 1 guess you have infor.ation that I don't know. 1 
don't know of any, oh I'm sorry. you're talking about the 
switch. the switch. We had 8 siatlar problem in a switch 
at KSC. That was analyzed. it W88 analyzed as being a. 4 

quality problem and that it was 8 p~culi.r to the piece 
part that was in there. and you do have this occaaionally 
where a ~pecific serial number item does have a quality de
fect. It was analyzed to be a qU:llity defect. We analyzed 
what we had on board and came to the conclusion that we did 
not hav~ any problem on the rest of the. t and therefore 
did not go through a design change. 

QUERY Mr. Sch~eider. both Rocco Petrone and 
Ken Kleinknecht talked in the last couple of days about the 
possibility of extending Skylab II for another possibly 
10 days or .ome figure, 1~ that ball park to take advantage 
or the high beta angle8 that vill ~urve after June 22. Can 
you charact'.;rlze for us what kind of consideration is beina 
given to that? 18 it active, or Is it on the back burner 
while you look at the SAS ~eploymtnt EVA and 80 on? 

SCHNEIDER Well it 18 active. It' 8 being looked 
at obviously by a different group of people. The decision 
to go to 28 days has of course been one by tt,e medics, and 
they Clade a decision to double the 14 days of Cemini to go 
to 28 on Skylab. In Skylab, they're letting 8 lot more 
onboard data and real tilne data. And they are analyzing 
whether or not they will have enough inforaation real time 
1n flight to warrant an exton8ion of the a188ion. It of 
couru wUI be bas('d, any dl'.ci8ion to do this wl11 be based 
on a recoaendation of the doctors. Froll an engineering 
stand point, and a straight, gettina the science stand point, 
itt, a very desirable thing to do. However, w. don't want 
to take any chance. with the crew. We don't v.nt to louse 
~p 00 medical experimentl, and so ve'll be very cautlouo - -
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PAO Way back in the back row. 
QUERY At the risk of sounding like a Monday 

morning quarter back, one of these batteries that i8 out 
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quality problem and that it was 8 p~culi.r to the piece 
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couru wUI be bas('d, any dl'.ci8ion to do this wl11 be based 
on a recoaendation of the doctors. Froll an engineering 
stand point, and a straight, gettina the science stand point, 
itt, a very desirable thing to do. However, w. don't want 
to take any chance. with the crew. We don't v.nt to louse 
~p 00 medical experimentl, and so ve'll be very cautlouo - -
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eiperiments and so we'll be very cautious in thoae re8pects. 
The doctors are looking at' it.' They have not reached any 
conclusion one way or another and if the .edics say that it 
is p08.ible why it's quite probable that we would continue. 
l! the medics aay It is not possible that they will not have 
enough data, why then it.'d be extre_ely doubtful that we would 
continue. 

PAO Howard Benedict. 
QUERY tf you don't get the solar panel out and 

you ha~e to just sit the~e for the last eight days of the mis
sion, what is the value of staying up those extra eight days, 
besides JIledical? 

SPEAKER We will not have any problem on Skylab 2. 
At the time the fuel cells are depleted on Skylab 2, the space
craft geta into the high Beta angle and we should get up to 
about 1,000 watts out of the ATM 80lar arrays. As you may 
be aware, S9 you go around as the seasons progress, why the 
angle between the orbital plane and the Sun changes and when 
that happens why you get more and more out of the Earth's 
shadow ~~d juat at - fortunately we didn't plan this way, but 
just abouL at day 20, I believe it's day 21. Skylab begins to 
come out of the Earth's shadow and when it does so why we get 
full solar Sun. When the AIM solar panels are exposed to the 
Sun they're generatIng about 7,000 watts. Our proble. is 
that when you get on the dark 8Id~. why you have to use what 
you've got Htored up In your batte.y and that's vhere our 
problem 18. The batteries. not in the power and generation. 
So once ve get afuund to where wetre expo8~d to the Sun. why 
we have lots of electrical power. So, the proble. cOlles up 
in Skylab 3 where after the CSK begins - runs out of its 
cryos, we then h6ve space, that 86 I said the other day, such 
that we are in the good 8eta angle and we be able to continue 
1n that. But that goes away just about like it CODes and pretty 
800~ you get back into the - your shadow again and then you're 
back into the pover nlllnageaent proble. and the power generation 
could get le88 than what's required for housekeeping functions. 

PAO TOlD. 
QUERY Bill. could you describe these two ~chelDe8 

«'i Skylab 3 and 4 a little better than you did? You said 
a Window Ahade of solar cellA and then a lIodule? 

SCHNEIDER Hey. well let lie just tell you what - you 
know a lot of people have been working - how shall 1 de.cribe 
theta - roll-up solar shades. The88 are literally solar -
tt.6orry. The •• are literally arraya of solar cells which 
are - have a flexible backing and you can literally roll theM 
up and our idea 111 that if ve can get that up there, then to 
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deploy the. In some manner on top of the parasol or 80.ethi~& 
'11ke that. which we don' t know about yet •. And then to 80ae
how or other plug ln to the electrical power ayst •• and pro
vide electrical power. Now, that looks as if we could do it 
on Skylab 3 if - it looks conceivable that we could do it on 
Skylab 3, not possible, but conceivable. The other alterna
tive bein8 pursued and that's being pursued most vigorously 
by the McDonnell Dou81as Company. The other one that's bein8 
pursued by the Rockwell Corporation ia to take an ASTP type 
docking aodule, which is a - kind of l1ke a can and to put 
two ATM solar arrays on it and to take that up just a8 you 
would an ASTP dockin8 module. You know you undock from the 
- you undock from the - separate from the S-IVB turn-around 
and go back in and pick up the can on the front of the CSM, 

:' '" 
I'" 

take it on up and dock to the side port and then go around 
and dock to the axial port come in and then activate this by 
deploying the cells all in this plane in here. That we could _ 
the way ve'd get thst into electrical power Is we vould probably 
plU8 that in to vhere the CSH ia currently plu8ged in and 
get ourselves some - oh, probably about 2 kilowatts of power 
out of it. 

QUERY 
SPEAKER 
QUERY 

What kind of expense are you talking about? 
Well, you have to - -

doesn't it? 
Doesn't the module cOSt8 50 .11l10n dollars 

SCHNEIDER No, we have a docking .odule la 
thing because that's just structure. The - we would 
a backup 80lar array. and CBRM's and use the •. We
bably is not a very expensive way of going. 

P AO He I Ro 8 t e r. 

the easle.t 
tak~ 

it p ro-

QUERY Could you clarify the pO.8ible extension 
of the .ls810n? Are you con8idering ext.ndin8 it only if 
you do not get the lolar array out. or in either case? 

SCHNEIDER. In either case. Let me aake aure that 
everybody understand, t~ere i8 a possibility that the doctor8 
wl11 find that they have enough meJical information, but 
that remains to be seen. And we're not foreca.tin~ at this 
point, any extension of the mi8sion - -
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Well, you have to - -

doesn't it? 
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SCHNEIDER No, we have a docking .odule la 
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a backup 80lar array. and CBRM's and use the •. We
bably is not a very expensive way of going. 
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QUERY Could you clarify the pO.8ible extension 
of the .ls810n? Are you con8idering ext.ndin8 it only if 
you do not get the lolar array out. or in either case? 

SCHNEIDER. In either case. Let me aake aure that 
everybody understand, t~ere i8 a possibility that the doctor8 
wl11 find that they have enough meJical information, but 
that remains to be seen. And we're not foreca.tin~ at this 
point, any extension of the mi8sion - -
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SCHNEIDER - that the doctors w11lfind that they h~y~ enough medical information, but'that reaains to be aeen 
IlIHI \oil!' re not forecasting at this point. any extension of the miHHlon. If the medical data does show that they will have enough on the ground to analyze the health and well being, then it becomes possible for us to extend it. So, 1 - don't everybody say that we're going to extend it. It's just another one of many, many possibilities that ~e're looking at. We're trying not to close the door on any vay o! achieving the Skylsb objectives and the Skylab objectives as I've told you repeatedly 1s to conduct experi.ents and bring back scientific data. Part of the scientific data is the medical data 80 we don't want to sacri fice that. 

PAO Ralph has another question, then we'll go to Angus and then back to Lee Hickley. 
QUERY On the same lines, itts my understanding originally, that a key part of the weightless medical tests were to compare the onboard data with the data after landIng and then doctors could .ake the decision and see how they readapt - -
SCHNEIDER Quite obviously that is the very problem that the doctors are wrestling with. Do they have enough onboard data to wheee they can say, well all right we can go in 30 days, 32. 8S much 8S 38 days and still not invalidate investigations on finding the effects of weightles8ness. PAO Angus McPherson. 
QUERY I hAve two. CQuid ve take thea separately? I just vant to make aure that I'm interpreting your thinking correctly. Is your thinking at the moment that you ,dah to deploy the solar pant/I. not so auch for the SL-2 mhsion, but for the SL-3? And because an ~I/A of aoy sort 1s obviously not c thing that you order lighth~artedly? If there were no SL-l mission vould you perhaps not be thinking about an EVA for the solar panel? 
SCHNEtDER Well, I can't anewer that que.tlon because I haven't even thought about it. I can aay that on SI.-2. as f explain~cJ earlier, we are in the mode of aanaglng our experiments by electrical pover. If ve get this deployed and if there are still solar celle lert. and if the batterle. are degraded and we do 8et power, it'll detinetly help us In Sky-lab 2. We 101111 be able to do a much better job on the expert-men ts and we' 11 (0 r e xallp Ie on the EREP, a8 you know we havo 80ae very short paa8~8, we'd like very much to 88t back to our orlRinal mode of operation, 80 it'a not - we're not dolna it j Ullt (or Skylah 3. OtJ Skylab 3 it become. a very very 1 .... po r t an t • 
PAO Aogu8 had a second ooe and Lee HIckl" aad 
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then (,arb Ie)' 
QUERY·· Okay, I think the second one's fairly sim-ple. If you did take up this ASTP docking adapter and put it on the rescue module - on the rescue port. this would presumably Itill preserve the reacue capability because another craft could at ill dock on the end of that if it wanted to? SCHNEIDBR We could always jettiaon the additional .odule that we'd put on. We would still have rescue capability. QUERY But it would involve jettisoning that - -SCHNEIDER No. as a matter of fact. now that you -well I'd have to look into it. 1 haven't asked the question aa to whether or not after the CSK leavea you le~ve it in a condition where you would dock. As a matter of fact. we probably haven't even addressed thAt question yet. These are all very conceptuBl. We're havin~ our first preliminary requirements meeting on that one Tuesday out at Downey. so don't think we've begun to cut hardware or anyt~lng. QUERY I think you've just about answered my ques-tion but I went to be aure. This Rockwell plan to use an ASTP docking module, 8S 1 understand it, hold a solar array that would unfold. Where would that go on the regular docking port for the CSK or on the rescue port or what? 
SCHNEIDER On the rescue port. 
QUE RY H ave yo u foun d out ye t II'>'" much t i JIIe yo u can or will allow to free that panel? 
SPEAKER No, we'll probably leave that pletty .uch up to Pete. He's a pretty experienced - I suspect that we'll allot a whole day to it. I don't thi~k we'll do ~uch oth~r than - ve'll plan on dOlng much other than the EVA. fro. whal I sav in the vater tank. It's an activity that - wh~re the handle. and the restraints are at ~e8t margtnal, we've learned that you can't do anything without restraints au we do h.ve to have 80me reltraints there obviously not the b~8t In the world. They haven't been really preplanned, '0 l'~ fdirly sure that the crew who does this will work pretty hard and I think that what we'd end up saylng 11 that that will be the .ajortty of their activity for that day. 
QUBRY Dill, considering the interior she of the OWS, 18 there a possibility of the. rehearsing SO". of that E V A. 1 n 8 1 deb e for e the y go 0 u t ? 
SCHNEIDER Yel ~ -
QUERY I expect aoae 
SCHNEIDER Yel, one of the thingl that we hay~ been planning on proposing to Pete, 18 that h~ try to manipulate the tool. and what not on the end of the long booa to get the fe~l for how that handles. There'! no doubt i:e has the world'a finelt lero-g training facility up there. 
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, I think we had (,arble) and then I've hat! 
been phoned in fro. peuple across the street. 

And will you leave it to Pete Conrad to 
8S to who does the EVA? 

Yee, I think we viII. I suspect that __ 
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,QUBRY and will you leave it to Pete Conrad 
to .ake the decision who does the EVA? 

SCHNEIDER Yea I think we will I suspect, 1 suspect 
it will be the Comllander'a deci~ion. But, I suspect the 
Coa.ander would want to go out there. Wt:: think Pete and 
Joe will do it, but I don't think we'll put any restrictions 
on thea. We'll pose the question to thea and the problem 
to thea, and let thea make the decision. 

QUERY Bill. 1 have a couple which hav& been 
called in froll people who are listening at their black boxes. 
Could y~u explain the CSM drop in preo8ure? 

SCHNEIDER Well, 1 just hesrd tl.at as I was standing 
in here, I assume it has to do with the temperature of 
the C~M. As you know we've been. we've ~een trying to 
conserve power there by powering down. And 1 suspect that 
one of the tanks is getting a little cooler than it should 
be. And wet 11 probably have to tuxn th-.! heater on and bring 
the preasure back up. 

QUERY And the other one i8 what Is the statue 
of the body 118S8 aeasureaent device? Is it completely out? 

SCHNEIDER To my knowleite we've had no problem with 
the body lDass lIIeasuring device. We have been getting 
astronaut weights regularly on a daily basis. You .ay 
ba referring to the saall lIass at'allJuring device, where 
we t.ad two of the" onboard. One in the waste lIanagement 
compartaent and one In the wardroom. 1 believe the one in 
the waste lIIanageNent COMpartment had an electrical aal
function. They vere using the other one for both ta!'Ska. 
I have a vague recollection that we found the truoble on 
that and they both work. But, I'll have to find a better 
ansver on that one. 

QUERY One Hethod being discussed for pulling 
the panel out if you do get the angle alurdnu.- cut 11 to 
have the astronaut U8e the firemans pole tyre thing over 
hi •• houlder crouching and then standin, up. How would 
he do that? Wh.re would he stand and how would he hold 
hls teet steady? 

SCHNEIDER Uell. the way they were ~r.cticin8 it 
yesterday. thh 1. not the rigid fireaan'. pole, it's the 
thing t~at is called the SLAT. That's the Big long ad
JU8talile tether. This 1s at you've seen thea floating 
it down thrQugh the spacecraft when they do that television. 
it'D that long tether. tt'. 30 or 31 £eet long and it haa 
It hook at either end. The propoRal would be after the 
crewaen got down to thd area of the v~nt module on the solar 
panel, would be to attach by a couple of hooks into holea 
that .lr~,dy exist there 80ae tethers to which he would 
attAch this BLAT. And that the otktr end would be a attached 
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behind them back on that back on the trouss structure back 
here. Tbey would then have a flexible, flexible tape that 
vent from about here. up to here. Of course this would be 
down on the • ide. I f he 'We re s uteo'nefu! in cut t i ng t hl'l 
debris, he would then get his, he would stand right around 
the hinge line on the. lover side of the hinge l1ne if you 
will, on moving part of the hinge line, and would raise this 
and crouch a~d get it over his shoulder and then using his 
leg8 stand up and snap the, snap the actuator, the damper 
actuator, which is frozen and allow the panel to swing 
free. He must break 2 little restraints. He did that, yes
terday, he did that in Kar~h811 with exerting a force of 
about 100 pounds, which 18 no sweat at all. And that's 
been very re~eatable, ve've done 1t back at the factory, 
and we'v~ done it there at Harshall several times. And 
I expect to aee it done aaain tomorrow. And he stands 
8S 1 said here, pushes out one, break, your pole, you adjust 
the tether back dovn to vhere he nov can exert force 
again. He exert. force again and breaks the other one. 
And then the dynamic analysis is that the solar array can 
be gently eased into position and it will lock in place 
and everything will be Okay. _'nil that too is one of the 
things that we have 80t t~ look at to.orrow, the dynamics 
of the situatien. What kind of energi,s are involved and 
ls it safe to do this. Of course that is the primary thing 
that ve'll be exa.inlng tomorrow i8 the safety aspects of 
this. 18 there any unusual hazard that we don't uish to 
accept. 

PAO Ue have a question here. We'll take 
one OT two mOre and then let 8111 get back to work. 

QUERY I've been heariag for at least a week 
that the damper i8 frolen or chat the actuator i8 frolen 
and that cl~v18e has to be broken and I'm not sure how 
we knov thia. Is this the temperature information? 

SCHNEIDER Yes. ve know it is froD this. 
PAO If there is 110 aore questions. thank 

ynu Bill very much. 
SCHNEIDER Okay 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO All right. We will get started With the, 
Sunday morning, J~ne the lrd, change-of-shift briefing. We 

,have this morning the overnight ~an, Milton Windler, Flight 
Director for Skylab, and we'll let Milt start it off. 

WINDLER Okay. Well, we had another relatively 
cala night, although the crew did report that they heard ~ 
pump change f~equency. And they got up and looked around, 
Joe and Pete did, around midnight, apparently, and they 
decided it had something to do with their refrigeration system. 
We don't see anything wrong with it, although there was some 
discussion with the crew about their thinking that they heard 
TACS firings, which we don't see on the instruments. And we 
don't really believe are happening. And we think they're 
hearing something eiae and the refrigeration system is one 
area that might be doing that. There are known valves in 
there that make noise, plus there are valves in there alsa 
that cycle to direct the flui~ flow. And that also changes 
the pump pressure and the pump sounds. So plobably that's 
vh:st they did hear. But, for the firet timE', anyway, that we know 
about, th~y did wake up In the night and got up for a rew 
ainutes and drifted around, I guess, is the right word, to 
see what was going on. Other tha" that, it was a pretty quiet 
night. Today vetre planning to do an EREP, as we discussed 
yesterday. We do plan to get Rome TV out of the window. And 
we'll be doing Some more medical runs. And then tomorrow 
they'll also be an EREP with medical run~ and the cal rock~t 
that we t&ll.ed about yesterday, vhich tat I don't know how 
.any are here that were here yesterday, but the Dan that 
a.ked the question, 1 gues., is not. But that's a black 
br.nd, we found out. So that's about the sile of what'. happening 
right now. It's jUlJt - We're doing fairly "ell, 1 think, in 
conducting th@ expert_ents. We're staying pretty veil on 
achedule for the .edieal runs, and the ATH fQlkl"l are getting 
.oat of the daylight cycles that are available; that is the 
ones that are not used by EREP. The power continue. - Dividing 
the power aaong all the experiments areas, of course, continue. 
to be a proble •• And we - But we're getting a little bit 
better at understanding where it's all goin, and being ahl~ 
to predict it in advance and, thereby" get our flight planning 
done. Su 1 guess with that I'll stand by for qucstions. 

PAO We'll atart w~th Ed DeLong here. 
QUERY What is your latest understanding of the 

statu. of the EVA? 
QUERY Okay. There 1. a giant, huge a.eting, 

•• • y kida would ,.y - a MeetinR of all the principal character. _ 
particl~antA to.orrow ,t Huntsville in which there'. a 
very lenathy alenda cov~rln8 all SBpect8 of it. And 1 dontt 
r •• ember all the details of the agenda. tn fact, John Dither 
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may have briefed on this, Itm sure, a couple of days agao. But, 
basically they'll go into the power situation, what our status 
is If we don't do anything, what the problems are involved or In the 
energies available or the energies inherent in the wing. in the 
scrap, and everything the potential dangers involved there, what 
some of the contingency procedures would be, the crew procedures 
that would be involved, the equipment, all those aspects of doIng 
it In, hopefully, that day. Tomorrow we'll wind up with a decision 
on the advisability of doing an EVA to try and deploy the wing. 
And after that time we can get that ~ranked into the Flight Plan. I 
guess, In another couple of days, something like that. So we're 
looking at the latter pa:t of this week, I guess, or the middle to 
the latter part. 

QI1ERY Oks.y. You sort of hit on something I was 
goinS to ask about next. Last night, late, one of the last 
things before the &ood ni~ht the MOCR went up to the crew 
s8ying, it won't be Tuesday. I just vondered - -

WINDLER Why they did that? 
QUERY Wh at w 8S the ra tion.le Cnat rul cd out 

Tuesday after everything we'd heard previously said, Tuesday 
1s the, I know, earliest pOAslble date but now it's been 
ruled out. 

WINDLER Well, the - That was in response, I r. uess • 
to the fact that the, - Mrs. Conrad said tlHappy Birthday" to her 
husband and had said something about the EVA on Tuesday, and 
since he didn't know about an EVA on Tuesday, he was curious 
about that. And so the othet conversation was 
just the gfound pointing out that there were no definite 
plana for the EVA yet. But this meetina hasnlt happened 

QUERY Okay. That did not rec - lhat did not 
represent a aanage.ent decision that it can't be Tuesday? 

WINDLER No, it didn't. It just - 1 really don't 
see how we could decide on Honday and do it on Tuesday. myself, 
but I ,uppole If you really had to, y~u could. But it would 
be very difficult. And we don't anticipate doln~ it th:\! 
soon. 

PAO 
MArtin Cramer. 

Hal Rosser over here, and th~'n \oIC!'11 gct 

QUERY Y.IJt. ",hat's the RitEP plan for lll,' Irack 
for tOllorrow, Monday? 

WINDLER It goe8 across Florida or that south-
east part of the coun try and on do,.-n acrols the Bahamas and 
winds up at the San Juan trench featuring th(> oc'-!an, of 
course. 

QUERY Hilt, which t~A~ does the preliminary 
,nd the detailed planning for th~ 

WINDLER Well, right now we don't antiCipate having 
any big changes In our wanning so it ~ould depend on what 
day it is. We're 80tng through a 80rt of a chl.nle risht now 
in th~t thle ~I my lalt niaht to do the sum~ary pl.nn1n~l, 
and 1 11 be otf for a couple of daye and my t~811. And then 
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we'll be doing ~xecute8 for about 5 or 6 days. And let's 
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see, Chuck Lewis's team will be doing the su~mazie8, and I guess Don Puddy continues to do the - I mean Neil Hutchinson will be doing the details for the next several days. Actually, though. we have some people that specialize·in the ~VA area, who are not assigned to teams right now. They're people that specialize in the hardware. And they have been planning all along to support the EVAs when they came along. So they're working on the procedures and they viI! be part of the tea.s whenever it's scheduled. Incidentally, let ve make another point here. If it happens to occur after - if it happens on Werlnesday or in the next 5 or 6 days, it will turn out that the team - that our team, who'd be on for execute, would be a tea. that actually has siaulated the EVA that is the norgal EVA to r~place the film. So that would be a fortunate set of circumstances if it turns out that way. Looks like it will. QUERY How does the crews' sleep patterns look? Has there been any abnormalities or anything unexpected there? WINDLER No, I don't think so. I would say it's very, very nor.al. The day that they were given off they slept in late, apparently, which i8 what you'd do if you had the day off or you'd try to. And on the days when they thought that they had work to do, like a norlllal day, they responded as you probably woul~ if you had 80mething very interesting happening that day. You mi8ht wake up 8 little early. They've done that. They did that yesterday - got up jU8t a few .inute. early. And after their day off, they vere just ready to go. So I'd say, you know, that's not to d1881.ilaf, and the fact that they got up in the middle of the nigh t 18 J u at, i 8 n 't un u 8 u ale 1 the r 8 inc e, you know, i f you're u8ed to a constant noise like your air conditioner or ao.ething like that, and .11 of a sudden It quits While yo~ -the ehange 1n ~oise i8 80mething that get8 your attention for a few minute.. And then you get use to it again. QUERY Do you have any Ceeltng about who it alght turn out to be, who actually goes down the side of the workshop? 
WINDLER No. We've rut in 80ae words on that, I gue.a, in sort of .peculation. But I gues8 that's Vart of th18 .elting. Harty, do you know the answer to that? SPEAKER No. Sure don't. 
WINDLER I think - I really would Ray that hadn't been decided for aute yet. We've got some potential candidate. and they've been "aid, and now I've for~otten what they are, to tell you the truth the ones that we think ara .o~t likely - but I'd have to say until you decide on what exactly the procedures Are you'd have to play that, of couree t againlt the training that they I ve 411 ready had. 
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PAO Anybody e18e have a question? Ed Delong. 
QUERY How are the batteries behaving? Are 

they beginning to show an ability to take more charge? 
WINDLER 1They've - Well. we really can't tell that 

" 

until we've put some stress on the~. And we're nGt putting 
streys on thea. We're avoiding that. The main wa., - the prilllary 
way that you'd have really of checking out that, you'd have ' 
to take the~ down to where they tripped off again at the low 
voltage and see where that is. And we are working fairly 
hard to see that that doesn't happen. So, it's not - there's 
Teally no new date on that. And the batteries have behaved 
very well since - for the last several days. 

WINDLER Should I answer these two questions for 
Mary Bub at the Cape? The question is; "Did the crew spot any 
uuusual solar activity or solar flares this morning? And they 
h A V e r. t t t old u t9 t h G. t the y did. So, we h a vet 0 ass u met hat 
they did not, since thpy've been pretty vocal in reporting 
things that they've seen. And, secondly: "If the solar pdnels 
cannot be repaired are there 8 days when they cannot not do 
experiments? And we think yes that's the last 8 days of the 
2a-day mission. And yes that's ess~ntially true when the 
CSK fuel celle run out of cryos, why we will be limited in 
our powering and we'll probably not be able to do any experiments 
after that time. Although, we're getting a little bit more 
clever at finding odds and ends of power and there might be 
something we can do, but it doesn't look too good on that 
8 ub j e c t now. 

QUERY Just before coming over here, I thought 
I heard them say that they had detected carbon monoxide 10 to 
15 parts per million, I think, 1s what they were talking about. 
Do e 8 t hat so un d right? 

WINDLER I know nothing about that. 1 didn't hear 
that, while I was - I haven't been listening to air-to-ground 
about 2 hours now. I've been in another ~eeting. 80 I don't 
know about that. 

you? 

Al. 

END 

QUERY Would that be G normal type figure tJ 

WINDLER 
QUERY 
WINDLER 
PAO 

PAO 

OF TAPE 

1--
(garble) made of it, you know. 
I don't know either. 
We can check and find out for you 

Th ank yo u. 
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PAO All right, tonight we have Don Puddy, 
Flight Director and Richard 1(008 the EREP officer. We'll 
start off with Don. 

PUDny Okay let me give you more or les8 a real 
quick synopsis of the spacecraft's status. Would you believe we 
broke the 80 degree mark today? We are presently at 78-1/2, 
and we think over the long term it may be possible to get 
down as low as 75. At least that is our hope. And we are 
still continuing to drop very slowly. As far as electrical 
loads today, we ran anywhere from 3200 to about 4500 watts. 
From the stand point of the flight plan, we executed the 
flight plan just exactly as I had briefed you last night. 
We consider that we had a very good day from an experimental 
standpoint. We met all of the objectives. You may have 
heard one call where we s~itched one of the medical runs 
and one of the calibration maneuvers that we would make, 
calibration manuever - calibrations that we were making 
on the small mass measurement device. This was strictly 
to give us a capability of going without a momentum dump, 
which was unnecessary. Other than that the flight plan was 
executed just as published. We had a very good day. The 
EREP pass that we had was probably one of the most important 
that we could have accomplished during the mission. There 
are two areas that we nominally like to cover. One is the 
pass that we had today and the other is up in the northeastern 
part of the United States. Of course we also like those 
passes that come down through the HATS area, or what we 
call the Houston area test site. The pass today started up 
in the Pacific and ended up as I briefed you last night 
around Guadalajara, Mexico. It had associated with it 
numerous of those items that we like to study, such as pol-
lution, San Andrea's fault, urban development, population 
centers, acreage, crop disease, all of these type of things 
were in the sites that we covered. And today, I think we had 
about 35 sites that we feel like we got good data from. I 
think that's about it as far ~R just a generslized overall 
capsule view of where we're at today, no new major anomolies or 
anything like that. The spacecraft 18 cooking along. I think. we 
are in a standpoint now where we're looking at each flight plan 
from the standpoint of power and momentum. But we've got ourselves 
into a cycle where I believe we're going to go ahead and Ull 

our dally routine lh1ng that we had planned for the mission. 
It looks real good. So let me open it up for questions. 

QUERY r' ve got a couple of them Don. Joe 
Kerwin this morning mentioned something about some food. 
And I understood him to say something about ~aybe food 
spoilage or a stowage probl~M one. And t wasn't sure which. 
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PUDDY No, I think you misinterpreted his cooment 
this morning. What he asked about was food that they had 
not opened. In other word$ it was overage. The food is 
stored In a particular way. and what has happened is 
they unpacked it, some of it they didn't eat. It's not 
spoiled. And his question was whether or not they wanted 
them to go ahead and restow that food. If so how we would 
like to have it restowed and saved for the Skylab III crew 
as overage. And we have told them that yes, we did not 
want the food disposed of. We dId want it saved. and we arc 
giving them a procedure tonight as to how we would like 
to have that food restowed. 

QUERY Are you talking about the food that 
they are not eating in their o~n meals and that they are not 
opening anti all. 

P U D DY A ff i r mati ve • 
QUERY Okay. What about the teleViSion camera 

that was mentioned that went belly up during EREP pass? 
PVnDY We've got Some questions gOinE up to the 

crew on that tonight with some suggestions for Some malfunc
tion procedures that they ~ay be able to run. I don't want 
to go ahead and say right now that we have lost one TV camera. 
The crew right now seems to think that there ~ay be a problem 
with that one camera. But until we hAve gone through that 
malfunction procedure for that particular item. we are not 
writing it off. And we still have another, so. 

QUiRY This overage. this bUSiness that they 
are not eating the result of just providing them with too 
much. more than they can cae at a lIIeal? 

PUDDY Well. let me say that Skylab food was 
not planned to be on a mininum diet baSis. There Ls plenty 
of food there. You will als(1 remember that they did carry 
Some food up In the command module, and I surmise. thatts 
just a supposition on my part based on the fact that they 
have not reported in general that they are not eating the 
food that Some of this 1s the fact that they are eating Some 
of the command module food during the first few days. And 
these cans have just been saved from that time frame. You 
know they went into the OWS area and actually unstowed that 
food a couple of days later. So. 1.f from what was originally 
put in there to be eaten since they did eat Some of __ 

END O}o" TAPE 
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.• ' PUODY - a couple of days later, so if from 
what was originally put in there to be ,eaten. since they did 
eat some of the food in the co •• and mod~le that they took,up 
with them. There's certainly' ~oing to lie some spare food and 
they're just asking what to do with it. t F\lt they didn't give 
us any indication that it was a tremendous amount of food that 
they were talking about. It~s just a few cans, but we still 
said since it's not spoiled, we'll save it. 

QUERY They've been up there, I guess nine days -
just about a full nine days now. Have you had any reports on 
whether or not they've gained or lost any weight? Pete said 
today he may have been kidding when he was talking to his wife 
that he was gaining weight. 

PUnDY No, what we have done - 1 believe it was 
yesterday. We ran a ~alibration on the body mass measuring 
device and that data is still being put together. We are giving 
the crew tonight some data points based on our analysis to this 
date of that calibration data. which will correct their on
hoard calibration curves. And some of the things that '10U 

reported, if you listen to the air-to-ground, the crew in their 
preflight calibration curve. did not wear shoes. Two of the 
crew members now are wearing their shoes with the triangular 
cleats on them while they're aaking thos~ measurements. And 
that in itself induces about a 5-pound error in what they should 
have had in their calibration curve, because they're onboard 
calibration curve was originally designed around the fact that 
they woul1 not be wearing those shoes. Two crew members are 
wearing them - one isn't. So we're taking that and the cali
bration data into consideration and uplinking a pad to give 
them new data as far as - so they can plot themselves Just exactly 
where they are. To the best of my knowledge, and I cannot 
say absolutely, there has certainly been no concerll expressed 
to me over any 108s of crew weight. 

PAO BTuce? 
QUERY After the EREP pass they were talking about 

barber poles on CBRM number three. Was that as you expected ('Ir 
you were just hoping you .1ght get it back on line after that 
pass? 

PUDOY No, we did do some trouble-shooting on CBRM 
number three today that was scheduled into the flight plan. 
We did not have any joy with that. So right now we're still 
wit h 0 u t C B R M' s t h r e e and 1 5 • The bar b -e r pol e t hat tit c Y fl' IHI r ll'd 
after the EREP pass - what hapPE-ned there was th(' crew, in 
cycling through the indications. snw that and f()r~ot that It 
was CBRM three which was one th~t WAfI ofC line and tht'y jll~1 

happened to mention it In tht: flurry of lhe moment. nul If 
was no np-w failure. 
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PUnDY Okay? Have you got one mor~? All right. 
QUERY After the EREP pass, I think I heard that 

the batteries were charging properly. When you left mission 
control what percentage had they gained in charge? 

PUDDY We have worked all day long with 16 com-. 
pletes and we have stayed that way.' When I S8Y-' that's 
not fair to even phrase it that ~ay to you. When I say 16 
COIiP letes what 1 mean Is that we have charged all of the 16 
batteries that we have to a complete state of charge prior 
to the nightside pass, so we have been able to maintain greater 
than energy balance - the energy balance means that the battery 
is almost there but hasn't quite reached the full state of 
charge. We have done - been able Lo maintain (hat power 
level throughout the entire day. 

QUERY Did it cO~le as a surprise to you when Jane 
Co~rad said the EVA is going Lo be Tuesday or Wednesday? 

PUDDY Well. no not - let me not say that it came 
as a surprise. There is a meeting scheduled Monday, I believe 
it is. at Huntsville ",here the various NASA management per-
sonnel are going to discuss the results of the work that has ., 
been going on down there in th~ water emersicn facility to 
investigate the various aspects of how we possibly could do 
an EVA and deploy wing-I, AI-I wing-I. As far as that being 
Tuesday or Wednesday that certainly has not been decided and 
it won't even be considered until after the results of the 
meeting on Honday. 

QUERY I assume were talking about Bill Schneider 
and the center directors who would be meeting at-

PUDDY Bill Schnp.ider, Chris Craft, Kenny Kleinknecht, 
Lou Belew, these people. 

QUERY Got a 511all question. There's something 
that's been bot·. ring Lle. I never had a Hasselblad with 8 

fuse on it. What are the fuses for? Is it film transport 
mp.chanism or what? 

PUnDY I think you're awful close. I did not, 
personally view that piece of haruware. As I understand it. 
there are some fuses in the ftlm drive magazine or In the 
actual - well it's in the filII drive magazine - that I f the 
magazine does hang uv. in which - And this was a faIlure 
mode that we did have, it can blow 8 fu",e. Now these 2.H' 

replaceble fuses and they did go in there and put anoth~r 
fuse in and the same magazine hlew another fuse. They 
have replaced that magazine with anothe~ magazine. and the 
Hasselblad 15 working. 

QUERY A thing for Ur. Koos. Dc you think 
you have some very good pictures to~ay on the EREP pass? 

KOOS Yes, we got some very data today. 
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We have all the sensors on. 198 was on the whole PdSS, 192 
vas on the whole pass. We had the 193 altiaeter on for the 
first - about tvo-thirds of the pass and then we had the radio
lIlet~r and 8catterometer on. S-194 is always on for every pasf'. 

. QUERY On the first pass, I just remembered. you 
had trouble with the 5-190 and the ~-191 instruments. Are 
they okay now? 

KOOS Yes, ve did a small checkout today in the 
prep for the [REP pass and what they did is actually scratched 
the film, took the magazine cassette off 190-A. scratched the 
film and did a film advance to verify the film vas actually 
moving and ve actually lost the malfunction light also. So 
that ve know all six cameras on 190-A are working. What 
was the other - I didn't recall the other - what was the other 
experiment you were talking about? 

QUERY The infrared spectrometer was giving them 
sOllie t r 0 ub 1 e was n 't it? S -191 7 

KOOS S-191. Yes, and the READY light didn't 
come on again today and we're going to have to go back into 
the - look at the dUlllp tape - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - trnuble, wasnlt it? 
PUDDY Yea and the ready light didn't come on 

again today. And we're going to have to go back into the - look 
at the dump tape, voice tapes. We had thea, during the checkout, 
giv2 us a number of reodings and we'll have to get those to get 
a trend - temperature profile on it through that checkout period 
to really see what - PosSibly the coolers not functioning ~xactly 
right. 

PAO Okay, thank you very much. 
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PAO Okay, we're ready to get started now, 
if we could take our seats please. We have with us this 
afternoon Mr. Kenneth Kleinknecht, wh~ is the Manager of 
the Skylab Program Office at Johnson Space Center. And 
Mr. Kleir.knecht is prepared initially to ~ri£fly go over 
the status of the flight as Qf right now and then respond 
to jour questions. 

KLEINKNECHT Okay, it looks like the crew has stayed 
pretty close to the flight plan today. And all the activities 
that were planned have been carried off without any problems. 
The temperatures seem to be Slicking around, about 79 degrees 
at this time. I wouldn't say they are stabilized yet, but 
we wouldn't say that until it has been there several da)s 
probably. We have a little over 4; percent of the TACS. 
pLop~llant TACS ga~ remaining, which is above the red line. 
We are using very little TACS now - gas. We've just completed 
what sounded like a very good EREP pass. Of course you must 
realize we don't get any EREP data until the command module 
returns. It' 9 all on tape and photographic film. But. from 
Paul Weitz's discription of what went on during that pass, 
it appears that all of the EREP instruments - sensors operated 
satifactorily. Pet~ will be going to do some activity 
with S183 now. Joe Kerwin still doing housekeeping activities. 
And Paul Weitz is going to take a little exercise now. at 
t h i 9 time • We expect that the r e II a i n i n g act i v i t e s today 
will stay on flight plan 2. The power situation is sort 
of holding its own. We haven't had any more degradation 
of solar array system or the pewer system that we have func
tioning now. 

PAO Okay. let's throw it open for questions 
now. Please raise your hand. Bruce Hicks. 

QUERY Ken. what's the status on the EVA planning 
now? How far h~ve we progressed since yesterday? 

KLEINKNECHT Dick Slayton went to Huntsville this 
morning, leaving about 10:30 or 11:00 I think it was. Rusty 
Schweickart is down there now. And I believe Rusty is in the 
tank at this time. They have developed a procedure which 

, " 

Dick will review, we'll probably have a review here possibly 
tomorrow night some time. And Monday we expect to have a mana~e
ment review and I think we'll finalize the procedure if we do 
it. We believe at this time, based on what we know, and for 
myself with the lack of the knowlege. detailed knowlege, of what's 
going on at Huntsville. that we can either releaFe or cut 
the angle. or what we believe is an angle that is holding 
the SAS beam down. The procedure that Is being worked on 
now is to take about five oC the work poles about 5 feet long 
each to put the little lIushro(llll tool on the' ack end of them, 
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put the bolt or cable cutters on the far ~nd of the poles, 
to extend that out by the rope &rrange.e~t on the 
bolt cutters and pull those jaws down on one of the doors 
on one of the vent modu~es on that SAS beam, and it will 
act like a pair of vice grips and support that end of 
the rod. The rod can then be fastened up 1n the area of 
the discone antenna on the fixed airlock shroud which 
gives some handholds that you can move down the beam. 
And we are planning to gttach the strap that you've seen 
stretched through the workshop th~t they can use for guiding 
and handholds as they go through the workshop - attach 
that to the vent module and then back up 1n the area of 
the fixed airlock shroud. Give you a rope with sort of 
a looPr you can get under that and by standing up put a 
force on the beam. It will, we believe that the actuator is 
frozen. If we can get enough forr.e to shear the clevis 
bolt in that actuator and reledse that frozen actuator and 
then we hope it will move freely to its normal deployed 
position. Now as far as what we think is an angle now 
that is holding the beam, we at this time don't believe 
that there is anything else holding it. Although, we can't 
see everything underneath the beam. I don't know how that 
is going to be cut. They have cut, at Huntsville, with 
the bone saw. They hAve been able to cut that angle. There 
is a prybar-crowbar aboard the vorkshop, it was one of the on
board tools for maintenance and repair. I think that crowbar 
do~sn't have a hook In it like a regular crowbar, which 
may be a little more than a foo~ long with pointed, not 
sharp pointed. but a pointed end on one end and flat on the 
other that can be used to pry this piece that's holding the 
SAS beam down. 

PAO 
Hicks. 

QUERY 
KLEINKNECHT 

the EVA. 

Bruce Hicks, let's take one more from 

Will Pete do the EVA? 
1 don't know at this time who will do 

PAO Reg Turnal. 
QUERY You laid great ellphasis on if you do 

it. Does this mean that you prefer not to? 
KLEINKNECHT No, I think we certainly want to re-

view again the requirement for doing it, and do we have con
fidence that if we go out and do this ac~lv1ty that the 
crew, the flight crew, has not had any training on. Certainly 
there Is some risk every time you do an EVA. We ~ant to be 
sure that ve have confidence that we're going to do some 
good. We're not going out there just as a stunt. 
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PAO Kark Krame%. 
QUERY What you just describad 8S 8 possible 

procedure diftars somewhat fro~ what Rocco Petrone talked about 
yesterday. How - what do you do initially? Do you initially cut 
that stra~ with tLe cable cutter and then use the cable 
cutter to ~ra8p onto the hox and use the whole pole as a 
handle? 

,KLEINKNECHT No. I haven't cut the strap yet. That 
maybe, it may cut the strap first. I don't know. Yes, that 
is a possibility. I don't know whether the cable cutter will 
go under that strap or not. 

QUERY I see. So; the devices that might be 
used for cutting the strap include the cable cutter and 
the bone saw and you also might break the strap using 
the pry bar. 

KLEINKNECHT If you recall Pete's first description 
was that it looked like that angle. he didn't describe 
it 1 don't believe aa an angle but it was cetal with bolts 
in it, was embedded in the SAS beam fairing. The crowbar 
I believe if we would get under it and pry it up and get 
it - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER 
it and pry it up 
probably just be 

QUERY 
QUERY 

••• crowbar and r believe if we get under 
and get it out of the fairing then could 
moved of~ to the 8ide. 

QUERY 
prybar that went up. 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 

with the workshop. 

Is that - -
W a 1 t, wa i t for .Y - -
Is that the specially designed twin prong 

No. 
This is ... regular crybar that was launched 

QUERY 1 see. And what about tho idl!p. of, once 
having done that of moving the beam by inflating this plastic 
bag? 

SPEAKER 1 don't know anything about any plastic bag. 
I'm sorry, that I didn't hear Rocco's co •• cnts ye8terda~. 

QUERY That really ae.le8 U8 up. 1 did. I'm not 
~mart. 1'111 not sure that this Is anything di fCe rent. I don I t know 
whether we need this other .ike. Rocco was tal~ about 
a number of pos.ibilities at the tiae. I think b ... QginS you 
up to 4peed there'. certain p088iblliti~s that are being looked 
at a little cl08£r. ~o I'm sorry but I vanted to elaborate 
on that. I didn't aggree on your point - -

SPEAKER And I haven't been there and I haven't been 
In constant contact with them and t wouldn't be surprised if 
they haven't looked at 80ae things that 1 haveu't described 
and that they won't be looking tonight and tomorrow Ilorning 
at .oae thing. 1 haven't d~scrlbed. 

QUERY And presumably if #ond vhen they come tc 
do the EVA, there's no reason why they should not take out 
more than one devic~ with theu. I me.n the bone ~av 18 at 
l~alt a fairly handy dandy little device. 

SPEAK!R That'. a handy d.ndy little device. but 
it', very sharp and it has .ome very sharp teeth on it. you 
knov. 1 think you've .een it. It'. one of these things with 
a ring in it that' •• Bav blade in .ny ~irection. 

QUERY SO yould you In fact al. to just concentrate 
on one - if and vhen you lay down the procedures for this EVA, 
would you concentrate jUlt on all day just one method of 
freeing the be •• or the - -

SPEAKER No. I CAn't give you a finAl answer on that, 
but I thln~. Vf!' re talking .bout a pry bar, a .aw, a cutter, they 
vill develop the procedure. IOf ~.ch anyone of thOle. 1 
think cert.inly Pete 1. there. Pete .nd the crew i. there. 
They have s.en it and if Pete already kno~. th.t one of tho •• 
procedures that •• )' be developed on the ,found vill not vork, 
it'. hi. perosative to •• ~ that l.n't any lood, J think ve 
ouaht to 80 this w.y. But (ertaiDly WI wouldn't 80 out With 

.~._" __ ~----,, ________ """'_"" __ ""IIIIiIIIIIII._"''''' 
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one tool only; . We'd certainly have thea all available but 
ve w~uldn't go out with one and find out that wouldn't vork 
and we should have had 80aething else that'a aveilable. 

PAO John Wilford. 
QUERY Doee this mean that we'll know 80aetiae 

Monday what the decision is about an EVA and presumably when 
the tVA would take place? 

SPEAKER I e~pect that there's a good possibility 
they - I don't think it'll be any earlier than Monday, but 
since ve're atl11 developing procedures and working in a 
neutral buoyancy facility at Huntsville, we haven'L got the 
procedures finalized. I can't give you a fir. tice. We do 
want to do it just as 800n as ve can and certalhly we wouldn't 
do the EVA any eatlier th.9o 80metille Tuesday. The power, even 
though it's pretty much stabilized, it is low and we want to 
get power ~o we can do experiments 88 aoon as ve can. 

QUERY Than if - assulling you're going to do it. 
about how long would this EVA take? What - you're talking 
about an hour - two houre? 

SPEAKER If I knew the procedures 1 could give you 
that. 1 would say it would be in the one and a half - tvo 
hour time frame, is my estimate. 

QUERY And how long - aasulling that you're luccessful 
- you deploy this panel. About how loog after the deployaent 

should you know if you're getting the full benefit of those 
panels. How much engineerinl data do you need to find that out? 

SPEAKER I'd gues8 there; about 24 hours. A1Joost 
i.mediately we ought to know whether there's any power getting 
to the batteries and the CBRM's, but I don't know how long it 
vould take to .ake an access.ent a. to vheth~r they're all workir~ 

- whether there'. been any damage done to any of the cell8. 
We know, certainly know what power .lt should generate. It'a 
in the neighborhood of 2500 watta. 

PAO The gentleman behind Mark Cra.er, there. 
QUERY What do you think are the main rl.ka and 

danser ••• sociated with this EVA? 
2PEAKER Saa. as 3ny EVA, you'r. in a ho.tlle enriron-

lIent, in a 8ult without any blHkup should you puncture the 
suit. We certainly vill not take any riaks in working in the 
areas where there are very sharp object.. The crew l~ well 
aware of that and 1 don't think lhey'll t8ke any riskA. 1 
don't there'. any .afety risk8 a880clated with doing it that 
you vouldn't have on any EVA. There'. certainly .om. ritk. 
on iu,ces. because of the - first we don't know e~.ct\y what 
the condition. are and vhat's 10ing to naed to be don. and va 
couldn't train on it 11ke w~ trained for a nor.al EVA. 
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- whether there'. been any damage done to any of the cell8. 
We know, certainly know what power .lt should generate. It'a 
in the neighborhood of 2500 watta. 

PAO The gentleman behind Mark Cra.er, there. 
QUERY What do you think are the main rl.ka and 

danser ••• sociated with this EVA? 
2PEAKER Saa. as 3ny EVA, you'r. in a ho.tlle enriron-

lIent, in a 8ult without any blHkup should you puncture the 
suit. We certainly vill not take any riaks in working in the 
areas where there are very sharp object.. The crew l~ well 
aware of that and 1 don't think lhey'll t8ke any riskA. 1 
don't there'. any .afety risk8 a880clated with doing it that 
you vouldn't have on any EVA. There'. certainly .om. ritk. 
on iu,ces. because of the - first we don't know e~.ct\y what 
the condition. are and vhat's 10ing to naed to be don. and va 
couldn't train on it 11ke w~ trained for a nor.al EVA. 

P 1..0 Art h u r H 11 1. 
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QUERY What would be your feeling a8 far as the 
EVA running past a daylightpass:·and then Jnto night time? 

SPEAKER I don't think ve'll plan it vhile he's -
if it will go into night time. 1 aueaa if it's (garble). I just 
haven't thought about that, but they certainly can stay if 
you vill, status quo, during a night paBs. There are lights 
in the area of the airlock module. I don't know whether there's 
any plan or procedure for getting any light back in this area 
or not. 

PAO Peter OS. 
QUERY Has TV or the EVA been ruled out definitely? 
SPEAKER Our policy is that we will not do EVA or 

carry any extra cameras - do TV or carry any extra cameras on 
EVA. We did - do have for the normal film retrieval, a station 
to put a 16 millimeter DAC camera. If we use TV or any other 
cam - - or TV during this EVA we have to stretch a cable from 
inside. It certainly encumberes the crew and that does add 
an clement of risk. The cable can get in the way of the crew and 
it taKes longer time to set it up. You have to bring. it back 
in when you're finished with the EVA and if for any reason 
you wanted to get back in rapidly, you have to wait and re
trieve th3t cable and camera before you can cloee the hatch. 
We believe that that is an unecessary risk to i~po8e on top 
of - the inherent risks in EVA, which are not rarticulary 
high, but it doesn't add anything to the job we're trying to 
do. 

PAO 
SPEAKER 

Bruce Hicks 
1 would be strongly agAinst any further 

incumberance on the crew. 
QUERY Two questions Ken. First of all, lher~ 

are only two EVA helmets and visors available that can Sun 
visors and 8S 1 understood before the launch of the crew and 
~18o - - Go ahead with that. 

SPEAK!R I think there's ~n11 two with the UV pro-
tect ion on the., but there are helm~t. - -

QUERY 1 meant the visors - that - I would hope 
there'. another one at lea8t. (Lau8hter) The other thing 
is how fast after a deciaion on Monday do you think Pete 
could be ready to do? Or any crew •• aber be re.dy to do an 
EVA? 

SPEAKER I haven't given you a dechion 011 Monday 
yet - I think Tuesday 'lour earliest we could do it. 

PAO Al Slagle. 
QUERY Will a third crew.en b. occupied in the 

I.me way .1 he would on a nor~al EVA? 
SPEAKER 1 ••• uaa ha would. Our procedure. for 

EVA are to have hi. in a locatiun vhere h. can watch aytt ••• 

'77 ,t 
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and c:oul d get to the comaand module if necessary. 
PAO 
QUERY 

oc.her airlock? 
other airlock? 

Hark Crame 1'. 

FUl'tber question on TV. What about the 
Is there any chance you misht put it out the 

SPEAKER We can put. it out the other airlock but 
you aren't going to see anything. 

PAO Gentleman back at the back. 
QUERY Seriously though, we vent through the TV 

on the other airlock and sort of have to gerry rig the TV. 
It will not tilt far enough tv - with the TO-27 tiltins device 
to get down there. You can gerry rig a lIirrol' a88embly from
t guess it's a 16 mili.eter - t think it's a Hasselblad camera. 
So that you could probably see the area. You have to remove 
the TV from it's bracket that attaches to the TV boom, slide 
it back, put 80118 screws back in. put sOlie tape on it. There's 
some risk there in - you'd have a - this i8 all done for the 
vlly they were able to work it out on the sround. You'd hove 
about a tenth of an inch clearance when you put the camera 
in the airlock. between that and the eechanism for opening 
the door of the airlock, 80 there's some risk there that you 
interfere with that aechani8~ and damage the airlock. After 
you get it out, you could conceivably have a problem that 
said you aight have to - aay not get il back in - have to 
jettison it and we'd have 106t two airlocks and cannot do 
anything el.e with that T0-27 boom. 

QUERY Soa.thing 1n a much lighter vein, air. 
to underltand that Mr. Conrad was awakened this mornina with 
MrG. Miller singing Happy Birthday. Is that right? 

SPEAKER I don't whether Hra. Hiller 8ang "Happy 
Birthday" or not but it i, Pete Conrad'. birthday today. 

END OF TAPE 
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,KLEINKNECHT I don't know vhether Mrs. Miller sang 
happy birthday or not, but it is Pete Conrad's bi~thday 
today. 

back. 

QUERY 
PAO 

QUERY 
out of my mind 

PAO 
QUERY 

reme.be r it. 
QUERY 
QUERY 

there vas SOUle 
lDis 81 on beyond 
a little bit? 

Whols Mrs. Miller? 
John Pollack. Pollack is back In the 

I had a question, but it w.s driven 
by Mrs. Miller. 

Do you still hdve a question? 
Yeah, 1 still do, as 800n as I can 

It had to do with the, I'll coqe back. 
I hope you'll let me forget too nov. 
Dr. Petrone was saying yesterday that 

possibility of extending the length of this 
28 days. I wonder if you could go into that 

KLEINKNECHT Well, yes we are looking at that and 
con"idering It. Power situation as it 1& nov, such that at 
the tilDe on vhat we expect to be on uay 20, the fuel \,;ells 
in the CSH run out of cryogenics. Wt> have just about 
en~ugh power to 8ustain the systems in the vorkshop and 
keep the: - sustain the CSM. No power for experiments. How-
ever, due to the Beta anglc change, the power ja increasing 
very rapidly and on day 28 we have about 1000 watts of 
power from the fuel cells because of the IncceaseJ Beta angle 
at t hat time. Itt a k e s abo u t 3100 vat ts too per a t Po the 
workshop and about another 1000 watts for the CSH, and 
that occurs for just about 10 day9 fro. the day ve coae home 
to 10 daya thereafter, or up through day 38. Certainly we 
vould be remist in not looking something 11k. that, in event 
ve do not get the SAS beam d~ployed, the SAS deployed and 
don't get any additional pover. That 10 dAya and that 
pi)wer, we should have in the neighborhood 0(, 1 guess 1000 
watts for operating experilunts. We could ploobably pick up 
and do all the experI.enta that ve normally planned 
on thI8 mis810n, vith the exception of those that we just 
can't do because they had to be done out of the solar 
a 1 rio c k • Now, the r e '8 8 0 1IIe - 111 any t h i n g " t hat 11 a vet 0 b e 
considered there. For aOMe 6 or 7 y~ar8 nov, we've been 
planning a 28-uay m~s8ion, And that vas established because 
we sort of went fr"l1 3, to J, to 14, to 28. We do not have 
any medicil - we do have lome medical dlilta. We do not have 
much of the data that the life schnee. people and the 
doctors would lik. to have to e~41u~te beyond 28 dAY', Some 
other - Have to conslder the recovery -hip, the rec:ovelY t1M. 
if we $xtended, .Iy 10 day •• ve vould be landtnl at nlght. 
Recovery vould be at nl~ht. We h~ve ~xc.pted the flet t~at Vt 
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':an have nighttime recoveries, and 1 don't believe 
that would be a proble.. Sut it takes 80me ti~e. You don't 
jU3t tum it on overnight. If you're 8(linS to plan to do 
it, you'd like to do a little training. Yo~ can do that, 
we can do' that with the recovery forces now. There' 8 another 
circumstance that the Ticonderoga is scheduled to go into 
moth balla on the 24th of July, too. But. that' 8 also 
been planned for awhile. So 1 t!,inK !.f we didn't look at 
evety wa1 that ~e can possibly Iecover and retrieve the 
data f%OD this mission. We'd be remiss. 

QUERY What would be the effect on lsteT missions? 
That's sot to come out of one of the later missions, but if 
there's no deployment of the solar panel, perhaps there 
won't be any later missions. 

KLEiNKNECHT 1 don't know :!Iuch has to cOllie out. That's 
one of the things ve have to look at. Wha~ Right be th~ 
trade off. I would think we'd havt' el\ough weter. I don't 
know hov auch food they'r~ eating. although ve do know -
SOllleone knows. 1 can't recite that to you at this tiae, but 
that' 8 correct, we had planned for about 140 days of hab
itatiun, and you start using into your food, vour water, 

,': 

your oxygen, and you aight lose it oCf of tl-e cnd, but that' 6 

another trade off. We certainly have a degraded vehlcle, and it 
doesn't have a higher probability ot being up there A months fr(lm 
now, than it did before we launched it. 

PAO John Pollack, again. 
QUERY The SEVA on the first - on launch day 

was done 8ubstantially out of communication wlth the ground, 
In view of the fact lhat th~ crew ha. not been trained (OT 
thi. propoeed EVA, if yOY decide to do it, would you make 
an atteapt to schedule it for maximum ground station cov
eragG, or would VI')U luke an atteRlpt to schedule it 80 thAt 
the Itrooa language that might be used would not be heard? 

KLEINKNECHT We (ert~lnly wouldn't schedule anything 
around language. We'll tape the language, and if they CAr. 

do a good job, 1 could care less about the language. But, 
I believe. aeriously we will try to schedule it when we have 
.axlaua ground coverage. ThAl'S only good cOIII~on sense. 

QUIRY '(ou laid that thG) .i.slon aiaht be ex-
tend.d if ),ou don't gttt the aolar, the other wing on, If 
you don't get the wIng on. If you do gAt the wing on, is 
there 8 pOlsibillty of al.o extending it. 

KLEINKNECHT 1 didn't aay it tDiahC, 1 laid ve are 
Itudyln, that. We're inv •• tigeting It. 1 intended to .ay 
ve have not ruled it out. It'. not a. iaportAnt to - If 
ve ,et lhe vlna Qut, ve ean .tart ,.ttlna aore data ri8ht 
nov. Ltt.t bcack up &,&1n. JaAt g.ttins the wln, out 
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d08an't necessarily get us out of the situation we're in. 
We have to get it out, and we have to get pover out of it. 
If ve do that, we'll have ,ower to do the experi.ents, so 
we won't be losing that 8 daYB after their cryos are ex
hausted 1n the CSM for the fuel cells. 

QUERY SO then, if you get the power from the 
wlng, you probably would not be conSidering _ 

KLEINKNECHT If 1 could predict the future, 1 wouldn't 
be here. That far in aJvance, with the situation ve have, 
I vouldn't be here, nov. I don't know. We'll cert.ainly 
consider everything that we believe will benefit the pro-
graDJ. And we're making decisions on a day to day, and sometimes 
hour to hout basis. 

QUERY Can you - you said if they went 
into an ext ra 10 days, it would be a night recovery. Is, 
there a cutoff period within thRt 10 days when it would 
still be a daytll1'c recovery? At 8 days you could still 
do • day recovery? Is it just extending past 281 Do you 
have -

he ad. 
KLEINKNECH~ I don't know that off the top of ny 

QUERY Depending on the earlier SL-3 lauoch. 
This mean9 accelerating tho crews training, doesn't it? 

KLEINKNECHT To 8 certain extent, we had been try-
ing to tratn all three crews together and get them trained 
for their ~is9ions by the t1~ we launched Skylab 2, and 
the idea vas to have the lille th3teaft~r to modify 
training and procedures and so forth based on the experience 
up there, so, we don't bellt:vo.! that that's a serious pro-
b le III • Web e 11 e ve wee ant r a in the III • We v 111 not bet a kin 8 
any shortcuts 1n training. W~ also plan that the test flov 
and checkuut at the Cape will not be compromised 1n any vay. 
We have made a deciSion that ~c will not do a dry CDDT, vhlch 
i9 about Q 2/, hour test. It VSA not a test, I'm lorry, 1 
~houldn' t call t t A test. It' I: more training. It is the 
tille that the crew gets all Iluited up In their flight 
suite, and they ~an verify all the interfaces, their int.er
faces With the vehicle. We believe we can do th4t - ace-
o mp 11 8 h f u 1 1 Y the tnt e n tor t hat 1 nth e B 111 U 1 a tor 0 n e _ g 
trainers. We did do a dry CDDT. Pete I.id, and hil crev 
We had no pl"oble.,. with it. The othrr thing that ),ou get 
during that is you bring tht whol~ launch team together, 
and they all work togeth~r. I don't believe ve've ever 
had a S&oother countdovn than we've h.d on Skylab 2. So, 
ve don't think thet's any problem to delete that 24 hour act
ivity. 

Quory 1 wasn't It Dr. Petrone t • neva con .. 
ference ye.ter~ay and th1a ."ht b. a little redundant. 
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he ad. 
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and 1f 80 1 apologize. but what 1s the status now of the batteries 
and CBRMs and have you aade any progress toward any possible fix? 

KLEINKNECHT As far as I know. it's the same as it 
was reported last night, change of shift. 1 don't think 
the re have been any ch an gea today. 

PAO Any further questions. 
KLEINKNECHT And at the change of shift tonight, t'm 

sure the flight director can give you a more current. accurate 
status than 1 can, in detail. 

PAO No further questions, we ~djourn. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER Okay, why don't we proceed to get started. 
1 do un~eT8tand W~ have a nuwber of press in remote locations 
liotening in this morning, and, hdpefully, we will generate 
some questlon3 80 tha, they will ha~e 8~mething to listen 
to. We have with U9 today Milt Windle,. who iA the flight 
dlr~ctor who has juel come off shift. Wh1 don't we open with 
Milt's summary and then throw it out ~or questfons. 

WINDLER Okay. Well I don't have any gredt reve13-
tions. I spent par~ of the night ~atchlng the TV program that 
I 3uess y'all saw earlier yeaterday - very impressive, I thought. 
the p]&~ for the day is to do an ER~P pass and it~s the same 
one 1 described a couple of days 8g0, I think, to you that comes 
across California anJ on in to Mexico. We do plan to get aome 
tV of the ERgp operalions. We'll also do some ATM TV work. 
And other than that, it's a pretty straightforward day. I 
don't believe - there's not a great deal of medical activity 
today. T01!l0rrow we src planning an.,)theT EREP pass. It' 8 

over a similar part of t'ie country. It goes through San 
Jo'raru;'isco thougl't inste~d of do .... r towards Los Angeles. We 
plan to continue running the SI83 experiment, and we'll do 
M092-171 run Gn the - one of the crewmen. I'll look outside 
and see .... hQ it is in a minute. And we'll also get some 1V of 
that. Th(' day .. ~!ter that. we'll be looking at a calibration 
rucket. the ATM experiment - it's ae80elated with a joint effort 
with a c~llbration rocket fired from the White Sands Missile 
Range. The spacecraft continues to cool off a little bit. 1 
think we're do .... n to 78 8o~ething or another, point something or 
another. And we really haven't had - we've hall 80lllP. s'llall 
anomaliet in the spacocraft. Cot a CAUTION AND WARNI~G on the 
Ow~ buaee. although we went back and reviewed the data and 
couldn't see Anything actually on the - any change in the 
buc current9 or volta~es. And wp.'re still looking at that, but 
we. right now. d1n't Httac~ any great Significance to that. 
It could have been somo spurious Signal. The electrical power 
~Ylt~m cDntlnues to operat~ pretty normally. We didn't, of 
cours~, run any e~periment8 yesterday, and we haven't really 
had any problems wi~h that in the last couple of deya. since 
we had that other battery failure, or regulator f~ilure. And 
that's ~bout Lt, 1 think. 

FAO Okay, why don't we take questions no~. 
J l) h n \011 1 ( r t! d • 

PAO No, the uthe rend. 
QUERY For the EREP poss this afternoon. do you 

have any - what kind of special Infttructlon. have you givon the 
astronauts as f~r as waya to conserve energy or electricity? 
Arc they turning down all the lights and thinas like that? 

WINDLER lea. they are. And 1 d(lubt if 1 can even 
n>call all of the inltructlonll. Our norl .. 1 procedure 1 • ... ve 
run Rom. h~dtera in night t~.eJ vh~n the crew', not awake, to 
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warm up the MDA, the docking 8dapt~r, to get the teaperaturp.8 
up in there and prevent condensetion and things like that. And 
then we don't do anything during the day, et cetera. So we so~t 
of cycle through the load requirp.ments. And the caution and 
warning system - part of that 1s powered down when the crew is 
awake. These are things we instituted a couple of days ago, and 
they are sort of standard procedur~s now. A5 f~r as the ~RF.P 
pass itself is concerned, we hav~ some options available to us 
that we would use if we had to. We could turn off, for example, 
thtl ATM thermal control system for a reJ.atively short period 
of time like, you know, get us through tht backside cycle for 
30 or 45 minutes with no real probl£ms. And that would gain us 
perhaps ISO or 200 watts. So those things are available. There 
Is some parts of the environmental control system that we can 
turn off for brief periods of time, and we will do that. 

QUERY Milt, coul~ you explain a little bit about 
the battery situation as to wh~ther they are or they are not 
taking a discharge, or taking a charge rAther - and knov what 
they're doing with discharge, and maybe go back a little bit inta 
Some of the history of this? t realiZe that some ~ther9 have 
already gone over it, but I - it's really not too clear 1n 
my own lIlind. 

WINDLER Well, I gues£, in summary, the batt~r·e8 are 
supposed to be worth around 20 amp hours aud - whieh, of course, 
al you can discharge thea to a level to 20 percent of that or 
down to 20 percent of that 20 amp hours, and th~n they auto
matically trip themselves of! the circuit so as 'ot to completely 
discharge. And this is sort of a safety valve that allows you 
to turn the battery off the 11ne at a point where you can still 
recharge it and get it back up to its full charge og"'.n. And 
thil 11 - they have been cycled many ti.e~, and th~y have been, 
in some case., cycled down low In the depth of discharge. And 
there is 80me indication that instead of being 20 amp hour 
batteries, that perhaps thl"y· ... e ROll\ething le81'1 than that - 10 or 
so, loae lower number. And what this lIIeans is that after we 
t3ke a smaller amount of 3.pS out on the backSide, then w~ get 
these battery disconnects from some of th~ batteries. It's 
not fro. all of them. And the phenomena 19 - we don't oxactly 
unup-retand about it. We don't know how it relates to the cur
rent drain And things like that. We think it' 8 a (unction of 
the higher current drain since - of course, you know we ~ould 
have two sets of solar arrays, RnU the load on these batteri~6 
vould be approxl~ately half If we hod both power 8y8t~DS 
golnl for us. 

QUERY SO the other day when - perhapi when 80ae 
of those tripped off at 45 percent or 80, it really w4sn't 
4S percenl. Maybe they Wt.lre down eloaer to the 2t1 percent. 11 
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that what you're Qaylng? 
,. 

WINDLER Well, I don't know how you - you can look 
at it two ways, t guel8. It'a 45 percent naaybe of the nominal, 
but we no longer have a noginal battery; 80 maybe we were 
down actually to Bomething 11~e 20 percent of the new rating. 

QUERY You d~n't think this could be any fault -
you might not have been given substandard batteries in the begin
ning or anything like that? Or might you? 

WINDLER 1 don't have - we don't hav~ any reason 
to think that we were. No. 

QUERY they checked out 8S 20 amp hour batteries? 
WINDLER Yes. They've been through 8 lot of t~8ting, 

and they've worked well In the testing. Now we've been th~ough a 
power profile that has b~en - that they were partially tested 
to. I don't think - and you'd have. to ask prol;ably a bat tery 
expert for th~ details to the precise or th. exact testing 
that they went through. But they have been through a cl~le 
similar to the Oll'.~ we put them througb. uut llB you're well 
avarl:-, the exact temperatures ?erhaps that they've been exposed 
to are not - you knov. l<le I rt' not real "ure of it. So there 
could be som~ f8ct~r lhere. This 1s the thing that th~ folks 
at Marsh.lll ar.'~ 8til; It),ing to wl'ck on and trying to validate. 
And I really d1du'l ~ .. ct ar.y update infor.ation since yesterday 
on how that te8tl~, t~ vr~8re88ing. 

QUERY !t~ve you gotten any new information on the 
plan.i I re31ize - 1 Jon't guess your team does th~ actual 
planning that tar ahead, lIIay·.,e it dOt!8, I don't kno",. But any
way on the possibilities of the EVA to jerk out the solar wing? 

WINDLER Well, we would be doing some of it - if ve 
knew when to schedule it, and we don't yet. And we're going to 
do th at liS 800n as <Ie can. An d I think eve rybody an t i ci pit t es 
that that mf~ht be n~t - you kn~v - not too many days from nov _ 
1 e S 8 than Ii wee k, So ae ;: h 1 n g 1 i k I! t to at. 

END OF TAPE 
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, WINDLER And we don't yet. And we're 10ing to do 
tha~ 8S soon as we can. And 1 think everybody anticipates that 
that might be, you know, not too aanJ day. fro. now) In le.8 than 
a week, something 11ke that. And our plan is - vhenever we 
are sure that we know what to do, then we'll put it on the sched
ule. And we'll probably - you know, we may ~ven (garble) a 
schedule. Like right now, we've plenned - tenative plans are 
today 155, which is two days froll now, but it will be no big 
thing. If we knew what to do right now, for exallple, to change 
that and Dlake 155 an EVA day instead of an EREP day. that would 
bp. no probl~s at all. We - but th~ first step is to find out 
exactly what we need to do, and that's what the people &re work
in g on now. 

QUERY The other thing I wish you'd do for me 
1s explain what a Beta angle is. I gather it has to do with 
the a mo un t 0 f time (g a rb 1 e ) • 

WINDLER You wouldn't believe this, but I never 
understood that my~elf. It's actually the diiference in the 
angle between the orbit plane and the plane that the Sun is 
in. And at certain times, they happen to coincide, and we're 
going towards those now. But we're flying at about a 13-degree 
roll angle. you might say. to the orbit plane, in order t.o have 
the Sun shining full on the solar cells. 

PAO Do we have any other questioners? 
QUERY Yeah, I jus t wanted - Would it be correct 

then to describe tte Beta angle really as - a9 that part of the 
orbit in which you get the IIIOSt sunlight? 

WINDLER No, the amount of the orbit that's in the 
sunlight is a func;tion of the Beta angle, yes. And that's 
the reason that I think you're asking it better - because of 
its relationsh1p to the POUt>T. 1ht- aore sunlight. the moce 
power we have. obviously. 

QUERY You mentioned calibration and roclc,ct 
firing from Whlte Sands on Monday. 

WINDLER Is that when oay 155 Is? (Laughter) 
QUERY I think you said Monday. 
WINDLER I said 155. And I tell you the truth, I'd 

have to add it up to know what day that Is, but - Sunday. 
Monday. yeah. okay. 

QUERY What kind of rocket is it; what is ita 
function? 

wIND1.ER Oh graciouG. My .1nd is blank on the 
kind of rocket it is. I must have been told that fifty times. 
But its function actually is to, to - basically it', a calibration. 
It's a ground attempt to calibrate on features on the Sun and 
to tie these into t~e observations on board the spacecraft. So we 
actually get data back froa the senaoT .• on the rocket. And then 
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we use that lnformation to tell th. 'crew exactly where to 
point the ATM Inst ruaenta. And then we have then another, a 
hi8h altitude you .. lght say, calibration of s01l1e of the features 
on the Sun to cOlllpare with what the ATM instrumel'ta are giving 
U8. 

QUERY 
11k!) that 1 

WINDLER 

Would this be an Aroby Rocket or lo.ething 

r don't know off hand, but I'm sure ve 
can ge t t hat. 

QUERY Okay. But anyway it's a relatively sIIIa11 
rocket --

WINDLER Yeah, it's an atmospheric shot; it doesn't 
get - no, it does get above 1II0St of the atmosphere. I aean, 
you know, where do you draw the line? It'a a high altitude rocket, 
and that's the purpose of it, in fact - to gat above the atmosphere. 

QUERY Sensors on board - what kind of sensors 
are they? What dre they looking tor? Are they lookillg for 
some disturbances on the Sun, and they know wh~re to point? 

WINDLER I guess I can't answer that very welli 
so I better not. I could find a - It has been explained to 
me, but if 1 tell you what I think ,It Is, I probably would 
get the explanation fouled up in try.\ng to repeat it to you. 

QUERY Could we get sOlnthing on that la.ter, John? 
WINDLER Yeah, ve can. 
QUERY Milt, what's the status of the testing 

over at Marshall? 
WINDLER On the wing deployment? 1 think they're 

through, actu~lly, there. And have c)me back here now and 
are trying to figure out the exact pr'.lcedures to use. It'a my 
understandIng that all the people that were there are back here 
nov. 

ye t., 

QUERY 
WINDLER 
QUERY 
WINDLER 

but some of 

Rusty included? 
Yes. 
And ~he program people? 
I don't know whether all of the~ are back 

them are. 
QUERY 18 S~hnelder back? 
WINDLER I don't know where he is. 
PAO I'm sure we can find that out also. 
WINDLER Ye~h. 

PAO Do you know, HD~ard7 

SPEAKER He wasn't In ollr m£et1ng this morning. 
Somehow I had the idea he was in Washington. But I --

QUERY Do you have any feel for how it went? 
WINDLER Well, yes, we got - I probably can't answer 

your question very good. We got the infor.~tion that we needed 
I ' and it 8 a case of putting together the procedures that we need. 

1 really can't tell you what they are or what they're likely 
to be yP. t. 
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QUERY How long, aftvr those procedures are put 
to.ether, would it take tor you to develop a Flight Plan? 
I aean froa .. as JI - you know, a function of jU8t getting the 
MOCR let up for it and everything? 

WINDLER Well, I can tell you in terlls of hours, 
but it would be that lind of a thing, becau9~ of course, we 
already have procedures ,et up for the EVA, and to get the 
fila there, then we would be using the same hardware, the salle 
hatch, and etc. So it would be a case of getting the procedures 
written down for the actual cutting op~ration or prying or what
ever it turns out to be Rnd identifying the tools and 80 forth 
and getting thell to the crew and probably discussing the II with 
the crew. I would think there would be 80me period of time 
for thell to think about this and to respond. And that would 
probMbly be - the longest time involved would be in getting 
their questions answered, But it - thete's not any - I wouldn't 
think there wo~ld be anything more than a couple of daY6. I 
think if you had the procedures right now, you could even cOlle 
close to doing it tOllorrow, for example. But we don't have them 
now. It would be a case of getting them typed up and sent on 
a teleprinter and the crew looking at them and answering the 
questions. 

PAO I'd like to Bum up what I think I know 
about these batteries and have you tell me if I've got it 
straight or not. The - First, they seemed to have suffered 
som~ frolD getting wara while they were outside during the un
manned phase. Is that right? Is that .. hat you believe or 
suspect? 

WINDLER Well, It'~ a possibility, I guess I'd 
have to say. I don't think we have any real engineering data, 
unless it' 8 happened in the last day or so, that - that 8ays 
that that's the case other than the fact that we do know that 
we were in a high theraal. You know they did - were subjected 
to heating now. We didn't really think that would affect them, 
but obviously that's a possibility. 

QUERY T~ey weren't too hot, were they? 
WINDLER I think it was 28, 29 centigrade, which is 

84 Fahrenheit? You're right. The instrumentation that we got 
on the batteries indicated that they ~hould have been within 
thei r limit. That's correct. 

QUERY And whateve r caused it. the! r capacity has 
been reduced. They can't hold as much current, to put it a 
little too Simply. Right? 

WINDLER Yeah. Some of these bat te ries - that' 8 
r i gh t • Not all 0 f the _. , 

QUERY Do they a180 charge somewhat slow~r than 
they were supposed to? Do they take a charge a littlo more 
reluctantly? Some of the. at any rate? 
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WINDLER I don't think 10. 1 haven't heard anybody 
say that they did, and it doesn't look like it, just looking at 
the data .1 it goes around. 

QUERY At any rate, the pool of power you have 
available to draw on, although it varies froa - goes up and 
down, Ie emaller than it was supposed to be as well as being 
replenished more slowly, because you've got les8 capacity to 
collect solar energy. Is that correct on both counts? 

WINDLER Yes, you're talking about - those two 
things are separate problems, but, yes, that's true. 

QUERY Rt ght. ThAnk you. 
PAO Any further questions? 
QUERY On the - again on the batteries. Is what 

you're saying that - that really what effect you're seeing appears 
to be lIore from havjng the ATM batt~ries holding all of the load, 
instead of sharing the load with the orbital workshop, or as 
originally planned? You know, because of the non-deplo>.lent of 
the solar array on the workshop? 

WINDLER That's probably got something to do with 
it. That's one theory that the battery folks have. Actually, 
we'd be better off if you have detail questions on the batteries. 
l'a not in 8 very good position to answer them, and the battery 
experts are the folks from Marshall. And I wish I'd known that 
y'all were going to ask all these questions, 'cau8e I'm afraid 
that I'm not answering them very adequately. In fact I'll aure 
I'm not. But it's sort of like if you wanted - if you had to 
take 10 a~ps through the battery or if you had a 10 amps, you 
know. load, and you planned on taking 5 of it out of the vork
shop and 5 of it out of the OW - I mean out of the ATM power 
supply. And you're going to do all this during the roughly 
45 minuteR that it's behind the b3ckslde of the earth. So the 
tille 1s the same, but instead of taking 5 of it out of each 
battery, you got to take 10 of it out of the same batt~ry in 
the sallie time; so the discharge rate is higher. And lhi\t may 
have, you know, an effect on the cap~clty, even though we have 
not - did not exceed, supposedly, the primary factor, the depth 
of discharge. We didn't exceed that, but we got to it 1n some 
cases, you know, quicker. 
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WZNDLER - though we did noc exceed sUPPo8edly the 
priaary factor - the depth of discharge. We didn't exceed that 
but ve got to it in soae cases you know quicker, 80 that .ay 
have something to do vith it. Like I say. then's other 
options ot other possibilities. rather. and these are all being 
run by Marshall and 1 really didn't ask anybody to discuss -
the status of their testing in the last day 80 if you really 
want to get an in depth answer on that it probably would be 
better to ask somebody from the Harshall office to come over. 

QUERY Hilt. would you run over the EREP thing 
to.orrow again. Ground track that's going to be covering targets? 

WINDLER It kind of comes down from San Francisco 
and goes dOYn oh roughly across Baja. California the Salton 
Sea area. a little bit west of there, I guess. really or 
east of that rather. The one today is through Los Angeles and 
the Salton Sea. The other one is a little bit to the east of 
that track. 

QUERY Do the battery people tell you - from what 
you said to Art a minute ago you're charging and dis-::harging 
the batteries more than you thought you would have if you'd 
had the whole array including those for the OWS. so the 
batteries are going through more charge - discharge cycles, 
aren't they. Is the fear that that will shorten their life? 

WINDLER No. The number of cycles is th~ same 
because they are always intended to be charged on the front 
side when the solar array is there and discharged on the back
side so that hasn't changed any. But the power is being sup
plied half of the number of batteries, even though we're using 
1 e ssp 0'01 e r but eve n sow e ' r e - 8 0 t hat the, you know. the rat e 
of discharge is so high. 

QUERY I misunderstood there. But I still \lant 
to knov, do you fear that what is happening to the~ will 
shorten their lives? 

WINDLER Yes. We are concerned about that. And that' fI 

why \le're t\'ying to understand better vhat it is that's happened 
to them and what the status of the hattery is and we need to 
understand if there 1s anything that vel re doing that's ag
gravating the situation. ve want to stop doing it. And, in 
fact. we're trying to be consp.fvative nov in our approach to 
the pover management until we do Cind out these answers. 

PAO Do you have any further questions? 
QUERY I was just going tf) say - and you mentioned 

there were 4 of those batteries. I think. that are not taking 
or that are -

WINDLER There are four that appear to be somewhat 
lover In capacity than the others. 

PAO Any further questions? No further questions 
we'11 adjourn. 
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PAO Let'l get atarted here on DIy right. Flight Director Don Puddy. and on hil right Richard K008. K-O-O .. S, the EREP offic6r. Don. take it away. 
rUDDY Okay doke. I gue.ls the mOlt interestinK thing that we had today, you're cakina a look at it on the screen over there. 11 the livf\ TV troln the spacecraft. And I'm sure you got a ~eal good feel tcday of how much the crew was enjvyina their day off. And also got a real good feel I think fro~ the standpoint of how w~ll they had adapted to the larger env1ron~ent. which was a question that everybody was facod vith before we took off on this mission. They seem very happy and In excellent spirits today and I think that was evident to everybody. From a thermal standpoint in the Bpacecraft, wetre running about 79-1/2 degre~8 tod.y, still dro?ping sliahtly. So we .ay get lower than the 80 degrees that ve previously had anticipated. Electrically today we had loads that varied any where froa 4round 36, or 3700 watts on up to a high of 4 /.00 vatts. Had 110 probleDls whatsoever. In fact. the spacecraft perforllled beautifully today_ The M487 p.xperiment that .... e briefed you on last night was fixed. 1'01 not sure just exactly .... hat .... as done to correct it but any .... ay they did take some sound readings in the spacecraft today. And the y a 11 so un de d rea 1 veIL We doh a v e • we d 1 d de vel 0 p our flight plan today for tomorrow and it does inciude an EFEP paps. And let me turn it over to Dick for just a minute her~. and let hi. describe to you the path that that EREP data take i8 going to have for tomorrow. 

KOOS The pass it8~lf starts at about 4 D1in-utes after 3:00 tomorrow afternoon. It's a 10 minute pass. It begins about 5 minutes before it crosses the wesl coast. And it will crOS8 the coast over the San Francisco area, and come along the edge of the coast down through Mexico. An d i t w 1 11 end 8 b 0 u t 18 de g r e e s nor t h an dab 0 u l 1 00 d e g r<' {l ill west longitude. It will end about 100 degrees west and about 18 degrees north. It's 1n Mexico, I dontt know exactly vllat tovn or anything like that. Just to give you an idea, ast night, based on ~e8ther forecastA for that area, we expect .0 get in the neighborhood of about 25 test sites coverage during that pass. And they're doing an evaluation on today's forecast, and that may alter, I think that lhe cleaT weaLher is a little bit smaller than it was forecast yesterday. PUDDY Okay. as far as the reDlainder of the day, it i s a f!l 1 e d up e x per i me n t day. We h L vel n add it 10 n to the EREP pass which takes pla~e 1n the afternoon, we do have 6 daylight ATM passes. We aiao have a medical run, 
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in fact.we have 2 •• dical run.. One M092 93 run and - K13l 
run on the Commander. We a180 ale taking the SOl~ experiment 
that you have been briefed on out of the SAL and putting the 
6183 experiment into the antl.olar SAL. This ie another 
8tar experiment. UV stellar astronQmy-type experiment. We'll 
be runnins that early in the morning- And that's basically 
the plan for tomorrow, One other thing that 1 might add 
18 we are doing 80me additional calibration data on the saal1 
mass measuring device. This is the device that you may have 
been briefed on. It is sensitive enough to veigh a postage 
stamp. Ana we are moving the electronics on that particular 
package and then vel 11 go through 8 recalibration 
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PUDDY -wetsh a PQ8tage atamp, and ve are 
aovins the electronl~,on that particular packase and then 
we'll go through a re~allbr~~ion .equence. and that vl1l 
be done tomorrow. As far a9 the 10ns range plan. over the 
next five day. we ~xpect to accomplish four EREP pa88es, 
continue on with our lIIedtcal protocol, also continuing on 
with, of cour.e, as much possible time .8 we can give to 
the .olar physics or the ATM viewing. The next 8cheduled 
crew day off il day 15. and of course, we're still plRnning 
on a 28 day 818.10n, and as probably as you've heard announced 
today, we're looking for a Skylab 3 liftoff on July 27th. I 
believe It is. And with that ve open it up for questions. 

QUERY What are 601116 of the Sights that the 
EREP experiments will we be picking up on1 

KOOS Probably the oncs that ve'll be most 
interested in are the ones that the crew will be tracking. 
ThE: San Francisco area is the one. the first one that they 
will pick up. There's another one on Salton Sea. We'll 
cross right over $alton Sea in Yuma. And that will be the 
other site now. We're restricted in how close we can put 
these together. I think those are only two that we have in 
opportunity to track tomoirow. 

QUERY On these sites. and then all the 25, if 
most of them are inconsequential, what are the eXAct things 
they're gOing to be looking at? What are they gOing to be 
studying? Are they gonna go the whole gammit or what? 

KODS Yeah. there 1s quite a variety 
there. I wouldn't say they are inconsequential. I just 
gave you the ones that are probably of interest. because 
the crews participating and actually tracking them Visually. 
They cover all the range of diciplaints. 

QUERY Will this be a full, what they call a 
120 degree EREP pass. 

KOOS No. its total arc is 40 degrees, cent~red 
noon. around orbital 

QUERY 
other day When 

KODS 

Were we doing a 120 degree EREP pa~s the 
we lost the batteries for awhile? 

was about 70 
QUERY 

No, it wasn't that large. I think it 
degrees. Seventy degrees of arc. 

you won't be out of 
any problems at all 
those four could go 
45 percent. 

You have full confidence. then that 
plane long enough. that you'll have 
with the batteries. because I know 
out a g a i n i f you ge t dow n tot hat 

PUODY Let me comment on that briefly. BaSically 
how we're working the electrical power work right now, is that 
we do develop a. What we call a summary flight plan. Subsequent 
to developing that, And I've more or less briefed you on 
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the level of detail that i8 - 1t jU8t •• rely lays out the 
.xpori.enta that VI expect to conduct at • particular period 
of ti.e for all three crewaen. And, of course, each one 
of theae experiaente has thei r various loade. EREP load 
happen to be very high. And basically, what we're doing 
il after we have completed a 8u~.ary fliaht plan, we run a 
detailed electrical analysia of that fliaht plan, determine 
what the depth of discharge or the state of charge, however 
you're famU.ar with looking at the battery atate. for that 
particular flight plan and determine if there are any 
probleas, and if there are electrical probleaa that - fro~ 
the at.andpoint that we're getting too high and our load 
for too long a period of t1lDe. we look at various equipaent 
that we don't need. Like I said today, we ran anywhere from 
around 36-3700 watts to aa high as 4400 watts and a lot of 
that, as we talked about last night, can be attributed to 
such things as lights and extra cooling and things like 
that that can be powered down. And we have developed a 
couple of power down checklists that we do use just prior 
to going into an EREP pass. So, as far as giving you all 
the details on tomorrows flight plan as to exactly what 
the lowest state of charge or lowest depth of discharge on 
the batteries that we expect to achieve. I can't - That 
information viII be available in about an hour or an hour 
~nd a half. But,! feel very confident that 'With the PliSS 

t h at we' l' eta I kin gab 0 u t to III 0 r row. t he r e w i 11 be n 0 p rob 1 e illS • 

QUERY Is this pass that ",e're calling for 
tomorrow, is it - has any changes over what WSb planned 
pre.iseion for say track 63, i8 it the saae length of tille, 
.a.e instruments and everything else, or has there been 
1II0di fications be cause of tile powe r. 

PUDDY I think that the - Let _e ansio'er that 
one. I think that we're going to find that in general. the 
ERE? passes, because of electrical power considerations, are 
going to be somewhat restricted In the overall are, due to 
electrical p01r."er considerations. lIovever, that doesn ' t 

necessarily imply that the data that we're gathering frolll 
those passes is going to be any 1~8s. It 90 happens that 
looking at the weather conditions as they stand right nov, 
and correct lie if I'm vrong on this, Dick. that the weather 
appears very good, and we were doing sOlDe simulations prior 
to the start of this mission. using actual weather. We vere 
running anywhere f~om 10 to 120 degree passes, and comlng 
up with lIIaybe 14 sites. and we're talking about a lot aore 
sites than we expect to get tomorrow, with essentially the 
shorter pas~1 that Dick has briefed you on. So yes, in 
anewer 
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PUDDY And • lot aore .tahta that v. expect 
to get tomorrow with e •• entially the ahorter pal. that Dick 

ha. briefed you on. Yea. In answer to your que.tion, they 
ar~ a little .horter due to electrl~al power consideration •• 
We .ay gradually lengthen these things out as we get a 
little .ore experienced. little aore data. But at the 8a.e 
tia, I don't think thia hal imposed upon us an undue penality 
into what we expect to get back froa the Earth Resources 
experi.ent package. 

QUERY 1'. not quito 8ati8fie~ with what you said 
about the test sites. Why are you looking at San Francisco. 
you studying there and hov about the Salten Sea1 

SPEAKER Well San Francisco is an urban area and 
that's basicaly the study there. The Salten Sea is an 
agricultura' t)-'pe site. San Franc~.sco also 18 the bay area. It's 
a waterland interface. Actually lhose are alternate siteR. 
Th6re are other objectives. Houston is one, the urban areas. 
San Francisco happens to be an alternate to that site. There's 
a 8it~ that'a located in Rosenburg vhich isn't an agricultural 
aite which Yuma is a substitute, or an alternate. 

QUF.RY Are you looking at any particular crops 
for any specific reason or .,. 

SPEAKER Not that familiar with as many of these 
sites for tomorrows passes. 

PUDDY Let me add a few comments here. BaSically 
what we at N~SA are doing is - as far as EREP 1s concerned, 
we have been working with the principal investigators. They 
have come up with a particular site. There had been some 
ground data. There may also be som~ aircraft ovp.r flights. 
And basically what our roll is here Is kind of two fold. We 
are looking at developing the capability of peTfecting some 
sensors which have the capability of accomplishing certai~ 
objectives in space from an Earth Resources stand point. 
But 8S far as the actual data analysis and subsiquent 
application of that data. this is something that has primarily 
done by the prinCipal investigator. So our p:-illary job 
i8 merely to work with the principal investigators to find 
out which sites they would li~~ to view, vhich instruments 
in the packag~ they would like to use to view that parlicular 
site and if they do have aircraft over flight requirement. 
to a~sist by using NASA aircraft in scheduling those aircraft 
to be over those sites within a certain time fralle of the 
spacecraft pass and then to provide them the raw data or in 
some c~ses reduce the data according to their specifications. 
As far as the detailed analysis in just exactly what they can 
use that data for froa an application stand point. That 
responsibility pretty auch lieR with the principal investigator. 
I don't know whether that helped clarify it for you but. ,1 

Press Couple of points on a rather lower 
intellectual level Did they get those shovers done today1 

SPEAKER Well we know they got a couple of shovers 
done. \O!e tried to ask thea about the SatuKday night special 
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SPEAKER there but we were unable to get any co •• cnts 
back. I've been expectina any .inute thay vere golng to co.e up 
and tell us just exactly how nice it wa. to have that break 
but •• yet they haven't couented. We did quia thea on it. 
But we didn't get any co •• ent back. 

QUERY And It would be a help to know - for the 
purposes of recording it and 80 on to.orrow What - if 
any plau_ afe there for Conrade birthday? 

SPEAXER Well, I'll tell y,'u, the only 1 have taken 
is one associAted with" wake up call. And there will be 
a rather unique - fOf a 8p,cellght wake up call tomorrow 
morning. He will rapidly get the idea that we reaembered 
it', his birthday. 

SPEAXER Right. 
QUERY With all thei r gyrations t(\day and 

their running around and .oying around insld~ the spacecraft. 
it that causing any proble.. I think there is one test 
isn't there, one expert.ent to see if their motions efiects 
the stability of Skylab. 

PUDDY Yes, those are - we do have test like 
that to s~e whether their aotions does effect the stability 
of the spacf:craft. But as far 8S that causing any problells 
I'll not SUrf! I understand exactly what YOll lIean. We did 
notice the novement in the spacecraft today when all three 
Qf them were running the fout race around the food lockers 
or the lockers in the upper end of the do&e. 

PRESS It doesn't cause any impac t at ali -
You don't have to compensate in any way? 

PUDDY No, no, ... the system takes care of 
itself. The crew has been cautioned on and trained to 
that there are certain experiments whi~h do have a degree 
~f motion sensitivity as far as the overall spacecraft is 
concernC!d. And during ••.•. 
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PUD~Y - - c~rtalr. experimente which ot cour •• 
do have a desree of .otion senlitivlty a8 far as the over
all .pacecraft 1. concerned. And durin a thol. tl.e fra ... 
the crew isn't zipp1na throu8h the spacecraft or running 
foot races or that type of thing. But as far al it causina 
any'proble. In 81therina the experimental data on a nor •• l 
day. it hae not .hown up 8S a problem. 

QUERY 1 had heard that they vero having to 
us. 80ae extra TACS gas to compensate. 

rUDDY No. ve have not, let me think back. The 
last tia. that 1 am avare that ve used any TACS gas was, we 
did use a little during th('i aaneuver, the EREP maneuver. 
because ve did have, if you rellember, one of the rate gyros 
ve did have a failure there. And VE: did have a COUtlle of 
firing there. And the previous tilDe to that was associated 
with damping out the tria burn, which ve expected. We had 
no TACS firing todGY. And none since those tvo cases. So, 
ve're not using TACS gas there. 

QUERY Sir, haa there been any 1I0re talk this 
afternoon, since 3:00 I beli~ve ve heard the last l on the 
possibility of extending Skylab II mission beyond the 28 days? 

PUDDY Oh I'm sure a lot of things are being 
considered. As far as any official extension of the Sky lab It 
mission, no. There has not been any decision reached in that 
area. The only decision that has been reached i I the July 21 
liftoff on the Skylab III or a date as 800n as practical 
thereafter. 

QUERY I believe I heard Paul Weit&, maybe it 
was yesterday, say that part of the ATM had turned yellow, 
it vas off-color. 

PUDDY Yes, he did indicate that one aide of 
the spacecraft had some yelloving to it and the other side 
of the 8pace~raft on the AIM vas vhat he described as very 
clean and white. As to exactly vhat that's attributable to, 
1 ,an't really say. I can only surmise that it probl,bly 
had something to do with the overail thermal conditions 
that we had to put the v2hicle to during the early part of 
the mission. But as far as the ATM portion of ~he 8pace
ctaft, we certainly have no reason whatsoever fro. the per
formance of that equipment.: to believe that yellowing is 
having any degradation 1n the thermal coatings on it. All 
the ATM instruaents have been veIl within their tem~erature 
bands, vhich are very very close. There has not been 
any proble. that I &\A avare of. 

QUERY Do you ever notice any clouding of 
telescope lenses? 
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1n lhe next S day. 1nclude tbe one Saturday? 

PUDDY TO.OfIOW 18 Saturday and that t. cor-
reet. 

QUERY Wh.t can you tell u, about th1' prob-
1,. of the batterie. takina a charge that Rocco Petrone 
and John Dteher vere talkins .bout today, Petrone e,pecially1 
Have you 80t any data on how sertoua it 1,1 Wh~t have you 
been able to get tog.ther? 

PUDDY Well, 1 don't knov exactly what they 
.a14. 1 gue •• the b'lt way to phrase that 1. that you 
expect - vhen ve lifted oCf, ve expected each one of these 
batteries to have a certain rated capacity. And what ve 
have found out ie that it looks to us like risht now a 
few of these battlllriea do not have that rated capacity. 
Ther:efore, aince they do not reach their ful!. rated capacity, 
durins a charge cycle. you basically have the proble. where 
you reach the lover li.it on tbe states of char8e durin8 
the nighttime fra ••• uch earlier than predicted. And of 
courae this I, just another aspect of the overall electrical 
power .anageaent that ve Rust take into consideration. 

PAO All right, tha"k you. 
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SPBAKJR Are you ready? 
SPEAKII fhi' t. the f1rlt 1n a dlri •• of briefing, 

1n which NASA hope, to have '08' of ht. top a.nege.,nt pereonoel 
available to the .edla. Thi Mar.hall Space Fliaht Center 
il re.ponllble, a. you know, for providing the Saturn launch 
vehlel •• and a lood btt of the Sky lab hardware and 'Qa. of 
the expert.~nU. So for thh first brieflna we have 
Dr. Roc~o A. Petrone, R-Q-c-c-O- A. P-e-t-r-o-n-e, who 1. 
director of the Karahall Space Flight Center, who has been 
the director ain~. January 26, 1973. rora.rly he wa. the 
Apollo Progralll Director for NASA in Waahlnaton. There are 
a few blosraphiel available at the newa center after the 
br1eftng, but Dr. Petrone ta not intereeted in ht.8tory 1 
know. And there'. a 800d bit of activity goi n 8 on at the 
Harshall Center right now ln 8upport of Skylab, so Dr. Petr0ne 
.ay want to make an oponing Itatemcnt or lummary of that, 
and then we'll havR que'tionl and answer.. Or. Petron, 

PETRONE Okay. Let 110 IUlilladze ,olle of the v~rk 
wei red 0 i n gat the Mar Ii h a 11 C e n t e ron f.1l e a I pee t S 0 f f r e e i n L' 

the SAS winR that'ft still attached. Obviously we've given 
it a very high priority, you know we attempted it when ve 
first got there. We would Itill like to do it. Welve had 
a effort going underway every since we took the flrst TV 
pictures. Welve been enhancin~ thote, tryin" to see just 
how itls angle of alumlnu. is att~ched to th. honeycone. 
~nd therels been soao enhanced plct~res which bring out a 
little more detail. And we've been lookina at aethods by which 
the crew could approach the angle - I would like to say 
angle iron. Itls really angle aluminum, angle iron kit 
comes out in mind. approaches from what would be ehe fast 
station. That's the forward air shroud. He'd ~olle out the 
EVA door, like ve would for a norllal EVA, you have to work 
yourself around to in wing - SAS ving I which Would be cn 
the right AS you look at it. 

QUERY Would you point on the lIodel (garble) 
SPEAKER Okay. You see the hole in the meteoriod 

shield is a solar airlock. 
SPEAKER I don't know how this 1s going to 

stand up (garble) 
SPEAKER It's fra~ilc I know. Wings do fall 

off easily.1 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

Not intended ~s a pun. 
That's what bothers me the lIost, itls 

somebody to get on the train with me. 
We wouldn't do that. Jack. 

not lIine. I want 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKE R Right here is what we call a subaolar 

the solar airlock in which the parasol is poi n t • Th i s i 8 
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nov deployed. Wlpa one 1. what 1 c,ll look1na .t tt to the 
riahc. tf 1'. h.adina h •• d on looktn, at AtH in tbe lub.olar 
point. fhi. t. vina 1. Th. IVA .tatton 1. up hire. He', lot 
to work hl •• elf around to that point. It't not a noraal 
Itatlon where he would have to be. Nov vhat'a heina looked 
at in Hunt.vill., we've lot Rusty Schv.ickart work!na with '0.' at our t.lt enalne.r., i. titlt how would on. tether 
hi •• elf to let out ther.' What would you do? On ••• thod 
belnl looked at 18 UltRa 10., of the pol •• ve have for 
the tool. and tho '811, S OT 6 pol •• to put •• attach it 
here on one of the ATK fraqe. and then - po •• ibly that 
.hepherda hookl. lou kno~ the shepherda hook we took with -
find a spot down belov 1n the bea. to tid, and In fact .~ke 
)'our •• lf a handrall that vC'y. Another one being looked at 
1. the use of this· a thing callud a flexible fire.an'. 
pole? It'. what you've leen in the .hip, they had going 
down the len8th of the workshop. That could be taken out 
and a pO.11bility of lIaybe ultna that 18 a - as a tether. 
Right now the pole., with the ,hepherdl hook to be attached 
into the beam and then tied up here, i, one of the aethode 
of having a flexible handrail. The guy could work qown 
- one of the men - the crew.an, and also attach hiaself to the 
tether. The cutting Icheaes we're lookin, at - cutting 
or prying, I should say, but getting it looee ther~'re three. 
One i8 a device called a bone cutter that 1 think you've 
been briefed on. It'a a pretty bity tool. In lG they're 
able to cut It very fast, 1e88 than Q IIlnute. In the vater, 
it took longer. took three alnutes. But on' lIust be very careful 
not to 
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SPIAKa. And It'. a pretty bity tool. In 1 • 
they'rl ~bl. to cut at a vory ta.t. 1 ••• than a .inuto. 
In th. yater it took 10n •• r. It took 3 .tnute,. But one 
au.e be very elrafu1 not Lo lnf.r thale Lt •• , with what "'e 
cln do in 'ero ~, becau •• h.', lot to aet hi ••• lf 1n po,ition. 
And that', the whole anile we're look1nl for here. It's 
"'here in he can I.t a pOlition that we would con.lder .afe. In 
tera. of the alero.ettoroid Ih1eld on one ,tde and where the 
bea. vill 80 on the other. But the bont cutter do •• cut. 
And 1t cuts that aetal. And ve've taken a look at 10lle of tl.e 
worst ea.e pile up of • little bit of the .'teoroid shield. Anrl 
if he can get around it, he cln cut. Nov. of cour.e, the ques
tlon i& can he 8et around it. Froa the enhanced TV picture., 
it appears there'. ,oae 8unliaht Ihintn8 in one of the views 
under this angle alu.inull. Froa that, Rusty has concluded 
and our people with hill, i, that, ye8, you I'Ihould be able to 
slide this under. But, obviously you von't know that because 
.hadow. have g~t to be deceptive up there, we understand. So 
we're looking at .ore than one way to cut. Another way 18 
the bolt cutter. That'. the one we did fly U? It'. on board. 
That', the one that you activate with a lanyard, you pull on 
it, and the use of that. The third device is the URe of the 
pry bar. Pete Conrad, seem. to believe in dl.cu8.iQns that 
if he can only get those rivet~ loose, the thing would easl1y 
Ivins out of the vay. So, ve're looking at three .cheae. to 
get the angle aluminua loose. The bone cutter, the 8chea. 
which you vould .lip under and then pull. But, that needs 
a fairly good position to anchor yourself. The bolt cutter 
which we feel ve could pOlition in a certain way, then a aan 
up here might pull the lanyard. He's In a better position up 
there. He could pull. And the third would b~ the pry bar to 
try to get those rivets a. they appear to be In the picture out 
of the honey cOlllb. Okay. I've discussed then, one getting down 
there by tethering. Either poles, or this flexibl~ fireman's 
pole. but the pole's looking ri8ht now the eost promising. The 
scheme by vhich we ~ould cut or fray. And now the last thing 
that we would have to do, would be to ensure the beam comes 0((. 

We have rcason to believe the beam 1s ah - Is a damp~r actUAtor. 
The damper has oil in it. and is quite cold. We're still reading 
temperatures in this thing. And we see a temperature In here 
which, you could say the oil i8 lIke molasses or mayb~ frozen. 
And we've therefore. got to Pllt the force on it. We had eatiaated 
the forc~ at the bottom to pull that up would be like 10 pounds. 
As one gets closer up in herll, lh~ (orces are going up. We think 
it' s abo u t the spa t 1 n her e some w her e . The y I ve w 0 r ked 0 U t 
the two \lays to do it. Nov jU!lt take, the guys are really 
thinking and you've got to give 11 .. -1It credit for it. Some of 
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th •••••• v, work further, .ay pan Que. Iut ~Q' 1. to U.I 
the wI.h clot~ .qu •••• r. 1 don't know if you've h.ard that 
ont y.t. Thlr,I, a .qu •••• baa onbolrd in the .y.t.a, 1n 
which. ),O\l- r. able to vrina o ... t Vlt tte" •• lUte a tovel or 
cloth. It l

• a flat b •• , not auch .• a 1lttl. bil,lr than 
thi •• you c.n .11p it und.r ther., then if ve c.n pr •• luriae 
it, v. can put. forc. under the b •••• Nov v.'ve done thi. 
onel in onl ,teth,r. The que.tlon of vhat kind of pre.,ure 
ve're talkin. about vould b, • lov pr"'ure 11k, 10 PSI. 
The r. t •• 0" Un •• onboard VI can do thh vUh. C1 •• rly onl 
v.nt. to .ake .ur •• nd .11 that th ••• thins. ~111 t.ke thl 
pr ...... ro. The bl. v111. Th, b •• h •• b.en pr~otvd to 10 PSI. 
Actu.lly. bur.t .uch hisher, about 40. But the qUI.tion, what 
connectlon one wou14 a.ke, vhere one vould tie in. But I've 
lot to Slv. thea an A for credit. It', a very novel sche.e. 
It'll be one of the ea,ieet bleau •• onc. you c~t. you could 
Ilip it under right at the hinge line. 10 back up here and 
prelluria. it, and hope to see that bea. aprtnn up theu. 
Another vay. and one that weird golna to be t~finl. I'll talk 
about later thi8 ~fternoon, 1, use of this fireaan's pole. 
What the flru •• n l e pole is, 18 really flexible webbing. You 
see the aen working up and down on it in the tank. They had 
it out 1 believe the first day. 

END OF TAPE 
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PITaO"' Tho oae that vI're loinl to b, tryln, to tal_ 

aboul latl' this aftern09n 1. u •• of tbl. fir ••• n'. pol •• 

The f1,t •• n'. pole 1. r.al1y.flexlbl. webb!na you ••• the 

•• n workinl up And down on 1n the tank. they had lt out. 1 

b ell, VI. the f1 r, t d • Y , Th 1. 1, "I b b 1 n I with e •• t ,1 h Q ok • t 

either 'Qd. What we Invi.ion I, to take one hook. tie it in -

thore are three vent areal on thl. SAS be •• ; hook it tnto the 

one aidvay. The be •• now would etlll b, free (Suppos. you lot it, 

for you're either cut or pried it 100.e.) but atill down by 

virtue of thl' d •• por actuator bolal either (rQaen or vlry looey. 

You put one end of the webb .eterl.l vith • hook under a vent - 1 

think you lav the vent tn the pictur.a - the TV picture •• You •• y 

vhen ve were 10Qklnl. tt's Uk •• coverlns. H', a hood. It's 10-

t.nd~d to vent this 0" 11ft·o((, Put one end ~nder here. 

Another end vould be tied up there, and leave just a little 

alack vhere the astronaut could g~t under 1t. Then he would 

stand up alain.t the ,hip. and that would then pull the I1no 

togeth.r. You could i.a,ine thi. I1ne tied at .ither end. 

fairly taught, but enough eithe~ he could pull it or get 

It over hi. shoulder. In the half crouch and then ju.t stand 

up. And that would put force, sufficient wa bellev~, to pull 

the beam out. Now that 8e.:ond !tell, that one there - wo l Te 

doing a l·S valk-through right now with a full beam on the floor. 

We've tested the hook - what It' 11 take. One of the key lte.8 

18 how you attach that hook to the vent coverlng~ clearly, you 

vant to get structure. And thatla one of the reasone we have 

shipped fro. TRW the vinS lnto Mar.hall, 1 believe ltla arriving in 

about an hour this eetetnoon - 80 we can actually lee the 

a8 built condition ~f where your 8trong points are. W~ly~ 

been working with .iaulator gear, and ve want to actually get 

the actual hardvare 10 you know vhere you grab. And you can 

~autlon theD where to put the hook and the exact thinRs from 

a beam built to fly, vhich 1s the one ve're getting flown in 

this afternoon. So ve then have two ways to free tho beam 

we're now looking at. Of course, there la alway. - 8 ay anothe r Is 

to - you vouldn't like to do A SEVA, but you could fly wlth the 

ship and pull it, if you couldn't get these other waYIi. And Wl! 

certainly want the power. So If ve can free that itclII, 1 woul\! 

think that's first priority. It's either cut or fre~ that aORle. 

Once we've done that. 1 think the fest of it then - if tho8e two 

systems don't vork, we'd certainly knov that a fly-around by the 

ship or the shepherd's hook - we could definitely pot the force, 

because the other night. when Paul Weitz first tried it. he 

deflected that beam about a foot. He deflected the beaD - In 

a tranacript 1 read. Conrad mentioned that the beam had 

cOile out. Be it very clearly at the end where it vas attached 

1 h d ' 
' 

tan t moved. So there was quite a bit of force put into 

that. So this afternoon nw, we're in the process then of using 
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thi' • vhlt they oal1 tha '1t ••• ~'. fltxl'l. pole on a 1-, 
aotkup vith the full b ••• OD th. floor. V. thin vill .1ault~' 
ln the vltlr t.nk~ In the vat.r t.~k VI oaly havt a htlf 
b •••• vher. htlll look tor fo.itlon • our ~'I. ln the v.ter 
tlnk Ju.t dOI.nlt • you C~Q ~ do a aood jo\ of aettlna tho 
'Iro~a Iffeet, but you can CIt for po.itioD, You can •• vherl 
do y~u anchor your.elf. Wh~re Qan you arab on lo.athins. Ind 
vhlt tor~e cln you apply? ThaQ Ve can alwl,' 10 to the 1·1 
to .ake lure than VI have the rlaht (aarble) tool. And ve hive thl 
actual fllaht vina a. built cODftauratlon to .ak •• url vhere 
ve vant to put th.,. tte •• - .1thlr arab th •• by hand or put 
tht. blS underneath, becluRe ve reilly hive thl .urfaca. ve 
b.lieve are thera. Well. 1n a nut,hell. thlt .u •• arl,e. work 
Bolng on to free the SAS wina- Ther. 1, auch other vork aolng 
on, ju.t supporting the .i •• lon - the pover proflle beinS 
studied. the vork for toaorrow, looking at what pover ve 
feel vetre gOina to have available. 1 dOD't have actual 
nuaber. on It. ltv. Ju.t lot .oae .lnerl1 feel, but I can 
answer 80.e queatior... The very aspect' of the teaperature 
prediction and 10 on - all that vork i8 80ina on. This work 
here is just part of the 'pecial vork ve're doing trying to 
free thie wins. I'a open to que.tion •• 

QU!RY Rocco, if you get it opened t vill you 
consider extending the al,.lon to aake up for 80.e of the 
lost tiae ? And if you cln't alt it open, vill you ~on8ider 
coming hoae early? 

PETRONE Well, the aecond proble. I'd like to have. 
Nov, what 1 aean by that ia 1 wish I did hive to worry with 
all the paver -

END OF TAPE 
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QUSJY. If you don't. can't .tt it open. would 
you conlider co.lnl ho.( •• rly! 

PSTION! Thl RecORd proble. lId like to have, what 1 
a.&Q by that 1. I "Jlh 1 did have. to worry with all tb. 
pov.r to whethlr "t'd .tay or not. Wh.thlr Vt .tay or not, 
lonaer, 1. very cl •• rly depen4ant very h.avlly upon vhat the 
doctor, feel. In tllr.' of vhat tiata they' ftl ,ettinl. how 
confident they fe.l. they know crew po.itlon. Nov their 
advi" to •• na".ent t •• round whleh we will .ake that 
dlcl810n. If they f.tl any diecuI.ion of extendin, the 
.t •• ion ve~, cl •• rly ha. lot LO be on what type of •• dlca1 
lnfor •• tion we have and how .uch the doctor. f.,l they 
knov of lhe atatus of the crev hov vell they ~avc falred. 
and 80 on. We did toaalt to a 28-day .il.ion ba.ed on having 
knowledgo of a l4-day .1slion. We've got auch aore aedical 
lnforaation here lhan ve'v~ ever had before. How good it 
1 •• on. r~ally has to aet to the doctor and ••• hov he aSi088 
it. And I gu.s •• he's ,01na to .ay. I've lot to aee IIOte. 

Which 18 about the anewer we expect. So. 1 vouldn't rule 
it out, but it's very heavily dependant upon the medical 
evaluntion. Now whether we've curtailed, if ve can't get it 
out, at t.hi. tia. there vould be no reason to curtail. We've 
aot to run powered down in and do les. than the number of 
sillultaneous experi.ente expected to do. At a period of tiae 
yesterday - t.heee nu.bera are rough, 1 thought. We eet a 
power profil~ of 3600 watt. we've have Botten to. The system 
riaht now is rated about 4100 with the 10'8 of this CBRK number) 
thllt we had, I gue.8, a day anli a half a80. So you lIiaht 
say, what has (garble) for experi.~nt. What we'll vant to 
do is set a little lIargin. obviously, 80 that you don't COliC 

off to full depth of discharge on the battery. SOlie of our 
batterles, they vere six in number, were subjected to hi&her 
temperatures than we vould have like to have seen when we 
were pitch down. We were in an attitude for 10 days, In order 
to, I'd say. to save this mission that the ship wasn't deSigned 
for. You see the AiK when pitch down. - see noraally you're 
ridina like thls. Bnd you get a te.perature head on. When 
pitch down you put heat here. Because you p,~t his head down 
to keep the sun floa beating on this area which we have to 
do to keep the temperatures down inside the workshop. Then 
you're aoing to take a beating up here. So we did heat that 
area. We know what was going on. We were watching it. In 
terms of trade-offa thi8 certainly was the thing to do. 
Now some of those batteries - The batteries rated about 20 amp 
hour, probably cause they have a 1~a8er capacJty to have 
a charge. However, we have rcaRon to believe. and hope that 
as we keep cycle and charg~. lhat we can climb upwards ba~k 
toward the 20 amp hour. How LH w .. don't know. The batteries 
are built - we look at normally 38 a 4000 cycle life. 
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4000 ch.r ••• Ind cU.ch.r.... AncS thi' .\llt toll YO\l H'. 
I very, VI', dtffioult thina to te.t fo" You put thlt in I 
16-cycll tod.y Ind 16 into 4000 vill stve you bow lon, the te.t hi. 
to be. tAd that'. I I,n.r.l ,che.o of thin •• to run the at,.lon'. 
s~ v. nov are ••• 1n, '0.' batLlrl •• of 1".er ability to t.ke 
chara. than it vould hlv. had. So •• arl vorkins perfectly 
nOI'.al. Nov vhat VI h.ve to do " nuue tho.e alona .nel 
hop.f~lly al the t •• peratur •• cool, you chafse .nd dilch.rae 
and the battery c.n tlnd to etart t.kins .or. capacity. 
So. ~n the que.tion of curtai1.ent at thi. tla., 1 ••• no need 
to. 1 think v. co~ld Itill do a re8~.etabl •• i.llon on the 
pover (s.rbl.) .0 .. 4100 vattl. Now we do get into •• que,.e 
10 •• CSK fu.l celli run out, v~lch t. I think .round thl 
14th of Junl. 8eeauee at that till' Wt aU8t feec.\ the CSK 
power ftoa the vork.hop_ And we're talkins like. 1 or 
8 hundred load. It lIeans for a ptrlod of • day 01 2 w111 
be very tlght. in ler •• what v. eGn .ake avatlable for 
Icience but. then Ihortly thereafter, ve start climbing up 
At the end of .telion ve're in our 7000 vatt. and thi~ coal. 
about because they'll be 1. auamary all the tiae becaus~ of 
they call it It ... Beta Ingle,processlon of the plane with (garble). 
So at the end of this .1ulon, our power'. buildlna up in 
a period of about 2 to 3 dayw, where we'll re.lly havo to 
Iweat out. That aSlU •• ' - ... 
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PITaONI Thi, .1.8100. O~f pover i. bu1141na up. to 
th' period of .bout 2 to 3 d.y. v. r •• lly h.ve to Iv.atout. 
That II'U." v. doo't 10 ••• nytbln, .1 •• and h.v. no d.t.rlor.tlo~ 
10 our .olar .rr.y.. Wt have no r ••• on to Iv.ptet dft.rloratlon 
but that can hlpp.n. 

QUElV Dr. Petrona l h.y, a hattul1 of que'tionl, 
1 t 11 t r)' to I. k t h.. q u 1 cit 1 y • On e • C. n you j 1 h. It r. t. 0 nth. 
804.1 hovfar dovo an .atron.ut can •• t with. 60 foot 
u.bllic.lf And two, the fl.x1bl~ firea.na pole confu~e. 80 
beeau,. t vIa under th. lapr ••• lon there v •• th.t r1881n8 ve've 
••• n on the TV but there vas another itea we haven't .~.n 
whlch vas indeed. pole vhlch ... it '1'1 tel.lcopina. 1. that - .. 

PITRONE Ve.h. th.y're art tvo different U •••• 
QUBRY Are both of thol. involved in the possible 

ph •••• f 
P B T RON EYe 8 • Bot h 0 f tho .. e a re use d .8 pOll sIb le 

t~th.r. or a vay to set down there. One 18 thl pOl.I, 
,olna to be aad. up of rod. that Wt put together for tho 
twt" pole .atl. You know there are 5-foot rods, ye 
flev three per tool. That's 15 feet we have. There 
v.~e two .pares that we flew, 'Ie need ten - ve need oleven 
.ach, we have 12 in each packet. 60 v~ can set flve and use 
thea and not 'lorry about .~y da.age or anythlna. When ve 
ule the .ixth we're 801ng to tether th.t last one because 
v. feel ve aa)' have to deploy the sail yet. So 'Ie ",ant to 
protect our tvin .ail. But this pole - they'rt locked together, 
that yould give you then a r1d8id handrail. The second ltea 
the flext~le vebbing. vhich soaetiaes people call a fire.ans pole, 

I don't know why, it looks like that, 1 guea" it goes down in 
the hole. That'a the one 'Ie could also use with a hook at 
each end. but we are planning to use on that to pull this 
be.a up. Right nov it look. like ona of the leading contenders. 

QUERY Okay. My last question Is the pover 
figure you mentioned toward the end of the als.ion. Seven 
thousand watta as compared to the presently 4100. 

PETRONE 4100. 
QUERY Can you tell us what you envision the 

crev could do with that much power? Full experiments, full 
EREP 

PETRONE We'd be in clover, yeah. With 3,000 watts • 
• ~et ynu'd be feeding 800 of that to the com.and module -
look at some curves we have. He would have availablE' for experiments 
three and a thousand into 1, 2, 3, - - We'd have about 1900 
wattl tor Icience. And 1 think with that 'Ie could run the 
AiM and ERRP and really not 'lorry. But as I said, there are 
going to be three very tight days. Starting at about the 
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ph •••• f 
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EREP 
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fourtt.nth of June. rourteentb. fift.enth and .1¥t'ln at 
which. it', plotted in red here, "e lot a defictency and "e've 
lot U Itt by t.hat 1.,ua1na .11 thin., ft ••• in <aarblt). And one 
v.y '" to pull down 10 •• of the co ... nd .oelul. load. whLch 
"I think (a.rbie) it', pulUna a thou.and. but onct ch, fuel cell. 
ao of~ you don't have to have h.,ter. tn the cryo tank. becau •• 
1.t t. not f,.cUna the fuel celli anyaor.. SO WI can pull 
a couple hundred out of the CSM. And for that pertod of 
tl .. weld be on the barolt of leience, .aybe 100 vatt. or loaething 
of that:. nature for about 2 day.. 'ie •• 

QUB1Y Iocca, 11 .erioul con.ideratlon belna siven 
to .~tendlQ& the at •• ton a"ualng that you have the power and 
you have the okay fro. the doctor? 

PETIONB Well. you IIY - Let a. 'ay thts, it'8 worth 
lookina at. yes. It', vorth lookina at nov beeauI' ve do get thi. 
bonu, in pover. In paver liaitation., to nov unttl y. deploy that 
vln8, have curtaUed .0 •• that ve coul,' do. So it - there', a .. 
there', a itea aitting there on the tabl., nov before you Srab 
for it you've got to aake certain you're not letting your appetite. 
you know, control your ._otion8. 'iou've got to 10ok1t vhat 
it ~e.n8 and 1 aee •• dieal would be on. large thing. There's al.o 
the question of just crev conditi~n on hoy we been doing and 80 
forth. When you lay seriously, 1 .ay itta vorth looking at. Ye •• 
it'n very definitely vorth looking at. But cl.arly the deciaion to 
go 20 day. i8 a VffY .erious step that we'd have to take and 
if we get the wing out a~d we got the pover but we're not 
.veatins a8 much for the next a18810n. vell we got aore tiae 
we're gOing to 8pend up there in SL-III and LV. So that's going 
to entar the picture why ve try to grab aore at this tiae when I'd 
try to get hop~fully 56 day, vithin a period here starting in late July. 
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PlrROH! in f~ur '0 that', ,01na eQtel the picture 
why J \~r to arab Dore at Cbl.tia. and I'. 801n8 to .et 
bopefullv 56 da1' wLchtn • period bert .tartlna in lute July. 
You c.n ••• then the factore that f.ll Into th.t thins but 
yo. it', worth look!ns .t. Wo'd bl vrona in not look'n, at 
1 t. III ay opinion. 

QUERY WhIt doo. th11 bono cutter look 11ke and did 
I under.tand yUu to .ay thot you have no doubt lt could cul 
that piece of •• ta11 

PETRONB I've 1.ln the piec •• it cut. In fact 
ve cut eeven plec08 vith the •••• piece of wire yesterday. 
ln other vorde, lt keeps vork1ns. It' •• beautiful 11ttle 
,.daet. I didn't know they had .uch thin,8. It look ... if 
you - it look. like Q It.lnloJI Iteel v!re. you know you hans 
picture frallea up vith. You've .oen tnat, I'll aure. A1Jlou 
that thickness, e.bedded vlthin those wirea are very ~.ll1 
teeth .. cuttins t •• th and they coat out rlndoll '0 you've lot 
cutting all the vay around and all he has to do - if thia ia 
the itea you want ~o cut - put it around th.t - it has a ball 
on each end you arab With and all you do is work it ba~k 
and forth over the itea you want to cut. 1 aust .ay it clat. 
better than any hack.aw I've aeen Iud the fact that It's 
flexible means you can get the ball ~nd~r there. This is the 
key item. It's a little le88 than dbout • half an inch. 
put the ball under and pull It .ero •• and all you've got to 
do is cut this way. But you've got to b. anehared ~ p08itioned 
in some Vhat that when you finally get throuah you don't go 
flying. But It', a 8tainless .teel braided vire. I'. Bure 
you've 8~en thea on picture framea and with thea out of these 
teeth that are oriented In it all throuah the length exc'-pt 
for the part you grab with the handle. It'a in the medical 
kit. Toa, I can't answer t~at questlon beCAuse It's in the 
dental kit 1 understand i8 vhere it 1. and they're prepafed 
to do .any things .edically which frankly - I mean things 
th~y' ve trained on, but I really can't anlver that question. 
11. going to try to find out. But It's In the medical kit 
we understand the dental kit and velre verI pleased it's ther~ 
Tight now. 

QUERY What .~terial 18 the teeth1 Is it stain-
les8 steel teeth? 

PETRONE I cannot answei" that. My guess would 
be it's like a tungsten-carbide but that'a just a guess be
cause you vant to cut with something you'd 11ke to have a 
cutting tool like you do on a .11ling aachine and that would 
be like a tungsten-carbide but I'. not poaitiye of that. But 
it's material like that. 
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QUERY And another question completely unrelated, 
are the batteries replaceable? Can you take up any addi
tional batteries should the ones which are now unable to 
charge fully decomposed -

PETRONE These here cannot be reached. They're 
up on top h~re and they cannot be reached for replacement 
purposes. 

QUERY No. But the question could ve take other 
batteries up - could we look at other source of power. We 
are go:.. \8 to but we're looking at that like for the S04 mis
slon rather than the SL-III mission but that'll take 80me time 
tn develop and qualify. We think there are possibilities of 
power augmentation that one could develop to take up there 
for PL-IV. 

QUERY Three questions. Is it reasonable to 
expect that we could do this by next Tuesday? Has it been 
determined which crevman will do it? And how wnuld you 
pressurize this washcloth squeezer? 

PETRONE Could ve do it by Tuesday; that 
we're going to have Some discussions on Monday that will 
let U8 put the pieces together - how soon after that ve could 
do it I think is a very difficult thing to 3~y, you knov, a 
lot depends on the pressure that'll be on U9. Nov we've 
taken our time working out procedures and the steps we're 
801 ng to take - certainly no earlier than Tuesday I'll say 
that for sure because on Honday ve're going to put - we ore put
ting a piece together now but Monday we finally think we'll 
have everything together. We'll be working lhrough the weekend, 
pooling everything together and then Monday we'll hive a dis
cu.sion. How soon after that - much of that depends on vhat 
th. crev • how aany questions they have. What they want to 
~now. What aou they vant. to see. I don't think by mid-
week next week that if everything pans out and we haven't 
glv~t\ a GO yet because as you knov we've got a lot of things 
to 100;: at be -
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PETRONE If everything pans out and we havenlt 

given a go yet because as you know we have got a lot of, 
things to look at. 'Welve got to be concerned about the 
lafety of the wing and what it is going to do and the 
material there. So all that is being analyzed and looked 
at again as we get down to that procedure. The question 
of pressurizing this washcloth squeezer, there 1s a 
source, there are sources on board that they can get through 
hoses and you'll be EVA through tne HDA. So exactly what 
rag or line we'll hook up to. I'm just not able to answer. 
But, there are sources on board. we're looking for 8 very 
low pressure. probably in the neighborhood of 10, 10 psi. 
One possibility is the canister - they're subject to a pressurized 
state of 30. They'll take it out and. with the hose hooked 
uP. use it outside Rnd bleed her down to 10. lhere's also 
the possibility of hooking up inside some lines which you 
ve n t t h r 0 ugh. Th i n g s 0 f t hat nat u I' e . We rea 11 y h 8 V en' t • 
I haven't seen a scheae - 1 will a little later today hopefully. 
I'll going back to Huntsville tonight. 1 just know they say there 
i8 pressure Bvailahle to 10 psi that they can hook up to. 
Was there a third question? Oh, that has not been decided, 
not been decided. 

QUERY Dr. Petrone, this 1s a rather far out 
question. But. 1 feel I should ask it. The back pack has 
been elIminated froa ita cRndi~4cy for use in.lde on this 
a18sion. Is thp.re any chance whatsoever if tlare were 
no other way 1n which man could 6tabilt%e hiDaelf that that a1Sht 
be used? Was that consid~red? 

PErRONE 1 don't believe any of U8 would do 
that. !hinly becaule that' a an Rand U Item. It' I an R and It itea 
th6t we talked about using inside. 1 personally would 
not propoae it to be used outside. It's up to the (&arble) 
you don't like to do a thing 11ke that, at least 1 don't. 

QUERY Are there any other batteries? Fer 
instance do the SAS have theiT batterle.? 

PETRONE Yes they do. TheTe are eight more batteTle. 
in the airlock module. 

QUERY What l s their status? Do you have any 
reading on them? 

PETRONE We, they're off-line. We intentionally 

... ; 

took them off-line. They should be, and 1 say should be, fully charged. 
but not providing any power. Now we have aeen two of the batteries 
(garble) Th1l wlng ia deployed about 5 degrees. We have 
actively pulsed lome 60 watta out of that wins wIth the 9unllaht 
we've had. And theto are 2 batteriel that ve've been Actually 
pulling a little watta,e into. So the 8y.te. i. working 
in thal regard. It', this wln~ right h.re - il deployed 
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and dovnin this area, we know the solar panels by the num
ber. And those batteries feeding off of those solar panels 
at the end, we do see that they will take ~ome current. 
About 1 8mp, very very low. 80 to 90 wat ts. So each -

" . 

this will charge batte~ies in the airlock module. 
QUERY Do you think that they ~ight have been subject 

to leS8 intense heat and therefore be likely to be in better 
condition than the others? 

PETRONE The answer to this is yes, they were 
nClt, the temperature was not rai&ed. We do have housekeeping 
information on the batteries. We know the temperature. As I say, 
we've been cycl\ng two with the power we've been able 
to get there just to make sure the system is working. 
As far as ve know, the batteries have not been abused. They 
have been now on what we call stand voltage. They have been 
sitting there with no load on them. We have no reason to 
believe that, it will be 3 weeks Monday, should have affected 
them. We have no reason to believe that they should have 
deteriorated. 

QUERY Is there no way to bring them in touch 
with the solar, with the vanes on the ATM? 

PETRONE No. There is 8 very complicated 
charging system. We've tied the buses together. In other 
words. you've got a 11ne up here and a line down here, 
if I call a bus. We've got that tied together. But you 
could not charge from one into the other. And the question 
of regulation. Each battery Is active more - it's got its 
own electronic. that both charge and regulate. And when 
the battery is finished charging. you're also feeding solar 
power direct into your bus. We've intel'tied the buses so 
we can feed from one end of the stack to the other. But you 
cannot charge from one set of solar array. to the other. 
The electronic. would become quite couplicated to do that. 

QUERY Would you consider d~lng th1A same EVA 
deploying the twin-pole sail and if not when would you 
consider deploying this? 

PETRONE Well - -
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own electronic. that both charge and regulate. And when 
the battery is finished charging. you're also feeding solar 
power direct into your bus. We've intel'tied the buses so 
we can feed from one end of the stack to the other. But you 
cannot charge from one set of solar array. to the other. 
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QUERY Would you consider d~lng th1A same EVA 
deploying the twin-pole sail and if not when would you 
consider deploying this? 

PETRONE Well - -
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QUERY Would you consider during this same EVA 
deploying the twin pole sail, and if not, when wou~d you 
consider deploying this? 

SPEAKER Well the twin pole sail is an item 
looked upon to - for a long duration item, in other 
words, the p~rasol is now there, we really do not know 
the rate at wh1ch, and I uoe the word, it might deteorate, I'm not 
trying to be cagey, we just don't know. There's indications that 
under ultraviolet nylon at many, many hours would loose it's 
strength. Wa've got many tests under way. Those are also underway 
at Marshsll. There's some tests that are underway at Johnson, 
and we've tied in the Goddard Space Flight Center, trying 
".0 run excelerated tests. That's what's gOing to tell us 
when we should deploy the sal1. I do not see any urgency 
to do it next week. Ay our test now tells us, actually 
we're looking at a period of 90 days. What'. it going to 
be lite in the unmanned period. when we go back. That's 
wh!'!t '/e're trying to answer, that question. So, I do not 
feel it will be done next week. I do not feel the two will 
be combined. 

QUERY You mentioned these ATK batteries as 
having 20 amp hours? 

SPEAKER That's about it. 
QUERY Okay, but you said 80.e of them were 

degraded som~what by the - -
SPEAKER Having been subjected to soae heat. 
QUERY Yeah, by being subjected to the heat. 

How many of them - approximately how many of them were 
degraded, and what amp hour life do they have roughly. 

SPEAKER It's a verydiffieult thing to answer. There vete 
six, that saw higher temperature. They did not all Ree the same de
gree of higher temperatures. Our red line va. like )0 degrees 
centigrade. I know we were Sitting like 28, 29 , on nt 
least two of those, so the six have seen a hlaher temperature 
than we would like. When we say red lin"" ve say okay, it 
von'L malfunction above 30, but, obviously you're taking 
soml! lIfe out. That's what we were doIng in those hott'r _ 
the first part of the mis1ton we had no alternative. It lR 
v('ry d1fflcult tCl 1('11 how milch each one has deteriorated. 
WI? do not have indiVidual vatt hour meters. We have tu 
Infer un the Whole ~rray, and the guys who work voltage, 
how long it takes a battery to com~ up. See, when the 
battery gets fully charged, you get. a si8nal, wfll if one 
is going to charge faster, it means that itl got all it 
wnat., when it didn't take everything it lIJhould have, then 
that'. how you start narrowing down. If you do not have a 
good, nice indication that this batury 1a 10 allp hour!!, then 
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then that would take a lot more instrumentation. which we 
didn't put in the system, because of the complexities and 
the wiring and all that would be added. So, looking at the 
ganged array, you could where you tend to mask, maybe one 
battery with the others, when you do it that way. 

QUERY Do you have any indication to what dis-
tances. roughly are involved, say if you used the bone cutter, 
and what length of time? 

PETRONE Distances in terms of where he would 
be? Well, it's gonna be less than, I'd say about one third 
way down the beam. Now, this is 10 feet from here to here, 
and he'd have about another 10 feet down the bean. That's 
where he'd be for this. I want to say operation, I guess 
that's what it waul.:! be. I'm really not - like I say -
I really don't know whether he is - from the inside where 
his hose has to hook, whether he can get - this is )0 some 
feet here. You have 40 feet down on the end. I'm just 
not prepared to say. He can get close, but it may be like 
only two thirds of the way down. 

QUERY Were the two batteries that died also 
the ones that were exposed to the high heat? 

PETRONE No. 
QUERY Were the four batteries that tri~ped off, 

were they the ones that-
PETRONE They came back on, yes. 
QUERY But they were exposed to the high heat. 
PETRONE Yeah~ they hed lee8 th4n - they got a 

depth of discharge in them that took them down to 8 certain 
low level. They ought to make a trip up to protect them
selves. They came back Of\.. Battery number 3 that failed 
a ~ay and a half ago was actually receiving its charge, ~hen 
it failed. No, the battery did not fail. we believe the 
electronics failed. It was in the regulator that failed. 
Some electronic difficulty. We are attempting at Huntsville 
to duplicate the failure in the lab. we've not been successful 
yet. You don't design these things to fail, but you do 
set 1l. But this battery was 11 1I11nutes into the sunlight, 
laking a charge and doing ~~lli when she just - the incication 
went on. So for that rea~on, we suspect the regulator. And 
the regulator is part of the charging system. And how much 
power it lets go out an'J how mud\ feed from the solar 
cell of the battery. And the one that failed earlier. be
fore the men lifted off. That did come off line, and that 
we could not get back on line. And hav~ not been able to. 
We've not given up all hope for that. you keep looking to 
where you may have upaet the logic or you may have dont 
80mething to your relaYI, and ther~'8 atll1 80ae possibilities 
on th4t battery, number 15, t btllleve. We've 8ti11 got 
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people looking at the circuitry, and what type of r.ommands 
or other things you might do, hope is very, very lou on it. 
But, we're just one to glve up. 

QUERY Rocco. we've heard some of the HOCR 
people say that with these batteries, the way they've been 
behaving, we're in the danger of nickle and di.eing our
selves out --

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY We've heard some of the Moca people 
say that with these batteries the way they have been behaving 

'we are in the danger of nickel and d1.e1n8 ourselves out 
of power. What actually were the decisions to accelerate 
this EVA? The one you're considering. Was there evidence piling 
up that looked like you were running into a situation where 
you would definitely have to cut this mission ahort. where 
there was a good ~hance that you would have to cut it short? 
And whs.t was it? 

PETRONE You/ve seen it right with 118. We've 
loet the battery before we launched; the one from 18 to 11. 
We lose about 250 watts. And what we think i& totally 
~nrelated we've lost due to electronic failure we believe. 
although we don't know conclusively. we've lost a second 
battery and solar cells. You lose them both together because 
you knock off the battery you also knock off the cell feeding 
it. So as you know, we've been looking at that SAS wing 
lince day 1. So we have guys \torking and working at very 
intently to get out there to tlo something. I believe we 
said after we did the SEVA, the first one who went back 
that was so tantalizing. There it was, you saw a little 
bit holding it that power would mean a lot to us on this 
Dission. In terms of. using the word acceleration, we 
had in aind that we might do it during this misalon. We 
knew fer s~re we would grab it on the second mission. Well, 
with the 10s8 of the second battery, you say all right if 
things are panning out as they appear to be. we wan t to 
consider and go out and get it. So it wasn't in accelera
tion of panic or anything o~ saying we're down to nothing. 
Because, ye could still get a pretty good power profil~ ~nd 

a pretty guod science. If you can't get it sll1lJ1taneouHly 
you can't do all the things you wanted to. You've got tv 
tur\l off 80ae heatere. There are 801le the crew has got 
to go turn ~witchee, you take a little of their tiqe. You 
don't 11k\! that. You could do it. But the fact where 
ve hav~ been considering getting that be4m f.ree since we 
first saw the pictures "8S that angle. that piece of alum
inu1l holding it in there. It'a been sittin1 there. 8S a 
louree of power, we need it badly before \~E: lost - - to do 
the lIisaion the mission we'd like to do. So, in that 
regard we just said all right I'll 9.e where we can sit 
here tn a few days and does it look lorod and 18 it advis"ble 
to go do. I know the crew In81d~; Pete has talkeu a couple 
of tiaee about vanting to get at it. We said, we'r. looking 
on the gfound and we'll let you know in due time. And we've 
,ot oureelvee plenty of tiDe tp study it. J don't think 
we've overlooked anything that Vp know of. So I think when we 
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decide that ve want to do it if we do. '1 think ve will have 
done all the study work. all the work you c~n do getting 
ready for it. 

QUERY We've had the co~~ntary about th~se 
,things going off, but I vas wondering in the back roo.s 
there' was some evidence that so.e o{ the curvel were starting 
to show declines that veTen't yet enough to talk about openly. 

PETRONE We told you that the degradation of the 
batteries but we still see it 1s giving us some fev hundred watts. 
I've seen the power where they said 37 and then it was going 
down to 36 and everything is "orking well. So what you 
do is like on the rack you start squeezinc both en~s hew 
can I get a little more and how can I d~ with a little less. 
But, there hasn't been any tre3d, anything other than .hBt 
we've discussed right here today that would be fcrc!ng us 
to do anything any so~ner than we wanted to do it. 

QUERY Doctor, just 8. a ~oint ~f intere.t, ~~en 
this bone cutter is In a dental kit. How big a piece Clf 
equipment are we talking about? 

PETRONE Exactly. 11m only 9undsing hAre, I've 
only Reen the wire. You could Toll it up in a little rotl. 
It's flexable Wire, well, it would be about this long. You've 
got to slip it through and around and with about this kind 
of & grab, you cut. 

QUERY 
PET RONE 
PAO 

and theo Dr. Petrone 
final question? 

You would have to bp. out few feet. 
VeSt within a few feet I'. ,ure. 
I ~elieve we' 11 take one lIore question 
has to go. Doe 8 anyone e lIe have a 

QUERY I'. 8 little bit confused 8till. Ex-
actly what part of the wing is tied dovn. Where are the 
t 1 ve t., e x Jet 1 'i • 

PETRONE On this model here, you've got to assuma 
thil to be 18y1n8 down upon the ship, right about at this 
point. right about at that point. Not at the end, right 
here and only over about 2 inche •• She doesn't go the full 
lenath. only about that auch. You've got this angle of 
&lualnu., which Is part of what is holding the meteoroid 
~hleld. About. ~hird of the way a little less, about a 
third of the way would be a good estiaate. A third of the 
way d~wn the length of the htng~ nver into the c~nter of 
the bes., I'd say about 2 inches over the edge. Abuut 
2 Inches over the edge. And At\f' had riveta in it. They 
vere attached to the aateroid !hicld plu. 80 •• bolt. to 
put tvo angles together, and ,II" It tap \)ver 80ae of it vnl!l 
caught in that honey coab. lhQt's what it looka like, 
fro. their description. it lo~~~ lJke it does 1n the picture 
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and if you could 
QUERY 

p~y that loose you might be okay. 

idea what caused 
PETRONB 

Just one more Rocco. Have you got any 
the 8hield to come off yet7 

line8 together. and 
But, we're probably 
golng to air dyamle 
we do not have that 

SPEAKER 

END OF TAPE 

No. No, we've got ~eople putting time 
I think you've heard the time and all. 
going to have to do 80~e air, we are 
analysis and all the load analysis. But 
ye t. 

Okay, thank you Dr. Pet~one. 
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SPEAKER Okay, we have with us, again,Johu H. Disher, 
who's Deputy Director of the Skylnb Program at NASA headquarters. 
And John Is here to discuss with you and answer questions 
with respect to the new laun~h date for Skylab III. John. 
You want to open with a atatement or just take questions? 

SPEA&ER 1 believe you've all read the release 
that summari£es very briefly our reasons and the planned 
new launch date for the second manned mission on Skylab. 
July 21th, a nominal 1 a.m. launch, which gives us a - an M equal 
5 nominal rendezvous capability. And 1'm - I'd be pleased 
to respond to questions at this point. 

QUERY How valid is that date of the 21th? 
I notice that in here y~u've allowed yourself a day or two 
leaway. And I wonder just hC'w firm the 27th Is, and can 
you give us Some idea of launch windows surrounding that 
date or subsequent dates? 

SPEAKER Yeah, it's - it's really probably July 
28th, plus or minus a day, depending on the specific orbit 
t hat wei rei nan d 0 u r s p e c i fi c M c qua 1 5 c a I cui a t Ion 5 • An d 
the 21th is the earliest H equalS assessment, as we have 
it. So - No, no, I said our calculations indicated it was 
the 28th plus or minus 1. So we're working on the 27th on 
the assumption that it'll come Ol,t that the 27th 1s satis
factory. 

SPEAKER Howard. 
QUERY Yeah, what - what about SL-IV then? Are 

you thinking of moving that up conSiderably, too? 
SPEAKER For - for our current thinking, we woul~ 

maintain the - the three month interval. However, we've 
not really given serious consideration to the SL-IV date yet, 
and that will come as we proceed in our planning. 

SPEAKER Angus. 
QUERY Could you say something about the - you 

said it In broad outline, but about the Beta angles at lhlA 
title and how this would affect you? 1 mean hoy it would affect 
a mission either in the case that you get the solar panel 
deployed or that you do not F,et ft deployed. 

SPEAKER Yes, the - not getting into - into specific 
numb e r sat t his t ille, w h 1 chI r e 8 11 Y w 0 u 1 d wan t a c h art 0 r 
something to talk to. But bllt let me juat say, qualitatively, 
that going carlier, going July 27th as compared with the August 
8th plan, gives U8, becau8~ or the percentage th.t we're 1n the 
Sun at that earlier time of the year, as versus the later. 
gives us a greater integrated power !nput froa the Sun by 
goIng July 21th and - thao would it later. Bluically, its 
perc.ntage of time 1n the 3un viII be tlore 80ing the earlier 
date thAn the later. And this is aho involved with ita fit 
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with the power available from the fuel cells in the CSH. 
It's not a simple qU&8tion nor a simple answer that relates 
only to Sun angle. It relates also to how \:he power avail
able fits with that available from the CSH. 

SPEAKER Juhn. 
QUERY When do you move the vehicle out to 

the launch pad? And does this change in any way your count
down preparations? 

SPEAKER The - June 11 is our nominal spacecraft 
move-out time. and this would not change any of our - the 
content of our testing. It - it will chanKe their - their 
detailed phasing, but not the content. 

QUERY Will you have to do a lot of overtime 
work? In what w~y will you speed up the preparations? 

SPEAKER Yes, we will - we will do some work on 
the pad t hat had bee n p I an ned in the V AD . We will w 0 r k 
the 4~h of July, possibly, and we wjll work at least one 
Sunday thdt we had not planned to work. We will take the 
open days that we had previously allowed on our prior date. 

SPEAKER Go ahead. 
QUERY If ~he crew that's up there now does 

perform an EVA to .lttempt to pullout the wing, and if they 
are successful, would that have any impact on this proposed 
early launch date? 

SPEAKER I see no reason that it - that it would. 
If we, of course, do get that array deployed, as we hope w~ 
vill, that would certainly alleviate our rationing of power 
that we'l"e having to go through c:urrently. But I think ve'd 
stlll wlint to stick with oue earlier date. 

SPEAKER John. 
QUERY Well, then, are you sayiug that it's 

not just the pover situation that is causing you to move 
up the date? Are there other situations that ver~ brought 
to bear in this deciSion? 

SPEAKER Well, there i8 the desire to - to - to 
get up 8S early 4S we can in recognizins that ve have been 
stre8sing the - the active power system at nigher levels 
than it vas deSigned. And there could be a diminishing of 
the overall liCe accordingly. So we would like to complete 
our planned series of mission~ earlier. if that is, in fact, 
possible. 

QUERY Overall life of the space station? 
SPEAKER It is possible. If we continue to have 

to stress the - the power system that we're using currently, 
its overall life could be diminished. So there's a - certainly 
an incentive t~ get our missions in 8S early as po.sible. Now 
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DISHER The power syste. that we're u&ing currantly 
it's overall life could be diminished so there 1s certainly" 
an incentive to get our _iosion in as early as possible •. Now 
if ~e are able to deploy the one stuck array; that, of course, 
would alleviate - we'd have the freedom to consider a more 
relaxed schedule. 

QUERY Ae a contingency, what, if anything, does 
this do to the time vhich is now required for a rescue miss10n? 
On the day of the launch of SL-II I think it was Bill Schneider 
that said if they had to go - had to order one that day they 
could get up in 48 days. Is that time no~ at all different 
and if so how? 

DISHER ~o. The - well. it could be - no, I don't 
see a reason the 48 days would change. So what we will be 
doing now is proceeding as we would have during the first 
48 days and we'll be continuing on that pace somewhat longer 
period. not quite that pace following that but we 9 l1 ~c con
tinuing at an accelerated pace in order to make the July 27th. 

QUERY Sttll 48 days, minus 6 days or whatever 
it is now, is that correct. 

DISHER Yes. 
QUERY You mentioned higher stresses, what 

parts if tnere are any specific ones are feeling the strain 
the most, the battery chargers or the batteries or the cir
cuitry or what? 

DISHER It is the electrical power supply of 
the ATM which is carrying the burden of the miRsion now, 
in addition to that of the CSK which is not being higher 
stressed. Yhat I'm trying to say Is the power for the mission 
currently Is being carried by the CSK fuel cells and the ATM 
solar powered system and the ATM solar powered system Is having 
~o operate at higher levels than it would if the complete 
solar array system were operating. And we're looking at -
continuing to look and to refine our power conservation poli~ie8 
if you will so that the housekeeping systems will consume 
less and they will be more available for experiments. That's
our basic objective is to opet~te at acceptable str~s8 levels 
the ATM power system and do all the essential housekeeping and 
provide a reasonable balance for accomplishing the experiments. 

QUERY Well. has your evaluation given you some 
life on the ATM system then if you operate it at about the aver
age of what you're looking at - the present operation& at do you 
see a life now for this? 

DISHlR I understand your question - the labora-
tory at Huntsville are continuing to exa.ine th~ potential 
effects of the.e higher stress levoll. We donlt 
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have any quantitative projection of that - of what that will 
be but in our original design, of course;'we start out with 
enough ext r41 capacity, low enough operating cyclic lo.,d to 
have a v£ry high confidence of operating for the full 8 months. 
Now unquestionably there is some reduction in that level of 
confidence having - been operating these systems at the higher 
level. Our laboratories are analyzing that. There's no way 
that I could give you a quantitative estimate of that degrada
tion in reliability at this point. 

QUERY You feel confident at chis stage then 
of completing this - letting this ~i88ion go to its full 
28 days even including doing Earth pa&ses? 

DISHER Well, we have to examine very carefully 
e a c han d eve r y time we goo u t 0 f the sol a r i n e r t i a lor i e n t a
tion. An1 because we losp vur input Irom the Sun - we lose 
a percentage of our input from the Sun when we go out of the 
solar orientation. At the same time, normally we go out of 
solar orientation to do Earth-looking experi.ents at the same 
time and we're turning on added power load for th~se Earth
looking experiments. We have to consider very carefully that 
power loss, that power required for the sensors versus the 
state of charge of the syst~m. One thing that we're looking 
at right now ie going out of the solar inertial orientation 
for a shorter period of time where previously we had been 
considering the order of 120 degrees of orbit plus or minus 
60 degreps from solar noon. We'r~ nov looking at some re
duced passes down av low as plus or minus '20 degrees of solar 
noon vhich would, of course, give full Earth coverage during 
that reduced portion of orbit. but would not take power away 
for as long a period. 

QUERY I'm not sure I understood that. Are you 
saying about 40 degrees for an EREP pass instead of 1201 

DISHER We're examining that. Yes, the question 
is if we find it not feasible to do the full 120 rather than 
doing nothing, could we do 40 and 40 being plus or minus 20 
from noon. 

QUERY Where does the importance of television, 
1'. not including ATM television which is clearly an experi
ment, but other television; where does that come in in your 
priorities and in line with your thoughts of pow~r rationing? 

DISHER Well, th~ce is television ure for the -
for certain of the ArM expe~i.ents which comes directly to 
ground - television for engineering purposes, for instance, 
helping U9 decide whether ·Je can, indeed, free the solar 
array that is stuck is impoltant and glv1ne us an indication 
of the well being ot the crew, hov they look, how they're 
perforlling. tow their liability is, i8 i.portant and certainly 
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o~nvey1n8 on to the public an understanding of how the mis8ion 
proceedin8 is i.portant. We try to factor television coverage 
in without interfering with scientific experl.ents. " There is 
obviously a trade-off here. We're trying to do that on a 
balance priority basis. Our science does get first priority 
however. Yes. 

, QUERY John I wonder if you could discuss for 
us just a little of wllat the current status is relative to 
the atteapt to fix that wing. Give us 80me handle on how 
the boys are doing in Huntsville and what management is really 
thinking of now. 

DISHER 
underwater results 

END OF TAPE 
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DISHER· We had 80me encouraging underwater results. 
yesterday at HuntsvIlle, 1 understand, with a simulated set up 
of the - of portions of the stuck array, with crev under water, 
with tools that they have on - that are currently on board the 
spacecraft, working on - on simulations of that array. We have 
coming in today. from the west coast, an actual piece of hard
ware - The back up - one of the back up solar wings that is be
ing flown in by Cuppy to Huntsville. It should be in the big 
tank tonight. And we should be able to do some testing with 
that actual setup with a simulated, or rather a reproduced struc
tural angle over it, restraining it as we understand its re
strain from Pete's d2scription in orbit and from the television 
pic tures that we have. And the crew will endeavour to free that 
and to naneuver, to cut the angle for instance, with the tools 
t hat the y have. 

QUERY Can you give us some idea what tools they're 
working with, such as maybe a bone saw or a bolt cutter? What 
are they using? 

DISHER Yee. There is - You mentioned a bone saw. 
There is such a device on board. I don't think that's - I 
think that's a long shot, I would say. But there are a pair of 
cutters, remotely actuated cutters. There are variations of 
c l' ow bar. i f you w i 11 , va rio us pry 1 n g )( i n d s 0 f tools • an d a t 
least one shear kind of cutter that resembles, to some degree, 
I guess, a tree, a rellote tree pruning shear. Right. 

QUERY When's the earliest opportunity you see 
to attempt a SAS wing free? 

DISHER Okay. Based on the getting off suc-cess -
successful test this evening and assessment of those over the 
weekend. I would guess that about next Tuesday might be the 
earliest possibility. I wanted to add one co~ment to Roy's 
question. The crew did say that the tool that they wished 
they had, the portable rotary pover saw with a metal cutting 
blade on it. We don't have one of those on board. 

QUERY Following along on that, are any of these 
tools, in fact. the - such as the bon~ saw or the - or the cutter. 
are they - any of them power tools which are, obviously, much 
easier to use in zero-g1 

DISHER No. "one of them are powered. 
all manually operated. 8S I recall. 

PAO Doug. 

They're 

QUERY Are we going to have an EVA then sometime 
next week? Is that what you're saying? 

DISHER If ah - If Our testing now and our review 
of that underwater testing and cur review of any hazards 
that could be entailed in going out to do that, 8ay yes, then 
it's possible ve'd have an EVA next week. 
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QUERY The equip~ent that's coming into Huntsville, 
today, and wilt be in the tauk tonight, for test tonight, ~ -

DISHER Yes. 
QUERY - - Is that a real wins or a simulated wing 

or a real beam fairing with a simulated wing? What is that exactly? 
DISHER It's a real beam fairing, and I don't 

know how much of the inG1des of , it are contained. 
QUERY Rusty Schwelckart working on that? 
DISHER Y~s. Arid po~sibly someone else. But to 

my under~tandlng, Rusty will. 
QUERY When the - If they are successful in 

cutting that metal strip, what - how will that come out? Will 
it come out real fast. or will it come out slowly? Just 
what will happen? 

DISHER It was Pete's assessment, Pete Conrad's 
assessment, frem his examination an1 from the - from Paul's 
maLeuvering of the - from the crew's maneuvering of the re
strained wing in the earlier attempt. that if that angle were 
_ were cut or sheared, that the array would move out slowly 
in its normal fashion. 

DISHER Oh, I have a correction to make to my 
earlier statement. The flight hardware SAS wing that I 
talked about is goin~ Into the clean room in Marshall Manu
facturing for the kind of activity I talked about. That will 
be coordinated with underwater activity of a simulated wing. 
My error on that. 

QUERY Can you describe a little bit more the 
EVA? How long wovld it take. how would they do it, where 
would they go? 

DISHER We're going to be reviewing those ?rocedures 
over the weekend. and I don't really have a time line on it yet. 
So I'm just not able to help on that. 

QUERY When do you think you'll know when you're 
going to do the EVA? 

DISHER I think probably Monday. late Monday. we 
should be in a position to assess. 

~UERY I just also .... anted to c.larlfy that. If the 
meeting is Monday. you could go ahead as early as Tuesday .... ith 
the EVA. Is that what you're saying? 

DISHER 1 said that would be the earliest. I 
suspect that that could be optimistic, but I would think 
Tuesday would be the earliest. That's what I was saying in 
response to all earlier question. 

QUERY Would it be a fair surmise, John - Fir&t 
of all, we're talking about an airlock module EVA. are ve not? 
Not a stand-up EVA in the CSM. 

DISHER Ah, both - Yes, we're talking about a 
waJk-out EVA with a long extended tool. Right. 
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QUERY And because of the nature 'of the beast 
and the way in which that orbital track'lays out~ it would 
be a fair surmise, I guess, and I'd like to check it with 
you. But we're really looking at something that would occur 
during day time here in Texas so that you'd have the advantage 
of stateside passes and maximum comm. 

DISHER We have not w-urked that out. But, certainly_ 
that would be desirable. Right. 

QUERY Would it be helpful for your purposes to 
have someone standing outside the airlock module hatch with 
a TV camera? (Laughter), 

SPEAKER You'll volunteer. 
DISHER We normally, of course, do have two men 

out for an EVA kind of operation. 
QUERY You'd try for TV on this, wouldn't you? 
DISHER I can't - Well, there's the opportunity 

to cover from the CSM in the way that we have in the past. 
I can't tell you what the view angles are from that. :. don't 
know whether we would or not, specifically, take a TV out 
there on the tether. (laughter) 

PAD Okay. One last question. Angus. 
QUERY Granted that the procedures are still 

being worked out, is it also a reasonable assumption that 
there would have to be some form of assistance for the 
astronaut to get down that tlistance to the panel? I'm think
ing, for instance, of tliking the - removing what we now call 
the fireman's pole from inside the workshop and deploying it 
outside. There would have to be some form of assistance for 
hi. to get down that area. 

DISHZR Yes. Depending on how far he travels 
and the length of the tool that we have. For instdnce, we 
do have long poles on board, and the cutting shears that we've 
been talking about are the kind, they say, that are intended 
to reach up in a tree and I mean analgous to that, to cut from 
some di stan ce. 

PAD Thank you very much. 
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SP~AKER You got a lot of people with black boxes 
li~tening to you, so 

SPEAKER A lot of black boxes, huh? 
SPEAKER Yeah. 
SPEAKER All right. 
SPEAKER Good morning. We have Milt Windler, 

flight director on the overnight shift. who'll give you a 
summary of spacecraft status. 

WINDLER Well, I'm pleased to r~port that - that 
there wasn't anything loo exciting happened in the spacecraft 
I a 8 t nigh t • We I ve h ad rea 11 y abo uta 11 the e x cite me nt, I 
think, we need for awhile. The te~peratures continue to drop 
slowly. They're down now somewhat below 80 degrees, down 79 
point something or another. And I think that represents 
about a 2-degree drop since yesterday, 2-1/2 degrees, 
something like that. I'm not really sure what point of 
time that you'll are counting your days. The crew is - has 
been allowed to sleep in, and I believe y'all probably 
heard the ~akeup. I guess they must have called in for the 
first time over Carnarvon or some - Honeysuckle, something 
like that. But we chose not to call them and wake them up; 
so we allowed them to sleep as late as they wished. I think 
we did have an indication that they might hav2 been £tiring 
around a little bit before that, but that was their fit'st 
call. Today is a pretty quiet day. We had discussed try1ng 
to do something with the TV. to look at the SAS wing, and -
I don't know if you've already b~en briefed on this or not, 
but the crew comments indicated that they felt like that they 
didn' t require this, that they had been able to get a very 
good view of the piece of metal that was hindering the SAS 
deployment when they were in the rendezvous and dock, in 
the fly around phase I should £lay. And so they - they are 
not too concerned about trying to deploy the TV to view the 
~AS. And it would have been a fairly complicated procedure 
to make all that ~ork. So that idea was put aside for the 
time b e i n g any way. We are not p 1 ann i n g to ask the II t 0 do ve r y 
mur.h troubleshooting today. Trying to hoJd off on that as much 
as we can until tomorrow. There are a fe~ odds and ends of 
small items on dlff~rent pieces of equir~ent that we might look 
at, but we're are going to hasically try to do that tomorrow. 
The Flight Plan for tomorrow i~ - has not been completely eval
uated with respect to the power requirements yet. So we're not 
really sure whether we'll fly our prime or our alternate Flight 
Plan. The prime Flight Plan right now does have a earth resources 
pass in it. It comes down across California. It actually 
starts in the Pacific, just off shore, and runs down through 
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California and is a good pass in terms of sites acquired. 
And we hope we are able to do that, that the power works 
it okay. Tae rest of the day is basically devoted to 
hTM. And there are some biomedical runs, although we did 
delbY the biomedical run we originally considered for day 
153 until day 154. I guess that's probably about the major 
points. (Garble) I asked for - if there any questions. 
Basically, I guess you're getting the idea that on the last 
day or so the space craft is kinda of just junked along a~d 
the crew have been doing quite well at doing the experiments. 
So we're in a relaxed mode, I guess you might say, for this 
day off. 

SPEAKER Barry (garble) 
QUERY Pete Conrad yesterday had soae very choice 

words for mission controllers about scheduling of time and 
activities. I got the opinion that he wanted you to look 
real closely at some of the orders that were going up for 
them to do. Have you - are you looking at wa~s in which -
scheduling, I guess, is what I'm trying to ask you about. 

SPEAKER Yes. We think all their words are choice. 
And the - and you're right; he had some comments to make, which, 
of course, we certainly expected to have comments going both 
ways regarding the Flight Plan and the procedures that were 
sent up. At you are well aware of, it's a fair difference 
between simulations on the ground and d0ing the job in air. 
We have a very hard time Simulating the zero-g effects, and 
it's certainly nothing unusual to have things take In some 
cases more time than In other cases - less time than that al
located in the Flight Plan. lie was pointing at some areas in which 
things had taken longer. The!:e are - and we've incorporated 
these into the next day's Flight Plan, as a matter of fact, 
as best we understand them. In fact, I would guesr, that 
during a day to day, ~e would - as they are Sitting around 
relaxing, we'd probably chAt a little bit about some other 
aspects of it ana try to clarify some of these things. We 
have sl,;-me questions on seDe of the procedures that they did, 
and I'~ sere they have 8o~e additional quest~ons that they 
want to ask us. In fact he indicated this last night, I 
believe. And I don't think he's gotten around to - to putting 
them all down on the tape recorder or asking them of the ground. 

SPEAKER Reg Turner. 
QUERY On the quesl!t)n of abandoning the T\' 

look at the wing, I'm not clear in my own mind whether this 
was abandoned finally because it was thought to b~ unnecessary. 
or whether it was thought that it ~tght end up blocking 
the airlock. 

SPEAKER Far as I know, there's no concern about 
it blocking the airlock. It'a the same kind of an instrument 
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that we - mechanism we plan to use - and will continue 
to use in the future,in the 8i~lock. I'm not - that may 
have been discussed by somebody, but I'm not aware of it -
~ne potential of blocking it. The only reasons that I've 
be~n associated with have been th~ - the degree of difficulty 
and t~e amount of the wing that you could see. Whether 
it was worthwhile from that point of view. 

QUERY But you're not in the position ~here you 
feel that there can't be an EVA to deploy this win~ without 
having a look at it through the airlock? 

SPEAKER I'm not real sure that I followed your 
question there. But I believe you'~e asking if we - We don't 
feel that there's any requirement to have - to put the TV 
in it before we do the EVA. That's true; we don't. Because the 
crew ",as very explicit about this, if you listened to their 
comments or read the transcript that - In fact, I didn't 
hear it; I was reading it. So I just got mine off the transcript. 
But they - they seem t,) be very positive that they wece able 
to identify the problem and in fact had some comments on some 
proposed solutions, I believe. Something about the s~rgical 
saw or something like that. And so we think that they do have 
a - already have a very good evaluation, and that there's 
really nothing to be added by - by going taking the time 
to put the TV up. 

QUERY One gets the impression the EVA has been 
given a much lower Friorlty in the last day or two. We're 
not likely to see it happen for some time. Would that be 
right? 

SPEAKER No, I wouldn 1 t say that. In fact, there's 
a great deal of effort going on, and it has been going on 
and continues to be active in trying to look at methods to 
deploy the wing. As you probably are aware of, Rusty Schweickart 
is at Hunt~ville, and they have their assembling equipment. 
I believe they have got a backup wing assembly that they 
have flown from California to Huntsville. I don't know wh~ther 
it's there yet or not. 1 think it was suppose to arrive -
I guess it's today. I'm not real sure even what day it is, 
to tell you the truth. But the effort is continuing, and 
there is a number of people that are, we think, very sttong 
crew procedures and systems people that are working on this 
problem, and t.hey're working at it steadily, ~hlch means pr~tty 
close to 24 hours a day. So I would~'t say that there's any 
lessen ins of 
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WINDLER ~ean8 pretty close to 24 hours a 
day. So, I wouldn't say there was any lessening of i.portance 
in t~at. Now, of course, nobody has said exactly when you know, 
would be the best time to any kind of an EVA. The first 
effort is to try to ascertain the best way to losen the wing. 
Then we can decide later. 

PAO Peter (garble). 
QUERY Is there any kind of a time Ijn~ would 

you estimate as to when they do that EVA, this coming week, 
b('forc ~e.lnesday? 

\t:INDLfR No. 1 couldn't say when. Because it 
nIl depends on what cumes up with the tests at Huntsville. 

QUERY And are you getting any ~loser to 
:5olving this battery regulator, CBRK proble .. ? 

WINDLER No. I don't really think we are. I had 
to leave a ~e~ting in which they were discussing that kind of 
a subject. to come ovt'.r here. So. I'm not really completely 
up to date on all the testing that's going on in Hunts~ille, 
where thp.y are running batteries through cycles and making 
evaluations of them, under the kind of conditions we've 
actually experienced on the flight. The kind of thing I'. 
sure you're aware of and would expect us to do. And ah - I 
know that that work is also progressing and, I'm sure th~t 
probably somebody is closer to understanding it than 1. I 
really haven't been briefed on that and I don't know. I 
know we're trying to take a conservative until we do understand 
the problem. Of course, ·.Je're trying to take a very conserva
tive approach to the batteries. And are managing the power 
system 90 that we recharge the bat teries each daylight cycle. 
and don't enter the dark side with partially depleted b~tteries 
as we have been doing in the past) which, of course, we thought 
was oltay. And apparently, now there's some conditions there 
that we don't completely understand, as you're ~ell aware of. 

PAO Pete. 
QUERY Could you dwell on your fuel and gas 

propulsion studies, what the outlook tor those are, in rela
tion to this notice that they're looking to launch SL-III a 
little earlier? 

\<!INDLER Yeah. 1 don't really - I think that 
p:obably doesn't have a whole lot to do with the propulsion. 
You're probably asking about the attitude control systea. We 
still - We're in good shape on thE attityde control systea. 
We'ra not using any TACs fuel. hardly. We used about 60 pound 
seconds, I think, which if' a very small amount, compared to 
what we've been using. And it's even less then we anticipated 
before the mission, for that - for an ERBP pass. S~. we 
feel that as far as that particular consumable is concerned, that 
we are in good shipe, but there's a lot of uncertainty about aenaging 
the system when the crew isn't there, plus trying to get the - If 
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in case there ah - other eq~ipment that may be taken up and other 
methods to deploy the SAS. We really do feel like we need 
to get the other solar panel out. 

QUERY Are you indicating then, that the reason 
for looking at the earlier laullch is to get an EVA acconpli.shed 
earlier? 

PAO I don't know that Milt has been in on the 
early launch planning. Bill O'Donnell Is going to try to get 
Mr. Disher over here. 

QUERY Oh. Okay. Good. Some of the in~uts from 
the flilS:ht - -

PAO Yeah. Why don 1 t we wait and see - -
WINDLER I don't think those two things are related, 

though, the Y.,VA and the early launch. I dor.lt know which EVA 
you're referring to but - -

PAO (garble) 
QUERY It's a week - oh, 6 days since you got 

the parasol deployed. Can you give us some sort of indication 
of how you think it's working. And is there any sign of any 
degradation from TACs firing either from physical distortion of 
the parasol, or contamination? 

WINDLER There's ah - Of course, that's a difficult 
thing to tell and as best we can tell, there isn't any decay, 
or whatever you want to call it in the ability of the parasail. 
In fact, we're very pleased with the way it's dropping the 
tenperatures. They're coming down steadily. And if we. you 
know. if we had unlimited power. or had the normal power system 
we could run the coolant loops in a different fashion and 
even make it better. But as you're well aware. the tempera
tures are dropping steadily and we're all ready down to the 
level where the crew Cbn operate. So, we're pleased with the 
performance of the parasail and really it seems there's no 
real change in it, other than it's steadily getting better. 

QUERY Don Puddy, last night. said that some 
time yesterday. there was another loss of 300 or 400 watts 
some pIa c e. the yea n 't fig u reo u t w her e i t ve n tor how 1 t 
was lost. have you had any - (chuckle) Have you taken a look 
at that last night or early thtR morning? 

WINDLER Yes. You know. President Johnson. I 
think. was famous for going around the White House and turning 
off lights, to save electricity. Well, the crew's been doing 
that. And we think we've found 2 or 3 hundred of those watts in 
just the lights and sOlDe other odds and ends that they've 
turned off. The crew didn't - I don't think they realized 
they were contributing as much to it as it was. And they've 
kindof soft pedaled it 1 think, 1n their answer to the ground. 
But when they added up all th~ lights that they probably 
have been turning off) it does amount to over 200 watts and that'c 
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probably the dIfference thwt we verG seeing. And you, of 
course, also realize that it's hard fur u8 on the ground to tell 
them to turn off this light or that light. liecause we're 
qot"sure exactly what they need. And of course, they under
stand the situation and they've·been cooperative and they've 
been themselves conserving power. It's kind of like Pred 
Haise, you know, he was 80 convinced that Apollo 13, when he 
was coming back, the necessity of conserving water that he 
vouldn't take 3 drink (chuckle). So h'l wound up, - I gUt:8S 

he had a to take some antibiotics for kidney infection later on. 
But, he was very conservative vith the wat£r use. 

QUERY Do y~u have any indication at all that the 
excessive heat that the ship Vll::' put through the first 10 days 
may have degraded ROmf: of the battedes and made thelll less 
poverful than they should be? And also, I understand the 
batteries are very old. 

WINDLER Well, I guess 1')1 really not familiar with 
the age on the batteries, but there is the possibility that the 
temperature profile had an effect on the batteries. And that's 
one of the things that's being pursued nov .. And I guess it 
would be real premature to comment too much on that until the 
tests are completed. 

QUERY What's the status of the EREP experiments? 
Are they going to start runnlng thODe again tomorrow? 

WINDLER We'd like to very much. And we have 
those in the day 153 Flight Pl~~. Hovever, as pointed out earlier, 
ve don't - We have not co.pleted tr.e pover analysis and we're 
not sure that the power vi11 be sufficient to al10v us to 
do that, even though we have a short EREP pass. We expect 
it wi 11 be, but ve jus t h a 'Ie n 't con fir me d it yet. We ' r e 
right nov, trying to hold the EREP passes to about 20 degrees 
on either side of the solar noon. And it turns out on day 
lS3, it vork~ out very vell, because it - that's about the 
tilnc we'd want to do it anyway. It just happens to put us -
1 think solar noon occurs over Los Angeles, or something 
like that, which has got a lot of - Southern California has 
a lot of EREP sites in it anyvay. And it makes it a really 
Eood situation from a lot of EREP site coverage. 

QUERY Do you knov if the crew's had any takers 
on their wager, whether they can run around the vater ring 
lockers or not? They're supposed to demontrate today. 

WINDLER No I don't know about that, but I listened 
to a conversation. and I wouldn't be surprised at any thing 
(laughter) that they try to shov that they can do up there. 

QUERY That was my question, also. 
WINDLER Oh. 1 guess we'll all have to vatch thal 

and see what happens_ 
PAO Okay_ Thank you. 
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PAO We'll get started here. On my right 
is William Moon, the EGIL. And on his riBht Don Puddy, 
the Flight Director. On the far right - I got it _ix~(' up 
here. didn't I, excuse me. let me start over here. Larry 
Bour8~ois, Jr, he's the corollary man, and then we have 
Don Puddy, and then William Moon. 

PUDDY Okay. well let me start out this even-
ing. a. you were probably were briefed last night» He did 
have a problem with 8019, which are UV stellar photography 
expert_ent. Larry is the fellow w~o monitored that fOT us, 
and ve vent through the troubleshooting procedure as 
scheduled the first thing this morn1ng. did fi~d a pla~s 
that vas binding some of the gears, and were able to gil 
ahead and repair the instrument, subsequently tnAtalled it 
in the anti solar cell, and this afternoon had operational 
pass, and 1 brought Larry along Just to gtve you d few words 
abol.·· that particular experiment. Larry. 

BOURGEIOUS Okay, the problem with SOI~ is that, when 
you extend around the SAL, you [·,tate a t'IIirrot' through a 
tilting rotation mechanism to point it at celestrial objects, 
The proble. was the tilting llIechanis. was binding. The crp.w 
could not - could not tutn it. We Wf'nt through the malf 
proc~dure8 this morning. and there's various geer mechanisiDs fro. 
the tilt rotation knob. they pulled the lilt rotation knob off, 
and the panel behind the knob, and they were able to observe 
that there's a radiation - there's a flengG behind the geaT which 
drives the rotation readout mechanism, which vas bent out-
wards. and was obstructing the gear which drives it. That 
diaplay ~echani8m. Th~y were able to bend it back and vut 
the 5019 back totether, and it operated properly. 

PUDDY Okay, a. far a8 .pacteraft status 
gocs throughout the day. we did .aintain electrical balance. 
We did 'OMe powerin8 down this morning, as it turned out, 
we powered down probably a little bit .ore th.n was 
absolutqly necessary. We actually had about a 300 watt 
pad over what \1f' hold expected to ha.J, We ran around 3700 
watt$, and we expected to have 4 load DlOIt of the dAY of 
around 4000 watts. We aS81n did 80me trouble.hooting on 
C8RM 15. which you've heen briefed on, I know .ever.l times. 
Ag81n I It QI unhappy to reran. we had no joy with that t rouble
shooting. 80 ftC the pr68ent time. anywa,. It. efraid thJt 
we've lost that particular capability, which means that we 
hive loet one .. eiahteenth of our power capability, or about 
• hundred forty ".ue totel capability. A. "QU probably vere 
brlef.d Jalt n1aht, we ello had a problem durin. the EREP 
p •••• where after the pal. we ~aM~ loto the niahtti.e fr ••• 
we bad four batteri •• kick off line. and shortly thereafter 
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tvo batteries kicked off shortly after we went into night
time, two more a little bit later, and finally tovards the 
end of that pass, we had a REG trip off line. We vere able 
to command the bsttaries bLck on line, however th~ regulator 
8ssociated with CBRM nunber 3, we were not able to co .. and 
back on line, we have not done any additional trouble
shooting today, because of the very packed crew tiaeline. And 
probably viii schadule that after the crew day off, vhich is 
tomorrov. I'm not sure, I can't make any statement as to 
whether or not we expect to get that particular regulator 
and coneequently that CBRM back on line or not. Let me 
Just Bay a couple of ~ords of explanation to you. On the 
regulator. basically vhat that particular device enables us 
to do is to 8upply power either to the battery or directly 
to the bus. 
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PUDDY - - of explanation to you. On the 
regulator, basically what that particular device enables us 
to do. is to supply power either to the battery or directly 
to the bus. It's more or less in the lame context as the 
SAS output. If you lose a regulator or you lose the SAS 
contactor, as we call it. you essentially have lost tot~l 
power capability from that particular source of electrical 
power. But, we will be doing some additional trouble shoot
ing on that, ard have some hope of being able to regain 
that. As rar 8S temperature is concerned, we expect now 
to stabilize somewhere in the habitation area at around 
80 degrees. As 1 briefed you 2 or 3 days ago, the rate of 
decrease wa~ expected to slow down, and it has followed 
that trend. And we are presently dropping some where around 
a half a degree 8 day. Today, we did turn off one of the 
coolant loops 88 a power conservation .easure. Saw no Sig
nificant noticeable increase in the overall temperature, 
which means we're - we're gradually cold soaking down to 
what we consider to be a stable temperature. And expect -
we're bringing that loop back on line during the night time 
frame. And we expect to go ahead and continue to decrease 
slightly during the night time frame. As to exactly 8S 

to when we're going to reach the lowest teaperature, it 
is pretty hard to predict, but 1 imagine ve' re talking again 
in the order of 2 or 3 more days to eo.pletely Itabilize. 
I think the only other, veIl there is • couple of other 
items 1 probably t'ught to mention. One, you may have cc.pied 
on air to ground, that we're contem.plating taking some TV 
of the SAS wing. This is being worked throughout the 
Center, here and a180 at Marshall. We stl11 have high hope. 
of being able to get OWS wing 1 dE'ployed and to take ad
vantage of that electrical power. W1th that particular 
wIng deployed, we certainly vould be back in the mode of 
operation where everything would be coapletely opa nominal 
as far all experiments are concerned. And as ),ou are well 
avare right now, basically what we're able to do is still 
conduct an experiment protocol. But. the experi.ent pro
tocol doeR have certain ll~ltation9 ,slociated with 1t. 
Which means, you can't Simultaneously conduct experlments 
in the A.tH, the blomedical, and the EREP area at the aalroe 
tiae. There i~ just too much pover uquired. We have. 
hovever, 8. you're prob~bly veil avare of al.o today con
ducted .iaultaneoU8 ATM and biomedical experi.ent8 with 
no proble." in fact we had power to Ipare. We al.o con
~uctod the corollary experiaents. one of which tarry briefed 
you on. In fact. 1 think ve had, ve had 6 AT" pas.es 
.ch.duled today. We also hAd 4 or 1 run. of the H-131, 
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which is the vestibular function test, special orientation 
teats and we also had our standard M092, K-17l run. I 
think you probably also have copied some coaaents from the 
~rew as far 88 the cramped time line and the problems that 
they're having f~llowing that particular tiae line. And, 
let me just say ft few words to you about that. Bastcally, 
I think we're finding that in space it has taken JUBt 8 
little bit longer to do 80me of the activities than it 
did here on ground. We e%pected that this might be the 
case. but we had more or les9 agreed with the crew that 
at the start of the m1ssion. we would So ahead and try to 
fly as full a protocol as we possibly could and that once 
they besan to experience some 7obleas, in meeting the time 
line, we would go ahead and make the necessary adjustments 
in the flight plan to allow a little bit of extra time. 
We're also findins. as we did in Apollo, that 60me of th~ 
housekeeping tasks. of which there are a lot more in - -
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SPEAKER - time. We're also finding as w~ did in 

Apollo, that some of the housekeeping tasks, of which there 

aTe alot more in Skylab than there were in Apollo, are taking 

a considerable longer period of time than was anticipated 

by either of us or the crew. We've a180, as you've probably 

well versed on, if you've listened to air to ground today, 

had these little start up problems, with each new experiment 

as we t>rogreased into It. The learning curve, both on the 

ground, and on the spacecraft, is very high. I think that 

you will see In the next few days these things will tend to 

smooth out tremenaously and operations will tend to become 

fairly routine. 1 don't believe 1 have anything else at 

thlrJ time. Bill, do you have any thine you vant to add frolD 

electrical pover sta~dpoint? 
MOON The only thing we're doing here different 

Is - 'Ie are changing the power. That is we're powering 

down, so that we can do the exp~riment runs ~vcryday. And 

we are able to maintain energy balance vhich is one of 

the constraints here. I feel that powerwi8e. if we Can power 

down to a certain level everyday to - and we look at flight 

plan to achieve this power level. We're in good lhape 

a8 far as doing most of the expert.ents. 

SPEAKER Let .~ add a little bit to that. What 

8ill 1s talking about. When 'Ie say powering down, we essen

tially are not disablIng any crew c~pability to a Significant 

extent. Give you a couple of exataples of the things we're 

doing. We have 6 require.ent to try to obtain as much YV 

as is possible. 'l'here's tvo ways to obtain TV. Ont!, is to 

go ahead and do!t at anytime of the crew day. And put 1L 

on a video tapf', recorder. And tlubsequently dump it t~ the 

ground. Well, the video tape rocol'der happens to cost us around. 

1 believe the figure. somewhere around 400 wattl total. We 

can go ahead and power down the video tape recor~er and get 

the .allle TV pi ctute, All we got to do 1 •• ake lure that we 

got these scheduled over ground site vhere we can e.sential!y 

dump on real tille. And this saves U8 a tremendous amount cf 

power. We just don't use the vidno tape recorder. for inatance, 

the TV that we too~ ,day, of which we hope to have around -

we 11, we ~ot about 10 or 15 1II1n utes of it teal t ille. \-h-

recorded about 30 minute.. We will re-record f'JOllle additional 

information on one of the additional ATM palses tonight. 

About S ainute. worth. And we plan durins the crew day 

off tOllorrow, while we're over the States. and we expect 

low p~wer level. ta just So ahead and duep it. So ve're 

not loaing 4\\ythin8 thC!lte. One of the other thing. 1s weI re 

running '11th a .insle coolant loop_ And a8 1 pointed out 
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a minu~e ago, at leaa~ during the daytiae frame. And as 
I pointed a minute ago. ve've been able to do this quite 
successfully with no significant impact to the crev comfort 
level In the spacecraft. The other things, just like at 
home. turn off the lights. if you don't ne~d them. Things 
li.ke that. Sc, these are, you mIgllt say. taken avay 80me 
of the luxury itells. But vel re not taking away any of the 
basic capabilities that were designed in the Skylat ~pace
craft. So with that, let me open the floor to ques~10ns. 

QUERY Contemplating TV of the SAS wing. Can you 
go into that? 

SPEAKER Okay, ve started looking at this about 
a day and 3 half ago because ve were extremely interested 
as to how ve get a closer viev of just exactly vhat this 
ruetal strap is. Exactly how close to the OWS SAS solar array 
beam fairing. It is located. Make sure we understahd 
just exactly what the material is. Ar.d how is the best 
technical way to approach these things from the standpoint 
of relessing that beam fairing. What the TV - if we C6n 
possibly accomplish this is expected to do. is to give us 
some higher resolution picture of th't particular strap. 
It's exact location and enable us to In the woter emeraion 
facil1t1e1l over at Marshal Spa-::e Fli8ht Center. R1ln aome 
checks that the crev m1ght be able to --

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - in the water immersion faciltties over 
at the Marshall Space Plight Center, run some checks that 
th~ crew might be able to perform during an EVA operation, 
that _lght allow us to cut that strap or pry that strap 
loose, and sctually free that particular wing. So thatls 
the intent of the TV. Let me go on and say that we're still 
in the process of trying to accomplish 1ust exactly 
procedurally hew ve would do this. We'r" talking about 
a device which is, as rar a8 the deploym~nt of the TV 
camera, which is very similar to the one that we used the 
other evening to deploy the parasol. In other words the 
T027 that has the extension rods. You mount the TV camera 
on aome of these rods, and you extend it out the antiAolar 
SAl.. Which, by the yay, presently right now is occupied by 
the S019 experimant tl".at Larry just briefed you on. One 
of the probleas sssociated with that is that to get the 
proper look angle to that ving, you've gotta go through 
sOlfe angular contortions, and one of these that ve're look-
ing at is the ~o~sibilitr of a 90 degree lens. And one of 
the key questions that needs to be resolved is just exactly 
whether or not ve \:an take that camera, mount that 90 
degree lens on it and still have enouth clearance in the 
T021 canister to m~ke Rure that we don't run into ony prob
lems either with the deployment of that mechanis. or the 
retraction c-f that mechaniam. We certainly don't want to 
run any risk. whatsoever of hUTting the SAL usage for the 
remaining part of the milsion. So that's what we're look-
ing at. Those procedures are not completely developed, and 
what we're ~oing on air to ground tonight with Pete vas 
trying to g~t 80me idea from him 1S to just exactly ~h8t 
he thought v~uld be the feasibility {roa his standpoint of 
accomplishmcnt. also it Is his crew day off, and it's one 
that's one that's vel1 deserved, and we certainly don't wont 
to put him in the postere of spending the whole day - his 
whole crew day off on something until va'.e totally con-
vinced that it vil1 be pr~fitable, and that he feels free 
that he can go ahead and do it. We know he still has quite 
a few housekeeping tasks that he would like to get done, and 
several other thing. that we probably havan' t completely 
conver8cd on, and 80 we're just tryfng to feel hi. out. 
He'. 8leO being asked probably about this It •• aa to just 
exactly in hi' opinion, baaieally. what ~dditional informa
tion. he feel. we alght gain that ve can't, 8ay obtain froa 
hi. through .oae aore det.iled questions. So it', Just again 
varioul aspectl are being looked at to try to figure out how is 
tho b.,t WAY to attack another hack at the deploy.ant of thi. 
ving. And It. not even lAying welre goinl to .ake that 
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attempt. I'm just saying we're continuing to investigate. 
QUERY Don, what t1.ae Qf day w~uld this most 

llk .. ly be done, and what - how would it fit in, they got 
e ~retty much open oay, except for 8o~e ainor housekeeping 
~"d some physical training and so - ~nd all. What kind of 
time frame is it? Would it take 3 hours to do it? 

PUDDY Our best estlaate right now, and this 
is including setup time and clearing out the SAL after ve 
finish, our best estimate is that it viII take approximately 
3 hours to go ahead and accomplish this. As far as the 
best time, several things are being looked at. One is, we'd 
certainly like to do it over a long pass, where we can talk 
vith the crew about it, and can hopefully get some of the 
TV ourselves. We would - We've got a couple of other things 
in the flight plan, even though some of thea are Dinar to us, 
they're putty major to the crew, like this is the first 
chance for a shover since liftoff, and ve certainly don't 
want them to miss that opportunity. So, we're looking 
at it, but I ~ould imagine that we're talking probably 
one of two options. It's either 80ing to be in the morning 
over the states, or in the afternoon over the states, which 
really narrows it down for you. 

QUERY What kind of chance is it that the 
ground would have the procedures worked out so that they 
can do it in the morning? And do you think it would be 
more likely put off until the afternoon to get those 
procedures worked out? 

PUDDY rio, 1 think if we have all the procedures 
vorked out they will be worked out during the n1ahtttae 
fraa. tonight, and certainly would be ~n board for a cr~~ 
revlev the early part of tomorrow aorning. 

F,ND OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - - they will be worked out during 
the nighttime frame tonight. And certainly would be onboard 
for crew review the early part of tomorrow morning. I think 
itls just basically trying to juggle the time line to make 
sure everything fits the best, and gives the crew the max
imum amount of latitude as far 89 free time. 

QUERY One more. When yould you expect the next 
EREP pass? 

PUDDY 1 think we've got one scheduled now 
which i 8 the day after crew day off. on day 153, 

QUERY 
p'lrticular day? 

Are you working towards an EVA on a 

PUDDY No we are not. BaSically, what we 
are doing right now 1s ~till trying to gather enough data 
80 we can evaluate the tools and the procedures that would 
be used for an EVA. Right now out intent is to continue t~ 
go along with the - an experiment protocol much 8S we had 
~rigin811y planned. 

QUERY Say on the electrical situation, did 
I understand you correct, that this regulator that you can
not get back on line at the momert, hatJ that effectively 
robbed you of a third batt~ry until you fix it? The second 
thing is aI-out turning off the l1Sht8. Can they 1n fact do 
this? 1 unde~stood to start wJth that the Illhting was a 
basic system that just came on when the thiug was powered 
up. And the third one is, can you give us any sort of nUII

ber, rough number all to vhat the increase in your powp.r 
would be compared to your present situation, if you ~ould get 
thAt wing deployed? 

P'JDDY Okay, I may start out 1n reverse order, 
and see i ( I can rellember all of your questions. If th(: 
other wing \a8 capable of being deployed, and all threp 
3ections or it were fully deployed, ve're essentially talk
ing about an incressed power capability of around 3,000 vatts. 
In other words. ve·re ea6entially talking by the way we can 
hook that particular power system uP. almo8t tvo thirds of 
the capability of both wIngs. So it i8 obvious that it 
would be a tremendou9 boost. As far 8S your first question 
is concerned, we do have the, well let me make sure. Why 
donlt you rephrAse your first que9tion. 

QUERY Well. I didn l t qlJite und .. rstand what 
you said about that the facts you had a regulator that has 
not aone back on l1ne. 

PUDDY We 
our knowlege, vith all 
have been able to coae 
battery. We have lou 

have IOlt right nov, to the b •• t of 
~he trouble ,hooting ptocedure. v. 
up with. 1 CBRM, which include. a 
the regulator on anather, vhich 
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~he trouble ,hooting ptocedure. v. 
up with. 1 CBRM, which include. a 
the regulator on anather, vhich 
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assentially has coat U9 the second battery and capability 
during a day side pass of feeding power to the bus.~·Let 
me just say, that the vay that electrical systea ~orks is 
that during the day cycle, ve are providing powe~ not only 
to the bus, but to charge the batu.ry. During a \~ight ti1le 
pass. of course, we are di9ch4~gin& the battery only. Now 
vhen you have lost either the input between the SAS and the 
regulator. or if you lost the output of the regulator. 
then what you have lost i8 the capability not only of using 
that bat~ery pow~r during the night ti~e fra.e. but also 
of charging the battprv. So you have essentially lost total 
power capability. 1 think I've explained that correctly, 
haven't I Bill. 

SPEAKER Well, th3t's for the first. In CBaM 15 
ve lost the SAS con':acter which does provide power. That 
contactor does provide power to the charaer and to the rig. 
On the third one. the CBRM 3, ~xcuye .e, ve tentatively 
think that it _1ght be in the reg control logic itself. 
But. on day 153, we ar~ going to do a little 1Iore trouble 
shooting on that CSRH there. 

QU:eRY The lights. 
SPEAK~R The light8. 
SPEAKER Well, upon entry, they have what they 

(;411 CIlf!rgency lighting, that'a nor.ally on. But, each 1lgh:: 
itself you can turn it off or diD. 

SPEAKER We also have several conaoles. For 
inA!3nce, the AIM consol~ has a - what we call EL lighting. 
electroluminescent lighting. We have proven ti.e and agAin 
that it's, although it's helpful to h.ve th.t particular 
type of li~htingf it's certainly not essenti.l. It 1s a 
large power drain - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - luainescent 11ghtl~g. We have proven 
time and again although it's helpful to have that particular 
type of lighting, itts really not essential, and it is a 
largepcwer drain, and that can separately disabled and 
8till use the regular lighting on the panel to read all 
of the meters on there, so we do have independent control 
capability over 80ae of the lighting cepability. 

QUERY When can you say ~hat percentage of the 
original Skyl8b electricity ie now op~rating, and second, if 
you use the fuel cella in the Command Service Module, how 
much percentage of the total that you started out w';'th 
would you be able to add. 

PUDllY Well, let me say that we have lost one-
ninth of the capability that we had shortly after Skylab 1 
liftoff. And we're talking right now, our basic power 
generation capability, an average, anJ we don't want t, 

get into Beta Angles and ell this type of thing, an average 
power generation capability that we have right now, without 
the 10s8 of the two, assuming that we cannot regain those 
were we were talking around 4500 watts. Each of these 108ses 
amounts to a drop of 140 watt8, (;r a total of 280 watt 
capability we've lost, so we're down to what. 422!>, is that 
r 19h t? 

SPEAKER 4200 watts. 
PUDDY 4200 watts, rounded off. it aay be a 

little bit in excess of that, as a total power capability. 
Now, ~ ( you brought the other wing out, I indicated to y'>u 
that you would have an additional power generation capability 
(If 3000 watt., or you'd t,e up in the 7200 watt region. 

QUERY What about the fuel cells? 
P U D bY Well, r 1 8h t n ow ve are e • Ie n ti all y 

using the fuel cells per se, merely to pover the quiescent 
that loads in the CSMs. They'u not supplying any power t.o 
the OWS, nor 1. the OWS supplying any power to the CSM. 

QUERY I'. not 8u~e I under~tand yet. Last 
niGht there seliled to be 80lle feeUng that you couldn't 
work on these CBRHs and now youtre talkin8 about maybe 
troubleshooting "hem and fixing thQII. What can you do to 
one, And ~~hat can't )OU do to it, in the way of fixing it? 

PUDDY Well, if you followed Apollo 11188ion8, 
itls the old try, try agaiL apprnach. A8 you're probably 
w811 awale, "e were 1n theraal conditions for quite loae 
tiae fralIIo that we didntt expu:t to be in. Aa O'itr .11 
taaperatures continue to Itabila., and things of thil nature, 
we w111 contl~u. to jUlt cyele .witch... That', b •• lcally 
the only capability we h.v~. tt'. not loaethins where we're 
talking about takina a h ... e~ and a screwdriver d~d a pair 
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aoJ going out there and having at a particular electronics 
box or relay lIodult!. We don't have that capability. It's 
just basically going through and cycling svitches and hoping 
that if v~ do have cantasinate condit-ion in relay contacts 
or 80methlng that is an intermittent, ve lIight be able to 
r.atch it at a particular time under a particul~r thermal 
condition ~here ve can again Bake that contact and lIaintain 
our capability. 

QUERY Let me put my question a little lIore 
clearly. I appreciate that, but what I wanted to know is 
are they sealed up so you can't get at them or not? 

PUODY Oh, all of these - they're all outside. 
QUERY Paul Weitz said something this morning 

about a high C02 reading throughout the spacecraft. I didn't 
he3r nnything, or don't remember anything after that point. 

fUODY Well, we vere runninS what ve call a 
C02 monitor tast and basically this Is one of those ex
periments where ve again have come up with a slIall proble~~ 
ay ve activate the - this is e8s~ntially jUJt a - vhat ve 
call a OTO or a detail test objective that ve are carrying 
on board, where we have the capability of lIonitoring C02 and 
dev point. And I believe the1 call it the contamination 
experiment, aud basically, what ve're trying to do there 
1s to measure the C02 and dcv point. And this aorning we 
did actually, well thic morning, vas the first tiae we 
noticed it. This .orning we bad 80ae trouble in that 
rartieular experiment, where on o~~ half of it, what we call 
sY$tem A, it looked like part of the •• D8or may have dried 
Clut. We have another --
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~"' PUUDY - - half of it wa call .y.te. A. It looked Itk~ part of the .en80~ •• y have dried out. Wa havo another th6ck on that thl1 evenin~, and we have a.ked the crev to g~ ahead and uoe the redundant •• n.or .yat •• 1n the C02. AS far a8 C02 level 1a ca~c.rn.d. I have not heard that reported hlah vith any d~a~ee of belief. In other word~1 a8 f_r aa I'. concorn~d C02 level in lhe opacecraft i, vell within the ',glon of where we expect It. 
QUERY 1 understood last night that each one of the C8RKs waa worth 250 watts. Was that an e~ror? PUDDY Well. I've boen laboring under the ••• umption that - I was under the assumption that they were vorth about 140. 1 sueD. we could do .oa •• atheaatica here and fiaure lt all out. 
SPEAKER Well, the number that co.es to .y mind ia about 200, I donlt know aaybe 180. 
PUDDY Okay, we've sot a range hero. I think -SPEAKER It all depends upon the beta angle and all that and the Qther. 
PUDDY There are a lot of factors thllt enter into it. I think that you can say that 140 watts would probably be the .iniau. nUMber. Under extr~.e conditions, ye8, you could set as h1ah as 200. I don't know about the 2 ~ O. t hat so un d a a 11 t till! high t 0 ae , as far e. 8 ( he 1088 0 f one CBRH being thftt high. It i8 e8senti411y - if you want to, we're talking about eaeh CBRM being l/l8th of our power capability. And we expect at the average co~ditlon 4500 watt generation capability_ So I gueas that do,s come out to right around 200. 
QUE RY Go in g b a c k tow hen you dot h e E V A lin the light of what yov've said since you answered .y firat qUftation, aUt"ely there's some, there is going to be a tre .. • endous advantage in doing it quickly isn't there if the pictures look good tomorrow? 
SPEAKtR Well, let me clarify a couple of thinga. A. I didn't poasltlvely say that we're going to take the pictures tomorrow~ because there is still a lot of work to be done there. And 8, I sald. I didn't positively indicate that regardleBa of whether or not 'ole got the pictures we are going to do an EVA. All that is being looked at. Our hopes are, of course, if something can be figured out, where we can do the EVA. A8 far as the time Ii.itation ~n 1 t, no. we' r e not n ear 1 y as 8 h 0 r t 1 n.. t 1 se d u rat ion her e as you were on the SEVA COl instatlce, because what we're talking about Is performing an EVA, very ai.ilar to the type of thing we do when we 80 out and retrieve the ATM fll •• QUERY But have you. assuming you have got 
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picture. that sive you hope that you could do ,o •• thina 
toaorrow. Have you lot a lot of procedure. to work out 
.fter that' 1 thousht that would .oltly b. done with Rusty 
at Huntiville and 10 on. 

PUnDY Oh, he'. been vorkins, he', been work-
Ins 8eve~.1 conceptI. eeveral different ways of 801n8 at it 
blssd on the or181nal picture. that we sot froa the SEVA 
activities and the description froa the crew. None of th.ee 
have been co.pletely reflned into detailed Itep by step 
crew language. It'. one thing to take a concept and lay 
okay. don your suit go into the water tank, take the bone 
lav, 80 dovn there and law on the 8trap and aee how it 
all worka. It's another thing tovrite it up in short con
siae crew 1an8uage, vhi,h will explain it to ft aan that's 
vrbiting around 8o~e 200 and soa. odd aile8 above the Earth 
and say you go rio it. We have proven that it I. feasible 
to do. So, froUl a standpoint of testin8 out concepts, yes 
several concepts have been tested and several others are 
still under work. As far as transforain8 the procedure 
that would be selected into crew language, while 80me of 
that has been started, it hasn't been completed. And there 
would be some tiae delay iro. the photograph to startina 
on the EVA. 

QUERY Don, they were talkina about the I 
think it was the decibel reader, this little aachine was out 
today cr was - seemed to be reading awfully low, 1 think it 
was one of those funnies that they wanted to look at. What do 
you think the decibel reading is in there? Is it very high 
or are they really 8etting good low readings? 

PUDDY It just 10 happens I happen to have 
the expert with me who can explain that to you completely. 

SPEAKER Well, I'll just show you th~ Instruaent. 
This is a sound level frequency analyzer, and vhat they do 
is they take thia throughout the different compartments 
of the workshop 

END OF TAPE 
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SPI~Kla • this i •• sound lev.l frequency 
analy.er, and what they do i. they take this throughout 
the diff.rent departaonta of the workshop, and read the 
a.bient .ound levell. And when Pete first reported he was
he .aid he v •• d~ing about 22DB, which wal awfully low. 
You'd expect to r.ad lo.awhere in the fifty., I'd think, 
vhich 1, an av.ra8~ rooa with people talkins. And he laid 
he wtnt throulh the chlckliet and this 18 the knob he was referrlna 
to. Sett1ns it to the proper positiona and he could not 
get anythina above 22DB. no matter what kind ot noise he 
made. He started foolina with the knob, he laid, and he 
eventually got a reading around 55 desree •• which 1s soae-
thins in l'he order of what you'd expect to hear. And basing 
what we've heard froa Pete, it sounds like there's two 
posstble probleas we're looking into right now. One is 
humidity or some kind of conteminate in tho 8icrophone. which 
can be wiped out. which they have observed preflight. which 
would be fairly easy, it's just a aatter of unscrewing the 
~icrophone and cleaning it out. The other possibility i. 
there's a know down here which he has to have in the linear 
position; right next to the linear position is the external 
filter. which feeds the 80und through a filter, a band-9ass 
filter down hf.rc which cuts the DB level ~ay down, and it 
turns out you get - I tested it before we came over here -
you get in a room 8h~ut 60 or so DB sound level and you 
turn this -.hing to t;,e external filter pOSition and q goe8 
on in the range of the twenties. Which leads &e to think 
that this particular 8witch Was in the wrong position. 
Right nov, we really haven't determined exactly what the 
problem is. 

QUERY I've got three questions. You tAlked 
about the concepts for this - freeIng this strap. Could 
you give U6 80me idea of what they're conSidering? And 
second, In your estimation. when Is the earliest that they 
might try to do this? And third. you talk about a 90 de
gree lens for the TV, how will they rig that up? Will that 
come frOM some other equipment. or is it all part of the 
TV? 

PUDDY I'm not positive. I haven't been work-
ing directly or nor have I been in contact with the people 
that are running the tests at Huntsville, as to exactly just -
the details of the prccedure they're going through. I know 
they're looking at using some of the same tools that we used 
on the SEVA, possibly. in slightly a different aatter. A 
couple of things I've heard talked about is a crowbar type 
approach. just to try to pry this particular device fac 
enough awa~ froa that particular beam 8tructure where it caa 
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fllre. It look. 11k" boeaus. of the characteri.tics of that 
particular .atorlal, whlch 1, • very brittle, but vory tou~h 
aluminum, we p08.ib1y .ay be able to fracture it. It al.o, 
havins tho.e characteristic. 1. a very difficult thins to 
cut. It 1. al.o, apparently an ansle lron, which .ake~ 
cuttins it even more difficult. We are looking into the 
po •• ibility of ulina a saw, bon ••• w, that i. on board to try 
to cut through thia particular .ateria1, and 801ng any 
further than that, I'a afraid I vould be letting out on a 
shallow li.b. 

QUERY ~ell. 1 &Ue86 we aren't on the 8ame 
frequency. What 1 was wondering is a SEVA thins or i. it 
.omething where they're trying to stay with the spacecraft 
and crawl along it? Pete had the idea of ehi .. ying down 
the beam. How are they going to get at this is what I was 
wondering about? 

PUDDY One of th~ big proble.s associated with 
this particular EVA procedure is just exactly how do you 
get there? And there are several iteas that are being 
looked at there. And I a~ not familar with eX6ctly the 
testing that has gone on there. Milt, have you got any 
warda exactly on what they've been going through there? 

SPEAKER No, they only one that I'. aWare of 1s 
that they have been talking about using eo.ething like the, 
and this may not work out at all, it would certainly have 
to be Simulated, but using something like a fireman's pole. 
As merely a devise which one crewman could translate down 
to that particular structure. All of this and any procedure 
that we'd come up with, would have to be verified, of course, 
Bnd made completely sure that it was a very safe thing (or 
the crew to do belore it would be attempted. But, rlg~t 

now as far --
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rUDDY • " lure that it va •• vlry •• t. thina 
for the crew to do, b.fore it would b. atte.pted. But. r 1aht 
now, a, far •• I'. aware of, aoat of the concept. do revolve 
around a noraal IVA aft4 not a SEVA type thina, vbere we're 
actually gotna t. undtck and drive around to that area agaln. 
That'. not to preelu4e - that'. not to say that v. wouldn't 
do that. but .au of the concepte that are be ina looked at 
right nov are not ln that thina. Old 1 leave one other one 
unanswered? 

QUERY A couple of them. In your estlmation. 
when is the earliest they might attempt this? 

PUDDY 1 would hesitate to gues. on that. 
It', dependent on whether or not we go with the TV. what 
the TV show. 1 how long it takes to run through the .imula
tlons. The pictures or verbal descriptions here fro~ now 
on .Jght throw u. on a completely different truck. [~'~ 
not 80methina ve ieel like we've got to rush lnto , I guea. 
i. the point that I'm trying to get across. It's 80~ethio& 
that ve certatnly would like to do, and we'd like to do lt a. 
soon as practical. But, it's not so.ething that ve say. 
boy if we haven't got this done by day 1S4, we' ce out ot tt, 
because we're certainly in that posture. 

QUERY And about the 90 degree an81e on lhe 
TV lens, i8 that coming or something they'll rig up or vhere 
will that come fro.? 

PUDDY That's soaething that r~quires a little 
rigging. BaSically using the camera with its standard lens. 
you just do not get quite the perspective that we would like 
to have on the wing. And what you're talking about is essen
tially a pr1s., to give you that 90 de8ree feel of view anc! 
there 18 not, it is not exactly cOlllpatible with the threads 
on the TV lena, 10 there has to be a little Rube Goldberg device 
figured out such that we can att"ch that and assure our-
selves that we are not going to lose that lens. 

QUERY Where will the prislI cOile from? 
PUDDY 1 cannot exactly answer that question. 

It is part of the lenses that are carried 00 the spacecraft, 
but 1 can't swear to you which experiment it is associated 
with. 

QUERY It definitely not part of the TV. it's 
out 0 f Ii 0 me 0 the r e qui pille n t . 

PUDDY Yes, thac Is true. 
QUERY When will you b~ able to say whether 

or not you're going with the TV in the morning. 
PUDDY Tomorrow morning sound soon enough? 
QUERY Ten minutes before or what? 
PUDDY Oh no. Nt'. because if we, if we do 
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8~ •• p~oc.dur. 11k. thie. there t. clrtainly ,01nS to have 
to be d detailed procedure prepared for the crew. And that 
will have to be uplinked. They'll have to have ti.e to 
revi.w it, ,atheT the equip.ent toaether. There wquld 
certalnl, not be anythina like a 10 .lnute notice. 1 guar. 
antee you that. But, I dontt think a8 far al liv~ng you 
4 final GOI NO GO on whether or not we're gOing to tak~ 
the TV 1. lOin a to available much beiore to.orrov .orninl. 

QUERY As far a8 the possibility of doing this 
TV activity tomorrow, have the crew said anythin~ on the 
link? I haven't heard anything of how they propose to spend 
their first day off? 

PUDDY Well, every crew dAY off haa associated 
with it certain housekeeping tasks. There are certain things 
that we have to do on a periodic cycle regardless of what 
the scheduled crew activities are. There are a certain 
amount of housekeeping a,sociated with the coamand module, 
the workjhQP and 80 on and so forth. These items ara all 
sctll'!duled into the £light plan. There ie soae experiments 
like S009, which we have to essentially reset each day. to 
make sure we have lined it froll • period, an orbit.l period 
standpoint and from a beta angle standpoint. This type 
of thing is done on a dally basia. And they've gGt to do 
that type of activity. And 8S 1 pointed out, one of the 
few things is the old Saturday night shover, which 1s 
scheduled for all J crew.en. Basically 1 think the extra 
t ille that 1 8 a 11 0 ted w t t h or without the TV. the ext r l' 
ti~e is baSically going to be involved in regrouping and 
Sitting down and just thinking about how they think is the 
bost way to progress in the weeks to celie and probably aome 
discussion betwee~ the ground and the crew on several of 
that type ltelllS. 

QUERY would it be possible, Don. once you 
deploy the 
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PUDDY .. th at type 0 f i te ••• 
QUIRY Would it b. possible, Doni once you de-

ploy the ca •• ra out the ANTI .olar SAL. to turn the thina 
around 80 that you can look at the parasol? 

PUDDY No.1 don't think that there i. rjny 
vay in the world that you can .et an •• poct an8le on it. 
~ou'r. e •• entially on the other .ida of the spacecraft. and 
I thInk you would have to have two or three 90 degree lenses 
and a couple of extension pol •• between then to get any
where near of a clear p1cture of the para.ol. 

QUERY 'lou have 10lle 18 or 20 feet, though, don't 
you, of pole. or an extengion •• chanls11 in the T027 caniater. 
where you could put it out that far if you wanted? 

PUDDY You could. but essentially once you got 
it out that far. you've still got to look back 1n the opposite 
direction, which .eans you almost gotta =ount it through 
the len 8 • Th at' 8 not f 0 a 81 b 1 e • 

PAO Don, if I could break in here, I've 
just been i"formed that the crew, they passed it up to the 
crew that because of prohle •• in developing the procedures 
there will not be a TV t01lorrow. And YO'.1'll be able to 
hear that. We'll play the tape back as soon as we get 
through here. 

PUDDY Well now that we've discussed that sub-
ject thoroughly and -

PAO We'll take one Dlore or two more question. 
and then we're going to ask that you -

QUERY Okay, I'll just ask one then. Nobody's 
ever said a word about using these experimeDtal maneuvering 
devices they have aboard for this EVA so 1 guess you're not 
even thinking Lbout that. Why i8 that? 

PU~DY Well, I think that basically on the 
maneuvering units, the idea wao to test those in zero 8, but 
in a confined environment and EVA Is certainly not what we 
would consider to be a confined environment, and we're not 
wil1iog to take that risk. 

QUERY You mentioned showers earlier, when he 
sent up 8 flight plan, will there be a time line for showers, 
or could you give 10e any idea how long it will take them to 
take a shower? 

PUDDY There certainly is. I believe it's 
called housekeeping 7-J, and there is an alloted peri~d of 
time 'U the flight plans that are available out there on the 
de.ks for you that shows that particular activity and that's 
what it is. 

PAO Okay, for those that arenlt aware, we d~ 
plan to have a short briefing in the morning some time around 
8:00 or thereafter. T hank you gentlemen. 
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PAO Tht, I, a brie!lna on the rOlults of the 
operation ~f the Apollo tele.coVA ~ount. On.y rlaht I, 
Willia. C. Keathley froll the Marshall Space Flight Center. 
lie 1. Chief, ATM Expert.ent Branch at Marehall. And Hr. 
Keuthley will introduce the principal investigators. then he 
haa an ope~ln8 Itate.cnt and from that tt., on h' will conduct 
the conferonce. K eat h 1 e y. And Hr. Keathley you .IY 
h'lv6 to .pell 80ae of the nameb! of the principal Inv.Uisatora 
fo r ••• 

' .. 

K E A Tn LEY 1 t h 1 n k we j u at set are cor d . I t hi n k we 
just .tatted a p":'ess conference on tiae. First of all. I would 
like to introduce the ATM principal investigators whlch we 
have here. We have one mi8,in8. who i6 pulling a shift on a 
conso Ie right now I in che science roolll. Just to my ri8ht is 
Dr. Ed Reevee froll Harvard College Observatory and he has the 
505S expert.ent. Just to hi8 ri8ht is Dr. Richard Tousey 
froa the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington D.C. T 0 use y. 
He 1. fro. the Naval Re6earch Laboratory in Washington D.C. 
He has the 8082 experiaent. Just to his right is Dr. Robert 
Macqueen. He is froD the High Altitude Observatory tn 
Boulder. Color4do. He has the 5052 experiment. To his right 
is Dr. Giuseppe Vai.ns. And Dr. Valana has the S054 exp€:rilllent. 
And he Js froa American Science and Engineering in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. The one missing principal investigator is 
Mr. Jl. Milli~an. fro. Harshall Space Flight Center. and he 
is the principal l~vestigator on S056 experiment. As I said 
Hr Milltgan is pulling a shift at the science rooa console 
right now. All right, now that the introductions are over, 
t just wanted to &ort of set the format for the rest of the 
brleflng. We have some - a recorder and a monitor here in 
which we plan to show you some results of yeetf day's video 
downlink of thrp.e images: the H-Alpha image ( .t we got fro. 
the H-Alpha telescope on boarJ the ATM. t'd _~so like to show 
you an i_age of the corona, which we got from the S052 instru
ment, and also an illage of the Sun in extreme ultraviolet I 

which we got from the XUV disk monitor. which is a part of tlle 
S082 experiment. Now, after that I'll ask each one of the 
princi~al inv~stigator8 to give his assessment of what he has 
accomplished to date. And then ~e'll open it up to questions 
and answers. tid like you to bear with me for the flr~t part 
of this thing, because I'll ask certain of these gentlemen to 
step down in front of the monitor and we'll try to select out 
that portion of the tape to show you those images 1 was referring 
to and if you'll just bear with us until we find that part of 
the tape. We think we've got it all figured out, we don't 
have any technical difficulties and then he'll step down and 
describe it. First of all if yOU can get us to the H-Alpha 
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the H-Alpha telescope on boarJ the ATM. t'd _~so like to show 
you an i_age of the corona, which we got from the S052 instru
ment, and also an illage of the Sun in extreme ultraviolet I 

which we got from the XUV disk monitor. which is a part of tlle 
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lmage ve'll ask Dr. Reeves to step down and di,cusl that 
particular taage. 

PAO 1 believe I'll have to ask the aike handler 
to co~e over and hold the atcrophone for the priuctpal investi
gator. Horo's ono, thank you. 

REEVES Well, just. fev words of explanation. 
The H-Alphd telescope 1s a telescope which 18 quite co.parabl~ 
to the one8 that are used on the ground to regularly view the 
Sun over a worldwide network to get an asseSSMent of the solar 
activity and the Ceatures that are alvay. present on t~e solar 
disk a8 the Sun rotates with it's 27-day period. The "-Alpha 
from the ground gets a resolution of about 1 second of arc 
normally, and in fact. the telescopes that we've provided for 
ATM also get about the sa~e resolution. They're a 6-inch 
telescope, which were built by Perkin-Elmer, and our guide 
telescopes, there are two for redundancy. These telescopes 
provide the astronauts with a video iaage of the Sun's disk, 
and then he uses those to guide the ultrayiolet and X-ray 
experiments very precisely down on the very sllla11 solar fea
tures which wu can see, which ve have not ever been able to 
sce with previous 8at~1lites because of a li.ited resolution. 
So now we can get very high spatial resolution with the X-ray 
and ultraviol~t instruments. And WI have to provide the 
astronaut with a way of guiding to ~xactly the spot we vant 
so that we can get detailed spectra, as well 8S the broader 
field illages, because 1II0St of t.he experi.ents, at least some 
of t~ell. have two modes. one 80rt of an imaging kind of mode 
and one a detailed spectroscopic analysis mode. The astronaut 
needs these to tell hi. where to go to start the activating 
sequences of the experiment. And one of the H-Alpha telescopes 
then provides a phctograph which comes back down to the Earth 
at the end of the mission. as film re~overy quite comparable 
to most of the other experiments. And ve use th.t as a post
flight record of exactly where the instruments lIere. We then 
compare those with the othe~ H-Alpha telescopes that were taking 
pictul"L!s around the world at the same ti1le and we know then 
that th~ development and how to bridge the gap between the data 
we saw and the data analysis dnd history that we build up on 
lh(' ground. With that kind of broad background, can we see 
the H-Alphal H~re you can see th~ kind of display the astro
naut is presented. He has a video display in H-Alpha, which is 
a 11ne of neutral hydrogen. You can see a small active region 
here, a filament which was dark. And this is not the best 
contrast picture. but this is a very very quiet region on the 
Sun which normally has no structure that yuu could call active 
regions or promises great activity. ltts a quiescent - s large 
quiescent area. One of the subjects of interest to be analyzed 
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b~ the expert.ent are the chroaolphoric n.two~k. You can soc 
a Ilttle patchin ••• , and that little patchinftl. La of great 
into1"elt to us, b~c.us, tht. Is plrh.p. the ~e810n where auch 
of th. heating of the 101ar at.a_phoro take. place. The 
aUro - this i6 a video picture. Here tt the full .. here's 
al.oat the full Sun. How the 88tronaut haa the capability 
of aooaing the aaRnlficatlon. just l1ke any optical .yett •• 
You can see here again, 80a8 active region bita and 80llle •• all 
pro.l n e nee s • Th e 8 e .. r ere tic 1ft s, j U 8 t tor e 8 i 8 tel w her e the 
telescope Ls in regard to these two cro8shairs. Now the two 
cr08shairs can be movod inside the telescope to line up with 
say. our inst1"ul!1ent or with Dr. Tousey's instrument particularly. 
Those inotruaents which want to put a very fine slit down on 
a partic::lar feature. He sets the cr08shail's to - in the 
H-Alpha telescope - to our instrument using the sharp limb 
of the Sun and then he slews into the feature, changes his 
magnification. and puts our slit down exactly where he wants 
it and takes the data. 1 think that's probably enough words 
of expllnation on the U-Alpha. Do you want to now go on to 
the other experiments first, ~r -

KEATHLEV It would be appropriate it WP. had some 
questions and answers just on this particular image, because 
w~'ll lose lt - just emphasize this la a recording of the sallie 
i_age the crew is seeing on board. 

REEVES The rooa 1s rather crowded so let's be sure 
to wait for the mike before you ask your question. 

QUERY What do you see from these pictures? What 
does it tell yo~ - anything m~re about the Sun? They look 
like average features? 

REEVES These pictures of the "-Alpha are nothing 
new. They are not as good resolution as the best we can get 
(rom the ground. They purely provide a guide function to 
th~ ast~onaut who can now see these very small featur~s. It 
dues have one slightly interesting characteristic and that it's 
video. And the characteristics oC previous observations from 
the ground have been photographic. Very high contrast, very 
black, very vhite, pretty pictures. But for television you 
c&n get a much greate r dynami c range. So we can see some of 
the s l ruct ure on this kind 0 { displ ay more easily than they 
can be seen from the ground. Particularly we can distinguIsh 
between flares and just brlghtnings in ;nactive regions. So 
the video does provide us a way of turning down the intensity 
a~d turning up the contrast so ve can get more data than we 
could from the ground. 

QUERY What woul~ a flare look like in that 
syste .. then? 
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REEVES An acti"e uaion. 11 •• orry W8 dOI\I~ 
hav. II good actIve realon. The Sun'. Uk. that. If thh is 
an active reaion hore and it were blown up to fill the whole 
(told of vlew, you would eort of see an enhanced area where 
the lnten,ity 111 about. oh soa. four 01' five ti.,. what it 1s 
In tho quiot background. And a flare then beco.es a very 
•• a11, very brisht pOint, .any tenl of ti ••• , hundreds of ti.es 
tho intensity. The temperature goea way up and tho den.tty 
18 very high, they Lecome very bright. In photoaraphy froa 
the ground thoae flar~. are hard to seo becauae a fi1. only 
haa a limited dynamic range and when it'a saturated, it's 
black. Whereas the video you can 'iort of keep eranklns up 
the level and open 1t up. so you can now distinguish between 
thesfl bright flares and ordinary activity in an active r~810n. 
And, of course, flares are one of the thing8 which the experi
mentera are most anxious to go after. 

QUERY Do I understand this right? The vi~eo 
that )'ou' re get ting from the spacecraft really just tells you 
what you're going to get when they bring the actual fl1a down, 
as far as scientific research, the information you're g£tting 
at this point really doesn't give you anything n~w or does 
it give you something new? 

REEVES It provides, as 1 say. only a couple of 
things. The photographic data that will be brought back will 
be on9 of the very best sets of continuous records of H-Alpha. 
Bec~use he gets 24-hour coverage. which any ground station 
never gets because of weather and even the distribution pro
vides, stations around the world provide some 10S8 of coverage. 
There will be some interesting data there for so"~ 
experimenters, but it really isn't anything of great signifi
cance compared to the other exp~rlment8. I believ9 this 
gent leman up he re had a - -

QUERY (garble) of 24 hours what percentage of 
your orbit do you get? 

REEVES Ye are in daylight for about 60 minutes 
and dark for 30. SOt It's roughly t_?-thirds daylight. 1 
think he had another question so -

QUERY How do the active regions look? You haven't 
seen any flares? 

REEVES No. we haven't seen any flares yet. 
QUERY Are there any developing regions? 
REEVES There was a region which started to develop 

and then 8tarted to peter out again. This Is the low part of 
the solar cycle. Our activity in ATM is centered around a 
g rea t va r 1 e t y 0 ( 8 0 1 a r f est u res . 'W' e doe x pee t some t 1 lie d uri n g 
the mission to have (lares. Whether we'll be lucky enough to 
catch one, is quite a different story. We're trying very hard. 
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Wo have devices on board which rins bell. for the .s~rQnaut •• So, we'll etand 4 good chance, but ther~ aren't 80jn~ to be Y~ry .any chance •• 
QUERY Follow'o& uP. you just answered thu first lulf of my que8tion about the Blanns for flares. Waa tht. the developing fosion yesterday that caused the flare alarm that Conrad referred to when Kefwin tracked somethinl on the surface? 
REEVES I balieve that was known aa a South Atlantic Anomaly ..... hich 1s a region over the castorn part of South America, which is sort of in " gap tetween South America and Africa. which 1" a reglon where the radiation belt dips down fairly low into the a~=osphcre. And if the astronaut's not quite careful enough to turn off these alarms before he flics through that resion, then the electrons and protons trapped in that lIa~netic rftslon will trIgger hie alarms for the •• So I'~ afraid 1t was not a flare, but rather a false alarm. QUERY But when there Is a genuine Clare alar~, can you just descrJbe a little ~ore in detail where the data comes Crom that enables you to tell the astronauts go and lo~k for a flare and how is this trans.itted. 
REEVES He has on board, all of the main require-ments that h~ needs. He has a daily update from us whi~h advise him on the ba8~ of the worldwide network, which regions are probably 80ing to show flares and what that probability ls. If one of the flare, uoes go off, 'We have an X-ray detector. One of the experiments may describe that later this morning. which we can adjust the threshold for either little ttny flares, middling lind of flares. or great big flares, depending on whether we want to interrupt things or not, an~ how actively we're seeking flares at that point 1n the program. That will cause an alarm to go off. He knows therefore that there's a flare which has exceed~d certain prearranged threshold, and h~ can then use his H-Alpha display to go look for the flare. The object being to catch that flare during the very intp.resting rise tillle. Not to get there after the action's all ovc-(". And the flare starts to decay. 

foND OF TAPE 
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QUlkY rroga "het you'YI al1e1, 1t 11 not <:le., 
to •• why 80 to the trouble and p.th.p. tb, expeo •• to •• ad 
th~ "~Alph. back to lhe around whun the IVY vho', uelns 
the auy who •• t •• Qlt U.I out of it i. the a.troulut hl.· 
lI.lf. 1 d~n't under.tend the value to the around on tht~. 

SPEAKEa That'. riaht. for Uare. vel ,', - fro. 
the iround our pictur •• vould b. quite una.bIauoul about 
vhert he val. For a lot of the expert •• ntl, for 2 of the 
eap.rlMn,t particularl,. na •• ly Dr. T"uI.y'. and Horvard'., 
whlch ill our explri.,nt. Vtt an looking for. varhty ot 
other thtnas, such •• 'Cud)' of thes, f11a •• nt. - very flno 
Icale .tlucturel. And we vant to brina back photographe 
that allov ua to eay not JUte: th.t it WAS 1n thv Hla.ont, 
but preci •• ly where 1" the ftla.~nt it wal, 10 thtt Wt c.n 
then 10 to our ob,urver8 who are working wIth ua in cOllpan
ion proar ••• at other obaervAtorlQI arcund on th~ ground. 
And say. okay we were looking ~x.ctly there· not jU8t .o.~
where 1n th~re but precisely there and inter-co.pare the 
dau. 

QUERY SO vhy do you need this picture on 
the ground now? Why c.an't you walt for it to coat back 
1n the 8pa~ecrart? 

SPEA~ER The data on the ground here nov, the 
video. lJ pllrely for us to be able to a~.e'l t.he a.tumauu· 
viewins capability, to a •• o •• the purfor •• nce of the tele
Icope and what kinds 01 featur.s he can aee with what kind. 
of clarity or difficulty. 80 that we can then Ujl ~h.t 
in order to get hi. to oblerve th, kinds of fuaturea we 
want. I don't want to .... 

SPEAKER Ther. are datly planning 8e.~lon~ that 
au 1'1 n with t. h is d ow n 11 n k v i t h t h 18 i n for. a t ion. T h lit n we 
can pIa nth e nuX t day'. act 1 v i t 1 e s, 0 nee know 1 n g 'I hat he 
did that pdrt1cular d4Y and e~actly where he was pointed 
also. So it helps in th~ planning cycle. That'. where 
~o8t of this TV 18 u.ed. 

QUERY - direct~d at you because you're the 
flrdt one up there. 

SPEAKF.R I think we 8~ould proce~d on and 1 
think we'll see 60me more and then there can be individual 
conf~rences 11ned up too. 

SPEAKER The next i.a8e we recieved yesterday 
was the coronagraph on the 5052 experiment. and ~r. McQueen 
viii ~eacrtbe that. 

MCQUEEN 
coronosrarh. It 
the Sun by 6 set 

This TV tDase co •• e out of the 5052 
repr.sents the occulting or blocking of 
of ext.rnal disks on our lostrullent, which 
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of ext.rnal disks on our lostrullent, which 
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p~~~14 •• n artll1oi.l ool'p.' of \h. Sun- SOl th. b •• i. for 
~b. coronolrapb 1. to l¥a.1nt tb, .o~.r ~oron •• th, faint 
o~t.r .olar at.o.pbtr •• on a rll~lar b,.i. throuahout the 
ent1r. Skylab as.,lon. An4 in a vary r •• l 'In,o. v. 'r, 
havina an Ic11p ••• a4, to or4er. an .~llp •• occurrlnl each 
day on co •• and by the •• eronaut .0 that WI can .t~dy the 
U .. evolution of the outer ltolar at.o.bel'~. A ""dy 
that eannot b, done an)' U., on tt., lel"th baeeu,., of the 
'nfrequent occurrlnOI of 101ar .clip.... 60 1n " certain 
real .cn'~, vI'r. tl11101 1n the BOP' b.,ween It.,, of 
lotal .ol~r ecHp .... vith thi. CQronls):'ap}\. Nov thtl '."8" 
which the (rew.en aee. looking through the corona81.ph 
~howo the (orona like one Sat8 durlna total 801,r eclip •• 
al.ost like one ,e.1 4urin, total 101ar eclipse. Solar north 
1. lu thh dlrection. There aren't VCJfY rDany leatures up 
here. That'. becau,. they'r~ of the nature of the 801ar .aanetic 
field. and the tnerlY tIan.for 1n the Sun, the polar region. 
don't nor •• lly hay, l.rae .tructure.. Solar south i, 
down here. There 1~ a very pro.tnent 8traaa.r here vhl(h 
1. 8 realon of hlgh electron denllty. There are lote of 
(reo electrone caught 1n •• gnetic field 11nea If yov vill 
in thil direction. And thil feature has been observed froa 
the ground in the very lnneraoat ~orona which 18 all one 
can ev~r 8~e fro. the gfound with epeelal ln8tluaents 
for several 80lar rotation" We are now able to follow 
the .tructure of thl' .treaa.r all tb. way out to lolar, 
to 6 lolar radlt. Nov you can lee the thlng. 801ng by. 
That'. conta.lnatlon. That's little particles of duat which 
are around the .paeleraft. Because we're look!n, riaht at the 
Sun those are, we .ee preferential .catt~rin8 In the for-
ward direction. And it highlight. little ttny particle, 
v~ry ~uch. Thi. ie an excell~nt contaalnation .onttor if 
you wtll. There 11 a very bright active region - well there 
I, an activo reglon it'a not very briant, on lh. Sun in 
thts position, and this is the right corona over that active 
reglon. Thure are streamers here as you can see. Inlerest-
ingly enough, this .orning astronaut Kervin reported that 
there was a new solar atroamer on the east 11mh of the Sun 
which was not there fro. yeterdays plcture which you are 
seelng here. And also he reported that he can see very 
clearly a polar plume over the north polp. of the Sun, which 
i, • little surprising to us. We didn't really think we 
v. re go i n g tog eta ve r Y 80 0 d 1 00 k n t pol a r p 1 u •• 8 • So, 
in .u •• ery what we are doing i9 providing an eclip.~ of 
the Sun with this inltru.ent, an eclipse of the Sun every 
day. We block the bright 101ar di.k and welre able to .ee 
the corona froa about half of a solar radiU8 above the liab 
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out to 6 lolar radit above thl 11ab. 
QUERY ~h~ do you thlnk the .tl •••• r. coalna 

oft .~ •• to be further to the louth Lhaa they are to the 
north • •• 1.I.t the ptotur •• that we .av? 

McquaIN Th. precl •• inntr • the preel •• loc.tion 
of 8tl •••• r' with re,ulr1 to .olar feature. t. not vell 
unJ\)rsto~d. Slaply beea ..... on. ha. not b.,n .bh to have 
an tnatru •• nt 11k. chie Qb •• rvtna tho corona over. 10n8 
porlod of tlat. Thlre t ••• "natlc fiold conf1aur.tion on 
the Sun. whieh WI know fro ••• anetoar.phl .ade froa chi 
around. In thii louth •• at rlslon of fh' Sun, whlch 1t i8 
IUlpect.d 1. vefY conducive toward the for.1na of a very 
'table .tructuro out in the coron., the .asnette Held struc .. 
ture 11 • vlry Hable thina. And it per.letl for aany 
rotations. And that we think 18 the reatop .'hlch is the base 
of this corona Itrea •• r. What we roally hope to set iroll 
tht. inltru.ent 11 a euch mere clear pictur. of the re
l.tionship between coronal alreaaerl and leatur'ti on the 
Sun. 

QUERY What you' u seeing 1. onilil and a half 
to six, lsn't it? 

MCQUEEN One and & half to six - a half radius 
above lhe limb to six radii to - -

QUERY Ri8ht. In the picture, It the ,outh 
pole there vas a very dark aua. II thAt an arttfact? 

MCQUEEN No, that', not an al'tlfact. That 18 th. 
ste. that holds our occulting disk. We've got to hold the. 
up 80ae 'lay. Thi. accounU for soae of the operations 
the crewmen dO~8. For exaaple he ~ake8 a series of pic
tur.8 like you saw. He then tlkes the whole ATH cannister 
and rolle it 90 degree. 80 that it .oves our atee out trom 
that reglon and then •• kes another 8equence of pictures. 
And that way, we can build the whole corona up. 

QUERY ''''hat percentage of the tla. 1, the ATK 
on? 18 it on all the tta. that you're not dotng eomething 
e lee1 

HCQUE~H that'. very teapting_ Th~ ArK 1. not on 
all the time you're not doinS something elle. Thu ATM in 
theory has the capability of course of operating any 8un-
lit pass. SOUle of the power problems that have occurred 
early in the missio)\ have meant that there is .ore of a 
conflict between medical tasks just from the power eon
suptlon basis. 80 that we're now ob8~rving so.ething l1ke 
5 to 6 da)'l1aht passell per crewean day. And as Dr. Reevee 
pointed out to you. that aeans about 50 to 60 .tnute. 
each PdS8 of actual sunlit time. I should mention that 
3 of the instruments dre running unattended - that 1s, while 
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the cnw 1,. aal,"p. \It. h .. ve U.ud cOIU .. nd cap.bUity to 
th~ coron.,leph. tlHlt lIarvard atpectf.heUo.e~.r Illd 
the A.eric.n 30tonc~ Bnaineeftna X-ray in.truaunt. and ve 
do •• ke oba,rv,tlone durln, the crew "1aht. every "iahl. 
with tho8~ lnalru.e"t' whlle they are sleepln,. But the 
lIodee and {unct")n .. au Ualted ov,u whu the cnw can 
achteve. 

QUERY How .,ny d.yllghL paea •• had you planned 
lO have if you did not hive the •• pover probhas. 

HCQU~BN We'd hOPid to run .ollewhere around 
1 or 8 d~ylllht paseet on a good day. Now 4 aood day to us 
ie defined a' a day when there are no Earth re,ources 
experl-.entaUoll, lil.ply bec:auie to do Earth rUiourCett 
you have to foll the whole spacecraft over and look down 
and clearly we can't obeerve the Sun then. 

QUERY What tM the li,nlfie.nce of leetng a 
p 1 ua. 0 f the nor t h p () h 1 

MCQUEEN Well I probably ,,..phauhod that. als 
significant to U8 because they are relatively faint struc-
tUTeS, They are faint - 1 guess a good example would be 
if you could 'lIIasi"~ sticking a lot of garden hOles 1n the 
ground and htt1nB thea stick up vut of the ground. They 
are structures that occur over the poles of the Sun. I 
W19h 1 had a Rood eclipse picture to show you. And they are rela
tively faint structures. They repr~sent apparently a very 
narrow bottling of coronal .aterial, eleetrons, withtn 
magnetic field 11ne8. And they are faint and they are 
slIIall. And we weren't really !iure that we were 81)in8 to be able 
to 8tH! th".. 1 should point out that the TV illlage that 
you saw, because or the fa~t that it is a television system, 
SECC vldeocoa system, is a factor of 3 tiaes poorer resolution 
than the actual data vel ra recetvLng wLth the coron4graph,. 
So that we' 1 I b f;l able to 8 e e 3 t 1 lie I a 0 re detailed 8 t r II c t u r e 8 

if you will than what you're seelng on thet picture. And 
we're very excited about that. We can achieve a resolution 
which is nearly comparable to pictures made at a reasonable 
eclipse site, that is, in tarllls of angular resolution. 
t: 1 g h t - arc - sec 0 n d r e 8 0 I u t 1 0 nan d fa 0 IIle t 1 lie s 1 f you 8 0 t 0 

eclipsc you'll have really good skies and you'll get down 
into the 3 or 4 arc-liocond range. Host of the tille t you're 
In between 5 and 10 arc-seconds of seeing at eclipses be
cause of the thermal problem. So we're right in the ball 
game with good eclipse p1cture. and the advantage is we've 
got 8 months to watch the corona rotate lnd change. 

QUERY Have you been able to aSlociate the 
streak With any particular feature on the Sun? The 
streak that went up. 
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srBAKl1t th1.' one that wlnt thte way1 
QUIltY Y ••• that h r'ahe. 
HCQUE!N Ye.h, not wlth • very well deftned 

f.ature nov. Y". v. haye tdontt flod that wUh a Ula.ent 
which h •• b.,n rotatina around the Sun for .. nuablr of rot ... 
tione. The fila.ent '.nlt there now if you can 1.1" the anal-
a 8 y t h • t 1 t lor t Q f • lop p e cl 0 \' t 0 f t h. b • t h l ub • 81.1 t t h. 
b.tntub 'a lltlll thore. And 10 the .. a,netlc f.,ld cunHa
uratlon pra.u.ably tuUl edat8 there. One of the vory 
tnter.,tlna thtnl~ ve want \0 look at ta to coapare thea. 
data with the X-ray and the ultraviolet data •• de in tho8~ 
relion. 10 a. to try and set .. good feelina for vhat th~ 
structure at the {ootpoints of these atre ••• r. lIe. 

SPEAKER That •• y b~ an approprJlte ti.w to .how 
the XUV 1.ago. and see the correlatton, or .tteapt to see tho 
correlallon. Dr. Tous.y, 1f you'd show that 'aase it .taht 
put thins. to&ether for thell. 

TOUSEY The S082 experi.ont t. r.ally 1 experi-
.ent. •• S082A, S0828, and the extre •• ultraviolet aon1t.or. 
the oxtreme ulttAviQl.t monitor ift what you'll see here. 
It 1. a television sYltea which shows what t.he Sun looks 
like 1n extra.e ultraviulet radiation of I very bruad band, 
a band that covert the ranges of 4 of the instruments abo.rd 
Skylab. The 5082, S or rather 4. The S082A, the H.rvard 1n
Itru.ent and the two X·ray lnltru.~nts, not perfectly, but they 
overlap with it. So one can take thiis al a kind of prevhw 
of vhat each of theee lnstrumente v111 lee in it.1 own very 
spectal way. lht. ,. a picture of the hlah at..o.phere 
of the Sun. The res10n from perhaps 100,000 degrees froa 
up through the transition reglon and into the corona at 
•• Ullon degrees all sandwlched together. The other In
Btrument. that 1 •• ntloned sample at different altitudes 
in the Sun's at.oiphere by plcktns out .onochro.~t1c or narrov 
band ~as8 r~d~atlon banda with which to make the laagee. 
So for the Out tiM, frotl an orbit!ns spacecraft, it 11 
pOIIs1bJe to see what the Sun 100KIt like in extreae ultra
violet and ),OU will never be able to lee this in allY other 
way on the r.round except frOID an orbit ing 8pacecra~t. Be
cause thu.u radiations can't get around to the Earth. 
Thi. will be used for tvo principle purpoles, or really 
three. The first PUrpOye 18 to show the astronaut who 
8ee8 the ya~e thing on his CRT, on the control and display 
panel, what the Sun looks 11ke in the radiation that these 
four in8trument. studying he can point crudely - this 1. a 
circular reticle. And we see in this case that the Sun 1a 
not quite with the lnatrutftent, the .onltor ia not quite 
pointed at the cente~ of the Sun because the circle is off 
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unlO', but in 10., of th •• it. w ... on center, but hi can ttll 
vhat i. parh.p •• Olt lntlr.et.lnl OP the Sun to vatch. The 
Pl. on th. aroun4 hlv. av.11abl, the .a .. la.ae d 10 to 
Itudy _ud to UI. 10 .tkina up thelr pltn. to a4vl., the 
o.tronaut. vhat to do tor the ntxt day. And thon .ftor tho 
.1 •• 10n th ••• vill be valu.ble for Iciontille purpo.a,. 
Here ve .ee 10.' v.ry .trtnat looklnl object.. w ••• e an 
actlyv fOllun that i. oxtro.oly briShe, Wo Ie. 80.0 aoro 
thet ar. v~ry bright on the l1ab - -
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TOUSIY W •••• aodell coronll .a,~.lon froa 
aore Ii •• qu •• t coronll r •• loo •• and Vi ••• e curonal holt • 
c;hi. very bllck ubJoct, 11 you vlnt to call it object, Iroa 
vhtch thur,', ,1ao.t no •• l •• tun. It do •• have tn ft a 
fev bllaht poiftU. North t. hire .nd South 1. here, and 
the equator ,Otl. acro.1 he .... 1 think oelt " hero, .0 the 
Sun i. rotatin& thi. w"y. No, the dllrk .pot .. IrQ 1;001 apou, 
The brlaht .pot. Ire tho hot den •• apote vh,re fler •• Ir. 
ltkely to c.k, plael. And thi. coronal hole t. b~lt.v.d to 
bo .. reston whtre Lh, corona tli at ,. lowor '.aperature an4 
• lover den.tty, and the'I" .oa. r ••• on to b.li~ve tha, 
tho 801ar wind co_ea out of coronal holue to • 8f.ater e~tent 
than froa any where ~lle on the Sun. You CAn also ••• th, 
U.b of the Sun 11 briaht. Jutt the oppoeite fro. what it 
i. tn the visible and near ultra vIolet. One 1s lookIn, at 
a .holl of eattlins gaa and vhen you look t.htouSh 8 Ihell 
~da.v'.o it auto •• tlcally looka brlghtlf than it doe. if 
you look throuah tt at riahc an&le., Like lookin8 
throush a ~he~t of ealttln8 88a Chi, way and you ao, Rore 
of it than if you look throulh 1t th18 way. 

QUERY To ~h8t depth are you aeelns here? 1. 
thi. 11ke the top surface or through a few 1,yor4, or what? 

TOUS~Y NOt we're lookina at 4n averaae of pro-
bably 10.000 kilo.eterl aore or liS.. Proa the - Fro. loa. 
wha' above the teaperature atniaum. which 1. jUlt beyond 
the edst of the vi,ibl, li.b, up lnto tho corona, not to 
the corona that Dr. Mcqueen showed you, because thet la 
.t111 f.rther out, but the very bailie of thf.l caronl, where 
the toaperature firat reaches tha million deare. ranKe. 

QUERY Can you - I realile thelie picture. are 
probably very new to you stnce you havun't been able to 
.e~ thell frll. Earth. If the bright spots are where you 
think dolar flares .ay develop, can you guess .aybe how 
th.t prl)~8'. would occur. Would 'Ie look for a bright .pot 
to get bl'ilhter and blgger and eventually would the flare 
be produced, an~ hov 10n8 might this pro~e68 take? That 
,ort of thing. 

TOUSEY It', ju~t barely possible that thiA 
can be done. If the system is watched carefully by the 
crewaember on the TV panel. In the .ode '11th vhlch he 
can do thts, it will not be 88 bright as this. He will see 
very little, but he can see, "0 he says, sOlie of the8~ 
b rig h t reg Ion 8 • I t hi n k t hat 0 n e 0 f the H rs t 8 i In 8 0 f 
a flare would be seen on this aonitor, tf he w~re vatchtna 
it. Probably sooner tha~ on ah H-Alpha, although this i. 
a question that no one really knows the answer too. In .. 
cid.utly. 1 aiaht say that thl, - theae iaages had about 
20 .re seconds resolution. The iaages to b~ obtained by 
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ch. photoarlphic I"d photoelectric 1n.tr~.~nt8 vl11 haYo 

at hl"t 10 tlM. btUe" IPlttal ""01,,t101\, '0 thil ia • 

kind of • quick .nd dirt, - you _laht call a quick tnd dirty 

way ot havina I look at the Sun Ind it'. very excitlng and 

telll you whit • it vhuta your .pv~tlt. for vhlt th. 

i~.tru.~ut8 a., brln, back. 
QUel't 11 th4He anytbluH in that. picture that 

,urpril.~ you about th. Sun. or did you think that', ex

actly how 1t VII lolnl to be? 
TOUSEY We've had .oa •• aaplea of tht_ type of 

1.0,1 before, both froa our ruckot. u81na extr.ao ultra 

violet and the X-Ray rock,.t of AS60 and oth,r., 80 th't 

th~ feature. were not unexpocted. but htr. tho,'re auch 

aore iapre •• ive 1n .oae vay., beeaut. they appear to be 

80 briaht and contra.ty. The contra.t betveen the dark 

coronal hole and the actl~e realon8 shln,s out. "ere the 

point quite nlcely, and you can see the radical - the cir

cular radlcal lined up very vol1. Incidently the north and 

tho .outh pole. are both coronal hol ••• 1f you vant to call 

the. that. 
TOUSEY We cln • 1 might add here 1n cloeina, 1 

think that', probably all the quottlona there, th~ uoctor, 

I don't see any ~ore. Why don't you jU8t return to the 

podium, and ve'll open it up for que&tlons and answers Ln 

just a IIIlnute, but 1 .lght just lnterject at this particular 

thae thAt Iatt'r on this afternoon, we will have atlll 

photographa o{ 80.' of the laag~8 you're s~e1nl on televiSion 

and they wl11 be released out of the PAO office 

here. The phot.ogr.apha - I've seen a sa.ple of the photolraph 

and 1 1I1.8ht caution you that the photosraphs dur1na the 

reproduction p~rlod did not cOile out quite 8S good as that 

TV lmage. We went back and tried to reproduce the. and 

liee if ve can iaprove thea. We'll have thea later on thi8 

afternoon. you can pick the~ up froa Guy Jackson here, or 

one or the PAO people here. 
SPEAKER The Photo Branch down th~ halt. 

SP£AKE~ I gue •• now to follow the format, we'll 

jUlt go down the line here and have ~4~h individual prinCiple 

lnve.tigator describe what he has ac~oap118hed 80 far, and 

how hie instruaent is operating. We ~on't attempt to des

cribe the Instruments the.8elv~8. That would take far too 

much tiae, and why don't we just begin off with Dr. Reevea. 

RBEVES Well, I'd like to say just a couple of 

words {lrst. The Harvard instrument 18 a photoelectric in

atruaent. wh·ch is called a polychroa,ter. The detector. 

lnlt(!ad of }., ling a 8pectrull spread out, ve have a nu.ber 

of photoelectric detectors which simultaneously record the 

lnteneity from various heights 1n the solar atm08phere, 

becau8e each one is set to be at a specific teMperature. 
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Th. dec .. l •• inn •• d of be ins recorded on Hla. t. recorded 
on .'anetlc tape .nd duape4 onCQ in orbit. and pl.yod b~ek 
h~r. to the John.on Sp.~e Cent'r, where it i, dl.pl.y~d for 
",II and ve can louk at that data, Ito"'c.lled quick .. look. vhen 
tho 'Ylt'. 1. uperattna up tn full function and b. able to 
fA.pond to that data and chana' Qur Ub.'lv'n. proara. in 
re'ponll to vhat v,' re actually aeetnl fro. the Sun. 10 
that vhen nlv thinae coal up, when ve .ee thina_ that we 
are Doro lntereated in thin WI thousht we vere .~lna to bl, 
ve cln .tr ••• thea. conv,rl,ly, vhen w. Qan ••• the data 
and vhen WI f •• l ve have ac~o.pll'h~d loa. of our objective. 
VI can lower the atre •• on thOIHIl .nd flU. un vlth the o~h.n. W. 
djd a.naav l.to last nlaht to set .. Hl'St sa.ple of quick-
look data throuah the eyste., and althouah the lnatruD.nt 
provid •• a dynamic rana'. if you 11ke. equlvalent of • 
photoar.phlc ranae of ao.ething like 32 1 000 to 1. the photo
ar.phlc proce .... the 1."e8 we can 81;1t are loaethln, 11k. 
4 or 5 to 1. But I'd Uke to ~ .. k • colhasue of ateu. Dr. 
Noy.c. if held jUdt tako a rdnute or two and just 8ho.., 
you 80a. of theee pictures. 

MOYSE Thank you, Ed. The" are literally hot 
off the prei., only an hour or bO old, 80 we .polost.e for 
the quaUty of those. 1 .isht poin~ out that ve can have 
phot o lr.phlc reproductions 1n a matter of 24 hours that 
v. can di.trtbute. I hAve hefe an example of a pictur •• 
hero'e the 801ar Bllb. This 18 in the liaht of hydrotJ,en at 
900 anl,tro_a. ( sarbla) continuCll. This 18 a 
nesattve, 80 black thlng~ are eml.iion, •• opposed to vh~t 
you've been '8etna •• rller. If you look carefully you can 
aee a fUllY cloud above the 11mb, which i6 a no-called 
solar promlnence. which cOlles through vory cluarly in our 
data. All Dr. Reevea .entioned, we can observe 81Dultaneously. 
1n seven differont al1sns. which means seven different 
altltudes or teaperaturea jn the sun. This material you 
lee eatttlng here t. 10,000 degreva, but sillultaneou61y we 
see what the Sun looks l1ke at that aame p~8itlon at 
100,000 degreel, and a ml11ion degrees. And ve can see 
thi' prominence in Aany aligns extending upwards to hilher 
tellperature,. although not at the lIil110n dey,ree t~.peratur •• 
This 1& a rcgion of cold gas. which is exist!ns. refriserated. 
1 f you 11ke In the hot corona. By cold, I me,,'n it's only 
10,000 dosrees, wh~rea8 th~ lurroundlna corona 18 perhaps a .11110n 
degreea. Thank you. 11 d 11ke to show just a c,:\uple of 
aore pictures. These sre pictures on the sSllIe seai .. of 
the can t e r (l f the cp1i e t Sun, and 1 f you 1 0 0 k care fully • you 
can see the pattern of .a18sion that reflects the H-
Alpha picture you saw orlg1nally with little dark fibrile., 
which 80"e people thinle. Day be related spatially to the 
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place. wher •• oat of the coronal h,atlna occurs. The iO~ 
called n.twork • .a1 •• 10n network. And on. inter.ettns 
quo.tlon i. how far 40 •• th1 ••• t'llon network extvn4. lnto 
the corona, b.eaul. if it txtead. bodil, into the corona. 
that .a, IIY that the h,atina 1n the corona 1. a110 loc.lil.d 
over thilt notwork. Thie 1e • ver, prelltnB scientific question 
t04a~ tn order to und.r.tand tho h.atlna of the corona. And here 
1, • picture ot the Sun. not at the hydroson to.porltur ••• 
but at a t.~p,r.ture of about 100,000 de.r.o. in the ll,ht 
of doubaly 10nl.ed carbon which ahow. 1n tact thti network 
8xllf·' very well at that altHude. Thi, waa already known 
frOM earlier rocket data actually. Har. 1, a picture at a 
so •• what hlaher altitude, of course (garble) to 
5 tl.wl 10ni.ed Qxysen, and of courso brought to ¥ 
teartratur. of about a quarter uf a .tl1ion deare'l Centlarade. 
And ag.ln wo .e. the .... pattern. so we cln , •• that the 
network extend. at leaat that hiah. 'lnall, here Is a picture of the 
Sun with the sawe spatial resolution at one and a half 
.11110n degrees, fro. 9 tlae. loni.ed •• snlalua at 600 
anistro." and if you look carefully you can 818 that the 
pattern t. reflected in her~, but It's really a auch fUllier 
and qualittatlvely quite different. l'~ not prepared to talk 
in detail about thil, but ju.t a8 I sail, the data only 
hi. been in our handa for an houf. but It'a quite clear 
that we would be able to resolve the qu~.tlon of where the 
heating I, lQcaliaod at the one and a half .tll10n dearee 
co ron a le'VIl. 

QUBRY I, that all coronal, or is it chroaoaphere 
to07 Are you above the Chromosphere there? 

NOYSt: All of t!lese pictures were - This 11 
purely coronal. This i8 in th. so-called transition zone, 
between the chromosphere and corona, and this is - the Whole 
tr~"sitlon la on - This firlt pictur~ 1 showed was chro.
osphellc. 

QUERY Are those features related to the 
conv~ctivo c~118 in the photosphere or they -

NOYSE TherE'. a lacge sc.l~ pattern of 
convection called the superaranulation, which has a size of 
about this on this particular scale. and these we are con
fident .ap I to 1 into th~t conduction pattern. and w~ know elso 
that the magnetic fields are probably set up by this con
vection 'Pattern, also aapped 1 to 1. incidently, and are 
related to the hedtina probably. 

END OF TAPE 
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Qu~ay I. this tho It rat tt •• yoU'VQ had ev1donc. that the n.twork extondw .u tar up? 
llBEVES Dr. To •• y htl had evidence that the network _xtend. up to at l ••• t lht, l.v.l befor., and •• 1 'ay, H'1i p.rhap. too oarly to till exactly vhat the .tructur. ot the n.twork is. It look' to •• el 1f it', probably there, but I would not vlnt to .tet. at this 1I0Mnt that we know for 8ure that the netvork ext.nd, into the corona, but J would 'ay this 1. tho flr.t evidence that we hIve h.d which v111 tell the tal., probably 1n a fev dltyCi &ft.r look!"S at the data vo could stve an ansver to th,t qu~,.ltion. 

REEVES Agatn. you can rell •• b.r that the cont rut hare that, if you like. dravs out th.u networks cells 18 vi.ually is very hard to get tuned up jU8t for this one photograph, 80 that when the analylji. proceeds, the dynallic ranae of the tn.trullent wl1l be tuned in order to enhance those to a IIIXi.UII, 1 f fact, and then we'll be able to see thell Much ~oru clearly. 
SPEAlCER All right, to Ed. did you have anything else to add. All rLght Dr. Tououseyl Well, ~ur A and 8 instrullent have both been used to II considtHable (lxtdnt, and we don't know what we've got on the photogrlphi~ (i111 strlpH, of coursi. We do knov, however froll the 811p display, one of the closed loop TV di.play for the Iitronaut 1a the ill.ge of the Sun on the sUp of the 8 inlSt rUllent. Th18 i8 very useful In 

co~nection with the pointins. We know thet the ATK po1nting I. very stable, "0 that we're pretty sure that the astronaut haw boen able to point the B instruMent at the plac~ that's our 1nter-.l.t, and that the instrument is coaltaned vith H-Alpha. We've .. 1 don't relbelllber exactly how lIIany frames have been taken, but we've used quite a lot of pictures and owing to the South Atlantic anomaly event that WIS alluded to earlier, we did take 801l~ pictures 48 lhe Sun set and aa)' well have illagee that tell about the attenuation of the Sun's raJiution h)' the the Earth's at.o~phcre. This 18 one of the joint observing prograllti, number 7. to stud), the Earth's atmosphere in this way, and we 1118)' have run t h 1 8 bye han c e • l' h e 82 A f. n 8 t r u 1lI e 0 t hast a ken nor e t h III nit, share of pictures. A lot of share, but this aay ver), well bt! all to the good. too. I don't know jli8t what el.'H~ to say about it at this stage I except that everything is solnS al_oet normally. There are always a few thins' ono worries about, and ot co~r8e one never knows what one has on a photographic instrument of thie type. until he actually sees a developed anI) fixed photogfaphic: 111ages, and haa the. In hand. 80 that. Ed R~eves and I afe at the opposite coda. He 
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,It' ht, r~~ulce r1aht away. W. have to vatt an4 walt _"d 
then "' .. a~t (,lUU all of • luddun, w. hOft.t' in •• onth or 1110 
froM ~ow, or perhaps It.1 lh.n th~n. 1 11 lut you look at 
our •• 

k'8VES Dr. McQueen. 
DR. McQUt:tN Well. lh. wtlSle U"ht coronaaraph w"n, 

through checkout on .18110n day 2 a~d 1 by afound co •• and 
alaotH cOlllphltely, than the final \'hlHkout V.I ac:colllplhhed 
with thl' Iltt rOll4ul U the console on .lliianon .Jay 4. "'rolll 
the ltlle which we weru turned on ulttll now, ",.'ve .,xpoled 
be,w"vn 900 and l,OOO fr.ae. on the corora which 11 dght 
un our budget fOf the total .i~wtVl\. Wu have a fillil canister 
which contain, approxl.at.ly 6.000 fra.el, and a8 Dr. Touijey 
JU8t lII~ntioned, we 80t it all tn one fell awo~p when vo proc~88 
the pictur~8, We're very plea,ed with the TV i.ag., it ahowe 
the instruttent i~ oxtro&4S1y well "Uaned. It tiho,,",. the 
•• tronaut i, doing th~ alignaent proceduf" which he does 
,per), tiDle he 'Cukes a picture t)rouSh inetrullont. perfectly 
well. We \lure quit .. dllHrc~lH~d the firat day that the: TV 
waw turned on that we 'i~n't let any COluunt (ro. the 
aatronaut on th~ corona. 1 think thi. t. 6 tribute to 
their training. They exp~cted it to bp IS good •• it li, 
They've sean it in the ~ll11ullt.or for Jaany .onths, The sim
ulator pictures we'v~ liven thea. ~o evurythtng ' • working 
nor_ally. We're velY pl~a8ed With th~ ""'.y things have 
gone up to .10W. 

S~EAKeR Dr. 80ulr. 
SOUER We turned on our calleras on .S8s10n day 

tvo ~nd thn:tl unattended. Tho call1era. 1s in the fotal plant! 
of t.h~ X-IotA\' tipcctroh"le10g .... aph. and with that i'"it rument 
(garbhd it looks at a corona in bctwcer, the one Lhat Sob 
HcQu('cn ha& l:I~en, and what the relit of th~ instrulIcnts havl! 
~ee". Everything has worked as expected, but we started 
the (garble) observation on mi8ltion day 4 to 5, and yesterday 
ve finally turned OUf high voltage for the flare alar_ Syst~III, 
X-REA flare alaro aystea, which 1s a separate instrument. 
and in spite of the fact that thes~ first experiments are 
going{8arb~e) South Atlantic anomaly and only they most count 
as planned so that the switch W48 not turned off on that South 
Atlantic anolll.1y, 1 think that ve got 0 very good response from 
the astronaut, or what would have been a good response if 
he (garble). 8y now we have taken some thousand fraliles 
of filII, and 1II08t of the III, about 200 were down throu~h 
the South Atlantic anomaly thing, but most of the other 
80 were done on very lood scienttfic progra.s, We coordinated 
tn fact, and we hope operated 81mul~aneou81y. Perhaps most 
i.portant 1n the number of thlnil w~'ve done program 
that we have started as early a6 we could, partlcylarly 
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v. are very pl •• ~.d wLth the faet that lh.r"', I v.ry lat._ 
eoaplGK of activity clnt.red on tho'. acttvI re,lonl you 
II av (I arb h ) eo n U. 0 to d t h • t • t • rt It d to b ., It. rt -- d t a y. r'l 
p.~ular tBa~Ufe with a vary peeul.r a'inette confi&uratlon. 
And 1t'. suina to tell us, if ve follow it throu,hout. 
(aarblt) ttl. IOin8 to tell u. about how the dyo •• lcl of 
tho •• larao coaple.el of actlvitr develop •• How the •• ,nette 
'i.ld chanse. as r_lated to the plas •• that v •• ao onco.pa ••• d 
by th •• agnetic fteld in the corona. ~l.ultan,oul with the 
other prosr •• which hu been .tarted, wa are conducting 
.dlt all the PI. and the synoptic6 .tudy of the Sun and which -
and we particularly center our attentlon to ob"tving th& 
•• &n~tlc fl~ld agaln in the (,arbIe) corona of thl Sun •• 
we hive .e.n in the pla •• a confined by tho ••• tructure.. w. 
dspend to receive our dlta on the astronaut recelving the 
fU. and bringing it back the kind of infonu.Uon that 11 
contained In the photosr4ph. 1 bcoulht h.re on. of our 
rock~t 'ttll photograph. Y~u can kind of i.aglne what we 
are lookina for. We are lookl11& for a Ul. which w1l1 
last 'laht aonth~. which will tell us the d8velop.ent of the 
X-RAY (eal;.ar~ for that portion of the corona. And I'll 
put thelP on the t.bie up the reo 1 have 8u,/e ral 8cqU'-lnce. 
of thea. jU8t a few stlll photd~ and you can havu an '~'I 
what the data should look like, but in that fU.lequence 
of the (garble) 

QUERY Have you all tak.n stepe to .ake lure 
that the •• tronautl don't alstake loae of the ,noa,l, 
ISlin for a f1'r~? 

BAUEJl Yes, the "Inaors vere tht'lr. to atart 
with, on the pad there 18 a 11ne which .ays, South Atlantic 
anoaalha forthcc.1 .tn8. which, turn the switch off. At the 
ti.e that we were golna to the South Atlantic Ino_allts. it 
w a ti e x pee ted tit vas the fir /I t l1 ae t h .. t w II we red 0 i n 8 1 t, 0 f 
course, the first the instrul\ent WIS on, 1n addition it not 
being turned on the day before w~en ve were supposed to be. 
just because we decided to wait so that the picture of 
(garble) In the canister would be as we expected it should 
have been, ,md all of those thinR' were in the pad. 
so we have now told the astronauts that, and of COUTse it'. 
going to be (garbled) 

SPEAK~R 1 think it'~ 8 si.ple natter that we had 
to delay thu cutting on of that particular part of the 
hardware because .Jf 80.e preasure burps \ole vere gelting 1n 
the canister and ve were a little concerned about possibly 
corona of that particular high voltage .,atea, 80 ve de
layed the c~t on until the vhole thing atabilt.ed out, and 
he operated the panel without that particular alar_, for 
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several revs and then we cut it on and it was just a ques
tion of getting the panel configured right, and that it, it's 
just about that simple. 

QUERY What 8re the temperat~re ranges that 
you see with your X-RAVs? 

BAUER The wav~length ranges its 3 to 60 
ang8tr~ms. The temperature ranges, of course are depends 
the mechanics f~r the production for X-REA Is. but roughly 
speaking it's from one million degrees or there about. 
1.2. one million degrees up to whatever. Ten million 
degrees or so. At ten million degrees of courSE". , you don't 
expect to produce very strong effect on the three angstrum 
ran 6 e, but I do have a conside rable 

SPEAKER 1 mlg;t add just one little comment to 
the business of operating the panel. One general comment. 
That is a very. very cOl"lplex systea the crewlI~n is trying 
to operate up there. It's a very complex panel, very com
plex set of instruments, and I personally thInk the crew 
is doing an excellent job in the first couple of days. 

QUERY Could you go into I little bit more 
detail about when you said you saw the r~lationship between 
the magnetic fields and the gas cloud in a particular 
active region? 

BAUER I'm saying we are going to see this 
relationship within one of these fields in the gas cloud 
and the point is that the ~agnetic field which is observed 
on the ground Is observed only for th~ (garble) level. 
Observation will give you the (garbled) we are after. 
The ~agneti~ field behavior there is expected to (garble) 
looking at the (garbled) after the way it behaves. Some
what si~ilar to the one on the Photospheric and chromasphcris 
1 eve 1 in pal" tic u 1 a r . f' r 0111 the up \I hat we know is l h e 
plasnta Is confined In loop 8truct~res and things like that. 
W~ do not know how to separate it, the ~agnetlc fl~ld from 
th~ photospheres into th~ corona because this simple ~caRur~ments 
Is on the magnetic field on the photosphere not sufficiently 
this answp.r f f tlH'Y aren't current then that is not enough 
to be able to 8ep~rate (garble) together what the magnetic 
field viII be. So the best way that you can hope to Clnd 
~omething is by h~w that magnetic field is in the corona. 
Is by looking at the plasaa which is confined by it, and 
that's what X-RAV photographs do. That is what white light 
photographs do from 1.5 8o~ar radii. 

QUERY Have you 8e~n anything that helps you 
out? Have y~u seen anything already that has helped you 
out on this problem? 

8AU~R Well, as I said. we are waiting for the 
ut ronaut to b dng back our fil. to do that. A few hint. 
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~we have had from rockets photographs were enough to give 
us an idea on our the structure side. What kind of ; 
structure to be expected and so on. But certainly the 
(garble) were the got to develope in those regions, and 
that Is exactly what Is the most important problem is to 
look at the dynamics of it. but on a time scale which is 
very short. only a few seconds, we are talking of stability 
in that case, solar flares to a time scale of the order of 
seven solar rotations for the large complex solar activities 
up to hopefully to eleven year solar cycle, but of course we 
are going to have just a i>0rtion of it to go into the eighth 
month. 

SPEAKER All right. just general questions to 
be addressed to any of the gentlemen. 

QUERY Yes to Dr. Reeves, if you find that that 
network does indeed extend so high, what is the significance 
of finding that out? 

REEVES Well, as you ~ay know that if you come 
up upways from the surface of the Sun, the average tempera
ture first starts to decrease, and then it rises very sharply. 
That means of course, th4t energy is being dumped into the 
corona IIItir.h higher up. It's not starting 10lr' down and being 
radiated. If we can see the way in which this network of 
cells carries the energy up into the corona, then we can 
try to answer the question, we'll get a pretty good handle 
on, whether the heating of the corona is done by the oscilla
tions that take place in the center of these cells, or whether 
the heating is done by energy that's carried on the network 
the boundry of these cells. And we can by looking at the 
oscillationH, we can look at these things with good time 
resolution, we can sit on one of these and go back and forth 
and either get sort of 5 seconds or if we wish to sit inside 
a cell, we can get forty milliseconds tille resolution, and 
"'E.' hope to see waves propagating up into the atmosphere, and 
try to get a handle on ",hether the - what is the - is there 
a vave motion and what is the nature of the wave lIlotion. and 
",here does that heating occur for the network, for the 
chromoshperic, sorry for the corona. 

QUERY Is the idea that the heating takes 
place In the cells and then it's transported up by the 
OSCillating back and forth, is that the idea. 

SPEAKER That's one of the things we're trying 
to answer. Just how does the corona get heated. There are 
1 guess a number of different postulates on how the energy 
gets into the corona, and vhere do they get into the corona? 
And there are certain observations that ve can make, such 8S 

the wave motions, ",here they occur, such as the structure of 
this network, and how it changes as you 60 up Il1to the 
corona, that will give us a pretty good i~ea on vhere the 
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heating takes piace and what is the mechanis. by which 
that heating takes placet but from a couple of quick 
photographs. We don't want to tackle a question like that 
which is really one of the outstanding questions in solar 
physics. 

END ,H' TAPE 
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QUE R'i 
of the malfunctions 
what the net effect 
this time. 

Could somebody summarize what the total 
with ATK instruments has been so far and 
of that looks like it is going to be at 

SPEAKER Well. we really haven't had any major 
malfunctions. We've had a couple of nuisances that have come 
up. I think in the case of the Harvard instrument, we have 
had a couple of tripouts of the high voltage detectors. 
Bellr in mind that there is a pro', cctive circuit on each 
one of those high voltage devices which viII cut the device 
off if the voltage - if the current actually exceeds a certain 
amount. And that threshold is set fairly low and we expect 
sce tripouts every once 1n a while so really there is 
nothing to be alarmed about. It is a protective circuit 
and it is working, and vorking well. The threshold as 
I said is low and we have tripped out there a couple of 
times. Thl!re is no indication of any problem to speak 
of. We have had some again nuisance factors with the press
ur~ inside the canister. Up until 2 days ago, we were 
getting some indication from a pressure gauge inside the 
canister that it was burping every once in a while and 
we're getting a little outgassing inside the canister. That 
appears to have settled down now. As Dr. Tousey pointed out, 
the canister has been shown to be extremely stable. Let's 
sce I don't believe I know of any other malfunctions, 
in fact we are all very pleased with the performance of the 
instruments today. Just absolutely ecstatic, if you want 
to get right down to it. 

I QUERY All the flim in use, flim that was on 
the spacecraft during the prior manning and are you confi
dt-nt that it is okay? 

SPEAKER The flim that you heard about being in 
trouble W8S all down in the workshop and we had no film 
in the workshop. All of our fillII was either 1n call1eras, on 
the instruments inside the canisters, or the rest of the film 
which we will use in subsequent flight was in the multiple 
docking adapter in film vaults. We tracked those tempera
tures and I don't remember seeing any temperature higher 
than 73 degrees during other times. So we are in good shape 
there. Our film vas very reasonable. We have an upper limit 
of 80 degrees and we didntt come close to that. 

QUERY All right this 18 for you Dr. Reeves 
If you would try to answer this question. If you can learn 
how the corona Is heated and I presu~e it Would 80Me kind of 
a thermo nuclear reactIon, but if you can learn that proceas, 
do you believe that it would result in findins new ways to 
produce power or heat on Earth. 
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.. REEVES. Well the heating of the corona is not 
a nuclear reaction. The nuclear reaction is that producp. the 
very large souce of heat that keep the Sun operating are 
p rodo:ce d ve ry deep down in the cen te r 0 f the Sun. The 
heating of the corona is only from 10,000 degrees up to one 
or two million degrees, certainly no where near. A~d the 
density is very low 80 that collisions almost never take 
place. Thermo nuclear reactions would not take place. 
Collisions do not take place. The heating is probably one 
of shock waves where an acoustic vave produced in these super 
granulation cell steepens as it goes through a decreasing 
pressure and increasing temperature region forming shock 
waves which then as they get to a certain condition of tem
perature intensity dump their maximum amount of energy. 
So it is probably an acoustically shock waved kind of heating 
process. 

SPEAKER There are lots of things that go on 
on the Sun, which these active regions and prominences 
and these surges of g8S that move in the magnetic field 
are going to tell U8 a lot of good sound physics about 
how plasmas at high temperatures are constrained and move 
in mAgnetic fields and how they interact. And that basic 
physics of plasmaR in motion at high te~peratu.es in mag
netic fields is of ultimate interest in ultimat~ &pplication 
to the question of fusion and the control of fusion. But 
it's one sort of through the back door. 

SPEAKER (Garble) experiments on fusion because 
now on the Sun. it takes place all the (ille. It takes place 
more or les8 in condition of millions of degrees (garble) 
the physic8 is quite relevant, quite important although it 
may not be directly applicable tomorrow or thp. day after 
tomorrow. 

SPEAKER But the theory of energy .S88 and 
transfer on the Sun have to be unrierstood, verified, eliminated 
and 80 forth before you can ever find out what the equations 
luok like 8C1 that you can apply them.. That' 0 what the ATK 
is all about to collect data to determine what the theories 
are correct, which theories are correct, what the equations are, 
what the laws of physic:s are, and which Clln be subsequently 
applied later on. 

QUERY 
have analyzed the 
of the Sun energy 
the cUaate. 

Do you have any idea how 800n after you 
ATM data when you will know the effects 
or the Sun has on the weather on Earth, 

SPEAKER Dr. MacQueen has got to answer that ~ne 
because he i8 from the high altitude observatory which ie 
a180 interested in that atmospheric research. 
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SPEAKER Since we are a division of the national 
center of atmoshereric re8e~rch, that's our charter is 
to try to understand the Sun's influence on weatber and 
climate. To auawer )'our question is I don't know. And by 
that I mean the direct answer is I have no idea of how long 
it is going to take to solve the problem of ho~ the Earth 
reacts to the Sun with regard to long term changes of 
climate or even to short term fluctuations in the Earth's 
outer atmosphere as ~ result of solar impulsive vents. It 
is a major problem recognized as a major problem of atmo~
pheric physics. And we think by understanding the atrur-ture 
of the corona, which actually extends throughout the solar 
system, and the Earth is embedded in the solar corona, that 
if we can understand the physics of the corona, then we 
could ultimately undf~rstand the physics of the passage of 
energy from the Sun pass the Earth and to the Earth, and 
that of course is the link that we need to understand 
before we can ulti~ately tie together w~ather, climate, and 
disturbances on the Earth to the Sun. 

SPEAKER Any further questions? 
QUERY You are pursuing the thermo nuclear bit. 

It seems to me thcre used to be an idea that they occurred 
in flares, that there was Some fusion in the flare In the 
pinch of the flar~. Has thd~ gone out the window? 

SPEAKER No it has not by no means. The flare 
is 8 very unusual event. The flare is a condensation of 
matter where the density goes up far above the local density 
In a corona or the transition region and the temperature 
also goes way up. And I think there probably wl1l be good 
evidence that reactions of that type can take place on that 
rather unusual event. 

SPEAKER Any further questions. For any other 
pressmen or investigators or fur Mr. Keathley? 

QUERY Do any of you people see anything 1n 
the photographs that you've been able, a phenomenon that 
you've been tlble to observe before, that is a surprisc to 
you. a parti.:ular surprise to you. Do you see anything i8 
the photography of features on which you have had come infor
mation before or some theories before, that are particular 
surprises to you in & quick loole. 

SPEAKE R '( ou are re fc r rin g to pre vi 0 us ob so rva-
tions, therefore 8 petition also for new things which may 
have come from ATM. I personally had the experience of 
8 number of rocket flight. spaced over the last 10 year~ 
or so pursuing the (garble) ~bservation of the 80lar corona. 
I can state there haa b~en no flight - that has been • at least 
one or two totally un~xpected sort of thing. I think for instance 
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during that time the general idea of the spc(garble) the description of the corona a8 a (garble) shell has been completely thrown out of the window. The most important thing today is the corona and in the plasma in the structure of it. All of that has come out from eclipse observation, from the (garble) rocket observation, and from X-ray rocket observation. Now these are very important things because when you are trying to do the physics of the corona, trying to understand for instance the heating mechanism, or the way that the (garble) of the sun chan~es, then you do tend to use the (garble) as )'ou see them, as they are presented to you by the observations and that's more than (garble) sort of thing just 10 years ago. And since then we have had to abandon almost completely (garble) of this kind and never look into the details. We have to know that (garble) fields that is more important than we thought it might have been and so on. 
QUERY When you get a result you'll almost certainly find someone who will say I could have told you that. There sre bound to be at least 3 or 4 theories for each observation, and many phenomenon have been expected one way Or another. The objective of ATM is sort of at the end, not the end, but is the end point at this time of a long series of solar observations, and so we've blocked out a great many of the SOlar types of phenomenon. The objective of ArM is not 80 much a discovery mission of new kinds of things but really coming to grips. theoretically quantitati'.,.ely with thes e phenomt :\a. 
SPEAKER I should like to say the extr2me ultra violet images that you looked at some of Which were taken a day later than the first. On ca~ual inspection, which is all l have done and all you have done, Aeem to have changed much more during that period than 1 had expected. It may may be just a matter of how they were taken and something to do with the reproduction, hut it really looks 8S th.,ugh the corona and the transition layer which were ch.~g1ng rather a lot more rapidly in details than can just be attributed to the fact that the sun is rotating. 1 think that this 1 s jus tab 0 U t the [i r S t time t hat we' ve had an 0 p po r tun i t Y to compare this kind of extreme ultr&violet image on days on a sin~le day apart. 
SPEAKER Do any of the other PIs have any other comments that the! would like to make to any question that W&S not asked? Mr. Keathley, do you have anything else? SPEAKER In summarizing, most of the gentlemen here are being reasonably cauticus about the results of the observations because obvio~81y they have to walt on the photographs to get back to really pin that down. Or. Reeves 
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has jURt received hia firat ibages from the photo electric 
,data and I thought Dr. Noyae described the r.:!sult there. 

And I think as tiae goe~ on, aorue ~~re intar~sting observa
\:ions could be ma~~. Ii'e're just ~.I~ tne very beginning of 
the obBervation~ right nov. As far as thft instruments are 
Loncerned to summarize again 1 thi~k they are working ex
ceptionally well and I'm sure we're going to get excellent 
data. 

SPEAKER Remember there are 80me ph:>togl'aphs that 
will be available right after the conference and other 
photographs will be available in the photographic branch. 
Th ank you. 

ENJ OF TAPE 
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PAO All right., We'll get started. On my 
right is J. Steve McLendon, he's the ~GIL and 
Neil Hutchinson, the Flight Director coming off shift now. 
We'll let Neil start it off. ' 

HUTCHINSON Okay. I've already been told yo~; guys 
wculd like - you folks - excuse me, ladies, would like to 
wit., know about our electrical power system, and I'll start off 
that. And then backtrack to the rest of another incredible 
day. Let me - 1 think what r'll do is kind uf describe 
the sequence of evel;\;S that happened during the EltEP pass -
during and after the EREP pass and then 1'11 let Steve, who 
is the guy whos~ batterIes and things 82em to be giving us 
a bit of a tussle here, talk about anything you want to talk 
about in detail. The EREP pass tod&y, as you know. our power 
situation is such that we've h2en managing the power fairly 
close to the best. The way w~ manage b4tterios is ve have 
to always pay back what we take Ollt, if you will. alld we try 
to do that on an every orbit basis and occasionally ve'll 
let ourselves get in a posture where we don't quite pay back 
all we take out and then we make sure th.t the nex~ orbit 
we catch up. In the case of an EREP pass. it is a case of 
havjng to wait an orbit or two to pay back what you taxe 
out. And the EREP pass today. 8S are all the [REP passes that 
we planned with the reduced power situation, we run the 
batteries down to the lowest level that they are run unller 
any other circumstances and that ends up being a state of 
charge in the area of 4; to 50 percent. In other words. we 
use about half of their total capacity on the n~ght eide. 
to make it through the night. Now the batteries have a 
characteristic - they have - not a ch&ra~teIIstic - thAt's 
the wrong word. they have a sct circl!itry in thelll that -
a protective circuitry that vIII autoaatic411y take them 
off lIne when this 8tat~ of charge or aaaunt of energy left 
reaches 20 percent. It appears that an anolla1y that we ex
perienced back while Pete was ~tl11 on the ground. You will 
remc:-ober one night - and it - 1 have to dig way back, but 
you viiI rellellber on~ of those times when we were flyIng and 
the vehicle around tilted up at a weird angle, a particularly 
high to try and cool it off, Wf= had a pover problea where 
all of a 9udden we came up over a ~ite and diacovered that 
soae of the regulators had t rIpped off and 80lle of the bat
teries had tripped off. And today during the EREP paiS, 
after the BREP pau, we expel'iellced a siailar proble •• It 
appears to have two v~ry definite sy.ptoas and I'm g01D8 to 
let Steve talk 80lle lie re about this. I 111 j U8t kind of 
touch on it briefly. One of them is that we appanntly have 
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HUTCHINSON some batteries that are tripping off at 
considerably higher state 0.£ charges than 20 percent. lo:e 

. didn't miss our predictions on how the ~ystem was going to 
perform or how much power we were going to use. W~ didn't 
take any of thell down below 45 percent. However. we did the 
EREP. as you know, of course, across the States during the 
day. and we just got back to solar inertial. We dido't quite 
get back to solar inertial before we went into night. And 
we went LOS right then, just as we wele getting back to solar 
1 n e r t I a 1 t 0 Van 8 u a rd. We had abo uta 40 min ute s LOS. some _ 
thing like that. Came around at Hawaii on r.he other side 
and we were in daylight ~nd low and behold _ were we in day-
1 i gh t then? 

HcLENDON Yes. 

HUTCHINSON Yes. We were in daylight. Goldstone. 
Anyway. three-quarters of the way around the Earth, and low 
and behold - _ 
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IIUTCHINSON - 10 end behold - was it - were we in daylight then? Yeah we 'Were in daylight at Goldstone. Anyway three quarters of the way around the Earth, and 10 and behold during the night we had - four batteries had tripped off, which meant that the loads during the night were being shared by only 13 - well really only 12 because it turned out that five regulators also were off when we came over the hill there. Now we in since have taken a look 2t the data, of course we don't have any conclu~ions and neither does Marshall. And it's going to be a'While but we have looked at the dUlllp data -we had the recorders running on the AIM during that time and we have gathered in the dala here in the control center and looked at It. And it looks like a couple of the batteries, indeed. tripped off in the middle of the night on a low voltage tri~', and they were nowhere near 20 perc~nt d~pth of discharge -state of charge. Th~ regulators~ it appears, kicked off right at sunrise and we're not sure we utlderstand that but it appears thal there is some phenomemon based on the voltage surges - on A regu13tor~ right at sunrise that's causing them to kick off and I dnntt think anybody really understands it yet, and we're going to have to sniff tt.at one for quite awhile. The end result ~f this - well when we got to Goldstone, we tried to get the retulators back on so we could connect the ~olar wings onto the buses and get everything back up to normal. And of C\lUl'se the batteries th&t kicked cff - the tvo that kicked off there and the tw~ that kicked off at 8unriBe had not discharged but the other batt~rie8 had discharged exceasively and they vere alr~ady down anyway because of the ZLV. So the idea wa$ to g~t the .olar panels hooked hack up to the batterf.es and so we could charge them and back up to th~ bus~s 80 we could supply power. w~ were unable to get CBRM 3 back on the line, an·\ we have since tried from the ground aTid froll the air to reactivate it and with no success. Now, the characteristic of this one is different than the "ne we lost the other day. We appear t" be able to charge the battery. however. we can't get the regulator on line, which means we can't connect the battery or the Bolar panel into t1a' power sysle •• Now, do you want to split this up and tak~ questions on the pover system now, and I'll let 
S~eve answer them. 

qUERY SQ what Is the situation right now? How ~any ~atterie8 do you have operating? And how many batteries do you have down? 
~CLENDON k!aht now, we've got sixteen batteries that ar.: fully operational. We've got two batto&ries that are still off line. and at the present ~tate are U8eles8 to U8. • 
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. Query One of those batteries' is the one that 
dropped out eaTlier, and then oue that dropped out tonight, 
and you've nevel been able to get it back on the line with 
the rest of thp. system? 

KCLE~DON !hat's right. 
QUERY You talk about four batteries dropping off 

and the five regulalorE.~ when you say the four batteries, 
you're talking about 6, 7, 8 and 16, ~nJ then you're talking about 
3 when ~ou' rc t!llking about the fifth regulator, right? 
Three battery is okay, regulator is bad. How will this 
affect - la this just another 6 percent of your power 
%one jURt like the other one, and the~ what do you foresee 
is working around that problem? 

MCLENDON Well, you' re ri~ht in the fact that we have 
lost aoothe:- 6 percent of our power. As far as the CBRM 15 
problem goes, the end result is the same. You can't get 
a~ymore po~er in to feed the electrical poyer system. Now, 
we have b~en talking to Marshall for procedures to try to 
come around this. We have haa more or less the same problems 
on the rad, and they have come up with some different pro
cedures that they have fixed those on the pad. 

QUERY How ~oes this i~pact EREP, if you lose 
an 0 t h Po r 6 per c en t ? Now i f you go ERE P a g ts in. co U 1 d n t t the 
same thing happen all the time as you go flip out. 

SPEAKER Let me tell you about that. ~bout EKEP. 
At first the short term thing. we hav£--

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER - the same thing happen all the time, or is it flip out. 
HUTCHINSON Let me tell you about that, about EREP. Fi rst, the short te rill thing, we have cancelled the EREP pass tomorrow. And primarily because we couldn't turn out Ii flight plan that had an EREP in it that we could do a pover evaluation Oll at this late stage in the game. Power evaluations don't just COMe quick, it takes you hours to make the computer runs and eo on. We had a flight plan tomorrow with an [REP pass in it and later on I'll - 1 brought a flight plan vith me. I'll give you a run down ou what we've done to back off of the flight plan that w~ were planning on flying tomorrow to accommodate the power situation as it sits. But basically we dropped out the E R [P pas s for tom 0 r r ov . ! don' t t h ink i tin any way neuns \Je won't run any Jnore EREP passes. In fact, I can Q'uarantee that that is not the case. However 1 susp~ct, first off, ve got less power, so we're going to have to be a little more judicious 1n the way we spend it, in other words, you can't accommodate as long a time out of solar inertial which means the EREP passes may very veIl be shorter. Ar-other obvious thing is we don't clearly understand how come the batteri~s are tripping off at a considerably higher state of chalge. So we are undoubtedly, in fact I can 

guara~tee it, tomorrow, we won't be planning any activities that lake us anywhere near the 45 - in fact, what did you decide? Did we decide on a flight plan tomorrow what we were gonna do, state of charge wise, maximum, minimum? 
MCLENDCN No, that was still in work, because we still had to evaluate the alternate flight plan, it was too -HUTCHINSON Well I suspect it won't be. It will be up in the 55. Wouldn't you? 
MCLENDON Well, with the no EREP on~ how about 60 or 65 percent? 
n UTCI1 IN SON 

plan for tomorrow. 
Oh, you want to talk about the flight 

QUERY What can you do if you limit yourself to going to 55 percent on the battery? 
HUTCHINSON Oh. we could preS9 or. very well. As long as you stay in solar inertial you do pretty well. It's that one rev of not getting those things recharged that eats your lunch. We have not made an} pover luns on the flight plan tomorrow, and the one big MOD that w~'ve made, of course, is to take EREP out, and it will be several hours before we home in on a final flight plan. I suspect it will be very similar to a not - no EREP day. 
QUERY What will you be doing tomorro~ in 
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HUTCHINSON Oh. we could preS9 or. very well. As long as you stay in solar inertial you do pretty well. It's that one rev of not getting those things recharged that eats your lunch. We have not made an} pover luns on the flight plan tomorrow, and the one big MOD that w~'ve made, of course, is to take EREP out, and it will be several hours before we home in on a final flight plan. I suspect it will be very similar to a not - no EREP day. 
QUERY What will you be doing tomorro~ in 
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relation to trying to understand this problem? 
HUT CH INS ON Well. I don' t know. I BUS pee t t hat 

,.,< 

there's an awful lot of people going to be doing an avful 
lot ot work over the night and tomorrow and the next day. 
Basicalli: I think the first thing we gotta do is t~ look 
at the data ~wful close. It's like any other anomaly that 
happeno. There are a lot of theories running around. n~t 
any of which I've heard. I don't know. Steve, what do you 
suspect w~'ll be doing besides looking at data and trying 
to unol!rstand? 

MCLENDON Well, understand first, that in the 
ATM and particularly in the electrical power system we're 
very handicapped as f~r as that area g~esJ beCAuse most 01 
the data on th~ electrical power system is not recorded. 
And we have just a few vltal parameters in there that are 
recorded and that's where we're taking our data from now. 
The recorder that was recording all the events that happened 
during the da.rk side. And while all this was taking place, 
we did have a hot line set up direct to Marshall. where 
we could talk to them directly, If need be, and when the 
crew was doing the troubleshooting on the CBRM 3, the 
switches they were throwing and the reports they gave - for 
instance, one of tlle reports that completely baffled us 
was that the status indicator light on the panel indicated 
that indeed CBRM 3 regulator was indeed on. \Jhen the 
regulator was not outputting anything. And Marshall was in 
on the hot line up to there, e:-,d they got all the inputs 
and they were just as baffled as we were. So right now 
they're looking at that p ret ty hard. 

HUTCHINSON I think there's going to be a lot of 
en Kin e e r i n g d a t a ana I y sis don e t on 1 gh t, an d I t h ink, 
just like CBRM 15, I imagine now, since the symptons are 
diffcrl:~nt o!\ nUlliber 3 we'll probably be doing - you'll 
probably be hearing a lot about various switching we're 
doing, and so on and so forth, trying to get it ba~k. We 
did all the b.:1sic troublesnotlting tonight that you can do 
to get a CBRM back, that is we turned the REG off the Charger 
off. the REG on the charger battery ('n, ec etera, and the 
crew did it also. 

QUERY 
HUTCHINSON 
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It didn't work? 
That's correct. 
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HUTCHINSON reg off the charger off, the reg on the charger - battery 0&, et cetera. and the crew did it also. 
QUERY It didn't work? 
HUTCHINSON That' 8 correct. 
QUERY What - have we not gotten down to that 45 percent before on these batteries? And another thing, is the regulator on nuabcr 15 gone or i8 it the battery? And it> there any way, if the regulator on 15 1s good. to IlOtwlre across 1n any fO[III~ 
IIUTCHINSON Neither - well. go ahead an answer hill. McLENDON As far as We know on CBRM 15 all the com pO n c n t s are goo d . The reg u 1 at 0 r' s goo d • We know the regulator is good because we can take it on line and draw power from the battery - from the regulator. Now we pr~tty well got this honed in and on CBRM 15 we're fairly certain that the solar array contactor is open and we can't get it closed. So we have no solar array energy into the CBRM on that one. They've got a different case on CBRli 3 where we've isolated it down to a particular component and that is the regulator. The regulator does seelll to be the problem. 
QUERY You can't get them together? 
McLENDON No, they are .lot switchable. They are dedicated to one another. 
QUERY Can you continue to - in case you have the automatic controls on the four of them that you lost today, call you continue to work from the ground? Are you fully confident that you can continue to switch them back on when they go off line. 
McLENDON Well. we're confident that we can, but right now. we just don't want to get ourselves in a posture whe re we have to do that again. 
QUERY If you would have lost this second battery for t h ~ res t 0 f the m i S 8 ion, how doe sit i zap act the res t 0 f the mission. 
McLENDON Well, each time you lose the CBRM you essentially take off about 250 watts with your power system capability. 
QUERY Can you go into it a little more than that? 
McLENDON Well - -
QUERY What can you do - what do you lose? What do you think you lose? 
McLENDON As far as - -
QUF-RY Experiments, powering down, lights. any-t h I n g. y (l U k 11 ow, he ate r s, fan 6 -
McLENDON Okay. Just ~ short summary. We CAn support full up ATM operations - we can - we can support 
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McLENDON full up ATM operations. We can support all of the corollary, all of the blomed experiments. And keep in mind that you have to stagger these 80mewhat so that they don't hit you all at once. One of the things that I have great doubts ahout n""" Is 120 degree EREP passes. Those have to be looked at real close from no", on. But 
8S far as the t;olar EREPs go, then, yes, I have full confidence that we can make those. 

QUERY What aboul housekeeping and running the -running the workshop? 
McLENDON That's alrea~y been baselined into our loads that we have on already. 
HUTCHINSON Do you remember I told you that we passed out numbers like 4500 watts and like we're running around 4000 average and when we get this thing really tuned up, we've been pushing it up around 4400 or so. Now the solar system supports - there's a little bit of pad in the 4500 number and it's up probably when you push it up around 4100 watts. And I kind of look at this one like we lost all the pad we had, but you know. that 4500 number is now yes, it' s get tin g t 0 bel ike the kin d 0 f numb a r you use. Instead of one you feel very comfortable with, it's one you now get squirmy about. I don't think this particular failure In itself has jeopardized a single thing. However, it's -you know, oue nickle and one nickle make ten cents and et ('etera. 
QUEkY Let llIe just ask one more part of that question. Does this make it all the more urgent to get that -to try to get that solar panel out now? And will you try 

anythi~g before day 261 Are you thinking of it anyway? HUTCHINSON Well, I don't think it changed the urgency or the desire. Well, it obviously has to lend some impetus to the urgency, if you could call it an urgency. I think that everybody is looking forward to the possibility that we may be able t~ get the panel out sometime during Skylab 2 and toward that end there are a lot of people working. QUERY How many batteries CRn you afford to lose before you have to come home, then? 
HUTCHINSON Well, Steve just gave you the - I mean you can kind of figure that out for yourself. You know, It's cost you 200 watts - 240 - how much - 2501 
McLENDON 250. 
HUTCHINSON 250 watts for everyone you lose a~d you know we get down to a couple of more and we'd be ~n a posture where we'd be just pushing it every single rev just to support the on-orbit type of operation. And you knov 80 - you 
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HUTCHINSON can just kind of add, you know. every 
one you 106e you just subtract 250 watts and you folks know 
about the kind of power loads we've been using to run the 
cluster. 

QUERY How - 1 don't get a picture of these 
batteries in ~y mind, you know. How big are they and is there 
any way to resupply either components or the batteries on 
another mission? 

McLENDON No. 

END OF TAPE 
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{l u t: R Y I don t t get a pic t u reo f the s e bat t e r i e s 
in ~y min. You know - How big are they, a~d is there any~ay to 
Tl':"lIl1'ply the components with the batteries on another mission? 

MCI.l~NDON No. 
HUTCHINSON He wants to knew how big a CBRM i~. 

MCLENDON Well. a CBRM, I guess if you take one 
u f l hem. i two u 1 d m 1:\ <l sur E' a b u u t t his Ion g and abo u t -

QUERY That's the whole thing now, the charger, 
the battery, the regulator? 

QUERY Two feet? 
MCLENDON That's right. About that. 
QUERY Can you do repair work on one? Are 

they so - the thing so contained that it's no way to work 
on it individually? 

MCLENDON Well, as you know, they're all- L8 
CBRMs are located ur on th~ ATM canister, and when th~y ace 
installed they are all hermetically sealed and potted, so 
there's not very much of a convenient means, even if you 
could get them apart, because they have all the potting 
material in there, to get in there and do any kind of 
repai::-- work on thp.t:1. 

QUERY Neil. are you slarting to lose a little 
of your optimism in the flight. You seem to he a little 
more twitchy each day. 

IIUTCHINSON I'm tired. Would you believe that I 
get two days off after this. I mean, I ended up with a real 
smash over there today. so I'm gonna retire. 

QUERY How many problems are all being on-
worked right now? How many anomalies are being on-worked? 

HUTCHINSON You mean between - all told? The 
experiments and su~port systems? Bruce, I don't even know 
whether I - I don't know - I couldn't give you an accurate 
count. You know, it's a tremendously big vehicle. And, 
frankly, I don't think there are any more anomalies than I 
would have expected for the size of the vehicle it is. You 
know, every time - I think a lot of the things that you 
would c-:"ass right no'" as anomalies. two weelts from now 
won't be. It's just that we still haven't understood the 
exact nature of the beast. Like all of these things that 
are going on with the EREP. I don't think - I think you're 
going to find that when we finally get that thing squared 
!ivay that a lot vf those turn out to be just little things 
about the way EREP works that ve didn't quite underst~nd. 
You know, and there ure three or four of these biggies, you 
know, that ve've been chasing, but and a myriad of 
little ones, but I just don't think there are any aore 
than 0"'6 would expect for the massive number of systems 
that we've got to contend with. 

QUER'/ Neil, the time that the one tripped 
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when you said yO\l were up in that wierd angle. ....as that 
at 45 percent. 

HUTCHINSON No. That was, if you'll recall, the 
time we got into that little problem, was one of those 
times when we were doing a cold soak, and we had maneuvered 
up to 65 degrees pjtch t which is, you know, way up there. 
That's not - you remember we were flying at 45, and then 
a couple of times there towards the end, we did this thermal 
shock maneuver to try and give a big thermal impetus to 
the workshop by going on up very, quite a bit more. It 
was dur1n~ 2 revs of that that we got into this situation. 
And I would say that, would you not say thac's the only 
other time that we've driven the batteries ~own as low 
as we did today? Thdt's the only other time we've driven 
them down as low as we did today with EREP. 

QUERY I had another part to that. Did I 
understand you to say you also had this problea on the 
pad? Or you mean, did you r~fer to while the crew was on 
the pad? 

MCLENDON No, during one of the pad checkouts 
down at the Cape, when they were running through their 
initial checkouts, and they were trying to do some check
outs on the CBRM, they noticed they could not close the 
solar array contactor on the same CBRM - CBRM IS, by the way. 
And, you know in the ATM C & D area they have a little 
digital address system, where they just dial in a function 
code ~nd it's essentially the same as our command system 
down here. Well. they were using that as part of the 
checkout and they noticed that they couldn't get the 
contdctor closed. That means, they couldn't command it 
through th~ cligital address system. And they found the 
only way the; could get the contractor closed was to 
cycle the on-hoard switches that they have for that function 
right there, and if they're cycled those a number of times. 
they did have success in closing the contactor. 

QUERY I have two questions. How would the 
crew 
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MCLENDON - a number of times they did have success 1n closing the contact~r. QUERY 1 have two questions. One, how would the crew deploy a TV ca~era out of the minus-Z SAL to take a look at the ~ing? And also, what other ~yste.s not including experiments, are you having troubles with up to this point right now? 
HUTCHINSON Okay, on the alnus-Z SAL thing. Oh boy, we have - Well, let me tell you first. Ita not intimately familiar with it, but there's a standard procedure with a standard set of equipment already on board to put a television camera out the minus-Z SAL. It vaS - I mean out the plus Z SAL. Of course, the SALs are identical. We had a prearranged pre-mission plan to use a television out the SAL for EVA, out the plus-Z SAL. That Was a planned thing. And we are, as you mentioned now. discussing as part of the possibilities of a eolar wing repair. sticking a came ra out the minus - the same came ra on the s arne moun ts, and it's a system very similar on rods that yov push out with a camera on the end, very similar to the parasol device. As a matter of fact, I really don't know whether it's thra T027 booms or not. I'm not su:-e. But it's like that anywf\y. It's the same principle. And there are some people looking at the possibility of putting it out the minus-Z SAL and turning it around and looking right down into the wing that ve have partially deployed. to get a super good look at the - where that piece of meteoroid shield was up over the wing. I think that's a distinct possibility. I fully expect us to do somethin~ like that In the next few days as a scheduled flight plan task. 

QUERY What about the other systems? HUTCHINSON Systems we're having problems with outside of the one that you - Oh boy. that's going to be hard to recall. Steve can help me, cause they're mostly his. The - We've had. of course. as you know, \Ie' ve had some uncertainty about the drift terms, and the RATE GYROS and the APeS. and we think we're homing in on that. However, another one of my fun things today during EREP pass. we had another RATE GYRO failure. RH, redundancy management, calling one bad again. I don't think we quite und~rstand that still. It looks lik2 now, maybe the RATE GYRO drift terms are connected in sOlie way with mant~uvering. And if you know anything about gyros. you know that gyros have two kind~ of things that are bad in thea. One, they have constant drift. and two they have drift that's & sensitive. And it's commonly called scale factor error and it never' 
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shows up unless they're uu(ter 8 latasl.it"ing rate, a significant rate ,and I wouldn't be sllrprised 1 f we've got 80me scale factor problems with the RATE GYROs, and I don't think it's anything that we can't cope w1th. Su that's the only on e, well. t hat's 00 e i nth e AP C S • The 0 the r on e t hat we have in the APeS is this Fine Sun Sen~or - UP/DOWN thing that's not working, and again I don't think we've had enough time to look at that one. I'm not sure that things broken either. I wouldn't be surprised if we just don't under-stand it yet. There's some possibility the prism may be have turned 180 degrees, lind we may be looking at the back of it, and all we have to do 1s drive it back around, and I think in the next couple of days, we'll be getting at that one. We've got - you want the rest of them? Two CBRMs which you know about. We have a pump 1n the - pump inverter 1 in the secondary coolant loop. We've had some little dingelberries, like a fire sensor here and there and a I think for the systems - can you think of anything else? vont valves I are --
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SPEAKER the systems. can you think of anything 
else? 

SPEAKER Solenoid vent v~lves 1 are - 2 and 41 
SPEAKER One and 3 are open. 
SPEAKER One and 3 telemetry indicates the}'re open. 

Yo~ know those are the two that have their two seri~8 parallel 
arrangements in th~ b~ck for venting the cluster down. I think 
that's about it. And boy that's not very much when you think 
of all that stuff. 

QUERY I've got three questions. Number 1, what's 
happening to the te~peratures in the spacecraft? When they 
did have this failure with the array regulator on the pad, 
did they change it; and three, are there any mission rul~s with 
regard to the number of batteries that can fail Lefore you 
say you're going home? 

SPEAKER Well. I'll answer the first one. What 
was the first one again, I - I'm very tired. I'm sorry. 
Oh, yeah, temps. Okay. We came down, as pretty much as expected. 
last night a couple of degrees. We didn't come down today 
during the day as expected. We just hold our own about during 
the day, and I figure we'll come down a degree and a half or so 
tonight. I don!t see anything that leads me to believe any 
different other than we're probably going to end up right in an 
80-degree neighborhood, like I told you last night. It is still 
coming down. and we lost a couple of rlegrees over the last 24 hours. 

QUERY It comes down at night and then levels 
off during the day when the activity goes down, and then comes 
down a little bit more at night and levels off. 

SPEAKER ~e're not making anything during the day, 
but we're not lOSing anything either, and that's very important -
not to lose things during the day when the crew is In there 
werking. Because that means we still haven't found the equilib
rium point yet. Now when we ~et down closer to equilibriu~ 
point, we'll hegin to see JS gain a degree or so in a day and 
cool, and you know, we'll bounce like this. But we still are 
going like this at the moment. 

SPEAK:R Your second question regarding the checkout 
at the Cape - no, that was not changed out, and the reason it 
wasn't changed out is because they were able to operate it suc
cessfully, and there was no intent they were having that contacter 
open. So they felt that once you had it closed in a nominal con
figuration. you didn't have any reason to suspect other than a 
nominal mission that we were going to have, that it would be 
ok a y the way i twa s • An d we fig u red t hat 1 f wee ve r did h a ve 
any problems, that we could repeat the procedure on board 
in flight. And your thil"d questl.on. No, there is no mission 
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rule that says concretely how many CBRH's you have to lose. 
Again you get into the management game here. -We had &llo1o'ed 
in all of our pre-mission planning - of cou:,se, thia was assulI
ing you had an airlock power ayste. to start ~ith. But we had 
allowed for four CBRK losses. But, obvtously, if you get 
do~n to that point today, you'~e re.ally going La be severely 
hall?ered. But whichever one you lose, that just says you have 
to play the management game just a little bit more. 

QUERY Any problems in the food area today? 
And in the power management, is there any possibility that 
you would cut down on the amount of heat that the crew could 
use to heat their food? 

SPEAKER No problems with the food that 1 know of. 
In fact, I don't know if you saw it - there was a meal prep 
on it today. A meal prep and eating on one of the televisions 
that they downli~ked, and they looked like they were enjoying 
it. The answer on curtailing the food preps in terms of 
power considerations - it's sort of yes and no, d~finitely 
not to where it affects thea; eating hot food. However, we're 
doing some things that cause us not to use so much heat. 
For exa~ple, we take the food out of the freezer 12 hours 
earlier like you would do at home if you wanted to thaw out 
a roast. You'd set it out on the counter for half a day, and 
the ref 0 rei t doe s n 't t a k e s 0 m u c h he a t t 0 he a tit up. An d 
we're doing some rehydrating with hot water and some things 
like that to minimize the amount of power it takes to - it's 
catin~ with minimal power, but as far as having thea eat cold 
food or anything of that nature. no, and there are no plans to 
do that. 

QUERY Well. if you find yourself in this sit-
uation from here on in, regards the extra battery out and the -
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QUERY Well. if you find YQurself in this situation frotl here on in as regsrrls - extra battery out. And the situation where you can never really solve whether these things are going to kick out at 40 or 50 percent. aren't you pretty much confined then to shorter your EREP passes? 
SPeAKER les. 
QUERY Will there be an effect on the amount of TV. as a result of the power problem? I mean. will there be leS8 or more rec~rded as op)osed to live or what? 
SPEAKER I don't really think so. I really doa't look for, with this particular po~er thing that we hav~, and I don't look for any particular big curtailment in th£ fli~ht plans, other than a little more careful management of the things we PlOt together at one time. And I don't think it't; going to - I don't think you're going to see any macken ~ffect in anything, and TV included. I thin~ ther~ will be just as much &s there was planned. 
QUERY aas any more consideration be~n 6iven to Pete Conrad's crazy and wild and good ide ... I suppose, cf g()ing hand over hand ontll the wing with the pry tool anG trvJng to break loose the wing? As Frida,v's their day off, I''Ve 60t 1:0 presume that thera's a possibility he might be aI-Ie to gr Ollt by Friday if Rusty figures O'lt a way fer him to jo it :H Marshall. 
SPEAKER I don't know what'~ going on w~th the EVA p I an s . H 0 n est 1 y 1 don t t . I ' V~ bee 11 S 0 ~ U;:J Y o"{e r in the p 1 ace that I don't know wh~t's going on with the EVA plans. I aa sure chat Pete' e COlllm~nts have been and dre bE::ing c',:m .. inually factored into the planning that's going on O~ the ground. No'" how ",e conduct an EVA out there, I think that remains . for Rusty to figure out up in the tank at Huntsville. 
GUERY Well, just follewing toat up. ! wonder, do you feel or have you any personai plef£:r~nce to push ahead with an EVA no",? And ~part from that, you haven't had 8 chance yet to give us a rundown on the day. C?n you do that very bri~ily ",ithout goIng into any detail? 
S~EAKER I don't really hav~ any personal preference on an EVA. I think if and "'hen ~e do it. it's going to cost us a day of flight plan activity. I think probably we're just going to have to wait and see if it proves to be fPossible. I suspect that if it proves to bl- ("·asihle. we'l'e gOiOlg to do it. ! don't r2ally think there's any question in anybody's mind if it's a fair certa1~~y that ~e stand a good chance of getling that ~ing out and it's a s~f~ pro~edure to accoaplish, I don't think anybody ha~ any ~uestions ~hat ",e'll tey it. No", as to vh~n, there ar~ lots "f things that might influence that. You knCJW'. if ",e get in llIore tTouble "'ith the CBR)f's. that's obviou~ly got to influence it. Because like Steve said, we'!'e going to get to a point here where we're going to 
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end up having to start curtai11n~ experi_ent operations. 
And I Just don't have any thoughts one way or another _ 
prcf.erenc~s one way or another. As far as what went on today, 
we had another ~ay of 90_e new experiment operations. You 
know we started up the chair today for the first time and it 
work.,d good - \/011. I had to cancel the chair run on the 
SPT tonight because c:f the powey proble.. We lost it _ VE: 

did some quick and dirty pulling things off the line until 
ve could get the batteries back up to snuff. And one of the 
things that we dropped was the MI31 run on the SPT tonight _ 
or this afternoon. Anyway, we started the chair up today. 
The other hig experiment that we started today, or tried to 
start uP. was 5019. That's the stellar astronomy experi~ent. 
We had a problem with it. We were not able to operate the 
experiment today. The problem appears to be - the thing has 
a very fancy - it's not fan~y - it's really a fairly simple 
dO\-ice. It's a mirror system on the end of a kind of a _ 
it's an elliptical-shaped mirror, about that big erouno __ 
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SPEAKER It's an ~111ptlcal-8haped mirror about 
that big a round that is used as a light director to 
direct starfields or starlight into the opitcal system. 
The mirror has two degrees or freedom, it tIlts up and 
down and it rolls 360 degrees. and you put it out the 
scientific airlock and extend the mirror away from the 
SAL. It ?oes out about this far. oh, about 4 feet I gueGB 
and then you can sortof fly this thing like you can optics 
in the CSM. It has a roll and a tilt. Turns out that 
the roll and the tilt are not working, and the roll is 
sort of working but it's ver} 'ticky and the tilt Is not 
w 0 r kin gat a 11 an d it a p pea r s t h 'at the t i1 t w h e e 1, the 
tilt aju8taent on the canister, is freewheeling. It has 
a clutch in there between it and the gear train; and the 
gear train is stuck fairly solidly. And we haven't got 
the - we don't know what's \,Irong \,lith it. They have had 
it back in the cabin and they extended the mirror in the 
cabin. You can - they took it out of the SAL and brought it 
back into the experi.ent compart~ent and opened it up and 
exr:ended the mirro%' and looked in there. We have a procedure 
that's being \,Iorked on tonight, in fact \,Ie have a S019 
over in the control center. \.Ie \,Iere fooling around with 
it over tnere today trying to understand \,Ihat might be 
w ron g with it. I t I 00 k 8 11 k e the rei s 8 0 me t h 1 n g j a aun e dIn 
the gea1'ti, 1s \,Ihat it looks like. If the thing, of course, 
th1s mirror system is also the mirror Sy8~elD for the 
F r e n c hex per 1 me nt, the S 1 8 3 • 
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SPEAKER and what might be wrong with it. It looks 
. I ike the r e 's S a me t h in g j a mID e din the g ear 9 • T hat's w hat i t 

looks like. If the thing - of course, this mirror system is 
8 Is 0 the m i r r 0 r s y s t emf 0 r the F r e n c h e. x per i me nt, the S 1 83 • 
It's not clear yet what implications, if we don't ever get 
it working, it has on the two experiments. They're obviou'ily 
not completely lost because there Is nothing wrong with 
the optics. And the fact of the lIIatter is, it Yill limit what 
you can look at if you can only roll the mirror around and 
not tilt it back and forth. So we've got 5019 started anyway. 
We did run the EREP pass today. And again there were several 
things, as there were yesterday, in the checkout in the EREP 
area lhat we didn't quite understand. I think we probably 
had a reasonable - 1 think we had a reasonable EREP pass for 
the first go at it. I think there's going to be a l~t of 
people thinking about some of the indicutions the crew saw 
and talked about, and the crew is going to say some more about 
the things they Saw. As you know, we don't have any instru-
mentation telemetered to us on EREP; so we're completely 
d~pendcnt upon the onboard instrumentation - what the cre~ 
has to &Ay about h·.w it worked, to figure out what's right and 
wrong with it and whether it's healthy or not. So it requires 
a considerable amount of interchange and interpl~y between 
U8 and the cre~. And the pass was late in the day teday, dfid 

we haven't had a chance to really sit down and chew about 
that one. We ran the ATM today. I sa .... some fantastic ATM 
pictures. I don't know whether you 831.' thos~. 1 saw S052 
for the first lime - the _hite light coronagraph, in the Control 
Center. ATM operations 8re going well. We had one little. 
a couple of little glitches today. S055 - one of the high 
voltage power supplies acted up, And we havp. chosen to take 
the conservative approach. I don't think there is anythin~ 
wrong vith it, but wetve taken the censervatlvp: approach, and 
we've turned it off for no ..... and we're thinking about it. And 
l' m sure we're going to be turning it back on and doin? 'lome 
extra looking at it tomorro\ol. S082A has a couple of 1', nc
tions. In the pallel, the READY light is on all the timL. and 
the frame counter doesn't seem to be working. Other than that. 
I think ATM is working fai rly well. Whil(' I'm on the ATM here, 
t have 8 question from Lee Merribub - tferribuh, are you here? 
Do 1 answer this now? 

SPEAKER Yes. Go ahe ad. 
SPEAKER She .... anted to know if there was a flare 

observed today, or was it the South Atlantic Anolu.l.y? And if it 
was the anolllaly. how could this possibly be confused With the 
sola. flare? A flare .... a8 not observed today. It was the 
South Atlantic Ano_aly, 88 ba8t we can figure, and it's very 
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easy - there are Bome ~ensor8 on board, X-ray event analyze -
1 ~ t '8 see, 1 don' t r e me mb e r w h i c h 0 n e i twa 8. but the f I are a 1 arm 
~ent off, because the crew did not turn it off prior to going 
through the South Atlantic Anomaly. They just .issed the 
line In the r.hecklist, that's all. And the flare alarm went 
off, anl they thcught they had a bigee and went running to 
the console. And it turned out that it was the South Atlantic 
Anomaly. So we didn't get a flare today. However, we are going 
to get one. That I s about it for the day. 

QUERY When are you going to have the fire 
drill? 

SPEAKER Tomorrow, just prior to dinner, and as 
a matter of fact, just before I left, Pete made a comment about 
that and said, "Well, hey, you know we've had a couple of fire 
drills up here, and we'v~ sat down and talked about them and 
what we did and didn't do and _" However, he agreed it was a 
gnod idea to have a couple More, and it's scheduled in this 
Flight Plan for tomorrow at about 0100 Zulu, which is late in 
the afternoon, late in the evening. 

QUERY With all the other things they're doing 
here, have they kept up with the housework? 

SPEAKER Yeah. I think they're learning how to do 
that. There 8tl1l is quite a bit of housework to be done, and 
we're leaving them - trying to leave the:n tille 1n the flight 
plans to do it. We still have things like - they're still get
ting suits stoved, clothes hung 1n the closet, 8S it were. 
There is a lot of vacuuming around to be done. In all serious-
nes8, like the habltatlonary event port we know is still -
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SPEAKER ••• clothes hung in the closet as it were. 
There's alot of vacuuming around to be done. In all 
seriousneas, like the habitation area vent ?ort, we know, is 
still full of junk. They haven't had a chance to vacuum that 
out. Have they. Ed? 

ED No. 
SPEAKER And - but I think they are keeping up the 

h 0 use k e e pin g pre tty '10' e 11. An d we ve r y del i b e r 1I tel y he 1 p 
them. We have a lot of scheduled things that we actually 
put In these flight plans to try and keep things fairly 
coherent froa a biological contamination standpoint in there -
and just general living. 

QUERY Does their vacuum draw power from the -
SPEAKER Yes. Yes, it does. How much? 
SPEAKER It's about 110 watts. 
QUERY And that hasn't been a consideration 

for not getting it done? 
SPEAKER No. No, no. 
SPEAKER Take one more question over here. 
QUF,RY Does it appear feasible for them to have 

Friday off at this time? And Pete commented on running 
around that he vas doing. 1 can't quite visualize that and 
didn't see the TV. Would you explain it briefly? 

SPEAKER Yeah, I can explain the running around. He 
hasn't done it on television, but 1 8uarantee wetll see that 
on television sooner or later, cause itts got to be something 
interesting. The - you know where the water tanks are? The 
water ring? Well. they - Pete apparently has developed a 
technique for - It's like a ball and a strins. if you \Jhirl a _ 
centrifugal force. And the i.dea is to get started. And once 
you get started and get a little speed up. you can - you're 
{arced against the vall. and ),ou can actually, literally 
walk on It as if you vere in )-g. And faSler you go. the hac _ 
you know, the firmer your footing Is, no to speak. And apparently 
they've f1 Jured out a \Jay where they can - by the way. thill vas 
discussed premission - vhether such a task - jaunt \Jould be 
feaSible or not, and it's been a topic of conversation around 
here for quite a while. Starting out on hiE! hands and knees 
where he can slowly eravl. and then whe~ be gets up a little 
speed, he kind of gets half way to a crouch and gocs a little 
f as t e r • An d pre tty 9 0 0 n he' s {c1 s ten 0 ugh t 0 iii her e h (> can s tan d 
up and they're able to go around the water - the VlJler ring up 
there. hnd it's like riding the bicycle, 1 guess you'd call it. 

QUERY Well. in effect he's creating gravity of 
some sort. It i.n't gravity; centrifugal force I guess is _ 

SPEAKER Which allows hi~ to walk in a normal aanner. 
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QUERY ••• said he was gOing to do somersaults or 
something or - I don't know if that was the same part of this, 
but he says he Is working up to that, which didn't make much 
sensp. based on -

I 'Ill - I' 1'1 not 8 u re 1 cop i edt hat par t 0 fit
or course, as you know, they've - tney - somersaults are easy 
to do in that -

SPEAKER 

SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

something that's 
not sure. 

He tied it in with that. 
He may have been talking about stepping over 

in the way 8S you go around there. I'm 

QUERY The other questions. It looked like they are 
going to have Friday off at this point? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
SPEAKER You have anything else, Neal? 
SPEAKER Well, I - there's SaDIe questions here. 
SPEAKER Well, I think you answered the one on the food. 
SPEAKER Yeah. 
QUERY What countries outside of the US were covered 

by the EREP pass today? 
SPEAKER I - th@Te were a couple - thre\~ c('\untrica in 

South America, and, gosh, I'm not sllre. Columbia, - thlre were 
three of them. That sounds right, anc! 1111 not really sure. You 
ought to get them an answer on that, Bill. I I m not sure. 
There were three countries outside of the US, and they vere In 
South America. And I've already answered the one about the 
food heater. The food - the fact that vere - the question 
88yS, what effect does the fact that you're having to trllde off 
power have on the lIineral balance experi.ent because you are not 
heating the food? Well, we 6rc heating the food, and it has no 
effect whatsoever on the mineral balance experiment. 

SPEAKER Okay_ Thank you. 
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WOOD l'e Loren Wood, Chairman of our 
activity with the AlAA that's sponsoring this press conference. 
This is the first of a series that weill have throughout the 
Skylab Missions. At various times, when it seems appropriate. 
when your medIa are available l or ~ight be available here uith 
us. The next one will be during entry. when we'll be high
lighting electronics applications. as they relate to the 
Skylab Mission. Today our presentation is in the area of 
Earth Resources and. particularly earth resources applications 
and with som~ of the actual users of Earth Resources informa
tion here with us. The Chairman of this acitivity is, Mr. 
Gordon Heath of Lockheed and of AIAA. And 11m going to turn 
it over to him to introduce the rest of the program. 

HEATH Thank you, Loren. For most of YOl', the 
Space Age began when the Russians put Sputnik i~to orbit. 
But for those of us who hava spent most ~f our lives in the 
Earth Resourceb business, it only began in earnest when 
man turned his eyes away froQ deep space and ~\Irned his 
attentl?n back to Earth again. The first important study of 
the Earth from space W~8 done by Apollo 9, when multispectral 
cameras wer~ used with great success in 1969. The Earth 
Resuurces Technology Satellite called ERTS ~as launched a 
little less than a year ago. And has b~en even more productive. 
It went a step beyond Apollo 9, by p~ttil\g an electrodes - -
Th~se earthbound sections, you 60o't hear a b reat 
deal (",f, because they're pretty mundane, :"ut they're pr<}!>ably 
just 8S important as these element8 in space. Back on Earth 
there are many kinds of S~ientlfic Specialltl~s, which will 
be t~king raw data, and turning it into information of value 
to mnnklnd. The sgriculturalist viii determine where crops 
ar~ plent iful and where they I t'e s~arce. We have l~rge 
d~rlcultural companies 8uch as Anderson Clayton Company, which 
have an interest in this area. And here today from them iEl 
Dr. IUchatd Ph~lp6, Sitting in the center. Could you rahe 
your hand, Dick. Hels their Chief Agronomist. Foresters 
will determln~ what volumes of timber ar~ reaely to cut. 
Lumber companies like Houston, Base. Kirby Lumber Corp. are 
interested In thiS information. Their ~an8ger of Corporate 
Af(8ir~, J. B. Webater, here beside me on my right today. 
Geologists will be lo~kin8 for new sources of energy, mlneral~. 
And the lIalbouty Company I)f Bouston, has a deflp Inte':~8t here. 
And Dr. Mike tlalbouty had p~ann.d to bo here, and uufortunately 
he w"s called avay on other buplness, the but ainute but he 
will be available at his office In HOUlton. And I think 
would b~ happy to tdlk to any of the neW8men present, who 
would like to hear what he has to 8M]. Itc has 80ae very strong 
opiniona on what can be Jon~. Many oth~r diciplines like 
hydrology, oce4'!lography. urban planning will also bo '"inS 
this datA for the benofit of A4nkind. The three aubjecta .entioned 
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here. will be introduced by brief technical discussions by 
three JSC specialists, George Specht, sitting second on my 
r i gh t. 11 ere, 0 f Mar tin Mar i e t t a. He'll bed i s c us s i 11 g 
agriculture. Myself Gordon Heath, Lockheed, discussing 
for~slry, and Joe Kennedy to the far right of me here, of 
TRW. w111 be discussing geology. Following each of these 
di6CUY~ions, the panelist will have an opportunity to tell us 
h (JW r ~ III 0 t e s e r: 5 in g 0 f spa c e may a f fee t the I r 0 per a t ion . Hay be, 
he lht>n. be quest~ooed by the press. I think we should call 
00 JoC'; first. to present his problem. 

KENNEDY Well, I'd like to talk about geology 
from t~e (garble) and somewhat general point of view. lid 
just like to point. out one thing. Geologists have been using 
remote set~~ing for a long. long time. Since the Civil War, 
as a aatter of fact, when the military first used a camerd on 
a balloon to, I don't know how you do this, Gordon, when the 
military first used balloon to ~se a camera to look at the 
southern lines and how the.y vere arranged. Geologists began 
almost immediately to look at these photographs from a 
different point of view. And looking at the Ear.th's structure, 
because they could get above things, and they could see 
thea .uch better. And since the Civil War and since cameras 
have progressed, geolog:, and the understanding of the 
structural significance of the Earth's crust, both from a 
~c'entific point of view, and from a natur~l resource point 
oC view, hllve 9rogreesed almost tide by side. You can 
almost draw one to one correlation between photogrametry 
and the history of geology. and the succ~ss of geology. 
I guess probably the most outstanding example of the success 
is the 1950 series, when geologists were looking for oil 
at such a ferocious rate, and the petroleum companies were 
growing at ferocious rate. They were so successful that 
they actu'11ly worked themselves out of a job. By 1959, 1960, 
there va~ - oil was a glut on the mArket. The prtces of 
oi I were probably .H the lowest point in their history. The 
great fields of North Africa and the Arabia, the Near East 
was discovered, and oil was every place, it looked lik~. And 
the oil companies cut way back on their exploration, and in 
the sixties they cut hack. very far. Dr. Halbouty was going 
to talk to you toff; afternoon about the effects of that 
cutback, And he stated in his little pross release. there's 
a four page preBs release about what he thinks about space 
imagery. where he predicte~ in 1965 that in l~13, we were 
going to have an oil crisis, because we were not blocking 
out enough futur~ oil (or the industrial growth in th~ 
community itself. it's growth factor. NevsVoen h~ve been 
r~por[lng. 1 gl!t!ss, on the spectacular things that happen 
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in the world. And we've g!)ne through a series of thlngs. 
cal !cd the aloblic age, then we went through the space age. 
and I queas we call this the environmental awareness age. 
And all tht! lime that this has been going on, there's been 
a very strong revolution going on in the Earth sciences. 
Sea floor spreading was discovered. Continental drift was 
all but proven to be factual. lhe magnetic structure around 
the Earth has found that we had c big magnetic tail hanging 
out that no one recognized before --
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KEti~ EDY can t i nen tal d ri ft was all but proven 
to be factual. The magnetic structu~e around the Earth -
was found that ve had a big magnetic tail hanging out that 
no one recognized before. gravity anomalies that ve've nevet 
seen before. And probably when people look back on this period 
of time in the early space m1ssions they'll probably talk 
about the revolution of Earth sci~nces in the last 20 to 
40 yeats more than they will in the ato~ic age or the space 
age or the environmental awareness age. The reason for this 
is because almost anything that you can talk about is de
pendent upon manls ability to understand geology. the geo
physical environment that surrounds geology, because that'a 
the ultimate source of all uf our resources. I want to 
mention one thing because as a geologist working in the space 
program and it kind of upset me a little bit. Ther~ was ~n 
article that appeared in the Houston Post that snid that 
Skylab will furnish more pretty pictures from space. One of 
the things that we've got to realile is that pretty pictures 
to the newsmen and pretty pictures to the general popUlation 
mean a lot more than that to the hydrologist who's looking 
at various sources of water, how to ~nnage water b.tter for 
people. He looks at the picture and he sees management 
capabilities that never ha~p. existed before. The peopl~ in 
forestry look at those pretty pictures and they see things in 
the area of forestry that people have never seen before. They 
don't mean pretty pictures to them. They mean dcvelopuwnt 
and management of their natural resources - trees. The ~amt' 
thing Is true of the meteorologists. I think that the news 
media has been a little lemiss in not giving NASA proper 
credit for the ability of the veatherman to predict weather 
because it's almost totally dependent upon the satellites and 
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the ability of the Earth'y scientists to analyze what etc imagery 
shows frca satelltte~. ! have one slide to ~how this afternoon. 
I won't bore you with a vhole bunch of pir.tures and thln~s. 
If I could have the slide. This slide Has generated by 
Mr. Doug Cart~r who works for the US Geological Survey. This 
little inset here represents a picture from ERTS which is 
really the precursor to Skylab and is 3ctually testing 5cml' 

rath~r simpllf1t:!d instruments compared to what is on pn'IH!lIt 

day o;kyl09b. Doug Carter just took this onl! image which i~ 
100 miles on a side. We're looking at 10,000 squAr~ mileR 
of space here which I wish w('td had in 1958 when 1 war; 
working 1n the African desen:. Sut you'll notice this lilli" 
structure right here. That'R only 20 :niles froM R"Il' . .l. Nev".ta 
whl('.h sets about right here. It's actually !thown on tld~ 
map h(>re. Now in the Gold Rush Days of the 1840's - 60':: tll1~ 
area was ..:ravlcd over" by all kinds cf gold aillcTR and ~11Yl'l 
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" miners geologists. minine engineers. This structUi'e vas never 
~otieed. Again in the 1earch for geotherm31 energy in the 
late 1960's, again geologists looked all OVLr this area because 
there are some known mIneral springt't right herch it vasn't 
until the ERTS i.agery was arrived at that we saw this actuA) 
structure here. We now know th~t the g~otherm~l springs are 
locatE'd r:tght thEre. Coraparir.g this imagery that we see hen' 
with the imagery over Italy and l~ok~ng at the LardeleTo geo
thermal area which produL~8 one th{rd of the electricity in 
Italy, ~~ see that this structure is almost identical to it 
in the Lardelero 10me. It produces its steam all around th~He 
edges her~. No geothermal energy has ever been produced where 
th~y have not drilled into 3 fault structure where you can 
actuall} s~e what many people call liniments in the space photo
graphy and geologists, we generally call them fr1ct~r~ zones 
or faults systems. No geothermal energy has ever produced 
where the well does not terminate in a fault zone, where the 
fault reaches down l~to the m&gma or the hot rock area. You'll 
notice that on this g~ologic map here where DOUR has drawn 
SOlUe c:ross-secti('l:ls here, the.t we see several linimints'~ 
several faults th~t intersect this punch dome. The putential 
fc.>r geothermal energy in this area is very great. As [; malt(!r 
~f fact. the U.S.G.S. has now classified thiH as a known 
geothermal area and probshly will require bids for any property 
that's developed in that area for geothermal e~crgy. I 
t h 11'1 k t hat's lib 0 uta 11 I' 11 h ave to s a}' ex c e p t for I:J Ii:' be m(' n t 1 (1 n i n g 
Dr. Bl11 Fiehi": froDl the U.S Geological Survey. III and sevt'ral 
other people in analyzing early Gemini pictures and SOMe of 
the pictures - I'm sorry that was not Gemini - the early Tirl)fo; 

pictures and later on Itoa pictures of Alaska, have almoht 
revamped the map o{ nort,",wp.stern Alaska - the t(:rtlinus - .'.he 
w~stern terminus of th~ Brooksrange. That area was practically 
unLnown and th~y looked at the space imagery and the~ found 
lineatl~ns that no genlogists has ever seen tn Ala~ka bc!or~. 
A~d they also 8m.; that the south of Point Barrow, an arl'a uhich 
looked like an oil province - a nev basin area, cs~entiRlly 
an area of folds and faults systems that we knew nothing 
abolJt prior tl) that space illag~ry. Now the U.S. Ge(.logic<11 
Survey has had gomewhere in the neighborhood of 100 gl'olngist$ 
looking at Alaska for almost 80 years and none of thl:'5e 
str.Jctures Wf;re ever identified. The full b,.'lt that 
the ~. 10 cat e d sou tho f PI) 1 n t B 8 r r 0.... look tl II S tho u r. hit I ~ P, <' i II R 
to be 8 very, very ml1Jor oil pro,dnce. No one can ~'r.dll'l !hl1t 

ina d van c e . l' hAt I s g (l t taw a i t for Reo Jl h Y sic a 1 (. '" pI" r:\t I II n . \1\ II 
rietailed shooting. But one of tlH' thln~;$ that it dll~'" i~; i~ 
points the direction for oil people to look .10d tl~I' 'wnw Iq 

their six to eight billlon dollars that lR spr!nt .Il'nu"lly III 
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the sear~h for oil in the continental United States. That 
doesn't include foreign operations. So if we can direct the 
activities and where that money is spent to better find oil 
productton or geothermal energy, we've really done a fantastic 
job. And not only consel'vation of natural resources, but 
conservation of dollars, which is very important to the U.S. 
at thi8 time. Thank you very much. 

SP~AKER If you have any specific questions on 
geol(lgy to put to Mr. Kennedy, you might put them now. But 
please save more general questions u~til the enJ of the program 
and we can have a more general discussion on remote sensinG' 

PAO Anyone have a specific question? 
KEN N E DY Y c: & • 
QUERY eculd I just make sure 1 understand you 

correctly. You referred to ~ fault in Italy that produces 
1/3 of that country's ~eathermal e~~rgy. Did you mean gcpthermal 
~nergy that's already been t~~ped or simply energy that is 
there and could be tapped? 

K E 'S N E DY ~ (l t the • l hat's not a sIn g 1 e f d U 1 t • I l • r; 
a punch dome very siailar to the one that you caw - a circular 
structure there thbt is cut by a fault. ltts the Lardpl~ro 
punch dome area. There's several towns built around this. It'A 
~bout 30 kilometers In didmeter and there are I think ahoUl 
seven 5epar~te ther~al electric plants around th~t punrh dome 
that prpduc~ electricity. It's the Lardelero punch dome and 
where the faults intersect that. it produces the energy In Italy 
and that produces about 1/3 of the total ~lectricity in Italy. 

HEATH Let me go on then J tn the subject of 
forestry. As a young man I started my career by dra~glng a 
surveyor's chain through thE swamps and tiDb~rlands. And you 
can imagine the sense of elation that my~~lf and my ~ompntrlots 
felt when we suddenly graduated to the UP' of aerial photograph~ 
and we could sit in a comfortable air-conditioned office in 
an easy chair and look down on the doaain of the r3ttlesnak~ 
instesd of walking through it. Now we have taken anoth£>r 
great step by graduating once again to 8pB.C~ imaStery. And 
agsin a sense of elation because of the much ~reater and 
broader exl",nt of the coverage. Our work in thE', last y('ar 
has been largely \lith !::RTS very much 1n p'C~par"tfon COl'" ::kylah. 
And v .. have a team here llt JSC which ha!i heen working {11\ I:I{TS 
l~Agery aod tapes - -

END OF TAPE 
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HEAT~ - and we have a team here at JSC which 
has been working on ERTS imagery and tapes for their use in 
tir.lber surveys. Coultl I have the first slide, please? This 
shows the study area that we bav~ used as a test bed because 
we have a great deal of information on this part of the Sam 
Houston National Y0rest SOQe 50 or 60 miles north of th~ city 
of Houston. I need the next one please, now. 1 guess ve got 
thos~ switched around a little bit, 1 wanted to give you ~ort 
of a general look at the ERTS satellite and the type of footprint 
it presents on the Earth. It has a scanner which outlines an 
area some hundreJ miles sq\lare and it die! have an IBV system 
..,hich i sn' t - is not operacional, so we've been depending almost 
entirely upon th,:, multlsp'~ctral scanner. And of course having 
access to this scapneI gives us a fin~ preparation for the use 
eft h esc ann e ron Sky 1 a b . An 0 the 1" s lid e p 1 ~ as e • WeI rep rod u c in g 
rather d~tailed maps like this one in which we can distiuguish 
up t.:> 15 forest typ~s and features .... ith this scanner Ilaterial 
and thiR is 3 map of th3t study area that 1 ~howed you a moment 
a~o on the Sam Houston National FOrp.8t. Next please. We're 
attempting to take one giant step beyond these hand dra .... n 
maps by going to computer maps. This is a map dra .... n by a com
puter and this is of course is goinS to ~4V~ YS a great deal of 
tim~ because anything drawn by rh~ hand of man is very expensi~e 
to ~roduce. And so this looks to us like the step into the 
f ut u re . Next p le as e . C(.IDlPOS i te S 0 f the image ry agAi'} p rodu ce d 
by comp~ter technology, make it possible to identify quite small 
o~jects in the imsgery. Those two black spots that you see on 
the cent~r Rrc 10 acre lakes and it's also po&sible to pick 
out pine stands as Baall 8S ten acres. And there's Boae very 
S llUd 1 1 a k P. 9 Up 1 nth e - up per ! eft corn e r the ret h 8 tar e 
as sUlall as two acres. Next slide. pl~ase. This is another 
type of composite a~d ~e show this par.ticular one because it 
reveals something to us for the first ti •• that V~8 quite ~,:

tereRtitq? to us as foresters. Il showed thr: effects of a light 
ground fire. 1 think 1 better point it out to you. T~is 1s 
Ltle l'ffects of a light ground ffre right. here about lOO ncres. 
This comparison with vhat you've scen b~fore 18 this 
steady air that w~ saw in some detail. Now a li8ht 
cround fire 1s quit~ 9~rpri9ing to Bee because it does 
very li!otle damage. 'lhis was lnintentionally aet by rangers Lo 
cleat away the underb~u9h b~forc marking the tlaber for sale 
last fall. And ve picked it up first on aerial photog~aph)' .... here 
the va-ilkenins of uome of the t.tP.~8 made the iaagery of the pine 
needles change from the ud, .... h .... l_h 1. nor.a1 with infrared color, 
to a scrt of a pale green. Hete on this ERTS Imagery it appears 
as Q ~]ack saudge 00 the othGfvi.e r~d h*althy pine tiaber. 
Next 8lide please. Here are do.e ~~ouod photograph, that 1 to~k 
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check "and see what damace actually had occurred 

art!a.' And on the daht you ilee thrt hottest part of thilt fire wher\! some of the trees are actually killed. but ,the a.ujority of the burn was as you scait on t ... " left wIth' very little damage occurring. And th08~ blue spote on the tree trunks art! tre~s marked to reDiain after the cutting.,: Next pltH1HC.·' Now what does all of thIs mean to foresters as lumbermen? First of all, it means that they are going to, In th~ fl~ture when we develop an operational aattelite, have a continuous flow of up-to-date information which has never before been avail-able to them. This will give thera a new management tool 80 that they'll be able to better manage timber lands. And better management will balance supply and demand hopefully and help stabilize lumber prices and if a~y of you have tried to buy Ii house recently, I think youlll realize how laportant·,,;,ci, ',that item is. "This brings my little discussion to a close.: 'Ar~ there any questions on this subject? ' QUF.RY I wonder if yould tell us some of those 15 types of forest features that you can distinguish - you don't "have tc numerate thelll all but give us some for instanc~s and 11m also curious why the hardwoods are red and the pines green in ~ne of the pictures you showed us? 
HEATH That was just a computerized map and we could have the o~tion of selecting any color that we wanted to to ret>resent the various timber ty?es. So that was just our arbitrary choice of red for hardwoods. In that particul&r area, some of the types that we recognized were pine, hardwood, mixtures of the two, regeneration areas where the forest service has cut timber and then replanted it. And then we followed it through several stages of regeneration. First of all where it was just the pine cutting and then where they sighted and prepar~d by heavy equipment ,for the planting and then eventually .'t·,~ the young trees coming through."' And we picked up featuces like roads and right of ways which really surprised us because the computer actually was able to distinguish between highways and pipelines. And this, to us, we felt was quite relllarkable. Then of course we picked out bodies of water and agriculture and oth~r land use patterns which help us differentiate forest land. Any furl he r? 

SPEAKER Let me introduce, then, Hr. Jim Webster to e~press his thoughts on the subject. 
~".' WEBSTER Well, really I feel sort of overwhelaed with the company I'm keeping because they kind of brought me in as tame coon to show me this thing and say what do you think ,\ about it? That blew Ill) mind right "there. One of the things' that has impressed me most about;this whole thing is the fact that as has been pointed out, lIanr times' in recr;nt years, the "; , :: ' . 
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closed biosphet'e. We have spaceship 
along In apace and what we .ee here is what we get. 

And rucoRni~ing that - what's happenln, h.~e In this Earth 
Kesollr'-~t'ti Survey thing is in .y opinion. one of the most im
portant l.lvents jn the histo~y of .an. 'It's ce~t.lnly equates 
with the what the Wriaht bfotht-fS did in 1903 and unfortunately 
so far. it's about at the same staae of developaeDt. But we 
nov have within our ~raap the capability of inventoring all 
the natural' resources in the world - .11 of th... And of ... in-
taining the continuous inventory of those natural resources. 
At the present time my co.pany only in reaote sensing use only 
the USDA aerial photographs to do planeaetrie mapping and forest 
type mapping for pianting and inventory purposes. And on a 
limited basis we do 80me volume e8tl.~te8 of aerial photographs. 
But problems with the insects and disease and fire and storms 
require extensive and expensive low altitude flyinrl tied in "'.-' 
closely with ground determination - all done with the naked 
eye. And incipient damag~ is abs~lutely impossible to pick 
up. And what we've got here 1s as far as I can see - _ 
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',', WEBSTER and inc1pient d •• age 1& ablolutely IG\l'ul!I~jble Lo pick up.,' And what we've got here a, far as l c.m tlee, 18 a toIystem which will per.it us elll to ",'lOW what's happening all over the world, w1th all thf' wf,rld" .' r&!tiourcetJ at any given tille. Based on m)' very li,..i';ed know~edge of what's being done herf!l, '1 can vlsua'd~e these satellites 1nventorlng and monitor1ng tree specles.··· Mr. !leath's already showed me that we can do 90ae 'oJf it. It will improve. And that partic:ulaJ: t:hing is done entirejy with ground checks now •. Determining diseal1.:l locatione . and we now. as I mentioned have no practical vay to deter-mine Lhe location of dormant or incipient disease infestations. Insects, sallie thing is true, although occasionally at thil') , time, if we out a lIIan on the ground, IIY COlllpany does this ev.:!ry winter. They put a lot of men on the ground, walking through the woods loo'1ing for the southern pine beetle. and '""',C"," " that is rather expensive, and is a kind of a hit or miss ", . prop,)sitiun. Thinking it over before I cilme out here this morning, it occurred to me that if this !iystelll were fully developed right now, we could probably very quickly solve this lussock moth problem that they are experiencing in the northwwst 1n Washington and in Oregon, where they have for-
bidd~n the right to use DDT to control'this moth, At the present till'le, it ilad killed something Uke 400,000 acres of timber and SOIlC proje~tion8 are that; by this time next year, the moth will have destroyed over a million acres of·' timber. They apeak of 600 square 1II1.1es. ,c Nolol, if the decision 'is as critical as they ca,~ surely the Earth resource~ satellite , could determine this, co~ld give us ~nough information so . that EPA, politicians. and so forth could come up with the answers imm~diately. and by - the immediacy of the thing is, that they tell me that if DDT is not put on it by June ,:1. which is Friday, that it's a dead outfit. Additional catastrophic damage, as you've seen, the fire and windstrom dam a g l' • As a mat t e r "f f act, 0 u r guy s are t his \I e c k fly j n & today - My corapany's people are flying some hailstorm damage north of C'~eveland,' Texas, which has not only kIlled three llIillion feet of tImber, based on rough estimates, but all the fish 3re dying in the creeks up there. We don't know why. And we got all the stops pulled up, trying to figure out whether it's us or the haiistorlll, or what. ForeSL volumes. as in the agriculture area, and certainly the geologic area, certainly we could determine forest volume.· ..... ' '. _,worldwide, and conceive of what this could mean Btratesicatty • 

• 

8lows my mind. ",Forest growth, 9011,types, and fertJlity, an,d "we can do that b •• ed on the knowledge \Ie have now, I thlnk",:,'"~ ...."" ~'with all of it., A very crude aanner based on plant cOlllmun1tie. 
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and ao forth, but this will teach where we can grow the beta ... Wild I1h habitats, for those people that Are ." ext r I.! au 1 yin t ere S t 'uS i nth at. . C til r t • i n 1 y, cur u n t 8 0 11 ~ . . :, D10isturA and current soil moisture conditions anywhere , tn th~ world and sustaining condit.ions, a,ain,' where? " It . wIll e·.;ilbl~. us to do continuous mapping and intensive long " . rangO! planning that we just don't even drealll of today. ' As ;.an example, this ERTS .atellite picture of the firE' damage • . This was taken incidental to its routine overflights, and today. this 80rt of thing hu to be done by intensive . ground and aerial checks by experienced personnel. . The , t h i n 8 t h 8 t s t rue k .t is t his vas do n e fro m a 8 II t e 11ft e with only 15 spectral analysis combinations. And the one that's up now, I had a guy figure up this morn in, for me, has 6462 combinations that they can put together. The poss-
'ibilitl~9 ar~ endless. Thank you. 

PAO Any questions for Mr. Webster. 
-,.. . c PAO ,A" Let's move ahead then, to the subject of dgricul ture. And George Specht of Martin Marietta 

SP~CHT J Thank you. I might start off by saying that each particular field crop and the condition of the fields. whether they be plowed or what the moisture con-tent is. each different type gives off its distinct signature. Now, ~ASA has been doing research in determining exactly what these signatures are, and assigning values to these signatures, and cOlllparing these to crop calendars as we " might call them.:> And through this data, ve can do two things. We can find the slide for you. One thing ts to increase the crop yields. something beneficial to lIIan.May W2 have that first slide?, Some of these things that we can evaluate from ~ultispectral analysis are the physical and chemical properties of the 8011. The topography of unimproved land which may be good land to cultivate. We can monitor a runoff In erosion, and kind of keep our planting out of those areas. 'We can inventory w~ter sources and determinf! the water content of the soil. We can detect very early, diseases and insect infestation. And we can optomlze crop planting practices through analyses of different types 
O~I fields. and how they are groving. And we can determine best row spacing. best planting and harvesting times fertilization require.cnts. and irrigation requirements the best crop rotations, and the be~t crop species tor different arellS. And we can also determine the particular crops in . different fields and the sizes of the field and in doing' .' this with valid crop 8urvey& and census and yield efti.ates~ . and a good mauageaent of planting and diatribution,- we can :: "optomiz .. e a worldwide agricultural practice •. Now. we have.: 
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tJ Ude, 1 think Is this 18 1I0ae EITS Imagery of an area 
ju~t cast of San Franc18co.Z;This 11 the San rrancisco Bay 
on the 1 eft aa d 0 v e rIa t h i 6 a re a i. t h. (g. r b 1 e ) r e g1 0 n 
of California, in whlch we have done soae analysis. since w~ 
doh a ve 8 r 0 un d t rut h d a t a fro III the re • ~:" E a c h d 1 if ere n t fi e 1 d 
type, we can aSlign & spec1fic color to, and 1 think the 
ncx,t tdide wl11 show you what we can do with processed ],'" 

,11118gery fro. digital data. We aS8ign a known - through the 
kilo .... n s 1 g nat u r e '.I e a 8 8 i g nap art 1 c u 1 arc 0 lor and the n w e j u 8 t 
run the tapes throilgh the computer and ~e come up with ' 
mapo like this. which show the particular crop types. And 
we can 81so determine the areal extent of the fields. Now, 
Dr. Richard Phelps is with us today. He i8 with the 
Anderson Clayton and company and they have fi~lds in this 
area in (Garblt~ ) and he has done a great amounl of 
work with aerial photography. < I think we III let him get 
into some of the things that he's been able to detergine. 
fro III t his s a me are a • Dr. Ph e 1 p s • . ..,. 

PHELPS Thank you, George. First, Gord,m. be-
fore we get angry letters from agronomists, let me correct 
you and say I'm not an agronomist. My title is meaningless. 
but it's Director of Technical Information Services. 1 have 
to think about that, because we don't use titles ve&y much 
in Anderson Clayton. What I would like to do. if it'll ',' 
all right with the chairman, and you people are sit ting out 
there In the hot liahts and so on, is go through this~;' 

,paper briefly. and then show you four 9-1nch transparencies. 
. If I tried to do it at the sallie t illle 1 talk about the paper. 

1 don't think it'll mean quite as much. So I'll try to 
j give you a brief rundown of what we've done and then illustrate 

.'1' what 1'111 trying to tell you. As all of you know field crops 
are subject to a wide variety of disease problems. weather 
problems. and so on •. We've been f aced with a serious 
cotton problem in Arizona.: We didn't have much luck in 
solving the problem in traditio~al ways, so in 1971 we 
initiated 8 small remote sensing program to see if ~e 
couldn't solve the problem by some more sophisticated 
techniques. A lot of previous university, governlllent, and 
private studies had indicated that this problem. whic~ in
volved cotton rotted in the low~r third of the plant, down 
near the geoune. It showed ta~t this work and - a practical 
look at the problem showed that you couldn't really 
visualize the problem, even walking through a field, 
because th~ upper two-thirds of the canopy - lear canopy' 
of the cotton plant shielded the rotto~ cutton down in 
the lower third of the plant:' So, even though we applied ", 

~.: 

sophisticated techniques, we really never thought we could 
ever -- '~. " '. 
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ju~t cast of San Franc18co.Z;This 11 the San rrancisco Bay 
on the 1 eft aa d 0 v e rIa t h i 6 a re a i. t h. (g. r b 1 e ) r e g1 0 n 
of California, in whlch we have done soae analysis. since w~ 
doh a ve 8 r 0 un d t rut h d a t a fro III the re • ~:" E a c h d 1 if ere n t fi e 1 d 
type, we can aSlign & spec1fic color to, and 1 think the 
ncx,t tdide wl11 show you what we can do with processed ],'" 

,11118gery fro. digital data. We aS8ign a known - through the 
kilo .... n s 1 g nat u r e '.I e a 8 8 i g nap art 1 c u 1 arc 0 lor and the n w e j u 8 t 
run the tapes throilgh the computer and ~e come up with ' 
mapo like this. which show the particular crop types. And 
we can 81so determine the areal extent of the fields. Now, 
Dr. Richard Phelps is with us today. He i8 with the 
Anderson Clayton and company and they have fi~lds in this 
area in (Garblt~ ) and he has done a great amounl of 
work with aerial photography. < I think we III let him get 
into some of the things that he's been able to detergine. 
fro III t his s a me are a • Dr. Ph e 1 p s • . ..,. 

PHELPS Thank you, George. First, Gord,m. be-
fore we get angry letters from agronomists, let me correct 
you and say I'm not an agronomist. My title is meaningless. 
but it's Director of Technical Information Services. 1 have 
to think about that, because we don't use titles ve&y much 
in Anderson Clayton. What I would like to do. if it'll ',' 
all right with the chairman, and you people are sit ting out 
there In the hot liahts and so on, is go through this~;' 

,paper briefly. and then show you four 9-1nch transparencies. 
. If I tried to do it at the sallie t illle 1 talk about the paper. 

1 don't think it'll mean quite as much. So I'll try to 
j give you a brief rundown of what we've done and then illustrate 

.'1' what 1'111 trying to tell you. As all of you know field crops 
are subject to a wide variety of disease problems. weather 
problems. and so on •. We've been f aced with a serious 
cotton problem in Arizona.: We didn't have much luck in 
solving the problem in traditio~al ways, so in 1971 we 
initiated 8 small remote sensing program to see if ~e 
couldn't solve the problem by some more sophisticated 
techniques. A lot of previous university, governlllent, and 
private studies had indicated that this problem. whic~ in
volved cotton rotted in the low~r third of the plant, down 
near the geoune. It showed ta~t this work and - a practical 
look at the problem showed that you couldn't really 
visualize the problem, even walking through a field, 
because th~ upper two-thirds of the canopy - lear canopy' 
of the cotton plant shielded the rotto~ cutton down in 
the lower third of the plant:' So, even though we applied ", 
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sophisticated techniques, we really never thought we could 
ever -- '~. " '. 
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PHtLPS ,.;. shielded the 
lower third of 'the plant: ,'So even thovgh ve applied .oph1.:ticated technique •• ve really n.ve~ thQught ve could ever see . the problea, 60 to apeak. ~ What ve th~~ght we co~\d do vould be to 8e~ some environaental proble., - environaental conditions that vere associated with the problell. And then; hopefully,·' be able to do something about theae environmental problells ',." ··1'11 explain this in a little more delail In a minute.' Now ou!' limited falllil1arity with color infrared photolraphy and the ,: . availability of all the NASA data - aircraft deta In particular - and the very good coverage of the prilla~y target area. which was in Arizona and Caliiornia, iufluenced our choice of color infrared over the oth~r remote-sensina techniques. But we do not mean to downgrade (garble) radar. thermal scanning, or anything else. It's just that it wa. lIore conven-ient for us to use color infrared, and that'a why we zeroed in on this particular technique. '«Ie looked first at both Arizona and Southern California. but since there was better "r~ coverage of central Arizona and we had aore ground truth data in central Arizona. we concentrated on that particular area. Wed 1 d use some A polIo 9 i • .1 8 e r yin 0 u r stu d y, eve nth 0 ugh I w on ' t illustrate any. Apollo 9, if you re1lembec, was around March of '69 and the cotton is not yet planted at that time of year. So Apollo 9 was used only to detect citrus plantings, which seemed to be associated with the problem, and for a few other reasons like that. But we did not use Apollo 9 extensively. We spent a great many hours down at the Manned Spacecraft Center - or Johnson Spacecraft Center; here - trying to find some color tone on this infrared film that vould match against some of the fields that we knew had this particular boll rot problem. But because cotton fields are not hOllogeneous.-you get a wide variety of tones in toe film. We boegan to think 'that Wt~ were embarked on a hopeless mission. But we were a·· little pigheaded, so we kept up. Host of the NASA aircraft ... film. as you know. Is taken from so-called high-altitude fil.: It's 50 to 60,000 feet. roughly. And if you're using an RCA camera with a 6-inch transparency - and correct me. George, If I' \·e calculated this wrong - I beg your pardon, first if you're using a Zeiss with a 12-Inch focal length on the callera, which. if you're looking for a small diseased place 1n the cotton field. why you got to look real hard. And if you're using the aCA 'camera with a 6-inch focal length - I mean with a - let's aee -with a 12-inch In the RCA, 6-Inch in the Zeiae, that's rlaht -with the RCA you have 185.000 acres per fr ••• - Sg,OOO in a Zeis") with a l2-inch focal Ienath, about 185,000 acre. with an RCA with a 12-inch focal length. Then. If you go to AD ERTS 1 pictur~ like ve saw. you're looklns at about 6-1/2 ",' 
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million acres In one of 9-I~ch 'tra~8parenci •• ~ When we started, ~e thought we h~d to come down to a low elevation . to begin wHh in order to find out what SOIlO of these color tones were. !.' So. we talked Ilerb (garble) of thet Geological", Surbey Office in Phoenix Into lu.king SOIlC low-&ltitude flight" for us to get our bearings - to - we had to start fro~ aero, so to speak. So Herb made five fU.ghty for us in thll sumller of'7l at ~levations of 2,000 to 6,000 feet. We also had to start with s()me known problem areas that were real .mall experl.ental (' plote. So we selected the cotton research station at 40th and Broadway In Phoenix. In a minute. I'll show you what I'm talking about. And, we had a history of what the experiments were - the irrigation practices - the fertilization - tbe weed control. and so on. Then we wpre in a position to match some' of the irrigation tonos - the red and pink tones and so on -contributed by the irrigation practices - to - against the cotton ,problem. '~' Then we had a kind of base to start off from." We also went down to Weslaco, Texas, and to the USDA people there. and they showed us the color infrared tones of cotton that's grown on salty 80il. So, we added that basic information to our knowl~dge. again to have an explanation of what some of these various tones were in a heterogeneous. commerci.l cottongrowing field. So, armed with this information, we then aoved to some larger commercial growers', fields, took a few cotton boll samples in these fields - and keep in mind that not any of us In this room. I don't think - even those from the Harvard College of Agriculture - can go out in these fields ana be absolutely sure you have a problem. ¥()u h.ve to take 100 to 200 cotton bolls. grind them up. chemically analyze them by, . what iy called thin-layer chromatography. and measure the results of this disease - these toxins put out in parts per billion. Now, for you space people, I foot Is a part - a billionth of the way to the Moon. or it's I second in 32 years. or - for you martini drinker - it's jigger of vermouth in 1000 railroad tank car S 0 f gin. So. we' ret a 1 kin gab 0 u t - you know, w hat s tar ted out to be a di ffi cuI t problem - these are only in minute concentrations. these effects of the disease. Anyway, we sampled some commercial cotton fields enough to be certain that we had a problem In some of th~m. Then we s.lected the 1I0st likely or.e. which was about a 70-acre field. samplad every 40 cows on the north side of the field and on the south side. 100 to 200 \ bolls per sample. went through all the chemical analYSis, .atched the data against the film, which I'll show you In a minute, and: began to learn th~t certain envlron.e~tal conditiQns - which va. velY vivid on color infrared photography - was associated vith the :. ''', problem. We found that cot ton that has a very crimson color which ,is grown in a heavily criBated part of a field has - seem. to 
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;,:,";, ,. hay\! a h1Sh incidence of this probl~'~, u~der the desert c~n-~) .' '(Y/" ditionli uf Arhona. Conversely. if you have a field thatls not'i': '" oV\Hly Irrigated '1': and you can detect this on'the infrared' (l.m bocause it would have a yellowish-tan color to the colton und"'r infrared - Wl~ found essentially no problem 1n this type of cotton. So, remota sensing really paid off for us. That' .. ·ncuuraged us to try to ~pply ~ome of the rCDlotE:"sensing t(>chniqu\.!s to our commercial farming operations tn CAlifornia. ' And ,;. L.lst year we hired a cOllllDercial photographer to fib. about 
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30,000 acres in Fresno County a( altitudfts of 12 to 20,000 feet and .ade ,!l flight io July and another in August and a par t i a 1 on e 11. S e pte mL e r. , An d 1: t 11 show you a c \) up Ie' 0 f those (rames in a minutc. We have not complere6 all of our analysis of the data becaufle there are 125 fieldt;, 110 color infrared fra!JIes. But what W(!IVC learned to dl)te is that certain problems that we could not detect on the ground, ur at least w~re never brought to our attention, werl:! land-Ieveli.ng problems, wh~re you have un~ven - too much of a slope to the field - go in and level it, and when you do, you take off part of the t()P soil in places and Introduce trace mineral deficencies - In particular, manganese deficency. And ~hen you look at color infrared photography over there areas, you'll see a very light-colored (;otton crop. l1e've also found some very !I1Ya;tertaus rcd spots, which so far defy explanation~ snd we certainly welco:ne theories. They look .like measles on the photograph. and 1',11 show you they have nothing to do with the development' of the film. They could be - well, it could have been : an orchard there 20 years dgo or uomething, and it changed the l:itructure of the 80il, but. at this time, ..... P. canlt explain them. (r.arble) Child, Bob ~cDonald, and Brian (garble) and oth~rs down her~ at the center have been particularly helpful to us. I.nd late thili past Bummer. they loaned us an ERTS I sat~l!it~ picture, ov~r the Monterrey Bay - San Joaquin Valley area. This has b~en a tremen~ous help to us because it complements our 12- co 20,OOO-foot film. And their - the satel-, lite pictUTt! they loaned us -
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... f- This has been a tre2endoul help' to u. because it comploments our 12 to 20.000 foot fil •• :" And the sat~ll!tc picture they loaned U8. which we'll glv~ you a copy of In a Plinut~) W.iS taken the 21rd ot July and our filming was 13th of July. There are only a couple of weeks difference ... .. 1n the tones there ana it 1s really unbelievable what you can !:lee once you know a little ahout the ground truth data. There isa certain hlack T in this picture o~er on the right hand side that I'll pass Ollt when we start showing th£:se frames; . This black T i:hat you see abou! a hali inch in froll the right. bord~r of the frame is burned-over barley 8~ubble 1n - the horizontal part of the T is a half of section of land, )20 acres or .. a mile across by a half a mile deep and the horizontal part is another half section. And the black again is, - is due to burnti!d over badey stubble.· All the way around the black T - every field touching the bl~ck T is c~tton ~and, just to orient you. All the yellow you will ~ee in there -
,", !,~,,' o'r. ,.'"". ,'~ .... ',~, t J. ,.,2" almost all of it is barley I'tubb:L(' and the yellowish tan yo\. ", will see is safflower, not stub'ole but the CtOP has not been harvested. And the pink tones you see are sugar beets. We can't diffe:entiate, at least I can't on this one frame, alfelfa fro~ cotton. It's possible to do it but not in ore frame. Itte still very difficul~ for us to realize that we can obtain so much de~ail from an electronically reconstituted print trans-mitted from a satellite as far away fro~ the E&rth as Wichita, Kansas is from Houston. And I might say that not only can ' .. you pick up the fields on this Earth sattelite picture frolll '" 570 miles high, but you can actually correlate the da.aged areas of fields where you have a field of 50, 60, 10 acres and you· have a poor cotton crop in one part of the field. If you take a magnifying glbs~ and look at the ERTS imagexy vith it and hold this low altitude frame against it you can see the correlaticn bztween the damaged field and what's visible on the ERTS satellite picture. Now if anybody told me that, I wouldn't believe it ir I hadn't of sec it with my eye. Now welre anxiously looking forward to the SkylHb da~a and we understand Skylab is about half as high as ERTS, so we expect equally good and maybe even better images from that. And as long as we can get the images or prints fr~m the Sioux Falls facility why we'll put it tc work. No~ I'd like to show you four frames if I can have them on the viewgraph. This is a frame of the cotton station at 40th and Broadway in Phoenix. The Phoenix airport is right out here. This frame is probably about two to three thousand feet, 1 don't re~ember the f·xact heighth.';c ',.;But the thing I wanted to point out: to you i. everything in . this block is Delt4 pine 16 cot ton. the salle variety planted.: , the same day. The different red tones are due to the irrigation' ., 
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tr~at~~'nt. And the red blocks, th~llttle reel blocka you •• e 
arc - were irrigated the day this Was photographed.' The other 
too~s if we had this blown up R little bit or you looked at·, 
the frame with a Illaanifying glas8, you'll see there are five" 
different irrigation treatments in there and I've teated 
6 e ere tar i e 8 an d h ad the II put I the plot 8 in one of the fi ve ,:,' 
categories and they can do it with 100 percent accuracy. This 
is a very good illustration of water effect on cotton. ' There 
are many other things but in the sake of tiae let's move on, 
to the next frame please.' We need to have this part at the 
top .• this border at the top. This is a high altitude NASA 
aircraft picture. I believe this is with Zeiss camera. This 
ill just south of the city of Phoenix. This Is the - for any 
of you familIar with it, is the International Harvester proving 
ground for you right here, south mountain ar'.!a. But I want 
you t 0 con C e n t rat eon - ~ 0 u I d we p u I I t hat dow n jus t a h air 1 '"', 
We may be running it off - -, Okay, here we are, okay.~!' , 
got it. We want to conCE'ntrate on this field right here. I'm 
going to s~ow you a low altitude picture of this field. ';'Th18 
particular print here is a transparency about the ficlt of 
October and the one I'm going to show you is taken earlier 
in the SULllmer., This 1s all cotton in here, but the fellow8' 

,cut the vater off this lind has a very weird looking Crop. This 
. particular field here is a 70 acre field that we sa.pled v~ry: 
extensively. It has Delta pine 16 cotton on the west end - " : ,. 
vest half and Stonebill 213 on the other and if you look closely' 
even from there you might see 8 different tone from here to . 
there., I point that out because different varieties have 

'different infrared (ones. :Now"if could have the next one 
1 t '11 b 1 ow it up.' We need to have this side (\ n again to the 
tcp. This 1s the field here. This is not part of our problem 
really, but you'll notice the very peculiar looking cotton 
down here. This was heavily infested w1th a boll worm problelll, 
but the fellow went ahead and harvested prematurely so he 
cut us 0 U to! 0 u rex per i me n t • An d sin c e i twa sac 0 mille I' C i a1 
grower we didn't have control over it. We concentrated on 
this field here. OUf big cotton boll rot proble. 1s down 
1n here and if you look closely you'll see that it has a relat
ively 'Iomogeneous infrared tone to it. A nice crimson red tone 
to it. You get up in here and you can tell this cotton is 
stressed for vater. There was no problem 1\1 here at all. And 

" ve have much othel" data to go with this. but thil illultratea 
how the infrared did - color infrared did help U8 solve our ;,.,.' 
problem. Next frame please. i This should b~ at the top a.aia" 
this '"'order.·', The frame will be at t.-ched to the press relea.e,:' 
ER.TS picture. You will find the black T ever on the riaht .:.' 
hand borde", of the frame. This picture taken two tieeks earlier 
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, hflve the complete T blAck.~; But only th. vertical part 
':'.}' has been burned over. Later this stubble wa, burn.d, This .. 

" \ ~ 

is barley in here and actually this (sarble) which 1s rye" .,' 
wheat cross 1n here. but it'y very hard to tell the difference. 
All these are cotton fields around here. but I'll illustrate 
around the T are cotton. It 1.1 just briefly illustrate A '",~\:, 
couple of things. Here is herbicide da.age. '~This herbicide 
was not auvpoaed to afh.ct that cotton, :< But it did seriously 
affect i~ right in here. presumably because it was applied 
when the tempe rat ure wa. too ho t •• All: these 11 t tIe spots 
you tJce in here are previous herbicide 'treat.ents to control 
morning glory which is • very serious weed in the San Joaquin 
Valley. And here is an old flood channel that you can pick 
up. This i8 a field of safflour here. This is a full section 
of barley one mile ~y one mile. Here you see 80me irrigation 
water being applied. It makes that dark tone up in there, too. 
And the light areas you generall.y sp~ are due to a high salty 

'"''",." . soil. '" This is very salty soil a8 you get \lver (oward the Fresno 
slew. These are tOllatoes in here that are beIng harvested"" 
and the different streaks you see are where It's harvested 
and not harvested. And the little white dots are actually 
tomato pickers. If you look at this frame with a aagnifying 
glass you'll see the to.atoes in the ", .. gon. The tomatoes are 
yellow under color infrared •. There are some - the red l~ne 
right there down through there - I don't know if you can see 
it ,from there, but as far as we can tell this i8 • cClipaction 
s t rip w her e the - i tv. s a so - call edt urn :' 0 v the pre v i 0 U 9 

year and the soil has been ",atted down hard. We '/ould expect 
it to be light rather than red, but it - for 80.e peculiar reason 
it's showing as a healthle" crop. 'I think I have one .ore 
frame. That's it. Okay. Glad to ansver any questions I can. 

PHELPS Yes sir? 
,;" QUERY You've mentioned some 8ervice. - the 

aerial and the ERTS satellite that gave you infor.ation that 
you couldn't get on the grou~d or you couldn't get it except 
at great expense and you've also mentioned where you've been 
able to use the information for some benefit. < Could you put 
a dollar est fmate on any of the money you've saved? The dif
ference between doing it one way and doin! it the other70r any 
dollar estimate on ho\! much good it did any of your crop vork? 

SPEA.!(ER " I really couldn't at this atage because 
,we haven't completed our study and we hav~n't really put dollars 
into this thing. But I'm glad you brought up the point 

END OF TAPE 
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.;: could do until the actual ellperiaents were coaplete.. ": to t~y to force thea. satellites into an op.rational lIIode ',' , ~ i8 probably the wrong approach., All we're Gaying her. is that the experiments have been 60 successful that we're trying to increase our experiment and brlog the applications ,~ and t~e applications englneering alon8 with the program •. , "', HEATH\'."·'::'" Let r\e add just a bit too that. We in the program lonk at' this problell a8 being In its In£anr.)'. We're just beginning to sCT4tch the surface. an4 we look at 11: as an information systelll that evehtually will evolve frolll this, that wetll be able to - not after long hours of 6tudy but very quickly be able to run tapes through computers and cOII'e out with instantaneous inforaation which can be disseminated to the agricultural agents and then to the farmers. We've got a very. very long re-ad to go before ve can ever get to that point. We're just barely starting this process. SPEAKER Well, I think one interesting thing that Hr. Hellth mentioned to me on one of our previous visits here is that, with the very lillited data they've gotten' from ERrS,' 1t can collect enough informatton In one second that will requi re· them tlo.'O years of study to analyze. Nov. hopefully, that .... ouldn't lAst very long. W1thin a fe .... short years, we should have the co~puter systelll, .... e should have the basic data collected, that .... 111 turn this material out on - .... ell 1 f it vere on the Skylab ballis - every 18 hours, or .... hatever. 
SPEAKER Eighteen days, SPEAKER Eighteen days the information co~es out, which is fantastic • 

. SPEAKER .. Skylab is once every 5 days. PHELPS I wontt pretend to ansver the question, I don't have enough information, but olle thing that ve hopl~ Sky 1 a b .... ill do, is give usb e t t e r re sol uti 0 n , W 1 t h the ERTS, of course, .... e're at a 575 mile altitude, and as .... e drop down, and I understand frolll talking to George, that we're goiog to get even better resolution than .... hat you'd expect dropping f.-om 570 to 270 or something, whatever the altitude ls. And with cotton production it is very critical to have the water on the cotton to adequately lrr'igate it when it's frulting. If you don't put the water on .... hen It's fruiting, you can just forget about it the rest of the tIme. That is th('" real critical time, and if we can get to the point where we can, where Skylab can go over and image this cotton, say the 15th of July, and at 5 day inter-. val s, t hen ve c an pic k up the. f 11m in. say two we E: k s 0 r some _ thinls like that.'A lot of ti.es ve'll b,~ able to correct the problem that we can't c,orrect ri8ht nov, at least. not '.1 
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.-;"1 8PIAKail .iahc. to "Y .. co"pl. 01 .ore thin • .IJ 
in thi. yetn.' Froa 8kyllb. ~.·re 801n, to b. ,ettina 
actnal photolrlphtc data '11th hllh r~.olutton' up to 180. 
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lin. palrl per atllta.ter. Yht~h VI can't aet that kind 
of r •• ol"tion fro. Icanner data. ' And n".ber tYo. ve're vorking 
in th • .areu of interpretatlon. And In order to develop tec:hniques 
to reduce the dau. ve have to be able to take out fhe at.ospheric 
attenuation of faet. on the data •. And v. hive an 5191 apectro~ 
.eter on board. which can track the entire PISS. a point: -
tarlet of one quarter .lle. vhich vtll 8tv~ UI • lot of 
tnlor.atton on ataoaphertc attenuatton •• 0 ve can deter.tne 
hov tQ re.ov~ tht •• 

QUERY - 'In oth"f words, then. vhat you're eay ... 
in8 then, 1, che ERBP pais expert.ent on Skylab 1, nothln; 
.ore than an extenllon of your ERTS flqu1p.ent. 

, SPEAKER Ve ry .uch 10. 

Q~~RY ,. And ,ou'r~ puahtns the state of the 
art in a lot of waYI. . 

SpeAKER Greatly. 

QUERY 1 under.toJd, the 6~nSor$ ~n Skylab 
had bot h 4 P P 11 c II t 1 0 n 8 "f .. t h • L i.. ve ve r ~ t r)' i n g tot ". 
prove the state of the art, but that there vould be h4rd data. 
aho, co.ing back !rolll the tREP pack .. "e. Th1ngs that vill go ,f 

intI) the canter at Sioux City and Sioux Falls vhere ever, and 
. is thi8 .. you're .aying that this 18 just the .. that this is 
really Just the hegil", ntn 8? . " 

SPEAK£R Host of the data th~t'. co.inroff 
Skylab is over at-Ieeted te.t sitea. "And if it 1. nllt going 

'to give you worldwide coverage like you get O~ the ERTS. 
The,'rL just selecte4 teut ~reaa of a firrite area 1n particular 
areu. And all of that data w111 SO eventually ti;' Sioux' 
falh 8e thac it call be \.lsed by anybody, but it is just 
s~lecte.j tt'9t s1te~. So thAt you're presaing the state of the 

QtJL~Y It is correct in saying that th<'re'll he 
hard data that can he used i.mediately? 

.' I. 

. SPEAKER The lDultispe<."t ra1 package 1s sOllething thlH 
we've been ,",ol'king vith for a Rood IDany years so this isn't A Llr 
out approach. 'fhls is 8o""et;h1n~ t'tat Moat people are fairly faml!.{ar with." 

'WOOD We surely thMnk you (or sittln~ 1n 
with us thi$ afternoon. If we can help yoa 1n dny other 
way. please COllie to liS. 

WOOD Hr. Web3tel has sOlllething more he vants to 8 ay. 

WOOD Yeah, w,~ have five sets of ft'/e diff-
erent nevs releases that' cover thERe presentations that ;i-

,,' you are "'elcolDe to take with you. A couple of thelll have; 
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PAO '." Kilt Windler the lli,ht Director 11 hen for OUT Urat uarly .ornin8 pre •• conference and a. usual ve'll let hill llake the .tate.ent aud then take questions. WINDLER : ":, Well, it', been a pretty quht nisht. The crew 8l~pt down tn the sleep compart •• nt of the vorkshop. They reported that they had a fairly nice rest. 1 think they .aid that it's cooler than it has been although I think they ,aid ~ome words which Y8 1 11 perhap, overheard on the loop but tndlc~ted that they wouldn't have ainded if it had been a Ilt tle bit cooler. but they felt 11ke they did get a pretty good nights rest. And wei ve .. the ... let's lee .. I guess it was Kerwin had the 133 sleep lIon1toring device on and it work .. ed pretty good for a while but then the electrodes .pparently got dry there and the data was not coapletely satisfactory throughout the whole night. And we're attll looking at that and trying to understand it because we just got a report fro. the crew about that when they work up a few minutes ago. And other th~n that we'va been planning what we're going to be doing today. It's a pretty full rlay as far as experimentl go. w~ have an ERt:P pass. A lot of ATM vork, bioaed runs, a little bit of everything 1 guess. And tomorrow. we polished up plans for tomorrow and that's 1I0re of the 8allle. The weather looka r~~l good and we've got another ~REP pass t030rrow. We looked at the weather for the day after that - day 152 and that weather doesn't look suitable for that - to try to change the plans to have the crew dayv£f on that day. Sc that's presently the plan. And that's about where we are. Neil Hutchinson is just getting ready to hit the ground running over there with the exec::ute team and get all the thing8 done today that are on the flight plan. Now I'll try to answer questions. 
P AO P lea 8 e w a it for t h l II f. k e • 
QUERY Could you go over that EkEP thing again. 1'. not aure 1 understood you there. I'll a lit tIe foggy this Illorning myself. 
WINDLER We do have a pass today, EkEP pass today and the tIme 0 f I: hat 1 soh. let's see i f I can fin d 1 tIn the flight plan, froll 20:34 to 21:01. And I believe that's down through the Texas area starting from over In the California area, winds up across In through the Rio Grande Valley, I believe. Yes on schedule {or tomorrow too. We have two flight plans, ' .• for tOll1orr<;)w. As we usually do we have an EREP pass and in . .~l case the weather is not satisfactory we have a no-EUP .lter~.te.· . And what that aaounts to Is essentially doing so.e corollary:. activity and an ATM viewing period In place of the earth resources experll1l~nt. :, We have M4S7 and 5019 scheduied for thA alternate tOllorrow 1n case the weather is not satisfactory_ ."., 
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QUERY Then you •• ntioned the crlw. dayoff. WINDLER The day aft~r that; SPEAKll Th, day after that, riaht. WINDLER They - whatever today 18 and then the next d4Y and then the next day. Today 1, Wedne.day, 1. that th' day. Fr1day I ,U ••• would be the day off. QUERY Do all crew a •• ber •• et the aame day off or do they atalier th ••• 
WINDLER No, thly're all off on the ',a, day. QUERY Okay, and -WINDLER Now when I 8ay off, that'a ea.entlally -th.r~'s a few liaht thins, • of courae they have to continue with thelr foad prepacation and that 80rt of thlng and there 1a just a little blt of Sauge .onlloring involved. I think they do have to go into the .pacecraft, co ••• nd module and look at 80ae laugel and there 18 one experiment up there that, they just read a dial on. And that's about all. QUERY Let lie ask one more thing, I'. 8orry. Neil 8ald last night that Rusty Schweickart was goinl to Huntsville today and that 80me other crewmembers were golng with hi., corp ~c.ber8 - do you know who else wa~ going to go and what kind of a procedure they're going to work on thi probe .and drogue? " WINDLER I don't know anythln& about that. 1 do know that there 1s some tiae set up today to gBt an inspection of the drogue or the probe rather and -QUERY I'. 80rry it was the solar wing - they were going to work out a procedure in the tank. WINDLER No. I don't know anything about that at all. 

QUERY If the day off will be, what, Thursday, WINDLER No, 'Friday, I believe it le, QUERY It will be every Frlday from now on1 WINDLER Well, we try to do it every week - every seven days, plus or minu8, if the weather was real good why we can move it around some 1" order to take advantage of good weather for the EREP so it's approximately every week. but it doesn't necessarily have to be that way. QUERY And ha\'e you discovered any more bad food other than the catsup? 
WINDLER You've got one on ae there. I didn't even know the catsup was bad. They haven't eaten. They're, eating now, of course, and I haven't heard the. say anything about It. I really don'i: know. Oh , "".s it. 11. sorry.- The only thing 1 heard about it was they thought the butterscotch pudding wasn't going to be too good but I haven't heard of th •• eating any of it 80 I really don't know. There is no bad' catlup, you're telling me. All right •. Good. 
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.~~ ), ' 'tr ;' QUERY . If it'. not too .arly or latlt 1n the aornin8 can you record other cO\lf\trh. which parttclpaU In the EREP pa •• or are under the ElEP paa8? -. WINDLER'.. 1 don't think there ar. any othar countr!e •• Ie that you r que. t i on, 0 t h. reo un t r 1e.1 . No 1 t hi n k all 0 f the.e 1n the United State. happen to be, althou~h there ar. some, you know, 1n the oc.an but .. 

QUERY Central A~er1ca and Coluabia X think 1 he a rd. 0 lie t h i n g • 
WINDLER 

that area. t' m 
QUERY 

No. 1 don't think this pa.s 80el over pretty .ure it'doesn't becaus. tt's-
Haybe it would b. a later one. QUERY 

mentioned earlier 
QUERY c' 

Sudan, Africa and the Phillip!"es vere over the cOllmentary. 
Ye,_ there va. lo.ethin. 1 vaa just read-tna· !T, ' ' '(. ,,' - - ~, 

SPEAKER That vas mentioned about an hour aso. QUERY By .omebody in the Control Cent~r? SPEAKER A PAO com_cntator. 
WINDLER Well. I'll have t<> check on that betor. 1 80 back but I don't - it 1& track 20 all right, unleas l'a IIhtaken and ho .... 1 r~lIelllber the orientation of that though -1 guess it could be going through those areas but it's only a 30 IIlnute data take and I don't thlnk it goes that far but 1 could be mistaken. 
QUERY 

are concerned in the 
WINtHER 
QUERY 

YElsterday? 

Where are you 
.. well -
Around 85. 
They haven It 

now as far a8 teaperature. 

changed much frail midnight 

WINDLER No. I think 4S 1 have looked at them 1 think they .... ent do .... n BOlle last night. No .... I understand that nobody is real sure whether that's a niaht-tiae effect froa everybody being quiet. you know, sort of like .... hen you reat in bed it gets cooler. I guess it's - we still feel like it's gradually going down although th~ 1ate of drop Is not very largc. if that's the right way to so'y that. . 
QUERY I lIIay have missed out on this earlier but have you been able to find the cause of those trouble lights in 5190. There was some problem. I think it ..... s 5190 ye~terday. One \) f the ERE P ex per 1 lie n t 8 • d 

WINDLER Well there is a light th.t indicatea: that one of th~ir coolers is not working on 192 1 believe it ls. 
QC~RY And alao they had sane tarseting or cali-brating problem with it." \O;INDLER Yeah. the re are seve ral lit tie probll!a • . in the EREP equipment and 1 gua8s - I'd hate to say exactly 
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what'. wrona vlth that Tight yet. '1(\ f.ct, 1 don't knov .1 how weill let the crew run with it a,ain to aet a better 
handle on jUlt what it',oinl on. I know that one of the -, 
1 th1nk they auspIce that onl of the ~ooler. 1, not cool In. 
anA of the 1n.tru.enta down - one of the channel. down properly. 
And thlre are .oa. other indicatlon, 11k, you d.lcrlb.d. ~ 

QUERY' A, far as the welther 1. concerned. Ii a 
kind of curioul to know what you consider good wlather for an 
EREP pa •• and how auch of this lood weather hal to be alonl • 
how long In are. in order for you to consider everythinl 1. 
okay vereus not belnl okay? 

WINDLER Well, it'a really kind of unusual beeauee 
there are two kind. of EREP passes or two kinds of iDvI.ti
,Itions, I lue,s, i, the way to say it. There Ire so.e 10- . 
ve.tigatlons that like lots of cloud cover and there are 
other. that like to be able to see the land. which •• an. that 

" 'Iaentially you havI to have less thin 3/10 cloud cover vhi.::h 
would be about l1ke ,c"ttered or clear. And dahl now thlre 
i. a great big hiah .ittlng over the United States. the southern 
part of the United States or southwestern part. 1 guels. really. 
And so the condition. are good for the kind of investigatione 
that require the clear skies. And we have a kind of a ground 
rule that we like to get at least 10 litea covered - usuilly 
we ~ind up with nu.hera 11ke 20 or 2~ or 30 and you'll find 
that they are clustered in certain placee. For exallple. 1n 
the California area thert\ is a latge number of them. ·There 
il • large number in the Texas area, this general part of 
Texas, the Gulf Coast or southern vaUey area. There ie a 
number of thea around the east coast around the Chesapeak6 
Bay area. You're familiar with those names. I'm sure or those 
areas - (garble) area and that 80rt of thing. So. you know. you 
can have a relatively s.al1 part of the country that i8 clear. 
but it gets you a lot of sites 80metlmes if lt's ln the right 
place. Now if you .sk me how many i, the number today 1 can't 
tell you. 

QUERY And what about time constraints? You 
mentioned )0 ninutes - is that sort of a standard? 

~ WINDLER That's actually kind of • long one con-
sidering our power situation. The longer we stay in the 
Z-local vertical attitude the greater strain I gues8 you'd 
say lt Is on the po,",er system since it's not, you know, getting 
the benefits of the Sun or at least directly. And we'd like 
to have - the ideal I guess is near solar noon whlch - or 
local noon - which would. which is going to happen tomorrow, 
as a .atter of fact, I think we're like withln is dearees on ' 
either side of the noon pass that is set up {or tomorrow. 
And that's a little bit better situation.' It's a shorter ti .. '. -.; 
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local noon - which would. which is going to happen tomorrow, 
as a .atter of fact, I think we're like withln is dearees on ' 
either side of the noon pass that is set up {or tomorrow. 
And that's a little bit better situation.' It's a shorter ti .. '. -.; 
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aillo. It>t'. I.e, that'_ '; that one harplnl to b~ about • well It'¥ 29 .tnutel 80 it'. not too .uch differ.at in ttae. QUBRY GARBLE forto.orrow. do you think? Or do you know? 

'HNDLEl 
are goln8 to 
plan. 

"~ " . 

Well, the weather (I good enough that wo try to • we arl gotna to put 1t on the fliaht 

QUERY 1 •• e. 
QUERY Let ae ask you about last niaht'l sleep a 11ttle bit. Maybe IOU overhe.~d the luraeon or somebody, can you give U6 lome idoa of Kerwin', depth of 'leep and whether he did any dreaming or not, if th~t'l possible. WIUDLEi Well, the data as I said didn't COMe in very ,ood on the little lizao he wears, the 133. So they really couldn't tell about that 1 don't believe. And Uk. I say the electrode indicated today that the problea was with, electrodes bein8 dry and we have to think of a way of fixing that. And I really don't have any idea whether it's a hard thlr,i to do or not. I left Just as he passed us that informat 1 0 n . Sower e ally did n 't get any 0 f t hat, you know, t hat kind of infor.ation that you described laet nilht, or just 

II .. hort &m/')unt of it and 1 dun't, think they really could say anything much about him dreaming. 
QUERY Are you sure that they slept in the work-shop? Can that sleep monitor be moved to the MDA and operated from another place? 
WINDLER I don't know whether it can or not but they did say they slept 1n the suit compartment. QUERY They dtd sleep in the OWS, though. WINDLER You're right. last niaht we weren't sure, I don't think, yeah, bllt this morning he made a point to tell us that and I guess he .'ealiled that they had left us without any clear indication ot' where they were going to sleep_ PAO We now have two questions that were called fro III the Cap e by Mar y (7) but 1 belie ve the y 've bot h bee n answered but I'll put thea on the record. She a.ked first what fcreign countries will EREP photograph today and second wh.t is the situation on the food. And I believe we've commented on both of those. 
WINDLER Yeah, I guess we need to fiad out for sure about the count rles and we'll call back over and find out about that, but I really don't think that there are any_ , QUERY What about toaorrow'. countries? ':', WINDLER ., Yeah. ' 'c .!. 

QUEF.Y Kilt have any drugs or aay medic&tion. been dispensed to any crew.en so far? 
WINDER 1 don't know the answer sure you've been told of whatever they were. 
SPEAKER I'm not really sure. 

to that but 1' •. ' 
Do you know'1 ':-
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WINDLEl There veren't any when t l~ft a couple of 
day. alo but 1 hive to ad.it that 1 va. off for two day. 
there and t really didn't check that •• plct of the flight. 

PAO Are there any .ore qu.,tlon,r 
QUERY Thl, change of Ihitt briefinl va. called 

rather hurriedly but 1 appreciate Kilt Windler co.lng over Ind 
I think the comaentl wl11 be valuable on the tranacrlptlono for 
the late rlser.. (Laughter) 
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'~fAO" All"riaht, before "'. get .t~rted hero, 
1 f '<~nyon. hiS any queetion. on NASA policy concerning 
private conver •• tions, "'~ have Hr. Juhn Donnelly here, NASA 
a ... lstant odalnl.tHltor for public affaiu, who could In.'' ," 
vor '1u •• tlon. if anybody has any. Anybody have I quutlon; 

QUC~Y Hr. O~nn.lly. I'd like to kno", ",he~her 
() rna t i" f 0 fla a t I. 0 nth ate 0 ae , do v n t 0 H 1 S 8 Ion C Q n t r 0 1 0 n 
the 8 Channel vlll be tranlcrlbed and a.de available to 
the press. 

DONNELLY Yeti, It vill be. 
QUERY Starting vhen and ",111 we get any of the 

back Channel B chatter. 
DONNELLY Starting as Boon as p08sible. Yes, you 

",111 get all the commentary that has coae dovn 80 far. Coa-
plotel), and tn full. ' 

QUERY 111 there golng to be a change of ahift 
briefing in the .orning. 

DONHELLY.,/ Wo're taldng • look at that, and try to, 
work 80metl.ing out (garble). 

QUERY 1 don't know if this Is relevant tc 
this, but Roy ~eal was saying that the crew would be told 
that there will be no procedure available for deploying 
the 801ar panel for at least a week. I vonder if this has 
been on the B Channel1 

DONNELLY Not that 1 know of, Reg, 1 haven't 
seen it. Maybe some of the fellows that have been working 
on the shifts vould be in a better position to answer that 
than 1 w\luld.Okay, 1 don't want to-

HUTCHINSON Okay to .\sk it agatn, ill it? You want 
ae to answer that one now7 

DONNELLY No, I'd just like to say, 1 don't want 
to muddy lip the waters on your briefing here. but 1 just 
thought I'd thought I'd make myself available, if you did 

. have any questions on that. 
PAO All right, we'll get started then. I I 11 

'introduce the people. Starting on my right here is John 
Wegener, the ATM. And on his right is William C. Keathley, 
who is the ATH Experiment Program Manager from Harshall. 
And Neil Hutchinson, Flight Director. On Neil's right, 
Gerald Griffith, EREP, and on Griffith's right is Dr. Royce 
H~wkins, the Deputy Director for Medical Operations at JSC. 
We'll let Neil Start. 

HUTCHINSON Well, I don't know how .uch you listened 
to about what went on today. The air-ground pr\lbably didn't 
have a heck of a lot of conversation on it, but gosh, I'll, 
take activation any day to this orbital op stuff. We had -
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: 1 i & u U II I co u 1 d 'd e I c rib.. it 4Ui a 8 u C ce ,. f u 1. but h. ~ t. 1 C 'd. Y 
·today.·~ 1 think the crew day w •• probably not anywherQ near 

,,', .18 hect Lc •• oure was on the around. We just had an awful 
tough tta. aovina into what I would call. nor •• l operational 

'cycle, froa what could be cilled a pretty canned operational, 
"'cycle, 1 sue,. we kind of expected to have a tough ctae . 

getttns atarted in arbltal operations, a.1n1y because it'a 
' really .. change Qf pace froa the kinti at stuff that we've 

b.en dotnS up to date in Skylab. And it's a bit different 
than anything we've ever don~ before. Today, as you know, 
~e really turned everything on and ~e lan ~ we successfully 
acco.plished the flight pLan we set out to Accompl1sh today, 
With a coupl~ of minor glitches, probably which were' of 
our own aaking. It. not sure. I'll talk about 80me of the 
equip.ent probloms we had. I'll not sure yet how aany of 
thea wen procedural proble •• , and how .an), of thea werQ 
really 80eethina wrona with the hardw6re •. In 8uCl.ary today. 
we ran, 1 believe. (our manned ATM passel. We completed 
the liIanned AIM t-;h..:ckout first thing lhia morning. We got 
tvo biomedical rUlIs in today. So, we now have had a lIaJor 
bl0 run on.all three crewmen. 
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HUTCHINSON ·'i aorn1na. We ,ot two bioMdicel run. tod:)', 80 Wf' OOW heve had •• ajor bi0 run on all three cre'Wllen. W. checked out the EttEP "ar in proparation tor an EREP pall to~ofrow and V8 did hav, lO.a probl ••• with the chockout and I'll tan,' abe>ut thol •• And I brouiJht alonl 3n ATH 0(f1c.r~.John Wesener, here on .y left and 1 brought alons an EREP fellQ'W. Jerry eo GArald Griffith, 'Who 18 the £REP Officer on the .1lver teall. And they'll probably help you 1f you hove any spociflc questiona about those instrument. and vhat vent on with thea todoy. I think wei re probably aoving in to the operations phase fairly coherently. Ona thing I'd like to co.me~t on 1" the .)'ateIl8 araa, which 1'. lure you aay or aay not have hearel about, 18 the teaperature situation. T h i 8 aft ern 0 0 n, aft erR 0 a. de 11 be r a t1 0 ned u r 1 n g t h ~ d Ii y, ve kind of aade a lu •• ary up for Pete which 'We re«d up over the loop here JUst before I left And 1111 kind of sumaarize that or paraphrase it for you. 8asi(';ally we think that we've been of courle watching the teaperatures and we, a8 you've been ''''told before, have a. \:omputl!r progralll at Huntsville which 1s a falrly expen~ive 1110 de I of the cluster thermally. You also know that we've never had the OWS in a tank or anything 11ke thal, ir a V,J,cuurl ch8nber 80, the thermal Ilodcling science 18 an analytical one as opposed to one that ha~a lot of test day in it. What I'm leading up to 1, the fact that it appears that the cluster Is not going to get 88 cool 4& w~ thought it was going to get. And lt's not clear yet that we know exactly where It'a going to end up stabilizing but we're fairly certain now it's probably going to be warmer than we thought. And it looks like it's probdbly going to be somewhere around 80 degrees. Nov, of course 'We have been watching lnis thing come down and it started down after we got the parasol out for the first day or day and a half, like it was pretly much following the way the computer said it waF. supposed to perfora and here 1n the last day or sn it's started to peel off and it looks like it's going to level out 8 degreE'S or 80, may-be 10 - at the outside - higher than we predicted. Now. itla not clear ye,; what effect that's going to have on our overall operation. it's certainly not uncomfortable for the crew, but it's not down as low as we would like it. And I'll say again we're still not positive where it's going to end up 8tabilizing out. Now, we've done some things today to help lhe cooling situation down in th~ OWS. We - to SIlVl! power we had only been running two of the big air ducts down there and w~ turned the third one on this afternoon. We also turned on - we put a - as you probably know we have some portable fans in the veh~cle. We have installed a portable fan 1n the hatch ~etween the OWS and the airlock module, blowing air up into the airlock 
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.r .odule.:';~ In other words, it's takina bot air OJ,lt of the do .. area of the forward compart .. nt and bloviuS iL up into tbe airlock .odule where it s~ts into a heat excbanaer. ,ats cooled and gets sent back down again. 'And I think tbat's probably"··,:· of course the big fans turning on the third duct increases the air circ·.llation down there by a third."That's another 500~. cubic feet per minute flow down there. \'~I'1Il not sure and Dr.' 
<. Hawkins may w~nt to cOlllment on this. '.' I'm not sure if we ran. the full protocols on X-17l today or not. ,) 

HAWKINS We dld run the full. Both LB and PN 171. 'HUTCHINSON So, it looks like we're 30ing to be able ~:: to do that. Of course the temperature right now i& still up ar~und - oh it's 85 or 86 probably aabient air teaperature 1n there right 1n that area - it lIay be 87. So. we're still cooling off and it's slower 6nd we don't think it's going as far and it's going to take a while for us to reassess e~actly what that's going to mean to us. As far as the experiments today - experiment anolllal1e&. we had an anomaly 1n the pointing system that point9 the ArM canister at the Sun.', And I'm not· ';' ,. " ',,- this 1s the one that I'1lI not really sure is an anomaly or 

; I 

not. I'm not sure that we didn't - not drive the auto~obile exactly right the first time around and maybe what we think 1s an anomaly really is going to turn out not to be one. I think it's too early to say. Basically, the thing that appears to be wrong - and I'll SdY 3gain I'm not sur~ that there's any-thing wrong - is ther~ is a Sun sensor - as you know the ATM canister has it's own pointing system that stabilizes it even tighter than the stabilization the vehicle has and it works on 8 principle very, very similar to the vehicle. It has a Sun sensor that lo(.ke at the Sun that can tell how far it is off the center of the Sun and it has a set of gyros that measure the alight .~tions thAt it has and it's a completely a two d~8ree of freedom inertial stabilization system. The Sun sensors are also used to point the canister at features on the Sun. And ve have the caplbility to manipulate it - the cr-ew and the ground has the capibllity to manipulate it - to drive U dovn to specific features we wan t to look at. And you do this by moving a little prism that c~.e8 in and directs the light into the Sun sensor and it f4kee the Sun sensor out. It makes It think that 1t's not really on the center of th~ Sun and 80 It !love, the cAoister to get it on the cente,. of the Sun. It just .. prisM jult bends the light. Like 1 laid 1t - WP. lIove it in two axes and we call it UP, DOWN. LEFT RIGHT. It'. just thh way or this way which can mOYe it across the face of the Sun. And the thing that we don t t underetand and it appears not to be working right 10 one of the •• vedle-drive. in the up-down direction. And right nov it looks like th~ canister's aovlns but all the Indications ve ..... 
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''o:,Y men can look in his monitor and see the Sun moving when he ." ~~;:', moves his little joy stick. : .... However,' the computer won't mov~ .... the canister with the primary Fine Sun sensor selected and the up-,. down position. nor do any of the readouts on the grounJ or in' , . . ; the ATM panel change when the canisters move. I don't think . we've heard the last cf that one - we have two fine Sun sensors, two complete units. ~ We have selected a secondary and are con-t 1 nul n g rl 0 r mal AT Mop era t ion '" i t h t h Po sec 0 n dar yon e. '.' And I' m not sure that we understand - in fact, I know we don't understand eve rything about the primary one. That was our biggy today in as far as the ATM goes - as far as the support. equipment. When it malfunctioned it cost us a pass. We lost one daylight pass today before we got ourselves sorted out. However, we did get on the secondary and get - we did a 8mall " .. , ." ..... alllount of trouble shooting on the primary and the crew was '.' . , able to continue on with ATM operAtions, as was the ground. We run the ATM unmanned when the crew is not there. As far as ATM itself goes, these gentlellen, Mr. KJ!athley and John Wegener can tell you about the little things we got going with the instruments. Wc have a couple of instruments that we haven't started using yct, and I'll let them address that. EREP - We ran the EREP checkout today and it was right towards the end of the day, end DC our shift over there. And as you know, we have five instruments - five basic instruments - really six, one is the Earth terrain camera which we didn't work on today, but we have five instruments Which we were Interested in checking out today. WP. had some little funnies with four of them. In my opinion, and this Is awful preliminary of all the funnies that we had, and we had we had so~e non-normal indications on S-190, 191. 192, and 193. I think the 190 and 193, the 190 beIng the cameras, and the 191 is the - IS the 193 the RA D/ S (:A T? The - the a It ime t f'! r r 8 d lome t e r - I t hi n k bot h 0 f thOle are probably going t~ prove to be - there's nothing ~rong with the Instruments and they'll function normally. On 191 and 192 - 192 18 our I)-band $canner and again I'll let the EREP folks talk a little more about this, but ba!lically we had one oC those band~ which doosn'l look like it'8 working right and the cr~w was unable to do what we cft11, al1gn it. On 191, Which i8 the Infrared instrument, we affectively really didn't get it checked out because we didn't get a ready light on it due to the tact that the cool-do"'n didn't work propfirly on the len81n~ inltrument. And I'. not quite .ure how weIr. going to play that one tomorrow. It'a probably too early to tell. However, none of thb .tuff that I .aw hert today, I think 
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will pre clude the EREP pass t 0110 rrov. Do you1 • uapec t we'll run snyway. ,'We may not run a full-up p •••• ;~I think "; - oh one thing ve did tod&y that vas coapletely successful ~ , that's of interest - we ran an allan.ent check today between / ,>, the ATM and the MDA for purposes of deter.inina where the EREP 'instruments are relative to the ATM, becaule of course the ",' ',' , n: ATM inertial alignment is the thing that we use for an inertial reference.And in order to point the EREP we need to know where~, -J1r, 'we are - where the EREP instruments are relative to the ATM . . We ran this alignment check by going into the comlland module' and powering up the comp'lter and the optics and taking some ., star sightings and figuring out exactly where the EREP was relative to the - where the ATM was relative to the MDA alianment. And 
.r 'it turns out that we deployed the ATM within a tenth of a degree. It looks like - of exactly nominal which is kind of fantastic when y)U think of pulling that great big thing up from the nose all the way up to the top and not missing the alignment with any more inaccuracy than that. I've got a lot of other little ditties here that - boy we had a heck of a day - there ," was just a lot of little stuff._ 1 think - that kind of lu.S .. '-H'.'0' it up. I think first day of operations - as a summary - J think we just really had a good day. The crew got through the whole day - they're going to gel to bed on time and we got an awful lot accoClplished. I think. We Just have a tremendous aMount to learn - on how to smooth out the operation - to be able to turn the crank and get things done in an orderly fashiQn. But ve're on our way. 

KEATHLEV I'd thought I'd Just add that - the fact that in conversations with the principle investigators on the ATM, I think that the feeling is that they're quite enthusiastic about the first day's activity. Quite enthusiastic about both the data they are seeing - the photo-electric data they're seeing And TV data they!re geeing and the obvious successful perfornance of the instruments themselves. And I think the word enthusiastic can be properly used here. 
PAO Dr. Hawkins did you want to make a little statement? 
HAWKINS I think the runs today with the commander and the pilot on both the LBNP and the bicycle ergometer did show 8\)lIIe improve.ent over yesterday's run with the - well the SPT today. We ran the pilot the first day, I'm 8orry. But I believe there's - this indicates to me anyway that there is a bit of a learning process going on here In how to use that eq~\ipllent in weightlessness. l'he first day, Palll Weitz did experience lORe difficulty with - espeCially with the bicycle ergOMeter. And IS they described it - there t

, A mechanical proble. 
END OF TAPE 
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Paul Weitz did experience .. ,"., stlme difficulty, especially with the bicycle ergoaeter. ~/ And ">.~: a. they de8cribed it, there's a .echanical proble. there < 
,/i:',:·~ in learning how you ride that thing_:.' It's certainly diff-. ::.: erent than it is in one g. But, today I think that that ..• . ' looked much better, and I don't have any doubts but what : they'll work out the correct solution as to how to ride it. . " PAO •. Okay, we'll take questions now. Wait for the mike. Start right here. John Wilke. QUERY Where iR the crew sleeping? Andfor Dr. Hawkins~ was there an1thing In the private conv~r8ation of a ~edlcal nature, that you'd like to tell us? '. Particularly . since we got from rhe sumuary, if you can believe that, they were ,having troubles with the Ecrgometer, Rnd you got the im-pression that maybe they ~eren't going to be able to do that, or at least not as long as the temperatures were as high as they are. 

HAWKINS So fbe as I know, with regards to where thp.y're sleeping, I don't think we had a positive state~ent ," from them as to where they slept last night. My impression was that they would sleep again in the MDA or the command module. There was a statement in the release that you saw, no ddubt, frolll the private conferencH this 1II0rning. that I believe Pete Conrad said that he was warm, which would indicate that they were in the OWS sleeping. Now, 1 honestly -QUERY I thought you were going to ask them. HAWKINS I haven't been back over there to ask them. And no, the word has not really gone up to ask t.hem. 1 hope that tonight wetll have a definite ~nderstandlng of exactly where they will be. 
SPEAKER Could I point out one thing. Doc, in case of a misunderstanding. Dr. Hawkins was not present during the private conversation. HAWKINS Yes, thank you, Jack. I thought about that. and then 1 forgot to clarify the point. 1 waR not in that private conversation. What I'm reading -QUERY Did you try to get hriefed on what went on1 

HAWKINS 
what 

Not in detail, no. I've read Cl1Ctly in the su~mary conversation. That's all.1 
That' 8 all. 

you've read 
QUERY 
UAWKINS 
HUTCH INSON To an8wtr your question about asking them. Today was absolutely so bue)" it never occurred to me to ask them on the execute shift today. QUERY You were on the private conversation, weren't you? 
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HUTCHINSON" Yes:
i 

I was. ", 
QUERY:Y;.· Well. you can then answer my question. 

; ;;~! HHTCHINSON o"i What was your question. specifically? 
...• QUERY .. : ,~'~ About the - Did anything of a Dledical 

nature. because the summary said that they were having ", 
trouble with the ergometer, an': because,.,f the heat. And 
we got the impression that they could not tlse this bicycle 
machine as long as the heats were the way they are. " Now. 

,r you tell us they had a full run today. 
, HUTCHINSON That's right, they did. No, I don't 
;'think anybody ever said anything about them not using the 

4 machine. Now, yesterday, they callie down prior to the 
medical run, and suggested a change in the protocol and 
they did change it yesterday. And I think. you know, this 
I mean. riding a bike in 85 or 90 degree temperatures that 
we're experiencing down there is hard ,",ork. And I was kind of 
surprised they completed the protocols today. There-
was no conversation about the ergometer in the private 
conven:atlon. None whatsoever about riding the bicycle or ". 

i, about the temperatures being too hot.. '" 

QUERY It was in the summary that that was in 
the priVate conversation. 

HUTCHINSO'; I've got the summary right here in fron t 
of me, and I don't see anything In it about the ergomet~r. 
Oh, it says, with the possible exception of - Let's see 
I'll read it. See what it says. Well, 1 suspect that 
since they did shorten the protocol yesterday and this 
conversation was held prior to the ergometer today, that 
Pete was probably just saying, "Hey, look, you know, we 
rode the bicycle yesterday, and we didn't quite finish it, 
and today wt.~'re gonna try it again, and see how it goes." 
And like Dr. Hawkins said, they rode it today, and they 
both rode the full ride. And I imegine they SW~8t Q lot. 
I inagine it's darn hard work, when it's that Warm. 

HAWKINS They have had concern about whether 
they were really going to be able to push themselves to 
the to&:- h'vel on the bicyclergollleter. Initially the flrtlt _ 
yesterdllY. t think the concern was around the LBNP. 1 
don

1
t think thlt Dr. Kerwin found, after they once got 

slarted with the - With Paul Weitz, that really posed as 
much of a problem as he anticipated and Initially thought. 
And really they found that they were hAving more trouble 
riding the bicYcle ergometer, and because of the mechanical 
proble .. of riding it, they were therefore using more of 
the arms to - 1n work - actually to nang on to that thing 
and ride it than they vere the lover extremitie8. And they 
(elt thllt under the heat: loads that they were experiencing 
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;;.~"< that this could certainly limit .. ~ the levels at which they 

"S 

could obtain. ~However, Paul went the. full three level •• 
And without any difficulty •• Now. today. they vent the 
full protocol, altbough Pete,I think, a.ain did expre •• 
lIome concern about the heat, and If it r •• ained at that 
level, they still expressing SOIiC possible doubt as to.~ 
whether they'll always be able to really go the Ilaxi.u~. 

'0",:'<,'. HUTCHINSON c., Let me say one .ore thing about the 
bicycle. '/1 think the bicycle is kind of like a lot of 

" th~ other things that we're doing here.':; I don't think .' 
" we understand yet, hOll far we're going to be able to go,' "~ 

with it. I think this thing that Or. Hawkins has pointed 
i out about being strapped on the seat, the shoulder harness 

arrangement hasn't worked out very well. I think they're .,' 
.'C learning how to use that.' I think we aren't sure yet,. 

where the temps are going to end up, and I think we'ro 
just iOlng to have to play it by ear and see now. ; .. Maybe 
by tomorrow, they're going to decide they dor.'t want to 
r 1 del t. t 0 111 0 T row, but 1 do r( 't t h 1 n k t hat's any big de a 1. 
It's like 8 guy being In the heat, and not wanting to work". 
now. I think the doctors __''''.,. 
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they' J:e"g'~ln. to decide they don't vaDt 
to ride it tOliorrov.;.But I don't thiDk tbat'. aay biB deal" ,. ,"'f, 

it'. llke a guy beiaa ia tbe beat and not vantial to York • .'iNow,·' .. :'.'): " 
I think the doctors are probably looklnl at the fact at ",-hat "!,;.f" '1, '~"~'" : 

it' B doinl to their lIIedical data. '; I don't know 11 ridinl that thinl 
in 85 degree heat i8 cutting your medical elata down - •• ybe ','"'. ~:,. 
itis a little bit. It's probably certainly not as desirable ,;~:, ' 

riding it in 70 degrees.'::' And we lIIay have to make a deci810n 
we don't want to use the darn .. d thing any.ore, but it'a just riot 
th at bi g a de a 1. :c, ',' I:'. +",';.' .,' ., ., ' .:- -1:,,';';" ,;. {> 

, ,~ . 

, . ~ ,:.·,',.t QUERY 'two questiona, one' a simple. Why aren t ":/'" \. '~, 
the temp e rat u re 8 coming dovn as fast as you expected? The"" ':'i/,/ ' ,:~~ 
other one is do you have any explanation at all of why Con;ad)'::,\1 
a 8 ked for this i> r i vat e co Q ve r sat 10 n ? S 1 nee i f you rea d t hat : i 
summary, therets no explanation at all in there. ',1,: 

HUTCHINSON :.Well. let me answer the first one. Why I 
can't tell you why he asked Cor the private conversation either, 
but let me try and answer the first one." The telllperature ' 
thing I think - It's plain and simple that we're on a learning 

C' . , , 

........ , •. ,," curve with this temperature busine •• aod 1 think that we just F 

,·.··i,. " plain and simple - the toola that we have available to us to 

, ": '~., ~ ~ 
~' -

analyze thermal situations aren't anywhere near as - they're 
sophisticated but they aren't anywhere near as accurate. It's 
kind of almost like a black aagic science.' And if there's 
anything thermal predictions take it'd eapirieal data and we're 
getting the empirical data now. For exaaple the perfor.anee 
of the cluster over the laat couple of days with the shade 
up. And empirical data pu.ped back into co~puter programs leads 
to new predictions and that's how co.e we're refining ~ur 
numbers. I think we're just - we just aissed the number to 
begin with and wc're h~mtn8 in on it. 

QUERY It had nothing to do with the shade not 
working on that attempt to (garble) 

HIITCHINc;ON Well, I think that very well - no 1 - that's 
not right - 1 think that'. got to contrlb~te something to it 
I mean there's 80llle ~mall percentage and it'y not cltar how 
much. And the nu.b~r 10 ~ercent has been kicked around and 
1 don't have 4ny first hand knowl~dge of hOW much it really 
is, but that', got to contribute BOllething to it because that'. 
let ting lIore heat Into the vehicle. And 1 also think that \fe 
kind of m18calculate~ the •• ~unt of rer.dlati~n tha~ we were 
80 1n g to get out of the bt, .tructures ln~lde abd especially 
things like the water tanke, which of course as you probably 
heard, Pete continues to co •• ent they are It ill hot • 1 .ean 
you can walk .. float up next to one of th .. a and 'fou can ftel 
it radiating. 

QUERY What about tho second one? 
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~Now, the ge~ond ~ue.tlon was ~hy did ?ete fo r the private con ve rs at 10n. 1 don I t know why he 8ske U ',': the p r i vat e con ve r 8 a t Ion. :' I _ ~ .~'!;,';Cl' J, 
,', ' QUERY' "'l,'~ Did you even get a clue, even". 11 s ten edt 0 the whole p r i va t e c on ve r sat ion?' '. , ".1 "I, 'I, HUTCHINSON,,' Yeah, I listened to the whole private con-versation - no 1 didn't have any clue - I guess I don't mak~ such a big deal out of private cooversatlons, but 1 - I don't know 10.' h Y he ask e d • >', i, " \, 't. QUERY Have you got to til.., stage where now you know that the temperaturea have levelei off 80 high you've got to consider doing an early EVA and deploy the hoin pole? HUTCHINSON No, I don't think we're at that stage yet. Because 1 don't think we yet know where they're going to l~vel off.' I gave you a new number tonight, and if J,t does ir.deed level of! at 80 I'm not sure ""hether we .... ould - whether we would make considerations for an EVA or not - an early EVA. That option of course is open - any time. And it's certatnl .... open " at· the end 0 f 5 k Y I a \.I 2. " ., QUERY 1 hate to beat this private conversation to death, but 8 f~w minutes ago y~~ said the ergometer WAsn't mentioned in the privf1.te conversation - -HUTCHINSON That was a mistake - 1 have the copy right i:ere and it was and 1 don't - 1 didn't remember it speCifically being mentioned. 

QUERY Well, I just wonder if there are sOllie things that weren't mentioned there that might be worth mentioning. HUTCHINSON Nothing that 1 can think of. QUERY Dr. Hawkins, yesterday I believe it was leported that the circumference of Weit&'s calf had decreaaed by about half an Inch. And i.f I also remember correctly, some more information was going to be dumped down 80 that it could be analyzed. 1 wonder, has the information been linked to you and what are the results - do you have any result. on the Vleas\lrements for the ott.er two crewmen? HAWKINS No, I don't have the R~asurement. on the other two crewmen. 1 - when I left over there a little earlier this af~ernoon va had not yt!t received all of the dump d .. ta on that froll Conrad. And cE'rtAtnly we haven't yet received the afternoon run on Joe Kerwin. The data that you mcntioned was from yesterday, with Paul Weitl, In which they found the circUliference of the leg was about a half an inch less than it was preflight .. the last measun.nnent8 preflight. And the other interesting point there Wd8 the - that during the exercise experl .. nt run - that the increase in site was not two time. the expected - that compared with the preflight. Now we don't yet really hAve a complete answer on this. ObViously it'. a ~, 
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within the zero aravity conditions. 
':""H/,~}} ;QUEay,,<,<, .. ,\"c/':I've got 8everal.:~ltll atart with you' 

Dr.' Hawkins.'," First of all, what is the: significance if the 
bicycle become8 where they are not able to keep running it at 
high levels - or even if they do and in the hi,her t._perature J 

what does this do to your baseline data? t~ Doesn't this kind of 
destroy everything you've got up to this point and you have 
to reconfigure and when they get back I understand they would:. 
continue riding the bicycle. Are you going to make them do 

,'. it at higher temperaturf's when they come back? Exactly what's. 
. . the sign i f i can ceo fit and - be c a use t h i 8 i () 0 n e 0 f )' 0 u r mar e 

~ ", critical aedlcal experiments a8 I understand it. ~." 

~" ",,:," .. ~., ~ . - " ....... 

HAWKINS It's really true. And the ideal way of 
course is that you always run your experiments in the aeme 
conditions under which you obtained your baseline data and 
your recovery data. ~ell, obviously, we have Some deltas 
cranked into this for us and you have to interpret your data 
in light of that new change. Now this doesn't 8ay that the 
d a tat s goIng to be in _ _ "" 

END OF TAPE 
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:':,' 0 f th~t - th at new ch ang_. ~; .. Now this clo •• n' t • ay that tha ., ... -. data is going to be invalid, certa1nl, it'. loinl to be quite ;',. < .... valuabl e. we are goi ns to be abl e to .at. in te 111.len t d. cia ion8. ,;\ -I think from what \fe 8ee. it does Jlean yOll have to crank in;~ " '> this new variable into )"our an81Yllia of it." And you have to .be careful how you do that;f ... But - and it even means that if ". < you have to continue under hi8her ther.al loads than what ;;.'~: ,;. ,. we'd like to have, it's p08sible we .ay even have to reduce :·~:.$.l1ter the profile and thus reduce the workloads - top work-,'\ loads under which the crew conducts the experi.ent. Tl.ose, : ~lhings are possible, but it is~'t going to invalidate what W' e get. ~'r 'r '.' 

"I" .. " .-

QUERY And Neil;'flrst of All .r~ you saying on the AIM with the primary Sun sensor we cannot go on unmanned run. Is that what you're saying - w1th that primary? ,. ,HUTCHINSON No, it's not. Well-
QUE R'i You s aid the co liP ute l' co u 1 d not get 1 t 

~~i'l:"'. ""'e'··' ~,"'I;~~. 

to activate correctly. is that the way I understood it, and that would mean you ~ouldn't go _·" .... " .... ~j.: .. ,i •... ::,'· ... ~ .. : ..... '''\.' HUTCHINSON .... What it would lIean is,' if it turns out that that indeed Is the failure mode. which I don't think we can assume yet. but 1 f it turns out. you are exactly correct. What we couldn't do froll the ground Is we couldn't cffset point the canister from the ground. because we have to go 

~~~' 'l: ".:. ,./ :',. > 

through the computer - he has a little joy stick. However. that would not - that would inhibit sOlie unmanned or unattended operations. John, you might comment on that. What kind of unattended do we do with the - . 
WEGENER I know it's certainly (garble) a great deal of data that's take\! offset pointing. I guess the point I'. not clear on what we're saying i. that you're talking 

.1 b 0 U t t h 1.1 los 8 0 f t h (' two S Y s t e illS. i s n 't t hat cor r e ct. HUTCHINSON Of the primary systell. now of course, you know we have a secondary systea which we h4ve to have ftnother failure to get into the posture you d~6cribed and the one failure ve'v~ hold haa to prove out to be what I'll second g ue 8 a i n 8. 
QUERY The other thing 11 - dealing with the ATM exactly what have we been able to learn 80 far? What have 'Ie been doing speCifically, and you .ay the PIs are happy 10 far wi(h the information, 1 mean i. jt what they were e x pee ti n 8 toe ollie b a c k wIt h 0 r \it hat ? 
SPEAKER Well ••• far 4S the data 1. ~oncerned. the levels .. the flux levels are al fairly vall expected •. < As far .s the ATM observations are concerned. I Bue" they could belt be d~Acrlbed •• eort of a balancld diet, 80 far. 
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"I" .. " .-

QUERY And Neil;'flrst of All .r~ you saying on the AIM with the primary Sun sensor we cannot go on unmanned run. Is that what you're saying - w1th that primary? ,. ,HUTCHINSON No, it's not. Well-
QUE R'i You s aid the co liP ute l' co u 1 d not get 1 t 

~~i'l:"'. ""'e'··' ~,"'I;~~. 

to activate correctly. is that the way I understood it, and that would mean you ~ouldn't go _·" .... " .... ~j.: .. ,i •... ::,'· ... ~ .. : ..... '''\.' HUTCHINSON .... What it would lIean is,' if it turns out that that indeed Is the failure mode. which I don't think we can assume yet. but 1 f it turns out. you are exactly correct. What we couldn't do froll the ground Is we couldn't cffset point the canister from the ground. because we have to go 

~~~' 'l: ".:. ,./ :',. > 

through the computer - he has a little joy stick. However. that would not - that would inhibit sOlie unmanned or unattended operations. John, you might comment on that. What kind of unattended do we do with the - . 
WEGENER I know it's certainly (garble) a great deal of data that's take\! offset pointing. I guess the point I'. not clear on what we're saying i. that you're talking 

.1 b 0 U t t h 1.1 los 8 0 f t h (' two S Y s t e illS. i s n 't t hat cor r e ct. HUTCHINSON Of the primary systell. now of course, you know we have a secondary systea which we h4ve to have ftnother failure to get into the posture you d~6cribed and the one failure ve'v~ hold haa to prove out to be what I'll second g ue 8 a i n 8. 
QUERY The other thing 11 - dealing with the ATM exactly what have we been able to learn 80 far? What have 'Ie been doing speCifically, and you .ay the PIs are happy 10 far wi(h the information, 1 mean i. jt what they were e x pee ti n 8 toe ollie b a c k wIt h 0 r \it hat ? 
SPEAKER Well ••• far 4S the data 1. ~oncerned. the levels .. the flux levels are al fairly vall expected •. < As far .s the ATM observations are concerned. I Bue" they could belt be d~Acrlbed •• eort of a balancld diet, 80 far. 
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',: They're easing into it. We've tracked three active regions " today •. ,One of the active regions is a very old active \, . region, it's been around - this is its fourth time around the 9un.' The other active region is about on its second cycle around the Sun. And the third active region is a very young active ';' region. So, we've done that kind of thing. There's a prominence,), a fAirly quiescent prominence, t.hat they've been taking some data on. And in addition to that we've done the normal routine (,synoptic work, 80 far. 

-, 
til,", "<' "' .. " ~ •• 

QUERY·' One last one for now, Mr. Griffith, what is the - which of the EREP sensors is goinr, to be used tomorrow? And '101111 all of them be used during that pass - what is it 'pass 20 or whatever. Track 201 
GRIFFITH All of the instruments except the ET~ will be used tomorro~. 
QUERY Two questions, first for Dr. Hawkins. Leaving Bside the bicycle, which they lIay have to go easy on, is he happy about them continuing the other program of worr for 28 days in these sort of tempc(atures? And secondly (or Neil, you have spoken about the option you have to deploy - f~r an EVA - to deploy the thermal shield, what about the effect of the extra cooling devices you turned on inside the workshop on the electrical budget. And would the early deployment o( thct other solar panel help you In this regard? 
GRIFFITH Well, 1 may need Neil to help answer Some of that queetion. I'm not sure I complcttly understand all of it, but yeah. the solar - any increase in power is definitely going to benefit all of the experiments and operationAl needs. 
QUERY The queHion VR8, it "'as for Neil - that part ('If it vas for Neil - vhat 18 the tffect on your po",er supply of the extra Cans and cooling devtC£!8 onboard. And ",ould it be a help - would you be happier if you had more nolar power as yOu would have if you could deploy that other p .. ne 1? 
HUTCHINSON Certain I)" ve I d be happy 1 f we had more Bolar power and certainly :t docs affect our power budget. Wo probably tur"ed on today - Itll probably givo you a bummer for a number - slIveral hundred ValtS of additional power tor cooling {" CUftls of fans. Maybe I and that number probably 1.n't over~hel.in81y correct. It', ov~r a hundred, I'm .ure of that. The effect on our pover budget 18 that we lav today for t.he first tt ... today the vehicle turned on and exporiaent8 turned on and food being heated and ot cetera. And it appear. that 8' usual v~ vere a little conservative vhen we etarted 

............. --------------~-----~~ 
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: :\}~:{,,,c"S ,; ~::\},;.,.:~il~~;)~:i"~~iil 
.: out calculating power - we wouldn l t have 
~turned anything on that we couldn't Support and we can, with 
the power we've got right now, support the kind 01 experi.ent 
operations that we conducted today and keep the fans on with 
the power that we have forever if we choose. The fans and ,.~ 
the heat exchangers that we have on now.'" It obviou8ly cut', 
down on our room to wiggle a bit. ;: F.verything you turn on does.', 
And, hcwevl!r, we were able to Support it adequately. ! •• ".TOi; 

" '~I ~. an6~ec your question on extra power, as you know, there still 
is con~ideration being given to what we mayor .ay not be able 
to do wl.th that extra - that panel thatla n\)t deployed.1:And"'" 

; all the guys that worry about power have their fingers crossed 
that" sooner 01' later we're going to be able to do something 
with it. 
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:HUTCIIINSON ,',' guys to worry about power htsve" 
their fingers crossed that sooner or later we're going be .: 
able to do something with it. ' - . ',' ':";.!"" ',' "\ 

QUE R Y • Tv 0 que s t ion s for 0 r •. , 11 a w kin s • W hat was 
: eaten today and did the crewmen comment on wheth~r they liked 

~l- _.,' \ '. the food? - , ,.,,""'-:,,:, ',':;"" 
" HAWKINS I hsven't got a report on that.' The first 

comments that we'll really have are In the crew status report 
this evening in which they will identify those items which they 
did not eat.: 

QUERY And (excuse lI!e) a question for Neil. What's 
he playing that music on? Is it a portable cassette recorder 
or what? ' 

11 Ul eH INS 0 N Well. the Sky - no it's not - well it' 8 

effectively that's abo~t what it is. Skylab has in the wardroo. 
a - I believe we call it an ente~tainm~nt center. I know that 
certainly is a misnomer, but it has in it a tape recorder and 
sOlie books and some things - reading materials and 80 on and 
so forth and it is A cassette player. And loaded on board are 
tapes of the selection of each of the individual crewmen 
who are goiog to fly and you've figured out by now that Pete's 
a country and western fan. And the thing i8 just a cassette 
recorder with a couple of speakers in the ~ardroom. And it'S 
b III 1 t ri gh tIn tot he w c\ 11 • 

QUERY How do the other two guys feel about country 
music? 

HUTCHINSON I don't k~ow. I hope they like it. 
QUE R Y Tw 0 que 8 t ion 8, f 1 rs ton e t Neil. How c los e 

did you come to your power budget today when you ,,"ere operating 
maximum equipments. experiment9. and everything else? 

HUTCHINSON Well, we'ra running right up near where 
we said was our lIIaximum capability. We were running between 
4100 and 43 or 4400 watta and of course you know we were plan· 
nin8 on 4500 watts 8S a guideline to not exceed, 80 we're just 
about right there. And we ran pretty consistently there all 
day, Pete. Just rIght there. [don't think we'll run that 
hIgh at nIgh t • 

QUERY Is 4500 watta a redltne figure and you've 
got sOllie pad behind that? 

HUTCHINSON It'. not a - not even a redline. It'. 
a guideline and ye. there i~ a 11ttle bit of pad behind that, 
not much though, but there is probably 8 couple DC hundred 
Wilt U b e h 1 n d t h a to And r e IDe til be r t hat we' ret a 1 kIn gab 0 u t 
average power now. We were sustaining the power lovel of that 
orbit in and orbit out. There were peaks up conal.tel'ably 
hiRh than that and tOlletille8 c·>nllderably lower than that. 
And I'll probably - I don't rellember "'hat the highest 1 .aw 
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·,,',"1, toda;'/but Up in 'the 48. 4900 watt ranle. . QUERY .:.' live got a q uea t ion for Dr. Hawkins. Do 
'. you have any' indication that with this heat and th~ exerclae\ . , 
',. and eve-cything they' re ar~ dotng that perhaps they're drinking 

,,*' • 

more fluids than they would normally? And how would this pos-~ 
si~ly affect 80me of your data? ,.., ':: \ ('i. ': 
,'HAWKINS ·.cc .. 'Well,"! think yes, they probably are con- . , 

suming a little bit more of - which is naturally what they \ - "' . 
.... should be doing with - because they are sweatina under those ,"" 
" temperature conditions •.... I haven't had any real positive state

ments about you know jU8t how much ,weating they're dolnS but 
you can be assured they are doing s01l1e sweating over and above 
what they would be in the nominal comfort teaperature range. 
So they've got to consume more fluids. As long as they .ain-
tain a good fluid balance it's not going to affect our experi
mental results .. If they get a fluid Jepletion then yes, It is 
impacted. 

. ... \,~ 
QUERY I've got a littletrl\lle he~der her~.:: One 

thing that interests me in the flight plan that I saw for tom
orrow was a fire drill. I wonder how they're are going to do 
a fire drill in space. When is their first day off going to 
be and could you give us a basic rundown on the flight plan 
for tomorroW'? 

HUTCHINSON I didn't bring a flight plan with me and 
our only job on the - well we did look at it briefly - we really -
the execute shift that's on during the day doesn't have a lot' 
to do with the flight plan that's going to get flown tomorrow. 

~ QUERY You did it very well yesterday fr today. 
" . HUTCHINSON Yeah, I know.}, That'a because today was; 

,the first one and I was really concern.d about everything that 
was going on there and I have to fly the one tomorrow and w~~ld 
you believe that I've just kind of glanced - I did see the fire 
drill there in the end. BaSically the fire drill 18 an exercise 

I" 

to - given a fire alarm, to determine where it Is, 'inarect it. go ," 
through a series of hatch closures - depending on where it Is 
and what it Is and E'.ffectively safe - put yourself in a 
safe condition to either put It out or get out. one or the 
other. It literally Is - the bu~zer rings and all the kids 
go to the doors and march out after due consideration of what 
it ig. And it's - I don't mean to take it lightly. it's serious 
business. I mean. we got a fire alarm syste~ that's - looks in 
every crack and cranny around the vehicle and when it goes off. 
the crew pays attention to it. ' QUERY Their first day off? 

.. 
HUTCHINSON It's seven days so It'll be - well we lifted 

off on Friday - it's Friday.' Why don't we get hi. an anawer 
on that? Frankly, I'm not sur~. I think It's Friday. 
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~. QUERY I know they 
catchin@ up. ..-: .... "c,' 

. QUERY.' Yeah. < They 8 t 111 have SOlie __ 

Pete's talking about debris that'. atill on the wardroo. and 
they I d 1 ike to c Ie an it up. ~,' They have sOlie chores an d I figured 

,perhaps they might have - lose their first day. off or part of it 
"",., or have it set up. '~" .r ... .':.. , ; " 

"'- HUTCHINSON ... : No,': I don't think 80 ~ The kind of thinga 
' that he's talking about": he still i8 not - they still have 

":i: not got some of the launch restraints and things like that 
disposed of. They've still got little things that are bothering 
them like one of the vent porta, I know, and up in the dome area 
needs a vacuum cleaner taken to it and there are things llke 
that .. But I don't think there's anything _ in fact, I knov 
there's nothing of a magnitude that would take anywhere near 
a crew day off for anybody. And as you know everyday in the 
flight plan - you've been looking at the. _ we schedule a 

:i", thing C~l1ed housekeeping which is _ _ ''i 

END OF TAPE 
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,HUTCHINSON:;'" fOr anybody. And as you know, every 
day in the Flight Plao if yoU've been looking at them, we 
schedule house - a thing Called ho use kee?lng, which is Sort 
of just about What it says. sometimes th::!re's something 
put in those slots.' if We have SOllie thing to do. Sometimes 
there isn't and if the tilDe is open they're free to do any 
thing they feel like they think needs "oing in the way of 
tidying up or listening to country and .... estern music - if,that's 
what they want to do.' The housekeeping -'and we generally 
try to keep an hour of hOusekeeping time absolutely f':ee; 

, going into every day, that we'll ask them to do things in, as the 
. day goes on - and scheduled tillle in the Flight Plan. So I 

t'·" 

"don't think, by the time lie get to the day off, I fully expect 
the workshop to be completely squared away and I reckon they'll 
take a day off. If yOU can do SUch a thing there. They'll 
probably want to look at the sun Or something.' 

-"--"":_.,,,,, 'PAO -'~h:';'~>"-~'""',F"~e'll take one morE: question.;""""'" "<,',,'--,""',"':,; 
, .-. QUERY . DUring the fire drill, and I noticed it 

also said practice rapid depressurization, will they actually 
do any pressurization or 10/111 they rake it? 

HUTCHINSON ~o, You fake the sensor into thinking it's 
seeing a rapid decrease in cluster pressure. It's a test 
de vic e, i t doe s n 't eve n rea 11 y t est thE: sen so r • I t put s a 
sign ali n tot h eel e c t to n 1 CSt hat Set s 0 f f a 11 the b u z z e r san d 
bells and drives the llIet ers and so lJn • 

. ' QUERY. Do they knoW "'hen it's coming? i 

HUTCHINSON ". yes. . ." . . .., 

QUERY ,To Neil, have they in fact been told that 
there von' t be a solar panel deploy procedure available for 
at least a week? . . . 

HurCHINSON well, the conVersation on that vent something 
like - ve talked about it and they know that we're working on some
thing and they're thinking about it, and the term a week may 
have come up. 1 don't think a week is a - I don't think that's 
1 think that's almost a figure of speech, because as you know, 
we've got a thing going in the tank up at Huntsville. and in 
fact, Rusty Schweickar t , the backup Commander, I believe, and 
a couple of other people are head t !., up thet-e tomorro .... after
noon to start t.o Work on that thinlif And you know, In a day 
or so they may COlne up with some t h1 g and it may take them 
a week. They may not come up with 4ny. I just don't think we 
kno\, .. - that's probably a gOod round nu~ber for SOllie concrete 
pIa n s 0 f S 0 Ine t h in g weill a Y 0 r may nOt do.' And 1 t h ink t hat 
the iapetus there Was to tell Pete that we',re thinking about it, 
we want him to think about it, and '-'e don't think we're going'; 
to come up tomorrow morning and say, hey, guess What. ve found 
out a Yay to get that panel out.' .. 
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un.anned checkout of ttle and again it neYer ceases to 
didn't turn up a s1n81e anollaly., The Ant's all ready 

crew and they're going to start working on it tomorrow 
morning.> I think that's about it."" We had an outstanding day 
.snd you never could have proved it by .e that ve'd be vhere-~; "" ., 

are today a week ago. -':<". ,~ :,,-,,, .. 1 c-J'i J ': 

PAO " 'Dr. Hawkins. do you want to sa~' something 
before we 8 0 to the Q'A?':fc

"l '. >1, ;:" '~i~:""":1;"~ 
HAWKINS "',1'," Well. actually I think Neil has pretty 

well sUII.arlzed the .edical experiment hardware. 
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,·.~;,Neil has pretty well su •• arized the •• edlcal <C!xperialent hardware. I lIight jUlI:t touch on a few of the others. I think we are fairly well satisfied at;~' ·~thi. point that the M092. the lower body negative pres- , :~8ure, and the H17l, the bicycle ergolleter, have been run and completed auccess.' They just handed lie a note here which say. that they did co.plete the Hl7l at the level 3. '"k,So\.:', it sounds like that all that equipment is working very well, an d the e x per i lie n tis g \) 1 n g welL 8 e f v r ewe - b e for ell e ft over thete, we had seen sOlie of the VCG, the vectorcardiogram in the initial checkout. So I'm satified with the data that "we are seeing frolll there. The- we have one other bit of 'a problem ve've got to resolve; which Neil did not lIention, with the body mass measuring device.~ in that 80lle of these weights, which ~re calibrated weights aboard the. 

-,":',' ,P 

\ ' 

spacecr3ft which are used to calibrate the unit. '\1 They are " .... "., .. ~., " 
havln~ trouble getting these things to l:ea&1n in place., ,' .... , ... :' The established procedure is to use the shoulder straps which go across the man when he is on there for measuring body weight. ' And they are having sOlie problea with anchoring these batteries down, which are one of the items used in ge t tin g ."

\ , HUTCHINSON We gather up all kinds of gear from allover the vehicle and stuff it in the seat of the body ma8S .easurement device to try an,l get e\lough weight to weigh the equivalent of a man. And we do it in steps. We start out with just a little bit, then a little more, and a little tlore until we get up to like 180 pounds worth of stuff. And the stuff'" that wle're strapping on therp., we know how much it weighs ';, very accurately. And th~~efore, when a man gelS on there, .' and he gets readings comparable to the stuff we know how much weighs very accurately, we've now got a CAL curv~ and we can figure out how much the man weighs •. And what he is talking about was the high end of the thing when we used some .. ,very heavy batteries, they didn't stay on the scale, in the :'seat very well. 
HAWKINS But I feel sure that can be resolved 1n s'.)me manner or other. We just dontt have the fix on it right no~. The MIlOs of blood samples were drawn this morn.ing •. And that is a first. Another first in the program . of tllanned space flights, these were done 8uccea.fully .. And we $ee no proble. there whatsoever. Our vestibular function study, the chair has been .oved to the right spot. but it hu not been checked out yet.,.Metatbolic, well we aentioned thfl ergometer. ",The H133, the 81el~p studte!, this has not be~n checked out, but it will be tonight prior to the \ iI, 

sleep. And Joe Kerwin will be 1D0nitored throughout the sle~p 
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period for EEG, electroencephalograas. well summarizes the medical equipment: 3.i\"'~'c PAO Okay, please wait Col!! get your questions on record. Bruce., :"" ">''0,,: QUERY \'{-ii". "," ,i: 1 t ve got 8 e ve ra l.~;;: First of all Dr. Hawkins, are they going to sleep 1n the co •• and module or the HDA or down the wardroom tonight (garble)1, HUTCHINSON Who kno,,"!3 •. i;; :;: ";,i HAWKINS ,I'; I haven't heard. (; We have not asked the m • The temp era t u re sin the OW SIt h ink are r 1 gh tab 0 u t 85 degrees. which you could sleep in with the drier air. ': 

'-:': 

,~, i,' _ 

However. I personally would like to have it a little cooler. And ~y guess is that the ere", will probably sleep 1n the HDA 0 r the command module. , ,," .;' ' QUERY.," In moving the specimen mass measuring device, is it the one of the two. Is it any more than an 

:, I 

, . 

inconvenience in losing them? Or Is it going to cause .,;_... ;., . .,:,~"."-..,,, 
."".,,",' problems later on during thoe flight with any of the exper- ", "" .. ,"" "'~:" iments. because that is an experiment 1 understand too? HAWKINS It is an experi.ent in itself, and it also supports other experiments -the nutritional studies. Yes, it would definitely Impact the M070 studies. Be=ause HUTCHINSON ' If we lose another one.' ~ HAWKINS ,'< Well if we - yes, if we lose another one. We've got to have one, otherw~8e, you just cannot get those weights. And those are important. ., QUERY What is the - in the EREP activation tomorrcw. what exactly are they going to be doing with it. Are they just going to be turning them on and checking them out? ,HUTCHINSON W"'ll. yes. - 8asically"it is kind of done in three steps and the fl~st one sort of open the lid on the panel and see that there is no broken glass and the wires are all - it is pretty basic.' And you're right. We are going to turn on the instruments." We aren't goil'S to have an EREP pass. 'We're just turning on the instruments lookirlg at the electronic output from them. We'll be - some c( tr.e EREP support gear will be turning on the coolant loop for the first time. We've got to get the tape recorders loaded ." . 
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output fros th •• vill EUP support gear lOill be turning the coolant loop for the first tise.·:, We'..,e got to get the tape recorder. loaded and there i8 a bit of a checkout involved in that becau.e v.'re a little '",' worried about what the heat .ay have done to soae of the tape. We're going to load the 190 caseras, all six of thea, for the '. first time •. So it' 8 load thea up and pUlh the butto. and see', if the shutter clicks on the ca .. ras and. of course, there 1aso.e on-board .. onitoring capability on volt4ges and so on and ';, so forth, and it will be fully powered up tOllorro'tl.: But it ,,' is really j uat a checkouL . ',~, 'QUERY Did the crew actually ride the bicycle , on the metabolic experisent? 
HUTCHINSON Yes. 
HAWKINS Yes.' :"',: 
HUTCHINSON Level three that's the full protocol. HAWKINS· .... ·- Yes, that vas 8uccessful.'"": QUERY" ,. Did they say they vere uncomfortable because of the heat in doing this? ", HAWKINS We've not had any verbal coaments on it. In fact, this was completed vhile ve vere COiling over here and all 1 know Is the lictle lIessage t~ey aave lie. ,:,., HUTCHINSON' The crev today - this morniog. did call dovn ond offer an alternative to the protocol aad w~ talked about it ~nd sort of gave the. tbeir choice. We suggested . that they complete the protoc~l if they felt they could do it., If they couldn't, if he could only aake tvo runs because It vas too varm down there we said, veIl, it's your choice. Decide in real tille. "They obviously decided to do it all. ' An d the y pro b a b 1 Y s we a tab it. • ',;: ' ,.," QUERY You haven't heard the results then of the lover body negative pre.l~ure tests? QUERY Not yet?, 

HA~KINS We have not and I do not have re311y the results on the 171 yet. We von't have that really until we get the dump data tonight, which Is usually - well, at the earliest, four }-lours after the expert..el'l.ts Are done. , , HUTCHINSON And it gets run through 50 computer pro-graIDs and they look at it for a half ~ day and. - -~AWKINS Well, ve aive it a rav look first you know. <,:UERY This is a question for both Heil and Dr.) ,', HAvkins. What doe8 the tesp.-rature look like it'. loinl to , .. ,: level off and if t~i. in excess of the planned Yalue, 72 d.lr.e.~ do you have in lIind. further adjustaents for the sunshade? -~:, And .'-'if ve are going to have a higher heat burden in there for the " balance of the IIhsion, will that iapinge in any vay on a base-
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line data you've obtajned 
men te? ,,~,,;~, , :' :". 

HUTCH INS ON " We 11 ,:< Let me anlwer the one about the thermal situa~ion.;~ We have " ',no reason to believe that the workshop is not going to stabilize exactly where ve said it vas, around 70 degrees. And the temperature profile;" aa it's been behaving during the cool down cycle. i8 just exactly what they said it was going to be. Now' >;\. ,the crew has described an area. ,\ Let me see if I can recollect. ",' I believe i c is around wat.e r tank<:l 1 and 3 above the ,,' '''''' ;>,"~\;/ water sa1lpling kit on the wall on the forward compartment, that is warm. It was not described as hot, it was described as warm. As a matter of fact, Pete has said and I won't be surpri~ed if ~e don't d~ this hp.re in the near future, that he thinks he can draw a map of the sunshield by running his hands over the wall.' And I wouldn't be surprised if we don't do ' that - ~ounds like a good idea to me. because we can't se~ it _"',,"" from inside completely.:,l However, I'm convinced that that small "", area or s.a~l hot spot or small thing that isn't shaded exactly right because we m~y have a dip 1n the covering there is not gofng to IJpset the thermal balance. Now. if it does upset 

• 
the thermal balance - it's yours. ' 

~ HAWKINS Well we've - I guess the most critical experiment from the thermal standpoint - the thermal loads -lncre~sed thermal loads that we've seen, would be the lower body negative prE:88ure. the cardiovascular study. And anything - we feel that any t~mperatures above 90 degrees certainly will affect the results and ve're going to have to interpret . "'~. t hat d a t a i n 11 g h t 0 f the the r II a I loa d sun de r w h 1 c h the con d i t ion -the experi1lent was run. ' Below that and certainly in the desirable 70 or below range we should be r~ally bACk in nomin21 position. 
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"-C''',;:''','","',, '.'l - 70 orb.l ow ran 8e , 
noain a1 pas it ion .':. k~iii:,"i 

:',"',',';P~"I"{(;" QUERY .l&.,.,:"~,,i.~:, Have you been able ~o 
"'" 

'; of vhat the effect of all of this activity to launch tht.', repair l,. 

::ai8810n has had or vill have on i.:he bioa.dical experiu.ents. 
:', I knov there was 801le concern ~b(jut the astronauts beinR out 

of Isolation and that 80rt c~ thing., " ~,,';'.':,' 

HAWKINS ,;',.\. ;\,'. No, we really have not yet been able to 
" assess the cost of that stress. ;: It certainly will figure into 
'the results and all that we see and we will have to take ,. 

that into account as we analyze that data very carefully. Rut 
right now I just can't tell you what that 1Ieans. 

HUTCHINSON Without it there wouldn't have been any 
biomedical experiments.. .. 

,,' QUERY Can you give us soee idea of what ATM work 
is lined up for tCimorrow? ',,' , '" 

,...:,., ....... :.. HUTCHINSON' In the morning we going to spend about 
• "'.:' 11 rev and a half doing the aanned portion of the checkout. .. ·· ... '"i-· 

I.' ' 

And the last part of that includes a 4-l!1Ib coalisn, and please 
don't ask me to try and explain that. but in a nutshell it's 
getting the instruments calibrated relative to the Sun, or south. 
We have right ~'ow in the flight plan - there are probably four 
ATM daylight passes tOQorrow, nanned •• The first one is going 
to be a synoptic which is the 12-hour, every 12 hour look at 
the Su~. I have not seen the detailed 80lar pad - activity 
pad for tomorrow which is being produced by the tea. that's 
on now. '" It's kind of an average day for AIM I'd say. Not 
particularly busy and - but certainly a start. ',. 

QUERY~~, Neil. you've had an undervult and a fire 
alarm. and I just wondered arE the8~ - have you solved these? 
Are these still considered funnies ~r are they now glitches or 
they just transients or what?, 0 ': •• ,. ' " 

'HUTCHINSON The undervolt you are referring to is the 
.. one in the CSM? Well we t:~ink we know what caused the under

volt in the CSl1. It was nothing 1I0re than 8. case of all our 
heaters hitting the cycle at the saae tiee., It happened be
fore we got down t~ ~hat we called our quiescent power level 
which is considersbly below where 1t happened. "'e are no ... 

" currently 1n terms of loads in the CSK. considerably below 
where that happened. And we don't anticipate any more proble •• 
with it. Fire alarll8 - we",e had two or three. You will t'(~call 
at the first day of activation we had one that went off .aybe', 
two or three tiaes - the •• ae alarm. It was in the center sleep 
compartment.' And the.e thingo are kind of tricky, they have.,,',,·. 
sensitivity adjustaente on thea.' And of course they can fal1.';-, 

-And ~f course we hAve lots of ~pare8 onboard and I don't believe, 
in fact I know. we haven't changed it ?ut yet. We're currently 
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running with that fire .en.or turned of~ 1n that sleep coa
part.ent because it va .. living ue nuieanee trips over and over 
a.ai n. ,::", We also h ad a fire alarm in the OWS af t he at exchange r 
yesterday and the crew - they pay attention to fire a1aras -
if you've ever heard that klaxon you'd probably P.'lY attention" . 

.• to the. too.", Anyway they ran up there, opened the box up, :,.' ,,' 
the aft heat exchanger'. in th~ airlock aft co.partllent.~·,lt's: .. 
the thing that cools the air that's going down into the work- ~: 
shop - haR four big fans in there - there are two fire &lar.s -
two fire sensors i~ ~he box. And he - Pete did it - he pull~d 
the lid off and got down in there with his flashlight and !, 
couldn't find anything and so we've attributed that to a nuisance 
trip also and I wouldn't be surprised if we've got some ad- " 
justment to do on SOlae of then.. Now, it 90 happens that that 
one occurred right in the middle of the South Atlantic Anomaly, 
which is a known possible causer of phony fire alarm trips 
and it's not cleat' whether that Is the culprit 
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al~r. trips.' Itla 
culprit or not.' However. it couldJ' 

be lIore than coincidence. '. I have a feeling it's going 
to take us a while to get that eystem down where it's -
we'll probably have to do 80lle adjusting. There ere indi-
vidual sensitivity adjustments on the individual - each indi-
vidual alarm. .;1 •• ,; 

PAO Let's take one from Bruce •. J.cks over<i 
here. 

QUERY Neil, have the ATK - runnin. Gf the ATM to~ay, 
and what we've got tomorrow, are they any more than calibra-
tion, are they actually trying to collect data? 

HUTCHINSON Tomorrow Is, tOllorrow is ATM sci~nce. 
And the ol~ scientist snuck in a little ATK 8cience today 
v h i 1 eve we red 0 i ') g the c he c k 0 u t. As a III a t t e r 0 f f act, 
we spent a couple of passes looking at some filaments 
that they ve .. e interested in vhere we - Actually our check-
out vent 80 darned silooth, ve had 80lle pad built into it 
deliberately and we didn't have any hitches and 80 a couple 
oft i me s we 1 eft the t h in gpo 1 n ted - 0 u r par tic u I a r i n 8 t r u II e n t 
pointed at a solar feature of interest to the scientists at their 
request. However, technically science starts in the 1I0rning. 

QUERY What are these points of interest? 
And what's the good old Sun doing up there? I mean it's 
hot down here but - -

HUTCHINSON The Sun i8 hot and it's - I didn't ever 
have. in fact, I hope I'll be .. little more prepared to talk 
about thin8s like ATK now that ve're turned on and starting 
to go to work. But, we have - there is considerable activity 
on the Sun, which il kind of surprisin8. Of course, a8 you 
know, we're in a quiet cycle. And there have been since we 
have been up there, there aro 2 or 3 regiona that are producing 
8ubflares regularly. So, as you can i."glne, there are 
lot. of people who can't wait to set going to.orro~. Active 
region 14, 1 believe, i8 - they h&d a 8ubflare. at lealt one, 
during the crew workday today out of active region 14. 

QUERY No big flares yet though? 
HUTCHINSON Any flare this kind of time of the Sun's 

cycle is a good flare, a big flare. But, no, no clas. C type 
• t uf f. 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins. hal any of the food been 
opened? And have the heaL trays b~en Acti~ate~1 

HAWKINS No they're atill .atins the co .. and 
lIodule food which wa •• ent up there. The tray. are all out, 
but no power haa been put to thell yet. And they have 1n
'peeted canl of Skylab food but none of these to .y knowle.e 
have b~en opened .s yet. . . 
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''"''?j;:y;~:~i~:,;t)';;:}~UERY . What's your power situation now? 
": 'How many watts did those two medical experlllents take? 

And what are you going to do tomorrow when you have the 
g oi n g1 :':'!. . ;~ : ' .~. ':':',' .': ·'."·,.,v 

I, ~ •• 

HUTCHINSON The poower situation iR kind of like I '; 
described it yesterday • .' It's one that requires a consider

'-able amount of examination. We're kind of feeling our way 
along. We have built a flight pIt''' for tomorrow. Right 
at the moment, as a matter of fact. we are making computer 
runs. We have some computer programs on the ground that 

-: evaluate power., '. And we're able to simulate the failures 
'that we've had and the atAount of power that we have avail-
able. And we take a flight plan, in fact wp do this every 
night, we will be doing this every night. We tAke a flight 
plan, we evaluate it for electrical power to make sure that 
we aren' t ~sing too :auch or not putting together things, 
that won't fit together. 'The flight plan that we have 
set up for tomorrow has been grossly evaluated. _ It's being 
evaluated by cOll!puter program now. ? And we have a couple ..... 
of areas in it that are very tight. Around lunch time 
tomorrow there is one that I recall that is up around 
4500 watts, jUBt grOSSing it • just fort of eyeballing it, 
where the food trays are on and 1 don't remember what else, 
several things. The ArM was on and we were getting ready 
(or a - or we were right in the middle of a 92-171. I don't 
remember the set combination. But. we are observing some 
restraint In combining experiments, at least until we under-
stand where we are. As far 89 the run this afternoon goes. 
I don't have the numbers for how much it took, powerwlse. 
By th~ way, the biomedical experiments are not big power 
users, 1 f that's any - I mean. 1 f you compare:! blomed to ArM 
it's like to run 8 92-171 run is - -
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. - are not power users. If that's any -; 1 mean if you'd compare blumed to ATM it's l!ke - to run a 92-171 ",run is probably 150 watts and the ATM is1ike 800 watts. ,ISo ., there's a considerable difference. ','(;, '.,1,,1. } ","" '>" QUERY. What is the effect of losing one of tho!!€! bat t e r 1 e s? c" : ,. . " 
, 1 HUTCHINSON One of the CRRM' s1, It wOIJld cost us l/18th of all the pover ve have available. HUTCHINSON Like 6 percent. QUERY.. Dr. Hawkins whf!n do they start to eat . Skylab food? . 

,. HUTCHINSON 1 always get it mixed up. We have (our days of cotlllnand module food., What is today?" HUTCHINSON Today is mission day 4. Tomorrow morn-ing at breakfast they wIll eat Skylab food. I knew that because we're using the filtrates. HAWKINS r've lost track of what day we are in really. HUTCHINSON We're in mission day 4, tomorrow's \.. "''-.' ~i88ion day 5 and we're out of command module food at dln~er ton 1 gh t • 
HAWKINS 
HUT CH INSON 
QUERY 

How 1s control mode 
ia it holding it? 

Th a t t 8 ri gh t • 
So tomorrow we get the big taste test. Neil, how is the solar Inertlal mo~~ working? - .o~entum gyros working and how tightly 

HUTCHINSON Absolutely impeccable, We ha'ie not u8ed - we have not fired a TACS jet since - well it's been about 36 hours. And we intend that we will continue In thIs mode ad infinitua. The system's 'Working very well. We're finally flying it the way it was designed to be flown, pointed at the Sun, and it's doing extrellely well. We've had the canister pOinting system turned on today - it's part of this checkout - and we've heen driving the canister around the Sun and that's all working great. And of course, the real test 19 when we 8t't it pointed at the Sun and the crew 18 looking at the monitors. and can tell exactly what kind of jitter and shake and so on they'ra 8etting, yhich is what will happen tomorrow aorn1ng first thing. At best ve can lell, it's working great and we're about to home in on the drift8 on the gyros here. We've updated two aore of thea again today and I think it', just a matter of til10 until that no lOllger ie a problem. They aren't drifting like they were and of course ~hen we are 1n solar 1nertial we can Ret ol good hack on them every rev, 80 it - I think the APCS 1s in absolutely great .hape. QUERY What'a the lata'l on the probe and drogue sLtuation? 
HUTCHINSON Well nothing was done with the probe In~ 

",',',' " .... --------~----~~ 
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drogue today except that we 10n8 dileullion with Pete. 
You know that yest~rday we .ent up a teleprinter mes.age on 
soae stuff we w.'mted dODe to the probe.:' And 1 explained it 
to you yesterday.· It was basically, take the head off and look 
st and squirt it with oil and so on. ': And we talked to him about 
doing that today and about 80me of the Ipeclal things we wanted 
him to look at and they .ay do that tonllht.We haven't 
if they don't do it tonight I suspect in the next day or 90 

we'll probably schedule thea a block a tlae to free them up 
eo they can spend an hour or two trying to diagnose it. 

PAO One ~ore and then we'll call her quits. 
QUERY The trim burn still on for about 10 minutes 

of 8 Hous t on time? 
HUTCHINSON Yeah, let me see if I can quote the time 

right no\ol. It's at - what tim.. .. is it riaht now? Yes. And 
it's two-jet Res posigrade - no retrograde noon. I'll be about 

...... " .. a minute and nine seconds - 80fiething like that. You may not 
recognize that time. That's because we decided to do it with 
two jets instead of four jets 80 that doubles the time. And 
the reason we decided to do it with two jets inetead of four 
jets - we've lost a temperature measureaent - we lost it during 
the rendezvous in fact 00 one of the ReS quads on the tSH. 
And without a teaperature aeaaureMnt we have no way of telling 
how cold it i8 so we would have had to go 1n there today sev-
eral tilles this afternoon and turn on the heaters so we r.ould 
make sure that it vas adequate - war~ enough to ule. And rather 
than interupt the crew thMline ve ch~fle to do the burn two-jet. 

PAO Okay. Thank you., . 

END OF 'rAPE 
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; ,C' PAO.~>'AII ri'ght'-we'll get started here. \ my right Henry Hartsfield the CapcolD, and on his right., .. ',.,', Neil Hutchinson, the Flight Director. "And we'll start off with Neil: ""'~"'" .'.' HUTCHINSON Okay, I brought Henry alona to see who shows shows up at 10:00 at night on a Sunday niaht.·, Give you a little run down on today and it i8 going to be a little run down. We finEllly have the attitude vehicle squared <P away and we are in solar inertial with attitude control system running completely automatically. And we have initiated un~anned checkout of the Apollo telescope mount. And that's all going veIl. We effectively today finished turning on the workshop and the activation is just about complete. We do have some !lore transfers and things to do in the moening. And we have to get the medical gear activated, which vel 11 do after lunch tomorrow and theu we've got our fIrst experiment tomorrow afternoon. We're going to do a biomedical run. It will be done on the ~LT and the observer will be Joe. We'll be doing a M092 which i, a lower body negative pressure and H171, the medobolic analizer. We plan on dotng a trin burn tomorrow. tomorrow after dinner. It will be about 29 seconds long, be about 2 feet per second. It w111 unrloubtedly be the ('nly trim burn that we are going to do for Skylab II. The result will put U9 1n a posture for a repeating ground track about 60 miles west of the nominal, as far as our EREP work goes. As you know, we spent a lot of gas getting docked And we have about a total capability, correctien capability of' about S feet per .econd. SOt we're using about half of it. And the way things look now. that's probably the only mAneuver we'll do, orbital adjustment every ldm burn. Ad far as the activation today, we had another outstanding day. The crew worked hard fro. the time they got up until they went to bed. 'They were just getting to bed h('re when I left. It w~nt a litlle slower than we had anticipated. However, 1 th1uk that's to be expected malnly because there was an awful lot of clean up ,tuff. The cOlllmaTld .odule was a mea8 thls lIornlng. We lit 111 had all the suits 1n there and evetything. And 1 think we've probably been play-1ng the catch up gallle today, mainly in t", IIrl;!8 of just trying to get things neatent!d up. I think the activation 
t ille line we have laid out for IOliorlOW i. cOllpletely adequate to flnhh getting thf! work.hop tlJrned on and 1 don't think we'll have any proble ••• oving into full orbital operationt on Tue.day, TUI.day Morning. We activated the air .~rubbina .y.tg. today and it's working ~re.t. Te.peratura. 1n the workahop hn'e betn IteadDy decre.aina_ I expect thl hap-erlturl 1n there no~ the air 1n.1d~ tt probably ~roond 90 dearee,. 
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The crew has chosen not to sl~ep in the workshop tonight. I suspect b~cause it's a l1ttlf' warm.,::Although we've got everything turned ('n down there. '-,9 The water i.~ on and the air conditioning ia running and it's completely h&bitable. ,~, Of course they were down tllere workinr .11 day. I'm not sure whether they are going to slep.p in the co.m~nd m~dule the KDA. "That W8sn't entirely clear, one or the other. The only other know nGteworthy thing in the fli~ht plan tomorrow 

L 'that you folks might be interested in. There will be a press conference tOt1lorrow with the crew." Riaht now. and I hope this time dopsn't end up getting changed, there was sOllie discussion about it being changed. However. I'm fairly certain it's gQing to be at thi9 time it's probably going to be at 1700 zulu, that's noon, while t~ey're eating lunch. That'R noon local Houston time. While they are eating lunch ~n the ward room. 1 And it will be a television press con'" ,.J". ',.' ,"" , .. ."" fe!'ence. And it will probably last a total of 10 minutes. S 0 i tis kin d 0 r h u r r i e d . Th ere as 0 n 1 t i 9 oIJ 0 S h 0 r Lis the ground track at that particular till*, that's all th.! live TV coverage it affords us. And the reason .... e constrained .. it to lunch tomorrow 111 .... e are trying to get it i.n wit:1'.: a minimum amount of i.pact In finishing up the activation activities. Har.k, do you want t() t.alk about what we've been doi~g the last cour1e of days? 
HARTFIELD I don't h:J"c anything to 6dd. HUTCHINSON ,Okay. 
PAO QuestLons. 
QUERY A couple of points. I don't qultp un-derstand about the MDA. ,1 didn't hear the exchanges. Is thjg a joke or could they possibly be sleeping in the HDA. HUTCHINSON No, it's very - they very well could po.sibly be sleeping in the MDA. It's sort of Q Joke to explain the joke. We, when we slaep 1n a command module in rhe configuration we're in, we have t(. get the .'lir scrubb1ng syste~ that's removing the carbon d10xide fr01l the air i8 in the airlock module. The way we get th. t air 1n the co~mand module is by a aingle fan .... hich blows through a due t, j U 8 t 11 k e a ve n tal a t ion d u c t n n d blow sal r i n tot h e eom.and Wlodule. We don't havo Any way to tell on the ground I f that Can 1s running. If it were to fail, ve vould not have air circulation in the command aodule. And we'd get 

It build up of PPCo2 in the cOIll.and aodule. It would - if it failed r1sht when they went to Il •• p. and I think I .aid this last nl&hl. I think the numb.r ia so~eth1~~ l1ke 40 .i1-eReters of mercury after R hour •• which il no where near the,' dan serou8 level. However, the doctors dontt U.ke it. There{ore. whan we .leap 1n 8 ~o •• and module in this configuration 
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~ . . . ". crevmll',n to wear the OBS, the biomedical instru- ,., mentation be~au8e one of the prime indicators of too much ppeOZ'is your respiration rate iucreases. ~ It'. easily de'tectable., The crew doesn't like to vear the OBS when they're sleeping.' 1 ~ean how vould you like to sle.ep when you're ,': ftoating aroulld with a bun.:h of vires hanging off of you. '~;~,' So it was - ve asked them when w~left where they were going to sleep and they said Vf" re going to sleep in the command ,module. We said okay, who 1s going to wear the OB5. And ",.' the answer back was we're going to sleep in the MDA. And that lJouldntt surprise me a ~i.t. The other thing about is that the command module 1s when youtre used to that incredable volume, and if YbU guys 8a~ any of the television today command mcdule is like qleering iq a dog house you know. It, wouldn't surprise me a bit if for no other reason than "." .. ".,,,),,, that they should sleep out in the MDA. ," ,.,,' ",,' QUERY And talking about the doctors. I noticed there was a bit of fUBS about wearing this hArness last night. Was this raised at the medical conference? 'Can you tell us a bit abo u t t hat, t his p r 1 vat e d i 0 C U8 81 (Hl ~ HUTCHINSON No I don't'1 don't know anything about 4,'y fuss about wearing the oas last nliht.· The reason of covrse that we asked the SPT to wear it. if they sleep In .. the command module I suspect that he w1l1 wear it tonight .ls because he 18 the guy they have the bas;.' line data on for C02. They actually have run sometest& on hi. and they ha~e heart rate and resplrat10n rate responses calibrated against C02 levels. ' To the best of my knowlege there W8S no, an"! don't have any first hand knowle&e "f it, but to the best of Illy knowlege there was no discussion arguments or anything else concerning the wearing o~ the ODS at the medtc.Jl conference last night. As a lIIatter of fact. the ~edical conference V8S only 8 couple of minute. long. QUERY Why Is the t r' .. burn requi red? Just wh~t does 1t do to the spacecraft? HUTCHINSON The trim burn basically 1s a maneuver which shift. the ground track, I gues8 Is the siaplest way to put it, Into a situation where it 1s • orbit .ha~'1ng .8n-ellver. And it 18 either pOllgrade or retrograde. 'iou're either putting energy 1n or you t re takina energy out. And it basically increases or decreases the period of the orblt~ And 
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You're either putting energy or you're taking energy out~ and it basically increases'"' or decreases the period of the orbit. And what that effectively·. doee to the groundtrack, if you're going 3round the Earth.".> . .. ~ in a circular - If you're going around the Earth faster, . c, .' the Earth can't rotate quite as far under you, and that ' .. ' shifts the groundtrack one way.: If you're going around ,','" ' the Earth slower,'the Earth can rotate farther under you in a given period of time, and that shifts the groundtrack the other way. The basic idea is to get this groundtrack lnto a position where it repeats itself exactly every 5 days. And of course, that aids U8 in our EREP - lt's for EREP - and it aids U8 in ou: EREP ~lanning because we hit the same sites every S days, we pass over exactly the saMe pie ceo f t err 1 tor y .f' 

. QUERY . Wh,t my question was, whAt has happened .. , now,' that has required the trim burn? "",li.".c.",,,,·, HUTCHINSON Nothing. The trim burn is a standard scheduled item. It's always been there ~nd the reason that, ~; course, we had very small dispersions in the inscrtton orbi t that the Skylab orig1nally inserted into and, since that time, the mant!uvering arrJund that we've done wlth the vehicle - you know, all those days when we were tipping it up and 80 0 nan d s 0 for t", p 1 u 8 the 8 eve r aId 0 c kin gat tell p t s that we made before we fInally got docked, which put a little ~nergy into the orbit or changed the orbit. 1 don't whether it put it in, or took it out. I guess it depends on where in the orbit ),ou dfd it, but anyway, they chanaed the orbit a little bit and the trim burns have always been in there. There have been several. Therf~ were planned to be sever",!. We used a lot of RCS, like I said, during the dockln~, therefore, we think now we're only can do one. ~ut they've bE'en a standard plan all along. And Skylab 3 and Skylab 4 
\II 111 , h ave the II t 00 • 
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,Tille: 21:50 CDT 
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',_ QUE RY _ " ' 
0 f you, "i f I may.;Ylrst, can you tell U8 what the statuI is now of the ,', probe and drogue 9sseDlblles, and what is ,the status of your ':: thinking a9 far as an EVA,' to free the 8ular wing, is concerned? ," "And also, we're having an awful hard tlae readiog the flight plan, as far a bi w hIe hex per I men t s w i1 1 be r e r for a. d t tl m 0 r row an d the n ext day. Can you give us a kind of basic rundown on the .ajor experiments that are now planned to be performed? HUTCHINSON You mean In total on Skylab 2. or tomorrow? 

~. ~ QUERY No, tomorrow and the next day. " HUTCHINSON " Okay. su re can.' 1 can do that. Le t me anawel' the fit'st question about the probe. Hank, you answer the ~ucstion about the prob€'. 
HARTSFIELD Okay, Rusty Schweickert's been .orta heading up a group In the office to take a look ~t the probe and the " possibilities of fInding out what went wrong with it. "If fact, 

,:'~,:",: ,-",~, we up-linked a mes9ag~ tonight;' set forth a procedure. They , 'might try to take the head off the probe and see if they could find out why the one particular catcher latch VIS jammed. We won't know until we take a look at it exactly what's wrong, and whether we can repair it 4>r not. HO'io'ever, based on the cooo~ents that Pete mad~, ve are 8ure we t.an do a safe undocking by a8Gelllbl1n~ the probe and drogue before "we put it into the tunnel. And we up-linked th.t procedure ,last night. So they do have that procedure on board. As far as the SAS wing goes, we also have 80ae people lookln& at that. ill4:.re's 80Ule work going on now at Marshall in the water t.lnk looking at how we might. frf'. that wing. You probably heard the comment8 that Paul and Pete made today about what they observed on the SAS wing. Wf.' heve cut that 8trap th1lt 8u;e with a tool like we have on board. However, we're not surl'l, frolll what they said. vhether we can get the tool in around the strap to cut it. HUTCHINSON The angle I sir. HARTS}'lELD It appears, frolt the picturea on'\ '01 hat t h £ Y 8 8i d, t hat the 8 t rap 18 t 1 ,h t A 8 a 1 nIt the meteoroid shield and the SAS wtng. But, hopefully, we're 80ing to cOllie up wl.th a plan. It appears to UA that I If 101'9 con cut that one at rap. that the ",lng vill tend to deploy itself. 
HUTCHINSON Th~ .~~wer on the e~perl.ent., ~. far IS the next couple oC days 80" We .re prQtt~· auch at.rlift, ~{f Skyl.b about like w. had orlg1nal1y lat.nd~d. an4 that L. that the basic e.phalll rlght at the be8tnn!ng 1. to get the blolledical expert..enu off and running. And, of C:ourtt, the, purpo,( behind that 1 •• a" you know, the total length ()f tt ... The very firlt ob.ervatLonl 'fe extre •• ly 1.port.~t, .nd th~ on., at the and. the on., in betw ••• ~re iaportant t60, but the bl~gl.ea au to @et It.rted. And tov.fd that tac!, tOl!;orrow, we vtll be dolh! the M092 .. 171 ,"un.ane) that vl11 be 'on Paul. Pau'. vtll ba in t,h!t 10ve1" body. necativ. pre.lur..:":" ~:'/}~,::~" .. ,jl~:~:);'.~:':'('.' 'Cc i ,,' c; :,', .:,'.,., '. ,:.,; i:":':;/)'!~~~4~~\':,.~~~~i_.;:<:,~~it4~1~i).m;;~~;\,:;,.~,:~:."" c', c,:' , ,:; ,.ii;~~~~~i(' -
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And Joe will be the observer, and then the next day we will '~ do the other two crewmen through the ••• e experhl'lnt, so that b)' the end of 'ruE:sday, we will have ha~ a biomedical run, a ',/;, full-blown biomedical run 01) all t'l1:ee crew_no Tuesday, as you know. we started the ATM. \.nmanned checkout ,;' Now, this 18 a change from the way we originally planned to operate on Skylab. and we did this bu.ically to conserve time. Since ~e'109t some time.' the grn~"d hal assumed the checkout roll on most of the ATK experlment8, and we started that tonight. ,In fact, it ",as started here about an hour a80. And that is,' going to take about 16 hours." We'll be finished about "lunch time tomorrow with the ATM unlllanned checkout.: Then on Tuesday morning. we will start the first crew ATM operations and that will be about 1 and a half. one daylight pass, and maybe a little more of another one of checkout which we can't do on thp. ground, which they need to do. Tuesday morning will be! the first crew work at the AtH panel. ',Also Tuesday, ve will start the checkout of the EREP gear. And, beyond that, I'm sure that Tuesday we will be runnlnk"-we will be begiuuing a standnrd set cf ATM work on a I'egular basts. The first EREP pass, like I said, i8 going to be on Wednesday. We have already in1 tisted 80llle of the biOMedical experiments. The K074 we activated this afternoon. The ycal~', and we have started weighing food and fecal m3tter, anJ ,,{"ve stal,ting processing urtne. Tuesday Dlorning will be an iHIO blood letting, or whatever you would Uke to caJl it, blood sampling. So we're 801ng to I!Itart that •. So the obvious ellphasis is on tt,e hlolled1.cal. getting the biomedical golog now. Of course. on the corotlarlee, you know, we don't have the plus-Z SAL, and I'm not Hure -We've already been doing some corollary work In the fact' that we've been run~in8 around and .&king ~emperalure meaSllrcmen .. 8 everywhere. That's ono of the big X-47, I (or-get all thp numbtrs. but corollary world is going to 8tart getting cranked ur probably abo~l the .id~le o( the w~ek. And AJ y~u know, w~'re going to have to be doing ~o.e fairly car£Cul management betwp.cn G~p~riments because we have~'t got enough power to RO around. We C8n't run the medica] exreri.ents at I he 88111e llllle we got the ATM ~o1ng. So, there'. Koing to be Bome jug8l1n~. but we're definitely off and running. 
QUKRY When ),Otl do the RCS ·burn I do all tht crev-lien have to 80 back to the CM and shut the.selve. 1n or can one do 1 t ., . "\\ 

i, S,\'RAk.£l No, it 'e really a very .1aple procedure. Basteally, the burn i. done either at orhital noon, or orbital • ldn1 Sht.. There's only tvo !)l.~e. you do it. It's either po.tsrade or ffltro8rlde. Ttle attitude, -
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baslcally the bu~~-i8 done either at 
noon or orbita:' aidniaht.,i There'. only two places do it.<c It'. either po.lsrade or retrograde. The attitude control system in the vorks!"l)p i. I;aed to It •• p the vehlcle stable., It's about a - ta':.es about 10 minutes, we don't turn on any guidance equipment in tt.e CSM or anything, all we d<.t : .<' is go In there, enahle four plu'l-X jets, and hlt the 1'11 on",. ,',' a time. It's a timed burn •. We compute it on the ground,"how';· much velod.ty we want. WE: know 'le get 400 pounds of thrust and it's done, like I said, when the vehicle is - if my fist-,;. is the Earth. it's done when the vehicle is al local horizontl' -exactly at orbital noon. -, Or if you want to do a retrograde. you just go around on the other side of the Earth and do H. at orbital midnight and that mak"8 it go the other direction. It's 31..,aY6 done with the four plus-X jets. and we do require l~ one creWman at the ATM C&D panel monitoring th~ APeS becau8~ '" '.( .' ". 

/ f I,; l;' ., it's holding attitude for the burn.' So, it's a two crew.,.n operation. The entire thing frolll statt to finish doesn't take lIIo~e than about probably !O or l5 minutes. 
QUE~Y Now Dlsny watts of power do you feel you h"ve n('w1 
SPF.AKER Well, we have about what we Baid we were going to have. In gr088 numbers. our average power producine capability 1s about 4600 watts. We - with the workshop fully 'powered up and livable, in (act we've get everything turned on no,.. that we need. We'te running about 3600 watts, and we've got about a thousand watt I for expert.ents. And that ' • just about the nUIIIl;ers ve gsve you. And to give you an exallple, the ATM wide ... pen take. about 700 of that thousand, just 88 an exal'lp1e. EREP full Up, takes aboct 450 or so. Biolled 18 about thAt SAme lev .. l 1 believe. 
QUER1 You feel then, that you have enough power to 80 ah~8d with your ficst mission? 
SPEAKER Oh, very definitely. Yes, .1r. We'tt' Clff and cooking. Wet re going tf) have LO do a little bit of Jusgling. but '10thing "8 can It acc.oallodate. 
PAO Any 1I0rt~ question.? Ok~y, thank you. 

F. N I. 0 F tAP F. 
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\ PAO' ".' All rilhty. chanl' of .hilt pl'e~1 coa-
"".i:ferenci. 'Participants tonilht, .tartial OD ay riaht. Mr. 
: Jack kinaler. Chief of the Technic.l Service. Diyi.ion, who -

~a. d.eply involved in the developaent of the para.ol. 
,t'ln fact~ 1 think it va. aore 01' Ie •• hi. brainchild, alld 
;inc:idently, he i8 a next door neiahbor ot 'et. Conrad.~' 

'(, Hr. Schneider who i. Skylab Prolra~ Director, an~ Meil '" 
. Hutchinson, the off-cosinB Fliaht Director. Mr. Schneider, 

would you lik~ to .ake an openina coaaent, then Neil, and 
the n J a c k • . . "" 

SCHNEIDER Okay, 1 don't have too auch to say 
except to say that ve've had a very, very 8uccassful day. 
As we had been hopinB, the deployaent of the shield has', 
been ~uccessful and it looks as if thina' are turning into 
our favor. And we are looking forward to 4 very succeasful 

,,, .. ,,~ .• ;.. .. ,.. 28-day shsion. ,It vas a bu.y day and a very fruitful day. ,.,. ::. ,;'.,'.' """: 
," -t'·' And I think I'll let Neil tell you about it. 

". 

\, \ 

'HUTCHINSON Okay, veil in the presence of an in-
credible allloune of \iork that we dld today, I aS8Uli1e that 
1I0st of you followed lIost of the activities that. were going 
on. As you know, we flew, today, the flilht plan that ve 
built In the last veek here on the ground. With one or " 
two very mlnor e~cepttons, ve flew it to the letter. 
lot ta say that I vas just incredibly pleased after aettina 
into the workshop after all the thini' that have lone on 
in the l.at week and a half. And havina us turn on about, 
oh ve've lot her about three quarters on now, and not turn 
ur any ano.alie8 0 f any signifcance at alL:': A. you know, 
this lIoming, we s.apled the gas before we vent in just 

" "to make cert..:1in that the purging that ve I ve been doing oVler,' 
the last few days was successful and, of course, it was, 
extreu:ely so. ! We went in and turned on the airlock in 
the MDA basi ca 11y. An d we wen t down in to the OWS an d we ' '-
sniffed around the gl. dovn there to aake .ure it w •• all.· 

. right. And then, as you know, this afternoon, we went into, 
the OWS and successfully deployed the parasol. The para.ol 
was retracted and the vehicle's been headed back to 801ar ' 
inertial. We aren't quite there yet. We're in aolar in-: 
ertial attttude but we have a little operations to do vith 
the attitude aud pointing control syatea until we con get it 

,back into autollatic operation." But, effectively, with in the 

: ,r 

next hour or so, the vehicle will be back poi~ted at the 
SUD. ,;~ ave ry Ol"b1t. just 1 ike it 1. auppo •• d to be. with the :\ .. ,1-\',' 
attitude control .ystea flying itself in.t~ad of u. flyin,''' ... 
it frOID the ground like we have been doinll for the palt ';~'\;~:'> '.' 
12 days. ,The teaperatures, a lot of the. are off the P.I j\\:,I, ,.;,: 

and coming down for the first tiae Ve'Yd seen, in thi. al •• iou I 
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\ PAO' ".' All rilhty. chanl' of .hilt pl'e~1 coa-
"".i:ferenci. 'Participants tonilht, .tartial OD ay riaht. Mr. 
: Jack kinaler. Chief of the Technic.l Service. Diyi.ion, who -

~a. d.eply involved in the developaent of the para.ol. 
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;inc:idently, he i8 a next door neiahbor ot 'et. Conrad.~' 

'(, Hr. Schneider who i. Skylab Prolra~ Director, an~ Meil '" 
. Hutchinson, the off-cosinB Fliaht Director. Mr. Schneider, 

would you lik~ to .ake an openina coaaent, then Neil, and 
the n J a c k • . . "" 
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,,, .. ,,~ .• ;.. .. ,.. 28-day shsion. ,It vas a bu.y day and a very fruitful day. ,.,. ::. ,;'.,'.' """: 
," -t'·' And I think I'll let Neil tell you about it. 
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10.' ti .. period .hortly attar 11ft-off, alld .ay-, 
be oaee or twice when we weut to ~olar inertl.1 for one rev. 
W~ did do one extra thina in the activation tonllht.~B_-

,.". 

, fore the crew 80a. to bed, they are loinl to hutall an' !';." 

J,.: ail'duct,' interchange duct. ' It wa. loin I :':0 be done in the '" 
lIorning, but we decided to do it tonilht.·, Thi' duct carrte. 
cool Mir fro. the front of the vehicle to tho ~ack, ba.ieally. 
It goes acrols the OWS hatch fro~ the airlock aft co.partaent, 
into the OWS air syste •. 'And ~e have a eoqple,' in fact, we have 
four big heat exchanger. in the airlock .odule which will 
be turned on tonight. So, all night long, we'll be pumping 
cool air down there. 'We expeLt it to be war. but not par
ticularly uncomfortable tomorrow. I would i.4g1ne it Is 
going to be something less, 80m8where between 90 and 100. 
It's kind of hard to say, it depends on how fast it cools 

,"'.'; 

','. 

'. down. And we intend to go on w1th activation for a aod-
,;,;i:.ified flight plan tomorrow.' We will"f1n1sh turning on , .. 

the workshop and we hope to sleep down there tomorrow night. 
Tonight we are sleeping in the command module with &11 the 
hatches open, all the way up and down (he chain. And I, 

,...... )'~"., -'. ... , ,~'>I,'."...... .~ . ~'rJ' 

think the crew ia kind of tired anc'. we t,'U Idud of tired 
but we're awful happy we pulled this thi~g off. And it 
lookp like 8ill said, we're kind of back on the road to 
normalcy, if there is such a thing. 

PAO Ja~k do you have anything to say about 
your parasol? 

KINZLER I guess I'll start off by saying that 
I'm mighty proud to be a part of the NASA tea •. I've been 

. with NASA about 31 or 2 years now and all Illy career has 
been dedicated toward doing what I could for the progru •. :,' ." 
And as a matter of fact, I joined thE: space test group with 
Bob Gl1ruth in the early day~ and I built up t~e Te~hnical 

Services Division. It i8 sort of a shop oriented Rand D 
support group. And haviug this group at .y command lIIade 
it relatively easy for me to rapidly construct an object 
of this type. However, I did think of the idea myself, 
and I thought the best thing I could do would be go to proto
type. And I'll just be brief, but it might be a little in
teresting to indicate how this came about. Pete Conrad, , 
as someone has &aid, is DIY next deor neighbor. I wag qu1t£ 
concerned about Pete being up there .:lOd not being able to 
have a aisslon. I mean, not really beina out, but whether " 
they would 10 up or not. And so 1 knew that the center 
.anageaent va. lookinl for ideas and ~ther centers includ~d. 
And so I started from scratch just tryina to deter.ine (." 

. what .ight be a suitable protective device. And the thought" 
f" occurr,~d to ae that t~e package, has to be •• all to fit in 
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the co ••• nd .ottul.; it h.. li,ht ".iaht; it ha. deploy over. rather lara' au.s. I kn.w the Ih. w •• in ' the nelahborhood of 20 fe.t or YO, square. So, with that bit of knowle.e. I .'nt downtown in Houlton and bouaht four ;i,. telelcopin. fiberlla •• Blhin. radii, would you beUeve. ; and arr.ngea thea in a little .quare array with the b.les of the. lIounted on aprina •• And the idea b,io. that if one had spread out a flat canopy, a reflective canopy. J:' and direct a tele5copins tube out to e4lch of the corners, you would have the easence or the basici of a deployable device. If you could then fold it 90 deluel into the ver-tical and close it all up and then telescope it down into a box or package .. So I made this prototype last Thursday myself with 80me of my peopie. By the way, ,1 1 11 division chi e f . I h a ve a g r 0 up 0 f abo utI 3') p e 0 pIe w 0 I' kin g for lie. And so I built ~hili quicky .odal and II ve got a picture"::.~"r" <.<~ .... or two here I could show you. And everyone else was actively engaged here at the center 1n trying to develop other ideas, many of which were quite good. The outside sail for t1 x amp 1 e • But, itt u rn e d out II Y ide a va. de p loy a b 1 e from inside the cabin with a minimum of effort and 80 it kind of got the nod, once we demonstrated it would vork. fore the next step was to take the concept of collapsible tubes and springs,' coiled springs to effect positionins, 

The re-

and combine this into a working .odel that would be suitable for flight. And I brought a picture or two of that tonight. So, then, the only other proble. to this whole effort was a ••• sing enough capability to do what i8 nor.ally a 3- or· 4-, maybe a 6-.onth job In less than a week. So,onct> I had the concepts set, I knew I had to get a tea. ~ogether to build.' And I enlisted the aid of Hr. Fa,et's group and Mr. Arabian's group •. These are JSC Directors. And all the forces I had at my own cOlllmand, lIy own department. if you will, and illmediately 
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'I"~ ,/~ KINZLBR these! are JSC Directorl. 'and 
'" fo ree a I had at my own co •• an d, ay own department, if yo u , " ' 
, w 111, an d i IIlIe d 1 ate 1 yin ay ~ a lUI b u 11 dIn I 18 .an en a in •• r 1 n a ' 

delign and draftina aroup. ',' So," the way this thi:li dev.lo~ed. 
I • a d e 8 k etc h e 8 of t h. par t It to be • a de • I i aa. d i • tel y 'lj", 

atarted .anufaeturina .y own facility with .y people;' and 
as we mAde parts, the engineering divieion followed alona 
as quickly as possible to .ake deaian check., do the draft
ing and put out Hnal drawings, and what noll Heanthte, '1 wal 
assieted by Mr. Arabian in establishina a test program to 
proof check the lIlodel that was fortheo.ina, so we had a r 

kind of a flat start last Thursday with an idea. 8y Sat
urday I had the first prototype of a metal typ~ aluminum 
tubing, rather the fiber glass fishing design aluminum 
tubing telescopeing arrangement, and we deaonstrated these 

... """, _ to Center managellent. and they were accepted. so from that 
point forward forward it was the fastest manufacturing that 
one could acr.ompllsh, and aubRequent testina. Now, to . 
have accomplished this manufacturing in a very short time 

" ", 

,: 

I mentioned a moment ago, I used my shop forces. but we 
recognized tha~ Some cf the parts that were available from 
TO-27 scientific experiment that ftt in the same port, that 
we utilized for deploying the parasol. We knew these parts 
were available. Essentially a group of aluminum tubes " 
around 1-3/8 diameter, approximately 4 feet long.{ These: 
tubes were available, and they would b~ useful for the 
erection step of deploying the parasol outward. ' So we used the 
TO-27 predesigned tube hardw8t'e. We called on sOlie of our 
large aerospace companies to provide us some of these parts 
that 'Were predesigned, and all, we jUjlJt lIade a rush call" 
and asked for some manufacturing to help U9. Meantime, we 
~evis~rl the telescoping tube array that actually holds the 
can 0 p yin p I ace. And man u f act u red t hat in H (' use, a. n d to",·, 
cover ourselves, in event we had a shortage in time, I also 
put some of the work that we we rt! doing out to sOllie of Illy 
smaller sub-contr4ctors. 1 have a Civil Servic~ shop that 
works here on the site. We do Rand D type work, and WE: 

supporting UIi, some outside sUlall business concerns.' So 
here ),ou see an expanded mlltlufaclurinc plan, whl!re the 

• Civil ~ervice people that were the creators of this project 
d j d as m u c has t h 2 Y c 0 U 1 din t It e time a 110 ted. I u t 11 i zed 
my service contractors that arc in Houston to assist us in 
making parts, and then we went through another channel,
out to the large aerospace firms, 'l1~(e North Aaerican and 
Grumman to lIl&k~ U8 sOlle p4rtt> that had previou81y been', 
designed. All this resulted in a total package t bein& 
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completed in 4 or 5 days. Now, that was half of the 
story. The other half was provina that the device would·' 

" ) 

work. In order to do this, we conducted quite a series of, ", 
perhaps •. lO. 12. deployments and repacka,in,_ of the 
flight concept..' We dId this by hangin, the parasol asse.bly, 
tn a vertical position and lowering it downward •. So we 
had a fairly good assurance that the system would work. But. 
we were working in a onc-g environment on £arth here. and 
some of the problems that presented themselves to us In· 
demonstration were not present up In space. If we could 
do it on Earth, we were assured we could do it in space. 
So. that helped out. and we dId run vacuum Chamber tests 
wher~ we deployed the device satisfactorily in a vacuum. 
We deployed it out in the op~n and in the regular environment. 
atmosphere, and with that assurance, we just about made it, you 
kno .... , there wasn't too much lIore t.o it. You might be 
interested in sOllie weights and 80 on. The parasol assembly 
is 22 pounds. This includes the callopy, the fabric, and 
it's contained in a square box 8-1/2 inches by 8-1/2 by 
53 inches, and this square box fits a port that is designed 
to receive experiments of this type in the Skylab, so there's 
no problem with modifying the Skylab. We just carried an 
experiment box up to the Skylab containins our parasol 
assembly. The launch weight of our package is about 77 
pounds all told. I think maybe I have said quite a bit 
here, and I'd like to just hold up a couple of pictures 
and then cut it for a minute, if I may •. Maybe I can turn 
these through a sequence to give you some idea of the 
transition. This is a little aluminum canister that I 
made just to hold the p!"ototype. Here you see the canopy 
being deployed upward. We have littl~ strings on It, be-
cause we wanted to pull it out. WE' recognl%ed in space it 
woul d be pushed out. but we we ren' t prepared to do thar. the 
first day.: And you see it emerging gradually upwa.d. It 
kind of looks like a magician show. Now, it's up and if 
you look c los ely, you 5 e e 50 me b to .1 f ish in gpo Ie s h" r e. t hat 
are protruding to the outside. Nov the reason they're bent 
out .... ard. each one of those is anchored with a coil spring 
that is pointed toward one of the corners of the deployed 
canopy. 50 if you erect the sprtn8 tn a horizontal position 
and then turn it 90 degrees, it wants to return to its 
natural position, so In principle you have a set of 
telescoping poles. each of which is mounted with a spring. 
and the springs are bent 90 degr('es for packaging. So then" 
we go up. Here we're coming down, and the one in space 
sort of went through this SOlme sort of ,.aneuver here. I'll 
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" ) 
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show you that'in a .o.aut. Here w.'ra co.ina down clo •• to 
. the ,round. and there', ol.entially a flat plane. This .,/,' 
. i. 2 0 fe e t by 2 0 f e • t. ;c You' 1 1 not i cat h 1. • r ray i 8 co nee n t ric. 

,,: by th*t 1 -.ean, the cUt'tion pole 1, rl.ht 'ln thtl middle. -!. 
:Nov. I vent throuah thi' Itep without a1\1 kno"ladge of the 
final req 1.11 re d con fi 8urat ion. I knew they h ad abo ut a " 
2~ foot square, and 1 knew they had a •• al1 port to put 

,1.' 
" ' 

It through. 1 discovered after 1 built the prototype that 
the port was clooe to 8 or.,lO feet out of center pOlition. 
The final canopy is 22 feet by 24 feet, and the pole that 
erects the 22 by 24 foot array i, only 6 feet froll one end. " .,", 

" ~ •. :r 

So you have quite an offset. you have soaething about the 
size of thi., instead of the pol~ beip~ hore. r.he pole is 
over here on the side, and that calls for quite an adjust-
Ilent in design, as you can imagine. Let me hold up a few 
mort! pictures. and then I think 1'11 quit here. ". This is ...... 

'~a picture of the actual 22 by 24 foot panel." It's alulllinized 
Mylar over nylon ripstock. Sort of like a parachute stlk. 
I'll just turn this one through, and I think you will get 
a feel for how this goes. Here we have it on the floor. 
Can you see these springs here? Okay, those little springs 
are attached to four telescoping pol~s, vhich are oriented 
out toward the corners. Here, we're bellnning - We've, 
got a central po!e. This is the push poles, thMt go back 
into the cabin, and they vere deSigned 90 the aetronauts 
(;ould screw one on at a tille. And as they advance the.' 

"device outside the spacecraft. they juat si,.ply add a pole. 
". ~,,~"I guess we ought to call thea rods. ,', That's the official' 

name. Here you have 8 viev of the telescopic tubes at 
their closed position. ' That's about 49 inch •• tall there. 
And that's the demension that was my limit baaed on the ex-
periment canister that I used. Here ve have soae package-
ing going on. ~"We had to use parachute pack!n. techniques 
where you carefully fold and fold the materials into the 
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. KINZLER - .. keep. hiD, ~oln. on.' Wft hac! t" u.~ par~chut. packlnl technlqu." vhere you carefuJly fold and . fold thB .ateriale into the avail.b~e .pace ao that it wl11 deploy properly when you take it out.' tolow tbl., 1. jult an a.eendina stripe here. We fire :ralalna and raialna the de ... :: .• vic e. ,It 8 -4 P pro x 1 .. a t e f u 1 I h. i ,h t the r e.' J u • t 1 a 8 t 1 t. ' .' Shades of outer Ipace. Now there 18 a. 1 aer-tlonect a few aoaents ago about the center fold being off eet." And if order to e(&!ct the rectangle with an off eet center, 1 had to use 10llle lines t(l make up the difference 1n distance. So in this picture, you'll notice that the upper most poles carey 2 of th!l corners of the canopy, and here are the two 

. , 

lower corn e I' 8. . Th is! 8 be c a U 8 e as you 1i f t up an 0 f fee n t e r array, you get high and low sides. Okay, here we are cOiling down. We are deploying by ("cain. We've lot the scene dropping. rhi. ia nearly deployed. Al.ost cOllpletely tie .. , ,"." "'ployed.~" And that's it. Now here 1s the canister or. the ~J • ~o .,' 
left. And then there i8 a picture of the package on the, I'm sorry, I've got myself backwards here. But here Is the package and the canister that it fits In. It's quite .aall when you think about it. I believe thAt's about all. I can 8ho~. This is another view that's kind 'f interesting. It's a very beautiful packdge, it certa:'.nly i.~~t Here, this is the end whex-e we were placing it in the fin ~\ canister. And we did this last Thursday afternoon and got it doyn t~ the Cape quite late Th~rsday night, and just barely m~de our deadline. So, I guase that's about 811"1 have to."C" aay at this time. I'. very proud of lIyself and thf'. people who helped U8. And we h~d Quite a lot, we had probably 150 or more who worked around the clock. We worked day and ", night, we lived out at the shops. And there is no other" way this could have been done. We h4d an enorQOUS motivated group of pt?ople and that's about it. '" 

. PAO Okay,' let's go to QUE'stions" Would you pleaae wait for the mike. Bruce you have a question back there? 
QUERY Neil, brl~fly we were talking about the Y axis gyro proble~ again. Is this the very same thing we had last week? 
HUTCHINSON It is back with us again and I think •• ybe we're about to get the gyros under toe here we hope. What he is referring to is just as I was COiling off shift, in fact I was just standing there telling Kilt wh 1t a clean vehicle I wa3 leaving him. the last sisht before 1 left' after 16 hours in the place and "e had another one of theae,' 1 d~n't!like to call thea gyro failures. It'. where the 

t",' co.puter and its little test routine checks the gyros and 
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tI.ys it; do •• n't 11k. it is .ee1na and then it brinf;8 up '~':; ,anot.her one and trys to decide whither there 1s soa.thing t, '4ronl with the two that it'l. using.' BAsically, I dont t:',c .ver explained it very quickly what it:l&, itta the tact thac we have not been .ble to ho.e in on tht't drih terlllS I)n the Iyros. And the re.son we haven't i. because we h .. ye b •• n fl y 1 n 8 a r a un d for 1 2 day 8 with 0 uti a 0 k 1 n gat the nun,' NoW' we've got the vehicle bat~k' in solar inertial now Mnd with th~ attitude control system getting reanchored now on • very inertial body, na.ely thi! Sun, we think we are' going to be able to tie the drifts and the gyros and this problem will go away forever. 'iou know we have had it for several days. Sut it's nothing t1~W and there is nothing wrong with the 8yros other than ve have nor been clever enough to figure out how to co.pen~ate drifting gyros without an inertial reference. 

PAO Ove r he re on the aisle, and then Arthur Hill •. ,\',L .•..... , ";"""",," ." .,,,":". , .. ' ... " .... " .... , 
QUERY :,'( Hr Schneider, have 'tf,)U done any mor~ testa and tried to determine the durability of the para~ol that's up there now? Is it going to last for a long time? Do you forsee the possibility of deploying the twin pole before the first group comes horae for ~xallIple? 
SCHNEIDER Well the answer to both those q~cstlon8 is very definiteiy yes. ·1 think as we explaine:! when we first made the decision, we selected this very fine device that Jack ha. described because of its ease of ,operation. We could get in tht::re and we could deploy it very quickly, and we didn't h4V~ to train the crews very, too much. The proble •• as Jack said, you had to pack 2 quarts into a I quart cont.ain~r. And in order to do that we were forced to use a material that \ole had not ~,ad adeq'14,!.e 'testing on. And indeed soa:e of tilt- testing indicated that it may not last for the full 3 .enths. But we decided to use that rather than ule the twin pol~ device, which w~ had more technical proof of the oaterial. . I'm not saying that the other will not last but we didn't have the proi'd that it would last.' We decided that we would utilize the parasol and '<le vould conduct tests at both the Marshall . Center and the Johnson Center to see just what would happen. We had a test panel that had been tested for 3 days at liftoff day, so we knew we loIc:ee at l~ast 3 dl\Ys Clhead. And we also had some panels that ve put in what we call • xcellerated testina where you use literally use devices that put out ultraviolet at twlCE the intenSity of the Sun. So you.' for every day, you get tvo days worth of data. And we are vorking on those and h.:lve not had any - there" 
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h •• b~e" no c~~rr.t. re.ults out yet ~~d we ~r. 8tl11 con
ductin~ thul. A "'0 ..10 think that t f w~ have evidence that 
thfi lucertAI In lhft vu' •• ol will not laat' there is, well 

: 1 f ve hMve any evidence that 1 it wi 11 ~ot b.st 1 or 1 f we " 
.;, ... not havlt evidence that will convinef' us that it will last, 

we will go out and we w!ll deploy lhe twin pole boom some 
tillle 1 ater in order .... to .ake sure that we' have a vehicle 

I there when we 80 up for Skylab Ill. Obviously our,first 
; p a 0 S with the 8 a v e Sky 1 a ban d 1 t h ink t hat w e h a v e, 0 Ii,' 

course it took the ingenuity of a grellt number·of very in
ventive people and it took the talents of a great number of 
very dedicated peQPle to join together and gct us this 
vehicle ~hlch right now I think is under control. 'As Neil 
said, he s~ent, he spent a great deal of time here controlling 
a vehiclR ~~ich was built to be in solar inertial. And 1 
don't know how long it has been in solar inertail but I 
sure know - -

SPEAKER About 10 ~inutes ard 12 days. 
SCHNEIDER And now that we are able to get inlo 

solar inertial we think that we'll be in good shape. ""From 
lilY own p~rsonal standpOint, 1 feel that after i.hat flight 
hardware has been subjected to such off nominal conditions 
as it has in the last l~ days, I have even higher confide~,ce 
than I had before that it will behave very well"il'L the up-
roming 8 months. 

, P AO Art h u r H ill . 
;: QUERY Somewhat in that regard, 1 wonder if 

you could tell us If there has been nny more understanoing 
of the doc~ing proble~? A~d I would suppose it is a matter 
of most concern there, at rleast to me it is, whethet' it Is 

. going to be possible for the Apollo command module from 
Skylab I to undock such that another Apollo will be able to 

.dock with Skylab in the normal manner? And also perhaps, 
you mentioned the parasol lasting 3 months, which would in
dj.cate or at least imply that you're thinking of the same 
amount of time between the Skylab first mission and the 
Sky tab second mission as per the original flight plan. ,; 
There's been some discussion of that too . 

. KINZLER Well, I'll let Bill answer the &econd 
part. As far as the docking probe goes, well let me tell 
yO\! what we've done so far. We took the probe out thi!: 
morning, of course we did an inspection of it, we had a 
couple of specific quest!ons Wp asked them. And 1 think 
I can tell you what the basic anomaly 11:1, as far as how, 
to fix it. well let me te 11 you whal the anomaly is. One 
of the three captural latches is sticking In the head, closed, 
depressed. It doesn't trigger. Now, we were able by fooling 
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course it took the ingenuity of a grellt number·of very in
ventive people and it took the talents of a great number of 
very dedicated peQPle to join together and gct us this 
vehicle ~hlch right now I think is under control. 'As Neil 
said, he s~ent, he spent a great deal of time here controlling 
a vehiclR ~~ich was built to be in solar inertial. And 1 
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sure know - -
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.; HUTCHINSON "" atuck again. And tha" he fiddled wUh 1 t 80me lIora by fooHng with the latch C/n the trlHser and it' trilsered again •. So, what we've got.: t. tvo out of .three, with one of thea sticky,' anti we're not sure why they Ire .licking. Nov, the ra are Beve ral things ~ of course it'. a lIeeh.nieal device, there are several things that are heartening abou~ the situation. One 18 that, you a8ked the question on whether we could do a normal undorking. As far as I'm concern.1d right now. thl! anliwer to that 1s un-' equivocably yes. And the vay we would do that, in fact we've already got procedures up to the crev. ,We sent thCD up a teleprinter message about half way through the day, today, just in case ve ':ad to get off in the next couple of days before Ve had time to do morc probe analysis. 1'11 tell yo u w hat we' res 0 in g t" do ina tilt nut e • An d t he b as i c technique is this. We're going to take the probe and the drogue in the HDA and ~ut them together. not in the - just out like I was sitting here - the way you can do that. Is'· you just stick. of cous~ at zero-g, it's nice and handy, you can just set them up there ill front of you and put thelll together. And he can manlpulat.e the triggers 80 he gets the t h r e e cap t u reI a t C!l e 8 e n 8 age d 1 nth e h e ad. The n ve' reg 0 i n g to take a rope. We've got a 10 foot piece of rope and attach ito nth e hat c h han d 1 eon the M 0 A hat c h . Th e III a n j U 8 t b a c k s out, and what he does, he backs out and he pulls the prob~ and drogue through ~he tunnel \11th him. and the lanyard with him •. I'm assuming two men are in the Co~mand Module and t h i 8 guy t hat' 8 do 111 g t his W 0 T k h.1 f'. go t h 1 s sui tin t he ' Coamand Module we're ready to leave - and he p'tJlls on the '" 
~ . lanyard and pulls the door shut ,behind him. Ao~l rhen he can reach up around the probe and the drogu~, and pull th~ hatch handle dovn and nov the MDA hatch is sealf'.d. , And he can pull th~ drogue down into place and reech around the probe on botl' sides and grab the drogue by the handles and twist it, which locks it into place. And all this ti~e the probe is connected to the drogue -:,lth the three captlJre latches. To put the prob~ in place and ratchet it up and you're all sec to go. Now. as far as what welre going to do with it, we have had a bunch of people working on that all day, of course, and I am not convinced when .... e''('e going to do it. but p ro~ably in the next f(Ov days. in the not too diet ant futur~. beC~Uge w~'d lIke to understand exactly what it Is that's ... rong vith it. One of the things that - One of the distinct possibilities is that it has. ~3 you know, the head is a shiny pl~ce of lIIetal, and 1;t4 not sure wh<11 ft fA madf' out of, but there Is ~> a distinct point - that metal ie'just to cover over the "), mechanisfll, a protective cover, il haR 110 structrual bearing 
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'on tlH~ raatter, or anything 013'(.. And it'. V~ty possible that' 
; that there is 80llle kind ot" warring or bendina or so.ething 

,~ '.fI" in the cover itself that's cBu8ing the latch - the cover 
jutt has three notches in it where the capture latches COlll3 

,through it. And it' 8 p08sible that the latch is binding on \~ 
the cover itself, in which case we can j~8t t.ke the cover 
off and not use it. I suepect, in the next couple of days, 
we're going to take the cover off and see if - we'll)1 
probably loosen the cover bolts olnd see if that fr~es it up. 
If that dOl!so't, we'll take it clear off. If that doesn't 
f1 x it, we' 11 pro b a b I y get S (' me 0 11 and 8 qui r tin the rea n d 
see. Of course, that exposes the guts of the mt'chanislII of the 
capture latch. And like I said, the thing ',that's hedrtening 
about it is, it's not down in the mechanical part, the com-
plicated part of the probe, the spider or anythln~ l~ke that. All 
of that stuff is working right. It's just in the trigger on 
the capture latch. 

QUERY Could that have been, as to causl:, could 
it have been possibly the long period of soft docr.lng when 
Conrad described being off, kind of hanging to one sid~, the 
comlland module, vis-a-vis, the Skyl.:lb7 

HUTCHINSON I really d~n't know, and I suspect ve'l! 
never know. 1 haven't heard any comments about what the 
cause might be, and I suspect that after we get in there 
and find out exactly what it is in there that's hanging up, 
whether we got a bt'nt capture latch or 8 bent head or 
whatever it is, we might have some more insight into that. 
I couldn't even comment whether chat's pOSSible, Art, I just 
don't know. It probably is possible, but I really 
don't know. 

SCHNEIDER As far as programatic actions. We got 
a busy programatic day today.' too. 1 have asked the Kennedy 
Space Center to tell Iile whether or not they could accelerate 
Skylab 3, and what it would takc to do that. I've asked 
Han: hall Spa c e F U gh tee n t e r w h e the r 0 r not the ff! 's any 
reason that we should, and I'v~ ~sked Kennedy - Houoton 
whether or not they have any plans or any problcms of an 
acceleration. I aD not saying that we're going ~o. I 
wculd like to, for no other reason than from programatic 
reasons you schedule your Qollars to fit a schedule, and I 
would like very much to see if we can pick up the 10 days 

'. that we lost. I don't know whether that's possible. It might 
cost !lore to accelerate than it does to stay with the 
schedule that we have. So, officially right now, we just add 
10 days to each launch interval. But quite frankly, I alii '" 
looking at wt;.at it would take for us to accelerClte the " 
program. And I'll not t>repared now to say whether that la 
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wculd like to, for no other reason than from programatic 
reasons you schedule your Qollars to fit a schedule, and I 
would like very much to see if we can pick up the 10 days 

'. that we lost. I don't know whether that's possible. It might 
cost !lore to accelerate than it does to stay with the 
schedule that we have. So, officially right now, we just add 
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lomething \le're going to do.: If we do il, 11. sure you'll 
he ar about it ra the r q ul ckly. , .. ·C, ' ' ', 

What QUERY ·'1 have a couple of questions, sir. 
have you seen, so far, as the effect of the parasol on tl.e 
le~perature8 inside the Skylab 80 far? 

, HUTCHINSON' Thev're 8Qing down. : ,. ~ 

< ", 

QUERY \', ". They are going down? 
HUTCHI~SON Yea sir. 
QUERY, To what l'xtent? 

,HUTCHINSON Well, aR far ~s th~ temperatures, the 
interior tompe!'aturt!s that Wll have. it's going to take a 
while before th'i!Y start dO\ln.,;~ ThE' kind of. i_ediate response 
we see, ~f course, as you know th~ vehicle Is fairly in
strumented therraally, especially fn the OWS. And by instru
mented well, I mean there arc temperature transducers on the 
outslr!e. In between the layer6 of insulation \)'1 the insicte 
of the wall, and then on the interior of the vehicle. We 
are,' seeing responses already in leB8 than an hour or an .. 
hour and a half after we had the thing out, on probably the 
third layer in of - In other words- on the interior of the 
skin. And the kind of responses that are the most dramatic, of 
course, are those that are right there on the skin. And, for 
example, Some of them on the Sun side had dropped 50 ar 60 
degrees in the first hour and a halF that we'd seen it. So. I 
think the thermal response is goin~ to b,-\ just like the 
thermal folks predicted. We hope that by tOllorrow, like I 
said, it will be like Pho€nix on a war. sunny day down there. 

QUERY My other question is about the electrical 
suppl}. What kind of 3 projection do you have now on its 
adequacy and wi!l the solar inertial attitude help boost.' 
the output any? 

HUTCHI~SON Oh, yes, it doesn't ~elp boost the output, 
but - Well, of co~rse it does. It ~nds up being abl~, when wp're 
In the su~light, to allow us to accommodate some higher pea~ 
loads than w~ are able to ac~o •• odate here. The averaK~ 
output, of course. it does ('ot increasE' the average total 
power because we've been keeping the power system balanc~d 
energy wise by putting back in as :auch as we take out. Of 
course, that's one of the reasons we've been having to do a 
lot of pitch maneuvers. As you know, ..,e have to keE>p jod:ylng 
around to keep the Sun angle on the panels at a sufficiently 
high incidence angle to provide the energy we need. Now 
as far as power margins go, I Suspect that we'r~ going to 
have plp.nty of power to do - I don't suspect, 1 know that w~ 
have plenty of power to do exp~rl~entlng and there Is going 
to have to be Some manage.ent of .the experiments. With the 
power situation like we have it. there's no ~ay we can operate 
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lot of pitch maneuvers. As you know, ..,e have to keE>p jod:ylng 
around to keep the Sun angle on the panels at a sufficiently 
high incidence angle to provide the energy we need. Now 
as far as power margins go, I Suspect that we'r~ going to 
have plp.nty of power to do - I don't suspect, 1 know that w~ 
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> HUTCHINSON 'There'll no vay v. can op .... t •• 11 the 
experl.ente full up .i.u.\tanloully U'" ve had ori1inal1y .,' 
pl.nned.'· However, 1 thlok rtlht now VI' r. in the procell 
of aettlna .. nev pover ba".Un. ," that 18. what kind of 
pover 1t. take. to run thh .achine with it all turned on 
vith the lien in it. And~::~f course, w. h.ve projection. on 

,hov .ueh ve think that'. I~inl to be, .nd, ~8 a .atter of 
tact, ve' ra already ,tantna lnto flllht vlanlllni for the 
Hrst couple of day. of exp,lrt.ent opel'attona' And, balieally 
it boil. down to the fact that vhen we're runninl aedicel ' 
ones, W8 don't run the A1'K, .md vice yerl'. And, of coura". 
Wf uled tp do that .1aul and that ia lonna h •• per us a bit. 
However, I really expect that you'ra goinl to be all.,ed 
hov .ueh ve' [(I aOing to be able to .quee,. out of the thinl. 
We'll tveek it .and tve,k it unttl 'lie understand the power 

" 

nuaberl and can acco •• odate th~n8s by a.roly 'turning off 
fans, and so on and ijO forth. 

PAO Okay, we'll take one ~ore question here 
Dr. Callpbell, and then wetll go to the Cape. 

QUERY How did you come up vlth the exact color 
of the thermal plastic aubstance' 

. .. ,~; 

PAO He wants to ~now how the color got arrtv~d 
at on the parasol. 

KINZLER. 1 don't know the orlsin cf the color but 
the material is coallon orange nyloll ripstoclr.. I think "Ie .tarted 
"11th any available .aterial that W68 subsequently examinod 
for its characteristic aa far as strength, this nylon. And 
the major advantage of tht, ~aterlal was the aluminized 
aylar. The nylon rlpstock i. a strength carrier agent. It 
i8 a basic a.terial and it i~ orange. I don't personally 
know whether the color adds anything. ~ 

HUTCHINSON No. that's the way it comes. You got the 
("olor frae. 
i', PAO Okay. l.et'8 go \'0 the Cape now. 

Query Several times since the things ha.s been 
deployed, thu remainillg window, or workshop solar array, 
the r e has bee n are fer en c e tot h C cor 0 1 1 a rye x per I ae n t s • 
Yhich arc the corollary experhllents1' Also, several times 
today, we have had references to a nominal H-cage ' 
maneuver. Can you tell us about this? 

HUTCHINSN - experiments are basically if - Let me 
8ee if I can phrase this Yery easily." If you take the ATM, 
which is the telescope that looks at the Sun. the aedical. 
all the bio-medical, and the tREP, those three ba.lc bodie. " 

'out of the experiment compIe.Pont in Skyl.b. then corollary. ):. 
'~I'd say to the atudent experi~ents. corol14ry encoap •••• a ,',.' 

all othf!r experll11en~6 in the '/ehlcle. And some typical" 
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pl.nned.'· However, 1 thlok rtlht now VI' r. in the procell 
of aettlna .. nev pover ba".Un. ," that 18. what kind of 
pover 1t. take. to run thh .achine with it all turned on 
vith the lien in it. And~::~f course, w. h.ve projection. on 

,hov .ueh ve think that'. I~inl to be, .nd, ~8 a .atter of 
tact, ve' ra already ,tantna lnto flllht vlanlllni for the 
Hrst couple of day. of exp,lrt.ent opel'attona' And, balieally 
it boil. down to the fact that vhen we're runninl aedicel ' 
ones, W8 don't run the A1'K, .md vice yerl'. And, of coura". 
Wf uled tp do that .1aul and that ia lonna h •• per us a bit. 
However, I really expect that you'ra goinl to be all.,ed 
hov .ueh ve' [(I aOing to be able to .quee,. out of the thinl. 
We'll tveek it .and tve,k it unttl 'lie understand the power 
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nuaberl and can acco •• odate th~n8s by a.roly 'turning off 
fans, and so on and ijO forth. 

PAO Okay, we'll take one ~ore question here 
Dr. Callpbell, and then wetll go to the Cape. 

QUERY How did you come up vlth the exact color 
of the thermal plastic aubstance' 

. .. ,~; 

PAO He wants to ~now how the color got arrtv~d 
at on the parasol. 

KINZLER. 1 don't know the orlsin cf the color but 
the material is coallon orange nyloll ripstoclr.. I think "Ie .tarted 
"11th any available .aterial that W68 subsequently examinod 
for its characteristic aa far as strength, this nylon. And 
the major advantage of tht, ~aterlal was the aluminized 
aylar. The nylon rlpstock i. a strength carrier agent. It 
i8 a basic a.terial and it i~ orange. I don't personally 
know whether the color adds anything. ~ 

HUTCHINSON No. that's the way it comes. You got the 
("olor frae. 
i', PAO Okay. l.et'8 go \'0 the Cape now. 
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one. are the one. l1ke, the backpack, the .aneuverin. 
backpac:k 1. cla •• tChd ••• corolhry Ixperl .. nt, the 
furnace that VI have up in the HDA, that ve'r. uling for 
a. t a 11 .,1 ti n I an d • 0 on. t h at t. a c ~ rolla rye x per i.e n t. '; 
Hany of the thinls that v, .tick out th, •• airlock. in the 
back of the vehicle, 11k. S020 anc! l1k •... th. thh. that "'n 
aoins to be out the .airlock that ",,' n u.1na nov tor the 
parasol, that wal a corollary expuri.ent, T027, anc! there's 

, a lot of theID. 1 don't have a ready 1i.t here In front of 
"." but there aust be, 1 luees, about 30 expert.ent. 1n 

that cateaor)'. The other quostion on the no=lnal "-caae _ 
1 hop I )' 0 U 've he a r d t h" t t e nil for t h. 1 a 8 t t iae . T hat was 
a technique that "'e use to reintet.lize the IDomentum 1n the 
control IDo.ent gyros. It's part of the attitude control 
.ystelD, and we' v~ been having to do this fro= the ground 
.¥nually. on 01 rlsulat baai., bleau •• the vehicle "'as fly!na 
around at this half .. cocked attitude, not 1n solar inertial. 
The vehirle does this on ita own when it's 1n solar inertial. 
When we do it in that manner, it's called a gravity gradient 
dump, and it', 4 way to use the .torque. put on the vehicle 
by gravity to get rid of the energy that the vehicle has 
to IDove around. In other words, it's a way to hold the 
vehicle inertially stable In orbit, 

SCHNEIDER rYes. I don't have anythina to add to that 
very fine description, but I do have lomethina that I had 
n e 8 1 e c ted t 0 8.1i)' t hat c a me to. y at ten t Ion t 0 day. I had 
previously announced the var[ous experiments that we would 
not b e a b 1 e t 0 d C) • An d t 0 day, I sud den I y rea liz e t hat we 
now have a large container sticking out In the area of the 
experi:a~nt coapartaent. And that brought to mind that one 
of the experiments, one of the corollary experiments that 
has previously been called a candidAt~ experiment. That 1s, 
an experiment that we had on board that we had not expected 
to do on Skylab 2, but had hoped to do on Skylab 3 or 4, 
cannot be considered a candidate. namely the backpac.k _ the 
H-S09 astronaut maneuvering unit. 1 will not permit that 
to be used liith that container in there because there would 
not be enough free space. So we'll have to. in this mission. 
delete that experiment from a candidate experiment to one 
that will not be used on the first Skylab manned miSSion. 
I! in the event, w~ deploy the twin-boom thermal shield, why 
then for Skylab 3 and 4, it can, of course, be reconsidered 
as a candidate experi=ent, or a scheduled experiment. But; 
with that canister sticking out in the middle of the 
workshop, I'm sure Neil aarees w1th II~. we would not want 
t 0 fly it, . , " , " .. " l. ", .::.? " 

PAO' Okay, I unde rstand there are no .ore 
questions from the Cape. J. Conrad Russell, do you have 
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• queuion back there? :: ,', ,'; 
QUERY' WhAt', the conftlu~atl()n for the crew t on iSh t ., "" ","' HUTCHINSONiThey're a1t,ping 1n the co •• and .odu18. We've got all the hatch.t open. aU'the way down the lhe, froa the CSH, MDA. both airlock hatche •• anel the OW8. Wei re uatng the OWS or the airlock 02N2 .yat •• for oxygen tnd 

Wt" HI uaing the .01 a!evea for C02 feaoval. We "1111 put ... i~ve on tonight b"fore we go to bed. We've got tht standard fan that blow. air up into the co •• and module ,with the air interchango duct lylng acroa. the hatch Ind blowing up in there. We hav~ one crew.all instrumented with the bio~ed uystem. If fact, 1 think Joe got the nod' tonight to wear it. And the reason we'ro doing that it we have no way of monitoring thcH Can that'. blowing the alr up in there, and we dic.4n'twant to take a chance wtth . ""C002 buildup in caAe thu fan .ere to get out on us. So we put a biolllild instrulllentation on Joe, Mnd we can 'Jatch hil respiration rate, which i8 an out8tandina indicator of ,hi&h PPC02, if for &Ollle rea~on anythinl should go wrons ",with that fan. If anything goes Wrolq~ wltb the fan, the PC02 build up, I think somebody told me if it fa(l~d the minute they went to .1,ep and nobody woke up all niaht, 1 think it would be like 40 millimeters of mercury, which 1. not even -, The doctors don't like tt, but its not gonna hurt anybody . . However, we have taken that precaution," " 
QUE~Y Did Hr. Kinzler also invent the naae sunshade crec, SST, and iC not, what dees he think of it? KINZLER The name i6 Skylab para$ol. That's the name we chose. It's on our drawings and I never heard of sunshade tree until it callie out of the press, or at le.at out of ~ frOID 80mewhe re. 
SPEAKER It callie out 'of the fliaht plan - coday's flight plan. ' 
8CHNF.IDER I'm sorry. We had a great deal of difficulty even within NASA, trying to kt?ep track of the variou!] options that We had, and if you recall, one of .y daily report'. I spent a whole paragraph trying to assign names to descr:ptlona 80 that it would become a little bit clearer. not only to you. but also to lIIe., And we selected vaclous names and one that was selected for this, kind of by -1 guess kind of by lIIutual choice, was parasol. The people who are doing the flight planning didn't read fty report, and they pickHd up ,-':, their own na1le. and we've had the dual naHa ever since. QUERY,; My queRtlon was. Hr.' Schneider, what kind of plans are you looking eat right now down the road for the _. I know you got a probe and drogue prob:lea, but of trying ,', 
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to 10 back out and freetna the tolar wlnl on the work.hop' 
SCHN21DEa i That', a08t intereltina. W. are not Ie-

Itrictlna ounelvol Lo any let aa.~ plln, if you v111 t rl,ht' 
her.. We are exploring all _. 
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,SCKNIIDla ... oun.lv •• to any .et; a ••• pion,', 

)'OU will. rlaht hel'e.: And W8 art e.plorinl ,11 k104, ' 
poteottIUtle •• ';toclay we had 10M poople in the vAt"r, , 

tank at Harlhalt who took what,the, con.tdered to b. th •. 
lIoat 1011eal conti,urariQn of the lolaf p.n.l to ••• wh.1t 

,~ they could do, And they h .. d-.o.e hirly i.nterotUn, t ... 
. sults. Welre not Iure,rhat thoylro conclulIlve or that tho)' 
r •• lly indleate that we can do any thing. "But, w~ af~ , 
c:ontlnui~8 to pureuo the idea that it aay b. po.sible for 
UI to further deploy th.t 801ar array. A8 we told you ,_.\ 
for t h. P a i t fe w d .. Y' tV, tho u it h t t h .. t: P. t • .. ~\ d hi. crow 
thoir .aJor contribution to that .ol~r array probl •• W4~ 
80 1n& to be In tel11n8 U8 what the pfobl,. wa. and &!vln~ 
UI enough data to co •• up wlth a .olutton. We have had 
loa. sood television pictures .. ud we are contlnuina to l~ok 
at tho •• We think ve know better DOY what the proble. ill 
and we are ~r)'tn8 to vork out a lolution. If ve think 
wo under3tand the proble. and if we thlnk we can do 8o~e
thing, we will not he,itate ... We vill att.apt· to d~ploy ,it. 
1111 not laying we are 80ing to, 1 a. aerely saying that 
we have not eloled the door to any further activity thero. 

PAO Dr. C.mbell 
QUER~ What afC they wearing tonight? 
HUTCHINSON Flisht covt!ralla, 1 would assullle. They 

are in their standard flight coveralls, nothing 'pecl"l. 
One thing that I want to aentlon that 1 forgot to say when 
I was sort of siving you. run down, something you lIigllt 
all be interested in. The crew had the television camera· 
up in one of the CSH windows during the parasol deploy~ent. 
It was all, WQ didult lee it of courae real tiae, It was 
all recorded on the VTR and we have ~ade arrange.ents to 
dump it at GU.II. And IIIl not sure, but It is cOlllng up here 
In about an hour or 80 and we have got ourselv~s .ome lines 
norQaled through the Pacific satellit~, and weill be ~rlng
lng it back here real tiae. And we should Bt-a two 'lets of 
sequences on it. Therels about 17 minutes of t~pe on the 
V T R • An d we are n 't go i n g t 0 be able tog e tit a 11 t- a c k 
to Houston. But at 2 passes at Guaq weI re golng to get 2 
whacks at it. And we are goiug to ta~e the f i rat part 0 f 
the tape, the first 5 .lnutes, which oughL to include lht! 
thing folding out and then we are going to get the last 
1 minute in the middle and then the last 4 minutes which 
ought to include what it looks like (rol the CSH a:IJ in. {ts 
deployed configuration as they started to retract it back 
down. And 1 donlt know When that stuff.is - 11m sure it" 
will be on the monitor wherever you arc pretty soon. 
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"':QUEIt'(; What le the lateat .tat". about. tho •• 
wrinkle. we heard of or if tho u.brella deployln. to coaplete 
, • at 1a f act ion b y now? \; .. 

HUTCHINSON Well, 1 think, J4~k •• Y want to co •• ont 
on thi •• I per.onally that the wrlnkl ••• tn tho flrMc place 
that thing was very cold whe~ It went out, oxtre •• ly cold" 
And a. you wlahthave fecalled when Petl, when they were 
bringing the roda back in after they had put it out onlll >, 

of the roda Pete coa.ented had frost on it, Down in that 
,12S delree OWS here i, this rod that 1s covered with white 

frolt, because 1t was, 1t i. very cold out there. And I 
auspect that aiter .. veil' two things. Nu.ber one, the back 
2 rod. 4fter the delcriptlon we had, and we havon't seen 
the picturea. We're gOing co.plet~ly on a verbal detcrtp
tlon. But. like Ja<:k told you, thi, thing ia yotl know it 
i, off center, And there is .. ore .aterial towards the aft 
end of th~ vehicle than there 10 toward the front. And tht" 
back 2 rods didn't co .. e coarletely up cold planer wlth the~c 
2 rods. Now that II.Y have contributed 80ae to the wrinklea. 
We think that pulUng it down on the OWS. if anything clse, " 
will help to stabilize that aa a planer suTface. Th(> sec
ond thing Is, when the he~t gets on it It's going to lend 
to lose this me.ory that it had when it went out and waa 
cri_ped froa its package and very cold. And we 8usper.t 
that will do it. And as far as we're concerned the thing 
has deployed coaplotely no.lnal. 

PAO Any further questions? Mrs. Cambell 
QUERY Is the parasol like the like the bottom 

' .picture 1n this diagram? 
SPEAKER Yes it is. 
PAO One 1I0ro then let's shut her down. 
QUERY I have a qU(!8tion refered to lie by 

Brian Webb and TOil Logan with Griffin Observatory with 
the Griffith Observer. They want to know when and if the 
when the Apollo telcscope mount will be powered up to ob~erv~ 
the Sun. And if they dug into any of the Skylab food? And 
if 80 docs it taste funny? 

SPEAKER Well 1 can answer both of lhos~. first 
off as Car as the ATH goes, as you know we changl'd our plans " 

.;. significantly on how we were gOing to turn lhe ATH on for 
several reasons. One we were trying to do it as 800n as 
possible with the delayed activation that we cnded up runnins 
here. And 2, we decided to do as much of it from the grour.d 
as we could. Now we are going to start to~orrow night 
about 8:00 Houston time turning on the ATH instruments fro. 
the ground. We will run about 16 hours of checkouts from 
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the Ifound ailiott continuo",1), a. WI 10 al'ound the larth. 
of cour •• we can oDl), do it when v,'re o_r a aite .oat ,\If'' 
it. -,' And that •• ant that, let', I.' whit 1. today, vall, '" 
.taUtnl to.o:row nlaht and thtn 16 h(.lura fro. then vhich 

, •• k.a it about noon of the 4th day,' tha ul •• co"e .ount: 
w1\ 1 b. o,l6entla11)' checked out exeeptlor about 1'rev of 
,dlyll,ht work vhich the crev ne.d. to do. ' And 1 IUlpect that 
tha flrat the crl", let'a ••• the WI)' tho flilht plln ,0" 
nov 1 belleve th.t the crew vill be doinS that 1 rev of 
checkout as 800n •• or that Ifternoon or the first thina 
the next .ornlns. So it 18 about 2 da)" fro. now rouahl)'. 
And iI' Car al the food aoe., the anlv.r to that i. no ~ 
'Ie are .tl11 eatina co •• and aodule food. And the f1r.t, 
command lIodule food 18 the standard plan. We planned on 
dolnl th18, 'Ie have 4 days of cO.llland lIodul. Cood. lhe 
fint fOCld will be eaten on ditY 5, breakfast. 

PAO Thank you very lIueh. 

END or TAPE 
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; PAO" Pre.1 IrhUnl.'·'lt t, no lon~'r .. chanse 
of shtft ," 1 IU8a8, b,cMui. of the activitie. thlt did occur. 
For obvluu. r.leon8. ve were not able to hold 1t earlier 
bocau3e of the ~~ny d.claion. that had to •• d. durlnl the 
evening. We did get the good n.awl of the hard-dock, ., you 
all know. just .1 short while 410. Now we have here at the 
Newl C~nter in lIouston, for the benefit of the people at 
thu ~ennedy Space Center Nevs Center. the project and ?ro-
gralll aanaseaaent people. Wetll) hopinl that the tva flight 
director" who vere involved in th~ aisilon all day long 
and all t~l. cvening will be able to join us. " 0011 PudJy ia 
the flight director for the orbital vorklhop during this 
long shift and Phil Shaffer vas the fl1lht director for the 
COII.and Service Hodule portion of the lIli.sioll today. Both 
of thoae gentlemen arc atl11 on duty after a long day and 
we hope they viII be able to join ua here. but we thought 
it vould be beat to proceed. We have here in the News Center 
to the Ie ft, to II)' right, as far as the nevs people here 
Houston are concerned. Mr. Ken Kleinknecht, who is the 
Skylab Project Manager fr~m the Johnson Space Center. Hr. 
Bill Schnel.leT, who 18 the Skylab Program Director. office 
of .anned .pace flight at NASA. And Hr. Lee Belew, who 1& 
the Skylab Pr~Ject Hanager froll the Harshall Space Fli8h t 
Center. B111. Perhaps We could start off vith just sOlie 
brlei remarks, and then go right into questions.l think, 
hopefully, the news .edia are up to speed on the events 
that have occurred. We vl11 atte.pt to ansver que&tionli, 

8~LEW Okay, I will keep .y reaarks brief. It 
has been a very long day for, not only you, but also (or us. 
We consider It Q pretty successful day. We did have a 
beauttful countdo~n. and a near perfect launch, and a pre-
cision rendezvous, right on time. And then ve did our 
standup EV,\ 8a expected. Unfortunately, as I've been pre-
dicting, we had a very low probability of deploying the 
solar panels. Unfortunalely, the crew found that tht!y were 
unable to do that. This did not come as any great surprise 
to us. ltd 1 d come as 80 me w hat 0 fad i sap poi n t me n t. but, 
as I've been telling you for the past five days. we have 
not been counting getting that elt!ctrical power. although. 
I truly admit. we vould have had an eJlsier tJIoission if ve'd 
gotten it. And subsequ~nt to that. we did atteapt to redock, 
and I'm sure 1 don't hav~ to go through with yo~ the attempts 

, at' red 0 c kin g, v It i c h k e p t the fl i &h t d 1 r e c tors and the f I i g h t 
con t r 0 1 1 c r s quI t e bus y • Howe ve r , a t t his t I.e, w ear ere _ 
docked. We are right back vere ve had expected to be. We 
are perhaps an h?ur or two behind schedule In getting the 
crew back to sleep. We will therefore. undoubtedly pick up 
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toaorrov ~ couple of houri later than had b~tn expected. 
don' t k\lOV • xact h "hat t 1 •• we' 11 va~e the crew, but' it 
will ~ndoubtodly be about 8 hour •• ft.r they go to b&d 
and W8 fully expoct to pick up to~orrow wh,re w. left Qff 

1 

today. We'll start, probobly wUh • dRbrhflnl on the 
atandup EVA exercise and proco.d right on Into the entry 
into the workshop and the deployment of the Skylab parasol, 

. and hopefully if that if ,uccessful, which we asaln e)Cpect 
it to be. And this Ciae we think wt've lot. ve·(y high 
probability of it beina luccessful. We wlll then proceed 
un wlth noreal activation and hopefully 1n a few d~y., w~'ll 
be right back on our Skylab tl.ellne for what 18 still 
consld~red to be a full 28 day ai1810n. 1 can't add auch 
to the excit~ment and suspense of the da), 80 1 queS8 we 
ought to go right into our question and anaver$. 

PAO Okay, thank you, tlll. We'll start 
w1th questions here in Houston. . 

QUE RY B 111 I I got 8 eve r a 1 he rt! • ~. irs t 0 f a 11 
the obvious question is th~ t~pact on the mislion overallj 
With the problems 1n docking tonight we were having, will 
you anticipate another attellpt to go out and work on the 
solar panels or anything else like that? 

BELEW I think we'll wait untll we h4ve the 
crew debriefing tomorrow on that. before we make ~ny decision. 
1\8 to what we will do. It obviously depends on what ttte 
crew says on the solar panels. and also wnat they find 
out what was preventing us froll docking. And those two 
wlll be played one to the other. 

QUERY And is a!so part of that - Are we back 
to talking about What we were discussing a number of day .. 
ago? Without these solar panels that we would probably 
have a nOllinal or basic nominal 17 d3y lIis~ion. and a -
say a power down. or a little reduced activity 11 days 
aiter that. Would that be in the offing? 

BELEW That's the way it looks right now. I 
think so:ae of you tlight have heard. we have had one of our 
batteries act up on the workshop, and we holve 18 of thelD 
on board. One of them failed to switch back and Mr. Belew 
might be able to say more about that, which at this point, 
of course the crew, when they get up there. can recycle thell 
but. the y , I I mer ely b e COliI!' and i n g fro III a s w 1 t c h. rat her 
frolll <t ground command. asklng th~ l>attecies to do the 
s a me t h 1 n g. so 0 u r po sit 10 non power i s not Quit e as r 0 S Y 
by 1/18 as it was yesterday. 

PAO We've got a large crowd at the Cape. 
jus t go I n g t 0 j u m par 0 un d It ere. and t a k eon e que s t ion fro 'III 
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each and all .1loabh we'll 80 up at the Cap.. W. want 
';0 be falr about ttlle. Re,sle, SO ahe.d. 

QU!RV One sot the lapreaalon that Wletl had to 
get bite k tnt 0 t h. Co •• an d Ho d u 1. 1 n • b 1t 0 f .. • C fl. b 1. .. t 
the ~nd of the SEYA, a"d waa knocking asalnat the .wltchel. 
II there any fceling hert.! that that was Unlted with the 
later docking troubles? 

SPEAKER No, 1 don't beleive we have any feellns 
here that thot was 11"ked wlth the docklng trouble. Vou 
II. n " win .. 4' U 1 t, l h" y • rea 11 t h r ~ e h 4 rd. u t ted. tlll y t d iu d 
the too 11 0 u t. 1 don't know e x act .\ y h 0 'Ii • any too lis t hat 
they used. 1 luspect thal they .uet have tried .11 of the 
tool., 8Q they had 80 •• tool. 18y1n& around that they couldn't 
,tow back properly, and it's JU8t, w~t~ three inflated auits 1n 
there, It's II full vehicle. in addition to all the stowage that 
we added in the lnt two weeks. We h,d - did do iwitch 
checks, all the awL.ches assocIated wi.', the dockins 
ayate!'l and brllakers were rechecked I)n~ '1erified and I don't 
b,lhve that had anything to do with il, However, we've 
hud very little contact with the cr~w since then. and we 
•• y learn lIore about that tOllorrow, too. Or "'hen we get 
b.:::}: on th~ network and they are rested. 

END OF TAP~ 
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SPEAK£R 
SPBAKER 

wirtni? 
SPEAKER 
S"~AK!k 
SPEAKER 
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• • back up hare. 
• _ vlnt into tho tunnel and did the 

I don't know. 
Th~y did that out of etation contact. 
Wu'll chftck thot for you. That queltton vas railed. It 18 easy to Clnd out, and we'll get that an.",er for you. 

, SP~.'KER We t"n tell you to.orrow, I'. not sure 
"'0 will know to~isht. 

. 4UERY G1vdn the nature of the docking prob-10 •• iind thh tl two part., do )'ou antitipate any diffl.::ulty in undoc!dns ilnd wuuld the procedure neeeasary to achieve a 8"~c ••• fu\ docking require or have any i~p.ct on your deei.ton to do another EVA with respect to the diff1culty of r-dock'"a later on1 
'SPF.AKl:R . I don't think it would influence, significantlY, undocking. It would appear now that we will not be able to uae normal procedurea for undockins. However, there .. gain ·"c do not know exactly what happened. We do know that they used - the only procedures that vere used were proclJdures that had been developed prfor to the flight. And indeed they were procf.durea that ve had in Apollo. There was the first attellpt was a norlllal procedure, the second procedure was to extend and release the probe twice and try again and to repeat that - did not dock. We then proceeded to put a jUlllper around the ele('trical systelll, the logic ayate_, that would make the probe thlr.k that we did have capture. Then va went into a _ode oC pulling up to the HDA retracting the probe, and as we retra~ted it. used the Res to bring th! spacecrafL ln, SQ the probe didn't know w he the r i t W18 cap l u red 0 r not w hen we got a ve r y v (> 11 aligned lIating ther~. When ve luted the 12latchcB all worked, and if you recall. they lIu~t havt! been very good because on som~ of the Apollo 1111ss10ns all 12 latches didn't vork and that 1s not a serious consequence. Now dP. far as the undocking. the people are working tonight, the probe specialists, to de\'(.Jop a plan to inspl'ct - to look at the probe see what they can do. And they wi 11 be planning what is our \lay to back out if we want to undock. At this tillle I wouldn't say. and as Bill said. whether .... e would do another EVA or not. Now you know if we go to th£- parasol, we try to put that up. that does not require an EVA. At the pre-sent time, the second choice, if the parasol does not wotk. is the twin boo~ sun shade. That's an EVA froa the airlock module. And the last would be to put up the SEVA sail. If you put up the SEVA 8ail at the end of the ~ls81on when you le ave. you .... ould undock and you'd come home. you wouldo t t 
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' .... ant to dock again. < •. We certainly want' to get 
situation fixed so we don't have to .... ork like .... e have for 
the last 2 weeks ocfore we go back agsin...,; "_ 
'I~·.:," .. SPEAKER Okay, l' III going to tdke two more ques-
tions here since the~ have their hands up and then Itm 
going to go to the Cape and then we' 1,1 come back if we 
can. ok ay 1.," 

QUERY Would you say that there 
were six attempts. total attempts - -

SPEAKER 1 do not know. I know that there 
were several. I know that there was the four prOCedu.les 
that are normal procedures had all bet!n developed •.. There 
was one thing that I left O'lt. The reason that they had 
to go EVA was not to hook up this cable.' You can do that 
without going EVA. But since the capture lines wele not 
working. we had to go EVA to remove a cover off the back 
of the probe. because a shaft had moved. It quite likely 
was not aligned to come back and if we had retracted in 
that position then we could have damaged the probe so 
it coul~ not be used again. 

(lAO Okay, up here. 
PAl) This one, this on(', an" AngUli over here. 

Right OVt'r there is fine. 
QUERY In light of the 11 days and 11 powec-

down probabilitics this miSSion. what are you thinking at 
this point on th. two longer ones? 

SPEAKER Well again, we're not quite sure just 
how much we will havc to power down .. A lot wPI depend 
on how the sYltens behave. and how much electrical power 
we generate at the high beta angles. 'As fer a8 the 56 day 
mission 18 concerned, we are looking at a number of 
things. One of course we've alreRdy started thinking 
about are tools to cut the angle that the «stron.utl have 
f 0 un d u p the r e • An d sec 0 n d 1 y, we' r E" 1 0 0 kin gat 80 lIIe 0 the r 
material. which we ~i8ht be able to bring up which might 
provide us .... Ith a little extra electrjcal power. So all 
I can say is, right no ..... the 56 day mission 1s still in 
our plans and it will be 1n our plans until .... e fin~ out 
that We callnot do it. 

SPEAKER I think we ~ight add, we have enough 
power to do a 56 day mission if it could he reduced In 
the number of experiment •• But it would appear at this 
tl •• , if uverythingehe Itays 8S 1t is now, that we could 
8 e t the Ilia J 0 r it y 0 f the a e die. 1 d a t a • That i.. p x t r e .. e 1 y 
iaportant that ve get that medical data for any future aissions 
of longer duratlon. We could continue to get .oae ATM 
dsta And 10llle Earth re.ources data. Some of the corollary 
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experi~nt8 take much power. It may be a blessing 
'in disguise the corollary PI's because they don't use" 

much power. ,. "\ . ." 
J QUERY Did you use llIore propellant for the 

different rendezvous attempts than you anticipated? .'And 
if yes, could this influence your dp.cision on future SEVAs? 

SPEAKER . Yes we used more than we anticipated 
because we did more maneuvering. But not more than you 
would expect to use with the amount of lIaneuvering., So. we 
h4ve used more propellant, :'ut We are not on any red lines 
yet. We still have enough propellants to do what has been 
planned. 

SPEAKER I'd like to add, we certainly have not 
ruled out any additional standup EVAs. But, we right now 
have no more planned. We may add them into the plan, but 
we just lI.de our attelllpt. '" 

PAO '" ...... Okay, "Angus. 
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'Q'~ERY' .. i>:J~:"{t I guess 
answered my question, but just to get it clear, assuming that 
your first two options on the parasol and the twin pole sail. 
were to prove unsuccesful you would still hope to do an EVA' 

Ion the SEVA sail despite the docking probll:lll. .' .. < 
.'. SPEAKER .·Well, again as Mr. Kleinknecht said, if 
you had we Itave to get a thermal shield up there fairly rapidly. 

: And if we have a serious problem with the docking probe, we' '< 

would undoubtledly - which would prevent us from docking again, 
~c would undoubtedly - I say undoubtedly right now - I be-
lieve at this point that what we would do would be separate 
and deploy the SEVA sail and then go h)me. Because our 
first priority is going to be save the workshop and if we 
don't get a thermal shield up ther(' why - we're having quite 
a mClnagctt.'Jnt proble. as you know - management of the thermal 

__ '- and electrical systeae and it's causing us to use a lot of 
". propellant to do that. Quite obviously we've got to get that 

:,' r", 

under control. So if we have a serious docking problem and 
the other two methods fail He would go ahead. ,!Odock, do a 
SEVA. and then come home. 

PAO Okay, we'll no ... • switch to the KSC news-
center f?r questions. plea8~. 

QUERY I hope I'm not repeating a que3tion 
a question "'hich was asked before. but some of the communications 
from Houston were a bit garbled here. What exact ly was done 
to the probe when it was in the Apollo spacecraft? And do you 
at this tille know exactly \lhy that last docking succeeded \lhen 
the others did not? 

S PEAK E k . 1 f lin t e r pre ted you r que 8 t Ion rig h t • 
you think that "'e took the probe out and brought it lnto the 
spacecraft. We did not take the probe out. We took the hatch 
out which gave us access to the probe. And the reason for 
doing that was to remove a plate off of the back end of the 
probe 80 that "'hen it did retract. a shaft in there could 
move and not damage the probe. Now, on the last docking on 
the 1 ast at tempt which did give us a hard docking we bypused 
the electrical logic in the probe system that told the probe 
that the capture latch. had indeed captured when the? had 
not. We then pulled up to the - used the probe and the drogue 
for a centering device using Res thruSlera pulled'up into 
the drogue, 8t'ru.d the probe retracting - it was not captured 

- the capture latches hAd not captured. 80 it dId not pull 
the tpacecraft 1n. In lieu of that". uled the ReS to pUlh 
the spacecraft in a8 the probe retracted. SO 8S far a8 the 
lat the. ale concerned, they thought everythina vas nor •• l 
when tht cO •• Rnd .odule came in contact with the surface of 
the HDA aide of the probe. All 12 latches laid I'. ready to 
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go and they just went through a normal sequence and latched. 
""."., , QUEIlY ., Could somt!one there describe the tools 
or the methods that we used in an attempt to get the solar 
array deployed? .' '..". 

',.SPEAKEIl.· . I'll afraid they were out of radio contact 
with un at that time, so we don't exactly what they used. We 
had h 0 ~'e d t 0 h a v e a deb ri e f1 n g 8 e s s ion but wed i d n 0 to 1 b e - , 
lieve 'ole covered the tools that they had onboard the last couple 
of days. They had a hook device, they had a wire and bolt 
cutter, and they had a kind of a .•• Did they have any others 
onboardi' 

SPEAKER Those were the ones that would have 
done the job. It was attelllpted as indicated we don't really 
know exactly what they used other than the one kind of a double
prongl!d t ... ol that would be used to twist or pull. So, we really 

. don't know what other tools they used. 
PAO No more question fr01ll. the Cape.·"'" 
PAO Okay, .... e'll take one more here and then 

we'll get some tired people home. 
SPEAKER Bill, or anybody who wants to try this 

one. Why have we had so many problems 80 far? You know it's 
been one right after another. 

SPEAKER - before you say anymore. I don't 
think we've had very many problems. As a matter of fact it's 
been a very. very good day. We had a very SlQooth countdown, 
we had al.ost a perfect traj~ctory, we had a good rendezvous t 

and we did the standup EVA, and that went ve ry well. . Pete was 
able to station-keep with the vehicle, he had no trouble getting 
in there close, they did U8e the tools. Unfortunately the 
tools ve had were not designed to cut aluminum 7075 ST-6 angle -
1 think 1/16 inch thick, 1 inch by 3/4 inch, and it appears 
frOID what we have been able to understand by the crew's com
_unicaticn, that that is the vart that is holding the Rail -
the solar arrays down. They did put in a very long day - you 
can tell by the voice that there was no irritability and things 
went very well. So the docking as far as 1 can flee i8 the only 
problem we had today. 

QUERY 80th missions ve've had - you know - a 
series of problems - we have ~ battery that - I understand· 
that - .... 

QUERY 
yesterday. 

QUERY 

That didn't hRppen today. That happened 

Oltay. 1 t III talk tng about .. - I' _ not 

talking about today. 
SPEAKER The syatem 18 able to accom.adata a 

battery failure. ttl. unfortunate that it happens vhen ve had 
already had to operate at reduced power. There 1, a po •• ibllity 
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that we aay recover fro. that too. crew get. in they 
. can cycle the switches and soae~i.es that will clear up such 
p robl ellis .',\, .. '"., . ',;.i, , '\ " ", 

,,00 QUERY Okay, going back to one question that 
was raised - which of the crewaen performed the EVA function 
a8 far as the docking was concerned? We do not have that man 
identified right now - it's not available 8S far as a188ion 
control is concerned. If the crew volunteers it before they 
go to sleep or perhaps I don't know - perhaps they are already 
starting that now - we'll pass on the information as soon as 
we get it. Otherwise, I'm sure the question will be raised 
in the mornins and we will get the answer to you. We'll be 
open all night. There will be a commentary - a commentary re
port throughout the morning hours,' and I guess that pretty 
much winds it up for this evening. Thank you very much. 

,,-,' .. i' .... \> •• ,.,., , . ~ .' _ 'J. II • ~ , ... ~ " '~"" '; . "",~ .. ,-. 
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there we are. J Would you ask 
questions. please wait for Ted so he can point out'the 
dIfferent ones asking questions? ':!" ,hf·., 

SPEAKER '.", .; Okay, we have with us this morning 
(Kr. Walter Kapcyan~ Director of Launch Operations, at 

Kennedy Space Cent.er. Kr. Kapryan. 
KAPRYAN Good morning,' ladies and gentlemen. 

Well, we haJ a very nominal countdown. Was a very few - very 
minor problems, really not worth discussing. I guess - I 
guess the most significant 'thing, of course. was the fact 
that we did get a lightning strike. Just before 5:30 yesterday 
afternoon, it struck the mast of the :obile service structure. 
Il did affect the spacecraft sliKhtly in that one of the 
gimbo gyros did tumble. We shut the IMU down; we did a 
full guidance and navigation retest, and everything worked 
well. We actually had no problem other than that one.,_,;"._,; .. ,; ... :."~ .. " .. ..,.::,,, 

,'~" incident. "; We did also run a llghtening retest test plan 
with the launch vehicle and had absolutely no anomalies what-
soever. As you know, due to the refine:nents that were being 
made to the stowage configuration, we did decida yesterday 
morning to start propellant loadtng of the launch vehicle 
3 hours early. And I guess it's a good lhing we did, because 
the last piece of equipment touched down at Patrick at 12:27 
t his 111 a rn 1 n 8 .~ " I twa 9 a - .1 nit e ID t h a ~ h ad t 0 be at t a c he d 
to the T027 canister which had arrived a few hours earlier and 
delayed the transfer of that equipment to the launch complex 
until on the order of 2 o'clock this morning. By virtuI'. of 
having started the pro?ella~t loading) hours early, we did, 
g ~ t t hat don eon 8 d. e d u 1 eat i 2 : 45 • Had act u a 11 y nap rob 1 e ms 
whatooever. We did have a recurrence of the - of losing 
the open Indication of the liquid hydrogen fill-and-drain 
valve for the S-IVB. If YOli recall, during the countdown 
demonstration test we had tu revert; that cost us some time. 
We anticipatp.d the Sa~e problem this time and vent Into A 
m~nual .ode frOID the very ~e81nning. We did lose the lndicntion 
when we got to 3light ly over 50% again todllY, but We did not 
get a revert, .ince we were In a Rode where .... e could handle 
it. As far as the sto","age was concerned, we got aone dth 
the stowate lid say about an hour and 20 minules before the 
crew came out to the" to the launch pad. So we had a lot 
oft i ate • We co U 1 d have 80 t e q u 1 p tile n tin an h 0 U ran d ] 0 II 1 nut e 8 

later and still lIIadi! it. But everything went in well. There 
Were no problea. 8S far as stewing this equi?_ent was co~cerned. 
Shortly before we" before liftoff, about 3S minutea bef"ft i 

liftoff, 80118 c.)ncern was expre8sed with respect to a higher 
pr~~8ure In tho propellant storage .odule mapifold than WI' 
de8ired. It ~aS at 50 pai, at which point it had been for, 
quite 80ale tiae. However, the syste •• expert_, in analy.lng. 
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air bubble beins h' the .anifold,' could caule "hard atart ,':,~i, 
when the engines an' fi red 1.n' orbit and coo.ald cause a 
ca tas t rophi c fail ure vi th t'nose engines.' The re 1M dy. 0 f course, 
was to bleed down the engines, which we did do, or bleed 
down the nanifold, rather, which we did do at about T-30 
minutes. And that was really about the taost excitinl occurrence 
we had,- off-noainal occurrence we had during the - during 
tht: count itself. ,We did have a little bit of concern for 
the veather, but as you know though, it was cloudy and you 
didn't see very Il\uch i it really didn't bother us. Li !toff 
occurred approximately 230 milliseconds after the planned 
schedule time. All of the performance pa~ameters are very 
nom ina 1. At S - I VB cut 0 f f. be 8 inn i n 8 0 f t i ae Las e .:., 'W e had 
hoped to be at 25, 825 feet per second. And we 10''::,' within a 
very few reet of that. 1 ~uess there really isn't ~nything more 
to say. I'm just going to throw it open to you to a~k some 
questions if you have any., 

QUERY Kappy, were you ever able to get those 
weight figures on how much was actually taken out of the Apollo? 
Exactly how much weight ""as put in and what the liftoff weight 
of the Apollo was? 

KAPRYAN I didn't get it, Mary. because shortly 
after I got home, we had the lightning strike, and 1 came 
back out here I and I was too busy. 1 told Chuck Lo pass that 
on to you t but I guess he didn'l do that. 

QUERY Can we get them? 
KAPRYAN Yes, I'll see that you Ret it. 
QUE RY W hat abo'J t the p e des tal t hat the roc k e t 

was sitting on? What condition is it in. and what's its 
future? 

SPF.AKEP, 
anyone was sttually 
camera& and looking 
it ~as in very good 

EtlO OF TAPE 

Well, I left the £ir10£ room 
at the pad to look .v,l it. but 
through binoculars. it looked 
shape. 
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, "To get on with our confere'nce. on my . 
,:.:'riaht,' Donald K. Slayton. Director of Flight Crew Operations ';<, , 
, at the John.on Space Center. ' To his right. Dr. Royce H~wkin8, 
D~puty Director from Medical Operations Flight Sctence9,,~ '.' " 
Johnson S~ace Center. On his right, Walter J. Kapryan, Director 
of J.aunch Operations here at Kennedy Space Center. ,'To his ' 
right. William C. Schneider, Skylab Program Director from NASA 

" HE.adqullrters.·· On his right, Mr. Richard G. Smith, Saturn Pro-' 
gram Mandger from Marshall Space Flight Center. On his right 
is H. William Wood, Associate Director of Operations from "' 
Goddard Space Flight Center. And on his right, Co~onel Alan 
R. Vette, U.S. Air Force, Department of Defense Recovery 
Forces. We also have 1n Houston Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, Skylab 
Program Manager from Johnson Space Center, and Glynn S. Lunney, 
Skylab Command Service Module Manager, also from Johnson Space 
Center. We'll start our conference with Mr. Schneider. 

SCHNEIDER Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 
'" Ye 9 t e r day, the 8 en i 0 r 0 f fie i a 18 0 f N A S A he 1 d a ve rye 0 III pre hen

sive review of exactly where we stood for the upcoming Sky- 'C', 

lab-2 mission. They examined the condition of Skylab 1 as it 
is in 0 r b it an d as '01 e ex pee tit t 0 be w hen l he f I i g h t crew 
gets there. Briefly, as I said yesterday, the b~st - our best 
estimate of what the vehicle looks like from an external 
standpoint is that we believe one solar panel beom has left 
the vehicle, and we believe the other solar panel is deployed 
about S to 10 degrees from the side of the vehicle. This 
situation seems to best fit the telemetry signals that we're 
gettIng and seems to best (it our rationale as to what hap
pened. Now we reviewed yesterday the tools that we wl11 
bring on board for some limited activity by the crew to - if 
it appears feasible to them - to deploy that remaining boo •. 
We don't· hoI d too much - we're not too opt imJ.st i c that \ol'e' 11 
be able to do too much. although we wJll 5ive Captain Conrad 
the option to try if it looks a8 If it'. a reanonable joL. 
In any event, we do expect - if we cannot deploy it, we do expect 
to take a great number of photographs, which we would thpn 
analyze to give us a better opportunity on ~k11ab J for deploy
ment. We a180 looked at what kind of electrlcal power we' 11 
have available and examined what kind of 8 11118910n W~ would 
be able to perform. Most importantly. however, we've looked 
at the various options that we h8d available to us tor put-
ting a thermal shield on the vehicle In an atteapt to get 
the vehicle temperatures back to norl'llal. We ended up after 
a very ... "'.11, a lot of c()t\vcrlutlon and 80, after having cOile 
to gripe with 80me very difficult dcc1810nl, because we had 
8 8feal number of options to choo.e froa, each of which had 
lood pOint., bAd polnts, and ve ended up 8electlng. last n1lht, 
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as our prime mode of deployment, the ~o-called Skylab parasol. 
This is th~ shield whic~ 18 deployed with four telescoping: 
rods through the scientific airlock hollow position within 
the spacecraft.! We preferred that because the - it was from 
an inter~al pOSition to the spacecraft, and we did not require 

"extravehicular activity. and it looked as if it had a very 
high probability of a successful deployment. At that time. 
w e had some que s t ion abo u t the mat e ria I t hat the s a iii sma de 
of. and the Johnson Space Center. where that device is being 
fabricated, went back to make 80me minor - some modificatiuns. 
Our second option that we chose was the one that we have labeled 
the two pole thermal shield. These are the twin booms that 
are put out, back from th~ ATK position, back oveT the space
craft, by two astronauts who would be extravehicular in the 
vicinity of the ATM. We also found room in the command and 
service module ior still a third method, which we would consider 
as a third option, and that Is the one that has been labeled the 

-: SEVA thermal shield,'" This is the one wt.fch would be deployed -
SEVA being slandup EVA - which would be rleployed using the com
mand and service module with the aSlronauts, with the hatch open, 
with a long pole attaching the sail lo the workshop. However, 
we did havn some questions at that time, and still do I might 
add, about the primary device, and so we had the Langley Center 
~ontinue their fabrication on the device which is an inflatable 
device which is a190 pu~ out through the scientific airlock. 
I might add that both of the devices which are placed outside 
the vehicle through the scientific aillock utilize the T027 
canisters, and they are both ejectablej that is, in the ~vent 
there is a problem with their deployment, they can be separated 
from the spacecraft from within. Sub~equent to that, why we 
continued our tests, both at Houston and at Langley, and re
cently which revealed todny In 6ur L minus 1 meeting. we have 
had 90me problem in packing lhe material that we would prefer 
on the parasol d~vice. SO, 8S a result of t~at, we are con
linuing with the original parasol with the original materia!, 
and Langley Is delivering its device here, and we will have 
th~m both here this evening. We e'lCpect to make a decision 
laler today to whether or not to t!tick with our or1g1nal 
sequence - namely. parRsol w1th, as & backup, the tvo pole 
shield nnd a backup to that .•• or whether or not wo wish to 
change lhe order and go two pole first, or .. hether or not we 
wish tc change oUl and use the lnrlatabl~ device lngte~d of a 
para90l or any other combination. We have room on board the 
spacecraft for three devl~e. -

END OF 'tAPE 
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_~c SrEAKER tJ " - ve have room onboard the space- ,f 

craft for three c'le..,ices.: We can delay packing - stoving ,'" 
the spacecraft and do intend to delay the stowage of the " ' 
spacecr.ft until later tonight and Mr. Kapryan can answer 
any questions on that. -'-,That is an open issue; ve do have 
all th£ data coming in; ve do have all the flight articles 
coming In and we do have all of the proper tools for the' 
deciRion coming here and ~e expect to review that again later 
in the day. The crevs are trained on all the devices. We ' 
have no worries in that area. All of the devices work to one 

l' degree or another.', All of the devices have .3 draw back to 
" one degree or another and ve are tratiing those off. Hovever 

ve - with the preoptions availa~le to us ve are very confident 
that when ve do get up there we will be able to deploy a 
shield, we will get the spacecraft temperature& back under 
control, and we viII have a good 28 day Mission. The mission 
that has been described for us, the one we are planning for 
with ~ur primary mode as I di9c~s8ed before assuming ve drc 
able to deploy from internal to the spacecraft does call for 
beginning our experiment activities - 1 believe it's on day 5. 
Our plans are then to continue with almost a full load of 
all experiroents. It does not look as if under nominal condi
tions if we had nothing CldJ1tionai go wrong, does r.ot lOOK as 
if ve vould have to curtail many of the experiMents. AlthouRh 
in order to get these devices onboard the command service 
module ve ~erc forced to make lome changes to the slowage. 
I.s we've previo'.Jsly reported you, the tvo experiments that 
were 8ch~dulcd to go out the Bolar scientific airlock have 
been deleted because we cannot accommodate theM. They cannot 
go out and see the Sun. We .altt() were forced to take off a 
biomedical experiment. One - I've 'orgotren the name of it, 
it's (aIled 501' and it has to do with ~~ro gravity effects on 
human ~ellR. Wd took that out Cor both veigtt and volume _ 
b~cause ,of the weight anJ volume considerations and also 
electrical power. We left off one of the mat~ria19 processing 
1n 80ace experiments. \ole still have a great number of thea 
ooboard. The one that has to do with crystal growth, and 
that was deleted beCAuse it is a larae - a consumer of large 
amounts of power and ve did not feel ve h4d that power 
available to U8. \ole viII Save th08~ tvo latter exr~riments 
and ~e have hopes that we'll be able to c~rry thea both up 
on Skylab 3 or Skylab 4. 1 guess - Today ve had a revh", of 
our readiness for Jaunch and all of the forces are in place. 
All of our activities are on Achedule here at the Cape. And 
we'r. preceding full .p~ed for 3 launch at 9:00 tomorrow 
.orning with Skylab Xl. Th4nk you. 

S~£AKER Col. Vett~ ~an you give UI an update 
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recovery forces? 

SPEAKER :'::'~'J'. Okay, we were ready to go on 
launch 8S we told you then and since then we have partially 
withdrawn soae of the forces during the stand-down period or 
the slip period. > However, we have again' deployed those ,,_ , 

i forces and they are 1n position now around the world. The:-' 
:\ force of people that activate the ROCR, the recovery orerations 
',- control room 1n Houston, will arrive in HOllston tonight.' -
"We'll have that in full force and fully activated tomorrow. 
"In fact the slipped launch date has given us an opportunity 
, to provide some more capability in covering this mission in 
the form of ARI~ aircraft. We are not going to provide 
an additional ARIA to cover the vents that take pla~~ 
during the docking and first days activity. In ocher words, 
we're ready to go are so arc the mission. 

SPEAKER Go ahead and start back there. 
QUERY For Mr. Schneider. what sort of 

consideration go into these choices you have yet to reach
with respect to the order of priority:'" Who has to argue 
with whom now. and then ho\.' long might it take? And A. as 
8 subjective sort of thing I suppose. Is there Rome pride 
of authorship in the orgin of these various mods that has 
come into this discussion in any way? 

SCHNEIDER Let me tdke the easy part first. This 
is a NASA team, I have never seen any organization I've ever 
worked with before that has worked parochialism. Our teams are 
working hand in glove. When we say sumething is being done 
at Houston for example. that means that the people from M~r
shall are there. there are people from various contractors 
there, there are people fro. L4ngley there. When we say 
t here are things going on at Marshall the same Is t Tue. We 
do have technical people in various centers and we - they do 
have technical discussions. there's no denying that. Ther(! i'i 
no "we-they" that I've been .sble to detect anywhere in the 
system. Now as far 8S how the decision wIll be made. we will 
be trading oCf the various plu9~8 and minuses. The parasol, 
the minus on the parasol Is a lack of full proof that the 
material will last for 90 days. That's prl)of there are tech
nical opinions and gOI.lJ tachine",! op!tdons that it will last. 
There is no proof. no experimental ptoof that that Dlster1al 
will last. rh~ two pole thermal shield - we're confident that 
that material will work. Then~'8 no controversy there. It 
requires a extravehicular activity. And that makes - that 
puts another day tn the activation because we would deiay 
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" - - we would not do EVA in the sam~ day we would do the 

e internal - the internal deploy.ent. We have no proble. with . the EVA other than we would like not to do it if at all'" . possible. The standur EVA - well we've .11 concluded that that is one that - has a reasonable chance of going in case we ha.ve. to do it to backup. Reasonably certain w~ can f; .-10 that. It has as a potential proble., in the event of a .non-nolllinal 4eployment, you could conceivably .ake the solar panel, the ATK solar panel, conta.inated and reduce the elec-,~ trlcal power. The Langley inflatable device; the problem with that is that that's a very difficult one to deploy in a 19 field and to have assurance that it will deploy in zero g. So· those are the minuses on thelll: The pluses on thea which maybe I should have said first - the parasol is done from internal and that's very nice. The crew can get in there and can turn it on and everything is done right away. It's just very quick. The two pole theriDal shield means that they would have to ....... , 
''''I >.~ -- !'" enter -.1 forgot to say that they would hav~ to enter the spacecraft before we had a thermal shield on. We don't consider that to be a problem other than it'll be warm. Expect~ ing the temperature in there to be around 110 I believe. Not above data time temperatures. As an adv6ntage for this one as I said, the crew works in EVA stations that they have previously trained in and it seeas like a pretty simple EVA task. The crew - if I remember the numbers correctly is something like an hour and a half or two hours in the water tank to deploy it. So 
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, .. , .' If I remember the numbers correctly. " it's something like 1-1/2 to 2 hours in the water tank to 
deplo~ it, so it seemed like a rea60nably - The SRVA one again, that luoks like one that has as its plus, the fact that we can do that before we enter the spacecraft at all, we can get that deployed. And the command module i~ a very responsive vehicle. It's very controllable and the crew fee15 that they can maneuver it in 'just where they want •. So, those ;~o' are the pluses and rninsus that will be weighed, and we'll,!'.. \. have to do that later today.· . ! ,. . 

SPEAKER (Inaudible) • 
SPEAKER It sounds like a bunch of questions, but really it's two, Bill Schneider and Mr. Kapryan, and . they're all related. What airplanes have you got? What time are they leaving Langley ~nd Houston? What time do you expect them here? And how is that going to conflict with anything that Kappy's got working on the launch pad? SPEAKER Well. let me just say that as far as ,-timing is concerned, I'll tell you as I understand it at this minute, but if it happena a little earlier or a little later, don't quote me. First, we're delivering them here :is soon as possible. It looks as if the "soon as possible" on the Langley device will be to get it here about 4 o'clock this afternoon. Mr. Kleinknecht might correct me. but I believe we think we can get the parasol here at something like 8 o'clock this evening. Again. this is '!3suming things go very well. The SEV.4. sail is expected to be here. I believe. about 10 o'clo~k tonight. And I bt:"!lieve the two pole thermal shield is already here. And as far as what that does to Kappy: I'll have to ask Kappy. ' 

KAPRYAN Well. vhat we've ~one in order to ac-commodate as late as possible an arrival of this equipment, we decided, couple of hours ago. to lItove the launch vehicle propellant loading up 3 hours. We will start flowing LOX into the bird at 9:45 tonight. rather than at 12:45 tomorrow morn-' ing. We will go ahead with the hydrogen as well as the oxygen. Should everything go per schedule, we'll be finished with that operation shortly before I o'clock in the morning. We will then have the I-hour builtin hold. and a total amount of something on the order of ~etween 4 and 5 hours available to us to go in there and do the complete stowage operation. As you probably know, the device that gets deployed through the scientific airlock is stowed In the T027 container. And this is a devi~e that's about 10 inches by 10 inches by 61 inches long, and we cannot stow that with the center couch in; so we will ,. have to delay the installation of the center couch until after we get th"l! T027 device installed. whichever one that Is. 'Since that's a fairly bulky item and comes quite close to panels in the spAcecraft, we are not going to s~t our switches - final 
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positions until after we this stowase. So, we can '; 

accept it as late ~ the equipment, as late as I o'clock in 
the morning.' ,: ,,' ;','·"1" ',,',' ',~ .S·,~ ,'" 1,',\ ',: ... l_"V~·1 '" ':-."~, "'"~,,. 

QUERY:' " , ' Well: t had earlier .1 d 1 f fer P. n t question, 
but I'll - I'd like to follow up on this one. After the '\': 

Apollo 1 fire, it struck me that had everyone here said that 
mission rules and operations ~own here were tightened u~ and 
the whole of the manned operations were renlly tightened up 
a major way, and now it seems that, in order to get this up 

" > I' 

by 9 o'clock tomorrow morni1g. we're bending mission rules 
and we're just bending every rule cn site. And I was wonder-
ing whether this is just an observation on my part or is it 
true? .,' , 

'_ KAPRYA.~ That's just an observation on your part. 
We have - seriously, we certainly worry about the same 
thing. We did hold a design certification review yesterday 
on all of these devices. We did look at All such things a5 

the safety of the devices, we looked at the mission rules on 
how to use them, we have - any materials that are non standard ,. 
have been examined to see if they are waiverable, and they 
have been. We have done outgassing t~sts to assure ourselves 
that there are no products left 1n the command and service 
module. We don't think that we have compromised our basic 
philosophies of doing things. In Some cases, the things like 
the Langley sail and, perhaps, the parasol as well, our paper 
work isn't as exacting or as complete as you would expect on 
a normal development over a period of zonths. However, in 
those cases, we are shipping the people here, with the device, 
so that they can certify them in person. Normally, as you 
know, - and we h.ave paper that certifies our devices. We do 
not think that we've compromised that in any way. We have 
bee n try i n g very h a r d not to. . An dId 0 not know 0 fan y cas e 
where we've done that. d~· 

QUERY, Could I just follow that up and ask 
Deke whether he's satisfied with everything that's happened 
from the liafety standpoint. , 

S LAY T ON You c e r t a i n 1 y can ,an d the an s w e r i s y (- 6 • 

I think - as Bi.ll said, we've taken a very thorough review 
of this whole thing, and we think we're ready to fly. I 
think the thing that Bill's talking about - making any procedures 
on and some compromiset - are (lone of them in a safety area 
at all. These are thin,,' the worse that can happen (garbled) 

QUERY Ho\.; ,ong does the parasol take? . 
PAO Can IOU hold? I understand Mr. Kleinnecht 

has an observation on that same question if we can let -
can he talk? Can he? .:. 

SPEAKER Okay, I'd like to say something) Bill, 
about the paper work associated with the hardware. We 
certainly don I t have as many pounds of p&per work as if :,r :. 
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has an observation on that same question if we can let -
can he talk? Can he? .:. 

SPEAKER Okay, I'd like to say something) Bill, 
about the paper work associated with the hardware. We 
certainly don I t have as many pounds of p&per work as if :,r :. 
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we'd been working on this hardware for a year or 80, but 
we have in no way compromised the paper work. " We have a 
complete set of manufacturing drawings for all of the';.' 
hardware that's been buil t in the last 2 weeks,' I t has 
had in-process inspection as it was being built. It has 
been qualified by either tests or analysis ~ust like any 
other hardware that goes on the vehicle. We've also had 
nonmetalic materials and materials reviews and it's just 
in no way any compromise. We've completely accoaplished 
the intent of the certification and the qualification for 

,. flight hardware. 
"', QUEltY How long does it take to deploy the 

parasol and it will be hot in thpre, won't it? "A!1d what 
h0W many guys are going to go in to do that, when are they 
going to go in, and what will they be wearing? Shirtsleeves, 
gloves, etc. 

PAO Somebody like Deke to answer that 
" ...... .,.;.~- ,.", •.• '..,. ....... ",.-'; ., .. t' 

~" . 
SLAYTON Well, to begin with it's going to 

be two guys, the commander and the pilot, and we haven't 
decided yet whether we're going in shirt sleeves or with 
LCGs, although we co go in with LCGs if we're really con
cerned about it, but I don't think we are. The temperatures 
as they are running now are what you'd get somewhat acclimated 
to in Houston and a few other places around the world, 80 

we're not too concerned about that. The ti.e involved looks 
like about an hour for both of these devices, although I 
think we have a better hack on the timelines for the paraaail 
than we do for the inflatable ones,' but I think they run, 
for the times we've run them, deploy the tripod, unslow 
the things necessary etc., probably in the ball park of an 
hO\J r. 

QUERY I tis been obse rved that the tempe ratu re 
here is about like what they might experience • 

. QUERY I have several questions for Bill 
S c h n e ide r . I'd 1 ike t 0 k n ~ who w m u c h, i n t e r ms 0 f wei g h t , 
has been taken out of the spacecraft, how much you contem
plate putting in, what the spacecraft will weigh, and is 
this the heaviest (garbled) .. For Dr. Hawkins I want to 
know 1f the food, the chance of spoilage, what's the work 
load of the astronauts, plus other factors, how that wIll 
imp act you r me d i c a I e x per i me n t 6, and fro m De k e how the 
crew is viewing their additional responsibilities and 
work load. 

SPEAKER Okay. let me start off by saying 1 
think the wp.ight increment 1s about 20 pounds or let me bounce 
it to Gl)nn Lunney who can tell you what the weight is in and 
w h & t the .., e 1 gt, tIs 0 u t • G I Y n n • 

END OF rAPE ,~ . 
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,', SPEAKER i. Overall we've added about pO\lnds to 
the spacecraft lift-off weight; about 180 of that is in the 

., command module, and 220 of it is in the servi'ce Dlodule in t;he 
increase cryogenics. I haven't gone back and looked at the -

<~ numbers, but 1 expect this is one of the heaviest spacecrafts, 
CSMs, that we have f10·.m. Lift-off weight now for the com-
mand module is 13,364. - . "', :" -'. 

';; SPEAKER Ask could you repeat the first part of 
the answer • .i 

, ;SPEAKER'" 
<: '", ,'~ !:,"::,'.~~. '~~,:~;. ">~~. 

We've added dbout a total of 400 pounds 
we would h3ve lifted of£ 10 days ago. ~et weight from what 

About 180 of that is 
it is in the service 

in the command module and about 220 of_ 
module where we have filled the cryogenic 

tanks. "': ,~'~;'~~', 

SPEAKER If I remember exactly what you were ask-
ing, you were asking about the food. the heat, and the work 
load and how th is af fa c ts the me di cal expe r1 men t s. Ri ght ? 
Okay., We've been running, as you probably know from reports 
that have been passed out, that we have tested the food,'''''':''-' 

'.,:, .' 

been testing them uncier the conditions that we think the 
foods on board the craft are seen. Now we've put these 
under fairly severe tests, and our test data to date shows 
that the food is good. We do not expect, then, that we will 
have lost ar.y of the nutritive value of the food, and, there
fore, this would not affect the results of the experiment. 
The heat c2rtainly can influence the result that you get In 
the medical eyperiments. These are performed at anything 
over 90 degrees is that the results no doubt will be affected, 
and we will have to evaluate that in light of what temperature 
prof tIes the experiments are conducted .. Workload again is 
something that we don't really expect to Eee anything dif
ferent than what we will have experiEnced under the nominal 
mission. 

;,," 

QUER'.' John, is that the truth then about it al11 
SPEAKER . Well, this shouldn't say that it's not 

going to be more difficult than a nominal mission, because it 
lB. We have got to go up there and do a fly around, and, 
assuming everything looks good, we hope to go out and to 
clear the SAS. But on the other hand I think we know 
how to do thiS, and it certainly probably be a couple of 
hours on launch date, but we don't look at this as being any 
real big deal. I think we're trained to do it properly, and 
we certainly don't intend to try any heroic measures at all 
to ge t t hat t h i n g 0 u t . I fit come sea s i 1 y, we'll get it, and 
if it doesn't, we won't. 

QUERY Conrad's responsibility is obviou.ly auch 
more responsibility for the crew for doing this. ~_ 

'SPF.AKER~" Well, I think that's primarily a judallental 
thing - he's going to be on the spot an.1 obviously can evaluate ,-
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'.,:, .' 
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assuming everything looks good, we hope to go out and to 
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how to do thiS, and it certainly probably be a couple of 
hours on launch date, but we don't look at this as being any 
real big deal. I think we're trained to do it properly, and 
we certainly don't intend to try any heroic measures at all 
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better than any of us can from down here wMtchi~g 
c~ TV, assuming we get it on TV. I don't think there's any' 
.other way to do the job except - which is not abnormal to 
whAt we ather act i vit ies we do.' . ,.:i~ 
., .c"" . QUERY'. , ." To Bill Schneider.·',·The circumstances 
surrounding the n!turn of, the SEVA sail back t') Houston after :. 
it already had been here," one flight model and one training model, 
as I understand, and was this for ultraviolet protection,.,; 
t re a tment? ". " '"':, ", '.: ': ';"" :,,;,:.:. , .. :.,:' 

,; SCHN~IDER Just as I stated earlier as part of what 
we concluded yesterday, w, did not have technical ce·~ainty 
that the material would l,st the 90 dayo, and we WOUlu very 
much prefer to have a mat~rial up there that lasted 90 days .. 
At least 90 days. I'd li~e to have it last the full 8 months. 
One of the things that it ~as possible foe us to do was to take 
that SEVA sail and send itl back to Houston and put some pro
tective coating on the SEVA sail and return it here to the .. 

. " Cape, and those 8('.tions we~e taken at that time." :"'.::.~-.......... ,;.,", "-'. 
QUERY Bill Schneider. I'm a little confuse~ 

about th~ m~terials used in the three mest prefe-red fixtures -' 
the parasol, the twin pole concept, And th~ saiL Are not 
all those deviceR made of the laminated Mylar aluminu~ nylon? 

.Why are only one or two of them being covered with foral, or do 
I misunderstand that? And the second question deals with ex
periQents. I believe earlier Y0U said that it looked now as 
though the experiments would not have 3 to be curtailed very 
much. Could you elaborate on that? 

SCHNEIDER Okay. If 1 remeMber c'orrectly, the 
basic materials on these three d~vices are all the same basic 
material, and it's how the ny~on surface which faces the Sun is 
treated. In the parasol, that is currently in an untreated 
condition. In the two pole thermal shield, that will have the 
S13G paint on, which is the paint that we ~ad on the side 0f the 
orbital workshop before we lost the ther~a~ shield. I under
stand it is on th~se portions that remain painted. The SEVA 
Material - we start~d out we were g~ing to painl it with a 
titanium paint and then made the decision.- one of those was 
getting titanium paint on it, and the other on~ is being 
coated with (can you help me) Kapton. 

SPEAKER Kapton, 1/2 mil thick. " 
SCHNEIDER Let's see,the mission, the experlments -

the experiments right now are firming. During the time when the 
CSM is there, we have great amounts of electrical power, and 
we believe we'll be able to run a full mission.· TherO! is ,; 
always the possibility that we might lose a battery on th~' 
ATM, which would makp. us revise OUT estimate." But right now~ 
while the CSM is powered up, we think we'll have more than ~1 
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electrical pouer to do the lIIi.8ioo a8 planned, 
essentially. After the CSK power is down, if we are <:,' " 

',,. '.' not yet in the high beta angles; we will"have to prob~bly " 
reduc~ 90me of our expt:t'illlent activities, aepending upoo ',.;:' 
e.xactly how much excess power we have. ," If we're a!li Succe"sful 
as we belie'le in keepir.g the CSM powered up for a loog perloC:, ,( 
on the order of 20, 23 days, and if ~e h.~e no proble .. with 

II the ATM, and if the ATM continues to put' ont electrical power 
~',the way it has been, we expect to be in the high beta angle 

"',,,, "egtlll~ about the Same time when we'll be in full sunlight. 

• 1 ': 

, ,. 

.. '.,' 
We'll be in sulightfor tho full orbit duration; get out ~f 
the Earth's shadow. :"And at that time the ATM solar panels 
being in the sun at full all the time, we should produce sOllle
thina on the order of a little Qver 7000 vatts, which is more 
than enough to do the full experimE:!nt load. ,', ' 

. QUERY' Can I follow that up briefly? Does that 
Dlean, in regards to the shade, that they are: no longer orange 
on the side facing the Sun? <_ 

, ..... J. • SCHNEIDER' .,:.. The parasol devic~ is orange.:' The Sl3G ,_,." .. 
p&int - I don't know whether that' 8 black or whi te i itt s one" «,' 

of the two, and the Kapton I believe is gold colored. Is 
t i1 a t COl' l' e c t ? 

. S PEAK E RYe s . Ye 8, it' s gold. 
QUERY And the experiments, when you say a full mis-

sien you .ean simultaneous operation of experiments, no dif-
fll!rence whatscever from the -.r., , 

SCHNEIDER ' I'm not goin~ to guaranlee that until 
we get up tr..!re. Our early indic-'1tions are that we Clin and 
will have enough electrical power to do that. We're Iiablp. 
to get up there and find th3t thing~ are d~fferent than we 
.expect, and we have to have more heaters on or sOllethlng like, 
th.l.lt, which will put a higher drain on our power. , We think . 
it'll be good. We think we'll have enough power. 

QUERY , .. :·,Bi11. speaki'ng in teras of percentages,' 
with any or a combination of your three thermal devices, 
what kind of protection itl possible cu!llpared with 100 percent 
for the late micro:reteoroid thermal shield'l _, 

SCHNEIDER;~ You talk about micrometeoroid protection? 
Thermal prote~tlon or micro~eteoroid protection? Ther~al 
Protection? 

SCHNEIDER If we get these devices up within 
about two da,s, we should be down around SO desrees, and it will 
go down, continue on down, and at the high beta angles, we think 
we'll have to turn on heaters to keep us warm. Skylab was 

' .••• cold deliberately when we designed it, so that WE! had 
planned on hav1ng 8 cold temperature and heating up., And go to 
the hiah beta angles, we antlclpat~ that we'll get Into that 
else. I believe the temperatures that we're anticipating 
are probably In the 60 to 70 degree range or -
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, ·SPEAKER·· ..•.....• ":'.bel1eve the teaperatures that we're 
antf~ipating are probably in - in the 60 to 70 degree range, 
allhough I'll hasten to add they're theoretical calculations 
using (he comput':'!r as a model and it's liable to be plus or 

c· minus a few dcgrl".es on tha t;' .'..... ".,' , ~: 'j 

.;, QUERY At what point tonight do you reach the 
.• abso 1 ute GO/NO GO P oin t l' . , .,' 

" "SPEAKER When the captain gets to stowage • 
QUERY', . ,! What is the tillle on that?.~".·' 
SPEAKER,. ," That will probably be at'ound midnight ,: 

when he finally gets it stowed. We hope to have - we hope 
to be telling them what to sto ... ' before tha::: <V 

". 

'" QUERY 'Okay, in other words, at midnight we 
will have an idea of whether we have to go out to the thing 
tomocrow or not. (L.!lughter) . Is tJ~at it'! . 

, .. ' I S PEAK E R We 11 I' m go in g tog () to bed ear 1 i P. T 

. than, t hat • I'm go in g to ass u met hat we are go! n g 0 \1 t . Let 

,," 

,'I, ,." 

me be real clear on that. We're reasonably certain that we 
are going tomorrow. There's always a possibility that we 
might change our mind :md if 50 we certainly will let you 

: ''',,;.~ "'" .. ,:..., .. ~ 

know as soon a.s that decision is reached. Right now we are 
GO and the only uncertainty is which one of thesc devices 
welre going to say is the prime device. 

QUERY What is tile latest hOllr t:lat you can 
launch - or that you can stow this equip~enc and ~tl11 ~ake 
the I 3 un c h tilDe? , ' 

SPEAKER " Well, we're planning to do the stowage 
starting at I o'clock in the morning. We could probably; 
if necessary, and if everything is going well, probably delay 
that another two hours. " 

QUERY Two quick questions, you seem to be 
implying when you talk about 90 days usefulness of the 
shield that if we want to go fly the next two Skylabs we 
got to go up -and deploy Some more thermal shields.' And another 
question I had .. as whether - what if any ch.nges in the 
rescue mission has been made by this delny or maybe none. 

SPEAKER Let me start out by saying that we 
would like very much - and the two pole thermal shield for 
example. and the SEVA with its protection - we expect would 
last th~ full duration of Skylab. The parasol - there's a tech-
nical uncertainty about how - just ho,", long that would last. If 
we end up using that We would probably do some additional testing 
on the ground and pro'bably also in flight to make a real time 
decision whether to eject it before the end of the mission 

'" ' and deploy a thermal shield or something like that. The 
Langley infla:able device appears to have - (roa a thermal' 
standpoint - appears to have a capability ot lasting the full 
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duration. It requires pressure to inflate ~;And then 
i t has s (l me h 1. s tor y t 0 as t c w hat s h 0 u I d k e e pit i)l 

';" position. But we have an uncertaint.y as to whether or not 
. the TACS firings or anythi~& like that IDight cause it to fold 

;.; up and thus reduce i.ts thermal efficiency, which might 
mean then also that ••. if \Ie use it might be a candIdate 
fo~ ejection if, and again I hasten to emphasize the word 
might be a candicate for ejp.ction if the thermal conditioi's 

."'indicate that something has happened to it. '.'\, 
QUERY" What about the rescu~ ••• 
SPEAKER The rescue thing? We're processing 

the vehicle as as plann.od. 'The SL-3 if in the event "le 
require a rescue why the cre"" would remain in the airlo~k 
~WA. They do have access to the food onboClrd. And they would 
stay there until ve get the rE!SCU~ vehicle up there. 

QUERY We had. before we started the whole thing 
here, a rescue mission •. ' A standard nominal rescue mission , __ 

;,:~;:; so that if sONthlng ~app€1\ed to the CSM when it docked. ' Now 
has that basic plan been changed at all1 ' 

.. 

S PEAK ERN" sir. 
Q lJ E RY ,. A time lin e 0 r an y t h in gel s e ? 
SPEAKER No sir. 
QUERY Two questions for Mr. Schneider, if 

all these things don' t ~OUle tog~ther and you miss the launch 
time t 0 Dl 0 r row, w hat are you look i n gat for the \l (: x t po s sib 1 e 
launch? . And could you give an estimat~ of how many pEople 

~.' have been involved in building these fixes and their possible 
cost? 

SPEAKER OK3},. as .far as the launch windows 
go from a straight mechanics standpoint we have 
a M-20 wlndow on Saturday and the windovs move fOlVard I 
belieVe 24 minutes a day. And then an M=l9 window on Sunday 
and another M-19 window on Monday and Tuesday and then we're 
back to an M~5 windov on Wednesday. ~e would like very much 
to have an M ... 5 rendezvous but we have not ruled out an M-20. 
We belieVE! based on the way the situation is unfolding right 
now that if w~ missed tomorrow we would go for an M-20 window 
on Saturday and then we \Would make a real time decision if 
we missed that and go on Sunday. We probably. unless 
there was a real urgent reason for going up. ,""e probably .... ould 
recycle to next Wendesdays window and M-5. Although we 
can indeed as I said go with it. As far as ho,"" many p~ople 
been working on the devices except for the people at Langley 
I can't really say that. But people who been working on the 
primary devices - Houston and Marshall and with their con
tractors they've all been the Same people we would have nor.ally 
had. Th e y have bee n put tin gin a lot 0 f 0 ve r t 1 me • Th ere 
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have been a number of devices other than those that we have 
mentioned here that have been made bYt if you will non - non 
Skylab people, but they - some o! them worked for, Dick Smith 
and they're the 8am~ kind of people.' We haven't added any-
bod}' on th~ payroll. 'We've had d'e'vices submitted b, Doetng, 

'by North A~erican Seal Beach; by Aerospace Corpor~tion, 8y 
. ." Nor t h - b y Do u g las - H cD 0 nne 11 Do u g 1a sSt. Lou is an d I' ve . 

probably forgotten a few people and if I have please forgIve 
me. So, mostly it's been a case of a lot of volunteer work 

'and a lot of overtime work." We have not hired on a lot of 
new peop Ie tho ugh. The Lan gley device h as ~ een done in Lan gley 
by t he Langley peop Ie. ~,Th at's be en p riaa ri ly don e In ho use an d 
it. too has been a product of much overti.e and volunteer work 

:i on the part of people. 1 hCive no estimate of t;1e what the COlt 
is. , We're not - we do not predict In any way that this will 
have any effect on the Skylab - any Significant effect on 

. 1:, 

the Skylab runout cost. $ince we had in our original plan 
a capability to recycle for a few days on the SL-2. we had 
pr~viously funded as if that might be a case. "'i""" ,,' ',' ,",' ':'" •• ";' 

. ..', SPEAKER We'll take one mOre here and then 

, " ,,' ~'. - " .. " . ~' , 

"", 

we' 11 got 0 you reo 11 e ague sin H 0 us t on an d give the mas hot 
at it. 

, QUERY What is the technical uncertainty in-
volved here? Why are you afraid that it might not last 90 days? 
Is it going to come apart? What's going to happen? 

,SPEAKER Well, there is a - I ought to have 80me 
mlltet":'als people to explain this better than I but, Some types 

I.: of nylo;'l when exposed to the thermal ultraviolet environment 
c~ange their characteristic and there is some evidence that 
they lose their strength.' Now thatts not conclusive evidence 
by an:, stretch of the ieaglnatlon. And there are some bodies 

i 0 f tel: h n i cal 0 pin ion t hat say t hat t hat doe 8 not g 0 on ass 0 me 
of th~ samples have indicated it will. But we think that 
maybe it levels out and does not continue 1n the same manner. 
The uncertainty is whether or not the nylon side will last 
th~ full 8 months and if it does not 
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.';.:loads that you would have up there. I:! We believe once itls 
':,;",' deployed there's essentially no loads on it with exception 

"f" 

of son;e effect of TACS jet impingement. .... "-",, , 
. QUERY The last edition of Newsweek stated that 

. :it was highly controversial whether to use this kind of 
U!icrometeoroid shield you ust:d in this mission •. Two ques-
tions, 1& this correct?! And the second question, what led 
you to this decision to use it inspile of this controversy 
if there was one7 ." " '". .' 

, SPEAKER I'm not aware of any cont:ovP,rsy. And / 
this shield is not a mlcrometeoroid shield welre putting on;' 
although it does provide some '1Ilcrometeoroid protection. ; We 
are putting on a thermal prot~ctive shield. Thatls-

QUERY ·Inauc"ble. 
; SPEAKER ',' I'd send t.hat question back to the Cape 

for Lee Belew. 
SPEAKER Lee isn't here but let me try it, Ken. 

"'.: 

'"'.,-'," Leels working the inflatable device problem this afternoon. _ "":--'-_- .. r,~" 
There is no l:ontro'/~r~y as far as whether or not that device' ,',:;." 
s h 0 u 1 d be put 0 n . We had a - we had a p \" 0 g r a. r e qui r e me n t t 0 

provide a .995 probability of mission success and I emphasize 
miss-ion succeEis l not crew safety. Crew safety is much l much 
higher than that. A .995 probability of mission success was 
our original criteria.. In order to assure that number with 
the models that w~re available as to wh.t the micrometeoroid 
penetration would be, it didn l t indicate that we needed a 
thermal shield - 1 ;nean II mi crometeoroid shield. Th:ls was "" 
done - was put on and we ended up with the shield that has 
subsequently dep~rted., The anaiysis today using this same 

'. model says that our mission goes a full 240 day mission - goes 
down to .954 for full m~ssion success. For crew safety if I 
re me 'lib e I' my numb e r sri gh t ! t's • 99999998. I may be 0 ff on 
the last numbe r." , 

QUERY Have ail the materials been checked for 
flammability that are going Into the CSM? Glynn you might be 
able to answer that. 

LUNNE~ Yes we have. We've been very careful in 
all the m~terials that have been sel~cted and have been looked 
at. There have been I or 2 cases where we nave had to add 
equipment that would not pass the rigid specifications that 
we have but we have been willing to accept them on the basis 
of stowing th',m in bags and only taking them out for limited 
use and then putting the. back in bAgs et cetera. For example, 
the smoke masks that were added onboard. 

QUERY One lIIore, please. Bill Schneider. II. 
'-'"a little conf\Jsed over this power situation. I think you led;! 

us to believe that you would be drawing power from the CS~, '~. 
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for Lee Belew. 
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"'.: 
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batteries when you're going up the~e .~d that contradicts 
. something I heard ea~lie~. ;: Ae I unde retand all you're ,going 

to do Is power down the CSM in orde~ to make it last 20 or 
23 da18, draw something like 4200 to 5000 watts from the 
ATM of which JOOO WSltts are going to be for housekeeping 
alone.:.:.The remaining is not going to allow you to do full 
elC.perl_ntation full tiae, is it? '. 

'" ' SCHNEIDER To clarify the fj rst portion and t suggest 
Gl ynn Lunney mi gh' be ab 1 e to amp 11 fy it late r. ;' When we 
powered down the command service module it requires about 
1000 watts and Glynn can provide the exact number to keep the 
heate~s going. to keep the communications equipoent working 
and things like that. As long as the CSM fl:el cells are 

, operating we will provide that powe~ from the CSM fuel cells. 
When the fuel cells run out of cryogenics that rower must be . 
provitled from the orbiting workshop, the ATM sola~ art"y, ' A~ 
that time then ocr available power is reduced by that power 
which we must then supply to the CSM.-' So you are correct.·······,c 
We were not tapping power from the CSM to do experiments but 
by having that CSH po~~r for CSM requirements it made avail
able to us additional power. No.., I don't recall the numbers' 
again - I don't remember the numbers that you said but let 
me state agair., as the beta angle changes we get more, 
and more electrica~ power out of the ATM solar array. And I 
be 11 e ve 0 n day 24 wee x pee t t hat the sol a r a r ray 8 w i 11 be in 
full sunlight and we will get 7000 watts or possibly 
even mor.! out of those solar arrays the full 24 hours a day 
whi~h is more than ~nough to d~ our full experiment compli
ment. So if the CSM remains po~ered up as much as we hope, not 
as much as we expect, as much as we hope, we will just about 
run out of CSM power about the time we get into 
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" QUERY _ 1 f the CSM relll'tins puwered up 
for as much 'liS we hope, nut '.as much as 'i\le c";'(pect. but ~;: . 
as much a 9 W e hope, .... P. .... ill ~ j us t ' abo u t run ,) u t 0 f C S ~ ", : .'. 
power £boul the time we get into l:,e high beta angle. 
J f the CSK does not hold up that long and the fuel cell 
is depleted earlier, why tht!n we would have to r.urtaJI '., 
some of our experimentf. and \Ie would - we cannot say 
ho .... much until we see exactly what our power u&ag~ is 
up there and what our power generation is .... hen we get 
remaining in full solar inertia.i.. We believe, at present, 
that we'11 be able tc run E' full (.omplement of experi,": 
ments. 

PAO Roy Neal. 
, QUERY I voncter if you can give us some kind 

of a har.i<. at .... hal your propospd tilllelines would be for these 
various systems of deploYlnent, anJ, perhaps even more impor
tant, whal ace your television plans, both for ,the systems of 
deployment an~ a little later un? .'." ....•. ,,:. . .. .y".,' 

SPEAKER ' Deke, yo u' d be t te r talk about 
timelines and m~ybe -

SLAYTON You talk about tel~~.~ion. 
1 don I t w an t tot a 1 k abo \I t t hat . 0 lr. a y, t i. II e Ii n e s • The 
parasol. we wouli go in on the - .... ell, numhpr one, the 
first day ve planning to go up, do a fly ar~und_ 
hopefully deploy \he SAS panels, alld redock. That's the 
end 0 f t hat day. rh e 8 e con d day ve .... ill the n go in an d 
activate the workshop partially and deploy the umbrella 
mechanism, assuming that's our first choice and assuming 
that .... orks. If t;'at dQeR not vork, of COUTCle, then we have 
to fall back on our next choice, which will,. robably be 
the fold sail, and that would have to go uo the folloving 
day, or the third day. Assuming our firat choice works. 
houever, w~ would continue workshop activation on the 
third day, complete it on the fourth, and begin orbital 
operations and be up and funning full ..• on the fifth 
day. Is that what you were - if )'ou' re looking for the tlme-
line on the deployroent of each of these, t think I lndlca~ed 
earlier we look like an h(lur approximately on the airL>ck Je-
ploy('d one. ""e look for abouL 3 houTs on the EVA de'" 
ployed o~e. As Sill indicated ~arllef, we have deployed 
it 1n 2 hOUTS. However. relTlembt>r we're golng arollnJ the 
earth nov, a~d we hit a couple of night-side passes there, 
and ve don't vant t(') be working in the dark. So ve'll 
be closer through ~ onc night-.ide pas. at least and going 
in the dayl&ght. $0 the probable ti~~line on that would 
run aboul:) hours. Af far aa the S£V.\-deployed 8811 ia 
conc~rned, ve don't have a real good hack on that, be-
caUSe it'a very difficult to .isulate. It vould involve •. 
however, undocklng, pressurize the lults, opening the 
hatch, and if you vant my guela. it would be 1n tho 
neighborhood of 1 hour toaccomplilh that. 8~t t sUftlv 
wouldn't vael to be ~o~-J.led t h " ~H" 0 t at -;,Ot· 8ua ran le e. 
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, far as the TV's concerned, Roy, 
at present, assuming we lift-off on schedule, we expect 

'to be able to pick up teleyision at Gua. on the stat1on-
,', keeping. much the same as you've previously heard, and we 

shDuld see a good view of the spa~ecraft through the window. 
Aa you relllember, we 'tave no record capability in the CSH. 

J . 
J. 

Then we pick ,up - we continue after we lose Guam when we pick 
up Goldstone, and we ~xpect about S minutes at Guam. And then 
at Goldstone, we pick Uf, 1 believe they said yesterday, about 
17 minutes of TV, at which time we expect to be doing the 
flyarour.d inspection. Beyond that, we expect' to be off 
the' range ~ and we do not expect any TV of any of the dp..-
ploymcnt. For example, if ",e hael to go on and do EVA, 
we ha'le no TV camera for, say, t~le second option, the two-
pole thermal shield. We have no TV camera that would give 
us good EVA pi~tures. As :,ou recall, the TV camera had 
previously been planned to be deployed out the scientific 
airlcck J and, of course, that option would not bt~ available 
to us. Okay? 

QUERY I have two questions: one for me and 
one relayed from New York. You've been makinp. many changes 
i nth e I as t s e 'JPo r a I t a y son the v" rio U 8 fix po S ~ i b i 11 t 1 e s • 
How can you say "'ith c.ertainty that the material will last 
even 90 days? Has anythjng been tested that long?·· Are 
you extrapolating? How do you reach that conclusion? The 
second thing is, as ~ result of the added load in the cOllmand 
mod\"le" "'ill there be any c\.'tnges whatever In the launch 
sequ~nce? . 

SPEA~ER The first question. Yes, we have done 
:'est8. performed tel"ts nn all of these materials. Obviollsly, 
we do not have a 90 daj test. There Is some extrapolation. 
Ho",ever. we know 80methlC'1g about the basic materials. We 
have reviewed 80me of the m8tcr1.,ls that have been used on 
Surveyor and other space vehicles, and it'A our judgmt.!l1t 
that ~he materials would be good for 90 <'ays and, in fact, 
prob&bly the duration Qf the mission. with the exception of 
some uncertainty on the nylon. 

LUNNEY ReJative to the launch sequence, I'll not 
sure 1 know specificall! what you might be referring to, but 
1 cdn't think of any difference. The added weight makes loae 
difference to the trajectory, but that would not be noticeable. 
I think that the tl.lng of eventS will be essentially the 
same. 

QUER'i You can appreciate these SIIen have a lot 
to do bptveen nov and 9:UO; so we're going to have to cut the 
press conference off here. Thank you very much, gentle.en • 

END OF TAPE 
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